Appendix
The Supers.on.ic Transport Race
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WARREN G. MAGNUSON
or

WASHt:-l"GT.Jlf

IN THE SEliATE OF THE UNITED STATES

,

Wedr..esday, February 1, 1967
MAG1-.""USON.
~Ir. President,
'\Vhen I visited the SOvtet Union last fall,
I inquired about the status of their super1\Ir.

some transport development. Although
the Russians would not allow me to inSJ>ect their developme~t. of oourse, it was
clear to all of us that they were proceeding With this program and would proba!>ly fly a super.5<>r-Jc tra.n.5port long before the United States had one in the
air, even though we proceedro promptly
and adequately 1.."1 thi3 field .
Their present plar-...s are to fty a super~nic trans?Qrt, proba.bly i..''lto Kennedy
~11>0rt, now tha.t the Moscow-London. .,ew York run has ~n opened-probably in esrly U63. All the evidence
Points to that. I am .aure they waht to
show their knowledge and technology
and their er.e::-gies in the field of air
SUJJeriolity.
In a recent 1~""1.le of Look magazine,l\Ir.
Ntajeeb Halaby, farmer Admlnlstrator of
he Federal Avia.t!an Agency, has written
an article on this subject and I ask
unarumous coP..sent ro have lt printed in
the RECORi>.
Mr. Halaby, 1n thl.i a.rtic!e, points to
our lagging prog::-a.ra. I beliew·e that Senators Will read the article with a great
deal o! lnter~"t because Mr. Halaby is a
n;an who k.."lows this field and has had
c..ose contact with not only the French
and British Conoorde, which we do know
about, but aloo \\ith the work on the
supersonic tr.:m.::.-port.
w There bei.."..g no objection, the article
as Ordered to be pri..."1ted in the RECORD,
as follows·

wll..L Russ~ WL.~ THE SST
SIANs NEED

RACE?-THE

Rus-

Srr<>Elr..soNrc TaANSPORT AND
PRoBABLY W:u. FLY ONE Fms-r, SAYS THJ:

MAN WHo

GRA...'Id.

&

H:;;.\:>r:ro

Qua

L .\GGtNG

(By Na.jeeb lbla.by aa told

'PU~en Najeeb Raln.by

SST PRo-

to Ben Koclvar)

a. U.S. Navy test
during World War II, he studied Rus~~ hoping to bec·:>m.e naval attache at our
But as.sy 1n Moscow. I'b.3.t never happened.
A.v· When he became head of our Federal
lJ~atlon Agency, he was sent to the Soviet
bet on tWice to negotiate for airll,ne service
~lc Ween the tw:l nations. He is now senior
Wa e-president for Pa.n American World Alranrh These Hchanges wltb. the Russians
gr
Is experience 3S head of our SST prothr::n Put hiin ln a.n Ideal posttion to a.nswer
excl questions tha~ Look asked hlm 1n th1l
Usive interview.
~uestion. Could the Russl!ma have the
t su~rsontc transport?
'PU~wer. Any tlm.e the Russi:ma wt.sh to
ru:mtca. ~a..s.senger pod ln one ot their superombers and !ly their leadera to a
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politically important spot. they could do so.
Back in 1961, we anticipated trot Premier
Khrushchev might make such 3. spectacula.r
flight from Moscow to New Delhi or Peking,
or even London or Paris, to demonstrate their
technological progress. We could have done
the same thing. In fa.ct, there was a proposal, when I came into office in the spring
of 1961 as President Kennedy's administrator of the Federal Aviation Agency, for Convair to modify one of our supersonic deltawing B-58 Hustler bombers a.s a Special Air
Mission plane.
Question: What is the present ~ST schedule?
Answer. The first planned U.S. tli.ght ln
197-l is the last of four. The French expect
to fly the first prototype test Ccmcorde on
February 28, 1968. A few months later, the
British will fly their identical model out of
the United Kingdom.
At the moment, there is quite a bit of
evidence that the Russians will fly their
TupoLev 144 first. During a recent visit by
French technicians, designer Andrei Tupolev
said his Tu-144 would be airborne "somewhat
before'' the Concorde.
We know that the Kuznetsov 1H, which
is the power-plant designation, L5 operating
on the test stand at TsAGI, the Soviet Aeronautical Research Institute, about 25 mlles
outside of Moscow. More than a thousand
test hours have been conducted to date.
This fan-jet engine is rated at about 28,000
pounds of thrust, and with the afterburner,
about 35,000 pounds. It is designed for their
delta-wing airplane, quite similar in shape to
the Concorde and our rejected Lockheed 2000
supersonic proposal. A full-scale mock-up
that prospective passengers are trying has
been seen at TsAGI. I think the Russians
plan their first :flight for next winter and
commercial service three years later.
Question. Have you seen it?
Answer. I have not. But Br~tish and
French technicians recently visited it. Designed for 286,600 pounds t:lkenti gross
weight, it is slightly smaller than th.e Concorde and about half the weight of Boeing's
winning swing-wing SST. It se-:l.ts 121 passengers four and five abreast. Designer
Tupolev predicts speed of 1,550 mph at 6.5.000
feet altitude. Like all other supersonics, It
has a droop snoot, with a needle nose tor
highspeed cruise flight and a lowe:ed, visorlike arrangement for landing and tc.~eotr.
They will have three in the cocit;>it and four
or more :flight attendants.
Question. Do the Russians have the in4U3trial capability fCYr the

SST~

Answer. They can do anything they place
&t the highest priority.
They have, as we do, a limited number of
scientists, aeronautical engineers, metallurgical engineers. They, like u.s, cannot do
everything at once, filling all ol their m.llltary
and civil desires. Second, they see in both
the British-French effort and the American
effort a challenge in an area of trans?Qrt and
communications. For world communism,
this is an area of very important activity.
Third, they have not had a. great success
with their long-range subson!e tnnsport,
the Ilyushin 62, which is not yet in scheduled
service; and in conversation with the Russians, I learned they would lUte to recover
with a resounding victory.
Finally, the Russians appear quite advanced in fabricating meta.la lncludlng titanium, particula.rly ln engines, an.d are developing large presses. In f~t. they have a

75,000-pound press that can make very complex aluminum extrusions.
Question. When did. the British and French
people see the mock-up?

Answer. I think an important visit wa.s
October 1965. A French delegation of about
30 aeronautical experts spent about three
weeks in Moscow, TsAGI, Kharkov and other
places. The French and Rusisans have exchanged visits in technical areas a number
of times, the last one involving groups of
military and journalists last spring.
I took part in discussions with them at
the Paris Air Show during June of 1965.
Prior to that, I visited them at the direction
of President Johnson in 1963. My predecessor
at FAA, Gen. Elwood R. Quesada, took a group
to the Soviet Union in the spring of 1960.
Question. The Concorde is in the 1,401Jmile-an-hour area; the American SST is in
the 1,800-to-Z,OOO-mile-an-hour arro. What
speed. clo you think the Russian SST will
have?
Answer. About 1,500 mph. The British,

French and Russians are pressing the
strength and durability of aluminum to its
upper limits, and they have scaled their
airplanes to that speed, approxi.tnately Mach
2~.

-

Question. Does that mean that thu airplane will use titanium in the engines and
aluminum for the frame?
Answer. Both the ConcCYrde and the Tupolev 144 will have some titanium. in the en-

gines and ln the airframe. In the airframe,
the titanium will be around the very hot
parts, such as the exhaust in the engine, and
perhaps sqme of the hottest parts o! the
leading edge of the wing. Even now in our
supersonic aircraft, such as the North American XB-70 and the McDonnell F-4H, there
are titanium sections in the airplane. The
Lockheed SR-71 and the two American SST
proposals are all-titanium.
Question. Do the Russians have any supersonic bomber that they could. convert directly to a commercial transport a.! they d!d
fCYr their first jet airline.!, the Tu-104'!

Answer. No, they do not. It would be
much more )ike our building space in what
would be the bomb bay and electronic compartment in the B-58 . . . a few seats. It
would never be economical to do this.
Question. Would there be any value in
hat:ing a smaller supersonic airplane?

Answer. Well, ultimately, after supersonic
commercial-flight safety, economy and pu!>lic acceptance have been fully demonstrated.
This will probably be in the mid-70's. There
will be at least two versions of supersonic
transports. One w111 be for long-range intercontinental runs of about 3,500 a.nd 4,500
miles. And the second will be the medium
range, from 1,000 to 2,500 miles. This is the
way the world's route structures occur.
Question. Considering the time it takes
fCYr takeoff, climb and landing, is there any
value in a 1,000-mHe-range supersonic airplane?

Answer. I don't think that there'd be any
value in an airplane designed for optimum
performance at 1,000 miles. The best performance on a theoretical chart is about 3.5
1\.Ia.ch at .around 5,000 miles. The next airplane, the hypersonic transport will have a
speed of Mach 6 to 8, and range about 8,000
miles. The balli.stic transport will be even
"faster.
Question. You've been negotiating with
the Russian.s on a Russia-United States airline service that, optimistically, might start
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sometime in. 1967. Could the Russians in·
troduce this service with an SST?

AnBwer. With people as capable as the
Russian technicians and the Aeroflot operators, I would rule out nothing as impossible.
But I think they wlll not introduce the supersonic before 1970.
Question. Do you think the sonic boom
will restrict the SST to use over large bodies
of water?

Answer. Possibly. Unless the manufacturers and the operators find the answer to the
problem of the sonic boom, it could be banned over parts of Western Europe and the
United States.
Question. What can be done about the
boom?

Answer. Distance, detour and design. First,
distance from the public. This would be accomplished by very-high-altitude cruising,
twice the current level of 30,000 to 35,000 feet.
Second would be to detour around noisesensitive areas. One good thing about the
sonic boom 1s that it doesn't occur at the airport, where the congested population 1s lo<mted. It starts between 150 and 250 miles
out as the airplane accelerates through the
speed of sound on its way to cruising altitude. The third approach is by design.
There are some ingenious ways of shaping the
airplane and locating its engines so that the
sonic boom is lessened.
Question. Do you have any reason to believe that the Russian SST would be Zess safe
than an American or the French or British?

Answer. The Russians' air-safety statistics
are not published. They are not members of
the International Civil Aviation Organization, a.nd we can only speculate as to their
record. I have -flown Aeroflot, as have many
Amet'lcans. It is the world's largest airline
in numbers of aircraft and ln route mileage.
It also must be one of the most rapidly growing airlines. In 1965, Aeroflot reported 23.6
blllion passenger miles compared to 19.2 billion in 1964. Of course, this includes all Soviet aviation except military. Present routes
are within the Soviet Union, down to the
Middle East, across Western Europe to London. over the Atlantic to Montreal, down
along our coast to Havana and out to Siberia
and Red China.
The Russians have capable pilots, very wellproven manufacturers, good airplanes and
power plants. Their electronics and instruments are behind. They are actively seeking
to import and license these for manufacture
in the U.S.S.R. Without any accident data,
we can only believe that their safety record
is probably similar to that of other airlines
around the world.
Question. Do you feel that the Russians
will try to sell their SST to countries outside the Soviet bloc?

Answer. At the last Paris Air Show, they
had over a hundred salesmen and exhibitors.
They displayed their very large military logistics airplane, the Antonov 22, their new turboprop, the An-24, similar to our F-27, a
whole family of rotary-wing aircraft-including a flying crane that held, kangaroolike under its belly, a bus with seats for 25 passengers--and their regular line of the Tupolev
series for short-to-medium-range aircraft.
My hunch is that, because of its own large,
long-range structure, Aerofiot would get all
of the early Tupolev 144's. The next recipients might be other Communist carriers such
as the Czechoslovak Airline. So far, the sale
of Soviet aircraft in competition with British,
French and American products has been
negligible.
Question. Has it occurred at all?
Answer. Yes. Several
helicopters,
the
IL-14, the IL-18 and the An-24 planes have
been purchased by airlines in the Middle
East and Africa.. Of course, the terms for
sale of the · Soviet aircraft have been unusually favorable to the customer, particularly for other Communist countries. I don't

believe that any Western countries have
bought any Soviet aircraft.
Question. Have any of our companies been
invited to !tee Soviet developments?
Answer. To my knowledge no American has

visited the Soviet SST research-development
or manufacturing enterprises. And, 1n turn,
no representative of the Soviet Union has
visited Lockheed or Boeing or our SST manufacturing and research sites.
Question. We have a modest running interchange of scientific information with the
Russians on communications and weather
satellites. Is there anything like that in the
field of aviation?

Answer. The relationship between Aeroflot,
the Soviet national-flag carrier, and Pan
American World Airways and the Federal
Aviation Agency has been cooperative and
candid. There have been two full visits by
the FAA to Moscow, in 1960 and again in
1963. The Russians have visited Washing;ton and New York on several occasions, and
from time to time, there have been visits
such as Vice-President Nixon's celebrated
one to the fair in Moscow. In fact, on that
occasion, the first real discussions of an exchange of flights between Moscow and New
York were initiated.
Question. Recently, a 1Ulturalized American, Vladimir Kazan-Komarek, was arrested
by Czech police from an Aerojlot plane that
made an unscheduled landing at Prague. In
another incident, American safety inspectors
were not allowed to visit the crash scene of a
Pan Am jet freighter in East Germany, although the plane was later cut apart and
shipped over the line. Could these events
affect operation of air service that would
start this year?

Answer. Possibly.
Question. Now, if the Russians start serving the United States, would there be any
requirement that their aircraft meet American safety standards of manufacture and
operating techniques?

Answer. This is a very difficult and touchy
question. United States and British airworthiness experts have, over many years,
exchanged standards of safety and adopted
the general procedures and tests and specifications regarding the safety of airplanes,
engines, instruments and even pilots. The
same is generally true of the French, Italian,
Swedish, German and Japanese.
In the case Of the Soviet Union, a wholly
new situation is faced. But because the
airplanes that the Russians have indicated
they would operate have been in service for
years over Western European countries, my
impression is that the Federal Government
will permit their operation. They will also
have to meet local requirements, such as
noise standards of the New York Port Authority.
Question. To acbiel"e this interchange,
would we compromise our desire to inspect
their airplanes?
Answer. I don't think that any compromise
would be permitted, and I suppose if the
Russians found that we were operating unsa!ely, they would correct us; slmllarly, we
would correct them quite candidly. In fact,
in our discussions with the Russians in
December, 1963, they pointed out several
respects in which they believed their standards, particularly of strength of the aircraft,
were somewhat more rigorous and higher
than ours.
Question. Do you think they will build
more than one first test model of the SST?
Answer. The most desirable number in the
American experience is three; two !or flying
and one for static tests. The more available,
the sooner the necessary experience is gained,
and the safer and better the product ls.
Question. Would you have any guess as to
what their prototypes might cost? We're
talking about ours costing up to two billion
dollars.
Answer. There is no comparable basis for
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estimating the cost of any Soviet development. As to the purcha.se price !or a customer in dollars, that can only be the Wildest
sort of guess. The Soviet Government will
set the price. When I talked to Minister of
Civil Aviation Yevgeny Loginov, chief executive of Aeroflot, in the winter of 1963, I asked
him why he Wished to fly to the United
States, and he said "For profits." I believe
he meant the prestige of adding the United
States to Aeroflot's worldwide system of
routes, plus the earning of scarce dollars
which the Soviet Union needs to import
critical products as well as revenue for his
airline.
They use the word profit, in other words,
in a broader, less commercial way than we
do. In actual dollar terms, I would guess
that they would price it somewhat below the
Concorde, which is about •16 million per
copy.
I do not believe that this Soviet Tu-144,
being hal! the size and 70 percent of the
speed of the U.S. SST, would approach our
estimated price of $36 million each.
Question. Do you think that their development of a supersonic transport is primarily
for propaganda?
Answer. I believe it is one reason.
However, other very strong factors are the
long reaches of communism from its base in
Moscow. I tried to go across the Trans·
Siberian Railroad in 1931. From Moscow to
Vladivostok was 8¥z days. Today, in the
turboprop Tupolev 114, the trip takes one
full day. Their routes !rom Moscow to Peking, from Moscow to Havana, are very long.
The supersonic transport promises to be the
greatest, the most efficient, most productive
long-range transport in history, so they have
a. basic Communist communication need for
it.
Aeroflot, under the very effective, very able
leadership of Minister Loglnov, is trying to be
a sound commercial competitor along tbe
world's air routes, and they want to do a.
superior job of flying passengers and freight
around the world.
The supersonic transport is not just a technological tour de force. First, it's a t1roe
klller. The businessman in Cnll:fornia. who
now takes six flights a year from Los Angeles
to Paris would save two full weeks per year
if the supersonic were ayailable. Those two
weeks are extremely valuable to him and hiS
company.
Second, it presses forward our technology.
It isn't just in the space fiold or the nuclearenergy field that we need to press forward, it's
in the aeronautical field as well, which bas
direct commercial benefits to our society.
We have long exported a billion- to twobillion dollars worth of aeronautical products
a year. If we had to buy all of our superjets
and supersonic jets abroad, it would cost us
in the order of fifty to sixty billion dollars
in foreign exchange between now and, say.
1990; whereas if we bUild the best supe.rjot
and the supersonic and sell most of theiU
abroad, we would reverse that trend.
Question. The British and Russians were
first to have jet airliners, and we were zo.st.
Yet there are more American jet airliners 11&
use around the world. Do you think the past
Will repeat itself?

Answer. This could definitely happen:
Our Government made a big point of sa]/·
ing that there is no military requirement fQ1'
the supersonic transport . . . • Yet, we s.l·

ready have flying a m111tary Mach 3 airplane,
the XB-70, and the YF-12A, Mach 3 titaniUJil
airplane which holds the world speed and
altitude records. We are also producing tb•
F-111, a. Mach 2.5 fighter-bomber.
Question. In other words, you feel there U
a confusion. in what we are saying and w]l..at
we are doing?

Answer. No, we are pushing mllltary Mach
3 :O.ight, and now we are about to push tot
commercial Mach 2.7 fllght. These a.1runets
may well be used 1n future Presidential and
defense missions.
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Ar~

the Rus.;i.an.Y maintaining
well 43 Western carriers?

Answer. My ow:1 experience is that even
1n the last three yea.."'S, I've seen progress in
their operation and. re0 :l.I'd them as a formidable compet~t.Jr along the world air
routes.
I also see ln the Communist world the
grl'a.test untap;>e-:1 market for American airline services. The are·a. from Ea.st Berlin to
W:u-saw to Moscow, southe.ast to Tashkent,
out across Slber!a. to Vladlvoatok, then south
to Peking and Sh.:mghai is the next frontier
for American commerci.a.l avt:~.tlon to develop.
We want very much to see the airplane
fulfill its natural role of l!.niing safety, economically, compet!ti.vely and peaceably all
the peoples and products of the world. Here
1& a challenge worthy of the airmen of the
future.

.Employee Moral~ Sagging a Bit? Just
Gueu Whose Fault That Is
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOEL T. BROYHILL
Or VIRGtNtA

L'i THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. BROYHILL of Virginia.. Mr.
SPeaker, many of our colleagues were
not in Washington on December 7, 1966,
When an unusually humorous column
RPPeared 1n the Federal Spotlight 1n the
'Vashington Evening Star. Mr. Joe
Young, one of the best fri-ends Federal
employees have in the press, attempted
to reveal through humor the hopeless
situation in which employees find themselves today.
As I believe al! will benefit from read1ng Mr. Young's work, I am pleased to
insert it in full in this RECOP.D.
The article follows:
'lin: FEDERAL SPOTLt:;RT: EMPLOYEE MORALE
SAGGING A

THAT

BIT?

JUST

GUESS

WHOSE FAULT

Is

(By Joseph Young)
AB a top official
Of the CivU Service C-omml.sslon. are you conc1erned about reports about employe unrest
n government?
A. What unrest? President Johnson has
been vitally concerned with improving the
Inorale and the esprtt de corps of federal
employes.
Q. But what about tnv:l.Olons o! employes•
t:'lvacy, and pressured to make them conlbute to savings bonds drives . . . .
A. President Johnson h3.8 appointed career1sts to some executive Jobs hlt.herto filled by
Political appointees.
Q. And questionnalres that require emPloyes to list their ra.c13J. and ethnic backQ. GOOd afternoon, slr.

~Und.s?

A.. He has also a.pp<)tn!;ed women to some
-.ey .lobs.
Q. And requlring employes, even some in
l 0 bs as low as Grade 3. to llst all their finan~la! holdings and those o! members of their
1arnllies. And forcing employes to join their
Ocal, PTA and community and political
acttvtues . . . .
A.. The President ha.s atso set up a talent
Pool for super-grade employes.
Q. Wen, employes seem to be unhappy
about the 2.9 percent pay ca.Lse they got this
rear. They feet the Presld.ent was out of line
n holding them to this amount when emPloyes ln the prt nte sector got considerably
tnore.
.
.A. When President John3on was Senate
tnajortty le-ader, he always scheduled federal
1...

pay raise bills for prompt action-well, almost always, he did.
Q. Do you think the President's veto of
the life insurance blll he-1~ employee
morale?
A. No employe that we know o! wrote the
President to complain and slgned !l.l.s name.
Q. Then you would say tha.t federal employes never had it so good.
A. Absolutely.
Q. Then why are political experts saying
that many federal and postal worker3 voted
Republican this year?
A. That's what our Hatch Act investlgators are looking into.
Q. What about employes beln.g asked intimate questions about their se:!!: lives?
A. Speaking or sex, President Johnson
has appointed a woman as per.;;onne! director
of a top government agency.
Q. What about the chairman of the Civil
Service Commission "wearing two hats" in
also being chief political talent scout for the
President? Is this good for the c-areer system?
A. Mr. Macy says it's good.
Q. What about the Ervin bill?
A. What bill?
Q. The one sponsored by Sen. Ea•·t:s-to give federal employes a bill of rights to
protect their rights against unwarr:mted invasion of their privacy?
A. Oh, no one favors that bill.
Q. Well, all the government employe unions testified unanimously in favor or it.
A. They didn't understand the provtstons
in the bill.
Q. What about all the documented evidence uncovered by the Ervin committee and
also presented by government employe leaders on invasion of privacy?
A. Oh, all these cases were the result of
misunderstanding on the part of the employes. Agency officials wouldn't hurt a fiy.
The employes are just supersensitive, tha..t's
all.
Q. What do you think will happen to the

Ervin bill next year?
A. Oh, we're all closing our eyes around
here and hope that when we open them up
next year the Ervin bill will have disappen.red.
Q. Why' isn't the Johnson administration
endorsing the pay comparabilty principle of
the 1962 pay act to place government salaries on a parity with industry?
A. President Johnson took a full hour out
of his busy workday recently to address the
Civil Service regional directors who were in
town for a meeting.
Q. What about the administratJ.on curtailing overtime in government and trying to circumvent the law by giving compensatory
time instead of paying cash?
A. Lady Bird is working very closely with
government agencies to beautify their surroundings.

There being no objection, the proclamation was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
THE

COMMONWEALTH OF :r..IA.ssACHUSETTS-A
PROCLAMATION, 1967

(By His Excellency John A. Volpe, Governor)
Whereas, January twenty-second o! this
year marks the Forty-Ninth Anniversary of
the Proclamation of Free Ukranian Nation3.1
Republic, and
Whereas, The year 1967 marks the Fiftieth
Anniversary of the restoration of a network
of national independent republics in Central
and Eastern Europe, which were lat-er destroyed by Communist Russian forces, and
Whereas, The love of freedom still reigns
1n the hearts of the Ukrainian people, and
enable~> them to oppose with fierce determination the oppression of Russian Communist
domination, and
Whereas, All freedom-laYing people join in
sympathy with the thousands of American
people or Ukrainian descent in abhorrence
o! the Communist terror and repression directed against those intellectuals ln the enslaved Ukraine who have struggled for freedom of expression for the Ukrainian culture,
and
Whereas, This year on January twentysecond, thousands or Americans of Ukrainian
descent in this Commonwealth and across
the nation will pay tribute to the heroic
struggle of those enslaved in the Ukraine,
thus enhancing their aspirations for freedom
and justice;
Now, therefore, I, John A. Volpe, Governor
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, do
hereby proclaim January 22, 1967, as "Ukrainian Independence Day" and urge all citizens
of the Commonwealth to take appropriate
recognition of this observance.
Given at the Executive Chamber in Boston,
this tenth day of January, ln the year of our
Lord, one thousand nine hundred and st.:ctyseven, and of the Independence of the Umted
states of America, the one hundred and
ninety first.
JOHN

A.

VOLPE.

By His Excellency the Governor:
KEVIN IL WHITE,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.

Seafarers Achievement Report
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LEONARD FARBSTEIN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967
~Ir.

FARBSTEIN. Mr. Speaker, the
The 49th Anniversary of Prodamation of Seafarers Log the official organ of the
Seafarers Int~rnational Union, contains
Free Ukrainian National RepJJblic
in its January 6, 1967, issue two articles
which are, in effect. an achievement rf,!EXTENSION OF REMARKS
port on a most unique trade union school.
or
The articles were written by Paul Hall.
president of the Seafarers Internation~l
HON. EDWARDW. BROOKE
Union, and Raymond T. McKay, presiOr MASSACHUSETTS
dent, District 2, Marine Engineers BeneIN THE SENATE OF THE "ONIT1ED STATES
ficial Association, SIU.
Wednesday, February1. 1,967
Last year our Nation was confronted
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, I ask with a serious shortage of licensed maunanimous consent to have prtnted in rine engineers to man the vessels rethe Appendix of the REcoRD the text quired to transport supplies and material
of a proclamation issued January 22, for American and allied operations in
1967, by the distinguished Governor of Vietnam. To correct this situation and
Massachusetts, His Excellency John A. to insure that these needed vessels sailed.
Volpe, marking the 49th anniversary of the Seafarers International Union and
the proclamation of the Free Ukralnla.n District 2, Marine Engineers Beneficial
Association, established a jointly oper-_
National Republic.
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A little over a year ago, the shortage of was ordered to be printed in the RECORD ,
ated license training and upgrading program to produce qualified marine en- licensed marine engineers became more acute as follows:
as
a result of the impending breakout o! CONSULATE ExCHANGE OUGHT To IMPRO \' E
gineers, known as the School of Marine ships
for the Viet Nam sealift. District 2
UNITED STATES-RUSS RELATIONS
Engineering.
MEBA, like other unions, faced the possibilThis program has managed to provide ity of delayed sailings, which posed a threat
Seattle has 28 consulates and other foreign
the trained engineers necessary to cope to the national security and to the security of government representatives, Portland h as 18.
with,tbis transport crisis. It has also every District MEBA member and all other They're listed alphabetically in the yellow
pages from Austria to Venezuela. But there
helped prepare this district -for future ships' personnel.
Now, in January 1967, the picture has are none from the Union of Soviet Socialist
peacetime requirements.
remarkably for District 2. Because Republics. There are none in any pa rt of
The success of this program can be changed
of the success of our joint training and up- the country except the Soviet embassy in
easily measured. One hundred and grading program-and our abllity to provide Washington, D.C. And there a.re no Amerieighty-eight men have completed the opportunities for the graduates of the mari- can consulates in Russia except our ambas program without undue financial hard- time academies--our contracted ships have sador in Moscow.
Officials of both countries are trying to
ship to themselves and their families. been able to sail throughout the year with- change
this situation and get a treaty estabAdditionally, all contracted vessels sailed out delays, and the Union has met its con- lishing
consulates, but the U.S. Senate is
tractual commitments.
without a single delay.
In the relatively short period since the dragging its feet. It won't ratify the treaty.
Mr. Hall and Mr. McKay are to be School of Marine Engineering was estab- Secretary of State Dean Rusk testified Moncommended on their acumen in making lished, 75 District 2 members have raised day before a Senate committee in this years'
this school possible. This is but another their licenses, and the flow of men taking go-round.
~guments against such a treaty stress the
example of the attempts of Mr. Hall and advantage of the upgrading program conespiOnage angle. FBI Director J. Edgar
his organization to meet the needs of this tinues. At the same time, 113 SIU members Hoover
says Russian consulates spread across
Nation, not only during times of war but have obtained original licenses under the pro- the country
would make counterespionage
gram and have sailed as engineers on District
in peacetime.
work of his agents much more complicated,
2 ships.
that
the
Communists
would have an easier
The articles follow:
District 2 is proud that we have been able
[From the Seafarers Log, Jan. 6, 1967]
LICENSE TRAINING AND UPGRADING PROGRAM
JOINTLY OPERATED BY THE SEAFARERS INTERNATIONAL UNION, AGLIW DISTRICT AND
DISTRICT 2, MARINE ENGINEERS BENEFICIAL
AsSOCIATION
ACHIEVEMENT REPORT

Once again, this is an occasion to be proud
ot the determination and performance of SIU
members. In less than one year's time, 113
Seafarers have obtained licenses as ships'
engineers after preparing for their examinations at the School of Marine Engineering
jointly sponsored by the SIU and District 2
MEBA. Many more SID engine department
men are presently enrolled in the School,
receiving instruction that will enable them
to sit for their licenses and to sail as engineering officers.
This unique school and what it is accomplishing is important to the men themselves,
to the sm and to the nation. From the
standpoint of the Seafarers themselves, the
manner in which they have upgraded themselves is a. convincing demonstration that
the !oc'sle is still a major source of potential licensed officers. Provided with the protection o! the benefits they have earned as
unlicensed seamen, the record shows that
men from the foc'sle can and will obtain
their licenses and perform creditably on the
job.
The benefit to the union as a whole derives
!rom the fact that by helping to fill the need
for licensed engineers aboard American-flag
vessels, these men have enabled SID-MEBA
District 2 jointly contracted ships to continue to saU on time.
And the national interest is served by the
continued sailing on time of these ships, particularly thqse engaged in the vital VietNam
sealift.
The response to the license training program, first of its kind to be offered anywhere,
is most gratifying . . We take special pride in
the manner in which these sm engine department men have performed in school and
subsequently in their new shipboard duties.
The example of those who have successfully
completed the course should inspire their
union brothers to also take advantage of the
opportunity that this union training program
affords to sm members, their families and
the nation.
Fina.lly, the jointly operated union school
is an example of what trade union cooperation can accomplish and contribute in the
interests of the workers involved, a.nd to the
security of the industry and the nation.
PAUL

HALL,

President, Seafarers International Union.

to provide a means through which our members can raise their licenses without hardship to themselves and their families. We
have also been able to draw qualified unlicensed men from the SID into our ranks as
engineers, enabling us to cope with the Viet
Nam crisis and to prepare for our future
peacetime requirements for new engineers.
The success of this program has been made
possible by the outstanding cooperation and
support of the union's deep-sea membership.
A great deal of credit also belongs to the
quality of instruction offered by the School
of Marine Engineering and its exceptionally
qualified statr, many of whom are District 2
members.
We cannot stop now. The need for qualified engineers in all ratings will continue well
into the future. Our license upgrading program has proved its wotth. Every District 2
member is urged to make. use of this unusual
opportunity to raise his license.
RAYMOND T. l.JcKA Y ,
President, District 2, Marine Engineers
Beneficial Association.

Consulate Exchange With U.S.S.R.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WARREN G. MAGNUSON
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, a
very capable newspaper in the State of
Washington, the Longview Daily News,
had a. very fine editorial in its issue of
January 24, 1967, and a good analysis on
the issue of the consulate treaty which
will be before the Senate, which was a
question before the Senate last year, and
on which the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee had some hearings.
I ask unanimous consent that there be
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD
the editorial to which I have referred
entitled "Consulate Exchange Ought T~
Improve United States-Russ Relations "
discussing the pros and cons of the que~
tion. The editorial comes to the conclusion that it would improve United
States-Russian relations.
There being no objection, the editorial

job infiltrating labor unions, student groups,
and so on.
·
But would it? Is such a reaction primarily one of fear? Communists aren't getting very far in this country, despite what
some alarmists print and broadcast. Labor
unions have learned that organized labor iS
one of the first casualties after a Communist
takeover. The Communist reasoning is:
"Now that 'the people' are in control, the
need for unions is gone." Unions aren 't buying that line any more.
·
The Communists aren't doing very well
among the students either. There are some
demonstrations from the fringe, and there
always will be in a free society where they're
~olerated, but young people today a.re turnmg more toward personal, individual gratification rather than identifying with " t he
masses." This generation identifies better
with personal problems on a person-to-person
basis (as in the Peace Corps) rather than
identifying with a government or mass movement. So the Communists are not really
doing well With the students, either.
The Communist etrort to infiltrate the civil
rights movement and organize the Negro
has been a total flop.
So what are we afraid of? Spying. Some
90 percent of the etrective spying done in
the world today is putting together bits and
pieces of information from newspapers aud
technical journals. And this is already available to the Russians.
There was a story once about a newsp aper
editor who published a story about a new
airplane that could fly X-miles-per-hour,
and had done so on such and such a date.
Officers from the Pentagon swooped down on
him and demanded to know how he knew
such secret information. He told them he
found out in the library by tracing newspaper accounts of sonic booms across tlle
country, complete with the times of when
the booms occurred. This was in the days
when sonic booms were front page news . The
editor had traced the flight of the plane frorn
the Northwest across the country to t11e
South, compared the distance traveled wi t h
the time it took, and he had the inform ati on
on the new plane. Simple as that.
SO if it ca.n be concluded that Russinn
consulates wm not hurt us particularly, will
they do any good?
Looking at the situation renllst1cally. we
cannot be at odds with Russia forever. Tensions between the two nations have eased .
Increased trade, which is the prime objecti''e
of the consulates, could ease them further .
We should not feel so insecure about our
free society that we must keep it sheltered.
And the advantages gained by Russia here
will be our advantages over there.
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A 1966 Survey of Russian Merchant
Shipping
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OP

HON. THOMAS M. PELLY
or

WASmNGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967
M.r. PELLY. Mr. Speaker, at this time
I would like to call to the attention of

the Members of Congress an assessment
of the growing Ru.ssian merchant fleet
'\\'hich just reached my desk. This rePort 1s called "A 1966 Survey of Russian
Merchant Shipping'' and was the result
of the labor of Robert L. Nichols, a graduate student in history at the University
or \Vashington. Mr. Nichols undertook
his research at the direction of the apPlied physics laboratory at the univerSity.

The researcher was given the following instructions: He wa.s to survey the
Russian literature, primarily through
the use of Ru.ssian maritime journals and
Russian newspapers and the o:mcial utterances of high Russian o:mcials, esPecially those charged with the control
and development of the merchant fleet,
and Produce a compendium of facts
about the Russian fleet and its capability
to do the tasks assigned to it. He was
requested to be particularly attentive to
any indications as to the broad purpose
for Which this enormous fleet was being
constructed, both in peace times and war
times, He was to draw no conclusions
excepting those that could be drawn by
a simple reading of Russian literature.
The real conclusions of national im?<>rt were to be drawn by others possesslng the appropriate military knowledge
but who lacked direct contact with the
!:.ature of the Russian merchant fleet.
.o.e was instructed to derive information
Primarily from Russian sources, and esPecially not to be influenced by the facts
and conclusions of American and British
\Vriters on the same subject unless he
COuld substantiate them from the Russian literature. He was given no advance conclusions to support.
Mr. Speaker, this new survey points up
Very clearly that the Soviets are on a
crash program, as a matter of feverish
Urgency, to upgrade their merchant fleet,
\VhUe as we know in the United States
the administration policy of slow strangUlation of our merchant fleet continues.
Unfortunately the re.IX>rt consists of
5-l Pages of illustrations--so it is not posstible to include the complete study in
.::; REcoRD. However, as a matter of
4.luormation, under unanimous consent
PreViously obtained, I am placing the inihroctuction and conclusion of the study in
e RECORD at this point:
INTRODUCTION

Because Russia lacks a long history as a
~a!artng nation Westerners tend to pay
b ttle attention to Soviet ships and ahlpboUlldtng. Little 18 known outside Russia.D.
rdera &bout Russia.n ahlpya.rda, port&, and.
~a.rbora. Porta recently completed. some u
a~~g ago aa 1958, do not appear 1n Western
at a.ses. Th18 18 part1ally the result of Bus-

an

reluota.n.ce

to

d.J8cloee

"bout such matters, but

DlOI"e
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OUI'

neglect of the Russian maritime expansion
which haa oocurred. so unexpectedly. Tbia
report 18 based on the latest and fairly aoou~
rate 1.n.formatton published 1n the Soviet
Union. It conveys the feverish lirgency the
Russiam feel for their new maritime fleet
and at the same time provides a reliable picture of Soviet maritime activities.
· What are Russia's maritime intentions?
This study will not provide final answers to
this question, for the answer lies 1n what the
Soviets do with their fleet in the next five
years. Some guidelines for interpreting Russian moves will be presented here.
Russian ships, although standardized and
mass produced, are modern and technologically advanced. They also possess certain
features which make them suitable for purposes other than commercial trade. At a
time when our own merchant fleet 1s shrinking and ships placed under "flags of convenIence" are drifting toward the registries of
European countries, the appearance of these
Russian ships increasingly darkens an already somber picture.
·
The following report attempts to survey
several dllferent facets of the Russian merchant marine: ite growth, policies, administration, types of ships, shipyards, and port
facilities. How effectively we interpret Russian moves today may well determine the
fate of Western shipping in the near future.
CONCLUSIONS
We a.re all accustomed to see the Russians grandiosely outline their economic
plans in five year chunks and then fail to
fulfill them. Shipbuilding is one part of
the plan which the Russians consistently not
only fulfill but overfulfill. Foreign and domestic yards hum with the construction of
new ships for the Soviet Union. Embodying
the latest technological equipment such as
mechanical hatch covers, unstayed bipod
masts, bridge and engine room automation,
ship board cranes and adjustable pitch propellers, Russian ships present a sleek, modem profile on the world sea lanes. Over half
of the Russian tankers and just slightly less
tha.n half of the dry cargo ships are under
five years of age and the vast majority of
ships in both categories are under nine years
old.
·
The Russians are currently in full swing
in their campaign to make the Soviet Union
a major maritime power. Tonnage is being
added from every direction and there is no
indication that the tempo of ship construction is going to slacken in the next few
years. On the contrary the amount of new
tonnage on order is larger than ever before.
Every kind of ship is being built for the
Soviet fleet. Tankers ranging in size from
3,000 to 60,000 tons ply the world's oil routes.
Being clean oil carriers, these tankers are
designed for easy conversion as fleet auxiliaries to the Russian navy. Dry cargo ships
are being built in even greater numbers
than tankers. Some, like the POLTAVA,
have extended holds which can carry missiles, as they did to Cuba a few years ago.
Passenger ships are now operating on major
tourist lines in the Caribbean, Mediterranean, and the Atlantic.
The Russian fleet has both an economic
and a political role to play 1n the plans of
Soviet leaders, for its relievea them from
any independence upon foreign shippers for
cargo transport. It also provides the Russians with a means of gaining foreign currency, by carrying cargo for foreign countries. Several ships have been sold to
Greece partially for th1a same reason. In
the past the Russian mercha.Dit navy has
been used a.e a political device for extend1ng the ln1luence of the Soviet Union into
Oub&, the UAR, Zanzibar, a.nd presently to
North Vietnam.
To What purposee the Soviet Union will
UM ttll fleet on the world scene i.s stUl not
tully clear-. However, the next five years

will probably provide the answer. The ships
for the Russians' own domestic needs have
been produced; the ships for other purposes
are now being launched.

Crime in the District of Columbia
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. JOEL T. BROYHILL
OJ' VIRGINIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. BROYillLL of Virginia. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks I am submitting a copy of a letter
addressed by the Washington, D.C.,
Clearing House Association to the President of the United States, concerning
crime in the District of Columbia. Similar letters were sent by the association
to the Honorable JoHN L. McMILLAN,
chairman of the District of Columbia
Committee of the House, and to the
Honorable ALAN BIBLE, chairman of the
Senate District Committee.
I feel that since this correspondence
was signed by several outstanding citizens of the District of Columbia, who
are interested in the District as residents as well as because of tremendous
business investment, there is no question
as to their sincerity or their interest in
having this deplorable situation in the
District of Columbia improved.
Their letter follows in full:
CRIME IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
THE WASHINGTON, D.C., CLEARING
HousE AssociATION,
Washington, D.C., January 25,1967.

THE PRESIDENT

I

I

The White House,
Washington, D.C.

Mr. PRESIDENT: We are writing this letter
as one of the groups with some responsibility
for leadership in the District of Columbia,
some responsibility to speak out on behalf
of the entire community.
The crime rate in the District is deplorable. It is unnecessary to muster statistics
for purposes of demonstration, nor do we
consider it relevant to compare law enforcement here with law enforcement elsewhere
in the Nation. The Constitution gives the
Congress jurisdiction over law enforcement
ln the District and that trust should be adequately discharged, should be discharged indeed in such manner as to be a model to the
Nation. Arm~d robberies of banks and other
business establishments are happening with
frightening frequency. At times it seems to
become almost a daily occurrence. Naturally, representing as we do the banking and
business community, this is a matter of
deepest concern to us. But of even greater
concern to us, as having some responsib111ty
for leadership in the community, is the growing and justified feeling of anxiety and in~
security on the part of all of our citizens:
In no true sense can we say proudly today
that our Government affords us those protections for our persons a.nd property which
allow men to live securely and devote themselves ·without distressing anxiety to the
well-being of themselves, their families and
their neighbors.
This is no irremediable thing. It may, it
probably will, because of past neglect, for
a time in the future require large investment. We a.re prepared to contribute our
share. The Nation which has Jurisdiction Oil
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this community should not be penurious in
contributing its share.
Undoubtedly, the root causes need to be
attacked, poverty, slum conclitions, the lack
of adequate education and adequate opportunity which burden so many of our citizens.
But these are long-term objectives. - The
problem is immediate, and -the immediate
resource is strict and adequate law enforcement.
Our pollee are undermanned. The facilities available to them are inadequate. The
Congress should appropriate whatever is
needed to provide enough police, well
equipped police and the best police leadership obtainable. Consideration should be
given as to whether in the Nation's Capital,
as a temporary measure, the Federal Bureau
of Investigation might not lend more aid.
If this were to be done it should of course
be done in such a way as not to reflect adversely, or in any way undermine the responsibilities and morale of the pollee force
of the District. We have confidence in our
present police force, if properly supported,
but there a.re areas where no local police
force can hope to match the facilities of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, and in our
view the problem is sufficiently serious to
consider making all of their facilities available to correct these deplorable conditions.
Speedy and effective administration of
justice also requires adequate financial support and the ablest possible manning of the
United. States Attorney's office and the Corporation Counsel's office. This requires large
increased appropriations. We have confidence 1n the leadership of those two offices,
but they are both overburdened and undermanned. The speedy administration of justice cannot be attained unless t'hey are adequately staffed and unless the salaries are
suflicient to attract the ablest people to those
jobs.
The speedy and effective administration of
justice is also the responsibility of the Courts.
We applaud the developments of the last few
years. There has been a thoughtful reappraisal of the distribution of burdens between the District Court and the Court of
~neral Sessions.
The Courts have been
working longer hours, taking fewer vacations,
but much still needs to be done. We applaud
the recent undertaking by the Courts themselves of an independent survey of the han·
dllng of the business of the Courts. The
speedy and efficient administration of justice
will do much to curb unbridled crime.
Swiftness is no substitute for justice, but
swift Justice will certainly lend the community greater security. Here a.ga.in, however, 1n our view the Congress has not done
its part. The Court of General Sessions 1s
understaffed, badly housed, badly equipped.
The best of men cannot function adequately
1n such circumstances.
We hesitate to express a judgment on the
recent legislation affecting bail. There has
not been an adequate time to try out the
consequences of this legislation. If there are
inadequacies 1n it, it would not appear to
suggest a return to bondsmen, but it might
be worthy of consideration tba t, 1f a person
charged has theretofore been found guilty of
s. serious crime of violence, some discretion
should be allowed the District Court as to
whether such a person should be released to
the oommunity. We are in no position of
course to appraise the constitutional problems that might be involved, but obviously
s. prompt trial would need to be a corollary
of any refusal of bail.
Finally, why should the Congress permit
these bandits to be freely armed against the
community. Few hold-ups would be attempted without hand-guns. Some restrictions should be Jmposed. on their sale.
The District of Columbia Clearing House
atrongly urges ih.a.t you attack th1s problem
of crime 1n the District lmmedlately and t.ha.t
)'OU m.a.ke s.va.ll&ble whAtever may be needed

1n the way of appropriations

to &ttaclt the

problem adequately.
Sincerely,
John C. McCormack, Secretary, the
Washington, D.c .. Clearing House ABsociation, Executive Vloo President, the
Riggs National Bank of Washington.
D.C.; Robert C. Baker, Chairman, the
Washington, D.C., Clearing House Association, President, American Security
& Trust Co. Other members: Leo M.
Bernstein, President, District of Columbia National Bank; George A. Did~
den, Jr., President, the National Capital Bank of Washington; William J.
Schulling, President, the First National
Bank of Washington; Douglas R.
Smith, President, National Savings &
Trust Co.; Louis C. Paladin!, President,
Madison National Bank; William M.
O'Neill, President, Publlc National
Bank; T. P. McLachlen, President, McLachlen Banking Corp.; L.A. Jennings,
Chairman, the Riggs National Bank of
Washington, D.C.; Barnum L. Colton,
President, the National Bank of Washington; Frank A. Gunther, President,
Security Bank. Associate members:
L. P. Harrell, President, Union Trust
Co. of the District of Columbia; B.
Doyle 1\litchell, President, Industrial
Bank of Washington.

Ukrainian Independence Day

SPEECH
OF

HON. FRANK J. BRASCO
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wt!d.nesday, January 25, 1967

Mr. BRASCO. Mr. Speaker, 49 years
ago, after centuries of domination by
foreign rulers, the people of the Ukraine
overcame their oppressors and acclaimed
their independence· on January 22, 1918.
The democratic government constituted in the new Ukrainian Republic did
its utmost to cope with the new state's
difficult problems, but, having neither
the manpower nor resources to defend
itself successfully, it was overrun by the
ruthless Red Army ln 1920. Thus ended
a brief 2-year period of independent existence for the Ukrainian people.
The oppressive Soviet domination has
continued over the freedom-loving people
of the Ukraine ever since. They have
been robbed of their worldly possessions,
and put to death by the thousands. They
have been forced to work for their heartless taskmasters in the Kremlin under
most abominable conditions, with no
promise of restoration to their rightful
place in the community of nations.
Nevertheless, the thirst for freedom has
not weakened among these wonderful
people, and the spirit of resistance 1s as
strong today as 1n generations past.
The more than 40 million Ukrainians
under Soviet domination are afforded no
opportunity to commemorate the anniversary of the winning of their shortlived freedom in 1918. Only we, who live
1n freedom and independence, can mark
the day for them. We can express our
concern over their present plight, and
pray to God that soon again, they, and
all oppressed people throughout the
worl~ w11l be masters of their own
destinies.
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Woolworth President Urges Business
Careers for Youth

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWIN D. ESHLEMAN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. ESIITtEMAN. Mr. Speaker, recently the Lancaster New Era in my
congressional district published an editorial about a matter of great importance
to the business community, and indeed,
the Nation as a whole.
The editorial concerned a speech by
Lester A. Burcham, president of the F. W.
\Voolworth Co., in which he urged college
students to accept the challenges of a
business career.
It is appropriate that this fine newspaper in my district should bring attention to an enlightened speech by the
current president of the world-famous
Woolworth chain of variety stores.
Eighty-seven years ago, the first store
established by the company founder
opened its doors in Lancaster.
Called at first the Great Five Cent
Store, a line of 10-cent items was added a
month later and the "5 and 10" was born.
From a sales total of $127.65 the first day
in that first store, in 1879, the chain has
grown to 3,160 stores with sales last year
aggregating more than $1 billion. These
stores have outgrown the old "5 and 10"
by adding more lines of merchandise to
meet the demands of modem retailing.
In his speech, Mr. Burcham points out
that misunderstanding of business is
causing young people to downgrade it as
an interesting career. They do not
understand its opportunities for creativity and challenge. The New Era notes
that the difficulty business leaders arc
having in telling this story 1s affecting
recruiting of the men and women who
will take over in years to oome.
I commend the editorial to the attention of my colleagues:
CAREERS IN BUSINESS

New concern has been expressed recentlY
that college students are not looking to
careers in business. Lester A. Burcham,
president of the F. W. Woolworth Co., a. com~
pany which got its start here, says that
misunderstanding is a major reason.
Many students are not familiar with basic
economics, says Burcham.
Take profits, !or example. Some people
think of profits as a nasty word. But
Burcham calls profits essential, "not merely
to provide a !air return on stockholder investment, but !or expanding and improving
the business, !or opening new markets, de~
veloping new products and creating neW
Jobs."
Profits also, he continues, "produce taxes
and add to the nation's total wealth. TbeY
a.re the key to economic growth and economic
growth, in turn, is essential to the overall
improvement in our living standards."
Another !actor preventing students frotn
seeking business careers 1s that they think
there 1s no challenge in business.
Burcha.m answers that this way:
''Challenges, in my opinion, a.re more prev&lent 1n the market place or business world
th&n 1n any other 1ield o! activity, becnuse
change Ja occurrtng ao rapidly. The swift
atream af new inventions, new products, neW
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methods of production and distribution.
changing demands of consumers, changing
patterns of population and changes in competition do not &llow businessmen to get in
a rut or become complacent.
..There 1s challenge in modern business
'\\"herever you look. It is a field for do-ers
and achievers--~or creative people who llke
to 'get 1nvolved'-for men and women of
action."
Some students think companies lack social
consciousness, Burcham finds. Enlightened
corporations, he replies, are in the forefront
on civil rights, and have made "tremendous
Progress in providing career opportunities
and training so that all employes, regardless
of race, can advance to higher levels of
achievement."
Burcham is an able spokesman, in a day
'\\"hen many young people look down on business as merely "commercial" as compared to
other fields of endeavor. Many of the
Youngsters who have this attitude, however,
come from fa.milies whose livelihood stems
from business and industry, and many rely
on their paychecks from summer or parttime jobs with business and industry, to
meet &ll or part of college expenses.
The nation could not survive without busi·
ness and industry, yet leaders in this field
sometimes have a dlffi.cult time telling this
story, and recruiting the men and vmmen
Who will take over in years to come.

Tribute to the Late Graham A. Barden
SPEECH
OF

HON. NICK GALIFIANAKIS

And he will never be forgotten by the
countless thousands of physically handicapped who have been turned into productive citizens by the Barden-LaFollette
legislation for rehabilitation.
Mr. Speaker, Graham Barden will be
remembered as one of the giants of this
House and of his home State. Our deepest sympathies go out to his family for
their loss only magnifies our O\Vn.

The Saturday Review Discusses Pollution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. \VILLIAM A. STEIGER
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967
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United States, several million acres have
been taken out of cultivation for our spreading cities and for the construction of superhighways. This represents double jeopardy.
First, 1t impairs nature's restorative cycle
by which a.ir is purified. Soil, vegetation,
trees are part of the vital balance of nature.
Second, what was formerly open space becomes filled up with pollution-causing
agents-people, furnaces, incinerators, manufacturing, automobiles, buses, trucks.
The poisons in the air are no longer transient. They are fast becoming cumulative.
The air pollution buildup is developing at a
faster rate than nature's ability to neutralize
it, or man's attempts to combat it. The gap
between the intensification of the problem
and the response to it becomes wider all the
time.
All this sets the stage for the key question:
What would happen if the rate of population
growth,
industrial
growth,
automobile
growth, and highway growth of the past two
decades were to remain constant or increase
during the next two decades, assuming the
same pace of national attack on the
problem?

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
The conclusion is inescapable that most of
Speaker, I have introduced legislation
large cities in the United States could be
which will be an important first step to- the
regarded a.s uninhabitable within a decade.
ward the reduction of air and water polThis does not necessarily mean that the
lution. A recent editorial in the Sat- air pollution over the nation's large cities
urday Review points up some of the will reach and remain fixed at a lethal level.
reasons this legislation is necessary and What it does mean 1s that enough serious
also describes some of the answers that episodes will have occurred within a decade
are available for this growing problem. so that the large cities will be·considered unIn order that my colleagues may have safe as permanent places for habitation or
business. This is why a vast acceleration of
a chance to read this fine editorial, Mr. anti-pollution
planning activity, both local
Speaker, I ask that it be included at this and national, is now critically needed. The
- point in the RECORD.
.
federal government must play a major part
The editorial follows:
in such a stepped.·up program. It would be

OF NORTH CAROLrNA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, January 30, 1967
Mr. GALIFIANAKIS. Mr. Speaker, I

never had the privilege of serving with
the late Graham Barden, but the record
of accomplishments he left behind in this
body are achievements which all freshman legislators such as myself would do
Well to emulate.
You who have served with him will remember Graham Barden for his strength
of character, his integrity, for his skills
1n the legislative process and his \1sion
of the future.
We who have watched his career from
·the sidelines will remember him as a man
Who never sought a fight but never
backed away from one. We will remember Graham Barden as a man who sought
Sincerely for the truth and for what was
right and best for the people and the
Nation he served.
There are others though who will remember Graham Barden and mourn his
Passing as we do.
The farmers and businessmen of eastern North Carolina will remember Graham Barden as the man who led the
fight to move a stagnating agriculturedominated economy into a fruitful 20th
century.
The schoolteachers of the entire State
of North Carolina will remember Graham
Bardon as the one-term State legislator
Who sparked the drive for pay standards
for all of the State's teachers.
Graham Barden will be remembered
by every person in this country who ever
benefited from the talents of home econOmists or agricultw·e instructors educated under the provisions of the GeorgeBarden Act.

THERE'S SOMETHrNG IN THE

Am

1. rN THE U.S.A.

The main point made repeatedly at conferences on air pollution during the past
two years has been that llttle could be done
unless the public became aroused. That
objective has now been achieved. During the
past year, air pollution as a major problem
has exploded into the national consciousness. The issue has been brought home
to the American people by books, magazines, newspapers, television, and rn.dio.
The result is that the public 1s now ready
for the drastic measures that only a few
months ago would have seemed beyond popular support. In fa-et, it is possible that
the American people are actually ahead or
government in their readiness to move swift·
ly and decisively.
Another major change in the air pollution situation is that tlle problem no longer affects seriously only a few American
cities and population centers. If the con·
cern has become a national one, so has
the problem. The airshed over the Unit·
ed States is steadily fill1ng up with poisons.
Only a few years ago, the sky over the na-tion was clear except for the pall over the
cities. Today, however, the pall extends
hundreds of miles in every direction. It
is not unusual for the eastern half of the
United States, all the way from Maine to
Florida and extending west from Boston
to Des Moines in the upper half of the
country and from Miami and Atlanta in the
Southeast to New Orleans and even Dallas
in the lower half, to be covered by a pollution blanket. Arizona, traditionally regarded as the state with the driest and
cleanest air, now has to cope with heavy
smoke drifts from its mining and smelter
operations. The Thanksgiving weekend 9.ir
pollution episode affected not j\ist New York
City but the entire East Coast. Such dangerous inversions can be expected to recur with increasing frequency and severity-not because of new meteorological phenomena but because of the steady buildup
in airborne poisons.
Each year for the past decade 1n the

a mistake, however, to assume that the cities
and states should no longer have responsibility for attacking the prime sources of
pollution.
The reason for a prodigious expansion in
federal aid is clear. No municipality has the
resources for carrying out all the measures
essential to cope with the increasing sources
of pollution. Any comprehensive program
for the largest cities requires an expenditure
of hundreds of millions of dollars, both pub·
lie and private, if critical episodes are to be
averted.
There is nothing more important that the
United States Government could do to help
safeguard the nation's air than to mount a
"Manhattan District" program behind the
development of the fuel cell as a source of
energy.
Gas turbine engines, propane gas, liquefied petroleum, natural gas, electric motorsall these promise relief from air pollution.
They should receive strong research-and-development support from the federal government. Howe·ver, a major breakthrough in
replacing the combustion engine may ha-ve
to await the development of a fuel cell.
The United States Government mounted
a $2 billion project for harnessing nuclear
power. It did so because it believed that
atomic energy was essential to national sur·,ival. The same is no less true of the fuel
cell. The combustion engine has reyolutionized the way of life not just in t.he
United States but throughout the world.
But it has produced large clouds of carbon
monoxide, lead, oxides or nitrogen, and pyrobenzine, and literally has become the greatest nonpolitical enemy of the humRn species
on earth. It carries the smell of death inside it.
No one knows how much the development
of the fuel cell would cost, any more than
anyone in 1940 knew how much it would
finally cost to liberate atomic energy. But
the need is great enough to warrant the efford. The abandonment of major American
citie-s would be incalculably more costly.
This does not mean that everything else
should be deferred until a fuel cell is de-
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veloped. Mention has already been made of
the need for a federal crash program to speed
up the ava.1la.b111ty of efficient gas-turbine
engines. or engines powered b:f propane gas
or natural gas or liquefied petroleum gas.
( Ohlcago is already operating propane-gas
buses.) The federal government should also
promote research in chemicals that can be
added to gasoline, diesel fuels, and heating
fuel oils to reduce excess smoke and noxious
fumes. Such chemical additives already
exist; they are far from being finished products, but at least they are good enough to
indicate that a substantial increase in research and development is clearly justified.
The federal government should also be involved in the regulation of large smokestacks, beyond a specified capacity. Such
capacity is of interstate significance. While
all smoke emitters, however small. contribute
to the overall density and drift, the large
stacks are specific and clearly identifiable offenders over a large area, and ought to come
under federal statutes, in addition to local
and state regulations.
The federal government should require airpollution control equipment, and clearly defined performance characteristics, for all such
stacks. The costs of installing such equipment should be fully tax deductible by industry within a reasonably short period.
The federal government should promote
research in the improvement and sharp cost
reduction of electrostatic precipitators and
scrubbers. Especially is it important to promote .research in the development of sulfur
recovery from smokestack gases.
Again, this is not to say that the local units
of government should be relieved of the central responsibility for controlling or eliminating airborne garbage and poisons. An effective nationwide program involves combined operations, with separate though related activities going forward on the national,
regional, state, and city levels. But more
and more, the national government w1ll have
to get into the business of setting minimum
safety standards and establishing enforcement procedures in those cases where large
air masses of poisonous drift exist.
The fight against air pollution has won
its first and most important objective. The
public consciousness has been pierced.
Those in authority no longer need fear inadequate public support for hard measures.
All the parts are now in place for a prodigious
step-up in planning and implementation.
Delay or inadequacy can be chargeable neither to public opinion nor technology but to
government.
A1r pollution is but one aspect of the whole
environment. It is impossible, for example,
to separate the causes and effects of impure
air and impure water. Poisonous chemicals
in a.lr affect streams and reservoirs. Contamination of both alr and water affects
crops livestock, and wildlife. Waste disposal
through burning can create air pollution;
through dumping it can create water pollution.
Dumping also creates sanitation
hazards.
As these and similar conditions are studied, it seems clear that whole systems are
needed. The attack on air pollution must
be part of a comprehensive program to protect the total environment. What is needed
on a national scale is a plan for interrelating
and coordinating problems of air pollution
control, water pollution control, solid-waste
disposal, noise abatement, congestion, and
protection of both natural and man-made
facilities that give pleasure and well-being
t-o its citizens.
2 IN THE WORLD

It is not now too early to begin thinking
and planning on the highest levels for a
world attack on the problem of contamination. Week after week, reporta are published on the increasing concern of city officials ln Europe, South America, Asia and
A!ri.ca about the fast-developing haza;ds of
environmental poisoning. Tad Szulc writes

from Madrid about a blanket of dust a.nd
smoke so thick that it is sometimes difficult
to see fom one side of a thoroughfare to the
other. From Paris, Stephen Coulter reports
that 180,000 tons of toxic matter are now
being pumped into the air of Paris and the
suburbs every year. The number of vehicles coming onto the streets is constantly
increasing-carbon monoxide gas pollution
from cars and trucks has tripled since the
early 1920s.
London, according to correspondent Colin
Chapman, no longer has to cope with soot;
pollution fumes caused by coal burning.
Clt.y ordinances now forbid burning of soft
coal. But the danger to Londoners now is
from c::~rbon monoxide and sulfur dioxide.
Rome's problem, according to Alan McElwain. may not be as serious as that of
New York, but it is severe enough to warrant serious counterattack. There are now
about 500,000 automobile registrations in
Rome and new cars have been coming onto
the roads at an average of 100,000 a year.
Tokyo, writes Robert Trumbull, is one of
the worst. Oxygen tanks have been installed
at ten of Tokyo's busiest intersections for the
use of tramc policemen who must stand for
hours in a miasma of automobile exhaust
fumes. Early in 1966 an air sampling revealed the presence of sulfuric acid in the
atmosphere in a proportion of .5 milligrams
to the cubic meter-.1 milligram above the
point generally accepted as being a serious
danger to public health.
And so it goes. Berlin, Frankfurt, Amsterdam, Warsaw, Moscow, Kiev, Karachi,
Calcutta, Bombay, Singapore, Jakarta, Hong
Kong, Bangkok, Cairo, Tel Aviv, Johannesburg, Buenos Aires, Caracas-all these and
ot~ers are now apprehensive about the blackerung canopy overhead. Meanwhile scientists examining the ice near the Arctic polar
cap report detectable traces of lead.
The United Nations has not been able to
fulfill the major hopes of the Preamble to
its Charter because the large nations have
consistently failed to provide the authority
required for these purposes. But surely the
protection of the world's air supply is an
issue that transcends ideology a.nd national
interests. There is no reason why the United
Nations cannot now begin to plan for a coordinated world attack. on the environmental poisoning of the planet earth. Indeed,
its activity in this area may produce a general strengthening of the organization, all
of whose members have to breathe.

Address by Senator Howard W. Pollock,
Republican Candidate for U.S. Congress, Noon Luncheon-League of
Women Voters-World Affairs Council Discovery Room, Captain Cook
Hotel, Anchorage, Alaska, October 29,
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HON. JOHN J. DUNCAN
OP' TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1961

Mr. DUNCAN. Mr. Speaker, our able
colleague, the Honorable HowARD w.
PoLLOCK of Alaska., presented a very noteworthy address last fall on membership
in the United Nations. Since few of us
have had occasion to hear or read this
timely statement, I would like to call attention to it by placing it 1n the RECORD
today.
The address follows:
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ADDRESS BT SENATOR HOWARD W. POLLOCK,
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR U.S. CONGRESS
NOON LUNCHEON-LEAGUE 01' WOMEN VOT~
ERB-WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL DISCOVERY
ROOM, CAPTAIN COOK HOTEL, ANCHORAGE,
ALASKA, OcTOBER 29, 1966

Madame Chairman, Senator Bartlett, General Leonard, Mrs. Suhrke, Distinguished
members of the League of Women Voters
and of the Anchorage World Affairs Council:
It is my sincere pleasure and privilege to
have this opportunity of appearing before
you to discuss an aspect of the purpose and
meaning of membership in the United Nations, and have chosen the specific issue of
admission of Red China to the UN.
Although there is substantial internal
strife in the International Communist movement, we must understand that Communist
governments and their fronts are waging
war against free peoples worldwide. At the
moment the hot spot, the test case for us,
is Vietnam-as at other times it bas been
Greece. Berlin, Korea, Quemoy, Lebanon,
Cuba. In my view the stake is not Vietnam·
it is Asia-and ourselves and the world. Th~
problem is not Vietnam; it is aggressive,
m1l1tant
Communist
expansionism-this
tim~ from North Vietnam, backed up by the
Sonet Union and Communist China, who
are fortunately bickering among themselves.
No great expansionist movement has ever
stopped until it was checked. Our choice
with Red China-just as it was with Japan
and with Hitler-is not between checking
or not checking-It is whether to check
early, while we can, and with Allies-or try
to check the aggression later, when it is
stronger, closer, and we have fewer and
weaker friends and allies. The question
really is how to check it ... with unwavering
deter~ination, but with least risk and cost.
Since the begl,nnlng of the Korean war
in 1950, America's policy toward Communist
China under the Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson Administrations has been
a hardheaded realistic attempt to protect
the security interests of the United States by
resisting any steps that would further increase Chinese Communist lnfiuence and
power. An indispensible part of the policy
has been to support and &trengthen all nonCommunist governments that are trying to
preserve their independence and thereby to
keep their manpower, territory, bases andresources out of Communist control.
I sense a. changing Administration attitude concerning admission of Red China to
the UN, talk about "reappraisal" of our China
policy, statements by Vice President Humphrey and UN Ambassador Goldberg and
~enator Fulbright and others, calling for
containment without isolation." It seems
to me the Administration is softly and slowly
but firmly and surely trying to soften the
American attitude and condition the American w111 to accept Red China as a partner in
the United Nations Security Council. I oppose this change and feel we should continue to exert every effort to keep Red China
out of the UN.
To those who suggest ofttcial diplomatic
recognition by the U.S. and expansion of
/trade relations and admission of Communist
China to the UN, let me briefly refresh your
memory on certain points.
It is said that to admit Red China to the
UN would bring the Chinese people into the
World community. The only thing it would
bring in is a tyrannical regime that holds the
Chinese people in bop.dage. Do we show
friendliness toward a people by accepting
and strengthe-ning the regime that is oppressing them? Was our opposition and
resistance to Quisling when he was in control of every · !oot of Norway equivalent to
hostility toward the Norwegian people? O!
course not!
I do not believe all of the people of China
have accepted C-ommunlsm., nor that they are
better under it; and I am. not at all convinced that the Communist regime 1s 1n
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complete and secure control of the country.
The internal purges and terror in China in
recent months attest to serious problems
within that country.
It 1s said the UN ought to be a universal
organization with an existing governments
in it. But the Charter makes perfectly clear
that the UN was never intended to be a uniT'ersal organization. The concE.'pt was discussed at San Francisco and rejected. Article 6 provides for expelling "A member
Which has consistently violated the principles contained in the pre!)ent Charter." Article 4 reads: "Membership in the United Nations 1s open to all other peace-loving nations which accept the obligations contained
in the present Charter, and in the judgment
Of the organization, are able and willing to
carry out these obligations.''
What obligations? Article 2 reads in
Part: "All members shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means" and
.. All members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of
force against the territorial or political independence of any state, or In any other matter
inconsistent with the purposes o! the United
Nations."
We have tried to get Red China to accept
the membership obligations prescribed in
the UN Charter and agree to refrain from the
threat or use of force in their relations with
their neighbors, but they have refused. Red
China 1s stubbornly keeping itself out. It
Siinply refuses to qualify. Mao Tse-tung
r~nda by saying, "Political power comes
outrof a barrel of a gun."
"But what's the difference between Communist China and the Soviet Union?" you
ask. The Soviet Union doesn't refrain from
the threat or use of force either. The answer is that the Soviet Union got into :the
lJN at the time of the founding when it pretended to be peace-loving and willing to cooperate for peace in international affairs.
Red China does not even pretend-in fact,
the essence of its quarrel with Moscow is
over its unwavering insistence on the use of
force.
It is said that if the United Nations does
not admit Communist China, then it ought
to expel the SO\iet Union. This is a good
logical argument, but a useless one. The
Soviet Union can veto its own expulsion. If
Red China were admitted, it could not be
expelled, no matter what its conduct. The
step 1s irreversible. Ambassador Adlai Stevenson, who can hardly be called a blind reactionary, stressed before the UN General
Assembly that " . . . . A power given to
such bitter words and ruthless actions as
those of the Peking regime ... would be encouraged by its success in gaining admission
to exert, all the more forcefully, by threats
and maneuvers. a most disruptive and demoralizing lnfiuence on the organization at
this critical moment in its history-its adtnlssion, in circumstances in which it continues to violate and defy the principles
of the Charter, could seriously shake public
COnfidence in the United Nations . . ."
If we do not amend the Charter to admit
lawless aggressors then our only alternative
in alloWing the entry of Red China is to
ignore the Charter, nullify it, and we must
never advocate that course.
Seating of Red China in the UN would be
tllegal, for it would require violation of the
organization's Charter. It would be immoral,
for it would almost certainly mean removal
or a member that abides by the Charter to
seat a non-member that brazenly refuses
to abide by the Charter. It would tell the
700 million people on the China Mainland
that we are accepting their subjugation,
that we think there 1s more hope for peaee
for ourselves in deals with their oppressors
than 1n standing steadfastly with them, the
oppressed. It would properly be regarded
as an attempt to buy peace for ourselves by
sncrtflcing our principles and the freedom
Of other peoples.

It would pull the rug out from under our

loyal Allies on Taiwan, 12 million strong who
rt'present Free China, but who could hardly
ma.intaln indefinitely the will or the capacity to resist the alleged representative government of 700 million, with the World
Organization for Peace itself rejecting the
12 million and accepting the oppressors of
700 million.
Free Asia has been gaining in strength and
determination becaus'e of our presence and
resistence to Communist transgressions.
But let's be realistic. Free Asia will crumble
once it believes the Communists are winning,
and that Communism might be the wave
of the future. Admission of Red China to
the UN would mean to much of Asia that
the Communists have all but won.
Admission would represent for Red China
the greatest possible diplomatic victory. It
would give the Mao regime the stamp of
legitimacy and add immeasurably to its
prestige and power all OT'er the world.
Having spent more than $100 billion to
strengthen the will and capacity of free
nations and peoples to resist Communism,
does it now make sense to strengthen Communism? The whole Communist movement
worldwide is in serious trouble today. Why
change the policies that have contributed to
its dilliculties both abroad and at home?
Admission of Red China is, within the
meaning of the UN rules, an '"important"
question, which must therefore be settled by
a two-thirds rather than a majority vote. A
year ago the member nations again considered the perennial question of admission of
Red China, and it again failed but then with
a tle vote, 47 to 47. Interestingly, several
countries that voted for Red China have now
broken relations with it. Does it make sense
to accept Red China's representatives into our
country and into the United Nations just
when its representatives are being exposed
and expelled from countries in Africa, Latin
America and Asia, countries that followed the
very policies toward Red China we are now
being urged to adopt? The 15 million or so
Chinese living in Southeast Asia would be as
shaken as the 12 million on Taiwan. They
occupy key positions of power and influence
in Vietnam, Malaysia, Thailand, Burma, Indonesia, the Philippines. The Governments
of those countries could not refuse Communist China once we did. Can anyone reasonably expect the Governments of these smaller
and weaker countries to be stronger and firmer vis-vis Red China than the great United
States is? What would happen to the whole
system of collective security we have been
building at such cost and effort and which
Is absolutely indispensable to our own survi val as a free nation?
Admis.Slon of Red China would mean every
Chinese Embassy and Consulate in Southeast
Asia, and in the world for that matter, would
become a protected center of Communist espionage, propaganda., sabotage and subversion of the host government--as recently expos~d in Indonesia and Ghana.
Through
these "Embassies and Consulates" the Chinese minor! ties would be under direct and
almost irresistible pressure to support the
aggressive policies of the Mao regime. The
stability of strategic countries of Southeast
Asia would inevitably be weakened. If the
strong accept the Communist overlords, how
long can the weak continue to resist them?
It is clear that Communist governments do
not join the United Nations with the same
purpose 1l;l. mind as we and other governments do, namely, to help make it an effective instrument for resolving disputes. Obviously the Soviet Union joined ln order to
make sure the UN does not work effectively.
It has a world organization of its own. the
Communist party with organized, disciplined,
efficient unite in every country. The Communists have openly sworn over and over
again to the destruction of our way o! life.
They intend to win for their world organization. What could be more advantageous
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than to have seats in the other world organization also, particularly the Security Council, where perfectly legally under the Charter
they can k~p the rival organization crippled
and ineffective whenever they wish to. Almost all of the more than 100 Soviet >etoes
have been against measures that were favored
by the overwhelming majority of UN members and were in the direction of peace.
Incident..'llly, it is not necessary to hove
Red China in the UN in order to negotiate
with her. We've had over 130 negotiations
with Red China in the last eleven yearsalmost one a month-and more than any
other non-Communist government has had.
There is no course that does not involve
seri ous rl: k; we are dealing with a ruthless
a nd resourceful enemy. But we must not
aid them to our detriment. If some member
of an orgr.nization breaks its rules and
standards, that is not fatal to the organization. But if the organization itself votes
to scrap its own rules and standards in a
vain effort to appease some lawless members, that is starting down the road to its
own destruction. I do not want to see
the United Nations destroyed by its own
action, as happened to the League of Nations nearly fifty years ago.
In these closing moments I wish to Yery
briefly touch on two ot~er points. The UN
has a 1967 Budget of $128,227,800, about 7
million above this year and 50 million above
fi>e years ago. The UN "hopes" that donations, voluntary contributions, will o>ercome
this deficit-and you can have one guees as
to what nation wm be expected to volunteer
the most generously. Right! The U.S.A.!
In my view, before we give any more contributions, the nations which are more than 2
years behind on their dues and debts to the
UN should have their voting rights jerked
until they pay up--as Article 19 provides.
Why the Administration has been reluctant
to more ngorously push the enforcement of
th.is Article I cannot understand.
The final point 1s that in my humble
opinion we are fighting in Vietnam in tl:e
just cause of freedom against Communist
aggression. I heartily disagree with the
views of our junior U.S. Senator on the
subject, and am firmly persuaded that but
for our resistance to the Communist transgressions all of .Southeast Asia today would
be in Communist hands; Malaysia would not
have survived as a federation; Indonesia
would not have toppled the Communh:;t
regime of Sukarno; Red China would ltkely
have been admitted to the UN by now; the
new atmoophere of hope and confidence and
courage throughout Asia's southern crescent
of nations would not exist to shore up and
strengthen Red China's fearful neighbors
from Pakistan and India to Japan and Korea.
Because we met our commitment to a nation desiring freedom over Communist domination, a rather astonishing series of transformations has taken place. There has been
a quickening of national pride, a new solidity of national spirit, a sense of autonomy
and freedom. The nations of the crescent
have stood up and gone their own way with
a new assurance that Chinese Communism
need not be the battering wave of the future,
and we must have a determination to in:ure
that it is not.

Down to the Sea-In What 7
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAlflES R. GROVER, JR.
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1. 196'1
Mr. GROVER. Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to submit for the RECORD an ex-
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cellent Newsday editorial which clearly
s'ummarizes in a few paragraphs the sad
state of our merchant marine and the
importance of action in this Congress.
The editorial follows:

1; 1967

The youngest SIU member to obtain a license after preparing at the school is Harry
Pilalis, 23 years old, who is now sailing as a
Third AS$istant Engineer. Pilalis shipped as
a fireman, oiler, watertender on SIU contracted ships before attending the school.
He also had received irutructlon in lifeboat
training, for which he holds an endorsement,
a.nd in firefightlng. The last ship he sailed
Men of All Ages Successful in License on hefore attending the school was the SS
Penn Vanguard..
I
Program
At the other end of the age scale is SIU
member Siguard George Nielsen, who obEXTENSION OF REMARKS
t:tined his Third AAAlstant Engineer's license
OF
at the age of 6L Nielsen, who is an SIU
oldtimer, lives in Hoboken, N.J. He is married and has four children. He sailed in all
unlicensed engine department ratings and
OF NEW YORK
had most recently been saillng as Chief
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Electrician. His last vessel before going into
Wednesday, February 1, 1967
the school was the SS Colorado.
The youngest District 2 MEBA member to
Mr. FARBSTEIN. Mr. Speaker, it upgrade
after attending the school is Edwas my privilege to submit earlier an ward Adamson. 21, who has just obtained his
achievement report written by Paul Hall, 2nd assistant's 1icerue. Adamson graduated
president of the Seafarers International from the Massachusetts Maritime Academy
Union, on the results achieved by the in 1965 and sailed later as Third Assistf\.nt
union's School of Marine Engineering, on the SS Trnnsnrctic. He a1so holds a fireestablished jointly by the International fighting certificate. Adamson, who got his
Union and district 2, Marine Engineers new Ucense in December, is taking a short
before going back to work.
Beneficial Association. The purpose of vacation
The oldest District 2 engineer to ra.l.se his
this school was to produce qualified li- license after attending the School of Marine
censed marine engineers to man the ves- Engineering is Carl Anderson, who got hls
sels required to transport sUpplies and license as Chief Engineer at the age of 58.
material for American and allied opera- Anderson is now sa111ng on the SS Manhattan.
tions in Vietnam and for future use.
It is my further privilege to insert at

The Congress should act to create this new
agency.
It would help eliminate one of the merchant marine's most pressing problems, too
many oaptalns in Washington.

DoWN TO THE SEA-IN WHA_T?
In three years, the United States will only
have 200 dry cargo ships that are less than
25 years old. Our fleet is almost obsolete;
our shipyards can't compete With foreign
vards and 96 per cent of the strategic
mate;ials we import move in foreign ships.
Succinctly, our mercthant marine is in a
mess.
The situation troubles the President, the
Congress and whole hierarchy of bureaucrats. But little action to reverse the trend
has been taken. This, perhaps, is because
the problem is an old one and a complex
one. The first congressional attempt to help
the U.S. shipping industry came in 1789
when customs were reduced. on imports
cn.rried 1n U.S. ships. The most significant
piece of legislation was the Merchant Marine
Act of 1936, which established our desire for
a merchant fle_J!t to serve the nation's commerce and defense. It also set the pattern
for the subsidy program that continues to
this day.
But With government aid, there is always
government regulation and administration.
It is in this area that confusion reigns.
Jttrisdlctions overlap, Unes of authority are
blurred and responsibility is uncertain.
Currently five cabinet level departments, the
Federal Maritime Commission, the Mn.rltime
Administration and a welter of subsidiary
offices and boards have jurisdiction over the this point in the RECORD an article
merchant fleet in one way or another. New printed in the Seafarers Log citing the
ideas and bold initiatives have little chanc.e achievements of three men, varying in
of moving through this thicket of tangled ages from 21 to 61, who attended this
authority.
School of Marine Engineering. The
The N.S. Savannah was one such bold in- article sets forth a. message which is
novation. This automated~ nuclear-powered
ship was to have set the course for the fu- worth remembering as we study legislature o! the U.S. Merchant Marine, showing tion aimed at improving the quality of
that technology could make the U.S. fleet our society-that men, regardless of age
competitive. But last week it was announced or their varying ability to absorb knowlthat the Savannah was being taken out of edge, possess one equalizing force, a willserYice. As an experiment It had a $53,000,- ingness to learn.
ooo impact on the U.S. treasury, but its imThe article follows:
pact on the problems facing the U.S. Merchant Marine was small. Our fleet is still MEN OF ALL AGES SUCCESSFUL IN LIOENSE
PROGRAM
inefficient, almost obsolete, and dwindling.
One of the most notable features of the
The idea of the Savannah was a good one.
Automation is the only way that the U.S., · joint union operated license training and
with its high wage levels, can hope to be- upgrading program is the fact that it has
come competitive on the high seas. But enabled men of virtually all ages to :Particiidens must be pursued into reality. This one pate successfully in the course of instruction
wosn't. One nuclear ship was launched; it and to ~obtain original and upgraded licenses.
sailed in lonely splendor for five years, while As the record points up, the age of a man
the rest of the fleet gathered rust and suh- presents no obstacle if he is interested in
t..aking advantage o! the opportunity offered
sidles.
Our competitive position still demands by the program_ And, as the record shows,
automation and the construction of an ef- the older men are having as much success in
ficient fleet. But who is to set the policy and the program as their younger shipmates.
provide the follow-through that was so clear- This is tme of both unlicerued SIU members
ly lacking in the Savannah experiment? sitting for original licenses and of District 2
Many 1n Congress believe the task should be ~rEBA engineers raising their licenses.
The point is that if a man is interested in
given to the head of a reorganized Maritime
Administration. At present the Maritime Ad- upgrading. all he needs is t.he willingness to
minifltratlon is part of the Deportment of t.ry. The program provides :tlim with the
Commerce, and its head reports to the sec- necessary financial assistance so that he can
retnry of commerce. In addition, many func- roncentn\te on his training. Men attend
- tlons that could logically be included in the the school with shipmates and fellow union
pnrvlew of the :Maritime Administration, are memben:; tn an atmosphere designed to help
the responsibillty of other cabl.net-level de- them with their studies. The entire program
partments. In the last session of the Con- is geared to the man. At all time he 18 under
gress, 11 bllls were introduced to make the the instruction and guidance of highly com:M:nritlme Administration an independent petent and qualified instructors who themagency whose head would report directly to selves nre licensed engineers.
the President. The new agency, ln addition,
Similarly, there's no fixed 11mit on the
would take over responsibility for many of R.m.oun t of time a man may spend a.t the
the functions now performed by other de- school preparing for his examination. Moot
p:utments.
of thooe who have participated 1n the program take about 90 days to get their llcenses,
Th~re was no action on these bills during
the 89th Congress. But the 90th Congress is but a man may stay longer 1! he needs the
to consider s1milar measures. A new, inde- time. The joint program boasts successful
pendent Maritime Administration, with ex- 'candidates of all agee ranging from those 1n
pnnded responslbilltles, is an excellent ldea. their enrly ::!Os to those ln their 60s.
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Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to .extend my remarks 1n the RECORD, I include the following:
ADORES<;

SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE 0RVU.LJ!!
L. FREJs:MAN
It's been nearly two year since I've had
the pleasure of taking part in your Governor's
Conference on Agriculture, and I welcomed
the opportunity to return tod.a.y to review
with you what's happened since . . . and
to sh~tre with you some speculations about
the future.
Back in the 16th century, Michel de
Montatgne v;rote: '''Tis one and the same
Nature that rolls on her course, and whoever has sufficiently considered the present
state of things might certnlnly conclude as
to both the future and the past."
If we heed his advice, then we should
properly consider the present before we make
any conclusions about the future or the
past. I Intend to do just that.
Today·s o.griculture certalnly is not what
it was two years ago. And just aa certainly
tomorrow's agriculture wlll not be what it
is today.
Considering the "preRent state of thing~."
I think I can conclude that American agriculture has laid some important foundations
for today and tomorrow In the two short
years since I visited with you last.
Here in Kentucky-a.s a result of Go\·ernor
Breo.thitt's creative, hard hitting leadership.
through the work of your Commission on
Agriculture, and, I would hope, partly aa a
result of the effort.s o! the USDA-you are
well on your way toward the blllion dolln.r
farm income goal which has been your
State's dream for many years.
BY

.

)
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The last time I met with you, I reported stlll under mandatory programs and these
that an increase of between $300 and $400 have been approved in farmer referenda by
n:lillion would bring you to your goal . . . majorities of 98 to 99 percent.
8.lld I remember describing this as a "big
Simllarly, the Government, 1n the form
jump" indeed.
of the Commodity Credit Corporation, has
Yet already today, you're within a hair's largely removed itself from the marketplace.
breadth of completing that jump.
Farm commodities are now our leading
Economists are now estimating that Ken- single export . . . and the biggest positive
tucky's gross farm income may reach the contribution to our balance of payments
$920 million mark for 1966, or 8 percent position. Farm exports set new records in
greater than the 1965 total. And realized seven or the past eight years and in 1967 will
net farm income in Kentucky may be as surpass $7 billion.
high as $395 million.
Again, as in the progress made in the
With your continued efforts, and with the State of Kentucky, this national advance of
new help provided by the Food and Agricul- agriculture didn't "just happen."
ture Act of 1965 and the Food for Freedom
It took six years of tough fights in the
Program, I'm confident you'll break the bil- Congress; it took two great Presidents: both
lion dollar barrier this year or next.
committed to bringing prosperity to rural
Governor Breathitt, members of the Ken- America; and it took close cooperation betucky Commission on Agriculture, and citi- tween the United States Department of Agrizens of Kentucky-President Johnson has culture and groups such as your Governor's
asked me to bring you his congratulations on Commission on Agriculture to arrive where
this record of progress and accomplishment. we are.
Today, Kentucky is a different, and, I beNow let me make it emphatically clear
lieve, better place in which to farm and to that not all of agriculture's problems of tolive than it was when I visited you just two day-or tomorrow-have been solved.
short years ag-o.
Let me point out as strongly as I can
The same holds true on the national level. that--despite steady progress all along the
We began to turn a dramatic corner in agricultural front the last six years-the
agricUlture two years ago, and we completed farmer's income still lags jar behind that
the turn last year. Now we have moved into of other Americans.
a New Era in Agriculture-an era of change,
On a. per capita basis, the average farmchallenge, and hope, an era in which we'll er's income in 1966 was only $1,700, whereCOmplete the foundations we're building for as the average nonfarmer's income was
the agriculture of the future.
$2,610.
To appreciate the significance of that turn
And farm prices, though up last year,
into tomorrow, let's spin the clock back for have been down the last few months, and
luat a moment to 1960 ... to that point in today are less than they averaged between
tltne When a decade and a half of overpro- 1947 and 1949.
duction had plied up costly, price-smotherBut at the same time, food costs are 35
ing, income-stilling surpluses and cast a pall percent higher.
of gloom over the future of the American
This discrepancy the farmer bitterly refanner.
sents-and properly so. It must be corThink back. What would you have rected. It must be corrected because it is
thought had the Secretary of Agriculture unfair to the farmer-and therefore wrong.
appeared before you in 1960 and made these It must be corrected because if farmers don't
Predictions?
get a fair return commensurate with other
1. By January 1, 1967, surpluses of corn, segments of the society, we will lose our
Wheat, milk, vegetable on, and rice will be best farmers . And if that happens, the engone, and tobacco and cotton surpluses . tire nation-not just the farmer-will be
greatly reduced.
hurt.
2. By 1966, total net farm income will rise
Let me turn now from the farm price
i:'otn the 1960 level of $12.7 billion to $16.3 problem of today to a. potential producilllon, the second highest mark in history tion problem of tomorrow.
and gross farm income at $49.5 blllion and
Today, surpluses are gone and agriculture
net per farm income at $5,024 wlll set all- is more in balance than it has been for
tltne records.
half a century. But no sooner have we
3, By 1967, agricultural exports will climb dug ourself out of the "no farm program
1rom $4% blllion to $7 b1llion.
mess" of the 50's than certain elements are
4. By 1967, the Government for all practi- calling for the abolition of all farm procal Purposes will be out of the marketplace. grams and a quick return to totally unreAgriculture wrn be freer of controls than at stricted production.
Qny time in deCadeS.
I
They i311ore two facts. First, the farm
liad you heard those predictions, I'm sure programs they want to see abolished are
iou Would have suspicioned that the Secre- the very programs that adjusted farm outary of ArgicUlture had harvested a bumper put expansion in the Sixties until the surCl'opto Of Kentucky bourbon before he stepped
pluses of the Fifties were reduced and relathe podium.
tive balance restored. At the same time,
Well, I didn't ma.ke those predictions, and these programs, largely voluntary, strength~ SOtneone else had I'm afraid I wou!d have ened the market ... and helped boost farm
en snimng his breath suspiciously, too.
income through commodity supports and
But . . . if bourbon sharpens the vision- direct payments.
ary focus that well . . . then Kentucky's got
Second, even with large increases in planta new testimonial for one of its best "known ings this year, these same programs will
PrOducts.
continue to help farmers hold 30 to 35 milPor all o! these things did happen I
lion acres out of production.
Because
our
farm
programs
have
If this acreage, coupled with rapidly acWorked . . . and becaURe we put our vaunted celerating yield per acre potential, were unabundance to work feeding hungry peo- leashed all at once, we'd be plunged right
Ple . . . surpluses are gone.
back into the gloom of 1960 ... tnundateq
t~oo.!lth the suffocating surplus mantle by new surpluses, and the price and income
-u-uwn off, farm prices grew and farm jn- structure crushed again.
come blossomed. Nationn.lly, net !arm 1nTechnological breakthroughs in produc:me in 19G6 was the second highest in his- tion potential will make it infinitely more
ry, and gross and net per farm income did difficult than it has ever been before to ad~t all-time records. The 1966 income fig- just farm output expansion to effective de! rea I've quoted are brand new . . . relensed mand in the years immediately ahead. Yet
or the first time today.
it must be done.
r And. agriculture is freer than it has been
It can be done, for now in the Food and
aor - :tnany years. The feed grains, wheat, Agriculture Act of 1965 and the Food for
nd, in part, cotton programs are now vol- Freedom Program of 1966, we have the tools
untary. Only rice, peanuts and tobacco are to do it. With cooperation among produc-
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-ers, the trade, agribusiness and government,
we can hold a workable balance between supply and demand, strengthen the agricUltura.I economy, and encourage tbe advances
we will need as demand grows in the years
ahead.

Now let me bring this O\"'erproduction
problem down to specifics--down to nuts and
bolts as it were--with an appropriate example--Kentucky tobacco.
Tobacco accounted for an estimated 32.8
percent of Kentucky farmers• receipts from
all agricultural commodities-including your
great livestock industry-last year.
Your acreage allotment and price support
program for burley tobacco ha\"'e been an
outstanding success story . . . but in recent
years some problems have developed.
The problems, we all know, are due primarily to substantial increases in per acre
yields. Not only have these yield increases
resulted in a surplus . . . but, as farmers
strive for quantity, quality is deteriorating.
In the five years from 1956 through 1960,
the average burley yield per year was 1,620
pounds. In 1966, the estimated average
yield per acre reached an all-time high of
2,284 pounds--an increase of more than 40
percent. And, I'm told, many farmers have
already produced 3,000-3,500 and even 4.000
pounds per acre.
In 1966 we saw the result of the yield per
acre increases. It was necessary to reduce
acreage -allotments by 15 percent . . . butand here is the problem-total production
was reduced by only 6 percent.
This poses the question: Can controlling
acreage alone regulate tobacco supplies to
keep them in line with effective demand?
If it can't be done that way, we must find
some other method or face disaster.
The 89th Congress, upon recommendations from tobacco industry leaders and the
Administration, authorized a new program
to regulate output. Actually this programcalled acreage-poundage--had its origin in
the burley area some 10 years ago.
In 1965 a referendum of growers of fluecured tobacco was held. The flue-cured
growers voted to adopt the acreage-poundage
method of regulating supplies. The program
became operational in 1965 and was followed in 1966. Here's what's happened
since:
1. The surplus supply has been reduced
233 million ,pounas in two years.
2. Tobacco taken under Government loan
dropped from 20 percent to 6.8 percent.
3. Loan stocks have been reduced 27 percent, or a total of 262 million pounds.
4. Quality has greatly improved.
5. Exports have increased, and may go up
as much as 20 percent during the current
year.
6. Growers received an estimated 67 cents
a pound in 1966 . . . 8.5 cents more per
pound than they received before the acreagepoundage method was adopted . . . and a
new record high. Growers received an average of 58.5 cents per pound for the 1964 crop
and 64.6 cents a pound for the 1965 crop.
This 1s a mighty impressive record.
What, then, do we do about burley? Taking into consideration the burley tobacco
leadership's support of the acreage-poundage
method ... the steadlly increasing yields per
acre . . . the need for quality tobacco production . . . and the mandate in the law
which states that the Secretary of Agriculture must give growers an opportunity to
vote in a referendum if he determines that
acreage-poundage may be a more effectl\'e
means of administering the quota program! have today signed a proclamation announcing a referendum on acreage-poundage for
burley tobacco.
This referendum will permit growers to decide which program-the present acreage allotment system or an acreage-poundage
method-'Will best serve their interests in
maintaining a. sound tobacco industry in the
years ahead.
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Now-in the tlme rem:llnlng-rd like to
discuss wtth y~u another matter of major
importance . . . lm~rtance to clty people
as well as to country people.
On September 8, 1966, President JohilBOn
announced. two wise and important decisions.
He establlshed a Natlona.l Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty-which I a.m. confident w1ll make hlstory-a.nd he appointed
your own Governor Breathitt to chair it.
It is appropriate, I think, to examine two
questions which come immediately to mind
in connection with the President's action.
( 1) Why did he establish such a. Comniission?
(2) Why did he select Governor
Breathitt to chair lt?
Let me direct attec.tion to the first question.
'
No problem is as severe. nor threatens the
future of this {!ountry more, than the twohorned. dilemma of too little opportunity in
the country and too little space in the city.
Sometimes this threat to our national wellbeing is called., simply, the poverty problem.
Sometimes it is referred to as the displaced
farmer problem.
Frequently the words
slums, ghettoes and human degradation are
used. to describe it ... for it embraces all of
these and more.
Let me desert be it with stu tistics and examples.
First let's look at the countryside.
Though only one-third of our people live
in the country today ... we find half of our
poor there. And ten million of the sixteen
million rural poor are not farmers.
In a word, the country is job-starved.
There are enough underemployed in rural
America to equal 2.5 million unemployed.
From 1950 to 1965, 13.6 mtllion new jobs
were added to the country's economy. Yet,
in a sense. not one was created outside urban
America!
This is not precisely· true. or course. But
let me put it this way: Neither the total
rural population. nor the total rural labor
force. varied signt!icantly in that 15-year
period. Yet during those years we did, indeed, add 13 .6 million more jobs to the
economy.
Job starvation is only one problem in rural
America. Rural communities are short doctors, dentists, clinic3, hospitals, classrooms,
meeting halls. libraries. theatres. swimming
pools, golf courses. and many _gther things
that make a place be t ter to work in, play
in ... live in.
Rural communities face a housing shortage. By 1972, it is e3timated, between a m11llon and two-and-a-third mllllon more rural
homes must be built-and mllllons more repaired and impro-ved.
Rural communi ties need modern facillties.
At least 30,000 need improved water systems,
and an even greater number better sewer
systems.
At the time of the last census. some 7 percent of city school chUdren were behind in
school . . . but 11 percent were behind in
the country. City e!ementary schools had
an average of 11 to 18 teachers per school.
Rural counties had an average of less than
4 teachers per elementary school.
The percent of school dropouts averages
about 33 percent among rural school children . . . but only 26 percent among city
chlldren.
Sixty-three percent or the children of white
collar workers who complete high school go
on to college. But o!lly 27 percent of farm
children do.
Opportunity-hunger in the countryside is
compounded by each or these problems. A
shortage or jobs means a shortage of taxes.
A shortage of taxes meana a shortage of
classrooms and public services and facilities.
A shortage or services and facllltles discourages those buslne~men and industriali.sta
v.ho could bring jobs to the countryside from
lo ::-.1 tl~g there. And so the endless clrele

continues . . . breeding more
spair and discontent.

~~d

more de-
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tailored to human size, an America where human values and human resources are given
more consideration and invested with greater
worth, we can have it . . . by doing some-

And what do the despairing a.nd the discontented do? They move to the cltles.
The migration from countryside to city thing.
has been going on for many, many years.
Happily, this Nation 1s coming to reallze
but in recent times the exodus has accel- that one of our greatest assets in thls inerated.. Now what we have is an old set of creasingly crowded world is space . . . the
problems, transported to a. new set or trou- one commodity in great abundance in Counblesome circumstances.
tryside U.S.A.
Thus the slums of our blg .cities today are
We are coming to understand that we can
people largely by rural lmmlgrants, or the made another place in the countryside foe
descendants of rural immigrants, who rnl- those who, for one reason or another._ cannot
grated. to the city in hopes or a better life find a rewarding place in commercial agri. . . and found instead the ghetto.
culture. More than that, we are coming to
Let's consider the hypothetical example of believe we can help relieve the strain on our
a man whose small farm no longer can pro- crowded, troubled cities by building new opvide himself and his !amtly with a decent portunity into the countryside for tbose city
standard of living . . . and he is unable, or, dwellers who want to live and to work in
for other compelling reasons, unwilling to rural America. And-the Gallup Poll reincrease his farming operation to viable vealed last spring-hal! of our people do want
size.
to live there.
It is unrealistic to expect--and cruel to
And rural America boasts more than space.
hold out hope-that farm commodity pro- It has fresh air and sun and sky and water.
grams can bring salvation to the farmer It has proximity to nature. It has unwhose inadequate-size farm no longer can crowded streets and sidewalks. It has power
sustain him. Commodity programs are not and communications and transportation. It ·
designed to do that. They are not welfare has a built-in labor pool of people who are
programs. They are designed to make pos- eager to work. And it has real profit potensible a tolerable balance between supply and tial for the businessman and the lndustriallst
demand in the market so that the ad.equate- who can appreciate the benefits of a healthy.
.size commercial family farm can earn a fair happy work force and relatively low overhea.d.
Some rural communities already have alprice for its products and a decent standard
of living for its owner-operator.
most everything people and industry could
Now suppose this farmer we're talking want. Others need help. And help is on its
about is 45 years old. What is he to do way.
New legislative tools to do the rural develwhen his farm fails him and his famlly?
There are no jobs in the small town where opment job, tools enacted for the moot part
he"s done his modest shopping . . . and no by the 89th Congress, are covering the whole
range or rural needs, from water and sewer
nearby opportunities for job training.
Without choice, he packs his belongings systems to job retraining to loans for better
and moves to the city . . . there to become housing to many other services and facllities,
and providing the means to attack and solve
the Biblical "stranger in a strange land."
His limited means limits his choice or problems at the local level.
Tools, however, are useless without a. skilled
housing . . . and he settles in a tenement
in the decayed heart of the city. His lim- work force to utilize them, and a plan to
ited education-perhaps no more than eighth follow. But here, too, we are making proggrade-limits his job perspective and poten- ress. I don't intend to minimize the diMtial. His limited occupational skills are use- cultles on the local level which these new
less in the city . . . for who needs a man to programs have presented to local lenders. I
plow a straight furrow up an asphalt field know they exist, and I know that coordina. . . or mend a harness for a mechanical tion has sometimes been a frustrating, difficult task.
mule?
Nevertheless, progress 1s being ma.de. and
Soon he finds there are thousands llke
him . . . all disillusioned. all disenchanted, new ideas and new approaches are helping to
close
the coordination gnp.
all weary of scrambling for the menial jobs
And here is where I intend to offer an anthat fall to their lot in piecemeal fashion.
Left behind in a world that had passed swer to the second question of why President
him by, trapped in a life that was not hls Johnson took the action he did lnst Septemmaking. crushed. by the death or misbegot- . ber.
Why did the President name Governor
ten hope, his pride expires and his spirit
fiees. As his pride dies, his authority withers, Breathitt to chair the National Advisory
Commission
on Rural Poverty? Because Govand as his authority Withers, his children lose
respect. Sooner or later they wander off to ernor Breathitt and the State of Kentucky ,
had already shown the President and the
take up blighted lives of their own.
Though I've used a. hypothetical case, I Nation that they were attuned to both the
know and you know that living counterparts problems of rural America and to the ideas
of this human tragedy are taking place every and approaches to solutions.
Here in Kentucky, y~ have pioneered the
hour of the day in every big city in America.
And they will continue to take place- multi-county approac keyed to growth cenin ever groWing numbers--as long as the out- ters within each mult -county unit, and allowing concentration of manpower and remigration from the country goes on.
Given our present demographic and mi- sources Within a logical framework.
Your State has also been a leader in the
gration patterns, by the year 2000 three or
every five Americans will live tn five "strip multi-State regional approach to common
cities" with nearly twice the population den- problems, providing much of the leadership
nnd drive for the Appalachian Regional Comsity of present-day Japan.
These cities, and other urban complexes, mission-a new approach now being used in
will contain 70 percent or our population on the Upper Great Lakes and the Ozark.s-and
some 9 percent of the land. The other 30 your StateWide Kentucky Development Counpercent of our people will Uve on the re- cil can well provide a model for other States
determined to achieve coordinated, Statemaining 91 percent of the land.
Now certainly, the present problems or the v.ide human and economic development.
And now your Governor Breathitt hns a
cities--congestion, soot, smog, human disillusion and frustration, crime, delinquency, new charge-a direct assignment by the Pre3riots, inner decay and outward ugliness- 1dent of the United States to put his insight
won't be eased by millions more jammed and experience to work on the whole range
of rural need-from border to border nnd
into less and less space.
Yet 1! this ls what we want, we can sure:y c.oast to coast.
have it. All we have to do is . . . nothing.
He nnd other members of -the NatLon:-~t
It, on the other hand, we want o.n America Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty-aU
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outstanding private citizens-will study the
Problems of low income, retraining, unemPloyment, rural economic development,
sources of additional rural employment,
housing, health and cultural opportunities,
the adequacy of rural community facillties
and services and the present state of our rural
development program.
Governor Breathitt's commission will then
Present recommendations for action to the
President's Committee on Rural Poverty, a
group of Cabinet-rank officers which I have
the honor of chairing, and next September
Vi'ill report to the President.
Study and planning are the keys to success in the massive effort now getting underWay to bring parity of opportunity to rural
America . . . and breathing room to our
Cities.
I am confident that Governor
Breathitt's Commission will achieve the big
breakthrough we need in this effort.
Many years ago, Henrik Ibsen wrote: "I
hold that man is in the right who is most
closely in league with the future."
Governor Breathitt and the great State of
Kentucky are in the right, because they have
Proved that they are, indeed, in league with
the future.
I am confident you will stay that way.
Thank you.

Crippling His "War on Crime"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOEL T. BROYHILL
Or VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. BROYHn...L of Virginia. Mr.
Speaker, on the opening day of this Congress I reintroduced the District of
Columbia crime b111,' as approved after
6 Years of careful study in both the House
and Senate, and as vetoed by the President after he was, in my opinion, advised
to do so by persons far less familiar with
tbe needs of the District of Columbia
t han those House and Senate Members
Who had approved it.
In this connection, I am pleased to insert in the RECORD so that all my col11neagues may read, an editorial appearing
the Evening Star on Monday, January
16, 1967. The Star editorial, with which
If am in complete agreement, follows in
Ull:
CRIPI'LING

HIS "WAR ON CRIME"

t The President has always talked in ringing

may mean] to outlaw electronic 'bugging'
and 'snooping.'"
Six paragraphs later Ule President came
to the 1967 version of his War on Crime in
a section headed: "This nation must make
an all-out effort to combat crime.'' Here
are the key sentences: "Our countrys' laws
must be respected. Order must be maintained. I wm support-with all the constitutional powers I possess-our nation's
law-enforcement officials in their attempt to
control the crime and violence that tear the
fabric of our communities."
We do not know who is responsible for the
inherent contradictions in this rhetorical
nonsense. But we do know that the laws
are not being respected, that order is not
being maintained, that the incidence of
crime is constantly rising, and that neither
lofty verbiage nor more federal money, which
the President proposes, can reverse this
trend.
What, we wonder, does the President think
Justice Brandeis meant by the right to
privacy-the "right most valued by civilized
men"? Does this right of privacy apply to
the criminal who kidnaps a child for ransom,
and who will not hesitate to kill the child if
it serves his purposes? Does it apply to
those unconscionable characters at the top
who enrich thexnselves from the sale of narcotics, even down to the level of our schools,
and never mind the cost in ruined lives?
Does it extend to organized crime, to the
racketeers who survive by corrupting lawenforcement officials at the price of tearing
apart "the fabric of our communities"?
There are two possible conclusions. One
is that Mr. Johnson is insincere in his war
on crime. We do not believe it. The other
is that he doesn't really know what he is
saying. This, we think, is likely.
Nothing is easier than to be against
"snooping." Who isn't? But the fact remains that wiretaps and electronic devices
are vitally important tools if the war on
crime, especially organized crime, is to become anything more than a mouthful of
words. To say as some do that these tools
cannot be used without invading the privacy
of the bedroom, whatever the emotional impact of this contention, is simply not true.
Our hope is that the President will take
a second look at the phony advice which has
been given him, that :Pe will talk to people
who know something about the facts of life
in any meaningful war on crime, and that
he will exercise all of the constitutional
powers he possess to seek authorization, subject to strict controls, of the use of wiretaps
and electronic devices in the many instances
in which they are essential to effective lawenforcemen+;. As a companion piece, he
should seek legislation imposing a total ban
on unauthorized "snooping." For this is the
area in which the valid right to privacy is
being destroyed.

t'rtns of his determination to wage an all-out

~ar on crime, to make certain that the law-

abiding American people will be safe on the
streets, in their homes and in their places
CJf business. When the chips are down, howe'\'er, he tends to back away from the fight.
This was demonstrated, we think, 1n his
ll:l.iSgulded veto of the District crime bUl
Passed by the 89th Congress after long and
careful study.
The same tendency has
~rapped up again in his message to the 90th
ongress on the state of the Union . Two
or his paragraphs illustrate the point.
In. the section dealing with "improving the
quauty of life and enlarging the meaning of
JUsttce for all Americans," the President
~1<1: "We should protect what Justice
ran.deis called Ule 'right most valued by
~hilized men'-the right to privacy. We
hould outlaw all wire-tapping-public and
~rivate--wherever and whenever it occurs,
t~ept when the security o! the nation is at
~ke--and Ulen only with the strictest safeor rds. We should exercise the full reach
our constitutional powers [whatever that

Incompetents Do Come Along
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRED SCH\VENGEL
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. SCHWENGEL.
Mr. Speaker,
there is ever-increasing support to
change the seniority system. On January 23, 1967, the Des Moines Register,
Des Moines, Iowa, supported the resolution I introduced to change the method
of selection for congressional committee
chairmen.
I am gratified for the support of the
Des Moines Register. I hope that the
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Rules Committee will give my resolution
prompt and adequate consideration. I
am pleased to make this evidence of support for this approach to the problem
available to the Members of the House.
The article follows:
INCOMPETENTS Do COME ALONG
Representative Fred Schwengel (Rep., Ia.)
made a plea for revision of the seniority
system in selection of House committee
chairmen when the adoption of rules for
the session was under consideration.
The Iowa congressman urged that the
members of each standing committee be permittect by secret ballot to select their chairman from one of the three senior members
of the majority party. Chairmen of standing committees now are chosen on the basis
of their length of service.
Schwengel conceded the importance of experience but said:
"Experience cannot guarantee competence,
nor can it promise character and fairrnindedness.
''The incompetents, the dictatorially inclined and the dishonest come along infrequently, it is true, but they do come along.
The great trouble with our current method
of applying seniority to the selection or
committee chairmen is that it makes no
allowances for the exceptions. It is too rigid,
too inflexible."
Representative Schwengel's remarks were
well timed. Only a. few minutes earlier the
House had voted to deny Representative
Adam Clayton Powell his seat in the House
pending investigation of charges against
him. The previous day the Democ.ra tic
caucus had removed Powell from chairmanship of the Education and Labor Committee.
Had Schwengel's proposal been in effect,
the probabilities are that Powell would have
been removed by members of his com.m1ttee
before his behavior became a matter of national scandal.
We hope Representative Schwengel continues to press vigorously for adoption of his
proposal. It is a reform that is badly needed.

George E. Lewis Is Outstanding Citizen
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DON FUQUA
OF FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVF.S

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Speaker, the retirement of Mr. George E. Lewis as chairman of the board of the Lewis State
Bank marks the end of an era for
Florida.
Here is a man that serves as an example and I count it a real privilege to
call him my friend. His advice and
counsel have meant much to me, as it
has for so many others.
'
The Lewis State Bank is more than
just a bank, it is an institution for
Florida. Our oldest bank, nJw in its
lllth year, there is a family banking
tradition here that would make a tremendous article in itself.
But I am concerned here with paying
tribute to Mr. George E. Lewis. I have
not often felt that this method of paying
tribute was necessary, but in the case of
Mr. Lewis, I feel it is appropriate. I
would like to have reprinted here an
editorial from the Tallahassee Democrat
of January 14, 1967, which is well worth
reading.
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1\.lr. George E. Lewis has meant much

to Tallahassee, to his StEL':e and to his
Nation. I wish for him many happy
years of retirement, rich in the knowledge that his has been a life well spent
in service to his fellow man.
The article follows:
MR.

G. E. RE':~ES

"-

The Lewis Stu~ BJ.nit t.ere Ln Tallahassee
is Florida's oldest. gotng into i::.S lllth yearand for more than half of those years, George
E. Lewis has been so constant a member of
its staff that he ha.s almost become a symbol
of tts stability.
Now he is ret!:in~. Tt.at is. he's no longer
chairman of the board.
He's chairman
emeritus. He stlll has an office; and we
imagine he'll occupy it frequently, but he
won't have to gel; down early enough to
open the vaul~ in the futu:-e.
It's not t-"lat M:-. G. E. isn't spry enough
at nearly 87 to C!\:ry on. He showed the
same keen good nature of old the last time
we talked with him. M: . G. E. long ago
earned his retlrerr..e:1t as a banker and as
an activ·e citizen of T:lllaha.>see. He's just
now taking it.
His grandfather. B C. Le·~·is, started the
business which bec.a.me the Lev.is State Bank
in 1856. His fa*jher. George, carried It on
until 1933. Mr. G. E. started on Jan. 1, 1901
as a bookkeeper, a.nd h!l.S worked through
every position to the top. Now his son,
George II, succeed3 him a.> boud chairman.
His son B. Cheever becomes president, and
his namesake grandson, George E. II, is trust
officer as the fif t.."l gene:-a.tlon begins rising
in the business. It's :1 fine old family institution which has opened its directorate
to many other out.:>W.:1di:15 businessmen of
our city.
This piece, thou~n. 13 about Mr. G. E.
While working 1.t and directing the bank
these 66 years. he has contributed more than
his share to comrnunitV' service. He was
captain of the oid vot!.int.eer fire company
when he was a yoa~g man. He was a city
commissioner. He wa.a a school trustee when
the office had re't>Q!'ls!b~!lties. He was a
leader in St. John's ~t>lscop:\1 church. The
Boy Scouts confer:-~ on him one of the
organization's highe·t award.s . the Order or
the Antelope. (All five of his sons became
Eagle Scouts, and :1 da.!.I5hter was a Golden
Eaglet Girl Scout .) There is no way to recite
all his services.
But for all of the:n, we'll remember l\Ir.
G. E. best as a gentt~man or quiet dignity,
simple slncerit7 ar-..d considerate courtesy.
From exerci.;;e of those q'.lalHies. he is not
retiring.

Red Mass-St. Matthew's Cathedral
EXTENSION OF RE lARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. ROONEY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE

HOUS~

OF REPRE-SENTATIVES

·wednesday, February 1, 1967
Mr. ROONEY of New York.
Mr.
Speaker, last Sw1day many Members of
this House, including the distinguished
Speaker, once again had the privilege
of attending the Solemn Votive Mass of
the Holy Spirit. which is histo1ically
known as the red Ma.5S. The function
of this very spec'al Mass offered at St.
Matthew's Cathedral is to invoke the
blessin~s of the Holy Spirit on the
courts, the members of the bar and those
who have the responsibility of enacting
and administering our laws.

The red MCss was presided over by
His Excellency the Most Reverend Patrick A. O'Boyle, D.D., archbishop of the
archdiocese of Washington. His Excellency the Most Reverend John S.
Spence, D.D., vicar general of the archdiocese of \Vashington, celebrated the
mass and His Excellency the Most Reverend George H. Guilfoyle, D.D., Episcopal vicar of the archdiocese of New York,
preached the sermon. It was a fitting
and proper sermon for the occ.aslon and
one which well bears reproducing here.
Under the permission heretofore granted
me, I include the text of the sermon:
TEXT OF SERMON BY THE MOST REV. GEORGE
H. GUILFOYLE, D.D. RED MAss--3-r. MATTHEw's · CATHEDRAL,

SUNDAY,

J.\NUARY

29,

1967

Text: "The joys and the hopes. the griefs
and the anxieties of the men or this age,
especially those who are poor or in any way
aflUcted, these too are the joys and hopes,
the griefs and anxieties of the foU?wers or
Christ."
This text is the openlng sentence of the
Second Vatican Council's "Con~titution on
the Church In the Modern World."
Pope John XXIII convened !i-ll Ecumenical
Council for the renewal of the Church. A
principal mark and recurring theme of the
Second Vatican Council was p.l.Stor'll concern
for the dignity, the rights and the freedom
of each human person.
As the Council opened, with the end·:>rsement of Pope John the Fathers issued a
"Message to Humanity." In lt they sald:
''Coming together in unity from every nation under the sun, 'we carry ln our hearts
the hardships, the bodily and mental distress, the sorrows, longings and hopes of all
the peoples entn1sted to us. We ur~ently
turn our thoughts to all the anxieties by
which modern man is amlcted. Hence, let
our concern swiftly focus first of aa on those
who are especially lowly, poor, and weak.
Like Christ, we would have pity on the multitude weighed down with hunger, misery,
and lack of knowledge. We w9.nt to fix a.
steady gaze on those who stm lack the opportune help to achieve a way of lire worthy
of human beings.
"As we undertake our work, theref·:>re, we
would emphasize whatever concerns the d!.gnity of man, whatever contributes to a
genuine community of people.<~. 'Chrlat's
love impels us', for 'he who sees h!.s brother
in need and closes his heart against him,
how does the love of God ablde tn him?' "
While the Council solemnly closed a. year
ago last •month, its work has re::tHy only
begun. Not only must the Catholic Church
internally pursue its renewal but continued
efforts must be made to achieve the Ecumenical and other conciliar goals for this society
in which we live and through which we seek
our personal happiness and salvation.
We have come together in this Cathedral
of St. l\.Iatthew to offer the tro.dttlo:13.l Red
!\lass anct to invoke the ble:>s!ngs of the Hoiy
Spirit on the courts. The central thoughts
of the Second Vatican Councl.! h.1ve special
pertinence not only for you who are members
of the Bench and Bar, but for those of you
whose responsibill ty it is to ena.ot a:1d administer our laws.
In recent years, increasing stre5.3 h:a..s been
placed on the exalted dignity or the human
person, every human person. Thi.> hetghtened awareness of man's dignlty Is evtdent
in the court room and In the legisla.tlve
chamber as it was in the dellber-ations or the
Council. And yet, the individual manta not
an island. Man ls, by his very n.lture, a
social being, forming with all other men o:1e
human family. In this family God will.3
that one person treat anoth~ Jn a spi~lt o~
true brotherhood. The dign~ty :1nd the
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rights ol each human person have b~oma
dally more evident and their fulfillment more
urgent, but so also has human tnterde~nd
ence. Acceptance of human interdependence, in the spirit of brotherly love, ts the
hope and need of mankind In our time.
In April of 1963-shortly before h1s deathIn the Encyclical "Peace on Earth" Pop~
John gave mankind a Declaration of Interdependence. This wise and holy man stirred
the conscience of the world with firm insistence that we are rightly brothers, all truty
members of one family, the family of God on.
earth. He called on you and me to hetp
achieve the immense task "of gi vin~ a.
Christian and human note to modern ctviltzation, a note that is required and almost
asked by that civ111zation itself for its futuro!
existence."
This high ideal of Pope John was strongly
reflected in the Ecumenical, Council. The
Fathers insisted that the social order must
work unceasingly for man's benefit. The7
warned of the need for constant lmpro\·ement in the social order which must be
"founded on tr.Uth, built on justlce, and.
animated by love; in freedom it should gro"N
every day toward a more humane balance."
While the Qouncil spoke to mankind-50
much of which experiences bitterest sutterLng
and strife-its message is pertinent to our
own beloved co1.mtry. For, despite all that
has been accomplished by the United. Statea
in achieving the goals of our Constitution
and Declaration of Independence, there is
still much to be done.
Reverence for man is urgently necessarynec~ssary everywhere-in the Near East and
Far East-in Africa-in Russia-in the
United States. Everyone must accept hiS
neighbor without exception as another self.
Everyone- must take into serious ac-count hl3
neighbor's rights and his needs for a Ufe
with dignity.
The equal dignity of human persons an•i
man's brotherhood in one human familY
demand a more humane and just condltlon
of life for those who are suffering. The deprived and underprivileged are found att
over the world, and in their num!>er unfortunately are many millions Of our fel!.:JW
Americans.
Excessive economic and social dl!Ierenced.
the Council unequivocally stated, "milltat.e
against social justice, equity, and dignlty of
the human person, as well as social and international peace." While the relationship between poverty and violence has been obviouJ.
1t is becoming painfully more evident here J.t
home as well as in the distressed and wartorn areas of the world. Peace efforts are
out or touc:p. with reality if they do not
envision remedies for basic human needs.
The Council stressed freedom-the tndlvldual freedom vital to each man's person
and dignity. It is in freedom that man properly directs himself toward goodness. Indeed, "authentic freedom is an. excepttono.l
sign of the divine image within man." In
every aspect of llfe today, the conflict ~
tween freedom and authority causes frightening situations. The problem perplexe$
courts; it concerns theologians o.nd phllO<':!ophers; it agitates universities nnd soclal Institutions. Whatever the proper roles of
freedom and authority-boundaries there are
and must be-we should be mindful thilt
Christ •·commanded His apostles to preach
to all peoples the gospel message to that th~
human race might become the family or God.
in which the fullness of the Law would ~
love."
St. Paul, in his Epistle to the Oalat.la!\3,
wo.med men not to "use your freedom as ;:~.n
opportunity for the flesh, but through lo7;}
be servants of one another." Lo\·e impcae-.3
its own restraints by reason of one's lo,·e tor
others. Love of God and love of nelghb'Jr
are the greatest commandments, but theY
::~.lso are essential to the welfare of the hun· 1.n
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community. They are the paramount need
of our troubled times.
In the spirit of love as well as justice the
Second Vatican Council insists that "there
must be made available to all men everything necessary for leading a life truly hulllan, such as food, clothing, and shelter; the
right to choose a state of life freely and to
found a family, the right to education, to
employment, to a good reputation, to respect, to appropriate information, to activity
in accord with the upright norm of one's own
conscience, to protection of privacy and to
rightful freedom in matters religious too."
These goals are those of most Americans.
Our people are showing unprecedented concern for the serious social problems among
US--racial bias, insufficient income, bad
housing, illiteracy, illness, loneliness, unemployment, lack of opportunity.
Independence-so courageously achieved and
treasured 1n the United States-has not fully
blossomed and cannot fully develop without
respecting mankind's necessary interdependence. Americans have demonstrated to
the world in a practical way sacrificial acceptance of the demands of our universal
brotherhood. Foreign aid programs under- ,
score our brotherhood and charity. More
than that, the works flowing from brotherly
love are crucial for peace in the world as
they are for peace at home, for peace in families and among neighbors, for ~,>eace in the
hearts of individual men.
This is neither the place nor the occasion
to otfer opinions on the specific programs,
PUblic and voluntary, undertaken to assist
our brothers at home and across the world.
1 do believe, however, that the values moti\'ating such programs merit admiration and
active support. You members of the Bar
can and should make a special contribution
~ them. Endowed with the particular · lnSlghts and knowledge of your profession and
so often situated in positions of importance
to others, yours should be keen concern for
human need and for the relationship of law
to the needs of the poor, whatever the form
Of poverty involved.
Laws and the courts, of course, have theresponsibility of seeking to protect rights and
to deter crime. Yet, should not all members
Of the Bar seriously interest themselves in
the formulation and administration of programs to promote human welfare-to protlde What is needed, to develop what is helpfUl , to eliminate what is impractical and
">'asteful? The present mood of many seems
to be--"to be against." Let us rather be.. for"-for what we believe is best whether it
1n\'olves modification or restriction or expanSion.
In addition, should not the legal profesSion in which so many already contribute
lllUch to others, in even greater degree pro\ide personal service of the needy by counsel
8Ud representation? Such service is in truth
an implementation of the fundamental law of
Charity-the equivalent of giving a cup of
''-'ater to the thirsty and food to the hungry.
It was urged at the 1965 National Conference
?n Law and Poverty here in Washington:
'Without the active support of the Bar, the
Poor Will not emerge from the tentacles of
slum_ housing, job discrimination, welfare inequities, unjust criminal procedures, and
com 1ercial exploitation."
'rhe Vatican Council pleaded that Christt~n charity seek out the needy, console them
\\ith eager care and relieve them with the
Cift of help.
Se€k them out-console them-help them!
Surely you members of the Bur have a major
to]~ in this vital objective, not only in the
0 !icles and programs you espouse but, also,
!l the personal service you offer to nel~;hbors
1n need.
,.. Let us, then, invoke the blessing of the
;(Jl:;r S,;Jirit upon our courts and on each one
.. Us while we strive to measure up person9.lly to that inspiring declaration of belief
and purpose: "The joys and the hopes, the

grte!s and the anxieties of the men of this age,
espec1ally these who are poor or tn any way
a.fil.icted, these too are the Joys and hopes, the
griefs and anxieties of the followers of
Christ."

Matter of Fact: The Biggest News
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN D. DINGELL
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, the Feb-

ruary 1, 1967, issue of the Washington
Post carries a very interesting column by
Joseph Alsop. For the benefit of some
of my colleagues I, pursuant to permission granted, insert Mr. Alsop's column
into the Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD:

NEWS
(By Joseph Alsop)
The biggest news at the moment is not
getting into the newspapers. There are two
closely related items. On the one hand,
Hanoi is actively sounding out the Johnson
Administration, through diplomatic third
parties, to discover whether the President
will "stop the bombing to get talks."
\Vhether the President will be wise enough
to insist on the essential quid pro quo for
stopping the bombing, still remains to be
seen. And it also remains to be seen whether
Hanoi really wants negotiations, or merely
desires a badly needed respite or breathing
spell in which to reinforce the Vietcong units
in the South and start the war all over again.
This move forward, from noisy propaganda
to quiet diplomatic inquiry, is none the less
a very big development. The reason for it
can be easily discerned in the other big, as
yet unnoticed piece of news. In brief, U.S.
bombing of North Vietnam has now begun
to produce precisely the strangling etfect that
it was designed to produce from the outset.
To be specific, the southward movement of
North Vietnamese regular troops, to reinforce the Vietcong, has been reduced by no
less than 75 percent in the past six months.
The Pentagon estimates of month-by-month
infiltration in 1966 show many a peak and
' 'alley, on both sides of the dividing line.
This is at the end of Ju:p.e, just after the
bombing of North Vietnamese oil stores began. But the contrast between the first six
months and the last six months is dramatic.
In the first six months, the average rate
of infiltration of northern troops into South
Vietnam was just under 7000 a month. But
in the last six months, the rate of infiltration dropped to around 1700 men a month,
or one quarter of the former input.
One must say "around 1700" a month because the U.S. Government is currently riven
by a vicious insiders' debate about the exact
figures for infiltration in November and December. (This kind of argument, it may be
noted, can make the religious wars look like
fun and games.) But the argument is
merely about whether the right figure for
these two months is in the range of 1500
men or 2000 men.
As this argument indicates, the formal estimate for each month is only made long
after the month in question has passed into
history. More time has to pass after that,
before the ultimate dependability of the formal estimate is properly cross-checked by
additional defector-interrogations, captured
documents, agent-intelligence and the like.
Thus the figures for July and August infiltration, havin_g been cross-checked, can
now be regarded as pretty hard data.
Rounded otf, they show 2700 infiltrators in
MATTER OF FACT: THE BIGGEST

July and 2000 in August. The rounded estimate for September, only 1400 infiltrators, is
also hardening fast. The October estimate,
well under 1000, seems really too low to be
hard. The problem of November-December
estimates has already been covered.
There are two reasons why this incalculably important development, previously surfaced in part by Lloyd Norman in Newsweek,
has received almost no attention. One is
the idiotic information-policy of the
McNamara Pentagon and the Johnson Administration.
The other reason is the equally idiotic
conviction of the lower echelons in U.S. Headquarters in Saigon, that if tney admit to
making the smallest progress in the war, the
civilians at home will instantly begin clamoring to "bring the boys home." Thus "possible" infiltrators, generally im.aginary as the
event bas repeatedly proven, are included in
the infiltration rates cited in Saigon.
The fact remains that the very low Pentagon estimates of infiltration for the last six
months of 1966 were produced by precisely
the same process, and were based on precisely
the same kinds of information, that produced the exceedingly high estimates of infiltratiorl for the first six months of last year.
The high estimates were used by ·opponents
of the President's policy to prove that "the
northern bombing does no good anyway."
Logically, these people ought now to eat
their word&-although nothing, of course,
could be more wildly unlikely.
They will instead attack the figures which
they formerly cited to prove their case; or
they will talk inspissated nonsense about
"voluntary de-escalation." But in fact what
has happened is perfectly clear.
Bombing lines of communication, which
is what- the United States is doing in North
Vietnam, is a very long, very slow business.
Immediate results are never to be looked for.
Results are only obtained, in fact, by the
!gradual · accumulation of thousands of
bridge-breaks and roadbreaks and convoylosses and bomb-caused shortages of this or
that.
At a certain stage, however, the cumulative
process reaches what may be called a critical
point. When that point is reached, all traffic does not stop, of course. But when that
point is reached, there is a great reduction
of traffic on the lines of communication that
are under attack. This is what quite clearly
began to happen in July, and has gone on
happening to date.

Interstate Highway Program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES H. (JIMMY) QUILLEN
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
~fonday,

January 30, 1967

Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Speaker, the progress of our interstate highway program
is one of the most commendable achievements of the past decade.
Because an increasing number of our
people are taking to these highways, it
is even more imperative today that wt
push onward toward completion of tbe
program.
I have received a great deal of mail
from my district and from every corner
of the State of Tennessee requesting that
the funds for our Interstate System are
not reduced, and I wholeheartedly support these recommendations.
I think the following editorial from
the Greenville, Tenn., Sun will be of
interest to every Member of this body
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schools are all decLsions which are overwhelmingly opposed by the American
people.
The only solution to the unlimited and
Oua INTERSTATE SYSTEM
The newspaper Grit has reported last sum- abusive power of the Court is to spell out
mer's highway building brought the nation's the intent of the framers of the Constitution and deny the j~dicial branch its
interstate system past the half-way mark.
It estimated total cost of the complete current power to make its own laws,
system at over $46,000,000,000 (far more than execute its own law and violate our traoriginally estimated) and estimated comple- ditional balance of power in Governtion in 1973. In all, the super highway net- ment.
work will total 41,000 miles. · When the sysA definite move to grant the Congress
tem 1s finished a motorist will be able to
travel to any part of the country on a super judiciary reviewing power was narrowly
highway without encountering a traffic light defeated four times in the Constitutional
Convention.
or crossroad.
The system will-it is hoped-reduce highToday, I am introducing a House joint
way accidents, now costing the nation almost resolution which would provide a cona thousand deaths a week (50,000 a year).
stitutional amendment which would alMany states have already completed long
sections of the new highways within their low Congress to limit the power of the
borders. Meanwhile the number of vehicles Supreme Court by permitting it the right
being driven by Americans in all states now to override a Supreme Court decision by
a two-thirds majority vote in both the
totals more than 94,000,000 I
Registration contlnues to increase and no House and Senate.
doubt when the biggest super highway netThe congressional veto would check
work in the world is finished, in 1973, the the power of the Supreme Court just as
total will be well over a hundred million the President can check Congress by the
and the need for superhighways will be greater than ever. And it may be that launching U3e of the vetO. The Amertcan people
this highway-building program will be one would then be the final seat of authority
of the bes1; remembered accomplishments of because they would have the power of
the ballot to reverse any actions of the
the Eisenhower Admlnlstration.
Co~gress at the polls at the next election.
No Federal court has the authority to
rule out or alter laws unless the law vioThe Unlimited Supreme Court
lates the Constitution. Now, however,
the Court is exercising final power over
not only what the law means, but how it
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
is to be written and how it is to be car·
OJ'
ried out.
HON. E. Y._BERRY
It is my hope that Congress can take
OJ' SOUTH DAKOTA
action on this legislation 1n the near
future. It is my feeling that establishIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ment of the limiting procedure will proWednesday, February 1, 1967
vide a true voice of the people and slow
Mr. BERRY. Mr. Speaker, nearly down the trend toward concentration of
100 years ago Alexis de Tocqueville said power in Washington.
that the power of the American Supreme
court was the power of public opinion
but that 1t should last only as long as
Explorer Scouts Learn About Medicine
the people respect the law and that 1t
would be impotent against popular
neglect or contempt of the law.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
This is a double-edged warning, apOJ'
plying equally to judges and to the peoHON. WALTER S. BARING
ple, and 1t has lost none of its timeliOP NEVADA
ness with the passing of years. Recent
Supreme Court decisions, in fact, bring
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
these prophetic remarks into clearer
Wednesday, February 1, 1967
focus. The question now is: What to do
:Mr. BARING. Mr. Speaker, under
with the unlimited power of the Supr~me
leave to extend my remarks, I would like
Court?
The three divisions of our Govern- to have inserted in the CONGRESSIONAL
ment, to wit, the legislature, the execu- RECORD an article which appeared 1n
tive, and the j-udicial ~ere unquestion- the Journal of the American Medical
ably intended as a balance, one against Association, January 16, 1967, issue, dethe other. Yet, speaking from a frank scribing an experiment undertaken by
and realistic standpoint, the Supreme the Washoe County, Nev., Explorers Post
Court is presently vested with powers. 117 in the field of medicine.
The article follows:
based upon precedent, that actually could
constitute it a dictatorial tribunal from
EXPLORER SCOUTS LEARN ABOUT MEDICINE
which there is no appeal.
Instead of tying knota, building campfires,
The President is checked by the Legis- and studying camping lore, 30 members of
a.n Explorer Post in Washoe cuunty, Nev.,
lature end the Court.
The Legislature 1s checked by the are learning how to correct bone defects,
making bacterial smears and cultures, and
Court and the President.
The Court, however, is responsible to studying tissue slldes.
Explorer Post 117 is another Boy Scouts
no one.
of America experiment in broadening ScoutThe American people have no appeal ing horizons. And in keeping with this
from the dictatorial decisions of the Su- theme, the Washoe County youtha have
preme Court despite the fact that recent been furnished copies of "Hor1zona Unltmdecisions protecting the rights of a vowed ited," the American Medical Association's
CommunLsts guaranteeing them free medical careers handbook.
The Al\IA careers handbook 11 a fitting
speech, and banning prayer in the public
as we contemplate the future of our interstate highway program, and I include
the article at this point in the RECORD:
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supplement to the regular Scouting handbook for this group of Scouts. All are top
local students interested in medicine, and
Post 117 is an Explorer Post in medicine.
Special Program: It is one of several professionally-oriented Explorer Posts springing
up across the natton under the Special Interest Explorer Program.
Post 117 is sponsored by the Washoe
County Medical Society, which has created
an imaginative scouting program designed
to give interested high school students an
inside look at numerous aspects of the medical profession.
It is the first such Explorer Post to be
organized in Northern Nevada, and has
caught the imagination of other students
and physicians.
MD is adviser: "This is a new experience
for us, too," says the Post's adviser, Fred
Coddington, MD, a Reno general practitioner.
"But it is the obligation of doctors to help
youngsters interested in a medical career.
It is a valuable thing. I wish we had had
it when we were young."
The Post meets twice a month. One meeting deals with some phase of medical knowledge, and the other is a guided tour of a.
physician's office, hospital department, or
other medical facility.
Post 117 is dUierent in several ways from
general Scouting purposes. It is open to
girls, and the first meetings have been attended by several interested high school
girls.
A typical program prepared for the Explorers by the Washoe County Medical Society members included a lecture course
entitled "What Medical School Is Like,"
presented by James I. Botsford, 1\ID, followed
by a "Patho-Physiology Laboratory Demonstration" by George T. Smith, MD.

House Reflects on Powell Haste
EXTENSION. OF REMARKS
OF

· HON. BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, I WOuld like to
set forth at this point an article by William S. White, which appeared tn the
Washington Post on January 31, refer·
ring to the action by the House o! Representatives on Congressman ADAM CLAYTON POWELL.
This justifies, in my opinion, the posi·
tlon that many of us took when the Congress convened and considered the Powell
case.
The article follows:
[From the Wa.o3hington Post, Jan. 31, 1967)
SECOND THOUGHTS: HOUSE REFLECTS ON
PoWELL HASTE

(By WilHam S. White)
The House of Representatives is now
gloomily trying to dig itself out of a pit Hned
with misplaced momllsm and extremely poor
judgment into which it so recently plunged
)n denying a reseatlng to Adam Clayton
Powell pending an investigation of his conduct.
AB a special House Committee of nine unhappy members proceeds with thla inquirY
there is now a b'lated general recognition of
the central reality of it all. This is that all
the House had accomplished here was to gtve
Rep. Powell a loud martydom which will tn~
falllbly se-nd him back to Congress from nar-
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lem with a. bigger vote than ever, even in the two short blocks from the Federal Build- industry, especially the oil refineries are
un.likely event that the investigating com- ing stands the famous Los Angeles City
considered to be the cleanest in the
llllttee finds him still ineligible.
Hall. At 3:30 p.m., on almost any given world.
There are, moreover, second thoughts now day in Los Angeles, the range of visibilSince 1964 cars sold in California have
r..U over the House. For the plain truth
Which was hustled aside in the first place is ity is rarely greater than tWo city blocks. been required to be equipped with variIf you live on the seacoast, or have ous types of smog control devices. The
stm there and is now being reluctantly faced.
This truth is that Powell, demagogue though a home in the mountains you can see a 1966 cars sold in California had to have
he is and highly improper though his be- faint brown haze begin to etch itsell equipment that reduced carbon monhaVior has been, has not in fact even been against the blue sky that usually greets oxide by 50 percent and hydrocarbons
charged with offenses sumciently grave to each southern California morning. By by 65 percent. In 1970 stricter measures
warrant his ouster under the unbroker tra- the end of the morning rush hour the controlling car tailpipe emissions will go
ditions.
faint haze has taken on the hue of a bto e1fect.
In a word, the disciplinary action thus far
All in all the Los Angeles County Air
taken against him, while entirely human, rich dense brown and has seeped into
was also entirely unjustified. And it cannot ·every crack and corner of the greater Pollution Control District spent close to
$4 million in 1965 trying to win the
be made to appear just simply because he iS Los Angeles basin. Unless it rains, and
as the city chamber of commerce boasts battle against air pollution. This reprea. bad and swaggering fellow.
The entire Republican membership of the rain is rare, or unless a wind sweeps in sents an expenditure equal to almost
:S:onse plus most of the Southern Democrats from the ocean or desert, the 7 million one-sixth of the present total Federal
on Jan. 10 rushed in to refuse to seat him residents of the area are treated to an- expenditure.
then and there while wiser heads were try- other day of breathing large portions of
With the great financial investment
ing to seat him provisionally pending inqUiry. A majority of the committee which nitrogen dioxide, hydrocarbons, ozone. made by Los Angeles, and with the most
has the thankless chore of investigating him peroxyacyl nitrate, and a little oxygen. comprehensive air pollution control proThe "right to breathe" in Los Angeles, gram in the Nation, Los Angeles is steadtried then to avoid the more abrupt of these
8.Ctions and for its pains is now stuck with and every other urban area in the Na- ily losing the battle agaillst smog. Some
the job of getting the House off the hook.
tion is becoming an increasingly perilous 13,730 tons of noxious waste ,are released
The whole thing is an ironic and perfect right to exercise. ltl their January 27, daily into the Los Angeles sky to conillustration of the fact that, unlike the Sen- edition the editors of Time magazine detaminate an e.lready overburdened atate, the House allows no "obstructive" debate
at times of passion and emotionalism. Given voted the lead article to the increasingly mosphere. The 3.75 million area cars
the right to filibuster in the House, a right menacing specter of air pollution. The alone r-re responsible for 12,500 tons of
not present there, and this foolish and ex- article was singulaTly impressive, and I
the daily pollutants. Despite strict entreme business would never have occurred. would encourage every Member of Con- forcement .and periodic checks of smog
Never, for 1llustration, could it have hap- gress to take the necessary time to read contro~ devices, the level of pollutants
Pened in the Senate, with its supposedly evil it.
released from the exhaust of cars is confilibuster custom. For in the Senate a maThe article of course is part of a largJority 1s not always :right all at once and a. er dialog on air pollution. Yesterday tinually rising. With 2 million more cars
expected on Los Angeles highways by
lllinortty is always able to slow things down
the President joined in the discussion, 1980, and more than 100 million cars on
~ll the heat can subside and men can at
and while his proposals arc not as hard America's roads by 1975, President
-.co~; deal in reason and at leisure.
~ by a curious coincidence- the Senate hitting as I had hoped, they are signifiJohnson's warning that at the present
ltsel! has again just refused to destroy the cant.
r.ate of increased contamination, Amerright of the filibuster at the demand of
The President's recommendation to ica can expect to be overwhelmed by- a
avowedly liberal members who simply cannot Congress asking for the passage of the
poisonous atmosphere in 10 ;-ears is stargt"asp that instant actions by an instant mal ortty are not always wise and are not al- Air Quality Control Act of 1967 1s a step tlingly vivid.
forward,
but
only
a
small
step.
The
act
ways even "democratic" except in a highly
What the above suggests, Mr. Speaker,
0 >ersimplified definition of that term.
places its emphasis on establishing and is that the President's approach, while
For the true heart of the American repre- enforcing maximum levels of industrial encouraging, is too modest. Americans
sentative process lies in the ability of a pollutant emissions. Regional air qual- are choking their .atmosphere with conlninority in one forum and one alone--the ity commissions would be established
Senate--to insist upon long and sometimes where they do not already exist and taminants 2.t the horrendous rate of
By
even overlong debate as the last guarantee charged with enforcing the standards 370,000 tons of pollutants daily.
~~~.inst unfair or heedless actions by momen- that control the emission of pollutants. 1f;75 we will be polluting the atmosphere
......... :r and infiamed majorities which might
at the incomprehensible rate of more
I would remind the President and the than 1,500,000 tons annually.
themselves--as now in the case of PowellCongress
that
this
proposal
is
not
new.
~clde on more mature reflection that what
Proposing measures for the rest of the
ey were about to do might be both wrong Some years ago the Los Angeles County ·
llnd self-defeating.
'
Ail· Pollution Control District was estab- Nation that Los Angeles has been using
h What the House forgot here in its howling lished and given the needed strength to for years while the s~og problem has beaste to vote, and what any sort o! unre- enforce its responsibilities. Today, Los - come steadily more Jacute seems almost
Stricted debate would at length have comfutile. Certainly the President's recomPelled 1t to.remember, is that verdicts in this Angeles' Air Pollution Control District mendations will meet part of the probruns
the
strictest
and
most
extensive
~untry are supposed to come after, and not
control program in ,the United States. lem, but only a very small part.
fore the trial is held.

The Right to Breathe
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF'

HON. RICHARD T. HANNA
OF CALIFORNIA

IN" THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, January 31, 1967

Mr. HANNA. Mr. Speaker, "Los Angeles at 3:30 p.m.," is the caption of the
P!:~·e on the cover of the January 27,
lue of Time magazine. The picture, or
ack of 1t, tells the story. The new Los
:tngeles Federal Building is the only
ructure that one can make out with
~ny reasonable surety. From the plcU.re You would never know that only

The control board battled business and
industrial leaders eventually overcoming
their objections to regulations limiting
the amount of pollutants released into
the atmosphere. The control board
banned the use of high pollutant fuels,
the burning of junked cars, and burning
household and industrial garbage.
Thousands of violators of pollutant regulations were hailed into court by the
control board.
Oil Tefinerics in Los Angeles have developed new techniques in reducing the
emission of sulfur pollutants and recycling other wasteful materials that
would have ordinarily been dumped into
the atmosphere. Los Angeles located
power companies are required by statute
to use low sulfur natural gas · when
available and fuels containing a minimum amount of sulfur when the natural gas 1s not available. Los Angeles

There are two cri tier 1 ai"e.as that
should have been given more emphasis in
President Johnson's message. First, he
did not strike h-. __ e hard enough the
,·ery critical roles that must be played
at the local and State levels. While the
Air Quality Act provides .a framework
for meaningful participation by the local
levels of go ernment, it seemingly allows
little flexibility or room for initiative.
Granted, the proposal is primarily designed to affect those areas where little
or nothing is now being done, but what
about the many local programs that have
already been initiated?
·
The National Association of Counties
has produced an excellent series of community action guides on air pollution
de.signed to help its membership. The
guides are very speciftc and provide a.
wide range of alternatives that would
allow the local jurisdiction some fiexi-
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bility in experimenting in order to determine the most effective programs.
Air pollution is not, and nor can we
allow it to be an issue of concern only
to the various levels of government. It
is imperative that industry be one of
the leading elements in meeting this
problem. We should make it clear whenever we have the opportunity that success in cleaning our air can only be
expected if all segments of the society
cooperate and recognize their particular
obligations.
The other area in which the President·s message was weak was in what it
offered, or more accurately, what it did
not offer in the way of providing leadership for developing new and imaginative
programs. The President made a curt
reference to the fact that he intended
increasing research funds by 50 percent.
Nowhere was there an estimate of the
kind of research program we w1ll need.
Even a 50-percent increase in research
appears woefully inadequate in light of
the increasing enormity of the problem.
It is in this area of ingenuity where
leadership is most nee<;led and appears
most lacking.
Let me make perfectly clear, Mr.
Speaker, that I am one of the many who
welcomes what the President 1s proposing. These proposals are overdue. And
1t is precisely because this Nation has
waited so long in focusing its full attention on the problem that the question of
our pollution is now so critical. The
problem requires infinitely mor3 than
the President has suggested.
Experts have estimated that anyone
born in New York City since 1945 has
breathed enough contaminated air to
have smoked the equivalent of nine cigarettes a day during every day of his life.
The richest, most technically advanced
Nation in man's history must offer its
citizens something better than that.
I see no room for compromise or delay
on this issue. Each day of inaction
brings us one day closer to a poisoned
earth. Our resolve must be equal to the
task, and the task that now confronts us
deals with our very survival.
There can be no compromise or delay
on our right to breathe. Without this
right all other rights are rather- meaningless.

Nassau County hecutive Eugene Nickerson Applauds Congressional Efforts To
Modernize and Strengthen Local Governments
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. HENRY S. REUSS
07 WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

},fonday, Januarv 16, 1967

Mr. REUSS. Mr. Speaker, Eugene H.
Nickerson, the county executive of Nassau County, N.Y., is painfully aware of
the fiscal problems facing local governments, especially those which are striving to provide the improved public servtees demanded by a growing and increasingly sophisticated population. He fol-

lows closely congressional discussion of
ways to help local governments both administratively and financially. To share
his concern with citizens, he wrote an
article 1n Jan,uary for the Long Island
Press. Referring to my bill, H.R. 1166,
propo&ing "the State and Local Government Modernization Act of 1967," Nickerson stated:
I consider it my duty, as it should be the
duty ot every local official, to fight for all
such legislation which will strengthen local
government in its era of greatest danger.

H.R. 1166 provides that each State
would first receive Federal funds--at
least $250,000-to draw up within 18
months its own "modern governments
program." This program would set
forth plans and timetables for modernizing both State and local governments.
Such plans would have to include specific proposals for deal1ng with interstate regional problems, for strengthening State governments, and for strengthening and modernizing local, rural, urban, -and metropolitan governments--for
example, by reducing the number of
counties, eliminating inefficient local
governments, reforming personal practices, and strengthening local governments in metropolitan t.reas.
Each State's "modern governments
program" would then be reviewed by one
of the four regional coordinating committees-to be set up under H.R. 1166 by
the participating Governors in each of
the four regions: eastern, southern,
midwestern, and western-and by the ex1sting Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. Those States
with plans designated as reflecting "sufficient State creative initiative so as to
qualify that State for Federal block
grants" would then begin receiving, in
1970 or at the latest by 1971, , unrestricted Federal grants from a 3-year, $5billion-a-year authorization.
Funds would be distributed according
to population, with not to exceed 20 percent for supplements to those States
having a low per capita income; a high
degree of poverty, dependency, or urbanization; and an adequate State tax
effort, as Indicated by the amount of
State and local taxes relative to personal
income. At least 50 percent of the
money going to a State would be earmarked for its local governments.
The text of Eugene Nickerson's
article follows:
I:r You WERE UNCLE SAM
(By Nassau County Executive Eugene H.
Nickerson)
Suppooe for a moment that you are Uncle
Sam and I come to you, hat in hand, with &
proposal to stop the squeeze on the local
property taxpayer.
I point out that in .your star-spangled
pocketa Is the revenue from a nation-wide
income ta.x th&t you could be sharing with
local governments.
"Look, Sam," I say, "local government today Is dealing with nation-wide problems,
like crime, unemployment, disease, the population explosion. water a.n.d a1r pollution,
education, housing, transportation, the whole
works."
What .would you say to that? Would. you
tum the comer and. nm fast? Would. you
1nv1te me out !or a cup of co.tree and a hard
luck story?
From the talk.a I have had lately with.
various of Uncle Bam'a relAtives, I think
you would be sympathetic, but before reach-
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ing for your checkbook you would ask me a
tough question:
"Why should I wrtte a blank check to local
administrations all over America, many of
which are inefficient and wastefUl?"
And I would say "The answer to that question is partly up to you, Uncle Srun, because
you share responsibility for the state of local
government today."
Most loca.l governments are not operating·
at top efficiency because they don't have the
resources to initiate new techniques to meet
the problems of a rapidly expanding population.
In other words, it's going to cost money
now to save money tomorrow, and here's
where the U.S. comes in.
The local property taxpayer should not
have to foot the whole blll for such techniques as electronic data processing, which
are expensive to inaugurate but in the long
run save millions of dollars.
In Nassau County government we established the Office of Administrative Services
to cut red tape and purchase costa, increase
workers' efficiency and morale, and make
computer decisions in seconds which in the
past have involved weeks and months of
clerical processing.
Under a blll which died tn committee last
year, Congress would have given us substantial ald to develop thls economy system.
Well, that's water over the dam now. The
new 90th Congress is settling down to business. On opening day, Congressman HenrY
Reuss of Wisconsin introduced a blll to provide Federal grants for States and localities
seeking to modernize their governments, to
cut down government costs for decades to
oome.
I consider it my duty, as it should be the
duty of every loca.I official, to fight for all
such legislation which wlll strengthen loca.l
government in its era of greatest danger.
This year I hope my fellow taxpayers will
join me.

A Special Report
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HO~

JAMES J.HOWARD
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, January 30, 1967

Mr. HOWARD. Mr. Speaker, on
Monday of this week I introduced legislation which would create a Sandy Hook
National Seashore in the Third Congressional District of New Jersey which I
have the privilege of representing in the
Congress.
Under my bill, this beautiful area
would be preserved for a public park and
recreational area for all of the people of
the great State of New Jersey to enjoy.
My bill was introduced because the
Department of Defense has announced
that some 400 acres of land it has been
using at Fort Hancock is no longer
needed. The State of New Jersey presently leases 745 acres of land from the
Federal Government and that land 1s
used as the Sandy Hook State Park.
Mr. Speaker, what I want to do is
have those 1,200 acres turned into a
Sandy Hook National Seashore and
eventually be expanded to 1,600 acres
when the 400 or so acres still being used
by the Federal Government are no longer .
needed.
Mr. James S. Drown of the AsburY
Park Evening Press has written a most
interesting article which I think wtll be
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of great interest to every Member of
Congress who will be asked to vote on my
bill. For that reason I am enclosing at
this point in the RECORD, the text of Mr.
Brown's well written and comprehensive
article:
[Prom the Asbury Park Evening Press, Jan.
27, 1967]
A SPEciAL REPORT--SANDY HooK WoRTH
SAVING AS HISTORIC

SITE, WILDLIFE AREA

(By J:unes S. Brown)
BANDY " Hoox.-This six-mile-long· ~nin
BUla., soon to be largely abandoned as a Inilita.ry base, 1s doubly qualified for public
Pl'eserva.tion-as an historic site a.nd a recreation a.nd wildlife area.
At times an island, according to the whlms
O! the sea, the hook has served as graveyard,
11te6aver and battleground since the earliest
days of our country.
Some historians say it was first visited by
White men in the spring of 1524 when Da
Verraza.no, sailing for France in h1s ship
Dolphin, cruised along the coast.
There is general agreement that it was
here Henry Hudson's sailors from the Half
Moon came ashore in 1609 and left behind a
crewman, John Colman, who was killed by
an Indian arrow. Colman was buried on the
hook which Hudson's men named Colman's
Point.
And here it was only a few years later that
a ahlp from Holland ran aground. One of
lt& Passengers was Penelope Van Princess,
later to become the celebrated Penelope
Stout, first white woman in Monmouth
Oounty.
By 1663, the area was referred to as Sand
Point and in 1677, Richard Hartshorne, early
settler and probably the first lawyer in the
COuntry, leased "the beach called Sandy
liook" for 21 years, rental to be "one pep~r
COtn, U demanded." In granting the lease,
the ~Vernor and council noted that Hartshorne proposed "to set up a fishery at the
liver's mouth."
In 1692, Hartshorne obtained title to the
hook and other large holdings through a
Patent from the East Jersey Proprietors. But
he apparently was having trouble with the
Indians and he finally paid 13 shilllngs to
V"owavapon and Tocushts "for peace and
qUietness sake, and to the end there may be
no cause of trouble with the Indians and that
I lll.a.y not for the future have any trouble
'With them as 1 formerly had, ln their doggs
kllung my sheep and their hunting on my
lan.cts and their fishing."
By the deed, the Indians also gave up the
l1ght to go berrying or obtaln wood for
canoes on Sandy Hook.
During this same period, the barren, desolate strand was also a hangout tor privateers who anchored their ships ln the shelter
Of the hook while awaiting the arrival of
llkely prey. Treasure hunters have combed
the hook periodically in the belief Capt. W1111a.m Kidd burled some of his loot there.
ln~any a sailor met death here as storm~ed ships inbound for New York were
driven ashore. But it wasn't until 1759 that
the Plan originated to mark the hook with
a llghthouse.
In. 1761, a group of New York merchants
~an negotiations with the Hartshornes and
ally agreed upon a price of 700 pounds for
a tour-acre tract about 500 f~t from the end
Of the hook.
E The land was transferred from Robert and
Ceek Hartshorne to New York Mayor John
tuger, Philip Livingston, Leonard L1spenard,
and WUliam Bayard on May 10, 1762. Three
~ears later, these four men were to serve as
ew York delegates to the Stamp Act Con-

cress.

1 In the next two years, the New York Legisature authorized three lotteries which raised
~ total of 9,000 pounds toward construction
~he lighthouse. The 103-foot tower was
t by Isaac Conro of New York and when
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completed in 1764 was lighted by 48 oil lamps ffighlands Association and the New Jersey
whose light was beamed seaward by mirrors. Southern Railroad at the southern end of the
Only 12 years later, on March 4. 1'7'76, New Hook.
York officials who had promoted the lightSo, tor a total of $59,750 the government
house decided to destroy it to prevent its purchased property which now includes
use in guiding Brittsh warships into New 1,634 acres and has a value estimated at
York harbor. Instead, however, the lamps, $250 million. None of the deeds called far
reflectors, and oil supply were removed.
property to revert to original owners upon
For most of the next seven years, the terlnination of government use.
Brittsh used the hook· as a base of operIn 1858, shortly before the start of the
ations, the tall brick and stone lighthQuse Civil War, the Army began construction of
serving as a fort which was impervious to at- massive fortifications built of New England
tacks by local m111tia units.
granite near the end of the Hook. SeventyIn 1778, British forces from Philadelphia, five cannon were mounted in the incomretreating after the Battle of Monmouth, plete fort during the war and for a brief
were brought onto the Hook over a pontoon period it was known as Ft. Lincoln.
bridge. A storm a short time earlier had
During this period a rail spur was extended
again opened an inlet across the base of the onto the Hook by the New Jersey Southern
Hook, making it an island. From this van- Railroad, serving steamboat landings at
tage point the English and Hessian soldiers Spermacetti and Horseshoe Coves.
were taken aboard British warships.
By the war's end, the government had
Raiders led by David (Black David) For- spent $10 million on the unfinished fort, and
man and Lt. John Schenck on several occa- because of advancements in artillery weapsions seized British boats and took prisoners ons, it already was obsolete and work was
but as one English officer wrote, the cannon halted.
fire "could make no impression on the walls"
About 1875, the Hook was designated the
of the Ughthouse.
Sandy Hook Ordnance Proving Grounds for
On Jan. 19, 1780, in one of the last raids, testing artillery weapons, a function later
a party of Colonial rangers took seven pris- shifted to Aberdeen, Md. About 1888, the
oners and setzed 45,000 counterfeit conti- government began dismantling part of Ft.
nental dollars, which the British had Lincoln, using the salvaged granite blocks to
planned to circulate to reduce the value of complete the southwest part of the fort.
American currency.
Increased government use at thts time ended
Soon after the end of the war, in 1790, the rail and steamboat use of the Hook by the
4-acre lighthouse tract was ceded to the fed- public.
eral government by New Jersey's LegiSlature.
The fortifications were named Ft. Hancock
This parcel probably will remain in federal on Oct. 30, 1895 in honor of Gen. W. S. Hanownership in the future to protect the still- cock, a hero of Gettysburg. In the past half
operating lighthouse, according to Joseph J. century, the fort's m111tal'y significance has
Truncer, the state's director of parks and gradually dllninished, although 13 buildings
recreation.
of brick and stone were built in the early
The Hartshornes in 1797 sold an interest 1920s.
in the hook to Tylee Willlam.s and Nimrod
Several years ago, the government leased
Woodward and apparently the owners began 745 acres to the state for a public recreation
having problems With the government em- area. Bathing, fishing and nature walks are
ployes keeping the lighthouse.
inCluded in the park area. Vegetation on
Several suits were filed against the govern- the hook includes some of the finest holly
ment and on Dec. 26, 1805, Williams, Wood- groves in the state, stands of bayberries and
ward and Richard Hartshorne made an beach plums, which have all but disappeared
agr~ment
ending the litigations. It 1s from other parts of New Jersey.
recorded at the county courthouse at FreeInlets across the base of the hook have
hold, with government ratification bearing opened and closed With considerable reguthe signature of President Thomas Jetrerson. larity in severe storms during the past three
Under the terms, the government agreed centuries, during the 19th Century occurring
1ts employes would not keep stock on Sandy almost every 20 years. For the past two
Hook except for a horse and "no more than decades, there have been proposals to reopen
four Inilch cows" unless the anlmals were the old Shrewsbury Inlet at the base of the
kept fenced up on the four-acre site.
hook to provide fishermen quicker access to
Further the government agreed that "no the sea.
tavern or ordinary or house of public enterSandy Hook has long been a favorite with
tainment -shall be perlnitted by the United fishermen since its waters abound with recStates of their assigns to be kept on the lands ord-sized striped bass. In years past, it was
hereby confirmed to them . . ." The agree- one of the best duck hunting areas orr the
ment seems to imply that the light keepers Jersey Coast, huge fiocks of migrating birds
also operated a tavern during New York's seeking shelters in coves along the bay shore.
ownership of the property. No doubt the
With th1s historical background and these
customers came by boat.
physical attributes, Sandy Hook 1s well qualiApparently aware of the Importance of the fied for permanent- preservation for the
Hook, the government on Feb. 26, 1806 public.
bought from Hartshorne, Williams and
Woodward all land lying north of an eastwest line through the lighthouse. A price of
Emergency Parents
$3,750 was paid for 125 acres.
Though the original four-acre site was
EXTENSION OF RETh!ARKS
only 500 feet from the end of the hook when
OF
it was sold in 1762, it 1s now more than a
Inile distant. Sand carried northward by
ocean currents has extended the beach northOF NEW YORK
ward.
During the War of 1812 a massive log fort
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
was built about a half-mile north of the
Thursday, January 12, 1967
lighthouse and was manned for the most part
by Monmouth County militiamen.
Mr. DULSKI. Mr. Speaker, a unique
On June 17, 1817, Richard Hartshorne and ,_ plan, called Emergency Parents, was
his wl!e sold a major portion of the Hook put in operation about a year ago by the
south of the lighthouse to the government
for $20,000. This deed grants all land north Children's Aid Society of Erie County in
of an east-west line from the ocean to the Buffalo, N.Y.
Well known for its sympathetic and
mouth of Young's Creek.
Finally, in 1892, the government spent an sensible approach to problems concerned
additional $27,000 to buy 21 lots from the with the welfare of children in our comHighland Beach Association, the Atlantic munity for many :rears, the Children's

HON. THADDEUS J. DULSKI
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Aid Society has embarked upon a program that is filling a reel need. A grea.t
deal of credit for this must go lt its executive director, A-Ir. Norman W. Paget.
In an article which appeared 1n the
Parade section of the Buffalo CourierExpress, Buffalo, N.Y., on January 29,
1967, Shirley camper Soman tells how
the program works and how lt helps
children who suddenly find themselves
without a parent due to illne3S or other
misfortune.
With permission, I include the article
below:

EMERG&."'CY PARENTS
(The program-which can be copied tQ.
your communtty-provtdes love for abandoned children.)
(By Shlrle7 OQ.mper Sornan)
BuFFALO, N.Y.-"All the kids call me
'!\Ia.ma.'" Mrs.• Ia.rguerite Bressler. a plump,
happy-go-lucky housewt!e here, is talldng
'\\'ith pride about children who have never
seen her before. whose hOine she has entered
in the middle of the night. She has come, a
stranger, to care for dozens o! frightened
youngsters at a crisis point 1n their lives:
when their parenta are missing. Mrs.
Bressler ls an "Emergency Parent."
Established just a year ago thls month,
"Emergency Parents" 1.8 one of the newest
and most revolutionary social welfare serv" ices provided in the U.S. today. It was originated by the ChUdren·s Aid Society o! Erie
county-and is being cloeely watched by
other agencies all over the country-to deal
with the ever-increasing problem of children
found neglected or abandoned or otherwise
left alone at night.
In a.ll too many such cases, children meet
with accidents. According to the National
Fire Protection Association, in 1965, 50,000
children left alone suffered moderate to
severe injuries or died in fires, and the National Safety Council saj"S 25 percent of children killed in home accidents were alone
and unsupervised at the time the accident
occurred. Almost equally bad is the fact that
children unharmed otherwtae are wrenched
from their familiar surroundings and
plumped into a !Oo-ter home or other 1mpersonal institution. Tbe shock of such
treatment can last a ll!etime.
"Consider the steps in the experience,"
says Norman W. Paget, executive director of
Children's Ald. who instituted the Emergency Parent program. "The absence o! a
parent, the presence o! a pollceman, the sudden removal from home by sttangers at night,
being taken to an un!amlliar and often grim
place. It lea es children in a state of terror.
They can't eat, can't sleep, won't apeak, throw
up o:· complain o! headache . siOmach ach~;
every place aches. Some never get over 1t.
A-"fSWE& TO A PLEA
It was to stave off such consequences-o.nd
to pro\ide continuity ln the children's livesthat Emergency Parenta was started. It came
about when Paget, a noted family-lite education specialist and troubleshooter on tamtry problems, came to a new post with Children's Aid here. He lent a fresh ear to the
plea of longtime staff member Mrs. Dorothy
Washburn: "We must do something to preven~ these awful night placements ot children." The two decided that what wa.s
needed was a small corps ot low-paid volunteers who would go into a home and run the
household until the po.rents returned or other
nrrnngements could be made.
With a small grant from the Josephine
Goodyear Found tion, Children's Aid put the
program into action. They advertised for
volunteers to be on call all night one week
n month. The volunteers were to be paid $:;1
for each night they were on call, •1.25 an
hour (11.50 after midnight) for time actunlly served. A teacher, a practical nurse, a

management trainee, a postman, a bctory
worker, a houseWife and several husbandandn-Wlfe teama responded.
In the year since, Emergency Parents have
more than lived up to expectations. Their
service haa saved chUdren from fire, smoke
poisoning, gas and other assorted perils. Just
aa important. they staved off emergency
placement for 129 children 1n a ten-month
period during 1966. Twenty-six children dld
need foster care eventually, but the work o!
Emergency Parents helped them to get used
to the idea and allowed time for the best
possible foster home situations to be found.
And over 100 were able to stay in their own
homes only because of Emergency Parents.
One recent case illustrates how the program works. At 9 o'clock one stormy nlght,
a mother of four small children was rushed
to a hospital after complaining to a neighbor of severe pains in her head. The family
was new to the city. The neighbor, who
could not help with the children. knew only
that the father worked on a night shift. A
social worker at Children's Aid Society, caned
by the hospital, went to the home but could
find no address book. And the chlldren, aged
2. 3, 5, and 6, who had been awakened by
the ambulance and the commotion hid themselves in an upstairs closet and under bedsand wouldn't come out.
SWEET SMELL OP PANCAKES
The caseworker then called an Emergency
Parent. who tried to explain to the children
-through the closet door-that she would
care !or them until their father came home.
Silence. She then went downstairs, mixed
a batter of pancakes, added apple slices and
raisins and began to cook. As the odor or
pancakes wafted up the sto.lrs, the children
came down one by one-big eyes round, stlll
scared. but interested in the food and 1n the
cook. When the father returned, the Emergency Parent was snoozing in a chair, and
all the children were sleeping contentedly
and well ted. If the Emergency Parent had
not been available, the four would have been
removed to a foster home in the middle or
the night.
Most of the Emergency Parents would
have been equally competent to lmprovl..se
in such a situation. Although untrained in
welfare work, they are all me!l and women
with a large-sized affection for children and
an easy way or dealing with people. M!'s.
Bressler is typical.
.
In her "Frau Bressler dreas"-a clean,
starched housedress that "makes children
!eel more at home," she has set out on her
mission even on such occasions as the first
night of her husband's vacation, her own
birthday, Easter evening. A woman who
talks and laughs easUy, she has "cudd!ed
the little ones, petted the bigger ones" o.nd in
one instance, insisted that a fnmlly o! deserted children pitch in and clean up their
filthy house while she cooked dinner.
Mrs. Bressler has been an Emergency Parent for a few hours, for overnJght stays and
in some cases for several days at a tlme. She
has gone into very nice, well-kept homes
and others in deplorable condition. Her husband, a mail carrier, has orten gone alon~.
"I've been scared skinny in some neighborhoods!" Mrs. Bressler explains.
All such volunteers carry an "emergency
ldt," and each has made suggestions as to
what should be included. At present it contains an array of items needed to care !or
children and home under any possible condition: disposable diapers, llght bulbs,
canned and packaged foods, paper and pl:1.Stlc eating utensils, pots and pans, an aerosol
can of a mlld tear gas for protection against
potentially hostile intruders (no Emergency
Parent has yet been obliged to use it). soapa
and cleaning supplies, blankets, a pillow and
a folding aluminum cot. The bed wa3 added
after one Emergency Parent, Jessie Oates,
had to curl up on the floor to get some slet'p
during one of hi.a missions.
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With few exceptions chUdren h.a.ve responded warmly after their 1nltial frtght haa
passed. Most have tried to pitch ln and be
helpful. One group of small children biJ.rst
into tears when the time came for the
Parent to leave.
.Many o! the cases handled by Emergency
Parents have had overtones or pathoe. M:-a.
Myrtle Muter, mother of !our children under
~ had been deserted by her husband a.nd
had no relatives in Butralo. When she d<?veloped a high fever and became deliriou.3,
a neighbor took her to the hospital and
stayed with her. An Emergency Parent
came to take care o! the children, three or
whom were U1 with measles.
A HOSTILE GREETING

Mrs. Rosamond Domedlan, legally separated from her husband, went on a wee:<'s
trip with friends. She left a teenage babysitter in charge of Gall, 2%, and Jeffrey, 5lft.
A series or mishaps promptly occurred. The
teenager simply left the children after a d y.
1\Irs. Domedian's mother was unable to c re
for them because her husband had sutrered
a stroke. Mrs. Domedian herself was out or
reach. The Emergency Parent remained
nearly a week until Mrs. Domedlo.n returned.
The Emergency Parent program has even
involved some drama. One Emergency Par·
ent was greeted with knives and steel-tlpped
arrows by three out-of-control teenage bo7S
when she answered a call for help. And tn
a few cases, pollee have been called to brea.l(
down a locked door to admit the Emergency
Parent. ' In still another case, a worl(er
arrived to find three small chlldren wer
sleeping upstairs, while an unvented g:l3
stove was filling the home wlth fumes.
Children's Aid works closely with poace,
firemen and hospitals in providing Emergency Parent servlL · . The agency keepa an
emergency caseworker on duty around the
clock to receive calls. When he or ahe 1s
notified that children have been left alone.
the caseworker goes immediately to the homa
and tries to locate -:.he pfll'ents or a responsible relative. Two-thirds of the time he 1s
successful. Only othen'ise does he call s.n
Emergency Parent.
In addition, knowing that chlldren left
alone is often a sign of deeper trouble In
the home, the agency provides follow-up help.
Parents in such cases nre asked to come tn
for counseling afterwards.
In these sessiol!S, caseworkers have found
mnny reasons why parents hn.ve left chl!dren
alone. Illness, accident and unrellable bab7sitters are most common.
A certain number or parents have gone
out carousing and just forgotten home and
children. Some simply ho.ven't reallz~ ttle
dangers involved.
One problem lies iu the age o! the p :lrents: Usually, they are in their early 20's nnd
have tnken on too much responsibntty at
too young an age. In addition, three-fourths
ot the children in emergency cases wer!
from ·broken homes. A mother (or father)
trying to bring up children alone 1.8 orten
too pressured to give sufficient care and to
tnke reasonable precautions !or the children.
1\Inny such parents are llvlng in poverty or
near poverty-which further limits the kll!d
ot cnre their children will ho.ve.
The dhidends pnld by Emergency Parent3
are conRldernble. Besides the shock and
trnumo. spared the children, there are pr:lctlcnl benefits. In Buffalo, the total cost oC
foster-home care avernges $5.35 per day ror
each chlld.
Institutional care rnnges between $10 and e15 a dny per child. Thl.3 l:J
in contrast to the low fee pald to the Emergency Parents.
"The Emergency Parents program m ke..;
hard-boiled sense in human teriTUJ and It\
money terms," declares Paget. II one cl1!td
C!l.n be spared the shock of midnight pucement, Pnget feels, the program wlll have b en
worth it.
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Address by the Honorable John C.
Kluczynski, 1\tembe.r of Congress, Chair·
man, Subcommittee on Roads, House
Public Works Committee Before the
National Limestone Institute, Washington, D.C., January 17,1967
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN A. BLATNIK
OF J4INNESOTA

lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, January 18, 1967

Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Speaker, with the
~allSPOrtation challenge heavy on all our
th OUlders it is, indeed, gratifying to know
at men like our most respected col1ea.gue, Congressman JoHN C. KLuczYNSia. of ID1nois, is hard at work helping
~ conquer some of the vexing problems
0 transportation. It 1s an honor to 1n~de the following address made by our
_
tingwghed chairman of the Subcom4
&lo,U,ttee on Roads:
luJDJlESs BY THE HONORABLE
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JOHN C. Kl.UCZYN-

SIO, MEMBER OJ' CONGRESS, CHAmMAN, SUBCOM:l.UTn:E ON ROADS, HoUSE PuBLIC WORKS
Co:r.utlTTl!:E, BEFORE THE NATIONAL LlMESTo!l."l!: INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, D.C., JANl7AJlY 17, 1967

'rha.nlt you, Mr. Raese, and good morning,
~entlemen. I'm very pleased to be able to
be With you this morning. I had hoped to
be With you at yo'.lr annunl meeting last year,
~t urgent problems elsewhere made that
P<lSSible, so I a.m pa.rt1cularly glad to be
h ereto<J.ay.
a.;!bout 15 months ago I spoke before the
'ti Ua.l gathering of the Amertca.n As.sociatl on or Sta.te Highway Officials, a.n organiza'With '\1\'hich most of you are well accl inted. My subcommittee on Roads works
thOSely 'With that group, and in addressing
then, I urged that they become more
nl~ctly involved ln comprehensive commuy o Plann.tng. I urge the same course upon

q:

cu::rn

u.
~e have long since passed beyond the
e When, as highway people, we- can be
00
~tent to pavo another rood, or connect a.n0'\'Va
er town With the highway network. HJgh'W~ Philosophy, U you will forg1ve that some-

t fancy term, must now be much broader.
ll.ac:;;u- highways are the bR.Sic element in the
the onaJ. transportation system. They are
eco Physical plo.nt upon which the continued
Ciepno:rn1c a.nd aocial strength of this country
to ends. I a.m convinced that we are going
tr have to develop new or d11ferent kinds of
hla.Ilsportatlon on a large scale--mass transit,
ctfh 8 P~d ro.U, helicopter, and special inner
e Y IllethOds of getting about--but I am
cillally convinced that all of these revised
be ~ded transportation forms will have to
UUt around the highway networks.
ca:;:nertcnns are not going to give up their
cnra' and the freedom of mob111ty that these
lll
Illake possible, and the expanding hu~ P<>pulatlon and vehicle population de~d d that we recognize that fact and be
B ed accordingly.
suc:t simply to aay there will be such and
that a number or cars in a. given year, and
Pav there must then be so many miles of
lll ement in that year ·1s not enough. We
ln~t rebuild many, 1f not most, of our existlll~ :onds, but 1n planning new roads, we
~ outguess everyone else.
Po e are going to have to be able to foresee
a.n::~t1al industrlal and residential growth,
load Uild the roo.ds to handle the coming
'Wh • 80 aa to forestall future tra.mc jams.
nev,en the zoning boards consider opening a.
area., the highway people had better be

on hand to say what that wm require in the
way of new roads _ and the zoning boa.rds had
better be prepared to take their advice, and
make some requirement foo: the roads before
they act.
When the school board plans a new school,
the highway people had better be working
with them to be sure tha.t the location and
plans include adequate provision fo:r safe
roads, sidewalks, traffic controls, and whatever else is needed to protect the safe transport, in cars or busses, or on foot, of the
children the chool will serve.
When a developer lays out a community,
he had better be required to clear his plans
with the highway people, to be sure the
streets, and sidewalks are properly laid out,
and that approprtate access to arterial roads
is provided for.
When the city fathers decide to rejuvenate
downtown, they had better have the highway
people on hand to determine what will have
to be done to streets, traffic controls, and
parking fac111ties to make the rejuvenation
mea.nlngful.
None of this is going to be easy gentlemen.
Everyone likes to operate in his own baill'Wick, and everyone is faced with problems of
achieving some reasonable balance between
function, cost, and good looks. But easy or
not, thls is the way it will have to be done.
Some of our smaller cities will have to grow
bigger. Some of our big cities will have to
be content to stay the size they are. And
all of our planners are going to have to
realize that there is plenty of space for de'\"elopment in this country. It doesn't alZ
have to take place on less than 10% of the
nation's landscape. The crttical factor is
brtng1ng about a rational use of the other
90% in a diversified transportation system
that will link new areas to older areas in
ways that permit people to move about with
speed a.nd comfort and convenience.
The bulk of the responsib1lity for achiev~
ing this is going to rest with the state and
the local governments. It is the state a.nd
the local governments who make the rules,
and rightly so. The federal government can
help, with advice and guidelines a.nd money,
but the actual work has to be done where
the people are going to live. A federal official recently suggested that if local zoning
practices weren't cleaned up, the federal government might have to take over the zoning.
It wasn't the first time that suggestion has
been made, and I suppose it won't be the last
time, but I certainly hope it never gets beyond the suggestion stage.
Obviously. as we continue to grow, towns
a.nd counties, and even states in some cases,
will }lave to come together to do their planning, but that will still be planning by the
people who will be doing the living a.nd
working, and that's where it belongs.
So when I say highway ph1losophy, what
I am really talking about is the best coordinated system of transportation that can be
devised to serve the people who are going to
be using it--planned and built, including
room for expansion, when the new communities are developed, not 5 or 10 years later
when the agonies of safety hazards, traffic
jams, nnd relocation costs are already built in.
In addition to being difficult, this 'Will also
be expensive, but not nearly as expensive as
doing it the old way .. It mn.y look expensive
to require the roads being built in 1967 be
adequate, in both design and location, to
handle 1987 traffic, but it's a lot less expensive to do it ln relatively open areas in 1967
before the housing and industrial build-up
actually takes place than it will be in 1977
or 1987, when all the really expensive collateral problems will have taken over.
It's going to be rough, gentlemen, finding
the money to provide a. good transportation
program, and a good pollution control program, and good zoning procedures, and good
community development programs that see
businesses and industrtes, and homes and
schools. and fire departments and pollee departm.ents, and water and sewage systems,

and sidewalks and streets and tra.mc e.ontrols, as one unit. But if we don't start
finding the money to do this now, we're going
to have to find a lot more money to do it
later.
I think we can accomplish this if everyone
will sertously look ahead, a.nd if everyone
will be just a little more willing to take an
active interest in the kind of development
that's going on, or could come, in his area,
a.nd how that development can best be
handled.
You people are, by virtue of your business
interests, in an excellent position to help
lead the way. I sincerely hope you will do it.
Thank you, ll.!r. Raese. I am sorry I ha\e
to go to a very important caucus, but I have
said this time and time again-as Chairman
of the Sub-Committee on Roads in the House
of Representatives, it is up to me to take
care of that trust fund and see that none
of that money ls diverted, as I saw in your
motion picture, for anything but road
building.

The Job Corps: "A Marvelous Thing"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN E. MOSS
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, January 31, 1967

Mr. MOSS. Mr. Speaker, Miss Ida
May Juelch, of Sacramento, is a winner
in the war on poverty. Miss Juelch was
recently graduated from the Joh Corps
for women in Huntington, W. Va., and
has returned to Sacramento to accept a
position with the State department of
motor vehicles in the data processing
and proofreading division.
Ida May's story is warmly presented
by Melody Kercheval, writing in the
Sacramento Bee on January 5. M.iss
Kercheval's article shows how the Job
Corps is helping less fortunate young
Americans to help themselves open the
doors to opportunity, and I include it at
this point in the RECORD:
(From the Sacramento. (Calif.) Bee, Jan. 5.
1967]
SACBA!>IENTO GIRL SUCCESSVULL Y
JOB CORPS TRAINING

COMPLETES

(By Melody Kerche>al)
One of the first graduates of the Job Corps
Training Program to return to Sacramento
ls Ida May Juelch, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Buck Juelch who was graduated from
Sacramento High School.
Ida first heard about the Job Corps program through television publ1city and decided to flle an application.
The Women in Action of Sacramento, who
handle Job Corps appllcatlons !rom this area,
inter.rlewed her and forwarded her application to Washington, D.C., for further processing. Trainees are carefully screened to assure
only those who would benefit most from the
program are chosen.
Ida and other trainees from the West CoRst
met in San Francisco Mar. 14, 1966, for the
flight to Job Corps centers in the East.
\Vhen Ida arrived at her center in Huntington, W. Va., she was given diagnostic tests
in baste areas of knowledge.
A typical Job Corps training program includes mathematics and English courses,
physical education, courses in home management and in community and personal problem solving, as well as specialized vocational
training.
Bowling, pool, tennis, modern dancing,
figure skating and sv.1.mming are included
in the >aried physical education program
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which ls offered, In order to broaden the
trainees' recre:ltiona.t hortzons. Because of
Ida's swimmlng ability, she was one of three
girls chosen to be an a.s.sl.3tant swtmmlng instructor.
As part of the home management training,
trainees are given clothing allowances and
even given practice l::J. comparative shopping.
,
For her vocatlona.l tra.lning. Ida chooe to
prepare for library work and photo finishing.
As part of her instruction she was working
in a school library 1n Huntington. Training
that she had received at Sacramento High
School enabled her to set up the entire library system at her center.
One of Ida's most memorab~e experiences
ln the Job Corps wa.:~ meeting President
Johnson. She was among forty girls chosen to represent her center when the President vtslted Charleston, W. Va.
Ida's parents are convinced that the Job
Corps is a. "marvelous thing." They feel
that the program has enabled Ida to achieve
a sense of Independence and to receive experiences that she could never have had a.t
home. "The Job Corps background opened
many doors for Ida," they said.
Ida found prospective employers Impressed
by her training and eager to employ young
people who had complet~ the Job Corps
training.
Upon returning to Sa.cr:unento, Ida accepted a. position with the State Department
of Motor Vehicles in the Data Processing
Proof Reading Divls!on.

Petroleum Industry Leader Looks to
Nation's Future
EXTENSION OF RE.."\.rARKS
or

HON. ED EDMONDSON
OF OKLAHOMA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Speaker, I
have received a copy of an address Mr.
Stanley Learned, president of the Phillips Petroleum Co., made at a recent
meeting of the Texas Mid-Continent Oil
and Gas Association.
:Mr. Learned's s~h 1s entitled "An
Oilman's Glimpse at the Next 100 Years,"
and it shows outstandlng foresight and
a deep sense of public responsibility from
an acknowledged leader in the petroleum
industry.
Mr. Learned's speech should be of great
interest to all of us who are concerned
with the development of this Nation
over the next 100 years, and I would like
to have it appear 1n the RECORD:
AN On.MAN'S GIJMPSE AT THE NEXT 100 YEARS
(By Stanley Learned, president, Phillips Petroleum co.. before the Texas Mid-COntinent Oil and Gas Association, Corpus
Christi, Tex., Oct. 19, 1968)
:M:r. Chairman, feUow membera or the Texa,.,
Mid-Continent Oil and G!l.s Association,
guests of the Associati-on:
My subject today, "An OHman's Glimpse at
the Next 100 Yea:-s," developed from a suggestion of your progr!l:n commtttee that
"since we are observing the 100th anniversary
or the drilling of the first well 1n Texall, a
paper det'Oted. to the next 11JO years would
be timely and. of immerue interest."

Accurate .forecasts are di!ficult bec:1.0se our
world 1s a. world of change. What appears
to be a valid premlse toda.y ha.s a. way of
being invalid a year or two from now. I
have, therefore, genenlly tried to dlsassool-
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ate myself from prophesying about even the taut factor dictating the large-scale ava.Uimmediate future, let alone the next 100 a.bllity of these and other discoveries was
economics. Thef.r solid. impact came whm
years.
However, I decided to take a glimpse at they could. economically be made for and
the next 100 years even though my glimpse utilized. by great masses of people.
Now with this background let us look t•J
must be mainly conjecture, because we can
benefit by peering into the crystal ball. We the future. There seems no end to the Vl.r i.can look at some of the ways our civillza.ti•)n ety of discoveries and improvements ftow~
is trending and at some of the exciting poa- ing from the minds of men. This ls indisib11ities which may develop along these cated by patent applications filed. In lfhi5
ways. Certainly such a. look stimu~a.tes our alone more than 94,000 applications for U.S .
imaginations about the enormow prom tae patents were filed, an increase of 11 ,000 o7er
the number filed five years ago. It certainly
and potential o! our industry.
It seemed the best way to start to get doesn't look as if discoveries based on sclideas about the next 100 years W9.S to ~ook ence and engineering a.re dwindling. Preat the history of the past 100 years. Peo- dictions about future developments m<ly
ple living 100 years ago could n.ever have actu:llly turn out to be conservative and
even dreamed of the amazing developments a.ny estimates about energy demand m.J.j'
the future had in store. Even the visions of be too low. Here are some possible develJules Verne in his "science fiction" of 100 opments that m~y unfold in the nex.t luv
years ago were less wondrous than wha.t the years, all of which would affect the UJ!'.' o/
energy.
realltles turned out to be.
Let us look at just a random selection or
An increase in world population to mor~
developments which have come upon the than ten billion by 2066. And this figure
scene since L:- T. Barret completed that first is based upon man's having the wl.sdom et:~
Texas oil well near Nacogdoches tn Septem- fectively to control the birth rate. The
ber 1866. These developments lnclude the greatest population increase will occur tn
gasoUne engine with all its ra.mlf!catloru; in- countries where per capita energy we is
cluding automobiles, trucks and buses, fa.r!ll now low. Thts per caplta energy we will
tractors, piston driven airplanes, motorcy- climb steeply as technology and m.a<:hlne
cles, motor boats, power mowers, station:1ry operation reach the underdeveloped a.re.lD
engines, and mobile construction and mili- of the globe.
tary equipment of all kinds; the diesel locoIn the U.S. populatio~ may zoom to 575
motive; turbine and jet powered aircraft; million and gross national product mJ.Y
oll fueled ships; rockets and mlsslles; pe- reach $16 trillion 100 years from now. Retroleum fueled boilers, pumps, and other sources for the Future, a. Ford Foundntlvn
industrial equipment and ma.chinery of research group, estimates that by the ye,_r
many sorts; oil and gas fueled space hea.t~ 2000-less than 35 years away-U.S , popuD.ing, and cooking equipment; air condit!on~ tion will be more than 330 million, the aning; the washing machine; clothes dryer; wanual gross national product will jump from
ter heater; dishwasher; refrigerator; vacuum approximately $700 billion now to $2.2 tra~
cleaner; incandescent lamp; phonogra;>h;
Uon, and 244 million autos and trucks will
telephone; movie machine; radio; televlaion;
be in use, compared with 90 million todJ.J.
radar; rotary drill; cream separator; mllklng
Many forecasters predict that within 100
machine; fiame weeder; orchnrd heater;
years we will have computerization of nearlY
linotype; cash register; key punch m:1chines; every aspect of life. They predict that comthe atomic reactor; computers and automatic puter-robots will prepare and deliver food.
instruments; X-ray; heart-lung machine a.nd do the laundering, cleaning, dlshwashand iron lung. And there are, of course, ing, and grass cutting around the home, and
thousands o! other amazing developments that offices and industries will be operated
which have emerged since 1866. May I inter- almost wholly by machines and computers.
ject here that the Petroleum Departme:J.t or
Other energy affecting de\'elopmeP-t-<1
the Chase Manhattan Bank has called a.lr which the speculators say may unfold over
conditioning, just one of the itema I have the next 100 years include underground.
mentioned, the most far-reaching devel':lt>- automated highways but with wheel.i! an!i
ment o! a technological nature now on the road surfaces eventually giving way to
scene affecting energy demand. .
hovercraft riding on air; enormous superJust the qevelopments I ha\'e listed make sonic transport planes; individual propulthe tales of Jules Verne pale by compa.rlaon. sion; transportation by ballistic rockets toJ
The developments mentioned all have ln any place on earth within 40 minutes; permJ.common one aspect which 1s especially slg~ nent space stations; regular tripa to the
nificant to us-they all affect energy d.eP.UJncL. moon; all-plastic houses entirely wea.th?r
Of course, continued population tncrease.s conditioned. The next 100 years may al.3o see
accelerate energy demand. In the past 100 huge cities entirely enclosed and weath~r
years world population has increased from conditioned and served by trains reachln.;
1.3 billion to 3.3 b1llion. U.S. popula.t~on speed of 1,000 miles an hour; synthetic
alone has zoomed from 36,000,000 to ne:uly clothes, and other goods and appllances made
200,000,000 during this tlme.
'
to be used and thrown away; teaching m:J.Because of developments stimulating en- chines; automated libraries; facslmlle newsergy use, annual consumption or energy in papers and magazines; communication wttt1
the U.S., measured by barrels of oil equivtl- anyone, anywhere at anytime by voice, sight,
lent, has skyrocketed from 500 mllUon bar- and written message via s.a tellite telephone.
rels of oil 100 years ago to 9.4 bi!lion bl.rrels radio, and television; motorized and comin 1965. In just the past 25 years U.S. puterized artificial arms and legs; far more
energy consumption has more than doubled. use o! elevators and escalators, outdoors and
Who ln 1866 could have ever spe-cula.ted th::~.t indoors; and chemical control of the aging
we would require such prodlgiotlS amounta process extending life by up to 50 years.
ot energy? At that time, !or tnst:mce, who
Part of the most important energy suppiJ
would have ever dreamed that t.h& lnternal or all-fOOd for the human body-m~y come
combustion engine would come along to during the next 100 years !rom huge fieldS
open the floodgates !or petroleum which of kelp and other kinds of seaweed, whale
wa.s being used then mainly for lllumtna.~ farms, and from cheap, edible protein d~
tlon?
rlved. from petroleum.
The dlscoveries listed, revolutlon!U'y u
Needs for fresh water are going to grow
they turned out to be, did not burst upon enormously during the next 100 yea.rs. TbtU.
the scene all at once to a.lter the energy one of the most significant development.; f•)r
business. Most of them unfolded grad.ua.lly. furthering human progress wlll be the ecoThe gasoline powered automobile, !or in- nomical desalinization of salt water by che;J.P
stance, was first introduced In the United nuclear power.
States ln ·1892. The airplane was a. 1903
'These predictions do not allow for anY
invention. Television wa.s a reality a.t the cataclysmic event such as a devastating W!Jor.
Chicago World's Fair ln 193!. The impor- Obviously, any such catastrophe W()uld crush
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all the g:-!lD.d hop-es and d.Le-a.::ru or: man before they ha.d. a ctu.nce to become realities.
Durtng the nen 100 years, therefore, mankind will ha.ve the hard Job o! solving the
problems or human and national relationships whlle there La still time. In any look at
the next 100 years thla chanenge overrides
au the others.
One expert has est-'.mated that world energy
demand wi!l 1ncre.l<3e aa much as 50 times
over the next 10•)-yea.r peri.od. In terms or
billlon.a or barreL, of oll eq~lvatent this would
be an lncrease world-wlde from 26 billion
barrels a year today to 1,350 billion barrels
in 2066. This is only conje<:ture, however.
No on& can tell re.llly h0w much energy the
world will need.
We dAJ knO".o this thO".;glt. The energy demand tor the futurl! i.3 going to be col:ossal.
There can be no doubt a!>out this in view or:
the certain ex;>losi.on in popul:l.tlon, dazzling

new energy gob-bling developrr.ents. and increase in per capita. energy use. The really
big problem wiU be getting the energy to
3UpPly the ma.ssive needs. In fact, many o!

the prophets coruulted ln my research believe that the extent to which the dreams of

the future are nali.z~ 'U7'ill be dependent
Upon the amou.r.t of ener'}"J available. Dr.

Philip Abelson, Editor or "Solence" magaZine, this year sa.ld, "Fuel reserves are not
sumctent to me~t our long-term needs."
The huge enerSY needs o! the future,
therefore, are going to requ!re not only the
Utmost from petroleum, b~t lMge use o!
other energy sources :u~ welL It is inevitable,
for instance, thJ.~ electrical energy supplied
by nuclear power wia ~orne an important
factor in the en~rgy pi.cture. Although it
tnay be doubtful 3.n atomic reactor wlll ever
be f~a.slble for operation or smull mobile
equtpmei!t such 3..5 the aut.:>mo~Ue, I believe
advances in nucl~r ?:>wer technology will
Shortly enabie this source of ene:::gy to supPly 1ncreaslng!y larg~r amoun!os of electricity.
The Atomic Energy OJmmisslon now estiIll:l.tes that by 1£180 aoor.:ic power may proVide !!0-~'i, o! total estim · ted consumption o!
electricity. Some of the long-range forecasters predict tha.t 100 years from now over
SO~ of the world's ener5Y supply will come
from electricity ~n ra.~ by nuclear power.
Still other ene:-g7 &:>ur·:=es wm have to enter the pictu!'e on ~ J.a.qe seale to supply the
a-stronomical d>?mand.. As these demands increase, man ~1U devel-::>p energy from the
l"ast reserves of low-grade oll shale and tar
sands, thin and d~p-lytng ooal seams, from
the gre1.t locke<i-U1 e:1er5y of ocean tides. He
:tnay do the same wlth geothermal energy
and energy d!trt>rer.ces wlth~n the earth.
Eventually he may find a w:ty to harness and
transmit solar en~r~. Theae can all develop
When the "price 1.s rt.sht_"
Now what about ~tro~t>um? \\"hat does
thia glimpse into the futt.:.re mean to you
Inem.bers of the Te-ns M.!.d-Continent Oil and
Gas Association in thLs year or 1966?
The energy needs o! the future a.re going
to be so enorc1oua Hut the petroleum industry will hav-e to exert a s~pre:r..e effort to supPly its share o! t'he3~ need.>. Some prophets
P.tedt!:t tha~ at th~ end of the 100-year period
there wtll be n::> eco:more.lcally producible
Petroleum rem:a!ning at all bec;J.use the petroleum will hl4Ve been used up supplying
its share of the huge energy demand.
You get a go.::xi ldi"a o! the challenge which
"tou as petroleum Industry members have by
1ooklng at wl!at ls on ta.p !or just the time
from now through. 193•). I!l barrels o! oil
equivalent, by 1980 ec.ers: consumption in
the United Sta~a wm tot;::a.I some 15 btllion
barrels, GO""'o great--er than the 9.4 billion
llsed. in lOGS. Alt:.hougb. there will be some
Changes in the proportion of U.S. energy supPlied by the va.::~ou.s energy sources in 1980,
~~ese wlll no\ be radlc::a.l. Liquid hydrocarUOllB wlll still supply the l!ons' share with
nbout 40~. ouly .1. slight decllne !rom the
43 ~ today. Let me s'l.y that energy consurnptton for t.t.e Free World as a whole will

zoom 100% by 1980. The stark tact u ft looq
as if we will use more petroleum energy between now and the end of 1980. than
used in all of our previO'IU hutory.

we

hav.

To see what a tremendous Job thl& !orecast just to 1980 poses, let me quote !rom a
recent address by Interior Se-=retary Stewart
Udail. He said, "In the case ot oU, 1!
domestic sources continue to supply ap.,roxtmately the same relative pro;>ortlon or our
total demand for liquid hydro<;arbons aa they
now do, and if we elect to b.o!d to the historic reserve-to-production ratio at 12:1, we
will have to add 83 billion barrels to our
proved reserves between now and 1980."
This means a yearly average for the period
of 5% billion barrels. When you. consider
that the at•erage of yearly additions since
1955 has been 3.3 billion barre!s yO'U get an
idea of the big job before yo'...L.
Natural gas consumptlon in the U.S.

should also increase provld!r.g tb.e natural
gas supplies are ample. Natural g~ demand
wlll get a big boost in coming yea.rs by total
energy systems. The development or: an economic fuel cell could wea skyrocket ga.s
demand.
As to the outlook !or g::l.S supplies. Secretary Udall had this to say. "choos!.ng to
maintain a reserve-to-prOd.uctlon ratio- of
18 : 1, we shall need to add 450 trUllon cubic
feet to our proved reserves. This is an average of 30 trillion cubic feet a year. At no
time in lts history has the petroleum industry ever added as much as 25 trillion cubic
feet to reserves in any one year. The average since 1955 has been 20 trillion."
To meet ·these challenges o! corning years,
some spectacular changes must be made.
New and better techniques and devices !or
mapping underground structures a.nd detecting possible presence o! petro~eum will be
needed.
Techniques for de!ining stratigraphic traps are needed. We are going to
ha>e to make breakthroughs in techniques
of drilling and in reducing C::l.Sing costs.
Many wells will be in remote, d~fficult to drill
.,areas such as the Arctic ice ca.p. Offshore
- techniques must be improved as we will have
to drill further out in the ocean and position
producing equipment on the ocean floor.
Artificial lift methods to su;>plement reservoir energy must be m::a.de economical. ·we
are going to have to'find and perfect methods of recovery o! much more of the oU le!t
in the reservoirs. Controlled nuclear explosions comprise one possible new reco\·ery
method which may emerge. Complete automatic transfer in the fields will be a requirement. Computerizing plants o.ad transportation is an inevitable eventtUlity_
Huge amounts of cn.pital will be needed.
Quality people in increasing nambers will
be required by the industry. rt.!J.y I s::~.y
that to attract the indh'i.dua!..s the industry
must have we are going to hs.ve to con\'"lnce
outstanding young peop~e that supplying
petroleum energy for the future ls just as
exciting and significant a job a.s going to
the moon, or eliminating poverty, or rebuilding cities, or beautifying the 1. r..d, 1m. portant as these are.
Now what is the one in.gredient necessary to accomplish these tasks and suces·fully meet the coming challen.ges?
You
know the answer. It is economic i-ncenti!Je.
Gentlemen, this economic incenti:.'e is not
sufficient at present. This 1s viv!d!y illus-
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foods in the United States rose 3.3%.

Accorcllng to the U.S. Bureau of La!>or Stattstics, the cost o! llving in 135.5 was 12%
higher than in 1957. Data published by
the U.S. Bureau o! Labor Statistics sho"N
average hourly wages for produc~Lon employees in crude petro~f'um and natur!ll ga.s
fields during 1965 were up about 23% !rom
1957. The cost of oil field machlnery In 19e5
was up 5.1% and the cost of oa well osing
was 11.6% higher than in 1957.
It is only natural that this disparity irr.
experience of crude oil prices and that of
items representing the major costs of crude
oil producers would ha-r;e a seriously depreJJing effect upon exploration and dril!in1 activity. From 1956 through 1965, total well

completions in the United States decllneci
29%. But exploratory wells, which are the
ones that find new reserves, decltned ~2%.
Geophysical activity, the forerunner of ex"ploratory drilling, decreased 53% from 19B
through 1965. The situation is not- improving. For the first six months or thts
year, total domestic well COlllplettons
dropped 15% from 1965's first slx months.
Total footage posted a greater perc-ent:1g~
drop than completions, sagging 17~ below
the first six months o! last year.
Meanwhile the reserves-to-production ratio for oil has been declining. Despite th
great potentialities for greater recovery !rom
old fields, the scarcity of new oll reserves 13 a.
cause o! real concern. It is too early to tetl
whether the recent small, spotty crude price
increases will provide sufficient incentive to
reverse the downward trends.
As for gas, the economic Incentive since
Federal regulation of producers was impos~
in 1954 has, tn my opinlon, been lnsu!!lclent
to encourage exploring !or the necessa.ry new
reserves. We are all familiar with the continued decline in the gas reserves-to-production ratio. Anyone familiar with thl.s situation will agree that at some point thts
decline must be stopped and to do so wlll
require a reversal of the contintled downward trend in exploratory activity. In my
opinion, the time to begin this reversal 1s
now because o! the time lag between exploration and final gas delivery to tb.e pipeline.
It should seem obvious that the prices tor
both oil and gas are i71adequate to prov-ide
the incentive sufficient to find a11.d sttpplg
the needed petroleum for the future.
I

don't know precisely what the prices shouti
be to provide an adequate incentive. I kno·N
they must be higher than they are nowfor crude, at least as high and perhaps
higher than in 1957 when prices beg::m thetr
downward slide. As for gas, there needs to
be the added qualification of having the
price assured by a contract which cannot be
altered by subsequent regulatory actions.

The industry requires sufficient ecor..or.!lc
incentive to do its job of helping supply t'h·3
world's massive future energy requirements.
I have faith that competition will do the jof:J
o! establishing prices that are both adequate
and fair i! the public and ita elected r~;>rd
sentatives are fully informed o! the critlcJ.l
need for such priC$ and thus permlt fr~~.
competitive enterprise to do its job.

Vietnam-The Clergyman'i Dilemm1
trated by several facts ab-out our industry ·
which I should like to mention brie!ly.
During the nine years following the last
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
general increase in 1957, cr.J.de oil prices
OF
deteriorated so that the average U.S. crude oil
price, according to the U.S. Bure:~.u of ines.
dropped from $3.09 in 1957 to $~.86 in 1965, a
OF NEW YORK
decrease o! 23 cents per barrel or 7.!%.
IN
THE
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATlVE3
Let's compare this decrease with the e!tperience o! other segments o! our economy,
Wednesday, February 1, 1967
includtn::; those which ma:te up the proMr. BUTTON. Mr. Speaker, under
ducer's mnjor costs. From 1951 through
1965 tne wholesale price index for all com- unanimous consent I place in the Appenmodities other than farm products and dix of the RECORD an excellent report en-
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titled ''Vietnam-The Clergyman's Dilemma," and prepared by the Executive
Committee of Clergy a.nd Laymen Concerned About Vietnam, for distribution a.t
the Washington mobllization, January
31 and February 1, 1967.
VIETNAM-THE CLERGYMAN'S DILEMMA

(A position paper prepared by the Executive
Committee of Clergy and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam, for distribution at
the Washington Mobilization, Jan. 31-Feb.
1, 1967)
I. THE NEED TO SPEAK

deported against their will; in which the
widespread use of napalm and other explosives is killing and malmlng women,
children, and the aged; in which the combatants are systexnattcally destroying the
crops and production capacity of a country
they profess to liberate; in which the torturing of prisoners by both sides has been a
commonplace.
All who believe that xnan is made in God's
image must be horrified by such crimes committed against God and man. There is guilt
on all sides in such a war as this, but the
guilt is ours far more than we have courage
to admit. We can only tremble at the
thought that God is just.
2. Even those of us who recognize that
sometimes evil must be done lest greater evil
prevall, feel a sense of anguish in the incon-

A time comes when silence is betrayal.
That time has come for us in relation to
Vietnam. As members of American churches
and synagogues, we voice not only our own
convictions, but seek also to articulate the sistency between our stated. aims and, the
unexpressed fears and longings of millions of consequences they produce.
Americans.
Our ongoing escala tio.n , far from bringing
The Old Testament forbids us to prophecy the war closer to an end, serves rather to in"smooth things," and in the face of a.ny evil, crease ~ts duration and intensity.
the mandate of Albert Camus is laid upon
Our bombing of the north, far from
all men, whether religious or not, that they bringing our enemies to their knees, serves
"should speak out, loud and clear, and that rather to strengthen their will to resist us.
they should voice their condemnation in such
Our military presence in Vietnam, far from
a way that never a doubt, never the slightest stemming the tide of communism, serves
doubt, could rise in the heart of the simplest rather to unite more firmly those communist
man. That they should get away from ab- societies which might otherwise develop
straction and confront the blood-stained face separate destinies.
Our widening military involvement, far
history has taken on today."
Our share of responsibllity !or that blood- from demonstrating to the world our firmstained face haunts us today and prompts ness and resolve, serves rather to make the
our outcry. We confess that we should have world suspicious of us and fearful of our use
spoken sooner and with clearer voice, but of power.
we do speak now, hoping it is not too late,
Our unilateral action in Vietnam, far
adding our voice to the voice of Pope Paul, from strengthening our influence among
the World Council of Churches, the Syna- other nations, serves rather to jeopardize new
gogue Council of America, the National alliances we might be creating.
Councll of Churches, the National ConferAt home, we find the war threatening the
ence of Catholic Bishops, and other religious very goals we claim to be defending in Vietbodies, in urging a reappraisal of our policy nam. Programs to help members of minority
in Vietnam.
-groups realize their own human dignity are
Our allegiance to our nation is held under jeopardized 1f not destroyed. A spurious
a higher allegiance to the God who is sov- type of patriotism is challenging the right of
ereign over all the nations. When there is a dissent and the open debate of public issues.
confl..lct between those allegiances, the pri- Financial and psychological preoccupation
orities are clear: "You shall have no other with the war is destroying creative plans to
gods before me." "We must obey God rather alleviate poverty, overcome disease, extend
than men." Each day we find allegiance to education, replace city slums and exalt huour nation's policy more difficult to reconcile man dignity. We grieve over lost opporWith allegiance to our God.
tunities that may never be reclaimed.
Both the exercise of faith and the exMany of us are called upon to counsel
pression of the democratic privilege oblige young men of draft age who in conscience
us to make our voices heard. For while we question our presence in Vietnam. The
speak as members of religious communities, moral dilemma they face is part a.nd parcel
we also speak as American citizens. Respon- of our own. Their anguish is frequently
sible expression of disagreement and dissent motivated by a high patriotism that forces
is the lifeblood of democracy, and we speak them to challenge, often at great personal
out of a loyalty that refuses to condone in cost, policies they believe will stain their
silence a national policy that is leading our nation's honor. How can we counsel them
't9 participate in such a war as this? When
world toward disaster.
We speak in full awareness that no easy they decide that they cannot condone the
answers are available. But we believe that war by their personal involvement, we must
issues must be pressed and questions forced, support them in that decision.
if new answers are to be forthcoming. · For
3. Our anguish is deepened by the disthe old answers no longer satisfy us.
crepancy between wlzat we are told. by our
ll. THE ONGOING ANGUISH

No one planned the type of war in which
we are involved. It has slowly escalated
from one small move to the next small move,
each presumed to be the last that would be
necessary, so that now 'We find our nation
able to offer only military answers to poitical
and human questions. We sympathize with
the dilemmas that face our President and
Congresmen in dealing with a situation all
decent men abhor. But a recognition of
past mistakes does not entitle us to repeat
and compound tho!Oe mistakes by continuing
them on an ever-widening scale.
We are unable to support our nation's
policy of military escalation, and we find
those to whom we minister caught as we are
in confusion and anguish because of it.
1. This anguish is based first of all on the
immora lity of tlze warfare in Vietnam . We
add our voice to those who protest a war in
which civilian casualties are greater than
military; in which whole populations are

government and what we discover is actually
taking place.

We are told that the other side gives no
indication of desire to negotiate, and we then
discover that such indications have been
given, but that we have responded either
with rebuff or military escalation.
We are told that our nation is prepared
to negotiate with all concerned, and we then
discover that certain of the combatants will
not be welcome at the conference table.
We are told that certain cities have not
been bombed, and we then discover that
they have been.
We are told that civilian targets have been
avoided, and we then discover that they have
not been.
Such actions not only play into the hands
of those who distrust us, since they can
consistently discount our word, but the continuous discovery of discrepancies between
our nation's word and deed has already
shaken the confidence of ()ur own people in
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the word of their government. We !ear both
the immediate a.nd long-range consequences
for our nation of this increasing deterioration of trust.
This, then, Is our ongoing anguish: a crisis
of conscience concerning what we do know,
and a crisis of confusion concerning what we
do not know.

m.

THE NEED FOR CLARIFICATION

The public debate is forcing us to choose

between wrong alternatives in Vietnam.
Consequently, agreeing with the American
Roman Catholic Bishops that it is "our du_ty
to magnify the moral voice of our nation,"
we ask for clarification of the real alternatives.
The choices usually presented to the American people are three: ( 1) we could escalate
rapidly and "win the war" in the forseeable
future; or (2) we could withdraw our troops
and accept defeat; but (3) since to most
Americans these alternatives are unsatisfactory, we must continue our present course,
i.e. gradually escalate the war until the other
side capitulates to our increasing pressure.
We believe the realistic alternatives are
closer to the following: (1) we can continue
to fight a hard, bloody, increasingly bitter
and frustrating war for many years, a war
we can conceivably "win," but at the price
of destroying the land and people we presume
to liberate, of sacrificing more and more of
our own young men to death, of widening
the probability that other nations will enter
the conflict, of engendering increasing hostility against ourselves throughout the rest
of the world, and of emerging at the end
with no "victory" worth what it has cost;
or (2) we can commit ourselves unequivocally to seek now rather than later for a
negotiated peace, realizing that history does
not present us with easy choices and that the
road to such a peace would be long and
torturous. Just as there has been frustration and heartache in our gradual escalation,
so too there would be frustration and heartache in the development of new initiatives
leading to a negotiated peace. Just as the
risks of extending the war are great, so too
the risks of seeking new initiatives for negotiated peace are great.
But confronted by such a choice, we believe the American people will choose the
path of initiatives for negotiation, and that
the risks involved in such a choice are well
worth taking.
And so we put these questions to our
government:
1. Will you help our nation confront the
choice between the expansion of a war no
one can "win" without destruction so terrible as to negate its stated aim, and the
immediate pursuit of a negotiated peace no
one can "win" in the conventional sense?
2. Will you make clear to all that we are
not trying to win through negotiation what
we have been unable to win through Inilitary
might, and that we seek a peace without victory-a peace that can come only on terms
agreeable to all at the conference table?
3. Will you make more credible use than
you have of international agencies that conld
help us find ways to initiate negotiation?
IV. THE PRECONDITIONS OF NEGOTIATION

The possibility of negotiation wlll depend
in large part on how such questions are answered. Many in our nation already feel that
all efforts toward a negotiated peace have
been made by us, and that any further initiatives must come from the other side. But
certain preconditions that seem indispensible
to negotiations are not yet present in our
policy, and without them other nations can
hardly be expected to take seriously our
intent:
1. The first precondl tion is implied in our
questions and involves an assurance from
our government that we are genuinely ready
to negotiate, and that we are not merely trying to win diplomatically what we have not
wo!l militarily. There wlll be no rcn.son for
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response from the other stde unless we indicate a wl!llngness to seek peace without prtor
assurance that all detal.le ot the peace will
follow our desires.
2. There must be some a.ctlon by our government to lend credibility to our willingness
to negotiate. It Is increasingly clear that one
indlspenslble prereqmsi~ Is our willingness
unconditionally to cease the bombing of
North Vietnam. ·
We are at an ..imp~. We have said we
""ill not cea.se the bomb!ng until there Is a
sign from the other side or willingness to
negotiate, and yet when such signs have
come we have ignored them. They have said
they will g1 ve no further slgn of willingness
to negotiate until we cea.se the bombing, and
Yet when we have briefly ceased the bombing,
no sign ha.s come.
There is no way beyond thls impasse until
aomeone takes a f=-esh initiative. We, a.s the
stronger nation, have both the obligation
&nd the opportunity to take that 1n1 tia t1 ve.
The initiative muat be unconditional.
HaVing ceased the bombing, we must be prePared. to watt until the other side responds.
We have no reason to expect that a response
Will come soon. for it wm take time to gain
Cted.lbllity for our intent. In the interval!
While diplomatic channels are explored, we
"'ill call upon religious leaders in other countries to intercede a.nd urge that positive response be made.
3. It we truly do not intend to dictate the
terms of peace in advance, then we cannot
exclude !rom the conference table any who
are involved in the present struggle. Our
Oation must accept the National Liberation
Front a.s a partner in the peace talks in its
own right. The previous assurances of our
leaders have failed to state this clearly.
4. Other conditions are desirable, such as
a de-escalation or the ground war to a degree
comm.e:::umrate with the protection necessary
for those already there. But since the destiny of all nations is involved in a negotiated
Peace, we must not seek it unilaterally, but
rnu.st a.sk the full cooperation of all agencies
designed. to deal with international tensions.
'l'hese must include an increasing role for the
United. Nations, and a recognition of the potential role of the International Control
Co:tnmission in reducing ground hostility by
Providing an international presence under
cover of which foreign troops might ultimately be withdrawn from Vietnam.
·
Although we address these appeals particularly to our own na..tion., we are fully aware
that -negotiations involve more than one participant, and we lay the seriousness of our
concern upon. ai.l men everywhere to o!fer
fUrther help in transforming possibilities
Into realitiea.
\". ll.ECO::l.IME;:.;!lATIOK5 FOR FtJllTHER ACTION

There are furtheT steps that Americans
can take to indicate our desire to play a creative rather than destructive role in the future of Vietna.zn.
1 Our Congressmen will shortly begin debate on an appropriations bill. Their response to that blll wlll say much about our
true intentions in Vietnam. We urge that
additional time be allocated for a careful .
estimate of the costs of the war by a number
0 ! congressional committee, such as the
Joint Economic Committee, the Ways and
llean.s Committee, the Education and Labor
Committee, the Judiciary Committee and the
~oreign Afl'dirs Committee, in addition to the
.Appropriations Committee and the Armed
Senices Committee to determine what costs
are necessary ( 1) to maintain the current
level of military operations, (2) to finance
'hew stnges of build-up and escalation, and
(3 l to provide the type of military and civil1~n security that would be needed durtng a
Pertod of prolonged negotiation. In this
Way. members of the Congress can choose the
tYpe and degree or mtat.l.ry operation they
Wi8h to support.
2. We ask the CongreS3 to re-ex::unine the
international agreements to which the United

States is pledged. To an unprecedented degree, today's world order and human life itself depend tipon the exercise of constraint 1n
the conduct of foreign alfalrs. The origin
and conduct of the war in Vietnam must
be examined in thla light. Particular attention must be focused on the destruction of civilian life and property, the use of
gas and other chemicals, and the treatment
of prisoners of war. Our country must
pledge itself anew to conform policy and
practice in Vietnam to international law, as
embodied in the several agreements of
Geneva and the Hague, the Nuremberg judgments, the charter of the United Nations,
and other such documents. The abandonment of constraint leads our country and the
world down the path of brutalization and
destruction.
3. Our religious bodies must assume a particular responsibillty for prisoners of war in
both the north and south. We call upon
international religioUs agencies to take the
initiative in developing e.lfective programs
for speedy repatriation and human treatment
of prisoners, with special attention to nutritional and medical needs. Under no circumstances can our nation condone brutal treatment of prisoners on the ground that the
other side does so.
4. We must immediate~y support efforts to
insure that victims of bombing and terrorism, particularly those who have been
burned by napalm, are gl\"'en proper hospitalization wherever adequate facilities are
available, including the United States. We
welcome the formation of the Committee of
Responsibility that is working to this end,
and urge governmental support for its
efforts.
We urge all religious organizations to follow the example of the World Council of
Churches in arranging special offerings !or
the relief of all victims of warfare in Vietnam, whether in the north or south, to be
administered through the International Red
Cross or similar agencies.
5. At such time a.s negotiations have begun, further creative opportunities should be
opened up for both the public nad the private sectors of our nation. There will be
need for the development of a genuinely
representative government in the south.
Members of our Congress and our legal profession can o.lfer their services, under the
auspices of Asian members of such bodies a.s
the International Parliamentary Union, tor
whatever counsel the Vietnamese desire in
the development of a constitutional
assembly.
Those with special skills in such fields as
education, land reform, housing, nutrition,
medicine and job training can be prepared
to help in Vietnam during the lpng and. involved period of negotiations. The resources
of various Catholic, Protestant and Jewish
relief agencies can be coordinated for these
and other ventures, and we urge foundations
to support extended opportunities for service in these areas.
We are eager that many of our citizens
pledge themselves to acts of mercy and rebuilding and reconcillation. These are a par.
tiqular American responsiblllty because of the
deep measure of American involvement in
acts of injury and destruction. But such
acts will have enduring meaning only when
our nation has pledged itself to seek negotiated peace in more courageous terms than
have yet been undertaken. Otherwise we
V~oill appear to be using small gestures of
creativity to excuse massive acts of ongoing
destruction.
Other projec~ should be initiated even
a.s negotiations proceed, and we urge that
further suggestions be sent to Clergy and
Laymen Concerned About Vietnam, 4:7;) Riverside Dri;ve, New York, New York 10027, for
appropriate implementation.
In all such ventures, however. there ls a
danger to which Americans must be particularly sensitive. We must not st'ek to eK-

port the American way of life, or impose an
alien culture on the Vietnamese. By insisting that our help be channeled through international agencies, we can clarify our d~
sire to serve only aa others choose to use
us, and not as we dictate. We must convey
by word and even more by deed, our de.stre
to let the Vietnamese be the arbiters of their
own destiny, and insist only on such international controls a.s will temporarily bene~
ed to insure that injustices are pre\·ented
or properly rectified.
VI. OUR ONGOING RESPONSIBILITY

We know that millioDB of Amerlcac.s sha.r~
the anguish we express, and endorse the alternatives we propose. It they have been
silent heretofore, we plead with them to speak
up now, and pledge them our support. Ir
they have spoken earlier and felt no resonance of public response, we plead with them
to speak again, so that together we can cre.l.te
the new groundswell of public outcry that
will force a reappraisal and a new direction.
We reatlirm our own responsibility to urge
that new direction. We pledge to lay thla
burning concern- upon the consciences of our
religious bodies, through our local congregations, our denominational agencies, our
councils of churches, and our involvement in
civic groups, so that increasing pressure can
be brought to bear, through the pulpit. the
public forum, the mass media, and the baltot
box, upon those in public life who make our
policy decisions.
As we face a difficult and dangerous ~
riod in the history of man, we remember
that our task is not to assign blame for the
past, but to accept responstbllity !or the
future; not to cast the stone of condemnation, but to offer the helping hand of reconciliation; not to proceed self-righteously and
vindictively, but to walk humbly and repentantly.
We who are so deeply involved in the l."llmenslty of the present war must have the
courage to initiate the steps that Will lead
to peace. It we do not take those steps. we
firmly believe that God will judge us harshly,
and will hold us accountable for the hor:-or
we continue to unleash. But 1! we do turn
about, l! we seek to undo whatever me:l.Sure
we can of the wrong that has been done,
then we also firmly believe that as we W!ltk
that long and hard and often dlscour!lslng
road, God himself will be with us, to g'.llde
u.s to chasten and sustain us, and that Ha
will deign to use even us in rest-:>rins some
portion of the divine creation we. have so
grieviously misused.

Woodford County Protests Control
Takeove~·
EXTENSION OF

·

R~IARKS

or

HON. ROBERT H. MICHEL
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE3

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker. the board
of supervisors of Woodford C~unty, in
my congressional district, has drawn a.
resolution protesting the ever-increasing
trend to take away the control of our
local governments. They feel as I do
that the control of governmental functions should be kept as close as possible
to the people.
Under unanimous consent I include
the resol~tion at this point in th~
RECORD:
RESOLUTION

Whereas there has been deve!oped withtn
the last few years the thought among cert:JJ.n
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minority groups that the best possible government would be one of bigness, controlled
centrally by appointed persons not directly
answerable to the electorate, and
Whereas it 1s the thought and belief of
the County Board of Supervisors of Woodford COunty, Illinois, that the best of government is that in which those governed.
have a direct voice through the ballot in
the selection of those persbns who actually
govern, and
Whereas this Board feels that it is not in
the direct interest of the people of various
townships, districts, nor of the State, that
governments be necessarily further centralized, and
Whereas the Le6islature of the State of
Illinois is currently in session and many new
proposals and bills will come before this
group for elimination of certain local government offices and consequently a centralization at a district or regional or state level
removing certain essential functions of gov- ·
ernment including schools, law enforcement,
taxing bodies, and other groups of this
nature, from local control.
Now therefore be it resolved by the Board
of SUpervisors, the County of Woodford and
State of Dllnois, in session on January lOth,
1967, that it is the consensus of opinion of
this Board that before any Master Plan and
any further consolidation or centralizations
of functions of government is carried out, or
passed into law, that there be pi).ot programs
established to evaluate and to give serious
study to any type of local, governmental
consollda tion.
Be it further resolved that the COunty
Board of Supervisors of Woodford COunty,
lllinois, are in general opposed to any further
appointive offices and will strongly oppose
any movement to remove local government
officials from the elective process.
Be it further resolved that the Board of
Supervisors of Woodford County, lllinois are
on record as favoring efficiency and responsible local, state and national government
and will support any consolidation and
change which is in the best interest of our
society.
Be it further resolved that a copy of this
Resolution be distributed to the Honorable
Governor of Illinois, the Honorable Senators
Everett M. Dirksen and Charles Percy of
Illinois, the Honorable U.S. Representative
Robert Michels, to State Representatives
William Scott, Harber Hall and Ed Madigan
and to the Honorable Senator E. B. Groen of
this District.
Dated at Eureka, Illinois this lOth day of
January, 1967.
Approved and adopted by the Board o!
Supervisors af Woodford County, Illinois on
this lOth day of January, 1967.
JoHN WUETHRICR, Chairman.

Attest:
CEcn. W. NoHL, Clerk.

Preservation of Wet Lands
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT TENZER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. TENZER. Mr. Speaker, on Janu-

ary 10, 1967, I introduced H.R. 1397, a
bill to preserve the Nation's valuable
estuarine areas. The importance of
legislative action to establish procedures
for Federal, State, and local cooperation
1n protecting our natural resources was

illustrated at public hearings conducted
by the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Subcommittee on Fish and Wildlife
Conservation last year.
H.R. 1397 sets forth a plan for preservation of valuable estuarine areas. The
basic provisions of the bill are:
First. To preserve, protect, develop, restore, and make accessible selected parts
of the Nation's diminishing estuarine
areas which are valuable for sport and
commercial fishing, wildlife conservation, outdoor recreation, and scenic
beauty.
Second. To authorize the Secretary of
the Interior to enter into agn~ements
with States and local communities for
the permanent management and preservation of publicly owned estuarine and
wetland areas; to designate national
estuarine areas; and to pay all development costs, except development for recreational uses other than hunting and
fishing in which case the Secretary would
pay 50 percent of development costs.
Third. To authorize the Secretary to
aquire privately owned estuarine areas
provided such acquisition is approved
by Congress.
Fourth. To authorize the Secretary to
conduct a 5-year nationwide study of
estuaries of the United States and to report annually to Congress the results
of the study. Maximum cost, $4.5 million.
Fifth. To prohibit anyone from dredging, filling, or excavating any estuary of
the United States, or the Great Lakes
and connecting waterways unless the
Secretary issues a permit for such purposes-in addition to Corps of Engineers.
Sixth. The bill provides that State
hunting and fishing laws relative to fish
and wildlife will apply within any national estuarine area and that the bill
shall not affect any authority of the
States and local communities to regulate and permit shellfishing.
My original interest in establishing
national estuarine areas stems from my
efforts to preserve the remaining 16,000
acres of wet lands located on the south
shore of Long Island. This area was the
subject of my bill, H.R. 11236, introduced
in the first session of the 89th Congress.
During the past 20 years, the valuable
wetlands area of the south shore of Long
Island, N.Y., has diminished from 30,000
acres to the present 16,000 acres.
·
The history of the "rape of Long Island's wet lands" by indiscriminate
dredging of bay bottom for commercial
development, is set forth in the public
hearings on estuarine and wetlands areas
referred to above. It is a record of destruction which signals the need for immediate congressional action.
A major change in the legislation
which I am sponsoring in the 90th Congress-H.R. 1397-relates to the respective jurisdictions of the Anny Corps of
Engineers and the Department of the
Interior in connection with dredging or
filling permits. At the present time the
Corps of Engineers has exclusive jurisdiction over applications for permits to
dredge, excavate or fill estuarine areas.
Under H.R. 1397 the Secretary of the
Interior 1s given a voice in deciding

whether these valuable estuarine areas
shall be altered for the commercial benefit of bullders and real estate developers.
The Department of the Interior is given
a veto J><)wer over activities in estuarine
areas which could destroy valuable wet
lands.
A dual permit system is established under section 12 of H.R. 1397 which for
the first time places an agency with conservation responsibilities on an equal
footing with the Corps of Engineers
whose primary responsibility relates to
navigation.
I believe this section will place our
public policy o{ preserving natural re·
sources in proper perspective and have a
beneficial impact on our sport and commercial fishing industries and our efforts
to promote wildlife conservation, recreation, and scenic beauty.
Mr. Speaker, the protection of valuable
estuarine areas from the threat of the
bulldozer which buries natural resources
under concrete foundations is a national
problem.
In the November 1966 edition of the
Conservation Bulletin published by the
Natural Resources Council of Maine,
Robert L. Dow has written an interesting
and informative article on the "Economic
Yield of Some Main Coastal Wet Lands."
I insert the article at this point:
EcoNOMic

YIELD

OF

SoME

MAINE

CoAsTAL

WET LANDS

(By Robert L. Dow)
We may discuss the .value of estuaries in
terms af nutrient generation or as spawning
and nursery areas for various commercially
important marine animals, but in trying to
communicate with those who eventually determine the disposition of estuaries, it may
be more appropriate to report specific monetary values. Locally, municipal government
finds the argument to broaden the tax base a.
compelling appeal. Biological reports are
ignored because frequently they are concerned with intangibles.
I believe the only effective method of assuring protection and intelligent utilization
of estuaries and associated wetlands 1s to
use the same techniques that exploiters of
these areas have been employing for yearsthe appeal of economic return.
In 1962 and 1963 I made some preliminary
appraisals of the cash value of wetlandS.
Since then, further study of these source
data indicates that my early estimates had
been extremely conservative. Studies o!
shellfish growth and survival in Maine
estuarine areas have shown that growth is a
continuous process except during the- wtnter
months. The length of the non-growing period varies somewhat from year to year, but
does not appear to exceed three months.
Contrasting with this cessation in growth,
shellfish in similar areas to the south frequently decline in metabolic activity during
the summer.
From observations made during the past 20
years, lt is assumed that the productivity of
wetlands in Maine is at least 9/12 of the
calorie production of southern marshes re·
ported by Odum, or approximately 24 million calories per acre per year. According to
the Maine Department of Agriculture, the
best agricultural land in Maine produces
about twelve to fifteen million calories (ensilage corn) per acre per year or roughlY·
one-half the nutrient yield of wetlands.
Gross income from the best, market garden
farms in Maine runs as high as $2,000 per
acre per year. On a comparative 'basis the
major marshlands of Maine are producing
$4,000 worth of ~utrients per acre per year.
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Since the yield of shellfish growing aren.s
'Within the optimum range of environmental
conditions ha.a often exceeded this figure, it
ia assumed that with more sophisticated
llla.nagement methods, coastal wetlands
should produce in shellfish alone average
Yields considerably in excese of $4,000 per
acre per year.
The Scarboro River, for example, produced
1.4 million pounds of clam meats worth
one-quarter of a mllllon dollars in 1946 from
What is believed to have been the 1941 yearclass. Yield was estimated to have been
between 500 and 700 bushels per acre, at cur"l'ent landed values worth from $6.000 to
$8,4{)() per acre. The 1947 set in the three to
four acres of Brigham's Cove, West BathPhippsburg, yielded more than 18,000 bushels
or 198,000 pounds of quahog meats, with a
landed value of $81,000, currently worth
$161.370, or approximately $46,100 per acre.
The 1947 set near Bunganuc Point, BrunsWick, produced 2.087 bushels of quahogs per
_acre, or an average value of $9,392 per acre; at
current prices, $18,687 per acre. In 1959, a
twenty-acre portion of the Wells Marsh flats
Produced 91,350 pounds of clam meats having a landed value of $42,637, or $2,131 per
a. ere.
'I'he 1952 year class of quahogs in Middle
Bny by 1955 had been reduced by natural
:mortality to 89 million individuals averaging one inch in diameter and occupying 22
acres. Had it been possible to utilize this
crop fully, the primary wholesale value at
t-octay•s prices would have meant a 'yield of
~04.470 per acre for the crop, or approximately
$16.117 per acre per year. In 1965, an eightacre portion of the SCarboro Marsh fiats produced 43,035 pounds of clam meats with a
landed value of $22,952, or $2,869 per acre.
For the past 20 years, a 20-acre portion of Cod
Cove, Edgecomb, has produced an annual
average landed value o! marine worms o!
l75.oOO or $3,750 per acre.
It will be observed th.a t these values are
fCJr one species only in each area and suggtst that reasonably optimum conditions
exiated prior to the time when the crop was
h~1rYested. Studies of seawater temperature,
Prl:'cipitation, surface water runoff, and other
environmental factors in relation to abundance and availability have indicated that
total landed value for the more important
COtn.rnercial species has remained fairly
st3.ble. Only at the extremes of the historic
teil'l.perature range have there been significant declines in relative value.
Wide
fluctuations in the population o! individual
8 Pecies have occurred, but generally when
60D1e species have declined in abundance be~~Use of unfavorable environmental condiIons, other species have increased in population and served to equalize the total value
or aU landings.
Across the Scarboro River from Pine Point
18 Western Beach, a shellflsh area with an entirely di.tierent aggregation of problems. The
PopUlation of this 136 acre flat was estl~atect, from sampling done during the winr of 1947-1948 to be 11,293 bushels of
Clams aver~ one-half inch in diameter,
anj consisting of one billlon, one hundred
and thirty-eight mtlllon individual animals.
Quantitative measurements of clams sur~Vlrig tn the area over the four-yea.r period
roil'l. 1947 to 1950 indicated that total sur~ival from the time they were one-hn.lf inch
n dia.meter until they reached two and
one-hal! inches ranged from .003 percent
U.nder the most favorable conditions to .0004
~rcent under the most unfavorable conditions. Had it been possible to stabillze the
~menta, the yield of the resource might
Well have been more than 1300 bushels
~r acre. with a cunent value of $15,600
r acre for the four-year period.
Efrorta to improve the eftlclency of estuary
~elcta have not been entirely successful nor
lllpletely lacking in promise. Experiments
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to improve water circulation, thus reducing
hydrogen sulphide have been carried out
on a small scale. Efforts to reduce scour
have likewise been made on a modest experimental basis. Results were encouraging
but produced only short term benefits. It
is believed that a complete hydrographic
study would develop information on the location and construction of baffies, deflectors,
stabilizers, or other devices which would
make possible an incre(\se in the efficient use
Of cRlories and the production of food materials commensurate with the capability of the
Rrea.
The Ma.ine Department· of Sea and Shore
Fisheries has been carrying on commercial-scale shellfish m.a.nagement experiments
since 1947. In addition •to these projects,
various experimental-scale operations have
been carried on in many other coastal areas.
Manngement has consisted of area and population surveys, protection of natural sets
from predation and premature harvesting,
rotation of growing areas, controlled harvesting, in terms of area and amounts, and
transplanting of seed stock. Total cost betV!/een 1947 and 1954 amounted to $20,489.44.
The total landed value of shellfish resulting
from these experiments was $238,617.50.
O>nunercial fishermen themselves estimated
that the total value of landings would not
have been more than the cost of the experiments had no management controls been
established.
Even without sophisticated
management of estuaries, resource productivity directly usable by man has been noteworthy. The crop yields described were from
five managed and three unmanaged areas.
Average acre yield of tr.e managed areas v..-as
$26,851; of the unmanaged areas, $12,600.
Marine worms are generally three years
of age when they are harvested. Soft shell
clams in the better growing areas first
enter the fishery at three years of age; the
median for the State is five years. Hard
shell clams also first enter the fishery at
three years of age, but may remain fishable
for as long as ten years. On the a.ss-llmptlon
that the average inshore crop of shellfish
or annelids will be four years of age, the
average annual yield per acre for managed
resources has been $6,712; for unmanaged
stocks, $3,150; or an average of $5,377 per
acre per year for all a=-eao.
Since harvesting methods are extremely
primitive, inefficient, and resource destructive, the actuaJ. productivity of these areas
is far greater than the fishery yield. Without mangement, soft shell clam harvesting
efficiency, for example, is equivalent to about
34 percent of the total supply.

Mr. Speaker, last year a similar bill
was reported favorably by the House
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee . and on October 3, 1966, the vote
in the House was 208 for, to 108 against.
However, despite. this overwhelming support the bill failed because a two-thirds
vote was required for a suspension of
the rules, to permit other legislation to be
considered out of their regular order.
Mr. Speaker, I know that many of .my
colleagues in the House are concerned
with the preservation of our valuable
natural resources located in their own
congressional districts. I believe the
new concept and the procedures established by H.R. 1397 provide a unique opportunity for the Federal Government,
the States and political subdivisions to
work together under an agreement
drawn by them to preserve a.nd protect
our natural resources.
I urge my colleagues to review the
provisions of H.R. 1397 and to support
this needed legislation.

Secretary Freeman Speaks at Tulsa
EXTENSION OF RID\.IARKS
OF

HON. ED EDMONDSON
OF OKLAHOMA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Speaker, it
was my pleasure last week to attend a
luncheon at the Southwest Agricultural
Forum in Tulsa, Okla., where the Honorable Orville Freeman, Secretary of Agriculture, took the guests on a fascinating
excursion into the future of farming.
The future Secretary Freeman sees as
farmers using computers to select crops
and acreages and seed types. It has
automation and applied genetics. But it
also has people, more people than ever
before, living in the countryside, enjoying the outdoors and the proximity to
the soil, because the Secretary envisions
industry scattered across the Nation in
the rural areas, rather than clustered
around overwhelmingly large cities.
The Secretary's vision, as expressed in
his speech in Tulsa, tells us much about
the reasons farming is turning into a
more prosperous, sounder industry today, "ith increases in net income and exports and decreases in surpluses during
the years he has served.
Mr. Speaker, I believe many Members
of this body might find the Secretary's
Tulsa speech interesting and informa_tive. I would like to have it appear in
the RECORD.
The speech follows:
AGRICULTURE, 2000
• (Address by Secretary of Agriculture Orville
L. Freeman at the Southwest Agricultural
Forum, Tulsa Civic Assembly Center, Tulsa.,
Okla., January 20, 1967)
You may have noticed by the title that my
talk today will go beyond the boundaries of
this conference's prime concern-the decade
immediately ahead. It will. But in doing
so I hope to expand the dimension ln a manner that enhances the importance of the next
ten years-rather than dimlniBhes it.
Man's fascination with Tomorrow 1.s as old
as man himself.
From the dawn of his imagination, he has
tried to peer behind the "curtain's magic
fold" to where Bret Harte said "the glowing
future lies unrolled."
He has speculated about the future for
profit, for amusement, out of simple curiosity . . . and sometimes for reasons bigger
than himself.
And sometimes, he has, indeed, looked
into Tomorrow.
Tennyson sa.id he "dipt into the future,
far as human eye could see" and "saw the
Vision of the world, and all the wonder that
would be."
Tennyson wa.s a romantic. A more pragmatic poet turned his inner eye upon Tomorrow and. declared that the future has
never been ••. that it rem.alns for man to
make it.
The towers of Tomorrow, he sa.ld, are built
upon the toundations o.f Today.
We're gathered here in Tulsa to try to turn
back a corner of the ''curtain's magic fold''
••• to peer into the future of American
agriculture • • • to determine whether the
glowing prospects many foresee will, indeed,
ma.t6rlallze ••• to decide whether we have
built the foundations for the towers of To-
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morrow .
and to anticipate, 1! we can.
the problems we may be called upon to solve.
In just 33 years we'll turn the corner into
the 21st Century. What will it be ll.ke,
American agriculture in the Year 2000?
No one really knows, of course. There are
too many intangibles . . . too many uncertainties. But predictions are being made,
and perhaps we should examlne them.
As I stand here-about to tell this group
what may or may not happen in their own
chosen field-I'm reminded of the story of
the Army sergeant who had made an excellent reputation lecturing to enlisted men
on a certain subject. His captain called him
in, complimented him, and said he had been
chosen to lecture to a special group.
The sergeant walked into the lecture room
and gazed out over the biggest collection
of brass hats he had ever seen gathered in
one place. Every man in the room outranked him.
Embarrassed. he tried to think of a modest
beginning. "There are thousands of men in
the Army who know more about this subject than I do," he began. Then, realizing
he was destroying his reputation as an expert, he blurted out, "But I don't see any of
them in this room!"
Well, I make no pretense of being an expert prognosticator. All I can do is tell you
what some experts foresee for agriculture in
the year 2090.
So, let's jump to the turn of the new century and take a look at what they predict
we'll find.
Some envisage the Year 2000 as the time
when the American farmer finally is freed
from the arduous and time-consuming demands of planting and harvesting . . . a
time when he, too, enjoys leisure for the pursuit of recreation, entertainment, advanced
learning, and he and the world he inhabits
can provide true parity of education and
opportunity for his children.
Some see him sitting in an air-conditioned
farm omce ... scanning a pr1nt-out from a
computer center . . . typing out an inquiry
on a keyboard which relays the question to
the computer.
The computer center, which he may own
in partnership with other farmers, perhaps
through his cooperative, helps him to decide
how many acres to plant to what crop, what
kind of seeds to sow, what kind and how
much fertilizer to apply, exactly what his soil
condition is, and what day ·to harvest what
crop.
The experts say the fields on this hypothetical farm will bear a surface similarity
to the fields of today ... but a surface similarity only. They see a land carefully graded
and contoured to control erosion and the use
of precious water. They see a soil bearing
nutrients to meet the sp~lfic needs of each
crop, and treated to control hnrmful orgn.nll!llll'l, weeds and plant disea!\es.
They foresee virus-free plants, bred by
geneticists to give higher yields In a muchshorter gro'IAting period and to mature at the
sa.me time. The stalks on these plants. they
11ay, wlll lend themselves to mechanical hnr''esting, and new U!ies will be made of the
pnrts of the plant once discarded at harvest.
The experts en\1Slon all the field work on
this farm carried out by automated machinery, directed by tape-controlled programs,
nnd supervised by television scanners mount.:.
ed on towers.
They predict that weather wlll no longer
be the incalculable thrent it remains ln our
time, for satellites wlll provide long-runge
foreet~stlng-provlding Ume to prepare for,
utn•rt or di~c; lr>ate damaging storms.
They sny robot hnrveRters will complete
the f. rmlng operation with high-speed plck1!1g. grading, packaging nnd free~ng . •• and
wlll then traruport the produce to transport:ttion depots for distribution to retail
warchou::;es.
· Whtic many find thlB picture of the future
exciting, others find it depres:.slng. Some

contend that automation and the computer
will excise the soul from farming . . . will
destroy Its joy, dull its satisfactions, and
chill the ageless intimacy between man and
his land.
But others say No. They say the farmer
of the 21st Century will be more deeply, intricately, and learnedly involved with the
land than ever before. They point out that
no computer can give a learned answer until
it is asked a learned question . . . that no
robot tractor ca.n operate until a skilled
human being programs it to operate.
And they contend that the joy and satisfaction of farming will come--as It always
has--from the successful interplay between
the farmer and his soU.
By the year 2000/ optimistic visionaries say,
this interplay will have become so successful
that yields of today will, be doubled or
tripled . . . that corn yields, for instance,
could run from 300 to 500 busheLs to the
acre.
Ah yes, the critics counter, but what good
automation, what good maximum efficiency,
what good bigness, what good record yields
... if the producer cannot own the land he
works? How much joy, how much satisfaction, how much ageless intimacy with the
soil can a farmer reap from land that is not
his?
For how, they ask, could one farmer ever
hope to own a farm that big, that automated . . . that incredibly expensive?
If there is one troublesome nettle in agriculture's garden of tomorrow, this is it.
Financing the farm of the future through
the methods of today would be impossible,
for the farms of the Year 2000 will require
investments of milllons--not thousands-of
dollars.
The inexorable nature of the technological
revolution dictates that the farms of the
future will be bigger, will be better, and will
be far more costly to own and to operate.
The issue then is this: If nothing is done
now to insure the creation of a dynamic,
new, creatively flexible system of financing
farms and farming, the farms of tomorrow
will not be owned by the farmers who work
them. If this is what we want . . . we do
nothing.
If this is what we do not want ... if we
agree thnt farming 1s, indeed, a way of life,
and not just a means to make a living . . .
if we agree that It is important that the
family farm system continues to make a key
contribution to the strength and health of
this nation . . . then we wUl adjust our
credit systemS for tomorrow.
This we ha.ve done before. This we can do
again.
And now, let me turn my attention to the
consumer of tomorrow. What will Agrlculture/2000 mean to the housewives o!
America?
It wlll mean better foods, more nutritious
foods, better tasting foods, a bigger variety
of foods . . . and still at a reasonable cost,
thanks to an emcteney of operation which
continues to hold unit production costs to a
minimum.
By the year 2000, the consumer should be
able to buy her whole milk according to
whatever butterfat content she desires.
She11 choose meat cuts v.1th hnrdJy any fat.
She11 receive more protein per portion of
cereal. And all of these changes wi.ll come
about through the miracle of genetics ... by
bret'd.lng CO"'"S and meat animals and cereal
grains to meet specific dietary and taste
requirements.
And how will she shop?
Most likely, she'll go to a pu~;;hbntton
supcnnarket. There she"ll drop a coded
ca.rd into a slot beside the commodity she
selects and punch a button. Impulses travel
two ways-to a eo.sh register where her btll
is totaled, and to a central warehouse where
the order 1s assembled. The completed order
will await the customer at her cnr.
I said th1s was a speculative sketch. In a
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few moments rn point out some of the pitfalLs which lie before this optimistic concept
of tomorrow's agriculture. But in the meantime, bear 1n mind that this sketch scarcely
touches the surface of the wonders of the
future.
As I think of the other fantastic advances
pred1cted for the years ahead-advances I
haven't mentioned-I'm reminded of the
story about the two soldiers from an inland
State who one day found themselves on a
transport ship going overseas.
Standing on the deck, one of them ga:r.ed
out over the vast expanse of ocean and snid,
"That's the most water I've ever seen in all
my ll!e. I never thought there was that
much water in the world."
To which the other soldier replied, "Heck,
you ain't seen nothin' yet. That's just the
top of it!"
And that's the way it is 1n agriculture.
We "ain't" seen nothin' yet.
But the question is ... are we ready !or It?
Ha\·e we laid those foundations of Today to
build those towers of Tomorrow? 1! we
haven't, there'll be no towers of Tomorrow,
for as Marcus Aurelius observed many centuries ago, "That which comes ever after conforms to that which has gone before."
So now let's take a quick look at "what hns
gone before."
In the brief history of our young nation,
we've seen the prestige, the influence, and tho
prosperity of agriculture wax and wane time
and time again. Farmers built this nation.
They pushed back its frontiers. They won
its independence. And they created its
go,·ernment.
ln Colonial Days, 90 percent of the working
Americans were engaged in agriculture, 90
percent lived on the land, and an overwhelnling percentage of the national income cume
from fa.rm production.
Then came the cyclical changes in the
fn.rmer·s fortune. When demand outstripped farm production, the farmer gained
in income and importance. When production outstripped demand, his income and his
influence declined.
In the past quarter century, the cycle has
come full circle once agRin. Throughout
World War n and the Korean confUct, farmers produced to intense demand. Their importance was acknowledged and their efforts
were rewarded. But the technological advo.nces which had enabled the farmer to
meet wartime production demnnds were to
do him in when the Korean confilct ended·
By the middle of the 1950's, the genius of
tile American farmer had produced the supreme irony. lie had become an object of
derision and the target of epithets. He wUJJ
accw;ed of feeding at the public trough. of
contributing to high taxes, !edero.l deficllB·
strained family budgets, and inflation. For
a time flogging the fnrmcr tbrentened to
eclipse baseball as the nation's favorite
pnst!me.
By 1060, m·crproduction had robbed we
farmer not only of prestige but hud cost lllD'l
denrly in earnings. By the close of thnt
year, we had a stockpile of 1.4 billion buAhels
of wheat and 85 million tons of feed gTn!nS.
and net farm income had plnmmett'd $2· 4
billion in just eight short years. In tne
meantime coflts were rising steadily uud t!.te
COflt-price squce:r.e tightened.
The outlook wn~ so grim thnt some observers held out little hope. They !orcs:t\\'
polltlcnl abandonment or the fnrmor. pn!lld
tlvc farm legl!ilntton. continued price nnd
1nr:ome deprcS'Slng surpluses. little f>OCllll nzt
econom.l.c lel~latlve concern for his uniCJU 0
conditions. further loos or prestige. u decline
ln fnrm llvin:; stnntlards nnd furm prodnc;
tton r.nd o. resulting loss of 11atural resource
u ~ n. prod\lct of human neglect.
None of tbcse thingR hnppencd.
Instead. tn six ev~nt-fillcd yearR. Ameri~
can agriculture turned the '· orncr from g1:> 00
tn promlkc.
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We b~g:m to look on agriculture not as
nn isolated problem segment of the American
economy but in terms of its contribution to
the :whole economy. We began to view
abundance not as a lla.blllty but u an opP<•rtunity. We focused attention on agriculture as a success story.
PoUtlciana did not abandon the farmer.
Despite the fact that his representation in
the HR.lls of Congress has dlmlnished in the
face of population shifts and redistricting,
recognition by urban Congressman of the
farmer's new importance was such that five
lllajor pieces of farm legislation :were passed
in the first six years of this decade. Many
in this banquet hall helped to pass this
leghdation.
Each of these was designed to meet specific
needs and solve specific problems. The record
aince their passnge 1.s evidence of their
el'!ectl veness.
The surpluses of the Fifties are gonereplaced by sensible reserves. By the end o!
!iovember, the Commodity Credit Corporation investment in farm commodities was
down to t4.55 blllion, a reduction of •1.9
bHHon from the previous year, and about
4 billion less than the peak investment years
or 1956 and 1959.
Government 1s reverting to the role of
referee in the marketplace-an insurer of
quity instead. of a participant--and., except
for & brief period during the Forties, the
lllarket 1.s freer today than it has been for
30 years.
i In place of the "llttle concern" predicted
n 1!l60 for rural America, social and economic measures have been enacted since
that time which concentrate on the countryBide's special problems and special needs. I
~Penk now of the struggle to build a viable.
r illanced economy in rural America. of which
arming per se is an integral part.
tn nural development programs. better comUnity faclllties, new homes. improved
•chools, medlcnl services, expanded electric
and tel phone service, water ana sewer in•tallations. and a resulting variety of new
orr-rurm jobs are helping to bring to an
ever-Increasing number of rural nonfarm
•tnd smo.n farm Americana parity of oppor\lnlty.
a.• Let me digress here for a moment. Gradu·
orly this nation has come to realize that oue
c our greatest assets in an increasingly
'llr0 '9•dcd world is space. We are coming to
nderstaud that we can make another place
1
r n the countryside for those who, !or one
l>~a~on or another. cannot find a rewarding
h ace tn commercial agriculture. We don'i
c Ql'e to dump these people into our alreadyr~:~wde<t, problem-beset cities.
r ~lure than that . . . perhaps we can help
~ le\·e the strain on our cities. There ore
e· :ny frustratoo urban dwe-llers who are
~.,.er to return to a new countryside-a
~ntryside with opportunity.
•• Space. fresh nir, sun, sky, and water can be
1
tr:ttckagect
and sold" . . . sold to the indus·
1,, ·ea that cnn bring jobs to rural Am err a · • . aold to city people who seck outdoor
.,(reatton-n cllnnce t.o get back to Nature• lcl ~.re willing to pay !or it.
..,. ~0 • •• lUI we look ahead to the Year 2000.
le: c, n sec a. new kind of America-nn Amerlnt .,.here the giant arms of industry extend
Cill~ the countryside, there to profit by adelr.1' tc space, adequate power. water nnd com'~ 1 1li~at1oru, adequnte and cngcr manpower;
<'a -'tnerica where more and more Americnns
kq~ llve happier, healthier lives where they
tt to live--in Countryside, U.S.A.
ttl !uiCl now let me turn once ognln to those
ll"IXHny predictions mnde back in 1000, the
·~H ·ttoue that lucklly went awry.
tll>;·i tm 11\·ing standards were supposed to
c 1, i11e. 'I11ey did not. They improved b ~~;.'"~" farm Income increnscd. . . . and fnrm
1., 11 1ne lucreaRed because surpluses dlmln"11~· the number of consumers grew, the
v\lnt of consumer income climb d. fnrm

°

exports skyrocketed, and. Government price
support and incentive payment programs
moved ahead. with the times.
From the 1960 level of .11.7 bllllon. net
farm income jumped to more than •uu btllion in 1966 . . . the second highest mark ln
history . . . and gross farm income at $49.2
billion and net income per farm at $4,900 set
all-time records.
Of even greater significance was the accelerated graduation into "adequate size"
class by family farms in recent years. One
measure of "adequate size" 18 grosa sales of
$10,000 a y~r or more. Since 1959, nearly
200.000 !arm famllles have moved into that
class. Studies indicate that at that level
they nre gaining on city workers and approaching parity of income.
But let me make is emphatically clear at
this point that, despite steady progress the
lnst six years, the farmer's income still Zags
far behind that of other Americans.

On a per capita basis, the farmer's income
Other Americans ~rn ~2,610 on
an average per capita basis.
Farm prices, though up last year, have been
down the last few months, and today are less
than they averaged between 1947 and 1949.
At the same time, food costs are 35 percent
Ls •1.700.

higher.

This the farmer bitterly resents-and prop·erly so.
This discrepancy must be corrected. It
must be corrected because it is unfair to the
farmer and therefore wrong. It must be corrected because if farmers don't get a fair return commensurate with the other segments
of society, we wlll lose our best farmers. It
that happens the entire nation, not just the
farmer. will be hurt.
And now let's look at the final gloomy prediction made in 1960-that !arm mechanization and production efficiency would stage a
ruinous retreat in the face of continued economic decline and political rebuff.
Once again the prediction was wrong.
From 1960 to 1965, investment in farm machinery increased by more than $5 blllion.
In the past ten years, farm production per
man-hour has doubled. Today, a third fewer
people on farms, harvesting one-ninth fewer
acres, produced one-fifth more than a decade
ago. The average farm worker now supplies
food and fiber for 37 persons, 22 more than
he could less than a generation ago. In comparison. a farm worker in Russian feeds only
seven. and a farm worker in France only
fourteen.
In four and a hnlf decades. U.S. productivity per acre has increased 82 percent and
output per breeding animal has almost
doubled. One hour's farm labor now produces tlve times more than it did in 1921.
The productive capacity of the American
farm has provided thls nation's consumers
with the best diet in the world-at the lowest
cost in terms of percentage of take-home
pay-the only realistic measure .
Moreover, the exploding technological
re\'olution In American agriculture has been
of vital Importance to the poorer natlona of
the world. for the resulting abundance has
oft.en mettnt the difference between llfe and
denth for millions of people overseas. Last
year, our country shipped a fifth of its total
wheat production to India, alone, and exported two-fifths more to other nations. Yet
American consumers suffered no shortage of
bread.
I hope this remarkable record of accomplishment in the Sixties 1s convincing
enough proof that American agriculture has,
indeed, bullt ita foundationa of Today for
tl1e towers of Tomorrow.
In this yet\r of 1967, we are embarked on
a. New Era in Agriculture ... and we've et
Nail in a f;OUnd ship.
But there are r~fs and shoals ahead.
Earlier. I snid that historico..lly the fortunes
of agriculture in America have been tied to
the production-demand. ratio. When demand moved ahead of production, farmers
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prospered for prices :were strong. When production moved ahead of demand, the reverse was true.
In recent yeara, government haa used a
number of management tool.a and programs
to slow agricultural output expansion. move
toward fair income for producers, and make
better use of our abundance.
First, the rate of output expansion has
been held down by a system of largely
voluntary government programs, which
strengthened the market and also helped
farmer income by means of commodity price
supports and direct payments.
Second, our Government joined with
private groups to develop new and expanded
commercial markets-bringing successive
new records in dollar exports in seven of the
past eight years.
Third, we have carried on one of history's
great humanitarian efforts under Food for
Peace-a continuous stream of life-saving
food and fiber that since 1955 hu averaged '
about $1.5 billion a year. In addition. in the
last six fiscal years we have distributed commodities valued at •2.439,000,000 to needy
families, schools, and lnstitutiona in the
United States. In the same period, our cash
donations to the school lunch and special
milk programs totaled U.253,000,000, and
Food Sta~ps given to needy American
families were valued at $158,000,000.
Fourth, commodities produced beyond the
limits of what the commercial market could
absorb at support price leve'l&-6nd beyond
Food for Peace needs-moved into government-held stocks.
In the past six years, these E>tocks have
declined. In fact, the combination of efforts
I have just listed-bolstered by new legislation and the support of the farm and business communltles.--haa brought an end to
the mountainous surpluses of the Fifties.
Prices have been strengthened, and farm income has b~n sharply booeted.
I only v.ish I could tell you that all our
problems are solved-that the balance in
agriculture we are enjoying for the ~t
time in half a century w1ll continue--and
that fUture farm production will keep steady
pace with demand.
I can't do thlit. We must all accept the
!act-here and now-that the technological
revolution in agriculture 18 really just beginning ... and that the production potential it promises for tomorrow staggers today's
imagination.
Bear in mind that in 1966-with relative
supply-demand balance in the marketplaceyour government in effect "bought" about
60 million acres out of production. Even
with large increases in plantings to meet
world demand and build reserves of wheat
and feed grains to safer levels, our programs
will continue to help farmers hold 30 to 35
million acres out of production in 1967.
U all that acreage, plus the steadily accelerating production per acre, were turned
loose . . . the result would be chaos.
If we ignore the lessons of history, and let
supply outrace demand again, we could
plunge ourselves right back into t.he predicament of 1060, a predicament it has taken
us slx years to overcome .
We can only avoid this predicament by the
disciplined use of judgment, reason and vision, for we know that adjusting farm output
expansion to effective demand in the years
immediately ahead will be infinitely more
dlMcult than it has ever been before.
Yet adjust it we must.
This we cnn do in the New Era or American Agriculture. For by trial and error. and
in the trudltlonnl pragmatic American woy,
we have de\'eloped the necessary tools. With
cooperation among producers, the trade, a~i
buslness and government-v.·e can hold a.
workable balance between supply and demand, maintain economic strength in Agriculture. and encourage continued scienttnc
and te?chnological breakthroughs . . . and do
it with accelerating emctency.
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Joint Committee on Printing. (June 20,
1936, c. 630, § 2, 49 Stat. 1546.)
Pursuant to the foregoing statute and in
order to provide :for the prompt publication
and delivery Of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
the Jo~nt Committee on Printing has adopted
the foflowing rules, to which the attention of
Senators, Representatives, and Delegates is
respectfully invited:
1. Arrangement of the daily Record.-Tbe
Public Printer shall arrange the contents of
the daily RECORD as follows: the Senate proceedings shall alternate with the House proceedings in order of placement in consecutive issues insofar as such an arrangement is
feasible, and the Appendix and Daily Digest
shall follow: Provided, That the makeup of
the RECORD shall proceed without regard to
alternation whenever the Public Printer
deems it necessary in order to meet production and delivery schedules.
2. Type and style.-The Public Printer shall
print the report bf the proceedings and de·
bates of the Senate and House of Representatives, as furnished by the Official Reporters of
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, in 7¥,z-point type;
and all matter included in the remarks or
speeches of Members of Congress, other than
their own words, and all reports, docum~nts,
and other matter authorized to be inserted
in the RECORD shall be printed in 6).2-point
type; and all rollcalls shall be printed in
6-point type. No italic or black type nor
words in capitals or small capitals shall be
used for emphasis or prominence; nor will
unusual indentions be permitted. These restrictions do not apply to the printing of or
quotations from historical, official, or legal
documents or papers of which a literal reproduction 1s necessary.
3. Return of manuscript.-Wben manuscript is submitted to Members for revision it
should be returned to the Government Printing Office not later than 9 o'clock p.m. in
order to insure publication in the RECORD issued on the following morning; and 1! all of
said manuscript is not furnished at the time
s:Pecified, the Public Printer is authorized tfl
withhold it from the RECORD for 1 day. In no
case will a speech be printed in the RECORD of
the day of its delivery if the manuscript is
furnished later than 12 o'clock midnight.
4. Tabular matter.-The manuscript of
speeches containing tabular statements to be
published in the REcoRD shall be in the
hands of the Public Printer not later than
7 o'clock p.m., to insure publication the following morning.
5. Proof furnished.-Proofs of "leave to
print" and advance speeches wlll not be furnished the day the manuscript is received but
will be submitted the following day, whenever
possible to do so without causing delay in the
publication of the regular proceedings of
Congress. Advance speeches shall be set in
the RECORD style of type, and not more than
six sets of proofs may be furnished to Members without charge.
6. Notation of withheld remarks.-If manuscript or proofs base not been returned in
time for publication in the proceedings, the
LAWS AND RULES FOR PUBLICATION OF Public Printer will insert the words "Mr.
THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
- - - addressed the Senate (House or Committee). His remarks will appear hereafter
CODE OF LAws OF THE UNITED STATES
in the Appendix," and proceed with the
TITLE 44, SECTION 181. CONGRESSIONAL
printing of the RECORD.
RECORD; ARRANGEMENT, STYLE, CONTENTS,
7. Thirty-day limit.-The Public Printer
AND INDEXEB.-The Joint Committee on
shall not publish in the CONGRESSIONAL
Printing shall have control of the arRECORD
any speech or extension of remarks
rangement and style of the CoNGRESwhich has been withheld for a period exSIONAL RECORD, and While providing that
ceeding 30 calendar days from the date when
it shall be substantially a verbatim reits printing was authorized: Provided, That
port of proceedings shall take all needed
at the expiration of each session of Congress
action for the reduction/ of unnecessary
the time limit herein fixed shall be 10 days,
bulk, and shall provide for the publicaunless otherwise ordered by the committee.
tion of an index of the CONGRESSIONAL
RI!:COP..D semimonthly during the sessions
8. Corrections.-The permanent RECORD Is
made up for printing and binding 30 days
o! Congress and at the close thereof.
after
each daily .publication is issued; there(Jan. 12, 1895, c. 23, § 13, 28 Stat. 603.)
fore all corrections must be sent to the PubTITLE 44, SECTION 182b. SAME; ILLUSTRATIONS, MAPS, DIAGRAMS.-NO maps, dialic Printer within that time: Provided, That
upon the final adjournment o! each session
grams, or 1llustrations may be inserted in
of Congress the time limit shall be 10 days,
the RECORD without the approval of the

For many years now, I have been talking
about a National Food Budget. This lmplles
a careful advance determination of what demand will be--how much must be provided
for commercial use at home and abroad, a.nd
how much must be produced for needy,
hungry people at home and overseas.
With the inducements of voluntary pro- grams, our farmers can then set the stage
to produce it. Thus they will produce for
use . . . real use . . . and not for storage.
Farmers will be able to move acreage in
and out of production as it is needed . . .
and the market wlll return fair parity Income
to the family farm of adequate size.
Admittedly, we can't be precise about thiS.
Weather variations, for example, can make
an enormous difference in production. With
70 mllllon acres growing feed grains, a 10bushel-per-acre variation means 700,000,000
bushels difference in available feed grains.
Nevertheless, we can make allowance for such
variations, and the free market and the
farmers' holding power can carry most of
our reserve.
The next few years are both crucial . . .
and promising. I say crucial because it is so
important that the farmer and his government use the new !arm programs wisely and
efficiently. If they do-and get good results-then Congress undoubtedly will improve and extend these programs in 1969.
I say promising, because the population and
income explosions taking place around the
world almost certainly will continue to
stimulate a strong demand for food.
Prices, then, should be good . . . and in. come should grow for both the farmer and
for the agribusiness which serves hiin and
the consumer.
\
In such fashion-and with the balance that
comes from mature judgment based on experience--we can look forward to a future of
abundance for America . . . and prosperity
fdr the farmer and for those who fashion and
move his produce to the tables of the world.
I conclude, then, on a note of positive
optimism.
I envision the income of farm operators as
commensurate with their contribution to
American society-income fully comparable
with that earned by other business owners,
executives, and managers.
I envision a vast fiow of the products of
American farms to Africa and La tin America,
as well as to Europe and Asia-sales for dollars through regular commercial channels.
I envision the continued contribution of
American food aid, technical and capital assistance to the developing nations of the
world until that time when they are able to
sustnin themselves.
I envision an American countryside rich
ln beauty-with the doors wide open to economic opportunity-a countryside which
once again will exemplify the good life.
Agriculture's journey to the Year 2000 can
be a useful
nnd a pleasRnt one. I think
lt v>tll.
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unless otherwise ordered by the committee:
Provided further, That no Member of Con-

gress shall be entitled to make more than
one revision. Any revJ.gion shall consist only
of corrections of the original copy and shall
not include deletions of correct material,
substitutions for correct material, or additions of new subject matter.
9. The Public Printer shall not publish in
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the full report or
print of any committee or subcommittee
when said report or print has been previously
printed. This rule shall not be construed to
apply to conference reports.
lO(a). Appendix to daily Record.-When
either House has granted leave to print (1)
a speech not delivered in either House, (2) a
newspaper or magazine article, or (3) any
other matter not germane to the proceedings, the same shall be published in the Appendix. This rule shall not apply to quotations which form part of a speec~ of a Member, or to an authorized extension of his own
remarks: Provided, That no address, speech,
or article delivered or released subsequently
to the sine die kadjournment of a session of
Congress may be printed in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD.
lO(b). Makeup of the Appendix.-Tbe Appendix to the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD shall be
made up by successively taking first an extension from the copy s~Om!tted by the
Official Reporters of one House and then an
extension from the copy of the other House,
so that Senate and House extensions appear
alternately as far as possible throughout
the Appendix. The sequence for each House
shall follow as closely as possible the order or
arrangement in which the copy comes froxn
the Official Reporters of the respective
Houses.
The Official Reporters of each House shall
designate and distinctly mark the lead itexn
among their extensions. When both Houses
are in session and submit extensions, the
lead item shall be changed from one House
to the other in alternate issues, with the indicated lead item of the other House appearing in second place. When only one House
is in session, the lead item shall be an extension submitted by a Member of the House
in session.
This rule shall not apply to extenslon.B
withheld because of volume or equipment
limitations, which shall be printed immediately following the lead items as indicated
by the Official Reporters in the next Issue of
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, nor to RECOR.:J5
printed after the sine die adjournment of the
Congress.
11. Estimate of cost.--=.No extraneous matter
in excess o:f two pages in any one instance
may be printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
by a Member under leave to print or to extend his remarks unless the manuscript 1S
accompanied by an estimate in writing frotll
the Public Printer of the probable cost of
publishing the same, which estimate of cost
must be announced by the Member whell
such leave is requested; but this rule shall
not apply to excerpts from letters, telegrnms, or articles presented in connection
with a speech delivered in the course of debate or to communications from State legis#
latures, addresses or articles by the President
and the members of his Cabinet, the Vice
President, or a Member of Congress. For t.he
purposes of this regulation, any one article
printed in two or more parts, with or with#
out individual headings, shall be considered
as a single extension and the two~page rule
shall apply. The Public Printer or the omcta.l
Reporters of theHouse or Senate shall returll
to the Member of the respective House anY
matter submitted for the CoNcusstoN~L
RF.CORD which is in contro"\'entlon of thiS
paragraph.
12. Official Rcportcrs.-The Official Report#
ers of each House shall indicate on the manuscript and prepare headings for all matter to
be printed in. the Appendix, and shall rnaite
suitable reference thereto at the proper plnce
in the proceedings.
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The Kee Report-Federal Funds for
Scientific Research
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAI'f1ES KEE
OF WEST VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

. Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. KEE. Mr. Speaker, under leave to
extend my remarks in the RECORD, I inc~ude this week's public service televiSlon and radio newscast, "The Kee RePort." The subject discussed is "Federal
l"uncts for Scientific Research."
The report follows:
THE KEE REPORT-FEDERAL FUNDS FOR

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
This is Jim Kee bringing you the Kee RePort. The role played by Federal funds in
Promoting the advancement of science is
:rhaps the least understood function of the
w tiona! Government. Many people wonder
athy the government is engaged in this work
w an. The answer is that failure to do so
c. 0 Uld imperil the security of the United
"'tates.
,,, In this brief talk. I would like to review
1 ith You the highlights of one of the most
ull'l:Portant programs our government has ever
b lldertaken. The space exploration program
e rought the scientific activities of the Govrnrnent to the attention of the American
~Ublic in dramatic fashion. But actually the
\\'~rk has been going on !or 25 years--during
to lich time Federal funds have contributed
important scientific discoveries.
" .At the end of World War II, there were
r~tuauy no Federal Government funds for
lll~~arch and development apart from the
r htary. In the brief time since then, Con~1 ess has pioneered by creating 5 major agen1:nes Whose purpose it is to keep this country
e the \·an of scient,ific knowledge. The Govb~rnent is currently spending more than 15
p/Uon dollars a year on these actitvies. The
08
Pects are tba t this sum will increase.
11 .A large portion of this research money is
crent by the mllitary and the Atomic Energy
11°::unisston in keeping our military estab1& rnent up-to-date. But the Government
tn also devoting large sums to the improveP:Ont of health and education and other
ce-time activities.
Sf> I believe most American are proud of our
in &ce progrnm which may succeed in landhag•n man on the moon before too many years
se,~e Pnsesd. Howe\·er, the space program is
1z.e erely criticized by many well meaning cltSJ:>lla Who believe the money might better be
lll~nt elsewhere. They believe it would be
ca re appropriate to employ these sums in
Po1leer research or in widening the war on
\'erty.
1
g ~he unswer is that the United States is enit oed in the space race up to the hilt because
tl:lecannot afford to do otherwise. M111tary
1
hu e warned that whoever controls
otl er fiPace will control the earth. The only
tbiler nation engaged in space activities at
ttme ls Soviet Russia. If our nation
the 11 clunt'd the space race, we would abandon
~ 0 caUse o! libe-rty for ourselves and we
l;·e~d abandon the rest of the free world as

8

out
&b:

~~~O\\·ever,

the \'lew that nothing practical
result from the space race is entirely

wrong . On the contrary, the knowledge
gained by this effort will make substantial
contributions to everyday living. Already
scientists engaged on the program have come
up with the strongest plastic ever developed
for resisting extremes of heat and cold. In
future years , this new substance will have
wide-spread domestic uses. The space race
will also increase our knowledge of what
causes weather disturbances, something
which will be of great value to the nation's
farmers.
The National Institutes of Health are supervising a vast inquiry into the cause and
cure of disease. When the final results are
in, I believe this program will prove as important as the space race.
In promoting scientific research, our Government is cooperating with pri\·ate enterprise and private educational institutions.
This partnership \Vill accomplish great things
for the future of t11e American People.
Thank you for listening.

Cleanest Town Achievement Award
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JENNINGS RANDOLPH
OF WEST VIRGINIA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, my
home city of Elkins, W. Va., bas won a
national award for its cleanup campaign in the 1966 National Cleanest
Town Achievement Award contest.
This honor was won in competition
with cities and towns throughout the
United States and we are grateful. But,
of cow·s~. we are proud of the achievement because we feel we earned it.
The citizens of the community are to
be commended for their civic pride and
for taking part in this worthwhile project. This award, which is to be presented during the National Cleanest
Town Conference in Washington, D.C.,
on February 21, is the result of real
cooperative effort.
Mr. President, I ask unaminous consent to have the Elkins Inter-Mountain
article on the subject in its January 28,
1967, issue printed in the Appendix of
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the story
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
!From the Elkins Inter-Mountain, Jan. 28,
1967]
ELKINS WINS TOP NATIONAL CLEANUP CONTEST
IN DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON, D.C.-Elkins. West Virginia.
bas won a top national a ward for its unique
and ambitious Clean-Up Campaign.
The nn.tlonal "Distinguished Achievement
Award .. was won in competition with hundreds o! ~ities and towns--regardless of
size-in the 1966 N<ltional Cleanest Town
Achievement Award Contest.
A member of the clty·s delegation will receive the award in person at an elaborate

Awards Ceremony which is the highlight of
the National Cleanest Town Conference in
Washington, D.C., on Feb. 21. The presentation of this award which recognizes the city's
achievement will be witnessed by beautification leaders from all over the country.
In addition to this high honor, the contest
judges have chosen the city·s scrapbook entry
to be placed on display during the entire
length of the Feb. 20- 21 Conference at the
Statler Hilton Hotel. This will enable delegates from other communities to see first
hand the public record of what the city has
accomplished.
The award was earned because of the community·s enthusiastic response to the monthlong clean up campaign which began with a
parade led by the "2-B Clean·• astronauts.
Among the many beautification projects,
there was an essay contest in the schools,
property complaints were investigated and
rectified, and college boys cleaned up the
river banks.
"The citizens of this community should
be commended for their voluntary accomplishments in the field of civic improvement
and beautification," said R . H. Hackendahl,
director of the National Clean Up-Paint UpFix Up Bureau.
Director Hackcndahl has invited the mayor
and other civic leaders to attend the National
Cleanest Town Conference and to witness the
national honor presented to their community
and its residents as a result of their 1966
clean up and beautification efforts.
Awards in this. the oldest and largest competition of its kind in the country, are based
on the degree of achievement in relationship
to the five objectives of. the National Clean
Up Bureau and on the concept of voluntary
self-help. The objectives are: ( 1) Home and
Community Beautification, (2) Prevention of
Slums and Rehabllitation of Blighted Areas,
(3) Improving Health and Safety Standards,
(4) Teaching Juvenile Decency. and (5)
Supporting Fire Prevention Programs.
A panel of six judges was responsible for
naming the winning cities in two classifications-communities conducting clean up
campaigns of short duration and communities conducting continuous programs of clean
up and civic improvement.
The judges for this year·s contest are: Mrs.
Henry H. Fowler, wife of the Secretary of the
Treasury and chairman of the White House
Speakers Bureau for Beautification; Mrs. E.
D. Pearce. president of the General Federation of Women·s Clubs; John Garvey, deputy
director of the National League of Cities;
Ha.rold E. Horn. associate director of the International City Managers• Assn.; Alastair
McArthur, deputy executive director of the
National Association of Counties: and John
J. Meehan. manager of Community, Regional
and Natural Resources Development. U.S.
Chamber of Commerce.
The two-day National Cleanest Town Conference. also sponsored by the National
Clean-Up Bureau, each year brings together
citizens and civic leaders who are interested
in turning their ideas for beauti.t}cation into
practical results.
This year's ·conference opens at 9 a.m. on
Monqay, Feb. 20, with the trophy v.1.nners
forum. After a special luncheon at which
programs of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development will be presented. the
three afternoon seminars begin. These are
the working part of the conference. at which
the roles of government. business and industry, and citizen action wm be explored and
recommendations made to the President's
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Council and his Citizens Advisory Committee on Recreation and Natural Beauty. In
the evening is a reception for delegates to
meet the Contest judges.
The awards ceremony starts at 9 a.m. on
Tuesday, Feb. 21, in the Presidential Ballroom of the Statler Hilton, and is followed by
a special luncheon. The conference ends
that afternoon with a general business session which gives defegates the opportunity
to discuss their civic problems with Bureau
Director Hackendahl and members of the
National Advisory Council to the Clean Up
Bureau.

The Jaycees 10 Outstanding Young ~1en
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAI\1 GIBBONS
OF FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker, the U.S.
Junior Chamber of Commerce recently
paid great tribute to 10 fine Americans
by naming them the 10 outstanding
young men in the Nation. I am proud
that one of them-Dr. Walter Lane-is
a resident of my congressional district.
Dr. Lane was cited for his research in
translating complex laboratory procedures into practical, daily office techniques, but his contributions to his community and Nation go far beyond his
research.
Under unanimous consent I include
two articles from the Tampa Times honoring Dr. Lane and his wife:
HIGH

HONOR FOR

DR. LANE

Temple Terrace and Tampa have bit the
national news map because of the selection
of Dr. Walter Lane by the U.S. Junior Chamber of Commerce as one of the Ten Outstanding Young Men of 1966. The Times joins in
extending congratulations.
Dr. Lane, a graduate of Hillsborough 1llgb
and University of Florida's Medical School,
first won national recognition while still a
medical student. He developed a new and
better method in the college laboratory of
detecting bacterial infections.
The Jaycees also praise his professional attitude as a general practitioner. He has persistently urged more medical students to
become GPs rather than specialists; be insists that the general practitioner, once
known as the "family doctor" or the "country doctor," works "where the people are."
There certainly is a widespread impression
that this country has too many specialists
and not enough "country doctors." The specialist, of course, is important, in research
and in treatment of rare or unusual cases of
illness. But his fees are usually higher than
the GP's, and the latter often effects a cure
as promptly as a specialist.
Dr. Lane, now only 32 years old, is in distinguished company with the other nine on
the Jaycees' list; they include onetime Army
football star and now Vietnam War hero
Capt. William Carpenter, and Ralph Nader,
author of the bestseller "Unsafe at Any
Speed," which bas led to the building of safer
automobiles.
May Dr. Lane go on to even higher honors.
Is HIS-AND HERS
(By Diane Vallee)

THE AWARD

Success is swee~nd--sweeter when
shared.
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Lane are shariug an
honor that comes to few.
The United States Jaycees have named Dr.
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Lane, a Tampa doctor dedicated to the family editorial published in the Philadelphia
physician's community role, as one of the Inquirer of January 31. It explains sue-,
nation's Ten Outstanding Young Men.
cinctly why the American shipbuilding l
He has been cited for his research in translating complex laboratory procedures into industry has been falling behind its for- ·.
eign competitors. I ask unanimous con- ~
practical, daily omce techniques.
Dr. Lane was presented the American sent that the editorial, entitled "Danger- .
Academy of General Practice Gold Medal ously Neglected Merchant Marine," be'
Award during the 1966 American Medical As- printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
·
sociation convention.
There being no objection, the editorial
He also received the Aesculapius Award for was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
the outstanding scientific exhibit. at the 1966
convention of the Alabama Medical Associa- as follows:
DANGEROUSLY NEGLECTED MERCHANT MARINE
tion.
While friends and strangers from coast to
Defense Secretary McNamara, in testi- ,
coast applaud Dr. Lane and his contem- mony before the Senate Armed Services •
poraries, the doctor is applauding his wife, Committee, bas made some broad state- .
Nancle.
ments about inadequacies of America's pri- !
"Without her help and complete support, vately owned merchant fleets and shipyards. ·
the honor would never have been possible,
There is no question that serious inade- ·
he explained.
quacies exist-a fact which this Nation's
"She assisted me in many ways and there hard-pressed shipowners and shipbuilders
was never the problem of fighting a war at have been emphasizing for some time--but
home," be said.
Mr. McNamara need look no further than the .
In turn, Nancie, is "tbrtlled and delighted" Federal Government's own misdirected for- ·
over her husband's bonor-"He worked so eign aid policies to find the main sources of
the trouble.
·
bard and I really feel he deserves it.
"I think be's pretty wonderful ," she said.
"The American shipbuilding industry is
1
'And be's an outstanding husband and fath- generally technically obsolescent compared
to those of Western Europe and Japan," the
er as well as a dedicated doctor."
The Lanes have shared hopes for the future Defense Secretary testified. "This is a starsince they met in Hillsborough High School.
tling development, in view of the fact tbnt
Even when Dr. Lane continued his educa- the United States is the most highly industion at The Citadel and Nancie attended trialized Nation in the world."
Flortda State University and the University of
We see nothing at all startling about this
Tampa, they maintained strong ties through development. It is deplorable and inexcuRable, but not startling. It is a development
letters and visits home.
The couple was married in Tampa at that American shipbuilders have been warnSeminole Heights Methodist Church when ing Washington about for many years.
Nancie was a senior at the University of Washington's response invariably has been
Tampa and Walt was attending Naval flight to go on pouring huge sums of foreign aid to
this country's shipbuilding competitors,
school in Pensacola.
After his stint with the Navy, be decided knowing full well that the funds were enaon a career in medicine, a field which bad bling beneficiary nations to replace war-ravfascinated him for many years.
aged shipbuilding facilities with completely
Following graduation from the University new and modern yards capable of operating
of Tampa and the University of Florida 1Iedi- more emciently and economically than aging
cal School, be interned and took his residen- U.S. shipyards.
cy at Lloyd Noland Hospital in Birmingham,
There are a number of shipbuilding exAla.
perts in the Delaware Valley, at once-prosDuring these years of training, be worked perous shipyards, who would be glad to propart-time in laboratories while his wife vide Secretary McNamara with the details if
taught school and helped biro with "small U.S. foreign aid om.cials in the Nation's
technicalities" whenever she could.
capital are reluctant to do so.
"It was diiD.cult sometimes," Nancie recalled, "but certainly worth every effort."
Las~ July, the couple returned to Tampa
and Dr. Lane went into practice here with
Zambia Growing Wary on Rhodesia
Dr. Wayne Lafferty.
They reside in Temple Terrace with three
Sanctions
daughters, Pamela, 4; Sharon, 2, and Melissa, three weeks.
When all the excitement of a new home,
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
a new baby and a new award simmers
OF
down, Nancie has some plans of her own:
To join a garden club group and help "my
black thumb," to become active with the
OF CALIFORNIA
local Zeta Tau Alpha Alumnae group, to play
IN THE HOUSE OF ·REPRESENTATIVES
golf with her husband and to sail with him
on their new boat.
Thursday, February 2, 1967
Sbe11 be with Dr. Lane this week in
Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, yesterJekyl Island, Ga., when be and the nation's
other nine outstanding Young Men accept day I took a special order of 1 hour on the
their awards at the National Convention of Rhodesian sanctions and was interested
the Jaycees.
that the Evening Star of February 1 ·
After all, according to her husband, she carried a story about Zambia growing
earned it, too.
wary of the Rhodesian sanctions. A lot

HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER

Dangerously NegleCted Merchant Marine
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH SCOTT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I invite
the attenti9n of Senators to an excellent

of hope has been place~ on Zambia, as
the next-door neighbor to Rhodesia,
carrying out the mandatory sanctions as
imposed by the United Nations.
Apparently they, as well as Switzerland, are beginning to renege on compulsory enforcement. A recent story
from Switzerland said that in view of the '
large amount of trade which Switzerland has with Rhodesia, there was going
to be great difficulty on the part of
Switzerland to stop that trade. This is
a good way to say that they are not going
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to stop it. They are not members of ,the
U.N. so are in no way obligated to carry
out the u .N.'s orders.
The story on Zambia follows:
ZAMBIA GROWING WARY ON RHODESIA
SANCTIONS
By Gordon Lindsay
JOHANNESBURG.-As Zambia's reappraisal of
its confrontation With Rhodesia drags on,
a clear reluctance is growing in the Zambian
cabinet to approve any hardening of the current limited sanctions.
Government economists estimate that it
cost Zambia $300 million to sustain its opPOSition to the white Rhodesian regime last
Year.
·Copper re~·enue would have been at least
•180 million higher had production not been
lost due to coal shortages, rail difficulties
and strlkEfs-in the mines.
More tlian $90 million was committed to
hasty improvements · of Zambia's northern
supply routes (the Great North Road from
Abercorn, south of Lake Tanganyika, to Dar
es Salaam) and a further $30 million can be
Written off for a variety of reasons including
higher prices for goods imported from sources
Other than Rhodesia and higher traffic rates
on routes other than Rhodesian railways.
Reorganlzation costs spread throughout
Private business probably would make a
lllockery of the last figure.
COPPER PRODUCES SURPLUS
But. with the luck of a reckless gambler
'Who throws away winning cards and still
finds an ace up his sleeve, Zambia ended
1966 With a $90 million improvement in its
balance of payments.
Government estimates are that Zambia will
have a favorable trade surplus of $360 million this year.
Exports in 1966 were worth $720 million
(compared to $570 million in 1965) and imPorts were valued at $360 mill1on ($315 mil.;.
lion in 1965) .
Poreign reserves are now well over $240
lnillion-by far the highest in black indePendent Africa.
Copper accounts for nearly all Zambian .
exports and the phenomenal price for copPer this year-once as high as $1,800 a ton
because of worldwide shortage--is the reason for the record surplus.
Doubles over Zambian supplies contribUted to the scarcity value of copper although
the Vietnamese war, Chilean strikes and the
Congo-Union Miniere wrangle, would still
have pushed prices higher than in 1965.
There is little jubilation over the trade
surplus among the more level-headed members of the Zambian cabinet, who point out
~hat if Zambia had ignored the Rhodesian
lssue and exported normally, the copper industry would have been worth at least $900
lnillion this year.
The loss of revenue is by no means their
only argument. Christmas goods were arriving in Lusaka shops last week-an odd
Proof that things are not going at all well
With the new supply routes.
In fact, Rhodesian railways still carry more
than 80 percent of Zambia's imports. The
rest is brought in by road from Dar es Salaam and Malawi and by rail through the
Congo to the copperbelt. All the routes are
affected by practical or political factors.
Export routes are slightly better with
lthooesian railways now carrying only about
half of Zambia's reduced copper output of
some 48,000 tons a month.
Against the monetary costs Zambia can
also blame its often hysterical stance over
Rhodesia for the steady exodus of whites
caused by worsening raee relations. An easing of tension would arrest any new trek
south.
ARGUMENTS LESS VALID
Meanwhile, the arguments for Zambia increasing the confrontation With Rhodesia
become less '\'alid.

Zambia has always recognized that if it
decides to go it alone against Rhodesia and
undertake a complete boycott, it risks economic suicide. While there is still strong
support for this sort of move in the cause
of pan-Africanism, those in favor of it can
do nothing to prove it will have any effect.
A $33 million cutback last year of imports
from Rhodesia does not appear to have unduly shakeu Ian Smith, the Rhodesian
premier.
And those in favor of weakening the confrontation with Rhodesia can show that
Zambia still needs at least $60 million worth
of Rhodesian goods a year.

Vietnam
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DON EDWARDS
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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the cynical brutality and the futility of
seeking to bomb North Vietnam into submission, but there is little eVidence that your
advice to halt this effort Will be heeded. In
a broader sense, there is little evidence that
our government has recognized the arrogance
and the folly of seeking to impose a Pax
Americana upon a world which does not want
and will not accept it.
In these circumstances, true patriotism
must demand Withdrawal from Vietnam,
whatever the consequences. Nor Will these
consequences necessarily injure our national interest, if that interest is truly appraised. As for prestige, our withdrawal
will not be seen as a confession of defeat
but, rather, as the recognition of a serious
error in judgment-an error for which no
one leader and no one political party can
be held responsible.
It is admittedly not easy for a proud nation to admit a serious mistake in judgment; but, throughout history, great men
and great nations have admitted error and
become the greater for having done so. And,
throughout history, men and nations that
have ruthlessly sought total victory by force
of arms have ended by being themselves
destroyed.
JAMES P. WARBURG.
DEERFIELD BEACH, FLA., December 31, 1966.

Mr. EDWARDS of California. Mr.
Speaker, one of the foremost critics of
this Nation's policy in southeast Asia has
been Mr. James P. Warburg. Mr. Warburg's thinking on Vietnam has recently
More Support for Rules Changes
crystallized to where he sees only one
alternative to the ruthless pursuit of
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
total victory and this is withdrawal of
OF
our forces. We may not agree with Mr.
War burg that we do, · ip fact, face this
HON. FRED SCHWENGEL
choice. Nevertheless, I urge my colOF IOWA
leagues to carefully read this letter to the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
editor of the New York Times, which
Thursday, February 2, 1967
appeared in that distinguished newspaper on January 10, 1967, for this exMr. SCHWENGEL. Mr. Speaker, durposition is thoughtfully written by a man ing the past few weeks a number of
who has studied in depth the entire newspapers have endorsed my proposal
situation.
to change the method the House of
The letter follows-:
Representatives uses to select the chairEDITOR, THE NEW YORK TIMES: There is an men of its committees.
old Greek saying that "whom the gods would
On Thursday, January 26, 19()7, the
destroy they first render mad." And mad- Burlington Hawkeye, a First District
ness seems, indeed, increasingly to take pos- newspaper, editorialized in support of
session of those into whose hands the Ameri- my proposal.
can people have confided the destiny of their
It is another example of the growing
nation. It seems at this moment as if our
beloved country were bent upon suicide and sentiment across the Nation that Conupon tearing down in its self-destruction gress should seriously undertake to rethe whole fabric of that human civilization form its procedures.
to which it has contributed so much in the
The editorial follows:
past.
The essentially decent and sensible American people do not share this madness but
feel powerless to arrest it. They are forced
to stand by helplessly, watching their hopes
for -the meeting of long-neglected public
needs dissolve into unfulfilled promises, their
nation's substance being wasted, and their
sons and brothers being maimed or kllled in
a brutal war in the making of which they had
no part.
To be sure, voices are being raised to demand an end to this all-devouring conflict
but, increasingly, these are the voices of men
who know of no other way to end it than by
doubling and redoubling the stakes in a
gamble for total victory through total
annihilation.
Until now, this deeply concerned citizen
has not favored an outright withdrawal from
a commitment unwisely entered into and
stretched far beyond the intentions of those
who originally made it. But, if the choice
is between withdrawal and the ruthless pursuit of total victory, then the time has come
to face the issue; for, if that is indeed to be
our choice, it is a choice between sanity
and madness.
Your newspaper has rendered a great sevrice by exposing upon unimpeachable evidence

A SCORE FOR SCHWENGEL
Our First District congressman, Fred
Schwengel, was one of those who voted to
deny Adam Clayton Powell his seat in Congress, pending an investigation of misconduct charges.
Many congressmen may be hard pressed to
defend their votes against Powell in the face
of rising Negro protests. But Schwengel
should not be one of them, for he is being
consistent in his attack on congressional
abuses.
In defending the action against Powell
we said the other day that it can be justified
only if Congress goes ahead with other reforms for which the Powell case provides a
precedent. One of these would be abolition
of the seniority system by which members
become powerful committee ehairmen solely
by virtu-e of staying in Congress long enough.
The system has placed immense power in
the hands of men who are often senile and
incompetent and, on -rare occasions, obvious
<;:rooks. They do the country far more harm
than a playboy like Powell ever could.
Schwengel made a plea, when session rules
were being adopted, to change the system.
He would have members of each committee
elect their own chairmen, by secret ballot,
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from among the three senior members. This
approach is stlll conservative enough-limiting the chairmanship to senior membersthereby preventing an inexperienced newcomer from taking charge. But it would be
a vast improvement over the present system
where the senior man, regardless of qualifications, is automatically chairman.
Schwengel's initial effort was defeated,
but we hope he keeps trying and that others
will join him. Until Congress makes such
changes, it cannot expect the people to take
it too seriously.

The Emerging Relationships of
Business and Government
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOE L. EVINS
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday_, January 30, 1967
Mr. EVINS of Tennessee. Mr. Speak-

er, Mr. Henry Ford II, chairman of the
board of Ford Motor Co., recently delivered a challenging and creative address on the new relationships emerging
between business and Government.
He emphasized the importance of
greater mutual understanding between
these two great forces in our democratic
society and concluded that:
None of our major proble:r.J.s can be solved
and none of our major goals can be reached
unless business and Government learn to
pull together rather than at cross purposes.

There must be a new drawing of
boundaries between the roles of business
and Government, he said, and there must
be a clear understanding of the roles of
each.
Commenting on this address, the Shelbyville Times-Gazette, a leading newspaper of Shelbyville, Tenn., in the
Fourth Congressional District of Tennessee which I am honored to represent
in the Congress, suggests the need for
more bridges between Government and
business to lead to better understanding.
Under unanimous consent I ask that
this address and editorial be replinted
in the Appendix of the RECORD, because
of the interest of this most important
facet of our national life to my colleagues
and to the Nation generally.
The address and editolial follows:
[From the U.S. News & World Report]
GoVERNMENT AND BusiNESS

Full text of an address which Henry Ford
II, chairman of the board of Ford Motor
Company, gave in New York City, Jan. 12,
1967.)
If anyone where to keep track of the top

10 subjects for business banquet speeches,
Government and business would probably be
No. 1, year in and year out.
My interest in reviving this familiar topic
is prompted in part by the well-publicized
differences between Washington and Detroit
In recent months. But it is prompted also
by my conviction that the relations between
Government and business have been changing in basic ways and for basic reasons-ways and reasons that affect all business,
and should be considered carefully by all
businessmen.
The most obvious aspect of this change
1s the rapid penetration of Government into
all the activities of business. This, too, may

sound famlliar, but I think you would all
agree that Government involvement in business has been expanding more rapidly in
recent years than at any time since the
1930's.
It would be a mistake, however, to draw
further parallels between the 1960s and the
1930s. What is happening now is happening
in a different climate and largely for different reasons.
Before I get into reasons, however, let me
first sketch the extent of Government's recent penetration into business activities.
As the result of recent traffic-safety and
air-pollution legislation, the Federal Government will now be deeply involved in the design and construction of cars and trucks.
And there are strong signs that this may be
only the beginning. It has been suggested
by people in important Government positions
that the public interest may soon require
severe restrictions on the use of automobiles,
a total ban on the internal-combustion engine, the development under Government
auspices of alternative power sources, and
public policies to force people in metropolitan areas out of private cars and into
public transit facilities.
Putting aside the merits of these measures,
it is plain that they would have a profound
effect on a society that does 90 per cent of
its traveling in automobiles, and relies on
the automobile and related industries for at
least one job in every seven.
Such developments are by no means
unique to our business. Similar things are
happening in the food and drug industries,
in finance and insurance, in advertising and
retailing. In virtually every industry, Government looms increasingly large between
business and its customers, its employes, its
shareholders and the general public.
In the name at consumer protection, we
now have federal regulation of packaging,
and so-called truth-in-lending legislation is
sure to be introduced again. The Federal
Trade Commission and the Food and Drug
Administration are policing advertising with
rigor. The Federal Trade Commission is now
engaged in a massive investigation into the
heart of the automobile industry's relations
with its customers-our warranty and service policies and practices.
A high Government official has suggested
that the advertising budgets of big companies are a monopolistic force that should,
in some circumstances, be curtailed. Last
week, Senator Hart of my own State suggested that the Government should try to
reduce prices, curb the growth of big business, stinlulate competition and finance the
"Great Society" through a series of tax-law
changes, including a progressive tax ranging
up to 75 per cent of corporate profits. There
have also been proposals that the Federal
Government go into the business of testing,
evaluating, grading and recommending consumer products.
The governmental presence also looms bigger and bigger between business and its employes. Witness the recent extension of minimum-wage coverage and the raising of the
minimum-wage level, frequent intervention
in labor disputes, the enlargement of the
scope of bargainable issues by the National
Labor Relations Board and the courts, and
current proposals to extend the emergency
strike provisions -of the Taft-Hartley Act and
provide for closer Government regulation of
private pension plans.
Under the heading of business relations
with shareholders we have the recent Securities and Exchange Commission report on
mutual funds, and SEC studies of a possible
requirement that diversified companies publish financial results by product lines.
And, finally, under the heading of business and the public at large, we have growing governmental concern in such matters
as air and water pollution by industrial
plants, and regulation of roadside billboards.
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Under this same heading we have seen in recent years the burgeoning of governmental
guidelines for wages. prices, certain exports
and imports, foreign investments and international financial transactions.
Although I disagree with many of these
measures, my purpose in setting out this abbreviated catalogue of growing Government
.intervention is not to suggest that every step
taken or proposed by the Government is mistaken. Even less do I suggest that business
had better mount its white charger and do
battle with the forces of galloping socialism.
On the contrary, when a trend is this strong
and this pervasive, something fundamental
must lie behind it. No matter how misguided
some Government policies may be, in the
judgment of many of us in business, it would
be folly to charge blinqly into the fray.
What we had better do first is consider carefully what we are confronted by and what
lies behind it.
. What lies immediately behind every partiCular issue of this kind is a host of conflicting and confusing pressures, interests,
ambitions, irritation and philosophies. But
if we look at the forest rather than the trees,
it seems to me that what lies fundamentally
~ehind the explosive growth of Government
In our day are two other explosions-the
knowledge explosion and the population explosion.
The progress of science and technology has
given us the material resources to accomplish
unprecedented tasks--to reach the moon, to
fight a good-sized war and to raise our standard of living simultaneously. Moreover, our
capacity to solve the most difficult problems
has been vastly enlarged by advances in computer science, in new problem-solving methods and in our knowledge of man and society.
The inevitable result of our growing ability . to reach new goals has been the raising
of our national sights. If we can reach the
moon, then why can't we abolish poverty?
If we can have both guns a.nd butter then
why can't we also have safe highways,' clean
air, pure water, honest advertising, full employment, competent auto mechanics stable
prices, peaceful labor relations, good television programs and all the other things that
go to make a "Great Society"?
Of course, there are good reasons why we
can't solve all our problems all at once. One
of them is that the oombination of rising
affiuence and rising population multiplies
our pro?lems along with our problem-solving
capacities. More people driving more cars
more miles means more traffic congestion,
more parking problems, more highway accidents. More people consuming more goods
of all kinds means more waste products to be
disposed of in the only three available reP?Sitorie~the air, the water or the ground.
Like LeWis Carroll's Alice, we must run faster
and faster merely to stand still.
It seems clear, however, that the American
people have no more patience with these new
problems than they have with the older ones.
The more progress our country makes the
more progress it demands. To paraphr~se a
well-known advertising slogan we expect
more from life, and we are deter~ined to get
it. Barring some drastic setback that saps
our ~ational confidence, I would expect
Americans to go right on demanding more
from lif~and I, for one, would have it no
other way.
To say that people expect more from life
really implies that they expect more from
~ll the major institutions of society, includmg especially business and Government.
Business firms, Government agencies and
legislatures are all operating today under
stricter and more-demanding public standards than ever before.
By and large, I think both business and
Government have made a strong effort 'to
respond to the national demand for progress
. on an fronts. As it happens, however, there
are few major problems that can be solved
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by Government alone, without business, or do. If businessmen sometimes place shortby business alone, without Government.
run profit ahead of higher considerations,
Take your pick of the problems I listed a I suspect that once in a while politicians give
moment ago--from poverty to traffic acci- greater weight to their own immediate
dents, from water pollution to labor strife-- political advantage than to the public
not one of them 1s exclusively a govern- interest
mental problem, nor exclusively a busines&
PRETTY GIRLS AND POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
Problem. Each of them overlaps both areas
Advertising has been under especially
by a very considerable margin.
Here, I think. is where we finally locate the heavy attack lately. The recently published
basic source of the growth of Government report of the President's Consumer Advisory
involvement in business affairs. As Govern- Council was strongly critical of automobile
ment and business both respond to the advertising because it is emotional and perlnajor problems of our day, as each of them suasive rather than coldly factual and inenlarges the scope of its responsibilities to formative. The use of pretty girls in car ads
the public, they inevitably move into the no was especially deplored.
lnan's land where functions overlap and - It seems to me there is a fair comparison
boundaries are illdefined. And therefore to be made between business advertising and
they are bound to bump into each other political campaigning. I don't recall that I
tnore and more frequently, and more or less heard a single campaign speech last fall that
consisted strictly of the facts, all the facts
Violently.
From all of this I draw two conclusions: and nothing but the facts. It seems to me
First, the quality of business-Government there were even a few pretty girls in some
relations is crucial to the future progress of of the campaign parties. And I wonder when
our nation. None of our major problems was the last time a political party made good
can be solved, and none of our major goals on all the promises in its platform.
Just before Christmas, the four federal
can be reached unless business and Government learn to pull together rather than at agencies that regulate banks sent a letter to
all
banks whose deposits are insured by the
cross purposes.
Government. The letter banned misleading
BUSTh"LSS-GOVERNMENT COLLISIONS
claims about inte:t:est rates paid on deposits.
My second conclusion is that there is really Among other things, the Government inOnly one way to get business and Govern- structed the banks to state the fact if an adment to pull together. To keep them from vertised rate of interest is payable only on
constantly colliding with each other as they accounts held for a specified length of time.
\';ark on common problems, we have to draw
WHAT ABOUT SAVINGS BONDS?
boundaries between them. We have to deThen somebody asked an embarrassing
Cide more rationally, more consistently and question. What about Government advermore clearly than we are now doing what tising of Government savings bonds?
functions and responsibilities belong to Shouldn't the Treasury Department point
Government, and what can better be left to out that bonds must be held for seven years
Private initiative.
to earn the advertised rate of 4.15 per cent?
It seems to me that there are two ways to Shouldn't it state that after one year the ingo about making these distinctions:
terest is only 2.24 per cent?
The wrong way is what might be called
The Treasury doesn't think so. In fact,
the good guys vs. the bad guys approach. an unnamed spokesman was rather indigThere are still a lot of businessmen-though, nant at the suggestion, according to the press
fortunately, fewer than there used to be-- reports. He was quoted as saying that he saw
V.ho think that the main ditierence between nothing wrong with the Treasury ads, and
business and Government is one of virtue he _d oubted that there was any major amount
and wisdom. From this point of view, the of public misunderstanding.
average Government official is a bumbler, a
Defenders of consumer interests are very
bureaucrat, an opportunist or worse. Gov- much concerned over tlre bewildering variety
ernment, in short, is the enemy.
of items on the retailer's shelves these days.
On the other hand, there are still a lot of How, they ask, can the customer possibly
Government people--though again fewer choose wisely among so many similar prodthan there used to be-who simply turn this ucts?
assumption around. From their point of
To get back to the last election, I was
'tiew, the average businessman is a selfish, somewhat bewildered myself 'when I faced
shortsighted. ruthless profiteer. Business the voting machine, and I doubt that I really
aern•s only private aggrandizement, while made all the wisest choices among all the
Government serves· only the public interest. similar candidates. It may be that someBusiness, in short, is the enemy.
thing could be done to simplify both sets of
This may seem like a caricature, but it choices, but it may also be that the difficulty
seems to me that most people in business is at le-ast in part the price we pay for the
and in Government su!fer at least a little right to choose.
bit--some of us a great deal-from the tenGOVERNMENT ROLE IN HIGHWAY SAFETY
dency to overlook our own failings and exagThe automobile manufacturers have taken
gerate those on the other side. We could
au do with a bit more humility and a their lumps for being slow to require all their
stronger etrort to ..see ourselves as others see customers to pay for safety features that the
customers were not exactly eager to have. On
us.
When you come right do"\\"D to cases, there the other hand, we in the industry think that
is probably ery little to choose between governments have been slow to enforce the
business and Government on the· score of laws against drunken driving and to impose
Virtue and wisdom. Let's take a few other unpopular traffic-safety measures such
as tighter licensing standarc' .and compulsory
examples,
vehicle inspection. Perhaps both sides have
Although the Federal Trade Commission been guilty of expecting the other to take
may have some doubts, you and I know that steps that are necessary, but risky.
the business world is intensely competitive.
While the Government is pressing us, in
We must also admit that in the heat of the name of safety, to make some changes in
competition, businessmen sometimes do- our products that cannot possibly be made by
things they shouldn't do, and leave undone the t~e we begin producing 1968 models,
£orne things they ought to do. That, after the Government is also cutting back on highau, is why we need commercial law and regu- way construction-although new and imlatory agencies.
proved highways are one of the surest ways to
On the other hand, it's difficult to think of reduce accidents and injuries. The recently
any business that is more competitive than announced 1.1-billion-dollar cut in federal
Politics. Like businessmen, legislators and highway funds hns ~ready crippled road
Government officials sometimes do things in building in many parts of the country. It
the heat of competition that they should not will certainly otrset some of the life-saving
do, .and lear-e undone things they ought to potential of the federal vehicle-safety stand-
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ards that will go into effect With our 1968
models. The car manufacturers have been
accused of putting dollars before lives, but
the Go:vernment seems to feel that sometimes it is necessary to count dollars, even
when lives are at stake.
"NO

MONOPOLY

ON

VIRTUE"

I think the point is evident. Neither business nor Government has a monopoly -on virtue and wisdom. Both are made up of fallible people who generally do their best in a
mixed-up world. Sometimes they do well,
sometimes not. But, by and large, American
Government and American business work
reasonably well-better than in most other
places, and better than they used to.
There are also se,•eral other points t-o be
made. The good guys vs. bad guys approach
to business-Government relations is as fruitless as it is harmful. It is harmful because
it poisons the atmosphere and leads both
sides to take hard-and-fast positions. It is
harmful because each side is likely to lose
sight of the public interest in its anxiety to
gain the advantage over the other.
It is fruitless because it provides no real
boundaries that can keep business and Government from colliding with each other. If
people in Government regard business as the
enemy, then their only logical conclusion is
that the responsibilities of Government are
without limit.
If businessmen regard Government as the
enemy, then their only possible conclusion is
that Go\ernment should be kept to the barest minimum, and everything else should be
left to private initiative.
Neither conclusion is consistent with the
interests of a progressi\'e democracy. We
cannot expect Government or business to
provide all the answers to all the problems
our nation faces.
In the face of new problems and new goals,
the traditional division of responsibilities between Government and business is no longer
adequate. The most urgent need in business-Government relations right now is the
development of a new division of responsibilities between them. The more care and
the more wisdom we put into this task, the
better those relations will be, and the more
etrectively business and Government will
work together in the common interest.
Businessmen sometimes think that the
way to stem the growth of Government is to
have business take on the responsibil.ity for
meeting all the nation·s problems and all
the nation's needs before Goverment starts
to worry about them. I would agree that
business must enlarge its responsibilities for
solving some problems and meeting some
needs. But if we place no limit on our
responsibilities, we only invite censure for
falling to do what we cannot do and should
not really be expected to do.
If there is little to choose between business
and Government on the score of virtue and
wisdom, there is much to choose between
them on the score of special abilities. There
are many tasks that business cannot do well,
because it has neither the resources, the
abilities, nor the incentives. And, likewise,
there are some things Government does well,
othei things it does less well.
I have neither the competence nor the
time to spell out these distinctions, but I
would like to make a few closing observations about bow they should be made.
By and large, Go\·ernment does well when
it works in harmony rather than at cross
purposes with the dynamic forces of free
enterprise.
By and large, it does well when it sets the
broad rules of the game, and it does poorly
when it seeks to control business activities
in detail.
By and large, business does well when it
sticks to what it knows best and has the
strongest incentives for accomplishing.
Business cannot solve the race problem, but
each business can make sure that it does
not discriminate.
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Business cannot eliminate unemployment,
but each business can do its competitive best
to expand its own sales and employment.
Business cannot stop inflation, but every
business can strive for greater efficiency and
lower costs.
one more of the many things that businesses can do is support rather than oppose
well-considered Government programs to
accomplish what Government can do and
business cannot do.
The real question for businessmen is not
how to stop the growth of Government. To
meet our nation's growing problems and
aspirations, both Government and business
must expand their responsibilities and activities. The only real question is which of
them should do what?
NEEDED: "BETI'ER ANSWERS"

It is imperative that we find better answerE to this question, and that we find them
soon. We should not delude ourselves, however. By the nature of the question, the
answers ca.n never be final or definitive.
With the progress of our country comes a
steady flow of new challenges to business and
Government, and new questions about which
of them should do what.
Even more important, therefore, than the
answers of the moment is the attitude we
bring to the search for new answers. With
a bit of humillty and a great deal of common
sense, better answers should not be too hard
to find. And when we have them, business
a.nd Government can get on with the job of
working together toward the better life that
all Americans expect.

[From the Shelbyville (Tenn.) TimesGazette, Jan. 27, 1967]
ANOTHER GAP To BE BRIDGED
(By Don Oakley)
The real question for businessmen is not
how to stop the growth of gc.vernment, said
Henry Ford n the other day. To meet the
nation's growing problems and aspirations,
both government a.nd business must of
necessity expand their responsibilities and
activities.
"The only real question is which of them
should do what."
Business and government must pull together for the common interest, said this
spokesman for an industry which is currently
sweating out the need to accommodate itself
to new government-directed safety requirements. And the only way to get them to do
that, to keep them from constantly colliding
with each other as they work on common
problems, is "to draw boundaries between
them."
"By and large," said Ford, "government
does well when it works in harmony rather
than at cross-purposes with the dynamic
forces of free enterprise ... It does well when
it sets the broad rules of the game, and it
does poorly when it seeks to control business
actlvi ties in detail.
"By and large, business does well when it
sticks to what it knows best and has the
strongest incentives for accomplishing.
Business cannot eliminate unemployment,
but each business can do its competitive best
to expand its own sales and employment.
Business cannot stop inflation, but every
business can strive for greater efficiency and
lower costs."
There is no argument here. We should
not, however, let the word "boundaries" deceive us into thinking there can be any hard
and fast delineation between the responsibilities and activities of government and
business. Boundaries drawn against the
geography of human affairs are by nature
ambiguous, fluid and temporary.
There was a time when there seemed to be
definite boundaries, when Calvin Coolidge
could say that the business of government
~as business-that is, to keep its hands off
the dynamic forces of free enterprise."

Depression, war, the emergence of a host
of national problems like racial justice,
urban blight, pollution a.nd zooming population have swept away all kinds of old boundaries.
What we need today is perhaps not so
much boundaries, with business on one side
and government on the other, as bridges between the two.
Actually, Ford's speech, especially in its
rejection of the "good-guys-versus-the-badguys" approach to business-government relations, laid a good foundation for such a
bridge. The foundation should begin to be
built upon.

Patent Infringement in Government
Procurement
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS G. MORRIS
OF NEW MEXICO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. MORRIS of New Mexico. Mr.
Speaker, in conjunction with my bill on
patent infringement in Government
procurement, H.R. 2898, I am submitting
a review of proposed reform from an
article which appeared in the October
1966 issue of the Notre Dame Lawyer.
The article follows:
PROPOSED REFORMS

THE WLLIAMS BILL, S. 1047

Senate Bill S. 1047, introduced by Senator
Williams of New Jersey in 1965, would reverse the Herbert Cooper ruling by limiting
the scope and application of 28 U.S.C. § 1498.
This bill, which adopts the approach of
similar bills pending in the House,M would
add a new paragraph to section 1498, providing:
"Nothing in this section shall be construed to authorize the use or manufacture
by or for the United States of a.ny invention
described in and covered by a patent of the
United States, which has not previously been
held invalid by a.n unappealed or unappealable judgment or decree of a court of competent jurisdiction, without license of the
owner thereof, unless the Secretary of Defense or his delegate, shall determine in the
case of each such invention that the national security of the United States requires
such use or manufacture." 5G
S. 1047 was among the bills considered at
hearings held last year by the Subcommittee
on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights of
the Senate Judiciary Committee.oo Comments on the Williams Bill were received
from the federal departments and agencies
most concerned with the procurement of
patented items,G7 from industry and bar
associations, from the International Chemical Workers Union and from the State of
Alabama.
Although there was virtually unanimous
SUJ?port for Senator Williams' objective,
senous concern was expressed that the bill
might not attain this result. NASA, for example, questioned the nature of the cause of
action that a patent owner would have if an
agency were to purchase products the patent
owner felt infringed his patent. Under the
bill it is not clear whether a suit in the
nature of a mandamus action would lie
against officials of the procuring agency or
whether the patent owner could enjoin the
infringing supplier under the provisions of
35 U.S.C. § 283.58 The General Counsel of
the Department of Commerce concluded:
Footnotes at end of speech.
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"By removing authorization for use of
patented inventions without license, s. 1047,
under the rationale of Crozier v. Krupp,
would also remove U.S. liability for Federal
acts of infringement. , .• Thus, as before
1910, only Federal employees would be liable
for acts of infringement by the Federal Government in the absence of a determination
by the Secretary of Defense, or his delegate,
that the national security requires such infringing acts." Gv
A similar view was expressed by the State
Bar of Texas, which opposed S. 1047 on the
ground, inter alia, that "the longstanding
right of owners of U.S. patents to recover
compensation for the unlicensed manufacture or use by or for the Government in the
Court of Claims would be clouded by the
amendment." eo
The Department of Justice did not comment on the legal implications of the bill
def~rring instead to the views of the pro~
cunng agencies, which would be most affected by its enactment.fn All of the other
agencies that commented, including NASA
and the Department of Defense, strongly
opposed enactment on the ground that
essential government programs-inc! uding
those not directly related to national security--could be delayed and presumably enjoined by a patent owner alleging that his
patent had been infringed. Mr. John M.
Malloy, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, summarized Defense Department opposition to S. 1047 while offering possible
alternative solutions:
"Although S. 1047 would authorize the Secretary of Defense to determine that unlicensed utilization was necessary in the interest of the national security, such a procedure would introduce serious delay a.nd uncertainty into the procurement process.
Moreover, there are agencies other than the
Department of Defense which engage in procurement having national security implications, such as the Atomic Energy Commission and the National Aeronautics a.nd Space
Administration, but the proposed bill makes
no provision for their relief, unless it is intended that the Secretary of Defense shall
also act on their behalf.
"Moreover, S. 1047 would forgo one of the
valuable powers which the Government has
to assure fair prices to Government, and
would free the price of patented articles required by the Government from the force of
competition. While instances of deliberate
infringement because of exorbitant pricing
are rare, the Government should keep in
our opinion, the authority to obtain competitive prices in those circumstances where it is
necessary, regardless of the possible involvement of patented items.
"Accordingly, the Department of Defense
strongly opposes S. 1047. The only amendment to 28 U.S.C. 1498 we would recommend
is to permit a suit by a patent owner directly
against an infringing contractor in a. case in
w~ch the Government is satisfied that infrmgement has taken place, and the contractor has indemnified the Government
against patent infringement but refuses to
settle. Other than this type of amendment,
a practicable way.to accord greater recognition to patent owners is to restore discretion
to contracting officials to deal solely with
patent owners and their licensees in appropriate circumstances. This would require
amendments to the procurement statutes." a2
The drug industry, supported by the
United Chemical Workers Union, gave its unqualified support to S. 1047. Its remarks
were not directed to the legal effect of the
bill; .rather, its position was based upon a
conviCtion that in the area of drug procurement American industry and labor were
being treated unfairly by the Government
and that some change was necessary.
'
As expected, the Comptroller General opposed S. 1047. After reviewing the Herbert
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Cooper ruling and its extension in later de- require that this procedure be conducted in prevent the violation of any right secured
accordance with the formalities of the Ad- by a patent, on such terms as the court
cisions. the Comptroller General stated:
"We adhere to the views expressed in these ministrative Procedure Act and provide for deems reasonabje."
· Hearings on S. 1047, at 3.
decisions which we believe are consistent appellate re'\iew of agency determinations.
118 Id. at 95.
"-ith the congressional purpose and intent of To the extent that it would provide a gov"" Id. at 12.
28 U.S.C. 1498, relating to the use or manu- ernment-wide administrative claims proce2
' ld. at 70--71.
This latter suggestion is
facture of patented inventions by or for the dure, it would serve desirably to strengthen
United States, and the cardinal principle that the position of a patent owner whose patent embodied in a bill, H .R. 10022, 8gth Cong., 1st
75
On Sess. ( 1965), introduced by Representati•e
contracts f or Government requirements based had been infringed by the Government.
on formal advertising must be awarded to the the other hand, many of the advantages of Morris of New Mexico. This bill is discussed
lowest responsible bidder." ea (Emphasis the present administrative claims procedure, in detail infra .
~~., Hearings on S. 1047, at 6.
See also
both to the claimant and to the Government,
added.)
After the conclusion of the Hearings on S. follow from its informality, and it is at least Statement o! J . Edward Welch, Deputy Gen1047, Senator \Villiams 64 analyzed and re- questionable whether a procedure conducted eral Counsel of the General Accounting Office.
butted the criticisms in a letter to the Sub- under the Administrative Procedure Act with Id . at 64-68.
... Id. at 96.
t he possibility of appellate review would recommittee. He stated:
•· Id. at 97. But see a statement earlier in
"If my bill 1s enacted, a patentholder, tain these advantages.711 Moreover, even if
'Whose patent is thereafter infringed by the section 9 of S. 789 were enacted, a patent the same letter: "once you get outside the
lJ.S. Gm·ernment, will still be ablt! to sue the owner more interested in sales to the Gov- area of the national security, I can perceive
Government for damages in the Court of ernment than in claims against the Govern- of no good reason why the Federal GovernClaims and he won't be able to enjoin the ment would still find his patent irrelevant in ment should not be in the same situation
Federal Government. If there is the slight- respect, then, section 9 of the Saltonstall Bill with respect to the procurement of patented
est doubt about the validity of either of would fail to provide a full solution to the items as anyone else." Jd. at 96.
In its annual report dated June 30, 1966,
these points . . . such doubt could be elim- patent owner's dilemma.
the Senate Subcominitee on Patents, TradeInated in the report of the committee covmarks and Copyrights merely noted thA.t S.
ertng my bill." m
:.~ See Martin Co. v. United States, 163 F.
1047 had been considered by the SubcomPresumably because reaction to S. 1047
Supp. 376 ( Ct. Cl. 1958).
mittee at the Hearings. No action on the
~a.s mixed even among strong supporters of
:.:; In Glassman, supra note 51 , at 280, the bill was predicted. S. REP. No. 1350, 89th
its underlying objectives, no action on this
Con g., 2d Sess. 10 ( 1966).
hill by the Senate Subcommittee 1s pre- author noted:
7
"At least eight contractors, including sev" 89th Con g. , 1st Sess. ( 1965) .
dicted.'• The hearings , however, have served
'" S. 789, 89th Con g., 1st SE'ss. § 9 (a) ( 1965).
to focus attention on the problem and, to eral of the largest in the electronic field,
"~ 60 Stat. 237 ( 1946) . 5 U .S.C. ~ 1001 ( 1964).
lnany observers, to demonstrate the need for have indicated that at least on occasion they
7
include such contingency reserves in the con' ' S. 789, 89th Con g., 1st Sess. § 9 (b) ( 1965) .
some remedial action.
~I Jd. § 8.
tract price and that there reserves vary from
SECTION 9 OF THE SALTONSTALL BILL, S. 789
1 percent to 5 percent of the price. During
;: Express authority had been granted to
· An alternative approach is contained in World War II, one company refunded approx- agency heads under § 3 of the Royalty AdS. 789 ,~r. introduced by Senator Saltonstall imately $410.000 representing a contingency justment Act , ch. 634, 56 Stat. 1013 (1942),
O! Massachusetts. Although this bill pri- reserYe accumulated under a number of con- to settle claims against the United States for
lllarily concerns the allocation of rights in tracts in return for the Government's agree- the unauthorized manufacture or use of
inventions made under government sponsor- ment to cancel the indemnity provisions of patented in"Ventions. However, the Royalty
ship, section 9 provides in part:
the contracts. The [Report on the Under
Act. having been extended by
··rn addition to the rights and remedies Secretary of War Patent Conference held at Adjustment
the Act of July 5, 1952, 66 Stat. 330, finally
conferred by section 1498 of title 28, United Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, Decem- expired on April 1, 1953, and the settlement
State code, the owner of any patent which . ber 15 and 16, 1944] describes on pages 87 authority presumably was not effective after
has been infringed pursuant to a Govern- and 88, a similar ~ituation involving $8,100,- this date. See 37 DECS. COMP. GEN. 199
ment contract, or Government manufacture 000, although at the time the discussion
(1957).
or use, may have his claim for infringement reported on took place, the matter had not
It had been suggested that the General
determined by the head of the appropriate yet been finally concluded."
Accounting Ot!lce, under the plenary auexecutive department or agency pursuant to
In view of this he concluded:
thority of the Budget and Accounting Act,
section 7, subsection (c) hereof." 11s
''According to the best available evidence, 42 Stat. 24 (1921) , 31 U.S.C. §71 (1964), to
Section 7(c) of S. 789, provides for formal
fuse of patent indemnity clauses] substan- settle •·an claims and demands" against the
nottce and the opportunity !or a hearing tially increases the cost of government pro"Under the Administrative Procedure Act."" curement, yet produces only a very minor Government, is authorized to settle claims
for patent infringement, Saragovitz, AdSection 9 of S. 789 further specifies:
benefit in indemnification with respect to
"Upon determination of the claim of the administrative infringement claims and suits ministratiu Claims for Patent Infringement
Patent holder by the head of the appropriate in the Court of Claims. It complicates the Against Agencies of the U.S. Government, 42
executive department or agency, the finding Government's placing of contracts, settle- .J. PAT. OFF. Soc' y 111, 112 (1960); however.
tnay be appealed by any party to the original ment of infringement claims and purchase of the Comptroller General subsequently held
that in view of "the exclusive nature of the
claim under section 8 hereof." ' 0
licenses. Id. at 287."
remedy afforded under 28 U.S.C. 1498 ... the
Section 8,71 in turn, permits appeal of an
w Representative Roudebush of Indiana inagency's determination either to the Court troduced bills identical to the Williams pro- asserted claims f !or patent infringement 1
Of Appeals for the District of Columbia or posal in the 87th, 88th and 89th Congresses. properly may not be considered or settled by
to the court of appeals for the circuit in See, e.g ., H.R. 150, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. ( 1965). our office." Duo-:r.Iat1c, Inc., B-149392 (Aug.
">hlch the claimant resides; and thereafter, Sixteen bills similar to the Williams Bill were 1, 1962)
Under 35 U.S.C. § 183 ( 1964) agency heads
for renew by the Supreme Court by writ of introduced in the House of Representatives
certiorari.
during the 89th Congress. Hearings on S. are authorized to enter into an administrative settlement with any person who sus- •
Although there is presently no govern- 1047, at 28.
tained damages as a result of his patent
tnent-w1de authority under which agencies
:.~~ s . 1047, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. (1965).
application being withheld from issuing as
Inay settle administrative claims for patent
r..~ The principal purpose of the hearings
a patent for security reasons under 35 U.S.C.
infringement.~ the three major procuring was to consider bills designed to establlsh a
agencies, the Department of Defense, NASA government-wide policy on the allocation of § 181 (1964). Although these damages may
have
been caused by the Government's use
and the Atoinic Energy Commission, are au- rights to inventions made under government
thor!zed under their respective statutes to sponsorship. These includeS. 789 by Senator of the invention during the period that the
settle such claims.-;a The procedures imple- Saltonstall, S. 1809 by Senator McClellan, S. application was withheld, the provisions of
Inenting this authorization are quite infor- 1899 by Senator Long of Louisiana and S. 35 U.S.C. § 183 (1964) do not confer any genmal,~' usually consisting of an investigation
2326 by Senator Dirksen. Comments and eral authority to compensate a patentee for
by an agency patent counsel of questions of testimony on these bill appear in Hearings the use of his invention by the Government.
73
The authority to settle administrative
validity and infringement and, if a determi- on S. 789, S. 1809, S. 1899 and S. 2326 Before
nation to settle 1s made, the negotiation of a the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, claims 1s conferred upon th.e Defense Department
by 10 U.S.C. § 2386 ( 1964). applipatent license agreement.
Further, the and Copyrights of the Senate Judiciary Comclaimant is not entitled under existing prac- mittee, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 1 pts. 1 and 2 cable to all military departments, and by 10
tice to a hearing as such; the rules of the ( 1965). Comments and testimony on the U.S.C.§§ 5151, 7210(a) (1964), which apply
Administrative Procedure Act are not fol- Williams Bill appear in Hearings on S. 1047. only to the Navy, upon ~ASA under 72 Stat.
57 Agencies commenting included the De429 (1958), as amended by 73 Stat. 21 (1959),
lowed, nor 1s there any requirement that the
Claimant exhaust h1s administrative remedy. partment of Commerce, the Department of 42 U.S.C. § 2473tb) (3) (1964); upon the
At any time he may .file suit in the Court Defense, General Services Administration, the Atomic Energy Cmnmission by 70 Stat. 553
( 1946), 42 U.S.C. § 2201 (g) ( 1964). See also
of Claims under section 1498.
Department of .Justice, and NASA. Hearings
§ 606 (b) of the Foreign Assistance Act, 75
Accordingly, enactment of section 9 of the on. S. 1047, at 2-14.
"' I d . at 13. 35 U.S. C. § 283 provides: "The Stat. 441 (1961) , 22 U .S .C. § 2356tb) (1964),
Saltonstall Bill would establish a governInent-wide administrative claims procedure, several courts having jurisdiction of cases providing !or administrative settlements in
under this Title may grant inJunctions in connection with the foreign assistance proaccordance with the principles of equity to gram.
_Footnote at end of speech.
0
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Under 35 U.S.C. § 286 (1964), the fillng
of an administrative claim for compensation
with a "department or agency of the Government having authority to settle such claim"
tolls the six-year statute of limitations set
forth in 35 U.S.C. § 286 (1964) and in 28
u.s.c. § 2501 ( 1964).
7 " Typical requirements for an administrative claim are set forth in § 9-105.52 of the
Army Procurement Procedures, 32 C.F.R. §
599-105.52 (1966).
The following minimum requirements
should be met to constitute a claim for
patent infringement:
(a) There must be a communication in
writing to either the Department of Defense,
the Department of the Army, or any organization, office, or field establishment of the
Department of the Army;
(b) The communication must allege infringement;
(c) The communication must include a
request for compensation, either expressed
or implied:
(d) There must be a citation of the patent
or patents alleged to be infringed;
(e) The communication must designate
the alleged infringing item or process sufficiently to permit identification with certainty, giving the military or commercial
designation if known to claimant;
(f) Claimant must designate at least one
claim of each patent alleged to be infringed;
or
(g) In exceptional cases, as an alternative
to paragraph (e) and (f) or this section,
claimant must certify that he has made a
bona fide attempt to determine the item or
process which is infringing, but was unable
to do so, giving reasons, and also a reasonable
basis for his belief that the Department is
infringing his patent or patents.
For a discussion of these requirements and
of the administrative claim procedure generally, see Helvestine, Processing Administrative Claims, APLA BULL. 490 (October,
1960); Herbert, Negotiation of a Settlement,
APLA BULL 494 (October, 1960); Hill, Basis
for Services Authority to Settle Administrative Claims, APLA BULL. 480 (October 1960);
Saragovitz, Administrative Claims for Patent
Infringement, 25 FED. B.J. 113 (1965);
Yeaton, The Administrative Claim Procedure, 25 FED. B.J. 106 (1965).
7
• Because
of its informality, filing and
maintaining an administrative claim is considerably less expensive than a suit. Moreover, the patent upon which a claim is based
is not placed in jeopardy of being judicially
declared invalid. Finally, and perhaps most
significantly, many companies feel that it is
better public relations for a government contractor not to sue its customer, the Government, but Instead to attempt to settle a claim
amicably within the infringing agency. Yeaton, The Administrative Claim Procedure, 25
FED. B.J. 106 ( 1965) .
'OdIn commenting on § 9 of S. 789, NASA
questioned the advisability of using the
rather elaborate administrative procedures of
§ 7 of S. 789 as a mechanism to determine
the merits of a claim, and the advisability of
judicial review by the various courts of appeal rather than by Court of Claims infringement actions. As an alternative, NASA suggested:
"To implement the rationale behind section 9 of the Saltonstall bill, and to carry
out to some extent the objective of the W~
Hams bill, NASA would favor amendment of
28 U.S.C. 1948. In 1960, section 1498 was
amended by Public Law 86-726 to add a new
section (b) directed to copyright infringement by the Government. This new section
(b) was patterned generally after the thenexisting section on patent infringement, with
one important chage. It was provided"That before such action against the
United States has been instituted the appropriate corporation owned or controlled by
the United States or the head of the appropriate department or agency of the Govern-

ment, as the case may be, is authorized to
enter into an agreement with the copyright
owner in full settlement and compromise for
damages accruing to him by reason of such
infringement and to settle the claim administratively out of available appropriations."
NASA strongly urges that a similar provision be included in section 1498(a). giving
simlar authority to all agency heads to settle
meritorious claims for patent infringement.
Such authority, coupled with a policy of honoring well-founded claims, would go a long
way toward achieving the objectives of the
Williams bill and section 9 of the Saltonstall
bill.
Hearings on S. 1047, at 14.

Kansas Celebrates Another Birthday
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHESTER L. MIZE
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ThuTsday, February 2, 1967

Mr. MIZE. Mr. Speaker. the great
State of Kansas achieved statehood on
January 29, 1861. Since 1892, the State's
birthday has been observed as Kansas
Day, especially by the Republicans of the
State since it was a group of young Republicans who thought up the idea for
the first Kansas Day celebration.
Last weekend, other members of the
Kansas delegation and I had the privilege of participating in the 1967 Kansas
Day activities which were held in Topeka, Friday and Saturday, January 27
and 28.
During this 2-day celebration, Republicans from all over the State gathered
to honor Senator FRANK CARLSON, the
senior Senator from Kansas, for his long
years of public service as Governor of
the State, as a Member of the House of
Representatives, and as one of the leading statesmen of the U.S. Senate. We
heard former Supreme Court Associate
Justice Charles Whittaker address the
annual meeting of Native Sons and
Daughters. where Kansas miler Jim Ryun
was honored as "Kansan of the Year."
We heard Senator JoHN WILLIAMS, of
Delaware, as Kansas Day speaker, deliver a timely address on the coverup in
Washington.
In addition to the special luncheons
and dinners, constituents from the various congressional districts met with their
own Congressmen and their Senators at
breakfasts, receptions, and other meetings throughout the day and night. A
special reception and dance was held
for Senator JAMEs PEARSON and new Congressman LARRY WINN.
It was a time for renewed faith and
pride in the progress of our State and
especially the Republican leadership
which is evident in all sections of the
State. I was honored to take part in
another Kansas Day celebration, and I
particularly want to express my appreciation to all of those who made the
plans and carried out the hundreds of
details in making the 1967 Kansas Day
program one of the best.
Those groups which should be cited are
the Kansas Day Club, the Kansas Council of Women, the Kansas Republican
State Committee, the Kansas Federation
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of Republican Women, the Native Sons
and Daughters, the Kansas Republican
Veterans Club, the Woman's Kansas Day
Club, the Kansas Young Republican
Federation, the Johnson County Republican Central Committee, the Second District Republican Committee, the Sedgwick County Republican Committee, and
the Shawnee County Republican Central
Committee.
In conjunction with my remarks, I
want to include three editorials, one of
which points out why statehood meant
so much to the people in the Kansas
Territory in 1861; another explains why
the first Kansas Day celebration was a
quirk of fate and the third one tells why
the annual Kansas Day celebration is
developing an interest in Kansas history
and promoting a greater appreciation for
all the good things Kansas offers.
The editorials-"It Was a Joyful Day
for Kansas," from the Topeka Sunday
Capital Journal; "Fate Set Celebration,"
from the Topeka Daily Capital, and "Developing Appreciation for Kansas," from
the Topeka State Journal-follow:
[From the Topeka (Kans.) Sunday CapitalJournal, Jan. 29, 1967]
IT WAS JOYFUL DAY FOR KANSAS

Only students of history can realize the
elation which enveloped the comparatively
few thousand settlers 106 years ago this
morning as news spread that Kansas had
finally been admitted as the 34th state.
It was against a backdrop of cold, drought.
poverty, hunger and years of civil war in
miniature that Kansans hailed the news that
at long last their efforts had been rewarded.
The celebrations were joyful despite the
news not being unexpected. For four years
Kansans had been attempting to write a
constitution under which the territory might
be admitted as a state. Instruments drawn
at Topeka, Lecompton and Leavenworth had
failed for various reasons, the basic one being slavery versus freedom. A fourth constitution had been written at Wyandotte in
1859 and an admission bill introduced in
Congress the following year.
Though the blll had passed the House of
Representatives, the Senate's Southern bloc
was able to keep it buried. In December,
1860, the Kansas bill was brought up in the
second session and in January, 1861, after
the senators of seceding states had begun
to withdra~. it finally was passed by both
houses. President James Buchanan signed
the blll into law on Jan. 29-exactly 106
years ago today.
Premature celebrations started on Jan. 21,
when the bill passed the Senate. A second
and more general round of rejoicing was held
within the territory after the Kansas bill
passed the House on Jan. 28. But celebrating did not become general until the following day when news spread that Buchanan
had affixed his signature to the bill.
A Leavenworth newspaper, The Conservative, which broke the news first, reported
that "men seemed to forget all other considerations, and to unite heart and hand in
giving expression to the universal joy. At
every c~rner might be seen throngs of enthusiastic people giving vent in cheers to
the general gladness."
Another Leavenworth newspaper, in the
journalistic style of the day, printed this
account:
"The long agony is over. The dream of
years is realized. Justice, tardy but evercertain, has been meted out to this people,
and this soil which they have chosen as their
heritage is embraced within the charmed circle of a State Sovereignty, distinct and yet
reciprocal. The field of blue upon our national flag is to be embelllshed with another
star, the luster of whose orb, we predict, will
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But the Republicans were licked badly in
the 1890 election. And Senator Plumb died
on Dec. 20, 1891.
As the late Charles F. Scott, lola newspaper publisher and congressman, later recalled it, "the fused Populists and Democrats" whipped the GOP at the polls in 1890.
"John J. Ingalls ha.d been displaced from the
Senate and his requiem was being sung by
the breezes that swept through the flowing
whiskers of W1111am A. Peffer, Republican
congressmen had gone down with Ingalls,
county commissioners had gone with the
congressmen, and the party leaders who had
been marching proudly at the head of the
procession from the days of the Civil War
were stunned, discredited and silent. The
Republican head may not have been bowed,
but it certainly was bloody."
Several young Republicans, mostly newspapermen, decided in the early winter of
1891 something should be done to revive the
GOP. Among them were Harry Frost of
Topeka, C. M. Harger of Abilene, Ewing Herbert of Hiawatha., William Allen White of
Emporia, and Scott. They set a meeting to
talk things over during the holidays.
Then Senator Plumb died on Dec. 20 and
it was announced his funeral would be held
at the statehouse on Christmas Day. The
young Republicans postponed their meeting.
Scanning the calendar they decided Jan. 29,
Kansas Day, would be an appropriate time.
The first dinner was served in the- Old
Throop hotel at 4th and Kansas. Ninetynine diners were present. There were 12
speakers.
"Each man was supposed to speak for five
minutes, but the average was 20 minutes,"
Scott recalled in 1936. "Twelve times 20;
figure for yourself. But it was not held
against them. Anyway, four of those 12
afterwards went to Congress and one to the
Senate, besides, several of them having been
elected to lesser office."
At the first meeting it was decided another
should be held a year later, on Kansas Day.
The idea continued and as Harger wrote
later: "No single event in Kansas history has
aroused so much permanent interest as Kansas Day. Other states have no such celebration of their birthday. Perhaps it is because
other commonwealths have not the colorful
background on which to build, perhaps because Kansans are more loyal and take more
pride in their commonwealth than they.
Had the first dinner been held as pla.nned
during the holidays in 1891, Kap.sas Day
might have been altogether different or little
observed."
With other statewide organizations, most
of them Republican, joining the celebration,
Kansas Day has become one of the most
widely attended events in Kansas.
"Kansas Day," wrote Harger, ''is a state
institution, serving not only Republicanism,
but the spirit of pride and loyalty in the
commonwealth. It brings together as does
no other occasion the leaders in every community and imbues them with new admiration for their state . . . Out of the day comes
a finer appreciation of the greatness of Kansas and of the splendid character of the
people."
And but for a quirk of fate . - .

Kansas Day, observed each year on the
anniversary of the states birth, provides citizens the opportunity not only of reviewing
their great past but in dedicating themselves
to the future greatness of the state.
In the past, Kansans sometimes have been
the greatest critics of their state with the
result that Kansas has been the innocent
victim of bad publicity. Fortunately, this
peculiar! ty on the part of some of the citizens
to detract their own state is on the wane.
The day when it will completely disappear
cannot come too soon.
There is no longer any excuse for not
knowing Kansas history. While more literature on the State is always desirable, the
needs are now being met adequately.
Every library contains much Kansas material.
History-conscious communities are either
creating new museums or expanding the
services of those in existence.
School children are being exposed to the
history and traditions of their state in some
manner all the way from kindergarten to
the 12th grade. In the Topeka schools pupils in the fourth and seventh grades get
Kansas history in generous doses.'
They study Kansas' importance as a state.
They learn of its changing economy and its
influence on their lives. The relationship of
Topeka and Shawnee County to the state is
studied. They learn to appreciate the rich
heritage of the state. They study about its
industry and its agriculture and learn the
chief products of Kansas. And they are
taught their responsibility as its citizens.
Maps and encyclopedias are used in supplanting histories in the teaching of school
children. In some classes the labels of
Kansas-made products are collected and
posted on bulletin boards. Some visit the
cap! tol or the Historical Society. Some
classes even write and present plays of earlyday Kansas life. Others keep abreast of
progress "by the use of material obtained from
the
Kansas
Economic
Development
Commission.
Nyle H. Miller, secretary of the Kansas
State Historical Society, recently authored
"A Student's Guide to Localized History"
designed to stimulate the continuing and
deeper study of history not only of the state
but of its various communities as well. It
directs the student in learning more about
his own community-its history and its
traditions.
Thus from many angles, young Kansans
are learning the truly great heritage which is
theirs. They are developing a pride in their
state that cannot help but lead it on to e>en
greater honors than it has achieved in the
past.

FATE SET CELEBRATION

[From the Kansas State Journal, Jan. 28,
1967]

A good many people have gathered in Topeka today to observe Kansas Day because
of a quirk of fate which took place more
than three-quarters of a century ago.
Had the Republicans won the election of
1890 and had Sen. Preston B. Plumb either
lived longer or died sooner, Kansas Republicans probably would not be holding their
75th Kansas Day activities. Kansas Daythe anniversary of the date when this state
was taken into the union-might not even
be observed except possibly for school programs.

Kansas, on the 107th anniversary of its
birth, is a state of more than two and quarter
million people. It has grown in wealth and
prestige as well as population from that
January 29th in 1861 when it was admitted
to the Union.
The Kansas heritage is one that should be
viewed with pride by every citizen of the
state. At the same time he should .-lew with
the same pride the progress the state is
making as it proceeds well on its way into
the second century of its statehood.

Mr. CABELL. Mr. ·Speaker, I join
with. my colleagues in the House, and
with all my fellow Americans, in lamenting the tragic deaths of our three
astronauts.
These outstanding young men, as
pioneers in space, exemplified the
pioneers in other fields who made such
great contributions to the development
of our Nation and to the knowledge of
our world.
Nothing that mortal man may say or
do can compensate for the loss of human
life.

vie with the fairest of the constellation. The
last act of the drama which opened in blood
and was continued in violence, has been enacted, -and the curtain has fallen upon a
happy consummation, long desired and long
postponed.
"We trust that our history as a state may
be as brlll1ant as the struggles and trials of
our territorial condition have been severe
and aggravated . . . . "
Those •·struggles and trials" began for
Kansas with passage of the Kansas-Nebraska
Act in 1854, providing that the people of the
territory sbould decide whether it should be
free or slave. News o! creation of the territory was a signal for Southern proslavery
forces to make a bold bid for establishment
of a new slave state and opened a six-year era
often referred to as "bleeding Kansas."
Soon there was intense activity in the
Northern states to create a free-soil state.
Years of bloody strife followed, with both
sides sending in settlers and forming militia.
Antisla>ery guerrilla bands known as Jayhawkers were organized. Men formed proslavery bands. There were frequent clashes.
Ri1les, ammunition and cannon were imported; cities were fortified, men were murdered, armed bands raided other armed
bands, livestock was stolen, farm houses
burned and the city of Lawrence was sacked.
Abolitionist John Brown committed the socalled Potawatomi massacre and Charles
Hamelton shot 11 free-state men in a ravine
near the Marais des Cygnes.
Finally, federal troops were called in and
ended Southern domination of the territorial
legislature. Proslavery forces by their excess
had defeated themselves. But the free state
Legislature could not defeat the Lecompton
constitution which would have made Kansas
a. slave state. Then, gradually, the leaders of
the prosla>ery faction drifted away from
Kansas territory and more moderate forces
from Iowa, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky
and Virginia took over. The slave question
shifted to other areas of the United States
and became the leading political issue of the
nation.
Kansas, with the Wyandotte constitution,
was granted statehood, as a free state, on
Jan. 29, 1861.
In 1860, Kansans faced severe drought and
famine and, shortly after admission to statehOOd, Kansans had to !ace the strain of the
Civil War. The state, with fewer than 30.000 men between the ages of 18 and 45, furnished more than 20,000 men !or the Union
Army.
It was this hardy type of men who greeted
admission of Kansas to statehood.
The Lawrence Republican reported that
"men ran from place to place proclaiming
the glad tidings. Cheering and music and
all manner of exultation was heard everywhere through our streets . . . The long
hoped-for event, the final triumph of freedom, was achie>ed, and never in the history
of Kansas was such exultation known among
our people."
The Elwood Free Press reported the news
by saying, "We have mo>ed to America."
So it was 106 years ago today.
[From the Topeka (Kans.) Daily Capital,
Jan. 28, 1967 J

DEVELOPING APPRECIATION OF KANSAS

Deaths Were Not in Vain
SPEECH
OF

HON. EARLE CABELL
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, January 30, 1967
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But the families of these men, and the
Nation as a whole, may take solace in the
fact that their deaths were not in vain.
Ours will be a better world for having
had such men of courage and character
in the forefront of our space effort.

Miss Lynda Bird Spoils the Game
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER
OJ' CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, our
satirist, Arthur Hoppe, has once again
entertained his readers by placing h1s
column in the San Francisco Chronicle
under date of January 23.
His column follows:
:M:rss LYNDA Bmn SPon.s THE GAME
(By Arthur Hoppe)
That ace cub reporter, Miss Lynda Bird
Johnson, has been ~ San Francisco, ferreting out news in the finest traditions of the
hard-driving old newspaper game.
The spot Miss Lynda Bird chose to ferret
1t out was the Presidential Suite of the Fairmont Hotel atop Nob Hill. There, in the
company of several Secret Service agents and
a private secretary, she called in subjects
and asked them what I am sure were hardhitting, tough-boiled questions. And then
she went out each night while her secretary
typed up her notes.
While you can't help admiring Miss Lynda
Bird's style as an ace cub reporter, I'm afraid
she's giving a distinctly false impression of
the career opportunities available in the
business. Indeed, the phone's hardly stopped
ringing, what with young ladies wanting to
know, "How do I get to be a cub reporter,
honey?"
Frankly,it's not that way at all. To set the
record straight, I've asked Miss Flossie Upheaval, a seasoned cub reporter, to put down
the way it really is.
"Frankly, it's not that way at all," writes
Miss Flossie. "Golly, I remember my very
first assignment. The nice City Editor came
up to me and said, 'Gee, Miss Flossie, would
you mind awfully going out and solving
the Pratt-Whitney Triple Love Nest Slaying?"
"Well, I wouldn't have dreamed for a
moment of renting the Presidential Suite,
me only a cub reporter and all. So I took
the one right below it. I told James to keep
driving around the block and went up all
alone--except, of course, for Miss Preen,
my part-time secretary, and Joe, my single
bodyguard.
"After a scrumptious crab bisque luncheon, I called the mayor, the pollee ' chief
and the Board of Aldermen nnd told them I
was ready to receive them now.
"When they finally got there four minutes
later-really, the public servant problem is so
frustrating-! put it to them point blank:
'Which one of you did it?' I saicr.
"They all denied it. Wouldn't you know?
Being a cub reporter is such a grind sometimes. But the nice police chief slipped me
a piece of paper with the names of the killers
on it.
"My City Editor was awfully elated.
'Bang out a story for the first edition I' he
cried. 'Please?'
"But I couldn't, of course, because I didn't
want to just ruin my fingernails. And besides, I'd lost that sllly slip of paper. Anyway, the publisher was terribly pleased I

hadn't rented the Presidential Suite but
just a plain old ordinary one instead.
"'Young lady,• he said, 'I can tell you
have the best interests of our paper at heart.
You're going right to the top in this game
some day!
"Well, I was so all choked up I couldn't
think of a single thing to say. So I just
looked him squarely in the eye and said
simply, 'Gee, daddy, thanks.' "
So you can see the false impression Miss
Lynda. Bird's been creating. The reason
she could rent the Presidential Suite for
her interviews is that she works for a magazine, not a newspaper. And magazines have
more liberal expense accounts.
Thus I've been advising every young lady
who calls up wanting to be an ace cub
reporter to study hard, learn the craft from
the ground up, practice, practice, practice,
and pick a good daddy.

Milpitas Cinderella Becomes a Queen
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DON EDWARDS
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. EDWARDS of California. Mr.
Speaker, I was very proud to learn that
last year a Milpitas, Calif., girl was
named to be Miss Teenage America.
Sandy Roberts, the 17-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Norman Roberts
of Park Hill Drive, Milpitas, is an honor
student at Samuel Ayer High School and
plans to use her scholarship award to attend Stanford University. I am delighted that Sandy, a lov~ly young girl
whose abilities and achievements are
many, has been chosen to exemplify the
best of youth today and I am sure that
all Milpitas residents are as proud of
Sandy as I. Under unanimous consent,
I insert in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD an
article from the Milpitas Post telling of
Sandy's crowning and the many activities she will take on as Miss Teenage
America of 1967:
MILPITAS CINDERELLA BECOMES A QUEEN

Sandy Roberts, a Milpitas girl, was named
Miss Teenage America of 1967 last Saturday
night in Dallas, Texas, before a television
audience of millions.
The- beautiful 17 year old senior at Samuel
Ayer High School, an honor student who
wants to be an electrical engineer, entered
the contest as a candidate-at-large.
She performed a hula dance during the
ceremonies as a part of the talent requirements to be chosen. Her new title is worth
about $23,000, including a $10,000 scholarship
and $5,000 for personal appearances. During
her reign she is expected to travel over 300,000 miles on behalf of tramc safety programs
and Easter Seals sales. Her expenses will be
borne by American Airlines and the Pepsi
Cola Company.
Sandy plans to use the scholarship studying mathematics and science at Stanford
University.
"I'm so happy for Milpitas," she said.
"They say nothing ever happened like this
before to Milpitas."
Sandy is the only child of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Norman Roberta of 221 Park HUl Drive
in Milpitas.
.
Ayer principal Leo Murphy, who was flown
to Dallas to be present at Sandy's crowning
said Sandy will make most of her appearances on weekends.
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Jewish Population in Hawaii Shows Substantial Gains
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
OF HAWAII

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. :MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, a
prominent Honolulu businessman and
national leader in the Reform Jewish
movement, Mr. James Zukerkorn, in a
recent interview with the Honolulu StarBulletin, presented some very interesting
information regarding the Jewish population in our 50th State which I would
like to call to the attention of my
colleagues.
Mr. Zukerkorn, a longtime island resident, estimates that there are some 4,000
Jews living in Hawaii today, whereas
there were only 50 to 60 Jewish families
in Hawaii prior to the late 1930's.
As always, I feel a great admiration
for the progressive spirit, courage and
perserverance of the Jewish people, and
Hawaii is fortunate in having an increasing number of Jewish families as
citizens of our State.
I am pleased to submit for the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD the news article with
Mr. Zukerkorn's comments, which appeared in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin on
Wednesday, January 25, 1967:
[From the Honolulu Star-Bulletin, Jan. 25,
1967]
ISLAND JEWISH POPULATION AT

4,000

James Zukerkorn, Honolulu businessman
and a national leader in the Reform Jewish
movement, estimates that there are 4,000
Jews ll>ing in HaW1ill today, although only
175 fam1Ues belong to the single Jewish
temple here.
Zukerkorn, an Island resident for the last
47 years, said there were no more than 50 to
60 Jewish families in Hawaii up until the late ·
1930s.
"But numbers are often misleading,"
Zuckerkorn said.
"I am concerned with those who are interested in Judaism as a religious force, with
those who would like to give their children a
religious education."
Zukerkorn, besides being a leader of
Honolulu's Temple Emanu-El, is a vicechairman of the national board of trustees
of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations.
This is the Reform or liberal branch of
Judaism. The other branches are Orthodox,
which sets a strict interpretation on the
Bible and tradition, and the Conservatives, a
middle-of-the-road branch.
Zukerkorn is convention chairman of the
regional biennial convention of the Reform
congregations in Sacramento this week-end.
He will leave for the West Coast today.
The theme of the convention is "The
Spectrum of Reform Judaism-its Weaknesses, its Strengths, its Future."
He declined to discuss the weaknesses ;f
Judaism in Hawaii, but said Reform Judaism
had a great future here.
Reform Judaism, he said, allows modern
man to be modern and to be Jews. Jewish
liberalism, as practiced here, emphasizes
prophetic Judaism and an advocacy of social
action, social justice and civil rights.
"From almost nothing, we have a growing
and flourishing congregation in HawaU,"
Zukerkorn said. ". . . There are more than
150 children 1n our religious school. We are
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in the process of building four more class- upon 1967 costs of living. R-ecipients now
rooms, additions to the seven we built in . get 70% of the _amount considered necessary
1960."
to live, based upon 1965 costs.
Gov. · James A. Rhodes, currently being
pressed for more money from a variety of
I Used To Cry
sources, blames much of the trouble in Ohio
upon the Federal government itself. Federal
subsidies
in assistance grants to the aged , the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
blind and the disabled are much higher than
OF
t hose to dependent children.
A full-scale debate over the nation's wei·
f are program is shaping up for the 90th ConOF omo
gress. Last year, the congressionally-created
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Advisory Council on Public Welfare issued a
Thursday. February 2• 1967
sharply critical report stating that America's
present welfare programs have failed to elim.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. Speaker, the Cincin- inate poverty.
nati Enquirer 1s 1n the process of pubThe advisory body said: "Public assistance
lishing a series of articles by its distin- payments are so low and so uneven that
guished writer, Margaret Josten. These the government is, by its own standards and
definitions, a major source of the poverty
articles deal with the practical applica- on which it has declared unconditional war."
tion of our welfare system to people.
Mrs. Doe, who gets mad every time she
She is attacking, 1n a most understand- hears an allusion to the "illiteracy'' of welfare
able way, the practical problems of clients, never heard of the advisory council
"What's it like to be poor?" To provide But she thinks welfare perpetuates poverty.
all Members with the benefit of her
She does outside domestic work that brings
observations, I am submitting for the her about $40 a month. Of that, about $25
actually goes into her pocket to be used
Appendix of the RECORD the first of these primarily for babysitting and transportation
articles and I expect to follow up with needs attendant to the job. The rest is
others.
figured into the 70% of subsistence.
The article follows:
The Ohio Legislature passed last session a
I USED To CRY
bill permitting ADO mothers and others on
welfare to earn and keep the difference be·
( By Margaret Josten)
tween the 70% and 100% of subsistence.
(First of a series)
But the U.S. Department of Health, Educa"Since I've been on welfare I've learned tion, and Welfare refuses to permit impleto become very hard. I used to cry when I mentation of the so-called "incentive" law
wasn't getting support and my kids didn't because it is in con:fiict with the Social
have food. Now, as long as they have a scrap Security Act.
of bread, I don't worry."
Governor Rhodes has been after HEW to
The woman's eyes and nose reddened, but do something about the con:fiict.
she did not permit herself to cry. Her
Why does Mrs. Doe continue to work when
youngest, a restless lad of five, tried to climb it brings her no real extra income?
into her lap with a box of crackers and a
"I figure it takes initiative away from kids
quart ja.r of peanut butter. She ignored if they don't see a parent going out to earn
him.
some money, no matter how little it is," she
"If you start feeling sorry for yourseli answers.
. you'll wind up in Longview," she continued
"I wonder about the kids who are born
above the screams of the now-angry child into the second or third generation of weland the tinny noise emanating from an old fare. How are they ever going to get out of
radio on the kitchen table.
the hole?
"You've got to remember the big thing 1s
"Believe me, welfare creates an awful lot
to feed the kids and get them through school of problems for kids-problems that maybe
somehow.
never can be solved."
"The other things, like the patched-up
She mentions the lack of nutritious food
clothes that make other kids make fun of and milk to give them energy to improve
your kids, aren't blg things. And what's 80 their minds, the jeers they take from schoolawful about going out after dark to pick up mates who have good clothing and the
pop bottles so you'll have bus fare?"
wherewithal to indulge in youth activities;
Rosalind Doe (not her real name) laughed the absence of books and magazines and
nervously, almost hysterically.
newspapers that can help their development.
She ls an intense white-haired woman of
''There's no future on welfare," she says
45 who v.as deserted by her husband a few bitterly. "You can't plan on a future. You
months before the youngest of the eight hear people worrying about how to get a new
children was born. The man has eluded all dress and you think, 'Gee, I wish I had that
efforts of authorities to find .him, leaving the worry.' "
public to pick up the check for his family's support.
Fino Introduces Bill To Extend Medicare
Mrs. Doe and her children are among apBenefits to the na·sabled
proximately 23,000 Hamilton County residents. being fed, clothed and sheltered via
monthly checks from Aid to Dependent ChilEXTENSION OF REMARKS
dren (ADC) or Aid to Dependent Children of
OF
the Unemployed (ADCU).
ADC, the program giving the Doe family
$192 monthly, supports households where the
OF NEW YORK
mother is the only adult in the home. In
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ADCU, either parent may be unemployed.
'The costs are tremendous in Hamilton
Thursday, February 2. 1967
County alone. In 1966, ADC here required
Mr. FINO. Mr. Speaker, today I have
an outlay of $8.586,106 from Federal, state
and local sources, with the - Federal govern- introduced legislation to make all those
ment supplying the majority of the money. persons receiving disability social secuADCU, financed the same way, cost $839,682 . rity payments eligible for medicare.
Fights are brewing over ADC in the Ohio
One of the most heartening pieces of
Legislature, as well as in the U.S. Congress.
legislation passed by the 89th Congress
At the state l'vel there is powerful agitation, namely from the Ohio Council of was medicare. This year, I expect anChurches and the Ohio Citizens Council for other milestone piece of legislation to be
Health and Welfare, to upgrade ADC and passed-the proposed social security
ADCU payments to 100 % of subsistence based hike.

HON. ROBERT TAFT, JR.

HON. PAUL A. FINO
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For my part, I would 11ke to see social
security and medicare even more closely
tied together. I think that it is not
enough to make persons eligible for
medicare at age 65. I believe that those
persons who are receiving social security
disability payments ought to be made
eligible for medicare.
Surely there can be no dispute about
their need-that need is obvious. Very
few of those receiving social security disability payments have other financial resources. Medicare would be a boon to
them.

Third-Class Mailers Respond to Misinformed Critics
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GLENN CUNNINGHAM
OF NEBRASKA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday. January 26. 1967
. Mr.. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Speaker,

following is an article from the January
issue of the Postal Record, the official
publication of the National Association
of Letter Carriers.
I think this article 11lustrates the reason for third-class mail. I might add
that there are millions of lonely people,
primarily senior citizens, who never t·eceive mail other than third-class advertising mail. They look forward to receiving it and read it {rom cover to cover.
It gives them something to look forward
to.
The article follows:
THIRD-CLAsS . MAn.ERS RESPOND
To MISINFORMED CRITICS ·

By reading some segments of the nation's
press, the average person would think that
Third Class Mail has no friends at all. No
one would guess that approximately 300,000
American business men, small merchants,
churches, charities, and others, find this
class of mail an etrective way to get their
message across to the public.
This is not an accident. Those who attack
Third Class Mail most bitterly, do so, not
because it is a useless form of advertising.
but because it is a useful medium. Third
class mail has become an aggressive competitor for the advertising dollar and is
therefore a convenient target for editorial
attack.
As Senator Daniel B. Brewster (Democrat,
Maryland) wrote, in a recent letter to the
New York Times: "A good many people are
offended by all forms of advertising, but the
fact remains that the 20 billion pieces of
bulk third class mail dispatched annually,
account for sales in excess of $35 billion.
proof positive that Americans do read and
respond to this sales literature ... "
Third Class Mail, in fact, is responsible for
28% of the total mail volume each year,
and produces 16 % of the total postal revenue. Second class mail is responsible for
12 % of the total volume and produces only
3 % of the revenue.
If there were no thil·d class mail, the Post
Office Department could eliminate about
one-quarter of its clerical employees, and
about one-fifth of its letter carriers. During the Great Depression, third class mail
did dwindle away to a whisper of its former
self because merchants didn't have the
money to advertise, and customers didn't
have the money to respond to advertisement .
The result was massive cuts in the postnl
employee force.
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Harry J. Mag1nnls, President of the Associated Third Class Mall Users (and an annual contributor of a scholarship to the William C. Doherty Scholarship Program). in a.
recent letter to the Washington Star, explodes ma.ny of the malicious myths that
have been built up around Third Class Mall.
He points out that the revenues from this
class of mall are sumcient to pay for the
salaries of around 110,000 postal clerks and
carriers. He also points out that third class
mall is a deferred class which is denied at
least 18 benefits which are, as a matter of
course, afforded first class mall. This latter
fact, of course, justifies the lower rates
which third class mall enjoys. (The rates
on third class have been raised 188 percent
in the past 15 years.)
The ironical things about third class mall
is that those who attack it the most are
among those who use it the most. When the
magazines and newspapers who most loudly
declaim against "junk" mail embark on a
.circulation promotion program-they use
third class mail, the very same type of ma.il
that their editorialists decry as being useless
and an unnecessary burden on the postal
service.
Third class m.allers, of course, are used to
having their mall deferred but most of them
thought the threat of burning their mall
in Chicago recently was a little excessive.
The Post Office generously returned the postage on the delayed mall but, did not defray
the expense that went into the printing
and preparation of the material.
Desptie great improvements after the notorious autumn crisis, mail problems still
abound. We reproduce, in part, a circular
sent out recently (November 14) by St.
Mark's Episcopal Church, in Palo Alto,
California:
"Dear Brethren in Christ: Last week I was
puzzled by our mall delivery. As late a.s
four o'clock I was assured by local postal
authorities that our man was just late that
day-a real feat when one considers that we
are about the tenth stop from the beginning
or the route, and usually get our mail reasonably early in the morning . . . A little
later, a neighborhood survey revealed that
no one had received any mail . . . late in the
evning the mall authorities grudgingly agreed
that something was wrong. The carrier was
contacted and sa.id he had delivered all his
mall, but he hadn't even seen a church. Onward creaked the machinery. One postal authority told me the Palo Alto Post Office was
hiring 'anybody we can get• because there is
a current ruling against paying regular postal
employees overtime. One postal \gent said
he didn't think some of the new fellows
could read . . . In the meanwhile, part
of the mall (the last half of the route) was
discovered, but the first part, including our
own which can run as high as fifty pieces
a day, is still missing ... Up until the 'Great
Ma.il Call-It-What-You-Wish' we had been
receiving cards making reservations for this
week's men's luncheons (and for other parish
functions) ... Now we are going to have to
call up almost everybody to find out what
they might have said."
And so it goes.
Or, rather, and so it does not go.

Welcome Home, Leo
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDNA F. KELLY
OJ' NEW YORX

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mrs. KELLY. Mr. Speaker, I am very
happy to have the privilege of serving
1n the 90th Congress and I am thankful

to the const1tutents of the 12th Con-

gressional District for giving me this
responsibility.
Vv.,.e know as years come and go that
there are many changes and in new
sessions of Congress there are many new
faces. We miss our colleagues when they
retire-voluntarily or unvoluntarily.
There is one who retired voluntarily
and I know all Members of the House will
miss him. He was so loyal, so expert 1n
his endeavors, so kind and realistic that
we all sought his help and advice.
I speak of the one and only Leo W.
O'Brien. ·we all admit that Washington's loss is Albany's gain, "the hometown guy" has returned to home base.
We hope he will come back and visit us
on the Potomac, but there is no place like
home.
Our best wishes and love go to Leo and
to his charming wife.
I place in the RECORD an editorial which
one of my friends sent to me from his
hometown:
HoME, LEo
(By John Maguire)
Well, hello, Obie; well, hello, Obie; it's so
nice to have you back where you belong . . .
If you missed yesterday's edition of this
newspaper, which is unthinka'ble, you may
not know that Congressman Leo W. O'Brien
will resume his journalistic career in January
with The Times Union, whos~ pages he graced
for so many years before departing for Washington. It's so obvious it's hardly necessary
to say it, but for the record this is good news
for all of us, and everybody around here is
delighted.
Leo was always one of the best newspaper
reporters anywhere, and he was generous in
helping other reporters who, because of inexperience or lack of knowledge of the area,
needed a fill-in on the details of some story.
When I came to Albany permanently in 1950,
I began stringing here for ·Business Week,
and one day they wanted a deta.iled analysis
of the ton-mile, or weight distance, tax
legislation.
I got the message on a Saturday when no
legislators were in town, and the story had
to be in New York Monday. So 1 called Leo,
whom I'd never met, introduced myself and
told him I planned to talk with Judge Sol
Rubinstein and some others who were associated with the legislation, but that I
needed a quick fill-in on the background of
the thing.
If he'd said, "I'm busy, 1\Iac," I wouldn't
have been surprised. But he talked for about
five minutes straight while I took I\()tes, and
not only gave me excellent factual detail but
also threw in some of the behind-the-scenes
signifl.cance of the legislation. He even suggested a few good questions to ask people
I had to interview.
Over the years, he has continued to be
helpful to all newspapermen, not only by
being always available for questions but by
answering the toughest of them quickly and
frankly. Once when he was moderator of a
meeting in town and one speaker said his
next remarks were off the record, I stood up
and said I was a reporter and I wouldn't
agree to regard anything sa.id in a pub!ic
. meeting as off the record. This put Leo in a
kind of a spot, but to his credit he said immediately. "In that case, we'll have to skip
that subject." He told me later he agreed
With me 100 per cent.
I! Leo's column is as good as his record in
Congress, and I'm sure lt will be, then we're
all in for a treat.
WELCOME

BUT HE'S LOST A GOOD SOURCE

But, to be honest, I've got to admit that
I'm probably the only person on The TimesUnion who will suffer somewhat by Leo's
joining us. He was one of my best contribu-
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tors of stories, and I doubt 1f any columnisteven one so generous as Leo--would be crazy
enough to give away good stories that he
could use in his own column.
Also, his son Bob has eight lively children,
and I used to get the exclusive release rights
on their adventures and escapades and bright
sayings. I don't suppose Bob and Pat O'Brien
will continue to funnel the stuff to the public
through me--not when Gramps is doing a
column, too. Well, we've all got to take the
bitter with the sweet--and, to sum up what
we all feel about having Leo O'Brien back
with us, all I can say is, "How sweet it is."

Basketball Hall of FarneBarney Sedran
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LEONARD FARBSTEIN
OF NEW YORX

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. FARBSTEIN. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I wish
to include an editorial written by Mr.
Abe E. Eisenstein for the East Side News.
which is published weekly in my congressional district, in connection with the
76th birthday of Barney Sedran, known
to all devotees of the sport of basketball.
The editorial follows:
BASKETBALL HALL OF FAME--BARNEY SEDRAN

(By Abe E. Eisenstein)
Memories of settlement, high school. college, and professional basketball games of
yesteryears will come flooding back to many
thousands of individuals everywhere who had
witnessed (heard or read) of the playing of
that all-time top ranking star-Basketball
Hall of Fame Barney Sedran. On Saturday,
Jan. 28, he will be 76 years young.
The respected and admired athlete and
colorful personality of yesteryear and today.
Barney Sedran is the first of the best of little
men who routed the prejudice against small
men in basketball. He is one of the many
famous basketball stars developed on the
Lower Ea.st Side. At the age of fifteen, the
present noted trustee of the University Settlement Alumni of the famed world historic
settlement in America, Sedran already had a
reputation playing on the settlement team
with a group known as the "Busy Izzies."
The DeWitt Clinton High School graduate
(played in his senior year on the basketball
team) and basketball captain of CCNY
(played three varsity years), Barney Sedran,
the 5'4" tall, weighing only 118 pounds, with
the cooperation of his teammates, formed
one of the best college quintets of that day
and age. City College met all comers and
defeated most of them. It was reported then
that: "Scbran drifted around the court like
an anemic ghost, and was the sensational
star of the team that whipped Yale, Harvard,
Princeton, Penn, Navy, Columbia and Army."
Forward Sedran was shifty, speedy, clever in
feinting, dribbling, passing, and an expert
shot .
After graduation from CCNY {Class of
1910), Sedran played for sixteen years as a
professional in organized basketball and
played on ten championship teams. In 1913,
playing with the Utica Indians in the N.Y.
State League in a championship game with
the Camden team of the Eastern League,
Sedran scored 17 field goals from 25 to 30
feet out, in a caged court without any backboards. He was a leading scorer or runner
up in every league in which he played.
The "Maker of Champions," Barney Sedran
had to have enormous talent and toughness
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to surnve the competition (c-ontest games)
in 1925 and becaine a professional basketball coach for
twenty years. He coached the Troy Team:
'I'he Kingston Five; The Brooklyn Jewels;
'I'he Whirlwind Team for Ted Collins in the
IfippOdrome; The Wilmington Bombers; The
Cleveland Rosenblums, and singer Kate
Smith's Celtacs.
We Salute and Congratulate one of the
ll:tany genuine genius' of sports and gentlell:tan, who has left a good example and a
notable record of achievement behind him
as player and coach-the Basketball Hall of
F'ame-Barney Sedran-on his 76th birthday.

1n th06e days. He retired

Vietnam Servicemen and Veterans' Act
of 1967
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM D. FORD
OF JII:ICHIGAN

lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr.
~'\I
D.
FORD. Mr.
Speaker, I want to express my wholehearted support for President Johnson's
l>ro:posed Vietnam Se:rvicemen and Veterans' Act of 1967, which he so effectively
l>resented this week in a mfl3age to
Congress.
I was equally enthusiastic in my supPort of the so-called "cold war GI bill
ot rights" adopted by the 89th Congress.
At that time, I advocated that the bill
include even more liberal provisions for
returning veterans than those recomtnended by the administration.
With more and more of our young men
being drafted to serve their country 1n
this time of need, I am pleased to see
that the President agrees with me that
today's veterans are entitled to the same
benefits as those given the veterans of
'World War II and the Korean war. The
Confiict in Vietnam is obviously no longer
a cold war. It is a very hot war indeed
for the nearly 500,000 Americans now
serving there.
These young men are giving up some
of the most important years of their lives
in the service of their Nation, and we
certainly owe it to them to make their
transition back to civilian life as orderly
and effective as possible.
As a World War II veteran who took
advantages of the original GI bill of
tights to obtain a college education and
law degree, I am fully aware of the great
benefits that this program brings to a
Young man whose life has been disrupted
by military service.
The basic idea-of the GI bill program
is to hasten the readjustment of veterans
to civilian life, through education, job
training, medical benefits and financial
ajd in purchasing a home.
On the basis of past expelience, following World War II and Korea, every dollar
spent in these efforts is retu:med many
times over in the form of income tax
Payments, since the GI bill programs
enable veterans to further their education and improve their job skills, and
thus earn far better incomes.
The President pointed out in his message to Congress that some 20 percent
of · today's veterans have not completed
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high school. I heartlly support the Pres..
1dent's plan to encourage these young
men to complete their high sehool educations and take refresher courses,. 1f
necessary, so that they can enter college,
The President's program includes other
.fair and sensible liberalizations of bene ..
fits for servicemen and veterans, including life insurance, pensions, wages, education expense allowances and other
fringe benefits.
President Johnson said in his message:

~!Carilyn w1ll tmdoubtedly take her far in
her desire to be a biologist or a college
professor, and I am sure that all of my
colleagues in the House will join me in
congratulating Marilyn on her achievement and wish1n.g her the best of luck in
her future endeavors.

No act of Government, and no legislative
proposal can ever repay the Nation·s debt
to these brave men.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

I certainly concur in this statement.
But I believe that a grateful Nation
should make every effort possible to repay this debt. There is no better way to
do this than to help prepare these young
men in every way for a happy, prosperous
and satisfying life. In this way, we assure the veterans of yesterday, today and
tomorrow that we do recognize their
e:tiorts and sacrifices, and that we do appreciate what they have done in defense
of their Nation and of freedom.
I join with President Johnson in asking for prompt enactment of this
legislation.
·

Westwood Student Wins Honors
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM B. WIDNALL
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. \VIDNALL. Mr. Speaker, too
often when we read of the activities of
tod.ay's youth, as cited in the newspapers, magazines and other press media,
they are accounts of juvenile delinquency, drug addiction, LSD parties, and
the like. I am pleased. therefore, to brlng
to the attention of my colleagues, the accomplishments of one of my constituents,
?\tiss .M arilyn Maxine Richmond. a
senior at Westwood High School, in
\Vestwood, N.J., and a student who has
maintained a high degree of excellence
in her studies and in her extracurricular
activities. ?\Iarilsn has taken part in a
National Science Talent Search aimed at
discovering high school seniors who have
the paten tial to become the research
scientists of the future.
She has
· achieved, for her "Study of Three Mutations in the Mom,e Which Produce Disproportionate Dwarfism," placement in
the honors group of the search, w:pich
is earned by only 10 percent of those who
enter and is considered as evidence of
science ability and interest which can be
taken into consideration by colleges and
universities in admissions and in the
granting of scholarships.
Marilyn, in her pursuit of knowledge,
does not restrict herself to school work
alone, but takes advantage of the extracurricular activities available to her
through her school and her community.
She belongs to the Westwood High
School Science and Ma.thematics Clubs
and is a Girl Scout. She has also entered
projects in Westwood's local science !air.
The recognition that the National
Science Talent Search has granted to

Tribute to Retiring Secretary of Commerce,
Hon. John T. Connor
OF

HON. EDWARD A. GARMATZ
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. GARMATZ. Mr. Speaker, although the past 2 years have been hectic

and at times frustrating for my committee and the maritime industry, they have
also been gratifying and rewarding ones
because of the opportunity to work with
talented people like John T. Connor, who
has just retired as Secretary of Commerce.
I personally felt keen disappointment
and regret at the news of his departure,
and would like to voice my respect and
admiration for this dedicated public servant.
.
John Connor's extensive knowledge,
skill and know-how were combined in a
unique blend of leadership, which
steered America's commerce through two
trying but outstandingly successful years.
No one regrets his departure more than
I. As chairman of the House Committee
on Merchant Marine and Fishelies, I
have worked closely with Mr. Connor; together, we bave wrestled with the complex problems of the troubled maritime
industry, and I have been impressed with
his vast knowledge and ability to understand and his eagerness to help.
These keen powers of perception are
especially important now, when America's alling merchant marine faces such
critical times. Although I am reluctant
to see him go, I want to ·wish Mr. Connor
the .best of success in his new endeavors.
As to the new Acting Secretary of Com- '
merce, Alexander B. Trowbridge, I congratulate him upon his appointment and
extend to him my personal wishes for
a brilliant career. I understand that our
new Secretary is only 37, and I think this
is in itself indicative of great talent and
ability. Mr. Trowbridge's past experience as Assistant Secretary of Commerce
for Domestic and International Business will no doubt be invaluable to him
in his new important post.
I earnestly hope that the new Secretary will-like Mr. Connor-develop an
interest in and understanding of our
maritime industry, which plays such a
vital role in our Nation's commerce.
Toward this end, r pledge close cooperation of my committee which ·will
avail itself of every opportunity to make
Mr. Trowbridge's task an easier one. As
for myself, I will take advantage of every
opportunity to work closely and harmoniously with Mr. Trowbridge, as we work
together toward the common goal of
stimulating and expanding America's
vital business of commerce.
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Kerr Ouster Should Help Return
of Campus Sense
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT J. BURKE
OF FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. BURKE of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I would like to bring to my colleagues'
attention an editorial written by Mr.
William A. Mullen, editor of the Fort
Lauderdale Sun Sentinel, which appeared in the January 24, 1967, issue of
this excellent newspaper.
The editorial 'poignantly assesses the
ills of our present system of higher education. Using the current situation that
now exists with the California Board of
Regents as a base, Mr. Mullen in essence
asks the question: Do our young people
go to college to educate-or to be educated? He seems to further ask, Will
the time-honored role of the educator be
subjugated to the rule of the ultraliberal mob or will we "return to a sense of
normalcy on the major campuses around
the country?"
It would be well if we all took serious
note of Mr. Mullen's remarks and rededicated ourselves to the tenet that higher
education in our country is intended primarily for the gaining of knowledge so
that the student will be a credit to himself, his family, his community, and his
country.
The editorial follows:
[From the Sun-Sentinel, Jan. 24, 1967]
KERR OUSTER SHOULD HELP RETURN OF CAMPUS
SENSE

The University of Oa.llfornia, its ousted
president, Dr. Olark Kerr, and new Gov. Ronald Reagan are a continent away from Florida, but we here in the Sunshine State will
feel the titanic battle taking shape on the
Pacifio Coast.
This will be the case, for the gauntlet has
been thrown before the liberal community,
and there is no reason to doubt that the lefltwingers, ther sympathizers and the pro-Communists will not take the challenge lying
dOWll.

Out of the pitched battle is likely to come
the direction of higher education in this age
of flux that indicates a turn from ultra-liberalism toward more traditional American
moderation, as reflected in the November
elections.
If the firing of Dr. Kerr by the California
board of regents is made to stick, the growing campus movement toward conservatiSIIl
will have been given some substance. It,
on the other hand, the libemls win at Berkeley, write off any prospects of returning to a
sense of normalcy and practicality on any of
the major campuses a.round the country.
No matter what the outcome, the University of California Will continue in being; the
conflict is not one of a mundane nature, it
is a battle of symbolism. That is demonstrated by the direct attacks upon Gov. Reagan, and by the liberal community arising in
unison to the defense of Dr. Kerr, making
him, at the same time, a martyr for their
cause.
Take the action of former Gov. Edmund
G. (Pat) Brown, whom Reagan defeated, as
an example. Commenting on the Kerr dis·
missal, Brown said:
"The reactionaries of the State of California are really taking over. It's just too
bad . . • too bad."

His reaction may leave a dark picture with
those who forget (1) that Dr. Kerr's admin~
istration literally accepted a state o! anarchy
on the Berkeley campus when the Marxists,
the falsely named "Free Speech Movement,"
and the Filthy Speech Movement caused riots
and disrupted campus order, (2) that he,
former Gov. Brown, failed to cope with the
situation effectively, and (3) that the dismissal of Dr. Kerr is in keeping with the
mandate of the majority of California voters.
To support the last-mentioned item, it will
be remembered that California voters elected
Dr. Max Rafferty, a conservative, as state
superintendent of public instruction knoWing
his position and his determination to restore
some sense of reality to the school system
there; that Californians elected Mr. Reagan
as governor fully aware that he was not
happy With conditions at Berkeley, and that
Mr. Brown is himself a rE;ljected politician
after two terms of liberalism, license and permissiveness that tolerated conditions leading
to the ferment at Berkeley.
These he dismisses in dark terms of "reactionaries taking over," when, in fact, the
will of the majority is being implemented.
Also significant is the concerted attack
upon Gov. Reagan in the wake of the Kerr
dismissal. The vote among the regents was
14 to 8, among 24 regents, With Dr. Kerr
abstaining and Dr. Rafferty absent.
Gov. Reagan was merely one vote among
the majority, but the liberals have zeroed
in on him over the Kerr affair because he
becomes a threat to the entire cause if he is
not destroyed forthwith.
That is why the Berkeley affair will have
its impact far beyond the borders of California. Across the nation the academic community has arisen to Dr. Kerr's defense
because he is a symbol of their movement,
while Gov. Reagan automatically is their
adversary.
It becomes a national issue
because if the firing of Dr. Kerr prevails,
there may be more tendency on the part
of regents to restore discipline to the campus
and to curb the recruiting activities of the
ultra-liberals and pro-Reds thereon.
Conversely, if the liberal clique prevails,
opposition to unbridled academic fFee wheel~
ing will be virtually eliminated through
reluctance of regents and public officials to
face the ferocity of the followers of the
cause, creating a campus autonomy of the
type that has kept numerous Latin American
nations in a turmoil.
Gov. Reagan and the regents voting to
dismiss Dr. Kerr undoubtedly were aware of
the calculated risks. For the good of higher
education it is hoped they Will persevere and
reverse the ultra-liberalism that ha.s burgeoned on too many campuses for too many
years in -the disguise of academic freedom.
WILLIAM

A. MULLEN.
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tinguished former colleague, the Honorable Leo W. O'Brien entitled "Footprints of Some in wS:shington Last a
Long Time."
Mr. Speaker, so that our colleagues
may have the privilege of reading Congressman O'Brien's tribute to Mr. Fogarty, I include his remarks at this point
in the RECORD:
FOOTPRINTS OF SOME IN WASHINGTON LAST A
LONG TIME

(By Leo W. O'Brien)
The swift disappearance of footprints left
by a man who dies or leaves public office
is a tragic but understandable thing. It
should teach all of us a lesson in humility.
Those who swell up under the false adulation which goes with office or who believe
they have become indispensible to a position
or a cause must be very blind to what went
before.
How quickly, when a man leaves office, or
a. high managerial position or an important
university chair, his replacement moves in.
But there are exceptions, though few.
Some leave footprints so deep and unique
that they resist for a long time human forgetfulness and the careless steps of those
who walk the sands where the footprints lie.
KEEN

SORROW NOTED

My nostalgia on Jan. 10, when I missed
the first opening of a new Congress in nearly
a decade and a half, was sharpened in to keen
sorrow by the sudden death of an old colleague and friend . .
Just two hours before members of the 9oth
Congress took their collective oath of office,
Rep. John Fogarty of Rhode Island collapsed
and died at his desk. But government can't
stand still .for individuals or tragedies and
the Congress, already one short of full House
membership, was born, adjourning soon after
out of respect to John Fogarty.
Congressmen often have two images, one
in Washington and one at home. The former is the true image. It's forged by the
honest evaluation of a man by those who
know whether or not he a good congressman
and not distorted by the back-home image
which often is composed of shoddy gimmicks,
speeches and news releases.
John Fogarty had the good WashingtOn
image, but I am sadly aware that most of
the readers of this column are unfamiliar
with the name.
They know about the Dirksens and the
Fords, the Mansfields and the McCormacks,
the Fulbrights and the Kennedys, but
Fogarty-who was he?
He W88 once a bricklayer, without the
usual degrees, except for the string of honorary ones given him by colleges which knew
of his great work.
A SAVAGE FIGHTER

Footprints of Some in Wasbington
Last a Long Time
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH L. CAREY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, January 26, 1967

Mr. CAREY:' Mr. Speaker, many eulogies have been offered in the memory of
our late colleague, the Honorable John
E. Fogarty, whose untimely death on
January 10 removed from our midst a
dedicated public servant.
No tribute better expresses the true
image of John Fogarty and his life's
work than a column written by our dis-

Who W88 John Fogarty?
Millions of persons in our land, unfamiliar
with the name, are alive today because he
fought savagely and relentlessly, even against
Presidents, to win adequate funds for the
wars against heart disease (his ·killer), cancer, tuberculosis and other scourges of humanity.
We in Congress knew of his greatness, but
we were not alone. There was grief in the
health research centers, in hospitals and in
medical .colleges. They had lost more than
a friend. They lost a champion.
Another will arise, ·I'm sure, but it will
take time, much time. The tide will roll in
and out many times on the beaches of national health before the footsteps of John
Fogarty are erased.
This somewhat sentimental piece could be
called "Epitaph of An Ex-Bricklayer." I
prefer a title already used:
"Requiem for a Heavyweight."
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One Hundred and Five Job Corpsmen
Refurbish Park in Catoctin Mountains
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DOMINICK V. DANIELS
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATI\"ES
Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Speaker, there has
been much criticism of the Job Corps
since this agency was set up in the 1st
session of the 89th Congress in 1965. It
is, however, much easier to view with
alarm than it is to point with pride and,
also, it makes much more interesting
reading. Thus, there is a tendency to
ignore the greater good for the lesser
eVil. During the recent adjournment, I
had the opportunity to read a very balanced account of the work done by job
corpsmen in the Catoctin Mountains of
Western Maryland. The story in question was by Miss Katharine Gresham of
the Washington Post and was published
on December 15, 1966. The world of
Journalism needs more ~ riters like Miss
Gresham who report the facts as they
see them even at the cost of a sensational
story. I urge all Members to read this
story and under unanimous consent to
have it included in the REcoRD at this
Point:
(From the Washington Postr Dec. 15, 1966)
ONE Ht:NDRED AND

FivE JoB CoRPSMEN RE-

I'"C'B.BISH PARK IN CATOCTIN MOUNTAINS

(By Katherine Gresham)
Job Corpsmen at the Catoctin Conservation Center, situated within a mile of Camp
David in western :Maryland, completed conservation work during 1966 valued by National Park Serrtce officials at over $250.000.
During the year the 105 youths at the Center, who range from 16 through 20 years In
age, built roads and facilities for a 50-site
camping area. 1n the 6000-acre Catoctin
Mountain Park and began work on another
50-site picnic area which will open this
~>pring, according to the Center's director,
Jack Wheat.
Some 300 picnic tables as well as numerous
stone fire places were constructed for these
sites. The youths have also cleared and reconstructed an estimated 20 miles of park

trans.

Corpsmen haye dug ditches in the Park's
stony terrain to bury electric power lines.
To date about a mile of lines have been buried. Work w11l continue on the electrical
lines and begin on telephone lines during
the spring.
In the Center's sign shop more than 500
information signs have been produced for
the Catoctin Park, Antietam National Battlefield and numerous parks in the National
Capital area.
Two large sandboxes were built for children at migrant workers' camps in the nearby
Cities of Thurmont and Frederick. Assistance has also been given Thurmont in clearing and developing a 17-acre city park.
This spring the Corpsmen will begin clearing some 20 overgrown acres on Little Round
Top, the south end a! the Union line at
Gettysburg National Park, which is located
25 miles from the Center. They ·will also
take down v.'ire fences at Gettysburg and
replace them with chestnut rail fences.
The Center, which in February, 1965, as
the first Job Corps Conservation project
opened in the country, is operated by the
National Park Service and financed by annual Federal grants of about $600,000. The
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youths spend half their time working and responsible and not wishing to be a demhalf studying basic English and math with agog, replies to the constituents demandan educational staff of four.
ing a major slash in Federal spending?
The Catoctin Oenter is not uniquely productive, but omoials express great pride at
its accomplishments. Job Corps spokesmen
E'stlmate that roughly $30 million worth of
Partners for Progress
conservation work has been completed at ·
the 88 centers operated under the program
since its inception in 1965.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

On Cutting the Budget
E...~TENSION

OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JEROME R. WALDIE
OF CALIFORNIA
L~

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

· Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. \VALDIE. Mr. Speaker, as a relatively new Member of Congress, I have
been deluged with proper communications from my constituents urging that
the budget be cut in a material way.
Perhaps the questions I am asking will
seem naive to my more experienced and
learned colleagues, but I am confused in
seeking to find a proper answer to their
suggestions.
I note that $76 billion is budgeted for
national defense. Are there many of my
colleagues that believe significant cuts
can be made in this portion of our proposed expenditures?
Fourteen billion dollars is needed to
meet the interest on our public debt. I
c.annot conceive of any economies there.
Some $6.7 billion is assigned to veterans programs. Our present level of
service to the veteran is too low, and certainly we cannot find much to slash
there.
There is $3.2 billion set aside for agricultural programs and subsidies. Perhaps we can cut here but I suspect there
are not enough votes to cut more than a
token amount, if any.
The space program proposes an expenditure of $5.3 billion. I would be
willing to vote for economies in this area
but I doubt that many citizens would
want to see a major reduction in that
national effort.
Some $2 billion will be spent for elementary and secondary education. If
we cut this program, the local property
tax will ha,·e to pick up the price tag and
I think: that is undesirable.
Vle could eliminate the entire poverty
program, though I personally would believe that action to be unwise. Even if
we were to be so shortsighted as to discontinue this valuable assistance to our
belaa.guered cities, we would only reduce
.the entire budget by $1.9 billion, hardly
a sufficient amount to balance it.
I have covered about 90 percent of the
budget in the above items. The remaining portion deals \vith items such as programs to control pollution, prevent floods,
reclaim unusable lands; or public health
research into cancer, heart disease, and
strokes--or the new program designed
to combat crime. None of these areas
seem too fruitful as services that should
be discontinued.
What, then, Mr. Speaker, is the answer that a new Member seeking to be

HON. JOHN E. MOSS
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 2, 1967

:Mr. 1\IOSS. Air. Speaker, Sacramento
County in general and Del Paso Heights
in particular are currently better places
to live for many previously discouraged
citizens because of the Economic Opportunity Act and the untiring dedication of
Mrs. Louis Brown, and the Good Neighbors Club of Del Paso Heights.
An article in the Sacramento Bee of
January 8, 1967, by Miss Brenda Banks
outlines the positive effect the Good
Neighbor Child Care Center has had on
the citizens of Del Paso Heights.
The article follows:
[From the Sacramento {Calif.) Bee, Jan.
8, 1967]
Goon NEIGH1IOK CENTER OFFERs A WmE
V A1UETT OF OPPORTUNITY

(By Brenda Banks)
The Good Neighbor Child Care Center in
Del Paso Heights is not just a child care
center. It is a school for adults, a doctor's
office, a counseling service and a source of
hope for many in the area who had begun to
shrug at life.
Mrs. Louis Brown, a former Louisiana
scHool teacher, became interested in establishing such a program through her affiliation with the Good Neighbors Club of Del
Paso Heights, an organization formed in
1947. The women in the group began, on a
much smaller scale, the work Mrs. Brown
is carrying on today.
In the latter part; of 1964, she heard about
the Economic Opportunity Act. She brought
it to the attention of the club and was encouraged to explore the poosibllities. After
some research; Mrs. Brown drew up a proposal for a child care center which would
accommodate up to 30 children.
With funds provided by the act and with
money accumulated by the club, the center
was initiated.
The program now includes two centers in
Del Paso Heights, with 1-lrs. Brown in charge
of both. Its workers and supporters are able
to serve a total o! 100 children from the area.
When caring for an underprivileged child,
A-Irs. Brown and the teachers in the program
have discovered their services must include
the parents as well as the child. This is
one of the chie! differences between the Good
Neighbors' facility and those of higher income neighborhoods.
With the aid of the center, low-income
mothers can at last free themselves of a sad
and ironical bind: By staying :q.ome with
their children, mothers were in a sense depriving them of many of the things they
needed. Unable to search for jobs, they had
to watch many a gloomy birthday annlverpary go by. Now, their worries about
baby-sitting fees are :finished.
The center offers its services free of charge.
Jobless parents in the area could not afford
a regular sitter, much less the average 70
per month charged by nurseries.
"There were times 11;hen I was the sole
support of my family," one mother comments. ''I would pay !or a sitter but still
/
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was never sure my child was being well taken House on this same subject during the
care of."
closing days of the 89th Congress, it is
For this mother, the day service accom- my intent, once the House Small Busiplishes "things I didn't have time to teach ness Committee is reorganized, that the
my child, like table manners an~ getting
Subcommittee on Regulatory and Enalong well with the other children."
One example of how the center gives par- forcement Agencies will hold hearings
ents a new start is expressed by another on standards programs and their effect
mother: "It has enabled me to finish high on small business.
school and I hope to continue to college . . .
I believe that M1·. Turner has made an
I don't know what I would have done had excellent analysis of the problems init not been for the child care center."
herent in standards making and the ways
The Good Neighbors' organization, in its in which present programs fail to procomplete involvement with the children and
their parents, resembles Head Start. It is, tect the public interest. I am sure that
in fact, a klnd of continuation of that pro- this being a rna tter of broad significance
gram which is in operation during the sum- his remarks will be of interest to the
Members of the House. I therefore inmer months.
The children, aged 3 to 6 years, learn sert at this point in the RECORD the text
crucial social lessons such as how to handle ·of Mr. TUrner's addr.e ss:
their emotions. They are introduced to the
CONSUMER PROTECTION BY PRIVATE JOINT
world of science and the world outside their
ACTION
backyards.
My assignment today is to comment on
Field trlps to the bakery or the zoo are, to
them. fascinating experiences. To the older the inadequacies of private joint action as
chlldren, the all-important use of the tele- a device for protecting consumers. You have
phone is taught along with other tasks which no doubt expected that in passing I would
come more easily to the financially secure express some views on the antitrust dangers
children (using various pieces of silverware, in private joint action of this kind. I shall
of course do so. However, while there is a
pencils, crayons) .
close correlation between the inadequacies
Also available at the center are a psy- of private group action and the antitrust
chologist, a doctor and a nurse. Mrs. Brown risks, absence of antitrust risks does not
and the teachers on the staff have noticed necessarily mean that private joint action
definite changes in some of the children who adequately serves the public interest. I feel
enrolled with distinct emotional problems.
it necessary, therefore, to go somewhat beNaturally, these services are prized by fam- yond purely antitrust considerations.
ilies in the area, and the long waiting list
I can conveniently begin the discussion
keeps growing. Because of the center's yet with an analysis of the Radiant Burners case,
limited capacity, parents must meet quali- which, though raising only one comparafications before their children may be en- tively easy antitrust issue, could well have
rolled. They must have an income of $400 raised a good many more . . . . The plaintiff
per month or less. They must be employed, sued the American Gas Association and asseeking employment or attending school.
sorted members, including both gas distribThe center offers adult education courses utors and manufacturers of gas equipment
once a week which parents are required to and appliances. The plaintiff charged an unattend.
lawful combination to exclude from the mar"These children all come to us with prob- ket gas appliances not receiving a seal of aplems, social or emotional and sometimes proval from AGA's testing laboratorie·s.
both," Mrs. Brown offers in explanation. AGA's testing laboratories, according to the
"Unless the parents understand the program, complaint, purported to test the ut1lity, durunderstand more about themselves, they ability and safety of gas burners and other
can't continue the program in their homes." equipment. Yet, it was asserted AGA approval was not based on "valid, unvarying,
objective standards" and that AGA could and
did make determinations arbitrarily and capriciously as to whether a given gas appliance
Address by Donald F. TW"ner, Assistant had passed its tests. Plaintiff alleged that its
gas burners, denied the seal of approval,
Atlorney General in Charge of the Antiwere more safe and more efficient, and at
trust Division, "Consumer Protection by least as durable, as burners which the AGA
had approved. . . . .
Private Joint Action"
As you now, the District Court dismissed
plaintiff's complaint for failure to state a
claim upon which relief could be granted;
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
and the Court of Appeals amrmed. . . . The
OJ'
Supreme Court unanimously reversed in a
per curiam opinion, holdlng that the collective
refusal to supply gas for use in plainOF MICHIGAN
tiff's burners fell into the category of reIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
straints that are unlawful in and of themselves, and that plaintiff need establish only
Thursday, Feb1·uary 2, 1967
his injury in order to recover.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, on JanIn view of the fact that plaintiff was
uary 26 of this year, Donald F. Turner, allegedly excluded from the market by a colAssistant Attorney General in charge of lective refusal to deal, Radiant Burners
the Antitrust Division of the Department raised no novel antitrust points. But supof Justice, delivered an address to the pose that there had been no allegation of a
collective refusal to deal on the part of the
annual meeting of the antitrust law gas
distributor members of the AGA. It
section of the New York State Bar As- seems clear to me that serious antitrust
sociation in New York City. The sub- problems would have remained. Failure to
ject matter of his remarks was the "in- obtain AGA 's seal of approval would tend
adequacies of private joint action as a to exclude a manufacturer's product from
device for protecting consumers." Mr. all or a substantial part of the market for
Turner commented on the broad aspects the following reasons:
(a) The existence of municipal and other
of both voluntary and mandatory standards programs and cited specific ex- ordinances prohibiting the use of nonamples to illustrate the inadequacies approved equipment within the limits of
jurisdictions;
which he considers present in terms of their
(b) The high likelihood of individual reprotecting the public interest.
fusals by AGA's gas distributors to supply
As I announced in my remarks to the gas for use in non-approved appliances; and

own
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(c) The high likelihood that denial of the
seal of approval would impose upon a manufacturer a serio\lS competitive disadvantage
in the advertising and other promotion of his
wares.
Given these exclusionary effects, I think
the complaint in Radiant Burners still stated
a. cause of action. An allegation that plaintlft'·s products were arbitrarily and capriciously denied a .seal of approval would support a claim that the AGA and its various
members were carrying on a combination
plainly in unreasonable restraint of trade.
Certainly where competitors are involved in
an organization granting a seal so important
to business success-and even, I believe,
where competitors are not involved-the
group is under an obligation to insure that
its decisions to grant or withhold the seal
are fairly made. Cf. Silver v. New York
Stock Exchange, 373 U.S. 341 (1963). Moreover, they are under a duty to insure that
the testing procedures and the seal of approval are available to all interested manufacturers on non-discriminatory terms. It
should not be limited to members only; it
should not be limited to American manufacturers only.
Moreover, where a seal of approval or
promulgation of standards has such practical exclusionary effects, it seems to me that
the group must, at the least, establish appropriate procedures for the formulation of
standards for approval; and serious questions
are raised as to whether particular bases for
exclusion are appropriate for private group
action at all. Let us look again to the facts
alleged in the Radiant Burners case: ..•
(a) There was an inferable confiict among
appliance manufacturers as to the minimum
standards that had to be met before the
seal of approval was given.
(b) There was no indication that the ultimate purchasers of gas appliances had any
representation in the formulation of standards (although the gas distribution utilites
might arguably have represented the consumers' interests at least in part).
(c) The AGA's seal of approval required
the meeting of minimum standards not only
on safety but also on ~·utility" (which I take
to mean efficiency) and durability.
Such circumstances raise at least two
dangers:
(1) Due to diverse manufacturer interests,
the standards procedure might be used by a
dominant group of manufacturers to handicap or exclude competitors for any one of
several wholly unacceptable reasons--that
the competitor is a price cutter or that he
has developed a new product which threatens
a serious invasion of established producers
markets; and
(2) Due either to diverse manufacturer
interests or conflict of interest between
manufacturers and consumers, the standards
might cut off from the ultimate consumer
product options that a substantial number
of them would very much like to have.
A good case might well be made for safety
standards which kept unquestionably unsafe products oft' the market, at least until
there has been an opportunity for legislative action . . . . I might note, however, that
even on safety standards a point could well
be reached where the added cost of further
enhanced safety would arguably be too high;
that is, where the risk to be guarded against
is so remote that many consumers would
pr?fer to disregard it rather than pay the
pr1ce.
But whatever the case for safety standards, questions of efficiency and durabillty
are quite different. Why deprive consumers
who know what they are about from purchasing a less efficient or less durable stove
at a lower cost if they wish to do so? .•.
It is not "protecting" consumers to deprive them of safe product options which
they, fully aware of all the facts, prefer to
buy.
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The dangers that a standards procedure or
seal of approval may be used by a dominant
group of manufacturers to unreasonably
handicap their competitors and / or to drive
desired product options off the market are
of course reduced by affording to all affected
groups an opportunity to make their views
known and to have some voice in the ultimate results. They are reduced if nonmember manufacturers as well as member
lllanufacturers participate, and if consumers have effective representation. But if
there are substantial differences among these
diverse groups, is there any completely satisfactory way of determining on what basis
decisions are to be made? Is each manufacturing member to have one vote; or plural
votes depending upon his sales? How many
votes should consumer representatives have?
The short of the matter is that the problems
raised by contlicting interests of this kind
cannot be appropriately solved by any voting procedures within the private group. It
seeins to me that they can only be resolved
satisfactorily by establishment of an impartial tribunal of some sort to make the
Ultimate. determination. But if this is so,
have we not really said that the kind of
standards which the group is attempting to
impose are of such a nature that the responsibility should be given, at least ultimately,
to a governmental body?
The dangers I have described-unreasonable exclusion of competitors and / or unwarranted elimination of product optionsWoUld also be minimized by adopting, instead of a single standard or single seal of
approval, a grading scheme based upon general a.cceptable testing standards. In Radiant Burners, tor example, the AGA could
have simply made testing reports on safety,
efficiency and durability of the various products submitted to it. This would have given
consumers a large amount of highly useful
information, but would leave them free-insofar as their local distribution utilities did
not interfere-to assign their own weights
to price and performance characteristics.
I have said that this method of procedure
would tend to minimlze the dangers, but of
course they would not wholly eliminate
them. There stm may be serious good faith
dispute on whether particular characteristics of a product are of enough significance
to warrant testing and grading. But I
Would guess that this problem would be of
serious proportions in only a comparatively
few cases.
So far, I have been discussing the inadequacies of private group action to protect
consumer interests largely in terms of correlative antitrust risks. It is obvious, however, that the absence of antitrust risks does
not mean that private group action is an
adequate or appropriate means of doing the
job . . . . While members of an industry
might conceivably push safety requirements
to an excessively high le\'el, the much more
likely danger ls probably the reverse, namely
that the diverse interests of various private
producers w1ll be accommodated in such a
way that safety standards v.ill tend to be
based on the lowest common denominator.
Either that, or the standards will be set at
such a point that one or more manufacturers
Will simply refuse to adhere.
The main conclusion to be drawn from
an of this is that the prospects for satisfactory private solution of the problems of
protecting or helping consumers 1s directly
dependent upon the extent of conflicts of
interests among the groups a.tiected. The
greater the conflicts of interest--either
among competing manufacturers, or between
manufacturers and parties with whom they
deal-the more likely it is that private group
action will prove comparatively unsuitable
as a device for protecting consumers from
prod.ucts they do not want or sho~d not be
allowed to have. The more the conflicts of
interest, the more likely that private group
action will either harm the kind of com-

petltive and consumer interests which antitrust law can protect, or simply prove inadequate for establishing the kind of standards that the public interest would dictate.
I realize of course that legislation, with or
without implementation by an administrative agency, is not without problems of its
own. But it is the only appropriate solution where serious conflicts of interest are
involved and where the general public interest seems likely to require higher standards of consumer protection than will evolve
from private joint action.
This by no means eliminates all room for
private activity. There is no doubt that there
are wide-spread opportunities for legitimate
and highly beneficial collective private activity in the area of voluntary formulation of
and adherence to standards. There are some
300 standards-writing organizations in the
United States which have developed more
than 13,600 standards. The annual rate of
publishing new and revised standards exceeds 3,000. More than 400 of these standards have been developed under procedures
established by the United States Department of Commerce. I would not pretend to
know very much about the details, and if I
did it would be risky for me-for obvious
reasons-to cast any general blessings on
these troubled waters. But I can make a few
comments. There are many situations in
which standardization is in the interests of
all concerned, and diversity is minimal. No
serious criticism can be directed at the private formulation of standards designed toreduce clearly excessive and pointless proliferation of product variety. No one's interests
are served by having an infinite variety of
sizes of nuts and bolts. There are many
other instances in which product varietyin terms of size, weights, shapes, and the-has proliferated not in response to any felt
consumer need or demand, but by accident or
for such other reasons as the desire of
competing manufacturers to do something
distinctive. If flour manufacturers put out
packages in all one-ounce variations from 4
to 104, almost certainly at least some consumers wUl randomly select packages of each
size that is on the market. But this hardly
reflects a "consumer demand" in the ordinary sense of that word. Group action toreduce the number of package sizes would
almost certainly be beneficial. They would
help the buyer in making comparisons among
the products of competing manufacturers,
and help protect him against deception and
just plain befuddlement.
There are other advantages that are obtainable in appropriate circumstances by
standardization of consumer goods. By ensuring that different brands will be equally
satisfactory in important functional respects,
standards may well lessen the influence of
advertising and promotional activities unrelated to actual product di.fierences, and
thereby lower the barriers to effective entry
by new producers. Standardization may lead
to significant reductions in production and
distribution costs. Standards which facilitate interchangeability of parts may promote
competition by increasing the sources of supply available to the consumer and, by the
same token, the markets available to competing producers.
Yet, again, the existence of these actual or
potential advantages ls not determinative. I
don't have to tell you that standardization
can be misused. It can and has been used to
facilitate non-competitive pricing. C-O-Two
Fire Equipment Co. v. U. S., 197 F. 2d 489,
493 (9th Cir. 1952).
Moreover, even where it is generally agreed
that standardization to reduce excessive
product variety would be desirable and in
everyone's interest, there may be serious conflicts of interest which make appropriate private solutions difficult if not impossible to
achieve. A possible example is a current dispute on lumber standards, a dispute which
I gather has been going on for some time.
While I am not acquainted with all of the
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facts, I understand that a principal difficulty
involves comparability of green and dried
lumber. More particularly, the question in
whether a green 2 x 4 should be bigger than
a dry 2 x 4 in order to be called a 2 x 4, and
if so, by how much. The consumer is obviously interested in a standard that accurately reflects the comparability of wet
and dry lumber. If all producers were similarly situated there would be no problem.
Manufacturers equally capable of producing
both would normally have no evident intt>rest in distorting the standard to favor the
purchase of one or the other unless the industry's structure and behavior is imperfectly competitive in some significant respect.
Absent significant imperfections, the producers would presumably endeavor to establish as accurately as possible the normal
shrinkage of green lumber and set a standard
such that a green "2 x 4" would be the same
size as a dry 2 x 4 once it became dry.
Suppose, however, that the producers are
not similarly situated, that a large number
of small producers have no drying facilities
and therefore sen green lumber only. Suppose further that only a very few large producers possess drying facilities. If this is so.
a contlict of interest among the two groups
immediately arises. The producers of green
lumber have a. strong interest in obtaining a
standard which creates no gap or a minimal
gap between a. green and a dry "2 x 4." Competitive interests of producers of dry lumber
would lead them to,favor a standard creating
as wide a gap as possible. It seems clear that
the private interest of neither of these two
groups should be decisive in the formulation
of the standards. Yet with such diversity
of interests, it would be only fortuitous for
any conceivable voting scheme to produce
what appears to be the proper result, namely
a standard which accurately reflected average shrinkage.
This example illustrates again the proposition that the problem of protecting or helping consumers requires a. decision-making
procedure independent of private interests
wherever there are significant conflicts, a procedure which perhaps can be established effectively under private aegis in some instances but which probably implies a governmental solution on all matters of widespread significance.
I close with one further illustration. At
first blush, an agreement among competing
manufacturers purporting to eliminate "deceptive" advertising would appear to involve
no probleins whatsoever. Yet a careful study
of the joint action among cigarette companies on advertising of tar and nicotine content demonstrates amply that even such an
agreement has its pitfalls. The original
agreement among cigarette companies to
abandon advertising of tar and nicotine content was tolerated if not blessed on the following reasoning: Actual differences in tar
and nicotine content among cigarettes appeared to lack the significant relation to
health which many if not most consumers
supposed that they had; ergo, ellminating
such advertising saved consumers from buying cigarettes with the lower tar and nicotine
content in the mistaken belief that they
would be benefitted thereby. However, there
is now considerable doubt, to say the least.
that this is an appropriate way of looking
at the matter. Abandonment of such advertising eliminated or at least sharply reduced the incentive for cigarette manufacturers to lower tar and nicotine content to
ievels that might be medically significant.
Moreover, numerous decisions in the area of
false and misleading advertising have rested
on the proposition that consumers are entitled to disclosure of facts that they are
interested in even though their preferences
seem wholly irrational. More specifically.
those cases suggest that consumers were and
are entitled to information which would enable them to pick cigarettes with the lowest
tar and nicotine content, simply because they
prefer to do so. . . .
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United Nations Debate on Chemical
Warfare
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 2, 1967
Mr. KASTENMEIER. .Mr. Speaker,

Homer Jack, of the Unitarian Umversalist Association, has performed a useful
public service in setting down a record
of the debate in the 21st Gen~ral ~
sembly on Chemical and Biological
Weapons.
His narrative describes the arms race
aspect of research and stockpiling in
thiS field. It is a development which
should be more widely known and understood in the United States, and I recommend it to you for your consideration.
The article follows:
THE

UNITED NATIONS AND CHEMICAL WAR•
FARE-CONDEMNATION FROM THE PAST

"After 2,000 years of Christian ~ass
We've got as far as poison gas.
· -Thomas Hardy.

The untold story of the 21st U.N. General
Assembly is the debate on chemical and biological weapons. For some reason, news of
this acrimonious, interesting, and perhaps
constructive discussion was all but ignored
by the U.S. press. It is true that the focus of
news throughout the session was on the
ideological battle over representation of
China and the future of U Thant, but it is
probably also true that the U.S. mission to
the U.N. did not encourage dissemination of
news about the debate on chemical weapons.
During the annual discussion in the First
(the Political) committee on the agenda item
' titled "question o.f general and complete disarmament: report of the Conference of the
Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament," any member state can introduce almost any disarmament item. This year
Hungary introduced a brief draft resolution
(1) demanding "strict and absolute compliance by all states with the principles and
norms established by the Geneva Protocol
of 17 June· 1925;• (2) condemning "any actions aimed at the use of chemical and bacteriological weapons" and (3) declaring that
"the use of chemical and bacteriological
weapons for the purpose of destroying human beings and the means of their existence
constitutes an international crime." In presenting this initiative Hungarian Ambassador Csatorday gave a comprehensive summary of past efforts to limit the means of
warfare. He cited the Hague conventions of
1899 and 1907, the Declaration of Washington
of 1922 and the Geneva Protocol of 1926.
(The latter repeated the provisions of the
Declaration of Washington condemning "the
use in war of asphyxating, poisonous or other
gases and all analogous liquids, materials, or
devices" and extended the prohibition to
"the use of bacteriological methods of warfare.") Mr. Csatorday also mentioned Franklin D. Roosevelt's 1943 declaration that the
u.s. would "under no circumstances resort
to the use of such weapons unless they are
first used by our enemies." He recalled that
Italy used gas against Ethiopians in 1935-36
and that nazi Germany used gas for genocide.
WE'RE NOT GUILTY I SO?
I! thP. Hungarian ambassador had confined

his speech to history, the debate in the First
committee might have been routine. However, he brought his survey up to date and
into southeast Asia, asserting: "We know
that chemical and bacteriological weapons
are not only being prepared under the con-

ditions of the armaments race, but some of
them are actually being used in the war now
raging in Vietnam." He cited numerous examples of the use of tear or riot-control gas,
napalm and herbicides "which, unfortunately, are related to Vietnam, but the problem is of much wider scope."
William Foster, director of the U.S. Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency, immediately exercised his right of reply, calling the
Hungarian speech "sterile propaganda." As
the representative of Nigeria subsequently
commented, the First committee at once became "polluted by the poisonous gas of the
cold war." Through the next two weeks
major speeches came from both Hungary and
the U.S., each offering rejoinders to the other.
The representative from Kenya observed that
it "takes two parties to make a cold war;
one cannot wage a cold war against a wall."
Once Hungary had taken the initiative, most
of the invective came from the U.S. and other
Western states. Lord Chalfont, British disarmament negotiator, deplored the "tendentious debate on propaganda themes" and
warned that it would "upset the whole delicate machinery" of the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee (E.N.D.C.).
The debate initially covered two questions:
{1) Are riot-control gases and herbicides
dangerous? (2) Are they within the meaning of the Geneva Protocol? The U.S. and
her allies insisted that the answers to both
questions are in the negative. Declaring that
"more than 50 countries have used tear gas
for domestic riot-control purposes," Mr. Foster held that the Geneva Protocol "does not
apply to all gases, and it certainly does not
prohibit the use of simple tear gas where
necessary to avoid injury to innocent persons." The herbicides used in Vietpam, he
said, involve the "same chemicals and have
the same effect as those commonly used in
the U.S. and a great many other countries
to clear weeds and control vegetation"; as
such, their use ls not "contrary to international law." Mr. Foster refused to accept the
"false, distorted charges [by Hungary] that
my government is engaged in chemical and
bacteriological warfare."
CONDEMNED BY OUR OWN

The Bulgarian representative commented
that the debate at times appeared designed
"to determine whether the electric chair or
the guillotine is more severe and less humane." Ambassador Csatorday quoted a
1962 Encyclopaedia Britannica article on
chemical warfare which referred to the term
"gas" as "those chemical agents used in war
which, by ordinary and direct chemica~ action, produce a toxic or powerful irritant
effect on the human body." He also quoted
a statement released a few weeks earlier by
a group of 22 distinguished American scientists who asked the U.S. government to end
the use of antipersonnel and anticrop chemical weapons In Vietnam, asserting that "no
lasting distinction seems feasible between incapacitating and lethal weapons ..or bet~een
chemical and biological warfare, that the
great variety of possible agents forms .a continuous spectrum from the temporarily incapacitating to the highly lethal" and that
"if the restraints on the use of one kind of
CB (chemical-biological] weapon are broken
down, the use of others will be encouraged."
Soviet disarmament negotiator Roschin
later called this statement of American
scientists "the voice of reason and good will,"
but Mr. Foster dismissed the scientists as "22
individuals out of about 200 million." Later
he corrected himself and agreed that they
have "the full right to give their comhlents."
Then he commented about the Hungarian:
"I wonder whether, in his country, the same
consideration is given to those who oppose
government plans." Dr. Prandler of Hungary
had the last word in this particular dialogue
when he asked l\11". Foster to "consult and
study statements made by the 'squares,' including several Nobel prizewinning scholars,
of the U.S."
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AMENDMENTS

In the midst of this debate amendments
were introduced. Eight African states submitted three; Canada, Italy, the U.K. and the
U.S. together submitted three, each different
from the other. The African amendments,
accepted by Hungary, changed only slightly
the original intent. Whereas the original
Hungarian draft in its operative clause had
both condemned "any actions aimed at the
use" of the weapons and declared that their
use "for the purpose of destroying human
beings and the means of their existence constitute an international crime,'' the operative African amendments (1) united the two
clauses by substituting this clause: " . . . deplores the use of chemical and bacterial
weapons for the purpose of destroying human
beings and the means of their existence";
and (2) added an important new clause: " . . .
invites all states to accede to the Geneva
Protocol." By the substitution the Hungarians relinquished what was most objected to
by the U.S.: their clause which interpreted
the Geneva Protocol as simply prohibiting
''the use of chemical and biological weapons."
The Western amendments made two principal changes. One added a preambular paragraph noting that E.N.D.C. has the task of
seeking an agreement on the cessation of
development and production of chemical and
bacteriological weapons and their elimination
from national arsenals within the context of
general and complete disarmament (G.C.D.).
The other substituted for two operative paragraphs a terse clause calling for ''strict observance by all states of the principles and
objectives" of the Geneva Protocol.
The U.S. tried to eliminate both African
operative amendments (which were accepted
by Hungary). There was a legal debate in
the committee as to whether the Geneva
Protocol constitutes in fact a rule of international law even for those states which have
not ratified it. Lord Chalfont felt .that "it is
far more important that countries should
observe the principles of the Geneva Protocol
than that they should simply be required to
accede to it." The French delegate, however,
reasoned that "it is difficult to demand ..•
that states which have not signed and ratified
a treaty or convention comply with its principles and norms." Just before the balloting,
Mr. Foster agreed to include the operative
clause inviting states to accede to the Protocol.
Separate roll call votes were taken on the
Western amendments. The third was the
most crucial; it was a milder substitute for
the African-Hungarian clauses deploring
"the use" of such weapons and, by implication, indicating that such weapons were in
fact being used. It was more ambiguous in
condemning "all actions contrary to the
objectives Of the Protocol."
The U.S. had expended a good deal of political capital, both at the U.N. and in diplomatic
missions around the world, to win this vote.
We did win-51-34, with 19 abstentions.
Those in favor included most of our allies
ar~und the world, but also Malta, Niger,
Senegal, South Africa, Sweden, Tunisia,
Austria, the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Finland, Ireland, Israel and the Ivory Coast.
Those opposed included Hungary and her
allies and many nonaligned states. Abstaining were Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Nepal,
Pakistan, Spain, Togo, Afghanistan, Burma,
Cameroon, the Central African Republic,
Ceylon, Cyprus, Dahomey, France, Gabon,
Ghana, Guyana and India. With all three
Western amendments approved, the Frst
committee adopted the revised resQlutlo:r;t as
amended by a vote of 101-0, with three abstentions (Cuba, France and Gabon). In
the plenary session the vote was 91-0, with
four abstentions.
WHAT ABOUT E .N .D.C.?

During the debate a delegate from Byelorussia asserted: "The U.S. has so far not
ratified the Geneva Protocol of 1925. This

'
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fact can be explained only by the assumption
that the U.S. militarists want to have a free
hand." Mr. Foster replied that ''whether or
not, or by what procedure, states which have
not yet done so should adhere to the Geneva
Protocol is for each of them to decide in the
light of constitutional and other considerations that may determine their adherence to
any international instrument and particularly one which dates from 1925." The delegate from the Netherlands said that after
more than 40 years :'the moment has come
to give serious consideration to a possible
review of the Geneva Protocol by an appropriate body," since "in the light of the scientific and technological developments of the
postwar era, such a renew is not only warranted but in fact overdue."
Mr. Pardo of Malta suggested that E.N.D.C.
be given the task and be asked by the General Assembly to study the procedures necessary to "give effective publicity through the
U.N. to the_ national production and to the
stocks of chemical and bacteriological weapons in national arsenals." With Secretary
General U Tha.nt requested by the General
Assembly to prepare a report by the summer
of 1967 on the effects of the possible use of
nuclear weapons, it is not inconceivable that
the U.N. will someday be asked to study the
effects of other weapons of mass destruction.
Sooner or later E.N.D.C. must tackle the task
of regulating research, production and stockPiling of such weapons.
The 21~t General Assembly discussed many
other disarmament issues and adopted eight
other resolutions in the field, besides considering the important treaty on outer space.
And whatever the motivations of the Hungarians, their delegation performed a useful
service by bringing the issue of chemical and
biological weapons to full debate, however
acrimonious.
HOMER A. JACK.
Unitarian Universalist Association, 25
Beacon St., Boston, Jl.fass.

Hawaii Scientists Meet Challenge of
Ocean Frontier
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
OF HAWAII

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. :MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, with
our attention focused as it is on the
tremendous advancements being made
in the exploration of the space frontier,
I think it of equal importance to point
out the significant explorations being
made on another of our frontiers-the
ocean. Each year as more and more of
our land resources are lost to erosion, the
building of superhighways, and the burgeoning of our suburbs, we must turn
to this other great resource, the ocean,
to learn its secrets and obtain information on how its resources may best be
utilized.
We are fortunate in having in Hawaii
the Sealife Park project at Makapuu
Point, where a challenging new concept
of research is being canied orrw1der the
direction of the very distinguished scientist, Taylor A. (Tap) Pryor, president
of the Oceanic Foundation. Recently
joining the staff at Sealife as the new
director of the Ocean Institute is Dr.
John R. Hendrickson, who will be responsible for the program of basic research carried on by the institute's three
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:five years with famed French diver Jacques
Costeau, arrives next month to bead the
Biomedical division and a chief of the OCean
Engineering diVision still ls to be named.
"Our basic plan ls to have as small a permanent staff as possible and to build a
clientele of repeating scientific investigators
from all over the world," explained Hendrickson, swiveling back and forth in a rattan
chair in his airy omce on institute grounds.
"We are building appropriate laboratories
and facilities to enable visiting investigators
to rapidly come to grips with their work.
"We will provide the equipment, living
facilities and basic background. We hope
to collect all of the basic data relating to
our immediate piece of ocean so the visiting
investigators will have the counterpart of
weather bureau records.
"That is, we'll have all the basic informaHis CHALLENGE Is To PRODUCE THE "WET
tion of temperatures, salinity, currents, turSciENTIST"
pidity and principal components of :ftora
(By Wallace Mitchell)
a.nd fauna so people working in the ocean
The challenge facing sandy-haired John R. will have a solid basis on which to start
Hendrickson, new director of Oceanic Insti- working on their own problems without havtute at Makapuu Point, is to produce "the Ing to get the data themselves."
Hendrickson has to arrest his enthusiasm
wet scientist."
He envisioned lt a half dozen years ago at 1n talking about preliminary work being done
his first exposure to Taylor A. Pryor, now on porpoise physiology.
"We know so little about It that it is
president of the parent Oceanic Foundation,
dangerous to speak too freely," he apologizes.
at a Pacific Science Congress here.
''I sat in on some informal seminars with
"But it appears that they may have a
some of the scientists talking over the con- normal blood pressure which is fantastically
cept of this park,'' Hendrickson said.
high, right outside the limlts of human
"I was introduced to Tap Pryor and my at- tolerance.
tention was attracted immediately to him
''One immediately wonders if we may learn
because he was completely unencumbered by something from these a.n1mals that is applithe traditionalism and conservatism associ- cable directly to human physiology.
ated with marine biology.
"Similarly, their kidney appears to func"He impressed me as the happy kind of tion in a very different way than normal
visionary that had the guts to voice rather mammalian ways and there may be some
novel answers to problems and the brains to exciting things to be learned from this.
make them work.
"Although I am very much intrigued,
"The thing that really grabbed me was hls there is one limiting factor we must weighbelief in a concept I thought the most logical very deeply before we go too heavily into
thing in the world but which nobody had this cetecean physiology work.
tried.
"Too often, research entails the sacrifice of
"That was, to put the man in the ocean, some experimental anima.ls and no place on
instead of bringing the ocean to the man, so Makupuu will any work go on that involves
he can study the animal in its own environ- serious danger to our porpoises.
ment and living naturally-not suffering in
"Any physiology we do must be the sort
a glass box.
that can be carried out on healthy, happy,
"That Is the essence of the vision that intelligently cooperating animals.
This
attracted me most."
could be a llm.itation.''
Hendrickson, 45, is a marine zoologist who
Hendrickson figures it will take from two
got his master's and doctor's degrees in the to three years to bring the ~nstitute to full
field from the University of California at operating capacity. But the laboratories
Berkeley, after obta.1ning a bachelor's degree flanking his offi.ce--with hot and cold fresh
at the University of Arizona.
water as well as sea water available at the
He went to the University or Malaya ln turn of a tap, are busy.
1951, first as a lecturer in zoology at its
"We're 25 per cent busier than is comSingapore campus and in 1959 as head of its fortable," he said, glaring at a pair of mullet
zoology department at the Kuala Lumpur cruising ln a tank oblivious of plans Hencampus.
drickson has for an artificial insemination
In September, 1962, he was named East- project.
West Center vice chancellor for student
"That is normal and right for an institute
interchange.
like this with our on-going proJects and with
"When I joined the East-West Center, I preparations for this tremendously complex
made contact with Tap again and observed job of carrying our facilities out into the
with great pleasure the progress that he had sea and preparing for our ideal-the wet
made," Hendrickson continued.
scientist."
"We cooked up a couple of little research
projects for me and I saw visible evidence of
how he had made his own vision become a
The Honorable Edwin E. Willis
reality.
"I had been four years away from science
and realized I had been homesick for it and
SPEECH
became more and more wistful every time
OF
I talked to Tap or any other scientists.
"I finally admitted to myself that I was
going to have to go back."
OF LOUISIANA
Hendrickson had at least t'\\•o other job
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
offers--one here and one on the Mainlandto return to science.
Wednesday, February 1, 1967
"But when Tap offered me this-! jumped
<Mr.
RARICK asked and was given
at it," Hendrickson said, blue eyes sparkling
permission to address the House for 1
and a grin splitting his face.
His responsib111ties embrace the entire minute and to revise and extend his
program of basic scientific research carried remarks.)
Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, fellow
on by the institute's three divisions.
He currently is heading the Marine Science colleagues from Louisiana, and Members
division. Dr. Charles Aquadro, for the past of Congress, I rise as the junior member

divisions of marine science, biomedicine,
and ocean engineering.
Dr. Hendrickson's decision to return
to science to help carry on this important
work is, indeed, an auspicious decision
for scientists throughout the world who
will be able to benefit by the information obtained at the institute.
I believe my colleagues will find it of
great interest to read about this exciting
project, and I am pleased to submit for
inclusion in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
an article by Advertiser Staff Writer
Wallace Mitchell on the "Wet Scientist,"
which appeared in the January 29, 1967,
issue of the Sunday Honolulu Star Bulletin and Advertiser:
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of the Louisiana delegation to join 1n the
tribute to our distinguished fellow colleague, the Honorable EDWIN WILLIS.
I know Congressman WILLIS as an able
attorney representing the :fine folks of our
Third District. I wish he and his house
well and join with him in the represen ..
tation of the citizens of Louisiana.

Rights and the President
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LEONARD FARBSTEIN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. FARBSTEIN. Mr. Speaker, the
President is a realistic man. He well
knows the fickle fortunes of political life.
But still he must have sighed deeply
when critics charged that his state of
the Union message indicated he was
turning his back on civil rights.
This false and cruel accusation was
leveled by people who counted the number of words the President devoted to
civil rights-and not what those words
said.
Effective rebuttal to this libel comes,
I am happy to say, from a newspaper
read by those whose concern with the
progress of civil rights in this country
is most intense.
The New York Amsterdam News, ,largest Negro weekly in the Nation, states
the truth with no hedging compromise:

liON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA

There has been no evidence that the President is no longer committed to the fight for
racial equality. And, by his past actions,
we do not see where there Is any reason for
any outspoken concern at this time.

Bill in Arkansas To Outlaw Stamps

The editorialist puts the President's
accomplishments in perspective:

c.

President Lyndon B. Johnson has been
responsible for the passage of more controversial progressive legislation than any president in history. And this legislation has
been for the benefit of minoritiefr-the aged,
the sick, the underprivileged, the forgotten.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

HON. LESTER L. WOLFF
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Speaker, as I am
And a closing word for the newspaper's sure the membership is aware, I have
readers, words all Americans might proposed legislation to both the 89th and
ponder. The paper says of the Presi- 90th Congresses to establish a Commission on Trading Stamps for the purpose
dent:
of regulating trading stamps, to elimiStand by him. He has stood by you.
nate the unscrupulous elements of the
The entire text follows for the RECORD: industry, and for the protection of the
[From the New York Amsterdam News, Jan. consumer. The time to act on this prob21, 1967]
lem, to insure that proper, uniform FedUNWARRANTED ATTACKS
eral measures are enacted, is now. The
Many Negroes have voiced attacks on Presi- States have begun to realize the need for
dent Johnson as a result of his State of the
Union message last week because of what, such legislation, as evidenced 'Qy the folthey believe, showed a growing lack of in- lowing article, and the Congress must act
terest in the continuing fight against racial now to pass uniform, equitable laws to
discrimination-another victory for the regulate the trading stamp industry.
backlash victories in last fall's elections.
Under leave to extend my remarks,
We believe those who spoke out against
therefore, I wish to include the following
the President were premature and 1lly ad- article from Home Furnishing Daily of
Vised.
January 31, 1967, which fully bears out
There has been no evidence that the President is no longer committed to the fight for my contention:
racial equality. And, by his past actions, we
do not see where there is any reason for any
outspoken concern at this time.
President Lyndon B. Johnson has been
responsible for the passage of more controversial progressive legislation than any president in history. And this legislation has
been fO,r the benefit of minorities, the aged,
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the sick, the underprivileged-the forgotten. of $5 milllon worth of annual sales o! TV
It is good to remember who our friends are trays and household items were sold by his
and under what conditions they are able to firm to stamp outlets.
work. In years past and in other Congresses,
A group of housewives and salesmen also
Mr. Johnson was able to get through just stated before the committee that "these
about every piece of legislature he needed stamps" are a concealed lnftationa.ry device
for building our Great Society. He had which is taking a great portion of family food
friends and help in the Congress. Because budgets.
of this we were able to get the anti-poverty
program launched, additional civil rights
legislation, a liberal immigration bill, medical care and social security programs Honolulu Yl\lCA Observes 98th Birthday
launched, student loan programs and the
voting rights act.
EXTENSION OF REJ\lARKS
All these programs, under the Johnson adOF
ministration, were aimed towards translating
the long-held hopes of Negro Americans-and
other minoritiefr-into actual law.
OF HAWAn
There is more to be done. Sure. In the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
area of housing, especially. And Mr. Johnson, in his State of the Union message, reWednesday, February 1, 1967
newed his pledge to intensify the war against
poverty and to continue the fight against
Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, the
racial discrimination. What more can we editors of the Sunday Star-Bulletin and
ask?
Advertiser on January 29, 1967, eXtended
It is well to remember that any civil rights birthday greetings to the Young Men's
legislation, anti-poverty measures or open
housing bill that might come out of this Christian Association of Honolulu on the
90th Congress will come through a change .observance of its 98th birthday, and I
in the prevailing attitude of the current know that my colleagues will want to
members of Congress.
join with me in congratulating this dediFor once again, we see in Congress a coali- cated organization on its nearly a cention of conservative Republicans and South- tury of service to the youth of Hawaii.
ern Democrats. And this time it is indicated
To the YMCA's basic objectives of prothat they will operate more in the open than
they have in the past. Already they have viding our youngsters wholesome recreation and spiritual inspiration has been
won several victories.
It was this group that joined hands and added in recent years the serious proprevented Rev. Adam C. Powell from taking gram of fostering in its club members
his seat while his conduct is being investi- an awareness of the great social probgated. It is this group that bodes ill for any lems facing this gel).eration of Ameriliberal legislation the President will try to cans. The enthusiastic response to this
get through Congress.
So, think twice before belaboring a friend challenge from the hundreds of teenagers from 300 different· high school and
like Ml'. Johnson.
junior high school clubs in our State
Stand by him, he has stood by you.

BILL IN ARKANsAs

To

OuTLAW STAMPS

LI'rrLE RocK, ARK.-The Arkansas Senate

Judiciary Committee heard opposing groups
last week on SB 46, which would outlaw the
use of trading stamps in Arkansas.
Several industries locally were acknowledged at the hearing including CaFDak Industries whose spokesrpan said 35-40 per cent

who are participating in the YMCA's ,
program is · most encouraging, Indeed.
The "Y" continues to be an important
community center in the development of
responsible and enlightened citizens
working toward the betterment of our
great Nation.
As a former chairman of the board of
directors of the Kaimuki Branch YMCA
I am pleased to submit the editorial from
the Sunday Star-Bulletin and Advertiser for inclusion in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD:
[From the Sunday Star-Bulletin & Advertiser, Jan. 29, 1967]
HAPPY 98TH

The Young Men's Christian Association
(YMCA) of Honolulu was 98 years old last
week.
The "Y" has come a long way since its
major objectives were recreation for youngsters and proViding them with spiritual inspiration-although these continue as basic
precepts.
The "Y" now attempts to foster in its
club members an awareness of the social
problems facing this generation of Americans. It attempts to bridge the comprehension gap between youngsters of this country and those of foreign countries. It tries
to get teens to better understand themselves and to strive for clearer inter-personal
relationships.
This is a big order but nevertheless in the
YMCA's normal program, as w1 tness the
gathering today at the Waikiki Shell of some
1,700 teenagers from 300 different high school
and junior high school clubs.
Topics to be discussed will be "The Roots
of Prejudice," based upon meetings with
"Y" members in Los Angeles, and the experiences of "Y" youngsters living with
Japanese families in Hiroshima.
To this old, but still young and vital organization, we o1fer congratulations for grasp-
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1ng the responsibility to enlighten Young
America. ln aome o! the nation's dlftlcult
problems.
Happy birthday and many happy returns.

Honor, Devotion, Courage
SPEECH
OJ'

HON. DON FUQUA
OJ' FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, January 30, 1967

Mr. FUQUA.

man-so will be our quest for knowledge
of the distant stars.
The task for which they gave their
lives they knew was worth the sacrifice.
This Nation could not honor their memory more than to continue its quest for
knowledge.
Grissom, White, Chaffee.
To that endless line of men of all nations whose names will be revered
through the ages because of their bravery, devotion, and contribution, is engraved forevermore, three additional
names.
Grissom, White, Chaffee.

Mr. Speaker, a. tragedy

took the lives of three brave men.
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In man's never ceasing quest for
knowledge and advancement-Virgil
Grissom, Edward White, and Roger
Chaffee gave their lives.
They died as heroes of this Nation,
above and beyond the call of duty. The
pain and the agony their families know is
shared by all Americans, for truly this
was a personal loss for each American.
Indeed it was a loss for all mankind.
I had talked with each of these three
men. All were men you instinctively
liked.
Merciful providence had spared us a
tragedy throughout the Mercury and
Gemini programs.
But at the outset of man's greatest
scientific adventure, a. voyage to the
moon, three were called upon to make the
supreme sacrifice.
I had discussed this particular chance
With several of our astronauts, including
one we miss today. They knew the danger far better than you and I. Each
knew they might be called upon to give
their lives. They knew that eventually
something like this would happen.
They were technicians and test pilots
who participated in the planning of the
flights they would be called upon to make.
They calculated every risk, every danger,
minimizing chances for failure, but striving fearlessly for success.
They did not die in vain.
This Nation is richer because they
lived. Each of the three astronauts had
two children. They leave to these children the same heritage that Colin Kelly
left to his son.
- Duty, honor, country.
President Johnson's attendance at the
funerals of Grissom and Chaffee symbolized the grief of a stunned nation. At
West Point, Edward White was laid to
rest at the institution he loved so well.
Americans should never forget their
sacrifice. They gave their lives in service
to their country, just as much as if they
had been in armed combat.
They knew the danger, but more imPortant, they knew how important success in the space program was to their
country. Because they knew the latter,
they were willing to risk their lives, and
to give them if need be.
No quest 1n the history of man is more
important. Building upon the foundation of Columbus, De Leon, Polo, Byrd,
Magellan---of the explorers of the past,
we strive to seek and to find.
For just as sailing across the Atlantic
to find the new world became one of the
most glorious feats in the history of

Implications of Education TV Proposals
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LOUIS C. WYMAN
OJ' NEW HAMPSHIRE

_ IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, January 17, 1967

Mr. WYMAN. Mr. Speaker, many
Members of Congress on both sides of the
aisle, including myself, are strong supporters of improved educational television. Yet, to be truly educational, we
must be a.ssured that it does not become
a. propaganda operation, p.articularly for
the Federal Government.
The guarantees of objectivity and local self-determination are a part of the
responsibility of Congress in drafting
precise legisl.ation. It is now suggested
that the Government should operate
educational television, which creates a
whole new ~et of problems and
challenges.
In this connection the recent editorial
of famed national columnist David Lawrence is of interest to all Americans.
Mr. Speaker, I ask that this editorial
be included in the Appendix of the
RECORD:

TV PLAN
(By David Lawrence)
The administration in power in Washington soon may have its own television network
of about 380 stations across the country to
carry on a so-called "educational" campaign,
but it could convey to the people whatever
political propaganda it wishes.
This is the first time the federal government would be obtaining, in return !or financial support, a voice in what ln!ormation
a section of the press gives to the people.
The theory is that, because stations do not
sell advertising time, they are "noncommercial" and are, therefore, entitled to governmental help. While it is true that the big
television networks at present aim at mass
audiences With news and entertainment o!
the widest possible interest, this does not
mean that the American people are being
deprived of any information by all the other
media of expression which use the printed or
spoken word. The plan to be considered by
Congress at the present session calls for a
federal outlay o! many mmions o! dollars to
build and equip so-called "noncommercial"
stations. The initial appropriations that are
going to be requested are estimated at $68
mlllion a year at first, rising to $91 million
a year in another decade. This would be
authorized through the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, which, of
course, could issue its own "guidelines."
In addition, a manufacturers' excise tax,
starting at 2 percent and increasing to 5 perIMPLICATIONS OF EDUCATION

cent on TV sets bought by the publlc, also
. would be expected to help finance the operation. The whole plan involves an outlay o!
about $178 mlllion a year during the first
four years and could reach $270 million in a
few years more.
The Carnegie Commission o! Educational
Television has recommended the project,
which would supply programs on cultural
and educational subjects, as well as on news
and publlc affairs. There is no reason, o!
course, why private foundations should not
by themselves !urnlsh all the support for
this kind of venture. But when the government of the United States enters with a controlllng power, such a project is bound to
become political.
Some of the state governments have been
furnishing television with classroom instruction on academic subjects. More and more,
the schools themselves are getting lectures or
speeches by long-distance telephone and then
loudspeakers. But the schools control these
programs.
There also have been some grants to "educational" television by private businesses,
which get credit on the air for their donations. Still, this isn't being called "commercial."
The new governmental project would be
operated by 12 directors-six to be appointed by the President o! the United States
and confirmed by the Senate, and the other
six to be selected by the first group of federal
appointees. Their terms of omce would be
for six years. The government would retain
its control even though donations from
foim.dations and other sources might be
made available to the new television network.
Never has it been provided by law that
the .American government should actually
get into the business o! distributing in!ormatt.n or news to the people. I! the federal
government can have a television network of
its own to distribute its propaganda, there
is no reason why it could not some day also
have a network o! newspapers throughout
the country to take care o! local political
problems, too.
Under the new scheme, there presumably
would be no competition between the government-supported stations and the . private
networks, but there would, _of course, be competition for the attention of audiences. Even
if there were substantial numbers of people
who would like the new programs, the question arises whether the government o! the
United States should set up its own medium
to disseminate news and opinion on political
subjects.

The Late Honorable James J. Heffernan
SPEECH
OJ'

HON. JOHN J. ROONEY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, January 31, 1967

Mr. ROONEY of New York. Mr.
Speaker, I was deeply saddened to learn
of the passing of my longtime friend and
colleague the Honorable James J. Heffernan. For 12 years Jim Heffernan represented the people of the old 11th Congressional District in Brooklyn and they
were indeed well represented. He was a
quiet, highly intelligent and gentle man
who brought to this body a vast store or
knowledge. Jim Heffernan was no newcomer to Brooklyn when he was elected
to the House of Representatives. His
family settled in Brooklyn before the
War of 1812 and he himself had been a.
district leader in the Park Slope area or
Brooklyn for 17 years before coming to
washington.
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Mr. Speaker, 15 years ago on the sad
occasion of his departw·e from the House
of Representatives, I said of Jim Heffernan:
Jim has always been a quiet, unassuming,
kindly, capable gentleman, respected here in
the House by all of his colleagues and in the
Borough of Brooklyn by all its citizens.

This was true to the end of his days.
To his daughter, Patricia, and her fam~ ilY, I extend my deepest sympathy and
prayers.

Down to the Sea-In What?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LESTER L. WOLFF
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, January 26, 1967

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Speaker, I believe
that Capt. Harry F. Guggenheim, the
publisher of Newsday, is to be congratulated for recognizing a great national problem, and offe1ing a solution.
The problems of our merchant marine, if
permitted to continue, will lead to the
destruction of the United States as a
shipping power. As the Members, I am
sure, are aware, we have lost our preeminence of the seas. The Members
may be aware of the fact that on January
12, 1967, I introduced a bill similar to
that which Newsday's editorial recommends. I refer to H.R. 2168, which would
create a new Federal Maritime Administration. The new agency would take
over the responsibility for many of the
functions now performed by other departments and make for a strengthened
merchant marine.
I think that the matter demands the
most rigorous examination, and appropriate action, as has been recommended
by the Newsday edito1ial, now, before it
is too late to save our merchant marine.
Under unanimous consent I place the
editorial, entitled "Down to the Sea-In
What?" from Newsday, a Garden City,
N.Y., daily at this point in the RECORD:
DOWN TO THE SEA-IN WHAT
In three years, the United States will only
have 200 dry oa.rgo ships that are less than 25
years old. OUr fleet is almost obsolete; our
shipyards can't compete with foreign yards,
and 96 per cent of the strategic materials we
import move in foreign ships.
Succinctly, our merchant marine is in a
mess.
The situation troubles the President , the
Congress and whole hierarchy of bureaucrats .
But little action to reverse the trend bas been
taken. This, perhaps, is because the problem
is an old one and a complex one. The first
congressional attempt to help the U.S.
shipping industry came in 1789 when customs were reduced on imports carried in U.S .
ships. The most significant piece of legislation was the Merchant Marine Act of 1936,
which established our desire for a mercha11t
fleet to serve the na.tion's commerce and
defense. It also set the pattern for the sub sidy program that continues to this day.
But with government aid, there is always
government regulation and administration .
It is in this area that confusion reigns .
Jurisdictions overlap, lines of authority are
blurred and responsibility is uncertain .
Currently five cabinet level departments, the
Federal Maritime Commission , the Maritime
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Administration and a welter of subsidiary casualties in Vietnam far out of proporoffices and boards have jurisdiction over the tion to their percentage of the U.S. popmerchant fleet in one way or another. ~ New
ideas and bold initiatives have little chance ulation. I find it inconceivable that
of moving through this thicket of tangled these sacrifices by men who have served
in Vietnam are to be rewarded by humilia uthority.
The N.S. Savannah was one such bold in- ation while on shore leave in South Afnovation. This automated, nuclear-powered rica.
ship was to have set the course for the fuFrom a strictly technical viewpoint,
ture of the U.S. Merchant Marine, showing Cape Tov..-n may have the best equipped
that technology could make the U.S. fteet
competitive. But last week it was an- facilities for refueling our aircraft carnounced that the Savannah was being taken riers. However, at least two other conout of service. As an experiment it had a siderations must be weighed: First, our
$53.000,000 impact on the U.S. treasury, but long-range foreign policy goals; and secits impact on the problems :facing the U.S . ond, the need to avoid deliberately subMerchant Marine was small. Our fteet is still jecting the tnen of our Armed Forces to
inefficient, almost obsolete, and dwindling. humiliating social experiences.
The idea of the Savannah was a good one.
An article and a press release pertainAutomation is the only way that the U.S. ,
with its high wage levels, can hope to be- ing to this matter follows:
come competitive on the high seas. But NEGROES ATTACK, U.S. BACKS CARRIER VISIT To
CAPE TowN
ideas must be pursued into reality. This one
wasn't. One nuclear ship was launched; it
· (By Joseph R. L. Sterne)
sailed in lonely splendor for five years, while
WASHINGTON, Jan. 27.--Civil rights leaders
the rest of the :fleet gathered rust and sub- today denounced Government explanations
sidles.
of a decision permitting the aircraft carrier
Our competitive position still demands · Franklin Delano Roosevelt to call at Cape
automation and the construction of an effi- Town next weekend.
cient fteet. But who is to set the policy and
Nicholas Katzenbach, Under Secretary of
provide the follow-through that was so
State, told the American Negro Leadership
clearly lacking in the Savannah experiment? Conference on Africa that $250,000 would be
Many in Congress believe the task should be
saved by avoiding a refueling at sea.
given to the head of a_reorganized Maritime
He reported that the South African regime
Administration. At present the Maritime had not raised the racial issues this time
Administration is part of the Department of that caused Washington to cancel a visi t by
Commerce, and its head reports to the sec- the carrier Independence in 1965.
·
retary of commerce. In addition, many
LEADERS RESTIVE
functions that could logically be included in
the purview of the Maritime Administration,
Already agitated by last night's statement
are the responsibility of other cabinet-level of A. Philip Randolph, president of the Sleepdepartments. In the last session of the ing Car Porters Union, that t he contemplated
Congress, 11 bills were introduced to make ''Courtesy call" was "an insult to the black
the Maritime Administration an independent people," the civil rights leaders were restive
agency whose head would report directly to during Katzenbach's explanation.
the President. The new agency, in addition,
Cleveland Robinson, a Negro union official,
would take over responsibility for many of bluntly told Katzenbacb he could not accept
the functions now performed by other de- his "apology."
partments.
"A quarter of a million dollars is a small
There was· no action on these bills during price to pay for Negroes giving their lives in
the 89th Congress. But the 90th Congress this supposed fight for freedom In Vietnam,"
is to consider slmilar measures. A new, in- he declared. "The Government 1s basing its
dependent Maritime Administration, with decision on money, rather than on principle,
expanded responsibilities, is an excellent while it is wasting billions in Vietnam ."
ldea. The Congress should act to create this
FRIENDLY GREETING
new agency.
Katzenbnch, who thought he was stopping
It would help eliminate one of the mer- in for a friendly greeting to the conference.
chant marine's most pressing problems, too mildly replied he was trying to explain rather
m a ny captains in Washington.
than debate the Government's decision.
In his explanation, the Under Secretary
said that in the case of the carrier Independence the South African Government bad
barred aircraft with racially mixed crews
U.S. Troops and Apartheid
t:om ftying in, as normal, ahead of the C1lrner.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
As a conseqttence, he related , the \'isi t was
OF
canceled.
While Katzenbach said South Africa had
" withdrawn" the conditions that caused
OF MINNESOTA
complications last time, otl'ler sources reported that neither South Africa nor the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
United States had raised the issue. These
Tuesday, January 31, 1967
sc;>urces also said there was a possibility no
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, the U.S. aucraft would be sent in ahead of the carrier.
According to William E. Lang, Deputy
aircraft carrier Franklin Delano Roose~
velt is scheduled to stop for shore leave Assistant Secretary for Defense for the African
who testified last March before
at Cape Town, South Africa, on February the region,
House African Affairs subcommit tee,
4-7.
other naval ships calling at South Africa I strongly oppose this proposed visit. have had Negro crew members aboard who
The inhumanity of South Africa's apar- .have "been free to go ashore and, in f ac t,
theid laws is well known and has been do go ashore in mixed groups."
rightfully deplored by the President and
"A report from the commander of t he
our Ambassador to the United Nations. last naval vessel to visit South Africa which
Knowing this, I do not see how it is pos- wa.s in November {1965), indlcated t hat t he
sible for the United States to subject the Negro members Of the crew enjoyed t heir
merpbers of the Roosevelt's crew, both sta-y in South Africa," Long . testified.
A source knowledgeable about Sout h
Negro and white, to the degrading aparAfri~ said that, when he was in Cape Town,
theid system.
Amencan negro crew members often were
Department of Defense :figures show entertained from the moment they stepped
that American Negroes have suffered o.tr the gangplank by the "colored" commu-

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
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nlty, whUe white sauors were left to fend for
themsel'"es.
In South African terminology, a fullblooded African is a "Bantu," while a person with a mixture of white and African
blood 1s called a "colored." South Africans
classify all American Negroes as "colored."
ABIDE BY CUSTOMS

He said both white and Negro crew members were instructed to abide by the customs of the host country-a mandatory practice wherever Navy ships call.
In the cnse of South Africa, he said, that
tneant that Negro sailors had to adhere to
certain racial restrictions. Beaches, restaurants, toilet facUlties, hotels and some-but
not all-public transportation are segregated.
But this source emphasized that the Negro
crew members had little chance to feel these
restrictions because of the hospitality of the
Cape colored community.
OPERATIONAL STOP

Robert McCloskey, State Department
Spokesman, today described the February 4
to 7 visit of the ship to Cape Town as an
"operational'' stop to take on fuel and supPlies rather than as a "protocol" visit. He
Sa.id that "no problem of racial discrimination 1s involved."
But Randolph, who had described the visit
as a "courtesy call," urged the Negro Leadership Conference to adopt a resolution and
send denunciatory telegrams- to President
Johnson and Dean Rusk, Secretary of State.
His request is likely to be indorsed overWhelmingly when the civil rights leaders conclude the conference tomorrow in which the
e:rnphasla has been on generating pressures
for tougher American policies against the
'White governments of Southern Africa.
Randolph, noting that the carrier will be
on its way home from the Vietnam theater,
said the stop at Cape Town would "dishonor"
Negro servicemen "by exposing the very men
fighting (in Vietnam) to the cruel and dehumanizing experience of apartheid."
STATEMENT BY. A. PIULIP RANDOLPH, AT THE
AMEal:CAN NEGRO LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
ON AnucA, !.1.6.YFLOWER HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
i

On Tuesday, January 24, the New York
Ttmes reported that the United States Embassy in Capetown, South Africa had announced that the United States Aircraft
Carrier-Franklin Delano Roosevelt--returning from combat duty in South Viet Nam
Would make a courtesy call at Capetown
from the 4th through the 7th of February.
The U.S. Embassy described the visit as
"routine". Such a visit would be far from
routine.
The aircraft carrier Franklin Delano Roosevelt, which has Negro servicemen amongst
it's crew cannot make·a courtesy call to South
Africa without doing a vast disservice to the
ideals, principles and honor of the United
States-without doing dishonor to Negro
servicemen in particular and without offending the democratic sensibilities of all men
'\lrho love freedom in this nation, 1n Africa,
• in Asia nnd throughout the World. It is
ironic and tragic that a U.S. naval vessel
should dishonor Americans stated objective
of defending freedom 1n Asia by exposing
the very new men fighting there to the cruel
and dehumo.nizing experience of apartheid
on their wny from the very battlefields of
VietNam.
In 1965 when the carrier Independence
Wns scheduled to call at Capetown, the U.S.
government, under pressure of men of good\Vlll finally rejected such a visit as a matter
Of policy.
I believe that this conference should
Unanimously go on record to urge the President, Lyndon Baines Johnson, and the Secretary of State, Dean Rusk, to cancel such
a. visit as an a1Jront to democracy and an

insult to the black people of the country and
of Africa.
Unless and until the government of South
Africa is willing to guarantee total equality
of treatment not only to American servicemen of color but also to its own citizens of
color-in short until the South African government policy of apartheid is abandoned
once and for all, no such visits should take
place.
It is inconceivable that the U.S. government would for one moment tolerate that
Negro servicemen returning from Viet Nam
should be subjected to the humiliation, the
discrimination and the segregation they
would endure in South Africa.
I, therefore, urge this assembled body at
the proper time, to dispatch the following
telegram to Dean Rusk, Secretary of State,
and to Lyndon Baines Johnson, President of
the United States and Commander-In-Chief
of the Armed Services of the United States:
We are deeply distressed that the U.S. aircraft carrier-Franklin Delano Roosevelt is
reported to be stopping in Capetown, South
Africa February 4-7.
In view of South Africa's apartheid policy
such a visit will violate our basic principles
and past policy statements.
It contradicts the policy set in 1965 when
carrier Independence "by-passed Capetown.
Strongly urge reaffi.rmation of previous policy and cancellation of carrier's call at Capetown.
Such a visit will be an insult to American
Negroes, to the black people of Africa and
to democratic men throughout the World
dedicated to the ellmination of apartheid.

Economics of Revenue Sharing Analyzed
in New Studies by Joint Economic Com·
mittee and the ~rookings Institution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HENRY S. REUSS
OF WISCONSIN
L~

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, January 16, 1967

Mr. REUSS. Mr. Speaker, Business
Week published in January 21, 1967, an
article reviewing two economic studies,
just released, which contribute to current
discussions about how Federal financial
resources can be channeled best to assist
impovelished State and local governments. The first is the Joint Economic
Committee's study, "State and Local
Public Facility Needs and Financing."
The second is a book published by the
Brookings Institution, "Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations in the United
States," by George F. Break. Both the
article and the studies will aid Members
in considering the melits of the several
proposals now before the Congress, including my bill, which i.f enacted would
become "The State and Local Government Modernization Act of 1967."
H.R. 1166 provides that each State
would first receive Federal funds--at
least $250,000-to draw up within 18
months its own "modern governments
program." This program would set forth
plans and timetables for modernizing
both State and local governments. Such
plans would have to include specific proposals for dealing with interstate regional problems, for strengthening State
governments, and for strengthening and
mode1nizing local rural, urban, and

metropolitan governments-for example,
by reducing the number of counties,
eliminating inefficient local governments,
reforming personnel practices, and
strengthening local governments in
metropolitan areas.
Each State's modern government program would then be reviewed by one of
the four regional coordinating committees--to be set up under H.R. 1166 by the
participating Governors in each of four
regions: eastern, southern, midwestern,
and western-and by the existing Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations.
Those States with plans designated as
reflecting "sufficient State creative initiative so as to qualify that State for Federal block grants" would then begin receiving, in 1970 or at the latest by 1971,
unrestricted Federal grants from a 3year, $5 billion a year authorization.
Funds would be distributed according
to population, with not to exceed 20 percent for-supplements to those States having a low per capita income; a high
degree of poverty, dependency, or urbanization; and an adequate State tax effort, as indicated by the amount of State
and local taxes relative to personal income. At least 50 percent of the money
going to a State would be earmarked for
its local governments.
The text of the Business Week article
follows:
STATES LOOK TO FEDERAL DIVIDENDs-IDEA OP
UNRESTRICTED GRANTS Is GAINING FAVOR
AMONG GOVERNORS AND ECONOMISTS, BUT
COST OF VIETNAM AND DISAGREEMENT OVER
A FORMULA FOR REVENUE SHARING MAKE
QUICK ACTION UNLIKELY

The thought of unrestricted federal grants
to the states brings a gleam to many budgetbleary eyes these days. Advocates of federal revenue sharing include:
Governors desperate to find ways of paying for growing amounts of services and facilities they must provide.
Republicans seeking a constructive . way
to fight the growth of centralization 1n
Washington.
Many academic economists-Republicans
and Democrats-who see tax sharing as an
automatic device for providing long-range
stimulus to the economy.
HEADWAY

With that lineup 1n support, the idea of
unrestricted grants has been making steady
headway since it was proposed to the White
House in 1964 by Walter W. Heller, then
chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers. President Johnson liked the idea
enough to commission a task force headed by
Joseph A. Pechman, of Washington's Brookings Institution, to study Heller's proposal.
Pechm.an refined the Heller scheme in his
report, but Johnson made the decision to put
it on ice .
The Heller-Pechm.an proposal has been
followed by other revenue sharing plans-:some from congressmen. But with Johnson's
record budget, swollen by the cost of the
Vietnam war, it is unlikely that the 90th
Congress will be able to act on any plan
this year. Like Medicare, though, revenue
sharing looks more and more like one of those
ideas that has staying power.
Up to now, lack of knowledge, as well as
loose federal cash, has been a stopping point.
The whole idea of tax sharing involves many
complex equations for relating federal grants
to local needs.
KEY QUESTIONS

Two questions legislators must first consider are: How much will state and local
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needs grow? And which of the many possible
formulas for handing money to the stat es
should the federal government choose?
In the last two weeks, two groups equipped
to provide some of the answers-the Join t
Economic Committee of Congress and the
Brookings Institution-released studies that
take a close look at both questions.
The JEC study, State and Local Public
Facility Needs and Financing, estimates .requirements in 1975. The projections-:-bY experts in 42 fields--only cover capital outlays. But in the last 10 years, these expenditures have had a steady relationship to
total needs and the JEC expects that they
will contin'ue to make up about 30 °~ of
state and local budgets in 1975.

side economist wh.J is skeptical about saying
revenues will be adequate on the basis of the
JEC 's projections:
"St:\te and local governments depend
heavily on receipts from property and sales
taxes-both of which grow more slowly than
the economy." The only reason revenues
have kept up in the pasJ; is that rates have
been sharply increased or new taxes have
been added.
"To project the same rate of increase into
the future assumes that these taxes will continue to be increased-and judging from the
number of state and local tax proposals that
were defeated in the last election, I'm somewhat doubtful."

SURGE IN SPENDING

The other study isued last week. Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations in the United
States, written by University of California
economist George F. Break, is the most careful discussion yet of the case for revenue
sharing.
Break, whose book was published by
Brookings, begins by looking at all state and
local spending-not just capital spending.
Using estimates made by the Council of State
Governments, Break expects state and local
governments to have a gap between revenues
and expenditures in 1970 of $30-billion to
$56-billion.

According to the study, state and local
governments will have to put $40.7-billion
into public facilities in 1975. This means
that in 10 years they will have to double
the $19.5-billion they spent on public facilities in 1965. It also means their capital budgets will have to expand by 7.6 %
a year in the next decade-as rapidly as
- they did from 1955 to 1965 but from a higher
base each year.
What's more, the JEC says, this will happen even though state and local \governments will get some relief on their education bills, the second largest capital expense
in their budgets. While the nation's spending for educational facilities will increase
72.8% in the 10 years to 1975, the part paid
by state and local governments will grow
only 59.5 % .
SLOWDOWN

The state-local share of educational outlays will shrink because Of a slowdown in
the rate of spending for elementary and
secondary school facilities. These are financed wholly out of state and local budgets,
but their cost will increase only 44.4 % in
the 1965--75 span, compared with 58 % in
the preceding decade.
.
The biggest increases in school spendmg
will be in facllities for higher education,
spurred by a continuing rise in the percentage of college-age people enrolled in colleges.
These expenditures will grow from $2-bilUon, or 33.9 % of all spending on educational
plant, in 1965 to $2.2-billion, or ~0.8 %, in
1975. But in 1975 state and local governments will pay only 59 % of these costs,
with tuition and private sources paying t he
rest.
ON THE ROAD

The big boost in state and local spending
will finance transportation-the largest item
in nonfederal budgets. This will rise from
$8.9-billlon in 196 ... to $17.7-billion in 1975.
The biggest part of transportation expenditures goes for highways; roads, and streets$15.8-billion in 1975. But says the JEC,
revenue prospects are good.
Of $12.6-billion spent on highways in 1964,
for example, $10-billion came from user
taxes, fees, . and tolls. There was actually
money collected from users that was not
spent on highways-$2.6-billion in federal
excise taxes on cars and parts and in certain
state user fees. Capital needs for highways
in 1975 should be $10.8-billion, with $11billion in funds available, the JEC says.
In general, the JEC study does not talk
about revenue. However, an introductory
chapter by Louis J. Paradiso, of the Commerce Dept. •s Office of Business Economics,
says that if tl'.e trends of the past several
years continue, present financing methods
will cover the growth of capital spending.
SOME DOUBTS

However, cautions JEC economist James
W. Knowles, "any revenue estimates depend
on projecting past trends into the futureand this may not work." And says one out-

THE CASE OF SHARING

PRESSURES

This estimate is pegged to variables that
economists can only guess at now- the
growth of gross national product, for example,
and what share of GNP will go iljltO state
and local revenues; hence, the great latitude
of the forecast. Still, it's certain the gap
will be large in 1970. And, Break adds,
there's a 50 % chance that "pressures will
soon be too great to be met in conventional
ways."
· This is the argument most commonly made
for some major reallocation of resources between the federal and state and local governments. But to most economists the case
for revenue sharing goes beyond the states'
ability to find the money they need. Break
examines the two other major arguments
economists Inake.
One is that there are wide disparities between states in per capita income. As a
result, some states cannot provide public
services and facilities at reasonable tax rates.
And, economists argue, inadequate facilities
for education, to cite one vital sector, can
have harmful effects outside the immediate
area-when a poorly educated person migrates to another part of the country, for
instance, or votes in an election.
FILLING THE GAP

Up to now, the revenue gap has been
.filled by conditional grants-in-aid from the
federal government. These grants reimburse
state and local governments for expenditures
on specifl.c items-highways, health, and pollution abatement-that benefit people outside the ta.xing area.
Last year, they
amounted to $11.2-billion, or more than 15 %
of all state and local expenditures.
But Break finds such. grants have not gone
very far in solving the problems of the lowincome states. Dividing the states into five
groups according to per capita incomes in
1962, he found there were "few areas in which
average per capita grants are systematically
related to state per capita income."
For example, federal grants for reso:ufce
development in 1962, including money for
urban renewal, school lunch programs, and
watershed protection, gave $4.40 per capita
to the 10 states with highest per capita incomes and $3.36 to the 10 lowest-income
states.
FISCAL DRAG

The other argument that economists make
for revenue sharing is a subtle one that in-
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valves the recently developed idea of '"fiscal
drag." If the economy grows in a way t hat
keeps both labor and capital reasonably
fully employed, this theory holds, growt h
in federal revenues follows automatically.
Federal fiscal policy must find some way
of returning this revenue growth-dubbed
the "fis~al dividend" by Heller-to the economy; if it doesn't, the federal government
would soon begin to run huge surpluses a t
full employment, and that would lead to
business stagnation.
For the time being, the war in Vietnam
has made this problem academic . But
economists, concerned with what will happen after the war ends, have continued
their search for methods of eliminating
fiscal drag. For many of them, the c;olution
seems to be the use of the dividend to allow
state and local spending to grow as needed.
MIXED PROGRAM

Break's own preference is for a mixed
program of conditional and unconditiona l
grants--conditional payments to help underwrite the costs of programs with significant benefits spilling over to other areas,
and unconditional grants to help states with
inadequate resources to pay for programs
with reasonable tax rates.
But the hardest part in any revenue sharing plan is to offer a rational formula for
handing out the money-the kind of problem economists dote on. Break tries six
simple formulas to show the possible range
of distributive effects.
Distributing grants to the states according to their share of federal income tax
payments in 1962, he notes, would have
given th_e 10 wealthiest states 45 % of the
total, the 10 poorest only 9 % . If grants
were based on state populations in 1963, the
wealthiest .would have received 35 % of the
money, the poorest 16 % .
_ Of the six formulas, the one distributing
most aid to low-income £tates is based on
weighted population figures, where the
weight increases rapidly as state per capita
income drops.
OBSTACLES

Disagreement over the formula to be used
is one of the major obstacles to current proposals. The father of them all-the HellerPechman plan-would return 2 % of federal
income tax revenues to the state on a per
capita basis. Others-like those proposed
by Representatives Henry S. Reuss (D-Wis.)
and Melvin R. Laird (R-Wis.) or Senator
Jacob K. Javits (R-N.Y.)-would take out
a share of the fiscal dividend for low-income
states, and distribute the rest of the money
on the basis of population or income tnx .
payments.
Frequent objections to the whole revenue
sharing idea are that state governments
have what critics consider a poor reco:t:d in
coming up with innovative approaches, and
that the best administrators just aren't in
state houses. Thus, most proposals to date
would tie some strings to the grants.
BYPASS METHOD

Some would bypass state governments altogether with a portion of the grants, giving
them directly to cities. others would t ie
the money to modernization of state and
local government, or restrict its use to certain broad areas like health and education.
Heller, however, continues to favor unconditional grants, because "new demands
flooding in on the states and localities are
stirring new efforts at administrative and
legislative reform."
With the budget straining to provide for
Vietnam, revenue sharing probably won't
get beyond the talk stage in the 90th Congress. But to many economists it looks like
an idea whose time will come.
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District of Columbia Crime: Recommendations by the Washington Clearing House
Assoc:iation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR.
OF liiiAB YLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. MATillAS of Maryland. Mr.
Speaker, the persistent and very serious
Problems of crime in the District of Columbia have been analyzed many times,
but have not yet been adequately attacked. This year, however, there are
many indications that we may finally
begin to take constructive steps to increase public safety in Washington right
now and, in the long run, reduce crime
by striking at its roots.
Led by their distinguished president,
Mr. Robert C. Baker, whose many community acthities give him the right to
speak out, the members of the Washington, D.C., Clearing House Association
last week sent a thoughtful letter to the
President, outlining some of the initiatives which they believe could be and
should be taken, right now, to reduce the
crime rate by strengthening law enforcement and reforming the administration
of justice in Washington. Their letter
should have wide attention, both for its
specific suggestions and for the sense of
Civic responsibility which it expresses.
I trust that the House District of Columbia Committee will consider these
recommendations in detail, and would
like to call the letter to the attention of
the en tire Congress:
THE WASHINGTON, D.C.,
CLEAIUNG HOUSE ASSOCIATION,

Washington, D.C., January 25, 1967.

The

PRESIDENT,

The White House,
Washington, D.C.
MB. PRESIDENT: We are writing this letter
as one of the groups with some responsibility
for leadership in the District of Columbia,
some responsibillty to speak out on behalf of
the entire community.
The crime rate ln the District is deplorable.
It is unnecessary to muster statistics for
purposes of demonstration, nor do we conSider it relevant to compare law enforcement
here with law enforcement elsewhere in the
Nation. The Constitution gives the Congress
jurisdiction over law enforcement in the
District and that trust should be adequately
discharged, should be discharged in,deed in
such manner as to be a model to the Nation.
Armed robberies of banks and other business establishments are happening with
frightening frequency. At times it seems to
become almost a daily occurrence. Naturally,
representing as we do the banking and business community, this is a matter of deepest
concern to us. But of even greater concern
to u.s, as having some responsibillty for leadership in the community, is the growing and
justified feeling of anxiety and insecurity on
the part of all of our citizens. In no true
sense can we say proudly today that our
Government affords us those protections for
our persons and property which allow men
to live securely and devote themselves without distressing anxiety to the well-being of
themsel\'es, their familles and their neighbors.
This is no irremediable thing. It may, it
probably will, because of past neglect, for a
tim~ in the future require large investment.

We are prepared to contribute our share.
The Nation which has jurisdiction of this
community should not be penurious in contributing its share.
Undoubtedly, the root causes need to be
attacked, poverty, slum conditions, the lack
of adequate education and adequate opportunity which burden so many of our citizens.
But these are long-term objectives. The
problem is immediate, and the immediate
resource is strict and adequate law enforcement.
Our police are undermanned. The facilities available to them are inadequate. The
Congress should appropriate whatever is
needed to provide enough police, well
equipped police and the best police leadership obtainable. Consideration should be
given as to whether in the Nation's Capital,
as a temporary measure, the Federal Bureau
of Investigation might not lend more aid.
If this were to be done it should of course be
done in such a way as not to reflect adversely,
or in any way undermine the responsibiUties
and morale of the police force of the District.
We have confidence in our present police
force, if properly supported, but there are
areas where no local police force can hope
to match the facilities of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, and in our view the problem is sufficiently serious to consider making
all of their facllities available to correct these
deplorable conditions.
Speedy and effective administration of justice also requires adequate financial support
and the ablest possible manning of the
United States Attorney's office and the Corporation Counsel's office. This requires large
increased appropriations. We have confidence in the leadership of those two offices,
but they are both overburdened and undermanned. The speedy administration of justice cannot be attained unless they are adequately staffed and unless the salaries are
sufficient to attract the ablest people to those
jobs.
The speedy and effective administration
of justice is also the responsibility of the
Courts. We applaud the developments of
the last few years. There has been a
thoughtful reappraisal of the distribution of
burdens between the District Court and the
Court of General Sessions. The Courts have
been working longer hours, taking fewer
vacations, but much stlll needs to be done.
We applaud the recent undertaking by the
Courts themselves of an independent survey
of the handling of the business of the Courts.
The speedy and efficient administration of
justice will do much to curb unbridled crime
Swiftness is no substitute for justice, but
swift justice will certainly lend the community greater security. Here again, however, in our view t:le Congress has not done
its part. The Court of General Sessions is
understaffed, badly housed, badly equipped.
The best of men cannot function adequately
in such circumstances.
We hesitate to express a judgment on the
recent legislation affecting bail. There has
not been an adequate time to try out the
consequences of this legislation. If there are
inadequacies in it, it would not appear to
suggest a return to bondsmen, but it might
be worthy of consideration that, if a person
charged has theretofore been found guilty of
a serious crime of violence, some discretion
should be allowed the District Court as to
whether such a person should be released to
the community. We are in no position of
course to appraise the constitutional problems that might be involved, but obviously a
prompt trial would need to be a corollary of
any refusal of ball.
Finally, why should the Congress permit
these bandits to be freely armed against the
community. Few hold-ups would be attempted without hand-guns. Some restrictions should be imposed on their sale.
The District of Columbia Clearing House
strongly urges that you attack this problem
of crime in the District immediately and that
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you make available whatever may be needed
in the way of appropriations to attack the
problem adequately.
Sincerely,
John C. McCormack, Secretary, The
Washington, D.C., Clearing House Association, Executive Vice President,
The Riggs National Bank of Washington, D.C.; Robert C. Baker, Chairman,
The Washington, D.C., Clearing House
Association, President, American Security and Trust Company.
Other members: Leo M. Bernstein, President, District of Columbia National
Bank; William J. Schulling, President,
The First National Bank of Washington; Louis C. Paladin!, President,
Madison National Bank; T. P. McLachlen, President, McLachlen Banking
Corporation; Barnum L. Colton, President, The National Bank of Washington; George A. Didden, Jr., President,
The National Capital Bank of Washington; Douglas R. Smith, President,
National Savings and Trust Company;
William M. O'Neill, President, Public
National Bank; L. A. Jennings, Chairman, The Riggs National Bank of
Washington, D.C.; Frank A. Gunther,
President, Security Bank.
Associate members: L. P. Harrell, President, Union Trust Company of the
District of Columbia;
B.
Doyle
Mitchell, President, Industrial Bank
of Washington.

The 442d Wartime Chaplain Hiro Higuchi
Retires After 20 Years in Army
Reserve
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SPARK M.

MATSU~AGA

OF HAWAll

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, as a.
member of the original lOOth Battalion,
which later became the 1st Battalion of
the 442d Regimental Combat Team during World War II, I take particular pride
in calling to the attention of my colleagues the recent activities of the 442d's
brave chaplain, the Reverend Hiro
Higuchi.
Chaplain Higuchi was honored this
past week at a banquet in connection
with his retirement after 20 years in the
Army Reserve, but this energetic minister is not retiring from his best known
role-that of Hawaii's "do-it-yourself"
builder of churches. His beautiful new
Manoa Valley Community Church will
be the latest of several building projects
the much-decorated wartime chaplain
has been instrumental in bringing to
completion as a result of his hard work
and faith.
During the war, a frontline dispatch
recounted how members of the 442d were
so inspired by Rev. Higuchi's words
that they marched into combat singing
"The Battle Hymn of the Republic." Today, the peacetime good works of this retired Army chaplain, indeed, "go marching on."
I am pleased to submit for the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD a very interesting feature article about Rev. Higuchi by
Reporter Bruce Cook which appeared in
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the January 29, 1967, issue of the Sunday Star-Bulletin & Advertiser, and
which outlines the many contributions
he has made to his community and to
his fellow men:

SOUGHT THE LIVING
of fun together and I made many good
And the many times he picked his way friends in the Army.
through piles of American bodies.
"Every time I've been ready to build a
"I would always check because there was church they've been ready to help me, with
always a chance one of the men would still money and with hard work.
be alive."
"They have given me so much and now t h is.
, AND THE 442D 's BRAVE CHAPLAIN
One day in France he found a soldier still I'm kind of embarrassed, " he 'said.
HIGUCHI
breathing, so be put him with the wounded.
(By Bruce Cook)
"I visited him later in a hospital, and
On a Sunday morning in the fall of 1944 thought he was going to die," Higuchi said.
a war correspondent sent a dispatch from
"Then, just a few years ago, a man from Er b th
- Sh
ff' F D R
Boston came to see me, to thank me for savJZa e
oumato S • • • Portrait To
a little valley in Northern France.
It told of an Army chaplain conduct ing ing his life.
Hang in White House
"'It was the surprise of my life. It was
services as artillery crashed around the Gis
the
man
I
had
pulled
from
that
pile
of
who had crawled from their foxholes and
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
bodies. I had no idea he was still living."
squatted on their field packs to listen.
OF
Higuchi said it bothers him when he reads
The men were with the 442nd Regimental
Combat Team. They had been through that the 442nd soldiers fought so well mainly
some bloody battles and still were fighting because they were trying to prove they were ·
jn France.
good Americans.
OF NEW YORK
The chaplain said prayers with the men
"That is not true. We fought because we
IN THE
didn't like Nazism. We didn't like the evil
~
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
and then delivered his sermon.
Thursday, January 26, 1967
''Remember that you are fighting not for and horror it brought to the world. We
yourselves alone, but for all of mankind ," were fighting, like all Americans, for a princiMr. WOLFF. 1\.-Ir. Speaker, I had the
he told them. "That from out of this blood- pie-for freedom and democracy. We were h
onor of attending President Johnson's
shed and strife will come a new and bett er not trying to prove ourselves.
' 'I remember my second sermon. I told reception at the \Vhite House which
world because of your sacrifices . . ."
The dispatch said the soldiers were so the men i.f they were there only to prove marked the birthdate of our late beloved
inspired by the chaplain's words they they were good Americans they might as President Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
marched into combat singing "The Battle well go home. But I didn't have to say it
At the reception, a new and brilliantly
Hymn of the Republic."
because they realized the issue was much executed portrait of the late President
Roo
It
Some of those same Gis will be at the Reef bigger than that."
When the war was over, Higuchi had the
seve was unveiled. I am proud,
Hotel tonight to honor that chapla.in, a man
Legion
of
Merit,
Purple
Heart
and
Italian
Mr.
Speaker,
to say that the artist who
who became a symbol for the nation's Nisei
cross . of Military Valor. You have to dig P~'Oduce~ this magnificent painting is a
fighting men.
The Rev. Hiro Higuchi, who will be 60 back in the records to learn about the dlstingmshed constituent of mine, MaTuesday, is retiring as a colonel after 20 m-edals; he doesn't mention them.
- dam Elizabeth Shoumatoff who resides
years in the Army Reserve, and his friends
. Higuchi. said the war gave him the inspira- in Locust Valley, N.Y.
'
are seeing him out in style with a banquet. t1~? to build ch~rches.
.
The inspiring program, highlighted by
Higuchi, best ktlown today as Hawaii's
It was amazmg what men could do m the unveilin 0 f th
.
·
. g
e portrait, also feado-it-yourself church builder, was splattered the war Why they could build anything t
with
al~ost
nothing
to
start
with
and
with
ur~
rea?mgs
from
"Sunrise
at Campowith paint and hard at work on his new
bello "-'Tltten by Dore Schary and perManoa Valley Community Church when he the odds stacked against them.
••I thought that man can do anything if f~rmed by Charlton Heston, Mary
took time out for an interview.
"Before we sit down, come, I want to show he sets his mind to it. So we decided to Fickett and Anne Seymour.
you the progress we have made on our new build a church in Waipahu.
To view this port 't
t
k
"We started the church but we ran out of
f
.
.
ral as a grea wor
church," he said.
0 . art IS one ~mg. But the critics have
money
and
I
was
scared.
'we
held
a
meeting
We started on a tour of the two-acre site,
located a half-block off East Manoa Road. and a guy said: 'This is a church we are gl.ven professiOnal praise for it, and I
"This is going to be a beauty spot for all of building. Let's go ahead and build it on w~sh to share these laudatory comments
the people of the valley to enjoy," be said. faitl'L'
With my distinguished colleagues.
As he walked through the complex, wear"The next day I went to the post office
Mr. Speaker, I, therefore place these
ing a bard hat with the inscription "Colonel and found checks for $5,000 from two estates. stories and articles from th 'w hi to
Superintendent," Higuchi reminisced about That convinced me that faith can build any- Post the W h. gto E
~ as ng n
thing.''
•
as m n verung Star and
World War II.
OTHER PROJECTs
the
Locust
Valley,
N.Y.,
Leader
in the
HE WAS A PACIFIST
Higuchi bas spearheaded other building Appendix of the RECORD.
"When the_war began I was at the Waipahu
Community Church. I was against war, a projects besides churches. During two years JOHNSONS To UNVEIL NEw F .D.R. PoRTRAITin Waimea, Kauai, he helped the people there
No Fuss THis TIME
pacificist. I wanted no part of it.
In the wake of the furor over rejection of
"But I was the YMCA leader in the district build a commuruty swimming pool. Later,
and 1,200 boys were members. I remember he helped in the construction of a pavilion at a portrait of President Johnson, the White
how 135 of th-em volunteered to go, and I Waimano Home, a project of the Lions Clubs. House plans to unveil a new portrait of JohnAs chaplain for the IX Corps in the Army son's favorite president--Franklin D . Roosethought to myself I couldn't stay back.
Pacifist or no pacifist I had to go and do my Reserve he has made trips to Thailand, where velt.
the unit has periodic exercises, and in 1963, .. This portrait, the White House said, depicts
part."
a strong and vigorous Roosevelt in the midHe volunteered to go overseas' and found he started projects to help an orphanage and
himself in Italy.
school there . . His church also is helping sup~ die years of his presidency" and Johnson
plans to hang it in his White House office.
"We were getting barraged all the time. port a reform school on Okinawa.
The guys would call me and say: 'Chaplain,
Higuchi served on the Mayor's Advisory
It is the work of Elizabeth Shoumatoff who
we need services. If you're not scared come Committee on Ethics and now is the only was painting Roosevelt when he was f~tally
on up' (to where the bullets were fiying).
holdover member on the new Ethics Com- stricken at Warm Springs, Ga., on April 12,
"Scared? I'll tell you I was really scared. mission.
1945. The artist js donating her new work
But I'd get me a foxhole, read to the menHe also was on the Mayor's Conflict of In- to the White House art collection.
terest Investigatfon Comimttee; led the Disthen I'd take off as fast as I coUld."
The Johnsons announced yesterday they
Higuchi didn't mention the times he took abled American Veterans' fund-raising camoff in the other direction-toward the enemy. paign for their Keehi Lagoon Memorial proj- Will have an unveiling party for it Jan. 31,
ect;
served
on
the
State
Board
of
Paroles
and
commemorating
Roosevelt's birthday, which
Once, a patrol reported it had sighted the
body of a m,issing sergeant. Higuchi set Pardons and on the Governor's committee occurs Jan. 30.
Roosevelt sat for several portraits one of
out with a 'team of engineers through areas to select a site for a new State prison. (He
heavily mined and booby-trapped and re- was the only committee member who voted which, by artist Frank 0. Salisbury, hangs in
turned with the body after four hours be- against moving the prison from Oahu to the W~ite House Red Room. But it is a copy
l\faui.)
made m 1947 of a portrait Salisbury had done
- hind enemy lines.
In 1961, be was named Hawaii's Father of of Roosevelt in 1935, 1n his early years in
Another time he stayed at a forward aid
·
office.
station to help medics with wounded and the Year for Religion.
He and his wife, Hisako, h.ave a son, Peter,
The White House said the idea of getting
dying men through a five-hour enemy barrage.
30, an electrical engineer in Los Angeles, and a 1?-ew portrait of FDR came from C. F. PalHiguchi recalled some of his saddest days a daughter, Jane, 23, the wife of engineer mer, chairman of the Franklin D. Roosevelt
Warm ~pring Memorial Commission. After
in the war--once when 800 men of the 442nd Ray Fukinaga of HonolUlu.
Higuchi paused to reflect again on the the White House acquired a $25,000 portrait
went into combat and only 200 returned,
of Eleanor Roosevelt by artist Douglas Chananother time when 205 went out and just part ot his life he gives up tonight.
~·I will miss the fellows. we had a lot do~,. Palmer suggested the pos.sibility of acfive came back.
qwrmg a portrait by Mme. Shoumatoff,

HON. LESTER L. WOLFF
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Whom he called the "leading Roosevelt
artist." She now lives in Long Island, N.Y.
This portrait is the fourth Mme. Shou·
matotf has done of Roosevelt. The late Presi·
dent 1s pictured in a three-quarter seated
pose, with the water of the North Atlantic
in the background. He wears a favorite Navy
cape. In his hands, he holds a rolled copy of
the Atlantic Charter, a declaration of postwar
objectives made Jointly by Roosevelt and
Britain's Prime Minister Winston Churchill
during a meeting in Argentina Bay, off the
coast of Newfoundland, Aug. 14, 1941.
In contrast to the negative reaction to
artist Peter Hurd's recent portrait of John·
son, there was no trouble at all when Mme.
Shoumatoff presented her portrait of Roosevelt, completed in November 1966.
When Mrs. Johnson first saw it last July,
the White House said, she wrote the artist
that her reaction was a "quick flash of certainty that this is it."
Mrs. Johnson today expressed great pleasure in acquiring the portrait for the White
House collection and said it shows "the great ·
Vision and strength which both the president
and I knew in him."
[From the Washington (D.C.) Post,
Jan. 15, 1967]
FAMll.IAR FACE COMING BACK TO WHITE HOUSE

him again, but after he came back from Yalta
I received a message asking me to come to
Warm Springs," ll.irs. Shaumatoff recalled.
He wanted it done before the opening of
the U.N. Conference in Sa.n Francisco. Unfortunately, this portrait never materialized.
The portrait for the White House shows
Roosevelt in his familiar Navy cape with
the Atlantic Charter in his hands--the charter which pledged freedom of speech and religion, freedom from want and fear. The
waters of the North Atlantic form a blue
background.
When Mrs. Johnson saw the painting for
the first time in July, she wrote the artist,
"This is it."
Mrs. Shoumatoff, a society portrait painter
for many years, is giving the portrait to the
White House.
[From the Locust Valley (N.Y.) Leader,
Jan. 19, 1967]
ELizABETH SHOUM.ATOFF'S F.D.R.
PORTRAIT
T~ HANG IN WHITE HOUSE

Congressman Lester Wolff is planning a.
special honor for Locust Valley artist Elizabeth Shoumatoff whose portrait of Franklin
Delano Roosevelt will be presented to President Johnson on January 31 at 4:30 in the
White House. The gift of the artist, the portrait will go into the White House collection
and probably will hang in the office of the
President.
This is the fourth portrait Mrs. Shoumatotf has painted of Roosevelt. The first, a
small water color, done shortly before the
war, showed him much as he is in the latest.
The second, a life size water color, was not
completed. It remains just as it was when
the President was stricken witll his last ill·
ness- while sitting for Mrs. Shoumatoff. It
showed a different person than in the first
and last portraits. In it the President was
tired and thin. The third, also a life size
water color, is the unfinished portrait as it
would have been if completed. Both hang
in the Little White House, Warm Springs,
Georgia.
The most recent portrait, life size in oils,
depicts FDR in his naval cape as do the
others. It shows him at the time he presented his "Four Freedoms" program to Congress in 1941. He holds the Atlantic Charter in his hand.
One of the nation's busiest portrait painters, Mrs. Shoumatoff has been working on the
Roosevelt painting !or several months in her
Locust Va~ley studio on Ayer road.

When Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson was the wife
of a very junior Congressman from Texas, she
USed to stand timidly and wait for a chance
to snap pictures of Franklin D. Roosevelt as
he came through the White House gates.
Jan. 31 the President and Mrs. Johnson will
unveil a portrait of FDR--"that towering figure we loved so much"-to hang in the President's office.
The 42 by 34-inch portrait is the work of
Elizo.beth Shoumatoff of Locust Valley, Long
Island. The artist was introduced to President Roosevelt by Lucy Mercer ·Rutherford,
Who had a special place in the late President's affections. ll.irs. Shoumatoff was
painting a watercolor of Roosevelt at the
time he suffered a fatal cerebral hemorrhage
at Warm Springs, Ga.
The unfinished portrait of President RooseVelt, interrupted by his death, hangs in the
Memorial Library at Warm Springs. Mrs.
Shoumatoff says a second portrait painted
after his death and "finished as I thought
he would have liked it," also hangs in Warm
Springs.
The ldea for the new portrait came last
February when the Douglas Chandor painting o! Eleanor Roosevelt was presented to the
White House.
According to Elizabeth Carpenter, Mrs.
Johnson's press secretary, C. F. Palmer, who
1s chairman of the FDR Warm Springs MeHail and Farewell
morial Commission made the suggestion.
1\.irs. Johnson and the President were enthuslastlc ·about having a worthy companion
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
portrait to the one of Mrs. Roosevelt.
OF
They were especially anxious to have one
recalling him as the "strong and vigorous
noosevelt in the middle years of his PresiOF N .EW YORX
dency," !.Irs. Carpenter said.
"To the Johnsons, the Roosevelts were towIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ering figures when they were very young.
Monday, January 23, 1967
This portrait project has included the Johnsons• heart."
Mr. WYDLER. Mr. Speaker, recently
President Johnson was a Roosevelt protege. an outstanding journalist of our Nation,
He ran on a New Deal, Roosevelt platform, Mr. Alan Hathway, retired as executive
after President Roosevelt had appointed him
editor of Newsday. I have known Mr.
as secretary of the NYA in Texas.
When Roosevelt died, LBJ said, "He was Hathway for many years, both person·
ally and as a newsman, and found him
like a. daddy to me.''
For Mrs. Shoumatoff, as well as the John· forthright, interesting, and an asset to
sons, the commission was the completion of a the community. In the last few days
cycle.
one of Newsday's outstanding columnists,
In 1943 she had painted a. small watercolor Mr. Jack Altshul, wrote what could be
or Roosevelt. After it was finished, FDR considered a final tribute to Alan Hathloked at it and said, "It's a shame this isn't way. I wish to spread it on the RECORD
a full-size portrait. Someday I will ask you
to do another portrait of me for the White for the benefit of my colleagues and the
people of our Nation.
J!ouse.••
"0! course I never expected. to hear from
The article follows:

HON. JOHN W. WYDLER

HAiL

AND

FAREWELL

It takes a certain amount of fanaticism for
a man to achieve greatness in any field and
Newsday's Executive Editor Alan Hathaway
was always a fanatic newspaperman. Fantastic, too. This week he takes leave of his desk
at Newsday, that was his for almost 25 years,
for a supposedly less frenetic existence in
semiretirement on the island of Puerto Rico.
One can only judge on the basis of past performimce that Puerto Rico will never be the
same once he takes up permanent residence.
At age 60, still bubbling, imagination undiluted and ideas pouring out of every pore, it
seems inconceivable that Hathaway will permit retirement to catch up with him. He
never could accept a sitting-down position
gracefully, and the idea of watching the
world go by without lending a Hathaway assist was never part of the man's makeup.
The record proves it.
There was a time in the late 40s when a
tough little Irishman named Blll DeKoning
was threatening to take over Nassau County.
.He had built himself a labor empire, controlled the hiring and firing at Roosevelt
Raeeway, expected 'and got political and cash
tribute from the highest places, and ran
rampant over housebuilders and contractors.
Alan Hathaway kept a file on Bill DeKon·
ing for six years and when the time came, he
opened it in Newsday's pages. DeKoning went
to jail for extortion, Newsday got a Pulitzer,
and Hathaway had demonstrated what a
newspaperman could do for a community.
There was a town board in Hempstead
which had carried on its books since time immemorial regulations on the building of
houses. One of the regulations said that a
Town of Hempstead house had to have a
cellar. After the boys came home from
World War II, along came a builder named
Blll Levitt with a house he could massproduce to fill the desperate housing shortage.
It didn't have a cellar. The Town of Hempstead said he couldn't built it. So Hathaway
made building writers out of his reporters
and one story after another showed the public the efficacy of Levitt's idea. The Town
of Hempstead still wasn't buying. Levitt
asked for a final hearing and the date was set
for Town Hall. Not only would Levitt keep
the date, but so would hundreds of ex-Gis,
wearing legion caps and old uniforms. They
were there because Hathaway had stayed up
nights contacting them. The august members of the board took a look at the milling,
shouting and homeless soldiers and Levitt
had his approval for a cellarless house. The
housing explosion on Long Island followed
and you can credit it to Blll Levitt with a big
assist from Alan Hathaway.
Russ Sprague, the most powerful politician
ever bred on Long Island, was trapped in a
train that was snow-bound on the Donner
Pass, on his way to a Republican national
meeting in Los Angeles. Wire service reporters couldn't get up the mountains to
the train to report whether Sprague, his wife
or the hundreds of other passengers were
safe. Hathway got hold of a nearby Nevada
ski lodge by phone, hired a skier to reach
the train, and the story of the snow-bound
passengers and how they ~ere faring broke
out of Garden City. It was the kind of piece
people were expecting from Newsday.
The man mapped his projects like a logistically-minded general. Security was the key
word and often only a very few of the staff
knew that a Hathway production was in the
making. He set out, for instance, to prove
that the winter-deserted beaches out around
Montauk could be reached by a Russian sub·
· marine carrying an atom bomb. The pitch
was to man the beaches with more Coast
Guardsmen. A Newsday team landed near
Amagansett in a rubber boat launched from
a trawler in the ocean. Reporters and a
photographer carried a large suitcase that
could have contained a small A-bomb. They
were met by other Newsday "agents" in a.
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car. Nobody stopped them on the beaches
or on the long ride into New York. There
they planted the "bomb" in a subway locker
on 42nd Street. Presumably the bomb could
have been triggered to go off and destroy a
good part of the metropolis. "Man from
U.N.C.L.E." stuff? Maybe. But Hathway
proved his point and it got national attention. And there were the camera raids on
the Suffolk horse rooms and picture-taking
of gamblers moving their equipment once
they learned Newsday was after them. And
politicians who controlled their own press
notices, co~ldn't once Newsday's Alan Hath- way found out- about them.
He drank hard be played hard, and he
worked hard. Al~n Hathway did when his
world was Newsday.
Something of him
rubbed off on everybody with whom he
worked closely. For whatever rubbed off on
me, I am grateful.

Seizure of American-Flag Shipping
SPEECH
OF

HON. ED REINECKE
OF CALIFORNIA
IN TilE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

(Mr. REINECKE asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute.)
Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Speaker, the
seizure of American fishing vessels by
certain Latin American nations has, I
believe, been permitted to go much too
:far. Since 1964, certain of our so-called
neighbors to the south have taken it
upon themselves to claim sovereignty
over vast expanses of ocean which have
traditionally and historically been recognized as being the high seas upon which
all nations are supposed to be free to
• pursue legitimate and gainful occupations.
Countless of our fishing vessels have
been boarded on the high seas in a manner reminiscent of "Terry and the Pirates" and seized by these Latin American nations. The vessel owners have
then been subjected to severe fines
amounting to approximately $250,000
over the last 3 years. In addition
to these burdensome fines and license
fees which have been assessed under the false colors of questionable claims of national sovereignty,
American fishing vessels have been. subjected to accompanying severe economic
loss. Operating expenses have increased
substantially owing to unlawful periods
of detention in the ports of these Latin
American nations following seizure upon
the high seas. In addition, there have
been instances where catches of these
American fishing vessels have been confiscated as well as the vessel's fishing
equipment and gear.
These piratelike seizures upon the
high seas are not new. We have
patiently endured them for several years
in the hope that the several Latin American nations would ultimately see the
light of day and act in accord with .the
principles of the family of nations.
However, it has become blatantly apparent as a 1·esult of the seizure of six American fishing vessels in the month of January alone by these nations that our

State Department either cannot or wiD
not take effective remedial action to
cease this costly harassment of American
fishermen. American citizens everywhere, and no less the American fisherman peacefully pursuing his chosen profession upon international waters, have
a right to look to our Governmept. for
protection, and if the executive branch
fails to be responsive to this need, then
it behooves the Congress to act.
Accordingly, my distinguished colleague from the State of Washington,
the Honorable THOMAS M. PELLY, and I
today are introducing identical bills to
compensate American fishing vessel
owners for economic losses sustained as
a result of these 1llegal seizures and to
make it mandatory for the President to
suspend foreign aid to offending Latin
American nations unless and until such
nations honor our Government's claims
for reimbursement paid to American
fishing operators for such losses.
Mr. Speaker, I feel that we have exercised admirable restraint in the face of
harassment of our fishing vessels by
these Latin American nations over these
many years, and while I regret the necessity to resort to such strong measures,
I sincerely believe that neither as a nation nor as individuals can we continue
to condone what is tantamount to piracy
upon the high seas. The situation dictates the use of stern measures to resolve this problem once and for all before it is allowed to spill over into an
area of possible open confiict between
American fishermen and the patrol vessels of these several La tin American nations. It is to this end that I earnestly
urge all my colleagues in the House to
join with me and our distinguished col· league from Washington, Congressman
PELLY, in supporting this measure so as
to enable American fishermen once more
to sail forth from their home ports without fear of being set upon by naval craft
of other nations making extraordinary
claims upon the high seas which must remain free and open to the use of all
nations.

Hon. Winfield K. Denton Honored at
Luncheon With Gift of Letter Album
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ANDREW JACOBS, JR.
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, January 25, 1967

Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, the following speaks for itself, just as the Hon.
arable Winfield · K. Denton has spoken
so eloquently and effectively for the
Eighth Congressional District of Indiana
and all the people of this Nation for
so many years.
Mr. Denton first came. to Congress in
1949, a freshman Member of the 81st
Congress, along with my father. The
esteem and affection with which Mr. Denton is regarded by his colleagues mounted
steadily through the years.
Today, a number of Mr. Denton's
friends gathered at a luncheon to honor
him. The following letters, presented to
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h1m in album form, are a measure of
the respect and affection which all who
knew him held for Mr. Denton:
THE WHITE HOUSE,
Washington, January 31, 1967.
Hon. 'WINFIELD K. DENTON.
H&Use of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR WINFIELD; I would like to join with

the Indiana Society and all your other colleagues as they pay tribute to a. great CongressllUi.n, model public servant, good Democra.t, and loyal friend.
The people of the Eighth District will miss
you-as wlll a.ll who have met and known you.
Your dedication to the people of Indiana,
throughout the forty productive years of
your career, are an inspiring example of
unswerving devotion to the public good.
You have been a cred.it to the cause of
responsible, progressive government and to
the Congress, the State, and the Party- you
have served so long and so well.
Sincerely,
LYNDON B. JoHNSON.
THE VICE PRESIDENT,
Washington, January 31,1967.

Han. WINFIELD DENTON,
Evansville, Ind.

DEAR WINFIELD: When the ballots are
counted after each election, one always feels
a sense of loss in seeing some of his friends
go down to defeat through redistricting or
some other factor beyond his control. This
is particularly true in your case. We entered
the Congress together, and I have always
had a special :feeling of communion with
those who were a part of that class.
I can well remember Winfield Denton as
one of the bright lights among the new
members in the 8lst Congress. Your record
of public service has amply demonstrated
your tenacity and your skill. Your many
contributions have strengthened our nation
and given us increased pride in our party.
Yes, you have served your nation well-both
in war and peace.
.
We wish you well in the years ahead. May
you find time for reflection and enjoying
the precious blessings of family and friends.
I feel honored to have shared ln your friendship and to have served with you.
Sincerely,
HUBERT H. HUMPHREY.
THE SECRETARY

OF

THE INTERIOR,

Washington, January 31, 1967.
Han. WINFIELD K. DENTON,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
.
DEAR WINFIELD: I regret very much that

I cannot be with you for your reception on
February 2, but, as you know, I will not
be in the country.
There just simply are no words at my command to express to you my very deepest and
heartfelt appreciation for all your unstinted
cooperation with this department, not only
during JOUr tenure as chairman of our subcommittee, but during all your years of
service in the Congress. Winfield, I'm speaking for everyone in this department when
I say to you that no chairman could have
helped our conservation efforts more than
you.
You know that you have the very warmest
wishes for everything good in life from Lee
and me.
Very sincerely,
STEW ART L. UDALL,
Secretary oj the Interior.

THE SPEAKER's RooMs,
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., January 30, 1967.

Ho:q. WINFIELD K. DENTON,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR WINFIELD: During your years as a
Member of the House of Represen ta ti ves in
Congress, you have rendered outstanding
.sen ice for the people ot -your district, your

/
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state, and for our country. I feel very sorry
that the great service that you han reotiered has been termlnated as a result of the
last election, which termination I sincerely
hope wi..ll only be temporary.
I ha>e a profound respect for you and
tleep appreciation of your dedication to public service. I also entertain for you a strong
feeling of friendship, which has grown up
between us during the years that we have
served together in the National House of
ltepresentatives. You are justified in feeling
Proud of the great record you have made in
behalf or the people, as well as in behalf of
our country.
I Wish for you every future happiness and
success.
With kind personal regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,
JOHN w. McCORMACK,
Speaker of the House
of Representatives.

CONGRESS or
'

THX

HoUSE

UNITED STATES,
OF REPREsENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., January 30,1967.
lion. WINFIELD K. DENTON, .
C/o Honorable Andrew Jacobs, Jr.,
U.S. House of Representatives~
Washington, D.C.

DEAR WINFIELD: I appreciate the opportunity afi'ored me by Congressman HAMILTON
and Congressman JACOBs to tell you how very
lnUch I w111 miss your wise counsel in the
halls of the House of Representatives.
Since you first came to the House in the
8lst Congress, I have valued your friendship
and youx judgment and have admired the
tiedicated and devoted way you have served
the interests not only of the people of the
l!:ighth District of Indiana. but also the interests of the entire country. As chairman of
the Subcommittee on the Department of
Interior and related agencies of the Comtnittee on Appropriations, you have contributed immeasurably to the welfare of our
country. Thanks for the many things you
have done for me and for the people I represent.
It has been a pleasuxe to work with you
over the years. I hope you wm accept my
best wishes for the future.
Sincerely,.
CARL .ALBER'!',
Majority Leader.

Housx oF REPl!.ESli:NTATIVES.
OF THE DEMOCRATIC WHIP,

OFFICE

WtUhingtcm, D.O .. February 1,1967.

lion. WINFIELD K. DENToN,
lVasMngton, D.C.

DEAR WIN: It 1s a honor to join with our
Colleagues 1n saluting you for your many
Years of distinguished service in the House.
l am pleased to commend you for the fine
record of public service which you achieved
for your State and our Nation.
In sixteen jears in the House, your service
Was marked by the highest measuxe of devotion to your District, State and Nation, and
l am proud of you and your good works. ·The
dedicated spirit with which you did your
\Vork here has left this House a finer institution o! our government, and you are most
deserving of this tribute by our colleagues
tOday.
Through your exemplary service in the
liouse, you have brought honor and credit
not only to yourself and your family, but
also to the people of the Eighth District of
lndtana. and to the whole State. Your con~
st1tuents are to be commended for their
Wisdom in selecting you to serve them for
lllany years.
Personally, I wish to thank you for the
Splendid help which you provided to me, to
Speaker McCormack and Congressman Albert. as Assistant Whip for your State. We
are most grateful for your consistent and
ready adrtce and counsel.
:f!.lrs. Boggs joins me in congratulating you
tor your exemplary public service, both here

1n the House and 1n your State, and Wishing for you many more years of health, haPpiness and fruitful endeavor.
Sincerely,
HALB BOGGS,

u.s. SENATE,
CoMMITTEE OF CoMMERCE,
February Z, 1967.

Hon. WINFIELD DENTON,
U.S. Ilouse of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

. DEAR WINFIELD: You were my Congress~
man, Winfield, even before I was your Sen-

ator.

.

Never was I more proud of you or more im·
pressed with the depth of your knowledge
and the esteem of your colleagues than when
I, myself, came to join you in these halls.
Your dedication to your constituents, to our
country, to its way of life and to the cause
of free men has left a mark on all who know
you.
We miss your guidance and counsel, your
help and your advice. We miss not having
you around.
I, for one, feel richer, better and more capable for having served with you and having
learned from you. No one in the delegation
will miss you more than your one constituent in the group. You and Grace deserve a
11 ttle respite, though, and we wish you well.
Sincerely,
VANCE HARTKE, U.S. Senator.

u.s.

SENATE,
CoMMITTEE ON PuBLIC WoRKs,
January 31, 1967.

Hon. WINFIELD K. DENToN,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR WINFIELD: Indiana and the nation
will be poorer without your firm, guiding

hand in Washington. I know that the loss
to me in not having you, as friend and adviser, ever-present in the national 9apital will
be one I will feel for a long time to come.
The infiuEmce and the accomplishments
you leave behind you here will help our fellow Hoosiers for many years. The monument
to the man is seen throughout the State of
Indiana-productive farmlands, no longer
surged by floods; the George Rogers Clark
National Park; dams and reservoirs dotting
the map of Indiana providing jobs, recreation and conservation are contributions people wllllong remember.
We expect to see you often in Washington
1n the years ahead, Winfield. Among us, you
wm always be welcomed and revered.
With my warmest personal regards, I am,
Sincerely,
BIRCHBAYH.
CoNGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., January 31, 1967.

Hon. WINFIE:LD K. D:J!;'NTON,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR WINFIELD: I could write fourteen
pages about the record and virtues of Winfield Denton, about my esteem and admiration for him. I will make it short with the
hope that what I say will be more impressive.
Winfield Denton in my book is the greatest!
Sincerely,
GEORGE MAHON.
CONGRESSIONAL COLLEAGUES ExTEND TltmUTE
TO CONGRESSMAN WmFIELD K. DENTON AT
RAYBURN BUILDING LUNCHEON, FEBRUARY 2,
1967
(Messnge from Congressman RAY J. MADDEN,
.First District, Indiana)
Congressman Winfield K. Denton has, for
sixteen years, ably served the Eighth Congressional District in the United States Congress. I had the pleasure and honor of serving with him during this period of time. He
had given to his constituents outstanding
service not only in the legislative field, but
has complied with all their numerous re-
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quests and devoted his time and efforts to
improving his Congressional District, the
State of Indiana., and our Natton.
Most of his adult life has been spent as a
public servant, having been prosecutor of
Vanderburgh County and having PeTted three
terms in the Indiana State Legi<Jllf!t.ure at
which time he was honored as beJng elected
Minority Leader and Cau<'us Cha.irma.n. He
also served on the State Budget Committee
under Governors Townsend and Schricker.
In World War I he was an aviator thus
having the rare distinction of having served
in two world wars . . . World War I as an
aviator and World War II as a Major and
Lieutenant Colonel.
The people of the Eighth Congressional
District can indeed be proud of the public
service record made by this able and mustrtous Hoosier Congressman.\ His colleagues
have known him as an honest, conscientious
and dedicated legislator. He has made a host
of friends in the House of Representatives as
well as in the Senate and the various governmental departments of our nation.
The Indiana Congressional Delega tlon and
his many friends in Washington regTet to see
Winfield leave the House of Representatives
but we all wish him many years of good
health and further public service to his community, state and nation.
RAY MADDEN.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., February 2, 1967.

Hon. WINFIELD K. DENToN,
Washington, D.C.

·

DJ:AR WINFIELD: I want to add my own to
the I many tributes being paid you on your
many years of service in the Congress of the
United States.
·
One of the aspects of your career that has
always deeply impressed me has been your
continuing dedication to the principal purposes of the Democratic party. From your
important assignment on the House Committee on Appropriations, you helped make possible a richer, fuller life for millions of Americans and I am sure that this knowledge
must give you the deepest satisfaction.
I count lt an honor to have served with
you in the House of Representa1;\ves for eight
years, and I wish you and Grace all good
things.
Sincerely,
JOHN BRADEMAS,
Member of Congress.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., February Z, 1967.

Hon. WINFIELD DENTON,
Evansville, Ind.
DEAR WINFIELD: Those of US Who have
served with you through the years have an
affection for you ·which has deepened as the
years have gone by. I know that I have personally appreciated the advice, the councll.
and the example you have provided for me.
You expressed concern for my problems when
I went through some very trying and tedious
times.
How can I ever forget your unfailing support during the time of my recount? It spoke
clearly of a personal friendship which I shall
always covet.
You have provided an example fQr those
o! us whose service in the Congress is relatively new. Not only your District owes you
a debt cf gratitude but your state and the
nation itself should be grateful for your tireless and unselfish service.
We miss you in the Congress. We all share
the hope and desire that the coming years
will treat you kindly and that God will look
after you and your family and shower you
with his richest blessings.
With warm personal regards, I remain,
Yours sincerely,
J. EDWARD RousH,
Member

of Congress.
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., February 1, 1967.

Hon. WINFIELD K. DENToN,
House of Representatives,
washington, D.C.

DEAR WINFIELD: I am especially pleased to
add this note of tribute to your record of
service to your district, your state and your
country.
The public improvements which you have
brought to your district and your record of
achievement with the House Appropriations
Committee are far more impressive tributes
to your years of service than any words of
mine, however.
I have had many, many personal testi·
monials to your concern for your constitu·
ents from Clark County residents. You are
known throughout Indiana as the man who
saw to the needs of his constituents.
It is the hope of all of us I'm sure, that you
will continue to express your concern, and to
give us your advice and support in working
for a greater Indiana.
Meanwhile, all my best wishes for health,
happiness and success is whatever course you
choose to teke.
With fondest regards,
LEE H. HAMU.TON.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., February 1, 1967.

Hon. WINFIELD K. DENTON,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. DENTON: Our friendship goes
back only to 1949, but that was one-half my
lifetime ago. I was 17 then and because of
your kind friendship for my father I came to
love you as a part of our family.
••Grace and Winfield," my fatper often has
said "are saints."
Since I've got to know you better as a
result of the honor of serving with you in
the Congress, my admiration for your kind·
ness and ability has grown more and more.
I wish you every happiness in the future
and just as you became my father's extra.
territorial Congressman in the fifty's, I
should be honored to be that for you and
Grace for such time as I may remain in
Washington.
Sincerely,
ANDREW JAcoBs, Jr.

CoNGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., February 1,1967.

/
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DEAR WIN: I'm just sorry that some time
ago I committed myself to play host at a
luncheon on the day I now learn has been
set for a farewell luncheon in your honor.
As a couple of Hoosiers who have been
around the Congress for a number of years,
you on your side of the aisle and I on mine,
the record will show that we had honest dif·
ferences from time to time on legislative
issues.
As far as that's concerned, I wouldn't want
it otherwise, and neither would you.
But I have counted it a privilege to know
you not merely as a colleague but as a. warm
friend from Indiana who has shared with me
this business of bouquets and brickbats
which come our way in this difficult busi·
ness of being a public servant.
May the years ahead be good ones for you,
Win, in all ways. You have earned them·.
Sincerely,
CHARLES A. HALLECK.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., January 31, 1967.

Hon. WINFIELD DENTON,
202 Court Building,
Evansville, Ind.

DEAR WINNIE: I'm very sorry I cannot be
present at the luncheon in your honor but
I did want to send this personal note.

In your long years of service in the Congress you, like all of us, have seen colleagues
defeated and thereafter retire from the public life to which they have given their time
and devotion. You know, too, that the way
a man ls remembered in the Congress is not
necessarily measured by whether he made
the headlines or beca.me a national figure.
Rather, when we think of someone who no
longer serves among us in the House, we
put aside party lines and partisan differences, '
and we consider the whole man-our friend,
our colleague--and how he carried himself
in the halls of Congress.
·
Was he true to his convictions and to himself? Did he render honest and faithful
service to his constituents? Had he always
given his very best for his District, his State
and his country? Did he reflect credit on
the Congress of the United States, and did
he leave public life with the same dignity
and nobility with which he had served?
For you, Winnie, our frfend, the answer to
all of these questions is a clear, ringing
"Yes!" and those of us who know you and
are proud to call you our friend will always
testify to this !act. We wish you well, and
that you may find, always, the very best life
has to offer. This is only fitting for a man
who has always given the very best he could.
Best wishes, always,
·
Wn.LIAM G. BRAY.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, .
Washington, D.C., February 1, 19f17.

Hon. WINFIELD K. DENTON,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR WINFIELD: I was pleased to receive
the invitation to the reception ln your honor
and hope to see you there.
Believe me, I have enjoyed our acquaintanceship during the time we have both
served in the Congress. I hope that you a:re
now able to relax, take things easy, and
enjoy life.
With kind personal regards.
Sincerely,
Ross ADAIR.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., February 7,1967.

Hon. WINFIELD K. DENTON,
Evansville, Ind.

DEAR WINNIE: I am pleased to join your
colleagues in wishing you every happiness as
you begin your retirement in Indiana.
I hope that you and Mrs. Denton wlll have
many more years together among your old
friends and neighbors. I certainly wish you
all of the very best.
Sincerely,
RICHARD L. ROUDEBUSH.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., February 2, 1967.

Hon. WINFIELD K. DENTON,
% The Honarable Andrew Jacobs, Jr.,
234 Cannon House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAmMAN: It is not a difficult
thing for me to address you as Mr. Chairman.
I will always think of you in those terms.
I know well what long hours of service
you have given to the American people.
Through sixteen years, you worked here in the
very heart of the greatest Government of the
world and did much of that work on the
most important Committtee of the Congress.
For myself personally, there will always be
a ·particularly warm spot for a kind and
thoughtful friend who always was willing to
sit with me, to discuss the problems which
I felt should be discussed, and to offer help
when I needed help. I know that all of us
in Congress will miss your wise presence,
I personally will miss it greatly.
I am sure that you will come back often
to visit your many friends here on the Hill.
I would certainly consider it a great privilege

to have you think of me as a long time friend
and I hope you will always come by the office
when you are in town.
My best regards, as always,
Sincerely,
JosEPH M. McDADE,
Member oj Congress.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., February 1, 1967.

Hon. WINFIELD K. DENTON,
202 Court Building,
Evansville, Ind.
DEAR MR. DENTON: Naturally, it is with re-

gret that I direct this type of letter to you;
however, I am sure that your many years of
distinguished public service bring considerable happiness to you and your family when
you reflect-particularly on occasions such
as this-on your many accomplishments.
Having been privileged to serve in the
House with you, and especially as a Member
of the Subcommittee which you chaired, l
am pleased that I could take part in giving
tribute to you for your service on Capitol
Hill.
Quite frankly, one of the aspects of your
long career of public service that impressed
me was the fact that in World War I you were
among that small group of American pilots
that flew for the AEF. I always enjoyed
hearing you recou~t your service in France
as an instructor ln what was then the beginning of the Army Air Corps, that we know
today as the Air Force. No doubt your service then is indicative of what would be a consistent pattern of civic achievements in later
years.
With every good wish, to you, Mrs. Denton
and members of your family, I am,
Sincerely yours,
JOHN 0. MARSH, Jr.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
On. IMPORT ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.C., February 2., 1967.

Hon. WINFIELD K. DENTON,
Evansville, Ind.

DEAR WINFIELD: From Starlight to Bethlehem, Utica, Memphis and Jeffersonville,
"Thank God for Clark County." Clark
County was always privileged to record its
votes for one of Indiana's most lllustrious and
outstanding Congressmen, Winfield K. Den·
ton. It was always a pleasure for me as one
of the County Chairmen to campaign with
you.
Every county, city and town in the Eighth
District is brighter and more prosperous. It
is evidence of your concern for their welfare.
Your leadership has inspired us all. We have ·
moved forward to improve our educational,
public health and hospital facilities. Many
of our communities have electricity water,
sanitation because you helped the~. Repeatedly, we demoJ.?.Strated our confidence in
your ability to represent us. Our highways,
bridges, airports, post offices, parks, forests
all across southern Indiana stand better today, each one has been touched by your
willingness to improve them.
Perhaps I know and can enumerate better
than many for I, as your Congressional Dist~ict Chairman, had the joy of sharing the
v1ctory ovation with you on so many election
nights. We shall never forget the anxiety
and momentary anguish when you appropriated for your trip home one time a young
ladies auto in New Albany. Your record as
a public servant to your district, State and
nation will stand as a challenge for a long
time for others to equal.
I, my family, Frances, Kathy and Pat are
proud and happy to be friends of Winfield
and Grace Den ton.
May both of you enjoy good health and
happiness always, I am,
Sincerely,
ELMER L. HOEHN.
Administrator.

I
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lJ.S. DEPARTMENT OP' A~RICULTUR!!,
FARMERS HollO! ADMINISTRATION,
Indianapolis, Ind., February 1, 1967.
lion. WINYIELD K. DENToN;
Congress of the United States,
llouse of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR WINFIELD: I am sorry that I will be
Unable to join With my other colleagues that
served With you in the House of Representatives at your farewell party on February 2,
1967.
I would like to say what a great privilege it

\\>as for me to serve With you and how helpful
You were to me. I know that your services
Mil be greatly missed by the people of the
Eighth District of Indiana. For having
\\>orked with you in the District, I know firsthand of all the accomplishments that you
8.Chieved. In fact, I have said many times
that you have done more for your District
than anyone else was able to do or will be
able to do. I know the veterans of all wars
\\>iU miss your great service because the veterans coruidered you a champion for their
cause.
My wife joins me in wishing you and Grace
tnany more happy years and a rest truly
deserved.
If I can ever be of any service to you and
Your family, do not hesitate to call on me.
Sincerely,
EARL HoGAN,
Former Ninth. District Congressman.

ANDERlSON, IND.,
January 31, 1967.

Iron. ANDREW JACoBS,
1029 Longworth Bv.iZding,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CoNGRESSMAN JAcoBS: One of the
truly great men that I have ever had the
Pleasure of knowing 1s our mutual friend,
8.nd former colleague, Winfield K. Denton.
Win Denton 1s a gentleman at all times,
8.nd was truly a servant of his people; he is a
genuine liberal in every sense of the word.
lie was not what many refer to as a "professional liberal," as he believed in, the progresSive and liberal program of the Truman, Kenlledy, and Johnson Admlnlstrations. On
tnany of the issues of the day he took the unPopular side, as far as his District was concerned, n:nd voted his convictions, in spite of
Popular oplnion. In time, these decisions
took their toll.
Indiana and the Nation will miss Congressman Winfield K. Denton.
I join with all of his former Colleagues in
Paying my tribute to a truly great man and
a. gOOd friend.
Sincerely,
JoHN R. WALsH.
JACOBS & JACOBS,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
Indianapolis, Ind., February 1, 1967.

lion. and Mrs. WINFIELD K. DENTON,
Care of Hon. Andrew Jacobs, Jr.,
LOTI{JWOrth Office Building,

1029

Washington, D.C.
OUR DEAR F'RIE.Nns~ It 1s with regret that
\\>e are unable to attend the dinner given
1:n your honor. Our absence denotes no
lessening of our deep affection for you.
Through the long years you have come
to comfort us when fate was unkind, and
our good fortune has always made you happy.
We hope we have, though we fear we have
not, always openly responded, 1n like measllre, though we assure you our hearts' sentitnents were the same. These comments are
to you, as the dear friends you always have
been.
.
To you, Winfield, we express our deep adtnlration. You have been an effective statestnan of keen understanding and deep concern for your people, (and mlne-AJ Sr.'s).
Grace has been your devoted and understanding companion through the dark, as
Well as the b.right, days.

May you both find happiness and contentment in your retirement. This 1s the
wish of two who love you both.
Sincerely,
JOYCE.
ANDY.

U.S. DISTRICT COURT,
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA,
Indianapolis, Ind., January 31, 1967.

Hon. WiNFIELD K. DENTON,
Evansville, Ind.

DEAR WINFIELD: It gives me a great deal
of pleasure to write to you on this occasion
of the luncheon given in your honor by a
group of your Washington colleagues. I
know that you look With pleasure on the
eight terms of Congressional service which
you rendered to the citizenry of the 8th District and to the nation at large in' the important position which you held in the United States Congress. I further know that you
have the high personal satisfaction which
comes from a job well done and a splendid
contribution made.
My own service in the Congress was quite
short in retrospect, however I have thought
many times over the years since then of the
splendid association which our new group
had in 1948. I feel sure that you recall our
trip to the White House early in 1949 with
Ray Madden when he took all of the Indiana Congressmen to see President Harry
Truman. I am certain you have many experiences which will continue to support
you and keep your life full at this particular time.
With all best wishes, I am,
Very truly yours,
. JAMES E. NOLAND.
INDIANA DEMOCRATIC STATE
CENTRAL COMMITTEE,
Indianapolis, Ind., January 30, 1967.

Congressman WINFIELD K. DENTON,
First Citizen Anywhere,
Eighth CongressiOnal District, Ind.

DEAR CoNGRESSMAN: Our country, our
state, and our district are better places to
live because of you. No one man has tried
any harder to serve his fellow man with compassion, understanding, and responsibllity as
have you. To have had you as my own personal Congressman· for 16 years, to have
worked with you in many of those campaigns, and to have been a friend of yours
during this period, has been one of the great
experiences of my life. I rate it equally with
my acquaintance with the great John F.
Kennedy.
Your service to our Party is one that many
of us younger in years, but perhaps not as
youthful as you, wlll long hold as an example of devotion to our politlc~:J.l faith and desire to serve the people. Our Party will always be better because of your being an
intricate, active member of it.
The loss of your services as Congressman
1s partially offset by the fact that you will
continue to serve the people and your Party.
We gratefully acknowledge and sincerely extend appreciations for your services, but enthusiastically request your continued presence and activity among us.
Your friend,
GORDON ST. ANGELO,
Chainnan.

STATE OF INDIANA,
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA OFFICE,
Washington, D.O., January 30, 1967.

Hon. WINFIELD DENToN,
4818 Chevy Chase Boulevard,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR WINFIELD: The State of Indiana lost
1n the 1966 election more than just a congressman. It lost the man who was acquainted with the needs and the problems of
his congressional district, and a man who
had given for years his best thought and
sincere judgment to the problemS' of that
area.
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History will record our great congressmen,
and your name will be high on the list. I
know that the improvement of the Ohio
River, the new locks and dams, will be a living memorial of your efforts and your concern for the future of the southern part of
Indiana, as well as the many other projects
that you so successfully sponsored in your
area. It matters so little what a person has
to say about your wonderful record as a congressman. Your work will speak for itself.
Representing Governor Roger D. Branigln
and the State of Indiana in Washington, I
would like to express my appreciation to you
for the untiring efforts on the behalf of the
entire state. I want to thank you, Winfield,
for the many bits of kindness you have extended to me, as an individual, and as the
representative of the governor.
I look forward to the future, and I am
counting on your help and your advice to
make my efforts here more worthwhile. May
we all continue to enjoy your advice and
counsel.
Kindest personal regards to you and your
wife. May the roads of the future be real
bright . .
Sincerely,
GEORGE D. GETTINGER.
JANUARY 30, 1967.
Hon. WINFIELD K. DENTON,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR WINFIELD: I am pleased to have the
opportunity to express to you my appreciation for the assistance you have given to
me and the contributions you have made
through the years I have been privileged to
work With you. I regret that I will not be
able to be with you on Thursday to personally thank you.
Your service to your District, our State and
our Nation will always be remembered. I
join countless of your friends to say thank
you not only for what you have done for
each of us individually but also for the
many who have benefited from your vision
and energy. In the years ahead, the value
and magnitude of your efforts will continue
to grow. I have been rewarded by having
had the good fortune to work with you and
for you on many occasions.
My Wife joins with me in wishing you and
your family many well-deserved years of
happiness together.
Sincerely,
RICHARD B. STONER.
Hon. WINFIELD DENTON,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. DENTON: May I too congratulate

and compliment you on the tremendous job
that you did for the Eighth District while
serving in the United State Congress. Your
dedication to the Eighth also extended into
the Ninth District as well as the entire State
of Indiana.
My sincere wishes for your future success,
as well as health and happiness to both you
and your wife.
Sincerely,
BILL GOEN,
Ninth District Chairman.

INDIANA STATE DEMOCRATIC
CENTRAL COMMITTEE,
January . 30, 1967.

Han. WINFIELD DENTON,
Evanst•il1e, Ind.
DEAR MR. DENTON: I join with your many

friends in the Eighth Congressional District
1n congratulations and wishing you continual
health and success.
Mr. Democrat of the Eighth District, work•
tng with you throughout these years, has
been. not only. inspirational but rewarding.
Thanking you always.
Sincerely,
ED.

1

•
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE
OF
REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS,
Washington, D.C., January 30, J967.

DEAR MR. DENTON: As Chairman of the
Interior and Related Agencies Subcommittee,
and ranking member of the Labor, Health,
Education and Welfare Subcommittee, your
contrtbutions to the operation of House Appropriations Committee have been most
signiflcan t.
I am sure it is a great satisfaction to you
to know that you have had an important role
in building a better America.
On behalf of myself and the other members
of the Committee Staff with whom you have
worked, I extend best wishes for good health
and good fortune in all of your future
endeavors.
Sincerely,
KENNETH SPRANKLE,
Clerk and Staff DiTector.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE
OF
REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS,
Washington, D.C., February 2, 1967.

Ron. WINIFRED K. DENTON,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. DENTON: I expect you would

remember something that Mr. Cannon said
at the luncheon you and the other Members
of the Committee gave on the occasion of his
80th birthday anniversary. I recall-like it
was only yesterday-his statement that he
and Mrs. Cannon agreed that they would not
trade the 7o-80 decade for any of the other
seven of his full and rewarding life.
I hope you may find that also to be your
reflection ten years from now.
On his ninetieth birthday, Chief Justice
Holmes said that the rtders in a race do not
stop short when they reach the goal. There
1s a canter before coming to a standstill.
There is time, he said, to hear the kind voice
of frtends-and to say to one's self, ''The
work is done". But he hastened to add that
just as one says that, the answer comes: "The
race is over, but the work is never done while
the power to work remains."
Mr. Denton: I want, in so small a way,
to repay you for your kindness to me. Kindness is a great Christian virtue-and it is one
of yours.
With every good wish.
Sincerely,
PAUL WILSON.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE
ON
APPROPRIATIONS,
Washington, D.C., January 31,1967.

Hon. WINFIELD K. DENTON,
Evansville, Ind.
DEAR MR. DENTON: Along with many others
on Capitol Hill, I regret that you will not be

back with us as a Member of Congress. Certainly, the Subcommittee on the Departments of Labor, and Health, Education and
Welfltre will miss you. It w111 miss you both
for your conscientious hard work that contributed so much to the efficient conduct
of the Subcommittee's business, and your
pleasant personality that contributed so
much toward making the conduct of that
business a pleasant endeavor.
There are Inany incidents in connection
with committee business in which we both
participated that will be good memories for
me always. For instance, I will alWays remember the trip to California and Texas
that John Fogarty, you, and I took in 1960-the long days visiting government offi.ces,
Mexican farm labor camps, etc., and the
pleasant evenings with a good dinner, a few
drtnks, and, best of all, good company. I am
still retelling some of your Texas stories.

But this could go on for pages.
I hope that you and Mrs. Denton enjoy a
great many years of good health and enjoyment together, and that our paths will cross
frequently.
Most Sincerely,
ROBERT M. MOYER,
Clerk, Labor-HEW Subcommittee.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE
ON
APPROPRIATIONS,
Washington, D.C., January 30,1967.

Hon. WINFIELD K. DENTON,
Evansville, Ind.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: One Of the greatest

rewards one can achieve is to have the respect and genuine friendship of his associates.
In this respect, I would say you have been
most successful. The various individuals
who have come to know you through the
"appropriation process" invariably voice the
phrases "good guy", "hard worker" or "a real
square shooter" when referring to you.
Our association during the past two years
has been most pleasant and rewarding to me.
No staff member has ever had a more understanding and considerate Chairman.
Best wishes and good luck in your future
endeavors.
You have worked long and
hard-! hope you will take time to relax
and enjoy life.
Sincerely,
GEORGE EVANS,
Staff Member.

MEAD JOHNSON & Co.,
Evansville, Ind., January 30, 1967.

Ron. WINFIELD K. DENTON.
DEAR WINFIELD: I am most happy to join
with your many friends in honoring you for
your long and faithful service to the people
of the 8th District, Indiana and the Country.
We are all well aware of your great contributions. But I most particularly remember the great assistance you rendered to the
City of Evansville when I was heading the
community development program.
Your
leadership and contributions on behalf of
Evansville and the 8th District will long be
remembered. And you helped make life a
little better for so many who will never
know that you were responsible.
I wish you well in your new venture into
the practice of law. May your days be just
as fruitful in the future as they have been
in the past.
Cordially,
WILLIAM G. GREIF.
THE INDIANAPOLIS NEWS,
Washington, D.C., February 2, 1967.

Ron. WINFIELD K. DENTON,
The Rayburn Office Building,
The Capitol, washington, D.c.

DEAR WINFIELD: SOme ancient Greek once
observed that it is not the places that grace
men, but men the places. You "graced"
Congress and made it a much more pleasant
place to cover for working stiffs, like myself,
in the press.
To say we shall miss you would be an understatement. One just doesn't live his
working days and abruptly end such relationships without long pauses of regret. I
particularly appreciate your many kindnesses,
generally coupled with considerable patience,
over the 14 years I've been in Washington.
I'm sure whatever you plan for the future
will be successful. And if you shoufd have
any news releases please remember my deadlines are 12 noon and 2 p.m., and I won't try
to beat your hometown Evansville papers.
Best of everything to you and your Grace.
Sincerely,
Lou.

February 2, 1967

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS FOR SALE
Additional copies of Government publications are offered for sale to the public by the
Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Offi.ce, Washington, D.C., 20402, at
cost thereof as determined by the PubliC
Printer plus 50 percent: Provided That a discount of not to exceed 25 percent may be allowed to authorized bookdealers and quantitY
purchasers, but such printing shall not interfere with the prompt execut-ion of work for
the Government. The Superintendent of
Documents shall prescribe the terms and
condtions under which he may authorize
the resale of Government publications bY
bookdealers, and he may designate any Government officer his agent for the sale of Government publications under such regulations
as shall be agreed upon by the Superintendent of Documents and the head of the respective departments or establishment of the
Government (U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 72a,
Supp. 2).

LAWS RELATIVE TO THE PRINTING OF'
DOCUMENTS
Either House may m;:der the printing of a
document not already provided for by Iaw,
but only when the same shall be accompanied by an estimate from the Public Printer
as to the probable cost thereof. Any executive department, bureau, board, or independent offi.ce of the Government submitting reports or documents in response to inquirieS
from Congress shall submit therewith an
estimate of the probable cost of printing the
usual number. N Jthing in this sectio.n relating to estimates shall apply to reports or
documents not exceeding 50 pages (U.S.
Code, title 44, sec. 140, p. 1938).
Resolutions for printing extra copies, when
presented to either House, shall be referred
immediately to the Committee on House
Administration of the House of Representatives or the Committee on Rules and Administration of the Senate, who, in making their
report, shall give the probable cost of the
proposed printing upon the estimate of the
Public Printer, and no extra copies shall be
printed before such committee has repo-rted
(U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 133, p. 1937).
PRINTING OF CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
EXTRACTS
It shall be lawful for the Public Printer
to print and deliver upon the order of anY
Senator, Representative, or Delegate, extracts
from the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, the person
ordering the same pavir:..g the cost thereof
(U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 185, p. 1942).
CONGRESSIONAL DffiECTORY
The Public Prtnter, under the direction of
the Joint Committee on Printing, may print
for sale, at a price sufficient to reimburse the
expenses of such printing, the current Congressional Directory. No sale shall be mnde
on credit (U.S. Code, title 44 sec. 150 p.
1939).
'
,
RECORD OFFICE AT THE CAPITOL
An Office for the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,
with Mr. Raymond F. Noyes in charge, is located in room H-112, House wing, where orders will be received for subscriptions to the
RECORD at $1.50 per month or for single
copies at 1 cent for eight pages (minimulll
charge of 3 cents). Also, orders from Members of Congress to purchase reprints frolll ·
the RECORD shm1ld be processed through this
offi.ce.

Appendix
Presentation of Distinguished Service
Award of Richmond, Va., Chamber of
Commerce to Former Senator A. Willis
Robertson
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
OF

VmGINL\

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, February 3, 1967

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD a speech
of presentation of award for distinguished service to former Senator A.
Willis Robertson. The award was made
by Dr. George M. Modlin, president of
the University of ruchmond, on behalf of
the ruchmond, Va., Chamber of Commerce at its centennial banquet meeting
on January 19, 1967.
There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
PRESENTATION OF AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE TO SENATOR A. WILLIS ROBERTSON
BY DR. GEORGE M. l\.IODLIN, PRESIDENT OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND, ON BEHALF
OF THE RICHMOND, VA. , CHAMBER OF CoMMERCE AT ITS CENTENNIAL BANQUET MEETING ON JANUARY 19, 1967
On his 75th birthday, Willis Robertson
gave this advice to today's young men and
women : "Work and put iron in your blood
and backbone. There is no substitute for
exercise to build up muscle, nor is there any
substitute for work to build the foundation
for any worthwhile activity in life."
In an age when too many persons are
looking for the short cut, the easy way, it
is refreshing to behold a man whose lifetime
ot distinguished public service has been built
on a :founda Uon of hard work.
He was a gangling, six-feet-two, 160-pound
boy when, the son of a Baptist preacher, he
enrolled in Richmond College in 1903 with
two burning desires: to prepare himself for
a life of public service and to win a place
on the :football team. As for the second of
these ambitions, he had serious concerns
because he :feared himself to be "too light
for the line and not :fast enough :for the backfield." That was not the ultimate judgment
of his coach, however, nor was it the ultixnate
judgment of a co~ttee that many years
later, in selecting the all-time University of
Richmond football team, designated Willis
Robertson as one of the three or four greatest tackles in the long history of the institution.
He was a great :football player because he
worked at it. He was a great statesman
because he worked at it. Perhaps his col·
league, Senator Ervin, best described the
character of the man and the nature of his
public seiTice in these words: "While others
may have sought the hollow applause of more
sensational causes, this Virginia Senator has
steadfastly spent his time and intellect on
the underlying backbone issues affecting the
national economy. As chairman of the Banking and Currency Committee • • • he keeps

close watch over the intricate, detailed banking and currency problems of the nation."
He served his State and nation with dedication over a period of 34 years in the House
and Senate after earlier distinguished service in the Virginia Senate and as Chairman
of the Virginia Commission on Game and Inland Fisheries. His ardor as a sportsman understandably led to devotion to the cause of
preserving the state's resources of fish and
game. Friends, much younger in calendar
years, can attest that as a fisherman and a
huntsman he has few equals.
We would like to think that now, with no
more Senate roll calls to answer, he could
find abundant time for the diversions of
field and stream, but the World Bank has
seen to it that he will not be a gentleman
of leisure. The Bank has persuaded him to
serve as a consultant, and happily he has
agreed to do this, thus making available to
this world agency all of his experience and
judgment in banking and financial affairs.
To the scroll of Virginia's illustrious sons
who have served with distinction in the halls
of Congress, we add the name of A. Willis
Robertson-a man of courage and courtliness,
a patriot, a man of self-discipline, of industry and, above all, a man of integrity. And
if we were asked to summarize the philosophy
of this great man, we would quote :from
one of his own brief meditations on man and
the relationship of man to his fellowman:
"In his ministry, Jesus taught that the discipline of self involves service to the state
and to God. It is not selfish :for a man to
want to live in a society where the rights
of the individual are recognized and protected. But it is our Christian duty to want
such a political and economic organization
for our neighbors also."
For distinguished service to his State and
country and :for what he has meant to this
City for half a century, on behalf of the Richmond Chamber of Commerce and his many
admirers here tonight, it is my honor and
my personal pleasure to present this silver
tray to our renowned statesman and friend,
A. Wlllis Robertson.

Agricultural Employees Under the Fair
Labor Standards Act
SPEECH
OF

HON. JOHN BELL \VILLIAMS
OF MISSISSIPPI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATlVES

Tuesday, January 31, 1967

Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. Mr.
Speaker, there is some confusion among
farmers relative to the coverage of agricultural employees in the amendments
to the Fair Labor Standards Act adopted
by Congress last year. The effective
date of the amendments is February 1,
1967.
Whether a farm will be covered is generally determined by the test of whether
500 man-days of agricultural labor was
employed in any calendar quarter during the previous calendar year. There
are certain employees exempted from

the man-day count as noted in the explanation I wi!l place in the RECORD at
the conclusion of my remarks.
The definition of employee as applied
to sharecroppers or tenants has created
misunderstanding. Generally, sharecroppers and tenants are covered under
the law if their activities are closely
guided by the landowner; and they are
not covered if the landowner in no way
guides, directs, or aids in management
of the farming operation. The latter
are independent--contractor sharecroppers. However, there is no single rule
or test for making such a determination.
Mr. Speaker, many of us were fearful
that the inclusion of agriculture in minimum wage legislation would be unduly
burdensome by subjecting farmers t0
unnecessary regulation. I, therefore,
voted against the bill in the House.
Nevertheless, the majority of the House
and Senate favored the principle of covering farmworkers and such is now the
law. Because this is a total new experience to farmers, I would hope the Department of Labor would be sympathetic
and understanding in administering this
provision.
I include at this point excerpts from
House Report 1366, 89th Congress, which
expl~ins the intent of Congress in regard to agricultural employees in the
Fair Labor Standards Amendments of 1966:
The bill amends section 13 (a) ( 6) of the
Act so as to extend minimum wage protection to 485,000 agricultural workers. They
will remain exempt from the overtime provisions of the law. The minimum wage
for covered agricultural workers will be $1
an hour beginning February 1, 1967; $1.15
an hour beginning February 1, 1968; and
$1.30 an hour beginning February 1, 1969.
Room, board, and other facilitiea customarily
furnished employees by employers are
"wages" according to their fair value or
reasonable cost as provided :for in l"ection
3(m) of the Act.
The committee is fully cognizant of its a~
tion in entering the area of agricultural
employment. Opponents of this coverr.ge
constantly assert that agriculture is an area
to which the minimum wage cannot be applied. By limiting }he wage increase to $1.30
an hour, the committee is affirming its intention to follow closely the effect of minimum wages in agriculture. It is not. however, subordinating its belief in a minimum
wage as a wage below which no employee
should be paid. Likewise it is ln no way
implying that the wage fioor for agricultural
employees should lag permanently behind
that of other protected employees.
Of the agricultural workers to be covered
some 213,000 (44 percent), presently earO:
less than $1 an hour. Given the initial
coverage of such workers at $1 an hour, the
wage bill increase for agriculture will be $52
million.
The _method of covering · agricultural
workers received considerable attention. A
dollar-volume test, such as that applied to
enterprises, is inapplicable in an industry so
subject to $easonal variation. The committee decided an equitable and adxninisterable
formula would be a test considering the
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quantity o! labor U3ed b y an individual some of the characteristics of the two clas- worker supplied the farm products needs of
farm . This accounting procedure would re- sifications which should be considered. 11 persons in 1940, 15 persons in 1950, 26
Among those are:
persons in 1960, and 33 persons in 1964.
flect the variations of farm activity.
( 1) The extent to which the services ren- This has been accomplished through the use
Generally, only the employees of large
farms will be covered. To be covered, an em- dered are an integral part of the principal's of improving farming techniques. 1\Iechani~
. ployee must be employed by an employer business;
cal harvesting has made enormous strides
(2l The permanency of the relationship;
who used more than 500 man-days of agriand use of fertilizers and other chemical
( 3l The opportunities for profit or l(Jss;
cultural labor in any calendar quarter of
agents has grown rapidly. Despite this gain
(4l The initiative, judgment, or foresight in productivity, wages of farmworkers have
the preceding year. "Man-day" means any
day during any portion of which an em- exercised by the one who performs the serv- lagged far behind those of workers in non~
ployee performs any agri.c'Ultural labor. If ices;
agricultural industries. Not only have farm
the employer used more than 500 man-days
( 5) The amount of investments; and
labor wages lagged behind those of other
of agricultural labor as specified, all of the
( 6 l The degree of control which the prin- workers, but a widening of the gap between
employees on that farm are covered by the cipal has in the situation.
agricultural and nonagricultural wages has.
minimum wage, This is intended to proThe committee fully subscribes to these in fact, occurred despite the fact that output
vide protection to the employees of large criteria .
per man-hour in agriculture was 2.7 times
agri-busines enterprises. Five-hundred manTestimony indicates that there are large as great in 1964 as in 1947, while in non~
days is approximately the equivalent of sevagricultural industries it was 1.6 times as
en employees full time in a calendar quarter. numbers of so-called sharecroppers who are great.
not
allowed
to
make
a
single
economic
deciTherefore, it would generally require that a
The policy of the Fair Labor Standards
farm have seven or more full-time employ- sion regarding the land upon which they live Act is to provide a wage which will enable a
ees, a cosiderable enterprise in fa rming, be- and work. For example, they do not decide worker to maintain a decent standard of
fore the employees receive minimum wage what to plant, when to plant, when to har- living. U prices were to rise equally or faster
protection. The parent, spouse, child , or vest, where to purchase seed, or where to sell than the rise in wages, the real earnings of
other member of an agricultural employer's the product of their labor. For these people, workers would remain stable or decline. It
the term "sharecropping" only denotes a
immediate family are not covered.
the price of farm products were to rise more
The calculation of man-days is n ot a means of compensation; it conveys no con- than wages as a result of the coverage of
simple count of all workers on a farm . The notation of independence, individualism, or farmworkers. the intent of the legislation
bill provides that certain agricultural em- self-determination. On the other hand, there would be negated. Thus, the committee
ployees not be included in the general count: are true tenant farmers, who make basic eco- looked at the relation of the cost of :field
that is, the labor of certain employees will nomic decisions upon which rest the produc- labor to the price of farm products to the
not be recognized as increasing the man-day tivi t y of the farm and consequently the consumer. The conclusion is clear. Field
count. The ·employees who will not be in- amount of their compensation. Generally labor is a very small percentage of costs to
cluded in determining whether or not an these tenants operate farms owned by absen- the consumer: The cost of bringing seasonal
individual farm exceeds the 500 man-day tee landlords. They are unsupervised, make agricultural wages up to the level of about
day-to-day decisions necessary to the runcriteria are-$1.25 an hour is approximately equal to 1
( 1) the parent, spouse. child, or other ning of the farm, and share in the profits re- cent per unit for most vegetables and fnlitsmember of an agricultural employer's im- lated to the productivity, for which they are per pound or per dozen or per head or whatgreatly responsible. Such persons are not
mediate family; or
ever the ordinary unit may be. If retail
( 2) an employe who (a ) is employed as a intended to be covered by the Act.
Average hourly earnings in agriculture were prices go up more than that and if the in~
hand harvest laborer and is paid on a piececrease is blamed on rising labor costs in the
rate basis in an operation which has been, 90 cents in 1964 in the United States. In field, the American housewife should demand
and is customarily and generally recognized some States the average falls below 60 cents a complete and immediate congressional
as having been, paid on a piece-rate basis in an hour, and there are reports of wages or inquiry.
the region of employment, (b) commutes 30 cents an hour. Migrant agricultural workdally from his permanent residence to the ers had average annual earnings of only $868
farm on which he is so employed. and (c) in 1963, and this includes $211 earned during
has been employed in a.gricutlure less than an average of 17 days of nonfarm work. In Dayton Kelley, of Mary Hardin-Baylor
13 weeks during the preceding calendar 1961. in households with three or more farm
College, Writes of Preservation of Hiswage workers. the total year's !arm and nonyear.
The latter category generally defines local. farm earnings of these family members totoric Sites in America
temporary employees, who work during a gether averaged only $1 ,432. This ls l'!ss than .
crop harvest. The committee did not intend half of th $3,000 income level below whlch
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
to have the limited labor of these employees f a milies are considered to be living in
OF
raise the man-day count above 500. The poverty.
committee further believes that an individThe two top classes of farms (class I equals
ual employed in agriculture for fewer than $40,000-plus and class II equals $20.000 to
13 weeks should not be considered as an agri- $39 ,999, total value of farm products sold
OF TEXAS
cultural employee. The effect of including commercially) include only 9 percent of all IN riiE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
these employees in the man-day count would farms , but they produce 50 percent of all
Friday, February 3, 1967
be to 09ver the employees of small farms farm output. These two top classes of farms
which may utilize ex-tensive local and tem- pay out more than 70 percent of the total
Mr.
YARBOROUGa.
Mr. President.
porary labor during a harvest season.
annual farm wage bill. In fact, class I farms
It is intended that the minimum wage alone pay out more than half of the annual the preservation of historical sites in the
provisions or the Act be extended to certain commercial farm wage bill. Very recent United States has long been one of my
sharecroppers and tenant farmers. The test sample studies incidate that this concentra- great interests. This Nation is rich in its
of coverage for these persons will be the same tion of agricultural production and hired heritage for present and future generatest that is applied to determine whether any labor on large farms has been increasing. tions, but much of the tangible evidence
other person is an employee or not. Em- Such cost increases, focused primarily upon of its past has been and will be destroyed.
ployer, employee, and employ, are all defined the largest agri-business enterprises who
terms in the Act. Coverage is intended in tend to be the price leaders, would tend to unless efforts are made to save it.
It is encouraging that the American
the case of certain so-called sharecroppers create a more favorable competitive situation
or tenants whose work activities are closely for family farm operators. The imputed people are awakening to this need and
guided by the landowner or his agent. These wage for the family farm operator and his that distinguished writers are informing
individuals, called sharecroppers and tenants , family . _would no longer be so drastically the public of conservation efforts. One
are employees by another name. Their work underrruned by the tragic wages of workers such writer is Prof. Dayton Kelley, chairis closely directed; discretion is nonexistent. on the largest farms. There were 2.6 milllon
True independent-contractor sharecroppers households in the United States that con- man of the department of journalism at
or tenant farmers will not be covered; they tained at least one person who did farmwork Mary Hardin-Baylor College at Belton,
are not employees.
for wages in 1962. The total population of Tex .• and a scholar of history.
The Supreme Court (in Rutherford Food these households is 11.2 million persons.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conCorp . v. McComb, 331 U.S. 722 (19-l7) has Forty percent of these households had an
made it clear that there is no single rule or annual income of less than $2,000 and 56 sent to have printed in the Appendix of
test for determining whether an individual percent of such households had annual the RECORD an article entitled "Preservis an employee or an independent contractor, income below $3,000.
ing Historical Items In Evidence All
but that the "total situation controls." In
Eet~een 1950 and 1960 output per agricul- Across the United States," written by
general an employee, as distinguished from a tural man-hour increased 69 percent comperson who is engaged . in a buslness of his pared with 23 percent in nonagricultural Dayton Kelley, and published 1n the
ow:r:., is one who "follows the usual path of employment. From 1960 to 1964, the output ·waco Tribune-Herald of January 2. 1967.
an employee" and is dependent <?n the busi- per man-hour in agriculture increased 23
IThere being no objection, the article
ness which he serves. As an aid in assessing percent compared with 13 percent in non- was ordered to be printed in the RECORD
the total situation, the Court mentioned ar.;ricultural industries. The labor of 1 farm- as follows:'

HON. RALPH YARBOROUGH

February 3, 1967
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[From the Waco Tribune-Herald,
Ja.n. 2, 1967)
HEART O'TExAS NOTEBOOK-PRESERVING HISTORICAL ITEMS IN EVIDENCE ALL ACROSS THII:
UNITED STATES
(By Dayton Kelley, Mary ·Hardin-Baylor
College)
It has been a long time since a.nything
caught the fa.ncy of the American public as
has the growing interest in hlstorlca.l preservation. Stemming from a.n interest in the
Past, the movement has branched out in
several different directions to include the
preservation of items ranging from small
mementoes to antique furniture, from historte sl tes to fine old houses.
All over the United States people seem to
be awakening slowly to the intrinsic and
aesthetic value of architectural, cultural and
historical remainders of the past and are
rushing to preserve as much of that as possible before it disappears beneath the
avalanche of progress.
Evidence of the preservtaion movement is
seen not only in the individual who collects
such Items as antique furniture, glassware
or books, but also in the groups of individuals
Who have banded together with the express
Purpose of preserving some worthy old home,
marking appropriately some historic site, or
displaying in a museum artifacts and
mementoes of the long -ago.
Waco·s Heritage Society is an excellent example of such a group. Under able leaderShip, these devoted and dedicated conservationists a.nd preservationists have rescued
from destruction some of the finest examples
or architecture ln the Heart O'Texas area.
Individuals too have put forth great foresight, effort and financial outlay to restore
and preserve old homes, fill them with antiques and share them with appreciative
audiences of either their friends and neighbors or the general public. Hundreds of
Texans of means ranging from modest to
amuent now own and enjoy old homes in
such towns as Salado. Anderson, Huntsville,
and Round Rock to which they commute on
week-ends and during vacation periods from
larger towns like Houston, Dallas, and
Austin.
All the signs of American awakening to the
value of the past are encouraging but it appears to have been a long time coming-and
still has a long way to go before it reaches
full fruition. It all began more than a hundred years ago with the effort of a group of
Women called. the Mount Vernon Ladies' Association to preserve the home of George
Washington and reaches from that first preservation effort to the present when even the
federal government has become aware of the
need to preserve for the future tangible evidences of the past.
It is regrettable that in the interim so
much that should have been preserved was
lost and is beyond recall.
On the other hand, it is encouraging that
such eminent Americans as Mrs. Lyndon B.
Johnson, Secretary of the Interior Stewart L.
Udall, and members of the United States
Congress such as Texas Senator RALPH W.
YARBOROUGH, Maine Senator EDMUND S. Mus'KIE and New Jersey Representative WILLIAM
B. WIDNALL should interest themselves in the
movement.
And working hand-in-hand with these are
local and state individuals and groups such
as Texas' Historical Survey Committees, heritage societies, and other conservation and
pres~rvation zealots like John Ben Sheppard
of Odessa , Mrs. Kathryn O'Connor of Goliad
and architect Raiford Stripling of San Augustine.
Preserving our heritage is o. never ending
taks in which all Americans can participate
\\ith· satisfaction and fulfillment.
Footnotes and fan mail: We've been reading up during the past few months on the
history of consen·ation and preservation in
these yet young United States, especially in
three excellent and enjoyable volumes. These

are Secretary of the Interior Stewart L.
Udall's "The Quiet Crisis," published by Holt,
Rinehart and Winston; Elswyth Thane's
"Mount Vernon Is Ours," published by Duell,
Sloan and Pearce; and ''With Heritage So
Rich" published by Random House.
Secretary Udall, whom we met and heard
speak at the State Historial Survey Committee meeting in Fort Worth a month ago, does
a masterful job of telllng Americans of "The
Quiet Crisis" being experienced by the need
for conservation. The Secretary believes that
conservation and historical preservation go
hand-in-hand and his narrative traces the
conservation movement from the time of the
Indians to the present day.
Thanes book is the interestingly-told story
of how the Mount Vernon home of the nations first president was rescued from destruction by the determined efforts of a.
group of ladies and "With Heritage So Rich''
is a book of essays and photographs on what
historic preservation is and its status today.
Both "Mount Vernon is Ours" and "With
Heritage So Rich" ought to be required reading for all Americans interested in the past
as well as in what the future holds for
America's heritage.
Recommended reading: Houses, like people
and nations, have intriguing stories of their
own to tell to those who will listen or research to find those stories.
For a long time, the standard guidebook
for Texans interested in the states older and
more historic homes has been "Ea.rly Texas
Homes," written by Dorothy Kendall Bracken
and Maurine Whorton Redway and published
by Southern Methodist University Press.
Although published more than 10 years ago,
the book is still in print and contains a
wealth of photographs and information about
homes still standing in Texas.
Richard Pratt's "Houses, History & People,"
published by M. Evans and Compa.ny of New
York, is a handsome volume of photos and
text about old homes of the United States
and W. Darrell Overdyke in "Louisiana.
Plantation Homes," published by Architectural Book Publishing Co., presents both
handsome photos and textual material to tell
the story of some of the most imposing homes
in the land.
"The Galveston That Was," published by
the Macmillan Company, is a treat that no
Texan should deny himself, and Roland Van
Zandt's portrait of "The Catskill Mountain
House" published by Rutgers University
Press, is a well documented and lovingly
recreated story of one house which came to
symbolize an entire era.

Unequal Weight Given to Equal
Protection
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT L. F. SIKES
OF FLORIDA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, January 12, 1967

Mr. SIKES. Mr. Speaker, I find some
very solid arguments for a review of the
authority now exercised by the Federal
courts in an edit011a1 from the Tallahassee Democrat on Sunday, January 29.
It is entitled "Unequal Weight Given to
'Equal Protection'." The editorial was
written by Malcolm B. Johnson, editor of
the Tallahasse Democrat, and it merits
reprinting in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
The article follows:
UNEQUAL

WEIGHT

GIVEN TO EQUAL
PROTECTION

(By Malcolm B. Johnson)
There is in charge of our land a judicial
cult which seems to think that one part o!

our Constitution from time to time becomes
more constitutional than another part.
A case in point is -last week's assertion by
three Florida federal judges that they have
authority to "reconstitute" the representative bodies of our State government ln an effort to conform to some mathematical
formula .the Supreme Court requires but
hasn't defined.
They do this by assigning more validity to
the Supreme Court's interpretation of the
"equal protection" clause of the 14th
Amendment than they do to Section 4 of
Article IV which plainly says "the United
States shall guarantee to every state in this
union a republican form of government."
The "republican" form of government
which the Constitution mentions was wellunderstood by the drafters; and it is well
understood today by students of government
and those who can read the dictionary.
Webster defines a republic;
" . . . a state or nation in which the supreme power rests in all the citizens entitled
to vote (the electorate) and is exercised by
representatives elected directly or indirectly
by them and responsible to them."
DEMOCRACY FETISH
We have today in Florida a Legislature
composed of 117 Representatives and 48
Senators, chosen by the people from among
candidates who ran in districts set up by
other elected legislators trying sincerely to
achieve fair apportionment of representation.
Can anyone successfully argue that this
Legislature isn't more republican in form
than the federal judiciary, which is made
up of men appoint~d for life, representing no
one, elected by no · one and responsible to no
one for their bad judgments?
Yet these authoritarian federal judges,
whose only oath was to uphold the Constitution (including its guarantee of a republican form of state government) presume to
dissolve and reconstitute the republican lawmaking bodies of those states by decree.
The fact is that they are relentlessly remolding our government from a "republic"
into a "democracy" by blind subservience to
a fetish and a recently court-written ideal
or "one man-one vote" which is foreign to
every clause of the Constitution (save one,
perhaps).
NOT IN THE BOOK

Now, you have to watch those words "republican" and "democracy" because their
governmental meanings have been distorted
by use as political party labels and politicians' oratory.
But "democracy" is as fully understood by
scholars of government as "republican.'' In
its purest form, it would by-pass representation and provide for decisions by direct vote
or all the people. That is the ultimate, the
only absolute, application of "one man-one
vote." Common sense tells you this would
mean every-man-for-himself until some
tyrant, some judicial priesthood, stepped in
to give and enforce law.
I! that's where we want "one man-one
vote" to lead us, let us write "democracy"
into the Constitution of the United States.
The word isn't there now, and never has
been, in any of its forms. It would have
been abhorrent to the drafters, who feared
democracy more than the monarchy they had
just overturned.
Our Supreme Court got to "one man-one
vote" by reading a guarantee of "equal protection of the law" in the 14th Amendment
to mean "equal representation in making
law." That's the only use of the word or
consept of "equality" in the Constitutionand to anyone but a lawyer or judge. it is
stretched pretty far in this context-particularly when you read it along with the guarantee of a republican form of government.
REDS MAY TEACH

Also lust week, the Supreme Court ruled
the State of New York couldn't have a law
denying school teaching jobs to Commu-
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nists-even though. it was passed by representatives of patrons who, through a republican fonp. of government, said they didn't
want Reds teaching their children. (Here, in
addition, was a confusion of rights. The
court said such a law infringed on freedom
of speech; but the right to state a political
belief doesn't carry with it the right to be
hired to teach it-or to teach anything-to
little children against the wishes of parents.)
In California, a while back, the people
voted 2-1 for an amendment to their State
Constitution which would prohibit any law
that wouldn't let a man choose the person
to whom he would sell or rent his property.
This direct action by the people was overturned by the courts because it seemed to
violate the "equal protection" clause. Again~
the courts placed "equal protection" on a
higher plane than the right ·of a people to a
republican form ol government. "Equal protection" also was rated above the guarantee
that property may not be taken without "due
process of law." (Due process is guaranteed
twice in the Constitution, once in the very
same sentence with "equal protection.")
UNEVEN-HANDED

Federal courts ruled the State of Georgia
must continue to operate its university, and
the State of Virginia couldn't withhold tax
money from public schools, if it were done
to avoid racial desegregation. Where is "republican" government if an unelected court
can force the elected officers of a state to
levy taxes to support institutions the people
would be willing to close?
Equal protection vs. republican government isn't the only issue on which our courts
attach varying values to provisions of the
Constitution.
The 5th amendment guarantee against
self-incrimination has been given a heavier
weight than the service of "general welfare"
and "domestic tranquility" which are set
forth among the purposes of our Constitution. There even is some indication of criminals getting more protection than their victims. Where is "equal protection" in these
rulings?

Examples are endless. Yet we talk about
even-handed justice. We'll never get it as
long as we let judges read the law as they
please; nor as long as we have lawyers encouraging them to do it by basing appeals
on the most recent rulings favorable to their
side instead of on the Constitution itself.
We must stick to the rules of government
as they are written in the Constitution; or
write a new Constitution, and stick to it.
The ultimate alternative is anarchy, which
can only be beaten down by tyranny.

United States Should Not Become an
International Don Quixote
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, February 3, 1967

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial entitled "Don Quixot~ to the
World," published in the Wall Street
Journal of February 1, 1967. The editorial relates to Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor's
new book entitled "Responsibility and
Response."
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

DON QUIXOTE TO THE WORLD

Coming from one of the principal architects of Vietnam policy, it makes pretty
interesting reading: The United States,
writes General Maxwell D. Taylor, should
not "become an international Don Quixote,
trying to rescue the distressed and punish
the unjust in every quarter."
That refrain, which runs throughout the
General's new book "Responsibility and
Response," does not mean he has now ·decided it was a mistake to get involved in
Vietnam and that we should simply withdraw. On the contrary, he sees. little in the
way of an acceptable alternative to present
strategy and thinks our Government did the
right thing in the first place. Significantly,
however, h~: adds that it was "more from
instinct than from sound judgment based
on an analysis of alternatives and conse~
quences."
In other words, while· realizing the U.S.
is stuck with it, the one-time ambassador
to Saigon is plainly troubled by many aspects
of the Vietnam war and its implications for
the future. We believe his is a perfectly
reasonable and respectable position.
One problem in his experience is Washington's hair-raisingly bureaucratic approachas though fighting a grisly guerrilla war and
trying to deal with the successive "eggshell"
governments in Vietnam were not enough.
Here is part of his account:
"At one time we had on our books at the
embassy in Saigon 21 military, 42 nonmilitary and 12 intelligence programs for
which we were required to furnish progress
reports to Washington. Since many of these
were pet projects sponsored by some impor~
tant agency back home, it was never easy
to get rid of them."
As for coping with those Saigon regimes,
the General observes simply: '"One cannot
work effectively with a government which
does not exist or which has just been
formed."
To him (and to us) the lesson is as clear
as it is important. The U.S. must take careful account of the political situation in any
country it is considering giving military
aid. It should not rush into places where
there is no likelihood of political stability
for the indefinite future. It should be slow
to commit itself to any country until it has
identified adequate and compatible indigenous leadership.
·
A degree of political effectiveness is not
the only criterion the Taylor viewpoint would
apply to future "wars of national liberation,"
as the Communists are pleased to call their
mischief-making. We must weigh the consequences of intervention much more cogently and in a much more hard-boiled fash~
ion than was the case with Vietnam. "We
cannot afford to stake our world standing
on a lost cause or on one with unduly high
risks of failure."
The ultimate criterion, of course, is the
nature and extent of the American interest.
And that can be a very rubbery yardstick
indeed.
It is impossible to prove conclusively, for
example, that America's interests were sufficiently threatened in Vietnam to cause the
kind of response that has developed. Our
guess is that they were not. That is, the
potential Asian threat to the U.S. is Red
China, and it might have been better to
meet it elsewhere, although once in Vietnam one cannot merely abandon the effort.
But certainly if the Vietnam model were followed in the years ahead, the U.S. could be
embroiled in too many places.
Instead of assuming that the Nation must
fight against every single Communist outbreak, we believe the national-interest guide
will have to be defined more narrowly. Is
the particular occasion a direct threat to
the national interest or only a vague, tangential one? And we suspect that as a result
of the Vietnamese experience our political

leaders will in fact be quite careful. We
hope so.
In the meantime General Taylor has provided a concise case against casual interveniion. It is a case for extreme caution
and high selectivity.

Famed Geneticist Dr. Laurence H. Snyder
Retires at University of Hawaii
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
OF HAWAU

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, January 23, 1967

Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, with
the retirement in mid-January of Dr.
Laurence H. Snyder, senior professor of
genetics and president emeritus of the
University of Hawaii, a long and distinguished career in the field of education
has come to an end.
Dr. Snyder came to the University of
Hawaii as its president in 1959, and his
contributions have been far reaching in
the development of this institution as a
great center of learning.
In reviewing his career for the Honolulu Star-Bulletin, the inteinationally renowned geneticist recalled his early student ~ays at Rutgers University where,
after llstening to a half hour lecture on
heredity, he said he became "absolutely
fascinated" with the subject and persuaded his academic mentor, Dr. William
John Crozier, to teach Rutgers first
course in genetics. Being a member of
the initial three-student genetics class
was the beginning of Dr. Snyder's scientific career which resulted in his international fame as _the "Father of Human
Genetics," a science the growth of which
he helped foster from a classical study
of hypothetical genes to ·a molecular
study of genes with written chemical
compositions.
Dr. Snyder's academic career took him
to North Carolina State University,
where he founded the department of genetics, and to Ohio State University,
where he taught some 34,000 students
over a 17 -year period. At Ohio State,
he established and taught the first genetics course ever to be offered at any
medical school in the United States.
Genetics is now a required course in
nearly all the medical schools in the
country.
The academic scope and vision of this
brilliant educator is reflected in his belief
that the humanities, the social sciences,
and the arts should receive as much attention as is paid to the physical sciences.
He stated that:
It would be a terrible thing if the balance
between science and creativity gets lop~ided.

If Dr. Snyder's prediction that the next
century will find genetics taking a big
step forward in producing cures for
hereditary diseases proves correct it will
in no small part result from the f~rward
strides taken during the 20th century by
Dr. Snyder and the vital role he has
played in this important field.
Geoffrey Chaucer could have been
speaking of Dr. Snyder when he penned
the words:

Febtuaty 3, 1967

He sha.ll gladly lea.rn a.nd. gladly teach.

ACADEMIC CAREER

This medical missionary's son, whose
early love of birds and plants and people
led him into the :field of natural science
and education, shared the knowledge he
learned with mankind, and he leaves a
legacy of learning for which we are truly
grateful.
Mr. Speaker, I know that my colleagues in the Congress would want to
join with us in Hawaii in honoring this
outstanding educator as he drops the
mantle of duty, and wish him Godspeed
With the hope that he will now have
greater opportunity to enjoy many of the
Pursuits he had very little time to follow
during his active years.
I am pleased to submit for the CoNGREssioNAL RECORD, the following story
on Dr. Snyder which appeared in the
Honolulu Star-Bulletin on Wednesday,
January 11, 1967:

Dr. Snyder founded the Departments o!
Genetics at North Carolina State, where he
held h.1B first job, and the University o! Hawaii, where he's finishing up his last.
At Ohio State, where he taught some 34:,000
students "nothing but genetics" for 17 years.
he established and. taught in 1933 the first
genetics course ever to be offered at any medical school in the United States.
Today there is hardly a medical school in
the country that doesn't require genetics.
"Identifying in quite a number of different
types o! diseases and anomalies genetic factors that were not understood before," has
been his most important contribution to his
field, he says when asked. to single out one.
Relaxing at home in Manoa dressed in an
informal shirt that is typical of him, Dr.
Snyder sat reviewing his entire 45-year career in genetics during which he realized he
has only one regret.

FAMED GENETICIST DR. LAURENCE H . SNYDER
RETIRES AT UNIVERSITY OF IIAWAII-"No
}.loRE ALARM CLOCKs" SAYS GENETICIST AS
H E R E VIEWS CAREER

(By Judy Chase )
" I had a little dog.
His name was Rover.
And when he died,
He died all over."
"That's how rm going to retire-all over,"
says Dr. Laurence H . Snyder, senior professor
Of genetics at the University of Hawail.
Dr. Snyder, internationally famed geneticist and president emeritus of the university,
Will retire Friday at the age of 65.
This means ''more more deadlines, no more
alarm clocks" and no round-the-world chases
to deliver lectures.
Dr. Snyder's not retiring from practicing
"songs v:ritten before the days of television"
on his piano, tending his garden of 300 rare
big-leaf plants with Mrs. Snyder, reading and
finishing a book based on lectures to Hawaii
doctors during eight years.
After all, he's still as young as the twinkle
in his eye.
Somehow it seems just like him to recite a
favorite childhood rhyme to express his
thoughts.
. Thinking as far back as he can remember
lnto thos~ carefree days as the son of a mediCal missionary, Dr. Snyder recalls that "I
always knew I wanted to be a natural scientist of some sort. I loved birds and plants
and people."
ORIGIN OF r.NTEREST
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NEXT 50 YEARS

"I wish I could work at it another 50
years," he said.
In the next century, he predicts that
genetics will take a big step forward and
produce cures for hereditary diseases.
"Most genetic diseases in human beings,
of which we know several hundred ," he said,
"are caused. by the failure of an enzyme.
"My guess is that genetics will begin to
synthetically produce enzymes and get them
into the body cells to replace the old ones.
"We have the environmental diseases
pretty well conquered now, but we still don't
know how to cure the genetic diseases.
"Undoubtedly, it will be possible to build
life synthetically in the future, though I
don't know that that's anything to look
forward to," he added.
"I do look forward to bringing back health
through genetics."
WISHES,

"Big business, government and the military are realizing more and more the importance of liberal arts education and showing
it in selections of people !or professional
jobs."
The American university of the 21st century will have much more student participation in its administration, if Dr. Snyder's
forecast proves correct.
"We are already seeing this trend. now, and.
I think it's a good one as long as students
take responsibility seriously. I don't like·
what's been happening at Berkeley recently."
Dr. Snyder also has a future vision of the
undergraduate teacher in a position of much
greater importance than today.
"The dignity of the undergraduate teacher
has been lowered somewhat, because of heroworship o! professors doing research and
publications,'' he said.
"However, I do think the balance between
teaching and research will come back again."
Reflecting a moment on undergraduate
teaching-the subject dearest to his hearthe said. that the most meaningful experience
of his career came every year when students
came to him and said: "All of a sudden,
you've made biology come alive for me."
Most of the hundreds of thousands he may
have inspired in his day don't realize this,
but everytime Dr. Snyder gets up in front
of a class he gets "goosepimples."
"Even after 45 years, I put so much of
myself into every class and. every lecture
that I actually get scared beforehand.."
Dr. Snyder's last two days in class promise to be no exceptions.

Twentieth Anniversary of Radio Station
WAVA

PREDICTIONS

While peering into the future, Dr. Snyder,
who came here in 1959 to be University of
Hawaii president (for three years), made &
few retirement wishes for the university and
a few predictions for U.S. universities of the
21st century.
"When I came here," he said, "the university offered. -every challenge you could
possibly want. From just a college that
time, it is now becoming a fine university."
In the future, he'd like to see the University of Hawaii at Manoa become more
and more of a graduate school and research
center with a reasonably small undergrad.ua te section and the rest of the undergraduates taken care of at the community
colleges.
"I'd like to see the medical school flourish
and. other professional schools such as law
come in," said the man who himself made
the College of Engineering a sepa_rate college at the university.
"And I'd like to see as much attention and
money paid to the humanities, social sciences
and. arts . as is paid to the sciences.
"Today anyone in science can get money
for research. It's just waiting to be asked
for-to burn, so to speak. The same is not
true of the creative fields.
"It would be a terrible thing if the balance between science and. creativity gets
lopsided.."

He never thought about genetics-'-a very
Young field in 192o--until his biology professor at Rutgers University in New Jersey de·
voted. about half of a lecture hour to heredity.
"I was absolutely fascina t ed,'' Dr. Snyder
says.
So fascinated, in fact, that he convinced
Dr. Wllliam John Crozier, the man to whom
Dr .. Snyder feels most indebted academically,
to teach Rutgers's first course in genetics.
"He wouldn't agree to teach a special
course unless I could find two other people
V.illing to take it, which I couldn't.
"Finally, I had to rope my roommates into
LIBERAL ARTS
taking it "With me. Both o! them were enDr. Snyder believes that the liberal arts
gineering students who weren't a bit interested in genetics. But I'll be eternally grate- emphasis at United States universities in
fUl to them both for jumping in with me." general can't help but increase in the future.
He laughed. when he remembers how
Since that first three-man genetics class,
Dr. Snyder has become known as the "Father . strictly he had to discipline himself to learn
of Human Genetics,'' a science the growth something about "such things as history and.
of which he helped foster from a classical government and most other liberal arts substudy of hypothetical genes to a molecular jects for that matter."
study o! genes with written chemical comBut he said liberal arts education is somePositions.
thing that lasts a lifetime while technical
It seems he's left a genetic "o!fspring" just education lasts only until the next set of new
about every place he's ~n.
inventions.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, February 3, 1967

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD a message of congratulations to radio station
WAVA on the occasion of its 20th anniversary.
There being no objection, the message
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
I would like to take this opportunity to
cite a public service in the metropolitan
Washington area with which I am certain
you are familiar. I refer to WAVA, the first
and only "All News" Radio station in the
Washington-Virginia-Maryland area, now
celebrating its 20th Anniversary. Special
recognition upon this is due to the outstanding efforts of its President, Mr. Arthur W.
Arundel, who founded this all-news broadcast service here.
The concept of all news radio is a complete departure from the usual pre-programed musical format of radio stations
with news at the hour and half hour. This
unique station must be able to respond to
any dimculty the moment it arises and at
the same time maintain a constant fiow of
informative, factual and interesting material. WAVA has many times demonstrated
~ts ability to so respond.
· An outstanding example of this occurred.
during the Blizzard of '66. W AVA then
went into a full time•News Alert, providing
a constant means of mass communication
to the people of this area. WAVA reporters
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worked hand in hand with area police, fire
department and military helicopter rescue
services giving stranded listeners at home,
office and in their cars assurance and news
of the Blizzard situation.
WAVA has established a system by which
Metropolitan area police and fire departments may, by using a special priority code,
communicate with the listening audience.
This was demonstrated during the recent
Autumn flooding in areas around Washington as over six inches of rain fell in a
few hours. Area police and fire departments
then broadcast live over WAVA facts important to the safety of life and property.
These, of course, are more dramatic examples. The station's day to day value is
that in this news-oriented area citizens now
have a means of staying informed on what
is taking place in the city, the nation, and
the world simply by tuning to 780 on theil'
AM radio dial, or 105.1 on FM. They do not
have to walt for a certain time of day or
for the printing of a newspaper, although
Mr. Arundel is the first to say that no broadcast news service will ever be but a poor
imitation of the depth reporting of a good
neswpaper.
I'm sure, Mr. President, you will join me
in extending sincere congratulations to a
pioneering effort that has achieved success,
not only financially, but more importantly
as a public service to the citizens of the
national capital a.rea.

Hometown Lauded for Storm Aid
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GARRY BROWN
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. BROWN of Michigan.

Mr. Speak-

er, there was a general uprising in central Michigan last weekend to fight a
common enemy-the snow. Every community-no matter how large or smallwas paralyzed by the worst storm in
more than 40 years which dumped more
than 2 feet of snow in a 24-hour period.
But the real news was not in how the
wind blew or how the snow fell in record
heaps. The big news was what one
neighbor did for another, brought closer
together by a deep, white band.
There were hundreds of reports of people, joining in with their neighbors to dig
out, get food and meet the situation effectively. One such report deals with my
hometown of Schoolcraft, Mich. It is
with a great deal of pride that I include
this account from the Kalamazoo Gazette
of January 30, 1967, in the RECORD, for
when Schoolcraft residents and visitors
tell future generations about how they
witnessed the "blizzard of 1967" they will
have to add they live in or visited one of
the world's finest communities.
The article follows:
[From the Kalamazoo Gazette, Jan. 30, 1967]
WARMING ADVENTURE-8CHOOLCRAF1' HOST TO
500 SNOW GUESTS

ScHooLCRAFr .-More than 500 persons
agree today that if you have to be snowbound, Schoolcraft is a good place to be.
When the storm closed in Thursday afternoon, Schoolcraft residents and merchants
opened their doors and their hearts to
stranded motorists, truckers and travelers.
Most of the 500 people were guests until
late Saturday afternoon, and some appeared

reluctant tO head for home and end the
heart-warming adventure in this small Kalamazoo County village.
With the first reports of trouble on U.S.
131, the expressway that cuts through the
heart of this town, volunteer groups were
organized to lead the stranded motorts,ts to
safety and comfort in homes, offices and public buildings.
An even 100 persons found their way to
the home of Laurence Middlebush north of
the village near the Shaver Road exit.
Two school buses made their way to the
Middlebush home Friday morning and transported most of the stranded guests to storm
facilities in the village.
About 82 persons dropped in out of the
storm at the home of John Wyant on U.S.
131, south of the village.
Thursday night a group of men loaded a
toboggan with pancake :flour, eggs, milk,
bacon and bread and trekked out to the
Wyant home.
The overflow of storm refugees at the Middlebush house was taken to the Randel Burson farm half way between the Middlebush
home and the village. At one time 46 persons were counted there.
In the vlllage, D. B. Leonardelll, Gary
Steeby and other community leaders organized volunteer work parties. Leonardelll
a Western Michigan University staff member,
set up emergency headquarters in the Kalamazoo County State Bank building. It
served as a llaision center for directing people
to shelter, routing food to the homes with
unexpected guests and receiving emergency
and medical calls.
The Masonic Temple was opened as the
community food center, and meals were prepared on an almost continuous basis !rom
Thursday night to saturday afternoon when
the m.a.jor routes were reported open.
Harding's Market worked overtime grinding hamburgers to feed the hungry workers
and snowbound people. A farmer who became stuck en route to Kalamazoo Thursday
with 60 dozen eggs found his oargo welcome
at the Masonic Temple.
'I1he crews checking the stalled oars along
the highway found one woman partially
overcome with carbon monoxide. She was
taken in a wrecker truck to the bank office
where she was examined by Dr. Charles Bates.
The doctor advised the woman to stay in the
bank and rest, and a cot was set up for her.
Telephone calls and word of mouth spread.
messages through the community of what
items were needed and where. Citizens carried in huge armloads of bedding and collapsible cots to the bank building and Westminster Hall of the~esbyterian, Church.
Residents of the Sugar Loaf Trailer Park
gathered together extra food supplies and
carried them to the Middlebush home.
One emergency medical call was received,
Mrs. Kenneth Kline, an expectant mother,
fell down a flight of stairs. Although she
was not injured she said she was afraid to
stay too far from medical assistance. Two
men with a snowmobile went to the Kline
home seven miles west of the village and
brought her back to relatives in town.
When a Inilk shortage threatened, leaders
at the emergency storm center in the bank
called for a reserve supply to be set aside for
babies and small children. The supply was
not needed.
Throughout the time the village was cut
off from the rest of the world, two tractors
with caterpillar treads worked to haul out
trucks and cars lining the highway in both
directions.
In the Masonic Temple k!tchen, truck
drivers pitched in to help wash the tide of
dishes that :flowed in from the dining hall
a.rea.
Children ran messages between volunteer
work groups, and teenagers formed shoveling
and car-pushing teams. A spirit of friendship and coperation pervaded the community.
Many of the truckers chose to remain to-
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gether in the Wyant home, declining the invitation of sharing facilities in Westminster
hall.
With the opening of roods saturday, Kalamazoo residents could make their way home
from Schoolcraft over the South Vicksburg
Road and Sprinkle Road. By afternoon U .S.
131 was broken open and wayfarers w~re
bidding farewell to their new-found friends.
Addresses were exchanged, and many
promised to return to Schoolcraft in brighter
weather to pay their thanks to their hosts in
the village.

Downright Scandalous
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOE SKUBITZ
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, January 31, 1967

Mr. SKUBITZ. Mr. Speaker, possibly
the least understood of all the undertakings of our Government is the maintenance of our national debt. With increasing regularity, the Members of Congress are instructed to "raise the ceiling"
on the national debt-a task which is
looked upon by many as being as routine
as the rollcall. Whether or not we will
let habit cultivate our consent to this
"ceremony" remains to be seen. Personally, I feel there are limits.
In the Washing-Wn Dally News of February 1, 1967, Editor Richard Hollander
"pulled out all the stops" in his discussion of our debt ceiling. I commend this
editorial to the attention of my colleagues:
DOWNRIGHT SCANDALOUS

Once again Congress is required to raise
the ceiling on the national debt a.nd the
arguments for this are the same as usual.
But Treasury Secretary Fowler, as he told
it, is more desperate than ever. I! Congress
doesn't raise the leaky debt ce1ling from $330
billion to $337 billion at once, he said, millions of Americans won't get what's coming
to them-because the Government won't be
able to borrow enough to pay them.
In immediate jeopardy, he said, would be
Social Security benefits, veteran pensions
and retirement pay !or former military and
civilian employes of the Government. He
said "other millions" would be affected directly or indirectiy: Taxpayers who have refunds coming, Government employes who
have salaries coming, people on public assistance, people depending on medicare, people
due unemployment benefits, farmers eligible
for subsidies, contractors and suppliers who
have furnished the Government services and
materials.
This is downright scandalous.
Social Security, unemployment benefits,
medicare and retirement allowances for m111tary and Government employes come out of
trust funds-and however hogwild the Government may go on spending otherwise, these
funds should not be involved.
Mr. Fowler told Congress any delay in raising the debt limit to $337 billion would be
"disastrous." If Congress doesn't make the
new ceiling effective by Feb. 28, he said, the
Government won't be able to pay its bills.
He no doubt is right. If the Government
couldn't pay its b1lls it would be disastrous-not only because the bills weren't paid but
more seriously because of the effect on the
Government's credit and the effect on the
prestige of the dollar.
But how does the Government get into
this fix year after year? Because the Administration spends too much. And Con-
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gress appropriates too much. They both
know that if they spend more than the Government t akes in they will have to borrow
lllore. And they go right on doing it.
Congress has no choice but to raise the
debt limit--because the Administration has
incurred the bills and Congress ha.s approved
Of thi s. Ea ch is in a bind of its own making-the Administration because it wilfully
spent m ore than it budgeted, Congress because it au t horized this excess spending.
As :r.1r. Fowler said, this is not the time
for economy-minded congressmen to cast
their protest votes; the time was last year
">hen t he appropriations bill were passed.
But Congress at this session can put an end
to this sham battle over raising the debt
lUnit either by (a) reducing spending or
(b ) r aisi ng t axes, or both.

The Milwaukee Sentinel Tells How To
Modernize State and Local Governments
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HENRY S. REUSS
WISCONSIN
THE HOUSE OF RE_PRESENTATIVES
Monday, January 16, 1967
OF

L.~

Mr. REUSS. Mr. Speaker, an editorial
1n the Milwaukee Sentinel for February
1 discusses the reasoning underlying H.R.
1166, a bill to improve intergovernmental
relationships between the United States
anct the States and muncipalities, and
the economy and efficiency of all levels
of government, by providing Federal
block grants for States and localities
Which take steps to modernize State and
local government.
The editortal follows:

ments; improving local property tax administration; authorizing transfers of specified
functions between cities and counties;
modernizing state constitutions; creating
interstate compacts.
These plans would be reviewed by one of
four regional co-ordinating committees, to be
created by the Reuss bill, and by the advisory
commission on intergovernmental relations.
If these two agencies adjudge a plan submitted by a state to show sufficient creativity,
that state would then qualify for federal
grants, to be made over a three year period
starting in 1970 or 1971, out of the proposed
15 billion d,ollar fund. Half of the money going to a state would have to be passed on to
its local governments.
Some dangers of thus investing a federal
agency with such vital decisions would appear to be avoided under the Reuss proposal
which provides that these regional coordinating committees are to be set up by the governors of the states in the various regions,
with the governors designating the representatives of his state on the co-ordinating
committees. State and local interests would,
thus, seem to be adequately protected.
Reuss says that the other tax sharing plans
would be pouring federal money down a rat
hole unless the states reinvigorate themselves
and their local governments to meet the
challenges of the late 20th century. Ample
support for Reuss' thesis can be found in the
numerous examples of the failures of ineffective, fragmented state and local governments
unequipped -to meet the needs of their citizens. Many of these failures tlow not from
a lack of will or of an absence of dedicated
public officials, but from antiquated governmental structures.
The Reuss plan might make for more
effective use of federal programs at the state
and local levels. But, more important, it
could prod those governments into providing
themselves with the tools to govern themselves. If state and local governments do
not do the job, and the federal government
assumes fUll responsibility and authority,
they will eventually atrophy and die.

A PLAN WITH MERIT

Among plans for providing federal aid to
state and local governments is one by Rep.
neuss (D-Wis.) caJ.llng for a 15 billion dollar
Program of grants to encourage these governments to modernize and strengthen themSelves. Whatever its imperfections and the
Potential threat of federal domination, the
Plan deserves attention.
The grants, under the terms of the Reuss
bill, would be available in two stages. First,
each state would receive federa.l money out
of a 50 million dollar fund to prepare within
18 months a blueprint for modern.izing its
own state a.nd local governments.
These plans would have to include specific
recommendations for strengthening the state
Rnd local governments as, for example, by
reducing the number or eliminating 1oca1
governments too small to provide efficient adlllinistratlon; reforming personnel practices
to bring them under merit systems; granting home rule powers to reform loca.l govern-

RECORD OFFICE AT THE CAPITOL
An office for the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,
with Mr. Raymond F. Noyes in charge, is located in room H-112, House wing, where orders will be received for subscriptions to the
RECORD at $1.50 per month or for single
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CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTORY
The Public Printer, under the direction of
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for sale, at a price sufficient to reimburse the
expenses of such printing, the current Congressional Directory. No sale shall be made
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REPRESENTA~~TH
RESIDENCES IN WASHINGTON
OFFIC!: ADDRESS: House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
(Streets northwest unless otherwise stated]
Speaker: John w. McCormack
Abbitt, Watkins M., va ___ _
Abernethy, Thomas G.,
6278 29th St.
Miss.

Adair, E. Ross, Ind _______ _4000 Mass. Ave.
Adams, Brock, Wash _____ _
Addabbo, Joseph P., N.Y --Albert, Carl, Okla ________ _4614 Reno Rd.
Anderson, John B., IZL---Anderso.n , William R., . 3006 P St.
Tenn.

Andrews, George W., Ala ___ 3108 Cathedral
Ave.
Andrews, Mark, .N. Dak ___ _
Annunzio, Frank, ILL ____ _
Arends, Leslie C., IlL _____ -4815 Dexter st.
Ashbrook, John M., Ohio __ _
Ashley, Thomas L., Ohio __ _
Ashmore, Robert T., S.C __ _
Aspinall, Wayne N., Colo ___ The Towers Apts.,
420rca thedral
Ave.
Ayres, William H., Ohio ___ _
Baring, Walter S., Nev ____ _
Barrett, William A., Pa ___ _
Bates, William H., Mass ___ _
Battin, James F .• Mont_ __ _
Belcher, Page, Okla ______ _
Bell, Alphonzo, Calif-----Bennett, Charles E., Fla ____ 3421 Rusticway
Lane,
Falls Church, Va.
Berry, E. Y., s. Dak ________ ua Schotts
CourtNE.
Betts, Jackson E., Ohio ___ _
Bevill, Tom, Ala _________ _
Biester, Edward G., Jr., Pa_
Bingham, Jonathan B.,
N.Y.

Blackburn, Benjamin B.,
Ga.

Blanton, Ray, Tenn ______ _
Blatnik, John A., Minn ___ _
Boggs, Hale, La __________ _
Boland, Edward P., Mass __ _
Bolling, Richard, Mo ______ 307WarrentonDr.,
Silver Spring, Md.
Bolton, Frances P. (Mrs.), 2301 Wyo. Ave.
Ohio.

Bow, Frank T., Ohio ______ _4301 Mass. Ave.
Brademas, John, lnd _____ _
Brasco, Frank J., N.Y -----Bray, William G., Ind _____ _
Brinkley, Jack, Ga _______ _
Brock, W. E. (Blll), Tenn __
Brooks, Jack, Tex ________ _
Broomfield, William S.,
Mich.

Brotzman, Donald G., Colo_
Brown, Clarence J ., Jr.,
Ohio.

Brown, Garry, Mich ______ _
Brown, George E .. Jr., Calif_
Broyhill, James T., N.C ---Broyhill, Joel T., Va ______ _
Buchanan, John, Ala _____ _
Burke, J. Herbert, Fla ____ _
Burke, James A., Mass ____ _
Burleson, Omar, Tex _____ _
Burton, Laurence J., Utah_
Burton, Phillip, Calif-----Bush, George, Tex ________ _
Button, Daniel E., N.Y ____ _
Byrne, James A., Pa ______ _
Byrnes, John W., Wis ______ l215 25th St. S.,
Arlington, Va.
Cabell, Earle, Tex ________ _
Cahill, William T., N.J ----Carey, Hugh L., N.Y ------Carter, Tim Lee, Ky ______ _
Casey, Bob, Tex __________ _
Cederberg, Elford A., Mich_
Celler, Emanuel, N.Y ______ The Mayflower
Chamberlain, Charles E.,
Mich.

Clancy, Donald D., Ohio __ _
Clark, Frank M., Pa _______ 220 C St. SE.
Clausen, Don H., Calif----Clawson, Del, Calif-------Cleveland, James C., N.H __ _

Cohelan, Jeffery, Calif-----1202 Longworth
House Office Bldg.
Collier, Harold R., IlL ____ _
Colmer, William M., Miss __
Conable, Barber B., Jr.,
N.Y.

Conte, Silvio 0., Mass ______ 5619 Lamar Rd.,
Washington 16,
D.C.
Conyers, John, Jr., Mich __
Corbett, Robert J., Pa ____ _
Corman, James C., Calif __ _
Cowger, William 0., Ky ___ _
Cramer, William C., Fla ____ 6215 Beachway
Dr., Falls Church,
Va.
Culver, John C., Iowa _____ _
Cunningham, Glenn, Nebr _
CUrtis, Thomas B., Mo ____ _
Daddario, Emilio Q., Conn_
Daniels, Dominick V., N.J __
Davis, Glenn R., Wis _____ _
Davis, John W., Ga _______ _
Dawson, William L., JlL __ _
de la Garza, Eligio, Tex ___ _
Delaney, James J., N.Y ---Dellenback, John R., Oreg_5911 Onondaga
Rd.
Denney, Robert V., Nebr --Dent, John H., Pa ________ _
Derwinski, Edward J.,IlL __
Devine, Samuel L., Ohio __ _
Dickinson, William L., Ala_
Diggs, Charles C., Jr., Mich_
Dingell, John D., Mich ____ _
Dole, Robert, Kans ________ 6136 Beachway
Dr., Falls Church,
Va.
Donohue, Harolcl D., Mass:._
Darn, W. J. Brya:r:, S.C _____ 2030 Laburnum
St., McLean, Va.
Dow, John G., N.Y _______ _
Dowdy, John, Tex ________ _
Downing, Thomas N., Va __ _
Dulski, Thaddeus J ., N. Y- _1705 Longworth
House Office
Building
Duncan, John J., Tenn ___ _
Dwyer, Florence P. (Mrs.),
N.J.

Eckhardt, Bob, Tex _______ _
Edmondson, Ed, Okla _____ _
Edwards, Don, Calif-------9201 Fox Meadow
La., Potomac, Md.,
Edwards, Edwin W., La ___ _
Edwards, Jack, Ala _______ _
Eilberg, Joshua, Pa _______ _
Erlenborn, John N., IlL __ _
Esch, Marvin L., Mich ____ _
Eshleman, Edwin D., Pa ___ _
Evans, Frank E., Colo _____ _
Everett, Robert A., Tenn __ _
Evins, JoeL., Tenn ________ 5044 Klingle St.
Fallon, George H., Md ____ _
Farbstein, Leonard, N.Y __ _
Fascell, Dante B., Fla _____ _
Feighan, Michael A., Ohio_
Findley, Paul, IlL ________ _
Fino, Paul A., N.Y --------Fisher, 0. C., Tex _____ _: ____ Calvert-Woodley
Flood, Daniel J., Pa _______ The Congressional
Flynt, John J., Jr., Ga ____ _
Foley, Thomas s., Wash __ _
Ford, Gerald R., Mich _____ 514 Crown View
Dr., Alexandria.,
Va.
Ford, William D., Mich ___ _
Fountain, L. H., N.c _______ The Westchester
Fraser, Donald M., Minn __ _
Frelinghuysen, Peter H. B., 3014 N St.
N.J.

Friedel, Samuel N., Md ___ _
Fulton, James G., Pa _____ _
FUlton, Richard, Tenn ___ _
FUqua, Don, Fla _________ _
Galitianakis, Nick, N.c ____ _
Gallagher, Cornelius E.,
N.J.

Gardner, James C., N.C ___ _
Garmatz, Edward A., Md __ _
Gathings, E. C., Ark ______ _
Gettys, Tom S., S.C ______ _
Giaimo, Robert N., Conn __ _
Gibbons, Sam, Fla _______ _
Gilbert, Jacob H., N.Y ----Gonzalez, Henry B., Tex ___ 200 C St. SE.
Goodell, Charles E., N.Y ___ 3842 Macomb St.

Goodling, George A., Pa ___ _
Gray, Kenneth J., rzz_ ____ _
Green, Edith (Mrs.), Oreg_
Green, William J., Pa _____ _
Griffiths, Martha W.,
(Mrs.), llfich.
Gross, H. R., Iowa ________ _
Grover, James R., Jr., N.Y -Gubser, Charles S., Calif __ _
Gude, Gilbert, Md _______ _
Gurney, Edward J .. Fla ___ _
Hagan, G. Elliott, Ga _____ _
Haley, James A., Fla ______ _
Hall, Durward G., Mo ____ _
Halleck, Charles A., Ind __ _4926 Upton St.
Halpern, Seymour, N :Y ---Hamilton, Lee H., Ind ____ _
Hammerschmidt, John
Paul, Ark.
Hanley, James M., N.Y ---Hanna, RichardT., Calif __ _
Hansen, George V., Idaho __
Hansen, Julia Butler
(Mrs.}, Wash.
Hardy, Porter, Jr., Va _____ _
Harrison, William Henry,
Wyo.

Harsha, William H., Ohio __
Harvey, James, Mich _____ _
Hathaway, William D.,
Maine.

Hawkins, Augustus F.,
Calif.

Hays, Wayne L., Ohio _____ _
Hebert, F. Edward, La _____ 26 Cockrell St.,
Alexandria, Va.
Hechler, Ken, W. Va ______ _
Heckler, Margaret M.
(Mrs.), Mass.
Helstosk1, Henry, N .J-----Henderson, David N., N.C-Herlong, A. S., Jr., Fla ____ _
Hicks, Floyd v., Wash ____ _
Holifield, Chet, Calif-----Holland, Elmer J., Pa _____ _
Horton, Frank, N.Y ______ _
Hosmer, Craig, Calif------Howard, James J., N.J ____ _
Hull, W. R., Jr., Mo _______ _
Hungate, William L., Mo __ _
Hunt, John E., N.J -------Hutchinson, Edward, Mich_
Ichord, Richard (Dick),
Mo.

Irwin, Donald J., Conn ___ _
Jacobs, Andrew, Jr., Ind __ _
Jarman, John, Okla ______ _
Joelson, Charles s., N.J ___ _
Johnson, Albert W., Pa ___ _
Johnson, Harold T., Calif __
Jonas, Charles Raper, N.C__
Jones, Paul C., Mo ________ l l l l Army-Navy
Dr., Arlington,
Va.
Jones, Robert E., Ala _____ _
Jones, Walter B., N.C _____ _
Karsten, Frank M., Mo ____ _
Karth, Joseph E., Minn ___ _
Kastenmeier, Robert W.,
Wis.

Kazen, Abraham, Tex ____ _
Kee, James, W. Va ________ 5441 16th Ave.,
Hyattsville, Md.
Keith, Hastings, Mass ____ -4517Wether111Dr.,
Westmoreland
Hills, Md.
Kelly, Edna F. (Mrs.), N.Y _
King, Carleton J., N.Y ____ _
King, Cecil R., Calif------Klrwan, Michael J., Ohio __
Kleppe, Thomas S., N. Dak_
Kluczynski, John C., IlL __ _
Kornegay, Horace R., N.C __
Kupferman, Theodore R.,
N.Y.

Kuykendall, Dan, Tenn __ _
Kyl, John, Iowa __________ _
Kyros, Peter N., Maine ____ _
Laird, Melvin R., Wis _____ _
Landrum, Phil M., Ga ____ _
Langen, Odin, Minn ______ _
Latta, Delbert L., Ohio ___ _
Leggett, Robert L., Calif __ _
Lennon, Alton, N,C _______ _
Lipscomb, Glenard P.,
Calif.

Lloyd, Sherman P., Utah __ _

Appendix
1'Le Challenge of ZIP Code Caa-and
Uust-Be Met
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. JOE R. POOL
OF TEXAS
~THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

!lfonday, February 6, 1967
~. POOL. Mr. Speaker, last Tuesday, January 31, a portion of my remarks

~ the REcoRD were not printed; there-

t re, I would like to bring the full text to
~~ attention of my colleagues, an article
C itled "The Challenge of ZIP Code
au-and Must-Be Met," written by
~r. Emanuel Cohen, of Mailmen, Inc.,
cYoSSet, N.Y. No subject is more compliated than the Post Office Department's
~andatory requirement that bulk maUers
n:.Ort their mail by ZIP code sequence.
So h1sllless :firms are being asked to do the
toP ticated mail scheming task perClllned since Franklin's day by postal
<l~ks. Well over a quarter of a billion
lllau rs has been spent by 300,000 bulk
b ers to add the :five-digit ZIP numt:rs to their nameplates and computer
cos~· In addition to that tremendous
u • business mailers are being called
toPon to spend quite large additional sums
Presort their mail by ZIP code sequence.
·
tl.;:r_. Cohen, a former postal worker,
eltp m Private business, is the foremost
rn~rt on the handling of ZIP-coded
Se · The House Post Office and Civil
rn !'\ice Committee, of which I am a
ore:ber, has had the distinct privilege
llr eartng his testimony on the ZIP code
\ti.s~~·!m.· Moreover, a subcommittee
to \IC\4 Mailmen, Inc., some months ago
it l~arn just how difficult and expensive
rn \ViU be for mailers to comply with the
l;l'eandatory order. Mr. Cohen was also
Cl~rous enough to invite top postal offilea to view his operation. Much was
filed from these visits.
heInasmuch as individual Members will
Co~eali.ng from constituents about the
~ PleXities of mandatory ZIP coding,
0~· Cohen's article on the subject will be
llr gbreat value to all concerned with the
o Iern.
;he article follows:
CHALLENGE OF ZIP CODE CAN-AND
MUST-BE 1\!ET
(By Emanuel Cohen)
lJ~e second phase o! ZIP Code is at hand.
bee now, most o! us in direct mail have
to tn concentrating on adding ZIP numbers
too he address without, unfortunately, giving
anqll:l.Uch thought to phase two, the sorting
ceo.te sacking of mail to 3-digit sectional
re
rs and 5-dlgit direct sacks. The 6-diglts
~sent either a single ZIP city or the
'!'her delivery station of the multi-ZIP city.
atrat 9 time has come to set the record
Pa. ght on many things. Some of us, and
tb l'ticUiarly those of us who have served on
e Unofllclal Harry Maginnis Technical Adfl:t

visory Committee, have been misrepresented
as obstructionists, as being opposed to ZIP
Code and to progress. The facts are that we
"obstructionists" may be the best friends
the Post Office has. Unlike the sycophants
with their horse blinders who have said an
automatic "yes" to anything proposed, it has
been the so-called obstructionists who have
advocated proper tools to work with and a
proper time allowance in which to apply the
tools.
We would remind those of you who are
now discovering the complications of the
new sacking and sorting requirements that
this was pointed out in chart form in testimony before the Olsen subcommittee about
a year and a hal! ago and that the validity
of this chart has not been refuted to this
day. In that same testimony we endorsed
ZIP Code as a solution to the internal problems of the Post Office and offered testimony
about applying these principles of ZIP Code
as far back as 1949. We cannot but wonder
about those among us who mouth stirring
generalities, offer no solutions, answer no
questions and help no one.
Now the "obstructionists" are back again.
This time our hope is that we can explain
some of the problems we are faced with.
DIVIDE LISTS INTO SIX CATEGORIES
The facts are that in order to mail at bulk
rates, we must realize that the sorting and
sacking requirements are paramount and
that lists will have to be prepared in accordance with these requirements if their use
is to remain economically feasible. Based on
the amount of handling required, we have divided fully-ZIP Coded lists into six categories.
We do · not say that these six categories
are definitive. We are open to all suggestions. What we are striving for is a standard
nomenclature to apply to lists so that purchasers wlll know that no matter from whom
these lists ,are secured (whether direct or
from a list broker) the list category wlll automatically indicate to the purchaser how
complicated the sorting will be and enable
him to properly evaluate his total package
cost.
Category One.

ZIP Numerical Sequence.

This is the easiest type o! list to sort and
sack. Theoretically, it should not require
more than one sack at a time to handle the
list. It is the closest equivalent to the handling o! an alpha-geo list before ZIP. However, mailers are faced with increased costs
since there is a potential usage of 930 sacks
(there are approximately 930 3-digit numbers
already assigned out of a possible 999) as
opposed to 50 sacks-one for each state under
the old system.
Category Two. Alpha-Geo With Multi-ZIP
Cities in Numerical Sequence.

There are a number of ways to sort and
sack such a list. Basically, however, since
sectional centers are geographic by definition,
it is necessary to use a set of sack racks when
working an alphabetic list. There should be
a separate sack for each section of the state
being worked. Thus Alabama would require
only 16 sacks. California would ta-ke 31 and
Utah would need only 6.
It would be advisable to have an additional
sack in each case for use for each multi-ZIP
city as you come to it. This requires a lot
of floor space, many racks etc. and is slower
than working a Category One list.
Category Three.
Alpha-Geo List With
Multi-ZIP Cities in Random Sequence.
Everything discussed in Category Two ap-

plies. In addition, however, the 314 multiZIP cities must be pieced out to the last two
digits. In a representative national list, the
314 multi-ZIP cities can be as much as 60%
o! the list. Obviously the processing of this
list takes more time, requires more work and
will necessarily cost more.
Category Four.
SCF
Facility) Sequence.

(Sectional

Center

This is a list that is already by 3 digits.
Each piece must now be sorted down to the
last two digits for the sectional center facility
or the multi-ZIP city for proper tying and
sacking.
Category Five.

State Sequence.

All the names for each state are together
but the cities are in random sequence. Such
a list requires two full ha.ndllngs. The first
handling is by 3 digits, thus reducing the
list to a Category Four. The second handling
is !or the last two digits within the SCF or
the multi-ZIP city.
Category Si:c.

Random.

Theoretically, this requires three full handlings; the first by state reducing to a Category Five; secondly, each state is sorted to
3 digits, becoming a Category Four; and
finally, each SCF or multi-ZIP city is sorted
by the last two digits and tied and sacked.
It must be realized that every shop must
establish its own internal procedures to
shorten the number o! handlings without
sacrificing proper hand.ling of the mail.
WHY PROBLEMS AIUSE
Up to now every list we have seen has fit
into one o! these six categories. There are
variations. For example, the list that runs
from Alabama to Wyoming but is in numerical sequence within each state is a Category
One list. If you examine the handling requirements for the six categories carefully,
you realize that a blending o! lists can be
prohibitively costly. Although you may
protest that this is not required. you are
falling into a trap.
What are you going to do with a series o!
lists that are rented as one list? The last
three combinations observed by us were as
follows:
1). Two Category Three lists, each running from Alabama to Wyoming, with one
key assigned, and therefore mandatory
blending required.
2). Three Category One lists, each state
in numerical sequence, represented as a
single list, one key asssigned, and mandatory
blending required.
3). Three lists, one a Category One, one a
Category Three and one only partially ZIP
Coded, represented as a. single list. Due to
the nature of the third list-involved, blending is impossible since not all names are
ZIP Coded.
In each case the purchaser was appalled
at the cost involved and in each case he said
he would gladly have purchased each list
separately had he known it was, in reality,
not one list. Such instances are not due to
any attempt to mislead, they are due to ln.ck
of undersanding of the sorting and sacking
required. Hopefully, after publication of
this article, such combinations will disappear.
Another area that requires correction is
the proper packing and identification of the
lists. If a list is on Cheshire tape, the sequence o! rolls should be marked. If a list
is addressed to envelopes or order cards, it
must be packed properly, preferably only
one row to a box. Each box in a carton
should be numbered and each outer carton
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numbered in sequence. Failure to do so,
especially in the case of lists addressed directly to envelope or order card can convert
a Category One llst into a category Three
price since it _b ecomes necessary to reset the
whole list. And always include the custom-.
er's name and the key number assigned on
each carton.
Due to the fact that some sectional centers service so many offices trhat more than
one 3-digit number must be assigned, there
1s a. built-in regression factor involved in the
proper sacking of the mail. Ordinary common sense tells you that a list of the number of na.Ines in each 3-digit sectional center
and for each of the 314 multi-ZIP cities
would be of considerable value in planning.
Each list compiler should make a study and
supply a breakout with each rental, or in·
dicate which ZIP Code areas are included
in the rental of a partial list. To dignify
such an elementary concept with the word
"system" is gilding the llly. Any such socalled systems we have seen so far fall short
of the mark. It is to the benefit of the mailer
as well as the Post Office Department if we
regress all the way. It means less mall
.sacks used, faster dell very service, and less
handling by the post otnce. Ha.lfway regres·
.sions become just that, .half the job done.
We question the necessity for including
a sack break out in the case of an outside
rental. This depends on the size of the envelope-# 10, 6X9, 9x12-and the contents3, 4, 5, or 6 pieces-light material, heavy
material, thick material, thin material. A
gOOd lettershop will determine the sack re·
qulrements from the number of pieces in
the listing.
Full cooperation within the segments of
the industry (list compilers, list brokers,
mailers, lettershops) and with the Post Office Department 1s the order of the day.
Frankly we still do not see the need for full
5-diglt sorting. However, we must work at
1t and hope the cost of doing so will not
drive anyone out of business.
It will be a. Pyrrhic victory indeed U the
loss of taxes to the government exceeds
the savings to the Post O:tnce Department.
When we say cooperation with the Post Of·
flee Department, we mean just that. There ·
must be no irrational, childish, spiteful
dumping of piece-rate mall into the postal
channels. Let's act like adults.
It is our opinion that the Postmaster General holdB the second most ditficult job in
the country, next to that of the President.
Let us remember that he admlnlsters one
of the largest businesses in the country but
with major differences that do not apply to
private industry. We can sum up these dif·
ferences by saying that the Postmaster Gen·
eral is handcuffed. Congress fixes the cost
of production--salarieS--4.\.nd also the selltng
price of the service-rates--and he 1a answerable to the Bureau o! the Budget and
subject to the actions o! the appropriations
committee. We sincerely believe that no
private industry operating under the same
conditions can be run profitably. The Post·
master General needs our understanding and
our help. Let's give it to him by communicating any ideas we m.ay have that will speed
mall service at reduced cost.

ing men are the best trained and best
equipped troops in the world. When we
became involved in the Vietnam conflict,
we found ourselves in a. very special type
of war which required us to make substantial changes in the type of weapons
and clothing our troops use. One area
where the demand for large supplies of
new materials was particularly acute was
the type of clothing and shelter our men
needed. We looked to our domestic tex·
tile industry for tremendous amounts of
duck, tentage, and uniform fabrics. In
the period of 1965 to 1966, our military
requirements for cotton, manmade fiber,
and wool cloth were some 600 million
yards. Our domestic textile industry has
consistently met ·these military requirements and at the same time has kept up
with the normal civilian needs. This 1s
a tribute to the technology and people
who have made our textile industry the
greatest in the world.
I was pleased to see that on January 27
the Defense Personnel Support Center in
Philadelphia recognized the contribution
the textile industry has made to the war
in Vietnam by awarding a special certifi.
cate of appreciation to the textile industry. The award was received by Mr. J.
Burton Frierson, chairman of the board
of Dixie Yarns, Inc., of Chattanooga,
Tenn., and the immediate past president
of the American Textile Manufacturers
Institute. I ask unanimous consent that
the text of the certificate of appreciation awarded by the Defense Personnel
Support Center be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the text of
the certificate of appreciation was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
DEFENSE PERSONNEL SUPpORT CENTER,
Philadelphia, Pa..

In recognition of maximum support of the
Defense Personnel Support Center's heavy
textile requirements by the American Textile
Manufacturers Institute from 1 October 1965
to 1 October 1966 to supply the requirements
of the United States forces in Southeast Asia,
this Certificate of Appreciation is presented
to Mr. J. Burton Frierson who served so ably
and effectively as its president during this
period.
Brig. Gen. JOHN M. KENDERDINE,
U.S. Army.

Is Kerr's Departure a Disaster?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER
~THE

OJ' CALIFORNIA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

...lfonday, February 6, 1967

Mr. YOUNG~. Mr. Speaker, James
J. Kilpatrick's column, which appeared
Certificate of Appreciation Awarded to the in the Washington Star of February 2,
1967, demonstrates how someone not
Textile Industry
connected with California can view more
objectively the firing of Dr. Kerr as
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
president of the University of California
OF
than can someone who is so close to the
HON. HOWARD H. BAKER, JR. picture that they cannot see the forest
for the trees.
OF TENNESSEE
I am quite sure that Mr. Kilpatrick's
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
views coincide with the views of a maMonday, February 6, 1967
jority of the voters in California relative
:Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, we have to the administration of the University
always been proud that American fight- of California and the reasons why it be-

~ame necessary to make the change.

Ji1S

column follows:
Ls KERR'S DEPARTURE A DISASTER?

(By James J. Kilpatrick)
The la te Douglas Southall Freeman is ~
remembered as a. famed historian and edl·
tor, but he was also for many years an. ~·
tive member of the board of visitors of~~!
University of Richmond. It was in ToW
capacity that he once drafted Freemail 1
Rules of Parliamentary Procedure for tll~
Governing Boards of Institutions of Hlglle;
Learning.
These were quite brief, and went soJXlt'
thing to this etiect:
"The annual meeting having been caue'!
to order, the chair shall immediately elY
tertain a motion to fire the president or ~
university, which motion, being privUeg t
and not subject to debate, shall be put~
once to a vote. If the motion carry, ·
next motion sliall be a motion to appeill~1
a committee on succession. If the motlO" ,
fail, the next motion shall be a motion ~
adjourn."
·
The Freeman Rules were drafted witb •
twinkle of course, but they contained a ~
glint of truth. In any effective acadew
chain of command, a president must be r~
sponsible !or the university he heads; btl
the regents must be responsible for the presl;
dent they choose. Responsibility becQille
meaningless unless authority goes with 11•
and authority has no meaning without tll•
power to exert it.
I
These truisms apply with special aptneS'
to the recent dismissal of Dr. Clark Kerr aS
president o! the University of California. lit
had been given full responsibility for rUll' ,
ning one of the world's great systems o! h!gll'
er learning. In the ten days since his ousttl'•
the liberal press has fairly burbled wttJI
prai:::a of his achievements-the Nobel laurt'
ates attracted to Berkeley, tbe endownmentl
added, the buildings erected the researcll
completed-and doubtless a. meritorious es.s'
can be made in these fileds.
Yet the regents clearly had the responsibil'
ity to examine Kerr's total record. As t}lt
Freeman Rules suggest, this was very nearl~
the whole of their responsiblllty. And it rns-1
be that the regents perceived far more clearlY
than Kerr's admirers have perceived, that llil
record of achievement could not overcome llil
record of failure.
The charge against Kerr is not merely tllJI1
he exhibited weak and inefficient discipline-"
that he let a part of his kindergarten run t}lt
school. The charge is much deeper than nJ.S
feeble tolerance of a Marlo Savio, a Bett!Jll
Aptheker. It boils down to a. failure on tnt
part of Kerr to comprehend the very essenc'
of a free university, which is that freedolll
depend upon order.
.
This is not to say that freedom dependS
upon regimentation, which is a very di1Ierell!
thing. It 1B merely to say that the pursui
of truth becomes a travesty, when truth m~
be pursued through an artificial maze a>
booby traps, pitfalls and kid games. It iS
not for nothing that we speak of acadelXli0
"disciplines." But at Berkeley, the veri
word "discipline" had become a mockel1·
In his devastating essay on the university'S
decline, publi,shed in Atlantic last fall , prO"
fessor Lewis Feuer made precisely tbiS
point-that Berkeley had yielded to a per•
version of freedom so gross that true freedo¢
was hard put to survive.
In the aftermath of Kerr's dismissal, fll&
trumpeters o! instant liberalism sounded •
predictable dirge. They blamed it a.ll o%1
Gov. Ronald Reagan (through the motion to
dismiss originated with an appointee of tot•
mer Gov. Edmond G. (Pat) Brown). Thd
charged it to a right-wing political can•
spiracy (though the majority against geJ1'
cut across lines of both party and philOSO"
phy). A covey of California congressmen_...,
Cohelan, Waldie, Edwards, Burton, TunneY'::;
rushed to the floor to denounce the regelllil'
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&.ctlon as unwarranted, unbelievable, unthinking, ill-considered and disastrous. The
~ew York Times could see only the "twilight
Of a. great university."
This is nonsense. As the whole story
emerges and takes on perspective, it becomes
apparent that Kerr himself forced a showdown, and that his own glaring faults as an
administrator cannot be obscured in an
adulatory fog. And far from being a disaster, his dismissal may well prove to be the
University's salvation. In exercising their
Undoubted authortty to fire the president,
the regents provided a sudden and drama tic
reminder of the order that 1s indispensable
to freedom.
Berkeley will survive as a great institution
or learning. It 1s bigger than Kerr, greater
than its sometimes dictatorial faculty, more
enduring than the forces o! bombast· and
Politics that have lately swirled about it.
But it cannot regain its prestigious reputa~lon Without a new dedication, from top to
ottom, to discipline, responsibility and authority. The regents-or at least a solid
IXlajortty of them-recognize this A new
President will have to recognize it, too.

Need for Antimissile Defense System for
United States
EXTENSION OF REJ\IARKS
OF

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
OF VIRGTh"""A

~THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have
llrinted in the Appendix of the RECORD
an editorial entitled "Investment 1n
SUrvival," published 1n the Northern
'\Tlrginia Daily of Thursday, February 2,
1967. The editorial discusses the views
0 the d1st1.ngulshed Senator from Wash1nf
!rton [Mr. JACKSON] concerning an an~lnussile defense system for the United

tates.

~ere -being no objection, the edito
~ naJ. was ordered to be printed in the

ECORD, as follows:

INVEsTMENT

IN

SURVIVAL

Senator Henry Jackson of Washington ls
an influential member of Congress. He is
lllember of the Armed Services Commitand the Atomic Energy Committee, two
Of the Senate's most powerful committees. ·
Despite his pre-eminence the Washington
;~gislator does not often project himself
4.1..lto the limelight. He is, rather, one o!
~hose men who work quietly but effectively
ehtnd the scenes. Perhtlps because he is
lllore reserved than flamboyant, when Sen.
Jackson does speak out on an issue his collteeagues are inclined to pay deferential atntlon.
Sen. Jackson spoke out last week on the
8.dvisabllity o! going ahead with an adequate antimissile defense system in the
'tintted States. In doing so he diametrically opposed the position taken by Secretary
Of Defense Robert McNamara in his annual
lll1Iita.ry posture report. He does not agree
li'ith the secretary that an effective antilllissue defense system would be an expensive and unnecessary luxury.
~or does the senator go along with the
secretary's statement that such a system
now "would be a waste o! time and money."
lie apparently does not think that the U.S.
co.n continue to rely on ita known supertortty in o!fensive weapons--an advantage
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which, as of now, indicates our ability to was needed in grafts. As the need for
destroy an enemy even after we have ab- other tissues increases, the "bone bank"
sorbed an initial attack.
was expanded into the tissue bank.
On the contrary, Sen. Jackson urges ConOther notable accomplishments ingress to proceed immediately to deploy an
antimissile defensive system for the purpose clude the first successful attempt to surof protecting our offensive weapons. In dis- gically replace a portion of the abdomcussing the -senator's proposal Human inal aorta in a human patient with a
Events put it this way:
freeze-dried aortic hemograft; installa"Jackson agreed that there were weak- tion of the first nuclear reactor for panesses in any antimissile defense system, but tient therapy in a Navy hospital; and
he said the most important point is wheth- the development of improved therapy
er the Soviet Union believes it can destroy
American retaliatory capability. He sug- techniques for radiation injury by the
gested, therefore, that our offensive missiles use of blood, blood products, antibiotics,
and bone marrow infusions. In addition,
be given every sort of protection."
All of which brings us to the question- the pioneering efforts of the U.S. Naval
who's rtght? Today's total warfare is so all- Hospital in the development of open
inclusive, so final, and could be over so heart surgery gave impetus to an increasquickly, that we cannot afford to guess 'ing use of the pump-oxygenator, popuwrong.
_
Sen. Jackson estimates the cost of an ade- larly called the artificial hear and lung,
quate system at $5 billion, spread over a in cardiovascular surgery.
Congratulations for a job "well done"
five year period. He suggests an immediate
requirement of $800,000, enough to get the and happy anniversary.
project going. By today's standard of military spending "the above figures seem an
almost modest investment in survival.
Statement of National VFW Commander
The United States will not launch a. nuin Chief Leslie M. Fry Concerning
clear attack. We will wait for the enemy
to strike first. In a nation that spends
President's Message on Veterans
$65 billion a year on defense and the VietLegislation
nam War an additional $5 billion, over a
five year pertod, to insure that we will be
able to retaliate after the initial enemy blow.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
appears to be a sensible course.
OF
Sen. Jackson's proposal imptesses us as a
Wise precaution which the nation should
take.
OF WEST VIRGINIA

HON. JENNINGS RANDOLPH

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

National Naval Medical Center Celebrates
25th Anniversary
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GILBERT GUDE
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the
United States has cause to consider with
gratitude the valor and vigilance of
members of our armed services.
Congress this week received a message
from President Johnson recommending
prompt action to broaden and modernize
veterans legislation. As chairman of the
SubcOmmittee on Veterans' Affairs, I
pledge my support. We are mindful of
the tremendous sacrifices of service people.
The President has suggested improvements to provide equal recognition and
benefits for personnel now serving in
Vietnam; to enlarge opportunities for
educationally disadvantaged veterans; to
expand GI bill educational allowances;
to raise amounts for servicemen's group
life insurance; to increase pensions for
some 1.4 million disabled veterans,
widows, and dependents, and to insurance that no veteran's pension is reduced as a result of increases in Federal
retirement benefits, such as social security.
Mr. President, the national Veterans
of Foreign Wars commander in chief,
Leslie M. Fry, commended the President's message to Congress, and I ask
unanimous consent that his statement
be printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed 1n the
RECORD, as follows:

Mr. GUDE. Mr. Speaker, February 5,
1967 marked the 25th anniversary of the
National Naval "' Medical Center. The
Center is a world-renowned medical institution, and a significant landmark in
the Maryland countryside. This memorable date commemorates a record of
past accomplishments of which we can
be justly proud. In its 25-year history,
the Medical Center has proved itself as
the medical, diagnostic, and educational
center of the Navy, with numerous cont;ibutions to the medical health of the
world. It turns out hundreds of hospitalmen, doctors, nurses, and technicians each year, bolsters daily the Navy's
rank in medical research and concern for
the patient, having admitted over 383,696
patients for treatment since is commissioning in 1942.
The hospital is designated as a treatment center for corneal transplant, radiation therapy, radioisotope studies, surgery for deafness, acrylic ocular prosthesis, open heart surgecy, neurologic disorders, thoracic surgery, oncology neurosurgery, plastic surgery, and tropical VFW CHIEF HA.n..s PRESIDENT's MESSAGE
ON VETERANS
diseases. In September 1949, the Center established the world's first "bone (Statement of VFW Commander in Chief
Leslie M. Fry)
bank" for the collection, sterilization,
and preservation of surplus bone from
I commend the President for his fine mesclean orthopedic surgical cases until it sage to the Congress outlining the changes
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and improvements he sees as necessary to
give substance to the Nation's desire to
honor every man who wears the unl!orm of
hia country. The President has wisely directed the attention of every American to
the diverse needs of our veterans in tod.a.y's
world.
He has focused the Nation's attention to
the fact that it has not fully discharged its
responsiblllty to those of our young men
who have already placed us in their debt but
whose lives and major contribution to our
Nation fortunately still lie ahead of them.
And for those who have perished in Vietnam
and other battlefronts the President's message reminds us that we must look to their
famllles and loved ones and serve their needs.
The President h9.8 outlined also the course
we must take 1! we are to sustain the programs we have laid down as necessary for
the veteran of past wars and hls survivors-those who have come down the long rood
together.
We in the V :F.W. are proud to stand together with the President 1n pursuit o! the
goal8 he has outlined 1n his message just
as we in past years have supported the course
he ha.s set !or the Nation in Vietnam.
The V :F.W. has spoken out forcefully on
the needs o! the veteran. We are particularly pleased that the President has authorized a continuing study of veterans programs. We offer our full support and cooperation 1n this venture and commend the
President for the wisdom of this action.
I have today sent the following wire to
President Johnson:
"The 1,350,000 members o! the V :F.W. o!
the U.S. welcome your message to the Congress today outlining the steps you consider
necessary 1! the Nation is to honor its commitment to Americans who have borne and
today bear arms in defense of our liberty
and for the cause o! peace to which you are
so personally dedicated. It is timely. It
focuses attention on the unique sacrifices
that a relative few Americans are making
tlon. You may count on the full support
of the V :F.W. o! the U.S. 1n your efforts to
ful1Ul the Nation's obligation to those who
have borne the cost of conflict."

Tribute to the Honorable Edwin E. Willis
SPEECH
01"

HON. CLEMENT J. ZABLOCKI
OJ' WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February Z, 1967

Mr. ZABLOCKI.

Mr. Speaker, I wish

to join my colleagues in the House of
Representatives in paying tribute to our

colleague, the gentleman from Louisiana,
EDWIN E. WILLIS. I am pleased and
happy to know that his health 1s 1mproved. It is gratifying to have him
return to active participation on legislative matters which so typify his dedication to the deliberations of this body.
Congressman WILLIS and I first came
to the House in the 8lst Congress and I
deem it a privilege to serve with a man of
his integrity and ability, demonstrated
by his leadership in the consideration of
important and difficult proposals. Mr.
WILLIS represents his district and the
Nation ably and with great distinction
and I look forward to our continued
friendship and counsel.

What Is a Cop?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. DEL CLAWSON
01' CALIJ'ORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967
Mr. DEL CLAWSON. Mr. Speaker, to

his millions of fans the reappearance of
Sgt. Joe Friday of "Dragnet," on their
TV screens is one of the happier events
of the new year. The good sergeant's
timing, as always, is faultless. With reports reaching us here in Washington of
the nationwide upswing 1n crime, violence and disregard for the law, Sergeant
Friday's return to increase public understanding of the function performed
by the defenders of society could not be
more auspicious.
The following statement, which he informs me will be delivered in this week's
episode, was brought to my attention by
the star of the show, Jack Webb. It is an
impressive insight 1nto the pollee officer's
view of his own job-particularly since
Mr. Webb advises that members of the
Los Angeles Police Department and Police Commission who have previewed the
film containing the speech have informed
him it accurately portrays their own feelings about their work. Under leave to
extend my remarks in the RECORD, I am
pleased to call attention to this :fine
statement:

WHAT Is A CoP?
(By Richard L. Breen and Jack Webb)
It's awkward having a policeman around
the house. Friends drop in. A man with a
badge answers the door. The temperature
drops twenty degrees. Throw a party and
that badge gets in the way. All of a sudden
there isn't a straight man 1n the crowd.
Everybody's a. comedian. "Don't drink too
much," somebody says, "or the man with the
badge will run you in." ... Or, "How's it goin',
Dick Tracy? How many jaywalkers did you
pinch today?" . . . And there's always the
one who wants to know how many apples
you stole. All at once you've lost your first
name. You're a. "cop," a. "fia.tfoot," a "bull,"
a. "dick," "Johi). Law," You·re "the fuzz," "the
heat," . . . you're pqlson, you're trouble ..•
you're bad news. They call you everything,
but never a policeman. It's not much of a.
life . . . unless you don't mind missing a.
Dodger game because the hotshot phone
rings ..• unless you like working Saturdays,
Sundays, holidays . . . at a. job that doesn't
pay overtime. Oh, the pay is adequate. If
you count your pennies, you can put your kid
through college. But you'd better plan on
seeing Europe on your television set. Then
there's your first night on the beat. When
you try to arrest a drunken prostitute 1n a
Main Street bar and she rips your ~w uniform to shreds. You'll buy another one ...
out of your own pocket.
You'll rub elbows with all the elite; pimps,
addicts, thieves, bums, winos, girls who can't
keep an address and men who don't care.
Liars, cheats, con men, the class of Skid Row.
And the heartbreak: underfed kids, beaten
kids, molested kids, lost kids, crying kids,
homesick kids, hit-and-run kids, broken-arm
kids, broken-leg kids, broken-head kids, sick
kids, dying kids, dead kids. The old people
that nobody wants, the reliefers, the pensioners, the ones who walk the street cold
and those who tried to keep warm and died
ln a. three-dollar room with an unvented gas
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heater. You'll walk the beat and pick up the
pieces. Do you have real adventure in your 1
IK>ul? You'd better have.
You'll do time in a. prowl car. It'll be a ·
t-hrill-a.-minute when you get an "unknown
t rouble" call and hit a. back yard at two ill I
t he morning, never knowing who you'll meet ·
. .. a. kid with a. knife . . . a. pill-head witb
a gun, or two ex-cons with nothing to lose.
And you'll have plenty of time to think.
You'll draw duty in a "lonely car" .. . with
nobody to talk to but your radio. Four
years in uniform and you'll have the ability, ·
the experience and maybe the desire to be a
detective. If you like to fiy by the seat o!
your pants, this is where you belong. For ·
every crime's that committed, you've go~
three milllon suspects to choose from. Most
of the time you'll have few facts and a. lot o!
hunches. You'll run down leads that deadend on you. You'll work all-night stakeouts
that could last a. week. 'You'll do leg work
until you're sure you've talked to everybodY
ln California. . . . people who saw it happen,
but really didn't. People who insist theY
did it, but really didn't. People who don't
remember, those who try to forget. Those
who tell the truth, those who lie. You'll
run the files until your eyes ache.
'
And paperwork . . . you'll fill out a report
when you're right, y(>u'll fill out a report
when you're wrong, you'll fill one out when
you're not sure, you'll fill one out listing
your leads, you'll fill one out when you have
no leads, you'll make out a report on the
reports you've made. You'll write enough ,
words in your lifetime to stock a library.
You'll learn to live with doubt, anxiety, ,
frustration, court decisions that tend to
hinder rather than help you: Dorado, Morse,
Escobedo, Cahan. You'll learn to live witb
the District Attorney, testifying in court, defense
attorneys, prosecuting attorneys.
judges, juries, witnesses. And sometimes
you won't be happy with the outcome. But
there's also this: There are over five thousand
men in this city who know that being I
policeman is an endless, glamorless, thankless job that must be done. I know it, too·
And I'm damned glad to be one o! them.
(NOTE.-Excerpted from the Feb. 9, 1961
episode of "Dragnet" on NBC-TV-Sgt . Jof
Friday talking to an unhappy rookie.)

Youth Deserves Credit When Credit Due
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOE SKUBITZ
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. SKUBITZ. Mr. Speaker, with tn~
creasing frequency, we assail the
thoughts and actions of our younger generation. It is sometimes necessary that
we be reminded that the majority of the
"Pepsi" generation are not frivolous.
careless, and irresponsible products of
humanity. My attention is drawn to an
outstanding example of the youth who
seldom make the newspapers. David
Beck, a student of Wichita High School
South, made the news with his editorial
discussing the worthiness of the Job
Corps program. Maturity cannot be
lacking in this student who undoubtedl1
has conducted research and analysis of
the Job Corps and its problems. I ap~
plaud the efforts of his teacher, Miss
Sussanne Shaw, who must enthusiastic-
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ally Pcrsue the objective of education to
stimulate the interests of students 1n
lllatters of current discussion and debate.
'I'he thoughts of Da'\id Beck warrant our
attention and I commend to my colleagues his editorial, printed in the Wellington Daily News, January 31, 1967:
THE DROPOUT PROBLEM

position which ought to be called to the
attention of the Nation.
In order that all the Members might
have the opportunity to read this excellent editorial, I have permission to
have it included 1n its entirety 1n the
Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
The editorial follows:

DELAY ON THE ABC-ITT ~1ERGER
editorials written by journalism students of
The Justice Department has put on a
Wichita. High School South, in a class project. bafiling performance in its recent effort to
l-ternbers of the class, taught by Miss block a proposed merger of American BroadSUsanne Shaw, former Daily News employe, casting Company and International Tele·
Visited this newspaper yesterday to study phone and Telegraph Corporation.
.
Production methods.)
AB Senator Morton of Kentucky pointed
In this age of automation and the speciali· out in a floor speech, Justice remained aloof
Zatlon of labor, a high school diploma or while the Federal Communications Commis8Pecial training of some sort has been be- sian held public hearings on the case. AI·
~Ornl.ng and will continue to become increasthough given the opportunity to testify, it
lllgly important in securing a job. For this elected to remain silent. AB recently as last
reason, the problem of what to do With the month, Senator Morton noted, Justice wrote
high school dropout has been accented in the FCC it did not have sufficient grounds to
recent years.
stay the merger, although it belatedly did
'rhe latest attempt to help these dropouts question the move.
is one of President Johnson's Great Society
But 48 hours before the merger was
Programs. the Job Corps. Designed to help scheduled for a green light this month, Jus·
<tisadvantaged youths by removing them tice asked the FCC for a delay. In doing so,
from their home environments and teaching the department suggested the merger might
them, in better surroundings, the skills be harmful to competition in the broadcastnecessary to find permanent employment, the ing industry.
Job Corps is an excellent program-in theory.
This line of reasoning is puzzling. As
In actual fact it has become an impractical anyone in the broadcasting industry knows,
Program because of the astronomical cost-- ABC is not only the smallest of the three
lll.ore than a quarter of a billion dollars for television networks but is up against comtlscal 1966 alone.
petition with formidable diversification. The
'rhe cost of keeping a single youth in the National Broadcasting Company is owned by
Program for one year is at least $9,000 ac- Radio Corporation of America and has encording to the latest .Lgures supplied to joyed a huge advantage because of this, par·
~ongress by the Office of Economic Oppor- ticularly in development of color -programllll.ity. Compare this to the $1,500 neces- ming.
sa.ry to send a student to a state university - Senator Long of Louisiana, who served for
for one year or even to $3,500 a year for many years as chairman of the Senate Small
lll.aintaining a student in the most expensive Business panel's Sl.,lbcommittee on monopoly,
American college, and the figure seems way is in a good position to judge the matter. In
0 Ut of line.
supporting the FCC's approval of the merger,
..,.~ut even the $9,000 figure is not a true piche notes that ABC "up to now has had diffi•I.U'e of the costs since it does not take into culty in competing with the other two
~liSideration an estimated 20~ dropout rate.
giants," and that combining it with ITT's
... ue actual cost-per-graduate of the whole resources in electronics would make its captProgram is not known, but at one center it tal structure "parallel to that of the other
'IlVas more than $28,000 and the figure was two networks."
nearly as high at many other centers.
Perhaps the oddest statement put forth by
,, One reaso:::J. the costs are so high are the Justice was the suggestion that the merger
extras" given each enrollee such as $7 5 store "threatens the independence and objectivity
credit for clothing of his choice, but flying of ABC's news and public affairs reporting."
aCU 30,000 Corpsmen home, and back for If the department really wants to raise that
,hristmas does not help defray expenses gratuitous question, what about ABC's cor·
elth
Th
f th t inln
te th t porate competitors, who are embroiled in
h er_
e case 0
e ra
g cen r
a
everything from book publishing to defense
ad approximately 500 staff members on the
Payroll to serve 410 corpsmen is another ex- and space electronics, phonograph records,
aznp1
t
thi
computers, and the New York Yankees?
th e or the great amount of was e wi n Does every broadcasting company's news ine program.
'rhe Job Corps has the porential to become tegrity automatically come under a cloud of
an excellent program for helping youth, but suspicion when it merges with an unrelated
Untu some changes are made in the admin· buziness? To believe this is absurd.
1stration of funds and unnecessary extras are
Senator Morton terms the Justice Depart·
Cione away with the program is too unrea- ment's move ill-conceived. At the least, it
~~~ically expensive to continue.-David Beck, strikes us as displaying a superficial, poorly.!
WlChitn. High School South
reasoned and badly-timed approach.
(EDTTOR"s NDTE.-Tl:.is is the second of two
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BY REPR~NTATIVE
Wn.LIAMS-MlsSISSIPPIAN FAILS TO REGAIN

HOUSE DEMOS REJECT Bm
SENIORITY

(By Edgar Poe)
WASHINGTON.-In a move with far-reaching ramifications, House Democrats Wednesday by a vote of 134 to 100 politically shot
down Rep. John Bell Williams, a crippled
World War II bomber pilot, for the second
time in two years.
The 48-year-old :Mississippi conservative,
seekj.ng to get ' his seniority restored after
being stripped of rank in 1965 after he supported Republican Barry Goldwater for president in 1964, said he was disappointed but
not bitter by the action.
COLMER MOTION
The chairman of the House Rules Committee and the dean of the ~llssissippi delegation, Rep. William M. Colmer, offered the
motion in the caucus directing that Rep.
Williams be restored to the second position
of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.
The Colmer motion that the majority rejected said that Williams in the 1966 general election was again elected as a Democrat, and that he "actively and effectively
campaigned" for Democratic nominees in
Mississippi. Further, the resolution said
that Williams voted for renaming John W.
McCormack speaker and Carl Albert House
majority leader at the beginning of this
Congress.
Rep. Williams came to Congress in 1946.
The text of his formal announcement follows:
~'To those of my colleagues who worked so
diligently in my behalf and supported my
effort, I am profoundly grateful.
"For those of my colleagues who, for whatever reasons, saw fit to oppose me, I harb9r
no rancor or ill will.
"I am disappointed, but I am not bitter.
"My political trademark has always been
one of candor and honesty, and I have no
apvlogies to make for having supported the
candidate of my choice in the last presidential election .
"I have no regrets: no man should ever
regret having followed the dictates of his
conscience. My self-respect and political
integrity are not !or sale at any price--not
even for patronage or positions of power. I
have given much to my country: I stand
ready to give more.
"My special appreciation must be directed
to my fine colleagues from Mississippi-Mr.
Colmer, Mr. Whitten, Mr. Abernethy, and
Mr. Montgomery, and both senators-for
their untiring and diligent work in support
of my efforts, as well as to Gov. Johnson,
the :Mississippi State Legislature, the 1\:fississippi Democratic Executive Committee and
the people of Mississippi for standing by me
loyally throughout this ordeal."

German Day in Texas Ceremonies
Delay on the ABC-ITT Merger

John Bell Williams

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
EXTENSION. OF RID.1ARKS

OF

HON. JOE R. POOL

OF

HON. THOMAS G. ABERNETHY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

HON. WILLIAM C. WAMPLER
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. WAMPLER. Mr. Speaker, on
January 28, 1967, the Washington
~ening Star carried an editorial entltied "Delay on the ABC-ITT Merger."
l believe the Star has taken a reasoned

OF

MISSISSIPPI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. ABERNETHY. Mr. Speaker, ,under leave to extend my remarks, I include an article which appeared on the
front page of the New Orleans TimesPicayune on February 2, 1967. It follows:

OF TEXAS

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. POOL. Mr. Speaker, I have for
several years been a proponent of national observance of "Germany-American Day." The State of Texas has been
enriched by the contributions of its many
citizens of German heritage. In our annual day of tribute to our German communities in Texas last October, the late
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Fleet Adm. Chester W. Nimitz was honored. I should like to share the memorable words of Rear Adm. P. N. Charbonnet, Jr., 1n commemoration of this
great Texan:

pulsory sanctions upon Rhodesia was
fundamentally wrong.
. The article follows:

(From the Manchester N.H., Union Leader,
Jan. 16, 1967]
GENTLEMEN THINK AGAIN-OUR TRAGIC
REMARKS BY REAR ADM. P. N. CHARBONNET,
RHODESllN ERROR
JR., U.S. NAVY, FOR HoNORING FLEET ADMIRAL
NIMITZ AT PIONEER BALL, DALLAS AUDITO(By Frank J. Johnson)
RIUM, DALLAS, TEX., OcTOBER 15, 1966
(Mr. Johnson, author of this article on
Honored Guests and Ladies and Gentle- Rhodesia, is foreign editor of the American
men. I consider it a great honor to be with Security Council's "Washington Report.")
you tonight as we observe the 283rd anSALISBURY, RHODESIA.-Monday, Decemniversary of the establishment of the first ber 5, 1966 was one of those dramatic moGerman colony on American soU . . . as we ments when history holds its breath and the
pay tribute to the descendants of that first affairs of men hang briefly in suspense on
colony, and others that followed, who have the edge of the abyss. Because of the
contributed in so many ways toward the policies which preceded that fateful day
establishment of our proud republic and and because of the actions which may now
who haved served it so well !or many genera- follow it, the American people may soon
tions . . . and more specifically, I am proud find themselves dragged into one of history's
to be a part of this ceremony as we honor most ruinous and tragically unnecessary
a great American, a profound naval strate- wars. The plunge into the abyss has now
gist, and a grand Texas gentleman . . . the begun. Only a much greater public underlate Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, United standing of the dangers involved may be
able to stop it.
States Navy.
AB an inquiring visitor to southern Africa
There is little to say about Admiral Nimitz
that has not a.Iready been said in far more I was fortunate to be in Salisbury on the day
eloquent fashion than I could hope to match. when the future of Rhodesia had to be deHis dedicated service to the Navy spanned cided. In an atmosphere electric with tentwo world wars and the birth of the atomic sion, I joined the crowd of Rhodesians, white
age. His love of the Navy and Navy men and black, who stood all day before the office
was an inspiration to all of those who had of Prime Minister Ian Smith, patiently
the honor of serving with him • . . from his awaiting the decision of his Cabinet in
fellow :flag ofticers to the most junior seaman. response to the' British ultimatum of the day
He was a man possessed of great wisdom before. Given scarcely a dozen hours in
••• of quiet courage . . . with a fine sense which to decide, the Rhodesian leaders were
of humor .•• and a gifted understanding of ordered to answer "yes or no" to proposals
human nature.
which had the practical effect of returning
It was Admiral N1Initz who said, "To ful- the rule of their country to Her Majesty's
ministers
in London, and which could have
tlll its mission, the Navy must have the
finest, most dedicated ofticers and men it can deprived the Rhodesian people themselves of
attract. Being a part of the Navy is hon- the decisive voice in their own future.
When Smith and his weary colleagues
orable, soul-satisfying and sufticiently remunerative to reward any active young man emerged to announce their answer, they acwho loves his country and is willing to accept ceded completely to the Britih demands for
iron-clad constitutional guarantees of evenits responsiblllties."
Tonight, as we celebrate "German Day tual African rule in Rhodesia. However,
in Texas," young men of that vary cal1ber they refused to give up their independence
are defending the interests of freedom and in the meantime. As Smith concluded by
self-determination some nine thousand miles saying, "and 80, ladles and gentlemen, the
from Dallas •.. in the waters of the South fight goes on." a tremendous cheer burst
China Sea a.nd on the shores of South from the hundreds of people who surrounded
him.
Vietnam.
To this reporter, it was a moving, multiThey are typical of the fine young men to
who Admi.ra.l Nimitz devoted his career a.nd racial demonstration of faith and loyalty towards
the man who, to Rhodesians, embodies
who, in turn, bestowed upon him their
the straightforward virtues of honesty and
deepest respect.
As we pause tonight and pay tribute to integrity so much lacking among many of the
Admlral Nimitz, who served this nation 80 world's statesmen. Left to themselves, the
honorably in the past, let us include in our whites of Rhodesia. would split over the usual
thoughts those gallant young men of all the kinds of issues that separate democratic
political parties. Smith's almost universal
Armed Forces who serve us so well today.
popularity sterns from the fact that he reThank you.
flects the united determination of Rhodesians to preserve civ111zed standards in the
face of the chaos and barbarism that has
overwhelmed much of Africa following the
Gentleman, Think Again-Our Tragic premature withdrawal of Western rule.
There has never been any constitutional
Rhodesian Error
bar to eventual African majority rule in Rhodesia. But the whites are determined that
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
this will occur only when the Africans have
matured sufticiently to be able to rule reOJ'
sponsibly. Africans are free to vote now,
provided that they meet certain educational
or income qualifications. This is why RhoOr CALD'ORNIA
desia could agree to the British formula for a
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
new constitution which would further guarantee African ri8hts.
Monday, February 6. 1967
However, the British left themselves the
Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, as ad- loophole that the constitution would have to
ditional information on the Rhodesian be "acceptable to the people as a whole."
a1fair, attached 1s an article by Frank J. There has never been any agreement on
Johnson, publlshed tn the Manchester how the opinion of an African tribal society
can be determined. The British have refused
Union Leader, Manchester, N.H., on Jan- to
the customary method, which 18
uary 16, which gives very cogent reasons thataccept
the chiefs speak for the people. Neither
why the decision of our a.dmtn1stration are they impressed by the hard fact that the
jo1n1ng with England in imposing com- Mrica.ns have expressed support for the

HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER

Feb1·uary 6, 1961

Smith government by promptly kill1ng or re-porting to the police the Communist-trained
terrorists who periodically cross into
Rhodesia from Zambia.
The problem is that the Rhodesians simpl1
do not trust Britain. Her record in Africt'
is one of recognizing those African national·
ists who establish their "authority" over
t heir countrymen by rigorous applicat ion of
knife, club, and gasoline bomb. In the case
of the now defunct Central African Federa·
tion of the two Rhodesias and Nyasaland.
solemn British promises to the whites were
repeatedly broken in reply to the wishes of
African nationalists and the United NationSBritish policy today toward Rhodesia is pr1·
marily a mixture of wounded pride deference
to "world oplnion" and fear for 'Common·
wealth relations. These considerations talte
precedence over any objective interests o!
the Rhodesian people. The Rhodesians thuJ
fear that if they give up their independence
in favor of an "interim government" under J
British Governor, London would find neither
scruple nor difficulty in scrapping the Constl•
tution and handing over power to anyone
who found favor with the African bloc ill
the U.N. This is why the Rhodesian people
are prepared to accept any consequence
rather than submit.
.
TOTAL SANCTIONS wn.L NOT WORK
And now the first consequence that all
rational men have dreaded during the RhO"
deslan crisis has occurred: mandatory sane·
tions in the United Nations. Throughout
my African travels I was advised that RhO"
desia, even more than Southwest Africa, wa!
the spark that could set of! catastrophe if tbl
UN became involved. The reasons are starklY
simple.
Those who know the caliber of the RhO·
desians know that limited sanctions csJl
never hope to break their will to resiSt·
(Harold Wilson has blundered repeatedly be·
cause he never understood this.) Rather
than admit defeat, the UN majority will de·
mand total sanctions, which must invol've
South Africa and Portuguese Africa because
those two nations will not comply with sane•
tions against Rhodesia. For now, Britaill
and the U.S. oppose this step, but in the end
they may well succumb to the Afro-Asiatl
clamor.
Total sanctions, when and if applied, will
not work either since they can only be en·
forced by a total blockade, a.nd even then•
the people of southern Africa wlll only re·
double their determination to resist. (Based
on my own observations, I bel1eve that tbil
will include the majority of blacks as well as
whites.) At this point questions of prestige
will become paramount. To admit defeat
and call off sanctions, it will be argued, wUl
mean the end of the UN. "Save the UN" will
become the battle cry of those who call tot
a military attack against all of southern A!•
rica. Obviously only the United States will
have the power to carry out such an attaclt•
so the U.S. will be asked to lead the UN into
war.
This is not idle speculation. Before I left
for Africa, a high ofticial in the State oe·
partment's African Bureau told me quite
frankly that the American people might ha\'e
no more to say about involvement in such
a war than they did in the case of Vietnam.
"Things could easily get out of control," h'
said. There was no indication that he, per"
sonally, opposed such an eventuality. DiP"
lomats and officials in Africa with whoill l
spoke expressed their deep concern that tb'
events I have outlined are indeed a real po6"
sibll1ty.
NO SANCTIONS, UNLESS U.S. SUPPORTED THE!!
Britain could not, and would not, resort to
mandatory sanctions against Rhodeeia wert
it not for the support of Washington. l't
seems incredible that a U.S. Government de-termined to oppose Communist aggression b1
force in Vietnam could be so singularly 111"
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a.s to support a policy likely to inve the U.s. in a war in Africa against our
Is particularly inll tl(lible because, the consequences of a U.s.
Ill.ctory could well be the extension of Comles~llist lnftuence Ol" control over the wealthand most strategic portion of Africa.
Sol found that many U.S. representatives in
to Uth Africa and Rhodesia who were wilUng
11; 8 Peak frankly disagreed with much of
leeil8h!ngton's policy. At the least they
a llled to h a ve a much more realistic and
~Prectative outlook on the problems of the
th~ and the feelings of the people than did
~~tr Colleagues in Washington. All were
Posed to UN intervention.
lll.~e problem seems to be that many of the
._, 11 Chiefly responsible for U.S. policy toth rc14 Africa have little or no experience with
~t~nttnent itself. Their thinking is domrel ""'-l by ideological clinches which may be
lenevant to Westem democracies but vloill tly contradict the everyday facts of life
.\!rica
tha~ .~he . top of the list is the false notl?n
lbt one man-one vote" is possible or smtlll.ar to the African environment where the
~lty of blacks are still at a relatively
the tribal level of development. Bell.tt rntnortty white governments prevail in
te~toesta, South Africa, and the Portuguese
th
ties, it is automatically assumed that
ac~ governments must be oppressive and
~ng contrary to the interests of the Afrit~t · Much nonsense is written to this e!~~ but any factual, on-the-spot appraisal,
tb.e Is that the opposite is true. Although
C1e.t 8 Peclftc racial policies of Portugal, Rho. r~ and South Africa differ in important
eo eta, they all have programs in which
ar~lderable resources in money and talent
C1e\'e~evote<~ to ra.iBing the educational levels,
l>ro 0 Ping the political maturity, and im~'ling the economic prosperity of the A!rtblacta By any reasonable comparison, the
o~ t
Of southern Africa are lnfinitely better
lllci han their brethren in the north, where
a reerndence has invariably been followed by
tb.os urn to tribal warfare, economic loss for
~toin the money economy, and political
' ~ n!hip. There has yet to be a single
s e or government by constitutional
~tr .. ln newly-independent Africa. What<\rrt ln.ajortty rule'' means in theory, in the
'llct can context it has m-eant one man rule
11ue.111 Inany cases, it has meant irresponsible
1 Ill.

cr06t reliable friends. It

I

; ca.u.e

'l'h

Cll.tl :~e is also the argument of expediency.
<\rrtc e overthrow or white rule in southern
ltttt a. be justified on the grounds that it
el!Quelltninate the threat of Communism by
tu.ta nattng the frictions which the Commu<\rrtc Beek to exploit? wm the loyalty of
It a. to the West then be assured?
llerte 1s a highly dubious proposition. Ex~ .~ce haa already shown that while A!rilt ca. friendship" can be temporarily rented,
tJu11 ~ nev~r be permanently bought. In
~~ nd of g:une, Communist cynicism is
i ~ ~ Prove more effective in the long run
llteb,
estern idealism. Africans can com~teend the former more easily than the
to b ti It would be a highly reckless gamble
·~~ leve that we can win the permanent
~ rt of black Africa by warring against
~t \l.'hite friends in southern Africa.
~Oltl guarantee do we have that, in the
tlot t!g aftermath, African hostility would
&tlle
B1mply transferred to all whites in
11~~ in order to provide the emotionally
'the ary foreign enemy?
b~n Western policy towards Africa has
~Pona. record of one tragic error compounded
~
another. Before the final peak of
is resched, before we may find
"-.r Ves "plunging headlong into an insane
rl'le agll.lnst people who are among the best
'tllJ.~ We have in the world, there should
•' 1aa e time for men of gOOd will to address
l.all.at appeal to the leaders of the West in
to 8a. on and, above all, in Washin_ston, and
Y: "Gentlemen, think again!'

siesa

The Federal Highway Program:
A National Commitment
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. JOHN M. ZWACH
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. ZWACH. Mr. Speaker, last November President Johnson ordered a $1.1
billion cutback in Federal highway
funds, effective for the remainder of the
present fiscal year.
State highway departments were told
that the cutback was necessary to reduce
inflationary pressures caused by Government spending in Vietnam .
However, the proposed freeze of $700
million is less than 1 percent of the total
estimated construction for 1967. It is
very questionable whether that small
per({ent w1l1 have any effect on inflationary pressures.
In Minnesota this cutback represents
over $40 million or 28 percent of the program that was originally planned. This
will mean postponing much needed projects in all parts of the State on interstate, regular trunk, and county highways .
Mr. Speaker, I feel strongly that we
cannot further delay a roadbuilding program that is already behind schedule.
The farm-business economy of Minnesota's Sixth Congressional District
moves on roads-and depends on roads.
Any delay in the State roadbuilding
program can cause serious problems,
since the construction season is short
and no work can be done during the
spring breakup.
Sixth district people have made advance payments on the costs of good
highways. Federal roadbuilding is done
with the proceeds of gasoline and other
highway users' taxes which go into a
special trust fund-and not with the
appropriated money in the regular
budget. Consequently, the President's
action does not reduce our huge Federal
deficit by so much as one penny.
Highway modernization not only is an
aid to the economy in providing better
transportation, it 1s also a boon through
increasect employment. The safety factors. saving lives through better highway
construction, should be the most compelling reason why we cannot afford a
single day or a single dollar of cutback.
For these reasons, Mr. Speaker, I am
introducing a House concurrent resolutior. expressing the sense of Congress
that the Federal-aid highway program
should proceed as rapidly as available
revenues to the highway fund permit.
The resolution also makes it clear that
the integrity of the highway trust fund
should be preserved. In introducing
this measure I believe we are really only
asking for something we have already
paid for.
The resolution which I have introduced is as follows:
H. CoN. RES. 'R esolved by the HCYI.LSe of Representatives
(the Senate concurring), That in view of the

fact that the Congress, in enacting the Highway Ravenue Act of 1956, created the high-
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way trust fund to receive specific tax revenues levied upon the users of the Nation's
highways for the sole purpose of financing
the Federal-aid highway program, and that
the recent cutback in the amount of Federal
funds which can be committed for highway
construction in fiscal 1967 will have little
effect on current infiationary trends, but will
deny the Nation urgently needed highways
which are being paid for by special taxes; it
is the sense of Congress that the limitations
imposed on the highway program by the cutback in Federal highway expenditures be removed, that the Federal-aid highway pro·
gram proceed as rapidly as available revenues
to the highway trust fund permit, and that
tax revenues designated specifically for the
highway trust fund be disseminated in accordance with the legislative intent expressed ln the Highway Revenue Act of 1956.

What's lt,Like To Be Poor?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT TAFT, JR.
OF omo
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967
Mr. TAFT. Mr. Speaker, I am sub-

mitting for the Appendix of the REcoRD
the second of the series, "What's It Like
To Be Poor?"
The article follows:
WHAT's IT LIKE To BE PooR?-No WASTEEVERY CENT COUNTS HERE
(By Margaret Josten)
By anybody's standards, including those
set by the U.S. Government, the woman was
poor. Very poor.
She was the estranged wife Of a patient at
Longview State Hospital; she and her three
teenage children lived in a particularly raucous section of a downtown housing project;
she existed on $128 a month from Aid to Dependent Children (ADC).
The surprising thing about this womanAnn Smith, we'll ca.U her-was that she insisted upon seeing something hopeful in
nearly every facet o! her life.
She was even grateful to the Hamilton
County Welfare Department for giving help
to persons like herself. What's more, she had
never heard of the Ad Hoc Committee for
Adequate Welfare and she thought anybody
who marched to demonstrate over inadequate
welfare was "silly".
"They know what we need," she said, "and
I imagine they'll give it to us if they can."
AVERAGE ADC FAMn.Y
Mrs. Smith, 36, was chosen by The Enquirer for day-long interview and observation in her home because she and her three
children comprise the statistically "average"
family on ADC.
Each of the four is allowed $22 a month for
all needs except rent, utilities and medical
care.. Her rent, including utilities, is $40.
This brings her total monthly check to $128.
Illnesses in the Smith family are rare.
When one of the children gets a cold she
treats it herself via a remedy she learned
from an aging aunt: "Sniff a drop of rubbing
alcohol and take a couple of aspirins." She
claims it works.
Mrs. Smith is like the avernge ADC mother
ln another respect: lack of education. This
does not show, however, in her aspirations
for her children.
The two boys, one of whom shows talent
as an artist, are on the honor roll at their
school. Mrs. Smith keeps a "hawk eye," as
she puts it, upon the boys and the girl, who
is only 13. so they will not associate with
others in the housing project.
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"It can't do them any good to get mixed
up 1n all the drinking and gambling and
carrying on you see around here," she
warned.
TRIED JOB TRAINING

Mrs. Smith told how, a year or so ago, she

decided to get some job training for herself
in a night class for adults. But she worried
so about the things the children might be
doing while she was away from home that
she soon gave up.
Now she concentrates mostly on keeping
their five-room apartment spotless. She
visits her mother, also in Longview, and an
aunt, who is dying of cancer. She ~oes to
church frequently.
The day the $128 check arrives, Mrs. Smith
pays $40 rent to the housing project office
and visits a food stamp store. There she
puts out $56 in cash and gets about $86 in
purchasing power in return. She then bas
left $32 in cash for soaps, toothpaste, shoes,
bus fare and other needs.
At the supermarket, a "good walk" from
her home, Mrs. Smith stocks up the :first of
the month on canned foods and such staples
as oatmeal and flour, maybe grits.
She buys the cheapest of meats. One of
them is hamburger because chill and Spanish rice are big items in the family's diet.
U she sees something on sale--such as chicken at 25 cents a pound, she buys a couple.
But the freezer of her refrigerator will hold
at the most only two chickens.
Mrs. Smith thinks it 1s economical to cook
for two days at one time. If she makes Spanish rice today, for instance, there wlll be
enough left over for the main meal tomorrow
or the next day.
Friday is "leftover day"-which means the
food on the table 1s that which has been
accumulating in the refrigerator all week.
"We don't miss anything," she says. •
FRUGAL--BUT NEEDY

Even with her shortcuts and emphasis on
planning ahead, Mrs. Smith always runs out
of food stamps before the end of the month.
How she is able to save any of the $32 left
over after the rent 1s paid and the food
stamps are bought is hard to understand, but
Mrs. Smith does. This she uses to feed the
children at the end of the month. Such
feeding is meager.
She ·never eats lunch herself-partly to
save money and partly to keep down tl)e
weight gains which come with high starch
diets such as hers.
Mrs. Smith figures she probably has it
easier than most on ADC. Relatives help out
occasionally with clothing for the children.
The furniture, including a TV set and kitchen
appliances, was paid for before welfare came
into the picture.
"The TV broke last summer and we saved
until the first of this month (January) to
get it fixed," she said.
"We're grateful to have it fixed."
Tomorrow: Dlness Is A Cause.

A Bill To Amend the Enabling Act Admitting the State of Washington Into the
Union
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS 1\1. PELLY
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. PELLY. Mr. Speaker, today I am
introducing an amendment to the enabling act that admitted the State of
'Vashington into the Union.

At the last general election, the citizens
of my State approved a constitutional
amendment to our State constitution to
create the common school construction
fund to be derived from certain income
from the school lands and interest on
the permanent school fund.
Mr. Speaker, it is a well known fact
that the State of Washington is experiencing an unprecedented rate of
population growth. The citizens of my
State have recognized this growth and
desire to meet this challenge. In 1965
the legislature appropriated $11,270,000
to be used to match local school district
funds for the sole purpose of constructing
new school facilities. The next step was
the adoption of the amendment to the
State constitution mentioned above.
Now it appears that in order to appropriate these funds to the local school
districts and to place the action of the
legislature and the electorate in operation there will be required an amendment
as provided in my bill to section 11 of the
enabling act, 25 Stat. 676, as amended
May 7, 1932.
I urge the Congress to act with expeditious speed as our State legislature
is well past the halfway mark in its
session and above all, these funds are
greatly needed by the local school districts if they are to meet the pressures
placed upon them by the tremendous
population growth which they are experiencing.
At this point, I would like to insert a
copy of the Washington State Legislature's House Joint Memorial No.1 which
deals with this matter.
HOUSE JOINT MEMORIAL No. 1·
(By Representatives Holman, Mahaffey, and
DeJarnatt, State of Washington, 40th Regular Session; read first time January 9,
1967, and referred to committee on education and libraries.) t

To the Honorable Lyndon B. Johnson, President of the United States, and to the
Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America, in Congress Assembled:

February 6, t9r'~~
./.

runendment to section 11 of the En&!).: l
Act (25 Stat. 676) as amended May 7,_!! ~
Now, therefore, your Memorialists r~ tti
fully pray that the Congress of the l1JV or
States enact legislation to further 8:rJ1. lb
section 11 of the Enabling Act so as to 1 !•i
~de:

~

(a) That income from renewable resolt· ~;
shall be permitted to be ut111zed as coil~ ll'.
plated in 1965 Senate Joint Resolutioll'
22, Part I, and
'
(b) That such interest on the pe~ , .
school fund may be made available to~
ice school construction bonds, and
.; ~;
(c) Such other provisions as may bene-: ~ ~
sary to effectuate the provisions of the Cl "
stitutional amendment adopted by the rt,' 't,
fication of Senate Joint Resolution NO·' l.:.
and
.~
Be It resolved, that copies of this MeiJl~ t1
be transml tted by the secretary of statf :
the President of the United States 8Dd.
the Senators and Representatives 'tn C·· t
gress from the State of Washington.
1
Passed: 98 to 0.
~ .
~
\-

Don't Believe What the Liberals TeU 1~:1!
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES B. UTT
OF CALIFORNIA

1
1

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA~ '
Monday, February 6, 1967
,.,. l

Mr. UTr. Mr. Speaker, under 1Jlll'1
mous consent to insert my remar~ t
the Appendix of the RECORD, I w1Sll • t
include an article by the Honorable~
Goldwater which appeared in the~..
1·ent issue of the Saturday EvenJ.ng ~~
Having been the subject of the~
type of smear referred to in the fl.l )i
I can well attest to the truth of F
Goldwater's analysis of nonobjective .
porting by all news media.
r
Under the recent line of decisioJlS ·
the Supreme Court, it is impossible
any redress for libel. Under these tl•
munities provided by the Supreme CO~
the news media will expand its viC:1;1
attacks against those with whom 1t;
agrees without worry as to any ac...
which might be taken by the indiviO~
Mr. Goldwater presents a cogent ~
but it will not stop the untruthful s~A
ments which will be made by the~
media 1n their effort to destroy a!lJ~ ·
who supports sound constitutional gvf
ernment.
The article follows:
~~

tD;

We, Your Memorialists, the Senate and
House of Representatives of the State of
Washington, in legislative session assembled,
respectfully represent and petition as 'follows:
Whereas, the voters of our state, by an
overwhelming seventy-three percent majority, ratified the provisions of 1965 Senate
Joint Resolution No. 22, Part I of which
amended our state Constitution to create
the common school construction fund; and
Whereas, this vote is indicative of the desire and dire need of the people of this state DoN'T BELIEVE WHAT THE LIBERALS 'l'J!;1J> I
for the accelerated construction of additional
(By Barry Goldwater)
•
common school capital facllities; and
What do you call it when a person f~
Whereag, this fund would be generated by
income from rentals and sale of timber crops makes the accusation that someone iS,.
and other renewable resources from the per- elated with the enemies of democracyf~
Or what do you call it when someone tj
manent school lands, and from interest accruing to the permanent school fund, and to slam the door on a political debatt 1
,'
would be used to assist 1n financing the the use of personallnsul ts?
Or how do you describe the regular lJ$1 t
state's share of matching funds for local
the plain old-fashioned lie as a t()OI
school construction; and
"truth"?
.,.
Whereas, in anticipation that the voters
What do you call that kind of behll~
would approve this constitutional amend- McCarthyism? Extremism? Birchist:n? f :
ment, the 1965 legislature has appropriated Klux Klanism? The Big Lie Technique I
eleven million two hundred seventy thouSelf-styled liberals, 1n particular, llJ~ :
sand dollars from the common school con- wide vocabulary of political and philoSO~;
struction fund for the support of the con- cal cuss words to describe such actl'vt t
struction of common school facilities during They should. They are personally gull~
the current biennium; and
practicing every one of those teChD!q~
Whereas, it appears that in order to effec- even as they weep, wail, moan, shriek· c/•
tuate the aforesaid action of the legislature froth and foam about how those nast:Y
I
and the electorate there will be required an servativ:s go aro~d "smear_lng" people>

I
I

I

1
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·: t
f: ~ not speaking !rom theory or second~ ~ Opinion. I'm speaking !rom firsthand
; Of ~ lence. And I'm not hinting anything,
r.~ lll1 1lggesting, or supposing, or guessing. I
: tact saYing &tly, and on the basis of the
I~ ~al record, that "liberals" in this coun;. toitt ave piled up a record of smear and dis,.; lltte on that gives the lie to their every
~ 'I{ance of pious moral superiority.
'l'h ey are two-faced.
illltt re~ Practice a double standard of truth
a1rness.
lltl'l'he Only part of this charge for which I
'Uen Prepared to hear some contradictory evi: tolllce is the generalization. There must be
1 ~~liberals who do not practice this double
' 1\tten:rd. But if any are brought to my
tb.e lon, I would be prepared to bet that
' tb.e~ are the sort of liberals whom most of
!
ny ~ellow liberals regard as renegades.
' aetli berals, of course, I mean, in a political
tJ.Oll \;hose who believe that the only solu1lecttvt our political problems rests in col' haSt ty and not in individual initiative. I
i Classen to add that this does not fit the
lleop~c definition of "liberal," but these
. ttordae have done their own perverting of
,. Of
and their meanings. For one reason
:ill:l~ther it has always seemed somehow
ltbe te to bring the moral credentials of
ttontal Writers and commentators into quesCas~ Dlck. Nixon, for instance, was widely
' ~e?ted for his criticism of the press
'llai age of his California gubernatorial cam1n 1962-but I have yet to hear a
~~Who listened to him who didn't also
~'!\' • 1n effect, that "Of course we all
l'llst ~hat what he said was correct. He
I. : OUldn't have said it in public."
8,QQ11 or one, am tired of this pussyfooting
~e~ a tnatter of crucial importance to every
ClatoO:an. We should make our political del'atio In an atmosphere of free, open and
b.:ur.~ debate; not in a steaming sewer of
't'b. l"Uths, no-truths and ideological fog.
81tbJ~tneed for some public candor on this
ltte a 1a particularly painful, it seems to
111sc~d to every person with whom I have
~b
ed the matter-persons ranging from
%t <irlvers to ex-cabinet officers-since the
1
' il.llct a&tic cover.~.ge of the recent congressional
~· guberna tonal elections.
·
be~ow
<l that is a matter that doesn't need to
lttent~lllnented in detail here. It is docuttCa.lr~ indelibly, in the memory of prac\>atc Y every man, woman and child who
~t ~ed network television .on election night
'o..ca,1ovem.ber. The bias toward victory by
Or no~ed liberal, or at least nonconservatlve
· to ltl. ·aepublican candidates, was obnoxious
llletn.~t Viewers. I think anyone would retbe v r David Brinkley's hound-dog look as
l!ettatotea Piled up !or Ronald Reagan, and
tlay nly everyone w1ll remember the dooms· It& 1t~lt or Eric Sevareid as he began to realllttct~t many liberal bubbles were being
the 0 around the nation. In my judgment.
~l'!tl.lt Vera.U bias was so strong that :Mr.
teltl. ley actually seemed to me to lose his
~~r When a collea.gue "revealed" that
8qbtu-~Y himself lived in a heavily Republican
lttg
Of Washington. Mr. Brinkley's ringq'llic~efense against this slander was to
~ell Y reassure his audience that he hadn't
})el'ao Voted_. No matter what Mr. Brinkley's
feel~ P<>lltlcal leanings, which I myself
ll~e be honest and responsible, the atmostllat 1 ~! the evening was so heavily charged
Cl.<tent. waa bound to provoke such an in-

'Pe:

Let
't tlue tne get something straight, however,
thtt llbeexact point. No matter how lopsided
~er.. _ ra.l double standard makes news

!cttl<l·~e-I do not regard censorship or any
lt ta ! !onnn1 control as a solution. In bet,

~tlo~art or the problem that liberal domi-

~6ciia Of the working level o! most news
~· ;xercises a sort of censorship on its
~

o. Censorship ls never an answer. I

~ !hat aa the double standard becomes

~e ... renounced there will be more and

C11es for censorship. I even know that
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things some day could get so bad that, in the !aclllties of the Columbia Broadcasting
sheer revulsion, and given localities with the System, which has devoted major docupolitlcal balance o! power to do something mentary time to bemoaning the fact that
about it, there might even be impositions of there is "extremism'' abroad in the landcensorship. Recent attempts to bar some and on the airwaves, fellows, eh?
speakers !rom certain state campuses are • The New York Times not only repeated the
just a symptom.
Schorr charges regarding the evangelical
The impulse to such censorship 1s under- academy, of which I had never even heard,
standable. It is not, in conscience, support- but it added some new fuel to the fire, conable. Censorship is not the answer. The ceming the charge of neo-Fasctsm. In a
answer is open competition. And I am not so dispatch from its correspondent, Arthur J.
pessimistic as to believe that those most Olsen, the Times reported that I had been in
sensitive of corporate entitles, the TV net- "frequent and friendly" correpsondence with
works, aren't going to realize some day that a controversial and "militant" German polltrue balance and a true coverage of "both ticlan and had given an interview to "an
sides" of political issues is a highly salable extreme rightist weekly."
commodity.
There was no such correspondence, nor
Rather than dwell on what millions of was any evidence of it ever produced. There
Americans have seen with their own eyes and was no such interview. As the Times could
heard with their own ears, however, I want easily have checked, this "extreme rightist
to take a few swats at the liberal double weekly" had simply quoted public statestandard as practiced in the public print-- ments which I had made. The Times piece,
including the print of The Saturday Evening in short, was a full-fledged falsehood.
Post.
And what about the· personal-insult techDuring the 1964 presidential campaign this nlque? Is that below the belt !or upstandmagazine presented an editorial which-! ing liberals? If so, they must wear their
will bet a year's subscription-will be read belts in an odd position. Again, during the
for years in journalism schools as an unbeat- campaign period, no less a liberal leader than
able example of editorial extremism. I w1ll Mr. Walter Reuther, president of the Uinted
quote just one typica.l sentence, lest the Auto Workers, wrote a widely quoted letter
present Post editors lose any sleep over an saying that I was not only wrong but men"incident" which, if they choose, they can tally unbalanced. Temperate, eh? Highsimply slough otr as having been "someone level liberal debate!
else's responsibility."
Mr. James Farmer, a man of luminous libThe Saturday Evening Post, in its epic eral credentials, who was then head of the
contribution to clean campaigning, presented Congress for Racial Equality, summed up an
this thoughtful evaluation of the presidential aspect of the Uberal double-think process
candidate with whom I am the most closely that extends far beyond journalism. He was
acquainted, me:
quoted, during the campaign, as saying that
"He is a wild man, a stray, an unprincipled I had "ru:> program. He is just against everyand ruthless political jujitsu artist. . . ."
thing." I submit that for someone to be
There is not, in the entire long rept!'titlon against everything would surely represent a
of such charges, a single factual statement remarkable feat. One of the specific augthat had real bearing on the campaign. It gestions I made during the campaign (and I
was hate literature, pure and simple--exactly made and published them on dozens of subthe kind of intemperate diatribe which-I'll jects, including the draft-which I pledged
bet another year's subscription-the editors to end-and on the need to upgrade skllls to
have editorialized against throughout the end poverty) is still today caught up in the
years; until it came time to practice wha;t double standard. Th1s suggestion, made
they preach.
early in the campaign and repeated throughLet's return, for a moment, to the points out. was that we establish an equitable way
with which I began this little love letter to in which ·the Federal Government could
the illiberal liberals. Do I really mean that share tax revenues with the 50 states. Today
any lofty liberal ever really falsely accused that same proposal is being hailed as a trisomeone o! being a.sosciated. with subversives umph of "moderate" and "progressive"
or totalitarians? You thought that was the thinking. But even if Mr. Farmer himself
sort of thing only done by anti-Communists, agreed with those descriptions, today, I wonsome of whom have used pretty skinny ex- der if he might be moved to reexamine his
cuses for calllng a person pink?
former statement? Not under the liberal
Well, let me first assume that you regard double standard he wouldn't.
Fascism as subversive, along with CommuPerhaps the most flagrant example of widenl.sm. Wouldn't an unfounded charge link- spread use of The Big Lie technique came
tng one with Fascism, or saying he was a after I had been interviewed by Howard K.
Fascist, be pretty much the same as an un- Smith on ABC's Issues and Answers program.
founded charge linking a person with a Com- One question was about interdicting Viet
munist group or saying he was a Communist? Cong supplies in the heavy jungle cover of
Agree? Then will CBS and The New York Vietnam. Part of my reply was, from the
Times please stand up and take their well- transcript: "There have been several augdeserved bows for practicing precisely this gestions made. I don't think we would use
sort of smear technique?
of them. But defoliation of the forests by
The CBS contribution came in a widely low-yield atomic weapons could well be done.
broadcast dispatch from one of the network's
The San Francisco Examiner, next day,
European correspondents, Daniel Schorr, in ran this front-page headline: "Goldwater's
July, 1964, just ahead of the presidential Plan To Use Viet A-Bomb."
campaign. Schorr flatly reported that I was·
The Associated. Press, which originally retrying to appeal to right-wing elements in ported, also, that I had suggested A-bombing
Germany as "only the start of a move to Vietnam, took the trouble to double-check
link up with his opposite numbers in Ger- its reporter. fourid that the facts didn't back
many." Referring to "right-wing elements" up hiB story and issued a correction. But
in Germany is the equivalent, of course, of who read the correction? Liberals always
referring to pro-Oommunists as the "far left." complain that corrections never do catch up
It avoids certain legal complications, but it with misstatements.
Did they complain
gets tlie point across neatly and precisely. about this example? If I'd have held my
Schorr, however, wasn't content to risk a1;1y- breath waiting for them to do it, I'd be seaone's missing the point. He then went on blue by now.
to repart that I had accepted an invitation
Two of the most critical issues of the ento spe3.k before an evangelical academy near tire 1964 presidential campaign, as a matter
Munich which, he dutifully reported to his of fact, hinged not on facts but on jouraudience, was widely regarded as a breeding nalistic "extremism." During the primary
ground foc neo-Fasclsm.
campaigning in New Hampshire The ConMr. Schorr's report was, to put it polltely, cord Daily Monitor ran a headline saying
not true. But mllllons heard it, thanks to fl.atly, "Goldwater Sets Goal: Abolish Social
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Security." There was nothing in the story all, because he hns indicated to Goldwa-ter
to support the headline. There was nothing that, if nominated, he will adopt the 'Southin anything I had so.ld to support the head- ern strategy' that Goldwater invented and
line. It became, however, a banner for my stlll favors." He goes on to make it clear this
opponents in a flurry of falsehoods from strategy is a racist strategy. (By the way.
which I was never able to escape. (Ignored Alsop invented the "Southern strategy..
in this flurry was my public voting record slogan.)
in support o! Social Security, my frequent
Joseph Alsop may not have any doubts;
statements that, speclficaly, the system can- he also hasn't any facts. It is "beyond any
not now be abolished, and my coincident doubt" fiat dishonesty to say that Richard
concerns for all the voluntary forms of in- Nixon has indicated to me that he will folsurance upon which so many Americans must low any particular strategy if I support him.
depend for security.)
It is a fiat misrepresentation and not true
That The Concord Daily Monitor should to say that I favor a racist strategy of any
have taken the cake for misrepresenting does sort, in any section, for any excuse, under
not mean that the rest of the press shouldn't any circumstances. I reject it. I abhor it.
step up to the table. Can anyone honestly I have never accepted it, and I have never
sny that he did not read a dozen repetitions permitted it. I am not a racist, Mr. Alsop,
of the Social Security distortion during the and you do every standard of objective truth,
campaign? It was, in fact, commonplace. commentary, and reportage a disservice when
I have yet to hear many sighs of ethical con- you say that I am or that I favor a racist
cern about this in the journalism profession strategy, or that Mr. Nixon does.
with its otherwise great concern for proBut the double standard takes care o!
fessional standards of objectivity.
that. 1\Ir. Alsop and his friends object to
Another issue that received similar treat- the smear technique only when applied to
ment was control of nuclear weapons. In themselves or their friends.
1964, at Hartford, Conn., I held a press conIn not a single one of the examples menterence a.t which a question was asked on tioned would I argue for a. moment against
this subject. I answered, as I had suggested the right of the reporter to express whatin an article for Life magazine, that more ever opinion of me he might have. Nor am
control over tactical nuclear weapons should · I even arguing that a man should not have
be extended to the commander of NATO.
the right to distort the truth or even reverse
Yet the reporter present for The Washing- it in an open society where a. free exchange
ton Post reported the answer as being a. sug- of ideas would provide a natural and effecgestion that NATO commanders be given nu- tive antidote and counterbalance. At any
clear authority. My views on this could . rate, I would not argue that we should take
easily have been checked in my published any form of action that would give anyone
works. But hundreds of other papers also the power to compel these men to behave
went ahead with the same casual liberal dis- differently.
regard !or objectivity, when it concerns a.
conservative, to repeat the misrepresentation
My argument, which may seem more like
until it was possible for editor1a.llsts and op- a. cry in the wilderness at this late date, is
ponents alike, across the country, glibly to simply for every American to examine his
say that I wanted "every second lieutenant" premises and his standards when it comes
to have an A-bomb. (At least two major to so-called facts and fairness. I! it is a. fact
publications, Time and u.s. News & World for 11berals, it must also be a. fact for conReport, proved later on, incidentally, that &ervatives.
the commander of NATO has in fact been
I know that there are those on the right
given tactical nuclear authority. The reve- who have their own double standard of fairla.tion did not shake, so far as I can observe, ness, and I deplore that just as heartily.
the consciences of moot of those who had But there are frequent and ample outcries
earlier reported my suggestion as one of against that. There are saefguards aplenty.
alarming folly.)
Not so with the double standards o! the left.
Lest you get the idea that all this double- Liberals do not even seem aware that they
standard business is past history, let me refer are practicing a double standard, a two-faced
to a few current examples of two-faced lib- fairness, a spread-eagle truth.
erals at work. Hate literature? You reIn short, I'm not looking for retraction or
member how, during the period of mourning apology-just simple recognition of the facts
following the assassination of President Ken- and the useful, thoughtful reflection which
nedy, even the Chief Justice of the United we might expect to follow such a. recognition.
States referred to the climate of "hate" that But I'm still not holding my breath waiting
breeds such violence. Liberals everywhere !or it to happen.
began to hate hate, so to speak. What about
today, when many of them also dislike the
incumbent President? The double standard
goes to work. There ls now in wide circulaParnpa, Tex., Jaycees
tion a. little booklet entitled MacBird-a. play
which uses Macbeth. as its model. It is described as a political satire. And what does
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
1t have to say? It simply sets up a situation
011'
1n which the character representing President Johnson plots the assassination of the
character representing President Kennedy.
OF TEXAS
And what does the author, one Barbara Garson, have to say about this "funny" idea?
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
"It doesn't worry me if people think he kille~
:Monday, February 6, 1967
Kennedy," she is quoted as saying. Do liberals rush to heap hate labels on her and her
Mr. PRICE of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
work? Not at all. The highly regarded liberal critic Dwight Macdonald calls it "the the December issue of the U.S. Junior
funniest" political satire he's read in years. Chamber of Commerce Future and JCI
The New York Times and The Washingt01l 'World carried an excellent article by
Post the fountainheads of liberal restraint, Eddie Polnac, Pampa, Tex., Junior
hav~ glowed over it, and Yale's drama. school Chamber of Commerce president for
has given the authoress a. $5,000 fellowship I 1965-66.
Sic Semper Hate!
The opening paragraph of that story 1s
Or, take an example that I read even while a clue to the reason the Pampa Jaycees
Writing this. In his syndicated newspaper
column o! December 18, Joseph Alsop says are one of the outstanding and active
that I support Richard Nixon as a. Presiden- chapters in the Nation and are an asset
tial canclldate for 1968 "beyond any doubt at to their community.
,

HON. ROBERT PRICE
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I recommend the following articlC

a case history of dedicated commlt•l
service:
PAMPA,

TEx.,

DIVISION ill

•

"Our basic goal is really just to give tJ
to the community what they have givell1
Eddie Polnac, 1965-66 President, thUS 1up his chapter's philosophy toward co~
nity service, and how they look at their 1•
in the community. Polnac explains thal
Pampa. Jaycees have found they can con4~
three or four money-making projects.)
the rest of their activities eat up the pl\'·
But that's just the way they would ba~
The chapter has approximately 100 ~
bers on the rolls, with 60 being "real ac~
The chapter was chartered in 1929, and
the first on the North Texas plains.
•
Pampa, "heart of the Top o• Texas,";
city of 26,500 that revolves around two~
for which the state is famous-cattle,
petroleum. The majority of the resid•
are employed by some form of these ill~
tries. Also, Celanese, a chemical firiXl,
Cabot Corporation, the world's largest~
ducer of carbon block, are located here ~
employ big payrolls. Cabot is one o! :
largest single employers, and 1s also a ~f
manufacturer of gun barrels for the D~
Department.
_.
Pampa, like their fellow \\'lnners in SO:.·
Carolina, played an important role in a~
issue last year. The $2 million bond
for civic improvement was cmcially end~~
by the chapter, s.nd they helped push 1,
participating in special teleruion pro~·
in nearby Amarillo, explaining why lt ~
needed, and what lt would do for their ~;f
Support of the successful campaign maY r."
been their single-most important cont: t
tion to Pampa's future last year.
•
A Community Fair, held each June, 11 ~
nually their major project, and abO~
members put in a lot of hard work to V..J
it a. success. The Fair is divided into sefl)
categories, and the Jaycees are the sole sP"}
sor. Last year's Fair was the third
staged. Previously, there had not been 11 ·
thing such as this held in Pampa. tot
years. It usually draws over 10,000 pert"/
and runs for four dnys.
Of their community service projects.;•
pans are especially proud of the Career J
sponsored each year in connection wttll(\
trusa Club and Chamber of Commerce. ·j
der this si>onsorship, speakers and top ~
tors visit Pampa High School, with stll_:-..r..
from Pampa and surrounding schools IWtf:
ipating. It's a. two-day affair, held 1Jl ;.
ruary. Last winter the keynote speake:.o&'·
Louis Timberlake of Austin, past na1.> ,
Jaycee Vice President.
;·
While experiencing a. year of progrea' ~~
projects and service, this chapter e.lsO..f!1 1
creased in membership, from 72, to the .I"J
ent number.
,
The Pampa success story hinges ~ t
Board of Directors, which most pointed
as the key to their organization.
~~
"All projects, anything at all done b~'
club, must first be passed by the B ~
Jake Webb, current president, said. '' lj
really run the organization; that's all tll~\
ls to it. This way we feel it's an tncell~~
to be a director or an officer, and the ,.
always do a. good job when they a.ttal.ll 1
of these positions."
1
Polnac agreed with this, and further 1,
plained that, "Last year, our Board ;.
dedicated to their various portfolios. t!f; 1
were constantly trying to do the best Job~~
could. Also, highly Important to the~.
was the fact that we had an extremely
i}
and active Ja.yceeette affi.liate. They we~~
active in 1965-66 that they won both .;l
standing president, e.nd member, 1n
division."
~
The past year's omcers admitted th••td
times they thought they were in a little d

j

!

.1
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on sometlli.n.g, but managed to carry off what
they attempted. One of the city's leaders
COnfirmed

this.

"This group constantly bites off quite a
bit more than it can chew-but it somehow
alwa :s seems to get the job done, and come
· out iooklng great," said Blll Power, general
manager of the Pampa Times and a director
of the West Texas Chamber of Commerce.
This can readily be seen when you check
that last year they had an average of three
projects a week underway, and by the end
of Polnac's term, hacLcompleted 187.
The community's top business leaders
think that some of their most vitnl work is
being done in connection with the Chamber
of Commerce-sponsored Pampa Industrial
Foundation.
"It's really tough for a town of this size
to attract indu:stry, and that's what we must
do for communities like this to prosper,"
said E. L. Green, Jr., former president of the
Chamber of Commerce.
"We have always received maximum cooperation out of the Jaycees when we asked
them to help us concerning this, or anything
else for that matter. They are an active,
aggressive organization, always pushing their
community, and its future."
To gain respect such as this, a chapter has
to have strong cooperation and participation
from the entire membership. This Pampa
has had. Typical of the response that they
can recei"\"'e was a recent leukemia project.
The chapter organized a blood bank for
patients from their area of the state, located
in Dallas. They sponsored a blood donor
campaign, and had 100% participation in
Volunteers from the chapter. This might be
computed down in the following formula:
leadership + participation + service =
Howard Award.

Oshkosh: A Special Place
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. WILUAM A. STEIGER
OF 'VI;-ISCONSIN
L~

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
:Monday, Febf'uary 6, 1967

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin.
Mr.
Speaker, the January issue of Views,
Published by the Wisconsin Telephone
Co., carries an excellent article entitled,
"The Gentle People of Oshkosh: A
Special Place."
Mr. Speaker, like all Oshkoshans, I
am aware ·that the name of our hometown, as with Walla Walla and Kalamazoo, is often used to indicate a small
town in nowhere, U.S.A. Actually, Oshkosh, \Vis., is a thriving, busy, and beautiful city with exceptionally friendly
People and a popuLation of around
53,000. So that my colleagues may be
more familiar with this wonderful city,
I would like to include the article from
Views at this point 1n the RECORD:
Tar:

GE.."'TLE PEOPLE OF OsHKOSH:
PLACE

A

SPECIAL

The ingredients that go into the making of
a city are no clltrerent than those that make
.Oshkosh "A Special Place": Its indu:stry,
bUSiness, educational fac111ties, political
structure--and most important-its people.
But the city has an intangible something
tnore-congeniality. Amid rapid growth,
. Oshkosh has retained its charm. Its people
s~m to disdain the role of "big city folks."
Oshkosh has become an outstanding economic center in the thriving Fox Valley
"Vtithout l06lng its homespun flavor.

"Everything points to great potential
growth for our city," asserts City Manager
Angus Crawford. He says it with the directness of a command.
"There's nothing but gro·wth. Anyone
who can't see it has his head in the sand."
Few would argue with Crawford. Since
1960, the population of Oshkosh has increased 120 per cent over that of the preceding two decades; 137 basic industries now
employ over 11,000 people, or nearly 20 per
cent of the city's 53,000 residents; the unemployment rate is less than one per cent.
Wisconsin State University-Oshkosh also
has influenced the city's growth-culturally,
academically and economically. In addition,
industry in Oshkosh draws skllled workers
from a fine vocational school.
Business is so optimistic about the city's
revitalization that one firm recently announced plans to build a $9 million downtown business re-development project entirely with its own money.
An early-day fur trading center, Oshkosh
became a bu:sy lumber town during the 19th
century. It was a community of mills and
wood craftsmen-and of paper and cloth, and
cloth products. Its early claim to fame lay
in the slogan coined by a local overall
manufacturer, "Oshkosh B'Gosh."

~;~ i;e~P~o. it stirred, then soared.
There was motion everywhere. New industries came. Old ones expanded. University enrollment rose. The city bid successfully for the Fox Valley's major regional
airport. But with this growth and diversity,
Oshkosh successfully blended its frontier
past with its urban present.
Ficture the waterfront along the Fox River
which meanders through the city: There are
old buildings, many of them remnants of the
logging era. By contrast, high-rise buildings
probe an otherwise level skyline on the campu:s of the state university. And down the
street stand ornate, majestic homer-reminders of the city's past and of the indu:strial leaders who built and lived in them.
But the transition from one period to another is hardly noticeable, because one element has remained unchanged-the people.
How do the people who 11 ve in Oshkosh
react to their city? What's it like to live
in Oshkosh---'to be a part of the city?
Suzie Radtke says, "I came here from
Tomah. It's a small place with friendly people. But, people here are just as friendly.
And Oshkosh has ju:st about anything you'd
find in a larger city." Suzie operates a computer in our company's accounting center at
Oshkosh, which services the accounts of its·
customers outside the Milwaukee divi:sion.
She is one of some 300 persons employed at
the center. Many of them are college students working part-time. Some, like Suzie,
are working to help their husbands through
college.
. ·"There are good places to eat and opportunities for recreation," Suzie continued.
"I'm trying to sell my hu:sband on the idea
of a. sailboat, but he keeps saying 'no'."
Suzie added, "And of course, it has the
university, and-" she pal.!sed thoughtfully.
"What else clo you need? I don't know. I
like it here."
Suzie's observations reflect the way bu:sinessmen view Oshkosh.
"Oshkosh is a great place," said bu:sinessman Ted Leyhe, vice president of Miles Kimball, one of the nation's leading gift mailorder houses
"This i:s where we are. This is where our
employees are. Because we're dependent on
the city and its good will, we want to do our
part as good community citizens."
But the feeling of community interest i:s
not confined to a single company.
"Teamwork! That's the key to the whole
story of progress in Oshkosh," declared Ed
Kelly, executive vice president of the city's
Chamber of Commerce.
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"It's teamwork between the political, business and educational groups, and organizations of our city. It's teamwork that's expanding our regional airport. It's teamwork
that's establishing Oshkosh as an important
convention and tourist center. And it's
teamwork that makes business a part of our
community."
Garner Horton, coordinntor of public information at Wisconsin State UniversityO:>hkosh, summarized the contribution of
the university to this teamwork: "Our philosophy is fundamental: \Ve have both an educational and a service mission. We don't
stand apart from the community.
"There is a close relationship between the
college and the community. Many of the
students work part-time for local businesses
and, when they are graduated, often take
jobs here. Some industries have remained in
Oshkosh becau:se they can easily tap this pool
of talent. The university also offers its employees excellent opportunities for additional
study at the college level."
A city of education. A city of indu:stry.
a city of recreation. A city of 50,000 people
who feel that Oshkosh is indeed "A Special
Place."

Washburn University, Topeka, Kans., 102
Years Old Today
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHESTER L. MIZE
OJ' KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967
Mr. MIZE. Mr. Speaker, today, February 6, is Founder's Day at Washburn
University in Topeka, Kans. This year,
1967, will mark the beginning of its 102d
year of existence as one of the fine educational institutions in the Midwest.
As Washburn continues its service to
the academic world in this second century of its being, it does so by overcoming a serious handicap inflicted by the
tornado of June 8, 1966, when its physical plant was all but wiped out in a few
minutes of destructive fury.
The damage was assessed and the decision made almost immediately that
Washburn would adjust 1n the face of
tremendous odds and be prepared to
carry on with the start of the fall semester last year.
This is a time to pay tribute to the
administration, the faculty, and the
students of Washburn and to wish them
well in their endeavors to rebuild and
emerge with a greater washburn than
ever before.
An editorial broadcast by the \VIBW
news department in Topeka on February
5 tells the story of Washburn's past,
present, and future, and speaks eloquently for all of us who have faith in
Washburn's rise to new heights. As a
Pa!t of my remarks, I wish to include
this editorial as a significant contribution to the importanc~ of Founder's Day
at Washburn University on February 6,
1967.
The editorial follows:
Ordinarily, a college Founders' Day celebration is an occasion on which friends of
the university, the administrative staff, the
governing body, students and alumni gather to exchange best Wishes and prai:se the
university. :Monday, February 6, 1967, is
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Pounder's Day at Washburn University in university history any place in the nation?
Topeka. It will be a very special day.
Where would the 4,200 students go 1! the
Washburn was founded as Lincoln College university had been completely destroyed?
Yes, Washburn is building for the future.
on February 6, 1965. During its first 100
years. Washburn established an eminent rep- Much remains to be done if Washburn is to
meet
its forthcoming responsibility. Conutution as an outstanding liberal arts colgratulations to Washburn on its 102nd birthle ;~;e V~oi.th an exceptionally tine law school.
It was in her lOlst year on June 8, 1966, that day. It is a proud day for Washburn.
"'·a!:lhburn faced its greatest challenge. On
that date, a massive tornado, the most destructive ever known to mankind, ravaged
the city of Topeks. and swept through the
Udall's Watery Compromise
very heart of the Washburn campus. Every
building on the campus was severely damEXTENSION OF REMARKS
aged or totally destroyed. Over 600 trees,
some of which had been growing· since the
OF
very earliest days of the university, were ·
swept away.
The first building on the Washburn camOF CALIFORNIA
pus, Rice nan bullt in 1874, was a victim of
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
the storm. The June 8 tornado destroyed
Monday, February 6, 1967
eight campus buildings-Crane, Rice, Thomas, 1\lacVicar, Boswell, ROTC and two sororMr. HOSMER. Mr. Speaker, Secreity houses. Fourteen other buildings were
extensively damaged. The loss of equip- tary of the Interior Stewart Udall has
ment, books, supplies and !acUities has been taken a switchblade knife to plans to
conservatively estimated at ten million dol- supply the Pacific Southwest with adelars.
On the morning of June 9, there were quate water by gutting the proposal for a
those who said, "Washburn will ne-ver hold :pacific Southwest water plan approved
classes again." But they were wrong. So last year by the House Interior Committhe Founders' Day celebration on Monday tee. About all the Secretary salvages
takes on special significance.
out of it is a puddle of water for his home
Thanks to the dedication of the Wash- State of Arizona and the fleeting apburn Board of Regents and administrative
staff along with faculty, students, alumni proval of the Sierra Club whose affecand friends, Washburn is building back. tions are notably fickle. On February 3
Last year, the student enrollment was 4,500. the Los Angeles Times made the folThis year. it is 4.200-a loss of only 300 lowing editorial comments concerning
students--a loss which was, without ques- Udall's folly:
tion, due to the tornado. But now that the
UDALL'S WATERY "COMPROMISE"
young men and women of Kansas and the
Interior Secretary Stewart Udall has proMiddle West know that Washburn will continue for another 1.00 years, the enrollment posed an astonishing new plan for regional
figure will climb again to even higher levels. water development in the Pacific Southwest
Now . . . Washburn is building for the fu- that is neither regional in scope nor creative
ture. Plans for a new law school building in development.
It is, in fact, not so much a plan as a series
are being drawn. Carnegie, the old law
school, was almost destroyed, but it is being of concessions.
The Colorado River Basin "compromise"
rebuilt and some classes are already meeting
ln this building. The Fine Arts Center is announced Wednesday by Udall bears little
under construction. The studio and office resemblance to the imaginative concept o!
building for the Washburn Educational TV regional co-operation he once championed.
station is being planned. The addition to Three years ago the secretary was urging the
the Washburn Student Union building was Basin states to join in developing new sources
damaged while under construction at the of supply so that present rights could be protlme of the tornado. It is now open and is tected and future needs satisfied.
With Secretary Udall's support, the seven
a splendid new facility for students and
townspeople alike. The addition of the new states served by the Colorado agreed last year
wlng to Morgan Hall, which will house an on the introduction of legislation that would
important computer center for university re- achieve the individual and collective aims o!
search and academic needs, will be completed the states.
That regional approach is "rudely shatin September. One of the highlights of the
Founders' Day will be the laying of the cor- tered'' in Udall's new proposal, declared Sen.
nerstone for the new Morgan Hall addition Thomas Kuchel (R-Calif.) one of the leaders
in Congress most responsible for the progress
at noon Monday.
Other buildings must be built. On Thurs- that had been made. "The principles the
day, the IDgher ·Education Facilities Com- secretary once espoused," said Sen. Kuchel
mission of K£msas voted to a.sk the U.S. Office "are suddenly abandoned now. We have ~
·
of Education for an appropriation of $1,727,- right to ask: Why the switch?"
Why indeed?
000 in federal disaster funds for the tornadoSecretary Udall explained that "This is not
damaged university. The funds will help rebuild ~he 103,500 square feet of space de- a big Yictory for anyone. It's a victory for
stroyed by the tornado. The mere action of common sense."
"_Cons~rvationist" groups, however, can
the Commission in making the recommendation doesn't solve Washburn's problem. But claun v1ctory in the dropping of plans to
bui~d
Marble
Canyon' and
Hualapa.l
the recommendation does have the blessing
and support of Governor Robert Docking. (Bridge) Dams in spite o! Udall's earlier
We hope the Kansas Congressional delega- insistence that hydroelectric development
tion along with the Governor and all other is ~ssential to the economic integrity or a
interested parties will push for approval of regronal program. And Pacific Northwest
this emergency appropriation at the earliest members of Congress were victorious in insistil;lg that no provisions for water imporpossible date.
But this won't fully do the job. The fact tation studies be included.
Many Arizonans also will be elected beis that Washburn is about four million dollars short of enough funds to ·r eplace the cause their cherished Central Arizona
classroom space and other facilities lost in Project is included, even though the arthe storm. The university must find addi- rangements for financing and necessary
tional funds from whatever sources it can. power supply are at least debatable.
Washburn University has meant a great deal
Politics thus prevailed, but it was hardly
to Kansas over the years. Isn't the June 8 a "victory for common sense."
tornado unique in the annals of college and
For as the se-cretary must know, there

HON. CRAIG HOSI\1ER
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simply ls not enough water in the Oolorado
to divert the 1.2 million acre-feet proposed
!or ~he Central Arizona Project and st.m
proVIde the absolute minimum amounts
guaranteed by law and court decree to the
other basin states and by treaty to Mexico.
Without the i.m.portation of new water, the
CAP could be bullt only by cutting California's use nearly in half and by takin<>'
water
0
gr~nted to the upper B asin States by the
or1glnai Colorado River Compact.
This is one of the reasons that Rep. Wayne
~pinall (D-Oolo..-}, chairman of the alllmporta~t House Interior Committee, expressed tmmediate opposition to the new
Udall plan. C~airman Aspinall had already
introduced a blll authorizing the CAP but
with provision for importation studies and
a. guarantee of California's fundamental
r1ght to 4.4 million acre-feet.
He and the other Colorado River Basin
members o! Congress will be awaiting a
much ~uller explanation of' what Sen. Kuchel
called the "bewildering intellectual somersault'' of Secretary Udall.
It is a time for the Pacific Southwest
states again to join tn the common cause of
sound water development. Or, as the 1963
Secretary Udall put it, if we do not work together, "we sha.Il shrivel separately."

Two Views of the President's Budget
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. GARNER E. SHRIVER
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. SHRIVER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include editorials from the
Wichita, Kans., Eagle and the McPherson, Kans., Sentinel which provide constructive commentaries on the President's
proposed 1968 budget.
Significantly,
each of the editorials point to the great
responsibility resting with the Congress
in making an intensive examination of
the budget and keeping it within reason.
The editorials follow:
fFrom the Wichita (Kans.) Eagle]
THE PRESIDENT'S BUDGET l\1A y
THE PuBLIC Wn.L

BANKRUPT

Presidential budgets are notoriously poor
yardsticks by which to judge our nation's
financial condl tlon.
To begin with, the United States government actually operates under three budgetsthe administrative budget, for which Mr.
Johnson offered the fisCal 1968 edition this
week; the cash budget, which reflects not
only the administrative budget but also the
various government trust funds· and the
"national-income-accounts" budget which
shows most but not all o! what the cash
budget shows, but reflects taxes as they
accrue .rather than as they are collected.
From each of these budgets a citizen can get
a dlfierent picture of the nation's fiscal situation.
Second, of course, is that Congress doesn't
always go along with the President's budget.
And sometimes the President doesn't either.
A year ago Mr. Johnson made about a $10billion error in estimating the cost of the
war in Vietnam. There is no guarantee he
isn't making another one now. He may be
off again in estimating the deficit, too.
So Mr. Johnson's fiscal 1968 budget-calling for total spending of $135-billlon, a deficit of $8.1-bllllon, a big increase in defense
spending and modest hikes in domestic
spending-is not a detailed blueprint.
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All America.n.s really can be sure of is that
With respect to changes within the
go'\"ernment steadily is costing more, and that Communist world and their e:f!ect on
the national debt w1l1 continue upward.
East-West relations, Mr. Kennan conWhere citizens really can understand government spending is 1n their individual cludes:
These changes have now come. They are,
pocketbooks. And. prospects a.re that the
bite there 'Will be bigger. Mr. Johnson has in my most earnest opinion, of such a nature
proposed the 6 per cent surtax on income. as to give us, for the first time perhaps since
He a.J.so is proposing, in order to finance 1917, a real and hopeful poss1b111ties for the
greatly expanded Social Security benefits, an adjustm-ent of peaceful means of our relaincrease 1n Soclal Security taxes. In fact, tions with certain of these Communist counby 1974 the amount deducted from paychecks tries, particularly the Soviet Union.
Would be doubled.
The statement follows:
The question is whether the nation can
stand this. In one sense, there is no question STATEMENT ON "THE CoMMUNIST WoRLD IN
1967" BY THE HONORABLE GEORGE KENNAN
that we can afford it. OUr economy 1s growFOR THE SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMing, and government spending today repre- 1\.fiTTEE JANUARY 30, 1967
sents less of the annual Gross National
Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of
Product than in years past.
But an expanding economy creates a kind the Senate Foreign Relations Committee:
The subject on which you would like me
of .. rising expectation" among the people.
People expect increased earning power to to testify today is, as I understand it, "The
Produce increased buying power. When Communi~t World in 1967." In reflecting on
higher taxes and infiation eat significantly what I might usefully say in the way of initial remarks on this vast subject, it occurred
into increased income, a reaction sets in.
The danger in swiftly growing government to me that the present state of tlie Commuspending 1s not that it will bankrupt the nist world cannot be understood except in
country, but that it will bankrupt the peo- its historical context. So I am going to ask
Ple's will. Heavy taxing and inflation can for your patience in letting me turn back
destroy public acceptance of and enthusiasm very briefly to the past and review once more
for public programs. It can produce an at- the main events out of which this present
titude of negativism that could hamper a na- situation has been formed.
tion for years.
As we all know, there grew up around the
Congress must and undoubtedly will look turn of the last century in a number of Eurocritically at President Johnson's budget. A pean countries, but particularly in Germany,
balance must be struck carefully between a strang social-democratic political moveneed and resources, between the desire for ment based on the writings and teachings of
Programs and the wllllngness to pay for Karl Marx. In Western Europe this was,
them. Spending inevitably will be up. It for the most part, a moderate and humane
is Congress' responsibllity to keep lt within movement. It was revolutionary in its obbounds.
. jectives, but moderate and democratic, for
the most part, in its methods.
[From the McPherson, Kans., Sentinel]
In Russia things took a somewhat different course. Here the ~ial-Democratic ParJOHNSON B'C'DGET REFUSES TO FACE FACTS
late to the political scene, was
President Johnson's proposed new budget ty, coming
by the violent and extreme tendBtill ignores the basic fact that his increase affected
encies that had already come to prevail
ignores the threat of lnfiation. We had a in
much of the older Russian revolutionary
bad taste or that last year and we can expect movement,
with the result that the Party
more as long as our government continues split from the
start into two wings: one relato spend more and more. Sooner or later tively moderate
one, committed. to the beWe wlll be so far in debt that these imprac- lief that the Party
should observe demotical overspending plans will bring even more
cratic procedures in its own internal adminserious lnfiation.
istration and should compete for mass politiAa expected, he made no reductions in his
support; the other basing itself on the
Great Society. Instead, preliminary study cal
concept of the Party as a small conspiratorial
indicates that he asks for increases in the core of highly trained and disciplined prototaJ. Great Society spending. The only fessional revolutionaries, and committed to
lllajor reduction is for the space program.
The war is going to cost more and more. the belief that desirable changes not only in
Judging by last year th.e cost of this coming Russian life bt:.t in the lives of all the advanced Western peoples could come only by
Year Will be even higher than he plans.
With money and credits already the tight- violent revolution-not by the operation of
est in recent history, this added. increase in the normal democratic and parliamentary
process. And it was this second and violent
our deficit cannot be carried forever.
'Wing of the Russian Social-Democratic Party
:May our Congress have the sense to strip which, under the brilliant and uncompromissome of the mishandled Great Society proJ- ing leadership of Lenin, triumphed in the
ects and let them wait until we get done Russian Revolution fifty years ago this year,
With the increasingly disastrous war we are and established throughout Russia a dictafighting.
torial power which it has retained to the
present day.
Now this triumph of the Bolshevik!, or the
The Communist World in 19G7
Communists as they now came to be called,
in the Russian Revolution was one of the
great determining events of this century,
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
and one that endangered in the cost serious
0:1'
way the interests of Western peoples. With
this event the human and material resources
of one of the world's great countries-a
OF MARYLAND
country with tremendous economic and milItary as well as cultural potential--came unIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
der the control of & group of fanatics deeply
Monday, February 6, 1967
prejudiced against the traditional institu:Mr. GUDE. :Mr. Speaker, in the inter- tions of the Western countries and determined
to do what they could to bring about
est of public information I wish to inthe overthrow of the governments and socia.l
clude in the RECORD the thorough and systems
of those countries. They did not
1nformative testimony before the Sen- hesitate to undertake vigorous efforts in this
ate Foreign Relations Committee of the direction; and in the conditions of instabilHonorable George Kennan, former Am- ity and economic distress that followed the
First World War they found many people 1n
bassador to Moscow and Belgrade.

HON. GILBERT GUDE
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the West willing to accept their lead and to
join them in these efforts. This was of course
a dangerous s1 tua tion. Its dangers were
moderated at that time by the fact that
Russia, weakened by the ravages of war and
revolution, was not a strong military power
for offensive purposes, and by the fact that
the traditional institutions of Western countries proved much more resistant than had
the institutions of Tsarist Russia to the revolutionary pressures which these people engendered. Nevertheless, the Soviet regime
of Lenin's day, inspired by an intense worldrevolutionary enthusiasm, presented a serious danger to the stability of the Western
community of nations and an unprecedented
problem for Western policymakers.
In the mid-nineteen twenties, Lenin's
leadership was replaced by that of Stalin.
This was a significant change. Stalin was a
less fanatical, more -cautious man, skeptical
of the possibilities of achieving world revolution, anxious to retain his own personal
ascendancy in the world communist movement, but interested more immediately in
building up Russia's industrial and military
establishment than in encouraging other
Communist Parties to seize power. He was
a crafty, cynical politician, a man of great
and dangerous tactical ability in political action and no friend of the West. The reign
of terror that he instituted in Russia in the
nineteen-thirties and continued in some degree down to the day of his death was so
extreme that it complicated. in many ways
the maintenance of anything resembling
normal relations between Russia and the
Western countries. ms behavior toward the
West in the common confrontation with
mtler's Germany was devoid of both good
Will and good faith. Throughout his lifetime, too, Russia remained, although for reasons somewhat dUierent than in Lenin's
time, a dangerous adversary of the United
States and other Western powers in world
affairs.
·
Down to the Second World War Stalin kept
the world communist movement under his
own jealous and unrelenting personal controL There was, however, no major expansion of the geographic area to which Communist power extended until the final phases
of the war against mtler carried the Soviet
armed forces into the heart of Europe.
Stalin was quick to take advantage of this
development as a means of extending the
borders of the Soviet Union in the West and
of installlng or assisting the installation of
Communist regimes in all of Eastern and
part of Central Europe, including the Sovjet
zone of Germany. Slow to realize the dangers of this development we had little choice
but to accept it once it had occurred. The
alternative was only to add another great
war to the one we had just finished. The
Sovietization of Eastern and Central Europe
was part of the price we paid for the defeat
of Hitler.
This success of Stalin's wartime states~
manship appeared to be supplemented in the
immediate postwar period by the triumph of
the Communists in China. This event was
of course a great boon to the prestige of
Communists everywhere. But it did not constitute quite the extension of Stalin's power
that many people then thought it did. Differences between the two parties-the Russian and the Chinese--were of long standing. Once in control of China's resources,
independent therefore of Russian support,
and having their own national pride, the
Chinese Communists saw no reason to tak&
orders from Moscow or to respect Moscow's
authority in the world communist movement. The Chinese Revolution did indeed
mean the creation o! another great Communist power, no less violently prejudiced
against the West, no less hostile to Western
interests and institutions, t.hAn Lenln"s or
Stalin's Russia. The differences betwe-en
this power and the Soviet Union did not be-
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come openly apparent for several years to
come: but in actuality Communist China
represented tor the Soviet Union from the
start in some respects an ally, in other respects a rival, never a satellite.
The triumph of the Communist in China
coincided in time with the decision of the
Communist leaders of Yugoslavia, which had
initially been included in the postwar Soviet
bloc, to defy Moscow's authority and to strike
out on an independent path. They were
successful in doing this, and have maintained their independence ever since.
It will be observed, therefore, that while
the events of the final phases of World War
n and the immediate postwar period did
indeed bring about significant increases in
the territory ruled by Communist regimes,
they also had the effect of destroying the
monolithic character of Moscow's control of
the world communist movement. Moscow
did retain control over most of the territory-not all-that Russian troops had overrun in Eastern and Central Europe. Moscow
further retained, for the time being, its
dominant influence among the various Communist Parties in the countries where communism had not triumphed. But it had to
accommodate itself to the existence of two
Communist states-China and Yugoslaviawhose policies and behavior it could not
control.
This was the situation that existed from
1948 down to Stalin's death five years later.
After his death this situation underwent a
fundamental alteration. The disorders in
Eastern Germany in 1953 and the troubles
in Hungary and Poland in 1956 shook Moscow's moral authority throughout the world
communist movement. Khrushchev's effort,
then, to Improve relations with Yugoslavia.-an effort to which he felt himself driven
precisely by the growing tension between
Russia and China--contributed further to
the weakening of Moscow's authority among
the Communists of the world because it
appeared to give Russian sanction to Tito's
independent course. It caused other Communist leaders to ask themselves: "Well, 1!
Tito can folio~ an independent line and
be respected and rewarded for lt by Moscow.
why can't we?" But most important of all
was the emergence to the surface, beginning
in 1957, of serious differences between the
Soviet and Chinese Communist Parties and
the development of these differences into a
full-fledged open political conflict between
two powers.
What earlier events had left undone in the
way of destruction of the unity of the Communist bloc the Chinese-Soviet conflict
now completed. In the light of this confllct,
the other Communist Parties and regimes
were not only placed in a position where
they could make independent choices and
decisions: they were virtually forced to do
so. A bewildering variety of options was
now open to them. They could hold to Moscow. They could hold to Peking. They could
take the Yugoslav course and follow neither
of the great powers. They could follow the
lead of one of the two great powers in their
external relations, but follow their own needs
and preferences in domestic policy. Or they
could do just the opposite: They could follow Moscow's example, or Peking's example,
in domestic policy, but strike out on their
own in the field of foreign policy. The very
inability to avoid a choice among these
various alternatives forced the foreign Communists, right then and there, to a complete
independence of decision. And this was an
independence of which they could no longer
really be deprived; for even 1! their decision
ran to the respecting of the authority of one
or the other of the great Communist powers,
they would be doing this now of their own
free choice, and they could withdraw their
allegiance as easily and independently as
they had given lt.

The result was, of course, that decisions
went in a variety oi different ways. Bulgaria,
for example, held in all respects to Moscow,
Albania, to Peking. Rumania continued to
adhere generally to the Russian example in
its domestic practices but largely emancipated itself from Russian influence in its
foreign policies. Poland did just the opposite.
The same disslmilari ties soon became apparent in the reactions of the various Communist Parties not in power. They, too,
were forced to make choices. Some adhered
to Peking, some to Moscow. Some went one
way at one time, another way at another.
Some split up entirely into mutually antagonistic pro-Moscow or pro-Peking !actions.
Some, disgusted with the whole business and
unable to get anything in the nature of
effective guidance from either of the two
great Communist capitals, simply decided
to begin to disregard both of them and to
go their own way.
This is the sort of Communist world we
have before us today. The existence Of this
situation is a matter of easily ascertainable
fact, not or speculation. This being the
case. to attribute today to the various parties, regimes and factions that make up the
world communist movement any sort of a
unlfied political personality-to speak of
them as though they represented a single
disciplined force, operating under the conspiratorial control o! a single political will,
as I ·sometimes still here people speak of
them in this country, and occasionally even
within the halls of this august legislative
body-is to fiy in the !act of an overwhelming
body of evidence, to move intellectually in
the realm of patent absurdity, to deny by
implication the relevance of external evidence to the considerations and decisions
or foreign affairs. The unity of the Communist bloc is a matter of the past; and it
will not be restored. This Humpty Dumpty
wlll not and cannot be reassembled.
Now this, of course, does not mean there
is no problem. These regimes and parties
and factions remain Communist, or nominally Communist, even 1! they are not
united; and as such they continue to reflect
in verying degrees elements of the Communist ideology that are adverse to our concepts
as well as to our interests--adverse also, we
like to think, to the interests of world peace.
But here there are certain circumstances
that we must be careful to bear in mind.
First of all, what communism means today
embraces a very wide spectrum of outlooks
and behavior. Some of these Communist elements, like the Chinese Communist regime,
present !rom our standpoint as ugly and
menacing a phenomenon as did Lenin's
Russia at the height of its world-revolutionary enthusiasm. Others, as in the case or
the Yugoslav regime or the Italian Communist Party, are operating on the basis or
concepts which present no greater problems
from our standpoint than those that govern
the behavior of many regimes or parties that
do not call themselves Communist at all.
It is simply impossible to generalize, today,
about communism as a problem in the spectrum ot American foreign policy.
But in addition to that, even within the
framework of the individual Communist parties or regimes, the nature of communism
Is not a. static thing. It has already undergone great changes in many instancee, and
Is still 1n a. process or change everywhere.
This is particularly important in the case
of the SOviet Union. I can assure you that
the outlooks that a.re prevalent today in the
Russian Oammunl.st Party a.re greatly different !rom those that prevailed in earlier decades. or course, not all of ·t hese outlooks are
reassuring; habits or thought, prejudices and
preoonceptions still endure that we have to
!'eoogn.12le as hostile and dangerous to the
only sort of world stability we can Imagine.
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Efforts carried forward in the name of these
outlooks merit our continued vlgoroua and
vigilant resistance. But these are no longer
the only outlooks tha.t exist. In the main,
the changes that have come over Soviet communism and the mental world o! its lea.ders,
particularly in the ye::trs since Stalin's death,
have been hopeful rather than alarming
ones--ones which, i! properly understood and
met from the non-Communist side, hold encouraging rather than menacing connotations for the prospeots for world sta.b1lity.
It must never be forgotten that in the
pattern of our relationship with any great
nation there are always elements of conflict
in outlook as in interest. An uncomplicated
relationship between great nations does not
exist, has never existed, and w111 never exist.
In the tensions that have agitated the relations between our country and the Soviet
Union over the half century of the latter's
existence, there have always been, for this
reason, two components: one that e.rose from
the peculiar ideological outlooks and commitments of the Soviet leaders--from their
quality, in other words, as Oommunists; the
other one composed of the abundant frictions, suspicions, anxieties and conflicts of
interest that normally bedevil the relations
between great states and do not constitute
in themselves a proper source for discouragement or despair with relation to the prospects for world peace. I think it may safely
be said that. in the pattern ot. our differences
with the Soviet leadership over the course of
the past fourteen years, that component
which recflects the nature of the Communist
ideologica.I commitments has tended generally to decline; and the relative importance
of the other component, the normal one, has
tended, ac.cordingly, to rise. Many of us
would be helped in our thinking about the
problems of Soviet-American relations 1! we
could free ourselves from the abnormal sensitivities and reflexes to which the extreme tensions of earlier deoades have led and teach
ourselves to thlnk about Russia a.s simply
another great world power with its own interests and concerns, often neoessarlly 1n
conflict with our own but not tragica.lly soa power different in many respects, but perhaps no longer in eesential ones, from what
Russia would have been had there been no
Communist revolution in that country fifty
years ago.
Finally, there is one vitally important
point on which I would like to· conclude.
Not only does international communism
present itself to us today in many diverse
aspects, and not only is lt a phenomenon
constantly in process of change; it is also
something that reacts sensitively in many respects to what we do and say, and must
therefore be regarded as partially subject to
our in.tluence. Almost everywhere in the
Communist world there are forces more inclined to appreciate the values of a peaceful
world and to contribute, where they can, to
development in that direction, and there are
forces less inclined to move along this line.
We have it in our power, by the manner in
which we frame our policies, to encourage or
to discourage either of these conflicting
forces.
International communism is thus
not just entirely what we find it to be. It
is in part what we make o! it.
The implications or all this, from the
standpoint of American policy, a.re ot enormous seriousness at this present moment.
We stand today at something of a parting
of the ways with respect to our approach
to the Communist world. It we !ail to take
account of the encouraging elements in the
situation-if we act as though they did not
exist and carry our differences against individual Communist powers as though we
were still dealing with the naive worldrevolutionary force of Lenin's day or with
the grim monolith of Oommunist power that
confronted us in the days of Stalin-we may
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But Tom Fox, as he is called by the conbe neglecting and discard.lng the only chance
that I can see to spare ourselves or our chil- gressmen whose hair he has trimmed !or
dren, or both, the immeasurable catastrophes years and the generals and admirals who
o! a world war among nuclear powers.
were his customers before that, Ls far more
As one whose professional experience with than a barber.
v.·orld communism now runs back for just
Fox, one of three principal planners, for the
forty years, I think I have as intimate an past six years has been head usher at the
acquaintance with this phenomenon as any- annual Presidential Prayer Breakfast.
one in this country. I saw tt and knew it at
The 15th annual Presidential Prayer Breakfirst hand in the difficult times of the nine- fast drew about 1,200 top government
teen-thirties. I knew it again at the most leaders--all men-headed by President Lyndifficult time of all-at the heyday of Stalin's don B. Johnson, to this city's Hotel Shoreham
triumph and arrogance at the end of World Thursday morning to hear a sermon preached
War n. I had the temerity to urge publicly by Secretary of the Treasury Henry H.
upon our Government and our people at that Fowler.
time patience in the approach to Russian
It was the first time in 15 years that the
communism, being confident that there preacher has not been Evangelist Bllly
would be changes, and thinking it likely that Graham. ·
these changes would be ones that would
Another 500 to 600 persons sat in an overmake it easier for us to cope with it without flow congregation. They had breakfast at
inViting the catastrophe of another war. the International Inn, where the Shoreham
These changes have now come. They are, in proceedings, including a 12-minute speech
my most earnest opinion, of such a nature by the President, were piped in.
as to give us, for the first time perhaps since
The entire group included most members
1917, real and hopeful possibllities for tpe of both houses of Congress, Supreme Court
adjustment by peaceful means of our rela- justices, the cabinet, heads of agencies, etc.
tions with certain of these Communist counU.S. Rep. William E. Minshall (R-23), who
tries, particularly the Soviet Union. I can hadn't been able to attend for a number
think of nothing more tragic than that to- of years, said in advance that he wouldn't
day, when these possibllities are really com- miss this one and called the whole occasion
ing into being, when rays of light are visible "a tremendous spiritual experience."
v.·hich twenty years ago were only gleams of
While the men were eating, listening and
hope in our own eyes, we should fail to per- praying, nearly 600 women, led by Mrs. Lynceive or recognize these hopeful elements, don B. Johnson, gathered in another room
ahould lose our patience just when it is most of the Shoreham for their own 7th annual
Vitally important to retain it, and should Congressional Wives· Prayer Breakfast.
risk driving our d11ferences with Communist .
This sort of thing isn't too difficult for an
powers to a violent and apocalyptlc conclu- usher of Fox's caliber. The World War l l
Bion.
Navy veteran 1s head- usher at National City
Ohristian Church, here, where President
Johnson often worships. He is a "gold key"
Humble Barber Is Key Man at Prayer usher, which Is just about as high in ushering
as one can go.
Breakfast
Fox lives in South Arlington, Va. with his
Wife and two sons, age si.x and three, He has
been
a barber for 20 years, ever since he got
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
out of the Navy, and for the past 15 of those
OF
1n government barber shops.
For some time he cut hair in the Pentagon,
where the Joint Chiefs of Staff were among
01' OHIO
his best customers. For many years thereafter he was at the Fort Myer Officer's Club.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
For nine years, untU the new Rayburn
lt!onday, February 6, 1967
Building opened a year or two ago, he purMr. MINSHALL. Mr. Speaker, one of sued his trade In the former new House Office
the Longworth Building. It was
our good friends and most dedicated em- Building,
he built up his congressional· clientele.
Ployees on Capitol Hill, Tom Fox of the there
The annual meal-rite usually includes a
Rayburn Building barbershop, achieved hymn by a topfilght military singing group,
note 1n
article which appeared in last and New Testament and Old Testament readSaturday's Cleveland Plain Dealer, one ings by members of the House and Senate.
of the Nation's outstanding newspapers. It lasts about one hour.
Doing most of the administrative work.
His contribution to the Presidential
Prayer breakfast last week was certain- arranging these breakfasts ·a re two other men.
They are Douglas Coe, who grew up in Salem,
ly deserving of national attention.
and Fred Hyne, his administratlve
Tom Fox is a worthy man, whose good Ore.,
assistant.
deeds and genial philosophy never fail
Coe is associate executive director of the
to brighten one's day, and whose tire- International Christian Leadership, a Wash' less endeavors for Christianity are an ington-based organization formed with the
specific purpose of following up the idea and
inspiration to us all.
directing the operation of such high level
The article follows:
[Prom the Cleveland (Ohio) Plain Dealer, functions as the Presidential Prayer Breakfast, annual Gubernatorial Prayer BreakFeb. 4, 1967]
fasts-which have been held in all 50 states
HUMBLE BARBER Is KEY MAN AT PRAYER
but in no more than 40 in any single yearBREAKFAST
1,200 Mayoral Prayer Breakfasts and similar
(By Roy W. Adams)
civic types of breakfasts . around the nat! on.
The aim is the same in all: to bring the
WASHINGTON .--One of the most influential men, at least for a brief hour or so this nation's leadership together in a religious
week in this city of influential men, was not setting.
The presidential breakfast costs from $7,000
one who held a seat in the U.S. Senate or In
any other agency of the federal government. to $9,000 each year and, until this year, the
The seat he holds can be turned easUy with tab has always been picked up by one man,
a 8llght filck of the wrist. He stands behind William C. Jones of Los Angeles, publisher
and philanthropist. This year, however, a
1t or alongside of it a.nd cuts the hair of
separate group supported the function.
people sitting in it.
He 1s a humble barber, and his name 1s
Thursday's theme was "Pra.yer for the
Thomas W. Fox, 42.
nation.'"

HON. WILLIAM E. MINSHALL

an
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Monday, February 6, 1967
Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, 1n view

of the fact that Congress is now considering the question of the debt ceillng,
the Economic Council letter of February
1 should, in my opinion, be excellent
background reading by all Members of
Congress before voting on this serious
question. The letter follows:
[From the Economic Council letter, Feb. 1,
1967]
OUR MOVABLE DEBT CEILING

The irony of it was that the very same day
in the very same paper which carried the
little note about the Office of Emergency
Planning, there was an item saying that Congress was being asked to push through an
immediate increase in the debt ce'illng, because the federal government was already (in
fiscal mid-year) close to the legal spending
limit. The debt ceiling is set by Congress to
be the upper limit on all government borrowing, above which the Treasury cannot legally
borrow any money. The limit Ls supposed to
last until the end, not the middle of the year.
Almost every year, under the Leftist revolution, Congress has been asked to raise the
debt ceil1ng, and Congress has somewhat reluctantly complied. Congress became so
angry at this game that it began to make only
temporary increases in the debt ceiling. This
serves a very useful purpose, because it compels the Treasury to oome back to Congress
and ask to have the ceiling lifted. This compels the executive to make some explanation
and some promise6 about how much better
they will do next year, and It compels the
appropriate committees of Congress to take
a ·momentary look at what is happening to
the natlonal debt.
Don't believe that it is of no importance.
The federal spenders do not like it at all.
They do not like to go down to the Hill and
explain what they are doing to the debt.
They do not like to be scolded and told that
they are spending too much. It cramps their
style and makes them a little hesitant for a
while in asking for as much money as they
would like to have.
They are now asking Congress to a bandon
the idea of debt ceilings, and give them unrestricted authority to borrow whatever they
"need." If you think our present method of
regularly raising the legal limits on borrowing
whenever Congress is asked is foolish, just
imagine where the debt would be now if the
happy spenders on the executive side did not
have to come in regularly and ten Congress
why they were exceeding their limits.
A great many good people are saying "Why
don't we take the limits off entirely and stop
this farce?", but they are so wrong. That
little farce of raising the debt limit in small
pieces has saved us many billions of federal
waste. It also keeps the reins in the hands
of Congress, so that some day, when the
people demand it, Congress can say, "You
must live Within the limits we set and when
you come back to us again we will not raise
the limlt. If you borrow money, you will
go to jail, and you wlll not be able to pay
the government's bills.''
It will come to that some day. We do not
know when. But during the credit crisis of
a few weeks back, one federal official said,
"you don't know how close we came to not
being able to meet the government's bllls."
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Yes, E=ome of us know. And we know the
crisis has not passed at all. The government
is still close to being unable to meet its bills.
It is meeting them with what is in fact printing press money. Printing press money is
inflated money lik~ that which ca:used the
Mississippi Bubble or the cata.c>trophic German infiation of the 20's which destroyed the
German middle classes and cleared the way
for IDtler.
And today, as before, there are a few
voices in the wilderness sounding the alarm
in this country. One goes so far as to predict that "the government of the United
States Will go bankrupt in 1970."
So we come back to the gas main fire in
New York, "the miracle of Friday the thirteenth" when instantaneous, perfectly correlated actions by a variety of city and private
agencies saved hundreds of people from a
fiery death, and began immediate aid for the
homeless.
By what kind of crazy logic docs the Federal Office of Emergency Planning, over in
another state get into the act, and get Washington into the act on the same day when
the Treasury had to ask Congress to give
them an immediate increase in the debt limit so they could pay their bills?
You will remember the Office of Emergency
Planning, of course. It is the agency which
has been exercising the frightening range of
"emergency" powers which were widely discussed recently in connection with the President's Executive Order No. 11310, transferring some of these total emergency powers
to the Attorney-General.
The Office of Emergency Planning keep.s in
practice on current "emergencies" to be ready
for the Big Day, when the federal Planners
take over total power. Mean while they are
rehearsing. You pay for it.
This "emergency" planning was not devised by President Johnson or Pt,'sident
Kennedy. War time emergency powers have
been renewed periodically since the end of
World War II.
When will the Governors and state legislatures begin to fiight?
THE ROOTS OF LOCAL SOVEREIGNTY

What we would like to know is why our
sovereign states tolerate this dally invasion of
their sovereignty, as laid down in the Constitution. We have no trouble understanding
why the Planners want these powers, and
this money, but we cannot understand why
our sovereign states and their people are willing to surrender their sovereign power.
The colonists did not bring over the English
Government only English law. They set up
very few governmental processes-those far
the registering of wills, of marriages, of land
sales, and dealing with obvious law breakers.
The people governed themselves. They had
no intention of giving up this remarkable system, because they saw the needs for a national unity. So they devised a compact, laying down the requirements of a national
agreement with limited powers. Even so, the
people were not satisfied and insisted on specific amendments, reserving to the states and
to the people all powers not actually granted
to the newly-formed government.
There were only thirteen original states, but
when the new government took over the
north-west territories of these colonies, there
was never any question but that the people
in the new territories would also have the
right to form sovereign states.
All of the Louisiana territory, Florida, the
former Mexican lands, and the Oregon territory had the same equal claim to becoming
free and sovereign states. If there were any
doubt about the importance of the states as
. part of the American design, Florida, Indiana, Kansas, Texas, and Oregon would be dependent provinces of the original Thirteen.
Why aren't the sta-tes proud? Why don't
they love their freedom, their history, their
unique culture, their great contribution to
the American miracle of unity ln diversity?
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ernment with very large sums of money opeGRANTS ARE BRffiES
The chief instrument for the undermining rates as a suctfon pump. It sucks the life
of our states has been federal grants-in-aid, and initiative out of its partners, making
a.s they are called. The federal government them ever more dependent.
We live in a world in which nothing is
contributes a percentage of the cost of state
governmental projects, in return for the what it seems. We may not like conspiracy,
intrigue, Machiavellian cleverness, but they
right to control the "plan."
This device was not invented by the New are real. They occur again and again as huDeal, but came into use earlier, for a few man energy deteriorates, as problems become
too numerous and complex. Such is the
new problems.
The New Dealers and their successors with time in which our lives must be lived. If we
wish
to serve, we must serve in that world,
varying names saw an infinite number of new
ways in which to use the principle of not some other.
It is quite true that the New Deal-New
"matched" grants. They raised the federal
contribution, gained increasing control over Frontier is old and tired. rt is a burnt out
But no one sees that as clearly as
the "planning" and introduced the insidious cause.
concept of "training" by which the personnel President Johnson and the deep thinkers
of the state bureaus were indoctrinated by among his advisers.
federal agencies in the concepts that helped
The President told these men months ago
the growth of federal power.
that he wanted them to come up with new
We have written of the danger of letting and daring solutions. He. ga.ve them funds,
the federal government "train" the pollee privacy, all the reoources of the federal govforces of our cities. We believe they intend ernment. We shall see the new dynamism
to indoctrinate the police in the ideas of spring out through one dramatic program
criminology held by the Planners. We know, after another for years to come. It is our
because they took over the "training" of state belief that when men of lively minds are
welfare workers many years ago, and in- given vast sums of money, and are told to
doctrinated them with certain basic concepts find new and lively ways to spend money,
like the teaching that grown children have with the implied promise that they will be
no responsibUity for aging parents, but invited to carry out their ideas, they will
should turn them over to Social Security or produce enough new ideas to shake their
public welfare.
They also taught that society to its foundations. Any spending
mothers of 1llegitimate children must be government can do it--and will. That is,
compensated for each 1llegitlmate child on unless we are courageous enough to take
the incredible basis that encouraging illegit- back our money.
imacy and one parent homes was "benefitHere we repeat--these men do not need to
ing" children.
know anything about the problems of cities,
Grants-in-aid make the state Governors slums, welfare, health, education. That is
dependent on federal approval, delude the not what they are paid for. They are paid
legislatures into thinking they can avoid the to come up with ideas for centralizing the
costs of rising welfare, make state employees funds and governmental powers needed to
confo!:m to federal ideology, and greatly in- dazzle the rest of the society.
crease the total cost of each program. They
The preferred method is to put the federal
are rapidly driving our state governments government into "partnership" with the
into dangerous financial shoals.
states, the cities, and private business, but
If the states remain dependent on grantson a greatly expanded scale. It is becoming
in-aid, they cannot be sovereign.
increasingly difficult for the federal government to ask for vast new funds. So they
ONWARD AND UPWARD
President Johnson's State of the Union plan to get their finances by diverting to
Message was overlong, rhetorical, pie in the their ends the funds which can be raised by
sky. But make no mistake, President John- local governments and business firms.
Will the Governors, the Mayors, and the
son was on his way. The message was a bold
challenge to critics of his past record and business men swallow the pretty feathered
a. warning that he was moving triumphantly hook? Our guess is Yes, especially' the business men.
to conquer new worlds.
The largest share of this new Federal dyThis undertone was seen clearly by James
Reston. He said of the President, "He may namism falls to the Department of Health,
have made a tactical move to the right. But Education and Welfare. This Department
he is still moving and reforming. The lib- now spends $12 blllion a year, plus $25 billion
erals, who cry for innovation and reform, for social security. It administers 150 prohave been somewhat unfair to him in recent grams. It employs 100,000 people, But it
days; his overall strategy ls not conservative, will grow and grow!
but progressive."
HEW Secretary Gardner believes the states
President Johnson is not trying to carry and cities do not have "the vitality and oomout the New Deal or the New Frontier. He is petence to play their role in an effective
pointing out that beyond each range is a partnership with the federal government:•
higher range and that he intends to climb it. He is going to reform them.
Dynamism Unlimited must be the rule of the
Says Time, "With the aid of a former
"Welfare" State. Pentagon Whiz Kid, Assistant Secretary WilJohnoon h2tS no use for crying tower lib- liam Gorham 35, grafted McNamara style
erals. He has higher goals. A13 Reston said, systems, analyses, techniques, onto HEW's
"He moves by fits and starts; he advances programs" so Gardner can decide how the
and retreats; but in general he moves with money is to be spent. Do you see?
the.tides of power."
In an article in the Reporter, Douglas Cater
The key words in his bigger and better New says that "throughout the government the
Deal are housing, rebuilding of our cities, federal Budget Director has worked this past
education, and training, welfare, and air year with department -heads to initiate the
pollution. These are cloudy words, the kind Programming, Planning Budgeting system
Cf;Lrefull_Y designed to cover anything and already in e1Iect in the Pentagon."
everythmg the President may wish to do.
Do you see? The whiz kids in the PentaThe planners are moving step by step gon were only the beginning. We are movtoward a great envelopment of state govern- ing rapidly to Pentagonize the federal govment, local government and private industry. ernment, as rt acquires a firm grip on our
We have seen tentative steps in this direc- states, cities, and private business .
tion, but "we ain't seen nothing yet."
The question is not whether the states
President Johnson calls this "creative fed- want to reft!se the federal bribes. The queseralism" or a new "partnership" between the tion is whether they are to survive as states.
federal government and the formerly inde- They can choose to wear the yoke and be
pendent sectors of our nation. The key for harnessed to the triumphal chariot of omni~
Constitutionalists is to remember that a gov- potent federal power. It won't be long now.

~
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Remarks of the Honorable John V. Tunney
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HON. HAROLD T. JOHNSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Speaker. I would like to bring to the
attention of the Members of Congress
a speech given 1n New York City, January 31 by the Honorable JoHN V.
Tm."l-."'EY. It was given before the American-Arab Association for Commerce
and Industry, Inc., a trade organization
1n New York which tries to promote
closer relations between the United
States and Arab nations.
The speech points out the benefits of
regional cooperation 1n the Maghreb,
and the problems and opportunities the
United States and the north African
countries must face together.
I believe all wlll benefit from reading
M:r. TuN:fi.""EY's remarks, which follow:
It 18 a great pleasure for me to be here.
1 would like to discuss briefly with you some
of the problems and opportunities we jointly
race in the Maghreb.
All of us have an interest in the peaceful
development and political stabllity of this
region, so important strategically and economically in world a.ffairs.
Under our system, private business can
do at least as much to promote economic
development as government, and we all know
that the benefits of prosperity abroad are
Shared by all of us at home.
Maghreb means the "west" ln classical
Arable. During my recent visit there with
Senator Edward Kennedy, I had occasion to
aee how much lt does resemble our own west,
Particularly that part of California from
Which I come. Many of its problems-the
urgent need for water and for regional solutions to economic difHculties-are similar to
those of my own district. I am sure that
the members of the U.S. Trade and Investment Mission, in whose honor we are meeting, w111 bear me out on these striking
&1.mlla.rlties.
For those who have not yet had the
opportunity to visit the area, let me set the
scene briefly.
First, the four countries--Libya, Tunisia,
Algeria and Morocco-form a homogeneous
area one-half the size of the United States
With about one-fifth the population. To be
sure, much of this vast area is Saharan
desert, but we are only now beginning to
realize how valuable a piece of real estate
this "inland sea" really is.
Secondly, we are talking about old peoples
but new countries. Libya, the oldest, just
celebrated its fifteenth birthday, but Algeria.
is still only five. In this connection, we
should also bear in mind that none of the
countries of the :Maghreb was able to devote
its full energies to economic development
untU the Algeria war for independence ended
1n July 1962.
Thirdly, if the countries are new, so are
the people. Fifty percent of the population
is under twenty-one. I had the impression
of vast numbers of children in the three
Maghreb countries I visited. The danger is
that this new generation coming of age in
new countries without strong institutions or
economics w1l1 demand more of their governments than they can possibly provide. We
may then find the infernal cycle of agitation,
repression and revolution repeated in an are::~.
that has seen bloodshed and turmoil enough.
Fourthly, the key to economic stability
1a a stronger agricultural base. None of the

countries of the Maghreb is able to feed
itself, even though most of its people depend
on agriculture for a living. This points to
the direction United States aid ought logic.ally to take.
Fifthly, one cannot travel through north
Afri~ without being impressed by its essential units. Only the inevitable customs
and police formalities differentiate national
frontiers. There is a. common language, a
dialectal variety of Arabic. All form part of
the widespread family of Islam, which remains perhaps the most powerful social and
cultural as well as religious force. The similarities extend to cuisines, dress and even
superstitions. All have emerged from a
common colonial past, three of the four under the same master.
Thus, on the level of people, everything
serves to unite. One could argue with some
justice that there is greater unifying force
in north Africa today than there was in
the United States under the articles of con·
federation. Moreover, beginning well before
Algerian independence, common agreement
was reached by nationalist parties in the four
countries to seek the maximum political and
economic unity as soon as independence was
attained. I will have more to say on the
prospects tor Maghreb unity a little later.
The north African economies resemble
nothing as much as a paradox. In Arzew in
Algeria, you can walk in just a few minutes
from the most modern gas liquefaction plant
in the world to fields plowed by donkeys.
Shacks of wood scraps and tin have mushroomed alongside modern superhighways.
There is great progress and the most grinding poverty. For these are developing countries and everywhere the development is
unequal.
The Libyan economy has known the greatest rate of growth. Since the first major
oil strikes in 1959, it has expanded rapidly;
per capita GNP rose from about $145 at that
time to $435 in 1964. Possibly no other country in the world has ever run the gamut of
oil development in such a. short period. The
Libyan Government i.s channelling seventy
percent of its growing revenues from the oil
industry into development programs in less
favored sectors, including agriculture and
education. Although three-quarters of the
population is occupied with agriculture,
Libya no longer is able to feed itself, largely
because of sporadic and inadequate rainfall.
Manufacturing is relatively unimportant but
should increabe as a result of the current
development plan.
Tunisia is one of the prime examples of a
country raising itself by the bootstraps. It
has made the most of its limited natural resources, assisted by one of the largest U.S.
aid programs in Africa, tota111ng $400 million
up to the end of FY 1965. The basis of its
economy remains agriculture, and here the
lim! tlng factor is lack of water. Tourism
and industry are beginning to thrive and the
potential for overall development is within
reach.
It would takes volumes to adequately describe the Algerian economy. Oil was discovered and produced in 1957, and is now
the most important export. Plans are well
along for important industrial development
and tourism is again receiving the attention
of the government. Ten percent of the
world's natural gas remains largely unexploited under the Sahara. There is a very
modern industrial sector and extremely rich,
rationally-exploited farm lands, but fifty
percent of the labor force is unemployed and
some 500,000 Algerians must earn their living abroad. Recent studies have indicated
a potential for the highest rate of growth
in Africa, but there has been little net investment in recent years. It can be hoped
that the Algerian Government will turn full
attention to the problem of proper incentive
nnd guarantees to encourage private enterprise and capital investment from abroad.
With a proper combination of government
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planning and sensitivity to business growth
needs, we can hope for a sizeable spurt ahead
shortly.
The Moroccan economy a}so depends
largely on agriculture, but there is growing
' exploitation of minerals and some industrialization as well. It does not have the rich
gas and oil resources of Libya and Algeria,
but it is developing a promising chemical
industry based on large reserves of phosphates. Tourism is highly developed and will
continue to grow.
Each of these economies has strengths
and weaknesses, but it seems cle-ar th~t none
oan develop satisfactorily in a vacuum. In
this day and age, the only way any country
can achieve a modern industrial society is by
the creation of a large market through systematic elimination of barriers to trade.
If it was important for the highly 1ndustra11zed countries of Europe to form a
common market, how much more urgent it
is for the developing economies of North
Africa. Only in this way will they be able
to derive the benefits of modern mass production methods. Though the experience
of the European common market is not fully
applicable to the Maghreb, the Central American common market is. That region has
fewer resources than the Maghreb, but with
joint planning, coordination of investment.
and mass production for a greatly enlarged
region-wide market, exchanges within the
members of the Central American market
have increased 500% in the five years of its
existence, to the benefit of each of the member states.
What are the prospects for economic coordination in north Africa?
During my recent visit, I had the impression that the countries of the Maghreb were
indeed making slow but sUmdy progress
towards this goal.
Institutions have been developed to coordinate policies and are functioning well.
There are annual meetings of Maghreb economics ministers, as well as a permanent
consultative committee in Tunis. There are
seven permanent commissions for speclfic
problems and products, and more are under
consideration. Those already in existence
cover air transport, highways, railways, maritime transport, tourism, telecommunications,
and commercial relations. In addition, there
is a regulatory body which oversees and coordinates the production of esparto grass and
which sets production quotas. A similar
body handles all national -problems of locust
control, for many years a scourge in the
southern Maghreb.
One of the proposals that has been discussed by the Maghreb group has been the
formation of a regional airline, replacing the
four small independent airlines. The tourism commission has inaugurated a hotel
training program, with, United Nations assistance, in Algiers. Consideration has been
given to creation of a Maghreb development
bank. A study is underway on lowering of
customs barriers and quotas among the four
countries.
Steps taken thus far compare most favorably with those of other regional economic
organizations at comparable stages of development. To be sure, a great deal remains
to be done to translate aspirations into reality, but without the aspirations nothing can
be accomplished.
The United States has encouraged these
trends toward regional cooperation. We remember that at the time of our own independence a confederation of States with differing monetary and customs systems posed
insuperable obstacles to economic develop·
ment. Having profited ourselves from an internal policy of economic integration, we
have long been leading proponents of this
policy in other parts of the world.
In his address to African ambassadors at
the White House on May 26, 1966, President
Johnson said that "we have been particularly heartened by the impetus toward regional cooperation in Africa. The world.
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has reached a stage where some of the most
effective means of economic growth can be
achieved in large units commanding large resources and large markets. We have learned
in this generation that most nation-states
are too small, acting alone, to assure the welfare o! all their people."
In accordance with the President's statement, our new aid policy is designed to accelerate the movement toward regional cooperation by channeling substantial aid
funds to regional projects. We are just in
the proces of implementing this new policy.
In my opinion, a great d,eal of earnest effort
by both the Maghreb and donor countries
is going to have to be expended to achieve
the possibll1ties of greater economic growth
through regional participation.
Among the problems that unite north Africans in misery, none is more basic nor more
important than water, or the lack of it.
There are countless farms in the Maghreb
where it rains only every 3 years, and where
hard-working people live futlle lives.
And yet, the water is there, everywhere
avallable. There need only be constructed
an adequate network of wells and irrigation
channels, and to maintain them in a spirit
of international cooperation, and the vast
Saharan Desert would bloom like an English
garden.
Some years ago, an oil-drilling company
was hired by the Libyan Government to drill
a. water well near the village of Sokna, deep
in the Sahara. It had been calculated that
the water table should be found at 2,000 feet.
Instead, at 650 feet the bit hit a high-pressure artesian zone that shot 52,000 gallons
an hour of sweet water over the derrick top.
This water will permit the transformation of
an arid region that once needed to fetch its
water from twenty miles away.
There have been comparable water
"strikes" in Tunisia. For about a. year, the
Parsons Company has been engaged in
ground-water development under the socalled "Fifty-Well Project." This program
is aid-financed, and includes training of
Tunisian water resources technicians as well
as drilling. By these means, Tunisia is now
in position to double its irrigated land
surface.
These are parts of the evidence that large
areas of the Sahara are underlain by an
enormous fresh-water lake, extending at
least five hundred miles south of the Atlas
Mountains and east of Tunisia.
This enormous resource poses prodigious
policy problems which have been considered
only superficially thus far. The recharge
and discharge of groundwater under desert
conditions are usually under delicate balance, and can be seriously upset by concentrated withdrawals. When that happens,
the groundwater is being mined. Since one
area can withdraw inequitable amounts at
the expense of a neighbor,' controversies can
arise. This presupposes a comprehensive
plan for utilization of the water table on the
scale of the Sahara itself.
The United States has no absolute shortage of water--only of clean water-but there
are areas ·of our country where conditions
are similar to those of the semiarid zones of
the :Maghreb. I would like to see us contribute our specialized knowledge to making
the desert bloom. For example, Congress has
held hearings on cloud seeding, and there is
no doubt that under certain conditions it
can con.tribute markedly to agricultural developmt:nt. This is an example of the sort
of activity AID should involve itself more
heavily ln. If we wish to assist the less developed countries, we should use the best of
our technology 1n the process, not the most
pedestrian.
One of the major impediments to peaceful
regional development of the Maghreb is the

arms race. One of the heritages of their
common colonial past is a set of confilcting
border claims, the direct cause of an inordinately large emphasis on military preparedness.
The countries of the Maghreb, 1f they are
not careful, may :find themselves caught up
in an arms spiral whose continuing escalation dilutes every effort by governments to
achieve economic development.
First, the money spent on armaments
could give a tremendous impetus to the
economy. Based on official disclosures the
four countries of the Maghreb together spent
more than $230 million last year on defense.
Most authorities believe these official figures
underestimate the actual arms outlay. As
we all know, the spiraling arms race has most
intimately affected Algeria and Morocco,
where over 95% of the total Maghreb military expenditure occurred.
Some of this money doubtless went for
army-operated reclamation and development
projects and some for salaries, but most of
it could have been spent more productively.
Secondly, the existence of armaments by
itself breeds suspicion and inhibits the sort
of confident cooperation required for joint
action against the real enemies of mankind:
Poverty, disease, and ignorance. Suspicions
will be generated, tensions will increase, and
inevitably there will come a day when someone will wish to test the expensive toys he
has acquired. We hope this day wlll never
come, but it would be better to take timely
action now to reduce armaments than toregret later.
This is a problem endemic to the world,
not only north Africa.
But nowhere, because of the religious and
racial unity I mentioned earlier, does it seem
more uncalled for. I would hope that the
political leadership will ask itself whether
expenditures for armaments bring more
security or less, and whether they are warranted ln terms of lost opportunities for
development and cooperation.
We believe, and we should try to convince others, that real security can better
be achieved by weaving such a strong pattern
of economic inter-relationships between the
countries of the Maghreb that war between
them would be unthinkable.
There are other, and very significant difficulties to rapid regional economic development.
First, alongside the unity of peoples there
is great political diversity. Morocco is a
traditional hereditary kingdom; Algeria a
new republic struggling to define its permanent institutions; Tunisia perhaps the most
successful practitioner of the one-party
state in Africa; and Libya a new constitutional mon!lrchy. These dlt!erences can
only be explained in terms of historical accidents, but they do inhibit somewhat the
closeness of ties required.
Secondly, there is the operation of Malthus' science. We do not have really accurate statistics, but the annual rate of population growth in north Africa is certainly well
over two and a half percent.
More than half the Algerian population is
under twenty years of age. There is a simple
way to judge whether a developing country
is winning or losing its race against poverty:
by comparing birth rates and growth of GNP
on a chart. By this test, the countries o!
North Africa-with the exception of Libyaare probably losing the race. There is stlll
time to win, but very little leeway for
mistakes.
In recent days, our aid policies abroad have
come under increasing public criticism.
Criticism can be stimulating and constructive, but it can also intimidate and prevent
us from doing what we should in our own
self -interest.
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There are four good reasons why foreign
aid 1s important to the United States 1n its
own self-interest.
First, foreign aid is basic to our security.
As Secretary McNamara said recently, most
of the major outbreaks of violence since
World War II have taken place in the less
developed countries. Without foreign aid,
many countries undoubtedly would have
been subverted or overrun in the past two
decades. Without aid, we would surely be
living in a less stable and more threatening
world. Unless we are willing to retreat to
fortess America and a new and costly maginot
line, we must make sacrifices to create the
sort of world order in which we can live at
peace.
Secondly, using the standard of crass economic self-interest, aid stimulates trade. In
the long run, foreign aid will substantially
help our balance of payments. As countries we are now assisting grow stronger, they
will provide new and growing markets for
U.S. business. An increasing fiow of dollars
to the United States will result from loan
repayments. Even today, the net impact
on the U.S. balance of payments of aid offshore expenditures in fiscal year 1067 was
estimated to be only $217 milllon.
Thirdly, aid is not a bottomless pit. Since
1948, economic assistance has ended in nineteen countries. Twelve of these countries
now conduct aid programs of their own. In
1948, the U.S. was the only country strong
enough economically to supply foreign assistance; today seventeen free world countries share the burden, and some, such as
France, devote a larger part of their GNP
to foreign aid than we do.
Finally, as President Johnson said recently,
"we extend assistance to nations because it is
in the highest traditions of our heritage and
humanity." Pope John, in Mater et Magistra, put it this way: " . . . today, men are
so intimately associated in all parts of the
world that they feel, as it were., members of
one and the same household. Therefore, the
nations that enjoy a sufficiency and abundance of everything may not overlook the
plight of other nations whose citizens experience such domestic problems that they
are all but overcome by poverty and hunger,
and are not able to enjoy basic human
rights. . ." Let me add only that all the
religions of the Western World, including
Islam, levy this obligation for the rich to
help the poor.
There is another side to this coin. Just
as the countries of North Africa ought to
combine their resources through regional
cooperation and planning, so should the
developed countries of the world make a
greater effort to coordinate their aid efforts.
Let me describe briefiy one direction this
might take.
One of the difficulties faced by all less developed countries is fiuctuating price and demn.nd for their raw materials. Boom or bust
economics is anarchronlstic in a world crying out for social justice and a higher standard of living. I personally believe that the
United States, in conjunction with other industrial powers, should take the lead in calling a conference to discuss international action to establish stability of prices for the
primary products of the developing countries.
The latter are unable to engage in long-range
economic planning unless they have some
idea of what their cocoa, coffee or oil will
bring on the world market five and ten years
hence. International stabillzation funds
could be set up for many of these products.
We could also consider ways of making certain that the less developed countries enjoy
a greater share of the multiplier effect of
their trade. Today, few of them share in the
benefits of such related economic activities as
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ProcesSing of raw materials, shipping and insurance.
Business cooperation with the countries
of the Maghreb would seem to me potentially
allnost unlimited. There are resources,
Skilled manpower trained in European fa~
tories--and a desire on the part of the governInents to enter into cooperative arrangement~>
'\1.1th U.S. :firms. Within the past six months,
three American firms have concluded partnership arrangements with the Algerian govenunent. In Tunisia, American firms have
been active in such widely operated fields as
Private housing, tire manufacturing, sewing
ll'l.achines and hotels. In Lybia we have massiva investments in the fields of gas and · oil.
'I'he existence of foreign capital investment
1n Morocco is long-standing and private business is involved 1n a number of factories,
hotels and other enterprises.
The remaining possibilities are almost
legend. North Africa. should be a much
larger market for American farm machinery
than it is now, and the possibilities in petrochelll.lca.ls, oil and gas, plastics, tourism and
fOOd. processing are unlimited.
_
The result of this type of assistance and
investment in the Maghreb would be more
orderly economic growth, better government
Planning, greater purchasing power and
eventually a higher level of commodity purChases from the United States and other de\'eloped nations.
It seems to me that assisting countries
such as the four new nations of North Africa
is a challenging and important task. EveryWhere I went in North Africa I found an
enormous reservoir of good will towards the
'Ontted States. I would not like to see that
KOOd Will dissipated by our lack of imaginatlve understanding, and concrete sympathy.
North Africa today stands at a crossroads.
It can take the path of regional cooperation
and. development, or it can intensify tendencies toward narrow nationalism with its
emphasis on armament.
The tiniest spark can then set-off a conflagration, with big power involvement.
It may take a substantial commitment of
economic and technical assistance to proInote the development of regional economic
ties, but the price is small when one ~onSiders the possibillty of failure.
Dr. Henry Steele Commager, one of the
tnost perceptive historians of our era, once
described the phenomenon and contradictions of emerging nationnllsm in the follow1ng terms:
''Without too much distortion of history,''
he said, ''we can trace two fairly clear patterns in the history of modern nationalism;
the malignant and the benign. The first has
tended always to emphasize the local, the
Parochial, the private, the selfish, the things
that separate men from each other. It has
commonly taken the form of chauvanlsm,
lllilitarism and territorial imperialism. . . .
'rhe other pattern has been in whole benevolent. It has preferred the agencies of peace
to the instruments of war, has celebrated the
Colllmon inheritance of man rather than the
things that divide man, has connected itself
\Vith freedom and equality and popular enllghtenment and morality." North Africa
furnishes us now with a fateful test of
Ilationalism.
Because of your substantial economic
Power, all of you here this afternoon can
have an influence on whether the choice in
this area of the world is for the malignant or
the benign version-whether private enterPrise is to ilourish in this region or wither
and die under the impact of retrictive local
governmental regulation?
North Africa's journey is important, for it
- serves not only as a testing ground, but as
an example for emerging nations throughout
the world.
Progress--real progress--toward Maghreb
'Unity and cooperation can, and will, have an
U:npact elsewhere, and could be the spark for
progress everywhere.
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Mr. YOUNG ·
r.
pea er, on
February 9, on the NBC TV show, "Dragnet," Jack Webb-as Sgt. Joe Fridayinstructs a rookie policeman on what lies
ahead of him in the conduct of his duty
as a police officer. His instructions sureIy should give pause to all civilians relative to their remarks and consideration
of the law-enforcement officers for whom
we must have the highest respect if crime
is to be reduced in this country.
Excerpts from that . TV performance
by Jack Webb follow:
WHAT

Is

A

CoP?

(By Richard L. Breen and Jack Webb)
It's awkward having a policeman around
the house. Friends drop in. A man with a
badge answers the door. The temperature
drops twenty degrees. Throw a party and that
badge gets in the way. All of a sudden there
isn't a straight man in the crowd. Everybody's a comedian. "Don't drink too much,"
somebody says, "or the man with the badge
will run you in." . . . Or, "How's it gain',
Dick Tracy? How many jaywalkers did you
pinch today?" . . . And there's always the
one who wants to know how many apples
you stole. All at once you'Ve lost your first
name.
You're a "cop,'' a ":flatfoot,'' a
"bull,'' a "dick," "John Law." You're "the
fuzz,'' "the heat,'' . . . you're poison, you're
trouble ... you're bad news. They .ca.ll you
everything, but never a policeman. It's not
much of a life . . . unless you don't mind
missing a Dodger game because the hotshot
phone rings . . . unless you like working
Saturdays, Sundays, holidays . . . at a 'job
that doesn't pay overtime. Oh, the pay is
adequate. If you count your pennies, you
can put your kld through college. But you'd
better plan on seeing Europe on your television set .. Then there's your first night on
the beat: When you try to arrest a drunken
prostitute in a Main Street bar and she rips
your new uniform to shreds. You'll buy another one ... out of your own pocket.
You'll rub elbows with all the elite: pimps,
addicts, thieves, bums, winos, girls who can't
keep an address and men ·who don't care.
Liars, cheats, con men, the class of Skid Row.
And the heartbreak: underfed kids, beaten
kids, molested kids, lost kids, crying kids,
homeless kids, hit-and-run kids, broken-arm
kids, broken-leg kids, broken-head kids, sick
kids, dying kids, dead kids. The old people
that nobody wants, the rellefers, the penstoners, the ones who walk the street cold and
those who tried to keep warm and died in a
three-dollar room with an unvented gas
. -heater. You'll walk the beat and pick up
the pieces. Do you have real adventure in
your soul? You'd better have. You'll do
time in a prowl car. It'll be a thrill-aminute when you get an "unknown trouble''
call and hit a back yard at two in the morn- ·
ing, never knowing who you'll meet ... a kid
with a knife ... a pill-head with a gun, or
two ex-cons with nothing to lose. And you'll
have plenty of time to think. You'll draw
duty in a "lonely car" . . . with nobody to
talk to but your radio. Four years in uniform and you'll have the ability, the experience and maybe the desire to be a detective.
If you like to fly by the seat of your pants,
this is where you belong. For every crime
that's committed, you've got three million
suspects to choose from. Most of the time
you'll have few facts and a lot of hunches.
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You'll run down leads that dead-end on you.
You'll work all-night stakeouts that could
last a week. You'll do leg work until you're
sure you'Ve talked to everybody in California ... people who saw it happen, but really
didn't. People who insist they did it, but
really didn't. People who don't remember,
those who try to forget. Those who tell the
truth, those who lie. You'll run the files
until your eyes ache.
And paperwork ... you'll fill out a report
when you're right, . you'll fill out a report
when you're wrong, you'll fill one out when
you're not sure, you'll fill one out listing
your leads, you'll fill one out when you have
no leads, you'll make out a report on thereports you've, made. You'll write enough
words in your lifetime to stock a library.
You'll learn to live with doubt, anxiety, frustration, court decisions that tend to hinder
rather than help you: Dorado, Morse, Escobedo, Cahan. You'll learn to live with the
District Attorney, testifying in court, defense
attorneys, prosecuting attorneys, judges,
juries, witnesses. And sometimes you won't
be happy with the outcome. But there's also
this: There are over five thousand men in
this city who know that being a policeman
is an endless, glamorless, thankless job that
must be done. I know it, too. And I'm
damned glad to be one of them.
(NOTE.-Excerpted from the Feb. 9, 1967
episode of "Dragnet" on NBC-TV-Sgt. Joe
Friday talking to an unhappy rookie.)
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Mr. SCHWENGEL. Mr. Speaker, in
recent years Iowa, along with many
other States. has entered into the competition for new industry. Iowa has
done well. Many new industries have
been attracted to Iowa.
In the process, however, Iowans should
not lose sight of the importance of the
farmer and agriculture.
An editorial which appeared in the
Muscatine Journal on January 27 calls
attention to the importance of the Iowa
farmer and to agriculture as an industry.
The editorial fOLIJWS:
[From the Muscatine Journal,
Jan. 27, 1967]
Sometimes, in the state's headfirst rush to
obtain new industry, we tend to overlook the
importance of the farmer and agriculture in
Iowa.
Results of a recent survey published by the
Iowa Farm Bureau should serve as a reminder that agriculture is still the cornerstone of our economy.
According to the survey, every $1 earned
in farming creates at least $3% in the local
economy for main street merchants, factory and omce workers and people employed
in research.
Eight out of ten Iowa workers depend on
agriculture-directly or indirectly-for their
jobs.
_
Iowa farmers produce more than e3 114 billion worth of crops and livestock annually.
Of this amount, over $2%, billion is spent on
farm production expenses. Farmers in Iowa
spenrt more than $700 million annually on
feed, seed and fertilizer alone-plus the millions more for farm machinery.
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Iowa. farmers have more than $16 billion
invested in land, buildings, machinery and
livestock.
The survey of farm facts also points up the
growing importance of farm exports in Iowa..
In 1966, Iowa farmers exported the products
of one acre ln four--a total of nearly $430
mU\ion.
Part of the export trade in feed grains
and soybeans may be seen leaving from the .
!.lississippi river grain terminals at Muscatine, and this aspect of the community's
business economy is expected to grow rapidly
with the recent purchase of riverfront land
for grain shipping facilities.
A number of other Muscatine industries
are directly related to the agricultural economy. Hundreds of tons of corn, soybeans,
tomatoes and cucumbers are transformed
here into food and commercial products.
Other firms produce fertilizers, farm•herbicides and livestock feeds.
The farmer is an important man in Iowa.
We shouldn't lose sight of the fact that the
land and the men who ·work the land are
the chief assets of this state.

Island of Molokai Shows Great Promise
of Becoming Hawaii's "Potato Coun·

try"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
OP' HAWAU

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday~ February 6, 1967

Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, we
are all aware that our island State of
Hawaii is famous as the "Land of the
Pineapple"-but I think my colleagues
will find it interesting to know that on
the island of Molokai a significant new
industry has developed which may also.
earn that isle the sobriquet of "Hawaii's
potato country."
Last week, the Frito Co., of Hawaii,
marked its 20th anniversary in Hawaii
and from that beginning of two decades
ago, with the only equipment being a
small cooking vat, an industry has grown
which today has about 200 acres planted
1n potatoes and plans for increasing the
plantings to 1,000 acres including corn.
Frito does an annual business of more
than $2 million in potato and com chips.
Fred Yuen, Frito Co. president, stated
that the K;ennebec variety of potatoes
grown on the Hoolehua lands of Molokai
is the world's finest for making potato
chips.
I extend congratulations to Mr. Yuen
and his employees, and I invite my colleagues to read the article by George
west on the Frito enterprise, which appeared in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin on
Wednesday, February 1, 1967:
LANfl OF PINEAPPLES YIELDING POTATOES

(By George West)
Molokai, the land of pineapples, may one
day be known also as HawaU's potato country.
About 200 aeres of Hoolehua lands adjacent
to the airport have been planted in potatoes, the Kennebec variety, reportedly the
world's finest for making potato chips.
The planter is the Frito Oompany of Hawaii, makers of Vita-Sealed potato chips
and corn fritos.
Fred Yuen, its president, says plans call
for increasing the plantings to 1,000 acres,

which will include some acreages foJ; growing corn.
The first crop of potatoes from 25 acres,
consisting of 125 tons per acre, was harvested
last week. Harvesting from additional 25acre plots is planned each month.
Each crop reaches full growth within 100
days from the date of planting.
Potatoes tested in the past, specifically
other varieties, turned a dark brown due to
excessive starch content turning to sugar.

stranger in times of distress, danger, sickness
or sadness-from days when honor, truth,
justice, loyalty, patriotism, reverence, respect
for our elders, and many other like attributes
were highly honored virtues and widely practiced.

CORN TOO

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Yuen is also going to start planting corn
next week.
He's decided to grow his own potatoes and
corn ~ause "you get a better product. It
gives you control over the whiteness of potato chips. People prefer white chips."
He's one of two Frito franchise holders in
the state.
The company is growing the spuds on
lands leased from the State.
Edward Gonsalves hea.d.Is the potato cultivation project on Molokai. ..one of his assistants in Randall Wungnema, a full-blooded
American Indian of the Hopi tribe from
northern Arizona. There are 14 other employees on the Molokai program.
Yuen expects to produce half million dollars· worth of potatoes within a year and a
similar amount in corn.
TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY

Today also marks the Frito Company's
20th anniversary in Hawaii.
Many of the original employees are still
with the company. They remember how 20
years ago it all started with only a small
cooking vat.
Now the chips--potato and corn-are processed by controlled equipment, producing
more than $2 million yearly.
Frito has a sta1f of 76 employees today.
It's located on Ualena Street in the Airport
Industrial Park.

Letter From a Constituent
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GLENN R. DAVIS
OY WISCONSIN

L~

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
:Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. DAVIS of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, I am setting forth hereafter a most
unusual letter from a constituent.
We have all had letters requesting some
information, asking us to vote one way or
another, seeking help, and, once in a
while, criticizing or condemning us.
This recent letter is unlike any of
those. It is, instead, a prayer-like reminder, worthy to be kept on the wall of
one's o.ffice, or on one's desk for constant
reference:
In your deliberation during the coming
session of Congress we wish you God's guidance. If we may have one wish fulfilled
above all others, we would ask that in your
re-examination of existing legislation and
enactment of new legislation you be guided
by the following thoughts, and reflect on
these principles on ·which our country was
founded. Whence have we come--from religious homes where our life philosophy was
deeply grounded in religious faith-from
sturdy ancestors who sought freedom and
liberty and were willing to pay the price for
it--from self-reliant, courageous forebears
who faced life and its problems resolutely.
confident in their ability to prov.ide for their
loved ones and themselves--from kindly folk
quick to come to the help of neighbor or of

Comments From the Honorable Carl T.
Durham
OF

HON. HORACE R. KORNEGAY
OF NORTH CAROLrNA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, January 19, 1967

Mr. KORNEGAY. Mr. Speaker, it is
a pleasure and a privilege for me to place
in the RECORD the following comments
sent to me by the Honorable Carl T.
Durham, my predecessor in the Congress, who is well remembered by the
Members of this House. Congressman
Durham and the late Congressman
Graham A. Barden served together for
22 years in the House, Mr. Barden's
service antedating that of Mr. Durham's
by 4 years. They were both chairmen
of important committees and they both
retired from the House at conclusion of
the 86th Congress. Mr. Durham's comments were penned on the date the news
of Mr. Barden's passing was received.
His remarks follow:
Today we have lost one of our great Americans-Graham A. Barden. He passed awaY
in the region of the early settlers in North
Carolina.. He never deviated from the ideals
they taught, loved, and lived by-that man
should be free to think, speak, and communicate his views to his fellowman. Graham Barden 11 ved this precept in his dailY
life and fought for ite preservation in the
greatest forum on earth-the U.S. House Of
Representatives.
I have been associated with Graham Barden for nearly fifty years-first at the University of North Carolina, where as a great
athlete he played fairly, superbly, and to
win. Later it was my privilege to serve for
twenty-two years with "Hap" in the House
of Representatives and to ma.lntain a close
association with him in our North Carolina
Delegation. I knew him well and I honor
his memory as a man and as an able and
dedicated Representative of his District.
State, and Nation, which he served for so
many years as a proud and proved American.
The Durham, N.C., Morning Herald and
the Durham Sun carried editorials on Hap
Barden and on his record in the Congress.
which I would like to have inserted in the
REcoao for the benefit of his House colleagues and his friends. These statements
sum up so admirably Hap's worth to the
country which he served for so long. I trust
they will be comforting to his wife and children, to whom my deep sympathy and mY
sense of personally shared loss are extended.
The editoiials follow:
"[From the Durham Sun, Jan. 31, 1967]
"HE

LEAVES

A BRIGHT RECORD BEHIND

"History, to be truly accurate, must record
former Rep. Graham A. 'Hap' Barden of the
state's Third Congressional District as one of
the real luminaries among North Carolina's
delegations in the United States Congress in
the past three decades.
"Congressman Barden, who died at his
home in New Bern Sunday, was a man of
great integrity, courage and ability. And,
he was a happy man. He was happy, even
when doing be.ttle in the halls of Congress.
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''He had served his district for 13 consecutive terms when he retired In 1960 because
'I want to go home.' He served as chairman
Of the House Education and Labor Committee from 1950 until his retirement. He had
, an important role in passage of Section 14
(B) o! the Taft-Hartley Act and was cosponsor of the George-Barden Act of 1946
that provided federal-state training programs for agricultural and home economics
teachers.
"Throughout his congressional career he
Was a vigorous, outspoken foe of federal
controls o er education.
"He was a crusader for the handicapped
and it was due largely to his efforts that the
Program which made 'talking books' available to the blind citizens of the country
came into being. This program was extended by the last session of Congress to
llla.ke these machine-played voice recordings
ot magazines, books, articles and numerous
Other features also available to bedridden,
handicapped persons unable to handle a

tatlon work. Those concerned for the rehab111tation of the handicapped join him in
regarding this legislation the most significant which he sponsored. North Carolina
felt its impact particularly in the expansion
it made possible in the rehab1lltatlon program for the visually handicapped, in physical restoration of sight, eye surgery and hospitalization, the purchase of prosthetic
devices, vocational training, and the development of home Industries, though other
areas of rehabilitation were slmllarly stlmul~ted by it."

-------

Kansas City (Kans.) Chamber of Commerce Leads Voter Registration Drive
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LARRY WINN, JR.

book.
"To attempt to review in detail his many
legislative achievements for his district, his
state and hia country would require .more
8pace than 1s available in this column.
But, Graham Barden was a fejlrless champion
of things that were right for his people.
Ju.st as he had long ago made his mark on
the minds and hearts of his constituents,
he llla.de his mark, too on CongreS&-where
he &er>ed for so long as one of 1ts more re8pected. and highly regarded members."

OJ' KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
~Monday,

February 6, 1967

Mr. WINN. Mr. Speaker, of chambers
of commerce across the Nation, the
Kansas City, Kans., chamber is one of
the most outstanding. Recently, they
have embarked on a very ambitious voter
registration program in an attempt to
register some 25,000 to 35,000 people who
are eligible to vote but are not regis"[From the Durham (N.C.) Morning Herald, tered. Cooperating with the chamber in
Ja.n. 31, 1967]
this effort are the women's chamber, the
"A. NOTABI.E TARHEEL CAREER ENDS
Jaycees, and the League of Women Vot"When Rep. Graham A. Barden retired ers. I want to bring to the attention of
from Congress six years ago, he truly retired. my colleagues an article which appeared
ltarely since has he been In the news, though in the Kansas City Kansan on Sunday,
his complete withdrawal from public life January 29, 1967:
throughout this period was no doubt due to
the lll health he had suffered since a stroke
four years ago.
~:Mr. Barden served North Carolina and its
... Ull'd District with distinction for more
than a quarter-century in the national
liou.se of Representatives. For a decade of
~t period (except for the Republlca.n-conolled 83rd Congress) he was chairman of
the House Education and Labor Committee.
'I'b.e decade of the 1950s was a peak period
ln Tarheel influence in Congress, four representatives holding chairmanships: In P.ddi~on to Rep. Barden, Rep. Bonner, Merchant
t artne and Fisheries; Rep. Oooley, Agricul... ~e; and Rep. Durham, the Joint Commit~ on Atomic Energy.
·
··Mr. Barden's successful efforts in securing
~erense installations for his district--the
,...,_axn.p Lejeune-New Ri\"er Marine base, the
'-'uerry Point Marine Air Base, and the Seymour Johnson Air Force Base at Goldsboro-~llatituted pioneering work in broadening
w..1e economic base of Eastern North Carolina
!rom. almost oomplete dependence on agriCUlture.
"An attack on Mr. B::trden by Cardinal
Spellm.nn brought him most prominently to
ll.ational attention. Shortly after he beca.me
Chairmnn of the Education and Labor Comtnittee, Air. Barden sponsored a bill which
'WOUld ha e provided federal aid for public
schools, but specifically excluded parochial
atld private schools from its benefits. Cardill.al Spellman thereupon called the North
Carolina representative 'a new apostle of bigotry: Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt then entered
the controversy in defense of Mr. Barden.
'I'ha.t controversy intensified the churchstate issue in this country, making It a matter or increased public concern.
· "Perhaps Mr. Barden's most enduring and
lllost significant work was 1n beha.l! of the
handicapped. He had every right to pride in
the Bnrden-La.Pollette Act of 1943, which
lllade possi~le a great expansion of rehabili-

[From the Kansas City Kansan, Jan. 29,
1967]

CHAMBER PLANS

FEBRUARY

PUSH

FOR

CITY

VOTES

Increased voter registration will be pushed
by the Kansas City Kansas Area Chamber of
Commerce in the next month.
Board of Directors took action Friday to
boost the number of eligible voters in Wyandotte county and KCK that are registered,
Joe F. Jenkins, president, announced.
Only 47,000 people are registered in Wyandotte county, which has a population of
nearly 200,000. Based on current census
figures from William Bradish, county election commissioner, a.n estimated additional
25,000 to 35,000 persons are eligible to vote
but not registered.
Jenkins said directors "believe that a program or his type should be part of a
Chamber effort, as the privilege to vote is
one o! our most cherished rights."
Special staff personnel will be assigned to
the effort between now and Feb. 21, the last
day to rglster, Jenkins reported. He said
many other organizations are expected to
take pnrt including the Women's Chamber,
Jaycees, League of Women Voters, a.nd
orga.nized labor.
Extra hours and locations for voter registration have been scheduled by William
Bradish, Wyandotte county elections commissioner.
Regular hours at his om.ce in the courthouse are 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday thru
Friday, and from 9 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.
Starting Feb. 9 and continuing thru Feb.
21 with the exception of Sunday's and holidays, the election commissioner's omce will
be open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. to accommodate persons who are not registered to vote
in the city elections, or those who must reregister because of such things as a change
of address. ·

To Clean the Nation's Air and Its Water
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN D. DINGELL
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday; February 3, 1967

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, pursuant
to permission granted, I insert into the
Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
an editorial appearing in the New York
Times of Tuesday, January 31, 1967, entitled "To Clean the Nation's Air and Its
Water."
To CLEAN THE NATION'S Am AND ITS WATER
The United States is in serious danger of
running out of its most important natural
resource-the . air that supports life. President Johnson indicated his recognition o!
this critical fact by devoting more than half
of .his message on "protecting our na tiona!
heritage" to the problem of air pollution.
If the President's program is readily
adopted by Congress and effectively adminIstered, it will diminish but not do away
with the danger. Lethal air inversions such
as New Yorkers experienced on Thanksgiving
weekend and again last week threaten everyone, and so do the pollutants that slowly
polson the air, day in a.nd day out, 1n cities
large and small and even in rural areas. Yet
many corporations and private individuals
can be expected to resist the imposition of
strict antipollution standards, and to refuse
to make the costly innovations that would
bring complete protection.
Mr. Johnson delicately referred to this
opposition when he observed, "We must recognize that in dealing with fuels for industry
a.n.d motor vehicles, we are dealing with
matters of enormous Importance to every
section of the nation and to many economic
interests. . . . Great investments have been
made on given assumptions about those fuels
and mes. These considerations require that
we approach the pollution problem with respect for its complexity a.nd its economic
Implications."
The nation's health, however, has to come
first. Sheer huma.n self-protection commands the attitudes of "urgency and tenacity" that the President also recommended.
Mr. Johnson 1s right in the specifics of his
program. The nation has long needed uniform national standards for what constitutes
a dangerous level of noxious emission 1s
each of the major polluting industries.
Equally necessary are air quality commissions to enforce standards in regional airsheds which cut across state- and local
boundaries. It Is a disgrace that nearly
four years after Congress passed the Clean
Air Act of 1963 containing financial incentives for metropoli&-wide antipollution programs, there is still not an effective interstate program in the New York-New Jersey
area or anywhere else in the nation.
Mr. Johnson's message zeroes in on the
research problems that need attention,
notably the emissions from automobiles and
diesel engines, as well as the sulfur compounds created by the burning of coal and
oil. His recommendation of a. 50 per cent
increase in research funds Is welcome. The
only weakness in the air pollution section
of the message was the failure to recommend more than just a study o! the long
delays that now exist between hearings,
findings and actual enforcement. This
leisurely two-to-three year process requires
immediate acceleration.
The passages 1n President Johnson's message on water · pollution were perfunctory
and t'ompara.tively brief. That 1s not sur-
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prislng. since the necessary structure of law
on this question is already on the statute
books.
What is needed is money to make those
laws meaningful, and what was surprising
in President Johnson's budget message last
week was his failure to a.sk !or even hal! of
the money !or new sewage-treatment plants
that Congress had authorized. The law
authorizes $450 million; Mr. Johnson asked
!or an appropriation of only $203 milllon.
That will leave a lot of dirty water.

speech in the House on the subject of
the 1968 budget. Since then numerous
requests have been received for copies
of the speech. Instead of reprinting the
speech in full, I have decided it would
be better to revise and summarize it in
order to reduce its length. Under leave
to extend these remarks in the Appendix,
I include that summary, as follows:
:Mr. Speaker, President Johnson projects a. deficit of $8.1 billion in his administrative budget for fiscal year 1968.
But the distin.:,<TU.ished gentleman from
The 1968 Budget
Texas LMr. MAHoN], the chairman of the
House Committee on Appropriations, in
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
a. speech in the House on January 24,
o:r
1967, said that this low deficit projection
HON. CHARLES RAPER JONAS is based upon a number of assumptions
and contingencies, all of which will have
OF NORTH CAROLINA
to be met if the deficit is to remain under
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
$18 billion next year. Following is a
Monday, February 6, 1967
table inserted in the CONGRESSIONAL REcMr. JONAS. Mr. Speaker, on Jan- ORD by Mr. MAHoN in support of his stateuary 31, 1967, I delivered a lengthy ment:

Selected major contingecie.s surrounding the administrative budget for 1968 (a partial list
only)
Amount
1. AdmJnlstrative budget deficit as projected by President---- -------------------------------- -2. If proposed 6-peccent surtax is not adopted _____ ---------------------------------------------

$8,096,000,000
4, 700, 000, 000

a. If the proposed postage rate increase is not adopted ___ -----------------------------------~---

Then the projected 1968 deficit would be ______ --_------------------------------------

-12,796,000,000
700,000,000

Then the projected 1968 deficit would be - ____ -- __ -- ----------- ----------------------'- If the proposal to further accelerate corporate tax payments ls not enacted____________________

-13,496,000,000
800,000,000

Then the projected 1008 deficit would be _--- _____ -----------------------------------6. If lt were not for the offsetting effect of sales of "participating certitlcates," shown in the
budget foe 1968, and treated as offsets to expenditures rather than receipts, oL ------------ --

-14,296,000, ooo

Then the projected 1968 deficit would be _________ -----------------------------------11. On the other hand, il the proposals in the budget for pay raises were not enacted _____ -------

-19,296,000, ooo
+1, 000,000,000

Then the projected 1968 deficit would be (this isapartlalllstingonly. Otherconsideratlons enter)------------------- ----------- ------ ------------------------------ -------

-18, 296, 000, 000

6, 000,000,000

Nou:.-Perhaps the most important single contingency that could affect the tentatively projected budget pic·
ture-and it is not tabulated above-would be il the general performance of the economy in calendar 1967 were to
vary significantly from the economic assumptions underpinning the budget. And, of course, large unforeseen military requirements could introduce some turbulence.

One of the contingencies cited by Mr.
MAHON will be the abUity of the Government to raise $5 blllion by disposing of
that amount of "participating certificates" in a pool of Government-owned
mortgages. Under the peculiar way the
Government keeps its books, the sum received from disposition of these "pa.rtlcipating certificates" is carried as a reduction 1n expenditures. The disposal
of these participating certificates is not
in fact a sale because title to the mortgages in the pool does not pass and the
Government guarantees the full return
of investment to those who exchange
their money for the participating certi:fi ....
cates. It is simply a convenient way of
borrowing additional money without
having it added to the national debt.
These participating certificates cannot
be sold on the open market for their face
value, because the interest return on the
collateral mortgages is less than an investor can get elsewhere. So, in order to
induce an tn_vestor to "buy" one of these
participating certificates, the Government has to subsidize the interest.
Therefore, this year Congress will be required to provide out of the General
Treasury a subsidy of% number of dollars, depending upon how many of the
participating certificates are disposed.

CONFUSION REGARDING BUDGETS

It is very difficult for anyone who 1s

not familar with the Federal budget to
figure out what the Government actually
plans to spend next year, because there
are five separate sets of figures in the
President's budget showing dl1Ierent
levels of spending, as follows:
The administrative budget: This
budget covers only estimated receipts
and proposed expenditures of funds
owned by the Government. It lists estimated receipts for 1968 at $126.9 billion
and expenditures at $135 blllion-for a
deficit of $8.1 billion.
The consolidated cash budget: This
budget records the fiow of money between the Government and the public
on a. cash basis, including trust fund
transactions. It lists estimated receipts
from the public at $168.1 billion and
projected payments to the public at
$172.4 blllion 1n 1968-for a. deficit of
$4.3 billion.
The national income accounts budget:
This budget includes actual cash receipts
and expenditw·es plus accruals but excludes loans and receipts from the sale
of loans. Estimated receipts are listed in
this budget at $167.1 bUlion and expenditures at $169.2 blllion 1n 1968-for a
deficit of $2.1 bUlion.
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Gross expenditures of governmentadministered funds: These gross expenditures, on a checks-issued basis, are
projected in 1968 to be $210.2 blllion.
New obligational authority: The fifth
set of figures used in the budget shows
that the President is requesting Congress to appropriate $143.9 blllion in 1968
in the form of new spending authority
to the executive branch of the Government. Incidentally, the new spending
authority requested of Congress is $17.5
billion more than was provided for fiscal
year 1966.
SPENDING AUTHORITY

It is important to note that whatever
Congress appropriates in 1968 in new
spending authority will not control the
level of spending in 1968 because, while
some of whatever is appropriated will
be spent that year, some will be retained
for spending in subsequent years.
It
must not be forgotten that, while the
President is asking Congress to appropriate new money in the amount of $144:
billion for next year, payments to the
public in 1968 are projected at $172.4
billion in the cash budget.
The funds that will be spent next year.
in addition to those appropriated in new
obligational authority, will come out of
a backlog of $125 billlon in previouslY
appropriated but unspent funds. The
budget estimates that, at the end of
fiscal year 1968, this pool of unspent
funds will amount to $132.8 bllllon and
this money will be available for expenditures in 1969 and beyond.
But some of the money in this pool,
while unspent, will already have been
obligated by the time we come to the end
of 1968, but not all of lt. The balances
of unobligated funds held in the executive branch of the Government at the
end of 1968 will be $49.5 billion. The
following list shows some of the departments and agencies which will hold these
unobligated balances at the end of 1968:
Billions

Department of Defense ______________ $13. 8
Department of Housing and Urban
Development--------------------- 12.5
Funds appropriated to the President
(foreign aid, etc.)----------------9. 5
Department of Agriculture___________
2. 5
Independent agencies________________
8. 6

While it 1s understood that some leadtime is necessary, particularly 1n areas
such as construction, research and development, and the procurement of materiel requiring manufacture, it Is entirely possible that a close and searching
examination of these unobligated funds
may show that all of this money is not
required to be carried over into 1969 in
the form of unobligated balances. A
corresponding reduction ln new moneY
requested to be appropriated can be made
if part of these unobligated balances can
be used in 1967-68. I therefore recommend that the House Committee on Appropriations make such a close and detailed study of these unobligated balances in an effort to reduce the amount
of new funds the President is requesting
Congress to appropriate.
CIVYLIAN EMPLOYMENT IN THJ: EXECUTIVE

There is another area which deserves
special consideration by the House Com-
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mittee on Appropriations. I refer to DetenBe Jobs ____________________ 1, ~ 900
civllian employment 1n the executive Nondefense jobs----------------- 1, oliO, 100
branch of the Government, which has
Total -------------------- 2. 815, 000
been going up by leaps and bounds under
It will be seen from the foregoing table,
the present admlnlstration. The following table shows how Government jobs that from December 1, 1965, to June 30,
have been inCreasing, broken down into 1968, there has been an increase of 667.934 jobs, of which 413,608 have been in
defense a.nd nondefense aet1v1t1es:
Total defense and 254,326 in nondefense activities. This 1s shown 1n detail 1n the
December 1, 1965:
tobs
following table:
Defense Jobs-------------------791,292
Nondefense jobs________________ 1,155,774

Total --------- - ------- - -- 1,947,066
June so, 1966:

jobs--------------------

I>efense
1,052,998
Nondefense jobs________________ 1,318,319
Total -------------------- 2,366,317
J'une SO, 1967 ("tlmated 1n the budget):

Defense jobs-------------------- 1,180,500
Nondefense jobs----------------- 1, 866, 000
ToW -------------------- 2 • 546, 500

June so, 1968 (esttma.ted 1n the budget):
Full-tt·~
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-

Personnel travel (civilian, $442 mil-

lion) -------------------------Transportation of things___________
Printing and reproductionB-------Supplies and materials____________
Grants, subsiclles, and contribu-

Comparison
1966

actual

~~~=~===================================== ~: ~

91,660
U, 000

Si~i1iiM~·iiii-ii~ il
Neneral S~es Admlnlstration___________________

V'*-SA---------------------------------------------

eternns• AdminJstratlOIL •• -----------------------8

elective Service System___ ________________________
8~ Bwiness Administration_____________________
J>
e&'lefl Valley AuthoritY---- - -------------------

uanama CanaL_______________ ____________________

OTHER OB.TECTS

There is another area which deserves
most careful scrutiny by Ule House
Committee on Appropriations. In every
agency justification there w1ll be a table
giving a breakdown of obligations by object, including travel, transportation of
things, printing, supplies, utillties, and
so forth. There 1s no summary of these
objects in the budget but for the last
several years I have asked for such a
Inc.reases in employment
summary and always receive 1t but
usually it comes in a month or two after
Total
DeNontense defense
the budget document has been submit- - ted. I have asked for such a summary
Dec. 1, 1~ to June 30, 196tL 4.1!1,251 261,706 157,545 this year and assume 1t is in preparation.
52,681 Based on the summary supplied by the
June30, 19 , toJune30, 1967 •• 180,183
1une30, 1967, to June 30, 1968__ 68,500 ~~~ ~100
-«167, 934 4.13,608 254,326 Budget Bureau last year, I pred1ct that
TotaL-----------------the one this year will contain some
shocking information and w1ll open up
The following table gives a breakdown another area for substantial budget cutshowing how Government jobs are in- ting. Here are a few Items taken from
creasing in the nondefense activities of the smnmary provided last year:
Billions
the Government:

pc_rmanent civilian employment in the excculive bra·nch as of June

IIealth, Education, and Welfare____________________
InOO.<Iing and Urban Development__________________

large annual turnover 1n Federal employment.

35,955
33, 526
147,634.
6, 969
3, 862
11,486
14.,129
11,516

1967
estimate

M,400
25,100
32,300
95,900 '
14,200
60,200
33,100
9,250
625,000
25,000
16,800
1,240
53,850
80,900
7,010
36,600
33,600
149,300
6,300
4,050
U,800

1968
estimate

85,800
26,800
33,000
99,800
15,4.00
62,100
33,700
9,800

139,300
25,400
17,500
1,600
55,800
83,200
7,200
37,500
34,000
154,200
6,300
4.,800
12,300
14.,900
12,000
32,900

1967 with
1966

1968 with
1966

tions --------------------------

Rents, communications, and ut111-

+:.~Po t~ m

+4., 250
+191

+8,150
+1, 391

+i I
+M5
+74
+1.~

-669
+188
+314
+471
+384

+1, 545
+474
+6, 566

+-=

+814
+771
+4M

$1. 7
3. 8
. 305
28. 5

20.9

tles ---------------------------- 2.4
My guess 1s that very few U.S. citizens

know that the Government's travel bill
last year amounted to $1.7 billion or that
the printing bill exceeds $300 million a
year.
Obviously cuts proposed in "other objects" cannot be pinpointed until the
1ndiv1dual justiflcations are received but
I strongly recommend that the Committee on Appropriations give close and
careful attention to these other objects
because I believe they can be reduced
substantially without damage.
GROWTH IN FEDERAL SPENDING

The last year we had a balanced budget
~t:~
1\ .8. Information Adl'DCY------- - ---- ----- - --------and paid anything on the national debt
31,700
4.,800
1,900
bill1on-was in 1960. Since then
AU::!tn~i: !f~tin;:Il~lt\o;-_~~====================== 1-------1---~---I-------·I--------I·-----------~:~+tgM :t~~M $1.2
there has been a succession of deficits1.4.10,100
1,366,
000
Dnp~~ottaloi-D~.r;J-l~:- mJJftsry-and--niiiitary- 1,313,319
+52, 682
+96, 781 red ink each year on the Government's
~~<irtan~ - ------ - - - --------- ---- - ------ - - - --------l-1,:_,05_2_,_99_8_ _1,180,500
_ _ _ _ _ _1,204,,900
_ _ _ _ _ __+_1_27_,_502
__ ,_ _+_1_51_,_902_ books. The following table contains a
1
1
1
11
Tot-aL __ __ ______________ -- -- - ---- - - -- ____ _---- 2, 366,317
2, 615,000
+180,183
2,546,500
+248, 683 year by year record of these deficits and
will show that unless the new budget that
will be considered this year 1s substanThe foregoing comments and tables re- And it must be remembered that th1s tially reduced, by the end of fiscal year
fer only to full-time employment. The will be a recurring annual cost so long 1968 we will have piled up an accumulabudget actually projects an additional as the jobs are filled.
tion of $48.3 billion in deficits since 1961:
number of 266,500 part-time employees
[In billions 1
to
the
Committee
on
ApI
recommend
in 1968. If they are all employed, the propriations that this 1s an area which
Dejicft
total number of civilians on the Federal should be explored for reductions. Re- 1961
--------------------------·----- $3.9
Payroll w1ll be 2,881,500. It 1s not clitiithat in 1968 we w1ll be dealing 1962 -------------------------------- 6.~
cuit to anticipate that this goal will be member
1963 -------------------------------- 6.3
with
a
total
Federal
civilian
payroll
of
attained because the latest figures show $23.3 billion. Remember also that, un- 1964
that there were 2,842,491 persons on the less reductions are made in this area, 1965 -------------------------------- 8.2
Federal payroll in December of 1966- by June 30, 1968, the Federal Govern- 1966 -------------------------------- 3.~
an increase of 104,444 during the first 6 ment will have added 254,326 civilians 1967 -------------------------------- 2.3
-------------------------------- 9.7
months of the current fiscal year.
to its payroll 1n nondefense activities 1t!68 -------------------------------- 8.1
The Civil Service Commission esti- during a period of just 19 months. If
mates that the average Federal civilian we could eliminate 100,000 of these new
Total ------------------------- 48.3
employee's salary is $7,904, and this does jobs created 1n nondefense activities
The impression 1s sought to be left that
· not count the cost of fringe benefits, since
December 1, 1965, ·the saving would these deficits have been caused by the
space or supplies necessary to keep one
employee at work for the Government. amount to approximately $800 mlll1o~ escalating war in Vietnam. While deOn an annual basis, the salary cost alone and this w1ll be a recurring annual sav- fense spending has increased substanfor the 667,934 new Federal jobs created ing so long as the jobs are not refilled. tially, there has a1sQ been a substantlal
since December 1. 1965 through June This can be accomplished without firing increase in nondefense spending as will
30, 1968 as projected, will be $5.3 billion. anyone but through attrttton due to the clearly appear from the following table:
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and curtail principal at 1 percent a yea.r
without paying out any more than we
are now paying in interest alone.
Administration spokesmen like to r e1960 actual
1966 actual 1967 estimate 1008 estimate
late the interest on the national debt
to the gross national product. I do not
National defense:
think that is a realistic relationship and
Military--------------------------------------------66, 950
72, 300
Mili tary assistance _- --- ------------- - --------- - - -- - 1, 000
800
believe that interest should more prop.Atomic energy and defense related activities _----- - 2, 271
2, 387
erly relate to income. If you relate inTotal, nation al defense _________________________ __ _1---------1---------1---------1-------70,222
75, 487
terest to income, you will find it is taking
I========= I======== I========= I======== 11 cents out of every dollar received by
Nondefense:
International afiairs and finance _------------------4, 608
4. 797 the Government in individual, corporate,
!:;pace research and technology _--------------------5, 600
5, 300
estate, and excise taxes, plus custom r eAgriculture and agricultural resources_ _____ _________
3, 035
3, 173
Natural re.~ources_ ----------- -------- --- -- ---- -- --- 3, 226
3, 518 ceipts, just to pay the interest on the
C ommerce and transportation _-- - - ------ --- -- - ----3, 495
3, O!l9
national debt. This leaves only 89 cents
Howling and community development___ ___ __ ____ __
890
1. 023
out of each dollar to pay for national
Tlealth, labor, and welfare _- ---- ------------ --- ----- 10, 389
11.304
Education ________ ___________ _______ ___ _______ __ ___ _
3, 304
2, 816
security and the various other programs
Veterans benefits__ ________ __ ____ ________ _______ ____ _
6, 394
6, 124
General government__ ______________ __ ___________ __ _
2, 725
2, 781 of the Federal Government. You have
J---------1--------1--------1-- ------- to go all the way back to 1950 before this
Total, non dofense__ __________ __ __ ____ ________ ____ _
2'2, 277
37,762
43, 666
43, 92.1
high ratio is exceeded, and it has been
Interest_ _________ ___ __ __________________ __ ___ ______ ___ __
9, 266
12,132
13,508
14, 152
exceeded only 10 times during the last 46
Civilian and rnlllt.ary pay increase ___________________ ___ -- - ----------- ----------- - -- ----------- -- 1, 000
7!\0
years.
l'oss1hle short fall in asset sales _-------------------- --- - - -------------- -------------- -------------400
I believe it is time ~ call a halt to
fn~~~~!~n~ctions~====================:============ --------~694- --------~63.5-~~
- 6!!2
deficit financing. Let us refuse to in76, 539
100,978
120,729
TotaL __ _. _______ ___ --------------------------- - -1a5, 033
crease this burden of debt. Let us demand that the Government begin to live
In fiscal year 1966 spending was up
These years are alleged to have been within its means and stop borrowing
to $106.9 billion from $76.5 billion in the most prosperous in our country's more money to :Pay current bills. We
1960. The increase in 1966 over 1965 history. Accepting this as true, do you owe this to our constituents and to future
was $10.5 billion, of which $7.5 billion find it ridiculous that the Government gener ations. Every generation should
was for defense and $3 billion was for has run up a deficit in every single one pay for its own mistakes and for its own
benefits. Let us not leave our children
of these years?
nondefense purposes.
Now, faced with a national debt of a heritage of burdensome debt. We can
In fiscal year 11967 the latest spending
estimate is $126.7 billion which is up $330 billion, a record of six successive do our part by reducing the 1968 budget
$19.7 billion over 1966. Of this increase budget deficits, and the continuation of by a sufficient amount to bring it in bal$12.5 billion is for defense and $7.2 bil- a costly war in Vietnam, what kind of ance and leave a surplus which can be
fiscal discipline does the President pro- used to reduce the national debt.
lion for nondefense purposes.
Proposed spending in fisc·a l year 1968 pose? Does he issue a call to arms for
is estimated to increase by $8.3. billion economy? Does he urge harder work and
to $135 billion, of which $5.3 billion is more sacrifices? Does he ask that the
Pollution Peril
for defense and $3 billion for non- country forgo some of the things it
--- ,
might want but can do without until the
defense.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Thus, unless Congress practices re- Government's financial house is in order?
OF
straint and refuses to follow the admin- No; he does none of these things. He
istration's unsound fiscal policies, non- proposes to continue to spend and spend;
,
HON.
JOHN
D. DINGELL
increase taxes and raise postal rates;
defense spending will have increased by to
OF MICHIGAN
and
to
borrow
and
borrow,
thus
adding
$13.2 billion during the last 3 years.
to the already badly swollen national
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
REDUCTIONS CAN BE MADE
debt.
Monday, February 6, 1967
In the light of the foregoing, it is imThis would not be so bad if we had a
perative that the administration and the modest debt, but it is quite serious when
Mr .. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, the
Congress tighten their nondefense considered in the light of the fact that Washmgton Post of February 2, 1967,
spending belts to avoid. the necessity of at present this debt is larger than the urges prompt action by Congres.s on the
further tax increases and the chances of combined debts of the other countries of President's proposal$ ·for bringing our
a recession. What should be done? I the world put together. We have already air pollution problem under control. I
have indiCa.ted previously several areas borrowed the money to make up the deft- also feel that this is a field in which it is
in which I think close and careful scru- cits accumulated in the last 6 years and imperative that the 90th Congress act.
tiny of the new spending proposals would now it is proposed to borrow more to Therefore, pursuan't to permission
bear fruit. Another suggestion would make up the deficits projected for this granted, I insert into the Appendix of
be for the administration and Congress year and next, so that at the end of 1968 the CoNGRESSIONAL · REcoRD the Washto immediately exert every effort to roll it is estimated that the national debt ington Post editorial entitled "Pollution
back 1967 and 1968 nondefense spending will be $335.4 billion.
Peril":
to the levels of fiscal year 1966 which
The carrying charges on this fantastic
PoLLUTION PERIL
ended just 7 months ago. If this debt have gone up also from $9 billion
The President's strong message on air polrollback should occur, the spending pro- a year in 1960 to $14 billion projected for lution ought to move Congress to the prompt
grams for the remainder of 1967 and for 1968. Here we are paying out $ 14 billion enactment of the Air Quality Act of 1967 for
which he asks. This six-point program will
1968 fiscal years could be reduced by as
year just because we refuse to curtail launch a more aggressive Federal intervenmuch as $10 billion. The only disloca- athis
enormous debt, and instead are add- tion in this area than anyone would have
tion would b~ that resulting from rolling ing to the debt each year and thereby in- thought possible a few years ago. It is clear
back nondefense spending levels to those creasing the interest charges.
that the Nation, having only barely acknowlin effect just 7 months ago.
Let me give you something to think edged the existence of a problem, five years
CONTINUOUS DEFICITS AND MOUNTING DEBT
t
ago, now finds that it has to deal with a crtb t ith
a OU W
respec to this interest. In sis that already menaces the health and
MUST END
just 237'2 years we will pay out, in in- safety of millions of Americans.
I have previously shown that the ac- terest alone, an amount equal to the
The President's proposals are .SOund.
cumulated deficits from 1961 through national debt but Will still owe every Emission control levels for industry should
1968 will be $48.3 billion. This means dime of the principal. It has been fig- be fixed. Regional air quality commissions
that the Government has spent that ured out that if we would just begin to are needed. Annual vehicle pollution inmuch more money than it has taken in-- reduce the debt by 1 percent a year, in spection is essential. Enforcement proceincluding proposed spending through less than. 30 years we would have paid - dures must be improved. Research on fuel
fiscal year 1968-d.uring tbis 8-year the principal down to a sufficient point additives 1s imperative. The whole problem
period.
that we could continue to pay interest must be given more urgent study.
[In

mfillons-of dollars]
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The smog in New York City two months
a.go, to which the President a.lluded, alarmed
the whole Nation to the sertousnesa of its
pollution peril. Sweeping as the President's
proposals are---ruld perhaps the very lack of
information inhibits more drastic steps-the
uneasy feeling persists that this program is
not 'g oing far enough fast enough.
The country may have to brace itself for
prevention and abatement measures that
'\Vill be more costly in terms of money and
more disagreeable in terms of their restraint
. upon the actions of private individuals and
corporations.

today. Sums are being spent on research
and development that would have shocked
us only a few years back. The annual rate
of expend! tures is more than 20 times the
rate of 25 years ago.
While our technology is expanding it is also
becoming more complex. Industries that
once were based on simple processes now
embarce many fields of science and technology.
Companies, to meet this challenge and to
remain competitive, have had to expand and
improve drastically their technical capabill~
ties. Some companies have been able to keep
pace through internal growth; for others the
only means have been through merger. Thus
the inexorable technological explosion in industry has brought about many mergers, and
Antitrust and the Status Quo in a Chang- it is inevitable that it must bring about
many more. And it is only natural and logiing Society
cal that we have seen the growth of large,
multi-industry corporations embracing comEXTENSION OF REMARKS
plementary technologies. As our economy
OF
and technology expand, we are bound to
see the growth of many more.
Meanwhile, the challenges and needs of
consumers and society are undergoing
OF CALIFORNIA
changes, and this process wlli also require
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
more corporate mergers. We see gigantic
Monday, February 6, 1967
problems groping for solution. Problems
pollution, the growing crime rate,
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Speaker, because like water
congestion, urban decay, the declining
lt 1s so timely and because it contains in- traffic
per capita production of food, and the need
formation which should be of interest to to create de novo cities, to mention a few.
the entire Congress, I submit the text To give you an idea of the magnitude of
of s.n address by Mr. Glen McDaniel, these problems, it is estimated that to go
senior vice president s.nd chairman of into a de novo city program would require a
the executive committee, Litton Indus- company to raise one billion dollars. Yet
problems are peculiarly suited to solutries, Inc., which was delivered to the these by
today's large corporations experiAntitrust Law Section of the New York tion
enced in applying a broad range of science
State Bar Association on January 25, and technology to hiterto staggering prob1967.
lems. Problem solving in this manner has
I commend this speech to the atten- itself become a science-called the systems
management approach.
tion of my colleagues:
The full extent to which public problems
Let me first say a word of appreciation
about the kind introduction and statements will be farmed out by government to private
made about Litton Industries. There is a industry for solution is yet to develop. The
point I want to make about Litton. It was trend has started, and the potential is enororga.nlzed in November 1953, by two young mous. As the trend accelerates, It will create
men with a lot ·or abllity and only $40,000 a need for more large, broadly based comof their own money. Thirteen years later panies and lead, inevitably, to more mergers
the Company has profitable sales at the involving far-reaching and complementary
rates of more than a blliion and one-quarter technologies.
Unfortunately, in the face of this developdolla.rs a year. This story is a testament to
the successful enforcement of the antitrust ing revolution in Industry, we have seen,
laws. Starting from scratch, Litton has en- in the last few years, a definite trend toward
tered a number of highly competitive indus- judging the legality of mergers by simple,
tries and ha8 survived against the competi- shorthanded tests-tests based simply on
tion of many of the strongest and best man- changes in industry structure with no
aged companies 1n the country. Such a story analysis of market trends, technological
is possible only in America, and only because changes, or a merger's actual eft'ect on comof the successful job that has been done by petition. Abstract economic theories are
our antitrust enforcement officials in keeping urged as substitutes for proof CYf anticomthe economy free of restraints, cartels and petitive effects. We are told that competition
monopolies, and maintaining an environ- is injured when one competitor goes out of
existence because of a merger. We hear of
ment in which competition can flourish.
I might add we have tried to do our part theories like "multi.plicity of contacts," "barto promote enforcement Of the antitrust riers to entry," "subsidization, .. "competitive
laws. We have always conducted an anti- advantage," and "deep pocket."
Reliance on structure and theory alone is
trust appraisal of each acquisition candidate,
and you would be surprised at how many too far out of touch with competitive and
have been turned down on antitrust grounds. business reality to produce dependable re~
However fairly and efficiently the antitrust suits. As our technology expands, you will
laws have been enforced in the past, it is not be able to protect competition by merely
inescapable, I believe, that such enforcement protecting structure. Theory which ignores
the facts will become increasingly undependin the future will be increasingly difficult.
The most important fact facing industry able. Take the theory that a conglomerate
today is chang~hange at an accelerating merger should be condemned because a
rate. During the last fifteen years we have multi-industry company can use profitable
been witnessing an enormous Ca.EiCade of tech- products to subsidize unprofitable products.
nological development. But this phenome- Certainly in our company, and in others with
non is only a smoldering beginning of what which I have had contact, each product must
is to come. During the next ten years our stand on its own feet as "' a profitable entechnological advance~ent is predicted to deavor. The aim is to make unprofitable
more than double that of the last twenty products profitable or to eliminate themyears. It is said that there will be more not subsidize them.
technological progress in the next generaThe barriers to entry and multiplicity of
tion than in all the rest of human history contacts theories are equally lllusory. I do
put together. After all, ninety per cent of not know of a single large company which
all the scientists wbo ever lived are at work we meet competitively in more than one
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market that is a patsy as a competitor, nor
am I aware of any smaller competitor that
is afraid to tackle us head-on in the market
place. My experience has been to hear small
companies boast about how they are able to
beat big companies because they are more
flexible and can act faster. Litton was a
small company that did just that to its big
competitors. Thousands of little companies
are doing it every day.
Judging a merger on the basis of its effect
on an industry's structure is undependable
because changes in industry structure increasingly are being caused by factors other
than mergers. They are being caused more
by changes in technology, consumer demands
and the needs of society than they are by
mergers.
Condemning a merger which takes place
in the midst of a technological revolution in
an industry merely because it contributes
to that technological revolution or because
it occurs in the midst of such a revolution
is simply an attempt to maintain the status
quo.
This is the trap into which antitrust enforcement of mergers unfortunately appears
to be falllng. With its emphasis on simple,
shorthanded tests, its eft'ect is to attempt
to maintain the status quo. Its simple rules
are rigid and narrow. It fails to see the
technological improvements taking place
and those that must take place to meet the
needs and challenges of tomorrow's consumers and society.
For example, a while back our company
considered an acquisition in a sick industry
which is struggling with obsolete equipment. We know it is in grievous need of
new technology. We think we have conceived a new approach and would like to
contribute to bringing about this revolution. We do not compete with that company and have no vertical relationship with
it. Yet we were concerned that antitrust
officials might regard this set of facts as an
opportunity to extend the Clorox doctrine.
We dropped the idea of making the acquisition. The industry continues in its sick and
inefficient state. An opportunity to serve the
public interest has been lost. The status quo
has been maintained.
But America has other needs that are more
important than maintaining the status quo.
Antitrust enforcement of mergers is going
to have to cope with the technological explosion in industry. This means it is going
to have to perceive dramatic technological
changes in advance and adopt flexible rules
that will not stifie these changes. This, I
believe, is the problem facing antitrust In
our changing society, and the problem that
is going to make enforcement increasingly
difficult.
1
Many new measures will be necessary to
enable antitrust to meet this challenge. For
one thing, I think we need to adopt a new
psychology of working constructively for
competition. I woUld change the name of
antitrust, which is obsolete, in favor of a
pro-competition law. As part of the new
psychology, we need a new statement of national policy as to what our objective is. We
should decide whether we really believe in
competition or whether we believe in building walls around individual competitors and
protecting them from competition. We need
a restatement and clarification of the antitrust laws because only in this way can we
achieve the wholehearted compliance and
self-policing measures by industry on which
antitrust increasingly will depend.
These are long-range objectives which will
require, among other things, a renewed interest in antitrust by the public at large.
Before they can be accomplished we must
meet an l¥1Portant shorter-range requirement of better communication and understanding between industry and antitrust
enforcement officials. This, I tbJnk, is the
most crying immediate need and must be met
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before the long-range objectives can be
accomplished.
Tonight I want to suggest a means for
beginning this task. I propose the establish~
ment of an Antitrust Industry Advisory
Council patterned specifically on the experience of the Department of Defense with the
Defense Industry Advisory CounciL
That Council, now 6 years old and familiarly known as DIAC, was formed by the
present Secretary of Defense for the purpose
of helping him do his job. The members
are some 22 industry leaders selected by him.
Alternates are not permitted because the
purpose is to pick the brains of the particular
members chosen by the Secretary. These
men are not considered as representing their
companies or even their industries; they are
there as informed public spirited citizensnot to negotiate--but to give their advice
to assist the Secretary to perform his job.
DIAC has a full-time manager who organizes the work. Meetings are held quarterly
with agendas carefully prepared in advance
and supported by studies made by Government staff people and by a member of supporting committees consisting of Government and industry representatives.
At first industry was apprehensive about
DIAC because it seemed that the Government was making skillful presentations supported by elaborate staff work on new proposals and getting the assent of relatively
poorly prepared and busy industry leaders,
thus neutralizing later industry opposition.
As the months and years have gone by,
however, industry has realized that this
Council provides a means of communication
that helps industry itself to do its job.
There is a better appreciation of the tasks
and problems facing the Department of
Defense, and the Government officials have
a better understanding of some of the problems of industry.
My proposal is that the Department of
Justice and the Federal Trade Commission
jointly establish an Antitrust Industry Advisory Council consisting of representative
industry leaders selected by them. The point
would be to select those industry leaders
who could provide the most help--in an advisory capacity-to the antitrust officials.
It would have an independent manager who
would plan the quarterly meetings and send
out carefully prepared agendas and supporting studies or postion statements beforehand.
In selecting the members I WOlJ.ld hope
-that antitrust officials would not choose lawyers. Lawyers have been virtually the only
means of communication between antitrust
officials and industry for decades, and they
have done an excellent job, but they are not
equipped to foresee the trends and currents
of rapid and accelerating technological
change. The antitrust laws exist for regulating business, and businessmen are better
able to explain business and industrial
trends to the Government.
Specifically, what would the new council
do? What problems would it consider?
That would be entirely up to the antitrust
officials, but I would suggest the following:
1. Guiding Businessmen. There has been
considerable talk by the Government about
issuing guidelines. If antitrust is going to
formulate guidelines, its purpose surely must
be to create a document which would be
understood by businessmen and wholeheartedly observed. If tbis is true, I do not think
_ you can avoid the necessity of discussing the
guidelines with businessmen while they are
being formulated.
2. Getting the Facts. The council would
help antitrust do what we all keep hoping
it will do--enforce the antitrust laws in accordance with the facts and not preconceived
theories. I would hope that the council
could help enforcement agencies ferret out
the facts as to industry changes, technological advances, and shifting demands. An

Industry Advisory Council could also help
the enforcement agencies obtain up-to-date
information from unbiased and independent
organizations.
3. Advising on Business Trends. The
council could help the enforcement agencies
keep ahead of business trends-such as
products that are fading, industries tbat are
going to disappear because of new technological developments, new industries that
are emerging-and in general assist enforcement officials to peer into the future of
rapid cbange. Technological advancements
are producing much shorter product life
spans with the result that companies and
even industries become obsolete and give
way to new industries faster than before.
This kind of information is not written in
books. It exists in the minds of businessmen who are continually analyzing and preparing for the future. Tapping this information could help alert antitrust to important areas of enforcement as well as to
areas where unduly strict enforcement would
work against the national interest, such as
where entire industr.ies are declining but
where their technology is essential to the
national security.
4. Advising on Legislation. Members of
Congress are now saying that the antitrust
laws are archa\c. The enforcement agencies will no doubt be called upon to make
presentations on more legislative proposals
than they have in the past. I should think
tbey would want the assistance of discerning
industry leaders in preparing these presentations. Tbe effect could only be to strengthen
the presentation, If the antitrust officials
do not agree with the advice of members of
the council, at least they will be better prepared to cope with similar objections in
Congress.
Also the advice of the council should be
helpful to officials in distinguishing between
those matters which can be handled through
existing law and those that should be the
subject of new legislation. Commissioner
Macintyre, for example, indicated here in
New York last month before the Practicing
Law Institute, tbat he feels the problems of
concentration, superconcentration, and bigness are matters better left to Congress than
to an administrative attempt to stretch
present law. In view of the complexity of
these matters, and their seriousness from a
national security standpoint, surely this is
the proper approach.
These would be some of the functions
of tbe council. I think' the advantages
would be tremendous. For example:
(a) The council could promote industry
understanding of antitrust aims and standards through more realistic guidelines and
policy statements. This would lead to more
effective compliance and self-policing programs in industry. After all, antitrust is
dependent upon these self-imposed compliance programs, for it is the great company
law departments, guided by able independ~
ent counsel, that are really responsible for
the day-to-day enforcement of the antitrust
laws. But they need help, particularly in
the merger fields, because of the uncertainty
of the laws, the contradictions of the decisions, and the divergent policy statements
of our antitrust officials.
{b) It would help antitrust to understand business and businessmen. We have
been described in ways that amaze us by
people who have had no industrial experience whatsoever. They talk as if they had
been living in an isolation ward. Antitrust
officials need a means to get a better "feel"
of industry's thoughts and actions.
(c) The council would promote uniform! ty of policy and action between the two
antitrust enforcement agencies. Industry
has never understood the concurrent jurisdiction of the Antitrust Division and the
Federal Trade Commission. The differing
enforcement policy and judgment criteria
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followed by the two aegncies have created
misunderstanding, uncertainty, distrust and
criticism' of antitrust enforcement in tbe
business community. All of this would be
minimized if members of the council received an understanding of the problems involved, and especially if the work of the
council led to more uniformity of action
between the two agencies.
(d) It would provide a more accurate and
complete factual basis for antitrust enforcement, thereby enabling enforcement to adapt
a nd cope with the r apid changes tbat are
taking place in industry and the needs of
the economy. This is necessary lf antitrust
enforcement is to promote the national interest and avoid the trap of trying to preserve the status quo.
(e) It would help in time to remove public apathy to antitrust and to bring about
ultimately an increased public interest which
will result, I hope, in a restatement and clarification of the antitrust laws and national
enforcement objectives.
Perhaps there are those who think that
an Antitrust Industry Advisory Council will
be nothing but a debating society or a rubber
stamp to approve what antitrust enforcement
officials were already resolved to do. Would
it really accomplish anything? My answer
is that you will never know unless you try
and that you have nothing to lose by trying.
I believe that such an instrumentality has
been sorely needed for a long time. Experience shows that intelligent people engaged in
dialogue learn from each other.
I believe such a council would help the
great American economy to be more productive through the stimulus of competition.
We doubt that Government officials realize
the vast degree to which the American economy must become more productive. If antitrust really promotes competition instead
of trying to preserve the status quo and resist change, American industry can, to an
extent heretofore thought impossible, make
in the years and decades ahead a massive
contribution to improving the well-being of
mankind.

Graham Barden
SPEECH
OF

HON. HORACE R. KORNEGAY
OF NORTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, January 30, 1967

Mr. KORNEGAY. Mr. Speaker, while
I never had the Pii·vilege of serving with
the late Graham A. Barden, because he
retired at the end of the 86th Congress
and my service in the House began in the
87th term, I did know him for many
years and considered_him a most valued
friend.
His great record of public service was
well known and admired by me. He devoted most of his adult life to serving
his fellowmen in many important capacities, and his outstanding achievements
have brought benefit to countless thousands and at the same time have built
an enduring monument to his memory.
Graham Barden will long be remembered not only for his dedication to the
cause which he served so well but also
for his strength of character, humility of
person, and graciousness and charm of
manner.
His passing is a loss not only to his
devoted family but to his legion of friends
and admirers throughout North Carolina
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and the Nation. I extend to his family
my deepest and most heartfelt sympathy
in their hour of bereavement.

In Memory of a Leading Senior Citizen of
Broward County, Fla.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. Speaker, I direct these remarks to
you and to my colleagues in the House
of Representatives in memory of a great
man and a great senior citizen, ~1r.
Loren Hicks.

Robert H. Bailey, of Kingsport, Tenn.,
Elected U.S. Ruritan President

o:r

HON. J. HERBERT BURKE
OF FLORIDA

Hi THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. BURKE of Florida. Mr. Speaker,
I would llke to say a few words to my
colleagues concerning the death of one of
the leading senior citizens in my congressional district, Mr. Loren Hicks, who
Passed away last Monday, January 30.
His death Will be mourned by all leaders
of the community who watched him lead
his colleagues through the years.
Mr. Hicks lived to be 76 years old, and
With sheer strength of character and
drive he worked for the betterment of
h1s county, State and country right to
the day or-his death.
Like so many senior citizens across the
country, he chose my district in Florida
in which to retire. Twelve years ago he
and his wife, Marie, moved to Pampano
Beach, Fla., from South Bend, Ind.
The first day he set foot on the sands
of Florida he began his drive to make the
lives of senior citizens enjoyable for all
such residents of Broward County. In
1959 he created the nucleus of the North
Broward Senior Citizens Club and within 6 years he brought its enrollment to
:more than 1,600 members.
Having fought gallantly for medicare,
he considered its passage a personal victory. He continued to fight for additional legislation on the State and Federal level which would benefit our elderly,
not only in my district and State, but
throughout the entire country.
On.e of Mr. Hicks' last acts on behalf
of our elderly was a sad task. He, like
:many of us, witnessed the famed Yarmouth Castle ship disaster off the shores
of Florida in November 1965. That disaster, as you may recall, took the lives
of 91 people. But the accident, certainly
horrible for most of the country, had a
:much deeper meaning for Loren Hicks.
He lost 23 members of his North Broward
Senior Citizens Club in that sea disaster.
Almost as soon as the tragedy had struck
and the victims were identified, Mr.
Hicks, disregarding his advanced age,
went ilimlediately to work with his fellow
Volunt eers to care for the sm·vivors, doL"lg anything he could to help.
Loren Hicks immediately was on the
rnove for the erection of the Yarmouth
Castle Memorial Fund to erect a manument in memory of his friends and the
others who were lost.
Now Loren Hicks has joined the many
frie!1ds he lost in that sea disaster. And,
just as he mourned a year ago the loss
of his good friends. we mourn today the
loss of an outstanding community leader
Who was also a true, dear friend to
Young and old alike in Broward County
and in our State of Florida.
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The other two are Robert H. Leonard of
Knoxville, who is president of Optimist International and Edward M. Lindsey of Law·
renceburg, president of Lions International.
Ruritan National is the largest rural serv·
ice organization in the nation. It opened
new $125,000 headq11arters in 1965 at Dublin,
Va.

Statement of George F. Keenan, U.S. Am..
bassador to the Soyiet Union, Before
the Senate Foreign Relations Commitlee,
January 30, 1967 1

OF TENNESSEE

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OF

Monday, February 6, 1967

HON. JOHN BRADEMAS

Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Speaker, a number of national honors have been received
by residents of my district in the last
year-Miss Vicki Lynn Hurd, of Kingsport, was second runner-up in the Miss
America contest; Mr. Steve Spurrier, of
Johnson City, received the Reisman
Trophy; David Russ, of Kingsport, winner of the VFW Voice of Democracy contest--and now to add to that list of distinguished citizens, we have Robert H.
Bailey, my good friend from Kingsport
and Church Hill, who has been elected
president of the Ruritan National.
I am extremely proud of Bob's success,
as are all east Tennesseans, and I want
to congratulate him on his election and
wish him well.
I' insert at this point in the RECORD an
article which relates Bob's outstanding
career:
KINGSPORT

LAWYER NAMED
PRESIDENT

U.S.

RURITAN

Robert H. Bailey, a prominent Kingsport
Tenn. lawyer, was elected president of Ruritan National Tuesday at the annual convention in Cleveland, Ohio.
A native of Greene County, Tenn. with
law offices in Kingsport and Church Hill, he
succeeded Edwin H. Ragsdale of Richmond,
va., and becam'e the 36th Ruritan president
which has included three other Tennesseans.
With his election to the presidency, Bailey
has reached the organization's highest office
after several years of Ruritan service.
He has been active especially throughout
Sullivan County and has installed officers in
many area clubs during past years.
Other national officers include Charles H.
Allen Jr., Sinks Grove, W. Va., vice pt:esident
and Raymond Franklin, Maryville, Tenn.,
who was elected to represent Tennessee for
a three-year term on the National board of
directors.
Three other Tennesseans were installed as
district governors in the state for 1967. They
are James Myers Jr., Kingsport, J. Fred Pinkard, Cleveland, and Thomas B. Rowe, Pinson,
Tenn.
Bailey previously has served a three-year
term on the Ruritan national board of directors, national convention chairman, dis. trict governor of Tennessee, zone governor
and president of the Baileytown Ruritan
Club in Greene County.
He is a senior member of the law firm of
Bailey-Fraley in Kii!gsport vyith degrees from
the University of Tennessee Law School and
Tusculum College at Greeneville.
He is a past maEter of Greeneville Lodge
No. 3, F . and A.M., Kerbela Shrine and a veteran of the Korean War.
With his election Tennessee now has the
distinction of having three leaders of the
five largest ci¥ic organizations in America
serving in office.

J

OF INDIANA.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, January 18, 1967
Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, I ask
under unanimous consent to insert in
the RECORD the te~i; of the statement delivered to the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee on January 30, 1967 by the
Honorable George F. Kennan, former
U.S. Ambassador to the Soviet Union
and a scholar of Soviet affairs, as reprinted in the Washington Sunday Star,
February 5, 1967.
Mr. Kennan's statement is a significant contribution to the present dialog
about the relations between the United
States and the Communist world.
The statement follows:
KENNAN'S

VERSION

OF

WHY

COMMU!'{IST

WoRLD Is SPLIT

(George F. Kennan, former Ambassador to
the Soviet Union and a scholar of Soviet affairs, appeared before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee last week to give his
views on where we stand today.
(The first of Mr. Kennan's prepared state·
ment gave his interpretation of the main
events of recent years which have led to the
present East-West relationship. Then he
went into some detail on why he feels that
the growing independence of the na tlons
within the Communist world has opened up
the possibility of better relations with the
rest of the world. This is the text of his
statement.)
The subject on which you would like me
to testify today is, as I :understand it, "The
Communist World in 1967." In reflecting
on what I might usefully say in the way of
initial remarks on this vast subject, it oc·
curred to me that the present state of the
Communist world cannot be understood
except in its historical context. So I am
going to ask for your patience in letting me
turn back very briefly to the past and review
once more the main events out of which this
present situation has been formed.
As we all know, there grew up arour:d the
turn of the last century in a number cf
European countries, but particularly in
Germany, a strong social-democratic political
movement based on the writtings and teachings of Karl :Marx. In Western Europe this
wn,s, for the most part, a moderate nr..d
humane movement. It was revolutionary in
its objectives, but moderate and democ!'at:.c,
for the most part, in its methods.
In Russia things took a somewhat different
course. Here the Social-Democrat.ic party,
coming late to the political scene, was af·
fct.:ted by the violent and extreme tendencies that had already come to prevail in much
of the older Russian revolutionary movement, with the result that the party ~;pllt
from the start into two wings: one relatively
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moderate one, committed to the belief that ·
the party should observe democratic procedures in lts own internal administration
and should compete for mass political support; the other basing itself on the concept
of the Party as a small conspiratorial core
of highly trained and disciplined professional
revolutionaries, and committed to the belief that desirable changes not only in Russian life but in the lives of all the advanced
Western peoples could come only by violent
revolution-not by the operation of the normal democratic and parliamentary process.
And it was this second and violent wing of
the Russian Social-Democratic party which,
under the brilliant and uncompromising
leadership of Lenin, triumphed in the Russian Revolution 50 years ago this year, and
established throughout Russia a dictatorial
power which it has retained to the present
day.
THREAT TO WEST

Now this triumph of the Bolshevlki, or the
Communists as they now came to be called,
in the Russian Revolution was one of the
great determining events of this century,
and one that endangered in the most serious
way the interests of Western peoples. With
this event the human and material resources
of one of the world's great countries-a. country with tremendous economic and military
as well a.s cultural potential--came under
the control of a group of fanatics deeply
prejudiced against the traditional institutions of the Western countries and determined to do what they could to bring about
the overthrow of the governments and social
systems of those countries. They did not
hesitate to undertake vigorous efforts in this
direction; and in the conditions of instabillty and economic distress that followed
the First World War they found many people in the West willing to accept their lead
a.nd to join them in these efforts. This was
of course a dangerous situation. Its dangers
were moderated at that time by the fact
that Russia, weakened by the ravages of
war and revolution, was not a strong military power for offensive purposes, and by
the fact that the traditional institutions of
Western countries proved much more resistant than had the institutions of Tsarist
Russia to the revolutionry pressures which
these people engendered. Nevertheless, the
Soviet regime of Lenin's day, inspired by an
intense world-revolutionary
enthusiasm,
presented a serious danger to the stabillty of
the Western community of nations and an
unprecedented problem for Western policymakers.
In the mid-nineteen twenties, Lenin's
leadersihp was replaced by that of Stalin.
This was a significant change. Stalin was
a less fanatical, more cautious man, skeptical of the possibilities of achieving world
revolution, anxious to retain his own personal ascendancy in the world communist movement, but interested more immediately in
building up Russia's industrial and military
establlshment than in encouraging other
Communist parties to seize power. He was
a crafty, cynical politician, a man of great
and dangerous tactical ability in political
action and no friend of the West. The reign
of terror that he instituted In Russia in the
nineteen-thirties and continued in some degree down to the day of his death was so
extreme that it complicated in many ways
the maintenance of anything resembling
normal relations between Russia and Westem countries. His behavior toward the
West in the common confrontation with
Hitler's Germany was devoid of both good
will and good faith. Throughout his lifetime, too, Russia remained, although for reasons somewhat dltrerent than in Lenin's
time, a dangerous adversary of the United
States and other Western powers in world
affairs.
Down to the Second World War Stalin
kept the world communist movement under

his own jealous and unrelenting personal
control. There was, however, no major expansion of the geographic area. to which
Communist power extended until the final
phases of the war a.ga.lnst Hitler carried the
Soviet armed forces into the heart of Europe.
Stalin was quick to take advantage of this
development as a means of extending the
borders of the Soviet Union in the West and
of installing or assisting the installation of
Communist regimes in all of Eastern and
part of Central Europe, including the Soviet
zone of Germany. Slow to realize the dangers of this development, we had little choice
but to accept it once it had occurred. The
alternative was only to add another great
war to the one we had just finished. The
Sovietization of Eastern and Central Europe
was part of the price we paid for the defeat
of Hitler.
THE CHINESE COMMUNISTS

This success of Stalin's wartime statemanship appeared to be supplemented in the
immediate postwar period by the triumph
of the Communists in China. This event
was of course a great boon to the prestige
of Communists everywhere. But it did not
constitute quite the extension of Stalin's
power that many people then thought it did.
Differences between the two parties-the
Russian and the Chinese-were of long
standing. Once in control of China's resources, independent thereof of Russian
support, and having their own national
pride, the Chinese Communists saw no
reason to take orders from Moscow or to
respect Moscow's authority in the world communist movement. The Chinese Revolution
did indeed mean the creation of another
great Communist power, no less violently
prejudiced against the West, no less hostile
to Western interest and institutions, than
Lenin's or Sta.lin's Russia. The differences
between this power and the Soviet Union
did not become openly apparent for several
years to come; but in actuality Communist
China represented for the Soviet Union from
the start in some respects an ally, in other
respects a rival, never a satellite.
The triumph of the Communists in China
coincided in time with the decision of the
Communist leaders of Yugoslavia, which
had initially been included in the postwar
Soviet bloc, to defy Moscow's authority and
to strike out on an independent path. They
were successful in doing this, and have maintained their independence ever since.
It will be observed, therefore, that while
the events of the final phases of World War
II and the immediate postwar period did indeed bring about signiflcant increases in the
territory ruled by Communist regimes, they
also had the effect of destroying the monolithic character of Moscow's control of the
world communist movement. Moscow did
retain control over most of the territorynot all-that Russian troops had overrun
in Eastern and Central Europe. Moscow
further retained, for the time being, its
dominant intluence among the various Communist parties in the countries where communism had not triumphed. But it had to
accommodate itself to the existence of two
Communist states-China and Yugoslavia-whose policies and behavior it could not
control.
SINO-SOVIET SPLrr

This was the situation that existed from
1948 down to Stalin's death five years later.
After his death this situation underwent a
fundamental alteration. The disorders in
Eastern Germany in 1953 and the troubles in
Hungary and Poland in 1956 shook Moscow's
moral authority throughout the world Communist movement Khrushchev's effort, then,
to improve relations with Yugoslavia-an
effort to which he felt himself driven precisely by the growing tension between Russia
and China--contrtbu ted further to the weakening of Moscow's authority among the Communists of the world because it appeared to
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give Russian sanction to Tito's independent
course. It caused other Communist leaders
to ask themselves: "Well, if Tito can follow
an independent line and be respected and rewarded for it by Moscow, why can't we?''
But most important of all was the emergence
to the surface, beginning in 1957, of serious
differences between the Soviet and Chinese
Communist Parties and the development of
these differences into a full-fiedged open political contlict between two powers.
What earlier events had left undone in t he
way of destruction of the unity of the Communist bloc the Chinese-Soviet oontlict now
completed. In the light of this contlict, the
other Communist Parties and regimes were
not only placed in a position where they
could make independent choices and decisions; they were virtually forced to do so.
A bewildering variety of options was now
open to them. They could hold to M08COW.
They could hold to Peking. They could take
the Yugoslav course and follow neither of the
two great powers. They .could follow the
lead of one of the two great powers in their
external relations, but follow their own needS
and preferences in domestic policy. Or they
could do just the opposite: They could follow Moscow's example, or Peking's example,
in domestic policy, but strike out on their
own in the field of foreign policy. The very
inability to avoid a choice among these various alternatives forced the foreign Communists, right then and there, to a complete
independence of decision. - And this was an
independence of which they could no longer
really be deprived; for even if their decision
ran to the respecting of the authority of one
or the other of the great Communist powers,
they would be doing this now of their own
free choice, and they could withdraw their
allegiance as easily and independently as they
had given it.
The result was, of course, that decisions
went in a variety of different ways. Bulgaria..
for example, held in all respects to Moscow,
Albania, to Peking. Rumania continued to
adhere generally to the Russian example tn
its domestic practict!6 but largely emancipated itself from Russian influence in its
foreign policies. Poland did just the opposite.
RED PARTIES ALSO SPLIT

The same dissimilarities soon became
apparent in the reactions of the various
Communist Parties not in power. They, too,
were forced to make choices. Some adhered
to Peking, some to Moscow. Some went one
way at one time, another way at another.
Some split up entirely into mutually antagonistic pro-Moscow or pro-Peking factions.
Some, disgusted with the whole business and
unable to get anything in the nature of
effective guidance from either of the two
great Communist capitals, simply decided
to begin to disregard both of them and to go
their own way.
This is the sort of Communist world we
have before us today. The existence of this
situation is a matter of easily ascertainable
fact, not of speculation. This being the
case, to attribute today to the various
parties, regimes and factions that make up
the world Communist movement any sort of
a unified political personality-to speak of
them as though they represented a single
disciplined force, operating under the conspiratorial control of a single political will.
as I sometimes still hear people speak of
them in this country, and occasionally even
within the halls of this august legislative
body-is to fiy in the face of an overwhelming body of evidence, to move intellectuallY
in the realm of patent absurdity, to deny by
implication the relevance of external evidence to the considerations and decisions of
foreign affairs. The unity of the Communist
bloc is a matter of the past! and it will not
be restored. This Humpty Dumpty will not
and cannot be reassembled.
Now this, of course, does not mean that
there is no problem. These regtmes and
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Parties and !actions rem.nln communistic,
or nominally communistic, even 1! they are
not united; and as such they continue to
reflect in varying degrees elements of the
Communist ideology that are adverse to our
concepts as well as to our interests-ad·
verse also, we like to think, to the interests
of world peace. But here there are certain
circumstances that we must be careful to
bear in mind.
co~sM CHANGING

First of all, what communism means today
- embra ces a very wide spectrum of outlooks
and behavior. Some of these Communist
elements, like the Chinese Communist regime, present from our standpoint as ugly
and menacing a phenomenon as did Lenin's
Russia at the height of its world-revolutionary enthusiasm. Others, as in the case of the
Yugoslav regime or the Italian Communist
Party, are operating on the basis of concepts which present no greater problems from
our standpoint than those that govern the
behavior of many regimes or parties that do
not call themselves Communist at all. It
is simply impossible to generalize, today,
about communism as a problem in the spectruro of American foreign policy.
But in addition to that, even within the
framework of the individual Communist parties or regimes, the nature of communism
is not a static thing. It has already undergone great changes in many instances, and
1.s still in a process of change everywhere.
'l'hls is particularly important in the case of
the Soviet Union. I can assure you that· the
outlooks that are prevalent today in Russian
Communist Party are greatly different from
those that prevailed in earlier decades. Of
course, not all of these outlooks are reassurlng; habits of thought, prejudices and pre·
conceptions still endure that we have to
recognize as hostile and dangerous to the
Only sort of world stabllity we can imagine.
Efforts carried forward in the name of these
outlooks merit our continued vigorous and
Vigilant resistance. But these are no longer
the only outlooks that exist. In the main,
the changes that have come over Soviet comlDunism and the mental world of its leaders,
Particularly in the years since Stalin's death,
have been hopeful rather than alarming
ones--m·er which, if properly understood and
:tn
et from the non-Communist side, hold encouraging rather than menacing connota.tions for the prospects for world stability.
!~ must never be forgotten that in the
Pattern of our relationship with any great
Dation there are always elements of con1Uct 1n outlook as in interest. An uncomPlicated relationship between great nations
d.oes not exist, has never existed, and will
never exist. In the tensions that have agi·
tated the relations between our country and
the Soviet Union over the half century of
the latter's existence there have· always been,
for this reason, two components: one that
arose from the peculiar ideological outlooks
and commitments of the Soviet leadersfrom their quality, in other words, as ComlDunists; the other one composed of the
abundant frictions, suspicions, anxieties and
Conflicts of interests that normally bedevil
the relations between great states and do not
constitute 1n themselves a proper source for
discouragement or despair with relation to
the prospects for world peace. I think it
:may safetly be said that in the pattern of
OUr ditierences with the Soviet leadership
O\·er the course of the past 14 years, that
camp
t hi h
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C
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e
e
ommunist ideological commitments has
tended generally to decline; and the relative
importance of the other component, the
normal one, has tended, accordingly, to rise.
.Many of us would be helped in our thinking

about the problems of Soviet-American relations if we could free ourselves from the
abnormal sensitivities and reflexes to which
the extreme tensions of earlier decades have
led and teach ourselves to think about Russia as simply another great power with its
own interests and concerns, often necessarily
in conflict with our own but not tragically
so-a power different in many respects, but
perhaps no longer in essential ones, from
what Russia would have been had there been
no Communist revolution in that country 50
years ago.
REACTS SENSITIVELY

Finally, there is one vitally important
point on which I would like to conclude.
Not only does international communism
present itself to us today in many diverse
aspects, and not only is it a phenomenon
constantly in process of change; it is also
something that reacts sensitively in many
respects to what we do and say, and must
therefore be regarded as partially subject to
our influence. Almost everywhere in the
Communist world there are forces more inclined to appreciate the values of a peace·
ful world and to contribute, where they can,
to development in that direction, and there
are forces less inclined to move along this
line.
We have it in our power, by the manner in
which we frame our policies, to encourage
or to discourage either of these conflicting
forces. ~ International communism is thus not
just entirely what we find it to be. It is in
part what we make of it.
The implications of all this, from the
standpoint of American policy, are of enormous seriousness at this present moment.
We stand today at something of a parting of
the ways with respect to our approach to
the Communist world. If we fail to take account of the encouraging elements in the
situation-if we act as though they did not
exist and carry our differences against individual Communist powers as though we were
still dealing with the naive world-revolutionary force of Lenin's day or with the grim
monolith of Communist power that confronted us in the days of Stalin_:_we may be
neg;lecting and discarding the only chance
that I can see to spare ourselves or our children, or both, the immeasurable catastrophes
of a world war among nuclear powers.
As one whose professional experience with
world communism now runs back for just 40
years, I think I have as intimate an acquaintance with this phenomenon as anyone in
this country. I saw it and knew it at first
hand in the di!!lcult times of the nineteenthirties. I knew it again at the most difficult time of all-at the heyday of Stalin's
triumph and arrogance at the end of World
War n. I had the temerity to urge publicly
upon our Government and our people at that
time patience in the approach to Russian
communism, being confident that there
would be changes, and thinking it likely that
these changes would be ones that would
make it easier for us to cope with it without
inviting the catastrophe of another war.
These changes have now come. They are, in
my most earnest opinion, of such a nature
as to give us, for the first time perhaps since
1917, real and hopeful possibilities for the
adjustment by peaceful means of our rela·
tlons with certain of these Communist countries, particularly the Soviet Union. I can
think of nothing more tragic than that to?-ay, when these possibilities are really commg into being, when rays of light are visible
which 20 years ago were only gleams of hope
, 1n our own eyes, we should fail to perceive
or recognize these hopeful elements, should
lose our patience just when it is most vitally
important to retain it, and should risk driv·
ing our differences with Communist powers
to a violent and apocalyptic conclusion.

Capetown and U.S. Foreign Policy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ!'

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, in a
statement issued to the press earlier today, the gentleman from South Carolina
[Mr. RIVERS], expressed concern about
the incident occurring whEm the aircraft
carrier Franklin D. Roosevelt visited
Capetown, South Africa, last weekend.
As I, and the colleagues who have
joined me during the last few days in
objecting to the Franklin D. Roosevelt's
visit to Capetown, have said repeatedly,
we regret the unquestioned blow that has
been struck at the morale of the Franklin D. Roosevelt's crew. It is unfortunate
indeed that these brave and dedicated
men have been made to suffer.
The blunder was committed some time
ago, when the decision was made for the
aircraft carrier to make a refueling stop
at Capetown.
For it has been the policy of the United
States for years to condemn the South
African policy of apartheid, the legal and
rigid separation of races. Apartheid is
in direct opposition to the values in which
our country believes and for which our
forces are fighting in Vietnam. The only
policy consistent with our frequent condemnation of apartheid would be a complete ban on all ship visits to South
Africa. Let us make fueling and liberty
arrangements where our servicemen will
be treated with honor and dignity and
where American foreign policy objectives
can be upheld. We must look beyond the
understandable displeasure of the Franklin D. Roosevelt's crew to the broader,
long-range goals of equality for all men
to which the United States is dedicated.
To preach equality at home and tolerate
the grossest of all inequality abroad
would be disgraceful hyprocrlsy.
President Johnson stated this point
eloquently last June, in a speech commemorating the third anniversary of the
Organization of African Unity. He said,
in part:
The United States has learned from
lamentable personal experience that
domination of one race by another leads
to waste and to injustice. Just as we
are determined to remove the remnants
of inequality from our own midst, we are
also with you-heart and soul-as you
try to do the same.
We believe, as you do, that denial of a
whole people's ri~t to shape their nation's future is morally wrong. We also
know that it is politically and socially
costly. A nation in the 20th Century
cannot expect to achieve order and sustain growth unless it moves-not just
steadily but rapidly-in the direction of
full political rights for all its people. It
has taken us time to learn this lesson.
But having learned it, we must not
forget it.
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The Government of the United States
cannot, therefore, condone the perpetuation of racial or political injustice anywhere in the world.
Since, as a condition to using the capetown port facilities, South Africa requires
our servicemen to submit to the apartheid system, we must find other ways to
service our naval vessels. The United
States must continue its policy of bypassing South African ports rather than
abandon our opposition to apartheid.

An End in Sight
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN D. DINGELL
OJ' MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, pursuant
to permission granted, I insert into the
Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
an editorial column appearing under the
byline of Mr. Joseph Alsop, a respected
and able correspondent in the Washington Post of February 3, 1967 meriting
careful attention by my colleagues.
The article follows:
MATTER OF FACT--AN END IN SIGHT

(By Joseph Alsop)
One way or another, the end of the big
unit war in South Vietnam now seems to be
rather clearly in sight.
As recently revealed in this space, the
Hanoi leaders a.re using diplomatic intermediaries to feel out the President's willingness to ..stop the bombing to get talks.'' If
the President has not taken leave of his
senses, he will reply that he is perfectly
ready to stop the bombing but only if the
Hanoi leaders will stop send.lng troops and
supplies into South Vietnam.
If Hanoi is will1ng to offer this ltind of
quid pro quo, it will mean that Hanoi wants
genuine negotiations. If Hanoi is not will1ng,
it will mean that Hanoi merely wants a
respite in the war, in order to reinforce its
badly battered southern units, a.nd then to
start the war all over again.
But unless the President has succumbed
to a political death wish, this is unlikely to
be allowed to happen. Hence events can
take two alternative courses, as follows.
The first possibiUty is genuine negotiation on equal terms, which could perhaps
bring the whole war to an end. This is imaginable, although it seems more likely that
Hanoi 1s merely seeking a respite.
The second possibility is that Hanoi will
reject negotiations on equal terms; and our
Northern bombing will therefore continue.
Assume that the second and more likely
posslb111ty develops. In that event, one can
rather confidently forecast the fairly early
end of the big unit war in south Vietnam.
The end may come within a matter or
months. And when the big unit war has
been won, the worst of the war will be over.
The big unit war (a current Pentagon
phrase-of-art) is the war we are now :flghtlng. It is primarily aimed at the enemy's
"main forces" his near-regular -battalions,
regiments and divisions which are quite different from his guerrilla. and local forces.
Essentially, it is a war of attrition. The
attrition's cruelly severe effects oif' the enemy's big units had already begun to be
visible as long ago as last September.
Two factors, it need hardly be said, mainly
determine the success or failure of a war of

attrition. One is the enemy's rate of loss;
and the other is the rate e.t which he can
replace his losses. The Northern bombing is
so important because it so greatly affects the
enemy's replacement rate.
Since 1964, local recruitment in South
Vietnam has never · come within miles of
meeting the enemy's needs. In the first six
months of last year, by enormous e.nd costly
efforts, Hanoi managed to bring the average
rate of in:flltration to the rather high :flgure
of 7000 Northern regular soldiers a month.
Even so, the loss-replacement balance was
far from satisfactory.
In 'the last six months of 1966, the cumulative effects of our Northern bombing then
began to show in a dramatic manner. The
inflltration rate was in fact cut, according to
the Pentagon's best estimates, by no less
than 75 percent. In other words, the
monthly inflow of Northern soldiers, to serve
as replacements in the South, dropped to
only about 1700 men a month.
For the same period, the enemy's heavy
rate of loss remained approximately constant. And this happened although the
Hanoi war planners seemingly adopted a
new policy of ordering their big units to
elude combat if possible.
In the period before combat began to be
eluded, the grisly "body-counts" were running at a level a bit above 5000 a month, on
a three month moving average. Today,
again on a three month moving average,
they are running at about 4900 a month.
These :flgures of course represent the dead
who are left on the :fleld of battle in de:flance of VC discipline. A conservative estimate of the enemy's total current rate of
Iciss from all causes, including disease, is
12,000 a month; and it may be a good deal
higher.
With only 1700 men a month coming in
from the North, the most extreme press gang
recruitment in the South can hardly bring
the enemy's total of available replacements
above 4000 men a month. If the loss rate
continues at 12,000 a month, and the replacement rate a.t only 4000 a month, there
can be no question about the final result .
It will be the defeat of the enemy's big
units. Yet that still leaves many unanswered questions.
Can Hanoi :flnd ways to bring up the
infiltration rate again? One must wait and
see the January, February and March inflltration figures. If high losses and low replacements knock the enemy's big units out
of the war, how will this bitter and demoralizing defeat affect the VC's widespread
guerrilla infrastructure?
Again, one must wait and see. And may
not the President start image-making once
more, yielding a unilateral bombing halt
after all, and thereby risking every gain
already made? Yet again, one must wait
and see.

Dane County, Wis., Democrats on Vietnam
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Speaker,

within the past 2 weeks the Dane County,
Wis., Democratic organization adopted a
resolution on the need for a cessation of
the bombing of North Vietnam as the
best method of brln.ging the parties in·
volved. 1n the Vietnam war to the conference table. Dane County not only 1s
the site of the State capital at Madison
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and the University of Wisconsin, but
also, outside of MilwaUkee County, iS
Wisconsin's most populous county. The
resolution 1s self-explanatory, and, in
view of the significance of this issue for
the Nation, I thought it would 'be of
interest to other Members 1n assessing
the present political climate.
The January 18, 1967, resolution of the
Dane County Democratic Party follows:
DANE COUNTY, WIS., DEMOCRATS ON Vn-rNAllol

At its monthly meeting tonight 1;he Dane
County Democrats resoundingly adopted the
following resolution submitted by Mrs.
Gretchen Pfankuchen:
"Whereas, the Wisconsin State Democratic
Convention, 1966, resolved that "the active
intervention of Anierican troops will not fur•
nish an ultimate solution to the Viet Na.Dl
problem"; and
Whereas, the Viet Nam conflict is being
escalated on both sldesr while efforts to bring
it to the conference table have not succeeded:
and
Whereas, it has become apparent that the
bombing of military targets in North Viet
Nam unavoiqably kills innocent civllians a.nd
solidifies. a. patriotic North Viet Nam resistance; and
Whereas, the Secretary-General o! tbe
United Nations, the most authoritative voice
of world opinion, has stated that negotiations
are not possible without a cessation of the
bombing of North Viet Na.m; therefore
Be it resolved, that the Dane County Democratic Party urge the President of the United
States to order, without any stated time limit,
the cessa.tion of United States bombing of
North Viet Nam, as the best method of bringing the parties involved to the conference
table; and that copies o! this resolution be
sent to the President of the United States.
Wisconsin representatives ln the Congress.
and the appropriate Committees ln the sen·
ate a.nd the House of Representatives and all
appropriate news media."
.

New Ethics Committee Proposed
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANTE B. FASCELL
OF FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967
Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Speaker, late in

the 89th Congress the House of Repre~
sentatives acted judiciously by establish~
ing a Select Committee on StandardS
and Ethics. This action exemplified the
Members' concern that proper standardS
for Members be determined, to prevent
and eliminate conflicts of interest and
to insure that the Nation have complete
confidence in its lawmakers.
My colleague, the gentleman froill
Florida, CHARLES E. BENNETT, :firSt
called for a committee designed to fu.lfill
the above. He ably led the fight for
approval of the proposal and was selected
as chairman of the or:l.g1nal committee.
In the 90th Congress, Mr. BENNETT has
again requested that the committee be
operable, as the following article froill
today's New York Times points out.
I have long felt that Congress must
initiate whatever actions may be necessary in order to indicate to the publiC
that we are able and will1ng to effectivelY
deal with problems of ethics and conduct
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of Individual Congressmen which are in-vestigations to complaints transmitted by modern America, their passion for anoquestionable or on which complaints have House members would work toward that end. nymity led them to retain a public relaThe new select panel, like the old one,
been made. Consequently, I cosponsored would
consist of six Democrats and six Re- tions firm whose sole task was to keep
Congressman BENNETT'S original propo- publicans.
Its duties would include the pre- them out of the limelight.
sal and h1s present one to extend the life sentation o! recommendations to the House
Mr. Speaker, I want to pay public tribof the select committee through the 90th for rules or regulations "to insure proper ute today to Stephen and Audrey Currier,
Con.:,o-ress.
standards of conduct by members of the whose deaths have saddened all of us who
As the following article points out, the House and by officers and employes of the knew them and respected the work they
House
in the performance of their duties and were doing.
Committee would have the authority to
recommend rules or regulations to the the discharge of their responsibilities ...
Mr. Speaker, August Heckscher paid
investigating charges of misconduct,
Rouse, to report violations of any law to theAfter
committee could recommend House ap- moving tribute to Stephen Currier in a
the proper Federal and State authorities, proval of "appropriate resolutions of cen- letter to the New York Times. I ask that
and to investigate any violation of the sure."
this letter be included in the RECORD at
standards recommended by the commitMr. Bennett has asked the Rules Commit- the conclusion of my remarks:

tee.

l\1r. Speaker, may I commend Congressman BENNETT for his monumental

contribution to the House of Representatives, and call to the attention of my colleagues the following article:
[From the New York Times, Feb. 6, 1967]
DEMOCRATS IN HoUSE PREDICT A
NEW ETHICS COMMI'l"I'EE

(By John D. Morris)
February 5.-Democratic
leaders predicted today that the House would
set up an ethics committee With authority
to investigate complaints of wrong doing by
lllembers and employes.
"The leadership Will not oppose the establishment of a committee, and you can
assume it will happen,.. said a spokesman
"'ho asked not to be identified.
It wa.s uncertain, however, whether the
COmmittee's effectiveness would be impaired
by restrictions on its authority.
Thirty resolutions to create an ethics comlllittee are pending before the House Rules
Committee. One is sponsored by Representative Charles E. Bennett, Democrat of Florida., and 26 of the others are identical to it.
Mr. Bennett was chairman o! a select (speCial) ethics committee that was created just
before Congress adjourned last October. The
Panel had insuificient authority or time to
.tna.ke any investigations before it went out
Of existence With the expiration of the 89th
Congress on Jan. "3. Mr. Bennett is expected
to head a new select committee if it is established.
WASHINGTON,

WIDE SUPPORT SEEN

The Bennett resolution, which has the
\Videst support among House members, was
Ba.id to be acceptable to the Democratic leadership as a basis for action. But some modifications were expected to be sought by
Speaker John W. McCormack of Massachusetts.
One such amendment would prohibit the
in-vestigation of any acti-vities that took
Place before the committee's creation. AnOther would prohibit an investigation unless a complaint received by the committee
was "supported by evidence."
I
The Bennett resolution would authorize an
Investigation only on receipt of a complaint
lllade in writing and under oath. In addition. the complaint would have to be transnutted to the committee by a. member of the
llouse.
Some critics have suggested that Representatives would be reluctant to pass along
complaints against colleagues and that the
COmmittee might consequently find itself
\Vith little to investigate.
RESTRICTION DEFENDED

Mr. Bennett, however, said in an interview
that he did not believe the requirement
WOUld have such an effect, particularly where
'Valid charges of serious misconduct were
invol-ved.
·
He s:Ud it was just as important to protect
ll.epresentatives against the circulation of
false charges a.s it was to investigate well. founded charges of improper or 1llegal activities. He maintained that the restriction of

tee for hearings and has been told that they
may be held after the House has decided
whether to seat Representative Adam Clayton
Powell, Democrat of Manhattan. A special
nine-member committee has until Feb. 23 to
report to the House on its investigation o!
Mr. Powell's qualifications. The House Will
then decide whether to seat him.
PANEL CALLED IMPERATIVE

Most House members agree that the Powell
case has made it imperative to create an
ethics committee, especially in view of Mr.
Powell's contention that other members engaged in the same sort of activities that deprived him of his seat pending an investigation.
These included charges of private travel
at governmental expense and misuse of his
office payroll in the employment of his estranged wife, a resident of Puerto Rico.
The Senate created its own ethics committee in 1965, with broad investigative powers
after the forced resignation o! Robert G.
Baker as secretary to the Senate Democratic
majority. The six-member panel is now investigating charges or improper conduct
against Senator Thomas J. Dodd, Democrat
o! Connecticut.

The Sad Death of a Spirited Young Couple
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

To the EDITOR;
Two weeks have pa.ssed since Stephen Currier, With his wife, Audrey, disappeared into
the darkness between San Juan and St.
Thomas. It seems time to say a word about
Stephen a.s one who in many quiet ways was
playing a role ·in the life of this city and of
the country, and would have played a very
large role had more years been given him.
He ·was full of the zest o-r living. He had
come through a rather stormy youth to attain in his maturity a buoyancy tempered
by a strong sense of social obligation. Disposing with his wife o! a great fortune, he
turned principally to the issues of racial justice and urban progress; but the whole range
of his interests and benefactions, and his
many personal kindnesses, can hardly be
known to anyone among those of us who admired.- him and enjoyed his friendship.
To whatever he gave he added the gift of
his own intense and adventurous concern.
He was a lover of beauty, in nature and in
the man-made world, With an artist's eye and
With incredible energy to turn things to the
better.
The Taconic Foundation, Urban America,
a revived Architectural Forum and the Potomac Institute of Washington stand as his
· chief works. He will be remembered for
these, but even more, by quite a few of us,
for his modesty and youthful charm and
truly bountiful spirit.
AUGUS'r HECKSCHER.
NEW YORK,

January 30, 1967,

OP

HON. JONATHAN B. BINGHAM
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6. 1967

LeHer from Secretary Rusk to Student
Leaders

Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Speaker, the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
sudden death of the young always comes
OF
as a shock to our minds and hearts-the
HON.
ABRAHAlr1
J. MULTER
abrupt and sudden ending of a life yet to
OF NEW YORK
be lived ~nd yet to be fulfilled. Two
weeks ago, we suffered such a shock when
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
we learned of the disappearance of a
Thursday, February z. 1967
private aircraft somewhere in the CaribMr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, amid the
bean. The names of the two passengers
were probably unknown to many who increas1)1g speculation about the possiread or heard the news-Stephen and bility of a peaceful solution to the war in
Audrey Currier. But these two young Vietnam, the Secretary of State, the
people have played over, the last 10 years, Honorable Dean Rusk, has made our
a vital role in American life. It is an position in this matt~r perfectly clear. •
ironic tribute to the character of their
In a January 4, 1967 letter to student
work and of their lives that only after ·leaders the Secretary again reiterated
their death will their many worthwhile our desire to meet with the opposing side
activities be made known.
to determine whether grounds for peace
Heirs to vast wealth, they recognized do in fact exist.
the obligations that economic power im·I commend the Secretary's letter to
poses. Through the Taconic Foundation the attention of our colleagues:
and their personal charities, they used LETI'ER FROM SECRETARY RUSK TO STUDENT
the vast fortune they controlled as a tool
LEADERS
.
for change rather than a weapon of reFollowing is the text of a letter from Secaction. The civil rights movement, the retary Rusk to 100 students leaders in recities of America, and thousands.of stu- sponse to their letter to President Johnson
dents and children have benefitted from of December 29. The - Secretary's letter,
their generosity. And most strangely in dated January 4, was forwarded to Robert
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Powell, president of the student body, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill:
"JANUARY 4, 1967.
"DEAR STUDENT LEADERS: I have received
and read carefully your thoughtful letter to
the President about our policy in Viet-Nam.
"Your interest and your concern are
shared by most thinking Americans. No one
desires more strongly to bring an early a.nd
honorable conclusion to the confiict in VietNam than those who are working day and
night, both here and in Viet-Nam, to achieve
that end.
''The questions you have raised are among
those that have been asked and discussed
repeatedly in the councils of your Government. If some of these matters continue, as
you say, to agitate the academic community,
lt 1s certainly not because answers have not
been provided. It is more, I think, because
the answers to great and complex questions
can never fully satisfy all the people in a
free and questioning society.
"Nevertheless, I am glad to have the chance
to address myself to the four specific questions about which you stated you and others
felt doubt or concern.
"First, you asked 1f America's vital interests are sufficiently threatened in VietNam to necessitate the growing commitment
there.
"There is no shadow of doubt in my mind
that our vital interests are deeply involved
1n Viet-Nam and in Southeast Asia.
•rwe are involved because the nation's word
has been given thB~t we would be involved.
On February 1, 1955, by a vote of 82 to 1 the
United States Senate passed the Southeast
Asia Collective Defense Treaty. That Treaty
stated that aggression by means of armed
attaclt in the treaty area would endanger our
own peace and safety and, in that event, "we
would act to meet the common danger."
There is no question that an expanding
armed a.ttack by North Viet-Nam on South
Viet-Nam has been under way in recent
years; and six nations, with vital interests in
the peace and security of the region, have
joined South Viet-Nam in defense against
that armed attack.
· "Behind the words and the commitment
of the Treaty lies the lesson learned in the
tragic half century since the First World
war. After that war our country withdrew
from effective world responsibility. When
aggressono challenged the peace in Manchuria, Ethiopia, and then Central Europe
during the 1930's, the world community did
not act to prevent their success. The result
was a Second World War-which could have
been prevented.
"That 1s why the Charter of the United
Nations begins with these words: 'We the
peoples of the United Nations determined to
save succeeding generations from the scourge
of war, which twice in our lifetime has
brought untold sorrow to mankind . . . .'
And the Charter goes on to state these objectives: 'to establish conditions under
which justice and respect for the obligations
arising from treaties and other sources of
international law can be maintained . . .
and to unite our strength to ·m aintain international peace and security. . . .'
•This was also the experience President
Truman had in mind when-at a period
when the United Nations was incapable of
protecting Greece and Turkey from aggression-he said: 'We shall not realize our objectives unless we are willing to help free
peoples to maintain their free institutions
and their national integrity against aggressive movements that seek to impose upon
them, totalitarian regimes.'
"These are the memories which have inspired the four postwar American Presidents
as they dealt with aggressive pressures and
thrUsts from Berlin to Korea, from the Caribbean to Viet-Nam.

"In short, we are involved in Viet-Nam
because we kn<>w from painful experience
that the minimum condition for order on
our planet is that aggression must not be
permitted to succeed. For when it does
succeed, the consequence 1s not peace, it 1s
the further expansion of aggression.
"And those who have borne responsibility
in our country since 1945 have not for one
moment forgotten that a third world war
would be a nuclear war.
"The result of this conviction and this
policy has been a generation's effort which
has not been easy for the United States. We
have borne heavy burdens. We have had to
face some conftict and a series of dangerous
situations.
"But the hard and important fact is that
in the postwar world external aggression
has not been permitted to develop its momentum into general war.
. "Look back and imagine the kind of world
we now would have 1! we had adopted a different course. What kind ·of Europe would
now exist 1! there had been no commitment
to Greece and Turkey? No Marshall Plan?
No NATO? No defense of Berlin? Would
Europe and the world be better off or worse?
Would the possibilities of detente be on the
present horizon?
"Then turn the globe and look at Asia. If
we had made no commitments and offered
no assistance, what kind of Asia would there
now be? Would there be a confident and
vital South Korea? A prosperous and peaceful Japan? WoUld there be the new spirit
of regional C<>Operatlon and forward movement now developing throughout Asia?
"If you were to talk to the leaders of Asia
as I have, you would know what Asians
really think of ·our commitment in Viet-Nam.
You would know that the new vigor in Asia,
the new hope and determination, are based
in part on the conviction that the United
States will continue to support the . South
Vietnamese in their struggle to build a life
of their dwn within the framework of the
Geneva Accords in 1954 and 1962-that we
shall see it through to an l:10norable peace.
"Second, you wonder whether our vital interests are best protected by our growing
commitment.
"We must alvt·ays weigh what we are doing
against the requirements of the situation
and what the other side is doing. You are
aware, I am sure, that the flow of men and
material from North Viet-Nam into the
South radically increased towards the end
of 1964 and continued at a high level in the
!}ext two years. It was to meet that escalation, designed to achieve military victory by
the North against the South, that we sent
our men ih large numbers and began an air
co.mpaign against military targets in North
Viet-Nam.
"At the other end of the scale, one must
contrast what 'We are doing with what we
could be doing. You know the power that
is available to us-in men, resources and
weaponry.
"We have done both more than some people would wish, and less than others advocate. We have been guided both by the demands imposed upon us by increased aggression and by the need for restraint in the
application of force. We have been doing
what the President judges to be necessary
to protect the nation's vital interests after
hearing the views of the government's m111. tary and civilian experts. We shall continue
to do what is necessary to meet the threat
the Vietnamese and their allies face.
''Third, you raise the question whether a
war that may devastate much of the countryside can lead to the stable and prosperous Viet-Nam we hope for.
"First, it is an error to suggest that the
fighting 1n Viet-Nam has devastated 'much
of the countryside.' There has been too
much destruction and -disruption-as there
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is in any war. And we deeply regret the loss
of life that is involved-in the South and 1n
the North, among both soldiers and civ111ans.
"But devastation has been :far less than
on the conventional battlefields of World
War II and Korea. If peace could come to
South. Viet-Nam today, I think most people
would be amazed at its rapid recovery. For
the Vietnamese are intelligent, energetic and
ambitious people. And they are determined
to see their country prosper. I a.m confident that they can achieve that end-1! they
but have the chance to do so, in peace and
in their own way.
"That day cannot come too soon.
"You also suggest that there are 'apparent contradictions' in the American position
on efforts to achieve a negotiated settlement.
"We have said that there will be no difficulty in having the views of the Viet Cong
presented at any serious negotiation. The
details of how this might be done can be
discussed with the other side; there is little
point in negotiating such details with those
who cannot stop the fighting.
"We have made it clear that we cannot accept the Liberation Front as the 'sole' or
'only legitimate voice' of the Vietnamese
people. Yet that is what the Front has said
it is. The Buddhists, Catholics, cao Dai, Hoa
Hao, ethnic Cambodians, the almost a million refugees who fled from North Viet-Nam
to the South in 1954-55, and the Montagnarda are not prepared to have the Liberation Front as their spo;Jresman. The capacity of the Government and people of
South Viet-Nam to conduct the election of
the Constitutional Assembly in September
1966, despite the opposition of the Viet C<>ng,
made clear that the VC are a small minority
in the country, determined to convert their
ability to organize for terror into domination over the majority. Those now enrolled
with the Viet C<>ng should be turning their
minds in a different direction. They should
be asking: 'How cun we end this war and
join as free citizens in .t he making of a modern nation in the 'South Viet-nam'?
"We know that the effort at armed conquest which we oppose in Viet-Nam is organized, led, and supplied by the leaders in
Hanoi. We know that the struggle will not
end until those leaders decide that they want
it to end.
.
"So we stand ready-now and at any time
in the future--to sit down with representatives of Hanoi, either in public or in secret, to
work out arrangements for a just solution.
"You state correctly that we have a commitment to the right of self-determination
of the people of South Viet-Nam. There iS
no ambiguity whatsoever. We shall abide by
the decision of the Vietnamese people as they
make their wishes known in free and democratic elections. Hanoi and the Liberation
Front do not agree.
"You also suggest that there is disparity
between our statements and our actions in
Viet-Nalifl. and you refer to recent reports of
the resljlts of our bombing in North VietNam.
"It is our policy to strike targets of a mili-·
tary nature, especially those closely related
to North Viet-Nam's efforts to conquer the
South. We have never deliberately attacked
any target that could legitimately be called
civilian. We h~ve not bombed cities or directed our efforts against the population of
North Viet-Nam.
"We recognize that there has been loss of
life. We recognize that people living or
working in close proximity to military targets
may have suffered. We recognize, too, that
men and machines are. not infallible a.nd
that &arne mistakes have occurred.
"But there is a vast difference between such
unintentional events and a deliberate policy
of attacking civilian centers. I would remind you that tens of thousands of civilians
have been killecf, wounded, or kidnapped in
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South Viet-Nam. not by accident but as the
resw t of a dellbera te policy of terrorism and
intimidation conducted by the Viet Cong.
"We regret all the loss of life and property
that this con!lict entails. We regret that a
Bingle person, North or South, civilian or
80ldter, American or Vietnamese, must die.
"And the sooner this conflict can be settled,
the happier we and the Vietnamese people
Will be.
"Meantime, we shall continue to do what
1s necessary-to protect the vital interests of
the United States, to stand by our allies in
Asia, and to work with all our energy for a
Pea.ceful, secure and prosperous Southeast
Asia. Only by meeting these commitments
can we keep on this small and vulnerable
Planet the minimum conditions for peace and
Order.
"Only history will be able to judge the
Wisdom and the full meaning of our present
course--in all its dimensions.
"But I would close by sharing with you a
hope and a belief. I believe that we are
COming towards the end of an era when men
can believe it ls profitable and, even, posSible to change the status quo by applying
external force. I believe those in Hanoi who
Persist in their aggressive adventure-and
thoae who support them-represent ideas and
tnethods from the past, not the future. ElseWhere in the world those committed to such
concepts have faded or are fading from the
SCene.
"I believe, therefore, that if we and our
allies have the courage, wlll, and durabillty
to see this struggle through to an honorable
Peace, based on the reinstallation of the
Geneva Accords of 1954 and 1962, we have a
fair chance of entering quieter times in which
au of us will be able to turn more of our
energies to the great unfinished tasks of hu"'
tna.n welfare and to developing the arts of
concilla tion and peaceful change.
"The overriding question for all of manlUnd in this last third of the Twentieth Century is how to organize a durable peace.
Much of the experience which has gone into
answers to that question has been largely !orgotten-perhaps some of it should be. But
the question remains-and remains to be
answered. I should much enjoy discussing
this with you if we can find a way to do so.
"I would value a chance to discuss the issues posed in your letter with a representative group of signatories or wlth a.s many aa
could conveniently join me in Washington
at a mutually agreea..ble time.
"With best wishet~ and thanks for your
Berlous concern,
"Sincerely yours,
"DEAN RusK."

Cancellation of Capetown Shore Leave
for Vietnam Veteran• Was Unfair to
Sailors and an Insult to a Friendly
Counby
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. 0. C. .FISHER
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Speaker, many
Amertcans felt embarrassed and disapPointed when they read the news report
from Cape Town which stated that shore
leave for officers and crew of the U.S. aircraft carrter Franklin D. RooseveU had
been canceled as lt arrived there en route
home from Vietnam.

The ship's executive officer announced
that the cancellation came from "higher
up," meaning Washington.
In Washington it was reported that a
relatively small group of liberal Congressmen had agitated for the cancellation, and evidently the administration
buckled under in response to this and
other pressures. This seems a bit odd
when it is realized that some of our
ships are known to dock in Communist
and pro-Communist ports, and when the
seamen are granted shore leave not a
whimper of protest is heard from these
liberals and professional civil righters.
Mr. Speaker, the Republic of South
Africa is not an enemy country. It is
not a neutral or an uncommitted country
in this desperate idealogical war that is
being waged in this world today. South
Africa is a committed country, and it is
committed on our side. She has always
been a valued friend of ours, both in
peace and in war. South Africa is one of
the few nations in the world which has ,
never sought or received 1 cent of foreign
aid from this country.
Yet, our Government applies to that
nation what many people will consider a
gratuituous insult-and why? The excuse is that some people in this country
do not like the way South Africa handles
her race problems. What business is
that of ours? Has the Government of
south Africa applied similar treatment
to us because some of her people may
not like the way race relations are
handled in this country? Have you read
of any shore leaves being denied to SoUth
African sailors whose ships have docked
in U.S. ports, because somebody ln that
country does not like the way we handle
race problems?
How stupid can we be? How inconsistent can we become? The matter of
our good relations with South Africa
should not be treated as a triviality.
After all, who are we to criticize the manner in which other countries handle their
race problems? Perhaps we should seek
to learn some lessons from South Africa.
Perhaps a solution that would be helpful in one country would be unworkable
in another. We do know that judged by
riots;--.crime, demonstrations, fires. vandalism. and murder, our methods of handling our race relations leave much to be
desired. Certain it is that South Africa's
record in those respects are far superior
to' ours. In any event, we know that it
is none of our business how South Africa,
the U.S.S.R., or any other country deals
with· purely internal domestic problems.
Mr. Speaker, the Cape of Good Hope is
one of the most strategic spots in the
world, from a military viewPOint. Over
the long pull, Cape Town can be of much
greater importance to us and our survival than is Vietnam.
The press reported that Cape Town
had gone to great effort and expense to
give our fighting men from Vietnam a
grand welcome during the 72-hour shore
leave. Every sailor takes pride in saying:
"I was once in Cape Town:• or "I was in
Singapore."
Tens of thousands of South Afrtcans
thronged beaches and vantage points to.
see the Roosevelt appear on the horizon.
The weather was ideal. A mile out the

carrier's guns boomed out a 21-round
salute, which was returned by shore batteries. Our sailors knew that a mighty
welcome was awaiting them. Then as
the ship pulled into its berth, there came
the sad announcement: "All shore leave
is cancelled--orders from higher up,"
Mr. Speaker. we are made to wonder
how many discourtesies our South
African friends can take from us--and
still be friendly.

Sandy Hook National Seashore
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

. HON. JAMES J. HOWARD
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. HOWARD. Mr. Speaker, since
introducing legislation on January 30,
1967, calling for the establishment of a
Sandy Hook National Seashore, I have
been gratified by the editorial support
this proposal has received.
Last week I entered several articles in
the RECORD which pointed out the great
need for maintaining this valuable land
as a public park and recreational area.
Today I include in the RECORD, the follov.1ng two editorials, one from the
Asbury Park Press of February 3, 1967,
and the other from the Asbury Park Sunday Press of February 5, 1967.
The first editorial points out that this
plan is not something that developed
overnight. The Asbury Park Press, one
of New Jersey's leading newspapers,
called for the creation of such a park 30
years ago. And former Congressman
Bill Sutphin, who some of you will remember served here ln the House from
1933 until 1943, also introduced b11ls
which would have established a national
park in this area.
Mr. Speaker, support for this proposal
is overwhelming in New Jersey and 1t is
my sincere hope that other Members of
this House will approve my bill when it
comes to the floor for a vote.
At this point I am including those two
editorials I just discussed:
[From the Asbury Park Press, Feb. 3, 1967}
SAVING SANDY HOOK

Some three decades ago THE ·PREss called
for the preservation o! Sandy Hook and the
Highlands hills as a national park. We $Uggested that the Hook was an irreplaceable
site for a public aquatic park and natural
preserve, while the hills that overlook lt were
the most attractive site for recreation and
scenic enjoyment along the middle Atlantic
Ooast. Former Congressm.an SUTPHIN introduced bills to establish these two tracts as
a national park.
But indliferetice and inertia are a tremendous obstacle to a progressive suggestion.
After more than two decades the milltary
finally acknowledged that most of Sandy
Hook was useless as a coa.sta.l fortress and a
sizeable tract was leased to the state of New
Jersey for public use as a. state park. Now
the Defense Department has acknowledged
that it no longer requires another large tract
on the Hook. Its action indicates that the
acreage might be turned over to the General
Service Administration as surplus and sold
to private ownership.~
·
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Such a disposition of any part of Sandy
Hook would be unthinkable, and to avoid it
Representative HowARD and Senators CAsE
and WILLIAMS have introduced bills to establish a national par)t on Sandy Hook, presumably to include all the area not to be
retained by the military as a missile base.
Mr. HoWARD has explained that the measure
docs not necessaricy mean that the present
state park will be converted into a national
park. Possibly the federal authorities would
- accept an arrangement under which New
Jersey would operate the track as a nature
preserve and recreational center.
But the purpose of the blll, and the principal objective, is to retain Sandy Hook for
publlc purposes rather than transfer it t<>
private hands for exploitation.
Whether
it remains a state park or becomes a national
park is of secondary importance. New Jersey
has done well in operating its Sandy Hook
Park and the National Park Service has also
demonstrated competence in operating parks
on tracts it is preserving for people and wild
life. As we said 30 years ago, New Jersey deserves a national park and Sandy Hook is a
Ideal site.
[From the Asbury Park Sunday Press,
Feb. 5, 1967)
FUTURE OF SANDY HooK Wn.L BE ASSURED IF
GRANTED STATUS OF A NATIONAL PAJI.K
Opportunity exists to convert the entire
Sandy Hook peninsula to public use. The
desirab111ty of such a project has never been
questioned 1n the 30-odd years since The
Press and far-seeing New Jersey residents
first made the proposal. Army refusal to gi~e
up the "Hook" has been the only stumblilig
block.
The state was successful in 1962 in leasing,
on a temporary basis, 475 acres of Sandy Hook
far recreational pirrposes. Anel the turnaway
weekend crowds at the marine park testify to
the popularity and the need for the larger facility now proposed.
The method put forward for securing permanently all of this once strategic military
reservation is to make it a national park,
thus preventing this desirable acreage from
being claimed by another federal agency or
being sold at public auction to a private bidder. Thus the federal legislation being s:Ponsored by Congressman Howard· and Senators
case and Willl.ams, to have the 1,200 acre
peninsula designated as a national park, is
vital if New Jersey 1s to secure its first federal
recreation area.
In addition to "'Jhe popularity of the state
park fac111ty, there is much else to recommend the conversion of the entire sand spit
into a national park. New Jersey is the most
densely populated state in the nation with a
relatively small area dedicated to the recreation needs of its own citizens. And the
state's open beaches policy plus the myriad
salt water recreation activities yearly draw
millions of persons from neighboring states.
IIlstorically, Sandy Hook is first remembered for the landing of Henry Hudson and
his crew of the Half Moon. Later it was important during the Revolution and, finally,
1t became a military fortification protecting
New York harbor. Happily, the "Hook's"
limited use has resulted in its remaining as
a major wildlife sanctuary and a favorite
striped bass haven. This feature must be
preserved.
Sandy Hook should be permanently set
aside for public use. We urge passage of the
legislation designating it as a national pari;:.

John E. Fogarty
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
o:r

HON. EMILIO Q. DADDARIO
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ltfonday, February 6, 1967

Mr. DADDARIO. Mr. Speaker, our
late colleague, Congressman John Fogarty, of Rhode Island, won an important
position in the scientific community of
this Nation through his energy and advocacy of the type of public policy which
encourages and supports vigorous research for solutions to national and international problems.
His tragic and untimely death just a
few weeks ago has saddened the intellectual and educational world, which had
known him and recognized him as a
stout fighter for progress. The magazine Science, which is published by the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, carries an editorial this
week which I believe should be called to
the attention of the Members and which
I offer for the RECORD:
[From Science Magazine, Feb. 3, 1967)
JOHN EDWARD FOGARTY
When John Fog¥ty entered Congress in
1941, at the age of 27, his background included a high school education and 10 years
as a bricklayer and union official. At his
death, on 10 January, he was highly respected for his knowledge of many aspects of
public health and his effectiveness in fostering medical research. He had received more
than 100 awards, including many honorary
degrees.
Representative Fogarty began service on
the Labor and Federal Security Agency Subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee in 1947 and became subcommittee
chairman in 1949. In the first year of his
service on the subcommittee, the total budget of the National Institutes of Health was
about $3 million. In the current year the
NIH budget approximates $1.4 billion. Accomplishing this great expansion was not
easy. Traditionally the Appropriations Committee seeks to hold down expenditures.
Often Fogarty placed his career 1n jeopardy
by clashing with the committee chairman,
then Clarence. Cannon.
Fogarty never wavered 1n his belief in the
value of medical researc'l, and he fostered
its expansion with single-minded zeal. His
resources included great energy and unusual
political sagacity. Reports of the hearings
of his subcommittee reveal a master craftsman at work patiently building an extraordinarily good case for expanded support of
medical research. In his efforts Fogarty had
an effective partner in Senator Lister Hill.
On occasions when House leadership succeeded in thwarting Fogarty, Senator Hill
obtained support for increased appropriations in the Senate. Other important allies
were James Shannon (director of NIH), Mary
Lasker, and the medical research community.
Possessing a combination of charm, brains,
energy, and money, Mrs. Lasker has had
a<:cess to all recent Presidents and can mobilize important support for medical research.
From the medical community Fo!}B.rty could

depend on such well-known expert witnesses
as Paul Dudley White, Karl Menninger, Sid·
ney Farber, and Michael De Bakey
Fogarty built skillfully and well. He understood the vital relationship between the
support of fundamental science and practical
objectives. He built for permanence. His
methodical care year after year won for him
and the programs he fostered broad support
in Congress. The Congressional Record. for
19 January 1967 pro~ides an indication of
the respect he enjoyed. Tributes to him by
more than 100 of his colleagues are recorded
there. Many of the words of praise are devoted to the enduring value of his efforts in
. expanding medical research.
There is considerable sentiment in Congress to implement an idea that Fogarty advanced in September 1963:
". . . I should like to see a plan to bring
into being at Bethesda a great international
center for research 1n biology and medicine
dedicated to international cooperation and
collaboration in the interests o! the health
of mankind as so boldly envisaged by the
President. This center would encompass
conference facilities, laboratory and study
space, and living quarters to permit the assembly for discussion, studr and research of
the outstanding health scientists of the
world. I visualize this center associated with
the great facilities of the National Institutes
of Health and the National Library of Medicine as representing the visible and tangible
embodiment of this Nation's devotion to the
use of science for peaceful purposes and the
good of mankind."
Congressman Laird (R-Wis.), on 18 January 1967, spoke far many Congressmen (and
scientists) when he stated, "I can think of
no more fitting and lasting tribute to this
great humanitarian than the establishment
by this Congress of such a center-the John
E. Fogarty International Center for Advanced
Study in the Health Sciences. Not only will
such an institution be a living embodiment
of the spirit and aspirations of John Fogarty.
but it will serve a needed and valuable role
in securing the progress of science in the
cause of the well being of all mankind."
-PmLIP H. ABELSON.

Asians Find United States the Most
BatHing Nation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN D. DINGELL
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, pursuant to permission granted, I insert into
the Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD an article by the columnist Mr.
Crosby S. Noyes as it appeared in the
Washington Evening Star of February Z,
1967.
The article follows:
UNITED STATES THE MosT
BAFFLING NATION
. (By Crosby S. Noyes)
BANGKOK.-Amerlcans schooled in the
Kipllngesque tradition of the inscrutable
Oriental may be surprised to discover that
ASIANS
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for a good many Asi~ we are the most
batrung, lllogical and generally exasperating
People on earth.
They will tell you very frankly and a little
sadly that we just don't make much sense.
'I'hey have suspected it for some time. But
11 final proof were called for, the current
.Atnerican hand-wringing and soul-searching
over Vietnam is providing it.
,llere you are, they say, the most powerful
nation in the world. For years now you have
been telling us that American power is dedicated. to the principle that people have a
tight to choose the kind of government they
~ant. You have encouraged us to believe
that the power of the United States sup:Ported those countries large and small who
Chose to defend their freedom. In Vietnam,
they criticize, we have always known that
the future of Southeast Asia was at stake.
'We have always hoped and expected that the
't1nited States would live up to its promises
to prevent the success of Communist R6ID'es.sion in the south. We have been im:Pressecl by your determination and your restraint. And we have helped you as much
~we could.
We haye always been sure that if yqu
~hed to. you would succeed in Vietnam.
We have known that when you did succeed
Your pre~tlge, not only in Asia but around
the world, would be unrivaled.
And this is what we do not understand
about Americans. Today, you have done
~hat you said you would do and you are
succeeding. And the more you succeed the
tnare Americans there are who say you
. ShoUld never have made your commitment in
'V'!etnn.m and some even who say that what
happens in Asia is of no interest to the
United States.
The people in Asia who talk this way are
by no means simple-minded or naive.
Thanat Khoman, Thailand's brilliant foreign minister who speaks five languages and
rates as one of the most effective operators
on the diplom.s.tic scene, returned recently
fro:rn ·the United States alarmed and de:Pressed by what he heard there.
To Thana.t and many others like him, it
is utterly mystifying that Americans with
:Pretentlons to intellectual integrity and political awareness should be working actively
at thl..! point to frustrate the American effort
in Vietnam and turn success into a disaster
01 incalculable proportions.
lie is frankly dismayed by ponderous editorials in supposedly responsible newspapers
actvocatlng what amounts to a. barely concealed surrender in Vietnam. He is distUrbed by the spectacle of an. administration
besieged and bedeviled by members of its
0Wn. party.
It is also hard to exaggerate the sheer
01fensiveness of some of the propositions
ad.vnnced by this dissenting group.
Intelligent Asians are shocked by the
8 0:Ph1stries of American intellectuals who
argue that the defeat of !ree Asian nations
1s inevitable and that elementary human
rights taken for grunted in the West somehow do not apply in this part of the world.
if the declsi>e sabotage of Western interests
ll. Asia is the goal, this kind of perverse inVerted racism is ideally adapted to the
ObjectlTe.
,_Nor is it very easy to con\lnce our friends
'.lJ. Asia that this kind of thinking is limited
to a small vociferous minority who do not
tl>enk for the American people and wield
lnlted influence on the government. The
currency given to the !dens of this minority
rivals that of the administration itself. And
~"en the continuing demonstration of Amercan determination in Vietnam does not
tel1e\·e a mounting anxiety over the state of
lll.ind 1n the United States.
s. .At the very least we are suspected of a
~Vere schizophrenia. over the war in which
b 0ral and political values which most people
eUeved to be firmly rooted in th;e American

character have come badly unstuck. Given
the existing realities, there is for Asians no
other reasonable explanation for a. loss of
confidence at a. time when success seems
inevitable.
For Americans there may be some reassurance in the fact that this loss of confidence does not seem to be catching. Asia.
at this point is very definitely making book
on an American victory in Vietnam. The
eventS taking place there are transforming
the politics and the calculations in an area
where two-thirds of the human race lives.
· And perhaps it is only 1n the United Statesand possibly in Peking and Hanci-that a.
real question still persists over what the
future holds.
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sooner or later they wlll have to learn that
even Webster is not infallible and a dry-asdust, technical, unimaginative definition by
Webster does not ipso facto infuse a word
with charm, fittingness, dr dignity. To us
"Americanist" remains an uncharming,
stuffy, undemocratic word-one which no
real American should wish to be labelled
with.
But, as we said in our Sept. 1 editorial,
"Americanist" may well be an appropriate
name for the kind of insecure Jew who
strives to out-Birch the Birchites' and the
fruit of whose efforts must end by introducing into the Jewish community those secret, sneaky, sinister practices which aim to
set one group of Americans against another
and by aping Communist methods must lead
to a defilement of the best traditions o!
American democracy.

The Jewish Birchites
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, in the
RECORD of September 12, 1966, I placed
an editorial from the September 1, 1966,
edition of the American Examiner exposing a front organization of the John
Birch Society called the "Jewish Society
of Americanists."
In spite of the disdain for this group
evidenced by the American Jewish community they still seem to exist. As I
said then its members are not preaching
Americanism and such of them who may
have been born Jews certainly are not
practicing the precepts of Judaism-assuming, of course, that they ever learned
them.
The following editorial from the American Examiner of January 12, 1967, further exposes this group for what it really
is. I commend the editorial to the attention of our colleagues:
THE JEWISH BmcHITES

Editors know they must beware of the
sophomore who suddenly discovers that he
has a flare for putting words together on
paper. The sophomore's intoxication with
the sound of his own words tends to grow in
direct ratio to his newly-infiated ego, usually
at the expense of the basic rules of logic and
in shamefUl disregard of the responsibility
to think honestly. Often he falls victim to
a disease known as logorrhea. This apparently is what happened in the case of the
editors of a brochure issued by the so-called
"Jewish Society of Americanists". The 12page publication devotes two of its verbose
pages to an attack on the Examiner because in our Sept. 1, 1966 issue we labeled the
"Jewish Americanists" a front for the John
Birch Society. The editors of the "Americanist" group deny our charge even while
they confirm that (and we quote): "We,
Jev.ish members of the John Birch Society,
have formed the Jewish Society of Americanists . . . "
We have no desire to enter into a polemic
with people whose attempt to justify their
own position is so ridiculously feeble. But
we cannot help being amused by their excited response to our question "what in
thunderation is an Americanlst"? Angered
by our suggestion that they go back to school
to learn the meaning of the verb "front" they
gleefully charge back with the advice that
we go to Webster's Dictionary for the meaning of "Americanist." Well, we hate to disillusion our undear "Americanist Jews", but

lllinois~ln~ia!la

Air Pollution Coctrol
Compact

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD RUl\1SFELD
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, January 24, 1967

Mr. RUMSFELD. Mr. Speaker, a
major provision of the Clean Air Act
encourages the negotiation of compacts
between States for the control and
abatement of air pollution. Such an airpollution-control agreement has been
negotiated by the States of Tilinois and
Indiana and has been approved by their
respective legislative bodies. Further, by
the enactment of a pertinent law by both
States, an Interstate Air Pollution Control Commission has already been
created.
However, the Clean Air Act provides
that any such interstate agreement must
have the approval and the consent of the
U.S. Congress. Bills have been introduced and are now pending before the
House and the Senate Judiciary Committees, providing for congressional consent to the Illinois-Indiana Air Pollution
Control Compact. I urge that these
committees give early attention and approval to these bills, so that illinois and
Indiana can fully implement their program for regional air-pollution control
and abatement. Each day the rate of air
pollution increases-each day the risk to
health and property becomes greater. A
prompt and complete attack on the
problem is urgently needed.
An editorial in a December issue of
Paddock Publications, which serve the
northwest suburban area of Chicago,
presents the urgent need for regional
air-pollution-control systems. The editorial follows:
PoLLUTED Am Is GROWING DANGER
In a recent report to city council, Chicago's
director of air pollution control complained
that the city is receiving "very little cooperation" from surrounding suburbs in the fight
against air pollution. He accused suburban
communities of virtually ignoring the problem.
His charge was well-founded.
Air pollution, like the weather, knows no
boundary. It is or:.e of our most important
public health problems and represents a
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growing threat to every individual who lives
in the metro poll tarn area.
Polluted air has been known to klll, to
sicken, and to destroy.
It cU.s.solves clothing, COITodes metal, dJse
integrates stone, rots wood, discolors paint,
- stunts and blackens vegetation.
It causes airplane crashes and auto accidents.
Doctors have traced polluted air to cases of
heart trouble, chTonic bronchitis, asthma.,
emphysema., lung cancer, and eye. nose, and
throat liTitatlons.
Smoke and chemicals pouring forth from
heating systems, industry, and transport
threaten to change the air we breathe until
it is unsuited for life.
The problem is becoming especially acute
in suburbs, which previously contained little
industry. But since 1953, more manufacture
ing has developed outside of Chicago than
has been built within the city in the past
25 years. Between 1957 and 1962 alone, a.
thousand industrial plants moved from city
to suburb.
Unfortunately, local ordinances have not
kept pace with suburban industrial growth.
Too many locaJ omclals placed higher values
upon specioUs arguments that air pollution
can't be controlled or costs too much to control.
Chicago's strong anti-pollution ordinance
applies only to city limits; Cook County's
regulation is limited to unincorporated area.
Of 145 suburbs, only six have anti-pollution
ordinances and only one has a full-time air
pollution inspector.
Although most northwest suburbs have
some kind of "smoke" code, there 1s no technioa.l staff to caiTY out a. program of inspection and enforcement, scant provision for
penalty, and little, if any, uniformity and
cooperation between communities.
ThJs 1s a. problem no municipality can solve
by itself. CoiTectlve measures cannot be
taken piecemeal.
When Congress and the state legislature reconvene next month, suburban representatives should give high priority to the problem of pollution. The most effective solution
would be establishment of a regional control
system equipped with adequate provision for
inspection and enforcement as well as stringent penalties for violation.
Such a metropolitan authority must embrace the entire area-Chicago, six nunois
counties, two Indiana counties, and all 1,000
of their independent political Jurisdictions.
Self pollution of his environment has been
one of man's biggest unabated headaches,
continually growing in magnitude. For too
long, he has regarded the basic elements, air
and water, as his personal garbage cans. yve
cannot afford further delays in conservmg
the only atmosphere we have; the health and
welfare of more than seven mllllon people are
at stake.

Out-of-Control Budget
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, January 30, 1967

Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, one
of the more thoughtful and piercing
analyses of the President's budget appeared in the Wednesday, January 25,
1967, issue of the Chicago Daily News.
It carries an especially appropriate label
and I feel its commentary is worthy of
review by Members of the House.
The article follows:

OUT-OF-CONTROL BUDGET
Improbable as it now seems, it was only
two years ago this month that President
Johnson brought in a budget of •99.7 billion
because he didn't quite dare to crack the
magic $100 billion mark. Before the year was
out, of course, deficit spending had caused
that baiTier to vanish, never to be seen again.
Just two years later, the budget has grown
by more than one-third, to $135 billion, and
by Mr. Johnson's own admission more than
$100 billion of it 1s "uncontrollable."
Defense alone accounts for $75.5 billion, of
which $21.9 billion will go to support the
war in Vietnam. Looking back for another
comparison, the defense portion of the new
budget alone comes within $2 billion of the
entire federal budget at the peak of the
Korean War in 1953.
Obviously Mr. Johnson is not looking back.
Perha.p.s, like the legendary Satchel Paige, he
prefers not to, for fear that something may
be gaining on him-inflation, for one thing.
Instead, he forges ahead on two fronts, war
and social revolution.
Never before has the nation tried to fight
a war abroad while pretending at home that
aJ.l is nOTmal. The only real conce.ssion to
the enormous cost of a big war in a small
country is the proposed 6 per cent surtax on
individual and corporate incomes. This
would produce an estimated $4.5 billion-not
enough to prevent a. deficit forecast to be
$8.1 blllion in :fl.scaJ. 1968.
On the home front, the ·President proposes
to step up the war on poverty, set aside funds
for a supersonic airliner, look beyond the
moon in the space program, and proceed
with a multitude of costly projects. He forecasts a new revolution in the countryside
(price tag still unknown) by directing the
secretary of agriculture to "take the lead in
helping rural people achieve a quality of living comparable to other segments of our
population."
)
Mr. Johnson evidently regards the defense
points further to $29.4 billion in expenditures
portion of the budget as unassailable. He
points further to $29.4: billion in expenditures
as "fixed by law or otherwise uncontrolable"--such things as interest on the public
debt, pubUc assistance, veterans pensions,
and the like.
By so doing he allows Congress a preserve
of only $14.9 billion, or 11 per cent of the
budget, to play ln. And even here, he
warns, the congressmen would be dealing
with "indispensable" items such as law enforcement and the collection of taxes.
Last year, an overwhelmingly Democratic
Congress not only failed to trim the budget,
but upped the ante by about $3 billion. This
year may be d11Ierent, since November
brought an infusion· of presumably economyminded Republicans. But the hard reality
of the continuing war in Vietnam plus the
political imperatives at home offer little real
hope that Congress will do more than haggle
over small change.
The fearsome $100 billion budget is now
but a memory. And having climbed a third
of the way into the second $100 billion, can
the cracking of the $200 billion mark be far
away?
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tion of my colleagues an article whicb
appeared in the Honolulu Star-Bulletill
about a gentleman who personifies the
friendly spirit of Hawaii-Mitchell
Pauole, the honorary mayor of Moloka.l·
This delightful 78-year-old ''exporter
of hospitality" is known to thousands of
visitors to the island who have been
warmly welcomed and aided by "Papa
Pauole." I know I speak for all tbe
mayor's friends ip wishing the kindly laY
minister many more years of health and
service on the beautiful, friendly island
of Molokai.
The interesting article by Kay Lund·
which appeared in the Honolulu StarBulletin on Wednesday, February 1.
1967, follows:

FRIENDLY MOLOKAI 1\L\ YOR
(By Kay Lund)
KAUNAKAKAI.-Mitchell Pauole doel:ln•t
mind future tourist development on Moloknl
just as long as new hotels are only half tbe
height of the tallest coconut tree.
"We must keep Molokai natural," said tbe
78-year-old Pauole who is as much a part o!
Island life as pineapple production.
Pauole is the honorary Mayor of Molokaielected at the Island's annual fair last AUgust-and the Island's greatest exporter o!
hospitality.
"I can recognize all of the strangers on
Molokai, so I always go up to greet and welcome them to Molokai," he said.
' 'And I encourage others on Molokai to dO
the same. After all we are the FriendlY
Island, you know." '
Pauole, wearing his trad.itionallauhala bnt
and mayor's badge, takes his unofficial wel'
coming duties with all seriousness.
During a conversation at Molokai Airport.
he excused himself when an Aloha Airlines
plane aiTived at the gate from Honolulu.
Off he went to greet the oldtlmers, welcoxne
the newcomers, help with baggage and offer
a ride into Kaunakakai in his old car to anyone lacking transportation.
"Molokai has been good to me. My coming
to Molokai with my family in 1923 was tb6
plan of God," Pauole said.
His manner is gentle and genuine. ]:{e
exudes the warmth for which people of
Molokai are known.
Visitors always ask him if he is Moloka1' 8
most
famous
citizen-the
"cockeyed
mayor"-and this tickles Pauole.
M:A YOR OF ISLAND
"I tell them I am not the cockeyed mayor
of Kaunakakai . . . but the mayor of all
Molokai," he said.
Over a breakfast of papaya juice, hot cake5·
eggs and coffee, Pauole reminisced about biS
42' years on Molokai.
Born on Kauai, he brought his family to
Molokai to homestead on five acres of land
at Hoolehua.
"We lived in a tent on our land for the first
three months. Our first planting was puiXlP'
kin. We made pol !rom that," he said.
With help from fellow homesteaders. be
constructed his own house and others in tbe
Hoolehua. area on land opened up to the :aawalians through efforts of Prince Jonall
As Honorary Mayor of Molokai Mitchell Kuhio
Kalanianaole.
A lay minister, Pauole conducted churcll
Pauole Exudes Aloha
services in his home for three years until
Hoolehua. Church, of the United Church of
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Christ, was constructed.
OF
KALAUPAPA HIKES
For years he hiked down the 2.000-foot
switchback trail into Kalaupapa to conduct
OF HAWAll
services for the patients and residents.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Pauole-often affectionately called papA
Pauole-is still going strong. Interesting!)'
Monday, February 6, 1967
enough, he gives his age as "almost 79."
Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, I
Today he is not only honorary mayor but
take pleasure in bringing to the atten- also a deputy high sheriff, a member of we

HON. SPARK· M. MATSUNAGA

February 6, 1967
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board of trustees of the hospital, a member
or the Hawaiian Civic Club and other groups.
The Molokal Jaycees sponsored the contest
!or honorary mayor last August at the fair.
lie was nominated by the Hawaiian Civic
Club and campaigned for three years.
"Maybe I'll run again as long as I'm in
good health,'' he said when asked if he had
any future "political" aspirations.
The Jaycees provide him with a small ex~nse account.
Pauole still lives in his Hoolehua house.
lie has nine children, three of whom still live
on Molokai. His wife died two years ago.
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Appendix
The Teachers Corps-A Boon to
New York City
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JACOB K. JAVITS
OF

NEW

YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. JA VITS. Mr. President, the Congress will this year have an opportunity
to consider legislation renewing the authority of the National Teachers Corps,
created by the Higher Education Act of
1965. More important, Congress will this
Year have an opportunity to appropriate
the needed funds which are the lifeblood
of the program. 'Vithout these funds,
the Teachers Corps program will expire.
The National Teachers Corps, in its
brief span of existence, has already
earned the support of the communities
in which it functions. The mayor of
New York City, Hon. John Lindsay, indicated in a recent letter to HEW Secretary John Gardner that "the Teachers
Corps has brought a much needed infusion of genuine commitment and imaginative talent to the schools of New York
City." The mayor added that he "would
count it a serious setback to the cause of
QUality education for every American if
the Teachers Corps were not to be allowed to continue and expand its work
in New York and across the country."
With this sentiment, I agree.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of Mayor Lindsay's
letter be printed in the Appendix of the
REcORD.
There being no objection, the letter
"'as ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
as follows:
THE

CORPs--A BOON TO
NEW YORK CITY
THE CITY OF NEW YORK,
OFFICE OF THE :MAYOR,

TEACHERS

New York, N.Y., January 23, 1967.

lion. JOH:-l \V. GARDNER
Secretary, Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Washington, D.C.
D£AR MR. SECRETARY: In looking ahead to a

Year which promises to bring a review of
lllany federal programs which intimately affect the cities, I would like to express my
Personal admiration and the strong support
Of Illy entire Administration for the work of
the National Teachers Corps in New York
City. Since the idea of the Teachers Corps
'Was first introduced while I was in Congress,
I have watched with interest its growth and
development in its first year in New York.
Far too often, imaginative innoYation is at
a Premium in government. Yet few qualities
are more seriously needed at all levels of government. The National Teachers Corps represents the kind of innovation which Is imPerative to urban public education if It is to
respond to the immense challenges facing
our schools today.
· The 93 teacher corpsmen who are now
'Working in 16 of our public schools in the
:Sronx, Brooklyn, Queem, and Manhattan

have brought a great spirit of open-minded
change to a system which sometimes seems
to have built-in rigidities. I have become
familiar with the constructive role played by
the city's teacher corpsmen through reading
reports of their activities. Members of my
own staff and the Human Resources Administration have also been greatly . impressed
with the corpsmen with whom they have had
the opportunity to discuss the work of the
National Teachers Corps. At New York University, Hofstra, Hunter, and Queens College,
working in neighborhood storefronts, voter
registration drives, clean-up campaigns,
after-school music classes, and extra language training. The interns have refused to
accept the bounds of a textbook definition of
teaching. They have helped their students
by helping the community, and they have
brought new hope to children who too often
give up in school because they believe the
school has given up on them.
The Teachers Corps has brought a muchneeded infusion of genuine commitment and
imaginative talent to the schools of New
York City. I would. count it a serious setback to the cause of quality education for
every American if the Teachers Corps were
not to be allowed to continue and expand its
work in New York and across the country.
We need more such young men and women
who believe in the right of every child in
every American school to broaden their world
beyond the invisible prisons of poverty.
With best regards,
JOHN V. LINDSAY,

goods flowing to this .tiny country whose only
"crime" is a declaration of independence
similar to America's own of 1776.
But not one peep has he uttered about applying a trade squeeze on bell1gerent, aggressive North Vietnam-the puppet state
now threatening the peace of all Southeast
Asia as a spearhead for the Communist International Liberation Front.
The glaring inconsistency of U.N. action
(and }..1r. Goldberg's acquiescence) is inexplicable since that body was created for the
purpose of promoting an enduring world
peace.
Its proposed intervention in Rhodesia can
be summed up in a single word-"meddling."
Its refusal to take action in the Vietnam
crisis by falling back on the lame excuse that
an embargo or military assistance "is unrealistic" in view of the fact that U.N. member nations "have sharply divided opinions''
on the issue, is as phoney as Ichabod Crane's
"headless horseman."
The United States, as principal U.N.
banker, has pumped $150 billion into that
organization on the assumption that it would
exert its power and influence (and eYen
armed intervention) against aggressor nations violating the basic tenets of the international non-aggression pact under which it
was organized.
It deserves at least token support in its
fight to prevent a Communist sweep through
defenseless free nations in the Far East. Instead it has been slapped in the face by the
U.N. assertion that the U.S. military action
Mayor.
in Vietnam is an unwarranted breach of
world peace.
Meanwhile, the burning question remains
An Embargo on Rhodesia but Not on
unanswered. Why hasn't our representative
in
the U.N. stood up in the General Assembly
North Vietnam
to plead our cause with the same vigor exhibited in his plea for U.N. intervention in
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Rhodesia by starving that non-aggressive
OF
little·nation into submission?
l\1r. Goldberg's timidity and reluctance, as
an administration policy spokesman, to cross
verba:
swords with U.N. delegates on these
OF VIRGINIA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES issues prompted the Virginia Senator to ask:
"Is it logical to demand sanctions against a
Tuesday, February 7, 1967
country at peace [Rhodesia] while being
unv;illing to demand the same sanctions
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, against a country at whose hands the AmeriI ask unanimous consent to have printed can people have sutfered more than 44,000
in the Appendix of the RECORD an edi- casualties?
torial entitled "With Embargo on a
''Perhaps this makes sense, but I am findFliend, Why None on the Enemy?'' pub- ing it difficult to reach that conclusion."
lished in the Nashville Banner on SaturThe constituent u .s. majority has that
day, February 4, 1967. The editorial same difficulty. The American people, in
seeks to put in focus an important ques- co~science and full awareness ~f :what is
tion facing our Nation.
gomg on, entertain the same o?Jectwn. As
. b ·
b' t'
h d't · · Senator Byrd clearly stated 1t, the U.N.
Th e1e
emg no o ~ec Io~, t e e 1 ona1 policy-Britain's poUcy-which A.mbassawas ordered to be prmted m the RECORD, dor Goldberg has sanctioned as u.s. policy,
as follows:
makes no sence what-eHr, and should be
Gooo QUESTION. SENATOR BYRD-WITH EM- flatly repudiated.
BARGO ON A FRIEND, WHY NONE ON THE
ENEMY?
Senator Harry Byrd., Jr. (Dem.-Va.) took
The Federal Reclamation Program
the Senate fioor the other day to pose a series
of questions on the minds of a lot of thinking
Amt>ricans.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Specifically, the senator from the Old DoOF
minion wanted to know how come administration policy makers, through their spokesman Ambassador Arthur Goldberg, do not
OF CALIFORNIA
insist that the U.N. impose economic sancIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
tions against North Vietnam similar to those
it has clamped on Rhodesia.
Tuesday, February 7. 1967
Mr. Goldberg, at the behest of Great Britain, has been very vocal in U.N. forums proMr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
mating a.n all-t>mbracing trade embargo on Speaker, the Interior and Insular Affairs

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.

HON. HAROLD T. JOHNSON
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Committee has been conducting a series
of briefings by Secretary Udall and the
heads of agencies in his Department.
One of the fine presentations which we
received was by Commissioner of Reclamation Floyd E. Dominy. Mr. Speaker, ·
under unanimous consent to extend my
remarks in the REcoRD I include extracts
from Commissioner Dominy's statement.
I am informed by the Public Printer
that this statement will exceed 2 pages ln
the RECORD and will cost approximately
$550. While I am mindful of this fact, I
believe that this statement is of such interest and importance that it should be
made available to all Members. Therefore, I have asked that it be printed notwithstanding the additional cost.
The statement referred to follows:
REMARKS BY COMMISSIONER OF RECLAMATION
FLOYD E. DOMINY, BEFORE THE HOUSE IN·
TERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS CoMMITTEE,
JANUARY 31, 1967

It is an honor and .a pleasure to meet with
this committee at the opening of the Ninetieth Congress. These orientation sessions
are an excellent idea and should prove most
useful, not only to the new members of the
committee, but to all of you and us in shaping our ideas as to what will come before
you in the next two years.
As Secretary Udall discussed with you in
your opening orientation session last week,
water is one of the most critical domestic
problems we face. The Bureau of Reclamation has been in the water supply business,
where shortages are the rule rather than the
exception, for a long, long time.
THE WORTH OF RECLAMATION

There are many Va.lues represented in Reclamation such as widened recreational opportunities, flood and pollution control,
hydro-electric power generation and fisheries
enhancement, salinity repulsion and others,
but in the final analysis, it is the hard cash
contribution to the national economy from
an enlarged and regulated water supply that
is the strength and primary purpose of
Reclama.tion.
Economic growth has been expressed many
times as a National objective. President
Johnson in his message of March 25, 1965,
on Area and Regional Economic Development said, "~ experience of the last 30
years has shown conclusively that the increasing prosperity of any region of this
country increases the prosperity of the Nation. . . . We have the resources and the
skill to extend American abundance to every region of this land." The Congress, in
passing the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965, declared "that ·t he
maintenance of the economy at a high level
is vital to the best interests of the United
States . . ."
Our Federal Reclamation program, through
development and stabilization of the basic
economy of the West, plays a very effective
and significant role in achieving this national objective.
Economic development
from our water resources projects is generative and long lasting as opposed to oneshot or aid type programs.
The Bureau of Reclamation has made
numerous studies to measure the impact of
· Federal Reclamation projects on the economy of a project area, a State, and the Nation. Our most recent study was completed
this past year in cooperation with Washington State University on the Economic Sigficance of the Columbia Basin Project Development in Washington. An Extension
Circular summarizing this study was published in January 1966 and the full technical bulletin was published in September
1966, both by Washington State University.

We have copies of the summary publication
available for your reference and use.
We currently have a study in process under contract with the Bureau of Business
Research, University of Nebraska, to measure
the impact of irrigated agriculture upon the
economy of the State of Nebraska. This
study is scheduled for completion next fall.
We also have an economic inventory nearing completion by Montana State University
on the East Bench Unit and on a comparison area in Montana. Irrigation is just getting under way on the East Bench Unit and
our objective is to make another economic
inventory some years hence to compare with
the current one. This will give us a measurement of the difference in economic development between the project area under irrigation and a comparison dryland area and
thus identify in quantitative terms the economic impact of this project.
There are other studies on various projects
throughout the West. All have consistently
shown vast contributions to the economic
development of the area, the State, and the
Nation.
The COlumbia Basin Study is our most
recent. Irrigation water first became available through the Federally constructed system in 1948. The system for the presently
contemplated 1,029,000 irrigable acre project
is now about 50 percent complete.
Growth has been evident in every major
economic indicator even though the project
is still far from mature development. In
contrast, an adjacent comparison area similar in every particular with the area now
irrigated, showed only nominal growth, or in
some instances, an actual decline.
The project area grew from 608 farms in
1949 to 2,500 farms in 1963. Gross farm income from crops and livestock in the project
area totaled $76.2 million and net farm
income was $29.8 million in 1963. The project area produced six times as much gross
farm income and almost four times as much

net farm income per acre of cropland as did
the comparison dryland area.
The trends we found in some of the major
economic indicators for the two areas are
· shown in the following ratios based on an
equivalent land area basis:
Population and business establishment
growth in the project area exceeded the comparison area by a ratio of 17 to 1.
Employment and wages grew by a ratio
Of 20 to 1.
• Property tax base increased by a ratio of
6 to 1.
Postal receipts and retail sales tax collections increased. by a ratio of 17 to 1. ·
Business and occupation taxes showe4 a
19 to 1 ratio.
Electrical usage was significantly higher.
Federal income tax payments were 17 times
greater in the project area.
The increased demand for manufacturer
goods produced in other areas of the Nation
caused by project development is apparent
from an analysis of rail and truck shipments
to the two study areas. Inbound carload
shipments to the project areas were 23 times
those of the comparison area in 1962 on an
equivalent land area basis. Shipments came
from practically every state of the Nation in
substantially larger amounts than to the
comparison area.
Outbound carload shipments from the
project area were 8 times greater than from
an equivalent amount of land in the comparison area. Substantial shipments from
the project area went to virtually every state.
outbound shipments from the comparison
area, on the other hand, were relatively small
and went to only a few states.
The number Of carloads and wholesale
value of freight resulting from the movement
of goods to and from the total Project area
of 412,300 acres and total comparison area o!
1,511,000 acres with corresponding amounts
per 10,000 acres of cropland is shown in the
following tabulation:

TABLE

1
Total

Item

Project
area

Number of carloads:
Inbound-------------------------------------------Outbound _________ ------- ___ ----------------------Wholesale value:
Inbound __ -----------------------------------------Outbound._----------------------------------------

The magnitude of freight shipments to
and from the Project area and the compar1TABLE

· Comparison
area

8, 228

$63, 93~ 000

Per 10,000
cropland
acrEIScomparison
area
10

231

1, 496
7,174

367

47

$12,788,000
$21, 509, ()oo

$2,430,800
$1,798,000

$84,(j()()
$142,300

13,047

$86, 440, ()()()

Per 10,000
irrigated
acresproject
area

'Son area for a selected group of states is
shown in the following tabulation:

2.-Wholesale value of inbound and outbound ~hipments by selected States to the
total project area and the total compar1"son area, 1962
[Thousands of dollars]
Inbound
State

California _______________________________ ------- ________ _
Florida ________ -------- ___________ : ___ ------- ___________ _
llllnois
"------------------------------------------Indiana______
_____________________________
__ _________________ •
0 hlo _______ --------- ___________________________________ _
~~w~k==============================================

Pennsylvania ______ ---------- ______________ ------ _____ __
Texas ___________ ------ ____ ____________ -_-_-------------Wisconsin_--------- -- ------ --- _________ ----------- _____ _

These tables readily show that the diversifl..ed agriculture in the Columbia Basin proj-

ect area generates much more business with

To
project
area
15, 185
1, !\81

6, 760
1, 321

4,362
4,139
3,002

2, 963

Outbound

To
comparison
area
2,162

491
1,193

119
396
2X6
2fl0

230

From
project
area.
3, 534
696
10, 556
1,094
882
1, 852
647
864

4,482

1, 205

2,897

1, 770

263

904

From
comparison
area
12
0
R

0
24
0
~

3
1
5

other sectors of the national economy than
does the comparison area. The total wholesale value o! inbound shipments in 1962 was
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t86 .4: mllllon for the project area but only
•12.8 million for the comparison a.rea, despite

10 rec'Ulmation reservoirs u.'ith highest t•isftor use (visitar days) in 1965

the latter being some three times as large.
Tb..1s same story may be repeated over and
over again as arid lands a.re diversified as
one element of multipurpose water resources
development under the Federal Re<:lamatlon
program.

Lake Mead (including Hoover
4, 167, 100
I>am) Reser>oir
----------------------Folsom
______________ _ 3,852,600
Jackson Lake _________________ _ 2,316,900
Shasta Lake ___________________ _ 1,213,800
Lake Berryessa ________________ _ 1,200,000
.FDR Reservoir (including COulee

RECREATION ON RECLAMATION PROJECTS

Any discussion of the worth of Reclamation, however, woUld be incomplete without
Inore than a passing reference to recreation
a.tld public use enjoyment.
Recreation use of Reclamation projects bas
increased from 6.6 million visitor days in
1950 to 36.6 million in 1965. This use measUrement is confined principally to managed
recreation on storage reservoirs. It does not
include substantial incidental recreation
Principally in the form of hunting and fishing which takes place along canals and
"''asteways or within the irrigated project
land area such as the very popular pheasant
hunting within ~ the Columbia Basin project
or the downstream fishery benefits in regulated flow throughout the years and clean
cold water in..fiowing ri>ers.
Reclamation development includes built-in
attractions to the public !or recreation o'"er
and a.bove the recreation values that exist in
tnany specific recreation areas. Of major
1mportance Ls the creation of stored water
that can be utilized for virtually all waterOriented recreation act1>1ties. The other
Principal inducement is the construction of
1J:npressi'\'e engineering features, principally
d:mu and powerplants. A dam, particularly
11 it is a large one, attracts sightseers from
the time construction begins. From the time
the reservoir begins to impound water, visitors to the dam and total recreation use of
the area Increases.
For example, in spite of a remote location
5-hours remo'\'ed from the Nation's center of
Population total recreation use reported for
Lake Powell in 1965 was 960,000 tisitor days.
About two-thirds of this was made up by
8lghtseers in the immediate Glen Can'\'on
Dam area. Comparatively, Lake Mead National Recreation Area reported over 4 million >isitor days in 1965 of which only about
5i3,000 were sightseers at Hoo>er Dam. We
can expect total recreation use of Lake Powell
and >isita to Glen Canyon Dam to increase
aubsta.ntlally in future years.
Recreation use of most reservoir areas prior
to construction bas been insignificant.
Often important natural features become
or more '"alue to the public through better
accessiblllty by construction of a dam and
creation of a reservoir.
A good example is Rainbow Bridge at La.ke
Powell. Prior to 1960 only 13,000 visitors in
50 years had >!sited the Rainbow Bridge National Monument. The National Park Service reported visitation in 1966 by means of
the Lake Powell waterway was in excess of
20,000 people.
In calendar year 1965, the 10 Reclamation
reseiToirs with greatest public use exceeded
the 10 most-used national parks in the Western States. Totals as shown on this chart
exceeded 17 million visitor days for the 10
Reclamation reservoirs compared with 16
lllilllon for the national parks. Table No. 3
shows comparative figures.

Dam) -----------------------

Lake PowelL___________________
Flaming Gorge Reservoir________
Lakes Granby and Shadow Mountains tcombined) -----------Altus Reservoir----------------

downstream from a reservoir, perhaps some
distance removed geographically from the
site of the storage.
Under the terms of the Act, the cost of
such storage is defined as separable and thus
must be borne in part by a non-Federal public body. In this situation the benefits accrue to fishermen who may be many miles
removed from the reservoir, perhaps even in
another state. We have not yet figured out
a practical way to contract for the administration and repayment of a project of this
type in such a way as to collect from the
actual beneficiaries, particularly 1! user fees
are to be the source of income through which
payback is assured.
We ha"Ve also encountered a few situations
in which Section 9 of the Act limiting us to
projects where the sum of the allocations to
recreation and fish and wildlife enhancement are less than the sum of the allocations to other purposes poses a constraint on
otherwise excellent projects. We suggest
that the COngress should be afforded the
opportunity to consider such developments
and further suggest the possbility that
future experience under the Act may show
that some amendment and clarification of
Section 9 is desirable.
It is fully appreciated that this Section 9
is intended to pre>ent the Federal Reclamation program from being used for projects
wholly or largely for fish and wildlife and
recreation. It is our present thinking, however, that the procedure requiring us to
secure specific prior approval for feasibility
investigations affords the COngress with an
opportunity to exercise control over this
situation and to keep it within acceptable
limits.
In summary, however, we would like to emphasize that Public Law 89-72 is a highly
desirable and constructive Act and one which
well serves the purposes for which it was
intended.

1, 065,600
960, 400
803,700
757,000
714,300

Total ____________________ 17,051,400
Recreational significance of Reclamation
resen-oirs has developed to a large extent
without advance appreciation of recreational
'\'alues. Past projections of recreation use
made prior to project construction consistently underestimated the use that has actually taken place. Part of this conservatism
is attributable to the great expansion of recreation that occurred in recent years as
leisure time has increased. To a large extent, howeYer, it resulted from lack of true
appreciation for the recreation resources potential invol'\'ed. The fact is that every resenooir built by the Bureau of Reclamation
automatically becomes a public recreation
center.
FEDERAL WATER PROJECTS RECREATION ACT

Based on recent experience, it is clear that
the recreation potential of Reclamation resenoirs is only just beginning to be realized.
Many of our older reservoirs are without adequate public use facilities, and the use which
occurs utilizes only small parts of the shorelines and water areas. The Federal Water
Project Recreation Act of July 9, 1965, Public
Law 89-72 sponsored by this committee,
makes it possible to correct this situation on
many of the older projects. We can anticipate many-fold increases for some of these
reservoirs in future years as adequate facilities are provided to accommodate the public.
The recreation potential of Reclamation
de>elopment was recognized and enhanced
by passage of the Federal Water Projects Recreation Act, Public Law 89-72. This measure
bas provided a sound policy framework by
which fish and wildlife enhanc.ement and recreation purposes can be considered uniformly
by the Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps
of Engineers in formulation and evaluation
of multiple-purpose projects. Of course, it
also provides for an appropriate level of local
or non-Federal participation.
Our experience in the administration of
the Act has shown it to be, for the most part,
quite acceptable by non-Federal interests.
However, some unusual situations have been
found where rigid adherence to the letter
and spirit of the Act pose administrative
problems. An example is the situation where
capacity is needed in a reservoir for the
specific purpose of enhancing fishery fiows

RECLAMATION'S nSCAL SITUATION

As the Secretary informed you, the F. Y.
1967 appropriations made to the Bureau of
Reclamation have been reduced by $10.2
million in conformance with the administration's policy to reduce the total obligations schedule for that fiscal year.
To meet the amount established for the
Bureau, it was necessary that any reductions
be confined to deferral of work yet to be
contracted and to avoid deferrals of supporting contracts for work already underway. It was also assumed that the fund
cutback would become available in fiscal
year 1968 and the President's Budget so
provides.
In arriving at the required reduction in
the total face value of contracts to be
awarded in F. Y. 1967, we concentrated on
contracts scheduled for award late in the
fiscal year to the maxium.m extent possible.
In summary, these reductions were applied to the Bureau's appropriation as follows:
FL«'1ll war
1!1ti7

Fbral yrar 1\Jti7 U]lpropriutiun

~>pproprintion

C;\~h

rt>clurtiun

3.-10 national parks in Western States
with highest visitor use {t•isits) in 1965
Grand Tetozi.", Wyo______________ 2, 507, 000
Yellowstone, Idabo-Mont.-Wyo__ 2 062 500
Olympic,
058: 000
Grand Canyon, Ariz____________ 1, 689, 200
Mount Rainer, Wash___________ 1, 643, 100
Yosemite, Call!________________ 1, 635, 400
Rocky Mountain, Colo__________ 1, 619, 800

Con~truet inn :mol rrhahilitaUon ___________ ------------------ _. ___ -------------- ____ fl92. 375, oou
l'ppt-r Color;luU riYCf !Oflll!'C proje<:t __ --------------------------- _------------------.
,r,(l, 1\li<, IHKJ
Lo<ill proj!TatJl ________________________ ------------------------- ___ --------- __ __ ___ ____
12, 9'J.S. IMlll
t:nwr~l'llty funtl • ____ ~ ________ ------------------------------- __ -----------------1, IMWI, IMMl
Gt"n<·n 1 illY<':'! lgatinn ---- ----------------------------------------------------------15. Cli.'i. um
Operaticm anti maintenance _____ ---------------------------------------------------41, (M.Kl. INKJ
Gent>ral uJministrutive eApense __________ --------------------------------·------11, 300, uoo

$4. 4.'..t, ()(I()
4. !lll. I~Wl

noo

10, 2110, 1~10

Platt, Okla._____________________
Wind Ca'Ve, S.
Sequoia, CaUL_________________

You will note none of the reduction was
applied to the program. of General Investigations since this activity represents the future
of Western water development and, in my
opinion, is the least susceptible to annual re-

TABLE

Wash_________________ 2:

Dak_____________

1, 460, 500
885, 600
877, 3b0

Total------~------------- 16,438,400

s:i.'i, IHMJ

1----------1---------

Total unnuul appropriation ______ . - ------------··----------- __ ---------- --- -- ·

313, 943,

'

ductions without serious detriment. The
Operation and Maintenance, General Administrative Expense, and Emergency !unds are
required for the day-to-day functioning of
the Bureau and also are not subject to stop-

a.nd-go financing. The remainder of the appropriations were subjected to the analysis I
have described. With your approval, I will
TABLE

submit a table showing the specific application of these reductions. (Table 4)

4.-Fiscal year 1967 cash reductions and deferral of contract awards st-udy
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
Cash
reduction

Appropriation and project

Construction and rehabilitation:
Advance planning:
Southern Nevada water supply, Nevada_----- ------------------------------Teton Basin, Lower Teton, IdahO------ ---------------------------------- - --Central Valley, CaliL -----------------------------------------------------------Chief Joseph Dam, Whitestone Coulee Unit, Wash_-- ------------------------- --Columbia Basin, Wash __ --------------------------------------------------------.Missouri River Basin:
Garric;on diversion unit, North Dakota-South Dakota____________________ ____

$33, 932, ()()()
2, 367,000
13,613,000

24,000

7, 140,000

m: ~

Pac1~v:~~;!,~~~::Pa.cillc-south~es£illieliie:::::::::::::::~================~====
Parker-Davis, Arizona-California-Nevada ________________ ------------------------

~: ~
150, 000

Pecos River Basin water salvage, New Mexico-Texas____ _________________________
Weber Basin, Utah __ --------------------_---------------------- _______ ----------Drainage and minor construction:
Eden, Wyo_ ------------ ------- --------------------------- __ ----- _____ -------Recreation facilities at existing reservoirs_-- ---------------------------------Rehabilitation and betterment-Yakima, Outlook Irrigation Dlli'trict, Washington_

Face value of
deferred
contracts

$425,000
125,000
I, 777,000
182,000
176, 000

¥;:s!:1~ro~~~i:~~~~~~=~~==============================~===============
D. & M.C.-Bostwick unit, Nebraska-Kansas________________________________

125,000

60,000
150, 000
50, 000
100,000
40,000
1------1-------

Total, construction and rehabilitation _________ --------------- ______ ----------- _I==
4,=4=54,=000
=I==
57='=
05=2=,000
=
Colorado River storage project:
.
Curecanti unit ________ -------------- ------------------------------ -------------- _______ ------- _
Tmnsmlc;sion division ______________ -------------------- __ -------_________________
66, 000
Central Vtah, Bonneville unit, Utah--------------------------------------------2, 845,000

Up~r

f:n.t':.~~~r:;:a.J~~~·J!:'Me~ico~~==========================================
------5oo~oooRecreation and fish and wildlife facilities:
.

11,704, ()()()
8fi8, 000
7, 232,000
7, 950,000

500,000

National Park Service-------------------------------------------------------750,000
Rureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife_----- ----------------------~--------- 750,000
500,000
1----------11---------Total, Upper Colorado River storage project_ _____________________________ _
4, 911,000
28,744,000
Loan program:
Byron-Bethany Irrif:ation District, California_----------------------------------Nevada Irrigation District, California____________________________________________
Roosevelt Water Conservation District, Arizona __ -------------------------------

1=========1========
150,000
185,000
500,000
1----------1·---------

Total, lo:lll program _____________ ------------------------------------------- ----l===83=5,=ooo=,l=_=_=_-=-=-=--=-=--=-=-85,796,000
Grand totaL __ ------------ ____ ------------------------------------------------10, 200, 000
PROJECT
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AUTHORIZATIONS-RELATION
CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

TO

The Reclamation West was gratified with
the new projects authorized by the 89th Congress. These were the Garrison Diversion
Unit in North and South Dakota, the AuburnFolsom South Unit in California, the Southern Nevada Water Supply Project, the Third
Powerplant at Grand Coulee Dam in Washington, the Manson Unit in Washington, and
the Tualatin Project in Oregon.
The total estimated cost of the new developments is $1,137,000,000. Without them
Western water development would be facing
a rapid future decline in construction activity. With them the basis for progress on an
orderly construction program at an efficient
level of use of manpower and dollars is assured for the next three years.
Continuation of an orderly construction
program beyond that time will require the
authorization of new Reclamation projects
by the 90th Congress as Reclamation does
not have a backlog of authorized projects to
draw upon. Provision is made in our fiscal
year 1968 budget request for either the start
of construction or advance planning activity
preparatory to start of construction for every
authorized Reclamation project not now
underway.
There is a backlog of new project proposals
for authorization now pending before your
Committee and the Congress. Reports on 11
such proposals have been transmitted to the
Congress. Of these the Colorado River Basin
Project is by far the largest and most import:.:tnt. The other 10, of which the Nebraska. Mid-State, North Loup, and San
Felipe projects are the largest, total some
$340,000,000 in estimated coot.
Additionally; we have a number of reports
which are essentially complete. These include reports on the Oahe Unit in South

Dakota, the Southwest Idaho Water Development Project, the East Side Division and
Kellogg Unit of the Central Valley Project in
California, the O'Neill Unit of the Missouri
River Basin Project in Nebraska, the Closed
Basin Division of the San Luis Project in
Colorado, and several smaller ones.
CONTINUING RECLAMATION INVESTIGATION

Our regular planning and investigative

work is scheduled at about the same dollar
level as the past several years. Within the
program, however, there recently have been
two significant changes in emphasis.
One change relates to the interdepartmental comprehensive surveys which are
taking a larger share of our planning time
and dollars. These surveys, which are being
conducted under the auspices of the President's Water Resources Council, are directed
toward formulating framework plans of land
and water resource development for each of
the major river basins of the United States.
As far as the West is concerned, the survey
of the Red River Basin below Denison Dam
is being completed this fiscal year; surveys
of the Missouri, Columbia, Puget Sound, and
Williamette River Basins are underway;
similar surveys are starting this fiscal year
of the Upper and Lower Colorado River
Basins and the State of California; and the
Souris-Red River Basin Survey is scheduled
to get underway in fiscal year 1968. In fiscal
year 1968, about 23 percent of our planinng
dollars will be required for those surveys.
Another change in emphasis is an increase
in our reconnaissance, or preliminary study,
activity. Part of this stems from the need
to have firm reconnaissance information to
support requests for feasibility study authorization. The most important factor, however, is an increasing awareness on the part
of the public of the growing shortage of
water in many areas and the need for prompt

action to establish priorities and rights for
developing local resources.
AB a result of the increased activity on
reconnaissance and basin survey work, we
are having to significantly curtail our feasibility study program. In fiscal year 1968 we
will be working on 21 percent fewer feasibility studies than this year. These are the
studies that culminate in reports to be submitted to the Congress for authoriztl.tton
for construction.
There also have been significant changes
in the character of our planning work as
projects become more complex and more
widely encompassing in their scope. In
recent years, legislation has broadened considerations related to fish and wildlife, recreation and water pollution control. More
emphasis also is being placed on municipal
and indus trial water.
Technological advances in desalting,
weather modification, evaporation suppression, and water salvage are opening up potential new sources of water supply to be considered in planning. The potentials of interbasin, interregional and even international
water transfers are receiving increasing attention.
Another significant change is the increas·
ing participation of the States in resource
planning. One of the leaders is the State of
California, which already has adopted a State
water plan and is actively engaged in developing its land and water resources. Texas
also is very active in the field and is in the
final stages of developing a State-wide plan.
A general increase in State planning activity
is anticipated as planning funcis available
under the Water Resource Planning Act of
1965 are utilized. In the Midwest, we have
State-wide reconnaissance studies underwaY
in Oklahoma and Kansas to assist those
States in developing similar overall plans and
hope to start another study in Nebraska next
fiscal year.
In connection with the feasibility studies
I mentioned earlier, Congress last year passed
.. legislation to authorize the Secretary of the
Interior to engage in a substantial list of
feasibility studies. Most of thOBe studies al·
ready were underway but several were being
considered for new starts in fiscal year 1968.
Because of limited planning funds in the
budget, we will not be able to schedule most
of those new starts in fiscal year 1968 as expected. As a resUlt, we expect to request
feasibility study authorization for only four
projects this session looking to the 1969
budget. '
One final aspect of Reclamation planning
of which you should be a ware is the lack of
a unified policy under the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act for the sharing of coots
associated with water quality control. While
Corps of Engineers' projects have been authorized which provided for allocation of
costs related to water quality control ob- tained through reservoir storage and release
on -a nonreimbursable basis, application of
this principle to Reclamation project proposals has been denied. This problem was
highlighted last year in consideration of legislation to authorize the Tualatin Project in
Oregon.
The whole problem is now under review by
the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, Hopefully from this review will
come guideline policies that can be applied
to all Federal water resources programs and
receive the sanction of the Congress. Water
quality control is an important function now
under study in a number of Reclamation in~estigatiqns. Until a policy on cost sharing
1s approved, our entire analyses of project
repayment will remain uncertain and conf~sed where water quality control is a sigmficant project function.
WATER

POLLUTION

CONTROL

In cooperation with our new sister agency,
the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, we have taken positive steps to im-
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plement pollution control measures through
water delil"ery contract provisions.
An example of this is in con tracts executed on October 26, 1966, between the
United States and the Colorado River Commission of Nevada, and between the Commission and the Southern California Edison
Company for furnishing the Company not
to exceed 30,000 acre-feet of Colorado River
water annually from the Colorado River below Da is Dam. This water is for use in the
proposed Mohave thermal-electric generation plant in southern Nevada.
The United States contracted to deliver
water to the Commission and the Commission in tum contracted to deliver water to
the Company. Water pollution control provisions are contained in these contracts.
The Commission-Company contract, pro\' ides the principle water pollution control
measures. That contract requires the Company to install and diligently operate such
waste water, waste material, and sewage effluent and disposal facilities as may be necessary to prevent any significant and measurable pollution of the water of the Colorado
River, intermittent tributary streams or underground water, and j or any measurable
retum of waste water thereto unless agreed
to by the Secretary of the Interior.
The water user's designs and plans for
water pollution control facilities are to be
submitted to the Secretary for approval in
advance of construction. In the event agreement cannot be reached between the water
user and the Secretary on any matter relating to the designs, plans or facilities, the
matter shall be submitted to arbitration in
accordance with arrangements provided in
the contract. The contract further provides
that the water users must comply With all
valid applicable water pollution control laws
and regulations under Federal, State, or
County jurisdiction now or hereafter in
force.
The water user contract provides that the
water pollution control measures therein are
for the benefit of the United States as well
as the Commission and that any breach
thereof by the water user constitutes grounds
for the United States to refuse to deliver
'\\•ater or to terminate its contract with the
Commission.

tion augmentation and redistribution of apprmdmately $45 million by F.Y. 1970.
The estimate of $5 million contained in our
proposed program for F.Y. 1968, while far less
than that contemplated in the !CAS report,
nevertheless, would provide a logical step in
supporting the existing program, and for
planning a nationwide program to develop
operational systems for integrating atmospheric sources with all our other sources of
clean water. Thus we will be prepared to expand the nationwide program of scientific
and engineering research when the national
budgetary situation and commitments abroad
permit.
EXCESS LANDS

The term excess acreage refers to that irrigable acreage by which any single ownership
on a Federal Reclamation project exceeds the
basic nonexcess acreage to which water may
be delivered under law. With but few exceptions, that basic nonexcess entitlement has
been the traditional 160 acres or double that
amount for a husband-wife ownership. Such
excess lands amount to about 11 percent of
the nearly 10 million irrigable acres under
Federal Reclamation projects.
In recent years however, only about 50,000
acres randomly distributed throughout our
113 projects, are reported to have received
water contrary to the provisions of law. Most
of the remaining excess lands either do not
receive water or have established eligibility
by recordable contract or under special
statutes to receive water. Lands on (1) the
Kings River and Kern River projects; and (2)
Imperial Irrigation District under the Boulder Canyon Project are exceptions. Water
users on these two projects have challenged
the interpretation of law, but delivery of
water is continuing pending decision of the
courts.
The basic concept of the 160-acre limitation Is that a fa.rm should produce sufficient
income to support a farm family and pay all
operating costs, including water charges. We
believe this basic concept is sound; however,
the amount of land to accomplish this purpose may, under today's conditions, be
greater than 160 acres.
Ne' ertheless, the basic concept makes it
possible for Federal Reclamation projects to
provide benefits for a greater number of people than if no restrictions were imposed on
ATMOSPHERIC WATER RESOURCES PROGRAM
the size of ownerships. The type of farming
President Johnson recently said of weather operations that existed about 60 years ago or
modification that "substantial progress has near the time the basic law was passed, have
been made . . . but the pace has been slow. changed considerably.
To advance the rate of progress, an effort of
We have studied this problem further in
larger scope and direction is needed both in response to a request of the Senate Interdirect basic research and in developing means ior and Insular Affairs Committee. This reto put the knowledge to work." The De- sulted in the Department's Acreage Limitapartment has recommended a vastly in- tion Policy Study which was transmitted to
creased Atmospheric Water Resources Pro- that Committee nearly 3 years ago. An atgram by the Bureau of Reclamation as a tempt was made in this study to present
first step to meet the President's challenge. both the legislative and administrative
In other.respects, the Atmospheric Water aspects of this complex subject. The princiResources Program is an essential part of the pal recommendation in that study was a
Interior Department's total etfort to get more proposal that would provide a modified basis
fresh water, distribute it more efficiently, and . for defining the acreage limitation of Reclato manage and use it more wisely. Tapping mation law by authorizing general use of
the rivers of the sky, cleaning up our rivers the Class 1 equivalency concept in determinand lakes. and desalination of sea water, are ing nonexcess and excess acres on Reclamathe three promising new alternatives that tion projects. This concept would permit
this Department has for adding to man's use- a single landowner to receive project water
ful water supplies.
for an acreage up to the equivalent of 160
The time has come for accelerating the acres of Class 1 land where that acreage
Atmospheric Water Resources Program com- would be sufficient to provide a satisfactory
Inensurate with the research and develop- level of living.' This would permit an owner
Inent activities that are now underway in the with less productive land to receive water
desalination and pollution abatement pro- for more than 160 acres. This concept has
gram. Secretary Udall on January 9, 1967, been legislatively adopted on a few projects
sent to the Congress a report providing for in the authorizing acts.
vastly increased engineering and scientific reSuch a legislative proposal for general apsearch in atmospheric water resources on a plication is now being considered in the
nationwide basis to be carried out by the Bu- Department and we hope it will be presented
reau of Reclamation. Funds in excess of $50 to this session of Congress.
Illillion a year will be required when the reREIMBlJRSAlULITY OF RECLAMATION
search program reaches full throttle. Reports
INVESTMENTS
Just prepared by the Interdepartmental ComI would like to reiterate at this time one of
tn.ittee for the Atmospheric Sciences (for the
President's Office of Science and Technology) the basic, but too little understood, considrecommend an Interior Program in precipita- erations which make financing of the Bu-
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reau of Reclamation's activities somewhat
unique in Government fiscal operations.
Under the basic laws controlling the Bureau
of Reclamation, the great majority of the
funds appropriated for these purposes are
returned to the Treasury from revenues collected from water and power users and other
project beneficiaries.
Please remember that I am speaking in
terms of hard cash over and above the local
and national benefits arising from the construction of Reclamation projects. We currently estimate that all projects authorized
to the Bureau of Reclamation to date will
cost, when oompleted, some $8.2 billion.
Of this amount, approximately $7.3 billion of the Government's investment or- almost 90 percent will be returned in cash to
the Treasury from the sources I have identified. Of the $7.3 billion to be returned to
the Treasury, $2.9 billion is interest bearing
and this interest Will also be deposited in
the Treasury. No other natural resource development program, to my knowledge, has
such a hard cash-on-the-barrel-head retum
to the Treasury of its investment.
Let me briefly review the background or
this situation. The Reclamation Act of 1902,
which is the basic legislative authority for
the Bureau of Reclamation, established a
Reclamation Fund.
One, which we call indirect collections,
comes from the sale of public lands and timber, royalties from lands leased for oil, royalties and rentals of land with potassium deposits, and water power licenses issued by the
Federal Power Commission. The second
source identified as direct collections includes construction repayments, and project
revenues arising from the sale of water and
power. As of June 30, 1966, indirect collections had contributed some $971,000,000 to
the Fund and direct collections had totaled
$1,330,000.000.
Expenditures from the Reclamation Fund
may, of course, be made only on the authority of appropriations made by the Congress.
In making such appropriations the Congress
tra.ditionally appropriates the equivalent of
approximately one year's revenue to the
Fmld, and to the extent th'e requirements
of the program are greater than this amount,
appropriates the remainder from the General
Fund. Appropriations from the Reclamation Fund have increased in recent years reflecting the increase in direct and indirect
collections. For example, in 1966 more than
$160,000,000 was deposited into the Fund.
Since many of the Bureau's major powerplants, which are heavy re,·enue producers,
are just coming on the line or are still under
construction, it is very evident that the deposits to the Fund will increase in future
years.
In summary, let me state that we feel in
the Bureau of Reclamation that this financial situation should be recognized and considered in making decisions for further work
by the Bureau. In fiscal year 1967, almost
half the amount appropriated to the Bureau
came from the Reclamation Fund; that is,
from sums deposited in the Treasury in advance of its appropriation. This percentage
will increase as our revenues also increase.
This situation, plus the fact that of the total
appropriated, over 90 percent will be returned, is a strong contributor to my
enthusiastic support of the Reclamation
program.
ffiRIGATION ASSISTANCE FROM Pc;>WER REVENUES

The basic Reclamation Act of 1902 was
amended in 1906 authorizing the Secretary
of the Interior to use surplus Federal project
power as a source of revenue to be credited
in the Reclamation Fund. Federal power
was first generated at Roosevelt Dam, Ari·
zona, in 1906 for construction use. The first
Reclamation investment will come from
from a small plant on the Strawberry Power
Can~l near Spanish Fork, Utah, in 190f.s.
Since that time, power has become thf'
"paying partner" in Reclamation's many
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multipurpose projects throughout the Western States.
In considering the feasibility of a multipurpose project, power revenues must first
be able to repay, with interest, all costs associated with the installation, operation and
upkeep of power facilities.
Power revenues after repayment of power
costs are then used to repay that portion of
the irrigation costs which is beyond the
ability of the water user to pay. In effect,
irrigation is subsidized by power which encourages greater use of farm land, thereby
increasing productivity and enhancing national wealth.
The Bureau now operates 49 powerplants
with a total capacity of 6,953,000 kilowatts.
It markets· the power from six plants of
the Corps of Engineers and from Falcon
Powerplant in Texas. These plants produce
annually more than 40 billion kilowatt hours
of electrical energy. Gross power revenues
have exceeded $120 million a year. About
60 percent of the revenue needed to repay
reimbursable costs of the $8 billion ultimate
Reclamation power for commercial use came
power revenues.
RELATION OF HYDRO TO THERMAL GENERATION

Your committee has heard a lot of discussion and arguments that hydropower is outmoded and giving way to the low cost energy
which is becoming available from thermal
plants with generators of extra-ordinary capacity, some as high a.S a million kilowatts.
It is true that the capital cost of thermal
plants per kilowatt of installed capacity has
decreased substantially in recent years as a
result of cost savings through construction
of larger units, increased automation, and
greater production. However, one of the
penalties of using larger thermal units is
that they must run near full load most of
the time to attain high efficiency and to earn
sufficient revenue to repay the investment.
Another disadvantage of lavge thermal units
is that they are not suitable for fast starting or to meet rapid load changes.
Normal system load patterns do not match
this requi'tement but vary appreciably from
hour to hour, day to day, and week to week
in accordance with the seasons and the living
habits of man. An average system power
load throughout the year is usually not over
60 percent of the peak load. This means
that the total generation required to handle
system load is idle about 40 percent of the
time. Thus, if large thermal units are to be
kept running at full load, say 80 percent
of the time, then other generation must be
idle more than its normal share of the total
idle time. This generation which is needed
only a small percent of the time furnishes
what is called peaking power.
Hydroelectric generation is ideally suited
to supply peaking power because of its fast
starting and rapid loading characteristics.
It has no fuel costs, nor does it pollute the
air or water. Maintenance and down-time
are minimal and hydro can be used for spinning reserve and voltage control. Peaking
power is most valuable and hydropower used
in this manner complements rather than
competes with thermal generation.
The increasing use of :targe steam units,
both fossil-fuel and nuclear-powered, means
greater demand for low-cost peaking. This
demand can be met by adding hydro installations at existing or new sites, or from new
hydro pumped storage plants. This is why
we are planning to install generation of
maximum capacity for peaking use in all
future hydro construction, such as the third
powerhouse at Grand Coulee Dam and the
powerplant at the proposed Hualapai Dam on
the Colorado River.
THIRD POWERPLANT,

GRAND

COULEE DAM

Public Law 89-448 dated June 14, 1966, authorized the Secretary of the Interior to
"construct, operat~. and maintain a third
powerplant with a rated capacity of approximo.tely 3.6 million kilowatts'' at Grand

Coulee Dam. The Act stated that "Construction of the third powerplant may be undertaken in such stages as in the determination
of the Secretary will effectuate the fullest,
most beneficial, and most economic utilization of the waters of the Columbia River."
The Act provided for an authorization ceUing
of $390 million "plus or minus such amounts,
if any, as may be justified by reason of ordinary fluctuations in construction costs as indicated by engineering cost indexes applicable to the type of construction involved
herein."
At the time of authorization, we asked and
received from Congress flexibility to adjust
the number and size of units and the schedule of installation. Senate Report No. 314
dated June 10, 1965, accompanying S. 1761,
which with House amendments became Public Law 89-448, also stated: "The committee
further recognizes that the third powerplant
will be designed so that, subject to further
congressional authorization, more generating
capacity . . . can be added to Grand. Coulee
Dam when economically justified."
Additional studies of engineering, hydrology, marketing, and economic aspects of
the third powerplant lead to the conclusion
that it not only is feasible but essential
to full utilization of the resource potential
of this site to plan now for eventually doubling the authorized capacity of the third
powerplant. Further, domestic turbine and
generator manufacturers have been c~n
vassed and assure us that by using on-site
construction methods they can produce 600megawatt units in time to meet the September 1973 on-line date for the first unit and
guarantee their performance.
In view of these facts it is now planned to:
1. Install the authorized 3600 megawatts
of capacity in the third powerplant in the
form of six 600-megawatt generating, units,
rather than the twelve 300-megawatt units
originally planned, and
2. Design and construct the forebay with
sufficient width and depth to permit ultimate installation of 7200 megawatts by the
addition, subject to future Congressional authorization of six more 600-megav;:att units.
Market for power

All power produced by the six 600-megawatt units to be installed at the third powerplant will be needed by 1983-84, when the
final units would be installed, to serve
Northwest peak loads and fully utilize the
Intertie. Loads will continue to grow, however, doubling approximately every 10 years,
and installation of the six additional 600megawatt units between 1985 and 1992 will
be necessary, not only to meet peak loads,
but to help make the region's thermal operations more efficient and economical. By then
all the hydro peaking potential of the region
will probably have been developed, and the
alternative to this additional Grand Coulee
peaking would be steam plants or pumped
storage at costs several times as great. Operation of the ultimate plant will be at an
avera~e annual load factor of 30 percent,
droppmg to 23 percent in low-water years.
Costs

Studies show that the authorized 3600megawatt installation can be accomplished
for about $20 million less with 600-mw units
than with 300-mw units. To provide an
initial forebay adequate for eventual doubling of the capacity of the third power...
plant it. is estimated will cost $21 million.
Taking mto account the savings in the larger generating units as well as contingency
funds included in the presently authorized
ceiling _of $390 million, It is our judgment
that this modest additional cost can reasonably be expected to fall within that ceiling.
To delay enlargement of the forebay would
mean a shutdown of the third powerhouse
at the time of a future enlargement at a
Dower loss of approXimately $48 million.
The additional capacity that can be installed in the third powerplant is the cheap-
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est hydroelectric capacity that can be
installed anywhere in the United States.
Annual costs for a 7200-megawatt third
powerplant should be less even than the estimated $3.69 per kilowatt year for a 3600megawatt plant.
Transmission

It is planned to bring the extra output of
Grand Coulee Dam to load centers by means
of 750-kv lines carrying two million kilowatts each or 1000-kv lines carrying four million kilowatts each, depending on which is
found to be the most technically and economically feasible. These big lines, whether
750-kv or 1000-kv, will replace smaller existing lines and utilize the same rights-ofway, thus minimizing the impact of this
transmission requirement on the landscape.
EXTRA HIGH VOLTAGE (EHV) INTERTIES

To further enhance the value and efficiency
of not only the Federal hydro installations
but of public and private utility systems
alike, interconnected transmission systems
with extra high voltage are necessary. Bonneville Power Administration and Reclamation
have continued work on the Pacific Northwest-Pacific Southwest Intertie, a $700 million join venture of Federal, public, and
private power entities. The four major and
two minor transmission lines of the 4400megawat.t Intertie, when completed in January 1972, will Interconnect the power systems of the Columbia River Basin, the Central Valley Project of northern California,
the Los Angeles area and the Phoenix area by
way of Hoover Dam.
Reclamation's overall Intertie program is
about 20 percent complete. Intertle contracts are now under review by Congress.
Reclamation is building a 555-mile section of
750-kv d-e line from Mead to the NevadaOregon border; the terminal facilities at
Mead Substation near Hoover Dam; a 94mlle section of 500-kv a-c line from the Oregon-California border to Round Mountain
Substation; a 34-mile 230-kv 11ne from
Round Mountain to. connect with the Central Valley Project system at Cottonwood
Substation; and 238 miles of 345-kv c-c line
from Mead to Liberty Substation near
Phoenix.
General Electric-ASEA is furnishing the
d-e terminal at Mead Acquisition of rightof-way and engineering work is underway
on the 555-mile 750-kv d-e line and over one
million feet of conductor for it has been purchased and delivered. The California border to Round Mountain 500-kv line is about
one-third completed and should be in service
by April 1968. Work has not been Initiated
on the 230-kv line from Round Mountain to
Cottonwood. The 345-kv Mead-Liberty line
in ·Arizona is over 15 percent complete.
We have scheduled a test closure on February 7 of an East-West intertie using the
existing Missouri River Basin proJect transmission system, principally 230-volt a.c.
lines. Plans for this intertie have been
worked out with a task force of electrical
engineers from our system and public and
private utilities alike. It will interconnect
utility systems from coast to coast including
Canada, representing approximately 40 percent of the total world generating capacity.
Two additional EHV interties are under
study, one between the Pacific Northwest and
the Missouri River Basin systems and the
other between the Missouri River Basin and
Southwestern Power Administration systems. Preconstruction work has started on
a 345-kv line between Fort Thompson, South
Dakota, and Grand Island, Nebraska.
SAFETY OF DAMS

We would like to emphasize that our
safety of dams program is being carried forward primarily as the result of our desire to
prevent disasters which involve great loss of
life and property damage. While our older
structures, constructed 25 years or more ago,
were entirely adequate to contain or pass the
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&.ntlcipated. potential flood at that time, advanced practices of modern meteorological
and hydrological sciences have proven conclusively that modification of some of those
dams is absolutely necessary. This is further substantiated by storms of record intensities which have occurred during the
Past several years in parts of the Western
States.
0! approximately 220 structures under
lurisdlction of Reclamation, we have found
that about 56 require a critical examination
Of their capability to pass or contain the
lnaximum potential fiood. Som,.e cxf the modifications found necessary include only an
Updating of operation instructions while in
Other cases the spillway requires enlarging
or the dam must be raised to assure sufficient
freeboard against overtopping. We have
found cases where dams constructed by
Others upstream from ours were unsafe, thus
COnstituting a hazard to the downstream
structure. We alerted the Governors of the
17 Western States to tllis situation, and they
have assured us of their full support in a
Joint program to seek out and correct
d.eflctencies.
About six months ago, Secretary Udall directed that Reclamation take leadership in
exatnlning a.11 dams under jurisdiction of DePe.rtment of the Interior agencies. That program is now underway in cooperation with
Bureau of Indian A1Iairs, Bureau of Sport
F'l.sheries and Wildlife, Bureau of Land Man&.gement, and the National Park Service.
We are now drafting legislation to be
Presented to the 90th Congress to authorize
the Secretary of the Interior to modify dams
1! and when necessary to assure their safety.
As a. part of that legislation we are proposing
~~t the Secretary of the Interior be authoroLL.t:"U to develop in cooperation with representatives of other Federal agencies, the
States and other persons and organizations,
a COde of standards for investigation, construction, operation and inspection of dams.
At the present time, no such standard exists
for d.a.ms constructed within the United
States. Through the proposed legislation,
the Federal Government would take the lead
1n developing such standards.
ADDITIONAL MISSOURI RIVER BASIN PROJECT
APPROPRIATION -AUTHORIZATION

The Flood Control Act of 1944 (58 Stat.
887) authorized the Secretary of the Interior

to undertake a portion of the comprehensive
Plan for de>elopment of the Missouri Ri>er
Basin, and sociion 9(e) of that act authorized
the appropriation of $200 mlllion for partial
accomplishment of the works to be undertaken by the Secretary. Subsequent authorizations from time to time increased this apPropriation limitation as needed, v.ithout
tUne limitation. The act of August 14, 1964,
(P .L. 88--442), however, confl..ned the approPriations limitation to fiscal years 1965 and
1966, which expired on June 30, 1966, and the
act of July 19, 1966, (P.L. 89-515), authorized
an additional $60,000,000 to be appropriated
for continuing plarinlng and construction
"«'ork dUring fiscal years 1967 and 1968.
It 1s now apparent that this current authorization providing for appropriations for
the Missouri River Basin Project will not be
su.mcient due to the development of additional work not contemplated at the time
the legislation was enacted. The current apProved program for fiscal year 1967 is $28,131,778, and the proposed fiscal year 1968
Program 1s $40,879,000, which totals to $69,010,778 for both fiscal years. This will exCeed the authorized limitation by $9,010,'178.
It 1s recommended that the authorization
act of July 19, 1966, for the Missouri River
Basin ProJect for fiscal years 1967 and 1968
be amended to provide an increase of $10,000,000 for the current estimated additional pro&ram need.

peoples. You could shoot a 105-millimeter
cannon in any direction from our clinic in
Dampao, an abandoned Green Beret camp,
and not come within 20 miles of any other
humanitarian effort.
"We fly our own fiag-it looks a little like
UN's flag. We share life with the people we
serve. The VC don't bother us. Neither
does the Saigon government nor the U.S. and
its Allies. I guess it must be because we•,·e
made it clear that we're just In this thing to
help human beings, not to kill or take sides."

Project Concern Brings Medical Care to
the Ill in Hong Kong and South Vietnam
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN BRADEMAS
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

INCREDIBLE DREAM

Wednesday, January 18, 1967

Hard to believe, but the man is making the
incredible dream come true. His attractive
wife, mother of their four children, is now
studying medicine in Philadelphia and will
join the crusade as soon as she has finished
her training.
Jim's good friend Frank McCulloch, TimeLife correspondent in Asia, v.-rites of him,
"Jim Turpin and Project Concern ultimately
may have far more to do with stemming
Communist aggression in South Vietnam
than whole regiments of combat troops."
Could be. There's no cease-fire on
miracles.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, as a
friend and admirer of Dr. J.ames Turpin,
founder and president of Project Concern, I was pleased to see Bob Considine's recent column which describes
the achievements of Project Concern in
bringing medical care to the ill in Hong
Kong and South Vietnam.
I ask, under unanimous consent, to include this column in the RECORD at this
point:
PROJECT CONCERN

NEW YoRK.--Jim Turpin is probably the
only medical missionary ever launched on
his mission by a race track. His· zeal and
achievement have improved the breed. Of
missionaries and doctors, if not horses.
John Alessio, who operates Agua Caliente,
cranked up Turpin with a roundtrip airline
ticket to Hong Kong. Dr. Turpin had become interested in needy Mexicans.
He.didn't come in contact with very many
of them in his $50,000 a year practice in
Coronado so he spent a day a week working
in Tijuana.

Textiles in the War Effort
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. W. E. (BILL) BROCK
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, Februarv 7, 1967

HUMAN NEED

It ga>e him a yearning to see and attend
the even graver human need. And so his
friend Alessio sent him on his way. That
was 1961.
It resulted in a pure chain reaction. Suffice it to say that now his organization,
Project Concern, operates two floating clinics among the teeming and sorely neglected
Chinese inhabitants of the Aberdeen section
of Hong Kong, has clinics elsewhere in the
Crown Colony, including the notorious
walled city of Kowloon, and has moved on
to Vietnam to perform unique tasks in that
tortured land.
Project Concern's work in Vietnam is
characterized py daring innovations. Its
doctors, nurses and technicians are from a.
dozen nations. It moves into regions in
Vietnam where not only angels by heavily
armed troops fear to tread. It gets along
without the firepower of armed security. It
treats wounded Viet Cong as readily as it
treats the kiendlies. It is giving the enemy,
and families of the enemy, a totally new view
of the Free World's great heart and honorable intentions.
NO DO-GOODER

The good-looking founder of Project Concern, and author of an arresting account of
his adventure, "Vietnam Doctor," published
by McGraw-Hill, gave me a fill-in today on
the forces tha~ drove him from plushy Coronado to rugged Monta:gnard country in
Vietnam.
"I'm no do-gooder," he said. "I was restless, ill at ease, all the time. I was doing so
well in Coronado. I need the people we now
help. They need me. I don't think of this
work as an obligation. It's more opportunity
than obligation.
"It hasn't anything to do with charity, as
we've understood charity through the ages.
It is more a case of communication. We show
them that we have something to give to them
and we make them understand that they
have something mighty important to give
to us.
"Sure, we've patched up VC, delivered the
c:l;llldren of VC men. We work among all
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Mr. BROCK. Mr. Speaker, as the war
in Vietnam has been progressively intensified, the demands made on American industry to supply our troops have
likewise increased. In time of war, we
have always looked to our textile industry for the clothing and shelter which
traditionally have made the American
soldier the best equipped fighting man in
the world. During World War ll, the
Quartermaster General of the Army
stated that textiles were second in importance only to steel in support of the
war effort. The Vietnam corr.fiict has
been no exception. When called upon,
the textile industry was equal to the
challenge.
I was most gratified to note that on
January 27 the Defense Personnel Support Center in Philadelphia· recognized
the tremendous contribution being made
to the war effort by the textile. industry
when it awarded it a special certificate
of appreciation. The a ward was received
by Mr. J. Burton Flierson, the immediate past president of the American Textile Manufacturers Institute and chairman of the board of Dixie Yarns, Inc., of
Chattanooga. We all are indebted to
Mr. Frier8on and his associates in the
textile industry for the fine job they are
doing. I ask nnder unanimous consent
that the text of the certificate be printed
in Appendix of the REcoRD. Here is a
text of the certificate of appreciation received by Mr. Frierson on behalf of the
textile industry:
In recognition of maximum support of the.
Defense Personnel Support Center's heavy
textile requirements by the American Textile
Manufacturers' Institute from 1 October 1956
to 1 October 1966 to supply the requirements
of the United States Forces in Southeast
Asia, this certificate of appreciation 1s presented to Mr. J. Burton Frierson who served
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so ably and effectively as its President during
this period.
JOHN M. KENDERDINE,
Brigadier General, U.S. Army, Philadelphia, Pa., Defense Personnel Support
Center.

State of the President and the Great
Society
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. l't1ULTER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, the President's great state of the Union message
inspired confidence in all of us-confidence in the future and confidence in the
man who is leading our Government.
Revealing comment on the President
and the state of the Union message appeared in a column by Joseph Alsop published in the January 13, 1967, edition of
the New York World Journal Tribune.
I am :pleased to commend that column
to the attention of our colleagues:
STATE OF THE PRESIDENT AND THE GREAT
SoCIETY

(By Joseph Alsop)
WASHINGTON.-The President's message on
the state of the Union was very good news,
!or two quite d11ferent though linked reasons.
It was good news, first of all, because of
the indications the speech so clearly gave of
the state of the President himself. Here is
a man who ha.s gone, in less than two years,
from a daily diet of intoxicating and excessive adulation to a daily diet of shrill and excessive vilification. Most men would be a bit
rattled, to put it mildly, by this kind of
change of surface-fortune.
This speech showed that the President is
anything but rattled. No doubt he is more
withdrawn and, more likely to behave like a
bear with a sore paw about minor matters.
But this speech, the most candid and least
phoney-pious he has ever delivered, was the
utterance of a man with the calmness and
courage needed to follow through on all
those courses he holds to be wise and needful.
It Is reassuring that the President has not
let himself be rattled. And it is reassuring,
too, that he has refused to be pressured into
· changing his course, either on Viet Nam or
the Great Society. He had to resist very
powerful pressures indeed.
On Vietnam, an immense campaign was
mounted to persuade the President to announce another bombing pause. The United Nations lobby inside the Administration,
the U.N. secretary general, U Thant, various
foreign governments, and the whole sillysolemn segment of American intellectual
life, joined together in this effort.
It was conducted on many levels, \.11 public and in private. It was aided by this Administration's ludicrous image-consciousness, currently much inflamed by the strange
decision of a. great newspaper to allow a. reporter to visit an enemy capital, when the
enemy's invitation was proffered with the
sole purpose of using the reporter to transmit enemy propaganda.
None the less, this effort to get the President to do a foolish thing for public relations purposes was firmly resisted. With
equal firmness, the President also resisted
the even more formidable pressure, mainly
from key Democratic members of the House
and Senate, to bring his Great Society programs to a screeching ha.It by deep cuts in
their appropriations.

The motive for the proposed 6 per cent
surtax on incomes and corporate profits was
not to pay for the war in Viet Na.m; it was,
rather, to conserve the Great Society programs. Because of the existing slow-down
in the economy, there are plenty of presidential advisers who hold that we can safely
afford the kind of budget deficit that will
result i! taxes are not increased. Their opinions, beyond doubt, were sweet to hear, and
the President, beyond doubt, was to refrain
from asking for higher taxes.
The contrary opinions that did most to
carry the day for higher taxes came from
the White House corps of legislative liaison
men. They pointed out that a projected
budget deficit above 10 billion dollars would
touch off a national spasm of insensate howling about "spending" and "fiscal irresponsibility."
They predicted further that in such an atmosphere, no power on earth could prevent
the Republican-Dixiecrat coalition from
cutting the President's social programs to
the very bone. Thus the tax rise was decided upon, not only as desirable in itself, as
the Treasury insisted, but also to give the
social programs a better chance in a difficui t
Congress.
If this were a less self-indulgent country,
of course, we should be thinking about something much bigger than a mere temporary
surtax of 6 percent. By any rational test,
this country is rich enough to go further
than paying for the Vietnamese war and
funding the President's existing programs at
a reasonable level. We shoUld clearly be expanding the more worthwhtle existing pro·
grams, such as aid to elementary and primary education; and we should be making a
titanic effort to deal with the cancer in the
cities before it is too late.
If the word is properly understood, this is
in fact the "conservative" thing to do. And
it would st1Il be conservative, i! doing it required striking down the tax exemptions of
every mUlionaire who falsely claims the honorable title of conservative.
But as anyone can see from the first House
vote on the rules, the new Congress is in no
mood for bold new departures, however urgently they may be needed. The President
is wise, therefore, to have refrained from
breaking much new ground; for it will be
hard enough !or him to defend what he already has !rom congressional attack.
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ing the hardware, laying out the controls
and instrument panel, selecting fabrics
for seats and door panels, and evaluating
and making recommendations for comfortable and efiicient seating positions.
Their jobs involve elements of automotive engineering, human factors engineering, and designing for safety as well
as the esthetics of the car'.s appearance.
I am happy to note that General Motors does have some women designers. I
trust that they hire more women executives in the future.

Charting a Course
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LESTER L. WOLFF
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Speaker, I believe
that Capt. Harry Guggenheim, editor and
publisher of Newsday-Garden City,
N.Y.-should be congratulated for hiS
continued efforts in bringing to the attention of the public the serious plight
of this Nation's merchant marine program.
Under unanimous consent I place the
editorial "Charting a Course" from the
February 6 edition of Newsday in the
RECORD:
CHARTING A

COURSE

A ship's captain who didn't know hls destination would find it impossible to chart a
course to get there. Currently the administration is proposing expenditures of $372,967,000 for a. Merchant Marine subsidy policy
that has neither direction nor goals.
The subsidy program is a. continuation of
a. national policy dating back to the Mercha.nt
Marine Act of 1936. Its purpose, in general,
is to assure the nation of a. strong Merchant
Marine. It has not been a success. In 1935,
a year before the Congress enacted its wellintended Merchant Marine legislation, 31.7
per cent of the nation's waterborne foreign
trade
moved in American ships. Last year,
Correction, Please
the U.S. Merchant Marine carried only eight
per cent of that trade.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Some rethinking of ba.Sic policy is clearlY
demanded. A year ago, in his State of the
OF
Union Message, President Johnson promised
to develop a. strong, new policy toward the
Merchant Marine. Last month, in his mesOF MICHIGAN
sage to the 90th Congress, the President did
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
not mention the Merchant Marine. That
promised new policy has yet to be enunciTuesday, February 7, 1967
ated.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Mr. Speaker, on
The delay is easy to understand. The deJanuary 18, 1967, I placed in the CoN- velopment o! a. strong, effective policy in·
GRESSIONAL RECORD a report from the volves a strenuous course of decisions; some
Washington Daily News stating that of them are money decisions of large dimenGeneral Motors does not have a woman sion. The cost of creating a. competitive
designer. General Motors says they have Merchant Marine could run into the billions
been wronged. They hired a woman de- of dollars.
The first decision, therefore, is a basic one.
signer in 1943.
Is it in the nation's interest to spend the
Design is divided into separate interior money to make our merchant fleet comand exterior design studios for each of petitive? We think it is. The Russians now
the five car divisions.
have a fleet of 1,422 large merchant ships,
Each of the interior studies has a . and they are planning to spend $1 billion
female designer on its statr. In the this year to construct more. The U.S. haS
home appliance area, a woman 1s Direc- an active fleet a! 1,040, and 160 of them. are
tor of Home Economics for OM's Fridgi- so-called "rust buckets" reactivated from
the reserve fleet to meet the needs of the
daire Division at Dayton, Ohio.
Vietnam sealift. We w1ll spend $143,000,000
In their assignments, the lady de- to subsidize the construction at 13 shipe this
signers share responsibility for all year; the Russians have 395 on order or under
aspects of interior design, such as shap- construction.

HON. MARTHA W. GRIFFITHS
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Adm.. Emory s. La.nct, who guided the crash
ah1pbulld1ng program during World War II,
baa estimated that the approximately $4.2
b1Uion that ·will be spent to build a. superBOnic jet airliner would be enough to "largely
rejuv·enate" our merchant fleet. Therefore,
1f it ls decided that the maintenance of a.
competitive Merchant Marine is a wise national goal, the President is going to have
to ~t some carefully developed spending
guidelines. To do that he is going to have
to have a clear idea of the sort of fleet we
'Ri.sh to de>elop.
TOday's maritime technology offers many
alternatives. It is possible to build nuclearPOWered ships and so-called containerships,
""hlch transport sealed metal containers of
cargo that are easily handled and transferred
to truck or train. There are also sea barge
freighters, which carry smaller vessels within
them. In addition, there are automated
de\ices that reduce the manpower needed to
:ru.n a ship or to load and unload its cargo.
ln any shipbuilding program costs will be cut
1! a series of sim.ilai ships are built because
the shipyards will be able to apply the techll.iques of mass production.
An important element in a strong, new
lnaritime policy, therefore, will be deciding
tne type and number of ships needed to produce a. competitive fleet. It will take some
study to arrive at wise decisions. But present
:research and de;elopment appropriations
have been described by Adm. Land as "pitifUlly small, almost negligible."
The present national policy toward the
l..terchant Marine is a failure. Its goals never
nave been clearly defined; its methods e.re,
at best, catch-as-catch-can. It 18 time, past
time, for a new policy. Developing it involves
& Problem in navigation-deciding where we
~ant to go and how we are to get there.

A Blow for Decency
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF

:MINNESOTA

.IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIV'"ES
Tuesday, February 7, 1967
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, in a tele~~ion commentary last Saturday, Carl T.
"'W\\'an, one of the Nation's most re-

SPected journalists, made some concise
and penetrating obsenrations about last
'\lleekend's \isit of the U.S. aircraft eartier Franklin D. Roosevelt to Cape Town,
South Africa. I ask that these comtnents be printed in full:
Some war-weary sailors must go without
leave in Capetown. That's too bad.
But it is important that Americans understand why.
Our leaders ha>e asked :tor months why
tnore countries don't support us in Viet Nam.
Part o:t the answer lies in the controversy
over the South African stop by the aircraft
<:arrier Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Millions of people-not just black Africans,
but white Europeans as well-have doubted
tne Inorality of our cause in Southeast Asia.
By subjecting American sailors to a comProlll.ise with racism in Capetown, we were
about to contlnce a lot of people of the
~eakness of our morality.
A Visit to SOuth Africa by the carrier IndePendence W"as canceled a. year ago when South
Africa. insisted that its customs of. rigid
racial separation be observed. The Navy
-.;anted this visit because South Africans had
agr~ that white, colored and black SOuth
.A:rrtcans could stand in the same line while
-.;alting to rtsit the flattop. The U.S. sailors
8 llore
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going ashore would still have been taken to
segregated parties.
Worst o:t all, the Navy argued that therefueling stop In Capetown was crucial because it would save $250,000. What irony.
We are spending 25 billion dollars a year
to defend a moral principle In Viet Nam.
The Navy was willing to sacrifice another
moral principle to save $250,000.
There is another irony, of course. Those
Negroes aboard the carrier may not have
met any more racism in Capetown than they
will face when they get to Mayport, Florida,
the home port.
But two wrongs never made a right, and
credit is due those Congressmen who pressured the Navy to change its plans.
One hates to see war-tired sailors miss
some fun. But foregoing leave may be as
big a. blow for decency as any battle these
airmen fought in VietNam.

Israel's Moment of Truth
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GLENN CUNNINGHAM
OF NEBRASKA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Speaker, I
have long supported the nation of Israel
1n its continuing struggle for survival in
an almost unbelievably hostile environment. I have pointed out that it is the
sole bastion of true democracy in the
troubled Near East and have called upon
our State Department to provide this nation with arms so that the delicate balance of power between Israel and its
Arab neighbors might be maintained.
Unfortunately, my pleas in Israel's behalf have fallen upon deaf ears. In its
support of Israel, the United States has
been fainthearted at best.
Perhaps no other article which I have
seen points up the injustice with which
Israel has been treated over the past 18
years as one which appeared in the
Omaha Jewish Press, Friday, January,
20, 1967. It is bold and shocking, calling
attention to the failure of both the
United Nations and the United States to
support Israel's right to survive as a
strong and independent democratic nation.
I believe my colleagues will be vitally
interested in the remarks of Rabbi David
Polish and insert the aforementioned
article in the REcoRD:
IsRAEL's MoMENT oF TRUTH
(By Rabbi David Polish, spiritual leader,
Beth Emet Synagogue, Evanston, Ill.; reprinted from the December 8, 1966, issue
of the Chicago Sentinel)
The action of the Security Council represents a threat against the United Nations.
On five separate occasions the Security Council has issued statements of censure against
Israel. During this time, open warfare was
conducted by the Arab states in an effort to
destroy the newborn nation. Openly flaunting the United Nations decision favoring the
creation of a Jev.rish State, these sovereign
members of that very body invaded the borders of Israel.
The Security Council was silent.
A truce wa.s -effected by the United Nations and it was broken by the Arab states in
a second and futile round against Israel.
The Security Council was silent.

For eighteen years, the Arab world has
declared its open hostility and determination to destroy a fellow member of the Unit~
ed Nations.
The Security Council has been silent.
For eighteen years the State of Israel has
pleaded with the United Nations to undertake such measures as might lead to a permanent settlement, not merely an uneasy
truce, in the Middle East.
The Security Council has been silent.
BANDS OF SABOTEURS

More than ten years ago, Egypt unleashed
bands of saboteurs and murderers across Isreal's borders, despite the mounting series of
complaints to the United Nations. And the
Security Council remained silent. During
the past year, the harassment of Israel was ....
again launched by organized ambush, sabotage, land mines, artillery fire, with sporadic
loss of life and property. This harassment
-has not been sporadic but it has persisted
and mounted with military thoroughness.
But the Security Council chose to remain
silent.
Not once has a judgment been issued
against an offending Arab nation. When the
State of Israel found it could not gain redress
from the United Nations, it sent its forces
into Arab territory and drove its adversaries
back from their bases. This gal vanlzed the
Security Council into action. In 1956, when
the terrorists were expelled from the Gaza
area and Egyptian forces were sent reeling
back to the Sinai Peninsula, the United Nations could equivocate no longer and issued
a warning to Israel to withdraw to its new
borders on pain of penalties.
Israel has been caught in a cross-fire of
mounting United Nations displeasure. In
1953, Israel was censured for retaliatory
action against Jordan.
But Jordan's terrorism was overlooked.
In 1955, Israel suffered rebuke because it
reacted against Egyptian fedayeen from Gaza.
But Egypt's terrorism was overlooked.
Early in 1956 Israel was admonished for an
operation against Syrian aggression.
But Syria's terrorism was overlooked.
In 1962, Israel was censured for striking
back against Syrian attacks from the privileged sanctuary of Syrian mountains.
But Syria's terrorism was overlooked.
Where else, is the history of the United
Natibns has there appeared such a consistent
pattern of appeasement of one litigant and
opposition to another in a dispute? Where
else has the precept "you shall not side with
the multitude to do wrong" been so cynically
ignored? While the Soviet veto is invoked
when Israel registers a complaint in the
Security Council, the Soviet Union is not
wanting for allies from both sides of the cold
war when Israelis indicted.
Throughout this time, not only the Security Council but the United States, could
not bring itself to issue an unequivocal
condemnation or a warning against offending Arab nations. There have been muted
chidlngs, but always certain to include Israel,
even when it was the victim.
Throughout twenty years of its life, the
Security Council has singled out Israel for
repeated censure. Greeks and . Turks have
been locked in deadly combat in Cyprus and
the peace of the Middle East has hung in
jeopardy, but the Security Council did not
condemn either party and was silent.
Indonesia became belllgerent toward
Malaysia, but the Security Council was
silent.
China appropriated or reappropriated
Tibet, but the Security Council was silent.
China hurled its forces against India but
the Security Council was silent.
India and Pakistan lunged at one another
in deadly combat, but the Security Council
was silent.
In not one of these instances was a word
of censure uttered. Can it be that of all the
nations in the W"Orld, Israel alone is a. re-
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peated mischief maker? Can it be that of
all powers engaged in conflict since the end
of the Second World War, the equities are
clear, the issues are black and white, only as
they apply to Israel? The mere citing of
these facts is enough to expose the grotesqueness of the Security Council's most recent
action.
LEAGUE OF NATIONS

The mere citing of these facts is enough
to raise the most serious doubts about the
moral conditions of the United Nations. To
single out one state, and it is not coincidental
that it is the only state in the world without
even· a single ally, is to pass a judgment less
upon the state than upon the judge. The
United Nations is discrediting itself at a
time when it can least afford to do so. This
was the beginning of the doWnfall of the
League of Nations. It permitted. Grea.t Britain, the League-authorized mandate power
for Palestine, to undertake one appeasement
after another of Arabs at the expense of Jews
in Palestine.
In 1922, Arabs rioted, and Palestine was
partitioned by Great Britain.
The League was silent.
In 1.929, Arabs rioted and Jewish immigration was severely curtailed by Great Britain.
The League was silent.
In 1936, Arabs rioted and an edict banning
all future lm.migration was issued by Great
Britain.
The League was silent.
Silently it went to its doom when Italy
invaded Ethiopia and not a word of protest
was issued. The League died and the Emparlor of Ethiopia delivered the eulogy.
U.N. CANNOT ENDURE

I

has not encroached upon a square inch of
American territory.
It is the same United States which has pursued its enemies into the sovereign territory
of Cambodia and exacted destruction upon
that free and independent nation.
It is the same United States which now
finds itself as a military presence in Thailand
under conditions ominously similar to our
first days in Viet Nam.
Truly, we might direct Abraham's challenge of God to our own government, "Wlll
the judge of all the earth not do justly?" No
nation pursuing such a course of double
morality can expect to retain the following
of the free world except by force of arms and
economic assistance. But when the moral
credibility is lost, the force of arms becomes
more and more coercive; the economic assistance is diverted to shore up puppet governments which steal and defraud and grow
rich, while the people perish.
THREAT AGAINST ISRAEL

The action of the Security Council represents a threat against the State of Israel.
Let no one be deceived. Repeated resolutions
of censure are not a mere reprimand. They
represent a withdrawal of the moral support which a nation, especially one as beleagued as Israel, cannot do without. For
a state to live under the threat and isolation
is too great a burden to bear. Even Communist China cannot endure this, and this
accounts in no small measure for its paranoid
relationship to the rest of the world.
Above all, censure bY the United Nations,
under the leadership of our own government, is a cue to the enemies of Israel. It
releases them from restraint. It says in
effect that they may continue their harassment and worse while Israel stands alone,
with hands tied behind its back.
Is this the United Nation's definition of
morality, that half a loa! is better than
none; that when two nations canno1; be
compelled to observe the rules, at least one
should be forced to obey?
Is this the morality of our world, that it
is Israel's historic role to submit even i! no
one else does?
This interpretation of morality enabled
Western civilization to watch the annihilation of six mill~on Jews. This version of
morality allowed the West to see Jews drown
within view of harbors that would not let
them in- This view of western sportsmanship permitted Arab nations to invade Israel
while a spectator world watched from the
sidelines. This version of morality can
plunge the world into a holocaust, because
the State of Israel will not place its neck on
the block this time. It could be the undoing
of Israel, but it could also be the undoing of
the nations, not because Israel would bring
this about, but because if the nations cannot
establish peace there, they cannot establish
it anywhere.

The United Nations cannot long endure 1!
it will continue to pretend to discharge obligations and prove its vlrility at the expense
of the weakest of its members. I! it will insist upon assuming the role of a kangaroo
court, then increasingly it will be judged in
that light, discredited and finally abandoned.
God help mankind then.
I want to stress that I do not seek to defend Israel's most recent incursion into Jordan. There are misgivings about this action
in Israel itself. I submit only that to have
acted so severely against Israel while ignoring the ongoing encroachments by Arab nations is to make a mockery and a sham of international justice. It is like the action of
the police in the South who jall Negroes
when they are attacked by wl:lites. Thus
the action of the Security Council represents a threat against the United Nations.
The action of the Security Council represents yet another threat against the moral
leadership and credibility of our nation, the
United States. When Israel, in 1948, drove
the invading Arabs to the Sinal Peninsula,
our government demanded that Israel withdraw or else face a re-examination of our nation's relations with the new State. Then in
1956, Israeli forces drove Egypt's troops toTHREAT TO JEWISH PEOPLE
ward Cairo. Our government again assumed
The action of the Security Council reprea highly moral pose chiding Israel and
threatening ominous consequences. Yet, ex- sents a threat to the Jewish people. Let no
cept for traffic in the sale of armaments in one think that Israel's crisis leaves us imthe Middle East in order to maintain a bal- mune. We are bound to each other, we to
ance of terror, what evidence is there of an Israel and Israel to use, by the same cords
earnest peace effort on our part in that sec- that join Siamese twins. We are one spiritor of the world? But even more, our right- tually. We are one physically. And even
eous posture in the Middle East is hardly if we are not one politically, we are a people,
consistent with our own nation's position one people. We are too depleted, we are too
when it considers its own interests to be in- embattled to hope to escape the injury that
befalls any one segment of our people. How
volved in other places.
One would think that there were two sepa- many more losses can we sustain? We wage
. rate nations, each called the United States. a war for survival on multiple fronts. RusThe United States which shared in the re- sian Jewry is gasping for its life. Israeli
peated condemnations of Israel and com- Jewry is besieged by enemies, and be·labored
manded it to withdraw !rom the Sinai Penin- by those who call themselves its friends ..
sula is the same United States which invaded · It, for the past twenty years, American
the sovereign terrltory of the Dominican Jews have believed that they were sustaining
Israel by their ·charities and their benefacRepuplic.
It is the same United States which has tions, let them wake up. Let them realize
mounted an aerial assault !or well over a year that Israel has also helped them, that the
upon. North Viet Nam which, incidentally, whole world has come to look upon the Jew
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with new eyes and new regard because o!
Israel. Let them pause from their smug
condescension towards Israel and from their
traffic in plaques, and learn that a major
pillar of our strength and our very survival
is the State of Israel. And let those Jews who
are liberals when Judaism is not at stake,
who fight the good fight in every freedomcause, learn three things. First, a cause iS
no less a freedom-cause because it is Jewish·
Second, the test of your freedom-consciousness is your readiness or lack of readiness to
identify with your own people, when it is in
trouble. Third, as Mordecai said to Esther,
"Think not you alone shall escape."
These are the issues. - They affect Israel.
They affect America. They affect Jews. The)'
affect the world.
What is to be done?
My suggestions fall in to two categories.
MORAL DECISION

In the first, we must come to a moral and
rational decision. It is that 1! Jews and
others in the United States believe that an
injustice against Israel is being enacted, the)'
should speak out. If, on the one hand, VIS
should conclude that Israel has acted un~
justly, as members of this people, one people,
we should not hesitate to say so. If, at the
same time, we conclude that Israel is being
singled out · for punishment in a double
standard of morality we should say so vehemently. We should say so as Jews. We
should say so as Americans.
Americans as well as Jews may ask why a
policy or appeasing Arabs, proven bankrupt
in both war and in peace, continues to b6
pursued.
Americans as well as Jews may ask wh1·
after having given Nasser a victory in 1956, a
victory which has proven disastrous to the
fortunes of the West, we are opening the
doors for similar debacles.
Americans as well as Jews may ask whY
the State Department, long before a Jewish
state came into being, was intent upon blocking Jewish inspirations. Is oil thicker than
blood?
REASSEMBLE ITS FORCES

Second, the American Jewish communitY
must reassemble its forces. It is in sad dis~
array. A backward glance at the unity of
American Jewry from 1942 to 1947 will dralllatize the disunity and tragmenta.tion into
which we have fallen. Our success and our
prosperity have blinded us. They have given
us a euphoric sense of our situation, unwarranted by world and Jewish conditions. our
.stress upon the centrality of the synagogue
has unfortunately been accompanied · by a
down-grading of secular agencies which are
indispensable to the well-being of American
Jewry. The synagogues alone cannot perform the task which crisis after crisis in JeVl~
ish life puts upon us.
As a result, we have· dismantled and weakened some of the most effective agencies contributing toward authentic Jewish existence
in this country. In addition, we have .adamantly refused to listen to any call for
united action within American Jewry. we
have rejected appeals for collective consultation and action. The closest we have come
to a measure of unity is through the headS
of national bodies who act in concert with
one another but not in concert with
the Jews of the U:nited States. They are
good people, but the very structure of their
council precludes the democratic process bY
which not hundreds but hundreds of thousands of Jews should be involved. It vitiates
the strength that could well up from American Jewry if we were adequately informed
and effectively motivated.
What else must happen before American
Jews are emboldened and electrified to acting .as a community, not as a straggling
rabble, relinquishing its latent passion, its
wisdom, its strivings to a conscientioUS
group of men who do not speak for American
Jewry even though they do speak !or their
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agencies. Nor 1s their eollectin
\Visdom a. substitute !or collective consultation and collective action.
PROPOSES -NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
I propose that an assembly of national se·
lected representatives from as many groups
as Will send them, be convened to consider
the problems of Israel and American Jewry
1n the light of the most recent events.
Questions must be asked.
Issues must be defined.
Actions must be taken, all 'Within the light
of day. If American Jewry is to play the
Part which history places upon us, if we
are not to rebuff history, then the interaction of men, organizations and ideas must
be stimulated. Without this, future leaders
'\\111 be aborted. Without this, knowledge
and deliberation will be stified. Without
this, there can be no Jewish people in the
tense in which we understand it.
Let us then put aside our parochial differences. Let us span the distances between the many islands of Jewish existence
in a sea. of storm and trouble. Let us live
our conviction that we are a people, one
People. "0 you a11licted, tempest tossed and
not comforted . . . in righteousness shall
You be established . . . No weapon that is
formed against you shall prosper, and every
tone that shall arise against you in judglnent shall you reject.

Such products would, of course, be subject to the overall limitation that total
imports not exceed the 5-year average.
Under this act, the President may authorize additional imports when called
for in the national interest, with appropriate adjustments being made to aid
the dairy farmers in achieving a parity
price in the marketplace. My bill also
provides that the import total could increase in the same ratio as the domestic
market expands. This would make it
possible for foreign countries to share in
the growth of the U.S. market, but their
exports could not prosper at the expense
of displaced domestic production.
Enactment of this legislation will prevent harm ~ to the dairy industry which
is so essential to our national economy.
In addition, it will insure that the established quotas are observed, rather than
made a mockery as they are today.
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wrong way and at the wrong time-far too
late.
The significance of the incident is that it
shows that American policy towards South
Africa at present is hardly predictable. This
could be unfortuna-te for the British Gov·
ernment, who are themselves walking a diplomatic tightrope in southern Africa. The apparent contradictions in Britain's attempts
to bring down the Smith regime by economic
strangulation while protecting her other economic interests in southern Africa might be
overcome, given patient diplomacy. But the
ambivalence ~Washington's policy towards
southern Africa could bedevil this approach.
The strains and shifts of the civil rights
struggle in the United States too often cause
the same volatility in American foreign policy. There is mounting congressional opposition to the use of sanctions against Rhodesia; yet British 1\.finisters eonfess privately
that at times the Administration seems keen
to hasten a possible confrontation with the
whole of southern Africa. The main hope
must be that the Cape Town episode forces
the Administration into clarifying American
policy.

[From the Daily Telegraph, Feb. 6, 1967]
CAPE WRATH
In the aircraft-carrier Franklin D. RooseEXTENSION OF REMARKS
velt, which has 400 Negroes, Puerto Ricans
OF·
and Filipinos among its 3,700 officers and
men, it is rank, not colour, which counts. In
Cape Town by contrast it is colour which is
OF MINNESOTA
all-important--which decides rank, indeed.
Bring
the ship to the town, therefore, and
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
you have assembled the ingredients of a
Tuesday, February 7, 1967
rumpus. The rumpus, indeed, could take
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, there has various forms. Let the men ashore and, if
been much comment in the foreign press all goes smoothly, you have condoned
apartheid and are thus exposed to furious
about the clumsy handling of the visit attacks
from Congressmen and civil rights
of the U.S. aircraft carrier Franklin D. leaders at home in America. The prospects
Roosevelt to Cape Town, South Africa. I 'of all going smoothly, however, are not great.
think editor1als from two London news- The regulations and conventions which govpapers, the Times and the Daily Tele- ern South Africa's stratified life are not
graph, will be of particular interest to readily comprehensible e-ven to tl:ie most
sympathetic visitors. Nor are the batHing
· the Members.
niceties o! what one can do in Cape Town
The articles follow:
and what one cannot likely to be appreciated
[From the London Tinies, Feb. 6, 1967] by 3,000-odd sailors who, after eight months'
FuMBLING AT CAPE TowN
enfC?rced abstinence, are ready for a spree.
The cancellation of shore leave for the For fear of one sort of trouble or the other,
the
Americans have embraced a third sort,
crew of the American aircraft carrier visiting
Cape Town reveals a curious state of muddle with all shore leave cancelled, the ship sailing
in the Administration's policy towards South early, the sailors disappointed and Mr. VoasAfrica. Many arrangements had been made TER fuming at the implied insult.
Instead of getting angry, he ought to ponbetween the South African authorities and
the American e:nbassy for the 3,800 seamen der what has happened. South Africa's laws
in the U.S.S. Franklin D. Roosevelt to be and way of life, he may argue, are her own
entertained and feted on a segregated basis. business. So they might be if she were, or
There are several hundred Negro members of could be or wished to be, utterly isolated. As
the crew. At the last minute the arrange- it is, they affect other people 'Without numments were cancelled because, according to ber: whoever visits her, plays games with her,
the State Department, the crew could take trades with her or has diplomatic or any
other sort 'of relations with her bumps into
part only in organized mixed activiti~s.
them painfully sooner or later. Unchanged,
There are anomalies in the situation. It is they will leave her friendless. Can she afford
absolutely clear, for a start, that the aircraft to be so?
·
ca.rrier's visit had a political motive. It was
not just on its way home from Vietnam. No
captain since VAsco DA GAMA would sail from
Saigon to North America by way of the Cape Report of Seafarers' President, Paul Hall,
of Good Hope. In planning the visit, Washon the Merchant Marine
ington was presumably well aware that there
would be segregation, since American warships have visited Cape Town in the past.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF
\Vhy has there been no protest about this
before, when other Negro crewmen of American ships have been subjected to the daily
hl.lmiliations to coloured people which is the
OF NEW YORK
South African way of life? Why was planIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ning between the American embassy and the
Tuesday, February 7, 1967
South African authorities allowed to reach
such an advan{!ed, almost conclusive, stage
Mr.
MULTER. Mr. Speaker, the
before shore le.ave was caned off? In Cape
Town itself the Americans appear to have AFL-CIO Maritime Trades Department
made it clear that all arrangements were has commenced publication of a new
going ahead until Washington's sudden can- magazine entitled "Maritime.'' The first
cellation. The right thing was done in the issue was publi~hed in January 1967.

Fumbling at Cape Town

HON. DONALD M. FRASER

U.S. Dairy Industry Needs Protection
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WilliAM L. ST. ONGE
OF CONNECTICUT

lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
.Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. ST. ONGE. Mr. Speaker, our
domestic dairy industry is currently
threatened by foreign imports, especially
those of the butterfat type used in the
llla.nufac;ture of ice cream. It is hardly
necessary to mention the importance of
Protecting an industry as vital as this,
8.ll.d one which operates at or near marginal profit levels. Moreover, in spite of
Quotas established in 1953 and intended
to limit entry of dairy products into the
't1nited States, the whole history of the
UnP<>rtation of these items has been
ln.arked by circumvention, evasion, and
an almost total disregard for the legal
Quantitative limits.
In 1966, imports of butterfat-sugar
lllixtures displaced a market for U.S.
~airy farmers equal to 10 percent of total
ce cream production. Imports of dairy
Products are increasing, and the Depart~ent of Agriculture predicts that total
4U!J>Orts in 1967 will approach 3.5 billion
of milk-calculated on a butterat basis. This amount equals 12 times
the total authorized by import quotas.
t I am today introducing a bill knovm as
he Dairy Import Act of 1967, which
Uses as a base for quotas the average annual quantities of butterfat and nonfat
llli1k solids imported during the 5 calendar years, 1961-65. This average would
constitute an -automatic control and
'Would not require lengthy and often unsatisfactory Tariff Commission proceed.in.gs as under the present law. My bill
·is flexible 1n regard to countries and
PrOducts, and thus allows recognition of
any legitimate new dairy products.

rmnds

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
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A regular feature of the magazine will
be a report by the president of the AFLCIO Maritime Trades Department, Paul
Hall. Mr. Hall is also president of the"'
Seafarers International Union, a member of the AFL-CIO Executive Council,
and a vice president of the AFL-CIO.
The following report by Mr. Hall emphasizes the disastrous situation facing
the American merchant marine industry
and points out that one of the most important goals for 1967 is the establishment of an independent Federal maritime administration. I and many of
our colleagues support this proposal and
I have introduced a bill to create such
an agency. My bill is H.R. 931, which
is currently pending before the House
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee.
President Hall's report follows:
To the American merchant marine-management and . labor allke-1967 is a year of
decision.
This is the year that, as a nation, we must
make a fateful choice between two clear
alternatives :
We can develop a reasonable national program, and invest reasonable sums, to rebuild
and revitalize our merchant marine-thus
taking a long-delayed step toward regaining
our position as a major maritime power.
Or we can continue to follow the road of
neglect and indifference-thus dooming our
merchant marine to a certain death.
There is no question but that we have been
on a downhill course for the past two decades. These statistics tell the sorry story of
the steady decline of our merchant shipping:
At the end of World War II, the United
States had a merchant fleet of some 5,000
ships; today we have 900.
At the end of World War II, American flag
shipping carried 40 percent of our seaborne
export-import cargoes; today our ships carry
only 8 percent of that cargo.
At the end of World War II, our merchant
fleet provided jobs for 80,000 sailors; today,
these jobs have shrunk to less than 50,000.
At the end of World War II, we were first
among the nations of the world in merchant
shipping; today, we are sixth, and the Russians may soon push us back to seventh
place.
At the end of World War II, we were first in
the great craft of shipbuilding; today, we are
fourteenth among the fifteen major shipbuilding nat!pns of the world.
What has happened to cause this continued strangulation of so vital an industry
as our merchant marine?
In 1936, Congress passed a Merchant Marine Act which set forth our national
policy-a policy that we should have an
American-built, American-owned and American-manned merchant fleet capable of carrying a substantial portion of our waterborne
commerce and capable, too, of serving as a
naval or military auxiliary in time of war.
But having a policy is one thing; carrying
it out is something else.
The American flag has declined over the
years because the Executive departments and
agencies have failed to implement the Congressional mandate of 1936. Budgetary expediencies, rather than national need, have
been allowed to dominate our maritime programs.
Administration of maritime policy-which
once rested in the hands of an independent
and autonomous agency-has been doWngraded over the years by the incorporation ot
the Maritime Administration in the sprawling Department of Commerce.
And in 1966 it was necessary for maritime
labor, joined by various segments of maritime management, to mount a major operation to keep maritime out of the newly

created Department of Transportation. Had
we not been successful in keeping marl time
out of this catch-all department, our industry most surely would have been overshadowed, both in budget and in emphasis, by
other modes of transportation.
The battle we waged, and won, in 1966
was a defensive fight It had to be fought in
order to protect the ground we stood on, and
in order to focus national attention on the
plight of our industry.
But it was only one battle, and the war is
far from won. Now in 1967 we intent to
move onto the offensive.
•
The first step will be to win prompt passage, in the 90th Congress, of bipartisan
legislation Teconstituting the Maritime Administration as an independent agency.
Only in this way can this essential industry
be restored to its proper position of size,
strength and prestige.
The next step-and one of equal importance-is to win approval of the kind of
realistic national budget that will make it
possible for us to increase significantly the
amount of U.S. waterborne foreign commerce
carried by American-flag vessels, and to support the building in U.S. yards of an adequate number of vessels to achieve this
purpose.
Maritime labor, which provided the impetus for the successful fight to keep our
industry out of the Department of Transportation in 1966, intends again to serve a.S
the focal point for this crucial battle in 1967.
To this end, the AFO--CIO Maritime Trades
Department convened a day-long legislative
conference in Washington to assess the prospects and lay the groundwork for coordinated
action in the 90th Congress.
Much of this, the maiden issue of "Maritime," is devoted to an in-depth report on
that conference These articles summarize
the outlook for our industry as seen from
the vantage points of Congressional leaders,
industry officials and labor spokesmen.
They make it crystal clear that the views we
hold are not those of maritime labor alonenor even of a united front of labor and management in our industry. Our view is
shared by thoughtful, concerned members of
the Legislative branch.
All this speaks well for the prospects of the
American merchant marine. ~
Much is at stake in the forthcoming battle,
for America's future-its military security,
its economy and its international prestigeis dependent on a virile merchant fleet.
The days ahead will be busy ones. We
have a program that we intend to put into
action. In the process, we will be writing
a new chapter in our struggle to build a
better industry. At the same time, we will
be making our contribution to a stronger,
more productive, America.

Mr. Speaker, the position taken by the
maritime unions for an independent
maritime administration is supported by
all of organized labor. The following
statement reflects the views of the AFLCIO as expressed in a resolution adopted
at their Sixth Constitutional Convention
in 1965:
WHERE THE AFL-CIO STANDS
Speaking for the 13.5 million men and
women ot organized labor, delegates to the
Sixth Constitutional Convention of the AFLCIO, meeting in San Francisco, California in
December 1965, unanimously endorsed a
resolution firmly supporting the American
merchant marine and calling specifically for
creation of an independent Maritime Administration.
This policy was reaffirmed by the AFL-CIO
Executive Council in Chicago, Illinois on
August 24, 1966. Here's how the Executive
Council underscored the problem and the
solution that it requires:
"Today the American merchant marine
is being called upon to meet a war situation
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for the third time in 25 years. Owing to the
neglect of this industry by the government
since the end of World Warn and the failure
of the Defense Department to foresee and admit need for merchant ships to transport
troops and supplies across the seas, the condition of the merchant fleet, its supporting
shipyards and available skilled manpower
have reached the point of crisis.
"Merchant shipping has played a vital
part in American history. Today as the Iesult of short-sighted policies on the part of
government officials with no understanding
and sympathy with the significance of commercial seapower we have fallen to thirdrate status among the maritime nations.
"This neglect, which gravely threatens the
security of the nation and the maintenance
of our overseas commitments, would continue if the Maritime Administration is permitted to be buried in another government
depa:~;tment, with conflicting and competing
interests, whether Transportation or Commerce. To prevent the essential need of thiS
vital industry from being continually ignored and submerged, and to make possible
the steps necessary to its revival, the responsibility must be placed in an agency which
has · the status and authority necessary tor
the performance of its duties. We therefore
strongly support the effort to establish an Independent maritime agency."

Crime Legislation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN L. McMILLAN
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. McMILLAN. Mr. Speaker,' I arn
certain that all of the House Members
have made a desperate effort during the
past 6 years to be of assistance in solving
the crime problem in the Nation's Capital.
During the past year; there have beeii
a great number of bank robberies and
also a great number of robberies have
been committed in connection with
chain groceries and chain drugstores.
The bankers of the District of Columbia have written a strong letter to the
President and the Congress on this subject. I take great pleasure in having a
copy of my answer to the bankers' letter
inserted into the RECORD. I hope everY
Member of the House will take a feW
minutes' time to read my answer to the
bankers' letter as we members of the
District Committee have spent thousands
of hours during the past 6 years in an
effort to have legislation enacted into.law
that would take handcuffs off the police
to a certain extent and make some suggestions to the courts of the District of
Columbia.
·
We hope to have another crime bill
ready for the House to consider at an
early date.
The letter follows:
FEBRUARY 1, 1967.
ROBERT C. BAKER,
Chairman, the Washington, D.C., Clearing
House Association, Washington, D.(;.
DEAR MR. BAKER: This is to acknowledge

Mr.

the letter of January 25 signed by you and
other members of the Washington, D.C.,
Clearing House Association. Mter six years
of ooncerted effort by this Committee to attack the crime problem, it is encouraging
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now to know of your earnest concern. I am

glad to have your ,suggestions and your exPression of inte-rest and support for additlon.a.l action to provide better law enforcement in the District Qlf Columbia.
1 believe tha-t it is in point for me to reView some of the objectives of and e:fforts
made b y the House Committee on the District of Columbia and indicate the sincere attention and constructive work performed by
the Members of the Committee.
From 1952, following an investigation and
reorganization of the Police Department, until 1958 the year of decision in the Mallory
case, the number of crimes in the District
of Col umbia decreased from about 24,000 offenses and reached a low point of about 15,000 1n 1957. Elsewhere in comparable maJor cities of the nation, crime was increasing.
Beginning in 1958, the trends in crime in
the District of Columbia reversed. From that
tlate to the present, the volume ()If crime has
increased nearly 30 % , a far greater increase
tha.n in any other comparable city in the
nation.
I do not at tribute this increase in crime
&olely to the Durham decision of 1954 and
the Mallory case of 1957. I do point out,
however, that the rules in these cases applied.
only 1n the District and that the crimin.a.l
mtnd is alert to court declsio.n s which pro'Vided means of escape from conviction.
Some experts insist that Durham and Mallory
had nothing to do with the increase of crime
in the District of Columbia. None explains
'Why crime 1n the District accelerated at a
rate far in excess of any other comparable
city following those decisions.
In the 87th Congress, this Committee beCa.n its study of juvenile crime and delinQuency and problems in the Juvenile Court.
This study was continued in the 88th Con&ress. Instead of recommending legislation
merely increasing the number of judges from
1 to 3 for that court, the House Committee
on the District of Columbia reported legislation to reorganize the court administratively,
to pro>ide 2 full-time Juvenile Court judges,
With a>ailability of four additional experienced judges to assist in reducing the large
backlog of cases and to improve court proCedures.
When the Juvenile Court bill, reported by
the Bouse District committee, came to the
Bouse for consideration, a deluge of tele&rams from downtown Washington urged the
SUbstitution of legislation providing only 2
acl.di tlonal judges for the court. The House
Cotnmittee bill was rejected. Since then, the
case backlog at the Juvenile Court has
doubled.
At the same time this Committee initia-ted
general crime legislation to improve law enforcement in the District of Columbia. In
acl.dit ion to that legislation, the Committee
supported the enlargement of the police
force, the establishment of the K-9 Corps,
and provided salaries and fringe benefits designed to encourage recruitment and retention of officers. This Committee has conSistent ly supported any proposed improvetnent as to manpower or facilities for the Police Department and the courts.
The recently vetoed crime bill is essentially
the product of the interest and e:fforts of this
Commit tee. It represented thousands of
hours of time during six years, given by Members of this Committee in hearings, studies,
and conferences, to achieve the draft of e:ffective legislation which was approved by a 2 to
1 ma jority in the House of Representati>es in
three successive Congresses.
Last year, for the first time, the legislation
. reached the point of conferences between the
Bouse and the Senate. House Members participated in 9 conference sessions, between
l!a.rch and October. A very comprehensive
and fair anti-crime bill was approved by the
COnferees and passed by both the Senate and
the House.
Contrary to your expressed view, the District has restrictions on the sale o! hand

Joe L. Evins, Champion of Small
Business

guns. No one may purchase and no dealer
may sell a band gun in the District of Columbia without filing an application with
the Police Department. An investigation is
conducted conce'r ning the purchaser and
clearance o! that application by the Police
Department to the dealer must be made before any sale. There is no signific~nt difference whether controls are exercised by
law or regulations, when the experience of
ot her jurisdictions is examined.
Congress has enacted provisions in the District of Columbia Code providing special additional penalties for criminals using hand
guns. The courts have never used . these
provisions of the Code. Members of this
Committee felt that it was time that the
courts imposed these additional heavy penalties as a further deterrent.
Your suggestion in reference to the Federal Bureau of Investigation may be helpful.
When crimes are committed against financial
institutions, the FBI has original and concurrent jurisdiction, along with the Police
Department. '!,'he impression of the Committee is that the Police Department enjoys
the fullest cooperation from the FBI, not
only as to crimes involving banks, but otherl'.i.se since this is a Federal jurisdiction.
Nationwide, it appears that we may have
been concentrating on the wrong answers to
crime for many years. · Forty years ago, we
had more poverty, more slums, poorer
schools, lower educational achievement, but
a crime rate which was significantly lower
than today. In the rn,_eantime, we have tried
to reduce crime through expenditures for
education, housing programs and slum
clearance, counselors and phychiatrists for
our juveniles, indeterminate sentences, probation, parole, and rehabilitation for criminals, only to find a rapid acceleration in the
crime rate. A recent national study indicated that 85% of those persons apprehended
for crimes were repeat o:trenders. When the
crime clearance rate is only 25% or 30%,
it becomes obvious that a very large number
of criminals are at large in our communities.
Alarming as this fact may be, the future
is genuinely frightening unles we find more
effective remedies than have been used for
the past generation.
operating expenses per pupil in District
schools is probably the highest of any comparable city. Within recent years the District has doubled its welfare and public
health expenditures. Vast sums have been
spent for slum clearance and public housing. The District has one of the lowest unemployment rates of any city in the nation.
The per capita income levels are amdng the
most favorable.
·
Despite these facts, the crime rate has
increased almost 300 % in 10 years, about
double the national average rate, and crime
clearance here has dropped from 57% to 25%.
During the same time the D.C. prison population at Lorton has dropped from approximately 2200 to about 1100. Such results
are not primarily because of any basic defect
in organization, inefficiency, or inadequacy
of facilities of the Metropolitan Police Department.
I am sure that the Members of this Committee, who have been diligent and who have
devoted themselves to this problem, agree
with the sense of urgency stated in your
letter "that you attack this problem . . .
immediately .•.". I might observe that for
this Committee "immediately" began six
years ago. I am sure that the Committee
will continue its e:ffort to provide the best
possible solutions to the crime problem.
For myself and on behalf of the Members
of the House Committee on the District of
Columbia, I want to express thanks and appreciation to each member of the Association for the letter.
With kindest regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,
-JOHN L. McMn.LAN,

SPEECH
OP

HON. JOHN C. KLUCZYNSKI
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE BOUSE OF _REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. KLUCZYNSKI. Mr. Speaker,
on the occasion of the passage by the
House of the resolution re-creating the
Select Committee ori Small Business,
many kind and glowing tributes to the
work of the committee were voiced by
Members of the House.
In my opinion all of these were deserved. Chairman JoE L. Evms has done
an outstanding job. As a result of his
leadership and the cooperation of our
distinguished ranking minority member
ARcH A. MooRE, JR., the committee is
model of bipartisan harmony. Speaker
McCoRMACK has continued to appoint
Members of outstanding ability to the
committee. The chairman has assembled a staff whose diligence and competence mirror his own concern for the
complex problems confronting today's
small businessman.
The service aspects of the committee
are well known. Hundreds of Members
each year secure valuable assistance for
their small business constitutents by referring problems to the committee for
investigation.
Perhaps the aspect of the committee's
work which is not sufficiently known is
the . extreme scope of its operations.
Small business problems occur in virtually every sector of our Nation's economy.
It 1s hard to imagine an aspect of business or industry, finance or international
trade, which does not include small businessmen as a vital force. ConsequentlY
the committee's activities extend to an
impressive number of areas.
Illustrative of the scope of the committee's activities are the almost 10,000
pages of plinted hearings and reports resulting from the committee's work during the 89th Congress. The subject matter covered within these pages ranges
from small business problems resulting
from urban renewal 1n the Nation's
largest metropolitan areas to small business problems arising from the marketing and storage of corn, \<ital to so many
midwestern to\\"118 -a nd farming communities. Also included are small business
problems of the tool and die industrythe wellspring of the Nation's industrial
might-together with small business
problems in communications, transportation, and distribution. The committee
has updated a most comprehensive compilation of antitrust legislation important to small business as well as the most
comprehensive study of petroleum marketing and its. effect on small business
ever published.
Certain of the activities of the Small
Business Administration, the Antitrust
Division of the Department of Jutice, the
Federal Trade Commission.. the Federal
Communications Commission, the Department of Justice, the Civil Aeronautics Board, the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the Department of Housing

a

Chairman.
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and Urban Development, the Department of Agriculture, the Department of
Labor, the General Services Administration, the Veterans' Administration, the
Bureau of the Budget, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration,
the Department of· the Interior, the
Treasury Department, the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, and
the Department of Commerce, including
its Bureau of Public Roads, have all been
studied by the committee for their effect upon small businesses.
Nor were these merely superficial expeditions. As a result of the hearings
of the committee and its subcommittees
a number of industries have changed
their policies and Federal agencies have
undertaken new programs, adopted new
policies helpful to small business, and
corrected activities detrimental to
smaller firms.
Measured by any yardstick the work
of the committee under the chairmanship of JoE EviNs was outstanding. I am
proud to be a member of the Select Committee on Small Business. I look forward to participating in what, I am sure,
will be a continuation of its enormous
assistance to the Nation's small businessmen.

that an aroused and determined public
opinion is the Nation's most powerful deterrent of crime. By working more closely together, Congress and the law-abiding
citizen can, and must, make our streets
safe.

Worth the Risk
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BYRON G. ROGERS
OF COLORADO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. ROGERS of Colorado.
Mr.
Speaker, three valiant Americans, three
young heroes who committed their lives
to the exploration of space, have given
their lives in that cause.
America pauses now to ask itself: Is it
worth taking such lives and the spending
of such wealth to fulfill man's ancient
vision of setting foot upon the moon?
We can justify our Nation's venture
into space for many reasons. It is yielding great technological benefits. It is an
important element of the stature of our
Nation in the eyes of the world. But
man's quest to know needs no such raSafe Skeets and Crime Control Ac:t of tionalization. When we cease to seek
into the unknown, we cease to grow-as
1967
individuals or as a people.
To all those who wonder and question
SPEECH
if we should now go on, we can only cite
OF
the words of one of these men, Virgil
Grissom. He said it all when he proHON. ROBERT T. ASHMORE
phetically said:
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. ASHMORE. Mr. Speaker, the
Safe' Streets and Crime Control Act of
1967, as proposed by the President, is a
blueprint for putting our efforts against
crime in high gear. The enormity of the
crime problem demands that substantial
Federal resources be channeled in an effective a,nd meaningful manner into the
fight. The President's proposal will accomplish this end without in any way
changing our traditional concepts that
law and order are essentially functions
which belong to local governmen-t.
The proposed act is a plan for helping
State and local authorities improve their
law enforcement and criminal justice efforts. Grants will be made to enable
these local governments to make comprehensive plans for incorporating the latest
equipment an..d techniques in crime detection and prevention. These coordinated plans wiD be translated into programs of action and these programs,
partly financed by the Federal Government and partly by the local government, will, we hope, at last stem the ris- ·
ing tide of crime.
The President's proposal merits prompt
study by the Congress and I am confident
that it will produce a bold and dramatic
new effort to reverse the trends toward
lawlessness.
However, adequate and effective control of crime in this country· requires
more than additional money, new laws,
and new techniques. We must remember

If we die, we want people to accept it.
The conquest o! space is worth the risk o!
life.

This Congress faces the decision of
whether .we shall press on. As we consider this matter in the weeks ahead, let
none of us forget Gus Grissom's words.
I recommend the inclusion in the
RECORD of the editorial from the Denver
Post, of January 29, and the thoughtful
commentary by Max Lerner as it appeared in the New York Post on February 1 on this subject:
[From the Denver Post, Jan. 29, 1967]
LOSS OF ASTRONAUTS MUST INSPIRE Us
We suppose most Americans were prepared
to accept the logic that-someday-Americans would lose their lives in trying to fly to
the moon and the other planets. But this
doesn't prepare one for the actual shock of
the event.
The bulletins that Virgil (Gus) Grissom,
Ed White and Roger Chaffee had died in a
flash fire aboard their moonship at Cape Kennedy were, for most Americans, death notices
of personal friends.
The marvels of communications had made
their faces and voices, particularly those of
Gri~m and White, as familiar as those of
a next-door neighbor. Their adventures in
space not only made them appealing figures;
it enabled them to escape the dissimulation
which masks so many public figures. There
is no sham in space.
Coloradans have had a particular affinity
for the space program. One of the real pioneers in space was Boulder's SCott Carpenter;
the mother of another, Gordon Cooper, lived
at Carbondale. And Grissom, himself, had
an interest in a ski lodge at Crested Butte.
Grissom loved Colorado and often said
"someday" he might settle here permanently.
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When in 1965 he made his historic two-man
Gemini flight, with Astronaut John Young,
it was in a capsule named "Molly Brown" after Colorado's famous "unsinkable" silver
queen.
Inevitably, it will be asked if science's
thrust into space is worth hazards which can,
in a flash, destroy men such as Grissom,
White and Chaffee.
We must say "yes." We think these three
men, by their participation, gave an atnrmative answer that removes all doubt. They
knew there was danger. But it is in the nature of man at his best to chance dangers to
answer questions about himself and his environment--to progress. And these astronauts were men at their best.
So the program must be pushed forward.
There will be a new appreciation of the hazards. But there will, also, be a spirit of dedication which will abide deeply in all of us.
Grissom, White and Chaffee, made their lives
milestones in the pursuit of knowledge about
space. We cannot deprive them the meaning
of their sacrifice.
[From the New York Post, Feb. 1, 1967)
THE SPACE DEATHS

(By Max Lerner)
Of all the ways of dying, the most absurd for an astronaut was to die on the
ground, trapped in a rehearsal, without even
the chance to face the rigors and perils of
the long stab through space. A!ter a fantastic record of immunity from casualties,
the American space program has finally
claimed its ·inevitable first victims.
Ever since the beginning of the Apollo
venture, we have half-dreaded, half-awaited
a catastrophe on a mission into space or on
reentry. But we had scarcely expected the
catastrophe to take the form it did.
The American people have given the three
young men a military burial, and mourned
them as national heroes. Yet no amount of
stress on them as symbols of the na tiona!
purpose can hide the horror of how they
died, caught in the Nessus-shirt of their
flaming space suits, unable to rip them off.
In one sense, I suppose, they were lucky.
A hundred young men a week, sometimes
more, have been dying for their country with
the American forces in Vietnam, yet how
many of them felt that they were also dying
for an idea? The three astronauts died in
the service of their country, yet clearly they
died for an idea as well. It goes beyond
national interests and power-the idea that
man can reach beyond his own planet to the
others, and make his way around the cosmos,
organizing his transit to some meaningful
human use.
It is in that sense that we must take Virgil Grissom's prophetic warning about space
deaths: "If we die, we -want people to accept it. The conquest of space is worth the
risk of life." There are bound to be more
deaths to come. Some critics of the American space enterprise will use them to underscore how expensive it is, how lavishly we
pour out wealth and risk life for a purpose
which may capture the imagination but is
barren of immediate and tangible result.
Is it worth what it costs? The question
must be faced. There is a brain drain in
the various space sciences, using scientific
talent which is all too scarce and could be
used concretely within the American society.
There is a technology drain. There is a
drain in money and materials. Again, is it
worth what it costs?
My own impulse is to say yes. We must go
on, not because it makes any great sense
technologically or economically, or (despite
the .dreams of a military space station) militarily. We must go on simply because we
can not afford not to go on. It is part of a
built-in drive within man .himself to explore
and organize hia environment as far as he
can go. The voyages of discovery and exploration, starting in the 15th Century, did not
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lUstify themselves by opening profitable
conunerce or by building empires which have
since crumbled. They were justlfl.ed because
men had to roam the seas in order to express
themselves as men. Similarly they must
now roam the skies.
!ian must take his full part in tracing the
bounds of his universe i! he is ever to have
any inward peace as part of it.
I add one qualification. There is no reason why a venture that belongs to humanity
should be organized as part of a costly national rivalry. The Soviet scientists seem to
believe that the Americans, in their haste,
are pushing their astronauts too hard, with
1llm8y materials and inadequate safeguards.
'I'he Americans, in turn, feel that the RusSians are hiding their space blunders and
casualties behind a curtain of secrecy. Both
Charges may well be true.
It doesn't make much sense to waste so
lnuch in duplication and endanger so much
in. haste. Surely this is one kind of venture
that the two nations can pursue in partnership. John Kennedy said to Khrushchev at
their Vienna meeting, "Let us go to the moon
together." It would be the best possible
:memorial to him finally to carry this out.
It might also, in time, establish a principle
'9."hich would carry over into the militaryPolitical relations between the - two prime
1Vorld powers. There are many evidences,
not least of them the current ciVil war in
China., that the hour may soon be striking
'9."hen America and the SoViet Union could
achieve a fru1 tful meeting of minds and
COncert of S£t1on. These could apply both in
ending the Vietnam war and in mastering
the senseless and suicidal weapons race.
M:ore than anything else, the two powers need
a ground to stand on where neither of them
COuld be seen--or see 1tself-as betraying its
Posture of national interests.
'I'he venture of going to the moon together may well represent such a neutral
COmmon ground. If it worked, and if, as a.
l'esutt, the agony of the Vietnam war could
come to an end, the use of inteiligence in
8 Pa.ce would be translated into the use of
intelligence here on earth. That would give
!~ed. meaning to the heroes' funeral !or the
~e astronauts.

Iowa
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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HON. LESTER L WOLFF
OP NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 7, 1967
l;rr. WOLFF. Mr. Speaker, 1n my con-

tinUing etiorts to have serious consideration given to the proposed truth-intrading-stamp legislation, I find more
and grassroots support coming from
State legislative bodies across the land.
Under leave to extend my remarks,
therefore, I wish to include the following
arttcle from Drug Market News, Monday, February 6, 1967, which once again
fUlly bears out my contention:
IOWA

DES Mon.""ES.-A bill has been introduced
in the Iowa Senate requiring trading stamp
companies doing business in Iowa. to buy an
a.tlnual license at a fee of 10 per cent.of their
net earnings or a. minimum of $5,000; . requiring that trading stamps show their cash
lalue and be redeemable for cash; requiring
trading stamp companies to post bond with
the State to guarantee stamp redemption,
8.lld providing for a. fine of up to $10,000 for
COmpanies 'fiolating the measure.

Ethics Committee
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

HON. W. E. (BILL) BROCK
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 7. 1967

Mr. BROCK. Mr. Speaker, there is a
great deal of support for establishing a
permanent House Ethics Committee from
Members of this body and from the public in general. The integrity of Congress must be above reproach if there is
to be confidence in the National Legislature. With this in mind I introduce
House Resolution 145 which would create
an Ethics Committee in the House of
Representatives.
In the Chattanooga Post of January
20, 1967, Mr. Norman Bradley writes favorably on the need of such a committee.
I ask under unanimous consent to have ·
this article printed in the Appendix of
the RECORD.
[From the Chattanooga Post, Jan. 20, 1967]
A CoDE OF ETHICS To BE OBSERVED
(By Norman Bradley)
Rep. Bill Brock touched the sensitive spot
in the public's concern over evidence of official negligence or worse in such cases as
those involving Bobby Baker, Rep. Adam
Clayton Powell and Sen. Thomas Dodd when
he said in Washington this week:
"It is essential in our form of governnient
that the people respect the honesty and
integrity of their elected representatives ...
That is as true on the local or state levels,
of ccurse, as it is on the national. The congressman, however, was speaking of what
goes on in Washington, and he had a. suggested remedy, insofar as the House of Representatives is concerned.
There should be a select committee on
''standards and conduct," he said, of 12
members equally diVided between the two
parties, as a constantly available means for
checking "all charges and allegations made
gainst House members and their employes."
The Senate has such a committee. It has
been in the spotlight most recently in its
investigation of charges against Sen. Dodd
in his handling of campaign funds. A
weakness is indicated in the committee's
tardiness in disposing of the case; a. similar
aversion to drastic action might well be an
inherent element in any congressional group
named to investigate colleagues' conduct.
Actually, members of Congress have before
them an officially written and enacted Code
of Ethics-passed in 1958-whlch if followed
would obliterate the need for any sort of investigative or disciplinary body. The code
states, among other things, that any person
in government service should;
"Put loyalty to the highest moral principles and country above loyalty to persons,
party or government department.
~
"Uphold the Constitution, laws and legal
regulations of the United States and of the
government therein and never be a party to
their evasion.
"Give a. full day's labor for a. full day's
pay . . . .
"Seek to find and employ more efficient
and economical ways of getting tasks
accomplished.
''Never discriminate unfairly by the dis~
pensing of special favors or privileges to
anyone . ·• .; and never accept, for himself
or his family, favors or benefits ••. which
might be construed as infiuencing his governmental duties.
"Make no private promises of any kind
binding upon the duties of omce .•••

"Never use. any information coming to him
confidentially in the performance of governmental duties as a. means of making private
profit.
"Expose corruption where\·er disco't'ered.
"Uphold these principles, ever conscious
that public office is a public trust."
None of these standards 1s too high to
expect of a public servant, and as Rep. Brock
says, "The American people deserve a renewed demonstration of good faith from the
entire House membership."
His resolution ought to be adopted and
the committee named. At least it would be
a step in the direction of enforcing a decent .
level of moral conduct.

lmplieatioas of Educatioaal TV Plan
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE A. GOODLING
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Speaker, the
90th qongress will be asked to plant a
seed for the growth of a vast educational
television network financed largely by
the Federal Government. The Government would pay for this ETV program
just like it does for everything else-with
tax money taken from the people.
The Carnegie Commission on Educational Tele\ision-a prime mover in the
project-has recommended that a Corporation for Public Television be set up, a
federally chartered nongovernmental,
nonprofit organization. The ~ commission urges the Congress to provide $40
million annually to get the program
underway, financing this move with the
imposition of a 2-percent excise tax on
all TV sets manufactured in the United
States-this tax on· top of the sales taxes
already imposed on these sets in various
areas.
The Department of Health, Education.
and Welfare would have its budget adjusted so it could spend $68 million a
year. working to set up a national system
of 380 educational stations in 10 years.
It is not made clear how far the program
might be expanded beyond the 380
stations.
'
Costs are estimated to average $178
million annually for the first 4 years,
rising to $270 million a year by 1980,
when it is estimated there would be 380
stations. And as these costs rise, so
would the excise taxes, rising from the
start of 2 percent annually up to 5 percent per year.
The tax ree~ipts would be placed in a
trust fund, administered by the U.S.
Treasury and turned over to the Corporation. This would-it should be notedpermit an avoidance of the regular appropriation procedure, eliminating the
surveileance of the appropriate congressional Committees and, thereby, taking
control of expenditures out of the hands
of the Congress.
1
Supposedly, such an ETV system 1
would be free of political interference:
however, Da\id Lawrence had some
interesting observations on this matter J
1n an editorial appearing 1n the January j

I
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31, 1967, issue of the Evening Star, and I
commend these observations to the at·
tention of my colleagues.
The article follows:
[From the Washington Evening Star,
Jan. 31, 1967]
IMPLICATIONS OF EDUCATION TV PLAN
(By David Lawrence)
The ad~tration in power in Washington soon may have its own television network
of about 380 stations across the country to
carry on a so-called "educational" campaign,
but 1t could convey to the people whatever
political propaganda it wishes.
This is the first time the federal government would be obtaining, in return for financial support, a voice in what information a
section of the press gives to the people.
The theory is that, because stations do not
sell advertising time, they are "noncommercial" and are, therefore, entitled to governmental help. While it is true that the big
television networks at present aim at mass
audiences With news and entertainment of
the widest possible interest, this does not
mean that the American people are being deprived of any information by all the other
media of expression which use the printed
or spoken word. The plan to be considered
by Congress at the present session calls for
a federal outlay of many millions of dollars
to build and equip so-called "noncommercial" stations. The initial appropriations
that are going to be requested are estimated
at $68 milllon a year at first, rising to $91
million a year in another decade. This
would be authorized through the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
which, of course, could issue its own "guidelines."
In addition, a manufacturers' excise tax,
starting at 2 percent and increasing to 5 percent on TV sets bought by the public, also
would be expected to help finance the operation. The whole plan involves an outlay of
about $178 million a year during the first
four years and could reach $270 mlllion in a
few years more.
The carnegie Commission of Educational
Television bas recommended the project,
whioh would supply programs on cultural
and educational subjects, as well as on news
and public affairs. There is no reason, of
course, why private foundations should not
by themselves furnish all the support for this
kind of venture. But when the government
of the United States enters with a controlling
power, such a project is bound to become
political.
Some of the state governments have been
furnishing television with classroom instruction on academic subjects. More and more,
the schools themselves are getting lectures
or speeches by long-c:list.ance telephone and
then loundspeak.ers. But the schools control these programs.
There also have been some grants to "educational" television by private businesses,
which get credit on the air for their donations. Still, this isn't being called "commercial."
The new governmental project would be
operated by 12 directors--six to be appointed
by the President of the United States and
confirmed by the Senate, and the other
six to be selected by the first group of
federal appointees. Their terms of omce
would be for six years. The government
would retain its control even though donations from foundations and other sources
might be made available to the new television
network.
Never has it been provided by law that
the American government should actually get
into the business of distributing information
or news to the people. If the federal government can have a television network of its
own to distribute its propaganda, there is no
reason why it could not some day also have a
network of newspapers throughout the ooun·

try to take care ' of local political problems,

too.
Under the new schem.e, there presumably
would be no competition between the government-supported stations and the private
networks, but there woUld, of course, be
competition for the attention of audiences.
Even if there were substantial numbers of
people who would like the new programs,
the question arises whether the government
of the United States should set up its own
medium to disseminate news and opinion
on political subjects.

Draft Sit-In Decision Protects Vital
Freedoms
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MARTHA W. GRIFFITHS
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Mr. Speaker, the
following editorial from the Detroit Free
Press of February 1, 1967, speaks most
eloquently for itself:
[From the Detroit Free Press, Feb. 1, 1967]

February 7, 1967

are the most perishable, yet the most vital
to the preservation o! American democracy.
"Historically, these preferred and paramount rights have continually come under
attack from the best-intentioned sources.
And once the erosion of these rights is permitted to begin it is exceedingly difficult to
halt and the intervening damage may be
irreparable.
"Here it is the free expression of views on
issues of critical, current national importance that is jeopardized. On such topics
perhaps more than any other, it is imperative
that the public debate be full and that each
segment of our society be permitted freely
to express its views. Thus the allegations of
the complaint . . . that the draft boards
have unlawfully suppressed criticism must
take precedence over the policy of non-intervention in the affairs of the selective service."
In reinforcing fundamental freedoms the
Second Circuit Court takes a bolder stand
than other American courts have taken in
other times of national stress. Usually theY
have waited until the fighting ended.
The Second Circuit Court has acted swiftlY
and hasn't waited for an end to hostllities
to defend civil freedoms. That it hasn't is
a credit to the court. Its forthright action
represents a maturing and strengthening o!
our democratic society.

Sheboygan Should Be Proud

As WE SEE IT-DRAFT Srr-IN DECISION
PROTECTS VrrAL FREEDOMS

The decision by the distinguished United
States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit holding that draft officials cannot use
military service as punishment for public
protests against the war in Vietnam is important for the precedent it sets and for the
freedom it protects.
The case was brought in New York courts
by two University of Michigan students from
New York who had participated in a sit-in
at an Ann Arbor draft board office back on
October 15, 1965. These two students, along
with others from Michigan and elsewhere,
subsequently were reclassified from 2-8, and
deferred as students, to 1-A, and eligible for
immediate induction.
From the start, this newspaper considered
this reclassification a wholly wrong use of
the draft laws. If the students were guilty
of trespass, we said they should be punished
under ordinary trespass statutes. The nation's dra.ft laws, designed to raise military
forces, should not be used to punish trespass
or to stifle dissent.
But Lieut. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, director
of the draft, took a different position. He
said that students who misbehaved ought
to be spanked and he considered induction
equivalent to spanking, and suitable treatment for war protesters. Marching shoulder
to shoulder with Gen. Hershey has been Col.
Arthur A. Holmes, director of the Michigan
selective service, who insists even now that
the court's ruling won't affect this state. In
our view, he continues to be wrong.
In the New York case neither student had
exhausted administrative appeals available
within the Selective Service System. A group
o! reclassified students has filed a similar case
in Detroit's federal district court and these
students did exhaust all administrative remedies. Thus, their case is a stronger case and
the courts wlll doubtless be guided by the
Second Circuit Court's ruling.
The ruling reinforces fundamental American freedoms. Judge Harold R. Medina,
writing for a unanimous court, expressed the
judicial branch's traditional reluctance to
interfere with the Selective Service System.
Then he said:
"Only the most weighty consideration
could induce us to depart from this long
standing policy. But of all constitutional
rights, the freedoms of speech and assembly

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
0'1'

HON. WILLIAM A. STEIGER
OF WISCONSIN'

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, today marks the beginning of
Boy Scout Week to be observed throughout the Nation. I would like to join my
colleagues in saluting the young men who
participate in this worthwhile activity.
The commemoration of that week holds
a special place with citizens of Sheboygan, Wis. It is 1n that city where the
first Wisconsin Boy SCout troop was organized. Troop No. 1 is still in existence
after serving Sheboygan for 56 years.
A recent editorial in the Sheboygan
Press expresses well the sentiments of
Sheboygan area residents on this 57th
anniversary of Scouting. At this time
I include that editorial as part of my
remarks:
SHEBOYGAN SHOULD BE PROUD

Starting Feb. 7 and concluding on . the
thirteenth day of this month, Boy Seout
Week Will be observed throughout the nation.
The city of Sheboygan and surrounding are-a
will readily aoclaim and. be proud of the commemoration of the week that marks this 57th
year of scouting in America. because it was
here that Troop No. 1, the first in the State
of Wisconsin, was organwed.
While the late Rev. A. Parker CUrtiss,
pastor of Grace Episcopal Church, was the
founder of Troop No. 1-the success of which
no doubt proved a.n inspiration for the organization of similar troops throughout the
state and the Middle Wesir-the people of
Sheboygan are also due for their share of
credit in their wholehearted support of the
movement. At the outset of the local troop
back in 1911, it was believed to be exclusively
a church project, but as soon as the word
gat around that youths of all faiths were
welcomed, the progTam developed by leaps
and bounds until today this entire area 1S
graced by the magnitude of the present Ket-tle Moraine Boy ScoUit Council.

Februanj 7, 1967
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In addition to being the first in the state,
Troop No. 1 also was responsible for the creation of the first Boy Scout Drum and BugJ.e
Corps, which served as a pattern for similar
groups in later years throughout Wisconsin
and the Middle West.
In proclaiming Boy Scout Week, President
Johnson praised the week for calling the nation's attention "to the wholesome influence
of soouting on the lives of m!Hions of Americans-and thus on our progress a.s a nation.''
Now, seven years more than a half century
later-it had its start in the East in 1910the Boy Scouts substantially have proved
that they are one of the greatest factors in
character building for future citizens in
America today. Sheboygan can be justly
Proud of the role played here in the organization's development.

Other persons may have needlessly exposed
themselves to danger on the highway or in
flimsy buildings because there were no warnings.
The chief meterologist at the Des Moines
Weath~r Bureau said the only warning issued Tuesday covered central Missouri and
did not include southeastern Iowa. The Associated Press bureau in Des Moines was
given no warning to issue through its newspaper, television and radio member outlets.
Tornadoes are difficult to predict, but it
appears that the centralized Iowa warning
system did not function in time when the
danger did begin to develop. There may be
more serious injuries or deaths the next time
unless sufficient warnings can be given.

bilizer that partially helps maintain incomes
when production slips and workers are laid
off. More than this, it is an essentially
human device that helps maintain dignity
_and avert suffering.
But fpr all the theoretical and practical
value of unemployment compensation, it has
taken honest, efficient, dedicated administrators to make the law work. Paul Raushenbush belongs in this category. Wisconsin,
and the nation, owes him gratitude.

Reuss Begins Ombudsman Tests
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Paul A. Raushenbush

HON. BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Without Warning

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

OF

Tuesday, February 7, 1967

OP

HON. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER

HON. FRED SCHWENGEL

OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Mr. Speaker, my
distinguished colleague, the gentleman
from Wisconsin [Mr. REuss], had previously suggested the creation of a post of
congressional ' ombudsman.
Although
the suggestion failed to materialize in
the Congress during the last session,
Congressman REuss has now decided to
establish such an office within his own
staff, to serve the people of his congressional district in Wisconsin.
. This innovation is, in my judgment, a
most laudatory step in assisting citizens
in their contacts with the Federal Government. The question of protecting
citizens against the mistakes .or negligence of the Government, and the necessity for providing legal guarantees for
tl,le lawful conduct of the governmental
structure, have long been of primary importance to those of use who have political responsibilities.
· Congressman REuss is to be congratulated on his progressive move, and I am
convinced such an official can be most
helpful to the ordinary citizen in his
everyday contacts with the Federal
Government.
The New York Times of February 5
1967, carried an article about the estab~
lishment of the post of ombudsman on
his staff, and I would like to insert it at
this point in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
The experiment is a most provocative
one, and I shall be most anxious to see
the results of the reports which are to be
made.
The article follows:

OF IOWA
IN THE HOUSE OF-REPRESENTATIVES ·

Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. SCHWENGEL. Mr. Speaker, on
January 24, eastern Iowa was struck by
high winds and a tornado. The life of a
Young boy was taken. Others were seriously injured. Many people were fortunate to escape unharmed.
There wa.s severe property damage.
liomes, businesses, and farm buildings
Were destroyed.
'What distresses me and the people in
eastern Iowa was the lack of warning before the storm. The only weather bureau in southeastern Iowa was closed at
Burlington in 1965.
The lack of warning for the storm on
January 24 demonstrates the need for
a weather bureau facility in southeast
Iowa.
·
An editorial in the Muscatine Journal
on January 26, 1967, calls for such a
facility.
The editorial referred to follows:
WITHOUT WARNING
There was no advance warning Tuesday before the tornado funnels ripped their destructive paths across Southeastern Iowa.
It seems like a mirac1e that only one life was
lost.
This part of the state has been without a
'Weather Bureau station since the one at
the Burlington municipal airport was . discontinued in 1965. The Des Moines Weather
BUreau was apparently caught fiat-footed.
N"o warnings of possible tornadoes or severe
Weather conditions were issued to Iowa newsPaper and broadcast press services or to law
and sa.fety authorities.
Because there was ·no warning of possible
itnpending danger, residents of this area went
about their daily activities without taking
Particular heed of the skies.
A Louisa county woman and her fourYear-old granddaughter were extremely fortunate in escaping death when her trailer
home was picked up and dropped in a
stnashed heap 20 feet away. The woman wa.s
hospitalized with a back injury after being
PUlled from the debris. Her granddaughter
Was only bruised.
No one knows for sure, of course, but the
Woman might have left the trailer and taken
shelter in her son's nearby farm home if she
hact been warned of approaching tornadoes.

Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Speaker, on
Saturday, January 28, 1967, one of Wisconsin's outstanding public servants,
Paul A. Raushe'nbush, retired as the
State director of unemployment compensation.
Long a leader in the field of social legislation, Wisconsin enacted its pioneer
unemployment compensation law in January 1932-3 years before either the Federal Government or other States passed
such legislation. The Federal plan was
largely modeled after the Wisconsin
- program.
Not only did Paul Raushenbush help
create Wisconsin's unemployment compensation program, but for 35 years, he
also served as its director. Because of
his creative role in the area of social legislation, Paul Raushenbush deserves the
praise and gratitude not only -from the
State of Wisconsin but also from the Nation.
I would like to call to the attention of
my colleagues an editorial which appeared in the January 30, 1967 Milwaukee Journal which comments on the distinguished .career of Paul Raushenbush.
The editorial follows:
[From the Milwaukee Journal, Jan. 30, 1967)
RA USHENBUSH RETIRES
Wisconsin can have pride, and regret, in
Saturday's ceremonies in Madison. They
marked the 35th anniversary of the signing
of the state's pioneer unemployment compensation law and the official retirement of
Paul A. Raushenbush, state director of unemployment compensation.
Raushenbush was one of that band of enlightened individuals-in its ranks John R.
Commons and Edwin E. Witte-who helped
write one of the most exciting chapters in
this state's history. From their labors fiowed
a wealth of social legislation which has significantly influenced the nation for the last
three decades.
Gov. Philip F. La Follette signed the unemployment compensation bill on Jan. 28,
1932. It was the nation's :flr~t. Three years
later the federal government adopted a national plan patterned after Wisconsin's.
Unemployment compensation has come to
be one of the country's principal bulwarks
against serious recession-an automatic sta-

REPRESENTATIVE REUSS BEGINS OMBUDSMAN
TEST-WISCONSIN DEMOCRAT NAMES A
SEEKER OF COMPLAINTS
MILwAUKEE, ~ebruary 4.-A Milwaukee
Representative has appointed an ombudsman to handle complaints from his district
in an attempt to prove that the system can
work nationally.
Henry S. Reuss, a Democrat, was unsuccessful in the lfl.St Congress in gaining support for a Congressional ombudsman, modeled after the 150-year-old otnce in Sweden.
So he decided to experiment with it in his
own Fifth Congressional District.
Under the system, which has been receiving growing international attention, the ombudsman acts as a sort of one-man complaint
bureau, attempting to help citizens who have
grievances against the government.
Mr. Reuss this week appointed James P.
Buckley as hls ombudsman. Mr. Buckley
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was chief clerk of the state Assembly in the
1965 legislative session and ran urisuccesfully for Congress in 1964 and 1966 in the
neighboring Ninth District.
WILL SEEK O"''T PROBLEMS

Although Mr. Buckley will be on the Representative's payroll, receiving $708 a month,
he wm be more than just another staff member, Mr. Reuss said.
''Unlike a home secretary," Mr. Reuss said,
the ombudsman "will go out into the district, hold office hours at postal stations and
make himseU available at plant gates and
offices. Later, when it gets warm., he'll be
at shopping centers."
Mr. Reuss said Mr. Buckley would actively
seek out problems of citizens. He will handle those that he can, referring other problems to state and local officials. _,.
One of the major points of the program,
:Mr. Reuss saJ.d, is that Mr. Buckley will criticize the Representative's handling of his
constituents' problems when necessary.
"I've told him; 'Look, let the chips fall
where they may. If I'm not serving my constituents, let me know where- I can improve,' " Mr. Reuss said.
Mr. Reuss has appointed an advisory committee of four Milwaukee political scientists,
two from Marquette University and two from
the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee.
CONSULTING BOARD

Three authorities on the ombudsman system have also agreed to act as consultants.
They are Walter Gellhorn, professor of law
at Columbia University; Donald C. Rowat,
chairman of the political science department
at Carleton University, Ottawa, Ont., and
Stanley V. Anderson, political science professor at the University of California at
Berkeley.
Mr. Buckley will make weekly reports to
the advisory committee and when the project
ends, in four or five months, the results will
be published.
Noting that he received 70 per cent of the
vote in the last election, Mr. Reuss said the
project was not a campaign device but rather
an effort to make government more responsible to citizens' needs.
If it works, he said, he will have a good
argument when he renews his campaign for
a national ombudsman.
·
Air. Buckley will start work next week,
holding office hours in postal stations on
Wednesdays and Thursdays ln the district
that includes the downtown and Negro core
areas.
Interest in the program has alreiidy been
shown here. The office hours were prematurely announced for last week and 30 persons were on hand to voice their complaints
last Wednesday.

The Students Who Know Everything
Except How To End the War
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, 1t was
my privilege recently to place 1n the
RECORD a letter from the Secretary of
State to so-called student leaders in answer to a letter they had written to the
President protesting the war in Vietnam.
An interesting commentary on that
letter to the Pre,sident has been written
by Bob Considine. It was published in
the January 3, 1967, edition of the New
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many and Japan. We "eased" both those
wars. We killed 200,000 Japane~hildren.
old women, intellectuals, priests-with just
two bombs. But it ended the war, made unHow SHo~ WE EAsE THE CoNFLICT
necessary the invasion of Japan which most
IN VIETNAM?
·. of our planners conceded would cost 600,000
(By Bob Considine)
American casualties and maybe 10 times that
There was one flaw in the letter the 100 stu- many Japanese.
dent leaders sent to President Johnson.
Somewhere in l:>etween is a field of honor
It negleded to tell him how to end the war whereon we keep a restrained pressure on the
in Viet Nam. He'd give his right arm to stubborn foe, show him days· and night that
he cannot possibly win, spare him the full
know the answer.
The President has a way of confronting brunt of our muscle in the hope that he'll
visitors to his office with the enormity of his come to his senses in time.
dilemma. He gives them the heavy-lidded
One hopes the college leaders will, too.
stare and asks, ...All right, now what would
you do? Would you run out of there like a
scared rabbit in the field, or are you going to
bomb Hanoi, Haiphong and everything else
War on Poverty Merits Not Attack But
they got? Let me have your answer right
now."
Support
I was relieved he didn't hit me with the
question the night he gave three hours of his
EXTENSION OF . REMARKS
time to Marianne Means, Frank Conniif and
OF
myself. He was looking at Frank.
"I don't see those two extremes as the only
alternatives," Frank said.
OF INDIANA
The President wheezed, leaned forward in
his rocking chair and patted Frank on the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
knee.
Wednesday, Jan_
u ary 18, 1967
"You said it,'' he said fervently.
He has sent every peacemaker .he knows to
Mr. BRADEM:AS. Mr. Speaker, 1n a.
every chancellory where he thinks a key to
peace may be hidden. He has been in touch recent column Roscoe Drummond has
repeatedly, directly or indirectly, with Ho, made a judicious .a:ssessment of the conMao and the Russians. He has begged U.N. to siderable progress in the war on povertY
take the matter under its hesitant wing. He and of the outstanding performance of
has virtually asked U Thant to write out a Sargent Shriver, Diredor of the Office of
peace settlement with or without the man's Economic Opportunity.
rose-colored glasses. We recently dropped
I ask under unanimous consent that
13,000,000 leaflets on North and South Viet
Nam solemnly pledging that American forces this significant column be included in the
would be out of there six months after the RECORD at this point:
POVERTY DISPUTES UNFAm
last shot is fired.
·
The determined young men who signed the
(By Roscoe Drummond)
letter to the President warned him as folIt is unfair to attack the war on po"erty
lows:
just because it gets into recurring controv"Unless this conflict can be eased. the ersy. It is breaking new ground and is bound
United States will find some of her most to stir controversy.
loyal and couageous young people choosing
Controversy arises not because poverty proto go to jail rather than to bear their coun- grams are doing badly but because they deal
try's arms."
·
with painful social conditions which are
One prays that those loyal and courageous themselves surrounded by controversy in
young people, enroute to Duranceville put nearly every community.
their mind.<; to the task of defining what
The bitter dispute which for months
"easing the conflict" means.
stymied one slim slice of the Head Start proIt could be eased in two strikingly different gram in Mississippi-because of the loose
ways, as suggested by the President's blunt management by one local agency and bequestions. We could quit in the next hour. cause the agency was drifting into a for-NeOr we could blow them to hell in the next groes-only program-is an example of how
hour. The war, as such, would be eased one limited controversy can so dominate the
either way. But would our conscience?
headlines as to make it appear as though
If the President bowed to the 100 colnothing worthwhile is going on at all.
'
legians, shouted "about face," and marched
The t.ruth is that program money is going
ever American serviceman out of Viet Nam where
the poverty is greatest. Proportionate
he would be spitting on the graves of every to population,
more assistance is being given
man who died there in the cause of living up to
the poverty programs in Mississippi, when
to a solemn pact to protect a weak friend
by nearly every test is the poorest state 1n
from a strong foe.
·
Such a move would say to the wives and the Nation, tha.n to any other state.
Despite the fact that Head Start requires
parents of the qead that those men died in
vain, Victims of a fraudulent friendship, prey integration of both pupils and faculty, the
program
is being widely utilized in Missisto a paltry posture that was phony from the
sippi. In most instanceS' the programs are
start.
Such an order would tell dozens o! allies being carried out by whites and Negroes
that we'll happily be their friends until such working together. Almost 10 per cent of the
time when they count desperately upon us to Federal dollars for Head Start programs are
prove that friendship, live up to those going into Mississippi. Helping to break the
pledges. We'd spend a thousand years trying cycle of poverty by training the very young,
they are operating in 31 countfes for- 15,660
to explain that streak of rot in us.
Or we could win it with one shocking, children.
There is no question that the war on povterrible show of strength. Any great power
in history would have exerted that strength, erty is having a considerable impact on the
would have drooled over having at its com- people of Mississippi. lt is aifecting the lives
mand a fraction of our almighty punch. of its children-and its adults. It is helping
There is a tacit admiration for Khrushchev them get more education and better job
still left.in Washington for the way he moved training.
his tanks into Budapest, ruthlessly kllled
The central fact is that Mississippi-the
about 30,000, and never had any more trouble state moot reluctant to break racial barriers,
with Hungary.
the state with 55· per- cent of" its housing subIn Washington, too, there must be thoughts standard, with more than haU its population
of the brutal finality of our wars against Ger- below the poverty line and with an Muca-

York World Journal Tribune, and I commend it to the attention of our col..
leagues:

HON. JOHN BRADEMAS
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tlon expenditure-per-pupil of the lowest in
the Nation-is being helped into a new era
~th large financial assistance through the
War on poverty, combined with the leaderShip of Gov. Paul Johnson and local initiative.
I know of no administrator in Washington
Who is more courageously hewing to the
Workable center than Sargent Shriver. The
soundness of most of what he is doing is best
illustrated by the kind of critics who are incessantly firing at him.
He is condemned by the radical left and
the radical right, blamed by some mayors for
not doing enough and by some Congressmen
for doing too much, criticized by the radical
Rctirtsts and by the racial segregationists,
harried by the social welfare professionals
as being too innovative and by the innovators
for not being innovative enough.
And, of course, smeared by Adam Clayton
Powell, who was always demanding his resignation a.s a price for something or other.
The war on poverty needs a man like Sargent Shriver. More important, it needs the
support of the President-and is now getting
lt.

Bowie-Belair Outstanding Young Man
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERVEY G. MACHEN
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
:Monday, January 23, 1967

Mr. MACHEN. Mr. Speaker, the
Bo\Vie-Belair Jaycees recently honored
one of its members, Mr. Leo Green, as
the outstanding young man of the past
Year. Mr. Green, who is an attorney
With the Federal Government, has set an
excellent example of leadership and participation in his growing community.
1 insert the following article from the
Belair News Express of February 2, 1967,
at this point in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:

JAy~ NAME

GREEN OUTSTANDING YOUNG
MAN.:_AWARD MADE AT ANNUAL BANQUET

The Bowie-Belair Jaycees presented Bowie's
Outstanding Young Man award to Leo Green.
The presentation was made at the Jaycees'
annual Bosses Night Banquet held at the
Pigeon House Inn on January 26. Mr. Green
'Was cited for his varied and substantial contributions to the betterment of Bowie.
Each year the Jaycees, in their local comtnuntties, their state.s and their nation,
recognize the outstanding accomplishments
Of young men. David Houlihan, chairman
of Bowie's Outstanding Young Md.n program,
noted with some pride that both winners of
the new Bowie chapter's annual award!Wbert Herring in 1965 and Leo Green in
1966--are Jaycees.
Mr. Houlihan's partial listing of the activities and organizations through which Green
has made his contributions to the community underscored the basis for the judges'
decision. Mr. Green was involved in the full
g&mut of community life as President of the
Bowie Citizens Association. He is chairman
Of the Bowie Youth Employment Service,
organizer o! the Student Organization for
Action and Recreation, one of three Directors and legislative representative of the
Prince Georges County Civic Associations,
a teacher in St. Plus X Church CCD program
. and a participant in the Bowie Adult Sports
Program. Mr. Green, an attorney for the
Post Office Department, is a member of the
Priends of Bowie Library, Knights of ColumbUs, Holy Name SOciety, Young Democrats,

Volunteer Fire Department and Law Day
Committee of the D.C. Bar Association.
To those who "don't have time for community affairs" it was pointed out that Mr.
Green does not allow his commitments to
interfere with his first joy, his family. He
and his lovely and also community-conscious
wife Alhen live with their six children at
2814 Keystone Lane in Bowie.
In accepting the award, Mr. Green said it
only made him more keenly aware of his
own limitations. He said the stature and
character of the judges-Councilman William Wildman, Rev. Alan Hogle and Thomas
Johnson, Supervisor of the County's elementary education-enhanced . the honor,
and, while disagreeing with their judgment,
thanked them for their generosity. His activities, he stated, spring from his feeling of
responsibility to the community in which
he lives. He genuinely enjoys working with
people and especially youth to make Bowie
a better community, he said.
"Any contributions I have made," he said,
"are attributable to · the example, influence
and efforts of those I have had the pleaSure
of associating' with in Bowie. It is on their
behalf,~ he concluded, that I accept this
award.
County Commissioner Frank Francois
summed up the feelings of those in attendance very simply by saying, "It's about time
Leo was recognized for all the things he has
done for Bowie."
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dressing ourselves to your bosses-the
Moores, the Rockefellers, the Championswho may very well have an intellectual interest in this area, but scarcely the personal,
practical interest that this subject arouses
in you and me.
I am quite well aware of the fact that the
gentlemen I have just m~ntioned will have
a significant part to play in deciding whether
to allocate some of the resources of your
banks to the programs that I will describe.
But I have a strong feeling that perhaps you
can help me persuade them that this allocation makes good sense-not just to you and
to me as individuals, but also from the
standpoint of national policy.
·
The grand subjects of the United States'
posture in its balance of payments, its economic outlook, its system of taxation, and
its monetary policy are inextricably tied up
with our level of education. If you compare
the United States with the rest of the world,
our most significant advantage probably lies
in the educational level of the vast majority
of our people-the so-called technological
and management gap which so disturbs our
competitors around the world.
Our education is closely allied with our
economic outlook. As the Council of Economic Advisers pointed out in its recent annual report, some studies suggest that over
20 percent of our economic growth over the
past 3 or 4 decades can be directly attributed
to education, and perhaps another 20 percent can be attributed to the general advance of knowledge.
Education unquestionably will have an
impact on the sort of tax policy that we
Treasury Under Secretary Joseph
Barr devise
in the years ahead. If education lifts
Speaks on Financing College Educa- us all to a higher level of real income, some
of the ·most basic assumptions of tax policy
tion
may have to be re-examined.
Finally, a highly affiuent society with a
high level of education is surely a society
EXTENSION OF REMA-RKS
that will use to the fullest the credit reOF
sources that are available in this nation.
In emphasizing these economic consequences, I should point out that I am merely
OF INDIANA
sticking to my last as a Treasury official. I
IN THE HOUSE OF REFRESENTATIVES
am well aware that the most significant endproduct of education is a rise in our level of
Wednesday, January 18, 1967
civilization-an increase in our capacities to
Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, I elevate the quality or our lives.
would like to call to the attention of my · So tonight, when I speak on a subject that
colleagues a highly perceptive address may seem a bit prosaic by the usual Treasury
by the Honorable Joseph W. Barr, the standards, perhaps I am speaking to a really
distinguished Under Secretary of the basic issue involving our current and our poTreasury, delivered on February 4, 1967, tential economic power as a nation.
I also am speaking about a subject that
before the New York chapter of the
American Institute of Banking.
- directly involves my current responsibilities
and yours. As I will explain, we recently
Secretary Barr's address on financing have initiated a program of governmentcollege education is marked by the same backed private loans to college students, and
high quality that characterized his serv- I am chairing a special com,m ittee to review
ice as a Member of Congress from In- this program. Our goal is a big one: by
diana. I ask under unanimous consent 1972 we are aiming to have some $6.5 billion
that this address be included in the in loans outstanding to over 2 million student borrowers. We in the government are
RECORD at this poj,nt. _
prepared to recommend to the President that
FINANCING A COLLEGE EDUCATION
we take whatever steps are necessary to
(Remarks by the Honorable Joseph W. Barr, reach this goal. The loans themselves, howUnder Secretary of the Treasury, at the ever, must be made by the banks and other
annual banquet of the New York chapter, lending institutions o!. this country, so in a
American Institute of Banking, Americana very basic sense it will be up to you whether
Hotel, New York, N.Y., Saturday, February this program succeeds.
4, 1967)
THE NEED WE FACE
Most Treasury officials, when they come
We as Americans have traditionally been
to New York, address their remarks to the imbued with a desire to give our children
subjects of balance of payments, the eco- the best education available. My greatnomic oullook, taxation, or monetary policy. great-grandfather Robert, who claimed that
Tonight, it is my intention to abandon these he shot his way into the Indian territory of
lofty themes and address myself to a very Indiana in 1806, could probably have spoken
simple fact of life which is o! concern to on this same subject with even more conmillions of Americans-how to finance a col- viction than I. One of the first entries in
lege education for their children.
his diary, in those early days,- wa.s a notation
· This gathering may be a peculiarly appro- indicating that he had transferred two hogs
priate occasion for a discussion of this issue. and five gallons o! whiskey to the school
Quite often when we in the Treasury com- teacher they had recently persuaded to come
ment on some o! the more esoteric themes out into the wilderness to educate their
that I mentioned a minute ago, we are ad- children.

W.

HON. JOI;IN BRADEMAS
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Our whole history as a nation, from the
Northwest Ordinance of 1787 down to the
Higher Education Act of 1965, has refiected
our continuing determination to educate our
children the best way we know how. But
the time span from the end of the Second
World War to date has marked a dramatic
change in our attitudes toward higher education.
Just' a few figures will illustrate the remarkable change in recent years. In 1930,
total expenditures on a higher education in
this country were about $630 million. A few
years after the Second World War, the figure
was more than four times greater-about
$2.7 billion. In the current year, 1967, the
expenditures are expected to reach a level of
approximately $16.8 billion-almost 30 times
the 1930 level.
In the decade from 1955 to 1965, the enrollment in our institutions of higher education increased by about 2,800,000 students.
In the next decade we are anticipating an
even larger lncrease--3,600,000 students-and this is probably on the conservative
side.
This is the problem, and the hard issues
that confront us all are starkly simple.
First: How do we, as individual parents,
raise the money to meet the expenses of
college--expenses that have risen steeply in
the recent past and show little or no sign of
leveling o1! in the future.
Second: How do we, as citizens, allocate
our resources to pay the professors and to
build the classrooms and laboratories and
housing needed to accommodate this surge
of young Americans into the colleges and
universities.
Tonight I will address myself ~erely to the
first question, but with a clear understanding that the two questions cannot be ea.Sily
divided. The need to finance the required
growth of the institutions will almost inevitably be reflected in higher costs to the studt-nts and their families. I do not intend
by this comment to take sides in the argument over free state tuition; as a financial
official I merely regard it as prudent to assume that at least a portion of the cost
of enlarging and i.mprovi:tlg our colleges will
be borne by the current crop of students. I
might add that if we are to preserve our
private institutions of higher learning-and
I am sure all of us want to-this trend toward higher costs then surely becomes a
problem we inevitably must-confront.
If we are faced with the problem of everhigher costs when American families currently are groaning under what they consider
to be an extremely heavy burden, then what
is the answer? There are several alternative
courses of action--one of which is currently
on our statute books. Let me list for you
some of the proposals that are circulating in
the public domain, with my own personal
comments on their utility. Then I should
like to explain to you the potentials of the
legislation that we have recently enacted.
THE TAX CREDIT PROPOSAL

Possibly one of the most politically attractive proposals that is currently being discussed 1s a plan to give a tax credit to those
families who are incurring the costs of higher
education.
My imaginative and highly experienced
friend, the Senator from Connecticut, Mr.
Ribicotf, has advocated just such a proposal.
I have noticed that a good friend on the
other side of the aisle, Congressman Gerald
Ford, has also thrown his support behind
this approach.
I must say that most people, when they
first look at the idea of taking a tax credit
for the expenses of their children in college,
become wildly enthusiastic. But let's take
a closer look at just what these proposals
amount to.
Senator Ribicotf's proposal would allow the
parents of a college student a maximum of
$325 ea<:h year as a credit against-taxes. The

credit would be less if the student's tuition
and books totaled less than $1500. And of
course if the family had so little income that
they owed no tax, they would get no benefit
at all from the credit.
·This plan would cost the nation roughly
$1.1 billion the first year (according to Treasury estimates) and up to $1.5 billion a year
within three years. You can see that we are
not dealing with small sums of money. But
laying aside the parochial Treasury concern
about spending such large sums, Senator
Ribicotf's proposal seems to have two basic
defects:
First, It operates as a sort of "reverse"
scholarship-that is, it gives the highest reward to the families with the highest incomes sending their children to the most expensive schools. I know of no college which
would hand out its aid funds in such an
upside-down fashion.
Second, in spite of the substantial cost
to the Federal Government, even the maximum amount that the proposal would provide--$325 per student-is not nearly
enough to meet the current and the prospective burden that faces so many American
families.
Senator Ribicotf argues that his plan is designed to provide money for the institutions,
through higher tuition, as well as to ease the
burden on families. In this dual objective
he has my sympathy and my concurrence.
However, increased tuition may merely widen
the educational opportunity gap between
families of moderate means and flllnilies of
ample means. On balance, I think there are
better means of using our Federal resources
in the area of financing higher education.
THE COMMON STOCK APPROACH

One of the more ingenious plans that I
have encountered in recent months was
briefly mentioned in the President's Economic Message. Under this proposal, a college student could borrow the funds he
needs from a government education bank.
He would repay this loan by adding a certain specified percentage to his Federal in....- come tax rate during his productive years
(say, to age 55). This plan has the novel
"common stock" approach of making all of
us partners through our Federal tax system
in the economic career of any student who
is educated through this device. If he is
extremely successful, he would much more
than repay the loan. However, if he entered one of the lower-paying walks of life,
or if the fates worked against him, he would
probably not repay the loan principal and
interest during his productive years.
This proposal certai~y needs a good deal
o~ careful study. The plan might have to be
modified to provide a "buy out" for any extraordinarily successful person. In other
words, if you were well on your way to becoming chairman of the board of a bank, you
might be given the option of buying out your
debt to the government at some appropriate
price.
This plan may sound bizarre on first reading, but it should not be dismissed out of
hand. It is a serious attempt to meet an
important problem, and it certainly is no
more fanciful than the far-sighted action of
our forefathers in .setting aside portions of
the howling wilderness to be used to finance
our early educational system.
THE LOAN GUARANTEE PLAN

Lastly, we come to a program which, to my
mind, currently offers the United States the
greatest "bang for a buck" in this particular
area-the guaranteed student loan program
enacted into law. in the Higher Education
Act of 1965. The program is relatively new;
it is not widely known; it admittedly has
many bugs that must still be worked out;
but in my opinion it offers great promise to
millions of American families.
This program starts from a premise that
we have been very slow to accept in this nation-that an investment in education is as
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sound a financial investment, if not sounder,
than an investment in a house or in a car. It
now is an accepted fact that, unlike a car ot
a house, a college education is an income~
producing asset. For that reason, our tradi~
tiona! reluctance to go into debt to finance
an education seems a bit peculiar and un~
reasonable. However, as the costs of educa~
tion continue to spiral, the American people,
in their predictably pragmatic way, are find~
ing for themselves that perhaps it does make
sense to borrow to finance the education o!
their children. Perhaps they have begun to
borrow for education simply because theY
have found it impossible to meet these costs
out of current income or cl.irrent savings;
but whatever the reason, it is my personal
opinion that it is an eminently sensible
decision.
How does the guaranteed loan progra.Dl
work? It really is quite simple. It merelY
extends into this area the concept of a gov~
ernment guarantee to •back up a. loan made
by a private financial institution.
There is nothing nt-w in this concept. It
revolutionized the whole approach to financ·
ing housing in the days of the Federal Hous~
ing Act of 1934. The ooncep~ has proved
spectacularly successful in the housing
field-so successful that most home financ~
ing today does not need to rely on a Fed'"' ·
eral guarantee. I believe that the potential
in the area of education is equally promising. '
Let me traee through the steps: An1 ·
American boy or girl who can get admitted
to a college can go to his local commercial
bank, savings a.nd loan association, mutual
savings banks, or credit union to submit a
loan application. The bank processes his ap~ '
plication and, after referring it to the State
student loan guarantee agency, advances tbe
student up to $1 ,000 per year (or in some
states up to $1500 per year) while he is ill
school.
·1
Repayment of the loan begins up to 9
months after the student leaves college or
graduate school. It his family's "adjusted
family income" is $15,000 or less, the loan
is interest-free to the student while be is ill
school-the government pays this interest.
When repayment begins, the interest rate to
the student runs at 3 percent if bis family's
income is below the specified level, with tbe
government paying another 3 percent. I!
the family income is above that level, tbe
student pays the full 6 percent. Repayment
can be made over as long as a. 10-year period.
I can only admit that this program has had
a rough beginning. After it was enacted into
law in the fall of 1965, 1t took the omce of
Education about 6 months to really get
started. I might say at this juncture that
we have had the complete and enthusiastiC
cooperation of the American Bankers AssO·
ciation, the two savings and loan association
leagues, the Association of Mutual Savings
Banks, and the credit unions' association
(CUNA International).
Our troubles largely can be traced back to
the phenomenon known a.s "tight money",
which began to be evident in April of last
year. Tight money made life extremely cli1fi•
cult for the savings and loans and the mutual
savings banks, and, to a lesser degree, for tbe
credit unions and the commercial banks. It
made most financial institutions think twice
about committing themselves to new and un·
tried loan programs.
The banks also discovered, somewhat to
their dismay, that the costs of getting these
loans on the books were more than they had
anticipated. When these costs were added
to the high cost of money. they seemed to be
facing a losing rather than a break-even
proposition.
Paperwork was another complicating factor-almost inevitable in any new government program.
Lastly, state ll'gislatures did not rush to
appropriate their share of the guarantee
funds with the enthusiasm that we migh1i
have expected.
·
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AU of these difficulties, with the excep- · enable -q.s to reach into the ghettos and the
tion of tight money, are almost inevitable pockets of rural poverty, to draw out and to
With any new program. Despite them, we educate those disadvantaged Americana to
Still succeeded in the Fall semester of 1966 whom a higher education a few years ago
in getting out loans totaling $160 million was literally unthinkable.
to 190,000 students. For the full 1966-1967
This is a town of financial genius and
Year, our original target was loans to 963,000 imagina tlon. I ask that you use some of
students, totaling $700 million. At the mo- that imagination and some of that creativity
tnent, we are guessing that we will actually in helping us solve a problem that involves
hit a level of 480,000 loans totaling $400 one of the fundamental aspirations of miltnilllon. All in all, this is not a bad begin- lions of American families.
ning for a first year effort under adverse
conditions.
But it is not good enough. The need is
now. Consequently, I have, with the apFood-Buying Clubs: A Cooperative
Proval of Secretary Gardner and Secretary
Fowler, put togethe.r a task force composed
. Answer to Spiraling Costs
of the Treasury, the U.S. Office of Education,
and the Bureau of the Budget to examine
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
\Vith the commercial bankers, the mutual
saVings bankers, and the savings and loan
OF
association and credit union representatives
What we can do to move this program ahead.
We are going to look at the whole question
OF NEW YORK
or administrative costs, paperwork, pooling
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Of resources within a region, the possible creation of a secondary market to relieve inTuesday, February 7, 1967
stitutions that are overloaded, and the quesMr.
RYAN:
Mr. Speaker, when we
tion of improving Federal-state relatlo:h8hips in this area. It is our intention tore- iook at the budget for the war against
I>ort to the President through Secretary poverty this session, we must keep in
Gardner and Secretary Fowler in the next mind that the antipoverty programs
30 days.
_
helps the poor to help themselves in
Ls Let me set out the reasons this program many ways which do not get headlines.
so attractive to me:
(1) Perhaps this is a natural reaction for One of these ways is the formation of
a Treasury official, but this program unques- food-buying clubs. On October 2, 1966,
tionably gives us the greatest leverage in the a highly informative article by Ray Richard, entitled "Food-Buying Clubs: A Co~ of the financial resources of the United
tates. I have mentioned that a tax credit operative Answer to Spiraling Costs"Plan providing a maximum benefit of $325 appeared in the Boston Sunday Qlobe.
Per family would cost us a billion and a half Since that time, Boston's antipoverty
dollars by the third year. This loan program,
it it expands on the trend that we think it agency, Action for .Boston Community
\Vill follow, could make 6t;2 million loans Development, has initiated the formatotaling $6.7 billion at an annual interest tion of food-buying clubs in target povcost to the Federal Government that will erty neighborhoods. As Mr. Richard
~each only about $328 million in 1972, after points out, similar projects are underYears.
way in many other cities. In New York
(2) At $1,000 to $1,500 a student, thi~ pro- alone, there are poverty area cooperagram offers some meaningful financial as- tive buying groups operating in BrookSistance. In fact, 1f it gets under way as I
think it will, and i f college costs increase as lyn, Manhattan's Lower East Side, East
I Predict, these limits may have to be raised. Harlem, and the Bronx. An editorial
(3) The program is intimately· involved appeared on January 3, 1967, in the St.
Louis Post Dispatch concerning collecWith all sectors of the financial community
the academic community, and state govern~ tive food buying in Baltimore. In that
lnent. To many, this spells chaos, cumber- city the food-buying arrangement save.s
. some operations, and endless argumentation. $3 to $5 a month on food bills.
I do not look at it that way. I will admit
I urge all my colleagues to read the
t?-at there is a lot of arguing and negotiatlons ahead before we hammer out a com- following article from the Boston SunPletely viable program, but this is precisely day Globe and the editorial from the St.
the sort of "creative federalism" that Presi- Louis Post Dispatch:
dent Johnson has continually emphasized.
[From the Boston (Mass.) Sunday Globe,
Sometimes it is difficult to start, but in the
Oct. 2, 1966]
long run the broad-based support that is ORGANIZED BY HUB ANTIPOVERTY AGENCYgenerated is well worth the effort.
FOOD-BUYING CLUBS: A COOPERATIVE ANIf history is any indicator, the problem of
SWER TO SPIRALING COSTS
financing the costs of higher education, both
(By Ray Richard)
the costs to students and the costs to the
The same spirit of cooperation which eninstitutions, will be met-no matter what
the costs may be, and no matter what party abled the pioneers to fight fires with bucket
controls our political destiny. I would rec- brigades will help hundreds of Bostonians
soon to battle the rising cost of living.
~tn.rnend to you the study of the alternatives.
Food-buying clubs will be organized with
WoUld hope that you would agree with me
that the guaranteed loan program provides the aim of cutting the cost of some foods by
·
the most promising solution currently avail- as much as one third.
Sponsored by a Boston anti-poverty agency,
able to the problem of financial assistance
Action for Boston Community Development
to the student.
(A.B.C.D.), the project may eventually be
I believe that we are getting much closer
extended
to the purchase of medicine, eyeto our goal of being able to say to every
glasses,
furniture, women's hairdos, fuel oil,
.American boy and girl, "if you can get adlllitted to a college, the financial resources hardware, day nurseries, funerals and many
that you need will be available." Imple- other items.
Plans for the city's first food-buying club
tnentation of this program should make this
Promise a reality. It should make the will be detailed next Thursday in South Bosfinancial burden of education a tolerable ton by Bill Martin, A.B.CD. consumer eduburden for American families. It should cation specialist.
Martin hopes to enlist 15 families in the
Prortde at least part of the financial basis
that American colleges and universities now pilot project, which will be limited to the
need and will need. And, finally, it should purchase of eggs. An egg wholesaler has al-
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ready agreed to deliver a dozen and a half
of eggs to each family at reduced cost.
MORE CLUBS PLANNED

If the pilot project succeeds, neighborhood

units of the A.B.CD., called Area PlanningAction Councils, will promote and organize
additional clubs.
Once the clubs are
launched, the A.B.C.D. will continue to provide technical assistance but club members
themselves will do the actual buying.
In an allied project, the A.B.CD. has
leased a vacant serVice station in Roxbury
which will be operated as a combined service
center-auto repair shop by low income residents of the area.
Two professional auto mechanics will be
hired to direct it. The center will be plugged
into A.B.CD.'s job-training program with 24
trainees alternating between working on cars
and studying automotive mechanics in some
vocational school.
Another auto repair center to be owned by
area residents is being considered. for the
Parker Hill-Fenway area.
Such centers, offering car repairs at reduced costs, are getting a high priority, says
Martin, because "high prices being charged
for car repairs are among the most frequent
complaints from consumers."
LAUNDROMAT PROPOSED

A combined laundromat and dry cleaning
center owned by residents of the neighborhood has been proposed for the Columbia
Point Housing Project, which presently has
no commercial store offering this servioe.
While these projects are vital in the antipoverty struggle, Martin points out that food
purchasing is perhaps the most important
area in which persons of low income are in
need of aid. He cited figures from the Bureau of L.abor Statistics which demonstrate
that families of low income pay a higher percentage of income for food than those with
higher incomes.
'
For exainple, in 1960 families with incomes
of $2000 to $3000 spent 30.1 percent of it on
food while families in the $10,000 to $15,000
bracket averaged 20.7 percent of their income
for food.
Although new to Boston, food buying clubs
have been operating successfully for some
time in New York, New Haven and many
other cities. About 20 now function in New
York and more are being organized.
In the L.ower East Eide of Manhattan a
cooperative food buying club for Spanish
speaking residents dispenses 28 items to as
many as 53 families each week. The operation of this club is fairly typical.
Its food list includes rice, potatoes, onions,
garlic, sugar, fruit juices, soups, eggs, sausages and other foods favored by persons of
Spanish descent.
VISTA VOLUNTEER

Orders are taken Thursday afternoons on
mimeographed blanks available at the club's
quarters, a small anteroom in a step-down
office used by an organization which proVides
social services to people of the area.
Thursday nights a VISTA volunteer from
Mobilization for Youth, the anti-poverty
agency in the neighborhood, and a non-paid
resident-volunteer named Pedro compiles an
order and collect money from the residents
with their order blanks. Next morning Pedro drives a borrowed truck to the wholesale
food markets in the Bronx, picks up the
orders and returns them to the club.
· Much of the food is purchased in bulk,
which accounts for much of the savings .
These i terns, such as potatoes, are weighed
and distributed according to the orders from
each club member.
In East Harlem, where five buying clubs
serve 15 families each, members save up to
one-third, according to Richard Berzine of
the East Harlem Tenants Council.
An unusual "\lariation of the food club is
found in the Hunt's Point section of the
Brvnx. There, residents of a housing project
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chipped 1n and bought a milk truck which
makes dally runs to a dairy farm an.d then
returns with milk at a substantial saving
for the project residents.
·
POOR PAY MORE

Many economists in the poverty war insist in the accuracy of the saying that "the
poor pay more."
In some cities surveys have uncovered
storekeepers who jack up food prices on the
1st and 15th of each month-when area
residents receive their welfare checks.
Some food merchants raise prices in order
to provide credit for food from one welfare
check to the next.
By passing these inflationary factors is a
goal of the clubs.
[From the St. Louis (Mo.) Post-Dispatch,
Jan. 3, 1967]
CO-OPS FOR THE POOR

A fairly novel effort is being made in Baltimore to stretch the food dollar of the poor by
means of applying co-operatism to one of the
areas in which it is both most needed and
most neglected.
The Community Action Agency, which
runs the city's anti-poverty program, has
drawn 75 poor families into pooling their food
funds and buying collectively, sometimes
from wholesalers and sometimes from retailers. Savings of $3 to $5 a month are
reported and the agency is now trying to
establish neighborhood food co-operatives to
be run by the poor themselves.
No one claims the plan solves the whole
problem, but it helps and can be made- to
help more. We would like to see the idea
take root widely. It is at least a measurable
start in alleviating the plight of the impoverished wh06e incomes are derived from the
lowest marketr-welfare--but who are obliged
to buy in the highest market. What little
they have to do with could go farther if they
could avoid compulsion to buying on credit
after their welfare checks are spent, and still
farther if by pooled buying they could take
advantage of week-end special prices.
Parity of income and buying is already an
established philosophy of this country in behalf of the farmer. Is there anything about
the poor that makes them deserve it less?

Professor Ulmer's Thoughts on
Tax Sharing
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERVEY G. MACHEN
OF MARYLAND

i. IN THE. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATI\t""ES
Monday, January 23, 1967

Mr. MACHEN. Mr. Speaker, many of
my colleagues have introduced legislation
proposing tax -sharing of Federal income
tax receipts with the States. There is no
question that these proposals have generated quite a deal of discussion because
of the problems some States are facing
1n raising the necessary amounts of
money to meet their governmental responsibilities.
I was very pleased to read in the Washington Post recently a letter to the editor
from Prof. Melville J. Ulmer, of the University of Maryland. Professor Ulmer's
discussion of the whole tax-sharing
problem is very intelligent and forceful.
I recommended it as "food for thought"
to my colleagues as they consider the
various proposals now pending in this

field. I therefore insert at this point In
the REcoRD, Professor Ulmer's letter pubM
lished January 29, 1967, in the Washington Post:
·
THE liELLER-PECHMAN PLAN CHALLENGED

Of all the proposed legislation before the
new session of Congress, none seems to have
a rosier future than the tax-sharing bill,
whereby part of the income tax receipts of
the Federal Government would be siphoned
off to the states. Based· on the so-called
Heller:.Pechman plan, versions of this bill
have been viewed with wondrous admiration
by some leading members of both major
parties. Republican members of the House
Ways and Means Committee have already
prepared legislation incorporating its salient
features. In time, as things are going, some
version of the legislation, with a Democratic
stamp of approval, seems a shoo-in.
Why the warm, enthusiastic-and above
all, nonpartisan-reception? The answer is
that the Heller-Pechman plan seems to have
something for everyone. It would turn back
to the 50 states about 5 percent of the total
personal income tax payments collected by
the Federal' Governmentr-a percentage that
could easily be increased later. It would
systematically give a larger share of these
refunds to poorer states than to the richer
ones. It would tend to reduce the activities
of our great, sp-rawling, and growing Federal
Government in favor of the state and local
governments, which are presumably "closer
to the people." In a spectacular twist, the
bill provides support for the "states-rights"
biases of many conservatives as well as for
the help-the-poor propensities of liberals.
Underlying the bill's provisions is the
basic assumption that the' 50 states in general have more 9r less exhausted the sources
of tax revenue available to them. Furthermore, by providing a greater than proportional refund to the poorer states, the bill
promises to help smooth out the distressing
differences in standards of education and
social services that now prevail among the
states. In addition to its persuasive logic,
the plan enjoys distinguished authorship as
well as the prestige of having reposed in the
J. F. Kennedy pipeline.
Its authors are Walter Heller, former
chairman of Kennedy's Council of Economic
Advisers, and Joseph A. Pechman, chief
economist of the famed Brookings Institution. The glamor of the bill along with its
preponderant support make criticism di1ficult, although, I hope, not impossible. For
a closer examination of the plan, I believe,
will disclose that criticism is urgently and
powerfully warranted.
.
Unfortunately, and despite some worthy
objectives, both the basic assumption of the
bill as well as its technique are seriously
questionable. For example, it is simply not
true that "in general" the 50 states have exhausted the sources of tax revenue available
to thenr. Thus, approximately one out of
every three of our 50 states levies no income
tax at all upon its citizens. Even among
those that do have income taxes, the differences in levies are enormous. The tax rate
on individuals for income receipts in excess
of $15,000 is 5 percent or less in Alabama,
Arizona, Arkansas, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana,
·Maryland, Mississippi, New Hampshire, Utah,
Virginia and the District of Columbia; the
corresponding rate is as high as 10 percent or
more in Wisconsin, North Dakota, New York,
New Jersey, Minnesota, Idaho and Hawaii.
Quite clearly, the various states are not
making equal efforts to exploit the sources
of revenue available to them. And this
means, of course, that families in the same
income b!'acket are taxed very differently 1n
the various states. Instead of encouraging
uniformity,· which might appear justifiable
morally and economically, the Heller-Pechman plan does the opposite. By- returning
mare funds to those that contribute the
least, it tends to freeze, or even accentuate,

existing differenCE's. It would penalize th068
that conscientiously try the hardest (like
Wisconsin and New York) and reward those
that shirk their social obligations (like Ten•
nessee and Virginia).
Of course, the bill would succeed in get•
ting more revenue into areas that are poorer
on the at,erage than others. But it does so
by discriminating unfairly in favor of some
(middle-class taxpayers in the "poor" states)
and against others (middle-dass taxpay_e rs
in the " rich" states). Surely, there must be
better ways. The most sensitive tool for
redistributing income, if that is our inten·
tion, is the progressive income tax; no econ·
omist to my knowledge disputes this. The
most effective tool for aiding backward states
in improving educational and social services
is the famllar one of grants-in-aid by the
Federal Government. Both tools are readilY
available and can be used as vigorously and
as purposdully as we, as a nation, may wish.
It is the crowning failure, on the other
hand, of the Heller-Pechman plan that it pro·
vides no guarantee, or even assurance, that
its avowed objectives would be accomplished.
For under this plan, and under the bill now
prepared for introduction in the House, the
states are free to use their tax refunds as theY
wish. They may devote the funds to meeting
ordinary expenses of government, for build·
ing roads, monuments, golf courses, or even,
as so often happens in underdeveloped areas,
for raising the living standards of local -politicians. Although legislative safeguards maY
be tried, there is no practical way of preventing the state and local government from
using the refunds for reducing their own
taxes.
There is no doubt whatever that it is desirable and even urgent, as the authors o!
the bill would hopfl, to elevate educational
and welfare standards ln the backward
states-and in tlle backward areas of the
rich states too. let us add. But the only waY
to insure this is for the Federal Government
to exercise positive an~ imaginative leadership. The Heller-Pechman plan provides an
attractive loophole for avoiding this obliga·
tion.
!IELVILLE J. ULMER,
Professor of Economics,
Maryland..
COLLEGE PARK,

University of

:M:O.

What's It Like To Be Poor?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT TAFT, JR.
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. TAFT. Mr. Speaker, I am submitting for the Appendix of the REcORD
the third of the series "\Vhat's It Like To
Be Poor?"
\VHEN DAD' S lr.L WHAT OF BILLS?

(By Margaret Josten)
"You've caught us at a pretty hectic time,"
announced the flustered but pleasant-faced
woman when she open-ed the door.
That was an understatement.
The baby, a girl just learning to walk, had
unfurled· a roll of tissue across the bare
boards o! the living room floor. She was
screaming.
Several older children were
clamoring about whose turn lt was to get
into the bathroom. Somebody broke a dish
in the kitchen.
A 16-year-old girl, a school drop-out, slept
beneath her coat on the sofa, impervioUS
to the din surrounding ·h er.
This was a family supported by Aid to Dependent Children.
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The father-Ben Jones, we'll call him-had
been hospitalized recently at Rollman Psychla.tric Institute for treatment of his mental troubles.
~Irs . Jones, 36, had what a physician had
diagnosed several months before as a kidney
infection. It caused her body, arms and legs
,to swell to atrocious and uncomfortable proportions. But she had sought no treatment
because she was afraid she, too, might be
hospitalized.
''What would happen to the kids if I
'Wasn't here?" she asked.
(A foster home would probably be found
to care for the children temporarily.)
Illness is one of the major factors in the
ADo picture, nationally and locally.
Studies by the American Public Welfare
Association show that illness of fathers accounted for 29.5% of the ADC load nationally.
Frederick A. Breyer, Hamilton County welfare director, does not keep a case breakdown
by problems. But he says he has no reason to
believe local statistics would vary from national ones.
Mr. Jones had been hospitalized for mental
Problems in Kentucky several years ago.
With his intelligence, his athletic ability, his
_gOOd appearance, he never had difficulty getting jobs, however. The trouble was keeping
them.
He lost the last job in June, 1966, at a time
'When doctor and hospital . bills were piled
high because Mrs. Jones had undergone a
gall-bladder operation a few months before.
Finally they were evicted from their Bond
li1U apartment far nonpayment of rent.
'I'hey found another on a quiet street in
Westwood, but had no furniture or apPliances. Mrs. Jones oooked in an electric
Skillet and kept the children's milk in a
Picnic chest.
Mr. Jones' mother learned of their plight
and pleaded with the Hamilton County Welfare Department for help.
The caseworker prevailed upon Mr. Jones to
Visit Rollman Psychiatric Institute on an
outpatient basis. Soon, when he started
shoplifting and taking science books from
the public library, it became clear he needed
fUll-time hospitalization. The books were
returned by his wife.
Now Mrs. Jones makes the trip across town
to visit him as often as possible--although
She says bus riding is painful with her kidney
COndition.
One day recently Mrs. Jones rode 11 different buses to get the welfare check cashed
(banks didn't want to do it), to visit her
hUsband at the hospital, to buy groceries at
a discount-type supermarket ·several miles
away.
"Milk is 79 cents a gallon at the store," she
Bald, "but when I get it from the milkman it
COsts a dollar and three or four cents."
A major meal for this family is comprised
entirely of a. tuna fish casserole. "I got the
rectpe off a box years ago," she explains.
Mrs. Jones is a worrier, but for good
reasons.
She tried to keep the oldest girl in school,
but the youngster said she oouldn't concentrate on studies with all the troubles a.t
home. The four young ones need clothes,
shoes, school supplies, that 1\lrs. Jones cannot
buy.
The welfare Department gave her vouchers
to buy second-hand kitchen appliances. But
she still does the family wash in the bathtub-"and the bending hurts my back something awful."
~- Jones, who has an eighth grade education, has thought about looking into some of
the training programs being offered the poor
these days.
"But how do I get away from here?" she

asks.

"I guess I'm over protective-Is that the
Word? But I think it's important for one
or the parents to be at home."

Sgt. James W. Latham and the People of
Sevierville, Tenn., Help Three Vietnamese vmages
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES H. (JIMMY) QUILLEN
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, January 30, 1967

Mr. QUn.LEN. Mr. Speaker, last December, Sgt. James W. Latham, a 13year man in the Army and formerly a
resident of Sevierville, Tenn., in my district, wrote the members of Pleasant Hill
Methodist Church in Sevierville, asking
them to help in a project that his unit
in Vietnam had begun to help three villages.
·
Even as the people of Sevierville were
beginning to gather the materials Sergeant Latham requested, he was severely
wounded and thus withdrawn from Vietnam. But before he left, he told another
member of his battalion about the letter
he had written to the church, and he
asked that the project be continued.
The people in Sevierville have not let
Sergeant Latham down. The work he
helped begin is going forward.
I am inserting here the letter that Sergeant Latham wrote, as well as the letter
received from the captain who is helping to carry on the project.
I also take this opportunity to wish
Sergeant Latham a speedy and complete
recovery.
The letter follows:
PLEASANT HILL METHODIST CHURCH,

Route 5,
Sevierville, Tenn.:

which would assist us in the accomplishment of this program and lf any of these
items can be made available to us, we will
utilize them in the best possible way. During the rest of my to1Jl' here I will, if
possible, periodically relate to you by way
of letter and pictures, progress made in
these areas.
Any assistance from Pleasant Hill Methodist Church will be deeply appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
JAMES

w.

LATHAM,

Platoon Sergeant, U.S. Army.
ITEMS NEEDED IN THE CIVIL AFFAIRS PROGRAM

I. School supplies

a. Pads of lined paper
b. Note books
c. Pencils
d. Three Pencil Sharpeners
e. Ball point pens with spare cartridges
f. Crayons
g. Coloring Books
h. Books and magazines with lots of pictures, Vietnamese Children love to look at
pictures.
i. Rulers
j. Watercolor paint
k. Paint brushes
II. Farm tools

A. Their tools are very primitive. They
could accomplish more if they had better
equipment.
1. Hammers
2. Saws
3. Rakes
4. Hoes
5. Shovels
III. Toys

The only toys the children have are what
they or their parents make for them. Mech~nical toys fascinate even the adults.
IV. Other items that our villagers could use

A. Clothing:
_
Their clothing is poor in quality and they
seldom have enough for their needs. Children's clothing is needed most. The adults
are small in stature, averaging about 5 feet
in height. The climate is hot during the day
and cold at night. It also rains very frequently.
B. Seeds:
Their crops are very poor. If they had better seeds they could get more produce for
work expended. They need lettuce,, Pea,
Bean, Tomato, and corn seeds. They also
love flowers, and could use these seeds to help
beautify their simple mud huts.

After much thought I have decided to
solicit your assistance in a humanitarian
cause. Having served with the U.S. Army
in the Republic of Vietnam as a m .e mber
of the 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) for
six months, I have observed many facets
of life among the civilian populace here.
The life of the average Vietnamese civilian
is, to say the least, far less enjoyable and
far less profitable than life in the United
States.
The factors which produce these conHEADQUARTERS, 1sT BN.
ditions are too numerous to relate here so I
(AIRBORNE) 12TH CAVALRY
will mention only the primary ones. First,
1ST CAV. DIV. (AIRMOBILE)
of course, the current conflict here directly Subject: Aid
imposes many hardships upon all persons. To: Fellow Americans
Second: the social, economic, and political
On December 26, 1966, just a few hours
atmosphere generated by this conflict pro- after Christmas, "C" Company was over run
duces, in a more indirect manner, condi- by a crack North Vietnamese unit. We suftions which unfavorably affect the lives and fered heavy casualties. Amongst the severewell being of these people; third, this coun- ly wounded was PSG James W. Latham.
try is by way of comparison, far behind the
Before he was evacuated, Sergeant LatUnited States in most ways.
ham told me of your organization's plan to
The military successes of United States help our poor villagers. Realizing that he
and Allied forces have brought us to the wouldn't be returning to our unit, Sergeant
point where we can begin to assist the Latham asked me to carry on where he left
Vietnamese people in materir.l ways. The off before his unfortunate mishap. This
anny has civil affairs units, whose primary truly outstanding NCO will be greatly missed
mission is to assist in civilian causes. Un- by our battalion.
fortunately, these units lack the capability
As Sergeant Latham has probably already
to assist all the needy and deserving persons. told you, our villagers are mostly poor farmFor this reason, most of the units within ers. They have suffered much at the hands
the 1st Cav Div have assumed the respon- of the communists. This was once a Viet
sibility of assisting these people as a sec- Cong stronghold and the inhabitants in this
ondary mission.
region were held in slavery and forced to
Our Battalion has "adopted" three Viet- grow food for the Red Armies that were
namese villages and is attempting to help training here.
the people of these villages. Many things
Soon after our arrival, which caused the
are needed to assist in this effort. I wlll gradual disappearance of the communist
attach as inclosure No. 1. particular things soldiers, one of the first things our villagers
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did was to start building a school. These
parents, having very little education themselves, wanted desperately to improve the
lot of their children. Everyday the mothers
and fathers would spend ten or more hours
working in the rice paddies with primitively
crude tools. At night they would congregate at the school site and with the aid of
torch lights, work six hours more so that
their children might have a number one
school.
As you can see, your gifts will be helping
a staunch and dedicated people in a most
critical period of their history. In a broader sense, you will be helping stop the spread
of communism in South East Asia. Give
what you can, for even the smallest gift will
be greatly appreciated.
ROBERT

J.

HERMANUTZ,

Captain, Z.ISC, S-5: Civil Affairs.

Legal Services for the Poor

EXTENSION OF" REMARKS
OJ'

HON. WILLIAM F. RYAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 7. 1967

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, a significant
aspect of the war on poverty lies in the

NEW TECHNIQUES SOUGHT

Virtually all of the lawyers here for the
weekend conference on law and poverty are
actively engaged in representing poor persons, either through federally funded organizations such as the Office of Economic
Opportunity or through legal aid societies,
or as private lawyers cooperating with the
Legal Defense Fund.
Essentially, the purpose of the conference
is to expose the lawyers to new thinking on
old subjects, and to explore various novel
legal techniques that might be used on behalf of the disadvantaged.
In the opening address yesterday on slum
housing, Prof. Julian Levi of the University
of Chicago, said:
"In essence our task is as ancient and
honorable as the legal profession-the fashioning of legal remedies to achieve human
rights through the application of imagination scholarship."
For example, he said that class actions
by slum tenants could succeed even in states
where there was no legislation providing for
this right. The class action, which is a
lawsuit brought by a number of persons
acting together, is "a descendant of the 17th
century," Professor Levi said.
Similarly, he suggested, a tenant could
force a landlord to rehabilitate an apartment on the basis of "the ancient doctrine
of abatement of a nuisance."
A CHARGE TO LA WYERS

LAWYERS BEGIN DRIVE AGAINST POVERTY

In most states, Professor Levi said, there
is no effective legislation to require landlords
to repair rundov.'ll apartments. But, he said,
by the use of traditional legal doctrines,
''fashioned v.1th skill," the goal can be
accomplished.
"The charge to lawyers in our generation,"
he concluded, is to throw open the doors of
the courtroom where traditionally we have
searched for truth and equity, so that rights
long recognized can be effectuated."
11.1r. Levi is professor of urban studies at
Chicago.
This morning a welfare law expert, Edward
V. Sparer, warned the lawyers that there was
increasing r~sistance in the country to the
"basic premise" that the indigent have a
right to assistance.
Mr. Sparer, who is legal director of the
Center of Social Welfare and Public Polley
at Columbia University, noted that some
welfare departments and courts had recently
taken the position that persons might be
denied aid even though they met the eligibility requirements of the law.
.
"It all started," he said, "in the Elizabethan days when there were the deserving
poor and the undeserving poor."
"As a practical reality," he continued, "we
are still living with that today."
He pointed to states that deny aid to dependent children because the mother, whose
husband has deserted her, is suspected of
having sexual relations with another man.

(By Sidney E. Zion)
November 19.-A major effort to
develop "new and imaginative" legal remedies to combat poverty was started here this
weekend by the N.A.A.C.P. Legal Defense and
Educational Fund, Inc.
"We are moving into an era of poverty law
which in some sense is comparable to the
civil rights law of the mid-1930's," Jack
Greenberg, director-counsel of the fund, said.
Mr. Greenberg called on the 200 lawyers
gathered at the University of Chicago Law
Sc!lool to benefit from the "best thinking"
on the legal aspects of slum llousing, welfare, consumer fraud, and the farm and migratory workers.
"Those of us who years ago were concerned solely with orthodox issues of civil
rights," he said, "have little by little and ·for
a time not fully realizing it been dealing
more and more with questions of poverty
and issues affecting all Americans."

A 246-page book, prepared by the Legal
Defense Fund, was distributed to all the lawyers here. The book, which will be expanded periodically, contains court decisions, legal
essay~ and forms that lawyers can use in
preparing cases. The subjects covered are
consumer credit, slum housing, problems of
farm and migratory workers, and welfare
laws.
"If we could mobilize the people here,"
said Michael Meltsner, a lawyer for the legal
defense fund, "there would be a tremendous
exposure of the problems of the poor to the
Appellate Court and to the people of the
country."
He continued: ''The trouble now is that
there is not a general understanding as to
how people live in slums, what happens to
the migratory worker, the credit abuses that
affiict ghetto people, and the way the poor
are treated in the lower criminal courts!'

effort to bring legal services to the poor
-to make the law a friend and justice
an ally of the disadvantaged. At the
forefront of this effort is the Office -of
Economic Opportunity's legal services
program, which has projects underway
in over 160 communities across the Nation.
The legal services program has important allies, including the American Bar
Association and several of our most distinguished law schools. Among its most
important allies is the Legal Defense and
Educational Fund, Inc., which is in the
vanguard of many developments in the
new field of poverty law.
In this connection I wish to call to the
attention of my colleagues a highly illuminating article by Sidney E. Zion, entitled ''Lawyers Begin Drive Against
Poverty," which appeared in the New
York Times on November 20, 1966.
Mr. Speaker, the developments described by Mr. Zion should be of great interest to us all, and I therefore include
the article in the Appendix of the
RECORD.

CHICAGO,

COMPILATION OF CASES

---, Feb-ruary 7, 1967

Mr. Greenberg said that the conference
here was ''the first of its kind in the country" and that he hoped it could be set up
on a national and regional basis in the
future.
The Legal Defense Fund is not a part of
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. It is an independent, nonprofit corporation with its own
board, budget, and a staff of attorneys devoted to providing assistance in legal action.

Where Do We Stand?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. KENNETH J. GRAY
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, January 10, 1967

Mr. GRAY. Mr. Speaker, our esteemed colleague and father of the water
pollution control program, the gentleman from Minnesota, Representative
JOHN A, BLATNIK, was the lead-o1I congressional speaker at the National Water
Seminar sponsored jointly by the American Water Works Association and the
Water Pollution Control Federation at
Washington's Sheraton Park Hotel on
February 7, 1967. As usual, our warrior
for clean water and ranking man on our
Public Works Committee makes some
stirring remarks that should be shared
by all of us. His continuing and constant fight for clean water is truly an
inspiration and I hope his distinguished
leadership in this field is long lived.
The address follows:
·
. WHERE Do WE STAND?
(By Congressman JOHN BLATNIK, address before the American Water Works Association
Water Seminar, Sheraton-Park Hotel,
Washington, D.C., February 7, 1967)
I salute all of you here today not only for
your interest in our mutual awesome task of
cleaning up our Nation's waters but also for
the strong action that you ha>e taken to see
that informative seminars like this are held:
In the tough years your association was out
front and could be counted on tor support.
Addressing you this morning, I am reminded
a little of the stranger who walked into a
church one Sunday just in time to hear those
assembled intone the words of the general
confession:
"We ha,·e left undone those things which
we ought to have done; and we have done
those things we ought not to have done.''
Slipping comfortably into a pew he said to
himself, "I've found my crowd at last".
So I am honored to be a part of your crowd.
We are not strangers-; As you know we have
come a long way since my origina1 Federal
water pollution bill some ten years ago. It
was tough going then, but finally after a -.eto
and many close votes we arri\·ed at the unanimous victories of the Water Quality Act of
1965 and the Clear Waters Act of last year.
These victories were hard fought and reflect
years of hammering out usable language that
would satisfy the States. industries and conservations and yet be effective.
Now that we have the legislation on the
books we have to move on from these blueprints or we are never going to get the house
built. We have taken all the measurements-we have heard all about the· problem-we recognize the need for the structure.
The question seems to - be where do we
.stand-is the foundation laid or are we at
the first story? Maybe the second?
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We can safely say that we have successfully taken the program out of the basement
0 f HEW, given it agency status and transferred it to the Department of Interior-but
now what? It seems to me that the work is
cut 'OUt for all of us and I don't think we're
getting the job done. I don't feel that all
systems are going. This is not said critically.
It ls said in hopes that we can get on with the
bUilding of a structure for clean water. If
We need more carpenters, then let's get
them-if we need more material then let's get
it-if it has to be air conditioned then let's
do lt.
We were given a clear mandate by unanitnous votes by the House and the Senate.
The need has been documented over and over
again. Yet, we seem to be at a stand-still.
~aybe an ad hoc oversight committee should
be appointed to see what the hold-up is.
Surely, the intent and the commitment of
the Congress to clean up our Nation's waters
COUldn't be more clear. Surely, the overWhelming support of the now pollutlon-conpublic couldn't be more clear.
st?ol-conscious
how me another issue that the people of
~e second largest State in the Union-New
ork-would so readily vote themselves an
over-billion-dollar commitment to water poll U.tion control. Where then are the impeditnents to the construction of a clean water
Pr<>gram.?
Unfortunately, I hold one of them right
here in my hand-it's the budget. It makes
tne sick when I think of the work we went to
last year to hammer out a dollar agreement
between the Republicans and Democrats on
~ur Side alone to say nothing of the fight we
ad in conference With the Senate on a dol1ar amount. We cut the dollar amounts to
absolute minimums and then I picked up the
budget and found that our absolute minituum authorization of $450 million for fiscal
Year 1968 has been cut by more than half$200 million is requested in the budget for
COnstruction grants for FY 1968! Mind you,
this is after the House side already cut $150
tnlllion from the unanimously passed Senate
authorization. Just look at the crying needs
Of New York City alone and you can readily
see the budget grossly underestimates the
Oost associated with the water pollution controt in this country. Under the present law,
~::"' York City would get a 30% across-theUUC~.rd Federal grant and because it matches
the Federal grant, the Federal share is raised
tot 40% and then 1! they have enforcible
8 anctards it would be 50%. But with the
llresident's budget request of $200 million
ethvery State's share in 1968 is cut by more
an half and New York City instead of getting the 50% the law entitles them to, it
Vlili receive little more than 20%. Even
lllore scandalous is the fact that information
supplied the committee shows that New
~Ork City alone will spend nearly $180 mil!~on in 1968 on its pollution backlog. This
411 just $20 million short of the budget request for the entire Nation.
Not only is this budget cut a blow to
~tates like New York which passed its bil~on dollar bond issue to clean up its waters
Y a. 4-to-1 margin but the many States
'Where the State legislatures are convening
~.~ht now are going to say, "it does not look
~e the Federal Government is all that ser8ious about the war on pollution." And the
tates is the very area that needs encouragelnent rather than an excuse to sit back. It
~s au important to fight to restore the auhOrized full amount. To appropriate less
t han this amount at this time is to do a
great disservice to years of work in abating
'Water pollution.
In closing, we can summarize by saying,
~e have a new Federal agency, a new structtre. We have given it more money, more
authority, and more work. Water pollu~1on control has been pulled out of the subasement of the admlnistrative hierarchy
ILlld Pushed into the front line 1 And if I
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am any judge of the mood of the Ameri- and have received extensive technical ascan people, this is what they want. I think sistance from the experts at FWPCA in dethey are going to be rooting for this new veloping their standards.
program. But I think they are also going
It is encouraging also to note that FWPCA
to be looking for the resUlts.
is in the process of assembling a number of
All of this, it seems to me, adds up to expert committees to develop criteria for
some important new responsibilities for ev- various water uses that will be most helpful
eryone concerned.
in judging the merits of the standards as
It puts the responsibility on the Congress they are submitted. I understand that an
to come through With the necessary appro- announcement on this development will be
priation for the next fiscal year and the still forthcoming very shortly.
larger appropriations authorized for the years
In closing I want to point out that we
immediately ahead.
need more tax incentive legislation like we
passed last year. As you recall, we were
It puts the respo:p.sibility on the Department of the Interior and the Federal Water . successful last year in exempting water pollution
control facilities from the suspension
Pollution Control Administration to organize
themselves in a way that will make for the of investment tax credit. This means that
best possible use of the resources available if all the required conditions are satisfied,
an industry can deduct up to 7% of the cost
to them.
of new waste treatment construction from
It puts the responsibility on the States to
set higher goals for the use and enjoyment its income tax liability. We must do more
of their water resources than most of them by way of tax incentives to encourage conhave considered feasible--or even worth struction of waste treatment plants.
I appreciate the opportunity of addressworking for~in the past.
It puts the responsibility on business and ing this distinguished group and again, I
industry to double and redouble their own want to commend you for holding seminars
water pollution control efforts in fUll col- of this nature because through them, everylaboration with the local communities and one gets a good dialogue as to the current
challenges in water pollution abatement.
the State and Federal governments.
It puts the responsibility on the water and
waste water expert to bring greater imagination and daring to the search for new and
better ways to control pollution.
Gregory Galley: A VISTA Volunteer at.
And, not least of all, it puts the responsiWork
bility on that hypothetical individual, the
average citizen, to participate in and support
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
the total effort in every way he can.
OF
This is a rough measure of how I view the
future of water pollution control j.n this
CO\illtry at this point. The time for headshaking and hand-wringing over what has
OF MARYLAND
been happening to our water resources has
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
passed. The time for action-far larger and
Monday, January 23, 1967
far more effective action than anything we
have known before-is at hand. With the
Mr. MACHEN. Mr. Speaker, the VolWater Quality Act of 1965 and the clean
water restoration act of 1966 on the statute unteers in Service to America have bebooks, this kind of action is now possible. come very active in this country on beA general but by no means searching re- half of communities and neighborhoods
view of the situation gives me a good deal that need help and need dedicated perof confidence that the preliminaries for the sons to show them how to help themkind of action I am talking about have been selves.
going reasonably well.
·
One such volunteer, Gregory Galley
It is encouraging, I think, that the States,
of Laurel, Md., recently was the subject
Without a single exception, have chosen to of a feature story in the "Maryland Livpick up the option provided by the Water
Quality Act and are undertaking to develop ing" Sunday magazine of December 11,
1966. Formerly a student at the Unitheir own water quality standards.
Now I am not so naive as to take for versity of Maryland at College Park, Mr.
granted that these good intentions are going Galley has been working with the Nato materialize automatically into standards vajo Indians in New Mexico. His work,
that will be acceptable from the national skills, ingenuity, and contribution to the
viewpoint. As you know far better than I, Navajo community as described in the
setting standards that are both attainable article should serve as an example for
and that wm ·come somewhere near achieving
full use and enjoyment of a heavily polluted many of our youths.
I insert the article about Gregory Galstream is hardly an easy job.
Some States, I understand, have not yet ley at this point in the RECORD:
FOR A LAUREL MAN: NEW VISTAS
held hearings on the matter. Some, in fact,
are not able to do so without new legislaWhen Gregory Galley of Laurel, Md., was
tion. But at least the States are moving in a youngster, he never dreamed that some day
the right direction. The people at the Fed- he would break bread With Navajo Indians
eral Water Pollution Control Administration in their adobe homes or take part in their
tell me that before the year is out, all States ancient ceremonials. Today, Galley, 24, as a
probably will have enacted whatever addi- VISTA Volunteer, is deeply involved 1n the
tional legislation is necessary in order to lives and problems of the Navajo in the tiny
become full-fledged partners in the new pro- New Mexico town of Manuelito.
gram. This is progress.
Greg Galley worked as a carrier boy for The
As a matter of fact, I understand that the News American to save money for college.
Before
joining VISTA (Volunteer in Service
formal submission of standards is already
beginning, although the deadline for this is to America), he attended the University of
still nearly five months away. So June 30 Maryland for three years. He then tried his
will not be an altogether bleak day for Amer- hand at carpentry and was self-employed as
an auto mechanic. When he decided that
ica's waters.
I mentioned earlier the important matter what he really wanted was to teach Ameriof working relationships. It is my impres- can Indians, he joined VISTA.
sion that, on the whole, the business of
Galley's task is to help Manuelito residents
standard setting is proceeding with good will improve their living conditions through comon all sides. Quite a number of States- munity action. His job is d,ifficult. Manue~ome 20, in all, I believe--have asked for
lito is an isolated community. There are no
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telephones or newspapers. Its 99 residents
live on 10 miles of rough land which Is d.l·
vided by two major highways.
The town Is one small unit of the 25,0ooa.cre Navajo reservation which ha.s 106,000
members. Most of the Indians are farmers
or ranchers who live on annual incomes b~
low $700. Galley immediately became concerned with the Navajo's housing. Although
he lives in a. cozy trailer, the Navajo hogans
a.re made of adobe mud and logs, offering
little protection from the strong winds and
freezing winters typical of the area.
Working through the · tribe's Home Improvement Association, Galley gained acceptance. His experience as a carpenter and an
electrician encouraged the Navajo to build
more permanent dwelling places. The Indians at first were skeptical about giving up
their traditional hogans. When assured that
the new homes would retain the , circular
shape and the roof opening which faces the
rising sun, they were willing to give it a try.
So far, a. crew of Navajo construction workers has completed five new homes and several more are in the making. The homes
are constructed of sturdy wood held together
by nails, rather than adobe. Each day Galley
rounds up the workers in his pick-up truck
and brings them to the cons!ruction site.
He plans to help them · raise money to purchase their own truck so they won't be too
dependent on him. Galley ha.s also wired
some 20 Manuelito homes for electricity and
has gotten the local power company to agree
to run lines through the entire area.
Besides his construction work, the VISTA
man spends spare hours tinkering with the
Indians' cars at the Manuelito garage.
He teaches auto mechanics with the idea
that the Indians can s(u:e money by doing
their own repairs.
Galley's ' VISTA work has not been with-

out frustration. Most of the problems he
has encountered are brought about by lack
o! initiative on the part of the people he is
trying to help. A grocery cooperative which
Galley went to great lengths to organize was
vetoed at the chapter meeting because it
violated the tradition of shopping at the
local trading post. Had the chapter cooperated, an investment of $1,000 would have
been all that was needed to stock a small
grocery store. It would have brought wholesale goods into the community to be retailed
at a small profit margin.
"I had visions of teaching the people how
to buy with cash rather than credit," Galley
related. "If they could learn to do this, the
chapter grocery could save them money. For
example-The trader at the post sells a can
of CtYrn for 31 cents. The merchants in Gallup, N.M., sell it for 23 cents, and the chapter
grocery could sez.z it for 13 cents.

,.My next project was requested by the
chapter, but arrangements were left up to
me. I arranged with a San Francisco film
company to give 35 percent discounts on
films ordered 1n quantities of eight or more.
I also had arranged with the local pop bottler to buy pop for our 't~eater' at wholesale price. We were also able to get candy
wholesale."
The community leaders blamed poor movie
attendance on the great distances the people
have to travel and the lack of transportation,
but according to Galley this was a pOOT excuse. "I showed films in other Indian villages and had turnouts that not only covered the costs, but also yielded profits," he
says.
The reason most apparent to Galley was
that the people . eXpected him to run these
ventures for them. They did not want to do
anything for themselves.
"I am here to show them how to get started
and help them get organized. After they are
over the first hurdles, it is up to them to
carry on, not me.''
Despite the hard work and a few disap-pointments, Galley has found life in Manuellto interesting. He first had to adjust
to new foods. The Navajo's favorite foods
consist of mutton, either roasted or stewed,
fried bread, which is like a Mexican tortilla,
and coffee. He has helped prepare for thl'ee
squaw dances and has attended many more.
"The squaw dance,'' explains Galley, "is
nothing like the Saturday night dance. It
is primarily a gathering together of neighbors and relatives of a person who is ill or
was recently ill, and a. 'sing' is held for them.
The 'sing' lasts three nights and is held in
three different places. The last night is held
near the home of the person who is ill.
While the people have their sing, the medicine man goes thl'ough his chants.
"In short, the squaw dance is a summertime healing ceremony which has been performed by the Navajo for generations. The
winter healing ceremony is called the YeiBe-Chee and is performed indoors with a
limited number of people."
Galley had been helpful in the Manuelito
Head Start Program. Not only does he instruct in the everyday practices of brushing
teeth and combing hair but he also hauls
wood and water to the Head Start quarters.
Galley is the son of Mrs. G. Lambert Galley, 504 Kenny Rd., Laurel. He plans to
re-enroll in VISTA for a year of service in
Alaska. After that, he plans to return to
college.
As a VISTA Volunteer, Galley lives for one
year in the Navajo community that he
serves.
He r~celved a living allowance,
money for housing and health benefits. At
the end of service, he wlll receive a. lump
sum of $50 for each month in VISTA • .
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LAWS RELATIVE TO THE PRINTING O?
DOCUMENTS
Either House may order the printing o! a
document not all'eady provided for by laW.
but only when the same shall be accompa·
nied by an estimate from the Public Printer
as to the probable cost thereof. Any executive department, bureau, board, or independ·
ent office of the Government submitting re·
ports or documents in response to inquirieS
from Congress shall submit therewith an
estimate of the probable cost of printing the
usual number. N.lthlng in this section relating to estimates shall apply to reports or
documents not exceeding 50 pages (U.S.
Code, title 44, sec. 140, p. 1938).
Resolutions for printing extra copies, when
presented to either House, shall be referred
immediately to the Committee on House
Administration of the House of Representatives or the Committee on Rules and Administration of the Senate, who, 1n making thelt
report, shall give the probable cost of tbe
proposed printing upon the estimate of the
Public Printer, and no ~xtra copies shall be
printed before such committee has reported
(U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 133, p. 1937).

GOVERNMENT PUBUCATIONS FOR SA!$
Additional copies of Government publications are offered for sale to the public by the
Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing omce, Washington, D.C., 20402, at
cost thereof as determined by the PllbliC
Printer plus 50 percent: Provided, That a diScount of not to exceed 25 percent may be allowed to authorized bookdealers and quantit:Y
purchasers, but such printing shall not interfere with the prompt execution of work for
the Government. The Superintendent of
Documents shall prescribe the terms and
condtlons under which he may authorize
the resale of Government publications bY
bookdealers, and he may designate any Government officer his agent for the sale of Government publications under such regulations
as shall be agreed upon by the Superintendent of Documents and the head of the respective departments or establishment of the
Government (U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 72a,
Supp. 2).

CONGRESSIONAL DffiECTORY
The Public Printer, under the direction o!
the Joint Committee on Printing, may print
for sale, at a price sufficient to reimburse the
expenses of such printing, the current congressional ·Directory. No sale shall be made
on credit (U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 150, P·
1939).
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Wec!-nesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. KEE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include this week's public service teleVision and radio newscast. "The Kee
Report." The subject discussed 1s "Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation."
The report follows:
Tln;

KEE REPORT: FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION

happened before this system became operative. During the 1920's, bank !allures averaged. more than 80 each year. During the
depression, the number climbed until there
were more than 4,000 failures in the year
1933. You can imagine the suffering and
distress caused to millions of depositors.
But the Injury went beyond that. In some
Mid-Western states, where farming was the
only occupation, almost all the banks
crashed. The result was that business everywhere was at a standstill. In some regions,
the normal system of exchange had to be replaced by barter.
Three decades ago, many sincere men predicted that losses from bank insurance would
be severe ·enough to endanger the Federal
credit. Time has disproved that theory.
The insurance of bank deposits has proven
to be one of the wisest measures ever
adopted.
Thank you for listening.

This is Jim Kee, bringing you the Kee
The virtual collapse of the banking
New York State Traffic Safety Council
system was one of the most distressing features of the great depression which swept
O?er thla country in early 1930's. In fact,
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
tnany economists believe that the failure of
or
the banking system to function properly was
a Inajor cause of the depression.
The loss of savings was a dreadful blow
OF NEW YORK
for the family wage-earner who was already
out of work--or the farmer who found that IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
tnarket prices for food products were less
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
than the cost of production. Even While
Congress was passing emergency measures to
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, recently
get the economy moving once again, it was at a New York luncheon meeting of the
realized that the whole effort might be in State traffic safety council, which was
VaJ.n. unless something was done to restore held at the Chemical Bank New York
PUblic confidence in the banking system.
The insurance of bank deposits had been Trust Co., Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller
'Urged. in Congress without success ever since praised the work of the council and its
the hard times of the 1880's. But then in leadership for promoting traffic safety
1933 Congress did something about the throughout the State of New York. This
Problem. The banking act of that year 1s an outstanding example, I feel, for
established the Federal Deposit Insurance other State plans.
Corporation for the purpose of protecting
I share the Governor's feeling about
depositors against loss from bank failures. the need for more constructive action to
In the years since then, this has developed make our highways safer and would like
lnto one of the most useful and efiicient to commend the council, its leadership
organizations in the Federal Government.
Today, there are more than 170 million and membership for the fine job they
bank accounts insured against loss up to a are doing in traffic safety. I would_ like
tnaximum of $15,000. The great majority of to congratulate all those present for takbanks in the United States belong to . the ing time to attend this meeting and to
system. Most o:r those outside are mutual support this important work.
banks ineligible to participate, but whose
Mr. President, I 'ask unanimous condepositors are protected by state law. Before
this system was established, the unlucky sent to have printed in the Appendix of
depositors o:r Insolvent banks had to walt for · the RECORD excerpts from Governor
Years until liquidation of the bank's a~ets Rockefeller's remarks to those assembled
returned to them a small part of their sav- there and also the list of those who parings. Today, depositors are paid within tep. ticipated in this meeting and who are
days-and sometimes, when it is possible to contributing so much to the successful
tnerge the closed bank with a sound bank, direction of the council's affairs.
the depositors are paid immediately U that
There being no objection, the excerpts
is what they wish.
,
from the speech and the list were ordered
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, as the agency is called, has performed to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
GOVERNOR RoCKEFELLER'S REMARKS
a splendid service for the nation's bank deFirst and foremost, I want to take this ocPositors. It has also performed a great service for the entire banking system. Because casion to say some words of much-deserved
or Its inspection system, which shows up praise to William S. Renchard, Chairman of
danger spots in time for corrective action, the the Board for the Chemical Bank New York
incidence of bank failures has been reduced Trust Co. I want to express for myself and
to a fraction of what it was in pl'e-depression the people of New York State our deep gratiYears. In other words, banking practices tude for a job magnificently well done.
Bill is stepping out as President of the
&nd banking habits have improved to the
State Traffic Safety Council today after three
Point where failures seldom occur.
What this means to the general economy years of truly outstanding service. And Natnay be realized by taking a look at what than H. Wentworth, Vice Chairman of the
~port.

HON. JACOB K. JAVITS

Boards, The Continental Insurance Companies, ls stepping into a big pair of shoes
(as President of the State Trafiic Safety
Council). I know, however, that Nathan will
carry this vital job forward ln the great tradition that Clifton W. Phalen, President of
the New York Telephone Company, and Bill
Renchard have established. My warni thanks
for taking on these very important responsibilities.
The progress achieved by the Council in the
struggle for increased highway safety has
been substantial and gratifying. This is true
whether you measure that progress in terms
of safety legislation enacted, drivers educated, public officials trained ln accident
prevention, civic cooperation with our safety
program, or expanded financial support of
the Council.
Then add to all these elements our mutual
success in obtaining Legislative approval of
a State Police Academy. This has been a
Safety Council project for the last five years.
For the Academy will offer a complete program of courses in the trafiic sciences along
with other phases of police work. Nothing
comparable exists on the Atlantic Seaboard.
Looking at this record, I can only say to Bill:
Well done; very well done indeed.
.
In addition, my deep gratitude goes to
Frank Elliott for the great job he has been
doing as chairman of the Council's finance
cominlttee. Financial support of the Council
by the business community has quadrupled
in recent years. There isn't an individuaN.n
this room who doeSn't share in the creditand my warm thanks to all of you.
The Trafiic Safety Council's work is tremendously important. Traffic accidents cost
the people of this State about $1,000,000,000
a year. They kill2,500 men, women and children annually-while injuring several hundred thousand more. The Council acts directly on many fronts against this staggering "slaughter of the innocents."
Even greater support of the CoUncil's work
is highly desirable--and needed.
Next
montb., I shall ask the Legislature to create
a State Department of Transportation. If
approved, the new Department will provide
a focal point in State Government for the
development ~d implementation· of a balanced state transportation policy. And it
will be a safety development of very substantial significance.
For example, the existing Motor Vehicle
and Public Works Departments have various
highway safety responsibilities which can be
attacked more effectively through a single
department. This is emphasized by current
trafiic engineering studies of the State's Interdepartmental Highway Safety Cominlttee.
These studies point up the need for the
closest possible coordination and cooperation
between those who design and build our
highways and those charged with safe use
of our roads. And Public Works and Motor
Vehicles would be among the agencies combined in the new Transportation Department.
Others are the State Trafiic Commission,
the State Office of Transportation; and the
Bureau of Aviation in the State Department
of Commerce. This proposal will implement
at State level a step I have urged the Federal government to take for mere than five
years-and which the Congress has now
taken. I have every confidence the new
state department will lead to better and safer
transportation for the people of New York
State.
Now, ln conclusion, it is my pleasure to
present plaques for outstanding service in
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traffic safety to three men who have served
the Council well and wisely !or the past
six years. They ha.ve devoted their energies
and their leadership to the Council since
1t was first organized, and the time ts here
to acknowledge with gratitude the depth of
their dedication and contributions. I refer
to G. Wallace Bates, Vice President and General Counsel, New York Telephone Company;
Huntington M. Turner, former Vice President of the Chemical Bank and now associated
with H. S. Koster and Company; and, Mercer
c. Macpherson, Vice President of the Chemical Bank.

Chairman of the Board, Diamond International Corporation; stuart Wershub, Assistant Manager, ChemicaJ. Bank New York Trust
Company; William L. Wilson, Vice President,
C.I.T. Financial Corporation; David H. Winton, Vice President, Johnson & Higgins; MUes
F. York, Oha.lrman of the Board, Atlantic
Mutual Insurance Company; John M. Young,
Morgan Stanley & Company.

THE LIST OF GUESTS ATTENDING THE MEETING

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Gerald F. Beal, Chairman ot the Board, J.
Henry Schroder Banking Corp.; Joseph M.
Bell, Jr., Chairman of the Board, New York
State Electric & Gas Corp.; R. Burdell Bixby,
Chairman of the Board and Secretary, New
York State Thruway Authority; Kenneth E.
Black, President, The Home Insurance Company; Thomas N. Boate, Associate Manager.
American Insurance Association; Charles C.
Bonin, President, Chemical construction
Corporation; John Carter, Chairman of the
Board, Fa.lrchlld camera & Instrument Corp.;
Kenneth P. Colby, Chairman and President,
National Grange Mutual Insurance Co.;
Robert L. CUshing, Vice President, Chemical ·
Bank New York Trust Company.
Dr. Walter A. CUtter, Director, Center for
Safety Education, New York University;
Oharles E. Eble, Chalrman of the Board, Consolidated Edison Company of New York;
Donald M. Ellima.n, Executive Vice President,
Ma.rtne Midland Grace Trust Company of
New York; Charles W. Ferguson, Senior
Editor, Reader's Digest; Gilbert W. Fitzhugh,
Cha.l.rman of the Board, Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company; Arthur Freed, Traffic
Engineer, Westchester O<?unty Department of
Public Works.
John L. Gibbons, Chairman, Trust Committee, Chemical Bank New York Trust Co.;
R. 0. Goodykoontz, Vice President and General Manager, Northeastern Esso Region,
Humble 011 & Reflnlng Company; William
D. Hall, Vice President, Crouse-Hinds Company; E. Roland Ha.rrima.n, Brown Brothers
Harriman & Co.; G. Howard Hatfield, Chairman of the Board, Peoples National Bank of
Long Island; Harold H. Helm, Chairman,
Executive Committee, Chemical Bank New
York Trust Co.; Henry H. Henley, Jr., President, McKesson & Robbins, Inc.; ·John Holbrook, Chairman, Executive Committee,
Marsh & McLennan, Inc.; H. Clay Johnson,
President, Royal-Globe Insurance Company;
Robert C. Kirkwood, Chairman of the Board,
F. W. Woolworth Company; Joseph Kusaila,
Executive Director, State Traffic Safety Coun-cil; Samuel J. Lefrak, President, Lefrak Orga.nization, Inc;; Oscar A. Lundin, President,
General Motors- Acceptance Corporation.
Baldwin Maull, Chairman of the Board,
Marine Midland Corporation; W111iam E.
Newcomb, Chairman o! the Board, The Great
Am..rican Insurance Company; Edward Nugent, Assistant to the Director, State Assistance Programs, Insurance Institute for Highway Safety; Cornelius W. Owens, President,
New York Telephone Company; Emil J. Pattberg, Jr., Chairman of the Board, The First
Boston Corporation; Alan 0. Robinson, Vice
President, The Continental Insurance Companies; George A. Roeder, Jr., Executive Vice
President, Chase Manhattan Bank; J. Fred
Schoellkopf IV, President, Marine Midland
Corporation; James S. Schoff, Chairman of
the Board, Bloomingdale Brothers; Leslie
Slote, Press Secretary, Governor's Staff; E. L.
Steiniger, Chairman of the Board, Sinclair
Oil Corporation; John S. Tennant II, General
Counsel, United States Steel Corporation.
Austin J. Tobin, Executive Director, The
Port of New York Authority, C. D. Vannoy,
Vice President and Treasurer, REA Express,
Inc., Kenneth B. Wackman, President, James
Talcott, Incorporated; William H. Walters,

National Welfare Rights Movement
OF
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Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Speaker, th1s
week delegates at the National Welfare
Rights Movement meeting 1n Washington proposed a. four-point program to
improve the lot of those among us who
directly suffer from poverty.
This group composed of persons who
experience the impact of our various welfare programs has long demonstrated
commendable ingenuity, dignity, and
self-respect.
Included in the movement's membership -is one long identified with community leadership in my own congressional
district, Mrs. Johnnie Tillmon, of Los Angeles, State president of the California
Welfare Rights Organization, who was
elected national chairman of the movement. I am proud to claim Mrs. Tillmon
and the mothers identified with her 1n
the Los Angeles area as my friends and
constitutents; and 1n commendation of
their efforts, I include the following recommendations of the national welfare
rights meeting in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD with the hope that we 1n this session of Congress move diligently to implement them.
The recommendations follow:
NATIONAL WELFARE RIGHTS MEETING, FEBRUARY
4 TO 6, WASHINGTON, D.C.

1. NATIONWIDE MINIMUM WELFARE GRANT

The reason there ts a welfare program ls because in 1935 Congress passed a law called the
Social Security Act, which says that money
from the federal income tax will go to the
states to give to people who meet the state's
ellgibillty requirements. The states run the
welfare programs, but 1n order to get federal money to pay part of the cost, they h.ave
to obey the federal law. The state may also
have its own welfare program, using its own
money, which means they do not have to
obey federal rules. We are proposing that a
nationwide minimum for welfare grants be
set up. We propose that the Federal Government require all states to raise all welfare
grants at least to the Federal "low-income
line."
2. UNEMPLOYED PARENT PROGRAM

Most welfare recipients get· their checks
from a program called Aid to Fam11ies with
Dependent Children (AFDC). In most cases,
you can only get welfare under this program
when there is no man in the house.
But in 1961, Congress changed the social
security law to say that any state that wanted
to could give welfare to families when the
father was present, but did not have a Job
and could not get one. This is the AFDC-UP
program.
Only 21 of the 51 states (including D.C.)
actually passed state l_aws putting this pro-
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gram into operation. This is because the federal government did not require ~e states
to adopt the program. Even for the 21 state6
that ha.ve the program, it will expire June
80, 1967, unless Congress passes a law extending it this year. The Federal Law only allows a. recipient to get this welfare 1! theY
are unemployed, but they do not say what
they mean by unemployment. The recipient
must also be willing to take any job which.
ls offered, but they say very little about hoW
good the job has to be.
Welfare recipients should ask their senators and Congressmen to vote for three basic
things:
(1) Make the AFDC-UP a permanent

part

of the SOcial Security Act.
2. Require all of the states to participate in

.t he AF DC-UP program.
3. Set federal 8tandard8 for what 1s meant
by unemployment and for the kind at work
a recipient must accept. (These standardS
oould be like those used 1n the unemployment insurance program.
3. WORK INCENTIVES

At present the federal Social Security Act
lets bllnd and aged welfare recipients keeP
part of any money they may earn. But it
d.i.scrlmlnates against AFDC.reclplents by not
letting them keep any money from a parttime job. Millionaires only get taxed 90%
of their earnings. Welfare recipients a.re
taxed 100% of their earnings. President
Johnson says he will soon make a proposal
to Congress to let AFDC recipients keep part
of wha.t they might earn. As yet he has not
&aid how much.
We propose that recipienJts be allowed to
keep everything they earn until their income
reaches the FederaJ. "low-income" llne ror
their family size.
We also propose that recipients be allowed
to keep half of anything more they earn
until their total income reaches the "modest
but adequate" level (not shown on chart) .
4. FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

The food stamp program expires on June
30th of this year. That mea.ns that unlesS
Congress passes a. law extending thts program.
1t wm simply stop on June 30th. We propose that the Federal Government oonttnue
the food programs with improvements.
A. Give cash bonus rather than :rood
stamps.
B. Allow States to have both cash bonus
program and surplus food.
We want changes in the program to remove
the many problems in the present program.
SOme of these problems are: recipients can·
not use the stamps to buy soap, toilet paper,
etc.; recipients have to put so much of the
money from their welfare check into :rood
stamps that little ts left !or rent, clothing,
etc.

Refusal of Pe..mission for Crew of Aircraft
Carrier "Franklin D. Roosevelt'' To Go
Ashore at Capetown, South Africa
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, February B. 1967

Mr. BYRD of Virginia.

Mr. President,

I ask unanimous consent to have printed

in the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial entitled ''We Slap a Friend," published in the Richmond Times-Dispatch
of February ·7, 1967. The edit<lrial relates to the refusal of permissioiL by the
U.S. Government to permit the crew of
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the aircraft carrier Franklin D. Roosevelt
to go ashore at Capetown, South Africa.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

Representative Cramer Calla for Full
Partnership Approach to Water Pollution Control Programs

sentative CRAMER's remarks today. I
commend them to the attention of all
Members and all Americans who want to
adequately control water pollution.
The remarks follow:

WE SLAP A FRIEND

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

One can only imagine the rage and frustration of the 4,000 officers and men of the
U.S. aircraft carrier FRANKLIN D. RoosEVELT,
When they were refused permission to go
ashore at Capetown. South Africa., after having been bottled up at sea in combat off
Vietnam for three torrid months. Both
White and colored members of the crew were
reportedly equally irate over refusal of their
superiors to let them have shore leave while
the carrier was refueling.
The decision not to let them accept the
hospitality of the South Africans of a.ll
races-which had been eagerly tenderedWas made at "the highest level in Washington," according to a U.S. embassy spokesInan 1n Capetown. This can only mean the
'\Vb..ite House, which obviously is still playing
Up to elements in this country which are deternuned to slap friendly South Africa 1n the
face at every opportunity, because of its racial
Policies.
But there was no unanimity as to just who
issued the order which kept the fuming men
on board. "Spokesmen" in Washington said
the decision was made by mllitary and diplomatic of:icials in Capetown-which 1s 1n the
highest degree improbable.
Does an embassy decide "on its own'' to ofrena. the government to which it is accred-

OF

TOWARD ADEQUATE WATER QUALITY AND WATER
SUPPLY: A PHU.OSOPHY OJ" THE NATIONAL
WATER RESOURCES PROGRAMS

ited?

A decision of th~ magnitude is undoubtedly made either by the White House
or by the Defense Department, at the direction or with the acquiescence of the White
:S:ouse. Irrespective of who made it, the ruling was nonsensical, and not in the best
interests of the United States.
True, if the 4,000 officers and men had
gone ashore, some of them would have fallen
into the tolls of the law. That often hapPens when sailors are turned loose in a port,
after months at sea. But such probabilities
do not normally cause U.S. authorities to
Wreck sailor morale by keeping them locked
on board ship for days.
South Africa's policy of racial separation
admittedly 1s a complicating factor which
COUld have caused clashes of one sort or
,another. But special hospitality and entertainment had been arranged for the Negro
omcers and men of the carrier, which, it is
'Understood, the latter were anxious to accept.
Yet, 1n order for the JoHNsoN administration to maintain its stance of hostility to
South Africa's "apartheid" policies, 1t refused. these fighting men permission to relax
ln Capetown from the rigors of three
Inonths 1n the steaming Indian Ocean.
Prior to arrival at Capetown, no stipulations had been made by the American authorities concerning conditions on which the
Inen of the RoosEVELT would be allowed to
go ashore, according to South Africa's PRIME
~TEK VoRSTER. Hence elaborate arrangeInents had been made for their entertainInent, and thousands of offers or hospitality
Were forthcoming from members of all races.
At the last minute, permission to accept was
refused.
·
So once again we have antagonized one of
the best friends we have in the world because
of that country's internal racial policies.
One wonders how Washington would receive
a. s1milar slap in the face from some country
Which doesn't feel particularly enthusiastic
concerning its internal policies.
On top of all else is the great strategic imPortance of South Africa's refueling bases to
our naval and a1r forces, 1n the event of
global war. There is a.lso the country's vital
gold supply and its large trade with the
Untted States. All this we are putting 1n
Jeopardy with our shortsighted stupidity.

HON. ROBERT C. McEWEN
or

NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967
Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker, yester-

day at noon, the distinguished ranking
Republican member of the Committee on
Public Works, Representative WILLIAM C.
CRAMER, of Florida, addressed the water
and waste water seminar here in the Nation's Capital. The seminar was jointly
sponsored by the American Water Works
Association, Inc., and the Water Pollution
Control Federation, two outstanding organizations in the field of water pollution
control programing.
Representative CRAMER's timely remarks present a philosophy of the national effort toward adequate water
quality and toward adequate water supply which is generally consistent with the
views of most Republican Members of
this body. He has made a strong case
for a long-held position of many, if not
most, Members that the real way to control the pollution of this Nation's waters
is to approach it on a full partnership
basis with all levels of government cooperating.
Representative CRAMER has accurately
detailed the water pollution control activities of the Federal Government and
has outlined some very important measures that the State and local governments can undertake during the next 2
years to adequately meet the immense
problems of water pollution control.
His remarks on the needed effort in the
future to control and to abate pollution
of our rivers and waterways are timely
indeed. He has. offered a substantial
challenge to the several hundreds seminar participants, representing the leadership in this field, to take up the task of
water pollution control on a State and
local level and to proceed ahead to undertake effective water pollution control
measures in the States.
Representative CRAMER has called for
the creation of Cabinet-level departments with full responsibility for air and
water pollution control in each of the
States. He has called for Federal and
State tax incentives to aid industry in
the control of its pollution. He has called
for the cessation of pollution from Federal installations on a timetable enacted
into law. He has called for additional
requirements for water pollution control
which developers of industrial parks and
housing developments of specified size
would have to meet under State law. He
has called upon the State legislatures to
authorize and appropriate adequate sums
of money to carry out water pollution
control programs on State levels. He has
called for additional requirements on
county, metropolitan area, and regional
planning agencies for water pollution
control.
Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent, I include the full text of Repre-

(Remarks of the Honorable Wn.LI.AM C.
CRAMER, Member of Congress from Florida,
before the Water and Wastewater Seminar
of the American Water Works Association,
Inc., and the Water Pollution Control Federation, Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington,
D.C., February 7, 1967)
Ladies and Gentlemen, 1f there are members of any two groups in America with whom
it is unnecessary to speak at length on the
magnitude of our Nation's water resources
problems, it is you. You are a.ctlve members
in either of or both of the two outstanding
organizations which are sponsoring this important seminar today. Those two organizations are highly dedicated to the cleaning up
of America's waters. I know that you are too.
As professionals in this complex subject of
water resources management, you know there
just is not enough water of adequate quality _
at all the places where it is needed. Poor
quality water and insufficient water supplies
menace public health and reduce property
values. They raise taxes and water consumer
charges and destroy natural beauty and fish
and wildlife. They drive away existing industry and discourage the location of prospective industries and residents. Poor quality water and inadequate water supply
adversely affects the lives of every living
American. Providing enough good water at
all the places where it is needed must be a
high priority task of all levels of government,
not just tomorrow but also today.
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL AC'I'lVITIES
OJ" GOVERNMENTS

Since the enactment of the historic Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1956,
our Nation's increasing awareness of its water quality and water supply problema has
been reflected in the activities of all levels
of government to control and abate water
pollution. It also has been reflected 1n their
efforts to provide our citizens with adequate
supplies of good water.
Federal, State, interstate, municipal, and
intermunicipal agencies have devoted millions of man-hours and have authorized millions of dollars trying to solve water quality
and water supply problems. These legislative
bodies have expanded the authorities of agencies and have broadened the provisions of
statutes and ordinances. Hundreds of millions of dollars have been spent on research
and development, on demonstration projects,
on water quality con-trol, and on the construction of sewage treatment plants, water purification works, and collector and distributor
systems. Greater strides have been made to
strengthen Federal water pollution control
programs during the past few years than
ever before. The government in Washington
and the State and local governments
throughout America have addressed themseh·es to the needs for more adequate water
supply systems. But the manifold problems
of water pollution and inadequate water
supply are still very much with us.
FEDERAL LEGISLATION AND PROGRAMS

Congress has proclaimed that our water
resources problems cannot be ignored. But
just because they are national problems, we
cannot and should not rely upon the Federal Government alone to correct them. ·
Only by concerted action on all levels of
government-in the spirit of true partnershi~an we insure that there will be an
adequate supply of clean water.
E1Iective water pollution control cannot be
fully achieved without sincere cooperation
between aU levels of government. It cannot
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be achieved without earnest anti-pollution that he should be permitted to do that kind
efforts by a.ll present and future pollutors. of thing. It 1a clearly not the intent of ConIt cannot be achieved without support from gress that it should have aa.ld or that it
all public, semi-public, and private orga- should be interpreted to mean that he should
nizations, private enterprise, and aroused do that kind of thing.
As a Member o:! Congress and as the Rankcitizens.
I sincerely :!eel that the Congress has been ing Minority Member on the House Committee
responsible :!or this legislation, I have
most responsive to the needs :!or controlling
and abating water pollution and for en- no intention of sitting back and permitting
the Secretary to act with any disregard :!or
hancing our water supplies.
Enactment o:! the Federal Wat er Pollut!on the carefully thought out and arrived at
Control Act of 1956, better known as Public plans o:! the States.
I hope that such a situation will not arise.
Law 660, was the first really significant step
taken by the Congress towards eliminating But if lt should arise, there are many Memwater pollution. I cosponsored and strongly bers of Congress who will not be sitting back
supported the enactment of Public Law 660, seeing clear Congressional intent violated,
and I have always taken great pride in the and, perhaps even the letter of the law
violated.
program.
If the State criteria and plan are economAs you know, that Act established a Federal grant program :!or the construction of ica.lly viable, lf they are practicable, and lf
waste treatment works and provided for they can be achieved, they should be apsome enforcement procedures for abatement proved by the Secretary.
I personally attended several meetings of
of pollution.
Amendments to Public Law 660 were en- State leaders which were held to discuss ways
of arriving at a sound, comprehensive State
acted in 1961, 1965, and 1966.
program. I think the enthusiasm shown at
THE WATER Q:UALITY ACT OF 1965
these meetings :!or getting effective water
The Water Quality Act o:! 1965 provided pollution control programs underway in the
for the creation o:! the Federal Water Pollu- States is a clear indication that the States
tion Control Administration, which has since will effectively meet their water pollution
been transferred from the Department of control problems. I think the States will do
Health, Education, and Welfare to the De- the job and do it well.
partment of the Interior. It increased auCLEAN WATER RESTORATION ACT OF 1966
thorizations for appropriations for the last
Last yea.r, the Congress enacted the Clean
two years of the then-authorized program,
1966 and 1967, to $150 million per annum, Water Restoration Act of 1966, which further
with all amounts appropriated in excess of amended Public Law 660. Last year's Act
$100 mUllan to be allocated on the basis of _authorized the Secretary of the Interior to
make grants to pay up to 50 percent o:! the
population alone.
The 1965 Act also waived the dollar ceiling administrative expenses of a basin planning
limitations :!or 30 percent project grants agency for a period of not to exceed three
from the allocations in excess of $100 mil- years, if such agency and the request for the
creation of such conform to certain provilion, lf the State matched the full Federal sions
spelled out in the Act. Those provicontribution made to all projects from such
allotments. It doubled the dollar ceiling sions are primarily to protect State and loca.l
interests.
This is a major step toward basinlimitation on grants for construction of
waste treatment works :!or individual and wide attacks on the problems of pollution.
The Act broadened the research and deloint projects. It further permitted the
Secretary to increase the basic grant by an velopment provisions of the basic law and inadditional ten percent of the amount of the creased authorizations for appropriations for
grant, lf the project conformed to the com- research and development in many fields
where research and development are badly
prehensive plan for a metropolitan area.
needed. Of great importance, grants are now
Needless to say, the most controversial as- available :!or research and development projpect of the 1965 Act pertained to enforce- ects for prevention of pollution of water by
ment provisions. After extended debate, a industry, including the treating of industrial
change in enforcement provisions wa.s finally wastes. _This is a direct move toward greater
arrived at. That change was acceptable to technological research and the application of
most and was the best compromise obtain- existing and future research and developable. Thankfully, the House position on ment in this area.
enforcement provisions was generally upheld
The Act provides for a comprehensive study
in conference committee.
o:! the effects of pollution, including sediWATER QUALITY STANDARDS OF THE 1965 ACT
mentation, in the estuaries and estuarine
The intent of the House, which by pre- zones of the Nation.
vailing in conference committee became the
The Act substantially increases authorizaintent of Congress, was clearly that the tions for appropriations :!or the construction
States would be the ones who formulated of sewage treatment works and requires the
water qua.ltty standards.
_
Secretary to submit a report to the Congress
The law specifically provides that if the by January 10, 1968, on the reasonable estiGovernor of a State or a State water pollu- mated cost o:! needed waste treatment :!ac111tion control agency filed by October 2, 1966, ties. This should reveal to what extent these
a letter of intent that such State, after pub- new monetary authorizations may need to be
lic hearings, would before June 30, 1967, adjusted. The Act authorized additional a~
adopt water quality criteria applicable _to propriations totaling $3.4 billion over the
interstate waters or portions thereof within- next four fiscal years, 1968 through 1971.
such State, together with a plan to imple- The President's recommended budget for fisment and enforce such criteria, then such cal year 1968 requests $203 million for concriteria and plan would thereafter be the struction grant funds. $3 mlllion of that
water quality standards applicable to those $203 mil11on request is for construction
interstate waters and portions thereof in grants under the provisions of the Appathat State. The Secretary . would have to lachian Regional Development Act of 1965.
Dollar ceiling limitations on project grants
make a determination that such criteria and
plan were consistent with the provisions of have been stricken :!rom the existing law. If
the Act before such criteria and plan were the State agrees to pay not less than 30 perto become applicable.
cent of the cost of all projects for which
The law does not say, however, that the Federal grants are to be made from an annual
Secretary, lf he were displeased with the allocation for the construction of projects in
State criteria and plan, could then abruptly that State, the Federal share can be increased
throw out the State criteria and plan and to a maximum of 40 percent of the total
then establish his own criteria and plan for cost.
that state and make them the applicable
If a State agrees to pay not less than 25
ones. It 1s clearly not the intent of Congress · percent of the total cost o:! all projects :!or
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which Federal grants are made in the State
from an annual a.llocation !or project construction therein, and if enforceable water
quality standards have been established tor
the waters into which the project discharges
in accordance with the water qua.lity enforcement provisions of P.L. 660, as amended,
ln the case of interstate waters, and under
State law in .the case of intrastate waters, the
Federal maximum share can be increased to
50 percent of the total project cost.
The Act makes provision for reimburse·
menta in varying degrees to State and local
entitles, under certain conditions set forth
1n the Act, for the Federal share of the costs
of construction of sewage treatment workS
undertaken in advance of the availability o!
Federal funds. This is done without committing or obligating the United States to
provide funds or to make or to pay grants
for such projects :!or obvious reasons.
The Act slightly changed enforcement provisions and amended the Oil Pollution Con·
trol Act of 1924.
Last year's Act also authorized the Secre·
tary of the Interior to make a full and complete investigation and study of the methodS
to provide incentives for the construction or
facilities and works by industry to reduce or
abate water pollution, including possible use
of tax incentives. The Secretary's report or
such an investigation is to be submitted to ·
the Congress in January 1968. It is to in·
elude any recommendations tor legislation.
The recognition by Congress of the need
:!or industry to control its pollution was reflected last year in the suspension of the 7
percent investment credit under the Federal
tax code. The legislation, as enacted, specifically exempts from this suspension those
capital expenditures :!or :!acllities, installa·
tlons, machinery, and equipment which con·
tribute to the ellmlnation, control, or prevention of air and water pollution. I think
from my brief discussion of last year's Act
and its increased emphasis on control of pol·
lution by industry that everyone can see the
importance of such a study.
THE EXTENT OF THE FEDERAL EFFORT

I have directed my remarks up to this
point today to the Federal effort to control
or abate water pollution and to maintain
sufficient water supplies. But I am not
trying to make you think that the Federal
Government has done, is doing, or will do
everything that needs to be done in this
field. That is not and should not be the
role of the Federal G<lvernment 1n th1B pro·
gram. The Federal G<lvernment's efforts
have been enormous, but, in my opinion, we
are probably very close to the maXimum
extent CY! the Federal effort.
There are several philosophies on the Fed·
era.l role in controll1ng water pollution and
in insuring adequate water supplies. There
are those who say the Federal Government
should do everything. There are those who
say it should do nothing. There are those,
like myself, who say that the Federal Government does have a responsibility in thJJJ
are&. But I also say the programs will be
a success only lf a.ll levels of government
assume and reserve unto themselves their
proper responsibi11ties.
In my opinion, the Federal Government
1s largely meeting its responsibllities in the
construction of sewage treatment works and
pollution abatement enforcement. You
have seen in the Water Quality Act of 1965
and in the Clean Water Restoration Act of
1966 several distinct trends which, I am sure,
are obvious to you. They are trends toward
greater state participation. They are trends
toward full cooperation -among a.ll levels ot
government. They are trends towe.rd bringing the largest single source of pollutionindustry-into the picture in a full 11enso.
They are trends toward greater reliance upon
the States to enforce water quality standards.
The recent increase in the Federal effort
1s not a sign that the Congress 1s permitting
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the Federal Government to take over reaponsibillty for the entire effort. RAthel"
the intent runs, in my opinion. in the opposite direction. As one ot the dra.t'tera and
Principal supporters of workable Federal
\Vater pollution control legislation, I say to
You that the non-Federal interests must
now assume their rightful responsibilities
&.nd fully implement effective programs.
The Federal Government cannot do the
Job alone. It cannot control pollution "by
remote control." No Federal administrator
ln. Washington can properly and accurately
en.torce water quality standards in Horse
Shoe Bend, Idaho, for example. The States
cannot do the Job alone. The expense would
be too exhorbitant. Local governments cannot do the job alone. The expense would
not only be too exhorbitant but many of
them. are restricted by State statutes in this
field . Industry and other polluters cannot
do the Job alone. The additional expense
WOUld ba.nkl;upt many, if not most, of them.
The effort must be made together-:__and cooperatively.
Inasmuch as Public La..w 660 has been substantially amended twice in the past two
Yea,rs, and inasmuch as the many reports
Which last year's Act requires of the Secretary of the Interior wlil not be submitted to
Congress until January 1968, I do not foresee any further amendments during this
Year.
After the Congress receives the reports of
the Secretary, and after the Members and
the professional staffs have had sufficient
tizne to thoroughly digest the findings of
8.nd the recommendations embodied in those
l't»ports, then further amendments to Public
Law 660 may be made.
But untll that time, what should we be
doing to insure the enhancement of efforts
to control water pollution and to insure adeQuate supplies of clean water at all the places
Where it is needed?
QUite obviously, we should move ahead in
hnplementing, as effectively as possible, the
basic Act, as amended by the 1965 and 1966
Acts. As you know, the amendments during the past two years offer a substantial
challenge to all Americans to clean up our
\Vaters. Whlle the Ultimate success of our
efforts wlil rest with the people, the imme<:Uate success of the expanded effort to control
\Vater pollution will depend upon people
like yourselves who are intimately associated
With the work which must be undertaken to
Provide adequate supplies of clean water
to tneet all the demands of our citizens for
clean. water.
TID!: NEEDED EFFORT IN THE FUTURE

To adequately meet the cha.lienge of our
Otltica.l water resources problems, I offered
&everaJ. proposals last October for consideration by the 17th Annual Joint Conference of
the Florida Pollution Control Federation and
the Florida Section of the American Water
Works Association.
Revised to meet national needs and to include an additional proposal, I offer them to
You today for your consideration. They are
not as farreaching as some which might be
Put before you by some of my distinguished
COlleagues, but, in my opinion, they are
Within the rea.lm of possible enactment by
the Congress, the State legislatures, and the
lOCal governments. They are needed.
Forty-seven State legislatures, many of
Which meet only every other year, will meet
this year. This 1s the year to act. This is
the year to leave a seminar, such as this
one, fired up with the determination oo go
bact: oo your respective States and communitJ.ea and push forward with a.n. adequate
\Vater pollution control program. You
ShoUld push forward with a program of such
llla.gnl.tude that. combined with the efforts
Of other States and other communities, it
Vt1U be unnecessary for the Federal Governlll.ent to restore the infringements in the
future upon State e.nd local prerogatives 1n

thls area. You should push forward with
such a successful and e.dequate program that
the Congress would not sta.nd for any request
by the Federal Government for additional
authority because such e..uthority would not
be needed for the overall effort.
Let us face the facts: Only where we
have tended to be la.x in meeting our responsibilities to the people in this field have
the Administrations found it necessary to
ask Congress for, and for Congress to subsequently grant, additional authority. I say if
the State and local governments assume
thel.r full and rightful responsibilities in
this field, Federal encroachments will be
repelled.
Toward a realization of State and local assumptions of responsibilities in this field,
I offer the following proposals for your consideration in the course of today 's seminar
and in the course of your discussions with
other concerned Americans once you returnhome:
1. I propose the creation by the State leg-.
islatures of State departments, or their
equivalents, headed by a person with Cabinet rank, with full responsibility for air
and water pollution control and natural resources development programs. It is time

to elevate what we consider to be essential
air and water pollution control programs
from the bureaucratic jungles of our State
governments to a proper level of Cabinet
rank. It is time to give air and water pollution control programs a direct vote in the
Governors' Cabinets of our States.
2. I propose Federal and State tax incen-

tives for any industrial facilities, installations, machinery, or equipment, which contribute to pollution treatment and provide
for the elimination, control, or prevention
of air and water pollution, provided those
units meet certain standards established by
the appropriate Federal and State agencies.
Last Congress about thirty-five Representatives introduced and twenty-five Senators
cosponsored bills to provide for such Federal incentives. I am pleased to report to
you that over fifty-five tax incentive bills
have already been introduced this Session.
I have introduced H.R. 2781 this Congress to
accomplish this.
3. I propose the enactment of Federal legislation at the earliest possible date to bring
a halt to the poUution of our waters from
one of the largest sources of pollution in the
Nation-Federal installations .' Insofar as it

is practicable. ldnd consistent with the interests of the United States, the Federal Government must set a clear example to the
other pollutors by stopping its own pollution. It should place the construction of
facilities necessary to abate pollution of our
waters from Federal installations on a high
priority basis. The establishment of a time
table whereby pollution from any new Federal installations would have to be ceased by
July 1, 1969, and whereby pollution from
any Federal installation would have to be
ceased by July 1, 1971, is - one method of
meeting t_hls problem. Expenditures necessary to control pollution from Federal installations would be far wiser than Federal
expenditures for many things I have found
in this year's budget.
4. I propose the enactment by the State
legislatures or the local governments, whichever is appr0']11'iate in the individual State,
of laws that all developers of industrial parks
and housing developments of specified size to
be constructed in the future be required to
construct adequate W1lSte treatment works
to treat the discharge from such industrial
facilitie8 and development. This 1s one

method of helping to eliminate the everincreasing amount of wastewater which must
be treated by municipal treat.ntent works.
The developers would be required'1io opera.te
the facilities and to meet 1standards consistent with statutes and regulations appli-

cable to government owned and operated
treatment works.
5. I propose the appropriation by all State
legislatures of adequate fund$ to permit the
States to meet their responsibilities under
Federal law and to take maximum advantage
of the Federal grant program to abate water
and air pollution and also to permit the
State to take such other action as may be
needed to attack air and water pollution.
These should include, but not be 11mited to,
the training of additional State technical
personnel, provided such trainees agree to
remain in the State's employment for at
least a minimum specified period of time.
6. I propose the requirement of State
statutes that aZZ county, metropolitan area,
or regional planning agencies must proVide
for minimal air and water pollution control
and. abatement requirements.

I know that some of the States already
have statutes and measures which provide
for some, most, or all of the measures which
I have just enumerated. But I think that
these six proposals are the minimum
measures which should be enacted during
the next 2 years to adequately assume our
responsibillties and to adequately contribute
to the further abatement of water pollution.
There are, of course, other proposals which
could be made. But I consider the ones
which I have enumerated to be the most
important ones, although their relative importance is not necessarily in the order in
which I presented them.
Unfortunately, I cannot be ""ith you for
the duration of your seminar. However,
your consideration of these and other proposals shoUld be a worthwhile effort. Although the realization of my proposals will
require a substantial expenditure by the
State and local governments, in some instances, I am confident that the benefits
which woUld accrue to the States, if these
proposals are carried out, would more than
offset the expenditures.
Furthermore, I
-think these programs shoUld have a much
higher priority than some of the items we
now find in some State budgets.
IN CONCLUSION

I -have attempted to poltlt out to you today
that while the Federal Government has done
much to control and abate water pollution
and to provide mea.stires to insure against
inadequate water supplies, the responsib1lity
lies now, more than ever before, on the State
and local governments, public and private
organizations, industries, and concerned
citizens.
It will be groups like the American Water
Works Association and the Water Pollution
Control Federation. and authorities in the
fl.eld, like yourselves, on whom wUl rest
the success of this most important effort.
Thank you.

Failure of Present National Policy Toward
U.S. Merchant Marine
1

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
O:J' VIRGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967
Mr. BYRD of Virginia.. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial entitled "Charting a Course," published in Newsday of Monday, February
6, 1967.
The editor and publlsher of Newsday
is Capt. Harry F. Guggenheim. The edi-
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torial invites attention to the deterioration of our Nation's merchant marine.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be -printed 1n the RECORD,
as follows:
CHARTING A COURSE

A ship's captain who didn't know his destination would find it impossible to chart a
course to get there. Currently the administration is proposing expenditures of $372,967,000 for a Merchant Marine subsidy policy
that has neither direction nor goals.
The subsidy program is a continuation of_a
national pollcy dating back to the Merchant
Marine Act of 1936. Its purpose, in general,
1s to assure the nation of a strong Merchant
Marine. It has not been a. success. In 1935,
a year before the Congress -enacted its wellintended Merchant Marine legislation, 31.7
per cent of the nation's waterborne foreign
trade moved in American ships. Last year,
the U.S. Merchant Marine carried only eight
per cent of that trade.
Some rethinking of basic policy is clearly
demanded. A year ago, in his State of the
Union Message, President Johnson promised
to develop a strong, new policy toward the
:Merchant Marine. Last month, in his message to the 90th Congress, the President did
not mention the Merchant Marine. That
promised new pollcy has yet to be enunciated.
The delay is easy to understand. The development of a strong, effective policy involves a strenuous course of decisions; some
of them are money decisions of large dimension. The cost of creating a competitive
Merchant Marine could run into the billions
of dollars.
The first decision, therefore, is a basic one.
Is lt 1n the nation's interest to spend the
money to make our merchant fleet competitive? We think lt is. The Russians now
have a fleet of 1,422 large merchant ships,
and they are planning to spend $1 billion
this year to construct more. The U.S. has
an active fleet of 1,040, and 160 of them are
so-called "rust buckets" reactivated from the
reserve fleet to meet the needs of the Vietnam
sealift. We will spend $143,000,000 to subsidize the constru<:tion of 13 ships this year;
the Russians have 395 on order or under
construction.
Adm. Emory S. Land, who guided the crash
shipbuilding program during World War II,
has estimated that the approximately $4.2
b1llion that will be spent to build a. supersonic jet airliner would be enough to "largely
rejuvenate" our merchant fleet. Therefore,
1! it is decided that the maintenance of a
competitive Merchant Marine is a wise national goal, the President 1s going to have
to set some carefully developed spending
guidelines. To do that he is going to have
to have a clear idea o! the sort Of fleet we
wish to develop.
Today's maritime technology offers many
alternatives. It is possible to build nuclearpowered ships and so-called containerships,
which transport sealed metal containers of
cargo that are easily handled and transferred
to truck or train. There are also sea barge
freighters, which carry smaller vessels within
them. In addition, there are automated devices that reduce the manpower needed to
run a ship or to load and unload its cargo.
In any shipbuilding program costs will be
cut if a series of similar ships are built because the shipyards will be able to apply the
techniques of mass production.
An important element in a strong, new
maritime policy, therefore, will be deciding
the type and number of ships needed to produce a competitive fleet. It will take som6
study to arrive at wise decisions. But present research and development appropriations
have been described by Adm. Land as "pitifully small, almost negligible."
The present national policy toward the
~1erchant Marine is a failure.
Its goals never
have been clearly defined; its methods are,
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The world exports o! steel have more than
doubled in the past decade. In 1955, 23 million tons went into the export market; but
1n 1965, 51 million tons were exported. And
no longer does this steel flow principally
from the industrialized nations to the lessdeveloped countries. Twenty percent of it
comes into the United States, so that this
The State of the U.S. Steel Industry
nation-which is the world's largest producer
of steel-has become paradoxically the
world's largest importer of steel.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Furthermore, major facility additions are
OJ'
projected for both Western Europe and
Japan, even though the evidence is that
neither in their own home markets nor in
OF PENNSYLVANIA
the less-developed countries will demand for
IN 'rHE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
steel increase sufficiently to absorb this additional production. Thus It is clear that
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
more and more of this foreign steel will be
Mr. FULTON of Pennsylvania. Mr. knocking at the door of our American doSpeaker, under leave to extend my re- mestic markets.
marks 1n the RECORD, I include the folToday, then, the American steel industry
lowing ,address:
is confronted by the cold hard :facts that the
THE STATE OF THE U.S. STEEL INDUSTRY
Shifting patterns of world trade OVer the
past nine years, are now costing us more
(Address by L. B. Worthington, chairman, than 13 million tons of finished steel prodAmerican Iron and Steel Institute, and ucts annually.
president, United States Steel Corp., at the
Our exports have plummeted from 5¥:! milcongressional breakfast, 1967 Public Af- lion tons in 1957 to less than 2 million tons
fairs Conference, Washington, D.C.)
last year while imports during this period
In the short month since the 90th Con- have rocketed from a little more than 1
gress convened, you members of this most · million tons to an all-time record of 11 milimportant body have already received lion tons in 1966. And these imports now
enough legislative challenges to _o verburden account for about 11 percent of our total
the hardiest among you.
domestJc steel market.
You've learned of the state o! the union,
In the Southwest, and out on the Pacific
the state of the budget and the state of the Coast, imports have taken more than 20 pereconomy.
cent of the market and for certain products
I wish that I could, this morning, report -such a-s wire rods, barbed wire, nails and
in equal detail upon the state of the steel staples-foreign imports represent from a
Industry and discuss some of the pending third to a half o:f the sales in this country.
legislative proposals that are of importance
No one, I think, should try to minimize
both to you and to us.
the impact o:t 11 million tons o:t imported
Particularly, I wish that we could explore steel on the American market. It represents
together this pressing question of air and more than 70,000 steelworker jobs alone, and
water quality which concerns all of us so many thousands of additional jobs in supdeeply; and that I could review the nearly porting industries-all at a. time when this
thirty years o:t research that has been car- nation is striving to achieve maximum emried out by American Iron and Steel Instl- ployment.
tute in this field . . . . that I could tell you
It represents a negative trade balance o!
about the more than half-billion dollars that nearly a billion dollars at a time when our
the steel companies have spent in the past nation is striving mightily to reverse or con15 years on the installation of pollution ta.in our balance of payments deficit.
abatement facilities, and about the addiIt represents the output of a company
tional150 millions or so that they are now in - larger than Armco and Jones & Laughlin
the process of spending for this purpose. I combined, and all the federal, state and
wish I could discuss the role that the 7 per- local ta.Xes which that company-its emcent tax credit has played in helping to ployees, its suppliers, and their employees,
finance these heavy capital outlays which in turn-would be contributing to the weiadd nothing to our production; and that I fare of our nation.
could explain the advantages which might
And, finally, It represents a threat to the
be gained by substantially enlarging this
growth and strength of our own steel induscredit as it applies to pollution control try when America is called upon to defend
facilities.
world peace and the integrity of smaller naBut in view of the heavy ~emands upon tions in many parts of the globe. In this
your time, and in keeping with my promise situation, gentlemen, I am sure you believe
to make this short,_ I must confine myself as I do that American security requires a
this morning to a. Single topic; and because steel industry strong enough to meet whatof its importance, that topic has got to be ever demands may be made upon It; and
the steady and relentless increase ln the that this nation can never afford to look to
imports of foreign steel, and the effect of other countries for the vital steel supplies
these imports upon the companies, their em-- that are a. major ingredient of its m111tary
power, and of its peace-time economic
ployees and the people of this nation.
By way of background, let us look :for a. strength. .
moment at what has been happening to the
Now I don't have to tell you, I'm sure, that
world steel picture over a span of just fifteen the American steel companies have not been
years:
taking all this ·lying down. We've been
. In 1.950 there were 32 steel producing na- doing everything in the book to make this
tlons m the world; but in 1965 there were industry as emctent and as competitive as tt
more than double that number. That means is possible for any industry to be.
that more than 30 countries which had forTo -enhance our position C1f. technological
merly depended entirely upon imported leadership, and to develop new steel products
steel, now have steel-making resources of that could not be obtained anywhere else 1n
their own; and that the nations which tor- the world, we are now spending considerably
merly supplied those countries have had to in excess o:t 100 million dollars a year on rescramble for new markets :for their exports. search. And you may be interested to know
At the same time, world production of raw that in the ca.Se o:f my own company about
steel has increased _from 207 million tons 15 percent o:f its shipments last year were at
to 501 million tons. Moreover, it ap~ears products that we have been selllng for less
that at least 75 million additional tons could than five years.
have been produced had there been a market
But transplanting technological advances
for this steel.
:from the laboratories to the mills themselves

at best, catch-as-catch-can. It 1a time, past
time, !or a new policy. Developing it involves a problem in navigation--deciding
where we want to go and how we are to get
there.

HON. JAMES G. FULTON
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1s a costly business; and during the past ten new high-grade ore and coal sources open
Years the American steel companies have up around the world and as highly-efficient
spent more- than 13 billion dollars on new, ocean bulk carriers go into service. The
lllore efficient production facilities-designed United States haa the most mOdem and dinot only to reduce costs, but to establish new versified transportation system in the worldhigh standards of quality for our competition a real advantage--but the location of a.ll
major Japanese plants on the Coast is a parto shoot at.
Last year, these capital expenditures ex- tially balancing factor. Therefore--as to
Ceeded 2 billion dollars; and we expect that these factors-our steel industry would seem
they may be as great or greater in the current to have some edge on Japan's. The only
Year. Yet even these enormous outlays are identifiable major difference among the ecoinadequate now to take full advantage of nomic factors affecting the two industries
eXisting technology, and they show little is in employment costs.
Employment costs in the Japanese steel
Promise of growing at anything like the pace
or the increase in our knowledge of steel mills are less than· one-third as much as
PrOducts and production methods.
they are in the United States. And when
Retarding this growth, of course, is the I speak of employment costs, I am not talkrecent suspension of the 7 percent invest- ing about wage rates alone. I ,am including
lll.ent credit and of the provisions for accele- the whole range of benefits which the Japarated depreciation; and needless to say, the nese steelworkers receive.
Proposed surtax on corporate and personal
The net result is that the Japanese .mills
incomes will, if enacted, impair further our have an advantage of from $30 to $35 a ton
ability to generate the funds needed to fi- in employment costs ·alone. And beyond
nance these capital expenditures. Not only that their capital costs in the construction
Will it intensify the profit squeeze which the of new facilities are only about half as much
industry has suffered in the past decade, but as ours.
by biting more heavlly into the take-home
Faced by that kind of cost disadvantage,
Pay of the steelworkers at a time when they American producers have littJe chance of
are already disturbed by the rising cost of competing on a basis of price and must rely
liVing, it might well bulld up increasing pres- on quality, service and innovation as the
SUre behind the wage demands that will be primary areas of competition.
llla.de upon us next year.
But these cost advantages which foreign
So our competitive position will be di- producers enjoy in varying degrees in Europe
rectly affected by the actioris of Congress in -a nd the Far East are not the only explanathese important fields of taxation. But tion of the flood of steel imi>ort.9 which
lllea.nv;htle, we are pressing forward with this washes up on our American shores. A basic
Program of capital spending as rapidly as we cause lies in the excess steelmaking capacity
can; because this race for technological ad- which exists abroad and continues to invancement is one race that we cannot afford crease; so that steelmarkers in these counto lose, and neither, I think, oa.n America. tries are compelled to maintain their exYet in spite of all we have done and are ports at the highest practical level. If this
doing, foreign imports continued to increase means that they must ship their excess tons
last year, even though there was no labor across the seas at whatever price is necessary
negotiation to be faced, no threat of a work to get the business, then they do so--and
stoppage, and no reason for steel users to eventually their governments or their homeProtect their supply by turning to offshore market customers must subsidize these exSOurces since domestic producers could fully ports in one way or another.
llleet the demand.
Foreign governments use their steel inNow what are the root causes of this dustries as instruments of national policy
Problem?
resulting in protection of those industries.
Wen, whether we are talking about steel or The measures they have adopted take many
any other industry, American production forms but they are designed to protect doCOsts are inescapably related to the American mestic markets and stimulate exports.
Standard of living; and are based upon the These include tax rebates, subsidies, special
World's highest wage structure. Even the shipping rates, and special depreciation
lllinimum hourly wage in this country-as allowances.
fixed, by our federal wage-hour laws-is subAnd America is a prime target for these exstantially higher than the average wage in ports because the steel market in the United
lllost foreign countries. And when you re- States is not only the largest and most dilllelll.ber that, in the economy as a whole, versified in the world-it is also the ma&t
etnployment costs represent more than 75 open and easily accessible in the world.
Percent of all production costs, you realize Here a low taritf, averaging less than 6 perWhy-in industries like steel-foreign-made cent of the value of the product, is the only
Products can often undersell ours in -world barrier this country places in front of steel
llla.rkets.
imports.
I wish that some of our Congressional
But in other countries it is different.
guests, this morning, could have been with When American steel goes abroad, for exllle on my trip to Japan last month, and ample, it must absorb tariffs that can be more
COuld have seen as I did the spectacular ad- than double the American duty and then be
vances which the steel industry in that coun- required to hurdle a battery of non-tari.1J
try haa made since the end of World War II. barriers which may include border taxes, surStating almost from scratch, it has become charges, import licenses, penalties, fees and
the third largest steel producer in the world, so-called equalization taxes that--in various
and last year it exported about 11 million countries-are levied on imports and rebated
tons of which nearly 5 million tons were sold on exports. So the United States market is
in the United States.
thus being used by foreign mills as a kind of
Moreover, the Japanese have vast plans for "bargain basement" in which to dispose of
expansion in the very near future, with the the surplus production.
llkelihood that most of this new tonnage
Gentlemen, there is a point--and I believe
WoUld go into exports. So a few points of that point has been reached-where there
comparison between the two industries is a limit to what we can do and still maintnight be worthy of attention.
tain the finaucial soundness that steel or any
There is little to choose between the two other industry cannot and must not jeoparas to technology, productivity, labor supply, dize. There is a point-and I believe that
&kills and climate. The United States may . point has arrived-when the import-export
have some advantage 1n the availab1lity of problem of the steel industry must be recograw materials although this is shrinking aa nized in the offices of government and ap-
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propriate steps taken to solve those portions
of the problem which only government can
solve.
You all know what has been happening
in Geneva. A!ter years of debate, the GATT
negotiations a.re at a virtual standstill and
we in the steel industry feel certain that
nothing can result which will prevent the
steady deterioration of our international
trade in steel.
The Trade Expansion Act expires in June
and we feel it would be a tragic mistake
if the Congress were merely to pass a perfunctory extension of that Act. And I gather
that we are not alone in that opinion.
The Chairman of the Finance Committee,
Senator Russell Long, was quoted the other
day as saying: "Our trade policies need a
thorough new look; and some ha.rd-headed
American businessmen are needed to devote
a great deal o! independent thought and
study to the over-all program."
And at the annual meeting of the Trade
Relations Council, Senator Everett Dirksen,
the Minority Leader, expressed his "deep conviction that it is time that the Congress restore some semblance of fairness and balance
to our foreign trade policy and procedures.
"We must be a zealous,'' he said. "in our
concern for the welfare of American workers
and their em.ployers as we are for those living
in distant lands . . . we as a people--and
especially your Representatives ln the Congress--must be farsighted enough to
strengthen the American system by our wise
adoption of laws calculated to foster America's strength and economic growth, rather
than submissively to accept policies whose
chief contribution 1s strengthening other
nations at our expense."
Statements like these-coming as they do
from both sides of the aisle--are encouraging
indeed and certainly we are grateful for the
efforts of many of you Members of Congress
in seeking a solution to this problem. Two
examples come to mind-the study of the
steel import situation which 1s presently
being conducted by the sta.tr of the Finance
Committee as the result of a resolution introduced during the last session by Senator
Vance Hartke; and the hearings concerning
the impact or imports on lab01"' which were
held by Congressman John Dent and his
General Labor Subcommittee this past summer.
Studies and hearings of this kind are important in the determination of long-range
trade policy. However, the welfare of this
industry, the maintenance of the high standard of living of the American steelworkers,
and-! believe it 1s fair to say~the security
of this nation require that the Congress ta.ke
steps at this Session to enact a temporary
levy on imports of foreign made steel and pig
iron, so as to narrow the price differential
and create a climate of more equitable competition between domestic and foreign producers who seek a share of the United States
market.
What the exact terms of such a law would
be, and how it should be drafted, are matters,
of course, which rest with you, and we will
be communicating with you individually to
gain the benefit of your counsel as well-we
hope--as your support.
But meanwhile if you are looking for any
of those "hard-headed businessmen" that
Senator Long was talking about, I must say
that seated in this room today are some of
the hardest-headed men that you could find
anywhere. I know, because I have )Jeen
competing against them and their companies
for more than forty years. And every one
of us wants to 'Qe helpful to you in finding
a fair and workable solution to this vital
problem.
I hope that, together, we can.
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through knowledge spawned !rom space research. Potential fields include medicine,
communication, food, mineral and water reEXTENSION OF REMARKS
sources, map-making, geodesy, weather prediction and control, air pollution, air and sea
OJ'
tra.ffi.c control, and a host of Industrial and
management applications.
I find it rather incredible that, desp~te this
OF ALABAMA
enormous potential !or improving human
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
welfare, the space program is occasionally
labeled as a diverter of funds and effort from
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
the high-priority social and economic probMr. JONES of Alabama. Mr. Speaker, lems confronting us. I believe a fairer repthe bold space exploits of the entire resentation of the space program is that it is
NASA team have been so spectacular as providing our country with a powerful
to overshadow the more earthly appli- means-advanced technology-for comcations resulting from this important batting many of the problems plaguing our
planet.
technological advance.

Space Technology and Progress

HON. ROBERT E. JONES

Dr. Wernher von Braun, director of
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center at
Huntsville, Ala., comments on the contributions our space program could make
1n solving one of the great problems facing this planet-the population explosion-in the magazine Technology Week
of January 23.
Dr. von Braun's essay is a splendid example of the valuable contributions of
the personnel at Marshall Space Flight
Center to technology which can improve
human welfare. These efforts are very
commendable even if overshadowed by
more spectacular aspects of our space
program.
I include Dr. von Braun's essay at this
point in my remarks:
SPACE TEcHNOLOGY AND PROGRESS

(By Wernher von Braun)
. Twentieth-century man moves inexorably
though at times with faltering and uncertain
steps, toward the realization of a universal
human goal: a better life on this planet both
for himself and for his children. In the
United States, we express this goal in terms
of national objectives, each addressed to the
soltuion of a major problem of present-day
America, such as mass transportation, urban
decay, rural poverty or lingering pockets of
sub-standard health and education.
The problem orientation of our society reflects the traditional characteristic of the
American citizen as an una bashed optimist.
He has moved through his brief history with
the absolute conviction that no problem is
insurmountable and that no obstacle will
long deter his forward march into a better
tomorrow. Technology, that age-long accretion of know-how which applies the largesse
of science to the purposes of man, undergirds
our efforts to build a better nation and a
better world.
Flowing from- the twin founts of man's
tnnate curiosity and his constant desire to
improve himself and the world about him,
technology is the driving force in these
rapidly changing times. It is true that
technology has caused many of the problems of upheaval we are experiencing today,
but it is also true that technology must proTide the answers to these problems.
our experiences with the applications of
technology, especially since World War II,
have taught us that these applications defy
precise compartmentation. For example, the
know-how developed and applied in World
War II has been applied in countless instancP.s since then to improve our homes, domestic services and products, industrial processes and commercial activities.
The space program, too, is producing technological fall-out with a vast potential for
application to current national and world
problems. Already we have used our weather
satellites to detect dust storms in the Middle
East, forest fires in California and water pollution at various places in the United States.
our surveys indicate that gains up to $83 billion a year can soon be available to humanity

THE PROBLEM OF POPULi\TION

thls essay, I would like to discuss the
contribution our space program could make
to solve the greatest problem facing this
planet. Barring nuclear holocaust, that
problem is the population explosion, and its
corollary of finding the ways and means to
close the ever-widening gap between the
needs of a growing world population and the
resources to sustain it. Although much work
remains to be done before we are ready to
deploy fully operational systems, I am firmly
convinced that one of the great future contributions of our spa~e program will be in
helping to manage more effectively the
utilization of our world resources.
Between the birth of Christ and the year
1700 mankind doubled. Between 1700 and
1900: it doubled again. According to the
latest statistics of the United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organization, the world
population, presently estimated to slightly
above three billion people, will be well over
six blllion by the end of the century. Assuming the rate of growth does not
accelerate-an unlikely assumption-by the
year 2033, only 66 years fom now, the Earth
will have to feed 12 to 13 billion people, four
times as many as today. Unless we find an
e:ffective remedy to this situation, our own
children and grandchildren will live in a
world in which the vast majority of mankind will be engaged in a struggle for sheer
survival.
Whether the Earth could support four
times as many people is not the problem. It
can. The problem is the rate of growth of
populations today, particularly in areas already poor. High rate of population growth
make it very difficult to provide decent conditions for the living generation, as all possible gains in efficiency or output are promptly absorbed by the additional consumers.
Moreover, wherever the population growth
rate ls high, the proportion of children is
very high. In some of the under developed
countlres, up to 50% of the people are under
15 years of age. These children, of course,
produce a heavy dependency burden on the
adults who have to provide for their livell:.
hood, with the result that less of their income
is available for application to economic
growth. The disparity between demand and
supply thus keeps growing, particularly in
those countries which even now do not have
enough for all to eat.
Nevertheless, the Earth could feed many
more people. Of the approximately 36 billion
acres comprising dry land surface of the
Earth, only 9% 1s currently cultivated
or used for grazing of cattle. Seventy percent is too cold, too arid, too mountainous
or has inadequate son. The remaining 21%
is potentially usable, but a very large
initial investment would be required for improvements such as roads, buildings, electrical power and irrigation. Thus our first
objective from the standpoint of both lowest cost and earliest effectiveness would be to
increase the productivity of the 9% already under cultivation. A gross comparison
shows that for three types of staple foodwheat, rice and corn-the yields actually atIn
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tained in highly developed countries exceed
those of developing countries by a factor of
four.
·
CHALLENGE OF THE CrriES

Food is not the sole problem for the world's
rapidly growing population. People need
jobs and homes, too, but it is doubtful that
the next two generations will find them In
the open couni;ryside. The trends bear this
out. In 1800, about 10% of the population of the United States lived ln cities; today that figure is over , 70% . It has been
estimated that by the year 2000, no less than
260 million of the 320 million U.S. citizens, or
four out of five, will live in cities. The
trends in other countries are similar.
All these people living in the cities will depend for their livelihood on city-based enterprise and services-factories, offices, homes,
stores, schools, hospitals, churches, roads,
cars, railroads, etc. And these activities will
present vast resource requirements which
will eat into the Earth's supply of minerals,
coal, oil, timber and fresh water. Each o!
these resources presents its own challenge.
Although the Earth's supply of metal ores,
coal and oil is probably adequate to supply
a much larger and highly industrialized
world population for at least several more
centuries, our present methods for prospecting new deposits are inadequate even for the
near future. The world's timber reserves
must be protected from contagious tree diseases. Replenishment is mandatory so there
must be strictly enforced rules about reforestation. As to the world's fresh water
supply, river and lake pollution control, while
vitally necessary, will not be enough. Future
megalopolises will need water supply lines
from far-away sources or underground
streams, unless they can be supplied with desalinated sea water produced with the help
of nuclear breeder reactors.
We have all seen the beautiful color photos
of the Earth taken by our Gemini astronauts.
These pictures were shot with simple handheld cameras of modest resolution. It does
not take much imagination to see that
sophisticated photographic and remote sensing equipment can reveal a wealth of new
information about our home planet.
Even the simple Gemini pictures show details such as airfields, new roads, causeways
and those unmistakable signs of urban development. A comparison between a few on-site
surveys with photos of this kind would enable us to determine the local population
growth pattern in any area on Earth from
pictures taken from orbit repetitively over
a number of years. Thus, regular orbital
surveys would furnish us with the first ingredient of a meaningful worldwide resources
management system: continuous survey of
the "consumer pattern."
The second piece of information, of course,
is the "pattern of supplies." This 1s a far
more elusive thing to pin down. Nevertheless, the basic techntques are now within Olfr
reach. Aerial color photographs using special
infrared-sensitive emulsions designed for
maxiPlum color contrast have clearly demonstrated the feasibility of distinguishing different types of crop-lettuce, cabbage, oats,
rye, wheat,·carrots, broccoli, soy beans, rice-each with a different shade o! color. Any
remaining ambiguity in the interpretation of
these color pictures can be readily resolved
with the use of so-called multispectral remote sensors: a battery of telescopes,
mounted on the same plate and bore-sighted
so that each telescope views the identical
spot on the Earth beneath.
Each telescope is equipped with a filter
that permits only a narrow spectral band of
the received reflected sunlight to pass. A
photomultiplier then records the intensity of
the radiation received in that particular band
and transforms it into an electrical signal.
The signals recorded by such a bank of multispectral sensors can be compared with the
output of an electrocardiograph. The ripples on the recorder strip are meaningful
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Only to a man trained to properly interpret
them. Just as the doctor correlates the

electrocardiograph's trace with actually observed heart disorders, the analyst at the
tnUlti-spectral sensor will employ "ground
truth .. data to make his interpretations. Before a worldwide crop survey program can
be established, a major effort w1ll have to be
launched to ca.l1brate the sensor traces by
over-flying pre-selected areas where crop cond.! tions can be examined in detail by inspectors on the ground.
Intrared color photography, in conjunction with multi-spectral sensors, also tells us
about the health of the crop ftlld the soil.
Features such as the degree ot soil moisture,
sallnity resulting from prolonged irrigation,
inadequate fert111zation and presence of certa.ln crop diseases can be easily recognized.
'I'here is no reason why these techniques,
Whose potential has been amply demonstrated in airplane tests, cannot be used just
as effectively from orbit.
The same battery of cameras and remote
sensors can furnish all the information needed for a cyclic updating of all the world's
tnaps, a program !or which mankind spends
'\IVeU over a bllllon dollars every year. These
cameras and sensors offer us a most powerful
tool for prospecting for minerals and oil.
They have already detected and nailed down
large areas amlcted by tree diseases long before local forest rangers walking through the
Sa.zne area knew the extent of their problem.
They are ideally suited for the study of hydrologic processes including stream-flow estimat es and flood predictions. They can be
'Used for surveys of snowfalls and subsequent
avauabUity of melt water, information of
great practical importance for the .managetnent of water levels in hydroelectric storage
lake systems. Ice movement, wildlife migration, beach erosion, lake and river pollution by cities and factories, are other examPles of the practical services such an orbital
suney system can render.
BETI"ER MILEAGE THAN A VW

Even the habits of_fish may not escape the
WatchfUl eyes fl'om the sky! Plankton content, in conjunction with salinity and water
temperature, have a known effect on the miID"ation of fish. Plankton (which attracts
smau fish, which in turn attract big fish) is
easuy recognized by a greenish hue; salinity
can be determined with a polarimeter, and
Water temperature is readily measured with
a thermocouple. Thus, an orbital resources
survey station will soon be able to tell the
World's commercial fishing fleets where to
catch the big ones.
Why can't all of this be done with airPlanes? Airplanes can do the job, but a
space system is much cheaper. The initial
fuel bill for a satellite's launch vehicle is
high. But once in orbit, it can stay there
forever without further fuel consumption. A
satellite Will derive fl'om the Sun whatever
electrtc power it needs for its equipment
While in orbit. Keep a satellite in orbit for
a Year, and for miles to the gallon to puts
a Volkswagen to shame. Moreover, a survey
satellite in a highly inclined low orbit views
every point on Earth at least once within·
twenty-four hours. It does not glean global
resources information in bits and pieces, but
gets the whole story in one sweep. It is in
the n ature of most of the surveys I have been
describing that they must be conducted continuously to be useful. The appearance of
a crop, for instance, undergoes great chnnges
between the planting and harvesting seasons,
either as a result of normal growth or due to
adverse circumstances such as hail, drought,
tatnra u or sandstorms.
Earth resources survey satellites will pro. duce a n incredible amount of data. Large
COmputerized data-handling centers will be
;needed to digest the torrent of information
lllcessantly radioed to the ground. Much
Of t he information will be completely
'\l,' ort hless for a variety of reasons. For ex-

ample, vast areas of the Earth may be covered by overcast, or the same information
is already available from an overflight a
few hours earlier. ~e computers will
therefore have to do a lot of sorting. And
because the orbital scanning system is
capable of serving several different areas of
interest at the same time--crop surveys, oil
prospecting,
map
updating,
etc.-the
processed data must again be sorted for
dissemination to a number of different
customer agencies.
·
WORLDWIDE CHALLENGE

To be meaningful, a worldwide resources
management system requires support on a
worldwide basis. All nations that wish to
benefit from its enormous potential must
participate in its operation. I think the
international airlines have set a fine example for the practical feasibility of an effective
globecircling public service system, even
though the world strains under tensions
and conflict.
The Earj;h resources system I have described
here is, of course, not yet a reality. Many
tasks remain to be done before we shall be
ready to orbit an operational system. Not
only must we meet the huge challenge of
data collection and sorting I mentioned
earlier, but the full range of possibilities for
the use of remote sensors and cameras from
orbit remains to be demonstrated.
After the technical feasibility of the program has been fully established, it will then
be necessary to call in the .statesman, the
program administrator, the economist, the
lawyer, the political and social scientist, and
the educator to work on vexing questions
ranging from the sovereignty of nations to
the proprietary rights of individuals.
But an Earth resources management system is a very promising possibility for applying here at home what we have learned in
space. The potential of this and other
applications staggers the imagin9.tlon. And
a wise Administration and an imaginative
Congress will bring it to fruition.

Georgia Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. G. · ELLIOTT HAGAN
OF GEORGIA
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Mr. HAGAN. Mr. Speaker, Sunday,
February 12, is Georgia Day, commemorating the founding of the 13th English
colony in the New World at Savannah
by Gen. James Edward Oglethorpe on
February 12, 1733.
For several days during that period,
Georgia Day is celebrated with much
fervor in the State of Georgia and particularly in Savannah, the mother city.
On Georgia Day I will have the honor
of presenting to the city of Savannah a
bronze plaque from the National Park
Service, Department of the Inte1ior, designating the downtown area of Sa vannah a national historic landmark.
This recognition for the largest city in
the First District is one of many that
have been accorded since its founding.
Savannah's famous "firsts" include being the :first planned city in North America, laid out by General Oglethorpe in
1733; site of the :first agriculture experiment station in America and the first
lighthouse on the South Atlantic coast.
The :first practical cotton gin was in-

vented by Eli Whitney near Savannah 1n
1793. The first Negro Baptist congregation 1n the United States founded there
in 1788 as well as the first hospital for
Negroes in the Nation in 1832. The first
Girl Scout troop was founded in Savannah by Juliette Gordon Low, one of the
city's most illustrious daughters. And in
marking Savannah as one of the greatest
seaports in the Nation, it must be noted
that the first steamship to cross any ·
ocean, too SS Savannah, sailed from
Savannah to Liverpool in 1819, the first
commercially successful iron steamship,
SS John Randolph, was launched there
in 1834 and the :first nuclear-powered
merchant ship in the world, the NS Savannah, made Savannah her :first home
port call in 1962.

Palatka, Fla., Receives Clean City
Recognition
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DON FUQUA
OF FLORIDA
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Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Speaker, I share
the pride of the citizens of Palatka, F1a.,
in being recognized for the fourth year
in the national cleanest city achievement contest.
A distinguished achievement award
has been presented to Palatka 1n recognition of its real progress in clean-up,
paint-up, and :fix-up.
I am proud that this fine community
has shown such interest and this is a
well-deserved tribute. In extending my
congratulations, I would like to submit
the following editorial from the January
31, 1967, Palatka Daily News.
I hope that this program,, and the
record made by Palatka, will encourage
more of . our cities and communities to
follow this excellent example of civic
pride.
PALATKA WINS AWARD

For the fourth year Palatka has gained
recognition in the National Cleanest City
achievement contest. It has been singled
out for a Distinguished Achievement Award.
This is an honor that should not be taken
lightly; because many cities in the United
States participate in the contest, and only
those that show real progress in clean-up,
paint-up and fix-up are- selected for the
awards.
The Civic Beautification Committee, made
up of representatives from the City of
Palatka and various agencies and organizations in the community, have carried on a
continuing program to beautify and improve the community for over four years.
The cooperative spirit of many individuals
ha.s helped produce the improvements that
have been made. To all of them, go credit
for helping to bring Palatka national recognition.
Members of the Civic Beautification Committee and others working for a more attractive Palatka would be among the first to say
that this community has only scratched the
surface in such a program; that much remains to be done, but they also would add
that the widespread public effort in the past
few years has been rewarding, both in 1m-
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proved appearance of the city and more pride
in the community.
Thinking Pa.latkans know that this clty
has not won recognition a.s a "cleanest city
in this country," but for its "achievement"
in the national cleanest city contest.
Steady progress from year to year will eventually produce the really beautiful city that
many Palatkans desire. The recognition
which Palatka ha.s received again indicates
that this community has acquired the habit
of improvement. This is a. valuable trait
and if it continues, before many years
Palatka should be really clean and beautiful,
a. ctty of which all can be proud.

Charting a Course
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES R. GROVER, JR.
OF NEW YORK
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Mr. GROVER. Mr. Speaker, this 1s
the second of a series of very fine editorials, spelling out the problem of our
merchant marine, which I am pleased
to submit for the RECORD and for the interest of all of our Members:
[From Newsda.y, Feb. 6, 1967 J
CHARTING. A CoURSE

rejuvenate" our merchant fieet. Therefore,
if it is decided that the maintenance of a
competitive Merchant Marine is a wise national goal, the President is going to have to
set some carefully developed spending guidelines. To do that he is going to have to
have a clear idea. Qf the sort of fieet we wish
to develop.
Today's maritime technology offers many
alternatives. It is possible to build nuclearpowered ships and so-called containerships,
which transport sealed metal containers of
cargo that are easily handled and transferred
to truck or train. There are also sea barge
freighters, which carry smaller vessels Within
them. In addition, there are automated
devices that reduce the manpower needed to
run a ship or to load and unload its cargo.
In any shipbuilding program costs will be cut
if a series Of similar ships are built because
the shipyards will be a!>le to apply the techniques of mass production.
An important element in a strong, new
maritime policy, therefore, will be deciding
the type and number of ships needed to produce a. competitive fieet. It will take some
study to arrive at wise decisions. But present
research and development appropriations
have been described by Adm. La.nd as "pitifully small, almost negligible."
The present national policy toward the
Merchant Marine is a failure. Its goals never
have been clearly defined; its methods are, at
best, catch-as-catch-can. It ls time, past
time, for a new policy. Developing it involves a problem in navigation--deciding
where we want to go and how we are to get
there.

A ship's captain who didn't know his destina.tion would ftnd 1t impossible to chart a
The Legion of Valor
course to get there. Currently the administration is proposing expenditures of $372,96'7,000 tor a Merchant Marine subsidy policy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
that has neither direction nor goals.
OF
The subsidy program is a continuation
al a. national policy dating back to the Merchant Marine Act of 1936. Its purpose, in
OF OHIO
general, is to assure the nation of a. strong
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acted its well-intended Merchant Marine legMr.
DEVINE. Mr. Speaker, Columislation, 31.7 per cent of the nation's waterborne foreign trade moved in American ships. bus, Ohio, will be honored July 23-26,
Last year, the U.S. Merchant Marine carried 1967, as the community hosts the naonly eight per cent of that trade.
tional rennion of the Legion of Valor.
Some rethinking al basic policy is clearly
Columbus has always been in the foredemanded. A yea.r ago, in his State of the front of steadfast adherence to the ideals
Union Message, President Johnson promised
to develop a strong, new policy toward the of the United States and the inspiraMerchant Marine. Last month, in his mes- tion of those attributes which are so
sage to the 90th Congress, the President did basically American.
not mention the Merchant Marine. That
The members who make up the Legion
promised new policy has yet to be enunciated. of Valor, each of which holds a Valor
The delay is ea.sy to understand. The de- Medal awarded by the United States,
velopment of a. strong, effective policy in- these medals being the Medal of Honor,
volves a strenuous course of decisions; some Distinguished Service Cross, Navy Cross,
of them are money decisions of large dimension. The cost of creating a competitive Mer- or Air Force Cross, wlll find warm hoschant Marine could run into the blllions of pitality accorded them as they assemble
in Columbus, for their fraternal and andollars.
The first decision, therefore, is a basic one. nual reunion.
Is it in the nation's interest to spend · the
The accolades of the community will
money to make our merchant fieet competi- be manifested in many ways, tangible
tive? We think it is. The Russians now and intangible, as the Columbus area
have a fieet Of 1,422large merchant ships, and
they are planning to spend $1 billion this goes all out to make members of the
year to construct more. The U.S. has an ac- Legion of Valor welcome in a most hostive fieet ot 1,040, and 160 ot them are so- pitable and considerate way.
called "rust buckets" reactivated from the
I urge my colleagues in the U.S. House
reserve fieet to meet the needs of the Viet- of Representatives, who are members of
nam sealift. We will spend $143,000,000 to the Legion of Valor to participate 1Ii the
subsidize the construction of 13 ships this inspirational and enjoyable aspects of
year; the Russians have 395 on order or under
the forthcoming reunion and I wish
construction.
Adm. Emory a Land, who guided the crash to urge members of the Legion of Valor
shipbuilding program during World War ll, from all over the United States to visit
has estimated that the approximately $4.2 and see the All America · City at the
billlon that will be spent to build a super- zenith of hosp1tal1ty throughout the Lesonic jet airliner would be enough to "largely gion of Valor rennion.

HON. SAMUEL L. DEVINE

Februa'r y 8, 1967
Words of Wisdom
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Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Speaker, 1n the
last few days we have heard and read
much about our Nation's proposed
budget, a.s presented by the administration for fiscal year 1968. Of the manY
excellent statements made about the
budget-both for and against-! want
to include a recent editorial from the
Port Huron Times Herald, one of the
leading newspapers in the State of
·
·
Michigan.
In asking that my colleagues' take a
few minutes to read this timely editorial,
I would P()int out that a newspaper generally reflects quite well the current public attitude. I would also say that I have
been informed that this editorial hS.S
received many good comments. and verY
little criticism. I suspect that this 1s the
case simply because it makes a good deal
of sense.
The editorial follows:
WE CAN'T AFFORD BusiNn>s AS UsuAL
Weird is the word for the new feden1l
budget as proposed by President Johnson.
It has a.n unreal quality, a.s if ordinarY
mortals in the form of government "experts" have acquired some fourth dtmensiona.l sk111 to see through an impenetrable
thicket. They have struck a delicate bal·
ance where there is no vistble fulcrum.
The total budget ranges from $135 billion
to $172 billion, depending on which of three
available scales is used to measure it. It
spends more in the rigors of war, and yet
more in the quest for comfort. And it 1S
contingent upon deficit spending which
ranges from $8.1 billion to $2.1 billion, again
depending upon how you look at it.
The ma.n in the street, if he is not struck
speechless by the jumble of figures, is justl·
fied in calling the whole business doubletalk.
One part of the budget message gets
through, however. That is the mass of it.
By any measure, it's a backbreaker.
Yet it is not too much, not enough really.
if it would do the things that must be
done. But it will not do those things. It
will not do them because it tries to wage wa.r
With one hand while attending to business as
usual W1 th the other.
We are in a war. By official definition it
is a llmited war. But families of GI's see
nothing llmited about a. son's blood n+txed
with mud of the Mekong Delta.
War demands sacrifice, not only bY
soldiers in the field, or even by their taro·
Ules. It demands sacrifice of all the people
whose battles the soldiers are fighting. Yet
this budget contains no significant call to
sacrifice at home. It is not keeping faith
with America's fighting men if all 1s demanded of them and little is asked of those
they protect.
The hard fact is that this Nation cannot
justify, cannot honorably continue a full· ·
steam-ahead domestic program while expecting its young men to fight its battles in a
fetid jungle on the other side of the world.
We cannot reasonably run ourselves deeper
into debt with questionable handouts on the
home front while giving less than full support to the war front. We can't put frills on
a. "Great Society" while using our substance
to defend the concepts on which It mighi
be based.
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I! we are not willing to turn our full a ttention to ~g the war in Vietnam, we
Should get out of it! Anything less drastic 1s
a crtme against our own fighting forces I
We believe America's commitments in
Southeast Asia are justified. We have backed
President Johnson's moves in Vietnam, and
We back them still. But the one-hand-only
etrort as proposed in the President's budget
'.l;e cannot back.
I! lt is allowed to stand, the people of
the United States should demand, as we will
d.etnand, that our soldiers be brought home
to share in the bonanza. If we are going to
SPend fDl' non-essentials, we should all share
1n it-while there is something to share and
titne to enjoy it. Soon there would be
llelther.
We find lt amazing, incredible really, that
~ tnan of President Johnson's supposed stat'Ure should propose such an unrealistic,
Please-everybody budget. It 1s unworthy of
the American image.
We trust that Congress will set lt right by
CUtting out the domestic fat. There should
be no token cuts, but realistic figures which
1lt the home-bound effort to the sacrifices of
the times, and to the labors of our brothers
1n the field.
We urge Congress to live up to its responSibllltles as keepers of the purse strings to
:reshape the whole budget so t..~t it makes
80tne sense. In the shaping, they will be
llloldlng the destiny of this Nation.

With a heavy heart, I extend my deepest sympathy to his gracious wife and
helpmate, Mrs. Herter, and h1s sorely bereaved family 1n their sorrow, and pray
that this esteemed friend and outstanding statesman will find peace and rest in .
his heavenly home.

Lodge Asked To··Seek Remedy for
Saigon Port Congestion
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

. HON. HALE BOGGS
OF LOUISIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wedne~day, February 8, 1967

l\fr. BOGGS.

Mr. Speaker, I call the
attention of the House to the very
splendid article published in the Baltimore Sun on January 29, which was
written by the able maritime editor, Mrs.
Helen Delich Bentley. ·
The situation at the port of Saigon is
one that needs immediate attention and
corrective action. The article reads:
LODGE AsKED

Hon. Christian A. Herter
SPEECH
OF

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
OF MASSACHUSETI'S
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 7, 1967
Mr. PHILBIN. Mr. Speaker, I am

deeply grieved to learn of the' untimely
Passing of my dear and admired friend,
Gov. Cbrlstlan A. Herter. He wa.s a
great. dedicated national and world
leader and his demise 1s a truly irreparable loss to our State and Nation.
Chris Herter had one of the outstanding public careers of our time, which began 1n his early yov.th, and included oonst>icuous service at virtually every level
of goyernment-able, distinguished leader o! the general court, the Congress,
Governor of the Commonwealth, Secretary of State-extremely crucial assigntnents in our foreign policy world leaderShip.
liis contributions ranged over a brood
field of government and extended into international relations. He was highly
«lUalified for the many difficult tasks he
llndertook and his ready response to
every call of country and his unalterable
devotion to duty knew no bounds.
In his personal relations, he was con&1derate, generous and warmhearted, an
IUnia.ble helpful colleague and a loyal and
beloved friend, esteemed, respected, adtnlred and loved by all who were a.ssoctated with him.
I feel a deep, poignant sense of loss 1n
his pa.ss1ng. He wa.s a great American
and dear friend and leaves an irreplaceable void 1n our midst.
li1s notable service to our State and
Oountry w111long be gratefuily remem-

bered,
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To SEEK REMEDY FOR SAIGON
PORT CONGESTION

they are reaping 1n collectively .an estimated
minimum of $42,000 American dollars daily.
Some claim that barge charges are running
as high as $60,000 American dollars a day
in addition to the costs mounting in the
warehouses.
RESPONSmiLITY UNCERTAIN

One of the notes of uncertainty here 1s
where the responsibi11ty for the unclaimed
cargo rests-on the steamship company, on
the consignee, on the stevedore, or whom.
Under the Brussels Convention, it is said
that the ship 1s responsible for all freight
untli it ls delivered to the consignee. However, there was a report today that a local
court has ruled otherwise. This has not been
corroborated.
Last week the Saigon Chamber of Commerce and several business men's associations appealed to the Government of Prime
Minister Nguyen Cao Ky to take steps to
relieve the over-all port situation.
SIX MONTHS DELAY SEEN

Although new port officials have been appointed, they have little hope of getting
an even flow of commercial cargo through
this port in less than six months.
People in the United States were lulled
to sleep over the growing cancerotis situation in this port because of statements issued by the Defense Department that ships
no longer were backed up and congestion
had been eliminated. However, little effort
was made to specify that this improvement
was limited to military cargoes and that one
of the reasons there no longer were military
ships waiting was because they were being
held in other areas away from Vietnam.
At that time no reference was made to .
· the congestion then existing and continuing
to mount as far as commercial cargoes were
concerned.

(By Helen Delich Bentley)
SAIGON, January 28.-The largest steamship
company in the United States today asked
Henry Cabot Lodge, American Ambassador to
Vietnam, to intervene in the entangled conditions in the port of Saigon.
Solon B. Turman, chairman of the board
of Lykes Bros. Steamship Corporation. today
Conservation Pioneer
cabled Lykes's local represtlntative, Capt.
Frank James, to call on Lodge for assistance
in what is threatening to be an increasingly
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
critical economic situation in this country.
OF
Lodge advised Captain James that he first
would like the econoniic section of the embassy to .look into the problem and report to
OF CONNECTICUT
him. A meeting has been scheduled for
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday afternoon.
]l,fonday, February 6, 196'1
SERVICE SUSPENDED
Yesterday Lykes announced suspension of
Mr. ffiWIN. Mr. Speaker, the Presiits commercial s~rvice to this port--the first dent's far-reaching message recognizing
time since World War II. Lykes, based in
New Orleans, thus becomes the third major the threat of air pollution deserves to
American subsidized steamship company to win for him a place among the great
pioneers of conservation. Men like
quit this clogged port.
Out of 108,000 tons of commercial cargo Theodore Roosevelt, Gifford Pinchot,
transported into Saigon aboard Lykes ships and Franklin Roosevelt served our Nalast year, 75,000 tons remain in barges scat- tion well by their efforts to leave us
tered around the Saigon River and its es- something of the -legacy with which. natuaries.
It is estimated· that more than 1,000 barges ture so richly endowed our continent.
Now our President seeks to lead the
plus hundreds of junks and sampans are
loaded with imports which the consignees Nation in another aspect of conservation
either refuse to take now or are financially too long ignored. Only vigorqus, farunable to accept.
sighted and dedicated action by the ConLykes is more fortunate th;:m many com- gress can insure that the very air we
panies or consignees in that its officials do 1breathe will be safe for our posterity.
know. on which barges the cargo is located
The New York Times, in an editorial
and are able to get to them.

HON. DONALD J. IRWIN

FINANCES THREATENED

However, that does no good as far as the
merchandise is concerned unless the purchasers pay what 1s due and accept delivery
of the vast stores blocking this port and
threatening the financial structure of many
local firms as well as some in the United
States.
Consignees who say they want their cargoes and have the funds to pay for them
claim they are unable to locate the freight
even though they have appealed to the port
authorities !or assistance.
The only group making money 1n this unfortunate situation are the barge owners, and

.. '

on Tuesday, January 31, supported this
pioneering action by the President. I
recommend that the text of the editorial be included in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD, as follows:

To CLEAN. THE NATION'S Am
The United States is in · serious danger of
running out of its most important natural
resource-the air that supports life. President Johnson indicated his recognition of
this critical fact by devoting more than halt
of his message on "protecting our na tlonal
heritage" to the problem of air pollution.
If the President's program 1s readily
adopted by Congress and effectively admin-
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lstered, 1t will diminish but not do away
with the danger. Lethal air inversions such
as New Yorkers experienced on Thanksgiving
weekend ann again last week threaten everyone, and so do the pollutants that slowly polson the a.lr, day in and day out, in cities
large and small and even in rural areas. Yet
many corporations and private individuals
can be expected to resist the imposition of
strict antipollution standards, and to refuse
to make the costly innovations that would
bring complete protection.
Mr. Johnson delicately referred to this opposition when he observed, "We must recognize that in dealing with fuels for industry
and motor vehicles, we are dealing with matters o! enormous importance to every section
of the nation and to many economic interests. . . . Great investments have been
made on given assumptions about those fuels
and uses. These considerations require that
we approach the pollution problem with respect for its complexity and its economic
1mplicationa."
The nation's health, however, has to come
first, Sheer human self-protection commands
the attitudes of "urgency and tenacity" that
the President also recommended. Mr. Johnson 1s right in the specifics of his program.
The nation has long needed uniform national
standards for what constitutes a dangerous
level of noxious emissions in each of the
major polluting industries.
Equally necessary are air quality commissions to enforce standards in regional airsheds which cut across state and local
boundaries. It is a disgrace that nearly four
years after COngress passed the Clean Air
Act of 1963 containing financial incentives
for metropolis-wide antipollution programs,
there 1s still not an effective interstate program In the New York-New Jersey area or
anywhere else in the nation.
Mr. Johnson's message zeroes in on theresearch problems that need attention, notably
the emissions from automobiles and diesel
engines, as well as the sulfur compounds created by the burning of coal and on. ms
recommendation of a 50 per cent increase in
research funds 1s welcome. The only weakness in the air pollution section of the message was the failure to recommend ·more than
just a study of the long delays that now exist
between hearings, findings and actual enforcement. This leisurely two-to-three yeu
process requires immediate acceleration.

Fino Introduces Flood Insurance
Legislation
EXTENSION ~OF REMARKS
QF

HON. PAUL A. FINO
o-,

NEW YORK
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Last year, City Island was lashed by ductlon increase during the past decade, out
Long Island storm wat~ several times, catch declined 200 million pounds. Since we
pride ourselves on our technology and know~
and it may be a few years before the how,
must be concluded -that our cliinin~
Corps of Engineers gets a breakwater ishingitposition
1n :fisheries production haB
built.
come about for the simple reason that we
I hope Congress will take prompt ac- have not given the problem sufficient
tion of the question of a national flood attention.
and storm insurance system.
The reality of the demands which the es:·

-Address Delivered by the Honorable
William M. Colmer at the Launching
of "Oregon II"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS N. DOWNING
OF Ym.GINIA
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Mr. DOWNING. Mr. Speaker, our
prestige as a great nation is as much on
the line on the high seas as it is in space
or in southeast -Asia.
We are locked in a conflict with the
U.S.S.R.-a con:fiict between ideologies
that makes us competitors in outer space
and inner space.
It is imperative that the United States
develop its capacity to benefit from the
ocean's resources. Every American is
aware of our Polaris fleet's importance
but relatively few of our citizens are
aware of the importance of our commercial fishing fleet. Our people's futw·e
food needs and the projected needs of
future world populations make it imperative that we develop the nutritional resources of the seas.
One of our colleagues, the gentleman
from Mississippi, Congressman WILLIAM
M. COLMER, discussed the importance of
our domestic fishing industry when he
delivered an address at the launching of
the Oregon II at Pascagoula, Miss. Congressman CoLMER has taken a personal
interest in the commercial fishing industry in the United States for 16 years
and I believe my colleagues would appreciate an opportunity to read his remarks
on our Nation's :fisheries resources.
I would appreciate, Mr. Speaker, an
opportunity to insert Congressman COLMER's Oregon II address in the the
REooRD.

Congressman
lows:

CoLMER's

address fol-
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ADDRESS To BE DELIVERED BY CoNGRESSMAN
WILLIAM M. COLMER AT THE LAUNCHING o:r
"OREGON ll," PASCAGOULA, MISS., FEBRUARY oi.

Mr. FINO. Mr. Speaker, yesterday, I
introduced legislation to provide for a
national program of flood insura.nce.
The legislation is virtually _identical with
that introdueed recently by Majority
Whip HALE BOGGS, and others.
I Jntroduced this bill 1n the hope that
Congress w1ll see· fit to help our river,
lake, a.nd maritime communities by
making it possible for them to enjoy
adequate insurance protection against
the ravages of wind and waters.
In my own Bronx district, New York's
maritime center of City Island w1ll benefit greatly from any such insurance coverage Congress might choose to make
available.

IS a day of great pride for me. I am
indeed pleased to be here today and to participate in the launching ceremony of this
modern exploratory fishing and gear research
vessel. In that regard, I thank Mr. Gardner
and Mr. Bullis for their kind invitation.
Oregon n will be a vital link in the cha.ln
of events needed to bring our fishery resource
potential into commercial utlllzation. A
quick look at the state of our domestic fisheries and the changes that have taken place
in world fisheries over the past few years
shows some very disturbing trends .•. with
the result that the United states has slipped
from second place in ranking among major
fish producers, to a very poor fifth.
While virtually every other nation with a
fisheries tradition has recorded a great pro-
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panding world population will place on ava.U~
able fOOd supply must be recognized. oood
quality proteins are not universally ava.U~
able in sufficient quantities in the form of
agricultural products. Furthermore, land
resources for crops and animal grazing are
not inexhaustible; only one-fifth of the total
available crop land is left unutilized and
this, at best, could only supply enough food
(predominantly vegetable) for presently un·
derfed people-and this only lf the most
modern agricultural · methods could be ap~
plied world-wide. But even' if this could be
achieved, there would still be a serious deficit 1n the supply of animal proteins to sup·
plement adequately the diets of today's population, let alone that of tomorrow's mlllionB·
The seas offer a wealth of nutritional re·
sources. They already are a principal source
of protein. They can provide many ti.Ines
the current food supply lf we but learn ho«
to garner and husband this self-renewi.Ilg
larder. To meet the vast needs of expand·
lng population the bounty of the sea must~
made more available. Within two decadeS
our own Nation will require over a mmton
more tons of seafood than we now harvest.
But there is still another reason-a verY
vital reason-why the United States must
move ahead in our programs of studying
the seas. This reason is communism. so~
viet leaders are convinced that the way to
world communism, among others, is by lead~
ership in oceanography, dominance among
fishing nations, and the superiority of tbe
Russian merchant marine.
A report on the Soviets and the seas was
made recently by my colleagues, Congress·
men Hastings Keith and Paul Rogers, mern~
bers of the Merchant Marine and FisherieS
COmmittee, who were delegated to visit &tiS~
ala and Poland in the face of a growing
Soviet buildup in marine sciences and
technology.
The report noted that the Soviet uruon
1s finely tuned to world political revolution:
and its people are but a generation awaY
from internal upheaval. They are also deeplY
concerned over the possibility of having their
own politioa.l philosophy replaced by some
foreign and repugnant ideology. -They sense
change, dlssatisfaotion and turmoil in the
plight of what by the end of this century maY
be bllllons of under-fed human beings. li1
this potential insta'b111ty the Soviets maY
well be able to aiC:hieve political ideals which
have so far proved unattaln.able through nu·
clear backmail and overt military confiict.
To seize firmly upon these exclusive objee~
t.ives, the Soviet Union iS using technologY
and building its capab111ty rapidly.
The SoViet Union is said to have marked
the paths it must follow to achieve world
communism. Three of these paths will b6
through the ocean as they build and exploit
their merchant marine, :fisheries and ocean
sciences. All of these will help to -fill the
empty stomachs 1n underdeveloped nations
a.ll over 'bhe world. The seas, covering 71
per cent of the ea.rth's surface will have to
provide much of the long-range answer to
the population. The United States cannot
afrard to let the SoViets . be the only oneS
with the answers. Happily there are those
1n Congress who recognize the importance
of increasing our efforts to control the waterS
of the world. I assure you tha.t we will con·
Unue these efforts to win the ra.oe for masterY
of the seas.
As for t:he situation in our immediate area.
and I am re:terring pariicula.rly to the Gulf c:4
Mexico, it 1s :far' from d1scourag1ng in spite of
the overa.ll decline of the United States fisl\•
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ertes. The gulf alone has shown a.n upward
trenct over the past 20 years a.nd now ac~unts for a.bout 25 pet' cent of the total
nited States fish production.
For years, however, the importance of the
fi.sh.ing industry in the gulf was not realized.
In fact, the exploration of the poss1-b111ties
in the gu1! lay dormant until the late 1940's.
Although the government maintained exfloratory vessels a.nd other implements for
he development of the fishing industry in
both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, there
Were none in the gulf.
An act of Congress, which I had the honor
Of sponsoring, resulted in the transfer of the
~gtna.l Oregon to Pascagoula and the Alaska
""' Galveston, Texas.
A. number of people in the indUBtry, both
loeauy a.nd on the higher government level,
Were interested a.nd helpful in accomplishing this transfer. However, I should like to
&.cknowledge pa.rticula.rly the efforts of my
friend a.nd outetanding Jackson Oounlan He!"llles Gautier, who was convinced that
the GUlf of Mexico offered vast fishery poten~1. In this connection, I should like to pa.y
~<nbute among others to Harvey Bullis of the
BUreau of Wildlife a.nd Fisheries, under
Whase dedicated management the splendid
~~ vast results a.nd accomplishments have
~n made possible, both in research in the
loea.1 laboratory a.nd the valuable disooveri.es
Of new supplies of sea fooct throughcrut the
tulf and adjacent waters.
It 1s indeed gratifying to me, as I am sure
lt 1s to a.ll, to realize the considerable eco:llotnJ.c growth a.nd benefit which has come
iroxn the transfer of the Oregon and the esablishment of this base. These benefits are
not confined to Pascagoula a.nd the Missis~:PPl coast, but are for the entire gulf fishing
4!.1dustry.
th I have watched the program closely during
e past 16 years and have seen many imPortant contributions to our fisheries emerge.
The old Oregon'3 ~arly shrimp expl6rations
~ere instrumental in defining the extent of
he industrlal bottom-fish potential in the
GUl! of Mexico and were to a large extent
:responsible for the decision of a pet food
llla.nutacturer to erect a canning plant in our
area. The vessel also discovered the presence
~ Yellow-fin tuna in commercial numbers
the gulf in 1954 a.nd two small canneries
~Pened to process fish caught by five vessels,
'U.t a. combination of events forced them to
&top operating in 1959.
At the request of industry the old Oregon
1ll 1957 inltiated 1;rawling experiments for
the capture of red snapper and developed ·
~Wling gear suitable for operation on rocky·
tto:rn that was more productive and com:tnercial.
These are only a few of the projects that
resulted in considerable monetary gain to
lnctustry. Equally important, though less
tangible benefits, also have been received.
Since the start from scratch in 1950, the
annual contribution of exploratory fishing
ettorts in this program alone has become
:tnore valuable until the dollar value of this
~esearch to our fishermen today approaches
..25 mtllion, almost a ratio of 50 to 1 on our
'40llars invested.
For the past several years, there has been
Considerable expansion in ocean research a.nd
~Uch has been done in measuring the phy~ ca1 features a.nd determining the basic
1ology of many marine species.
However, this new Oregon has been de1
11 gned for a program totally committed to
Solving the practical problems of fisheries
:!,~e!opment. This vessel, therefore, profit~ by the rewarding results of its predeces&or, Will surely play an important role in
:.storing the United States world ranking in
e Production o! fish.
l a.m. likewise gratified that th1a Pasca~~a-based ship, the last word in explora--.y vessels, in which a.1l Mississippians take
l>rid.e, was built by Ingalls craftsmen. Moreover, additional color 1s added by the fact
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that this vessel was designed by Mr. Roben
Ma.cy, a.n outstanding naval architect of thla
city. Likewise, the expenditure of more than
$2 million for its construction has contrib-

uted to their local economy.
It is truly appropriate that the Orego-n II
1s being launched here on the Mississippi
coast, which now ranks as one of the largest
fishing areas of the United States. In fact,
I believe the records will reveal that we lead
in pounds of fish landed in the whole country.
Because this modern new vessel was specially designed to take care of many needs
that became apparent during the period of
operation of the original Oregon, I feel the
Oregon II will not be long in equalling or
exceeding the reputation of its predecessor ... one which achieved respect throughout the U.S. fishing· industry and earned
well-deserved international recognition in
fishery survey and development.
The need for this vessel is clear-cut if we
have the potential fishery resources referred
to by 1\lr. Thompson, a.nd, I have every
reason to believe that we have. If, indeed,
we are presently harvesting no more than a
sma.ll percentage of the potential yield of
this region . . . If these resources can make
a major contribution to the long-range
nutritional well-being of our country, and, if
our fishermen and fieets can profit and thrive
by their harvest, then we cannot afford to
lose them either by default or by letting our
burgeoning foreign competition develope
and exploit them before our very eyes.
We shall expect much from Oregon II.
Not only will she advance our domestic fishing industry, but she will exemplify our interest in developing and utilizing the oceans
for the well-being of all mankind. And,
lastly, she will represent our pride in the
aocomplishment and technological capabilities of our own community here on the
Mississippi coast.
In a few moments the Orego-n II wlll slide
into the fabled water of Pascagoula River.
The same waters where majestic, oceangoing liners, sleek and powerful nuclear submarines, swift cargo vessels and naval defense ships have been launched before her.
From here she will for many fruitful years
search the mysteries of the sea for new
sources of the sea's wealth for the benefit of
mankind in a.n ever-growing population.
M.a.y she serve us well.
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Mr. ROUDEBUSH.
Mr. Speaker,
overlooked to a degree 1n the aftermath
of the recent tragedy at Cape Kennedy,
was the death of an Indianapolis airman
.w ho died 1n an accident similar to that
which took the lives of Astronauts Grissom, White, and Chaffee.
William F. Bartley, Jr., the son of Mr.
and Mrs. William F. Bartley, of Indianapolis, is no less a he;ro than the astronauts, and deserves recognition by Members of Congress for his devotion to duty
and sacrifice for America's space program.
Bartley, a graduate of Southport High
School and a former Purdue Up.iversity
student like two of the astronauts, died
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1n a pure oxygen fire 1n a simulated
spaceship cabin at Brooks Air Force Base

just a few days after the fatal accident
at Cape Kennedy.
The 20-year-old airman had only recently visited his family in Indianapolis
and described some of the dangers involved in his experimental work.
Another airman, Richard C. ·H armon,
21, of Auburn, N.Y., also perished in
the accident which claimed the life of
Bartley.
It has been my privilege to serve more
than 6 years as a member of the House
Committee on Science and Astronautics,
and its Subcommittee on Manned Space
Flight, and dwing these years of work
with the space program I have repeatedly been impressed by the high degree of dedication and courage exhibited
by all of our servicemen associated with
this effort.
·
While Hoosiers grieve the deaths' o!
Astronaut Grissom, a native of Indiana,
and his colleagues, we are also equally
saddened and at the same time proud
of the contribution and sacrifice of William Bartley, Jr., and his colleagues.
The Indianapolis News published an
excellent feature article concerning the
career of Airman Bartley and I offer for
the RECORD this article together with the
news story from San Antonio concerning
the second space cabin accident.
The articles follow:
[From the Indianapolis (Ind.) News}
SPACE CABIN OXYGEN FIRE KILLS INDIANAPOLIS
AIRMAN AND PAL
SAN ANTONIO, TEX. (UP!) .-As in the cockpit of Apollo I, a simulated spaceship cabin
at Brooks Air Force Base was filled with pure
oxygen yesterday.
Like the events at Cape Kennedy last Friday, something caused the cabin to burst into
:flames.
And like the first three ApoHo I astronauts,
two enlisted men were burned to death inside the cabin before they could scra.ml>le
out of the hatch.
The inside of the cabin got so hot that the
charred remains or experimental animals,
furniture and other equipment smoldered for
hours, then burst lnto fiames four hours
after the flash fire first erupted, according to
Col. James B. Nuttall, commander of the
School of Aerospace Medicine.
Airman 2C William F. Bartley Jr., 20, of
912 E. Epler, Indianapolis a.nd Airman 3C
Richard G. Harmon, 21, of Auburn, N.Y., died
in the fire.
Bartley was dead when rescuers got into
the cabin. Harmon died several hours later.
The enlisted men were experimenting on
the effects of pure oxygen on the red-blood
cell-producing organs of the 16 rabbits in
the chamber.
"Both men apparently lunged for the
door," said Lt. Col. T. A. Glasgow, base information director.
"But they could not reach the hatch. It
was already red hot."
Using pure oxygen for manned spacefiights
was already under scrutiny because of Friday's fire at Cape Kennedy which killed Virgil
I. (Gus) Grissom of Mitchell, Ind., Edward H.
White II, Roger Chaffee.
"It took rescuers four minutes to get the
men out of the chamber," Nuttall said.
"First it was necessary to cut the pressure
from the simulated 18,000 :teet to ground
level. This was done by flooding the chamber
with air. The operator of the chamber first
noticed something was wrong when he heard
at 1uffling sound," Nuttall said.
"It was a.pparently the men groping for
the escape hatch," he sa.i<l.
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The Air Force said the men were not volunteers but were assigned to the laboratory
work, part of a. 67-day experiment of which
they were in the second day. Volunteers are
used only in tests involving reaction on the
human body.
Glasgow said a panel of experts was making
an "intensive" investigation as to the cause
o! the fire. He emphasized there was no
explosion. Nuttall said there were no plans
to change the research methods.
HE DIED AT WORK HE LOVED

William F. Bartley Jr. wanted to be an
Air Force pilot, but he couldn't because he
wore glasses.
So he became a. technician at the School
of Aerospace at Brooks Air Force Base, Tex.
Yesterday, the 20-year-old airman 2C, son
of Mr. and Mrs. William F. Bartley, 912 E.
Epler, died doing "the work he loved" when
fire fed by pure oxygen engulfed a simulator
1n which he was working.
He was home a. week ago, his father said
today. "He told us of some of the dangers
involved in the work," but they didn't bother
hlm, the father continued.
After graduation from Southport High
School, the young airman attended the Purdue University extension center here for one
semester before entering the Air Force last
April.
MOTHER HAD MAILED A LETTER

Yesterday, only two hours before she was
notified of his death, his mother, Opal Bartley, mailed a letter to him expressing her
concern about hlm because of the :flash fire
at Cape Kennedy that killed the three Apollo
1 astronauts.
While at work, the elder Bartley heard
reports o! the tragedy, but no identification
was released. "I knew it was my son." he
said.
Young Bartley, who celebrated his 20th
birthday Sunday, returned to the base from
a leave last Tuesday.
He had a love for airplanes, and spent
much of his time butlding models and :flying
them, the father said.
Services are pending at the G. H. Herrmann
Madison Avenue Funeral Home with burial
to be in the Forest Lawn Cemetery.
Other survivors--sister Darlene; grandfather Fayette Metz, South Point, Ohio.
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Mr. SCHWENGEL. Mr. Speaker, the
cutback 1n Federal-aid highway funds 1s

The editorial follows:
[From the Muscatine Journal, Jan. 31, 1967]
WRONG PLACE To CUT
U.S. Representative Fred Bchwengel was
back in Muscatine and other cities of Iowa's
First District !or a. series of visits over the
weekend and Monday. IIe also conferred
with Gov. Harold Hughes on ways to restore
the temporary cuts in federal highway funds
ordered by President Johnson.
The president's order sliced between $24
and $28 mllllon off the amount Iowa can
expect to receive in federal road-building
money during the next two years.
Schwengel isn't making optimistic promises, but he said in Muscatine Monday there
is a posslbillty of restoring the highway
funds. He serves a.s a member of the important Public Works committee in the
House, and the minority members have been
assured that hearings will be held on the
federal highway fund cutback which effects
all states.
The Iowa congressman is of the opinion
that reductions should be made in the funds
for the nation's space program or the antipoverty war instead of in the highway program. "We must have modern highways if
we're going to have a. Great Society," he
says.
All studies in Iowa. and other states have
proved conclusively the automotive and human safety advantages of the interstate highway system. With the continuing tragic rate
of accidents and deaths on the highways of
this nation, there should be no slowup in the
construction of the modern freeways built
to morlern safety standards.
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Mr. WAGGONNER. Mr. Speaker, of
all that has been written concerning the
tragic deaths of Astronauts Grissom,
White, and Chaffee, I believe the editoriaL "The Inevitable Tragedy" which
appeared in the Shl:eveport Times on
January 31, best capsules this terrible
event. Those of us who serve on the
Science and Astronautics Committee of
the House perhaps better than others
have known the sureness of this tragedy's
inevitability.
These wonderful young men gave their
lives, not just for this Nation's space program, but for progress itself. We have
all benefited from their lives and we are
all the less now that they are gone. I
do not believe the world will soon forget these three men and I would ll.k.e to
add my own humble salute by offering
this editorial here for every Member to
read.
The editorial follows:

arousing a good deal of protest in Iowa
where substantial progress has been
made on completing the interstate highway program.
In Iowa, people have a hard time understanding the rationale behind cuts in
highway construction when the President 1s asking more money for the poverty program, the model cities program [From the Shreveport Times, Jan. 31, 1967]
THE INEvrTABLE TRAGEDY
and the space program.
From the first orbiting of the earth it has
These are items 1n the budget which
can be reduced in the Nation's best in- been inevitable that American astronauts
lose their lives as they endlessly sought
terest, but the highway construction pro- would
conquest of space-either through accidents
gram 1s not one of those items.
1n space or in such things as the fiery death
On January 31, 1967, the Muscatine of the three who were approaching an enJournal expressed editorially the senti- tirely new type of exploration prior to a.n
ments of Iowans on the highway fund effort to land on the moon.
In a field so vast, so raw, so new and 80
cutback.
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complex as space exploration, human catastrophe was sure to come sooner or later.
Our spacemen live with this knowledge and
it is the measure of their courage.
But the tnevitablity of disaster in thiS
program does not soften the tragedy of what
happened at Cape Kennedy Saturday and the
profound grief it has caused a.ll over the
nation. Millions of Americans followed the
space exploits of Virgil I. (Gus) Grissom and
Edward H. White and were just getting ac·
quainted ·with rookie Roger B. Chaffee, the
third man of the first Apollo crew.
Lt. Col. Grissom was a veteran in a. neW'
field, the second American in to space, and a
favorite of the watching public. Lt. Col·
White was the first American to walk tn
space, his life secured by a thin cord. Lt.
Comdr. Chaffee was a tested No.vy pilot with
more than 2,100 :flying hours in his logbook.
All three men were perfectly aware of the
omnipresent danger of their jobs-as are all
those connected with the space program or
any regular air activity-and freely admitted
some apprehension. Y~t they were willlng,
even eager to serve the country in pushing
forward the frontiers of space.
Perhaps the greatest fear of these astro·
nauts and their colleagues was that the tn·
evitable calamity, when it came, would shOCk
the nation into a slowdown on space ex·
ploratlon. Lt. Ool. Grissom and others haVe
voiced this concern.
Previous efforts at space exploration have
been so smooth and so remarkably free of
mishap that it was feared that publlc and
officialdom alike would forget the risk that
asserts itself every time the hatch-doors slanl
shut--that the nation was thus unprepared
for the trauma of accidental tragedy.
The tragedy has come, and the shock, bUt
it is evident that the push into space, though
delayed, w1ll continue unabated. A back-UP
team for the first Apollo is ready to go,
though it wlll ta.ke time to replace the space·
cra.!t itself.
The moon eventually w111 be reached·
Outer space will be explored. If anything
can be learned from the tragedy at Cape
Kennedy, lt wm benefit those following up
on the effort to which three men gave their
lives last Saturday. This 1s how they would
have wanted it.
Grissom, White and Chaffee will be long
remembered as great and brave Americans.
in the vanguard of a rare breed of roen
pioneering the widest and wildest frontlet
of an, that of space.
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Mr. TAFT. Mr. Speaker, I am submitting for the Appendix of the REcoRD
the fourth of the series "What's It Like
To Be Poor?"
WHAT's IT LIKE To BE PoOR?-BATrLE o't
BEAN SOUP AND BABIES

(By Margaret Josten)
The young woman collapsed across het
ironing board 1n gales of laughter when she
heard the question: Do mothers on welfare
keep having babies just to get bigger checkS!
·" That's the :runniest thing I ever heard,
she giggled.
"Nobody'd go through nine months getting
a baby just to have that piddlin' bit :trolll
welfaz-e."
The good-natured young woman was tJl.l
mother o! an lllegitlmate child, now a fresh•
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lllan at Taft IDgh School and doing well at
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or his studie-s but modern math.
And the "piddlin' bit" of which she spoke
1s about $22 a month. That is the amount
allowed each child and mother in the proln"arn k n own as Aid to Dependent Children
(AI>c ).

ADc ca me int o being August 14, 1935, with
the signing of the Social Security Act. Title
IV Of t hat act stated simply that its purpose
Was to enable each state to furnish financial
assistan ce to children deprived of parental
support by reasons of death, continued absence from the home or disability.
The program has com.e under increasing
attack in recent years because illegitimate
Children-their numbers are mounting here
and in cities across the nation-also are
eligtble !or help.
A frequently-heard charge from the genera.~ public is that promiscuous unmarried
'lVoznen ("prostitutes," some call them) have
one Child after another simply to get bigger
Checks with which to buy better brands of
'lVlne.
+~:Yielfare authorities laugh at this charge
"VO, although not as heartily as did the
Young woman.
"I guess I've been asked a minimum of 300
tltnes if these women are having children
tieUberately," says Frederick A. Breyer, director o! the Hamilton County Welfare DePartment.
"I have always told them that I just cannot
accept the suggestion that any woman would
go through nine months of pregnancy, then
Confinement, just to get $22 or $23 a month."
Mr. Breyer certainly is not condoning 111egitlmacy. ·
1t But he points out. ''It seems to me that
We determine a minimum below which
~Obocty should live in health and decency,
hen we open the door to women who may
indUlge in socially unacceptable practices
into order to get enough money for, the family
live on:•
A. study made by the American Public
Welfare Association shows that over 81% of
ADC children surveyed were born to
egally married parents.
And he asks, too, 1! illegitimate children
8
hOU1d be permitted to suffer for their parents• misdeeds.
Mr. Breyer's office does not keep statistics
on illegitimate children since all children,
~nder the law, are eligible for ADC. But
be figures the number of cases here would
t e approximately the same percentage as
hey are in the national picture.
1\iary Adams (not her real name) is 30
Years old now. She was in the eighth grade
'When her son was born. "I was young and
dumb and bad then,'' she admitted, then .
&dded, "but I learned the lesson."
At 17, she married a man who was not the
boy's !ather. But he specialized in extra~artta.l a!falrs and inhuman treatment of
s family. N w he is a man of the past.
Until recently, she supported the boy by
~orking as a domestic, a chicken plucker, a
Ulldress. Now she has a fibroid tumor for
'Which General Hospital doctors are planlling an operation.
It may be difficult for some to believe
~hat an unwed mother can be a good mother,
Ut Mary Adams is raising her son in a
fashion that might be envied by some of her
8o-cauect "betters...
She screens his companions carefully.
~he makes sure he does his lessons daily.
he is washing and ironing constantly to
gt\'e him a fresh change of clothing each
~ay. This is made more difficult b_e cause
er washing machine is broken and she
tnust wring out the clothing by hand.
With their $44 monthly (exclusive of rent
and utilities !or their housing project aparttnent). she tries to give him decent food.
· While she talks of food budgeting, she
llalka to the bean soup bubbling on the
ltitchen range. "I hate to do this," she says,
PaUling a glass of water into the pot.
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..."But it's getting along towards the end
of the month and I guess we'll be running
out of food stamps-as usual. I borrow
stamps from Mother when that happens."
The big thing about Mary Adams is that
she seems totally isolated from the world
around her. She never goes out because she
has nowhere to go. She lives just for her
son and wonders what will happen to her
when he is grown and gone.
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Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Speaker, recent
worldwide attention has been devoted
to the U.S. aircraft carrier Franklin D.
Roosevelt which made an operational
port call at Capetown, South Africa, in
a manner which again tested the validity
of our claims of opposition to the racial
policies of that country.
Some Amertcans, while claiming support of high ideals, find it inconvenient
to back their principles with practical
action. Involvement of American interests in opposition to our enlightened selfinterests as a nation was the subject of a
recent article appearing in the November
28, 1966, edition of Christianity and Crisis
which I request permission to have printed in the RECORD.
The article, entitled "Toward Disengagement From South Africa," follows:
TOWARD DISENGAGEMENT FROM SOUTH AFRICA

Many Americans, aware of the evils of
apartheid and the tyrannical practices that
accompany it, have long been concerned
about American economic involvement in
South Africa. But they have been less sure
how to act. Currently a Committee of Conscience Against Apartheid, initiated by the
American Committee on Africa and the University Christian Movement, and chaired by
A. Philip Randolph, is calling for a protest in
one way that s~ems practical-withdrawal of
accounts from those American banks most
involved in South Africa.
Journals of opinion must also act, even
though their financial resources may be
small. They cannot simply endorse the decision of others to act when their own banking practices are at issue too. Hence the
Board of Directors of Christianity and Crisis
after long study and consultation has decided
to move our account.
We need not here elaborate the evils of
apartheid. This journal has frequently attacked South Africa's virulent racism, its oppression of a majority by a privileged minority, its suppression of protest, its policy of
arrest and detention of citizens o! all colors.
Furthermore, these tyrannies and cruelties
are not those of an impetuous revolutionary
government that may be expected to moderate its policies as it grows more mature.
They are the practices of a desperate minority, seeking by coercion to maintain power
in the face of one of the major forces of
modern history-the drive toward freedom
and human dignity.
Economic success has sustained the Government of South Africa and has vindicated
its policies to its own people. When censured by the United Nations and others it
dismisses the criticisms as verbalisms in view
of the financial support it gets from many
parts of the world, including this country.
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Writing from Johannesburg in 1963, Henry
P. Van Dusen said: "Let there be no underestimate of the importance which the rUling
minority ... attaches to American financial
support. I know from firsthand testimony
that it is their strongest single encouragement to pursuit of their prellent policies.
... One of the foremost statesmen of South
Africa remarked to me in personal conversation: 'So long as United States banks and
business back us, we can go ahead.' "
Not only has American financial involvement increased in recent years; it has also
rescued the racist Government from specific
embarrassments and troubles. For example,
in the period following the Sharpeville massacre of 1960, a financial crisis shook the
nation, and the Government might well have
fallen without a heavy infusion of foreign
credit, including American.
It is sometimes said that if Americans
should stop investing in South Africa, other
people would quickly take up the slack.
Given the immense profits available, that
judgment is probably right. But it does not
provide us with a moral excuse. Furthermore, it ignores the important strategic
effect of American involvement.
All the evidence points to a coming struggle in South Africa. It is unrealistic to suppose that 3 million Europeans can continue
indefinitely to suppress 11 million black
Africans, a mUlion and a half Qoloured, and
half a million Asians. Revolution in one
form or another is on the way.
At some point our Government will have
to use its infiuence, both in the UN and in
its own actions, either to promote or to
stifie change. To the extent that American
financial interests are at stake, the pressure
will be to preserve the status quo.
Only recently has the US, through Ambassador Goldberg. taken an initiative in the
UN discussions of South-West Africa. But
the possibility that the US will use its weight
to change the African situation remains remote so long as American industrial and
financial groups stand to lose in the process.
Eoonomic disengagement---or at least de-escalation-is the prerequisite to resolute
policies by this nation.
We recognize that this is a complicated
issue on which many individuals and organizations have not made their decisions.
Some wonder whether the disengagement of
US economic interests will not do more harm
than good. We have given serious attention
to the issues they are considering.
First, we are told that prosperity will undermine apartheid and that economic pressures on South Africa will hurt the very
people we want to help. To this we say that
the booming economy -has thus far only entrenched the privileged class and color. And
from source-s inside that nation we learn
that the victims of the system are quite willing the accept the costs of efforts to weaken
the oppressors.
Second, we hear-in fact, we have often
said-that lt is harmful to isolate governments we dislike. It is better to draw such
governments more fully into the community
of nations. We have favored this policy toward Communist China, Cuba and other
nations. Furthermore, we have argued that
American policy errs in doing too much
rather than too little to tidy up the world.
It is better to tolerate some evils than to
become moralistic and pretentious in eradicating wrongs. But such considerations do
not justify our active support of a system
committed to racism and portentous of war.
And the past examples of Germany, Italy and
Japan in the 1930's and 1940's show that our
nation can be as mistaken in neglecting to
use its power as in overreacting to policies
we disapprove.
Third, some argue that it is the business
of the government, not of economic interests,
to make foreign policy. We see the force
of the point. In general we doubt that the
world would be better or safer if industries
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and banks gave a larger place to moral a.nd
ideological judgment in their policies toward
other countries. At this point there 1s some
value in the moral neutrality of business.
But the trouble is that American investments
are already making foreign policy. High
governmental officials, although not free to
speak out publicly, have told us privately of
the harmful consequences.
Therefore, after taking into account these
arguments we are convinced that, on balance, we should work toward economic disengagement from South Africar---especially
disengagement of American finance from the
present Government.
We are not prepared to say yet how radical
this disengagement should be. Unlike some
of our allies in this cause we are not ready
to insist, for example, that American banks
should get entirely out of South Africa. Our
real objection 1s to loans and investments
that strengthen the existing government and
bring new capital into the economy.
We do not ascribe evil intentions to American industrial and financial interests 1n
South Africa. They are simply doing business as usual, in a situation that is far from
usual. We think the consequences have already been harmful and are potentially disastrous.
We are neither able nor eager to apportion
the relative responsibility of various agencies.
Plainly US industrial investments (roughly
$500 million) are a bigger factor in the situation than bank loans. Banks handle the
financial transactions that follow from trade
and industry. But most Americans are more
directly related to the South African economy through their banks, with which they
deal day in and c;lay out, than through the
automobile or diamond industries, with
which they deal more rarely.
Furthermore, banking, more than industry, has specifically shored up the Government in its time of ditHculties--particularly
through the revolving loan involving ten
American banks: the First National City
Bank of New York, the Chase Manhattan
Bank, the Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Co., the Morgan Guaranty Trust Co., the
Irving Trust Co., the Chemical Bank New
York Trust Co., the Bankers Trust Co., the
National Trust and Savings Association, the
Continental Dlinols National Bank and
Trust and the First National Bank of Chicago.
Therefore, we join the movement to withdraw accounts from these banks. We regret
breaking a relationship with persons and
an institution that have served us well.
We make no claim to purity in this operation; all banks (like all churches and journals of opinion) are involved in the moral
dilemmas of the world. But we see here
an opportunity to make a meaningful gesture and perhaps strike a blow against the
vicious institution of apartheid.
Accordingly Christianity and Crisis is
withdrawing its account from the First National City Bank of New York. We hope
that our action will contribute to the more
widespread movement, sparked by the Committee of Conscience, toward industrial and
financial disengagement from South Africa.
THE EDITORIAL BOARD.

Mr. Lincoln's 10 "Cannots"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. G. ELLIOTT HAGAN
OF GEORGIA
1N THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. HAGAN. Mr. Speaker, I am
grateful to my good friend, Mr. J. D.

Cruce of Swainsboro, Ga., for sending me
a copy of Abraham Lincoln's 10 "cannots," which I believe are just as apropos
1n th1s period of our Nation's history as
they were 1n Mr. Lincoln's day.
The 10 negatively stated gems of political wisdom from the immortal speeches
and writing~;~ of Abraham Lincoln are as
follows:
You cannot bring about prosperity by discouraging thrift.
You cannot strengthen the weak by weakening the strong.
You cannot help small men by tearing
down big men.
You cannot help the poor by destroying
the rich.
You cannot lift the wage-earner by pulling down the wage-payer.
You cannot keep out of trouble by spending more than your income.
You cannot further brotherhood C1! men by
inciting class hatred.
You cannot establish sound security on
borrowed money.
You cannot build cha.racter and courage
by taking away a man's initiative.
You cannot really help men by having the
Government tax them to do for them what
they can and should do for themselves.

Building a Stronger ~merica

February 8, 1967

that prospects for all three of these great
waterways are unusually bright at this ttme,
in spite of the demands of the Vietnam war
on the American economy.
These projects should be gotten underwaY
now, even if on a limited scale, ln order to
be ready to provide employment for returning veterans from the Southeast Asian confilet.
If anyone, with the help C1! our own Senators and Congressmen, can see these canal
projects through, it is COngressman Kirwan.
of Youngstown, Ohio, who 1s far more in~
terested in developing things down here on
earth instead of rushing our trip to the
moon.
In a recent conversation with us, he told
us his philosophy regarding canals. It seems
on one occasion, a railroad president wastes~
tlfylng against a canal project some time ago.
when the Congressman asked him:
"Have you ever known of a canal that burt
the railroads?
"Have you ever known of a canal that didn't
benefit the railroads?"
And neither will Tennessee-Tombigbee
Canal, the Cross Flori~a Barge Canal, or the
Lake Erie-Ohio River Canal.
In fact, they will help the railroads and
strengthen the nation-in peace and war.
They are needed and they are economicallY'
and engineeringly feasible.
What else can one ask?

The Wars That Nobody Seems To Notice

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF
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Mr. JONES of Alabama. Mr. Speaker,

the wtsdom of providing funds for a start
on several important wate!'W.ays projects was pointed out in a recent editorial
in the Florence, Ala., Times.
The article has its basis 1n the philosophy of our distinguished and knowledgeable colleague, Representative MIKE KIRWAN, who, without a doubt, must be thLs
country's greatest advocate of building
for a stronger nation.
His untiring efforts in behalf of the
Lake Erie-Ohio River Canal, the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway, and the
Cross-Florida Barge Canal, and other
projects vital to the proper growth and
development of all of the United States
have earned Congressman KIRwAN the
deep affection of citizens far beyond the
boundaries of his home district.
Because I agree with the urgency to
proceed with these investments, I include
the editorial in my remarks at this
point:
CONGRESSMAN KIRWAN PLUGS CANALS
Congressman Mike Kirwan, chairman of the
House Public Works Committee, has been
successful in persuading President Johnson
to request $2,000,000 for advance engineering
and design on the proposed Lake Erie-Ohio
River Canal in the U.S. budget for the 1968
fiscal year beginning July 1, 1967.
Inasmuch as Congressman Kirwan considers the Tennessee-Tombigbee Canal and the
Cross Florida Barge Canal as comparison
projects to his own~ inasmuch as his comIpittee holds $500,000 in readiness with which
to begin advance engineering and design on
the Tennessee-Tombigbee as soon as the
Army Chief of Engineers sends his final report of approval to the committee; and inasmuch as construction on the Florida project is already well underway, it would seem
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Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, Mr.

Ray Vicker's article from Nairobi, Kenya,
published 1n the Wall Street Journal of
Friday, February 3, is quite interesttng
1n light of what is being done to Rhode·
sia by the U.N. v.1th the consent and helP
of the U.S. Government. His article
follows:
THE WARS THAT NoBODY SEEMS To NoTtCS
(By Ray Vicker)
NAmont, KENYA.-Somali raiders sweep
across the thorn-tree dotted plains of north·
ern Kenya, looting and killing. They are
backed by the Somali government, which 1S
openly supporting formation of a Greater
Somaliland carved from Ethiopia and Kenya.
In Yemen, an Egyptian army that maY
amount to 75,000 men occupies key secttons
of the country. Bombing and polson gas
are being used by United Arab RepubliC
troops to intimidate the population, or &O
the Yemeni charge.
In fact, across Africa in the last few years
there have been so many tribal wars that
counting is difficult. And the aftermath of
these troubles Is still visible in Nigeria, Bur~
undi, Rwanda, the Sudan and other places.
It might be expected that such situations
would attract the scrutiny of the United Na~
tions, since that organization has a peace~
keeping function clearly expounded in its
charter. At the very least, concerned pacifists around the globe might be expected to
be propagandizlng vigorously against sucb
. blood·letting and the conditions that make
it possible.
NO PICKETS
But neither the Somali a!fair nor the Yemen war has ever been brought to the fioor
of the UN, nor are they likely to be. OnlY
minor protests are voiced in the world'S
press. There are no protest committees picketing embassies In the Western world or
pamphleteering on street-corners.
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That this is the case can be seen by merely
looking. And something else seems similarly clear : The reason for this double standard concerns race. World opinion has becotne so sensitive to racial dUierences that
'Vhen colored people fight each other (be
they tan, yellow, brown or black) nobody
8eetns to notice but when white and colored
fight it is a major moral event.
By this standard, it is not a matter for
international concern should the Arabic UAR
invade Arabic Yemen to establish a government more pleasing to the UAR. Nor should
the UN or anybody else concern itself when
black nationalist Kenya faces an undeclared
"';ar launched by Afro-Arabic Somalia.
But the American presence in Vietnam is
a matter for protests by leftists around the
~obe , whether of the homegrown variety on
u.S. campuses, or Britain's Lord Russell.
An American intervention in Santo Domingo
1s >iewed with far more horror than might
have been the results if America had kept
troops at home. More than 100,000 African
CivUian dead have been counted the last few
Years in wars in the Congo, Burundi, Nigeria,
the Sudan and Rwanda. Yet the only major
'ON actio:-. a1fecting that part of the world
recently has been a boycott of white supremacist Rhodesia.
b Rhodesia is viewed as a "threat to peace"
Y tnost UN diplomats, including those of
the U.S. delegation, on the basis of possible
~Uture racial troubles. In Salisbury one
:;hodesian government spokesman says:
The UN is more concerned about what tt
Claitns might happen in the future than it is
about the actual blood-letting already under
llay further north."
,., One does not have to sympathize with
.Q.hodesia to wonder why. But, of course,
'Vhen the double standard is applied the
reason becomes clear: Rhodesia is indeed
'Vhlte supremacist with tinges of the colonial
mentality too.
The situation here in Kenya is certainly
one that should be occupying the attention
0! a world body such as the UN if it really
!':re concerned with all types of wars.
U\llXlalla is a dirt-poor country at the horn of
..\trtca, its easternmost point, with a population of about 2.5 million. It raises ba~nas and little else. Most of its population
nomadic, wandering freely across the
~enya border into that country or across the
:',_thiopian border into the desert areas of
"'1Rt nation.
ENTER THE SOVIET UNION

ln July 1960 Somalia obtained its indeJlendence. Ever since it has been agitating
for creation of a Greater Somalia through
~exation of those territories in Kenya and
lbh!opia where Somalian nomads wander.
tr e Soviet Union, sensing an opportunity for
OUble, has been pumping arxns Into Sohelping that little nation to create a
0,000-man army.
Alungal. Njoroge, Kenya's minister for defense, charges that Sonet arms are being fun~lled to guerrillas, who then stage raids in
enya, Says he, "We are confronted with
Rrtned aggression on the part of our neighbor." He reports that over 500 men, women
8.ll.Q children in northern Kenya have already
been murdered by "these Somalia bandits,"
fther sources put the casualty list at over
lllalla2 •

.5oo.

h According to Kenyan estimates, the Soviets
::t\·e sold about $35 million of arms and amlnunitlon to Somalia. That is a sizable figure
~or a country that can't even carry its regular
Udget without foreign aid.
Moreover, hundreds o! Somalia military
0 Hicers are in the Soviet Union undergoing
lnilltary trainln g.
Last year the war coot Kenya about ta.5
lllillion. This year coots probably Will be well
0 \'er $10 million. Kenya has more productive
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uses for that money, but seexns faced with a
Food Aid for India
long-drawn guerrilla war that could continue
as long as the Soviets are willing to support
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Somalia.
When the Organization of African Unity
OF
held a summit meeting in Addis Ababa last
fall, the principal item on the agenda concerned not the Somalian war but Rhodesia's
OF ARIZONA
unilateral declaration of independence from
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESE...'n'ATIVES
Britain. Delegates strongly endorsed Inilitary
action to bring Rhodesia to heel. Somalia
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
was too touchy a problem for handling, partly
Mr.
UDALL. Mr. Speaker, this year
because the OAU has no power to do anything
India has been the victim of a serious
about it.
drought for the second year in a row.
It isn't popular among nationalist Africans,
either, for any nation, African or not, to bring
Last year, my colleagues will recall,
charges in the UN against a non-white Afri- the Congress endorsed the President's
can country. So the Somalia-Kenya trouble proposal to provide for the relief of the
drags along, with people getting killed, and Indian people in cooperation with the
nothing being done to focus world opinion on
people of a great many other countries.
the problem.
In Yemen, President Nasser of the UAR During 1966 the United States shipped
has found himself bogged in a futile war that almost 8% million tons of foodgrains to
has no end in sight. The UAR moved in, os- India. To put this quantity in perspectensibly to support a republican government tive, it amounts to about 23,000 tons of
against a reactionary Imam, the hereditary ·grain a day-that is, two ships laden
ruler. UAR assistance developed into an oc- with grain leaving a port of the United
cupation force when Yemenites became dis- States every day of the year.
illusioned with the type of "aid" President
Other countries also helped. Our
Nasser was offering. It soon became apparent that the UAR is more interested in using neighbor Canada made a gift of more
Yeman as a base for seeking control of the than a million tons of wheat. The people
Arabian Peninsula than in trying to establish of Italy and the Netherlands responded
a stable, domocratic government in that to the need of people half way around
country.
the world. And there were others-There are indications now that far from many others who stretched a helping
petering out, the Yemen war could flare hand to the people of India.
anew before long. The enmity between
President Johnson said last year that
Saudi Arabia's King Faisal and Egypt's Nasour tradition and our history demand
ser seems to promise this.

HON. MORRIS K. UDALL

PARTIAL U.S. ENDORSEMENT

Few people outside Yemen, though, seem
willing to admit that the war there is what
it is--an occupation of an independent nation by an outside army. The U.S., in fact,
has given partial endorsement to that occupation, through its recognition of a republican government that now has more
connections with the UAR than with its own
people .
"Nobody from the American UN team in
New York is making any speeches against
the UAR's occupation. Why should we?"
asks one British diplomat when asked to
comment about a recent letter to the London Times.
The letter writer had said: "If, as is so
frequently boasted, the British government's
actions are prompted by morality, then Lord
Caradon (Britain's UN representative) should
be instructed forthwith to raise the ·question
of Egyptain gas attacks on the Yemeni civilian population at the United Nations Security Council."
Britain is unlikely to do that, for like most
of the Western world, it no longer speaks out
against the double standard. Parliament recently tabled a motion to raise in the Security Council "the threat to peace presented
by the United Arab Republic extension of
the Yemen was to Saudi Arabia and the use
of poison gas . . . ." One government official says bluntly that the motion is unlikely
to get far, that the question isn't "pressing."
However, Britain can say that it is not
endorsing that Yemeni occupation. Unlike
the U.S., it did not recognize the Yemeni republican government, seeing the altuation
for what It is.
One could be sure, though, that 1! Yemen
were being occupied by a West European
power, the anguish would be evident form
one end of the A!ro-Asi.an bloc to the other.
Moreover, some American delegate to the UN
would most likely have already voiced a
justifiable condemnation of the occupation.
In today's world, however, morality 1s onesided.

that we help those in need, when we are
able to do so. But food aid, he pointed
out, is just a stop gap; the race between
food and population is worldwide and of
critical importance to the entire world.
The future peace of the world may depend on food production being raised
within these affected countries to bring
food supply and population needs into
balance.
Fortunately, India has initiated strong
new programs to improve agricultural
production. That nation has wisely used
the development aid provided by the
United States and other countries to expand its domestic production of fertilizer,
pesticides, and improved seeds, and to
raise imports of fertilizer, seed, and other
agricultural materials until its own production picks up speed. Also, India has
raised prices paid to farmers so they can
buy fertilizer and use modem technology,
and it has taken steps to increase irrigation, credit, and transportation. Today about a quarter of all the money
India is spending for development goes
to support agricultural expansion.
These new efforts are now threatened
by a new disaster which prevents India
from reaping any benefits this year.
And the frightening prospect is that millions of people will endure starvation and
crippling disease because of this national
calamity.
President Johnson is asking us to support his efforts to mobilize worldwide
help in this emergency. Our own ability
to help 1s more limited than it was in the
past when we had large surpluses of
grain and, clearly, we cannot carry the
burden alone. But help we must.
A moment ago I spoke about the need
to bring food supply and population into
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balance. I cannot overemphasize the
importance of working toward that goal.
But for the longer range, I think the
Indian Government and the American
people are fully aware that increases in
food production are not going to remove
the spectre of famine unless there is a
concurrent effort to limit births. In this
battle against too rapid population increases the people of India deserve this
Nation's full support.
I believe India is meeting the test ot
self-help. Therefore, I am pleased to see
President Johnson taking initiative in
helping to organize an international war
on hunger to help the people of India.
other countries, I understand, are willing to contribute to India's immediate
food needs and to continue to support
India's development· program, which is
the food of tomorrow. I think it is in
the best interest of our country that we
take the lead in this "war."
Mr. Speaker, I am confident the Congress will endorse the President's proposal to help India in her present crisis
and to lay the foundation for more rapid
economic development in the future.

It's Time for Commonsense in Spending
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN M. ZWACH
OF MINNESOTA
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Mr. ZWACH. Mr. Speaker, the people
of Minnesota's Sixth Congressional District want the Federal Government to
bring spending into line with income.
They do not believe that it is wise to
continue deficit financing indefinitelyand they are -concerned and distressed
over the inflationary spiral that has hit
this Nation. They do not favor a tax
increase this year.
The people have made these views
clear through a number of public opinion
polls which I have studied, and through
meetings I have had with them during
the past 10 months. These were important issues during the last campaign for
the C{)ngress, and I promised the people
that if elected I would carry their views
to Washington.
Mr. Speaker, the Sixth Congressional
District is Just 4 years old, having its
present boundaries drawn in 1962. During those 4 short ¥ears the preceding
Congresses voted to increase the national
debt limit by $23 million. When I came
to Congress last month, the national
debt was being underwritten by every
man, woman, and child in this Nation
by almost $2,000.
By the end of the current fiscal year,
Federal Government expenditures will
have increased about 50 percent over
1960, and will have gone up 20 percent
just in the last 2 years. At the present
time the Federal Government takes $1
of every $5 that we earn.
This trend must be speedily reevaluated. Until this Government reviews
spending and brings it back into line
with revenues, I intend to represent the

people of the Sixth Distrlct by refusing
to support additional taxes and unbalanced budgets.
Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend
my remarks, I would like to have inserted in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the
-following editorial which appeared in the
Upsala News-Tribune on January 26,
1967. This editorial well expresses the
deficit financing issue-:
[From the Upsala News-Tribune, Jan.
26, 1967]
GIMMICKS RUNNING OUT

Many people have begun to lose faith in official estimates of government spending and
deficits. A new word has entered the vocabulary of government financial operations.
That word is "gimmicks." (Sen. Dirksen
used it in commenting on the President's
budget message this week.) Some of the
gimmicks that are being used to prevent people from seeing the true picture of government spending are "seigniorage" (the profit
the government makes from minting coins),
sale of "federal assets" to private~ investors to
raise money for government's current bills,
tax payment speedups, etc.
'
Here are federal spending estimates as
stated in U.S. News and World Report: For
the year ending June 30. outgo may be 124
billions, income 117 billions, deficit 7 billions.
For the year to start July 1, outgo 131 billions'
income 119 billions, deficit $12 billions. As
U.S. News comments, "Gimmicks· for doctoring the budget are running out."
There is one certain way for the layman to
put his finger on the trend in government
spending and deficits. Periodically, Congress
stages a one-act comedy called, "raising the
debt limit_" For some reason, there is a legal
ceiling on the federal debt. Every year or so
this ceiling is "temporarily" raised. The legal
limit at present is $330 billion. Late news
reports tell of plans to increase this legal
limit by at least $2 billion this year. It is
a fairly safe rule of thumb that as the debt
ceiling is raised the value of the dollar declines-gimmicks notwithstanding.

The Preprocurement License Approach
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF
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Mr. MORRIS of New Mexico. Mr.
Speaker, I would like to call to the attention of my colleagues an article which
appeared in the October 1966 issue of the
Notre Dame Lawyer. This review of proposed reform is submitted in conjunction
with my b111 on patent infringement in
Government procurement, H.R. 2898.
The article referred to follows:
THE "PREPROCUREMENT LICENSE'' APPROACH

Concerned with its present procurement
practices involving patented items and realizing that the significant objections raised to
the Williams Bill made early passage of remedial legislation unlikely, NASA has proposed an administrative change to alleViate
the problems created by the Herbert Cooper
line of decisions. It should be emphmllzed
that NASA's suggestion falls short of a full
solution, which the authors are convinced
can come only through legislation.
Inherent in the Comptroller General's decisions since 1958 seems to be the feeling that
potential patent infringement liablllty 1s too
speculative a matter to become . a factor 1n
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evaluating bids or proposals. But where the
Government is a licensee under the patent
in question, obligated to pay a predeter~
mfned royalty for procurements from an un· ·
licensed source, the cost of such procure·
ments could be readily and precisely deter~
mined. Thus, NASA has concluded that a
significant part of the Comptroller General's
concern over consideration of patent in·
fringement liability in evaluating bids or
proposals could be alleviated in cases where
the Government was already a licensee. Tbe
integrity of the governmental procurement
processes could be maintained if potential
contractors were notified that royalty
charges under licenses existing at the time
of selection of a contractor might be a fac·
tor in such selection.
With these facts in mind, a procedure tor
entering into "Preprocurement Licenses"
has been suggested by NASA.t Under tbe
proposed. policy, NASA would exercise its ex·
isting statutory authority 2 to become a licensee under a privately owned patent in
appropriate instances prior to the award of a
contract for the procurement of patented
items. A definite royalty would be established, which NASA would be obligated to
pay to the patent owner if the patented
items were procured from someone other
than the patent owner or his licensees. ThiS
would put NASA in a position to determine
with certainty which bid or proposal would
be "most advantageous to the United StateS.
price and other factors considered." s
Under this policy, if the price offered by an
unlicensed supplier plus the fixed amount
of royalty due under a preprocurement license were less than the bid of the patent
owner or one of- his licensees, the contract
would be awarded to the unlicensed supplier
and the royalty would be paid to the patent
owner under the license agreement. on the
other haf!d, if accepting the lowest bid of an
unlicensed supplier would cost the Government more than accepting the lowest bid of
the patent owner or one of his licensees, tbe
contract would be awarded to whichever of
the latter submitted the lowest bid. In
either case--and this is an important advan·
tage of the proposal-there could be no subsequent claim or suit for patent infringement since the contract would be awarded
either to the patent owner or to one of hiS
licensees or, if to an unlicensed supplier.
under a preprocurement license with N,ASA •
The conditions under which NASA would
enter into a preprocurement license have
been specified in detail in a proposed regulation.5 A standard fornl. would be used to
enter into a license whenever:
1. a patent owner c.alls a patent to NASA's
attention and identifies a proposed procure·
ment which will infringe his patent;
2. NASA patent counsel determines that
this patent will be infringed by the proposed
procurement;
3. the statutory presumption of validitY
of the patent • is strengthened by a court
decision holding the patent valid, or by tbe
fact that the patent is respected commercially M evtdenc~d by one or more royaltybearing commercial license agreements under
the patent; and
4. the patent owner is willing to enter
into the standard form license agreement
prior to the award of the contract and
thereby license NASA at a reasonable rate
which tn no event would exceed the lowest
rate at which he has licensed a private concern.
As an overriding consideration, the proposed licensing procedure would not be applicable in any cMe where 1ts use would
unduly delay a procurement. Whenever the
procedure would not be applicable, competing bids or proposals would be evaluated
without regard to patent infringement liability, and the patent owner would be left
Footnotes at end of speech.
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to rue ILll administrative claim !or patent

See note 81 supra.
lntrtngement or to sue in the Court of
8 Just recently the Comptroller General inCla.lms.
dicated his general --approval of the preproThe proposed policy would not curtail curement license approach, B-131916 (Sept.
competition in NASA procurements of pat- 12, 1966). As an alternative approach it has
ented items, however, it would merely re- been suggested that the objectives sought to
duce an uncertain or speculative !actor be achieved by the preprocurement license
under current practice to an established policy could be attained if the Government
royalty, which may be considered in deter- were to limit its authorization and consent
lnining realistically which bid or proposal is for patent infringement in supply contracts,
most advantageous. In every instance, and in appropriate cases, expressly withhold
NASA would determine ( 1) the legal right of its authorization or consent for patent inthe patent owner to license NASA, (2)
fringement. Address by Leonard Rawicz,
~hether the Government had a royalty-free
Patent Counsel, Goddard Space Flight
hcense to use the patent, (3) whether the Center, NASA, to the Patent, Copyright and
Patent had ever formed the basis for an Trademark Committee at the Annual Conadministrative claim or an infringement vention of the Federal Bar Association, Chiaction, and (4) whether the patent had cago, TIL, September 17, 1965. If this apbeen involved in litigation casting doubt proach were adopted and if it were held that
upon its validity.
a "nonauthorization and nonconsent" clause
In order to notify prospective bidders or were effective even if the Government ac ..
otrerors of this policy, the regulations would cepted the supplies (but cj., Bereslavsky v.
require each invitation for bids and request Esso Standard Oil Co., 175 F. 2d 148 (4th
for proposals to include the following clause:
Cir. 1949)), then the infringing contractor
"In the event of a determination by NASA would presumably be liable for infringement
that this procurement will infringe private under 35 U.S.C. §§283, 284 (1964). This, of
Patent rights, NASA may enter into a patent course, would place the patent owner in th~
license agreement with the owner of the same advantageous position he enjoys in the
Patent prior to an award of a contract pur- commercial sphere. Whether the Compsuant to this Inrttation for Bids [or Request troller General would object to the Rawicz
for Proposals, as the case may be]. In such proposal is uncertain; however, he would una Ca.<se royalties which will be payable under doubtedly continue to require that the consuch a license agreement to the patent owner tract be awarded the lowest bidder. See
~hould the contract be awarded to !1-n un- Davis Aircraft Prods., Inc., B-147536 (March
cellSed supplier will be considered by NASA 22, 1962); Moore & Hanks Co., B-158790
in determining which bid is most advan- (April 15, 1966).
tageous to the United States. Before any
royalty payments are considered !or evaluation purposes, each bidder will be given an
0 PPortunity to show that he is a licensee
The State of Our World Progress
~der the patent determined by NASA to be
nfringed by the procurement." 1
It should be emphasized that, in impleEXTENSION OF REMARKS
lnenting the proposed licensing policy, where
OF
doubt exists as to a patent's validity or its
applicabllity to a procurement, the policy
HON. JAMES G. FULTON
'\VoUld not be applied and the procurement
OF PENNSYLVANIA
"WOuld proceed under the present practice as
0 Utlined above.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Realistically, it is anticipated that the
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
Proposed licensing procedure would be
applicable only in a limited number of cases
Mr. FULTON of Pennsylvania. Mr.
1n view of the conditions which must be Speaker, under leave to extend my reSatisfied under the proposed regulations. In marks in the REcORD, I include the folinstances where it would be used, however, it
Would remove the bias that presently favors lowing speech:
an unlicensed supplier of patented items AnDRESS BY VICE PREsiDENT _HUBERT H. HuMPHREY TO THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
over a patent owner and his licensees, and it
CoNFERENCE
Would obviate the need for a costly and timeWASHINGTON, D.C., Tuesday, February 7,
consuming administrative claims procedure
1967.-"The greatest single threat to the
or Court of Claims su1 t.
_
Viet Cong and to North Vietnam today is
·tn At the date of this article's preparation,
..,ASA had initiated discussions with the a freely-elected, representative government
Comptroller General to ascertain his views in South Vietnam," Vice President Hubert
on its proposal, and actual implementation Humphrey told the International Develophad not yet occurred.R
ment Conference meeting in Washington
Tuesday night.
FOOTNOTES
Humphrey predicted that the stable politi1
Address by Paul G. Dembling, Deputy cal leadership and responsive political inGeneral Counsel, NASA, before the Federal
stitutions
needed for such a government will
Bar Association, Los Angeles, Calif., October
13, 1965; Address by Robert F. Allnutt, supra soon become realities.
The Vice President said, "In Vietnam . . .
note 42; Address by Gerald J. Mossinghoff,
Briefing Conference on the Patent System in we are resisting Communist military force
'rransi tion, sponsored by the Federal Bar with force, and succeeding militarily. We
Association, Washington, D.C., May 6, 1966. are aiding the South Vietnamese in economic
lrcCusker, A Break for Patent Holders, WEST- development, and succeeding economically.
But the corner will not be fully turned there
~N ELECTRONICS NEWS, March, 1966, at 9.
2
72 Stat. 429; as amended, 42 u.s.c_ § 2473 until political progress matches military and
economic progress."
(b) (3) (1964).
Humphrey warned that, "We, as a great
'1 0 U.S.C . § 2305(c) (1964).
• By its terms the preprocurement license power, must beware the impulse to try to
impo.se
on nations with far different tradi'WOuld be applicable only to a single proposed
Procurement, so that the substantial admin- tions and histories our own political inistrative burden of submitting periodic roy- stitutions in carbon copy."
But, he said, "We must not hesitate to help
alty reports required under standard running-royalty license agreements would be them-when they ask for help-to develop
their own institutions, tailored to their own
avoided altogether.
experience, which will meet the -need of
G The regulations will appear as NASA Procurement Regulation § 9.102, to be codified their people."
Humphrey said that the probability of a
a.s 41 C.F.R. § 18-9.102.
freely-elected, representative government in
• 35 u.s.c. § 282 (1964).
7
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South Vietnam "is causing Hanoi and the
NLF to have second thoughts."
He added, "The barrage of threats, intimidation, and propaganda launched by
North Vietnam and the Viet Cong against
the election for a constituent assembly last
fall -yvas a miserable failure. The people of
South Vietnam did vote in overwhelming
numbers.
"A constituent assembly was elected. It is
at work.
"A constitution is today being written.
"Village and district elections will be held
this spring.
"National elections are scheduled for this
fall.
"These are solid steps toward peace and
victory over Oommunist intimidation.
"AI,ld, in combination with our military
and economic efforts, these are the steps
which can in time innoculate a nation
against terror, subversion and political agitation waged by a disciplined minority."
I remember a Hearing of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in 1961. The subject was cooperatives.
Senator Hubert Humphrey asked how many
foreign aid agency people were in the field
organizing credit unions. After a pause and
hurried consultations, the witness answered
''None."
How many people did we have helping to
organize savings and loan associations in the
countries of Latin America and Africa?
"None."
How m.any were employed to organize
marketing or consumer cooperatives? The
answer was the same--"None.''
We did something about it.
Since the autumn of 1961, AID has carried
out the mandate of the Humphrey Amendment working with the organizations represented here tonight.
On this fifth anniversary observance of the
Humphrey Amendment, AID has contractual
arrangements with 10 major cooperative organizations. It has 97 cooperative personnel.
It has involved 286 consultants. It reports
123 projects in 39 countries and 40 thousand
cooperatives with 16 million members. During the past five years, it has committed
50 million dollars to cooperatives.
The underlying objectives of the Humphrey
Amendment are as valid today as five years
ago. I would single out four:
First, to help people who most need it.
Regardless of good intentions, governmentto-government assistance always ·seems to
trickle down slowly, if at all, to the poor
people of developing nations-even where
their governments honestly seek to help
them.
Second, to help in modernization of ?'Ural
areas. In the assistance programs of the
1950's and the early 1960's there was too
much emphasis on industrial developmen~
on steel mills, factories, and airports. The
new emphasis on cooperatives has opened a
channel of technical and financial assistance
to the rural masses.
The continents of Asia, Africa and Latin
America, we must not' forget, are basically
rural continents. And, as desperate as poverty may be in the many of the cities of these
continents, it is far more desperate in the
countryside.
Third, to promote "pluralism"-that Is, the
development of a multiplicity of private institutions, as well as governmental, which
involve varying elements in a society in the
business of that society. The cooperative
encourages decentralization in decision-making and helps provide the mechanics for
making economics, social and political decisions at the grassroots level.
Fourth, to foster economic and so~ial development within a specific democratic political framework.
During the past year the Congress has
taken an additional step to encourage popular participation in the development process.
Thanks to Congressman Don Fraser's Amend-
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ment to the Foreign Assistance Act. AID is
encouraged to make a more conscious and
direct etrort to promote the development of
democratic institutions at all levels-national, regional and local.
One year ago, Pope Paul, in addressing a
United Nations group in Rome, rightly stated
that in today's world "development is the
new name for peace."
·
Poverty breeds disorder. Poverty breeds
hate. Poverty breeds war.
No fewer than 164 outbreaks of violence-outbreaks carrying international dangerhave taken place in the last eight years, in
the "have-not" nations of the world.
Using the World Bank classification of nations as ''middle-income" poor;" and "very
poor;" since 1958 serious violence has visited
48 per cent of the middle-income nations
. . . 69 per cent of the poor nations . . . and
87 per cent of the very poor nations.
I do not conten~ that development etrorts
will in the short run. end disorder-in fact ,
some disorder usually comes with economic
and social transition. But we know that,
in the long run, far greater disorder will
follow 1! people are denied a share in the
better life they see around them.
Just what are the facts of world poverty?
The overwhelming and inescapable fact is
that the gap between the rich nations and
the poor continues to widen. Today, 20 per
cent of the world's population disposes of
75 per cent of the world's tncome.
Last year, the rich nations of the West
added 106 billion dollars to their total production-more than the total GNP of the
Near East and South Asia, or of Latin America.
In 1966, we in the United States, with 190
million people, increased our GNP by 58 billion dollars. The less developed nations of
Africa, with a population of 250 mi111on, have
a total GNP of only 30 billion dollars.
Yes, the gap continues to widen. But there
is another fact we must face: Many nations
have not yet begun to climb the curve of
growth.
In most less developed countries, the population explosion and the debt explosion
threaten to eat up il.ll potential gains. · The
population of the poor nations increases each
year by 2.5 per cent compared with ninetenths of one per cent in Europe or 1.5 per
cent in the United States and Canada.
Schools cannot keep up.
Since 1960, despite enormous investments
in education, world illiteracy has grown by
some 200 million people. Of 373 mi111on
children in developing nations, about 115
million-30 per cent-are in school and about
258 million-or about 70 per cent--are not in
school.
World food production is well behind de:.
mand. It has barely risen over the past two
years, while population in the less developed
countries has increased by 40 million.
World per-capita production of food has
not gained significantly in the past 10 years
and in some years bad crops have threatened
acute and widespread famine.
In addition to the growing burden of supporting their populations, these countries
have the growing burden of their foreign
debt. Since 1956 the average annual rate
of increase in foreign debt has been about 15
per cent. Foreign debt has grown three
times faster than the United Nations target
of 5 per cent for annual economic growth,
and that economic growth target has not
generally been achieved.
The debt burden to foreign governments
and international agencies is only part of
the story.
Private producers in every developed country-usually under the protection of government guarantees-extend short-term credit
for a wide variety of items which have no
relation whatsoever to priorities and development plans in the developing nation.

The temptation to consume now and pay
later is seldom resisted.
No certain statistics are available on the
volume of these private credits, but the Development Assistance Committee of OECD
estimates that developing countries paid back
in 1965 for these private credits twtce as
much as the repayment on aid loans. This
would mean that the two reverse flows together ate up three-fifths of all aid .
All this adds up to a dismal picture. But
it is a far from hopeless picture.
The rich nations have greater resources
for foreign assistance than ever before.
And both the rich and poor nations have
learned some lessons in these past few years
about the business af peaceful nation-building.
Let me mention some of the lessons I believe we Americans have learned.
As I have already pointed out, one lesson is
that governments cannot do the job alone.
Just as progress in our own nation requires
a working partnership among all elements
of society, so is this true in other places.
Another lesson we have learned is that one
country- the United States--cannot do the
job of nation-building alone. All nations
must participate.
In his War on Hunger Message last week,
President Johnson expressed it clearly:
"If we are to succeed, alZ nations--rich
and poor alike--must join together . . . with
the same spirit, and same energy, and the
same sense of urgency that they apply to
their own nationa1 defense. Nothing less is
consistent with the human values at stake."
It is gratifying to observe that as the other
industrialized nations have arisen from the
ashes of World War II, the have picked up
this burden along with us.
In the last nine years they have increased
their flow of aid to the less developed countries from 1.3 billion dollars to more than
2.5 billion dollars--an increase much higher
than the rate of increase in their incomes.
Today, five industrialized countries spend
a larger percentage of their national incomes
on foreign aid than we do.
There is another lesson: That regional
development is far more etrective than isolated national programs.
In Latin America what started as an experiment in cooperation has become a way
of U!e. Regional cooperation has become
in.stitutionallzed in the Organization of
American States . . . in the Inter-American
Development .Bank . . .. and in the InterAmerican Committee for the Alliance for
Progress, which reviews the de~lopment
plans and policies of each of its members.
Progress toward economic integration is
encouraging.
Obviously, such things as transportation,
river valley development and communications do not stop at the edge of political
boundaries.
With the perfection of satellite systems,
a regional educational television network,
which would reach vast million.s in Latin
America is now a reallstic probability.
In Africa, the United States-in cooperation with international agencies and with
other bilateral donors--is seeking to concentrate its assistance on region-wide projects, particularly in fields such as agricultural research, transportation and communications. And African nations themselves
are. increasingly cooperating on a regional
baSlS.
.
·
In Asia, the doors of the one billion dollar ,
Asian Development Bank have just been
opened with the majority of its capital provided by donors other than the United
States.
Another lesson learned is that outside help
does Uttle good in the absence of sound
policies and diligent self-help actions bJ
the developing nationa. To be effective, f~
eign aid must be used to support forces for
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reform which are at work in the developing
nations.
.
We have also learned that development
canno.t be achieved by technicians alone.
The indispensable prerequisties for development are political leadership and responsive political institutions.
John Adams once observed that "Power
always thinks it has a great soul."
We, as a great power, must beware the
impulse to try to impose on nations with
far different traditions and histories our
own political institutions in carbon copy.
But, at the same time, we must not hesitate to help them-when they ask for helpto develop their own institutions, tailored
to their own experience, which will meet
the need of their people.
Nowhere is this more clear than in Vietnam today.
In Vietnam, a developing country, we are
resisting Communist military force witb
force, and succeeding militarily. we arc
aiding the South Vietnamese in economic
development, and succeeding economically.
But the corner will not be fully turned
there until political progress matches military and economic progress.
The greatest single threat to the Viet
Cong and to North Vietnam today is a freelyelected, representative government in south
Vietnam.
It is the ever-growing probability that such
a government will soon come into being.
And that probability, I believe, is causing
Hanoi and the National Liberation Front
to have some second thoughts.
The barrage of threats, intimidation, and
propaganda launched by North Vietnam. and
the Viet Cong against the election for a
constituent assembly last fall was a miser~
able failure.
The people of South Vietnam did vote in
overwhelming numbers.
A constituent assembly was elected. It
is at work.
A constitution is today being written.
Village and district elections will be held
this spring.
National elections are scheduled for this
fall.
These are solid steps toward peace and victory over Communist intimidation.
And, in combination with our m111tary and
economic efforts, these are the steps whicb
can in time inoculate a nation against terror, subversiqn and political agitation wo.ged
by a disciplined minority.
And here, may I add a few words concerning the many press reports you have seen
recently concerning the possibilities of peace
in Vietnam.
This is an extremely delicate and sensitive time. The Tet truce period, immediately
ahead, offers opportunity !or rethinking bY
all combatants in Vietnam.
I do not believe the cause of peace would
be served today by publicly speculating
about the events of the next few weeks and
months.
I do believe the cause of peace can be
served if we keep steady and level heads . . .
If we show no si~ns of weakness, impatience
or petulance.
I believe the cause of peace can be served i!
we patiently and perseveringly continue tbe
course we have set for ourselves in Vietnamthe course to which I have just alluded.
We must continue, as the President has
said, to "fight a war o! llm1ted objectives"
to thwart aggression before it can spread.
We must continue, with our allies, to znobllize manpower and resources for economic
a.nd social development.
We must continue to press forward with
pacification in the countryside. We must
continue to help the South Vietnamese peo·
pie build representative and responsive po-litical institutions.
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And, at the same time, we must continue
Patiently and diligently to seek a. just and
la-sting peace.
The world knows that we have the courage
to resist aggression . . . that we keep our
COmmitments.
The world should also know that we have
the e-.en greater courage required to walk the
extra mile which could bring peace to a longtortured nation.
Yes, now is a time for self-discipline and
for statesmanship. We Americans, in this
time of testing, must prove equal to the
exercise of those qualities.
We have, I think, learned another painful
lesson: That development is a long-run
Process. We delude ourselves if we expect
qUick or easy returns or instant tranqu111ty.
The most important changes are often those
Which take longest.
Development assistance has been regarded
Primarily as a weapon in the cold war.
In that context, show-piece projects often
as not diverted resources from such imJ>Ortant investments ln nation-building as
education, rural development and public
health.
TOday, agriculture, education and health
are the basic cornerstones of our development efforts.
And they will continue to be--even though
they may not bring quick or fiashy or dramatic results.
TOday, as we face the chalJenge of a world
or poverty and need, we increasingly realize that three elements, above all, are necessary if nations are to survive and grow.
These three elements-participation, progress, and peace--often confiict with one anOther, and even in the best of circumstances
their reconciliation is difficult.
Peace--in the sense of domestic ordercan temporarily be achieved by military
dictatorship.
Progress-the more abundant and equitable provision of material goods and services
to the citizens--can be achieved through
technocracy.
But participation-full participation of
the citizens---is the vital ingredient which,
in the long run, not only insures the social
Stability which makes possible peace and
progress, but also unleashes the full talents
and energies of people who seek a better life.
Finally, may I say this: Our critics always
ten us that we Americans win the 100-yard
dashes but lose the marathons.
I think we realize today that the business
of nation-building is a marathon.
What is more, it is a never-ending marathon. For the building of peace and of
Peaceful progress will be with us throughout
our lifetimes, and the lifetimes of our children as well.
II we abdicate our responsibiUty ... if we
drop out of the race, who will there be to
lead?
Our nation produces more than half the
Gross National Product of the world. We,
among all nations, are rich.
Our nation has interests which touch every
corner of the globe. We, among all nations,
have world-wide concerns.
But--far more important.- our nation,
among all nations, is one which professes
belief in the equality and brotherhood of

xna.n.

OUrs is a. nation which seeks the Common
Good, not only within our own borders, but
in the world.
We must last out this marathon because
1t is in our own interest. We must last 1t
out because of the perils involved 11 we do
not. But we mw;t, above all, last it out because it 1s right tha.t we do.
I believe that we can, e.nd shall.

Is the Department of Labor Fair to Labor 1
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH L. CAREY
OF NEW 'tORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. CAREY. Mr. Speaker, the SeafareiS International Union of North
America, AFL-CIO, has requested a
congressional investigation LT'lto what it
terms the "Trojan Horse" activities by
the U.S. Department of Labor. This
term describes the practices of the Department of Labor in using its powers
under the Landrum-Griffin Act to investigate and explore matters within the
trade-union movement on behalf of
other Federal agencies which lack lawful authority to do so on their own.
The example cited by the union concerns a case in October 1962 when a
Labor Department investigator in
Minneapolis read an article in a Duluth
newspaper about a disorder involving
several men at the SIU hall in that city.
Although the Labor Department was not
involved, no complaint was filed, and the
local police in Duluth had been duly informed of the incident by the sru port
agent, the Labor Department investigator succeeded in instigating criminal
proceedings that ultimately provided the
basis for a 1963 Federal gra:~d jury indictment of four SIU men on more than
20 counts. A jury trial in May-June
1964 resulted in the acquittal of two and
appeals on behalf of the others won reversal of their convictions and an order
for a new trial. The case was subsequently withdrawn, and the trial judge
dismissed the indictments.
Mr. Paul Hall, president of the Seafarers International Union, in calling for
an investigation of the Labor Department's actions stated that the dismissal
of the indictments reflected the fact that
the Government had never actually had
a case in the matter. He cites further
evidence that similar activities by the
Department of Labor had been publicly
aired by the AFL-CIO executive
council.
Mr. Speaker, so that everyone may
have the complete story of this issue, I
insert the text of the union's statement,
as printed in the January 20, 1967, issue
of the Seafarers Log at this point in the
RECORD:
THE U.S. LABOR DEPARTMENT-GOVERNMENT'S
TRO.J AN
HORSE
IN
THE
TRADE
UNION
MOVEMENT

America today is approaching a major dilemma, one which requires the attention and
awareness of all segments of our society.
At what point does a strong, central government--which in large measure is essential to uniform social progress for all of its
citizenry-get carried away by its might, and
begin to assume the character of a. superstate with unlimited power?
Right now. the proposed merged of the Departments of Commerce and Labor into a
super-department--the Department of Business and Labor-as announced by the President in his State of the Union message on
January 10, 1967, raises some serious questions.
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Since its inception in 1913, the Department of Labor has supposedly had as its purpose the protection of the interests o! the
working people of this country. The proposed development of a Department of Business and Labor, the details of which have not
been made public, certainly points to the
elimination of the existing apparatus to protect the interests of American workers.
Even at best, the Department of Labor d~d
not fully serve the purpose for which it was
established, so the rise of a new super-department in which the specialized role of
the Labor Department would be submerged
is loaded with dangers.
Does the super-department mean increased
power for the Federal government and its
agencies to interfere and meddle in the affairs of those within its jurisdiction for whatever objectives they may have?
Does the trend toward bigness in government signify a corresponding diminution of
the rights and safeguards for the individual
citizen under our existing form of government?
These and similar questions readily pose
themselves as matters requiring careful consideration at all levels of our society.
There is in our nation today a growing
concern over the increasing abuse of due
process and the callous disregard for fundamental rights and fair play toward individuals on the part of the Federal government.
There are definite signs that the obligation
to uphold our traditional concept of democratic government is in many areas being replaced by a determination to use the broad
powers of the Federal government in punitive expeditions that ignore basic safeguards
against the invasion of privacy, against entrapment, double jeopardy and other onceinviolable rights.
Restraints on the abuse of power by Federal agencies in pursuing and harassing individual citizens are getting fuzzy indeed, and
no section of our society seems to be Immune.
Certainly the American labor movement
has not been spared the pain of this Federal
addiction to the uncurbed use of it<. power.
There are many cases in point.
Some have been openly discuSEe<l; others,
for many reasons, are only the subject of sub
rosa comments and complaints.
The National Maritime Union has recently
pointed to its experience with Federal agencies. The NMU has just been named a defendant in a Department of Labor proceeding.
The NMU has publicly charged that this
proceeding is the result of its criticism of
other agencies of the Federal government
and key government officers, including members of the Cabinet.
Significantly, the American labor movement called public attention to its rising
concern over super-sleuthing and meddling
in internal union affairs by Federal agencies,
especially by the Labor Department, r..e·uly
two years ago.
On May 20, 1965, a special subcommitte:: of
the AFL--CIO Executive Council, which was
named to study the administration o! the
Landrum-Griffin Act, reported its findings.
The following day, on May 21, 1965, ''The
New York Times" reported that AFL-CIO
President George Meany "said that the Council believed the investigatory policies o! the
Labor Department went 'far beyond' the requirements of the law.
"'In some cases, they amount to witchhunting and harassment of unions and the
way they do their business', he declared."
The "Times" story continued: "The practices to which he objected, Mr. Meany said,
are these:
"Investigations of unions against which
no complaints have been filed.
"Investigations of complaints have not
been con.fined to the subject of the complaints, but •go fishing through the' entire
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union structure' to try to uncover union violations . . ."
The Landrum-Griffin Act is in itself bad.
What is worse is the cover it prondes for
the Labor Department to walk into unions on
fishing expeditions, to fabricate cases against
unions in behalf of other agencies which lack
lawful authority to do so on their own.
It is this condition that makes of the Labor
Department a Trojan Horse which the Federal government can at will roll into the
union movement.
Perhaps a classic example of this type of
government harassment and unwarranted
use of Federal power is the experience of the
SIU and several of it.s members in a recent
case. This particular case, inspired and directed by the Labor Department, extended
over a four-year period, and was finally
abandoned by the Federal government because its punitive expedition was frustrated
in the courts.
In light of the trend toward super-government and the unbridled harassment of men
and organizations by Federal agencies, we
think the story of this experience of the
SIU and it.s members is worth telling.
We believe it merits telllng because it details the types of harassment and flagrant
abuse of Federal power than can affect not
only the labor movement , but all Americans,
everywhere:
DULUTHIAN HURT L'l" SIU SCl!FFLE
"A Dliluth man was injured Monday night
when be and a friend were assaulted by two
men during a meeting at the Seafarers International Union headquarters, 312 W. 2nd St.
"Edward K. Jameros, 3-l, of 1125 W. 2nd St.,
was taken . to St. Mary's Ho:;pita.l by Wilcol
Ambulance where he was treated for a lacerated lip and released.
"His companion, Charles Corlett, 38, of 719
E. 4th St., was not injured.
"Duluth detectives said the pair. both SIU
members, said they didn't know their assailants. The incident happened about 8
p.m. during a citywide SIU membership meeting.
"Police stated that neither Jameros nor
Corlett wanted to press charges, and no
arrests had been made."
This is bow it all began.
This is the story from a Duluth newspaper
in 1962 which was read several days later by
a Labor Department investigator at his office
in Minneapolis, and led to four years of persecution as described on the following pages.
THE LABOR DEPARTMENT FABRICATES .1\ CASE
The case inspired and directed by the Labor
Department had its beginnings in an article
which appeared in a Duluth, Minnesota
newspaper on October 2. 1962, a few days
after Under Secretary of Labor W. Willard
Wirtz was sworh in as Secretary of the
Department.
The article which described an incident at
the Sill ball in Duluth on October 1, 1962,
was seen several days later by Chris Pedel'son, a Labor Department investigator whose
office was located in Minneapolis, :Minnesota.
The incident at the SIU hall in Duluth involved a fight between several SID members,
which had been reported to the local police
by the SID Port Agent.
Although the Labor Department was not
in\·olved and no complaint had been filed
with the Department, Pederson thereupon
went to Duluth, and began a series of meetings and discussions with Charles Corlett and
Edward Jameros, two of the men involved in
the incident at the sm hall which had been
reported in the newspaper.
The result of his visit was that four SID
men were indicted by a. Federal grand jury
in Minneapolis on July 17, 1963. The four
men were Donald Bensman, Walter Chipman,
Lawrence Rice and Kevin Ryan.
The indictments, involving more than 20
counts. charged the men with various violations of the Landrum-Griftln Act, alleging a
conspiracy to deprive union members of their

rights and also alleging coercion and intimidation.
After months of investigations and interrogations of large numbers of SIU representatives, and the issuance of subpoenas to SIU
representatives and members all over the
country, a trial was set for Federal Dlstrtct
Court in Duluth on May 20, 1964.
THE TRIAL IN DULUTH
The trial in Duluth -on the indictments
charging Landrum-Griffin violations began
on May 20, 1964, and was concluded. on
June 7, 1964.
During the course of the trial, Government
witnesses frequently changed testimony they
had given before the Federal grand jury.
Witnesses said they had been "buffed" by
Government attorneys and charged that they
had been "Intimidated" and threatened unless they testified against the SIU defendants.
On various occasions, efforts were made by
the U.S. attorneys to introduce a completely
unrelated labor dispute on the Great Lakes,
which had involved the Seafarers International Union of Canada.
Significant was a. comment by U.S. Attorney Patrick J. Foley during the trial (Transcript, Page 1536), when be said: " . . . We
seek not compassion, not forgiveness and not
mercy . . . "
Later, Foley also stated (Transcript, Page
1545): "Well, I don't know much about thls
business except the Department of Justice
drew up the indictment and they seemed to
think it was a pretty good idea."
By the time the trial neared its conclusion,
only 20 counts of the original indictment remained, several having been withdrawn in
pre-trial conferences and also during the trial
itself
On Friday. June 5, 1964, the case went to
the jury.
The jurors returned with their verdict on
Sunday afternoon, June 7.
Two of the four men were acquitted by bhe
jury on all counts, while the other two, Chipman and Rice, were convicted on one count
each out of the more than 20 counts in the
original 1963 indictment.
Attorneys for the defendants immediately
filed an appeal.
LABOR DEPARTMENT INVESTIGATOR DESCRffiES HIS
ROLE

How Labor Department investigator Chris
Pederson instigated the indictments is best
told in his own words. This is Pederson's
complete testimony on June 3, 1964,ln whlch
he described his activities in Duluth durlng
the trial in Federal District Court. It is reprinted verbatim from the trial transcript on
Pages 1487 thr<iugh 1498:
Chris Pederson, . having been first duly
sworn, was examined. and testified as follows:
Direct examination

Mr. FoLEY: May I have a moment, your
Honor?
The CoURT: Yes.
By Mr. ABRAMSON:
Q. Your name is Chis Pederson, Is that
rightc>
A. That's right.
Q. And, Mr. Pederson, what is your occupation?
A. I am a compliance officer with-Q. Speak up, please.
A. Compliance officer with the office of Labor Management, Wel!are, Pension Reporta
of the United States Department ot Labor.
Q. How long have you been so employed?
A. Four and a halt years.
Q. And, generally, what a.re your duties,
Mr. Pederson?
A. Well, we investigate violations of the
Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure
Act.
Q. Is that commonly known u the Landrum-Griffin Bill?
A. Yes.
Q. Or Act?
A. Yes, It Ia.
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Q. What else?
A. In addition to that we provide assistance to unions in the preparation of the
reports that are required.
Q. Now, what's your education?
A. I completed four years of college.
Q. Where was that?
A. Concordia. College, Moorhead, 1-linnesota.
Q. Where had you been assigned during
the course of your duties with the Department of Labor?
A. Well, rve been witb-I "\Vas previouslY
employed by Wage and Hour also of the Department of Labor for three and a half years.
but since going with this organization r was
in Minneapolis from November, 1959, until
April of 1963, at which time I was tr-ansferred to Washington, D.C., and I was in
Washington until I was reassigned to Mlllneapolis approximately three weeks ago.
Q. And have your duties been consistent
or have they been the same in the four and
a half years you have been connected with
the Department of Labor in thls capacity?
A. Well, my duties were different when I
was in Washington.
Q. I understand.
A. Than they have been in the field.
Q. But in Minneapolis whlle you have
been assigned to the Minneapolis oftlce, your
duties have generally been investigative in
relation to the Landrum-Griffin Bill, is tha~
right?
A. Yes.
Q. Now, directing your attention to OCtober of 1962, I think you have indicated
that in that course of time you were assigned to the Minneapolis office, is that right?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you have occasion to investigate
an incident which took place October 1,
1962, here in Duluth in the SIU hall?
A. Yes, I did.
'Q. And would you describe how that investigation got under way?
A. Well, I saw a copy of the Duluth paper
for October 2, 1962. I think I saw it about
October 4th, and in that newspaper was a
short article which mentioned that there
had beenMr. WEINBERG: Just a minute. I object to
any reference to the substance of a newspaper article. I assume the question called,
it being initiated by some formal act.
Mr. ARBAMSON: Your Honor, we withdraW"
that question.
By Mr. ABRAMSON:
Q. How was it you happened to see a
newspaper report of an incident up here.
is that common practice for the Department
or Labor to survey the newspapers?
A. We subscribe to the Duluth paper, yes,
for information which would pertain to the
law that we administer.
Q. Is that what initiated this . investigation of October 1 event?
Mr. WEINBERG: Just a minute, if the Court
please, unless counsel is attempting to brlllg
out that a newspaper article can instigate.
and using the word instigate in the legal
sense of the owrd, an investigation by government agencies, this would be entirely
hearsay and incompetent, irrelevant, immaterial.
The COURT: Sustained, I suppose he can
tell how he happened to come up here to
check into this matter.
By Mr. ABRAMSON:
Q. Well. what course was your investigation? What course did it take then subsequent to what you have indicated?
Mr. MILLER: Your Honor, I am going to
object to that question because it is so indefinite. There is no time, what he
Investigating, no subject here that he is ~oint
ing out. I object to it.
Mr. ABRAMSON: Perhaps, your Honor, if
the reporter will read back your remarks and
he can take that as the question and answer
tba.t question.

ls
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(The Court's statement was read as follows:
"I suppose he can tell how he happened
to come up here to check into this matter.")
By Mr. ABRAMSON:
Q. Can you answer that, Mr. Pederson?
A. Well, I have to mentionYr. MILLER: Well, your Honor, I believe
the record, would you direct the court stenographer to continue the reading of the
question?
The CoURT: Read the rest, Mr. Reporter.
The REPORTER: After the court's statemen~ was the following:
"By Mr. ABRAMSON:
"Question: Well, what course was y9ur
investigation? What course did it take then
subsequent to what you have indicated?
The CoURT: We don't want you reciting
anything from the press, the newspaper. We
gather you came up here in connection with
some duties of your office, that's what we are
searching for.
The WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. FoLEY: One moment, sir.
The CoURT: Then after that Mr. Miller
made an objection. Now, we won't have him
reciting anything from the press, Mr. Miller,
it's just whatever he came up to perform,
his duties in connection with the United
States Government by whom he is employed.
Mr. Mn.!.ER: All right, your Honor.
The CoURT: Do you have that in mind;
have you?
The WITNESS: Well, in the performance of
my duties I came to Duluth on October 9,
1962.
By Mr. ABRAMSON:
Q. What did you then do when you got to
Duluth in relation to this event on October
9?
A. I called Ed Jameros on the telephone,
and I said I was from the Department of
Labor and I would like to come over and
talk to him.
Q. What next happened?
A. Then I called at his home and asked
him about-Q. Well, here, you went to the home of Mr.
Jameros, did you?
A. Yes.
Q. You can answer that yes or no. Did
you have a discussion with him about the
events of October 1, 1962?
A. Yes.
Q. And after your discussion with him,
what did you next do?
A. Then I went c>ver to see Mr. Corlett.
Q. Now, what day was this you talked to
l!r. Corlett?
A. This was the next day. This was October 10.
Q. Where did you go see him?
A. At his home.
Q. And were you admitted in the home, I
take it?
A. Yes.
Q. Who else was there when you got there?
A. His wife was also there.
Q. About what time of day was it?
A. Probably between eleven a.m. and one
p.m., somewhere in there.
Q. Did you !den tify yourself to him and
his wife as an invesigator for the Department
of Labor?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. And did you show to them any credentials that you had?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. Did you then have a discussion with
Mr. Corlett relative to the events of October
1, 1962?
A. Yes, I did. Yes.
Q. And as best you can recall, would you
relate what you said to him and what he
said to you?
Mr. HANsoN: Your Honor, I object to that
question, it's hearsay, no proper foundation
for impeachment in examination of Mr. Corlett. Mr. Corlett has testified his best recollection and he has said that there was a lot
of leading questions presented to him at

various times, and I submit that Just like
Mrs. Corlett, there was a lot of the matters
that Mr. Corlett may have stated on various
occasions that were done on the basis of
hearsay, not his own knowledge.
The CouRT: This man may testify to what
he said in connection with the matters referred to as an employee or omcer of the Department of Labor of the United States. So
the objection to that extent will be overruled.
By Mr. ABRAMSON:
Q. Go right ahead.
A. Well, I asked Mr. Corlett about what
had occurred at the union hall on October
1, 1962, and he toldQ. Would you speak up, please, Mr. Pederson?
A. This conversation took approximately
one hour and a number of things were discussed. He mentioned that he and Mr.
Jameros had gone to the union hall, and
while there a fight had resulted. He told
me that the trouble stemmed from the questioning of the activities of some of the union
officials, and he also mentioned that there
was a problem because he had filed a complaint with the National Labor Relations
Board.
By Mr. ABRAMSON:
Q. Keep going. What next? And keep
your voice up, please, so we can hear you.
A. Well, is there any particular phase?
Q. Well, did you ask him who he had been
involved in a fight with?
A. Yes.
Q. What did he tell you?
A. He told me that he had been in a fight
witl;l a person he did not identify. He said
that Mr. Jameros had also been assaulted,
and he described this man as being six foot
four, 280 pounds, but he did not give the
man's name. He also indicated that a friend
of his, Mr. Chipman, was present, but he
stated that Mr. Chipman did not engage in ·
any fight.
Q. Did you have any further conversation
with him?
A. He said that after the fight he had
talked with Mr. Bensman and Mr. Bensman
had suggested that he withdraw his complaint wlth the National Labor Relations
Board. He said that he planned on doing
so. And his wife was present and she indicated that she was opposed to his withdrawing this complaint. She said that he should
act like a man, something to that effect, and
should not back down. •
Mr. WEINFERG: Now, if the Court please,
we are now getting hearsay on top of hearsay, and it is objected to.
The CoURT: What's the motion now?
Mr. WEINBERG: Move the answer be stricken.
The CdtJRT: That part may be stricken.
By Mr. ABRAMSON:
Q. Did Mr. Corlett say anything further
that you recall?
A. Well, Mr. Corlett said that, to his Wife,
thatMr. WEINBERG: I object to the discussion
between a third person who happens to be
the wife and an interview that this man has
been having with the witness which we still
claim is hearsay as far as the defendants are
concerned.
The CoURT: Sustained.
By Mr. ABRAMSON:
Q. What did he say to you, not to the wife
now, what did he say to you relative to anything further?
A. He said to me that he did not want to
say anything because he was afraid. However, if I could obtain a permit for him to
carry a gun so that he could feel that he
would have protection, then he would be .
willing to tell me in detail the occurrences
that took place on October 1.
Q. What did you next do then?
A. Then I contacted Tom Naylor, the
County Attorney, to see if he had the authority to grant permission to carry a gun,
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and he referred me to the municipal authorities, and I contacted Inspector Barber of the
Pollee Department, and he said that he
had-Mr. WEINBERG: Just a moment. I object to
any conversation as hearsay.
The COURT: Sustained.
By Mr. ABRAMSON:
Q. Did you get a permit to have him carry
a gun?
A. No.
Q. Did you later advise Mr. Corlett of this?
A. Yes.
Q. On what date was it, do you recall what
date it was you advised Mr. Corlett you
couldn't get him permission to carry a g\in?
Mr. WEINBERG: That last part of the question assumes a fact that hasn't been testified. The answer was no permit-The CouRT: Divide your question, 1\ir.
Abramson.
Mr. FOLEY: May we withdraw that question, your Honor?
By Mr. ABRAMSON:
Q. When did you advise Mr. Corlett that
you could not obtain permission-Mr. WEINBERG:
Objection, that last
part-By Mr. ABRAMSON:
Q. Or did not obtain permission for this,
to have him carry a gun, that is?
A. I talked to him on October 10, as I said,
in the late morning or early afternoon, and
then I went and contacted these other officials, and I am not certain if I re-contacted
him late that afternoon or early the next
morning, which would be October 11.
Q. But the latest would be the next morning, the 11th?
·A. Yes. Yes.
Mr. ABRAMSON: That's it. Thank you.
Your witness, Counsel.
Mr. CoURTNEY: May we have a moment for
a huddle?
The CoURT: Yes.
Mr. WEINBERG: As a result of the huddle,
the signal is that there wlll be no cross
examination.
Mr. FoLEY: I might point out for the record, your Honor, that I later gave to counsel
a report made as a result of Mr. Pederson's
investigation if they desire to look at that
before this witness is released.
Mr. WEINBERG: We have no interest in it.
Mr. ABRAMSON: Thank you very much.
(Witness excused.)
UNION FILES PROTEST WITH WIRTZ
Shortly after the trial and conviction of
the two SID men, SIDNA President Paul Hall
formally complained to Labor Secretary Wirtz
regarding the role of Labor Department investigator Pederson in the entire Duluth
matter.
In his letter on June 19, 1964, Hall called
for censure of Pederson·and disavowal by the
Department of Pederson's role in the case.
Several weeks later, on July 31, 1964, Secretary Wirtz answered Hall's letter, saying
that Pederson had "acted appropriately" and
that his censure was "unwarranted."
Excerpts from Hall's letter, to Labor Secretary Wirtz:
" . . . Mr. Pederson testified during the
course of this proceeding as a government
witness (copies of which testimony are appended hereto) . . • Mr. Pederson testified that after having read this article, he
proceeded on October 9, 1962 to Duluth,
Minnesota and arranged a meeting with two
individuals alleged to have been parties to
that incident. . . . It should be noted that
both of these individuals subsequently became complainants in the criminal proceeding refeiTed to above.
"According to Mr. Pederson, Mr. Corlett
advised him that he was having dimculties
because of his having filed unfair labor practice charges involving the Union With the
National Labor Relations Board. That a
fight had occUITed at the Duluth hall, as
8 result of his filing, in which both he and
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Jameros were involved. Mr. Corlett, he testified, at some point during the discussion, told
him that he was afraid to discuss the matter
any further. Mr. Corlett indicated that if he,
1\Ir. Pederson, could obtain a gun permit for
him he would be willing to give Mr. Pederson
further details with respect to the October 1,
1962 occurrence. In this connection it is
most strange that Mr. Corlett, himself, unequivocally denied having made such a request of Mr. Pederson (See. FN below) . . . .
This International Union's complaint with
respect to Mr. Pederson's conduct is Ob\·ious.
To begin with, contrary to the express provisions of the Labor-Management Reporting
and Disclosure Act of 1959, Mr. Pederson took
it upon himself to conduct an investigation,
without complaint, of a matter obviously
arising under Title I of that Act. Title VI,
Section 601 (a) , provides that the Secretary
of Labor shall have the power, when he
believes it ls necessary, to determine whether
persons have violated or are about to violate
any provisions of said Act but specifically
excepts violations of Title I and amendments
thereto. As noted, Mr. Penderson's investigation was occasioned not by any written
complaint under those titles of the Act under
which you and your Department have authority (i.e., Titles II, III, IV', etc.) and it is
apparent that the matter in which he invalved himself in could not in any way be
connected with such sections of the Act. His
intervention in this matter can only be described as officious meddling, unrelated to his
statutory duties, and we are sure, contrary
to the rules and regulations of your Department.
"Further, in the course of this unwarranted, improper and illegal investigation,
Mr. Pederson placed himseU beyond the pale
of his investigatory function by volunteering
his services to Mr. Corlett in trying to obtain
a gun permit for the latter. Thls activity
certainly was not in connection with his
duties, was uncalled for, and designed only
to insure Mr. Corlett's cooperation · in the
investigation. This misconduct compounded
itself when Mr. Pederson was requested to
testify With respect to these activities in connection with the above criminal indictment.
Mr. Pederson's testimony had a substantial effect in coloring and weighting the
evidence therein and in part resulted in a
guilty verdict with respect to two of the
defendants on one count.
.. "It should be noted that of twenty counts
of criminal activity in the indictment. the
four involved defendants were found innocent on eighteen of the counts. Two of the
individuals were found guilty of the formation of a conspiracy to obstruct these complainants, but were not found guilty of any
act arising from such conspirfl,cy. In that
connection, Mr. Pederson's testimony as to
his activities relating to the state of mind
of the complainants addect a necessary link
in the chain of circumstantial evidence relating to the conviction. Regardless of the
substance of Mr. Pederson's testimony, the
very authority of the position with which
your Department has clothed him created a
false impression in the minds of the jury and
his testimony was given substantial coverage
in the Duluth newspapers . . . .
" . . . Mr. Pederson exercised extreme bad
judgment in connection with this entire
affair and deserves ultimate censure.
"It is my belief that your Department will
not c0ndone or be party to this activity and
will take those steps necessary to remedy
such practices by its agents and representatives."

gation makes it clear that Mr. Pederson
acted appropriately in discharging hls duties
in connection with the event referred to in
your letter.
Let me assure you that thls Department
is most concerned when allegations of misconduct on the part of employees are made,
but I am convinced from the information
available to me that censure of Mr. Pederson
is unwarranted. COURT APPEALS WIN NE;W TRIAL

Meanwhile, attorneys for the two men who
had been convicted, filed motions for new
trials on August 11, 1964. Judge Donovan
deferred sentence pending a hearing on the
requests.
. On October 5, 1964, motions for new trials
were denied, and on December 16, 1964:, sentence was passed, with Chipman given an
18-month sentence and Rice a year and a
d~y.
Appeals were thereupon filed on behalf of the two men.
Fourteen months later, on February 28,
1966, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 8th
Circuit, in St. Louis, Missouri, reversed the
decision of the District Court. The Court of
Appeals ordered a new trial for the two men.
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four long years of hardship, suffering, pubHe humiliation and expense for four union

men, their v.ives, children and families.
Only the highlights in this case have been
touched in this presentation. There are
many other important aspects and factors
involved in this matter, not only the perversion of the Labor Department's function-which allows it to serve as a Trojan
Horse in the trade union movement on behalf of other agencies of the Federal
Gover..1ment.
To fully understand the significance of
this case and its implications an examination
in depth is required.
\Ve believe such an examination is essential, in the interests of safeguarding the
rights of individuals against the abuses of
governmental power.
We believe that matters of tfils nature
can only be explored properly by the Congrt>SS of the United States.
For this reason, we are immediately submitting the facts of this case and other pertinent information to the appropriate committees of the Congress.

U.S. A'ITORNEY WARNS OF LONG TRIAL

U.S. Attorney Patrick J. Foley, the prosecutor in the 1964 Duluth trial, reacted to the
U.S. Court of Appeals' reversal of the District Court conviction on April 8, 1966, in a
letter to the attorney representing the two
SIU men for whom a new trial had been ordered. The text of his letter ls as follows:
"Re Lawrence Rice and Walter Chipman v.
United States
"DEAR MR. CoURTNEY: You are to be commended for your temporary vict9ry in the
Court of Appeals. Mr. Abramson and I both
agree that the Court erred in some small respects but that we would not file a petition
for certiorari, although we are satisfied that
it would undoubtedly be granted.
"I wish to underscore the fact that I think
your victory is temporary for the reason that
we are preparing to try Mr. Rice and Mr.
Chipman at thEr-May calendar in Duluth. I
believe that the gravity of the offense and
the weight of the evidence warrants a retrial. The Court implicitly agreed that the
evidence was sufficient to support a conviction. Accordingly, I look forward to seeing
you and Al Weinberg and our eastern counterparts over a period of several weeks beginning late in May. As you know, I am ln
no hurry when I try a lawsuit and because
of some additional information which has
come to my attention, the next trial could
last longer than the last one.
"Except for the fact that I am disappointed, I realize that you gentlemen should
be commended for an excellent trial imd an
excellent appeal. You made your record
during the trial for your appeal victory and
I congratulate you.
Unquestionably the
great care and pains that you took during
the trial to protect your record and to establish your predicate for the successful appe.l.l
bore fruit-so far.
"Very truly yours,
MILES W. LoRD,
U.S. Attorney.
J. FOLEY,
"Assistant U.S. Attorney."

"By

PATRICK

GOVERNMENT WITHDRAWS CASE

But the new trial never took place.
Despite his letter warning that a new trial
"could last longer than the last one'' and hls
statement that he now had "some additional information" for the ne;v trial "beginning late in May," Foley withdrew his
WIRTZ REPLIES
case and moved for dismissal.
Foley's withdrawal of the case obviously
DEAR MR. HALL: Your letter of June 19;
1964, calling for censure of Mr. Chris Peder- reflected the fact that he had never h::~.d a
son, a Compliance Officer with the Office or case in the .first place.
Labor-Management and Welfare-Pension ReOn May 17, 1966, Judge Donovan issued an
ports of this Department, has been carefully order dismissing the indictments.
reviewed. We appreciate your bringing thls
Thus, the end was written to these four
matter to our attention and have investi- years of unwarranted, painful and costly
gated it fully. We believe that this investi- trial and tribulation-this was the end a.fter

A New Police Chief for Los Angeles
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ED REINECKE
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Speaker, I \\ish
to call to the attention of this Chamber
the appointment of Thomas Reddin as
the new chief of police for the city of Los
Angeles. By competitive examination
Chief Reddin was selected for one of the
most difficult law-enforcement administration jobs 1n the conntry. I join with
the citizens of Los Angeles in pledging
support to the new chief in his awesome
responsibility.
At this point, Mr. Speaker, I insert in
the RECORD the transcript of a radio editorial by station KNX in Los Angeles.
broadcast February 3, concerning Chief
Reddin's appointment:
A NEW POLICE CHIEF FOR Los ANGELES

Los Angeles has a new Chief of Police. He
is Thomas Reddin, 50, who has been on the
Los Angeles Police force for 26 years. Last
July he replaced Acting Chief Thad Brown
as Chief of Detectives. No'll, he replaces
Thad Brown once more. As the new Chief
or Police, Thomas Reddin is assuming an
awesome responsibility.
However, if Chief Reddin now has a great
responsibility, the citizens of Los Angelesall the citizens of Los Angeles--have an even
greater one.
KNX knows that a city without law and
order, is doomed to destroy itself. The police
are guardians of that law and order. Even
so, the police are not here to do everything.
The police deal with lawlessness and
crime. It is not their job to solve the social.
economic, and human problems that breed
l~wlessness and crime. The police deal with
the effects of evil. They do not deal with
the causes of evil.
It is the job of the home, the school, the
church, and every citizen to deal with the
causes of evil. It is only when these institutions fail to do their job that the police
must step in.
Chief Reddin takes command of the best
professional police force in America. It is
a body of men instilled with discipline and
pride. It is also the smallest police force
per capita anywhere in this country. Chief
Reddin and his men cannot do it all alone.
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Ea.ch citizen of Los Angeles must assume
in the fight to make
this a better place to live. Color, religion,
&.nd position in life make no difference.
Each one of us must do his duty as a
Citizen.
We must insist that our leaders and our
institutions strike at the causes of social inJustice, of unrest, and crime. We must conduct ourselves as law-abiding citizens. We
lllust help prevent crime. We must care
~hat happens to our city and the people in
lt.
Edmund Burke said it long ago, but it
ap.?lies to Los Angeles today:
All that is necessary for the forces pf
evu to 'Win in the world is for enough g6od
lllen to do nothing."

his share of the job

Minnesota's Ukrainians
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, the Min-

nesota branch of the Ukrainian Congress

~f America met on Sunday, January 22,

Il Minneapolis, to commemorate the 49th
~~iversary of the proclamation of

vuainian independence.
'I'he Minnesotans at this meeting
8.<lopted two resolutions in which they
~loquently voiced their "deep concern and
llldignation because of the new wave of
llersecution of the people of the Ukraine
and of Ukrainian culture by the Soviet
nUssian authorities and their puppetthe regime of the so-called Ukrainian So~Viet Socialist Republic."
Michael J. Kozak, M.D., the president
?f the Minnesota branch of the UkrainIan Congress, has sent me a copy of the
resolutions. I include them in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD.
}t.ESOLUTIONS ADOPTED AT THE OBSERVANCE OF
lJKRAINIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY, MINNEAPOLIS, MrnN., JANUARY 22, 1967

\Ve, Ukrainian-Americans of Minnesota,
gathered !or the observance of the 49th anll.iversary of the Declaration of Independence
or 'Ukraine, hereby adopt the following resOlutions:
~:Whereas the free and independent Ukrain1~
National Republic of January 22, 1918,
the anniversary of the proclamation of which
'lYe are ·today commemorating, existed for only
a short period of time, and then fell under
the aggression of Communist Russian military forces which occupied and still occupy
tl'kraine· and
"Whe;eas the so-called Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic set up as a puppet regime
by the Russian occupation forces and maintained by them until now is not in reality a
~ian State but merely a facade behind
~•hich the Moscow government is carrying
0 Ut a determined policy of liquidation of
tl'krainian national, religious and cultural
identity, and is forcefully promoting the idea
or one homogeneous nation-state--Russia;
and
Whereas this policy of consistent and sys~lllatic russiftcation is being implemented
Y tnany measures designed to annihilate the
hldependence and authenticity of Ukrainian
CtUture; the news of some of these measures
having penetrated the Iron Curtain has
reached us, such as:
( 1) The arson of the library and manuSCript archives of the Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences in Kiev;

(2) The elimination of the Ukrainian language a.s the language of instruction, and in
some cases its complete elimination from the
curriculum, of elementary and secondary
schools and universities in Ukraine, as well
as its elimination as a language for the transaction of offcial governmental matters.
(3) The tearing down of historic monuments and of priceless examples of Ukrainian
architecture, and the willful destruction of
works and objects of Ukrainian art, and,
finally
(4) The recently reported secret trials and
imprisonment of a number · of prominent
Ukrainian writers, poets, historians and
literary critics; and
Whereas we, as American citizens who
cherish freedom and dignity of the individual, feel it to be our duty to exercise our
liberties and to speak up on behalf of our
kinsmen in Ukraine who are deprived of the
freedom to speak for themselves: Now therefore, be it
Resolved by Ukrainian-Americans assembled for the observance oj Ukrainian Independence day, 1967, That we voice our deep

concern and indignation because of the new
wave of persecution of the people of Ukraine
and of Ukrainian culture by the Soviet Russian authorities and their puppet-the regime of the so-called Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic; be it further
Resolved, That we urge-the Government of
the United States and our Senators and Representatives in the Congress of the United
States to instruct our representatives in the
United Nations, which body has re~ently
shown its concern for human rights in Africa
and Asia, to take all appropriate measures in
accordance with the Charter of the United
Nations in order to ensure the preservation of
human rights and the cultural heritage of
Ukrainians in Ukraine.

Just Wailing for Strikes
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, President Johnson receives a steady stream
of constructive criticism, much of which
obviously falls like water off a duck's
back. An editorial in the Monday, January 16, 1967, edition of the Chicago
Daily News, which has just come to my
attention, makes a most constructive
suggestion for the President which I
trust has been called to his attention by
his staff. However, in view of its great
public significance I insert it into the
RECORD at this point:
JUST WAITING FOR STRIKES
"I intend to ask Congress," the President
said in his State of the Union message, "to
consider measures . . . which will enable us
effectively to deal with strikes which
threaten irreparable damage to the national
interest." The idea is not from Lyndon
Johnson's address of last week but of last
year-and it has not been seen or heard of

since.
The notion failed to surface even briefly
1n the President's almost encyclopedic message this year. The only late word of it is
that Nicholas Katzenbach, undersecretary of
state, is going to head a task force to study
it.
We hope the President bas consigned this
good idea to the bureaucratic deep in order
to· let it mature rather than rot.
Study without action isn"t good enough,

in the kind of year that 1967 promises to be.
As J. A. Livingston forecast in the business
section earlier this month: "Rising prices
will inflate labor's demands, and higher
taxes will deflate workers' takehome. Either
way, there'll be more pressure for more pay."
The pressure could explode into strikes in industries crucial to the nation's economy,
strikes that can be delayed but not prevented
by the current provisions of the Taft-Hartley
and Railway Labor acts.
In the past, Congress has had to tackle
the problem piecemeal and has found itself
confronted by hastily drawn, emergency
legislation applicable only to the strike that
was tying up the country at the moment.
The President's old suggestion is still a good
one. He should act on it.

First Class in Medical School Selected As
Hawaii Plays Role of Growing Importance in Pacific Medicine
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
OF HAWAll

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, the
dean of the University of Hawaii's
School of Medicine, Dr. Windsor C. Cutting, revealed in a talk before the Waikiki Rotary Club last week that selections had been made for the school's
first class, which will enter in September
of this year.
I salute this initial medical school
class, numbering 22 selected students
from Hawaii, the mainland, and the
Orient, and I wish them well as they
pursue their studies at this greatly expanding center of learning in our 50th
State.
Dr. Cutting pointed out in his talk to
the Rotarians that the medical school
was exceedingly fortunate in obtaining
a top level faculty with the pioneering
spirit. The dean emphasized that the
school provided the same opporturiity for
youngsters in Hawaii to begin medical
training as those on the mainland; the
opportunity for research, particularly in
areas relative tO Hawaii; and for the
strengthening of the medical community
and medical care. He also stressed how
essential the medical school was in enabling Hawaii "to play the role as the
intellectual center of the Pacific."
In this last respect, I would like to call
attention to a bill which I have introduced in the Congress which I believe is
closely allied with this· goal.
My bill, H.R. 2645, introduced on January 17, 1967, is designed to promote the
acquisition and dissemination of medical
knowledge and skills throughout the
countries of the Pacific Ocean area by
establishing in Hawaii a Pacific Medical
Center for research and training in the
field of medicine.
The Pacific Medical Center would be
the medical counterpart of the Research Center for Tropical and Subtropical Agriculture, which I have proposed for some time, and the est~blish
ment of which is now provided under the
Food for Peace Act of 1966-Public Law
89-808. ·

/
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I am convinced that such a Medical
Center as I have proposed, with its
medical shartng, would be immediately
embraced by the cOuntries of Asia and
the Pacific, and Hawaii is the logical site
from which to launch this cooperative
effort in the medical arts.
Because of the growing importance of
· the Asian nations as they relate to our
international affairs, I believe that
America's position in that important
area of the world would be strengthened
by the enhancement of Hawaii's role as
the center of learning in the Pacific area
which would result from the establishment of the Pacific Medical Center in
Hawaii. ·
I hope I can obtain action on H.R.
2645 during the 90th Congress, and I am
exerting continuing efforts toward that
end.
I am pleased to submit for inclusion in
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the news report of Dr. CUtting's talk tn which he
comments on the noteworthy event of
the selection of the University of Hawaii's
first medical school class, which appeared in the Honolulu St'ar Bulletin on
Thursday, February 2, 1967:
UH SELECTS 22 FOR 1ST CLAss OF MED ScHooL
Twenty-two students, most of them Islanders, have been selected to be in the first
class of the University of Hawaii's School of
Medicine that will start next September.
Dr. Windsor C. Cutting, dean of the medical school, said the 22 were selected from
about 400 applications.
He said 16 or 17 are from Hawaii, one student is from the Orient and the rest are from
the Mainland. The group includes one or
two girls.
Dr. Cutting said the class size will remain
at about 25 until the school's building is
completed in about three years. Then, admissions may be doubled.
Dr. Cutting presented a battery of information about the new two-year school in a
talk to the Waikiki Rotary Club yesterday
in the Reef Hotel.
He had just returned from funeral services
for his father, Theodore Abija.h Cutting, 85,
a writer and teacher who died Sunday following surgery in Oakland. ·
The senior Cutting, who resided here with
his wife, went to California recently for an
operation.
In his talk to Rotarians, Dr. Cutting answered the often-asked question-Will the
medical school be expanded to a full fouryear school ?-in this way:
''It the Governor and the Legislature want
the school to be a four-year school, then, we
would go four years. But the agreement now
is for a. two-year school."
He said he is "more pleased about the
school's facu1ty than anything else. We have
been exceedingly fortunate" to get top-level
meft with a "pioneering spirit."
The faculty now numbers 113.
While the first class of students won't start
until next fall, he noted that 50 graduate
students are already in the program and that
the graduate student count will probably
rise to 75 or 100 later.
Cost of the medical school building, he
said, will run a little less than $7 mi111on, of
which $4 million will come from the Federal
Government and the rest from the State and
private sources.
The school's annual budget will be around
$700,000, of which $500,000 will be State
appropriated and the rest will come from
"outside sources."
Until the medical school building is up,
he said the school will be spread around in
various buildings on the university campus,
with off-campus tie-ins with Honolulu hospitals.

He said the clinical phase of the Hawai1
curriculum will be a bigger dose than under
a traditional program.
Dr. Cutting stressed that the school will
be for students working toward a medical degree as well as for those wanting to enter the
investigative fields and wish to work for doctor of philosophy degrees.
Special projects now under the School of
Medicine are a regional heart, cancer and
stroke medical program here and an intern
education program in Okinawa.
The dean emphasized that research at the
school is "as important, if not more important" than the teaching end.
He presented four reasons why the medicine school is essential:
l - I t provides youngsters in Hawaii the
same opportunity to begin medical tra.lning
as those on the Mainland.
2--:-It provides the opportunity for research, particularly in areas relative to
Hawaii.
3-It strengthens the medical community
and, hence, medical care.
4-It enables Hawaii "to play the role as
the intellectual center of the Pacific."
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didn't use thoSe words, but they reaJ.iZed
that workers had to stand together in ordel"
to win fa.lr terms of employment and to pro·
teet themselves aga.lnst arbitrary and ca·
pricious decisions by management.
By now, an overwhelming majority of th 8
American people also realize this fact. But
it was not until 1935 that the right of
workers to organize and bargain collective·
ly was written into federal law-a law that
was unanimously upheld by the Supreme
Court two years later.
For more than a century before that tim 8 ·
workers had been trying to organize---some·
times successfully, but more often unsuccessfully-without any legal protection and
often in the face of government hostilitY·
They persevered because they knew collectiVe
bargaining was both necessary and right·
They knew it was necessary simply by their
experience as workers. They knew it was
right because their instincts as free Amer·
leans told them so.
So eventually, what was necessary and
right became, by law, the policy of the untt·
ed States. There are still some who seek to
evade or frustrate that policy, but in general
it is accepted. Now let's see what is lJl•
volved in collective bargaining.
'i'here is nothing complicated about th~
basic idea. The workers get together an
Labor's Role in a Free Society
decide what they want and what they need
in the way of wages and working conditions·
They elect representatives to "discuss these
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
proposals with the employer, who may have
OF
other ideas. Then the two parties bargain
until they come to an agreement which iS
reasonably satisfactory to both sides.
OF NEW YORK
This may sound too simple to be true.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
But in actual fict, something very much
like this is what actually happens. ThiS iS
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
how the overwhelming majority of the 150.·
Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, I am very 000 labor-management contracts now ill
pleased to commend to the attention of force are negotiated.
In other words, the prevailing conditions
our colleagues the following explanation
in union-management relations is la~
of the role of the trade union mOvement peace,
based upon agreements reache
in a free society. This statement by through collective bargaining.
George Meany, president of the AFLThis is due in part to the commonsense of
CIO, was published in the December 23, the employers. There was a time when some
1966, edition of the Seafarers Log, an trade union leaders failed to acknowledge
official publication of the Seafarers In- this fact. They painted every employer ~s
a symbol of total · selfishness. While it iS
ternational Union.
true that there are still many employers wh 0
The article follows:
fit that description, it is also true that there
LABOR'S ROLE IN A FREE SOCIETY
are many others WhO genuinely want to be
(By George Meany)
fair and many more who recognize that fait
IJl recent weeks and months, some of the wages and working conditions are the best
basic precepts of free trade unionism have way to build a prOductive workforce.
been challenged. Let us look briefly at the
Bargains can be reached because each side
nature of the American labor movement.
has the same general objective--a fair share
The one word that best describes its day- from a prospering enterprise. The union h!l 5
to-day operatio~ is "practical." We ·deal no desire to take over the enterprise frolll
with one problem or one set of problems at a management. The union does not want ~
time. We avoid preconceived notions and abolish profits or dividends. The unton ~
we do not try to fit our program into some seeking only what the workers believe 15
theoretical, all-embracing structure.
their fair share, just as management is see!t·
This down-to-earth, one thing at a. time ap- ing a fair share for those who have invested
proach is uniquely American. And it can be in the enterprise. Obviously, then, a baT"
said, I think, that this same pragmatic ap- gain is always possible, even when there are
proach is a unique feature of the American , great initial differences over what these
legislative system.
shares should be.
But this does not mean--as our friends
However, there is another factor that helP~
overseas sometimes say-that the United to bring about the peaceful negotiation of
States or the American labor movement has good contracts. That factor is the right o
no basic principles, no fundamental beliefs workers to strik~to refuse to work under
or no philosophical perspective.
conditions that are not acceptable to thelll·
All of us who are Americans know, almost
It is the right to strike that gives meaning
instinctively, what our country stands for. to collective bargaining. It is the right to
We may disagree on specific issues, but we strike that gives a union's spokesman some
were raised in a. free society and we have no measure of equality at the bargaining table·
need for a handbook to define it for us.
The word "strike" may never be mentioned.
The same is true o! us who are in the and usually isn't, but both sides know the
labor movement. We also know, almost in- right is there.
stinctively, what the labor movement is and
Let me emphasize a point I have made
why. ' But this is not true, unfortunately, many times. The right to strike is al.lllost
among many Americans who are not trade universally accepted, in theory, as a fundilunionists. So a few lines of history may be mental right of free workers. But it is not •
useful.
• just a theoretical right. It is an operating
From the early years of the republic it right. Anyone who says he believes in the
was apparent to wage-earners that there was right to strike must accept the fact that
a need for collective bargaining. Maybe they strikes will sometimes occur.

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
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I have pointed out that the vast majority
o! union-management contracts are negotiated peacefully. But there are times when
the d11Ierences-and they may be honest differences-are too great to be overcome by
ordinary means. That is when strikes take
Place.
Every strike, of course, is a form of economic warfare; like all wars, it is wasteful,
and some people suffer from it. No one is
happy about a strike-least of all the strikers
Who bear the brunt of the battle. And when
a Strike alfects the lives of persons who are
not directly involved, there is often an outcry about the supposed damage that is being
done to the public interest.
Because they are confiicts, strikes make
headlines whlle peaceful settlements often
Pass unmentioned. It is not surprising that
lllany Americans think that strikes are far
lllore frequent, far bigger and far longer than
they are. Actually, in the last 20 years, there
have been about 3,500 strikes each year, as
against the 150.000 labor-management contracts in force. They have involved about a
:tnllllon and a half workers each year-against
a total non-farm workforce of some 63 million-and have lasted an average of about 12
days.
The time lost by strikes, all added together, 'amounts to far less than two-tenths
Of one percent of the total time worked. It
is only about half as great as the time lost
by on-the-job accidents.
Moreover, every American who is incon-~
\'enienced by a strike-even those few nonParticipants who suffer from one-should relllember that, annoying as a strike may be,
there is no alternative to the right to strike
'\Vhich is consistent with a free society.
That is by far the most important b~is
far preserving a free labor movement strong
enough to strike if necessary, but it is not
the only one.
Without the right to strike, there would be
no strong labor movement in America.
Without a strong labor movement, wages
'\VoU1d be lower. consumer purchasing power
'\VOU1d be lower and another economic collapse like that of the Great Depression would
be inevitable.
Without a strong labor movement, much
Of the social progress of the last generation
'\VoU1d not have been made.
It is as simple as that.
It seems to me that the right to strike-a
l'ight that is so seldom exercised that it conSUmes far less time than coffee breaks-is a
SlllaJ.l price to pay for a prosperous, progressive and, above all, a free society.
Let me conclude with a few words about
the other role of the labor movement--the
AFL--cxo·s functions as the "people's lobby."
Trade unionists do not function solely to
ratse the wages and improve the working conditions of their members. True, that is their
Prilllary function. That is what they were
created to do. But many years ago, the labor movement recognized that it had much
broader responsiblllties. It recognized-as
the AF'L--CIO has said for its foundationthat the best interests of union members can
be served only to the extent that the best interests of all the American people are served.
We fight for a better minimum wage law
not because union members stand to gain by
it (hardly any union member is paid only
the minimum wage), but because it is a
basic weapon in the war on poverty-a war
'\Ve have been fighting for generations.
We fight for civil rights, not just for ourSelves but for everyone.
We fight for ever-wider educational opPortunities freely available to all Americans,
not just to our children.
We want a better society in America. We
are committed to the endless pursuit of perfection. This is our philosophy.
To be sure, there are those who disagree
With us. There are those who believe that
the measures we support, the proposals we
advance, will not produce the benefits we

seek. They have every right to disagree. And
the disagreements should be brought, in the
spirit of Thomas Jefferson, to the free marketplace of ideas where the American people
will make a decision.
For nearly 200 years, trade unions have
contributed to this marketplace of ideas. We
believe our contributions have been greater
as our movement has grown stronger. And
we believe that the life of every American,
and the hopes of every child, are brighter as
a result.
·

Views of a Thoughtful Young Woman
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM L. ST. ONGE
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, January 30, 1967

Mr. ST. ONGE. Mr. Speaker, on January 30, 1967, I introduced a resolution
(H.J. Res. 232) which proposes an
amendment to the Constitution to provide that the right to vote shall be
granted to persons 18 years of age and
over. I have since then received a number of letters, many of them from young
people, endorsing this proposal.
One of these letters struck me as being
particularly logical. It was written by a
young woman of West Hartford, Conn.,
who aspires to become a nurse. I believe
that her letter, which touches on several issues, more nearly represents the
thoughtful attitude and the sincere devotion to the United States and the
well-being of the American people of
the great majority of ow· youth than the
picketing and the demonstrations of certain youth groups on our campuses.
In these times when anxiety has been
expressed concerning the behavior and
the far-out views of some of your young
people, it is reassuring to receive a down- to-earth and intelligent letter such as
this. I am happy to share it with my
colleagues and it is a real pleasure for
me to insert it in the RECORD. It reads
as follows:
JANUARY 30, 1967.
Representative WILLIAM ST. ONGE,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE ST. 0NGE: In this
morning's issue of the Hartford Courant.
there was a small article regarding the bill
you are going to presently introduce into the
House of Representatives regarding the voting age being lowered to 18.
·
I woUld just like to express to you how
glad I am that someone is trying to pass this
amendment to the Constitution. People
have to remember that the Constitution was
written almost 250 years ago, and that new
laws have to be made in order to update what
we originally set down as our principles many
years ago. This world is moving quite rapidly, and people have to learn to progress
with new ideas and concepts.
When I was in high school, we had many
discussions in our Government class regarding the lowering of the voting age to 18, but
that was 2 years ago, and surprisingly
enough, many o! the students argued that
the age should remain 21. But that was before we really got so involved in Vietnam.
Young people today should have more of a
say with regards to what involves them.
Although I am still far away from my 21st
birthday, I don't base my ideas on the fact
that young people should just have the right

to vote merely because they are well aware of
what is going on and should have some say
so in it. But I do feel quite strongly that our
young boys are old enough to fight and die
for our country at the age of 18, and they
should also have the right to their say in
government. Granted, there are quite-a few
off-beat characters, with the long hair and
weird clothes, that shouldn't be allowed to
roam the streets, but these creeps compose
only a small fraction of youth today, and
people just shouldn •t judge all teenagers by
these degenerates. Why, even high school
students have a better knowledge of what is
happening nowadays than most adults.
I just returned from Israel a few months
ago, and it is surprising just how mature the
teenagers over there are. It is compulsory
for everyone, boys and girls alike, to go into
the army at the age of 18. I think it's not
a bad idea to have compulsory military service as soon as one's finished their high school
education. I didn't go on to college immediately after I graduated high school, mainly
because I wasn't sure exactly what I wanted
to study and become.
I disapprove greatly of these pseudo-intellectuals in colleges today who have nothing
better to do than burn draft cards, picket,
and in general oppose everything that our
lawmakers try to pass. I know now what I
want to do with my life, and I've had plenty
of time in which to make the right decision
about it. I hope to be going to nursing
school in September, and really make something worthwhile of my life. When I first
came home to the States from Europe, I really appreciated everything that we have here.
I was proud of being an American, but I was
at the same time, ashamed of the spectacles
that American youth is making of itself.
I hope that the voting age is lowered to 18.
I am sure that our young people will mature
much faster, and learn to take an active part
in the world around them. All that teenagers really want is to prove to everyone that
they are grown-up, and deserve som~ responsibility. That's really all.
I just want to wish you good luck, and I
hope that now the bill will be passed. People will be amazed at how bright and reEponsible this younger generation really is.
Thank you for listening to what I have
been trying to express, to some adults !or
ages.
Sincerely,
MISS HARRIET B. GREENBERG.
WEST HARTFORD, CoNN.

The Braden Story-Another
Poverty Scandal 1
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. M. G. (GENE) SNYDER
OF KENTUCKY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. SNYDER. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to take this opportunity to bring to
the attention of the House a news story
broadcast on August 30, 1966, by Fulton
Lewis 3d, which would indicate that certain Federal tax moneys being used in the
war on poverty are finding their way into
organizations whose leaders are not
above suspicion.
I might say, from personal observation, that everything l\-1r. Lewis reported
is accurate. Mr. Lewis' broadcast is as
follows:
THE BRADEN STORY-ANOTHER POVERTY
SCANDAL?
From time to time over this microphone,
ladies and gentlemen, I have reported various
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The history of Carl and Anne Braden:
stories dealing with federal programs such as
the War on Poverty, disclosing how your tax The story of both Anne and Oarl Braden
dollars are used, or in some cases abused, as dates back many years. In the spring of
they are expended in specific projects. The 1954, they purchased a ranch-style house
reasoning behind these reports is not just to in a quiet, aU-white suburban section outbe critical, but to hopefully be constructive, side Louisville, and then transferred the tlti.e
to point out errors in hopes that they will to Andrew Wade, a Negro electrical contrMbe corrected, so that your tax dollars will tor. The results were to be expected. First
not be squandered, mis-directed or mis-spent. a flaming cross was burned on a lot adThose dollars, after all, are the results of ex~ joining Wade's property; then a volley of
pended energy and labor. They represent shots was fired near the house; and finally
your work and your time.
a bomb exploded, destroying one wing of the
I mention this as a prelude to still an- house. Carl Braden at the time was a copyother story about the Poverty Program--{)ne reader for the Louisville Courier-Journal.
that I have been working on for nearly a
Before a grand jury hearing, Braden reyear.
fused to discuss any q1,1estions about his
I might well begin that story by reading activities-political or otHerwise-but he was
to you an article in the August 20th issue of nevertheless indicted on charges of sedition
the People's World-the official West Coast against the state. The charges specifically
weekly organ of the Communist party, U.S.A. alleged that Braden himself had participated
The article is entitled "A Gateway to the · in a conspiracy to blow up the Wade house
South," and is written by People's World in an attempt to arouse Negroes to mass
correspondent Steve Murdock.
violence .
It reads in part, as follows: "Kentucky is
Police, searching Braden's home, seized
a border state, and Louisv11le, lying directly more than a hundred Comm~ist pamphlets
across the Ohio River from Indiana, is cer- and books, including one entitled "How to
tainly a border city, but this is a . good place Be a Good Communist."
to come to gain an understanding of what is
Both identified as Communists: At the
happening in the South.
trial, the prosecution produced a surprise
"A two-story white frame house at 3210 witness- Mrs. Alberta Ahearn, a Communist
West Broadway in Louisville is the center of party member serving as an informant for
a great deal of activity that spreads down in~ the FBI, who testified that both Oa.rl and
to the heart .of the cruel, troubled, beautiful Anne Braden were known by her to be memland to the south.
bers of the Communist party, that she had
"This is the headquarters of the Southern · attended cell meetings of the party in the
Conference Educational Fund, recently Braden home, and that she even paid her
. moved here from New Orleans following the Oommunist party dues to Carl Braden.
retirement earlier this year of James A.
On the basis of this testimony, and other
Dombrowski as executive director.
"Here is published The Southern Patriot, a evidence presented, Carl Braden was conlively, informed monthly 'dedicated to ending victed Of the sedition charge, sentenced to
discrimination based on race, creed, oolor, 15 years in prison and a $5,000 fine-that
national origin, or economic condition.' It's conviction taking place on December 13,
1954. After he served six months in prison,
in its 24th year.
"The phone never stops ringing: The call the Kentucky Court o! Appeals ordered the
can be from Nashville, from Atlanta, from charge dismissed, explaining that it was
Gulfport, from the Missl.ssippl Delta, from compelled to follow a United States Supreme
somewhere in Appalachia, or even from the Court decision which ruled state sedition
lower Rio Grande valley in far-off Texas. Or laws unconstitutional.
1\irs. Ahearn testifies further: On October
lt could be from down the street about some
problem involving Lousiville's West End 28th and 29th, Mrs. Ahearn again gave testimony about her relationship with the
Community Council.
"'In this busy little house one finds a Bradens, this time before a hearing Of the
fusion of the new and the old in the long, Senate Internal Security Subcommittee. I
bloody, dangerous, tragic struggle to change am now reading from that testimony an exchange between committee counsel Robert
the South.
"There are photos on the wall thait go bMk Morris and the witness: "Mr. Morris: Did
to New Deal days-pictures of Eleanor Roose~ you operate within the framework of the
velt, a framed letter from Franklin D. Roose- Louisville Peace Crusade? Mrs. Ahearn: I
velt and pictures of heroes of another day was chairman of the Louisville Peace Crusade for several years. Mr. Morris: Who put
suCh as Aubrey Williams.
you in charge of that. Mrs. Ahearn: Mr.
"But the real link is the living llnk.
"It is in the persons of Carl and Anne and Mrs. Carl Braden. Mr. Uorris: I see.
Braden, who together are replacing Dom- 1\ir. and Mrs. Carl Braden p-q.t you in charge
browski. · Mrs. Braden already was the editor of that. Mrs. Ahearn: Yes, sir; they reof The Southern Patriot and she continues cruited me into the party. Mr. Morris:
They what? Mrs. Ahearn: They recruited
in that capacity.
'
"The story of the Bradens is quite a saga me into the Communist party. Mr. Morris:
all by itself, filling, among other things, a So they recruited you into the Communist
substantial section of bookshelf in the record Party. Were they members of any of your
cells? Mrs. Ahearn: Yes, they were. ·Mr.
of American jurisprudence.
"They are responsible for knocking out Morris: They were? Mrs. Ahearn: Most of
Kentucky's so-called sedition law, and Carl them. Mr. Morris: Both Carl Braden and his
was one of the last persons to go to Jail for wife? Mrs. Ahearn: Yes, sir. Mr. Morris:
contempt of the House Un-American Activi- What is her first name? Mrs. Ahearn: Anne."
ties Committee. And he's still feeling the That is the end of the quotation.
harrassing hand of the Establishment.
In 1961, Carl Braden spent almost another
Back OJ:\ July 6 he was arrested by Tennessee full year of his life in jail, this time as a
state -troopers in Sevierville for alleged vio- result of a contempt of Congress citation
lation of the state's auto registration law.
handed down because of his refusal to an"He was in Sevier County because [the swer questions about Communist party
Southern Conference Educational Fund] has membership and activities during a. hearing
what it calls its Southern Mountain Project of the House Committee on Un-American
there-an effort to organize poor whites and Activities.
Negroes in what has been called 'a prison of
Both Carl and Anne Braden remain active
poverty, frustration and helplessness' amid in the Southern Conference Educational
the 'natural beauty and splendor of the Ap- Fund, which is the successor to the old
Southern Conference for Human Welfare-palachian mountains.'"
The People's World article then concludes the latter cited as a Communist front on
by giving a glowing description of the work page 81 of the Guide to Subversive organiza.
Carl and Anne Braden have been doing in tions and Publications, put out by the Com.
fighting poverty and in overcoming racism mittee on Un-American Activities.
Anne Braden's community. council gets
in Louisville, Kentucky.

,
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poverty grant: The September 11, 1965, issue
of the Louisville Times has another itetn
which relates to this story. It describes an
organization known as the West End CoJn~
munity Council which has received a $28,000
grant of poverty funds from the Louisville
Community Action Commission to help fight
poverty in an area of the city known as
the DuValle area.
I have before me a photostat of the Ar~
ticles of Incorporation of the West End Cotn~
munlty Councils, Inc., dated October 4th.
1963, and on page three it lists the names of
the incorporators-ten in all-and among
those names is none other than Anne Braden,
4403 Virginia Avenue, Louisville, KentuckY·
That address is the same as the one carried
in the current issue of the Louisville tele;
phone directory for Carl Braden, Anne Bra~
den and the Southern Conference Educa~
tional Fund.
.
I spoke today, by phone, with an official
of the Community Action Commission in
Louisville--the group which approved the a.I~
location of funds to the West End CommunitY
Council-and she explained that the eouncU
is under contract with the Commission to
work with existing groups in the DuValle
area, to find out their problems and help cotne
up with advice for solutions. Another purpose, she explained, is for the Council to organize residents who are not at present a
member of any organization.
I asked about the $28,000 grant, given to
Anne Braden's West End Community CoUll·
cil, and was told that approximately 90% of
this money comes from federal povertY
funds, about 10% from the city of Louisville.
All in all, the official explained, the com~
munity Action Commission was given a oneyear poverty grant of $3.4 million from the
federal government to help fight poverty in
the Louisville area. Part of this grant ha5
gone to Anne Braden's West End CommunitY
Council.
My final question to the commission o1Iicial was this: "Do you know whether MrS·
Anne Braden is active at the present time
with -the West End Community Council?''
The answer: "Yes, I do know. She is active ... very active."
The obvious question: Thnt is the story of
Carl and Anne Braden, the West End Community Council of Louisville, Kentucky-and
the fact that it has been given a $28,000 grant.
mostly federal poverty funds, to combat po"erty in the DuVnlle area of that city. The
question, ladies and gentlemen, is obvious.
On the basis of Mrs. Anne Braden's record.
including the fact that she has been iden~
tifled under oath as a member of the Colllmunist party, is she or her organization
where you want your tax dollars directed
as part of a campaign to eliminate povertY
from this Nation? Your answer, I imagine.
should be directed to Poverty Director
Sargent Shriver.

The George E. Stringfellow Cancer Ecfi..
torial Awards for 1966
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PETER W. RODINO, JR.
OJ' NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESEN~ATIVES
Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, in 1966
an estimated 300,000 Americans died of
cancer. This year about 305,000 will die
of the disease; that-is 835 persons a· daY.
more than one every 2 minutes. Of ev·
ery six deaths from all causes in the
United States, one is from cancer. ThiS
is a tragic toll in human suffering that
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touches all of us. I need hardly remind
You of the toll it has taken among our
friends and associates in GovernmentSam Rayburn, Albert Thomas, John Foster Dulles, Robert A. Taft, and Edward
R. Murrow, to mention a few. Cancer
Strikes without regard to sex, age, color,
or station in life. All of us are vulnerable.
In spite of these grim statistics, there
is today great hope in the fight against
cancer. In the early 1900's few cancer
Patients had any hope of cure. In the
late 1930's fewer than 1-in-5 was being saved-that is, alive 5 years after
first being treated. Ten years later, 1ln-4 was being saved. Today the ratio
1s 1-in-3. About 193,000 Americans will
be saved from cancer this year. There
are now 1,400,000 Americans, alive today, who have been cured of cancer. By
"cured" it is meant they are without
evidence of the disease at least 5 years
after diagnosis and treatment. This
heartening statistic attests to the great
Progress we are making in cancer research, in public and professional education, and 1n service to the cancer patient and his family. Yet, much remains
to be done.
Today, the American Cancer Society
is working to promote the Nation's welfare with its three-fold program of research, education, and service. Among
its 59 divisions, one of the most outstanding is the New Jersey division. Indeed, this past year the National Office
of the American Cancer Society presented to its New Jersey division an honors citation for the excellence of its
George E. Stringfellow Cancer Editorial
Contest during the past 20 years. Mr.
Stringfellow, who was the division's first
President and who is still very active in
the society's work, established the contest to enlist the cooperation of the
State's newspapers in acquainting the
PUblic with the facts about cancer. The
newspapers have played an important
role in telling New Jersey residents
about vital cancer research, the recognition of cancer's seven warning signals,
the importance of early detection and
Prompt treatment, and many other asPects of the cancer control movement.
It 1s my pleasure to announce the winners of the 1966 George E. Stringfellow
Cancer Editorial Contest and to ask
their inclusion in the Appendix of the
RECORD.
The winning editorial among the daily
Papers was written by William A. CaldWell of the Record in Hackensack, entitled "The 600 Doomed In a Blackout."
The winning editorial among the weekly
Papers was written by Edward J. Mack
of the Hunterdon County Democrat, 1n
Flemington, entitled "A Numbers Game."
The editorials follow:
I The George E. Stringfellow Cancer Control
Editorial Contest 1966 Winning Editorials)
THE 600 DoOMED IN A BLACKOUT
(By William A. Caldwell)
Before the midnight bells ring out old
1966, ring in the glad new year, some 570,000
People in this country will have developed
cancer. Of these in the class of '66 some
23,000 wlll live-or maybe "will have lived"
is the tense-in New Jersey. If the probabllities are still doing their ruthless work,
2.300 of them will be or w111 have been residents of Bergen County.

One out of every three of them will be
saved-by the surgery that cuts out or the
radiation that annihilates a cancer, some 600
will be cured.
We should be saving at least half of them,
at least 1,200 of them-as many people as live
in the handsome Borough of Alpine, three
times as many as live in Rockleigh. We
should be saving them. We have in our
hands the drug that would effect the cures.
Its name is communication.
Every woman should know-and not every
woman does---that death by reason of cancer
of the uterus is absolutely preventable. That
cancer killed 14,000 last year. Every one
should know that three out of four cases of
cancer in the colon and rectum can be cured
if caught in time by proctological examination. Some 43,000 people died of it last year.
So goes the melancholy litany.
Communication is a mere matter of carrying the word. But word carrying can be
done only by carriers of the word. some one
has to do the work. The word unspoken, the
word not heard in time: this is a tragic added
dimension of the news that the Bergen
County Chapter of the American cancer Society has joined the company of great causes
which are having trouble reaching their campaign quotas.
,
THE sKILLS oF GIVING
There is abundant evidence that, despite
the multiplicity of appeals at their doorstep and in their fourth-class mail, people
at large are as willing as they ever were
to give their money to established and emcient charities, and this may be as apt a
time as any to say that you can mall your
check against Cancer to the Bergen County
Chapter, American Cancer Society, 200 Passale Street, Hackensack or just Cancer, c/o
your post office.
Willingness to give has not deteriorated,
nor has the range or quality of the A.C.S.
progr::.m of research, education, and prompt
service, on the spot, in the sickroom, to
the cancer patient and his family.
But the experience of recent years suggests a growing unwillingness among the
young or middle-aged women who have
classically constituted the causes' manpower
to involve themselves in the hard, drudging,
usually thankless, sometimes humiliating
labor of work as district captainS-and canvassers from door to door.
THE CARGO IS SHIFTING
Strong and hence strongly to be resisted
is the temptation to meditate sulphurously
on the erosion of prized old values. For
one thing, the hospitals and ambulance
corps and school systems and libraries that
depend on volunteer womanpower can produce sierras of evidence that nobody's backing away from hard work. For another,
the disengagement of active, alert, intelligent middle-class women from their calling
in the charities traces on the charts a curve
parallel to their involvement in paid employment. A girl who has spent a day doing
a man's work in a tense office or shop can't
be expected or reasonably asked to go from
dinner to dishwashing to leaping through
the neighborhood reminding folks of cancer's seven danger signals and explaining
the ratio between federal outlay on cancer
research and the A.C.S. investment.
Moreover, a generation of observant young
people has been taught that if a problem
really matters and isn't being solved at a
lower level, Washington will soon or late
come in, but big. The disposition to leave
it to Uncle Sam is as much a reality as is
pollution or urban decay or the plight of
the elderly.
A way of life is changing. That's not
going to help the 600 who could be saved
in Bergen County this year but won't be.
If they could only know now who they
are--if they could only help to carry the
word!

A NUMBERS GAME
(By Edward J. Mack)
We ask our readers this week to guess what
projects should be matched to these numbers:
12 •162 ---------------------------18 ------------------------------26 ------------------------------10 ------------------------------3 -------------------------------3 -------------------------------99 ------------------------------18
------------------------------18 •882 ---------------------------22 •000 ----------------------------

The right answers are included in this
paragraph:
Dressings given patients, patients using
loan items, drug bills paid, family nursing
service paid, nursing home bills paid, practical nursing bills paid, X-ray treatments
given, blood counts made, pieces of literature
distributed, Hunterdon County goal.
To match the correct numbers with the
correct services just keep everything in order
and you'll be on the right track.
Our objective isn't to play games with you.
It's to impress you with the tragic numbers
the Hunterdon County Chapter of the
American Cancer Society deals with each year
in serving cancer patients in the county.
Incidentally, we've listed only a very few
of the services rendered by the county chapter.
That last figure 22,000, is the most important one right now. It's the number of
dollars the Cancer Crusade hopes to raise
in Hunterdon County by the time the drive
ends this month.
This is one part of a very serious game
which you can play. It could help to get rid
of !ill the rest of them.

New Trustees Join Board of Lowell Tech
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. F.

BRA~FORD

MORSE

OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. MORSE of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, recently the Governor of Massachusetts, John A. Volpe, swore 1n three
new members of the board of trustees of
Lowell Technological Institute in Lowell,
Mass. All three of the new trustees have
made outstanding contributions that
make them highly deserving of this
honor.
Martin Silva, Joseph Pellegrino, and
Daniel A. Cronin, Jr., will bring new
vigor and experience to the board.
Under unanimous consent I include in
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD an article by
Melvin Hayden and Carlton L. ·smith,
which appeared 1n the Lowell Sun on
February 1, 1967, outlining the careers
of the new trustees:
NEW TRUSTEES JOIN BOARD OF LOWELL TECH
(By Melvin Hayden and Carlton L. Smith)
STATE HOUSE.-Gov. John A. Volpe last
week swore in two new members of the board
of Trustees of Lowell Technological Institute, and two members who hnve been reappointed.
Samuel Pinauski of Brookline, long-time
board member and present chairman, and
Atty. James T. Curtis of Lowell, present vicechairman, were both administered the oath
of office in the Governor's chamber.
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The two new appointees, Martin Silva of
Lowell and Daniel Cronin of Concord, were
also sworn in.
The third new appointee, Joseph Pel!egrino of Andover, was sworn 1n Ja.n. 18.
The trustees of the rapidly-expanding
Lowell college represent the equivalent of a
business corporation's board of directors.
The fifteen-member board, meeting once
each month, has complete responsibility for
setting rules to policy relating to the faculty,
buildings and equipment, students and
curriculum.
The trustees are appointed by the governor
to represent a cross-section of business and
professional leaders. Because or their
autonomous responsibility for setting all
policy, an appointment is to be considered a
high honor.
Martin Silva, who has lived in Lowell all
his life is typical of the individuals so
honored.
·
Silva has lived in the same house at 610
Andover St. for the past 21 years. He describes himself as "a quiet man" whose
principal interest is his family. He and his
vivacious wife, the former Madeline Sliva of
Lowell, have three children: Eleanor, Laura
Lee and Martin Jr.
The two girls are school teachers. Eleanor,
now Mrs. Herbert Becker of New York City,
is a graduate of Regis College and teaches
a 5th grade class in the city. Laura Lee, who
is a gr~:~-duate of St. Mary's College, is a
teacher of home economics at Immaculata
High School in Manchester. N.H.
Martin Jr., 16, is a student at Lowell High
School.
Silva is a real estate broker, heading his
own business which specializes in the management of rental property. He has been in
business on his own for the past 25 years.
He is presently a trustee of the Washington
Savings Bank.
He can truly be labeled "a self-made man."
A native of Lowell, he attended Lowell
schools and, following graduation from
Lowell High, attended Lowe)l Textile nights
while working days as a loom fixer in many
of the city's then-prosperous textile m1lls.
He and his wife have long been active in
local Republican circles and he is now Secretary of the Lowell City Republican Committee and chairman in Ward I.
Along with his family, boating is an
activity of enthusiastic interest. The family
spend their summer weekends in East
Gloucester, living aboard their modest 28foot cruiser.
Martin Silva's interest in boating is typically unselfish. Aside from being an activity
he can share with his family, he ts Safety
Officer of the Merrimack Division or the
United States Power Squadron. Here he
shares his interest and knowledge teaching
others the life-saving principles of piloting,
seamanship and safety on the water.
Joseph Pellegrino, president of the Prince
Macaroni Manufacturing Co. of Lowell can
also be considered "a self-made man."
Pellegrino's early business ventures were
shoe shining and frozen custards. He later
became a salesman for the Roman Macaroni
Company of Brooklyn, N.Y. As he states, his
boss Peter Realmuto was a strict man to
work for. However, Joseph Pellegrino worked
himself up to Sales..Manager and eventually
purchased an interest in the company.
His association with Roman Macaroni was
successful twofold. He became top man of
the organization in sales and woh the heart
of Lena Realmuto, eldest daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Realmuto. He was married to
Lena on Sept. 21, 1933. They have one son,
Joseph P. Pellegrino, who is a graduate of
Phillips Academy and of Harvard College.
Joseph is presently Executive Vice President
of the Prince Macaroni Mfg. Co.
In 1940 the Roman Macaroni Company
was completely destroyed by fire. In order
to keep his business running, Pellegrino began to purchase his requirements from Prince

a.nd soon purchased controlling interest in
said company.
Joseph Pellegrino is now President of the
Prince and since his connection with it, the
company has made great strides:
Prince has !our Macaroni Plants: Lowell;
Detroit, Mich.; Chicago, Illinois and Montreal,
Canada.
The secret of Joseph Pellegrino's success
seems to lie in his tremendous energy, all or
which seems to revolve somehow around his
business. He is Director of the Union National Bank of Lowell; Seaboard Life Insurance _Co., Miami, Fla.; and the Don Orlone
Home for the Aged, East Boston. He is a
member of the Lowell Chamber of Commerce;
Vesper Country Club, and the Sons of Italy,
Andover Division.
Pellegrino was born Feb. 22, 1907, in Mistretta, Sicily, Italy. His mother died at his
birth. His father came to the United States
and he was left in Italy to live with an uncle
until he was 12 years old, at which time he
joined his father in America.
When talking with Daniel A. Cronin Jr.,
the third o! the new appointees, one is at
once struck by the youthful appearance and
vigor of this 37-year-old business executive.
A native of Lexington, Cronin attended
the local high school and was president or
his senior class. In 1950, he graduated cum
laude from Harvard with a degree in
economics.
After retailing experience with a Boston
department store, he joined the medical supply firm of MacAlaster Bicknell in Cambridge
and later became sales manager of its subsidiary, Macbick Co. o! Wilmington. The
firm specializes in disposable plastic products
for hospitals. Cronin became president in
1959.
When the owner of Macbick retired in 1961.
he sold the business to his employees, with
Cronin managing the financial transaction.
Under Cronin's leadership, the value of the
company's share went from $1 in 1961 to $14
in 1966.
He was appointed by President Johnson
as a member of the Alliance for Progress
Committee which funnels U.S. foreign aid
to South American countries for education,
medical care and economic assistance.
In December, 1964, Cronin and Dr. Martin
Lydon, Lowell Tech President, and Congrt>ssman F. Bradford Morse of Lowell, together
with other members o! the Alliance for Progress Committee, spent nearly three weeks
touring Colombia. Most of this time was
spent in the state of Antioquia, which ts
Massachusetts' sister state under the alliance, an outgrowth of former President
Eisenhower's people-to-people program.
Cronin was also instrumental in establishing similar relations between his hometown of Concord with Rionegro, an historic
community in Antioquia. Cronin now serves
as a committee member on all three levels,
federal, state and town.
Now as a trustee of Lowell Tech, Cronin
points to the progressive development of the
school from textile training to the broader
based technological institute, which -trains
young men in areas critical to Greater Lowell's economy, namely electronics and
plastics.
Cronin said that some new business has
been attracted to the area because of tbe
good supply- of engineers. He agrees Gov.
Volpe was right when he said "Youth should
be provided .a good education and kept here
by furnishing them with good jobs instead
of forcing them to run off to California and
Ohio for employment."
"New England's only competitive weapon
against other states economically is skilled
labor and technical co::npetence in management and engineering,'' he said. "This is
our grea~est asset and the only way we can
survive in the long run," he warned.
"The key to the economy is technology and
that is where Lowell Tech can make a greit
contribution," he added.
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Cronin, in addition to his busines11 and
people-to-people committee affiliations, iS
also a director of the Small Business AsSOciation of New England, a captain in the Air
Force Reserve, a member of the Americnn
Management Association, Parental Associ~
tion, The Concord Minute Men, The Nyes
Neck Yacht Club and is permanent treasurer
CJf his Harvard class committee.
He and his wife, the former Jane Welcll
of West Roxbury, have 3 children; Geoff, 12,
Ellen, 11, and Susan, 7. Jane's father or.
Normare A. Welch, was president of tlle
American Medical Association, and Chief of
Staff at Carney Hospital 1n Boston at the
time of his death.
The other members of the Lowell Tecll
Board of Trustees are, in addition to exofficio members Lowen Mayor Edward J.
Early Jr. and Mass. Commissioner of Education Owen B. Kiernan, as follows:
Samuel Pinanski of Brooklin, James TCurtis of Lowell, Martin J. Lydon, John Jf
Delmore of Lowell, Joseph A. DeMambro o
Boston, Joseph P. Donahue Jr. of Lowell.
Lawrence R. Laughlin o! Chelmsford, Harold W. Leitch of Andover, Timothy F. Meehan of Lowell, Anne D. Minahan of Lawrence,
Richard H. Olney of Dunstable and Mrs. s.
L-ewis Ottey of Lowell.

Tribute to Christian Archibald Herter
SPEECH
or

HON. LEONARD FARBSTEIN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. FARBSTEIN. Mr. Speaker, W~
mourn the passing on December 30 o
Christian Archibald Herter Mr. Herter
was one of our Nation's leading publiC
servants. He was a man whose long and
distinguished career showed deep concern with both domestic and foreign pold
icles. His lifetime of service range
from the Foreign Service, to the speakership of the lower house of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Legislature, to
five terms in Congress, to the governorship of Massachusetts, to executive
branch service as Secretary of State under President Eisenhower, and ultimateb'
to service as Special Representative tor
Trade Negotiations under Presidents
Kennedy and Johnson.
As chairman of the House Subcommittee on Foreign Economic Policy, of tbe
Committee on Foreign Affairs, I had tbe
distinct pleasul'le to work with Christian
Herter, this past summer, as we conducted hearings related to the very important Kennedy Trade Round. Mr.
Herter's last position, that of Special
Representative for Trade, was one of
great significance and symbolic meaning,
for the outcome of international trade
negotiations will effect both domestic
and foreign policies-. This position was
truly symbolic of -Christian Herter's
broad personal commitment. In this post
he achieved much, and in the midst of
his selfless labors he passed away, still
universaJly respected.
In every aspect of his long career he
showed personal integrity, professional
competence, and devotion to the interests
of his Nation. We think of him as a diP ..
lomat and statesman, but it should not be
overlooked that he was a very successful
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Practitioner of the art of politics, too.
In fact, he never lost an election. He was
one of the great achievers of his genera- ALEWIFE FOUND ABUNDANT IN SURVEY OF
LAKES EluE AND ONTARIO
tion. One who possessed the admirable
Exploratory fishing surveys conducted 1n
ability to combine electoral success with
scrupulous honesty in service to his fel- the U.S. sections of lakes Erie and Ontario
during the late fall revealed that, like Lake
low man.
Michigan, these waters have large stocks of
The grieving members of his family . alewife. On the cruises made by the Bureau
have much, indeed, to be proud of in of Commercial Fisheries' research vessel
Christian Herter's record of public serv- Kaho, a Gulf-of-Mexico type fish trawl was
ice. To them we extend our deepest used for bottom drags.
In Lake Erie, a total of 47 drags each of 30
sympathies.

Alewife Population Explosion in Lakes
Erie and Ontario
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLEMENT J. ZABLOCKI
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, last
Week I introduced legislation designed to
combat the population explosion of •the
aleWife, a species of :fish which exists by
the billions in the Great Lakes.
The bill, H.R. 4793, currently is pending before the House Merchant Marine
and Fisheries Committee.
In describing the problems caused by
the tremendous numbers of this fish, I
relied heavily on a report prepared by the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries following a survey of Lake Michigan.
Surveys have now been completed in ,
Lakes Erie and Ontario as well. They
reveal that, like Lake Michigan, those
Waters have large stocks of the alewife.
According to surveys, the :fish population of Lake Ontario may now be more
than 95 percent alewife. In Lake Erie
the alewife is between 25 and 40 percent
of the fish population. A similar survey
1n 1962 put the alewife population at only
4 percent in Lake Erie.
rt is apparent that all the Great Lakes
are being affected ecologically by the
Phenomenal growth of this cousin of the
herring.
The problems caused by the billions of
alewife which die annually, littering
beaches, clogging water intakes, causing
a stench, polluting further the Lakes'
waters-those problems will grow more
acute in the days ahead.
We must begin now to take effective
steps to control this species and eliminate
the unwelcome results of its teaming
Population. The situation requires a
"sustained and massive effort" according
to Secretary of Interior Udall.
H.R. 4793 would provide $5 m1111on in
Federal funds, on a matching basis with
the States, for both research and action
Programs designed to bring the alewife
.u nder control.
It is my hope that the Congress will act
on this problem during the current session. In order to provide further information on the Lakes Erie and Ontario
situations, I am inserting at this point
an excerpt from the current issue of the
Great Lakes Newsletter, published by the
Great Lakes Commission:

minutes duration produced about 11,800
pounds of fish. The alewife was particularly
dominant in the central section of the lake
where it accounted for 69 percent of the total
catch. For the western and eastern areas the
proportions of alewives to total catch were
about 40·percent and 25 percent, respectively.
Smelt was the leading species taken in eastern Lake Erie. During an October 1962
cruise of the Kaho in Lake Erie only 4 percent of the catch was alewife.
The preliminary survey in Lake Ontarro
resulted in catch rates of alewife as good or
better than those experienced in Lake Michigan for the same time of year. Many of the
20 drags made during the first half of November produced this species almost exclusively. The total catch for the Lake Ontario
cruise was about 8,500 pounds and was com.posed of 97.6 percent alewife. Echo-sounder
recordings made between sample areas revealed extensive and widely distributed ·
schools of fish in all U.S. sections of the lake.
The thin, silvery alewife, averaging 6-8
inches in length, is a nuisance to commercial
fishermen unless special fishing gear and
vessels are used in order to permit large
catches to be made within relatively short
periods of time. Presently, no trawlers are
operating in lakes Erie and Ontario.

To Aid High School Students-Elizabeth
Burnham Establishes Loan Fund
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES S. GUBSER
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to take this opportunity to salute a
most remarkable American, Miss Elizabeth Burnham. Miss Burnham's long
life of inspiring service includes worldwide YWCA work, a Peace Corps assignment in the Peruvian Andes, and dedicated antipoverty work as a VISTA volunteer in my hometown of Gilroy, Calif.
At the conclusion of her VISTA service,
her Gilroy friends gave Miss Burnham
a testimonial banquet and a farewell gift
composed of nickles and dimes donated
by the people to whom she had come to
mean so much. Miss Burnham has uned
her gift to start a loan fund to be used
by Gilroy High School students who find
themselves in temporary financial difficulty.
Miss Burnham's inspiring story appeared in an article in the Gilroy Dispatch on January 11. The Dispatch
noted that "although she has officially
retired from VISTA, Miss Burnham Is
still a frequent visitor to Gilroy, where
she cOntinues to spark new ideas, and

·I
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elicit community action on many longstanding problems."
Mr. Speaker, I know my distinguished
colleagues join me 1n saluting Elizabeth
Burnham, for her dedicated services to
humanity. I insert her story, as 1t appeared in the Dispatch, at this point in
the RECORD.
The article follows:
To Am

HIGH SCHOOL

STUDENTs--ELizABETH

LoAN F'tJND
Elizabeth Burnham, one of the first VISTA
volunteers on the Gilroy scene, continues to
exert her spontaneous enthusiasm and desire
to help others through regular visits to the
area, and by the newly established Elizabeth
Burnham LOan Fund.
After spending moot of her life working
with young people throughout the world
through the YWCA. Miss Burnham went
into "active retirement" by joining the Peace
Corps at the age of 68, when many dream only
of a rocker by a cozy fire.
After serving for two years in ~ Indian
Village high in the Peruvian Andes, she returned to the United States, stlll fired with
a desire to be useful. She plunged 1nto the
VISTA (Volunteers in Service to America)
program, and signed up for a year of service
among the needy people of our own country.
During the short year she spent 1n our
midst she managed to touch the lives of
many, never sparing herself once she had
glimpsed her goal.
She helped launch the Head Start program by trekking from door to door, explaining the program to mothers of preschool
children, rounding up clothing for them to
wear to class, and organizing transportation
wherever possible.
After the opening wedge, she found it easy
to interest the families she had contacted in
attending classes in sewing, cooking, canning, nutrition, child care, and English.
Having interested the entire family in self
help she helped organize the PREP classes
in English, one of the moot fruitful of her
endeavors.
Besides organizing classes and soliciting
supplies, she inspired others to volunteer
their help, taught many of the classes, and
interested a large segment of the community in the program..
AI; a token of their friendship, admiration,
and affection for the devotion and interest
she applied to every task set in her path, her
friends gave her a testimonial banquet at the
close of her service year.
'
Dimes and nickels, pooled into a farewell
gift, were presented to her at the dinner,
which Miss Burnham graciously accepted.
Then she generously decided to place the
money into a loan fund to be used by high
school students who find themselves in temporary financial difficulty.
Her proposal met with enthusiastic support, and an advisory coinmittee representing the high school and community was
formed. The committee in turn chose Roger
Anderson, a counselor at Gilroy High School
to serve as chairman of the Loan Committee.
Natasha Silberstein was named secretary
treasurer, and other members include: Vance
Baldwin, high school vice-principal, LaVerne
Soegaard of the Gilroy Area Service Center,
and Elizabeth Burnham.
The advisory committee with Mrs. Helen
Ordway presiding, will meet with the Loan
Committee twice a year to review the types
of loans made and to explore means of expanding the fund. Other members include:
Dr. Edmond Richard, associate superintendent of schools, Frank Aldridge, Rick Bremmer, Eugene Miller, Bertie Vekander, Mrs.
George Self, Maria Skoczylas, Carmen Sanchez, Gordon Leper, and Martha Wirz.
The money ($260)) is currently on deposit
at the Salinas Valley Savings and Loan A.ssn.
BURNHAM EsTABLISHES
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Contributions by lndlvldua.ls or orga.niza.tlons may be mailed dlrectly to the Ellmbeth
Burnha.m. fund a.t the savings a.n.d loa.n; and
they are ta.x deductible.
Although she ha.s officially retlred from
VISTA, Miss Burnham 1a still a frequen~
visitor to Gilroy, where she continues to
spark new ideas, and ellcit community action on many long-standing problems.

Sharing F~deral Tax Revenues
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. F. BRADFORD MORSE

those sta.tes that make "a strong revenueraising effort." .
We urge Congress to consider seriously
some form of tax sharing. When Walter
Heller, the former chairman of the President's OouncU of Economic Advisors, proposed a sharing plan in 1960 there were predictions of a surplus in the U.S. Treasury.
These hopes have been shattered by the rising costs of the Defense Department and the
domestic programs of the 89th Congress.
Cutbacks in these programs will be necessary
to provide the money for tax sharing in the
near future.
Careful study will be necessary before these
proposals are translated into legislation, but
the states' fina.ncial difficulties make such
study necessary.

OJ' MASSACHUSETl'S
L~

Committee on Alcoholism Presenb Facta
About Disease and Its Early Warninr
Mr.
Signs

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, FebruaT?J 8, 1967

Mr. MORSE of 1\Iassachusett.s.
Speaker, the amount of public interest in
some form of legislation that would provide for a sharing of Federal tax revenues
with the State and local governments has
grown markedly in recent months. The
introduction of legislation last week by a
number of Republican Members has provided a number of alternative proposals
to relieve the heavy burden of services
and population expansion that now falls
on the States. I was pleased to note that
the Boston Herald has added its voice to
those who urge such legislation.
I ask under unanimous consent to include in the RECORD the editorlal on "Tax
Sharlng" which appeared in the Herald
yesterday, February 7:

TAX SHARING
Governors across the country, faced with
growing fina.ncia.l problems, a.re looking with
renewed interest a.t federal-state revenue
sharing plans. Some members of Congress
are also reported to be enthusiastic about redistributing to the states a percenta.ge o!
tax revenues without the strings which are
now attached to federal grants-in-ald. Exactly how much and under what formula
such sharing should be done will have to be
. worked out, but the basic idea. 1s sound and
~ ::support for it is growing dally as the cost of
education, pollution control and mental and
physical health goes steadily upwa.rd.
The fact is that the states need more
money. Gov. Volpe's first budget, ju.st six
years ago, was $486 million; this year's is
$837 mUllan; and a b11llon dollar budget for
Massachusetts
not too many years away.
Since World War n the federal debt has gone
up 20 per cent while the state and local
debt has increased 600 per cent. The squeeze
continues despite massive transfu.sions of federal grants-in-aid. In 1953 these totaled
.2.9 billion, or 8.6 per cent of combined state
and local revenues. Ten years later this
jumped to $8.7 billion, or 11.6 per cent with
. the Interstate Highway Program aione a.ccounting for $3 billion in 1963.
Compounding the fiscal woes of many state
and local governments is the fa.ct that they
have already tapped virtually every source
of tax revenue. Massachusetts did pass a
sales tax in 1966, but too ma.ny state legislatures, fearful of voter resentment, have
been reluctant to pass needed revenue measures.
Sen. Joseph D. Tydings (D-Md.) has proposed a tax sharing plan he bellev.es would
strengthen state and local governments without weakening the federa.l government. He
would distribute one per rent of income tax
revenues to the states. This would amount
to about $1 billion from 1966 returns. To
discourage a decline ln local taxing, he proposes giving a larger sha.re of tha money to
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The contents of the community council leaflet follow:
Do you know that:
1. Alcoholism is recognized as a disease bY
the American Medical Association, the u.s.
Publlc Health Service and the World Healtb
Organization.
2. Alcoholism is one of the four major na·
tional health threats along with cancer, men·
tallllness and heart disease.
3. An alcoholic !s a person whose drinking
frequently interferes with hls business llfe,
his social life or' his health.
~. Alcoholics are sick people, the victims
of a disease calling for the assistance of medi·
cal, psychiatric and other helping professions·
5. Alcoholics can be helped and are worth
helping.
6. Alcoholispl. is a. pr;_ogressi ve disease and
it's treatable! The earlier an alcoholic gets
treatment, the more chance for recovery, rehabilitation and return to a normal and
happy llfe.
7. 97% or a.ll alcoholics in America are to
be found in the homes, factories, offices and
communities; they still q.ave fa.mllles and are
still employable; often they have exc;ept1onal
skills. Contrary to general belle!, the visible
"skid-row" alcoholic makes up only 3% oC
the total alcoh9lic population.
8. Some 80,000,000 people. in this countrY"
d.t;ink. An estimated 5,000,000 o! these are
alcoholics.
9. There are an estimated 300,000 alcohol·
ics in New York City.
10. For ea.ch alcoholic, four other persons
are directly affected. This gives & total o!
over 1,500,000 persons in New York•City af·
fected by the disease of alcoholism.
11. Aside from its social consequences ex·
cessive use of alcohol causes the followln~
physical conditions:
Liver damage.
Brain damage.
Heart condition.
And a host of nutritional deficiencies.
Some early warning signs of alcoholism:
Drinking to escape from problems.
Having a "hollow leg" and the compul·
slon to drink more than your friends.
Sneaking drinks.
Increasing dependence on alcohol.
Urgency of first drinks.
Feelings of guilt about drinking.
Preoccupation with drinking.
Gulping drinks.
Unwilling to discuss drink1ng.
Minimizing amount consumed.
Having blackouts-not remembering what
happened the night before.

Mr. KUPFERMAN. Mr. Speaker, the
Community Council of Greater New York
now has a committee on alcoholism
whose chairman, R. Brinkley Smithers.
has been in the forefront of the fight for
control of the problems caused from excessive use of alcol).ol. Those of my colleagues who share my concern with the
problem and recognize the need for a
comprehensive program for the control
of alcoholism will be interested 1n the
new leaflet published by the Community
Council of Greater New York which. in
concise form, points out the information
about the disease of alcoholism and its
early warning signs.
My blll, H.R. 14197 in the 89th Congress on this subject, which I shall shortly
introduce, was discussed at page 6973 of
the CONGRESSIONL RECORD of March 31,
1966. Since March 31, 1966, I have made
reference to the problem and to the organization in my district with the aim of
doing something about the problem, like
-ACCEPT of Alcoholism Center CoordiThe Late Honorable John Fogarty
nating Education, Prevention, and Treatment, Appendix, page A3173, CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of June 13, 1966; and New
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
York City Medical Society on Alcoholism,
OJ'
Inc., and the Physician's Alcohol NewsHON. THOMAS P. O'NEILL, JR.
letter, Appendix page A3262, CONGRESOF MASSACHUSETTS
SIONAL RECORD Of June 16, 1966; and
Herald-Counseling Center: "To Save
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Families Disintegrating Under the Effects
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
of Alcohol," Appendix, page A3939, CoNMr. O'NEILL of Massachusetts. Mr.
GRESSIONAL RECORD of July 26, 1966; and
Chflstian Herald Bowery Mission: "Your Speaker, I would like to submit the folMan on the Bowery," Appendix, page lowing article which my good friend.
A4166, CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of August John Cauley, chief of the Washington
8, 1966; and National Alcoholic Beverage bureau of the Kansas city Star, ha5
Control Association of Washington, D.C., written about Congressman John Fowhich supports my bill, Appendix A4437, garty. How grateful we all are for thiS
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of August 22, fitting tribute that has been paid to our
1966; and an interesting article datelined former colleague.
Madrid where the Fourth World PsychiThe article referred to follows:
atry Congress took note of the alcohol HIS LIFE DEDICATED TO THE ILL AND Tlll!:
PooR
problem: "Seven Criteria Offered for Detection and Study of Problem Dtinker,"
By John R. Cauley
Appendix, page 5115 of CONGRESSIONAL
WASHINGTON.-It has taken the harsh
RECORD of October 4, 1966.
re!l.lity or death to bring to the attention of
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the country the truly monumental achleveInents of a self-effacing member of Congress
Whose ll!e on Capitol Hill was devoted. to
helping the ill, the aged a.nd the poor.
The name of Rep. John Fogarty was known
Well in his home state of Rhode Island and
among his colleagues in Congress, but hardly
anyWhere else. Yet milllons of Americans
have been the beneficiaries of the dedicated
sen-tee and compassion of Representative
Fogarty, who for the last 16 years has been
chairman of the House approprlatlow; subCOmmittee on labor, health, education and
Welfare.
When Fogarty first came to Congress in
l9U, the investment of the government in
tnedical research was about 3 million dollars
a year. His efforts as a committee chairman
Were a major factor in raising this investtnent to a figure exceeding a billion dollars.
The budget of the Public Health service
alone is 2.5 billion dollars a. year, 40 times
tnore than it was 20 years ago.
One of Fogarty's favorite causes was more
.federal funds for research into heart <liseases. Ironically, just before he was to start
his thirteenth terms in the House recently,
Fogarty died of a massive heart attack at
the age of 53.
The record of Representative Fograty has
been most eloquently stated by Dr. Howard
ltusk, physician and medical writer for the
1-iew York n.mes. He wrote:
"I! hospitals, research laboratories and inStitutes for the aged, infirm and retarded had
fiagpoles, every flag would have flown
at hal! sta1f last week to mourn the loss of
John E. Fograty."
On the House floor last week Democrats
and Republicans alike rose to pay tribute to
the memory of Fogarty in one of the greatest
outpourings of eulogies ever heard there.
The subcommittee headed by Fogarty held
hearings at which witnesses were questioned
on their requests for appropriations for public health activities. Unlike some chairmen
Who relish berating witnesses for asking too
tnuch money, Fogarty often berated them for
asking too little to carry on medical research
and the war on poverty.
Two years ago Fogarty castigated Dr. Luther L. Terry, then surgeon general o! the
Public Health service, for coming to Capitol
lllu with "one of the worst budget I have
ever seen." Dr. Terry conceded that the
budget was conservative.
"I do not think it ought to be conservative," Fogarty said. "I do not think we
ought to be a third or fourth rate country as
far as health is concerned!'
Medicare, more nursing home beds; federal
aid for the training of physicians and other
health workers; tlnl massive injection of
funds-1.5 billion dollars for this fiscal year
alone--into
the
National Institutes
of
llealth; workshops and classrooms for the
:mentally retarded, and many other great ad-vances in health and rehabilitation stand as
tnonuments to John Fogarty.
Fogarty was sharp with those who argued
that not enough progress was being made for
an the funds spent in medical research.
"I do not know how much we have exPended on cancer research," Foga.rty once
Said in reply to critics on the House floor,
"I do not care. I do not know whether it is
100 million or 3 billion dollars. But 1! any
Pa.rt of that was a help in finding this new
technique in diagnosing cancer ln a. state
early enough to cure 100 per cent o! cancer
in the cervix in women, every dime that we
have expended has been well expended."
Fogarty once asked a young ma.n whom he
had met why he needed canes to aid him in
Walking.
"He told me he hAd multlple sclerosis."
Fogarty recalled later. "I had never heard
of it, so I called up the surgeon general. He
told me that a.lmost nothing was known
about the disease a.nd tha.t we were doing
little to study it. So I got t!)OO,OOO as a
starter to go to work on."

The formal education of Fogarty ended
with high school. Following the lead of his
father and older brother, he became a. bricklayer.
At 27 he was elected to Congress. Late in
his second term he enlisted, incognito, in the
Navy Seabees because, as a member on the
committee on naval affairs he wanted to observe the problems of enlisted men first hand.
As an enlisted man, he worked on Gu:un.
Returning to Washington in 1945, he announced his intention to make himseH "the
enlisted men's leg-man."
Several years ago Fogarty had an opportunity to run for the Senate in Rhode Island,
and no doubt he would have been elected
easily. He turned it down because he wanted
to stay in the House to continue his fight for
health.

The Legend of Martin Keenan
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF
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lartln invariably held the upper hand
v.-hen it came to open debate. His vlew~
were reinforced with more than a. half-century of experience as a "doer," which made
him close to unbeatable in such forums as
Town Meeting.
Martin was not a compromiser. He never
took a stand solely to be on the "right" siQe
of an issue. Hls vigorous approach caused
him to "lose" on many occasions. "Winning," however, meant nothing to him; he
fought only on a round-the-clock basis to
keep Peterborough "a good town to live in."
"Martin's office was Grove St., where he
was as much a part of the village landscape
as the Town House. Meeting him on the
sidewalk was an exciting experience; he was
seldom at loss for interesting conversation,
and not infrequently his first remark to us
was, "So what are you up to now?"
Martin was a storehouse of information:
he made a career of knowing more about his
town than any other citizen, and he was
fondly nicknamed the "fourth selectman" .
He was a watchdog who kept public officials
on their toes; he was a willing helpmate who
devoted countless hours in researching and
studying the problems of the community.
He excelled in pleading the cause of those
less capable of speaking for themselves.
In the area of partisan politics, Martin was
100% all the way. There never was a more
loyal Democrat.
Martin's manner often seemed brusk, while
beneath his exterior there was graciousness
and humlUty. More individuals and families
than anyone will ever know have depended
upon him for counsel and advice. His smile
had a way of bolstering one's spirit, and as
Monsignor Kenney so eloquently mentioned
in his eulogy, Martin was as genuine as New
Hampshire granite.
I! the lifetime of this fine man can be summarized in a ·few words, it would be that he
never lost interest. He had a.n intense desire to work today for a better tomorrow.
He stood for better schools, better town services, and better citizenship. The legend of
Martin Keenan ls clearly a challenge to Our
Town that his ideals are carried on by future
generations.

Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Speaker, last
month, death took from us a leading citizen of New Hampshire's Second Congressional District, Martin J. Keenan, of
Peterborough.
Known as Peterborough's most learned
citizen in local affairs, and eulogized as
"50 years ahead of his time," Mr.
Keenan's contributions, both offidal and
unofficial, will long be remembered. Indeed, when death took him from his community one day after his 74th birthda.y,
all businesses in Peterborough closed for
the funeral; flags flew at half -staff; and
several hundred persons, all the church
could accommodate, were present for the
farewell to a leading citizen.
Martin Keenan's official accomplishments would fill several pages 1n the
Editor of Science Pays Tribute to the Late
REcORD. For 26 years, he was his town's
postmaster, until he retired and wa~ sucJohn E. Fogarty and His Contributions
ceeded by his son, Martin J. Keenan, Jr.,
to Medical Research
in 1963. He served on dozens of committees and unpaid commissions. An active
EXTENSION OF REI\IARKS
and ardent Democrat, he served as State
representative, one of only three of his
OF
party elected to that post from PeterHON. HUGH L. CAREY
borough in more than 100 years. He
OF NEW YORK
chaired his local selective service board
in World War II and served loyally his
1.'\i THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
State, town," church, and family.
Wednesday, February 8, 1961
A wonderful friend and tireless and
Mr.
CAREY. Mr. Speaker, 1n the Febconscientious worker, Martin Keenan
leaves behind a legend of challenge to ruary 3 issue of Science, the Journal of
the newer generations, to live up to hi.3 the American Association for the Adstandards. As I join his family and vancement of Science, Dr. Philip H.
bereaved friends in sympathy and with Abelson wrote an impressive tribute to
respect, I thought it fitting to call to the our late colleague, John E. Fogarty.
\Vritten from the viewpoint of the
attention of my colleagues an excellent
editorial which the Peterborough Tran- scientist, Dr. Abelson's editorial sets
script, edited by Paul C. Cummings, Jr., forth the many contributions made by
carried following Mr. Keenan's death: Mr. Fogarty 1n behalf of scientific and
medical research and indicates the high
THE LEGEND OF MARTIN Kl:ENAN
We lost our No. 1 critic-and r~ted esteem in which he was held by the medfriend-with the death of Martin Keens.n ical world.
The editorial follows:
this week.
JoHN EDWARD FoGARTY
Martin was a dissenter, particularly as far
as a journalist was concerned. His voice was
When John Fogarty entered Congress in
powerful; his views on issues and questions 19•U, at the age of 27, his background inof the day were forceful and commanded at- cluded a high school education and 10 years
tention; his criticism was bit!ng.
as a bricklayer and union official. At his
Never was his motive other than wha.t he . death, on 10 January, he was highly respected
thought was best for his community.
for his knowledge of many aspects of public
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health and his effectiveness in fostering
medical research. He had received more than
100 awards, including many honorary degrees.
Representative Fogarty began service on
the Labor and Fed,eral Security Agency Subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee in 1947 and became subcommittee
chairman in 1949. In the first year of his
service on the subcommittee, the total budget of the National Institutes of Health was
about $3 million. In the current year the
NIH budget approximates $1.4 billion. Accomplishing this great expansion was not
easy. Traditionally the Appropriations Committee seeks to hold down expenditures.
Often Fogarty placed his career in jeopardy
by clashing with the committee chairman,
then Clarence Cannon.
Fogarty never wavered in his belief in the
value of medical research, and he fostered
its expansion with single-minded zeal. His
resources included great energy and unusual
political sagacity. Reports of the hearings of
hls subcommittee reveal a master craftsman
at work patiently building an extraordinarily
good case for expanded support of medical
research. In his efforts Fogarty had an
effective partner in Senator Lister Hill. On
occasions when House leadership succeeded
in thwarting Fogarty, Senator Hill obtained
support for increased appropriations in the
Senate. Other important allies were James
Shannon (director of NIH), Mary Lasker, and
the medical research community. Possessing
a combination of charm, brains, energy, and
money, Mrs. Lasker has had access to all
recent Presidents and can mobilize important
support for medical research. From the
medical community Fogarty could depend on
such well-known expert witnesses as Paul
Dudley White, Karl Menninger, Sidney Farber, and Michael De Bakey.
Fogarty built skillfully and well. He understood the vital ·relationship between the
support of fundamental science and practical
objectives. He built for permanence. His·
methodical care year after year won for him
and the programs he fostered broad support
in Congress. The Congressional Record for
19 January 1967 provides an indication of the
respect he enjoyed. Tributes to him by more
than 100 of his colleagues are recorded there.
Many of the words of praise are devoted to
the enduring value of his efforts in expanding medical research.
There is considerable sentiment in Congress to implement an idea that Fogarty advanced in September 1963:
". . . I should like to see a plan to bring
into being at Bethesda a great internatiqnal
center for research in biology and . medicine
dedica.ted to international cooperation and
collaboration in the interests of the health of
mankind as so boldly envisaged by the President. This center would encompass conference facilities, laboratory and study space,
and living quarters to permit the assembly
for discussion, study, and research of the outstanding health sctentists of the world. I
visualize this center associated with the
great facilities of the National Institutes of
Health and the National Library of Medicine
as representing the visible and tangible embodiment of this Nation's devotion to the use
of science for peaceful purposes and the good
of mankind."
Congressman Laird (R-Wis.), on 18 January 1967, spoke for many Congressmen (and
scientists) when he stated, "I can think of
no more fitting and lasting tribute to this
great humanitarian than the establishment
by this Congress of such a center-the John
E. Fogarty International Center for Advanced
Study in the Health Sciences. Not only will
such an institution be a living embodiment
of the spirit and aspirations of John Fogarty,
but it will serve a needed and valuable role
in securing the progress of science in the
cause of the well being of all mankind."PHILIP

H. ABELSON.
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Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, the
special committee which has been entrusted, pursuant to resolution, with the
responsibility of reviewing the record of
Representative POWELL, of New York,
will, I am sure, meet its responsibility.
In the meantime controversy sweeps
across the country and the most repeated
charge we hear is that the House vote to
have Representative PowELL step aside
was an anti-Negro move.
Therefore, I believe that an editorial
1n the January 21, 1967, edition of the
Suburban Eagle, of Robbins, Til., an independent publication- primarily serving
Negro residents of south suburban Cook
County, precisely expresses their view on
the Powell case. I believe it merits objective review and, therefore, I include
it in the RECORD at this point:
ADAM CLAYTON POWELL

How many times has the congregation of
the Abyssinian Baptist Church in New York's
Harlem heard about the wrath of the Lord?
How God will punish those who disobey His
commandments, and how sinners will dwell
in the eternal depths of hell?
Adam Clayton Powell is well known for
the huge helping of fire and brimstone he
dishes up on Sunday mornings and serve from
the pulpit of Abyssinian.
The resolution to take away the Harlem
Congressman's seat and to deprive him of his
vote, carried 364 to 64, gave extremists an
opportunity to attack what they call racism.
Would we have Congress to ignore Mr.
Powell's action because he is a Negro?
As chairman of the Education and Labor
Committee, surely Mr. Powell was aware of
the responsibility he had, not only to the
voters in Harlem, but to Negroes across the
nation.
There is no justification for Mr. Powell's
action. It is wrong to encourage a man or
a p'e ople in evil doing. It is wrong to aid and
abet crime because of status quo.
If there are other chairmen of Congressional committees guilty of the same offense
as Mr. Powell, then it is the duty of Congress
to act post haste.
Mr. Powell has done a great disservice to
all Negroes.
For 22 years the Negroes of Harlem has seen
it fit to elect Powell as their leader and for
6 of these years, Powell has ser.¥ed as chairman of the Education and Labor Committee,
a position of immense authority. A position
which made Mr. Powell one of the most
powerful member of Congress and now the
trust has beeh betrayed.
It seems that Mr. Powell's concern for self
and for personal gain took priority over the
trust that the voters placed in him.
It has been said in certain circles in Washintgon NAACP means Never Antagonize
· Adam Clayton Powell. It appears that Congress has antagonized Mr. Powell and there
has been no blood shed, no riots, no mass
picketing.
Young Negro leaders in Harlem add new
meaning to NAACP"Not
Another
Adam
Clayton
Powell"
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Mr. GRUNEY. Mr. Speaker, the fine
research work of my colleague, PAUL
FINDLEY, of Illinois, and his dedication
to seeking out the truth about happenings behind the Iron Curtain, has once
again been recognized· publicly. I would
like to share with my colleagues the recent column by Edgar Ansel Mowrer, in
which Congressman FINDLEY'S findingS
are discussed:
LOANS TO POLAND TIGHTEN HOLD OF
COMMUNIST BOSSES

(By Edgar Ansel Mowrer)
Little by little, the carefully spun web
of illusions about a liberal "evolution" ill
the Soviet satellites-used by the AdminiStration to justify its drive for increased U.S.
trade with them-is disintegrating. What lS
revealed is anything but reassuring.
Take Poland. "Poland is more dependent
upon the Soviet Union and the Polish people
have less individual freedom today than was
true a decade ago!'
This is the conclusion of a painstaking
investigation of the Polish situation recentlY
sent to President Johnson by Republican
Congressman Paul Findley of Illinois.
In 1956, warned by the Poznan uprising,
the Polish communist "apparat" felt obliged
to loosen its strangle hold on the Poush
people. It released Cardinal Wyszynski froill
jail, amnestied other political prisoners, sent
home Soviet Marshal Rokossovsky, the Defense Minister, decollectivized farms into private holdings, granted a measure of intellectual freedom-and announced a willing.:
ness to "accept" U.S., economic ald.
"Believing that communism based on national aspirations would move First SecretarY'
Gomulka closer to the West without threatening basic American pollcies, we undertoolt
a series of steps to help Poland from its serious economic, cumulative failures of the
past," Congressman Findley comments.
POLISH FREEDOM IN RETREAT

In vain. After about a year and a half of
partial freedom of the press and of assemblY'
First Secretary Gomulka turned back to
"democratic centralism," meaning a tight
tyranny. Today Polish freedom is in retreat.
and Gomulka more secure in power th~
ever. Poland is "veering off from the West.
It is engaged "in a war by proxy" against the
United States ln North Vietnam which it
supplies with essential goods and credits. In
fact, as former American Ambassador to
Wa,n>aw, Jacob Beam, saicf when he left poland in 1964, "The· American policy of helping the Gomulka regime surmount its eco·
nomic difficulties has not led to the more
liberalizing e_v olution in Poland which could
have boon expected."
Expected by whom? By New Frontiersillen
and peaceniks? The sober truth is, the half
billion dollars so far given Poland by Ameri•
can taxpayers has tightened the hold of tbe
Red bosses upon the unhappy Polish people.
Intolerance is back and widened communiSt
party control. Dependence upon the Soviet
Union ls almost total. As Gomulka an·
nounced in 1962, "Never in history have re•
lations between Poland and the USSR been
as close as now." Poland plays a leadillg
role in communist espionage. (Five state
Department <>tficlals and U.S. marine eill'"
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ba.ssy guards have been ..compromised."ntce word !-by women agents of the Pollsh
secret pollee.) The regime has closed down
church-operated schools. Rebelllous comtnuntst writers have been coll.BOred. and
punished.
WOULD RELIEVE $18 MILLION DEBT

Yet. believe it or not, the Johnson Adlllinistration now proposes that the United
States relieve Poland of the obligation to
repay eighteen million dollars by offering
zlotys which would then be used in Poland
for mutually agreed upon economic projects.
Congressman Findley believes such an
American gift to Gomu1ka and bls bully boys
would not only further strengthen the Red
bloc but is probably illegal at home under:
The amended Foreign Assistance Act of
1961;
The Battle Act;
Public Law 480, as amended;
The "Findley Amendment" to the Agricultural Appropriation Act of 1957;
The Foreign Assistance Appropriation Act
Of 1966.
Therefore he opposes the Johnson proposal. So, I hope, will those millions of
American weary of building bridges across
Which our sworn enemies regularly attack
us.

. A Founding Father Returns
EXTENSION OF REI.LI\.RKS
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Mr. BARING. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks I insert into
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD an article
Which appeared in the New Age magazine, February 1967 issue, written by Mr.
Walter M. Callaway, Jr., of Atlanta, Ga.
I am impressed with this article and urge
everyone to read it for it makes you stop
and think. It should make everyone
stop to think today for in my opinion the
Constitution is a sacred docwnent.
"The torch of American liberty and
American honor is yours to carry."
The article follows:
A FOUNDING FATHER RETURNS

(By Walter M. Callaway, Jr.)
Fear not, my young American of 1967, I am
not an apparition here to frighten or startle
You. Do not let my attire disturb you; it
Was rather fashionable in 1776 and 1787 and
I am loath to change it. I am, indeed, one
or your American grandsires, one who has
been called a Founding Father of the Republic. My name? It matters not, I may be
known as Franklin, Jefferson, Washington,
:Madison. Hancock, Adams, Lee, Henry, Carroll, Revere, or Warren, or one of the many
others who once pledged our lives, our fortunes. and our sacred honor to the cause or
.American liberty and independence. In that
struggle some o! our members dld, indeed,
lose their lives and many lost their fortunes,
but none lost his sacred honor.
We, from our Celestial Assembly, after due
deliberation, have concluded that the time
has come to communicate with 1967 America
and to warn it of approaching danger. You
tnay have read of the time in Phlladelphia
When we had just concluded our Constitutional Convention and my friend, Ben Franklin. was asked by a citizen what we had done.
Brother Franklin answered "We have given
You a Republic if you can keep it."
In that Constitution we framed the structure o! your government; we delineated the

powers between legislative, executive, and
Judicial departments. We clearly defined the
lines of demarcation between National and
State Governments, the P<>wers and rights o!
each. We thought our language wa.a clear
and unmistakeable but apparently we were
wrong.
We sharply defined the rights or your person against any governmental tyranny; we
assumed that you would instinctively know
your duties as a citizen. Resolving to forever
protect this Republic against Old world evils
we erected a wall of separation between state
·and church, a wall that we felt could never
be breached; that no American could ever ·
be compelled to adopt any form of religion.
or any religion at all, against his v.'ill; that
he could never be taxed to support any creed;
that his religious freedom could never be
abridged by government-or man.
We tried to frame a document which would
become the cornerstone of individual liberty
and local sovereignty within the well-defined
framework of a National Government whose
powers were spelled out and limited to such
powers as were enumerated. This Constitution, great as it was, cannot be stronger tha::t
the respect with which each generation or
Americans treat it. That our labors were not
in vain was attested by the great British
statesman, the Honorable William E. Gladstone, who declared, "The American Constitution is. so far as I can see, the most wonderful work . ever struck off at a given time
by the brain and purpose of man."
Now, my 1967 American friend and descenL.mt, we, your Founding Fathers. in celestial
and solemn assembly, have sadly concluded
that our Constitution is being erOded and
plays little part in the deliberations of your
modern Nation. My distinguished colleagues
have assigned to me the duty of asking YOU
what part you have played in the decay of the
Constitution and in what we conceive to be
the decline of American honor?
You say you have done nothing? Then I
have not come a day too soon! By doing
"nothing" you have done everything to contribute to this national erosion o! honor and
integrity. You say you didn't have time to
register and vote? Ah, yes, so you did have
a fishing trip planned on election day. You
say that you were incensed at the passage of
a certain law last year. Did you write a
letter of protest to your representative or a
letter to the newspaper expressing your displeasure? Did you call your alderman or
county commissioner about that unreasonable ordinance he helped pass? Did you take
. time to discuss these things with your neighbors and business associates and friends and
resolve to get rid of "these politicians" who
are more devoted to political profit than they
are to principles? Ah, you didn't want to
get involved? But, yet, you are indignant
about the low state of affairs of your community and Nation. Afraid of economic or
social reprisal; of getting a "bad image";
being considered a "square" or a chronic
griper, or opposed to "progress"? Suppose,
My Young Friend, that your Founding Fathers in 1776 and 1787 bad been concerned
about our "image" with the Mother Country
or had feared to get involved?
We have deYeloped grave concern over what
you, our heir, have done, or failed to do, to
keep the faith with us. We have observed
that you, through inaction and apathy, have
permitted the almost entire dissolution or
constitutional state sovereignty as prescribed
by us, by an eYer-increasing Federal power.
We did not intend to throw off a foreign yoke
in order to make way for a domestic yoke of
despotism.
Listen to the warning of a great American
named Albert-Pike and what he said less than
one hundred years ago: "For as free States
advance in power, there is a strong tendency
towards centralization, not from deliberate
evil intention, but from the oourse of eventa
and the indolence of buma.n nature. Th.e
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executive powers swell and enlarge to Inordinate dimensions; and the Executive is always aggressive with respect to the nation.
Otlioes of all kinds a.re multiplied to reward
p:uttsans; the brute force of the sewerage
and lower strata of the mob obtains large
representation, first in ·the low-:!r offices, aud
at last in Senates; nd Bureaucracy raises its
bold head . . . the thirst for power is never
satisfied. It is insatiable. Neither men nor
nations ever have power enough . . . . 'Vhen
the central government feeds part of the
people it prepares all to be slaves. When
it directs parish and county affairs, they are ·
slaves already. . . ."
Think on what Pike had to say, Youn~
American. We have seen you stand idly by
while your National Government levies taxes
upon you to pour them into the treasuries
of churches and their schools. Think you
tha.t where "Federal Funds" go ·that Federal
controls do not inexorably follow? This rule
is as immutable as the laws of the Persians
and the Medes. Do you consider it beyond
the realm of possibility that soon a bureaucr:t.t may be outlining the text of the sermons by your minister? We have seen with
sorrow how you have permitted a monolithic
central government to seize control of nearly
all your traditionally local functions. We
ha.ve observed you to meekly submit to Government regulations over your private and
local rights that far surpass anything that
King George III ever dreamed of in our day.
Permit me to remind you of one of the grievances which Thomas Jefferson enumerated in
the Declaration: "He (George ill) bas erected
a multitude of New Offices, and sent hither
swarms of Officers to harass our people, and
eat out their substance." If you value your
birthright, I urge you to get a copy of that
Declaration and the Constitution and study
both of them.
Today, in 1967, you have more laws on
your books than at any time since the dawn
of civilization; you have an abundance of
laws but very little order. We see the streets
or great American cities torn with senseless
riots, vandalism, hooliganism, murder rampant, and your police rendered almost helpless in their duty to protect society. Your
police are almost impotent because of judicial
edicts for the protection of criminals; mobs,
by inference, are condoned and sometimed
encouraged, by inference, by $peeches, by
persons in high office in America who seek
their vote.
\Ve have watched you adopt a new concept or war and defense where victory is forbidden because it might offend the enemv
and hurt your image. You have permitted
the desecration of Old Glory not only in foreign lands but in the interior. Your officials
and your embassies have been attacked with
impunity. ·w e watched in anguish while you
betrayed a brave people whom you had promised to support in their fight against tyranny
at the Bay of Pigs. You failed to keep faith
with the Hungarian freedom-fighters who
dei)ended upon your support. You stood by
whlle the Berlin Wall went up: Your Government has given the mark of respectability
to the most insidious and deadly enemy in
our history, the Communist Party .. You have
submitted, with little protest, to a new absolutism by intrenched bureaucracy, where
"guidelines" supplant law.
You have stood on the sidelines while
highly organized minority groups hM'e
frightened your representatives into passing
laws which are repugnant to the majority o!
citizens and offensive to the American
Dream. Remember the saying that "every
time a law is passed a little bit of Uberty
dies." Have you, without thought or protest. traded your liberty for what politicians
ca.!l "Security"?
Remember, My Son, there are only two
pl:J.Ces where real "Security" may be obtalned: a prison or a grave. Never forget
th:~.t great nations, principalities, republics,
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Pending the time when we can eliminate all ship visits to South Africa, such
visits should be kept to an absolute minimum, where operations make them essential. So far as carriers are concerned,
they should continue to be refueled from
tankers, as they have been for the' last 2
years. This will obviate the kind of emban·assment which was caused by therecent incident.
While it might be convenient for the
Navy, and enjoyable for some crewmenhers to make the Capetown stop, such
considerations must give way to the
larger considerations of principle and of
overall foreign policy. For the sake of
our. relations with the rest of Afrlca and
indeed with all those countrles whose
citizens are not of white skin, we simply
Begging the Issue
must prevent the spectacle of thousands
of Amerlcan crewmembers being entertained in Capetown, in a largely segreEXTENSION OF REMARKS
gated fashion, by communities which are
OF
themselves subject to the intolerable laws
HON. JONATHAN B. BINGHAM of apartheid. The very fact that CapeOF NEW YORK
town, and South Africa as a whole, was
obviously intending to make so much of
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
the visit is a sufficient reason why such
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
visits must be avoided in the future.
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Speaker, the reToday's Washington Post contained an
cent incident involving the visit of the excellent editortal on this subject, which
carrier Franklin D. Roosevelt at Cape- I include herewith:
town was most unfortunate form every
BEGGING THE ISSUE
point of view . . The crew was underOnly the Government, and ultimately the
standably disappointed at being denied President, can decide whether the Navy's
shore leave at the last moment, and ap_ convenience and the needs of the Vietnam
parently even the opponents of the war make it imperative for American warVorster government of south Africa were ships to call at Capetown at a. time when a.
consistent, uniform disapproval of South
upset.
apartheid is a pillar of our African
But the fault was not with those who African
policy. It is difficult to believe the Navy is
decided to limit shore leave to integrated not sufficiently resourceful to find a way to
activities, which decision the ship's cap- avoid even operational (fueling or repair)
tain felt could not be carried out. The calls at the South African port, if necessary
fault lay with those who decided to at the added expense of refueling at sea.
But a more basic point in thi&---as 1n some
schedule the carrier's stop at Capetown
in the first place. They should have far larger questions involving potentially explosive clashes of military and foreign policy
foreseen, among other things, that this interests--is
that one way or the other a firm
would appear to the world as a softening decision should be made. The root-cause
of our opposition to apartheid, particu- of the recent ruckus over the landing of the
larly since the .South Africans would go carrier Franklin D. Roosevelt at Capetown is
that the Navy and the State Department
to great lengths to make it appear so.
Almost as disturbing as the incident papered over their differences to produce the
itself is the failure of the State and' De- illusion of a policy.
As so often happens, there was a certain
fense Departments to reaffirm the policy inevitability
to each successive step. When
enunciated by Assistant Secretary Wil- the South Africans refused to permit raciallyliams last year when he told the House mixed crews to fiy aircraft to South African
Foreign Affairs Committee at formal airfields from the carrier Independence two
years ago, refueling was performed at sea.
hearings:

and empires rise and fall; their days are always numbered by the caliber of the citizens
who make them up. Examine the causes of
the rise and fall of Rome, Spain, France,
Venice, Turkey, Germany, Japan, Britain,
and others more ancient. The causes are
there for you to learn. Must America fall
for not heeding the lessons of history? Consult history, My Son, if you care for the future of this Nation. We, the Founding Fathers as we have been called, can no longer
counsel and aid you physically; our days is
over except as our spirit 1s stlll with you, if
you care. The torch of American liberty
and American honor is yours to carry.
How .say you, My Son? I must hurry and
return whence I came. What answer do you
have that I may report to my Celestial Colleagues?

We have cancelled operational port calls
in South Africa of U.S. naval vessels and
aircraft rather than accept the application
of racial conditions to our personnel.

It is claimed that some U.S. ships must
visit south African ports from time to
time. I can accept the fact that occasional emergencies may make this necessary, but it is regrettable that we have
installations in south Africa, such as
tracking stations, which are said to make
other ship calls necessary.
The time is coming soon, probably in
a matter of months, when we are going
to have to choose between asking any
favors of the south Africans and our obligations as members of the international
community. The State Department
should be preparing fot this day, but
there is no indication that they are doing
so. A first step would be to arrange for
placing our tracking stations and other
installations in other countries or on
fioating stations.

A year later, former Assistant Secretary of
State for African Affairs, G. Mennen Williams, in a reference to that incident, gave
Congress to believe that all operational calls
on Capetown had been canceled.
At least, that's what a good many Congressmen, and others, thought he meant.
But the Navy had by no means abandoned
its use of Capetown. Lesser vessels than
the Independence, numbering twenty or
more, paid calls on Capetown, before the
Franklin D. Roosevelt's arrival last week,
With the only proviso being that no operational activities be subject to segregation;
shore leave was made a ,voluntary matter.
The trouble with the FDR was that it was
too big to hide. When civil rights leaders
and Congressmen got wind of her impending
visit and protested, orders were quickly issued to the ship's Captain to make certain
that any leave granted should not involve
activities tainted by apartheid pollcy. To be
on the safe side, the Captain canceled all
leave.
The result left nobody happy-neither the
ship's crew, nor the South Africans, who had
come to accept a relaxation of the original

Williams policy and welcomed it, nor the
civil rights leaders and Congressmen who alSO
sensed an easing o! policy, and deeply resented it. Such are the inevitable results,
sooner or later of most efforts to resolve diSputes Within the Government by pretending
that they don't exist. We think the original
Williams policy was the right one. At the
very least we think the best way to avoid
undercutting our principles 1n the case of
apartheid 1s to have a consistent policy.

An Exciting Experiment in Living
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF

MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, a remarkable new approach for dealing with
the increasing urbanization of the
United States is described m an article
in Monday's New York Times. The University of Minnesota is going to build a
completely new city with a population of
a quarter million persons.
The article statels, "The project is
based on the assumption that the Nation cannot now comfortably accommodate the 3 million more persons who
must be housed each year-the equivalent of 12 cities with 250,000 persons
living in each-simply by cramming
them into existing metropolitan areas."
Every week the Members of Congress
demonstrate their concern for the Nation's urban problems. The new city,
which has been spurred by Vice President HUMPHREY, Dr. Walter N. Vivrett,
and many other outstanding Minnesotans, represents a. bold, pioneering attack on these problems.
I insert the article to be reprinted in
the RECORD and hope that all the Members will read it:
A NEW EXPERIMENTAL CITY MAY RISE IN TJU:
MIDWEST
(By Robert B. Semple, Jr.)
WASHINGTON, February 5.-The Federal
Government and the University of Minnesota are about to embark on an experimental
project that could lead to the constructionin the Minnesota farmlands-of a new citY
with a population of a. quarter of a million
persons.
High officials here confirmed today that
only a few minor details remained before
final approval was given for total grants
of $248,000 from three different Government
agencies. The money will help to finance
the planning phase of the project.
The project, which has the strong backing of Vice President Humphrey, the Cowles
publishing interests in Minneapolis and some
elements of big business in Minnesota, is
unusual in that it does not contemplate the
construction of another suburban community, or even a satellite "new town" such as
Reston, Va., or- Columbia., Md.
Rather, the project's planners are seeking
a self-contained urban center that would be
built at least 100 miles from any existing
center.
The project is based on the assumption
that the nation cannot now comfortably accommodate the three million more persons
who must be housed each year-the equiva.·
lent of 12 cities with 250,000 persons living
in each-simply by cramming them into existing metropolitan areas.
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AIM cALLED EXPERIMENTAL

Its purpose, however, - is frankly experltnental. It does not seek to solve the urban
Problem overnight. Its aim is to test the
proposition that by judicious planning and
experimentation the nation can preserve
the advantages of high-density liVing a.nd
Yet avoid its disadvantag~gliness, pollution, noise and congestion.
The staff director of the project is Walter
N. Vivrett, professor of architecture and plan.ntng at the University of Minnesota.. Dr.
Vivrett, interviewed by telephone today, told
a reporter that the university's applications
!or Federal funds "had been generally agreed
on." He said he expected final approval before March 1.
omclals here, conceding that final Federal
approval is imminent, are not at all certain
What will come of the project but are willing
to· make a bet of $248,000 on it.
The three Government agencies contribUting to the project are the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, the DePartment of Health, Education and Welfare
and the De-partment of Commerce. The man
Who is said to have put the whole "Federal
J>ackage" together is Neil Peterson, one of
Mr. Humphrey's top aides.
The cost of the first phase of the in:vestigation-known as the "project definition
Phase"-is estimated at $330,000. The difference between the Federal share and the
total cost will be made up by the University
of Minnesota and local companies.
Although formal staff work cannot begin
Until the grant application is approved, much
thought has gone into the proj.ect. In addition, the university has named a top-level
steering committee to oversee the project and
to lend guidance.
Among its members are:
Walter W. Heller, former chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers and now professor of economics at the University of
Minnesota.
Dr. James C. Gain, a. Mayo Clinic surgeon,
Who is President Johnson's personal physician.
Gen. Bernard Schriever, former chief, systems command, United States Air Force.
R. Buckminster Fuller, designer and engineer from the University of Southern Illinois.
William L. C. Wheaton, director of the InStitute of U.rban and Regional Development
at the University of California at ~erkeley.
Paul N. Ylvisakr, director of Public Affairs for the Ford Foundation.
TOTAL COST UNKNOWN

No one has tried to estimate the cost of
constructing a new city. Nor has a site been
chosen, although given the Minnesota cast of
the project's directors and backers, there will
doubtless be strong preferences for building
the city in that state. But Dr. Vivrett emPhasizes that the question of investment is
"the sort of thing we wlll by trying to answer
in the early stages,..' and the question of precise site is "a long way off."
The origins of the idea are obscure, but
tnuch credit is given to Dr. Athelstan Spllhaus, Professor in the School of Physics at
the University of Minnesota. In a. recent
interview here, Dr. Spilbaus said he had first
become interested in the notion of an experimental city while working on a pollution
study for the National Academy of Sciences.
"If the 100 million people that represent
half the population of the United States today lived in the same high density as they
do now but were distributed in 400 dispersed
srnall concentrations of 250,000 apiece, there
would probably be no serious pollution problems," he says. "What we need is urban dispersa l-not urban renewal."
Dr. Spllhaus's conception of the things
that might b.e tried in an experimental city
k; tentative but energetic.
Among other
components, he visualizes:
An urban environment with a transportation system eliminating or reducing the need

for automobiles, new communications systems, industries that either re-use waste
products through processes of "industrial
symbiosis" or bury them in "fume sewers,"
and a system of land management in which
schools, homes, shopping centers and the
like would be grouped so as to lessen the
impact of the cost of commuting. The objective, he says, is · to bring about "a f.ull
mating of the city and current technologies." These and other ideas will be considered
during Phase One of the project.
'
According to Dr. Vivrett, the basic objectives of the first phase are to identify city
problems, examine the possible components
of an experimental city, analyze· its social
implications, assess the role of the private
sector and how to mobilize its interest and
support and discuss the fundamental
values-"in a humanist sense"-that should
govern the design of the city.
The second stage would involve further
and more concentrated study leading to
eventual construction of test models, a. design for the city and construction.
Dr. Vivrett's staff will consist initially of
hlms€lf and six colleagues from the Uni.versity of Minnesota. but he plans to draw
as much as possible on the talent and insights of other experts here and abroad.
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to Lt. Colonel Edward Higgins White II. for
heroism and conspicuous gallantry above
and beyond the call of duty. Such a tribute
will stand as an inspiration to the American
people, and the men that will ultimately conquer space.
If by virtue the technicalities inherent in
such an award, this medal cannot be granted,
may I suggest a joint resolution of both
Houses, to be presented to Mrs. White, hopefully, by the President of the United States.
Respectfully,
WILLIAM A. Fro RITO,
President.

College Bound Corp. Will Groom 2,000
Poor Youths for College in New York
City
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH L. CAREY
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. CAREY.

William A. Fio Rito
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LESTER L. WOLFF ,
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent tnat I may insert in
the RECORD at this point a lette~ from
Mr. William A. Fio Rito, president of
Military Purchase System, Inc.
Mr. FioRito has written to me recommending that Lt. Col. Edward H. White
II, be awarded the Congressional Medal
of Honor. As the Members are no doubt
aware. I have introduced a bill recommending that the three astronauts killed
in the unfortunate accident be awarded
that honor. However, I am glad to direct
the attention of the House to this added
tribute by one who knew Lieutenant
Colonel White well.
The letter follows:
MILITARY PURCHASE SysTEM, INC.,
New York, N.Y., January 31,1967.

Congressman LESTER WOLFF,
Room 1525, Longworth Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CoNGRESS~1AN WOLFF: I have just
returned from the funeral of my very dear
friend and squadron mate Lt. Colonel Edward
H. White II.
Ed was laid to rest mid hundreds of gallant heroes, who died in the service of our
country. Unlike the heroes that preceded
him, he performed his duty courageously before the eyes of the entire world, and thus
brought a feeling of national pride to the
heart o! every American.
His wife Pat, and their, lovely children,
Edward and Bonnie, have endured an untold amount of loneliness, and anxiety even
before this dreadful tragedy. The strength
Of character exhibited by them today stands ·
as a tribute to Ed, and service families
throughout the world. Therefore, as a token
of this nation's gratitude, which can only
be expressed to them, I urge you to bring a.
motion before the House of Representatives
to award the Congressional Medal of Honor

j

Mr. Speaker, Sunday's
New York Times carried a front-page
story by Leonard Buder describing a
very lm.portant breakthrough in the encouragement of disadvantaged high
school students to go on to college. Announced Saturday in New York is a new
corporation called College Bound which
will provide the special attention, smaller classes, and the intensified academic
work young people from poor neighborhoods will need to gain admission to colleges in the New York area. The corporation is to be established by the board
of education, the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of New York and the diocese of
Brooklyn, the National Scholarship Service Fund for Negro Students, and 39 colleges and universities in the New York
metropolitan area.
Far too few Americans ,. from poverty
backgrounds have gone on to college
even though many have the talent to
succeed there. Since 1965, the Federal
war against poverty has had a ·special
program designed to do something about
this waste of talent. Upward Bound is
like a Headstart for teenagers. There
are now over 20,000 youri.g high school
Americans attending special programs
carried on by 220 colleges and universities from coast to coast. The results of
this effort so far have been spectacular.
Over three-quarters of these Upward
Bound students are going on to college.
But, the office of economic opportunity
has always known that the school systems of the Nation would have to :find
new and more effect~ve ways to propel
its students into college. OEO could
hardly attempt the whole job. Now, we
have just such a breakthrough in New
York City, where 675 high school students from poverty backgrounds are
presently enrolled in Upward R:mnd.
From 2,000 to 3,000 additional students
each year, students who would not ordinarily go to college, will receive the
educational impact they need to join
other, more fortunate Americans under
the College Bound Corp. program.
Mr. Speaker, needless to say this ambitious plan will involve a great deal of
money. Mr. Buder does not make clear
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exactly where the necessary financial terns, colleges and the Negro Student Fund nesses they still might have. Financial aid,
support would come from, although he were setting up an organization called the in the form of scholarships, loans and workCollege-Bound Corporation to help carry out study grants, would also be given.
reports that the Carnegie Foundation the
program.
Mr. Landers said the new program would
has J.n initial grant of $40,000, and that
'The reason the school system is willing to go beyond other efforts undertaken to help
additional funding will be sought from put so much time and money into the pro- disadvantaged students--'-such as "Upward
Federal, State, and city sources. Mr. gram," said Richard L. Plaut, president of the Bound" programs offered during the summer
Jacob Landers, assistant :mperintendent National Scholarship Service and Fund for months and the ~ontinuing "College Disof schools and a major :figure in develop- Negro Students, "is that the kids will have covery" program sponsored by the city public
school system and the City University.
ing the plan, has said that the city board some place to go.
"In the past, there seemed to be little
Henry T . Hillson, principal of James Madiof education will request $1.5 million for point
in placing a high school youngster on son High School in Brooklyn, has been sethe College Bound Corp. in its 1967-68 a coilege preparatory tra_c k when he would lected by Superintendent Donovan to orgabudget. This would seem to be an en- not have the grades or the money to go to nize the college-bound program for the systirely reasonable figure, and I sincerely college."
tem. Mr. Hillson, while principal of George
hope that this enormously worthwhile
The school systems of both the Roman Washington High School some years ago,
investment in the future of New York Catholic Archdiocese of New York and the sup.ervised a successful pilot project that preDiocese of Brooklyn are also expected to pared many disadvantaged students for colCity and the Nation will be approved.
in the plan.
lege.
I congratulate both the Federal Up- participate
Announcement of the cooperative program
By coincidence, Brooklyn College reported
ward Bound program, which has shown was
made yesterday by Mr. Landers in be- yesterday that its Academic Talent Search
so clearly that our most precious nation- half of Superintendent of Schools Bernard Project,
begun in 1964 with 42 students, had
al resource can· be saved, both in New E. Donovan; the Rev. Timothy Healy, execu- shown that high school graduates from
York and nationally, and the schools and tive vice president _of Fordham University, economically disadvantaged areas who failed
.
colleges of the New York area which are and Mr. Plaut.
to qualify for college admission could-with
An initial grant of $40,000 has been made special help-master college work. Thirtynow undertaking a large-scale program
by
the
Carnegie
Corporation
of
New
York
five
of the original students are now working
to do their part in bringing the fruits of
to Fordham University, which is acting as toward baccalaureate degrees.
a Great Society to thousands of deserv- fiscal
agent for the new organization pendOTHER ACTIVE FIGURES
ing students.
ing its incorporation.
In addition to Father Healy, Mr. Plaut
Mr. Speaker, the developments in New
Father Healy, who is chairman of the steerYork are highly significant for two rea- ing committee of the College-Bound Corpo- and Mr. Landers, the other officers of the
sons: First, they demonstrate the "rip- ration, said additional funds would be sought College-Bound Corporation's steering committee are Harry L. Levy of City University,
ple effect" of Upward Bound on State from Federal, state and city sources.
Mr. Landers, a vice chairman of the steer- vice chairman; Elwood C. Kastner of NeW
and local services; and second, they emYork
University, treasurer; and Miss Helen
committee, said the Board of Education
phasize the vital role for local imagina- ing
had allocated $1.5-million in its 1967-68 McCann of Barnard College, secretary.
tion and courage, as exemplified by the budget estimate for the program.
The institutions of higher education that
New York metropolitan area educators
He said the system was prepared to spend will be members of the College-Bound Corwho are working in unison to launch the $600 to $750 a year extra on each student in poration include:
Adelphi University, Bard College, B arnard
the program. The city now spends about
"college bound" consortium.
College, City University (four senior colleges
Mr. Speaker, I insert Mr. Buder's ex- $1,200 a year on the education of each high and
six community colleges), the College of
tremely illuminating report on the Col- school student.
"This program is not intended for those Mount St. Vincent, the College of New Rolege Bound Corp. at this point in the youngsters
who could make college on their chelle, Columbia University, Columbia ColRECORD:
own," Mr. Landers said. "We're not cream- lege of Pharmacy, Columbia School of En·
[From the New York Times, Feb. 5, 1967]
ing the top-but dipping down to reach gineering, C. W. Post College, Fordham UniSCHOOLS TO GROOM 2,000 POOR YOUTHS FOR students who may be as much as two year~ versity, Hofstra University and Iona College.
Also Long Island University, Manhattan
COLLEGE HERE-SMALL CLASSES PLANNED retarded in reading."
FOR A SELECTION OF STUDENTS WITH STRONG
He noted that while most of the students College, Manhattanville College of the Sacred
PoTENTIAL-ADMISSION Is AssuRED--39 IN- were expected to be Negroes and Puerto Heart, Marymount College, Marymount ManSTITUTioNs COOPERATING IN MASSIVE PRO- Ricans, the program would also take in other hattan College, Mills College of Education.
New York State Maritime College, New York
disadvantaged children.
GRAM To AID THE DISADVANTAGED
University, Notre Dame College of Staten
TWENTY-FIVE SCHOOLS INVOLVED
(By Leonard Buder)
Island, Pace College, Polytechnic Institute of
Present plans call for the program to start Brooklyn, Pratt Institute, St. John's "UniverPoor youngsters who have strong potential
despite lagging grades will be given a chance next September in about 25 academic high sity, St. Joseph's College for Women, Sarah
to go to college under a sweeping program schools that have large concentrations of Lawrence College, Southampton College and
that will bring together the Board of Educa- disadvantaged students.
Wagner College.
Students selected for the program would
tion, two Roman Catholic school systems and
39 colleges and universities in the metro- be those with academic potential who would
ordinarily seek the noncollege or general
politan area.
Vietnam Serviceman and Veterans'
The plan, to go into effect next fall, will high school diploma. Mr. Landers noted that
affect 2,000 to 3,000 ninth and tenth-grade last year there were almost as many high
Act of 1967
students who would not ordinarily go to school students being graduated with general diploxnas as with academic or college
college.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Each year that number will be placed in praparatory diplomas.
College-bound students then will be placed
small classes, where they will receive more
OF
courses tllan usual and greater individual on the academic track, assigned to special
attention than is normal. In some cases, "schools within their schools." Instead of
the youngsters may be paid about $5 a week attending classes of 25 to 30 students, the
OF NEW YORK
as a stimulus.
- special students will be in classes of 10 or 12.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The students will be given an enriched
High school students who emerge from the
program with grades as low even as 70 or academic program-probably six major subThursday, January 12, 1967
75 will be guaranteed admission to the 39 jects, instead of the usual four-during an
Mr. McCARTHY. - Mr. Speaker, mY
higher institutions, which include Columbia, extended school day. There will be emCity University, Fordham, Sarah Lawrence, phasis on English, mathematics and science, sponsorship of President Johnson's proPace, Bard, Barnard, St. John's and Long intensive guidance and counseling, cultural posed Vietnam Servicemen and Vetersubjects and remedial help as needed.
Island University.
ans' Act of 1967 became even more
Some of the colleges have also said they meaningful to me this week, with the
A MASSIVE PROGRAM
"We are not talking about· a project," would •'adopt" college-bound students as reception of a letter from a former Gl
Jacob Landers, assistant superintendent of early as the ninth-grade and give them tu- in my district.
schools, said yesterday. "This is a massive torial help and pre-college counseling.
I am truly grateful to my country for
The City University will take up to 1,000 financing my education.
program that will ultimately include all disadvantaged children with college potential." graduates of the program each year, and the
Wrote George Todaro, a resident of
Although the bulk of the affected students other institutions will take varying numbers,
will probably be Negro and Puerto Rican, depending on their size.
Eden, N.Y., who was eligible for the Gl
COLLEGES
TO
GIVE
AID
poor youngsters of all ethnic categories Will
bill after the Korean war.
be sought out and encouraged.
Mr~ Plaut said the colleges and universities
Since graduating from Fredonia State in
The Rev. Timothy S. Healy, executive vice would also provide special services to enable 1961, over 125 children have been in mY
president of Fordham, said the school sys- the students to overcome any acadeinic weak- classroom.

HON. RICHARD D. McCARTHY

February 8, 1967
Continued Mr. Todaro.

Possibly you can think of this as belng
the interest with the principal on loa.n.

It is letters like these that emphasize
to me the importance of the Federal
Government's providing the same educational benefits for veterans of today's
war a,s lt did for World War n and
Korean war veterans. As my constituent pointed out, the Government 1s royally repaid in "interest" for offering education moneys to these men.
They are, as we all know, spending an
important part of their lives fighting for
our country. They deserve as much as
we can give them.

God Bless America and Our Way of Life
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS P. O'NEILL, JR.
OF
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MASSACHUSETTS

rn THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. O'NEILL of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, I received the following article,
"God Bless America and Our Way of
Life'' from Terry E. Dolson, who is serving his country in Vietnam. I consider
it a privilege to represent such a fine
individual in Congress.
The article follows:
Gon BLESS AMERICA AND OUR WAY OF LIFE
Our country is a great and won~erful
country with a heritage every American can
be proud of. Since the birth of our nation,
Americans have fought with great valor and
courage around the world in the cause of
Peace and freedom. Indeed, many thousands of Americans gave that last full measUre of devotion-their lives-for the freedom of mankind! Our country has a glorious
history of loyalty and valor that has never
been tarnished by cowardice. Today, our
country and all the free countries of the
World are in grave danger from tyranny of
communism. Our country, our way of life
and perhaps even our lives are threatened
by this malignant disease. The spread of
communist aggression and tyranny must be
stopped. So long as any country is threatened by aggression, no country 1n the world
is safe.
.
The brave people of South Viet Nam are
fighting a life and death struggle for freedom and the right to govern themselves.
These things most Americans take for
granted at home.
I am an American serving my God and
Iny country here 1n Viet Nam. Like so many
Others over here, I have a "Vife and a family
that I miss and love dearly. I don't want
to be here living in danger and separated
from my family. However, if our families
and our country is to continue to be free
and live without fear, then it 1s necessary
!or us to be here. I pray that this conflict
Will end soon so that we can all return to
our families. I don't want to die, but i:f it
be God's will, then I can think of no greater
purpose for which one can give his life than
the cause of freedom.
In the November 1st 1966 edition of the
Pacific Stars and Stripes I read an article
Which shocked me as I'm sure it would all
loyal Americans. It was titled "To Hell With
The Draft." The article sa.ld that a man
named Stokely Carmichael addressed a crowd
at the University of California at Berkeley,
California. In Carmichael's address, he

speaks out against our elfort.s to stop aggression here 1n Viet Nam. Carmichael advocated that 'Americans should practice disgraceful disloyalty to their country by refusing to serve it in this hour of great peril.
He tells them to say when called, "To hell
with the draft." To me, that would be the
same as saying, "To hell with my country!"
There ·a re other Carmichaels-that is to say,
men who think like him-and I am ashamed
to admit that they are my fellow countrymen!
If you want yom; families to be property
of the state, then listen to the Carmichaels!
If you want the state to tell you how many
children you will have, then listen to the
Carmichaels!
If you want the state to tell you what god
and how you will worship it, then listen, to
the Carmichaels!
But to you loyal Americans, who love our
country and our way of life and freedom! appeal to you-Do not listen to such perverted and cowardly advocates of disloyalty,
but answer willingly to your country's call
in this time of great need. To steal a quote
from a great American-"Ask not what your
country can do for you, but ask what you .
can do for your country."
God bless America and our way of life I
In the senice of my country,
AN AMERICAN.

Blunder at Capetown
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. FRASER. In recent days, Mr.
Speaker, many of the world's newspapers have editorialized on last weekend's visit of the U.S. aircraft carrier
Franklin D. Roosevelt to Capetown,
South Africa. Today's Washington Star
called the visit "one o! the most monumental bloopers in U.S. diplomatic history." Following is the Star editorial:
BLUNDER AT CAPETOWN
The visit of the carrier Franklin D. Roosevelt to Capetown must go into the book as
one of the monumental bloopers of United
States diplomatic history. Everyone concerned came off a loser.
First came the decision to stop at the
South African port to refuel and give the
crew a chance to stretch their legs after
months of sea duty olf Vietnam. Then came
the protests from civil rights leaders and liberal congressmen over subjecting the racially
mixed crew to the racist laws of that nation.
The Navy, after some red-faced sputtering,
cancelled all shore leave. The SOuth Africans, having made elaborate plans to welcome
the 3,700 man crew with open, segregated
arms, were furious. The omcers and men o:f
the F.D.R., for their part, displayed no great
enthusiasm over the Navy's about-face.
Some 100 of them went AWOL.
Someone, as the saying goes, had blundered. And 1n retrospect it's clear who that
blunderer was: The one who made the
original decision to put 1n to Cape Town.
The United States had been singed by
south African racial policies before. In 1965
a scheduled call by the carrier Independence
wa.a cancelled when then Prime MinlBter
Hendrtk Verwoerd ann~unced that no Negro
pllots from the carrier would be permitted to
land at South African airfields. Today,
South Africa has a. new prime mi.n ister,

Balthazar J. Vorster. But that lB about the
only change on the na tiona! scene since
1965.
Racial discrimination is still the law and
the practice of the land, and so long as that
condition persists, United States warships
have no business in that nation's ports.
Quite apart from the sensibilities of the
liberals at home, shore leave for a racially
mixed crew could produce incidents that
would rupture the strained relations between
the two nations.
The F.D.R. took on $70,000 worth of fuel.
it is said that it would have cost a quartermillion dollars to refuel the carrier at sea.
That would have been $180,000 well spent.

The Real Reason for Vietnam
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, William
S. White has written a column describing the real reason why we are fighting
a war in Vietnam.
His column appeared in the January
27, 1967, edition of the New York World
Journal Tribune and I commend it to the
attention of our colleagues:
WHY DoN'T WE TELL REAL REASON F·oa
VIET WAR?
(By William S. Whlte)
WASHINGTON.-The United States government is exercising far more than simply military restraint in VietNam, and a delicate but
insistent question arises as to how much
longer Washington should forego the most
powerful and conclusive of all justifications
for our posture there.
For the United States is not merely restiricing military action against the Communist
invaders of SOuth Viet Nam in the face of
unbroken attacks and provocations from the
North -and ceaseless howls from foreign and
home-grown peacenicks who would withdraw
from our troops even the adequate bombing
support with which they are now making do.
What is not generally known is that the
United States is with unexampled patience
accepting uninformed criticism of our position in Viet Nam, notably from some European allies, which could be quite destroyed
to logical minds if this government opened
a real propaganda of truth as to why we must
stay there.
In truth, the rock-bottom obligation laid
upon us by history is incomparably bigger
than the immediate obligation to rescue a
small and tortured part of the free world's
lodgement in Asia. It is the supreme necessity not to allow the Chinese version of Communist expansionism to prevail and so overturn all Southeast Asia.
And it is this supreme and overriding argument for our policy that this government ls
deliberately playing down abroad in a spirit
of self-sacrificing responsibility that has few
parallels in warfare. Washington speaks only
softly of the giant, ultimate reason for our
position in Viet Nam lest a wide trumpeting
of that reason should infia.me the Communist Chinese to join far more than they have
yet done the assault of their North Vietnamese stooges upon South Viet Nam.
But, ironically, this comparative silence
causes the United States to take a beating
from critics that it need not take. For these
critics-that is, the kinds of minds - abroad
that a.re still open to some reason--could
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hardly continue to bite at us in the face of
the whole and true story.
In the absence of a drumming out of that
story, they are able to believe that the war
1n Viet Nam. is essentially local and not 1n
fact a transcendant test of the whole doctrine of collective security against Communist aggression. They are able to see it, in
short, rather as the neutralists and isolationists of half a lifetime ago saw Hitler's early
moves upon little dots of land like Danzig as
only parochial threats without general peril.
It r~quired years of agony and thousands of lives needlessly lost for many to see
how silly was the slogan-question of the isolationists: "Who wants to die for Danzig?"
Similarly, years of agony have not shown to
some of our critics, and again notably in Europe, the puerility of today's equivalent
slogan-question: "Who wants to die for
Saigon?"
In a word, it is an extraordinary fad that
many sophisticated men, not excluding some
allied diplomats here of basic goodwill toward the United States, simply have not
grasped the real name of the game in Viet
Nam.
Put the hard kernel of the reality before
thoughtful Europeans and few could continue to give room to the facile notion that,
after all, the war in Viet Nam isn't really
necessary-and anyhow So preoccupies the
United States that perhaps it might drop its
guard toward its duty to help Western Europe defend itself should danger come there.
For this country's persistent gallantryand gallant is truly the word for it--and its
high sense of responsibility in its deep national sacrifice is ·unique in all the long story
of the fight against totalitarianism.
To be sure, there are strong reasons why
the United States should hesitate to make
its overwhelming defense 1n Viet Nam. But,
again, in common fairness, the question must
arise: How long should the U_Eited States
have to carry this frightful burden without
help or even understanding from some of its
European associates?

Congressman Dulski Featured on Magazine Cover

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD D. McCARTHY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, January 12, 1967

Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. Speaker, I
am proud to bring to your attention the
fact that my colleague and friend, Congressman THADDEUS J. DULSKI, is featured on the cover of the February 4 issue of the National Rural Letter Can-ier.
Mr. DuLSKI is the new chairman of the
House Post Ofiice and Service Committee-and I can speak for the people of
Buffalo in saying that we are proud to
have a native Buffalonian and former
Buffalo councilman at large follow in the
footsteps of the late Representative
James M. Meade, of Buffalo, who was
chairman of the committee before going
to the U.S. Senate.
·
The people of Buffalo are also proud to
have a former Canisius College student
and graduate of the State University of
Buffalo representing them in Congress.
TED DULSKI, a hard-working Democrat-Liberal, represents New York's 41st
District. Beloved by all in Buffalo, he
has been reelected four times. For-
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merl.y an accountant and tax consultant, lap at our own and other coasts are rich in
Mr. DuLsKI served for a time with the supplies of food, oil, · minerals and products
to man's well-being.
Bureau of Internal Revenue, Treasury essential
That the oceans will be exploited is certain,
DePartment. He 1s a Navy veteran of but
when, how fast and by whom? Across
World War II, and also has several years the United States, and indeed across the
as a special agent with the Price Stabi- world, men are pondering, evaluating and
lization Administration to his credit.
testing the application of science and techFirst elected a district councilman of nology to harvesting and conserving the
the city of Buffalo, Mr. DuLSKI became a. wealth of oceans. The size of our area's
councilman at large in 1957. The fol- share will depend in large part upon the
size of our reservoir of scientific and engilowing year he ran for Congress-and neering
upon willingness to fund
has been here ever since. The Post Of- researchbrainpower;
not immediately profitable, and
fice and Civil Service Committee is in- upon teamwork between business and local,
deed fortunate to have such a competent state and Federal governments. In our lifeand likeable chairman.
time the world of outer space has been translated from theory into highly competitive
reality, and the same may well be true of
oceanography.

The Future in Oceanography

MOUNTING PifESSURES

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN

w.

WYDLER

I

OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, January 11, 1967

Mr. WYDLER. Mr. Speaker, recently
the newsletter of the Long Island Trust
Co. called Comment dealt with the
subject of the future of oceanography.
This excellent article should be brought
to the attention of my colleagues.
It follows:
THE FUTURE IN OCEANOGRAPHY

In the summer of 1968, if all goes well, Dr.
Jacques Piccard, Swiss oceanographer, will
board the PX-15, a deep submergence vessel
designed and built under a contract between
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
and the doctor. Long Island money and
enterprise will thus make an historic contribution to conquering the earth's last
frontier-the seething, swirling, gigantic
oceails that have awed and fascinated man
since his earliest days.
The under-water adventure upon which
Dr. Piccard and three other scientists will
embark consists of a 1,500 mile, six-week
journey beneath the Gulf Stream. The
PX-15 will submerge to a depth of about 300
feet off the Miami coast and drift silently
with the current north and east to Nova
Scotia. Hovering at varying depths from
300 to 2,000 feet, the scientists will record
data photographically and evaluate relationships in a vast volume of sea.
"It will be man's first opportunity to observe marine life in its environment from a
silent, undersea vantage point for a prolonged period of time," Dr. Piccard said this
month. For the first time, in other words,
man will experience what it is like to be as
a creature Of the sea, living and working day
after day, night after night, in the "inner
space" of a mighty ocean.
The PX-15, nearing completion in Switzerland, is a vessel of 120 tons, 10 feet in
diameter and 46.8 feet long. It is equipped
with 25 portholes, five directed toward the
sutface, and 20 searchlights.
Its advent
will mark Grumman's entry into the rapidly
expanding market for vehicles that engage
in scientific exploration and commercial exploitation of the world's oceans.
And it marks anew the importance of
oceanography to the future of this area. Not
today nor tomorrow, but at some future date,
conquest of the oceans may well yield untold wealth that will bring forth new industries and jobs. Preoccupied as man is
with vital forays into the world of outer
space, he can never forget the fOod and other
demands brought by ever-rising birth rates
in most areas of the world. Th.e waters that

It is understandable that wars and strife
in widely separated areas of the world
dominate the thinking of the American government and people. Yet it can never be
forgotten that day-in and day-out, another
war is being fought-against hunger and
starvation in many nations of five continents.
In North and South America, in Europe,
Asia and Africa, the problem of keeping
human beings fed must be met if any marked
degree of world peace and stability is to be
achieved. The pressures of coming years will
be greater, not less, and the science of oceanography may well become a powerful weapon
in itself. Thus, governments will budget
heavily for its development.
James Reston wrote in The New York Times
the other day: "Even at the present ratio of
population to food production, the economic
and political problems are almost unmanageable .... The current estimates are that our
own population will rise by 145 million people
by the end of this century to a total of 340
million. Meanwhile, world population is expected to go up in this same period from 3.3
billion to 7.3 billion, but the programs and
even the thinking on this stupendous prob~
lem are lagging far behind."
It is true that the Federal Government has
shown but modest interest in oceanographY
thus far, but if food should become a decisive weapon in the battle for peace and
stability among nations it is possible that the
picture could change in a single decade, or
sooner. One has only to look at the space
program to realize how powerful a stimulus
is Communist competition. And Russia, of
course, is constantly active in its investigation of mysteries inherent in the sea.
WU.L LONG

ISLAND

BENEFIT?

The potential business activity that could
be generated by the active development of
oceanography is realized by communities and
area development leaders from coast to coast
and beyond. Each of them hopes to lure the
Federal Government into establishing an
oceanography research center in their particular area and to use this to attract brainpower and extensive commercial facilities.
They see, ultimately the establishment of a
"wet NASA" in their particular location.
Thus, six local groups in Southern California have organized an Oceanographic coordinating Committee to establish San Diego
as the "Oceanic Capitol of the World," with
plans for an Oceanic Industrial Park, Seattle,
Long Beach and Hawaii also have heavy promotions under way, In the East, Boston
notes that while an initial Federal facilitY
·Will only contribute about $2 million in new
payrolls, "The ultimate prize could be the
major part of an annual $600 million in
Federal budget funds sometime around
1970." Rhode Island ~tiers a free site and
Maine at least four possible sites. Indeed,
up to 350 letters suggesting possible locations
are received each day by the Federal Interagency Committe«;l on Oceanography.
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In the !ace of such ma..sslve and extensive
competition, a great deal of effort and sound
PlB.Il.n1ng will be required 1! Long l31and is to
emerge as a principal center of oceanography.
Valuable work. has been done in the past few
months by industrial groups and a \\ide
~artety o! individuals. Our island has much
''going !or lt'' tn terms of resources a.nd potential.
THREE VITAL FACTOR3

How valuable oceanography becorr.es t.:>
Long Island may depend principally upon
three !actors:
1. A Master Plan. The willlngnes.a of au interested groups to work together ln harmony
and close colloboratlon is the first requlretnent. A single master plan and long-range
ldherence to it by all concerned would prove
an asset of first magnitude.
2. A Realistic Approach. The second reqUirement is a down-to-earth realization
that by no means will all be lost 1! the F~d
eral oceanic research facUlty is located else. Location o! the actual experimental
la~here
boratory is only one aspect or a much
!arger picture. Long Island technology and
ndustry can be brought to play a very imPortant role in the project in years to come
regardless of the site.
3. Capital Intestment. '\\'hlle there are
clearly limits to the amount of "risk'' capi~al local businesses can put forward, a wlllngness to make such an investment where\'er feasible is the third requirement.
Grumman's PX-15, for example, is a vessel
~tnportant to oceanography, yet the comp:my
tQopes to find customers !or simllar vehicles
be used in ooean-d.rilllng for oil,
::uvage operations and other se~-golng acV'ittes. The "fall-out'' from oceanography
0
Perattons will be lm.presstve.
Although "the last frontier" wUl not be
easily explored nor will the wealth to be dertvea. from it rome easlly or quickly, its aUent depths hold much !or the future or mank lnd and !or Long Island.

Tribute to ChrUtiaa A. Herter
SPEECH
or

HON. EDNA F. KELLY
or

NEW YOaK

L~ THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mrs. KELLY. Mr. Speaker, I feel a
deep sense of personal loss at the death
of Christian A. Herter, a d.i.stinguished
former Member of the House of Representatives, a brllliant Governor of Massachusetts, and a dedicated Secretary of
State.
I knew him personally and I admired
~ very much indeed. I knew him and
u.s family long ago 1n East Hampton,
~.Y., and I had the pleasure of sen1ng
With him on the Foreign A1falrs Comlllittee of the House of Representatives.
'l' During the administration of President
ruman, Christian Herter was a key :figUre in Congress in laying the basis for
approval of the Marshall plan for European recovery. In so doing he served
hi s country well, just as he clld later as
'Onder Secretary of State, as Secretary of
State, and as a special Presidential representative for international trade negotiations.
liis career of public service began
~hortly after he was graduated from colege. In 1916 he was posted to Berlin as
a member of the Foreign Service; he
4

then served in Belgium, at the Versailles Peace Conference, and as assistant to War Relief Administrator Herbert
Hoover. Later he served a.S Mr. Hoover's
assistant in the Department of Commerce.
His public career was long, it was distinguished, and it was brought to a close
only by death. His widow, his sons and
daughter, his many grandchildren, all
have much to be proud of. To them we
extend our most profound sympathies.

Legislation to Curtail the Practice of
Nongermane Amendments
EXTENSION OF REI\.1ARKS
OF

HON. EMANUEL CELLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, on February 2, 1967. I introduced a resolution
to amend the rules of the House to curtail in the future the practice of attaching nongermane amendments to bills,
and a bill to correct one example of this
practice in the 89th Congress by repeal
of the Presidential Election Campaign
Act of 1966. Under the Celler proposed
resolution, any amendment of the Senate to a House or Senate bill which was
not germane·to the subject matter of the
legislation would be referred to the
House committee having jurisdiction
over the subject matter of the amendment before its consideration by the
House.
Mr. Speaker, under the rules of the
House a nongermane amendment is subject to a point of order, but there is no
such rule in the Senate. Thus, the practice is often utilized in the Senate of
attaching rirlers to legislation in the
form of an amendment which woufd not
normally receive favorable consideration. This practice is dangerous. It
eliminates thorough consideration and
the expertise and experience that standing committees have over subject matters which they normally consider. My
proposal would at least provide for the
appropriate and proper consideration by
those Members who are acquainted with
the subject matter of the amendments.
The 89th Congress provided a number
of examples of the problem presented by
the present practice of attaching nongermane riders to House-passed bills.
Many have referred to this practice as
an "end run,"1 and it is my intention
under this res olution to block any such
move in the future. It will keep future
proposals from riding through Congress
on the back of nonrelated legislation.
My second bill will give Congress an
Qpportunity to correct one instance of
mischief that results from the attachment of nongermane riders to bills that
have already passed the House. '!'his
bill is to repeal the Presidential Election
Campaign Act of 1966, which was appended to H.R. 13103, the Foreign Investors Tax Act of 1966, in the 89th
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Congress, although it had no relevancy
at all to the subject matter of that bill.
The Presidential Election Campaign
Act of 1966 introduced a new and unprecedented· concept in the financing of
presidential campaigns in this country.
Congress has enacted into law, for the
first time, the concept that the Federal
Government should subsidize the major
parties in a presidential election. The
subsidy even extends to a third party if
it has more than 5 million votes.
No committee of either House studied
the proposal that led to this legislation.
No one can say with any degree of assurance what the effect· of this bill will
be on campaign spending. As passed,
the act authorizes the individual taxpayer to designate that $1 should be paid
into the presidential election campaign
fund. If a political party receives more
than 15 million votes in a presidential
election, it shares equally with all other
parties in the distribution of this Federal
fund. If a political party receives more
than 5 million, but less than 15 million
votes, it will receive $1 for each vote in
excess pf 5 million.
What if George Wallace, or Stokeley
Carmichael, or any other leader of a
splinter group, would run for President
and receive 10 million votes? It 1s right
that the Federal taxpayer should then
be bound to provide $10 million to that
party? On the other hand, is it right
that the Federal Government, if it is
going to subsidize the presidential campaigns, should refuse to provide money
to a political party that receives only
4,999,000 votes?
One thing is sure. Every splinter party
v.111 press to get their candidates on
the ballot in .every State, and thus assure
that they attract the 5 million vote minimum needed for participation in Federal fund moneys.
A host of questions arise that could
have been resolved through normal committee procedures. Should the law provide for financing the campaigns of
Members of Congress? Does the Federal Government have the right to decide
which of the political parties deserve
Federal funds and which do not? It
seems to me that there may be weighty
constitutional problems: Under the law,
tax revenues are distributed automatically for political pw·poses by Government employees. The taxpayer 1s deprived of any opportunity to earmark his
political contribution to a named party
of his choice.
The 89th Congress gave us two additional cases where House conferees were
faced with nonrelevant and unfamiliar
Senate riders. The act to suspend the
in\·estment credit and allowance of accelerated depreciation in the case of
certain real property was amended in
the Senate to incorporate provisions to
grant exemption from the antitrust laws
for a merger of professional football
leagues. This amendment was made to
a bill from the Ways and Means Committee at the very time the Committee on
the Judiciary was in the process of conducting hearir..g on similar professional
football league merger bills. The Senate
held no hearings on these bills, and the
Senate action short-circuited the hear-
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lngs 1n the House. As a result, Congress
has granted an antitrust exemption of

unknown scope to professional football.
The third example in the 89th Congress of Senate action without hearings
was the rider to H.R. 13935, a bill to consent to the entry of Massachusetts into
an interstate compact providing for bus
taxation proration and reciprocity. The
rider was an amendment to the War
Claims Act, and had no relevancy whatsoever to the Massachusetts compact.
The rider, if enacted, would have depleted the funds of the Foreign Claims
Settlement Commission by providing the
payment of interest to preferred claimants even before the payment of principal was made to other claimants. Fortunately, the Senate receded from its
rider during the closing days of the session.

Aid to Cities and States
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD D. McCARTHY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, January 12, 1967

Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. Speaker, I am
today introducing a bill to modernize and
improve the Federal Government's system of aid to cities and States.
It is identical to a bill introduced in
the other body by a Senator from Maine,
Mr. MusKIE, on June 15, 1966, and again
on January 25, 1967.
I am proposing this bill to help alleviate confusion in the administration and
coordination of Federal-aid funds and
programs and to promote understanding
and coo~ration among our various levels
of government.
The bill, as originally sponsored by Mr.
MuSKIE, would provide for a national
council close to the President, specifically
to carry out this work and would thereby
result in a major reorganization of the
executive branch of the Federal Government.
It would require, first of all, an Intergovernmental Cooperation Act to furnish
a policy of coordinating the Federal programs. The policy would consider the
plans and objectives of localities concerned. Chief responsibility for carrying
out this policymaking will fall upon the
President, who will have the authority to
present plans to combine Federal programs under fewer agencies.
An Intergovernmental Personnel Actalso proposed by Mr. MusKIE-would be
established under the bill, to center on
merit systems, personnel management,
in-service training and the interchange
of Federal, State, and local employees.
These present problems are considerable threats to the future administration
of Federal programs and deserve immediate reorganizational attention.
Local governments have always had
problems in knowing just what Federal
aid is available to them for such important projects as urban -renewal, economic
development, development of resources,
construction of sewerage, and manpower
training. As the country grows larger,

these problems increase. Because there
is now no truly effective pollcy for sort~
ing out the overlapping funds for Fed~
eral-aid programs this respons1b111ty
often falls to city mayors and city
councilmen.
Today we must cope with 86 new programs for local assistance-all passed by
the 89th Congress, and 84 previous programs. These 170 Federal-aid programs
are currently financed by more than 400
separate appropriations and are administered by 21 Federal departments and
agencies assisted by 150 Washington bureaus and more than 400 regional offices-all of which can gather applications and dispense Federal funds.
Subsequently, many of these programs
move slowly if at all, and prompt inefficiency at all levels of government.
Towns, cities, and small villages-who
often come to consider the Federal Government a great ogre with interest only
in large urban areas-have no real clearing place where they can know immediately what aid is there for them, how
they can become eligible for the aid, and
how they may apply for it.
Many of these difficulties would be
cleared up with the enactment of the bill
I am proposing today-and smaller governments for both urban and rural areas
would know-according to a more :flexible, simpler policy, what funds are available to them for education, pollution,
civil rights, law enforcement, housing,
education, transportation, and public facilities.
A National Intergovernmental Affair
Council <NIAC), operating close to the
President, would work to counteract
what Mr. MusKIE has called the bigger
threats to our Federal system "program
fragmentation and the tunnel vision of
Federal administrators."
We cannot go on establishing more
and more Federal programs only to add
to the top of an already unwieldy pile
of existing programs. We must give
more thought to speed, and simplicity.
We must introduce legislation to help
the Chief Executive carry out this mission.
We must look into programs that provide too much money for purposes requiring less than this amount. We must
bolster up programs that give too little
money for their needs.
Auditing and bookkeeping problems
are far too complicated in many areaspreventing -complete administration of
many of the funds available. There is
no consistent pattern that exists from
one program to another; in many of the
programs there are no equalization factors to insure that poorer States and localities are receiving more funds than
more fortunate areas. Sometimes the
mere cost of planning for the administration of some Federal funds has proved
too much for a locality-which has to
forego available moneys,
In addition, it is difficult for localities
to find qualified persons to carry out the
planning of programs available to them,
thus further confusing the efficiency of
the Federal aid issues.
Delays and uncertainty have resulted
1n many unused funds and have often
proved costly because they have involved
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much research, budgeting and documen~
tary work.
What goes for the Federal Govern~
ment in Washington-needless to saYwould never go for the government of a
small Western town, or even a large citY
in the East. The key word is "implementation." For even if the entire
structure of the Federal aid program iS
revamped to a satisfactorily workable
condition, it will do no good unless tbe
structure is carried out fully in its proper
manner.
What the council I am proposing~
day-the NIAC-will do is this: It w~
stand in the offi.ces of the President, de~
termine the importance of all existin~
Federal-aid programs, and bring abOU
policies of simplicity, :flexibility and co~
ordination.

Mr. Jack Webb
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES C. CORMAN
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESEN'}'ATIVES

Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. CORMAN. Mr. Speaker, the Pt·esident of the United States and each ~!
the Members of this House are acute1.1
aware of the difficult and complex problems of law enforcement in a free society. We are also aware that to what~
ever degree there is a breakdown in en~
forcement, each member of society suf~
fers.
The rapid and continuing increase 1n
the crime rate in the United States is a
matter of great concern to us all. I suggest a part of the solution to this prob~
lem lies in a greater understanding on
the part of the public of the chall~e
which faces the individual policeman 1n
the performance of his duties.
I call the attention of the House ~
the efforts of the man who, for the pas
two decades, has worked quietly and. effectively to further this understand1n~
He is Mr. Jack Webb-a fine actor an
a capable and effective director and producer. Through the "Dragnet" series.
he has used the media of television to
let the American people see the dangeJ
and drudgery, the accomplishments a.n
satisfactions of the policeman on tbe
beat. In the finest sense, Jack Webb bas
educated as well as entertained.
f
On February 9, in an episode 0
"Dragnet " he will show us the reflection
a policem:an sees when he stands befor~
a mirror-it is how the policeman see
himself, and it is in large part, I boPfs
how we too see him. This program
worthy of our attention.
The material referred to follows:
WHAT Is A CoP?
(By Richard L. Breen and Jack Webb)

It's awkward having a policeman around
the house. Friends drop ln. A man witb &
badge answers the door. The tempera tur~
drops twenty degrees. Throw a party and tb&
badge gets in the way. All of a sudden tbere
isn't a straight man in the crowd. EverY;,
body's a comedian. "Don't drink too mucb.e
somebody says, "or the man with the badg,
will run you ln." . . . Or, "How's it goin •
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Dick Tracy? How ma.ny jaywa.lkecs dld you
Pinch today?" . . . And there's always the
one who wants to know how ma.ny apples
You stole. All at once you've lost your first
name. You're a "cop," a "fta.tfoot.'' a
"bull," a "dick," "John Law." You're "the
fUzz," ''the heat," . . . you're polson. you're
trouble ... you're bad news. They call you
e.-erything, but never a policeman. It's not
.llluch of a life . . . unless you don't mind
missing a Dodger game because the hotshot
Phone rings . . . unless you Hke working
Saturdays, Sundays, holidays . . . at a job
that doesn't pay overtime. Oh, the pay is
adequate. If you count your pennies. you
can put your kid through college. But you'd
better plan on seeing Europe on your tele~ision set.
Then there's your first night on
the beat. When you try to arrea~ a drunken
Prostitute in a Main Street bar and she rips
Your new uniform to shre&. You'll buy another one .•. out of your own pocket.
You'll rub elbows with all the elite: pimps.
acldicts, thieves, bums, winos, gil:ls who can't
keep an address and men who don't care.
Liars. cheats, con men, the class of Skid Row.
And the heartbreak: underfed kids, beaten
kids. molested kids, lost kids. crying kids,
homeless kids, hit-and-run kids. broken-arm
kids, broken-leg kids, broken-head kids, sick
kids. dying kids, dead kids. The old people
that nobody wants, the reliefers. the pensioners, the ones who walk the street cold and
those who tried to keep warm and died in a
three-dollar room with an unvented gas
heater. You'll walk the beat and pick up
the pieces. Do you have real a.d venture in
Your soul? You'd better have. You'll do
ti.llle in a prowl car. It'll be a thrill-a.lllinute when you get an "unknown trouble"
can and hit a. back yard at two in the morning. never knowing who you'll met . . . ~ kid
With a knife . . . a. pill-head with a. gun, or
two ex-cons with nothing to lose. And you'll
have plenty of time to think. You'll draw
duty in a "lonely car" . . . with nobody to
talk to but your radio. Four yea.rs in uniform and you'll have the ablllty, the experience and maybe the desire to be a detect.ive.
lf you like to fiy by the seat of your pants,
this is where you belong. For every crime
that·s committed, you've got three mUllan
suspects to choose from. Most of the time
You'll have few facts and a. lot of hunches.
You'll run down leads that dead-end on you.
'Y'ou·u work all-night stakeouts that could
last a week. You'll do leg work until you're
sure you've talked to everybody in Califorllia . . . people who saw it happen. but really
didn't. People who insist they did it, but
really didn't. People who don't remember,
those who try to forget. Those who ten the
truth, those who lie. You'll run the files
'Until your eyes ache.
And paperwork . . . you'll fill out a report
'When you're right, you'll fill out a report
'When you're wrong, you'll fill one out when
You're not sure, you'll fill one out listing
Your leads, you'll fill one out when you have
llo lends, you'll make out a. report on the
reports you've made. You'll write enough
\1:ords in your lifetime to stock a library.
'Y'ou'Ulearn to live with doubt, anxiety, frustration, court decisions that tend to hinder
rather than help you: Dorado, Morae, Escobedo, Cahan. You'll learn to live with the
btstrtct Attorney, testifying in court, defense
attorneys, prosecuting attorneys, judges,
JUries, witnesses. And sometimes you won't
be happy with the outcome. But there's also
this: There are over five thousand men in
this city who know that being a. policeman
1a an endless, glamorless, thankless Job th3.t
· tnu.st be done. I know it, too. And I'm
damned gla.d to be one of them.

Johnson Loveth a Cheerful Giver
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. JOE SKUBITZ
01' KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, January 31, 1967

Mr. SKUBITZ. Mr: Speaker, the incongruities in the President's state of the
Union message are vivid upon reflection.
At one point the President said:
Let us do all that we can with what we
have.

But then as to say that what we have is
not enough, he proposed the 6-percent
suTcharge on individual and oorporate
income taxes. Many of our Nation's citizens were "tuned in" to hear the President's message but it seems clear from
the letters I have received that they are
"tuning out'' on his plans to spend more
of their money. I think the following
editorial exemplifies the thinking of
many Kansans. In the tradition of excellent journalism for which the Emporia
Gazette is known, Ray Call presents his
thoughts in the JanuaTy 26, 1967 issue.
I commend his editorial to the attention of my colleagues:
JOHNSON LoVETH A CHEERFUL GIVER

Somewhere in the back of our mind is a.
phase from the Bible that goes like this:
"The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away."
After digesting a report of Lyndon Johnson's
Budget Message we are inclined to paraphrase the Bible passage thus: "The President giveth and the President taketh away."
In our opinion, Mr. Johnson's State of the
Union message on Jan. lOth offered some
good things, but the effects of these benefits
would be erased by the proposals in hls
Budget Message Tuesday.
One of the key points in Mr. Johnson's
Budget Message was the need for giving. Mr.
Johnson asked Americans to tighten their
belts, calling on the nation for "a measure
of sacrifice" in higher taxes, higher postal
rates and higher paycheck deductions to help
finance the biggest budget in the nation's
history. In other words, the President wants
the people to give more money for the costs
of government, war and welfare.
Most taxpayers know that federal programs cost money and they are willing to
pay their fair shares. They do not mtnd
giving up money for things that are needed
to keep the nation safe and healthy. Yet
Mr. Johnson's plan for spending money will
not help the nation's economic health.
Probably the biggest threat to the U.S.
now is inflation. Unless the government
stops inflation soon, another serious depression seems certain. There are two ways Mr.
Johnson can stop inflation-less spending or
higher taxes. In his State of the Union
Message a couple of weeks ago, the President
asked for higher taxes. Many of us thought
he was going to ask for enough money to
pay for the government expenses and thereby
balance the budget. This certainly would
have slowed inflation.
But this week Mr. Johnson asked for more
spending~nough, in fact, to offset the benefits of higher taxes. "Deep budget cuts could
cause a recession . . ." 1\,fi". Johnson says.
He is wrong. The real threat of a depression
is caused by the shrinking value of the dol-
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tar. which is headed for deep troubles unless
intlation is stopped.
The President blamed the war in Vietnam
for most of his budget increase. Yet he also
demanded more money for his pet projects
in the "Great Society," including another
$135 million for "Project Head Start," $160
million to create jobs for slum youths, and
$150 million for so-called "slum clearance."
Mr. Johnson was right when he said the
American people must make a sacrifice. If
we are to stop Communism in Vietnam, then
everyone must chip in something extra until
the war is won. But sacrifices also must
be made on other fronts too. Some of the
nation's do-good projects here at home
should be cut back enough to balance the
budget.
True, it is more blessed to give than to
receive. as 'Mr. Johnson asks; but that.does
not necessarily stop inflation.-R. C.

Congressional Representation for the
District of Columbia
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR.
OF MARYLA!'iD

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967

MATHIAS of Maryland. Mr.
Speaker, there are two aspects to the
problem of extending democracy to the
citizens of the District of Columbia. One
is giving residents of the Nation's Capital a voice in their National Legislatw·e;
the other is giving' them a voice in their
own city's government.
During the last Congress, the long and
inconclusive debates over home rule obscured the equally important question of
District of Columbia representation on
Capitol Hill. This year, it appears that
perspective will be restored, and that the
90th Congress will hear far more discussion about congressional representation
for Washington.
Last Sunday, in an extremely thoughtful and compelling lead editorial, the
\Vashington Star set forth the case for
full congressional representation for the
people of Washington. Such representation, the Star editorial summarized, "is
an inherent right of citizens-the citizens of the District of Columbia no less
than other American citizens. In purely
practical terms, however, it is an even
more precious right ln the District than
in other, normal areas. For whatever
the form of local government in Washington. Congress will retain the ultimate
authority over this city."
The Star thus recommended a realistic
course of action for the 90th Congress,
a program which featured passage and
submission to the States of a constitutional amendment to grant residents of
the District of Columbia popularly elected, voting representation in C_ongress.
Under the form of amendment backed by
the Star, the Congress would be authorized to fix by statute the precise form of
DG"trtot representation in the House and
l\1r.

J
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Senate. Such an amendment would be
flexible and workable, and would preclude the difficulties often caused by locking into the Constitution specific provisions which might later have to be
changed through another amendment.
Mr. Speaker, congressional representation for the District of Columbia is not a
substitute for home rule, but it becomes
esPecially important in the absence of
home rule. As long as the Congress legislates for, appropriates funds for, and
polices the government of the District
it is our obligation to gain as much insight into local affairs as possible. Elected representatives of Washington could
make tremendous contributions both to
the general education of the Congress in
District of Columbia problems and to the
work of congressional committees.
As the second half of its program for
the 90th Congress, the Star also recommended creation of a "high-level commission" to review the entire question of
government in Washington, including
home rule, and make comprehensive recommendations to Congress. This suggestion, too, merits serious consideration
this year.
I include this constructive editorial in
the RECORD:
AN ATTAINABLE GoAL FOR DISTRICT SUFFRAGE
In an eloquent speech the other night,

Vice President Humphrey cited governmental
reform as one of the desirable means of attacking the District of Columbia's problems
this year. In a general sense, he was right.
Moving from the general to the specific,
however, Mr. Humphrey departed from solid
ground. The specific goal he referred to was
a home rule bill. And the fact is that such a
goal this year, or next, is unattainable.
Home rule is not dead. For the VJce President and for the President-as he did in 1Us
budget message-to emphasize this fact is
thoroughly consistent with their commitment to an ultimate objective. But the political reality is that home rule is not going
anywhere in the 90th Congress. For the
time being, the issue is on the shelf. This
fact of life is frankly con<?eded by every
knowledgeable advocate of self-government
for the District. It would be tragic if statements such as Mr. Humphrey's should raise
false hopes or lead community energies in
the direction of futility.
It would be tragic, especially, because another course of action is currently available
which is not only attainable, but which can
be supported enthusiastically by every element of the local community and by every
member of Congress.
We propose, as the top-priority District
legislative goal this year, a two-fold package.
The first part is a constitutional amendment which, after ratification by the states,
would enable Congress to grant District residents direct voting representation in Congress.
The second part of the package is the creation of a high-level commission, with representation from the administration, Congress,
the local community and outside experts in
the urban field to conduct an in-depth study
of the entire question of government in
Washington-home rule included.
The case for voting representation in Congress needs no detailed defense here. It is
an inherent right of citizens--the citizens of
the District of Columbia no less than those
of other American citizens. In purely practical terms, however, it is an even more

precious right in the District than in other,
normal areas. For whatever the form of local
government in Washington, Congress willretain the ultimate authority over this city.
From Congress' selfish point of view, District
representation could be immeasurably helpful in discharging that obligation. From the
viewpoint of local citizens, such a direct voice
in Congress would be the most meaningful of
all possible forms of suffrage.
Voting representation is controversial, in
Congress, only as to the degree of representation which should be granted. We suggest,
therefore, that this question be temporarily
put aside, and that Congress approve this
year, for ratification by the states, a simple
constitutional amendment affirming the right
of District residents to voting representation
"in such measure as the Congress may direct." Such an amendment was co-sponsored
last year in the Sen~te by Majority Leader
MANSFIELD and Minority Leader DIRKSEN.
There is broad bipartisan support for such a
move in Congress today.
In the community, such congressional representation is not opposed by anyone-the
most ardent advocates of home rule included.
The campaign to achieve it has lagged in
the past for a single reason: The effort to
achieve home rule first has commanded a
greater degree of attention. And the crucial
point in that connection is this: Now, in the
90th Congress, for the first time in many
years, this element of legislative competition
is missing. Representation is not an alternative to home rule. It is a vital civil right
which at last can be pursued, in this Congress, on its own merits.
The bipartisan commission study proposed
here as a compatible companion measure,
on the other hand, is related directly to
home rule. It would keep alive, during the
next couple of years, an aspect of home rule
which otherwise is apt to lie dormant. The
proposed commission should start with no
preconceived notions as to the best form of
local government for the District. Its goal
should be plainly and simply to find the best
possible form. It should analyze the defects
in the present government. It should recognize the fact that the District has become
the center of a vast, booming metropolis, and
consider its proper relationship to the surrounding suburban counties. It should advance proposals to assure that the paramount
interests of the federal government are fully
and adequately protected in any new form
of local government-as they have not been
in previous proposals.
The thought that such, a study is overdue
is not original with us. The fact is, as home
rule leaders recognize, that the most recent
of the ill-fated home rule proposals vary little in their substance from those advanced
20 years ago. These proposals urgently need
restudy. It is the hope and belief of many
home rule leaders that a study, conducted by
a commission with broad local representation, would produce an improved and more
politicafly palatable home rule bill.
Let us make our own position on this
subject perfectly clear. We have been fearful that any real "home rule" here will mean
abandonment of the special relationship be~
tween the federal government and this federal city which has given Washington its
reason for being. We remain fearful on
that score. It seems equally clear to us,
however, that the adoption of some form
of home rule, whether two years from now
or five, is in the political cards. And it ls
our concern that, when home rule comes,
the new form of government should be as
right as we all can possibly make it. A
comprehensive study, begun this year, would
be a solid step in this direction.
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The de-emphasis of home rule as an acti~e
goal this year is already producing a royrta~
of other proposals--for a non-voting Dist~c
delegate, for instance, for an elected DiS~
trtct Commissioner and for an elected schOO
board. It is widely anticipated that presii
dent Johnson will shortly submit severn
ideas of his own fOT improvements in tbe
District, including, through his reorganiza~
tion powers, a shakeup of the present citY
government. There is ample room for iJJl~
provement, and the presiden+•s reorga~a~
tion proposals will be welcome as an 10 ~
terim step. They can hardly substitute.
however, for a comprehensive and overd\.1~
study of the entire structure of goverrunen
in Washington.
Perhaps the greatest danger in the illl~
mediate future is the possibility that cox:n~
munity and congressional efforts may be~
come so divided among a variety of ap~
proaches that the Distl'~ :t will wind up
nothing. It would be a tragic error if tb
happened.
The time, as never before, is ripe fo~
Washingtonians to present a united front
in support of the representation amendille~y
on the one hand, and the commission stU Ie
on the other. We urge every responsib
group in the city to seize this opportunitY•
and we trust that the President will encour~
age them in doing so.

witts

Trading Stamp Bill Introduced in Texas
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LESTER L. WOLFF
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Speaker, I insert
in the RE<:ORD at this point an arti~le
which appeared in Women's Wear DailY'
on February 1, 1967, indicating that a.
trading stamp bill was introduced in tlle
Texas Legislature recently. As I pointed
out last week, a similar bill has been in~
troduced and is under consideration {:
Arkansas. There is, throughout t e
country, a genuine concern regarding tbe
use of trading stamps, and general agred
ment that their use ought to be regulate ·
I wish to impress upon the Membe~
here again that the House must act IIl
this matter, since it is one which lendS
itself to uniform regulation.

TRADING STAMP BILLS INTRODUCED IN TEl<~S
AUSTIN, TEX.-A bill to provide for casl:l
redemption -of trading stamps has been in~
traduced in the Texas legislature.
Il
The bill's sponsor, Sen. V. E. Berry. sad
Antonio, also introduced a bill that woul
require trading stamp companies to pa 1
the State the value of any stamps not re~
deemed after four years.
The first bill (SB 52) would require all
trading stamp companies operating in 'felt{lS
to print a redeemable monetary value on
the stamp amounting to 90 percent of tlle
price charged by the company to retailers
and other users of the stamps.
The second bill (SB 53) would have trad~
ing stamp companies pay an annual fee to
the Secretary of State, and make annual re~
ports on amounts of any unredeellle
stamps.

Appendix
wall} Jackson born in Clarksburg, Jan. 21,
1824.
S. J. Birshtein, chairman of the Stonewall
Jackson Historical Committee of the Chamber
of Commerce, informed. the press that two
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
local organizations are honoring the occasion
OJ'
with appropriate wreaths.
The United Daughters of the Confederacy
have placed a wreath on both the Stonewall
OF WEST VIRGrNIA
equestrian statue and on the bronze plaque
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES erected on the site in the 300 block of West
:Main Street where the famous general was
Thursday, February 9, 1967
born.
The Stonewall Jackson Civic Club has reMr. RANDOLPH. :Mr. President, SatUrday, January 21, was the 143d anni- membered today's 143rd anniversary by placa wreath on the equestrian statue loversary of the birth of Gen. Thomas Jon- ing
cated on the plaza of the Harrison. County
athan <Stonewall> Jackson, one of Court House.
America's most distlnguj.c)hed sons, who
The Clarksburg Chapter o! the U.D.C.
was born in the western region of Vir- erected the bronze plaque in August, 1911 to
ginia in what is now the city of Clarks- commemorate the general's birthplace. On
May 10, 1953, the famous equestrian statue
burg, W.Va.
was dedicated.
Much has been written of Stonewall
The Honorable Frank C. Haymond of the
Jackson's numerous military feats dur- Supreme Court o! West Va. was the principal
ing the Civil War, and, of course, partic- speaker at the ceremony and was intrQduced
Ular emphasis has been placed on his by the late Dr. Roy Bird Cook, noted. hisfamous ''Valley campaign." The move- torian.
Judge Haymond is the guest speaker toments of Jackson and his dedicated
troops during the period of the "Valley. night in Huntington at the annual banquet
the New Stonewall Jackson Brigade,
campaign" h,a.ve furnished the teachers of
Birshtein is a Colonel in the Brigade.
of military history with lessons on sucStonewall Jackson's sister Laura died in
cessful strategy and tactics, which are Buckhannon one month following the erecstm being studied throughout the world. tion of the bronze plaque in August, 1911.
The equestrian statue was made by the
'I'he valley campaign truly exemplifies
the favorite J.ackson maxims, "Celerity late Charles Keck of New York, and the b1't5e
of
the statue was designed by William
is the secret of success," and "To move
Clarksburg architect.
SWiftly, strike vigorously, and .secure the Grant,
Birshtein, who has been a Stonewall enthufruits of victory."
siast since attending the Stonewall JackStonewall Jackson's military accom- son Public School in Norfolk, Va., furnished.
Plishments prompted this comment from the press with the folloWing information
the great Victorian military leader, Field regarding Clarkburg's great native-born genMarshal Viscount Wolseley, "The fame eral.
a brilliant Confederate officer durof Stonewall Jackson ls no longer the ingJackson,
the War Between the States, acquired the
exclusive property of Virginia and the sobriquet
or nickname of .. Stonewall" with
South; it has become the birthright of his stubborn defense of a. position in the
every man privileged to call himself an first battle of Manassas (Bull Run} July 21,
Ame1ican."
1861.
He deprecated Secession but was a strong
The strong character of J,ackson
Prompted the following remarks in the believer in states' rights, and when Virgirua
Daily Chronicle of Washington, D.C., on withdrew from the Union, he maintained
his allegiance to the State.
·
the general's death:
Stonewall Jackson was one of the most
He has one great and overmastering trait able of the Confederate officers and was probor character--a fanatical enthusiasm which ably the greatest corps commander on either
overleaped all obstacles and sharpened pre- side during the War. He had a deep religious
Ina.turely all other qualities o! his mind. nature and has often been compared with
Stonewall Jackson was a. great general, a the Cromwellian leaders ln England, ilistoribrave soldier, a noble Christian, and a pure ans contend.
lllan.
The military tactics of Stonewall Jackson
l1r. President, annually the city of are studied in the military academies at
Clarksburg, W.Va., honors the .anniver- West Point, Va., Military Institute, in St.
Cyr, France; and at Sandhurst, England. It
sary of Jackson's birth with appropriate is
said to be the consensus o! military ex'Public ceremonies, and I a.sk unanimous perts
that his genius has seldom been
consent that an article in the Clarksburg equalled and never surpassed.
Exponent of January 21 on this year's
One o! the finest tributes to Jackson was
cere.nony be printed in the Appendix of sent in a telegram by the late great general
the RECORD at this point.
of World War II, Douglas MacArthur, at the
There being no objection, the article unveiling of the bronze bust of Stonewall
was ordered to be printed in the R.Ecoan. in the Colonnade of the Hall of Fame at
New York University, May 19, 1957.
as follows:
"Perhaps the most prized message I ever
[From the Clarksburg Exponent, Jan. 21,
received came from the famous historian,
1967]
Douglas Southall Freeman, who wrote me
War:ATHS REKIND or 143D BmTHDAT OF
at the close of my campaign in the SouthGENERAL JACKSON
west Pacific area o! World War II. "The
Today marks the 143rd. anniversary o! the mantle o! Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackbirth o! General Thomas Jonathan (Stone- son has now fallen on your shoulders."

The 143d Anniversary of the Birth of
Stonewall Jackson

HON. JENNINGS RANDOLPH

Two of Stonewall's most favorite maxims
are "You May Be Whatever You Resolve to
Be" and "Never Take Counsel of Your
Fears."
Birshteln said that few persons in West
Virginia realize that the Clarksburg Public
Library has a prized original letter by Stonewall. This letter is on exhibit together with
a miniature replica of the polaris submarine,
Stonewall Jackson, and other diversified
mementos deallng with Jackson.
Miss Charlotte Bailey, librarian, ha.s extended an invitation to the public to visit
the library and examine the many Jackson
items being displayed in connection with the
143rd Birthday Anniversary.
Also on display is an excellent sketch by
Bruce Haymond of Stonewall Jackson's birthplace (324-328 West Main Street) now occupied by a merchantlle store. The sketch
graphically reveals "a neat three-room brick
cottage with semi-attic and inset porch, of
a type now fast disappearing."
A large oil painting of Stonewall was presented. several years ago to the Library by
David Van Pelt, a Friend of the Library.
The portrait was made by EdWin F. Draughman and is a fine copy of the famous original
by John A. Elder in the Corcoran Gallery of
Art in Washington, D.C.
A ladder-back rocker which belonged to
Jackson's Mother is also on exhibit in the
Library.
The original letter by Stonewall was presented to the Clarksburg Public Library by
the late D. H. Hill Arnold o! Elkins, grandnephew o! Jackson.
The letter, postmarked West Point, is addressed to Jackson's sister, Mrs. L. (Laura)
A. Arnold of Beverly, Randolph County.
Stonewall wrote his sister of his preparations for the annual examinations at West
Point and reported that his health was "very
good at the present." He requested that
his sister inform him as to the subscription
rates of "the Democratic paper published
in Clarksburg."
The Clarksburg Post Office features two
large Zip Code cutout standing figures in
the lobby-bearing the name of Clarksburg's
native general and his birthplace address.
Jackson's paternal grandparents, his father
Jonathan, and sister Elizabeth, a.re buried.
- in the Historical Cemetery in Jackson Park,
located on East Pike Street in Clarksburg.
The General's Mother is buried in Ansted,
West Va. His sister Laura is buried in
Buckhannon and his brother Warren lies at
rest near that city.
Stonewall Jackson died 'May 10, 1863 at the
age o! 39 near Guinea Station, Va., and is
buried 1n Lexington, Va.
Birshtein is desirous of having all persons
born on January 21st to write to the Stonewall Jackson Birthday Committee, Post Offlee Drawer 551, Clarksburg, West Va. 26301.
listing the birthday, year and place of birth,
and present address.

Three Brave Men
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 9, 1967

Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
a recent editorial 1n the ·washington
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Post reviews the tragic deaths of Astronauts Grissom, White, and Chaffee. In
decisions which surround our continued
manned exploration of space, as the editorial so aptly points out, it is important
to examine not only the immediate
tragedy but also to recognize the inherent
dangers involved in exploration with a
view to minimizing these hazards for
those who will continue to venture into
the new world of space.
The editorial follows:
THREE BRAVE MEN

Three brave men died in the Apollo holo-caust, three men who-like their fellow astronauts and the cosmonauts, too--had
come to accept as normal and routine a
degree of personal danger that numbs the
average man in the mere contemplation of
it. It would have been, after all, entirely
understandable, only "human," had they
allowed an awareness of risk or a sense of
fate to impinge upon their work. But they
did not.
To the incredible adventure that is the
exploration of space, they gave their marvelous talents, their loyalty and finally their
lives. Before the Nation moves on to a preoccupation with the consequences of the
disaster, the daring and duty of Virgil Grissom, Edward White and Roger Chaffee ought
to be humbly and gratefully remarked.
A full evaluation of the flash fire inside
the Apollo spacecraft will, of course, have
to await the report of the oflicial board of
Inquiry. It 1.s already evident, however, that
the margin of safety in space exploration is
extremely, perhaps unavoidably, low and
that success depends on the proper coordinated functioning of a great array of men
and machines.
One can have confidence that the oflicials
charged with putting an American on the
moon are doing their utmost to make the
mission safe. But their success until last
Friday may have given many Americans the
impression that science and safety were synonymous. This 1.s hardly so. Risks can
be reduced, but let no one think they can
be erased.
The tragedy inevitably rekindles doubts
about the need or desirability of the American manned-flight program. In our view,
the three dea tbs do not discredl t the national and scientific purposes of the program; these are unchanged. It is not a
question of whether a moon flight is
"worth" three men.
Manned flight is
"worth" the Nation's continued striving.
Americans will want to be assured, how-·
ever, that the pace of the program does not
itself constitute an element of danger. A
deadline is helpful for an organization bracing for a big job, but there is nothing magical or unchangeable in the 1969 deadline for
landing a man on the moon. The Space
Agency should not content itself with an
inquiry that touches only the immediate
disaster. It should address the larger and
more troubling question of the Apollo timetable.

Two Goals for National Transportation
EXTENSION OF REl\IARKS
OF

HON. HUGH SCOTT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, February 9, 1967

Mr. SCOT!'. Mr. President, next
month the new Transportation Department will begin operations. The creation of this Department recognizes the
growing importance of the transporta-

1
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tion industry to the efficient functioning only the $50,000 standard hopper barge, but
of the economy. Among its many duties, ' often also a $750,000 barge capable of carrying 2,500 tons ·or chemicals at -28" F. The
the Department will serve as a focus for demand
is both for much more capacity and
new thinking on national transport pol- more capacity
of a specialized and expensive
icy.
kind.
Government has a vital role to play in
As the new Department of Transportation
the development of a transport system surveys the field, it will find a basically sound
adequate to meet the ever-growing needs system. There ,are, to be sure, complaints
of the economy. We should always re- about the way the system works. Some are
member, however, that in the last analy- justified and some are not. But compared
the transport system of any other counsis, new and improved barge, rail, truck to
try, the U.S. domestic system works extremely
and airline capacity is the result of pri- well.
Shippers have wide choices in types
vate investment.
and grade service. An expert tramc manCharles E. Walker, president of Union ager, putting together the varied offerings of
Barge Line Corp., a subsidiary of the the different modes of transportation, is toDravo Corp., of Pittsburgh, Pa., and a day able to develop more efficient systems of
leader of the inland water transport irt- production and distribution than was ever
dustry, calls attention to two areas of the case before. A large part of the cutting
edge of the efficiency of American manufacgovernment policy with which the De- turing
can, I believe, be attributed to the
partment concerns itself in the public avallabllity and skillful employment of our
interest.
complex system of transportation.
First is the encouragement of larger
All this is accomplished under private
private investment in transport capacity. ownership of transportation capacity. VigorMr. Walker points out that no amount of ous expansion and technological advance
regulation or Government rearrange- have been the rule in recent years for all
Funds for new investment have been
ment of existing capacity will make up modes.
obtained both from reinvested earnings and
for failure of private capital to enter the from
the capital markets where transportatransport field in adequate volume.
tion companies must compete with all other
Second is the stimulation of inter- segments of a rapidly growing economy.
modal coordination so that the most efThe Department of Transportation comes
ficient use is made of the new invest- into being at a time of general confidence 1n
the
future. Today, transportation cannot
ment. Mr. Walker says that more waterrail coordination, particularly, could sig- qualify as a. sick industry, nor one that. is
failing to provide a high quality of serv1ce
nificantly reduce transportation costs to to
the public.
the consumer.
Each mode of transportation has worked
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- out
its particular place in the system. Dosent to have printed in the Appendix of mestic water transportation is one result of
the -RECORD the remarks made by Mr. a multi-purpose water resource development
Walker in Chicago on February 1 at the program having a variety of public interest
National Transportation Institute of the objectives. The role of the water carriers ls
Transportation Association of America. to translate a major national resource into
There being no objection, the remarks an important national economic asset bY
producing the lowest cost transportation
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, avialable
to the public. It is their responas follows:
sibility to ma.ke effective use of the physical
TwO GOALS FOR NATIONAL TRANSPORTATIONSTIMULATE PRIVATE INVESTMENT AND ENCOURAGE INTER-MODAL COORDINATION

(Remarks of Charles E. Walker, President,
Union Barge Line Corp., National Transportation Institute, Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago, Ill., February 1, 1967)
The establishment of a cabinet-level Department of Transportation provides an occasion to take a new look at one of the nation's largest, most ocmplex and most competitive industries. At least for the present,
it is an industry showing healthy prospects,
including improvement in net income and
a large volume of new investment in equipment and faclllties.
This year is a favorable time to encourage
larger private investment to meet the rapidly
growing transport needs of the economy and,
at the same time, to stimulate inter-modal
coordination so that the most eflicient use
is made of the new investment.
A key characteristic common t-o all
branches of the inqustry tOday is rapid
growth. And this growth seems to be no
temporary upsurge. As the economy continues to grow in complexity and size, more
and more trans:port service is n~eded per
capita. In 1941, for example, 5,800 ton-miles
of service was required annually to supply
each of us with our food, fuel and other necessities. In 1966, it took 60 percent more
service to satisfy our needs, or 8,900 tonmiles for every man, woman and child in the
country. If trends of the past five years continue, each of us will need 10,600 ton-miles
of service a year by 1970 and 16,000 by 1980.
Rapidly increasing demand does not mean
simply the accumulation of more standard
barges, box cars, or trucks. Increasingly, it
means the development of specialized equipment. In our business, the shipper wants not

fact that a ton of freight on board a vessel
requires the least effort to muve of any form
of transportation, as anyone can deduce who
has watched a small boy push a heavy speedboat away from a dock.
For commodities adapted to water transport, barge lines oo.n carry goods thousands
of miles for a price that would pay for onlY
a fraction of that distance by the cheapest
land means. All available evidence shows
that water transportation, where it is effective, greatly stimulates intensive industrial
development. This means increased demandS
for service on the part of all modes of transportation, particularly railroads, an acrossthe-board benefit of development of an essential natural resource.
Technological advance has dramaticallY
improved efficiency of inland water transportation. A single movement on the river
15 years ago had the approximate capacity of
one Liberty ship or 10,000 tons. Today, a
boat may push the equivalent of four LlbertY
ship loads or 40,000 tons. Further advances
are expected. As depth of river channels are
improved from nine to twelve feet, a corresponding increase in capacity will take
place. Opportunities for further expansion
will continue to open up as a result of the
long term national program for increasing
the water supply for all purposes. In 1900,
the nation consumed only 40 billlon gallons
of water a day compared to over 370 bUlion
today. By 1980, 'the government estimates
that nearly 500 blllion gallons will be needed
dally. In many cases, an important by-product of water resource development is navigation.
Growth trends in tranSport demand maY
now be developing a new situation. With
rapid expansion and technological improve-ment having priority, emphasis on ab11lty to
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Invest in new capacity be<:omes all-important. No a.mount of regulation or govern:tn.ent re-arrangement of existing capacity will
tn.ake up for failure of private capital to enter
the transport field in adequate volume. ·
As the needs increase for even larger
amounts of capita.l to finance improved and
Often highly specialized equipment, it is apPropriate to explore new ways in which the
different modes may work together efficiently.
The rapidly increasing demands of the e<:onomy suggest that new attention be paid to
achieving inter-modal coordination. Waterrau coordination, particularly, makes sense
for many long distance freight movements.
With the use of new technology, water-rail
Combinations in many markets could siglliftcantly reduce many all-rail rates, and increase the productivity of expensive freight
car_s. The new department may be able to
help break down long standing resistance to
SUch cooperative arrangements.
Some have argued that coordination can
Only be successfully brought about through
single ownership of different means of transJ>orta.tion. The risk of such common ownership, however, is the destruction of healthy
competition. Since the economic advantages
Cited for common ownership can be obtained
through coordination of services without risk
to the competitive process, it seetn.s sensible
to favor the coordination approach.
One of the outstanding advantages of such
coordination is t.hat it permits more efie<:tive
Utilization of existing equipment, and facilities, rail and water, and thus both reduces
reqUirements for new capital and makes the
investment of such capital more attractive.
The willingness of transportation compalUes to invest in new and improved capacity
18 a demonstration of general confidence in
the future and a deep recognition that private investment for profit is an essential part
Of our transportation system in the United
States. Therefore, all of us in TAA as well as
OUr government representatives, should bend
every effort to maintain this climate of confidence. At the sa.me time, coordination of
&ervice should be encouraged so that new investment fin.ds its way into the most econ.omtcally pfOductive channels and thus
strengthen the entire transport system on
'\\>hich the nation's economy depends.

recorded in the Congress of the United
States.
He started from humble beginnings.
He worked hard for everything he got;
he overcame all obstacles. By virtue of
great, natural ability, strength of character the force of his dynamic personality and his resolute spirit, he steadily
moved forward with confidence, vigor
and speed.
At a very early age, he was elected to
the Congress of the United States. His
record in this body has been one of paramount distinction, marked by highest
honors and one triumph after another.
Congressman Fogarty did not come to
this body to serve any special privilege.
He came here ably, faithfully, and honorably to serve the people of his distiict
and Nation and he made lt clear from
the start that he meant business.
Early in life he had noted the struggles, the disadvantages, the adversities,
the handicaps of ordinary members of
the rank and file. He knew and understood their problems and was interested
in promoting their welfare and betterment.
Early he realized that ordinary working people needed higher standards of
living, better opportunities for education
and improvements in the leadership,
agencies and instrumentalities devoted to
promoting the public health and wellbeing.
IJke some others with a mission, he
found in the panel of the great House
Appropriations Committee, to which he
was assigned, colleagues and kindred
spirits who, like himself, had noticed certain, well-defined health needs of the
people, and were willing to exert every
effort to meet them.
John Fogarty was an untiring worker
and never spared himself for a moment.
He had high goals, lofty principles, noble
aims, and was admirably equipped to advance them. He had the ability, courage,
unfiagging energy, and unswerving dedication to tackle social problems that few
Congressman John E. ~ ogarty
dared to touch at the time.
It wa.c; not long, however, that under
his inspiring leadership, his dreams and
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
his humane practical conceptions and
OF
ideas for promoting the health of the
HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
American people started to take concrete
0:1' MASSACHUSETTS
shape, ·and before long, the ofttime
slowly moving legislative mills of the
lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Congress were sparked into concrete, efWednesday, February 8, 1967
fective action.
Mr. PHILBIN. Mr. Speaker, the very
It is said by the celebrated expert and
Untimely passing of my beloved and commentator, Dr. Howard A. Rusk, in
'Valued friend, Congressman John E. the New York Times:
Pogarty, was a very great shock to all
No one in the history of this country has
of us who knew him, to his admiring done more to promote more and better health
COlleagues in the House and innumer- services, more and better health facilities,
able people in his great district, his State, and more and better health research than
Representative Fogarty.
the Nation, and the world.
And that puts it in accurate terms.
This great American was called to his
Some years ago John suffered a serious
l>r!aker at a time when truly he had had
not even reached the crest of his powers, heart attack which slowed him down for
a.Ild ordinarily could look forward to a while, but did not deter him for long
tnany more years of constructive achieve- from the most energetic pursuit of his
tnent for the people, and happiness with established goals.
his family and friends. He seemed to
A man of profound religious faith and
be as vigorous as ever and there was no devotion, he was content to leave his own
sign of his impending passing.
destiny in the hands of his Creator,.and
John Fogarty was outstanding in every he stanchly drew on all his resources,
sense of the word. ms brilliant career physical, intellectual, political, spiritual,
in the public service was one of the most and inspirational, almost as an evangefruitful, colorful and illustrious ever list with a holy cause, hammering out one
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measure after another to set up,
strengthen, and perfect the institutes of
health, the basic research institutions.
and related agencies, for attacking the
killer diseases, like cancer. heart trouble.
vascular, circulatory and stroke-producing diseases, muscular dystrophy, mental
retardation, fibrosis, and a host of spa.c;tic
and congenital a.fflictions which have
plagued humanity for centuries and have
been getting worse in recent years, and
which this great, brave son of Rhode
Island rightly believed should be banished
from the earth.
How well he did this overall job is
written in golden letters in the permanent records of this House and the other
body, and in the prayers and gratitude
of the American people.
It is doubtful whether so many people
in this country suffering from killer and
other diseases now or in the foreseeable
future, and who have been or w111 be
cured or relieved will ever owe so much to
one individual as the very many victims
of previously incurable diseases now owe,
and will continue to owe, to John Fogarty
of Rhode Island for the merciful aid
and deliverance which ius inspired
leadership assured for them.
When he entered Congress the appropriation for medical research was $2 million a year, and now thanks to the influence and impetus of his truly blessed
work and idealism, it is now over a biillon
a year and will continue to grow in the
future, until science \\ill at last be able to
unlock the many more secrets that will
permit millions of human beings, heretofore doomed to early death, or to lives of
helplessness, need, and pain, to enjoy
normal spans of life and escape from
excruciatin~ suffering.
Is it any wonder that John Fogarty
should be referred to as "Mr. Public
Health" by Dr. Rusk and other experts
too numerous to mention in the best
position of all to appraise his tremendously historic and effective contributions to suffering mankind. It can be
said without fear of contradiction, and
unquestionably, that John Fogarty is the
greatest, political, health leader in our
history. and his colleagues, his able, devoted staff, and those who worked with
him in the committee and the House,
and the other body, can be proud of his
great work and proud of the support and
invaluable aid they gave him.
This is also true of his coworkers in
the other body. Sen a tor LisTER HILL and
his colleagues, all very able, distinguished leaders, and the wonderful thing
about this memorable achievement was
that these dedicated collaborators and
assistants, and all who worked with the
great John Fogarty, recognized the epochal nature, import and effects of his
carefully selected, fixed goals and the
miracles they would work for the American people and the human race.
John Fogarty was the driving force
that translated into speedy, administrative action the research and application
in our hospital, clinical and medical systems of the great, scientific and medical
discoveries, techniques, equipment, appliances, therapies and methods that have
worked such wonders in free, modem
medicine and that have brought truly
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immeasurable blessings to so many
people.
I would like to touch upon the personal
side of John Fogarty, because to those
of us who knew him well, he was a remarkable person, who at once inspired
respect, admiration, and affection.
To know him well as to love him.
There were many unusual, impressive,
and attractive facets to his character
and makeup.
He was strong, powerful and rugged
physically, and did not know the meaning
of the word fear.
He had a natural, quick, alert mind
that enabled him to make sharp, accurate, speedy appraisals.
He was articulate and forceful in his
speech, capable of decisions, and persuasive in his advocacy.
When aroused by an allegiance to a
cause, be was militant and unswerving.
He was straightforward, direct and
:fairminded, and never struck a low blow.
He was shrewd and canny in negotiations, artful and clever in gaining his
ends, resourceful in putting his ideas
and his measures through his committee,
the House, and the Congress. ·
He was profoundly religious minded,
and he proudly wore for everyone to see
the badge and the stamp of his Irish
ancestry, from which he felt be drew
much of his strength, his power, his
courage, his zeal for good, humane
causes, his humor, sympathetic nature
and his strong sense of loyalty, which
was one of the dominating qualities he
possessed.
Rigorously honest, outspoken and
forthright, candid and resolute--he was
a man whose friendship meant something more than llpservlce.
He could always be counted on to stand
up and fight for his friends or for any
cause to which he was attached.
John was firm in his principles and
:fiercely intent upon his goals, but he was
kindly and tonsiderate of others-strong
of will, but gentle of heart, and generous
of impulse, a man who dealt in warm,
personal values, rather than in the cold,
unfeeling absolutes of the computer, a
man who commanded respect for his integrity and greatness, adthiration for his
faith and his courage, and love for his
loyalty and his essential goodness as a
human being.
An unfaltering patriot and lover of
his country and its free institutions.
John could not be excelled in his eagerness to sacrlfice of himself to defend,
strengthen, and enrich this Nation.
In war and peace, he served, far beyond the call of duty, to protect our
country and make it a better place in
which to live.
Deep in his conviction that this is truly
the government of the people, he won
the plaudits and the hearts of his countrymen for his untiring, determined
efforts and labors to improve the health
and lengthen the lifespan of the people
through vigorous, intelligent development and application of the wonders and
miracles of modern science and the
genius of humane statesmanship.
John Fogarty saw the light and followed the star of his dream to the lofty
pinnacles of constructive fulfillment and
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noble achievement for suffering hu- to "that land from whose bourne no
manity.
traveler ever returns.''
His passing leaves an irreplaceable
And 1f we could but ask h1m today,
what inspired him, I know he would say void in this great House and in the
in his characteristically direct way that hearts of his friends.
his dream was in part an Irish dream,
In these historic Halls and in thiS
touched and colored by the sufferings, Nation, and in the world of humanity,
aspirations, and glories of Erin, a dream John Fogarty will never be forgotten.
He will always be remembered for hiS
that Eprung up from the soil and the
tra,·ails of that once ravaged land, dream and the rich blessings which its
through indomitable God-fearing ances- fulfillment has brought to the world.
We '\\rill continue his unfinished work;
tors, who found in this country the blessings of freedom and opportunity denied the great aims he had in mind. We will
them in their own cherished homeland, take up the torch he lighted.
Our prayers and our tears attend biin
and who implanted into the breast of
John Fogarty the undying love and now, as we bid him farewell; our good
loyalty to the United States, and its comrade and devoted friend, called all
people. and this great Government, that too soon in the prime of his life to his
prompted him, in such a real sense, to heavenly reward. But we must reconcile
devote his life, and in the end to give ourselves to the divine Will.
To his gracious, loving wife and helphis life, for the benefit and betterment
of his fellow Amencans and his fellow mate, Luise, and his lovely, young
man. And he gave his life for the greater daughter, Mary, of whom be was so
security, strength, and glory of his be- proud, and h1.s wonderful family, hls beloved country, just as a :fighting man loved brothers and sisters, his dear ones.
stricken in battle.
and the dedicated colleagues and staff
Yes, it was 1n truth, in the merciful members who worked so devotedly with
work of human betterment and allevia- him, all so sorrowfully bereaved, I extend
tion from suffering that John Fogarty the most heartfelt sympathy and prayers
throughout his long, distinguished serv- of myself and family.
.
ice gave his all, and finally his Ufe.
And in behalf of the people of my great
As the poet said:
congressional district, which touches on
In the world of time and space among the the great district represented by Congressman Fogarty 1n this House, a.nd
bulk o1' actual things,
where he was so well known, so highlY
A dream was dreamed in his heart
And he asked himself again and again, like esteemed a.nd loved, I also express deepthe poet, Can that dream come true? est sympathy and condolence to his beCan millions and millions of people, reaved family.
May our dearly beloved friend, John.
many yet unborn, dwell in the house
that John Fogarty shaped in his heart, find rest and peace 1n his eternal home.
the noble house of his thoughts and his His blessed memory w1ll always remain
with us to guide and inspire us in our
dreams?
Thank God, he got his answer, and he wo:tk.
Some words of the "Irish poet, Padraic
llved to see his dream written into law,
and become a part of th1s great Govern- Pearse come to mind:
ment of ours to bring many blessings I have vision and prophecy and the gift o!
fiery speech,
and promises· of help to countless, a.ffiicted, distressed and helpless human 1 that have spoken with God on the top a!
His holy h111beings, heretofore condemned to lifeAnd because r· am of the people, I undertimes of suffering.
stand the people.
I could ask: "What greater love hath
My heart has been heavy with the grief o!
any ma.n than that he should lay down
mothers.
his life for his fl1ends?"
My ey~s have been wet with the tears o!
children.
This House, this generation hails and
acclaims John Fogarty, and mankind What if the dream comes true, and if millions unborn sihall dwell.
will long continue to sing his praises
and utter prayers of gratitude to the one In the house that I shaped in my heart, the
noble
house of my thought?
who, more than others, although he enjoyed the encouragement, support and
John Fogarty's dream, now comizlg
effective help of others, opened the door true, will brighten and bless humankind
that has liberated millions of human for many years to come.
beings from the darkness and anguish of
God love him.
~ain and suffering into the bright sunAs part of my remarks I ask unanimous
l::.ght of restored health and well-being. consent to include 1n the REcORD an arWho knows indeed what the future ticle captioned "Mr. Public Health," bY
will bring in the furtherance of his work the distinguished commentator and exwhat miracles and wonders may yet ~ pert, Dr. Howard A. Rusk, recently apworked in the battle of man against pearing in the New York Times which
disease, disability, handicap retarda- touched very significantly upon Contion, pain. and suffering that has been gressman Fogarty's magnificent achievelaunched by this great American, whom ments.
we so deeply and so sorrowfully mourn.
Pv"BLIC HEALTH-DEATH ENDS LONG FIGH'l'
It is with ''ery heavy hearts that we MR.
l!Y REPRESENTATIVE FOGARTY To GIVE AMERbid our sad farewells to this great illusICA F'R.EEDOM F'ROM DISEASE
trious leader, who was our dear beloved
(By Howard A. Rusk, M.D.)
friend, and the stalwart worker and
If hospitals, research laboratories and Infighter for truth , progress, and justice stitutes
for the aged , iLfirm and retarded bad
for the inarticulate and the helpless.
fiagpoles, every fir.g would have fiown at halfAs was his way in life, he has · gone staff this pa.st week to mourn the loss of
from us, smiling, fearless, and unafraid, John E. Fogarty.
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:Representative Fogarty of Rhode Island
died of a heart attack last Tuesday at the
a~ of 53.
Flags at half-staff would not, however, been
limited to institutions. They would also
have been in evidence in thousands of homes
throughout Rhode Island and the nation.
Mr. Fogarty was not just interested in institutions and dollars. He was interested in
I>eople, and no appeal for help that went to
his office was ever left unanswered. He
WOUld go to inordinate ends to try to find
the solution to problems that were all too
Often insoluble.
No one in the history of this country has
done more to promote more and better health
services, more and better health facilities
and more and better health research than
Itepresentative Fogarty.

With his bright green tie and his Irish
accent, he was llo circuit rider for health, a
teacher, a preacher, a fearless foe to any
challenger who stood in the way of his
crusade.
He died on the field of battle. His friends
from the scientist to the sick mourn his
loss and call him l;>lessed.

PLANNED NEW CRUSADE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Ironically, his death came just before he
his 14th term-a
time when he was mobilizing his forces for
another all-out crusade against disease, disabmty and death.
Also ironically, his death was caused by a
heart attack, his own personal public enemy
ll.umber one as the primary killer of others.
The contribution of John Fogarty to imPrortng health and rehabilitation services
for the American people are legend.
When he entered Congress our Federal inVestment in medical research was but $3 million. It is now well over $1 billion.
During his freshman year in the House of
ltepresentatives, the number of disabled perBOna rehabilitated into employment under
the public program was but 12,000. Last
Year it was more than 154,000.
Medicare. Medicaid, more nursing home
beds, Federal aid far the training of physicians and other health workers, the clinical
center of the National In.stitutes of Health,
Workshops and classrooms for the mentally
retarded and all of the other tremendous advances in health and rehabilitation in the
last quarter century stand as monuments to
this late "Mr. Public Health."
He and his co-worker in the Senate, Senator Lister Hill from Alabama, were recoglllzed as the great health leaders of all time.
They complemented and supplemented each
other in their continuing fight for the fifth
freedom-freedom from disease.

When Men Are Free
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JENNINGS RANDOLPH
OF WEST VIRGINIA

Thursday, February 9, 1967

was to be sworn in for

STARTED AS BRICKLAYER

Mr. Fogarty's formal education ended when
he received his high school diploma. He imIlledlately followed in ~e footsteps of his
father and older brother and became an
apprentice bricklayer.
He was only 27 when he waJJ first elected
to Congress from Rhode Island. During
World War II he served a.s an enlisted man
in the Navy construction corps. After the
\Va.r he returned to Congress to carry the
torch for the enlisted men in the armed
forces.
Having been denied a formal education
a.tl.d a college degree, he made possible
through his untiring efforts the education of
literally thousands of others as physicians,
SCientists and technic!.a.ns because he cared.
Some years ago, Mr. Fogarty was challenged with the opportunity to run for the
Senate from Rhode Island. After a great
deal of discussion with his friends and colleagues he decided his destiny was in the
House of Representatives where he could
continue his fight for health as chairman
o.r the Subcommittee on Appropriations for
Labor and Health, Education and Welfare.
This was a decision that far suffering huIllanity was a blessed one.
John Fogarty, who started as a bricklayer,
ended his career by placing countless bricks
in a solid foundation of modem laboratories,
Illedical schools. hospitals, institutions for
the mentally ill and the retarded, and research laboratories that extend from the
halls of science to the community itself.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, early
last year, Robert Hyman of Nutter Fort,
W. Va., won first prize in our State in
the creative writing project of the West
Virginia Federation of Women's Clubs.
In the local club level, the competition
was sponsored by the Stonewall Jackson
Civic Club of Clarksburg which then
submitted tne story during State competition. When this article, "When Men
Are Free," was written, Robert was a
senior student at Roosevelt-Wilson High
School.
This is a sensitive and moving story of
an incident in the life of young Tom

Jackson, when he was a 17-year-old constable in Lewis County.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the short story "When Men
Are Free," by Robert Hyman, also be
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the story was
order.e d to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
WHEN MEN

ARE FREE

(By Robert Hyman, senior class 1966, Roosevelt-Wilson High School, Clarksburg, W.
Va.)
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"I'm doing my best,'' he replied. "I just
wonder if it's good enough."
"Of course it is, Tom. What papers do
you have for tomorrow?" she inquired,
changing the subject.
"Oh, he wants me to look for Mr. Todd's
sla:ve if I get a chance. There is a one
hundred dollar bounty posted for him, "admitted Tom, his eyes glowing with the very
thought of capturing a runaway slave.
"Do you mean to tell me that Aaron has
run off again?" she asked unbelievingly. She
could ·not remember a slave ever running
- away from the Jackson farm. "He will probably turn up in a few days when he gets
hungry enough, just like the last time he
left."
"No, not this time," remarked Tom. '·I
figure he plans on staying away for good if
he can. Mr. Todd thinks he has run away on
the railroad to Canada, but I doubt if he has
left yet. I woUld bet that he is still right
here in Lewis County."
"What leads you to believe that?" she
asked, wondering how he could draw such
assured conclusion.
"Well, for one thing, Aaron worked all
summer at Mr. Todd's sawmill. He must
have learned all the trails through the woods
and along the river. Besides, Aaron is one
of the smartest Negros I have ever seen,"
he replied, now more certain than ever he
could bring him back.
"You can take the dogs and go after him
in the morning," she granted. "Right now
I'm going to bed and I'd advise you to do the
same after you bring in a load of wood for
the morning fire. Good-night, Tom."
"Yes, ma'am, I will," he answered, "Goodnight, Aunt Beth." That one hundred dollars seemed closer than ever to him. "I guess
it would convince William," he thought to
himself.
A .{_ew flakes of snow drifted lazily earthward as Tom opened the kitchen door. The
sting of the night air reminded him quickly
that he was without a coat as he hurried to
the woOctbin. The only sound that broke the
silence of the winter night was the crunch
of his footsteps in the frozen snow. Gath ..
ering an armload of dry hickory, he had only
started back toward the open door when the
stillness was shattered by the distinct crack
of an ley door being forced open. Tom
dropped his load, and after picking up a wrist
sized club, ran toward the storehouse. "I
bet it's Isaac stealing potatoes again," he
speculated to himself." The door of the
building stood open as Tom rounded the
corner. He stopped at the doorway and
peered into the musty building. As his eyes
became accustomed to the darkness inside,
he noticed the small boy bent over an open
sack, carefully stuffing potatoes into his

The flickering kerosene lamp cast a warm
glow over the kitchen table while across the
. room, shadows danced playfully around the
open fireplace, Tom stared disgustedly at the
figures before him. Work for a constable
was scarce in the winter, especially when the
constable WB$ only a seventeen year old boy.
A careful check of his records assured him
that his receipts for the month totaled only'
eight dollars. He rose from the table and
slowly closed his ledger, being sure not to shirt.
blur his freshly made ciphers, and placed
"Isaac,'' Tom said sternly, "What have I
it in tlie china cupboard with a solemn . told you about stealing?"
reverence.
Upon hearing his name the boy dropped
"Now, now, Tom," comforted Aunt Elizabeth, looking up from her mending. "Some- beggingly to his knees amid an avalanche of
·potatoes.
Turning slowly he said in a tremthing will work out, I'm sure."
Tom walked 'over and stood before the bling voice, "Massa Tom, I'm sorry. I wasn't
flrey coals of 'the fireplace. "It's not that gonna steal no potatoes. Honest I wasn't."
"Now Isaac," said Tom, laughing to himself
I'm worried about the money," he replied.
"It's just that, well, maybe William is right as he walked toward the frightened figure,
"you woUldn't lie to me, woUld you?"
about my being too young for the job."
"They weren't for me, honest they weren't.
"Your cousin is a born trouble maker, pay
no mind to what he thinks. If the judge Please don't hit me, Tom," he pleaded.
"Just who were they for then," asked Tom
had thought you too young, he would have
appointed someone else," she added sympa- standing over him.
thetically.
"They were for me," boomed a voice from
"William says that Judge Stevens was in- the darkness.
debted · to my father for his office," he
Tom whirled and found himself staring
argued. "That is why I was appointed."
face to faoe with Aaron. As the slave threw
"Nonsense," cried Aunt Beth. "Your off his blanket Tom could see the glint of a
father was a fine lawyer and the judge is knife in his belt. "What difference does it
"My people
simply trying to give you a chance like he make, anyway?" he asked.
had. The Jackson name is a proud one and planted, tended, and gathered them."
the jUdge wants you to carry on the tra"But my people own them", Tom stated
dition."
bravely.
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"Well, I reckon I'm gonna take some and took my knife, Tom, but I'm walking away
you're not in much position to stop me," from here a free man. You can either let me
he stated, patting his belt. go or kill me here, ·because I won't go back
"They'll catch you, Aaron, no matter where again 'less you carry me back dead. I've
you go. Some one Will find you and bring prayed and waited for this kind of_chance
you back," Tom cou11tered.
all my life. If I can get away tonight, I can
"I'll take my chances," be argued. "I make 1t all the way to Canada and live my
guess 111 ta.ke a horse from you to make own life. Good-bye, Tom!'
sure."
Tom walked over to the place be bad
"Not one of our horses !" protested Tom. thrown the knife and began searching for it.
..Just watch me," be said. "Get me some Picking it up, along with the bag of potatoes,
potatoes, boy," he ordered, throwing a .small be said, "Isaac, take these to Aaron and get
bag to Isaac. The confused boy looked first to bed."
at Aaron and then at Tom, not knowing
''Yes, sir, massa Tom," replied the boy with
whom to obey. "Do as I say. Hear me, boy?" a smile on his face. Tom could tell he had
shouted Aaron w1 th sarcasm in his voice. won back the admiration of Isaac. Stopping
•·rm telling you what to do now."
in the doorway, the boy turned and said,
·
Tom looked hard at the tall fugitive and ''Massa Tom-"
said with a calm voice, "Do what he says,
"Yes Isaac," asked Tom.
Isaac.'' The boy began picking potatoes from
"You're a good man," be answered, and
the :floor and putting them in the bag. Tom disappeared into the night.
studied the man carefully. Beads of sweat
Tom wanted to thank him but the words
stood out on his forehead and his eyes glowed stuck in his throat. "A good man," he
with anger. His torn shirt bung open baring thought to himself as be walked toward the
his massive, heaving chest to the cold. His house. The words echoed throughout his
ragged trousers hardly reached below his mind. Setting his load of wood inside the
knees and his feet were swollen and cut !rom kitchen, Tom turned to shut the door against
walking barefoot in the snow.
the cold night. Taking a final look outside,
"Why don't you turn yourself in?" asked be noticed that the light from Within the
Tom with a touch of pity in his voice. "Go house cast a tall shadow on the snow-the
back to Mr. Todd."
shadow of a man.
"You don't understand, boy. I can't go
back again," he said sadly.
"Why can't you go back?" Inquired Tom.
"I can't, that's why. No one, no where, can
ever make me go back again," came the reply. MGre Information for Draft Registrants
''I! they catch me, they better kill me cause
Needed
rm not going back''. Aaron started toward
Isaac to get the bag of potatoes and Tom
EX~SION OF REMARKS
realized his chance. Bringing his club down
hard, he caught the big Negro across the
OF
face, and toppled him 'backwards to the floor.
Blood spurted from his nose as he lay unconscious.
OF CALIFOR-"'UA
"You've killed him!" screamed Isaac. "You
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
murderer."
"Be quiet, you fool," cried Tom. "Get me
Tuesday, Janrlary 31, 1967
a handful of snow." Isaac hurried to the
Mr.
BRO\VN of California. Mr.
door, all the while keeping his eyes on the
lltill figure. Tom removed the knife from Speaker, I wish to call the attention of
the belt and tossed it out of the reach o! my colleagues to an excellent editorial
Aaron's arms, making sure that Isaac was not written by Mr. Eli Isenberg, the editor
watching. Isaac returned with the snow and and publisher of the Monterey Park,
Tom motioned to a piece of cloth on the Calif., Progress. Mr. Isenberg has perfloor. "Put the snow on the cloth," he or- · formed a valuable public service for our
dered. Isaac did as he was told and stepped
community by pointing out that the press
back quickly, still afraid.
Pressing the makeshift ice pack against shares with the Selective Service System
Aaron's face, Tom looked up at the boy. the responsibility of providing young men
..Don't worry, Isaac, he'll be all right."
and their families with information on
"Is be dead," the frightened boy asked.
the draft.
"No, of course be's not ,dead. He might
It is uiiderstandable that Mr. Isenberg
have a broken nose though. Here, come and
is concerned over the lack of information
hold this for a while."
currently available to our young men
"Like this?" Isaac asked.
.,Yes, just hard enough to stop the bleed- faced with the draft. I fully agree with
Ing," Tom instructed. He rose and walked his contention that potential draftees
over to the doorway. For some reason he and their families have the right to
didn't feel proud like he imagined be would know by what standards they are being
when be caught Aaron. It wasn't the sight
of the blood that made him unhappy. In- drafted, the names and addresses of
stead of pride he felt a pain of guilt for his those to be inducted, the number to be
called in any month; and how this numaction.
"It's wl)at be deserved for trying to run ber compares with calls in other districts.
away," Tom tried to convince himself. He I would carry this suggested public-inknew it was a false statement even as he formation policy one step further by
thought it and that made him feel even worse making it mandatory upon the National
than before. He remembered how bard Mr. Selective Service System to publish and
Todd had worked Aaron at the mill. Somewhere in his mind be knew Aaron bad every desseminate, preferably through the
schools, the communication media and
right to run away.
the local draft boards, complete informa"He's waking up," cried Isaac joyfully.
As Tom turned, the big man was struggling tion and facts on the obligation of milito his teet. "Aaron,'' be began.
tary service and the various options
"It's all right, Tom. I know the potatoes available to our young men.
and the horse belong to you and that I was
Under the present Selective Service
wrong in trying to steal them. I'll leave but
I won't go hack to Mr. Todd," admitt.ed System, a registrant can choose some 60
Aaron, holding the stained cloth against his different alternatives to satisfy his milinose. He moved towards the door and Tom tary obligation-each aceompanied by
stepped silently out of his way. Stepping complicated procedures and processes.
out into the night air he said, "I know you _There is also a myriad of methods where-
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by a young man can be excused from

military service entirely. Yet no comprehensive counseling as to his rights
and responsibilities under the law is offered the registrant by his draft board.
Neglect on the part of the Selective
Se_rvice System to inform and enlighten
our young men as to exactly what their
military obligation and service is contributes to the uncertainties and doubts that
cloud their future. General Hershey,
the Nationai Selective Service Director,
in testimony before the House Committee
on Armed Services, expressed his opinion
that an element of uncertainty is a necessary and desirable ingredient in human
lives. I do not subscribe to this way of
thinking, and I am sure the great majority of American youths, who find it difficult to plan for their futures because
of the vagaries in the present draft,
would also heartily disagree with thiS
philosophy.
Within the next few months Congress
will again consider legislation to extend
the life of the current system of the
draft. I am confident we will also have
the opportunity to consider ways in
which the system can be improved. I _
earnestly hope our consideration will not
end with an automatic extension of the
draft as it now stands. I feel there are
valid alternatives to the present system
of compulsory military service that deserve to be thoroughly explored and considered before any final vote is taken to
extend the- draft. Mr. Isenberg, as a
concerned American, has indicated areas
within the system which he feels merit
attention. I share his concern as do a
great number of my colleagues. I hope
we shall act accordingly when the question of extending the draft is brought
~before us.
Mr. Isenberg's editorial follows:
IT SEEMS TO ME • • •

(By Eli Isenberg, publisher)
In 1942, as a. reporter on the Lynn (Mass)
Telegram-News, one of my assignments was
to cover Selective Service.
This was World War II. The number and
names of the men called to service was news.
We published names and addresses, kept
score on the draft calls.
The coordinator of my draft board had a
"personal" thing going about when my number was to come up. At the time, I was 29,
married and with a son. Had tried to enlist
as an officer. Had flat feet, poor vision. so
I waited to be drafted.
Remember: I was close to the draft board
covering it everyday. So I expected a
month's warning. The "greetings" came unexpectedly on my day oft', took my physical
one week later and 14 days after that was
doing my boot training in the Navy.
This anecdote does not re:t!ect my relationship with Selective Service. I was able to
get and publish all of the news about the
draft: quotas, who was called, what the
standards were, etc cetera.
The ProgrPss has not done a good job in
handling Selective Service news. Some of
the fault lies with us; some of it with the
Selective Sen-ice authorities.
Monterey Park is covered by at least two
draft boards: No. 112 and 113 located at 1448
So. San Gabriel Blvd., San Gabriel. Office
phone is 280--1521. Coordinator is Miss
Cann Vertimiglia. I talked this morning to
latter's clerk who was helpful and cooperative~.·

Members of the Draft Board serve without
pay. They are rt>sponsible citizens doing a
hard and thankless task.
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Monterey
past president

Aa far as I can determine, no
11~k citizen serves on either of the two

boards (No. 12 and 113 A) covering this
oonunun1ty.
It seems to me that young men and their
ta.nuues have a right to know the standards
by 'Which they are to be drafted; the names
ll.lld addresses of the persons called; the
llUlnber to be called in any month; how this
llUinber compares with ca.lls in other · districts.
I am confident we will be able to get this
in.tormation. No portion of this column is
intended to reflect critically on draft boards.
'rhe responsib111ty for digging out this inforlllatton i.s ours.
In the February issue of Playboy, Congresslllan Thomas B. Curtis (R), an authority on
Conscription and a critic on the present selective service program, has an article that will
interest every family with draft age youth,
Curtis writes:
"The National Selective Service headquarters has attempted to promulgate some
l'aguely defined standards for classification
8.lld deferment, .but these standards are
lllerely advisory, and the local boards can
ignore them, modify them or interpret them
as they see fit.
"As a result, deferments are granted not
on the basis of equity but on the degree of
Pl'essure placed on the boards by the Detense Department demands for manpower.
"Today with calls near Korean war level~·600 last October--standards for deferment
ave been reduced until the squeeze has been
felt by the student, the father and the less~Ucated who were previously placed low on
~e priority list.
Many who thought they
:-ere tree from the draft's reach now find
b.etr lives disrupted.
"Loosely drawn (National) standards and
locai autonomy produce widely varying intergretattons of Selective Service regulations.
ll.e worker at a St. Louis plant 1s drafted,
~b.Ue his working partner, registered with a
:ew Jersey board receives an occupational
b eterment. A farmer whose father is totally
lind and whose mother supports a family
Of five on $350 a month is drafted while a
liollyWOod actor reeeives a 'hardship' deferlllent on his $200,000 annual income. The
cases are legion."
).{The present draft legislation (Universal
Co1lltary Training Act) expires in June.
D.gressman Curtis wants a wholesale re\'~ion With emphasis on a volunteer profes~ona.I mUitary organization. What he has
say makes sense. It deserves the consideratton of au the people-and especially the
Congresa,

Gamal Abdel Nasser, the president of the
United Arab Republic whose aim 1s one-man
leadership of the Arab world, is going about
it in a singular fashion-by killing other
Arabs with poison gas.
It has been confirmed by the International
Red cross and given added confirmation by
Prime Minister :P-. .rold Wilson in a statement
to the House of Commons, that villages in
Yemen and Saudi Arabia have been bombed
by United Arab Republic planes, which have
dropped poison gas on civilians.
The International Red Cross Committee in
Geneva has asked the United Arab Republic
to stop the air raids and the gas attacks.
Nasser has invested a considerable military
force in Yemen, where he is in conflict with
Saudi Arabia, and his use of poison gas indicates a new measure of desperation. Apparently; he is trying to win by terrorism and
atrocities what he has not been able to win
by conventional military means.
All that the International Red Cross can
expect to receive from their protests 1s a
Nasser denial and brush-off. This is something, nevertheless, that should attract the
attention of the United Nations, and of those
elsewhere who are only concerned about civ111an deaths when it meets their own propaganda purposes.

Address of Lawrence Lachman
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDNA F. KELLY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 8. 1967

Mrs. KELLY. Mr. Speaker, on Saturday, January 14, 1967, I attended the New
York Consumer Assembly in Manhattan.
In a letter inviting me to attend the assembly, Mr. Harold Ostroff, chairman of
the New York Consumer Assembly,
stated that the assembly had a wide
sP<>nsorship of trade unions, cooperatives, fraternal, neighborhood, and consumer organizations. He also noted that
its inspiration came from the National
Consumer Assembly, which took place in
Washington, D.C., last April.
I was pleased to note that Mayor
Lindsay, in giving _the keynote address,
stated that he was reorganizing city deNasser's Poison Gas Attacks
partments to protect the consumers'
lights, 1n cooperation with President
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Johnson's plan. The problems of our
o:r
consumers have been of deep concern to
me since my very first election to the
HON. HUGH SCOTT
Congress in 1949. I was one of the first
O:J' PENNSYLVANU
to introduce legislation providing for the
t'f lliE SENATE OF THE UNITEO STATES creation of a Joint Committee on Consumers in the Federal Government and
Thursday, February 9, 1967
I will continue to press for its enactMr. SCOT!'. Mr. Pre.sident, in an ex- ment.
rbller..t editorial published on February 1,
Again in line with my deep interest
e Phlladelphia Inquirer called attention to the dastardly employment of po1- in the consumer, I attended a luncheon
the New York City congressional del~n gas by m.1lltary force-s of the United for
egation at the Hotel Biltmore in Man~b Republic in Yemen and Saudi hattan on Friday, February 3, 1967,
bia.
which was cosponsored by the Metropolto I ask unanimous consent that the edi- itan New York Retail Merchants Asso~ r1a.I be printed in the Appendix of the ciation and the New York State Council
. tcoan.
of Retail Merchants. In an address to
There being no objection, the editorial the Members of Congress from the city
~aa ordered to be printed in the REcoRD. of New York, Mr. Lawrence Lachman,
~s follows:
president of Bloomingdale Bros. and
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of the Metropolitan New
York Retail Merchants Association,
noted that this was the :first such luncheon for Members of Congress and added
that previously they had left to national
organizations the task of liaison with
Members of Congress. In his address,
Mr. Lachman discussed the problems of
the consumer from the angle they know
best-retailing. Because this was a first,
I would like to place the address given by
Mr. Lachman in the RECORD for the benefit of all Members of Congress and in
turn the American public:
ADDRESS BY LAWRENCE LACHMAN, PRESIDENT
OF BLOOMINGDALE BROS., AND PAST PRESIDENT OF METROPOLITAN NEW YORK RETAn.
MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION, AT A LUNCHEON
FOR THE NEW YoRK CITY CONGRESSIONAL
DELEGATION, HOTEL Bn.TMORE, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1967

Distinguished Members of Congress from
the city of New York, this is the first time,
to my knowledge, that we of retailing, the
largest industry of both the City and State of
New York, meet as a group With you who
represent us in Congress. Us-and I hasten
to add--some other eight million New
Yorkers.
The fault is ours. This year and in times
past we have broken bread and exchanged
greetings-and ideas-with the members of
the State Legislature; but we have left to
national organizations the task of liaison
With you members of Congress. I am pleased
and I know my colleagues-and competitors
are likewise pleased-that we are correcting
this error of omission.
I take pleasure in welcoming you her~ today in behalf of the Metropolitan New York
Retail -Merchants Association and its member stores. I welcome you also on behalf of
the co-sponso~ of thi~? luncheon, the New
York State Council of Retail Merchants.
To identify ourselves further, my name is
Lawrence Lachman. I am President of
Bloomingdale's and a past president of the
Metropolitan association. Eleven stores comprise its membership. They are known to all
of you. In alphabetical order, these stores
are:
Abercrombie·& Fitch Co.
Abraham & Straus
B. Altman & Co.
B. Gertz Inc.
Gimbel Brothers
Lord & Taylor
Macy's-New York
Martin's
Saks Fifth Avenue
Stern Brothers
All of these stores are well represented at
this luncheon. All of us also work with the
great number of the city's retail trade organizations, chambers of commerce and other
trade and civil groups on matters of mutual
concern. I should add that our eleven stores
are also represented on the Board of quite a
number of these organizations.
The New York State Council of Retail Merchants represents more than- two thousand
department stores and other retail establishments. It is most ably represented here
today by its dynamic and. tireless Executive
Director, Clitr Allanson, who I am sure needs
no introduction to the members of Congress
from the Empire State. You wm be hearing
from Clitr today-here-in a matter of
minutes.
I propose to spend my allotted ten minutes
to talk with you not about such subjects as
Vietnam or the Defense Budget, or even
taxes. There are two subjects that I will
mention. I think we're on your side in respect of both subjects. I hope you're on our
side.
The first subject is jobs. The second subject is your darling and ours-the consumer.
'

\
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We in retailing are for creating more jobs.
In New York City, there are some 432 thousand employees in retail trade. The depart~
ment stores employ 52 thousand of this number-not counting seasonal help-and the
eleven meml:>er stores of our Association account for 33 thousand of the 52 thousand.
More jobs are the Number One priority in
this city. We want to manufacture more
jobs. We manufacture jobs when we succeed in making a sale at a profit--jobs not
only in our own stores, but extending also
to the factories which manufacture the products we sell; to the producers of raw and
intermediate materials which go into these
products; to the transportation industries
that, through us, carry the products to the
marketplace; to the banking and insurance
people, the advertising people, the media of
communications and the host of others who
have a hand in factiitating the manufacture
and distribution of the products we sell.
And now to the consumer. We think
we know something about her-and him.
After all, we've been dealing with h1m and
with her for a long time. Six of our eleven
stores have welcomed the consumer and
served her-and hi.Dr-for a century or more,
the other five have been in business for more
than haJ.f a century each. In other words,
the eleven stores have an aggregate experience of more than 1,000 years of service to
the consumer. I couldn't begin to estimate
the billlons upon blillons of customer transactions which these eleven stores have recorded over the years • • • the billions upon
bll.Uons of times that consumers have given
these stores their custom and their confidence-their vote, 1f you please I
Associate Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
defined good will as the inclination to return to the place where you have been
well treated. On the basis of this definition-and who can question its validitythe stores ln whose behalf I speak to you
today have customer good will. And they've
earned lt.
They've earned 1t by a pollcy which you
have heard expressed, or seen in print, hundreds of times. It's simple: The customer is
alwa)"S right. We've earned customer good
will by living up to the promise of that policy. We've earned customer good will by
treating the customer fairly. We've earned
good will by giving value. We've earned
good will by maklng retailing an exciting
adventure, by bringing to our customers the
best tha.t the United States and the world
have to o1fer-bring1ng the best to them at
prices which the customers thought fair.
We've earned customer good will by tough
and everlasting competition-as fine an example of competition as there 1s in our competitive system.
We would not be 1n business today 1f
we fa.iled the customer ln any of these respects.
And when I say "we" I mean the overwhelming majority of retailers in the City,
the State, and the Nation.
Now, friends, don't get me wrong. We're
human beings, not angels. We have our
charlatans as what calling does not? We
can, and we have, overstepped the line that
divides right from wrong. The very competition that protects the consumer also results, from time to time, ln practices that
are detrimental to the consumer's best inwrests. We're all for guidelines, we're for
rules of conduct, rules of fair play as between competitors, as well as between retail·
ing and the consumer. We have laws on
the statute books-city, state and Federalthat are useful in protecting the consumer.
On the other hand, I can assure you from
a considerable experience, and my colleagues
here can llkewise assure you, that the American Consumer 1s far from the helpless individual which some in our contemporary
life are picturing her-and him.

The consumer is no more helpless than
the voter. And you know how helpless the
voters are not/
We in retailing need the consumer's vote-not once a year, or every two years, four years
or six years, or even fourteen years as ln the
ease of State Supreme Court judges. We
need votes-recorded on a oash register, or in
a charge account--every minute of every day
our doors are open for business. With us, it's
a continuous election process.
We did not invite you here to urge you to
vote for this or that measure, or to vote
agalnst this or that legislative propooal. Burt
I do ask your leave to make a few observations which may be appropriate for your consideration of legislative proposals 1n the
months ahead.
The New York Times carried a quote a few
weeks ago which ran like this: God Bless the
Consumer. He never had more defenders
and su1fered more. The author of that quote
1s Edward P. Larkin, of the Publtc Service
Commission.
I think you of the 90th Congress can serve
the consumer and retailing very well by examining in that spirit legislative proposals
atfeoting the consumer.
There are areas or need for action by the
Federal government that affect the welfMe
of our nation's cities and particularly of our
own city. We have our social problems 1n
New York City, as who knows better than you
who represent us in Congress. We have our
cultu.rW. problems. But they are not O'W'
problems alone. They are also problems of
the Federal government. Why? Money :1.s
one reason.
The Federal Government annually receives
billions in tax revenues from the people who
live and/or work in the clty and from the
business enterprises located here.
If we are to contribute even more to the
Federal and State and City tax revenues, we
need to reverse the process of deterioration
of our great city. And we require the help of
the Federal government. We need urban
renewal. We need better, and more, mass
transit. We need help in carrying the great
welfare load. We need assistance in creating the new and more sparkling and greater
New York-this great city whose well-being
1s vital to the national interest.
·
In preparation for th18 luncheon I did a
bit of homework by way of reading your biographies in the Congressional Directory, 1966.
I find that most of the members of our Congressional delegation are lawyers. This is,
of course, understandable. There are a few
others. One has a master's degree in economics, ln addition to h1s LL.B. Another
majored ln economics in college. A third received a B.S. ln engineering at West Point.
A fourth was a special correspondent for
a New York newspaper. But none, so fa.r as
I could see, has made a career 1n retaillng.
You are going to be asked to consider
numerous legislative proposals a.ffecttng consumers and therefore, reta111ng. Some proposals considered in previous Congresses a.re
apt to be revived in one form or another.
New ones will surely be a part of the
fifteen thousand or so bills that will be
dropped lnto the Congressional hopper ln
1967 and 1968.
Your hosts here today have made reta111ng
their lifework. We think we know something about the business and how it can be
made to work well. We think we know something about the consumer. Since our interests must be mutual, we otfer our services,
and those of our specialists, to consult with
you on matters within our special experience
and competence. Please do not hestltate
to call on us. We'll give you the facts as
we understand them, and our best judgment.
Thank you very much, distinguished members of the New York City Congressional delegation. We have gotten to meet you personally. I hope this luncheon advances mutual
understanding, each of the other.
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Business Schools Train Vitally Needed
Personnel for Office EmploymentFederal Government and Private Industry Benefit
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

· HON. JENNINGS RANDOLPH
OJi' WEST VIRGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, February 9, 1967

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, an
informative article portraying the i.Ill•
portant role of the independent busi·
ness schooltn the postsecondary educe.·
tion complex of our Nation appears 1n
the January 1967, issue of Business EdUcation Forum, the official publication of
the National Business Education Associa·
tion, a department of the National Edll·
cation Association. It is titled "Post ..
secondary Business Education in the Independent Business School" by Richard
A. Fulton, executive director of United
Business Sch9Qls Association.
d
Mr. Fulton points out, with facts an
statistics, the vital role of our countrY'S
1,300 independent business schools in
training hundreds of thousands of people for office occupations. He emphasiZeS
that "some 400,000 new workers are
needed annually" 1n the :field of business
office employment.
As a member of the Senate Post omce
and Civll Service Committee I am aware
of the problems confronting the FederaJ
Government in recruiting dedicated an
competent ofilce workers. The U.S. Civil
Service Commission has announced tbe
junior Federal assistant examination
which will permit graduates of 2-year
postsecondary programs of education to
enter the Federal ctvll service at the os4 entry rating. I am confident that thiS
new program w111 afford many businesS
school graduates the opportunity to ei!l"'
bark on satisfying careers 1n government.
I ask unanimous consent that thiS
article be printed 1n the Appendix of the
RECORD.
Th~re being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
PoSTSECONDARY BUSINESS EDUCATION-IN T:al!:
INDEPENDENT BUSINESS ScHOOL

(By Richard A. Fulton, United Business
Schools Assoclation, Washington, D.O.)
Business education 1n postsecondarY
schools has been recognized by many persons as an important step in the educatiOn
of the qualified and efficient office worker·
The United States Civil Service Commissioll
recognizes the value of a business school ectu·
cation in its revised standards in Announce·
ment No. 352-B for- Accounting Techniciall
and Accounting Clerk, which states.
••. . . successful completion of appropriate
college, university, junior college, commercial or business school study for two acs.deml 0
years is qualifying for the 08-! level with·
out additional experience."
To qualify as a Typist G8-3 or a Stenog·
rapher GS-4, the Commission states in !Jl•
nouncement No. 78 Local, "You mu'st bal'e
successfully completed one academic year o!
substantially full-time study in a resident
school above the high school level... ThuS
a business school graduate may ent{'r the
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fe<Iera.t service one grade level higher than
'secondary school graduate. And in private
~dustry the graduate usually receives both
~higher salary and a higher position than
e employee without this training.
l'he Civil Service Commission is not alone
~ recognizing the value of a business school
(iucation. The United States Senate stated
ll a report from the Committee on Labor
atld Public Welfare (No. 1275) in 1964, "ApProXiinately 20 percent of the students in
accredited business schools have enrolled
~ter having one or more semesters of study
'-'4 four-year colleges or universities.''
These
sttudents, then, who sought a college educalon are now seeking quality business edu~ation training to prepare them for a marA.etable occupation.
8tUl another government source of recog~tlon for business schools is the National
vocational Student Loan Insurance Act of
1965 (PL. 89-287). In its definition of "eligible 1nstitutions1' covered by the Act as
stated in Section 17(a) (2) the Law requires
that the school offer "a program of postsecondary vocational or technical education
designed. to fit individuals for useful employ~ent in recognized occupations. This is the
a'OV's definition of a recognized business
e<I.ucatlon intitution.
Who are the students taking advantage of
this business school education? Surveys indicate they come from various backgrounds
Rnd au seek the specialized skills that wm
tnake them productive office employees. Ap~roXhnately half of the students in private
llsiness schools are high school graduates
\lVho have had some business training in high
School; even more have completed at least
' course in typewriting. However, recent
hitogh schoo! graduates are only a part of the
tal student enrollment.
!n his book, The Independent Business
Schooz in American Eduoation, Jay W. Miller
reports, "One business school With a day enrollment of over 800 reported that 33 per~~nt of its students had been graduated from
"Ll6 high school business department; 49 percent, from the college preparatbry or acRdelll.ic department; and 18 percent, from
Other departments."
·
1nOther figures supplied by the same school
<Ucated that 2 percent had graduated from
high school from six to twenty-seven years
~go; 13 percent graduated within three to
ve years, and the remaining 85 percent
\lVl.thin the past two years. Furthermore, 20
l>ereent of the students had attended college
Rnd had traru;ferred to the business school.
These college transfers and high school
graduates attend business school to learn
Practical, job-oriented business skills that
~e not taught in liberal arts colleges. This
ack of knowledge of business skills was
Pointed out in an article in the Wall Street
Journal of November 16, 1965,. entitled, "Take
a Letter." The article notes:
Many girls who are -well versed in the arts
and sciences, however, find they are eminently unqualified to be a secretary. The
tna1n problem: They can't type or take shorthand. In such cases, the girls often turn
for help to secretarial schools such as Kathertne Gibbs and the Speedwriting Institute.
Both of these chains, in fact, say the number
Of college graduates enrolling is up sharply
in recent years.
An increasing number of mature women
are enrolling in business schools each year.
'I'h.ey are seeking to acquire a skill that will
enable them to supplement their own or their
fatn.ily·s incomes. These women are wid0W"ed, divorced, or married; and all have the
8 <U:ne goal: an increase in skills for an increase in income.
GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED PROGRAMS

''Under contract training" programs of the
federal government provide additional business school students. In this program,
through cooperation between the federal and
state governments, students are trained in
Private business schools under contract from

the government. There are fourteen federally supported educational programs which
include students in independent business
schools. Seven of these programs provide
for "under contract training":
1. Indian Adult Vocational Education Act
2. Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1920
(as amended)
3. Manpower Act of 1965
4. Economic Development Administration
5. Economic Opportunity Act of 1964
6. Government Employee's Training Program
7. Vocational Education Act of 1963.
One form of "under contract training"
within the Manpower Development and
Training Act helps to retrain unemployed
workers in order to provide them with marketable skills.
Following graduation from a two-year business school or junior college of business,
many students enter senior colleges which
accept their bus~ness school credits for transfer credits. A 1962 survey by William Polishook, assistant dean of the College of
Education, Temple University, Philadelphia,
revealed that, according to reports of 36
independent· business schools, their credits
are accepted completely by one or more colleges or universities.1
A survey made by the United Business
Schools Association has resulted in a li.st
of 67 colleges accepting transfer of credits
from business schools. The association also
has compiled a Ust of 72 business schools who
have indicated that their students have been
accepted by colleges granting bachelor's degrees listed in Part 3 of the U.S. Office of
Education Directory with credit hour recognition for courses completed in a private
business school.
In numerous instances business school
transfers experience success in college more
often than those students accepted directly
from high school. Their skills not only help
them to earn higher grades, but also may
be used on jobs to defray part of their college expenses.
As privately owned institutions, business
schools have tuition and fees which must
be paid by the students. To help offset some
of these costs, students may receive direct
assistance through several federal and state
programs, including:
1. War Orphans Education Assistance
2. Veterans Readjustment Benefits Act of
1966
3. Social Security Amendments of 1965
4. Federal Employees Compensation Act
5. Income Tax Deduction for Student Dependents
6. National Vocational Student Loan Insurance Act
7. Survivorship Annuities under the Civil
Service Retirement Program
Pennsylvania sets an example as a state
providing financial assistance in the form
of scholarships to students attending trade,
technical, business, and nursing schools.
Pennsylvania's scholarship provisions read:
"The course of study must offer at least 1800
clock hours of instruction on a full-time
basis, require a high school diploma for
admission, and be a course of study approved
by the Higher Education Assistance Agency
under the State Scholarship Program.''

for Business Schools, which has been recognized by the U.S. Office of Education as the
accrediting agency for independent business
schools. -For accreditation by ACBS, business
schools must meet stringent standards of
education and practice. Schools are inspected by teams of educators who know
and understand the intricacies of an educational system. The chairman of each team
comes from outside the business school field
and members are college presidents, deans,
professors, and department heads from related fields. Accredited schools now number
285 and they train over 100,000 students
annually.
The U.S. Civil Service Commission recognizes AGBS accreditation ·by accepting typewriting and shorthand proficiency score from
teachers in accredited schools for students
who want to enter federal service. Normally
the applicant must complete a typewriting
or short-hand test administered by the Commission in order to recei'~e a GS rating.
NEED FOR BUSrNESS TRArNrNG

Grant Venn, associate commissioner, Bureau of Adult and Vocational Education,
recognized the need for additional business
office employees when he wrote: "During this
decade the number of employment opportunities in this field is expected to increase
by 27 percent, or nearly three million jobs.
In addition, 400,000 new workers are needed
annually as replacements in this high turnover field." 2
Today there are approximately 1,300 independent business schools in the United States
attempting to fill this need. About 600,000
people ·are enrolled in private business
schools, 200,000 of whom receive diplomas or
certificates each year.
In an article entitled "The Role of the
Business School," which appeared in the New
York Journal-American on November 1, 1964,
syndicated columnist Benjamin Fine wrote:
"The independent business school is the most
lmportan t single agency for postsecondary
vocational business training in America."
Thus, the independent business school is
filling a growing need for highly skilled and
efficient business office employees, as well as
office workers for fed.e ral, state, and local
governments. The business school offers the
specialized training made necessary by increased use of electronic equipment in today's office and by America's growing dependence upon science and technology.
In the finaZ analysis, the job of the postsecondary independent business school is not to
displace, but to complement ana supplement,
the business education offered in the nation's secondary school-8.
1 Miller, Jay W. The Independent Business
School in American Education. New York:

Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc .• 1964, p. 166.
2
Venn, Grant. Man, Education and Work,
Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1966. Pp. 80--81.

Hon. Douglas H. MacArthur II

PROMOTION OF ETHICS AND STANDARDS

Business schools are continually working
to promote higher standards of ethics and
practices among themselves to insure a quality eduaction for students. One organization helping to promote this cause is the
United Business Schools Association. which is
made up of 500 member business schools
and junior colleges of business in the United
States and Canada. Schools must meet certain minimum standards of practice to become members of the Association, which helps
to secure federa1legislation to insure quality
education in the American independent business schools.
UBSA created the Accrediting Commission

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 9, 1967

Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
as I am sure you know and those in this
body who were Mezpbers during the 89th
Congress, I was appointed by the President of the United States to serve on a
Presidential panel dealing with Philip-
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pine ·veterans benefits. This was one of
my first experiences with international
negotiations.
I have been a Member of Congress for
some 21 years and have had numerous
occasions over that timespan to deal
with the various agencies and departments of our Government; both directly
with the heads of the agencies and departments and also through their respective congressional liaison officers.
Because of the international aspect of
the aforementioned Presidential panel,
I dealt directly with Ambassador Douglas H. MacArthur n, AssiStant Secretary
of State for Congressional Relations and
I would like you to know, Mr. Speaker
and the other Members of this body, that
so far as I am concerned, Ambassador
MacArthur is one of the finest and ablest
liaison officers with whom I have had the
pleasure of working. Not only in the
instance of the Presidential panel, but on
all other occasions I have had to call on
the Department of State, I have received
the finest service and most courteous
attention accorded to my requests.

Big Brother" and TV
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
01'

HON. ROBERT H. MICHEL
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 9, 1967

But it says this unconvincingly. Half the
corporation's directors would be appointed by
the President, and these would choose the
other half. Most of the corporation's money
would be raised by taxation. As the commission also -says, in effect correcting itself,
"For its support, the corporation must in·
evita.bly look primarily toward the federal
government."
Surely no one can plausibly contend that
a. corporation so constituted and ·financed is
going to be really independent of the federal
government, or free from inordinate influence
from the President.
The other proposals from the commission
all lean on this one of a. tax-supported corporation; so one inevitable, necessary shot
brings down the whole trial balloon. That
is the shot that must be fired against govern·
ment television-whether open, or thinly disguised as in this proposal, or more cleverly
disguised.
Educational television is fine; it deserves
support, and very likely a.dcHtlona.l support
from state governments. But government
television created, financed, and directed
!rom Washington must and will be fiercely
resisted. However prominently government
television might be labeled "educational," ln
reality it would certainly be a dangerous vehicle for official propaganda..

Truth-in~ Lending

Drive

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOSEPH G. MINISH
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker, I ask
Mr. MINISH. Mr. Speaker, I have
unanimous consent that the editorial introduced
in this Congress a truth-in"Big Brother and TV,'' which appeared
lending measure, similar to the one ofin the Chicago Tribune on February 7, fered
by me in the 89th Congress, that
1967, appear at this point in the REcoRD:
provides for full disclosure to consumBIG BROTHER AND TV
ers of the cost of credit. This is surely
A trial balloon concerning the future de~ no more than a matter of simple right
velopment of educational television has been and justice, and the strong opposition to
launched by the Oa.rnegie Commission on
Educational Television, a.n ad hoc group of 15 the legislation by certain segments of
funded by a. grant from the carnegie corpora- the business community is highly retion. The principal suggestion 1B the crea.~ grettable and most disturbing 1n its im'
tion of a. new Corporation for Public Televi~ plications.
sion, fina.n.ced to the extent of many milUons
It is too often a painful, expensive
a year by a. combination of excise taxes on education for consumers to learn by bitTV sets, grants from the department of ter experience how much they are
health, education, and welfare, and contribu~
tions from private sources a.nd other th.a.n charged for credit. As President Johnfederal governments. Doubling the number son said in his 1964 consumer message:
of present educational TV stations 1s en·
visaged, a.nd many-sided financial support to
the needs in program, personnel, and trans~
mission of educational TV stations.
Tho the federal government publishes a
huge volume of printed matter, 1Bsues In~
numerable press releases, and maintains a.n
elaborate system of military communications, to date it has not directly embarked
on government newspapers, domestic govern~
ment radio stations, or government television. The range and impact of the mass
media. are such that the public interest requires that they should neither be monopolized by a.ny private hands nor wielded by
so uniquely powerful an organization· as the
government of the United States. Big
Brother, with his singular power to tax and
spend, subject to no higher authority, 1s not
to be trusted with the mass media o! communication.
The Carnegie commission tries to camou~
tl.a.ge the governmental nature of the educational TV system it proposes. Its suggested
Corporation for Public Television. 1t says,
"will be neither an agency nor an establishment of the United States government.•

An antiquated legal doctrine "let the buyer beware" should be superseded by the doctrine "let the seller make full disclosure ...

The need for consumers' protection 1n
the all-imoortant field of consumer
credit is discussed in a recent article by
Sidney Margolius. I am inserting it 1n
full below:
(From the Machinist, Jan. 12, 1967]
TRUTH-IN-LENDING DRIVE

(By Sidney Margolius)
U.S. Sen. William Proxmire of Wisconsin
has announced that he wlll reintroduce the
"truth-in-lending" bill which Paul Douglas
of Dlinois sought for six years before he was
defeated !or re-election last November.
This proposed law has become more urgent
than ever now that banks as well as retailers
are actively promoting revolving credit plans
that charge unknowing users 1 ~ per cent
a month on the declining balance. This
really is a true annual interest rate of 18
per cent a. year.
The new bank credit card plans let you
charge anything at participating stores, even
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small items you ordinarily pay cash for, ~
wait to buy until you do have the oash.
you don't realize how much the "servictl
charge" amounts to, you Will take on a. per·
ma.nent new expense, as well as being xed
into impulse buying. That already is happening in Chicago and other cities where
banks and retailers are pushing such
"charge" plans.
The chief feature of the truth-in-lending
bill, which retailers and lenders have t>ee 0
resisting to the death, is the proposed requirement that they tell you the true annual
interest rate they charge on lnsta.nmen~
plans and loans. If they did, you woul
know what rate you are paying.
BACKWARD FIGURING

The main defense of lenders against dis·
closing annual rates 1s that this would be
"cumbersome", and !or revolving charge aci
counts, even impossibl~. But at the originR
hearings, Edward Gudema.n, a. former Colllmerce Department official and a. long-tillle
Sears executive, pointed out that credit _e~
tenders first determine on an annual b~5
what they want to charge. From there tbe~
work backwards to break down their annua!
rate, a.nd tell it to consumers in the foriil 0
a. monthly percentage or dollar charge on the
original balance. Thus, they should be able
to use predetermined charts providing a rea·
sona.ble estimate of the annual rate tor
specific transactions.
They can do it in Canada. The province
of Alberta. enacted a. law requiring that all
credit transactions state the annual interest
rate. Officials then discussed with matbe·
maticia.ns and financial publishers whic_h
math formula. should be used by all cre<il·
tors so that rates would be comparable, and
retail and loan clerks would not be required
to make difficult computations.
Recently, J. E. Mason, Alberta Supervisor
of Consumer Credit, wrote, "We find tbe
actuarial formula as recoiiUDended bY
mathematicians is most accurate, and pub·
Ushers assure us that this can be applied
to produce rate charts in much the snllle
format as those presently in use by creditor
employers."
In fact, Mason reports that credit associ•
a.tions and grantors have cooperated 1°
working out this method.
But the antagonisms of U.S. businessmen
to "truth in lending" startled even :Mf.
Douglas. Before he retired from the senate in 1966, he told us that almost all ele'
ments of the finance industry except credit
unions and mutual savings banks joined Ill
resistance; that while there had been sollle
self-improvement in industries where other
consumer-protection bills have been pro·
posed, the only reaction of the finance in·
dustry was intensified opposition.
J. Gordon Da.klns, Executive Vice Presi·
dent of the National Retail Merchants .AsS 0 '
elation, called the proposal "unrealistic, rn.i 5 '
leading and dangerous." He declared that at
best it would be meaningless to the average
credit customer, at worst it would exaggerate
bis idea of the cost of credit and tend to
discourage its "informed use."
"Few laymen can accept the fact that ill'
terest rates in excess of 6 per cent per year
are the rule rather than the exception," bde
advised his fellow merchants. "It woul
seem unwise to educate them at the cost of
·
a serious set-back to the economy."
Another bitter opponent is the National
Consumer Finance Association, a. loan-co:lll~
pa.ny organization. Its Executive Vice-President, Carl Hawver, has declared that th 8
public needs no help from the Governlilent
in handling its money. "The average Amer·
ica.n is a. solid, God-fearing, bill-paying cttl·
zen who handles his financial affairs n1ucb
better than most state governments a.nd cer;,
ta.inly better than the Federal Government.
(God-fearing and bill-paying he may lJe·
But since the national debt Increased 10
per cent in the first half of this decade,
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While total consumer debts increased 40 per
Cent, a better manager he is not.)
AMOUNTS, NOT RATES

Dr. Hawver denies that consumers want
credit costs stated in percentages: "Lots of
.Americans haven't figured 'simple annual interest' since they were in high school. They
deal in hard cash. They want to know how
lll.any dollars it's going to cost them to borrow dollars, that's what they get paid in."
According to him, the reason why some
lenders state their interest fees as a monthly
!:ather than annual rate, is that families
handle their finances on a monthly basis;
"they get paid once or twice a month and
their bills come in on a monthly basis."
The way to help consumers is by more education, not more legislation, argues Dr.
Iia:wver, pointing out that his association of
loan companies has an "education program
for developing -better adult and student understanding of sound money management
aJl.d the wise use of credit."
Until we get a "truth in lending" law, your
best policy is to reserve the use of credit
for major purchases for what you can't pay
C1ish. When you do need financing, borrow
the cash yourseU from low-cost sources such
as credit unions or local banks. Finally, borrow as little as you really need, and pay back
as soon as you can.
·

Rail Rapid Transit
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD D. McCARTHY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, January 12, 1967

Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. Speaker. the
necessity of rail rapid transit to match
Aznerlca's future transportation needs
and requirements was emphasized to me
this week in a letter from the majority
leader of the Buffalo, N.Y., Common
Council.
I found the remarks of Councilman
Stanley M. Makowski so telling that I
have forwarded them to Hon. Alan S.
Boyd, Secretary of Transportation, along
With a letter asking Secretary Boyd what
Plans he has for the future in this regard.
Buffalo was the location recently of a
lnodel city conference, and Councilman
~akowski was quick to recognize that
before any city can effectively become a
~odel city-mass rapid. transit must be
lllstalled to serve its needs.
In addition, Councilman Makowski saw
~he importance of such a transit system
lll fighting air pollution. His letter, my
:reply to him, and my letter to Secretary
Boyd, follow:
A MonEL CITY NEEDS MAss RAPID TRANSIT
(By Councilman Stanley M. Makowski, maJority leader of the Buffalo Common Council)
Are we ready to accept a balanced, mass
rapid-transit system in western New York, or
ShoUld we continue constructing the everencompassing tentacles of concrete that stem
from our city's core and will strangle our
Very existence if we allow it to continue?
\Ve must accept the challenge to control
.this developing menace to our society.
The recent model city conference held in
BUft'alo"s city hall unfortunately did not emPhasize this vital element of what I consider
lll.Ust be part and parcel of the model city
Pre>gra.m,
The model city sessions were most valuable
to au of western New York in so far as they

represented a most stimulating conference.
Now must come the time for careful evaluation of problems discussed, ideas proJ>osed,
and issues omitted.
Unfortunately, no one spoke a word about
either public rapid transportation or highway congestion. We are all aware what the
combustible engine contributes toward the
creation of frightful and destructive air pollution_ Just who would benefit by the rapid
transit system? And who would benefit by
the elimination of much of the al.r pollution? The answer; all citizens would benefit,
especially those core area residents who live
nearest the highway interchanges where traffic is most congested. Panel after panel at
the conference addressed itself to the socioeconomic problems facing deprived areas that
exist in the heart of our great metropolitan
complex.
Can the use of mass rapid transportation
aid the core area's unemployed to gain meaningful employxnent? The answer must be an
emphatic yes! The poor and indigent must
have ready and economical access to the outer communities. This is where many of the
employxnent opportunities these people seek
are located.
The model city sessions were devoted primarily to the conditions within our core
areas. Through a common effort, many of
the problems faced by the forgotten, unskilled and deprived groups, could be solved.
In addition, certain areas outside of our
present city limits are also plagued by pov·erty. These neighboring residents could be
helped by the opening of job opportunities
which were previously limited because of the
lack of good public transportation.
Gone are the days when urban highways
could be -regarded simply as facilities for
the movement of vehicles from one place to
another_ Here to stay is the recognition
that transportation is a basic force in shaping the course of urban development. The
intelligent approach now being recognized
by most planners seems to depend on the
balanced transit system, with the rail rapid
transit as the backbone.
Most planners agree that building new
streets, widening existing streets, and constructing new expressways, in order to move
the 1.3 million people of our metropolitan
community, are not the best answers. These
same planners must take into consideration
the fact that excessive rates for present bus
transportation to places of employment outside the core area constitute a handicap for
those who lack sufficient funds for transportation. If they are employed, autos may be
required to reach their respective places of
employxnent. We know that it would be far
less costly to provide rapid transit, rather
than try to finance a car for every potential
worker.
By denying our citizens a choice of transit,
by ignoring this mode of travel, aren't we
denying our less fortunate their right to a
choice of work? Imagine, if you will, the
day when more employxnent will lessen the
welfare load and give to these socio economically disinherited people the chance
this country promises everyone: the right to
work. Considering these factors, what
would the effect be on the overall tax structure locally and nationally? It would be
decisively encouraging.
Returning to the idea of expressways, I
realize that we can move vehicles, but 11,4
passengers per car requires (as Walter
Reuthers acknowledged) acres of highways
to move acres of oversize cars, to park on
acres of parking lots.
Western New York requires mass transportation of the most modern, most efficient
kind. If we are to move people quickly,
safely, cheaply and efficiently, we must consider the use of rail rapid transit as a nucleus
for our coordinated overall transportation
system.
If the model city conferees had reviewed
national publications such as the November
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1966 issue of Nation's Cities, they would

have found such commonplace statements
to planners as:
"Mobility and accessibility are fundamental
to the very existence of the city and its metropolitan area-indeed they made the growth
and development of the city and the area
possible . _ . The sinuous pattern of country
freeways is not appropriate to cities_ It cuts
across the existing grid; disrupts neighborhood patterns, and leaves odd, difficult-to-integrate pieces_ The wide right-of-way is inappropriate in cities_ It wreaks havoc with
existing structures; takes too much off the
tax rolls, and cuts great swaths through the
neighborhoods_" (Patrick Healy, executive
director, National League of Cities.)
Again, there was the Williamsburg Conference, where Detroit's Mayor Cavanaugh,
President of the National League of Cities,
said: "We must keep in mind the necessity
of including a strong component of rapid
transit if we are to end up with a balanced
transportation system in the comprehensive
plan because huge sums for urban highways
will never by themselves solve urban transportation needs.
This statement also came from Mayor of
Auto-Making Detroit:
"We would have liked to hear more remarks at the model city session concerning
air pollution. A major contributor to this
pollution is our automobile with one exhaust
pipe for each 11,4 passengers. In California,
the $60 devices required on new cars haven't
proved efficient_ To my· knowledge, there is
no way to cancel out the air pollution factor
in internal combustion engine vehicles_
However, much to our chagrin, medical experts state that these vehicles in congested
areas are helping to cancel out the human
factor-life."
Some would say: "We'll have electric autos
by 1980." I hope we do; but it is unlikely
that the electric car will appeal to the masses.
Its range still seems too short for American
families_ We dare not wait for the necessary technological advancement to solve to'd ay's air pollution by autos.
Let us examine another possible benefit
related to mass rapid transit. The underground facilities which would be required,
due to the complex cqmposltion of the central business district, could serve as civil
defense shelters in tJ.mes of emergency.
This type of use for underground facilities
was utilized during World War II, in London,
England, where millions of people found
protection_
Another aspect of urban society that would
benefit from the use of a rapid transit system would be the economic and efficient use
of land. This factor is becoming more and
more important to us as urbanites each day.
I feel that the conference has added much
to our general knowledge of what is involved
when we consider a mooel city program for
Buffalo. We must also add to the files what
others nave learned in dealing with urban
problems. Cities such as Toronto, Montreal,
Philadelphia, and Cleveland-just to mention a few--should be contacted in order
to learn their approaches to their problems.
We are all urban areas with similar
problems.
To do the total job of aiding the socially
and ecomonically depressed, and at the same
time assist the entire citizenry, we must
implement the balanced transit system.
Buffalo cannot afford to delay any longer.
The local region has benefited through the
efforts of a handful of civic-minded area residents who formed a non-profit organization
called START (Suburban Town's Area
Rapid Transit_) They pressed forward with
an idea which has been carried throughout
the western New York area. I am confident
that more people will join their ranks in
bringing this balanced transit plan to light.
This idea could lead the entire region to a
better and more productive way of life.
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The model city program and the balanced
mass transportation system must work hand
in hand. Both can be the vehicles to help
re-vitalize and save our cities. Let us move
forward, now, Qll the wheels of progress
that both of these programs can provide.
FEBRUARY

and a.ny future plans you may have for
promoting it throughout the country?
Thank you very much.
Yours truly,
RICHARD D. McCARTHY,
Member of Congress.

6 , 1967.

Mr. STANLEY M. MAKOWSKI,
Councilman a.t Large,
The Council,
Buffalo, N.Y.

One-Way Passage

DEAR STAN: Many thanks for your February 1 letter and a copy of your excellent statement of Janua.ry 30: .. A Model City Needs
Mass Rapid Transit... I couldn't agree more
with the emphatic statement embraced in
the title of your speech.
As a matter of fact, I think so highly of
your remarks that I am having them inserted
in the Oongressional Record for all my colleagues to read.
The very concept of a Model City must, 1
believe, include plans for an integrated transportation network-the backbone of which
should be modern, clean, inexpensive rail
transit. Indeed," I do not think that any application by a large city for designation as a
Model City should be approved unless it
contained proVisions for planning for rapid
transit.
The cu~nt. urgent attention being given
to aJr pollution Mds potent weight to the
already weighty arguments in favor of mass
transit. The Public Health Service recently
estimated that 85 mllllon of the 130 million
to!l.S of pollutants released. into the nation's
atm.osphere annually come from internal
combustion engines.
I am sponsoring legislation to speed. up research on modern, low-cost, high energy electric propulsion systems for cars and buses,
but as you say, the adoption by Americans
of this alternate source of energy seems visionary and far off ln time to most.
With the completion of the 41,000-mile interstate highway network now in sight, I believe the time has come to begin to rethink
America's future transportation needs and
requirements. And it is my firmly held view
that rail rapid transit, today a mere stepchild In our tJ-a,nsportation picture, must become a mature and dominant factor in t'he
new era beginning with the completion of the
interstate network in 1973.
I congratulate you on your foresight, 11!1s<lom and courage and I hope you will be successful in using your very infiuential position to persuade the City of Buffalo to include provisions for rail rapid transit 1n the
Model City plans it's now undertaking.
With warm personal regards, I am,
YoUr sincerely,
RICHARD D. McCARTHY,
.11! ember of Congress.
FEBRUARY

8, 1967.

Hon. ALAN S. BoYD,
Secretary of Transportation,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. BoYD: Several weeks ago, a Model

City Conference was held in Buffalo, N.Y.
Since its conclusion, I have received many
letters about the possibility of Buffalo's becoming a model city.
One of these letters-from the city's Common Council majority leader-came to me
in the form of a statement, "A Model City
Needs Mass Rapid Transit." Its author,
Councilman Stanley ~- Makowski, had recognized the need for rail rapid transit _to
cope with the country's future transportation requirements.
I a.m. enclosing Councilman Makowski's letter, as well a.s my reply to him. I believe
the councilman's observations cast a great
· deal of light on our transportation problems
of the future.
Would you advise me a.s to what the current thinking ls in the Department o! Commerce, regarding the role oi rapid transit--

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF MINNESOTA
IN TiiE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

lifonday, February 6, 1967

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, the February issue of the Progressive magazine
contains some interesting statistics and
comments on the movement of bright
and educated young people from the
underdeveloped countries to the .United
States. This problem is popularly known
as the brain drain.
The Progressive states:
Difficult a.s the problem is, it should be
thoroughly explored by Congress, the Administration; and educators.

I agree '\\rith this statement. The
hearings of the Subcommittee on Research and Technical Programs of the
House Government Operations Committee are a good beginning for this session.
I hope that other congressional committees v.ith a jurisdiction in this problem will take a similar interest so that
needed reforms can be enacted by this
Congress.
I place the full text of the Progressive
comments in the RECORD for the benefit
of the Members:
ONE-WAY PASSAGE
Year after year the underdeveloped countries send their bright young men and
women to the United States for advanced
study. Their native lands hope they will return home later to employ the skills and
learning acquired in American universities,
technical institutes, and hospitals. But in
too many cases the foreign student does not
return and his country is the loser. Whether
he paid for his education himself or his
homeland contributed, whether he was aided
under U.S. Federal programs or by private
foundations, if he takes up p~rmanent residence here he becomes one more example
of .. the brain drain" suffered by nations in
desperate need of talent.
The extent of the drain is illustrated by
these facts and figures:
There are 100,000 foreign students now in
the United States, two-thirds of whom are
from underdeveloped countries in Asia,
Africa, and Latin America-a figure that
speaks eloquently of the huge "knowledge
gap" these nations seek to overcome. Eleven
thousand of 94,000 surveyed last year by the
Institute for International Education, a private body, said they intend to remain here
after they complete their studies. The proportion that actually stays may be much
higher, as some other surveys indicate.
Thus:
Iranian officials say that about sixty per
cent of students from Iran decide to stay in
the United States; there are now some 4,000
Iranian students on U.S. campuses.
Figures prepared by the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service indicate that
t.hlrty per cent of Asians who come here on
temporary student visas later apply !or permanent visas. A .tudy a.t the University cd
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Iowa disclosed that of 905 foreign students
on the campus there in the 195o-60 decade,
490 remained in the United States.
Among interns and residents now training
1n U.S. hospitals, more than 11 ,000 are frolll
foreign medical schools, the Educational
Council for Foreign Medical Graduates reports. The Council estimates that twenty to
twenty-five per cent of these foreign doct0~ 5
'V'.'ill remain here after completing their
training. Jose Camacho, a minister at Colombia•s embassy in Washington, claimed
that his country's serious shortage of dOCtors, dentists, and nurses results in part
from the failure of many Colombians toreturn home after they receive advanced training here.
These losses of educated young people, sai~
James A. Perkins, the president of Corne
University and chairman of President Johnson's advisory committee on foreign assistance programs, '"may be quietly making hasb
of our best efforts abroad" to assist have-not
countries to develop their economies and Institutions to provide their people with a better life. Senator Walter Mondale of Minllesota has suggested incentives to foreign students to retur;n home after their training iS
over, combinr-d With possible u.s. i:ourUgration restrictions. Senator Edward KennedY
of Massachusetts ·has proposed that tbe
United States call an international conference to explore the ·whole problem of "braill
drain" which includes not only students bUt
the siphoning off to America of European
scientists, engineers, doctors, and other professional talent.
It will be extremely difficult to check these
losses to the Old World, and the poorer nations elsewhere, because of the powerful attraction that the American standard of living
has for foreign students and professional
personnel. Sometimes the lack of treedoill a~
home (Iran &ond Taiwan are two examples 0
countries wbose students sometimes fail t.o
return for pollt~cal reasons) is an important
factor in the brain drain.
But diftkult as the problem is, tt should
be thoroughly explored by Congress, the Administration , and educators. Ways must be
found for the countries of origin to recouP
some of their talent losse-s. A more equitable
distribution of skills among the nations.
with special attention paid to the needs of
have-not countries, would be a major contribution to world-wide economic progress
and international amity.

Of Mice and Men: Betrayal in Vietnaill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. RHODES
OF All.IZONA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, January 10, 1967

Mr. RJIODES of Arizona. Mf·
Speaker, some weeks ago the Hearst pub~
lications sent a task force to Vietnaii1·
Subsequently William Randolph Hearst,
Jr., wrote an editorial concerning our
general posture toward the war in Viet~
nam. Mr. Hearst's comments were znade
after interviewing our officers and meP
on the ground-those who are beariilg
the brunt of the battle. In my opinion.
this editorial desen·es the attention of s.l1
the Members of Congress, and under
leave previously granted, Mr. Hearst's
observations are included herein. 'fbe
editorial follows:
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Enrrox's REPORT: OF ll.llcE AND MEN: BETRAYAL
IN VIETNAM
(By William Randolph Hearst, Jr., editor in
chief, the Hearst Newspapers)
SAN SIMEON, CALIF., January 7.-AB & direct result of Communist-inspired propaganda. and the bugaboo of world opinion.
this nat ion is not doing all it can and should
Clo to win the war in Vietnam.
Because of timidity in Washington the
heroic American men who are fighting and
dying over there are being betrayed.
These are strong words, but I have conSidered them well.
They are angry words, but they are made
1n behalf of the battle veterans who to date
~ave seen more than 6,500 of their buddies
h Uled while fighting-in effect-with one
and tied behind them.
What I am talking about is the deadly
handicap Imposed on our war effort by the
PUssyfoot policy limiting our bombing in
~Orth Vietnam. This policy is worse than
foolish; it 1s potentially self-defeating.
It is no accident that for the past several
'91eeks we have been under a concentrated
Propaganda atta.ck by the enemy and its
?tnpa.thizers whose single aim is summed up
n three words: Stop the bombing.
,,_!he fact is that our bombing, even the
uuutect bombing our aarmen have been per~h ttect. to do, has been seriously damaging to
e Communists.
·
t1 They seek to have us halt our most effect;e foree to victory because it is hurting
em. Their campaign has nothing to do
'911th huma.nitar:La.nism and nothing to do
'911th the peace we have so earnestly sought.
The Communists know they could end the
~Otnbings ins~tly merely by promising to
6
t down and talk peace. They won't do it
Instead, they mount a world-wide drive to
Portra.ry our bombings as heartless and inc11scr1minate in the hope that so-called world
0
Pin!on will foree us to stop the attacks.
Unfortunately, the continuing propaganda
~ontinues to have a defin,ite effect on our naona.I leadership, As of now, that leadership
~0 ntinues to dissipate its energy chasing the
elUsion o! possible Communist interest in a
JUat peace rather than ordering all-out supPort of our own fighting men.
'I'his policy, I submit, constitutes a betrayal
or those men.
'When I was in Vietnam a few weeks ago
;tth other members of the Hearst Task
orce, I talked with many of those men and
1 know how they feel.
They would never say they feel betrayed
and their morale is high. But they are be'91ildered and angry because we are not givl.ng our war effort all we have. This surely
1s understandable among men prepared to
give their lives.
.Angrtest of all were the men and officers
or the U.S. Seventh Air Force. A number of
thetn were friends from World War n days
and we speak the same language. It is a tre~endous understatement to sa.y they feel
l'Ustratect because Washington won't let
thetn hit more mllitary targets, and especially
the air fields where the Russian-built MIG's
8
1t in undisturbed menace to their lives.
Contrary to the impression given by Com~Un!st-inspired propaganda, our targets
Ve been limited almost entirely to those
"'hose destruction would halt the enemy
!;tovement of men and materiel, or at least
'4elay it.
1nThere has been little if any bombing of
""~ustrtal complexes, hydro-electrtc plants,
-upyards and s1mllar legitimate military
targets. Instead we have been sending our
~ly bombers out to blow up railroad yards,
et'ry-built bridges and supply routes-a.U
~Ulckly replaceable by the plentifUl North
. 1etnamese labor.
'What I saw and heard from these a.irmen.,
~ fact, was almost unbelievable to one who
~ a lot of first-hand experience with our
- r etrorts in World Waz II.

If we had then limited our air forces

to

the kind of timid and discouraging way of
fighting we are using against North Vietnam,
the allies would never have been able to land
in France. Of this you can be absolutely

sure.
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know from experience in the Job Corps
and Neighborhood Youth Corps and
from testimony from rehabilitation experts that it is extremely costly to correct mistakes that could have been preventer earlier. We also know that the
chances of success are greatly diminished
after personal disasters take place and
people end up in jails or other corrective
institutions.
I think it is essential that we develop
a sound plan to implement the President's recommendations, none of which
will require vast sums of money. We
must insure that we allow sufficient leadtime to plan and fully implement successful programs. We must train and
deploy our forces carefully to insure that
our new starts do not become false starts.
I believe that all of us in Congress and
throughout the Nation want to build a
"better society." The President's message should be the beginning of a bipartisan effort toward fulfilling that

And who are these leaders of ours who are
more afraid of being denounced in the United
Nations or elsewhere for escalation than they
are afraid of losing their own men? I could
~e some of them, but I won't.
For the record, I do not blame President
Johnson. Any president must rely on the
counsel of his advisers. Among these are a
certain fearful group who are in such positions of authority that he undoubtedly has
been listening to them and been swayed by
their over-emphasis on the Importance of
"world opinion."
From what I know personally of the President, it is not his nature to pussyfoot indefinitely. He must be weighing the problem right now and I have a hunch a fresh
approach is in the making.
In making this decision I hope he will
consider just what this nation had gained
so far through its policy of attempting to
win favorable world opinion.
goal.
No nation has sought it more avidly than
I urge all Ameiicans to join in this
we have in the Vietnam mess, and what we
have got out of our efforts is worse than effort.
nothing. Thanks"' to the cunning of Communi&t propagandists-aided and abetted by
some American newsmen who disapprove of U.S. Birth Control Advocacy-How It
our national policy-we have been made to
Causes Hard Feelinga in Latin America
appear as villains and aggressors whose credibility is zero.
What President Johnson should do in makEXTENSION OF REMARKS
ing his decision 1s to think of the 6,500
OF
Americans who have died in what he knows
is a just and honorable war to halt a monstrous attempt at the enslavement of not
OJI' WISCONSIN
only South Vietnam but all of tree Asia.
IN TfiE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Then he should announce that we are in
this war to win, that is, to compel tlle enemy
Thursday, February 9, 1967
to negotiate, and that from now on we are
going all-out to do it-including the bombMr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, dW'ing
ing of all strategic targets in the North neces- the national meeting of the American
sary to do the Job, starting with enemy air Association for the Advancement of
fields.
Science held here in December, Dr. J.
We all want to end this tragic mess. Let's
Mayone Stycos, director of the internago ahead and end it!

HON. CLEMENT J. ZABLOCKI

A BeHer Society
SPEECH
OF

HON. SAM GIBBONS
OF FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967
Mr. GffiBONS. Mr. Speaker, the

President, in his message on children
and youth, has presented a comprehensive program of action to deal with one
of our most urgent national problemsthe problems affecting young Americans.
We know, of course, that these problems
also have tremendous effect on virtually
every element in our society.
In his message, the Pcesident emphasized the importance of early and inten-·
sive preventive measures instead of
costly patchup efforts after conditions
have gotten out of hand. He advocated
programs to provide new starts or good
starts as well as follow through. By
starting early, we can eliminate the handicaps that prevent the development of
the full potential of our people.
I have been deeply interested in early
prevention programs and I think the
President's proposals are sound. We

tional population program at Cornell
University, presented a paper which requires some sober second thoughts from
persons both inside and outside the Government who advocate a strong American "push" to propagandize birth control
worldwide.
Dr. Stycos documents some of the
political problems which have arisen in
the countries of Latin America because
the United States has become so closely,
identified with family planning.
While believing that the United States
has a role to play 1n "defusing the population bomb," Dr. Stycos indicates that
our policy statements and approaches
have been heavyhanded, inept, and
self-defeating.
He concludes that:

It takes a long time to get our government
to move, but once 1t moves it is hard to slow
it down or get it to deal with a light touch.
Ideas such as "community development" or
"development of the infra-structure," when
they fall to achieve the impossible results
expected of them, get changed for new brands
of magic. But birth control is no more
magical than the others. In the short run
it will do very llttle and in the long run its
effectiveness will be proportional to investments in other aspects of social and economic development. This makes it no less
important and should not cause us to falter
in continuing to discuss the question with
our Latin American colleagues. But the discussion had better be a special blend of
sicence and ethics aimed at the needs, aspira-
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tlons and ground rules of Latin America.n.s
rather than a.t the economic calculus of
tnternat1onaJ. circuit developmental economists.

Because so much is being written and
said about the problem of population
worldwide, I believe that Dr. Stycos•
statement deserves wide attention.
Unlike so many today, Dr. Stycos 1s
aware that population control 1s not a
panacea nor an unmixed blessing to the
United States or the developing countries. His concern that the individuars
right to choose not be violated 1s an
essential one which a.ll too often seems
to go unnoticed these days.
In order to acquaint my colleagues
further on this expert•s ideas, I insert
his paper 1n the RECORD at this point and
urge the attention of my colleagues to it.
The article follows:
DEFusiNG

THE PoPULATION BoMB IN LATIN

AMERICA

(By J. Mayone Stycos, director, International Population Program, Cornell Un1versity)
The remarkable change In the national
attitude toward family planning was symbolized this October by President Johnson's
a.cceptance o! the Margaret Sanger Award
for his "vigorous and farsighted leadership
in bringing the Un1ted States Government
to enunciate and implement an a.ffirmative,
effective population policy at home and
abroad., 1 Only a decade ago, when the
very mention of Margaret Sanger's name in
official circles was risque, President Eisenhower made it clear that family planning
was not the business of the U.S. government.
Few could have predicted that in 1006 the
President of the Un1ted States would say,
..It fs essential that all families have access
to information and services that will allow
freedom to choose the number and spa.cing
of their children within the dictates of
individual conscience." 11
The change has been long in coming. is
without doubt in the right direction, and 1s
being welcomed by a number of countries.
But there are a number of warning signals
from Latin America, where North American
promotional activity In the population sphere
has been quite active over the past three
years.
When, for example, the news was announced In Brazil last August that the
Brazilian government was planning to seek
U.S. assistance In dea.llng with population
problems, it provoked a torrent of generally
unfavorable comment in Brazilian newspapers. One Brazilian Chamber Deputy
charged that the overpopulated United
States wished to keep Brazilian population
down so that North Americans could occupy
their territory; another that U.S. pharmaceutical compan1es were behind the plot, and
stil another that the U.S. !ears being outnumbered by the developing c.ountries.
Another rece'n t example is provided by
the statement of the Peruvian delegate to
UNICEF, made in leading the defeat earlier
this year ·of a proposal that this organization give assistance in the family planning
area:
"The delegate of Peru, voicing the views of
other Latin American delegates, agreed that
countries like India and Pakistan have
overwhelxn1ng population growth. He explained that Latin America, however, has
'empty lands and untapped resources' and
if UNICEF gets itself involved in population control, rich nations might be tempted
to reduce economic aid and concentrate on
birth control assistance instead!' a
A similar fear was expressed by the Am bassador of Chile last May. In a speech to the
Footnotes at end of speech.

U.S. National Conference on Family Planrung, Rademlro Tomic noted that family
planning" .•. fs a problem which cannot be
used a.s a. lever !or the International egotism
of the rich nations, in a.llowing them to
evade their duties of assistance and
BOlidarity with the developing nations."'
' These are serious charges made by serious,
sincere and important Latin Americans.
They are not uncharacteristic of the tenor of
criticism voiced by intellectuals as 'part of
the intense public debate now going on in
Latin America. They are typical both in
their omission of the religious issue and in
the inclusion of deep suspicions concern1ng
U.S. motives In encouraging family planning.
Now that the Church itself fs reconsidering the morality of family planning, Latin
American leaders can no longer ignore the
question. The combination of pressure
from the U.S. and the removal of earlier
Church tabus on public discussion has compelled Latin's leadership to take the matter
seriously-and seriously In Latin America
means politically.
Nationalism. Often fueled by anti-American sentiments, nationalism is a powerful
force cutting across political identifications
in Latin America. With reference to population, however, its manifestations on the
right are somewhat ditferent from those of
the left. In large countries such as Brazil
and -Argentina for example, nationalists of
the right argue that a. larger population is
needed to develop the vast interior and make
the nation strong. For example, during the
August debate In Brazil over the possibility
of U.S. aid on population problems, Dr. Fabio
Fonseca, President of the Belo Horizonte Regional Council of Medicine,- stated that
Brazil needs a population twice its present
size in order to settle the vast empty spaces
o,f the country. He warned that "the yellow
race which fs becoming more and more
numerous, needs space to live and will not
.hesit$te to see~ un1nhabited places like the
immense Brazillan regions if this settlement
is not promoted." 1
A representative of the Brazilian Chamber charged that population control was
being "imposed on us by a country with the
dimensions of Brazil but with 300 million
people, giving the impression that the American people with their land already overpopulated is concerning itself with our empty
spaces and intends to occupy our territory." •
A feature article in 0 Povo claimed that
the key to Brazilian prosperity lies in her
beds and hammocks. It asked !or more
population so that her lands will cease to
figure in the Echemes of Western or Eastern
imperialists as reserves of natural resources
or vital space. "Brazilians," the article
concludes, "let us continue loving and proliferating. God did not give us all this
greatness for the installation of abortion or
sterilization industries. ·Onward! To the
children!" 7
On the issue of family planning nation-_
a.!ism causes the rightists to reject American
cultural and moral values while gladly accepting its dollars. As stated by the Archbishop of Brazilia, Dom Jose Newton de
Almeida Batista, "Give us dollars and we
shall be powerful, provided that we also grow
in number so that we can take possession of
the lmmenEe territory God gave us." • Even
more pointed wu the headline in the conservative Catholic Peruvian monthly ERPA:
"Latin America Needs Dollars, Not Pills ...

Under a photograph of President Johnson
mounted on a horse it notes "From his Texas
ranch, Johnson directs the control of births
in Latin America. What about nonintervention, Mr. President?" • The invasion of
foreign morality disturbs both religious and
Eecular rightists, for it is a form of "psychic
imperialism" which imperils spiritual and
cultural values viewed as close to the heart
and soul of the nation. The abortion of
national growth along with the substitution
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of allen values is a combination especlall1
unsavory to nationalists of the right.
While nationalists of the right want dollars Instead of pills, nationalists of the left
feel Latin America can atford neither. Both
dollars and pills are regarded as ameliorative measures to shore up a crumbling societY
whose demise had much better be brougnt
about by revolution. Three Colombian university professors expressed the idea thiS
way: 1t
"Birth control is dangerous because it can
become a distraction, or a justification ror
the bourgeoisie to reject change. . . . It
might prevent the agrarian reform from ever
taking place."
"With our system of production we can
support about 10 mlllion. Since we nave
17 mi111on we are overpopulated, but if our
pattern of production were altered we could
support 50 million or more. The reason whY
they want-- birth control fs that they don't
want a technical revolution. Birth control
is a palliative measure which cannot lead to
anything!'
"Birth control 1s being proposed as a pana~
cea, which fs utopic, faLse and treacheroUS·
The following citation from the Brazilian
newspaper Correia de Manha of August 10
1llustrates the mix of nationalist and reformist sentiments:
''Neo-malthusianfsm is manipulated by thl'
big laboratories . . . and pharmaceu.tical
houses. . . . The reactionary attitude is noli
that of the Catholic Church but of the raxnily planners . . . for commercial reasons, out
of North American geopolitical interests (r.O
there will not be a prevalence of underdeveloped populatioc.s, or Asiatics, or U.S. Coill~
munists) and out of fear of structural .r~
forms. . . . Brazil, lacking in mechalllC
resourc.es, depends for her economic progress
on her working force. It should not be witll
birth control financed by the National I»"
velopment Bank and the Alliance for Progre~
or foreign enterprises that our country wi
-succeed in developing herself, but througll
dr!\Stic modification of the social and econOIDic structures." n
Marxi8m. In addition to the generalized
suspicions of U.S. motives which cuts acrosS
political boundaries In Latin America, there
is a deep ideological basis for opposition to
controls on population growth. Marsiall
economics -and social philosophy have had a
profound ee'ect on Latin American intenec~
iuals, whether or not they can be considered
"It1arxists." In order to understand Latin
American thought, th~refore, tt is necessat1
to understand something of the Malthusian~
Marxist controversy.
Both Malthus and Marx were centrally con~
cerned with the explanation and cure o! hUman misery and poverty. For Marx th 8
cause was social and institutional, and tne
cure, accordingly, ~ras the revolutionary introduction of a new institutional fral!lework--60Cial~. While he saw overpopulation as possible, tn<ieed often encouraged. ill
a capitalistic societ-y. he did not view it 8.'1
a problem of any consequence in a socialist
state. Malthus saw the cause of poverty a.9
essentially blologica.l and physical, rooted ill
man's instincts towa.rd laziness and sexuallt~
on tlle one hand, and in the finite nature o
food and resources on the other. His solu~
tlon was accordingly individual-the curbill~
of the sexual drives and the stimulation o
indh1.dual effort by competition-a distinctl1
counterrevolutionary prescription. The :Mal;
thusian approach \Vas, a damper to SociaUs
optimism concern1n.g man's abllity to abOl~
ish misery by abolishing his social and ec.od
nomic eystems. In Europe Malthusian an
Marxist orgt;.nlzattons comP,eted . bitterlY•
with the Soclalfsts convinced that birth con..
trol was capitalism's last remalning hope tot
a preE.ervatlon a! the sta.tus quo. Pro-DIY
tallst fuel was added to t.h.e antt-Malthusiall
arguments, as a consequence of the soviet
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'Union's huge losses of manpower 1n the
World Wa;rs. Violent verbal attacks such as
the following were not infrequent in the
8taurust period:
''Masquerading as scientists and philanthropists , these lackeys of American monopOlies openly advocate cannibalism and try
to justify the demoniacal plans for the mass
extermination of peoples. . . . Bloody wars,
the atom bomb and other means of mass extermination of peoples, the devouring of nations by nationS"---ffilcb are the concepts of
the blood thirsty ravings of present day Malthusians." u
Throughout the :fifties and early sixties,
the Soviet bloc in the United Nations con. r>'..stently argued that the West was blaming
the failures of Colonialism on population increase, and that birth control was a tactic to
d.ivert attention from the needs for basic reforms. Typical excerpts from discussions
held at the United Nations Population Comlllission only three or four years ago are. given
below:
"The theories of Malthus and their modern
l'ltriants had been used as . a pretext to distract attent ion from the abject poverty of
th.e under-det·eloped countries. The ecoll.Otnlc backwardness of those countries could
.not be explained away by such theories; it
l!Vas the result of colonialist domination and
t'XJ>loitat1on. Malthusian and neo-Malthu$:ian theories were unscientific, reactionary
li.nd unworthy of United Nations support.
The best way of solving demographic problems was to accelerate economic development
and to promote international trade on a just
and equal basis. Disarmament tOo could
Play its part. The population problem <lid
not arise in the Ukraine for there socialist
Planrung ensured that economic development
tar outstripped demographic growth." 13
"Demographic growth was therefore not
the real problem and there was no justification for blaming it for the difficulties encounter-ed by the developing countries in their
eCOnomic advancement. Those difficulties
liVere mainly due to economic backwardness,
to the exploitation from which those countries had sufi'ered at the hands of the capital1st countries and to the ineffectiveness of
th.etr policy of acceierated development. The
l>l'Ublem could be solved only through resolute effort and radical economic and social
reforms." 1 4
"There bad been references to a population explosion presenting a threat even
lll.ore serious than nuclear weapons. Some
'Western circles were making use of those
lleo-Malthusian ideas to distract world public opinion from the real causes of the pdverty of the under-developed countries, by
attributing economic backwardness to excesSit'ely rapid population grov.'th, rather than
to long years of exploitation in the colonial
era. . Efforts were being made to use the
lJnited Nations to spread propaganda on
that subject and to disseminate theories
'\\"hich were at variance with reality." 16
In the late 40's so keenly opposed was the
So\iet Union to the very concept of birth
control that they fought against the inclUsion of "such abominable words" as "pre-vention of births" and "malthusianism" in _
the United Nations Demographic Diction!Jry. 18
By the 60's however, there were major
PUblic programs of abortion and contraception in virtually all Communist nations. Although these are justified, probably quite
sincerely, as maternal welfare and anti-illegal abortion measures rather than as population control, they doubtless caused some
ttrains on the ideology. For whatever reason,
th.at lowered birth rates might not be undesirable in the developing countries bas
been increasingly admitted in the 60's, but
Only if these occur as a result of prior
Changes in the economic and social structure.
So intent have some writers been to demonFootnotes at end of speech.
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strate that low birth rates are an effect rather lation gro·wth is a problem, but for some it is
than a cause of development that they some- just the kind of irritant needed to precipitate
times seem to believe that fertility declines basic reforms in the economic and sociar
magically; at the very leas-t without artificial structure. 19 A15 phrased by Chile's Ambassabirth control:
dor to the U.S. :
"In Europe, various artifical means of
.. Probably the si£gle most important faclowering the birthrate had been applied, in tor promoting the process of modernization
keeping with the pseudoscientific views of in the underdeveloped societies is precisely
Maltbus; but the actual reasons for the de- the social prePsure created by population
cline had had no connection whatsoever growth? ... What would the effect be of rewith Malthusian philosophy. Three main ducing the social tensions due· to population
factors tended to reduce birth rates: in- growth, in the semi-feudal and oligarchical
dustrialization, rising material and cultural societies of so many nations of the Third
levels of living, and increased participation World? Could it not be that a successful
by women in national economic, cultural birth control program carries with it the
and political life. The operation of those seeds of self-dertruction for its principal
factors would· cause the birth rate in under- objective of modernization?" 20
Or as phrased by a Colombian University
developed countries to decline in coming
years; a decline was in fact already notice- Professor:
"Population growth can have a very posiable in some countries, including India. _ His
country bad been accused of paying no heed tive role because it can break the vicious
to the threat to the ~world economy posed circle. If tbe pres.sures are very large, the
by present rates of population growth _and society bas to feed many people and this
of taking no steps to meet it; but that criti- need can create something new . . . like the
cism was unwarranted. The USSR bad never great intellectual advance during the popuignored the facts of population growth; lation explosion in classical Athens . . . it
but it felt that the artificial ways of limiting can force new ideas and can bring about the
population growth advocated by the neo- transformation of the status quo."
While few socialists admit that population
Maltbusians were inhuman and that in time,
through the operation of the factors he had growth could be a problem in a socialist
mentioned. the birt,h rate would drop of its state, in the light of the pattern of recent
political developments in Latin America,
own accord." 1 7
The most recent indications are that So- some socialist tbi.n kers are becoming less opviet ideologists are not so far from · their timistic about the imminence of revolution.
\Vestern counterparts. In the illustrations What if the socialist state is a long time in
below, an influential Soviet writer suggests coming? Is population increase really going
that fertility control can accelerate the de- . to acc-elerate its occurrence? May population
control be employed to assuage the misery
velopmental process:
"The basic difference between the neo- of the pre-revolutionary period?
"Given our political system and the small
Malthusians and the Marxists is not that
the former propose various measures for likelihood of change, the conservative theory
that
you must control fertility because the
limiting the birth rate while the latter unconditiona,l ly reject them all. The whole economic &ystems can' t take care of people's
point is the relative importance both at- needs makes more sense ... but if we had a
tach to these measures. The neo-Malthu- goc;>d revolutiona,ry · got•ernment then we
sians impose measures to limit the birth rate should push for another alternative, as was
in order to avoid progressive social change done by Stalin who gave prizes -for mothers
in society. As for the Marxists, they feel of large families."
"The revolution is not brought about by
there can be no demographic solution to the
vital problems facing mankind. Their solu- the increase in numbers but by tne contion assumes first and foremost rapid sciousness of the people. To try to increase
economic deYelopment and profound so- population would be f:illing in the absurdity
cial change. Demographic measures are no of trying to increase misery in order to try
panac-ea for ·economic difficulties and to solve it."
"Some say that birth control Will delay
social evils. A scientific population policy
which encourages both an increase in birth t;he revolution. This is a simplification of
cont rol and in some cases a substantial re- Marxist theory. . . . The more poverty and
duction in others may serve as an important misery exists, the greater the probability of
secondary means for markedly accelerating revelutions. But it doesn't take into account
that the masses of the poor are totally lacksocial progress." 1s
Marxist Inftuence on Latin American ing in revolutionary conscience, and that
Thought. Whether through the writings of things are not likely to change."
The dilemma is an agonizing one for the
Marx himsel! or through his present-day exponents in Europe and China, Marxist ide- leftist thinker, for while be baslcally disology on population continues to have a approves of the birth control solution, he
powerful influence on intellectuals of all must consider it 1n some indefinite short
persuasions but the far right. Consequently run, if only to slow the pace of accelerating
the initial reaction of the typical intellectual misery.
" . . . So we have two arguments working:
t6 the question of population growth is that
the real problems are social and economic, one of them is that we should be working
and that anY other view must be concealing toward the revolution and the more people
ulterior motives. The need for basic social want to join the revolution the better. The
and economic reform, moreover, is obvio.u s other is that since the revolution is going
to virtually all persons of influence in Latin to fail then we shou ld have birth control to
America. The right talks about it, the center avoid the vain suffering of the people."
means it, and the left means it right now.
'•If all tb!s misery is necessarily going to
Mass education, industrialization, agrarian continue, then it is necessary to opt for birth
reform, more equitable distribution of wealth, control to at least avoid more people born
health and happiness are the ingredients only to end in misery and starvation . . . .
which Yary in priority, timing and means of While the revolution is bre·wing it would be
acc-omplishment; but nearly everyone is con- just decent to supply the population with
cerned that somehow and sometime they be the means they need 1f they want to pracrealized. These needs are so crushing, so tice birth control."
obvious and so imminent that to talk of any"I am lecturing to physicians &bout birth
thing else appears to many only a diversion- control and I cannot make up my mind on
ary tactie.
whether we can make policy for everybody
Nevertheless, there are some stark facts of or whether this is mainly a problem of the
population growth facing Latin America, individual and the solution lies in the indirates of growth never experienced by Europe vidual's mind. . . . Can we sacrifice the wellbefore or after Malthus and Marx. Increas- being of a generation or two 1n order to iningly intellectuals are admitting that popu- crease our dubious expectations of the fu-
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ture? We often say 'Let the population grow
fast so that pressures of the status quo are
increased and change comes about." But do
we have the right to make such judgments
on the entire population or should we instead
concentrate on curing the problems of the
family as an institution itself."
While the politicians, social scientists and
clergy are concerned about the population
question, the medical profession is doing
something about it. In Colombia, the Association of Medical Faculties has been given
$300,000 to train the nation's p,h ysicians in
family planning techniques. In Chile, the
major hospitals in the major cities supply
modern birth control methods, and even in
Brazil a private family planning associa-;
tion is gaining momentum under high level
medical leadership. Indeed, such activities
in combination with a relatively permissive
stance on the part of Church spokesmen
have led various experts and enthusiasts to
conclude that the "birth control battle is
more or less over in Latin America."
It is quite true that many members of
the medical profession in a number of Latin
American countries have acceptetl the principle that the public deserves contraceptive
services as a means of preventing illegal abortions, and that the Church has not reacted
aggressively to such principles or programs.
This is a remarkable story in itself, and represents a revolutionary change in medical
opinion. The change, however, has been
much less profound among non-medical
groups, who figure more prominently in policy making circles in La tin America. It
should be pointed out, that while medical
men in Latin America may generally be to
the left of the American Medical Association,
they are generally considered to be politically conservative. Accordingly, the kind of
concerns expressed by intellectuals in this
paper are more rarely articulated by physicians, and are almost never expressed to
American birth control enthusiasts. On the
other hand, in those areas where leftist physicians are a powerful force, they can become
a particularly potent influence against population control. Thus the executive committee of the Guanabara Medical Association
(Brazil) described by a New York Times
writer as a group of "left-wing and antiAmerican physicians," announced in December that they are preparing draft legislation
to prohibit the production and sale of contraceptive pills and devices in Brazil.21
Further, a positive stance on the part of
the Church should be a mixed blessing. Basic
agreement with the Church on population
problet;ns and family planning has always
been a mild embarrassment to the left.
Should the Church move to a pro-birth control policy it would help to consolldate leftist
opposition to birth control, since such a policy would make consistent the socialist views
of the reactionary character of the Church
and the reactionary character of population
control. In short, the battle is not yet over.
The United States and Population Control. Even when widespread birth control

services are accepted there will be serious
questions about their role in the society and
the role of the United States assistance
should play. Few of the Colombians interviewed objected to U.S. aid for research or for
purely technical assistance.
As one respondent put it:
"At the level of research it is very good . . .
but the policy to be followed should not be
determined by them, the foreigners. They always suggest and that should not be because
their suggestions are often taken too seri
ously, and they are very often bad."
Or another, who had termed birth control
"utopian, false and treacherous" said with
respect to aid on family planning:
"We have to learn how to receive gracefully all that is knowledge or the product ol.
culture, all that 1s science and technology,
all that can help us."
4

Footnotes at end of speech.
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"Rapid j>opulatlon growth rates have made
It might appear that in reality there 1s
little danger of the U.S. determining what econom,ic growth and political stability Inpolicy Latin American nations should fol- creasingly di.ffi.cult to maintain in some parts
low, but there is evidence that the U.S. line of the world, thereby adding to the need for
on population control is not only becoming programs and forces to help maintain inclearer but harder.
·
ternal order and to defend against g1Lerrilla
31
"There can no longer be any doubt in the warfare."
The culmination of the utilitarian school
administration or the country that this Congress was determined to defuse the popula- of thought was reached in President Johntion bomb," announced Senator Tydings re- son's San Francisco speech on the occasions
cently.22 Explosive as such an activity might of the Twentieth Anniversary of the United
appear, there were signs that indelicate ap- Nations, on June 25, 1965. Confirming man1
proaches were on the horizon. As early as Latin's worst fears in an admirably clear and
mid 1965, Senator Clark told the U.S. Sen- succinct sentence, he stated: "Let us act on
ate that "A.I.D. should be advocating the the fact that less than five dollars invested in
institution of voluntary family programs as population growth is worth a hundred dollars
invested in economic growth." Many believe
a necessary condition to meeting the rising
tide of unfed mouths and unfulfilled aspira- that Pope Paul the Sixth's U .N. message was
tions in these countries . . . and thus pre- a direct reply to this new kind of economic
venting American aid from being poured calculus. In a statement which, perhaps
down a rat-hole . A.I.D. should move on mercifully, achieved much more space in the
from its attitude of limited response to Latin American press than d id the President's
initiatives made by aided governments, to an he suggested the need to increase the bread
attitude of activ e proselytizing of the cause rather than decreas~ the number of guests
at the banquet o~ life.
of voluntary family planning, in the many
The Chilean Ambassador to the U.S. an"
countries where that would be appropriswered the argument on its own' terms, ".Are
ate." :JS
we
looking for a cheap solution or the best
Was the U.S. going to enforce birth control ·by holding up assistance on food, health solution?" he asked. " . . . it could be that
and economic development? What did Pres- the optimum return would result from our
ident Johnson mean, many wondered, when choosing the 90 dollars for economic develophe announced on January 20, 1966 that "the ment than the five for birth control." a!
Other Latins asked themselves, if birth
hungry world cannot be fed until and unless
the growth in its resources and the groWth control programs were such a good investment,
how was the Yankee capitalist, usuall1
in its population come into balance." 2•
Was it true, as stated in a recent discussion so astute in such matters, able to resist such
of the Food for Peace Bill that "Population an obvious bargain in the United States?
control . . . by implication at least is men- That the United States has only been able to
tioned as one or the elementS to be consid- point proudly to Puerto Rico as its birth
ered in continuing U.S. aid." 211 Was there control showcase has not exactly been its
any special significance in Orville Freeman's strongest selling point in Latin America.
echoing the President's view of the superior · However, the charge that the U.S. does not
practice what it preaches was triumphantl1
value of investments in birth control? :16
Latin American officials who had seen a removed in mid ·1965 when, in the editorial
withdrawal of North American support for words of the New York Times, "American In~
health programs began to wonder if they dians, Eskimos and natives of the islands the
were being told to stem life rather than to U.S. holds in trust in the Pacific have just
heal it. As the then Minister of Health been made beneficiaries of the first Federal
in family planof Peru put it in what the journal Caretas program offering direct help
33
(Little noted was
termed a "sensational revelation": "The U.S. ning and birth control.,.
is willing to help in a ·campaign for the con- the unappreciative reaction of the Navajo
trol of births but not in one to reduce the Times. "We have had Washington's stock
rates of death." 27 If health has been cut reduction program forced on us. Now it
back, what next? Is this not what lurks be- would seem they are trying to sell us a people
hind UNCTAD Secretary General Paul Preb- reduction program.") a.
Conclusions. In Latin America, a region
isch's statement that lowering birth rates
is not "an alternative to a broad policy of deeply dedicated in spirit to freedom and Ube~ty, but often bound in fact to political
economic development?" ll8
Perhaps the burdens of the space race, hot tyranny and economic dependence, intellecand cold wars and the development of nu- tuals are especially concerned about the freeclear facilities were causing the U.S. to look dom of choice for family matters. Indeed,
to solutions cheaper than economic develop- even socialist opposition to population conment. "Heavy investments (for space re- trol often melts away if we speak of familY
search, etc.)" pointed out the Peruvian Min- planning far increasing the scope of rational
ister of Health in explaining the "pessi- decision making in the family:
"Birth control should represent an increase
mistic" or Malthusian position or the developed nations, "are part of the struggle in the free will of the people. It should add
for world suprema<:y . . . (the developed one dimension to their possibility of choice.
countries) are concerned about the compet- It should be , free and available to everying demands for investments involved in this body. . . . The Malthusian thesis that population grqwth increases misery is nothing but
struggle.":.
Government economists had for some time a comfortable way to justify the existing
been developing elaborate economic ration- structures."
"The government should not interfere dializations for the transfer of funds from
the "rat-hole" of economic aid to the halo rectly with family affairs. The only thing it
of :(amily planning for increased per capita should do is have intensive educational camproduct. Thus, a former Deputy Assistant paigns on family affairs, but not to reduce
Secretary of Defense for Systems Analysis, the size of the family ... but to give parents
told the World Population Conference in an opportunity to have the children with responsibility, to space them adequately."
1965 that "If national economic resources
were devoted to retarding population growth
"It is not necessary to control population
rather than accelerating production groWth,
in Colombia to reduce the growth rate since
these resources could be one hundred or the people are not even in possession of their
so times more effective in raising some less own land. Birth control can be applied onlY
developed countries outputs per head." •
as an increase in the free will of the ColomIn case such a handsome margin of profit ~bian people."
did not seem adequate to justl.fy the risks,
It takes a long time to get our government
the bomb defusion experts soon 'produced an to move, but once it moves it is hard to sloW
even more compelling argument. As stated it down or get it to deal with a light touch .
(unomcially) by a social scientist 1n the Ideas such as "community development" or
Post-attack Division of the omce of Civil De- "development of the infra-structure", when
fense:
they fail to achieve the impossible results ex-
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J>ected of them, get changed for new brands

or m.agie. But birth control is no more magi-

cat than the others. In the short nm it will
do very little and 1n the long run its e:trec..:
tlveness will be proportional to investments
1n other aspects of social and economic deVelopment. This makes tt no less important,
and should not cause us to falter in continuing to discuss the question with our Latin
lunerican colleagues. But the discussion had
better be a special blend of science and ethics
a.bned at the needs, aspirations, and ground
rules of Latin Americans, rather than at the
economic calculus of the international cirCUit developmental economists. So let us
hear less of how many dollars a non-birth is
Worth, and more how (in the words of one
O! the Colombians) "whatever is done (will)
be Part of a wider program that would seek·
the ends of humanitarianism and above all,
or economic justice." And !or every reference to the President's San Francisco speech,
let there also be one to his Foreign Aid Message to Congress this year, when he cautioned
that "It is first a matter of individual and
national conscience, in which we should not
interfere." (February 1, 1966.)
While I favor the deep involvement of the
't'nited States, at home and abroad, in the
field of family planning, I feel it must do so
1Aith discretion, with wisdom, and above all,
"W"ith a human and humanitarian spirit. Dis-·
Cl'etion, wisdom and humanity are not among
our most abundant resources, but they can
be marshalled, and they can and should be
l:narshalled by our government.
By having given unsolicited advice to our
0 \nl government, let me give some to the
nationalists and the reformists of Latin
lunerica. To the former I would suggest that
they be less concerned with North American
&elf interest and more concerned about their
own. Or to quote a Colombian intellectual:
"I would think the Imperialist countries
have easier ways to assure their dominance
· ·. e;en i! it were part of an Imperialist plot
it. is good for the country 1! and when properly accompanied by some serious developInent plans ...
And to the socialists, let me merely note
the eloquent and humariitarian prediction of
the Marxist Sociologist Jean Preville:
" .•• the people o! the future . . . will be
able to control the size o! the population
a-ccording to their potentials and needs. Far
from reducing the birth rate in order to
Preser;e the old hierarchy and to implement
a reactionary Imperialist policy, they will be
&.ble to control the birth rate as a factor :for
balance, planning and progress." •
r

Pret>ident Johnson's Special Message to
Congress on Health and Education. March
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In the summe~ o! 1966, as part of a project on Colombia conducted by Corhell's International Population Program, Sergio SisInondo conducted intensive interviews with
61 Colombia university professors of social
science on the topic of economic development
and population problems. Translated extracts from these interviews have been emPloyed throughout the paper. other quotations from Latin American periodicals and
newspapers have also been translated by the
International Population Program.
11 Correia de Manha, August 10, 1966.
u A. Y. PopoT, 1953. Cited in W. Petersen,
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13 M:r. Kochubei (Ukrainian Soviet Sociallst
Republic) Population Commission, A/C. 2/Sr.
967, December 11, ·1962.
14 M.r.
Sera:fimov (Bulgaria) Population
Commission, A/ C, 2 / SR.875, December 18,
1962.
16-Mr. Solodovnikov (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) Population Commission,
E;'SR.1246, April 9, 1963.
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A. Sauvy, Fertility and Survival (New
York: Criterion Books, 1961) p. 204.
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They abuse and abandon their children.
They get drunk. They brawl. They steal.
They cheat to get welfare. They have five
or six children by as many different men.
Ann Smith, one of the mothers interviewed for these articles, groans, "They
make it bad for the rest of us."
What can be done about them?
Frederick A. Breyer, director o! the Hamilton County Welfare Department, answers, "In
some cases a lot can be done about them, in
some cases very little can be done about
them.
"In every case we can try to rescue the
children from bad surroundings and do all
in our power to keep them !rom repeating
their parents' pattern of living."
State Rep. Robert E. Netzley (R., Miami
County) is sponsoring in the Ohio Legislature a bill which would permit a woman on
welfare to have only one illegitimate child.
All illegitimate children aiter the first one
the American Academy of Political and Social
·would be taken away from her and placed
Science, Vol. 360, July, 1965.
with relatives, in a foster home or with an
~'(j Tomic, op. cit.
agency.
21 Juan de Onis, New York Times, Decem1V£r. Breyer takes a dim ·view o! this
ber 5, 1966. In Chile prominent leftist phyproposal.
sicans are among the top leadership o! the
"1\Ir. Netzley's bill assumes that there is
family planning movement. Nationalism
takes a much milder form in Chile, e.nd a 'profit' in welfare for the recipient, that all
more detailed comparison with Brazil might 11Iegitimate children are neglected by their
mothers, that tax money could be saved by
be rewarding.
removing ille-gitimate children from their
:.12 Joseph D. Tydings, Speech to U.S. Senate,
mothers and that the ADC rolls are conOctober 22, 1966.
:.a Joseph S. Clarke, Speech to U.S. Senate, stantly increasing.
"Based upon experience in Hamilton
June 14, 1965.
2• Population Crisis, November, 1966.
County, I disagree with all of these
assumptions."
2£ Ibid.
l\1r. Breyer says children seriously neglected
liB 0. Freeman, Speech to Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development, De- by their parents, whether the parents are on
velopment Assistance Committee, July 21, welfare or are self-supporting should be protected by protective case work and·, i:f neces~
1966.
r. "La Encuesta Hall", Caretas, August 28, sary, removal from the home by order o!
Juvenile Court.
1964. .
"While protecth·e removal is at tlmes
:zs Cited in Alliance for Progress Weekly
necessary for the safeguarding of children
Newsletter, February 7, 1966.
,... Speech by Dr. Javier Alias Steira on the this is expensive and costs more than the
inauguration o! the Peruvian Center of Aid to Dependent Children family allowPopulation and Development Studies, Lima, ance," he warns.
Mr. Breyer says it is-important to remember
January 14, 1965.
that in every city a small percentage ot
ao Stephen Enke, World Population Con!erfamilies-the so-called "hard core" familiesence, September, 1965. (Italics mine.)
give endless concern to the schools, the
at R. Lamson, "Needed Research for Population Policy", American BehavioraL Scien- health department, the police, their landlords
and the welfare department.
tU;t, Vol. ix, No. 6, 1966. It is stated that
"It is simp!e justice to shout !rom the
the article repr~ents the views o! the author,
and not those of the Office o! Civil Defense housetop.s that the overwhelming majority
or the· Department of the Army. (Italics of people who receive help !rom the welfare
department are honest, have never been
mine.)
arrested and are v.i.lling but unable to work,"
a. R. Tomic, op. cit. ·
aa "More Heudwa.y on Birth Control", New he emphasizes.
In 1966 the Hamilton County Welfare DeYork Times, June 21, 1965.
partment prosecuted 32 cases for fraud and
u Cited in Indian Voices, October, 1965.
took action resulting in the arrest of 331
86 E. Ara.b-Ogly, op. cit.
persons for child neglect and non-support.
"These two ~oups involve less than 1%
of those assisted by the Hamilton County
Welfare Departm.ent," !.1r. Breyer notes.
What's It Like To Be Poor 1
The Legal Services office is a major division
o! the Hami1ton County Welfare Department.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
It tracks down m6Il. who have abandoned
their families to public assistance. This is
OP
not always easy since the men sometimes
lea'\'e the state--as in the case o:f one mother
interviewed for these articles.
oF omo
Legal services also has an investigative unit
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
which is called into action whenever a caseThursday, February 9, 1967
worker has reason to suspect a woman is not
Mr. TAFT. Mr. Speaker, I am sub- being honeet about her sources of support.
The investigators are called "night raiders ..
mitting for the Appendix of the RECORD
or ''night crawlers" by some of their more
the fifth of the series "What's It Like To rabid critic-s.
Be Poor?''
Actually, says Mr. Breyer, the two investiThe article follows:
gators on the sta1f visit homes fairly early
WHAT's IT LIKE To BE PooR-PROBLEMS V ART in the e·vening. They have orders to knock
FOR W£LFARE WORKERS
on doors and identify themE.elves. Never are
they permitted to force their way into a
(By Margaret Josten)
Some of the ·worst types in the human race client's home.
An average of 15 such night visits is made
get welfare checks--i.e., your money.
You · read about them on the court pages. each week.

HON. ROBERT TAFT, JR.
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"In well over 90% of the investigators•
cases they do not find any evidence (a
man )," says Mr. Breyer.

Pollution: L.B.J. Takes a Half Step
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. ROBERT H. l\11CHEL
or ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 9, 1967

can bring remedies without completely upsetting what has also, become an "automobile
economy."
That's going to be tricky enough without
playing political games as a first priority.
One suspects that the real plan now is simply by "safety" and "antipollution" and other
controls· on production to make cars so
blamed expensive that there will be fewer of
these troublesome beasts for the government
to worry about.
Thus, we'd reduce those problems, the
highway problem, and the mass transport
problem to boot.
But they obviously know, they have to be
tricky. Taking our cars away from us is a
touchy business, and that's what it boils
down to.
We will doubtless attack everyone but the
"drinking driver" who, in fact, is responsible
for the biggest national problem of all connected with autos-more than hal! the staggering death and injury rate which not only
dwarfs "pollution" but dwarfs the war!
Put first things first!
And, politically, , that means industrial
smoke stacks.

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker, the President has proposed that we stop pollution by launching an assault on our
"smoke-stack industries." The Washington Evening Star, February 5, 1967,
reports that the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare, John W. Gardner, has proposed new standards aimed
at the evaporating fumes from fuel tanks
and carburetors. He pointed to the fact
- that an estimated 1 billion gallons of
gasoline annually pollute the atmosphere The Late Frederick B. Durkee, Mayor of
as a result of evaporation from the gas
North Tonawanda, ,N.Y.
tanks and carburetors of motor vehicles.
The President and the Secretary have
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
so far falled to attack the main problem
OF
which is primarily exhaust fumes from
our automobiles. The greatest damage
HON.
HENRY
.P. SMITH III
is being done by carbon monoxide and we
OF NEW YORK
must find a solution to this problem.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
A recent editorial in the Peoria JourThursday, February 9, 1967
nal Star, February 1, 1967, points out
the political hazards of making polluMr. SMITH of New York. Mr. Speaktion decisions. It states that we must er, on December 19, 1966, a longtime
put first things first: it is the exhaust friend of mine, Frederick B. Durkee, my
from tens of thousands of automobiles successor as mayor of the city of North
that is largely responsible for cau.Sing Tonawanda, N.Y., died unexpectedly at;
the killing air pollution.
the comparatively young age of 55 years.
I ask that the Peoria Journal Star ediFred Durkee was a good friend, a good
torial be put in the RECORD at thls point: mayor, a good leader, and a man of
PoLLUTION: LBJ TAKES A HALF STEP
courtesy, of tact, and of integrity. ms
The President's long awaited attack on air community was a better place because
pollution has landed right where we said it Fred Durkee was concerned about it and
would. No credit to us. It wasn't any trick
acted on that concern. A host of his
to guess what his approach would be.
He has leveled the federal assault chiefly friends and fellow citizens, in both
at "industries" contributing to "pollution" of which categories I am proud to be,
:from their smoke stacks.
miss Fred but are privileged to have
In fact, of course, this is the lesser part of had the opportunity of knowing him.
the problem.
An editorial about Fred Durkee, apHe has also put the federal government
pearing in the Tonawanda News of Deinto the act on studying ''diesel" exhaust.
The billowing smoke from a smokestack cember 21, 1966, expresses well the unilooks ominous. The exhaust of a passing versal feelings of Fred Durkee's fellow
citizens. I quote it as follows:
diesel smells nasty.
Carbon monoxide on the other hand is
odorless and invisible. All it does is fasten
on the hemoglobin in the blood and poison
you so that the oxygen can't get through.
We pour this blood-poisoner straight into
the air, raw, from our automobiles. It is
auto exhaust from tens of thousands of autos
that have produced the killing "air pollution."
But that involves all of us . . . so who gets
that part of the pollution problem? The
President says that is up to the states!
Lyndon is no fool.
It's a lot mo're fun !or a politician to attack "big business" than mess with a problem in which au the voters are participating
themselves.
But, regardless of how tricky he is in approaching the problem. lt seems clear_that
the "planners" are sneaking up on a multiangle attack against the "automobile society"
which we have become.
What worries us is that they seem more
concerned with what actions can avoid offending the public than with what actions

MAYO& DURKEE BROUGHT DIGNITY, SOUND
LEADERSHIP TO CITY AFFAmS

In a city noted for the turbulence of its
politics, Frederick B. Durkee brought dignity
to city government, and was ever the gentleman.
This is not the total summation of the
career of this man who died unexpectedly
Monday at the age of 55. But certainly it
should figure prominently in history's assessment of his impact on North Tonawanda..
Friend or political foe, associate or critic,
Mayor Durkee treated them all with courtesy
and consideration that isn't always found in
government. If he leaves this imprint on
North Tonawanda. politics, then his trip
through the era will have been worthwhile.
Again, however, Mayor Durkee had more
to offer his city. As alderman and council
president as well as mayor, he was diligent in
informing himself about city affairs and careful in arriving at conclusions. Once he did
so, however, he left no doubt about where
he stood. And his conv1ctions dictated his
actions.

It is to his everlasting credit that he made
a serious effort to have North Tonawanda's
antiquated municipal government overhauled. He appointed civic leaders to a com~
mittee to study the best course for the citY
to take in revamping its government. Then
he named the charter revision commission
which recently proposed an admirable solu~
tion to the ineffective charter under which
the city now attempts to operate.
The voters' rejection of this charter last
November certainly must not be blamed on
Mayor Durkee. We know now that failing
health reduced his strength and undoubtedlY
diminished the campaigning he normallY
would have done for the new charter.
Despite these health problems, Mayor Dur~
kee continued to give the city his devotion.
long hours of time and energy that a leSS
dedicated person might have tried to con~
serve.
As a mayor, Frederick Durkee was a genuine
asset to the people of North Tonawanda. AS
a man, he was a respected friend to thousands.
We join with the community in extending
deep sympathy to his family.

Veterans Organizations React Favorably
to the President's Message on Veterans'
Benefits
.EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 9, 1967

Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
the reaction of the several veterans' orga~
nizations to the President's message of
January 31, 1967, setting forth a positive
program in behalf of the veterans of thiS
country has been unusually strong.
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
include the text of several telegrams and
communications which have been sent to
the President on this subject:
JANUARY

The

31, 1967.

PRESIDENT,

The White House,
Washington, D.C.:
The 1,350,000 members of the Veterans o!
Foreign Wars of the United· States welcome

your message to the Congress today outlining the steps you consider necessary 1f the
Nation is to honor its commitment to Americans who have borne a.nd today bear arms
in defense of our liberty and for the cause
of -p eace to which you are so personallY
dedicated. It is timely. It focuses attention
on the unique sacrifice that a relative feVl
Americans are making today in fulfllling
their military obligation. You may count
on the full support of the Veterans of For~
eign Wars of the United States in your efforts
to fulfill the Nation's obligation to those
who have borne the cost of conflict.
•
LESLIE M. FaY,
Commander-in-Chief, Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States.
JANUARY

31, 1967.

JOHN SMITH,

Editor, V .F.W. Magazine,
Kansas City, Mo.:
Following is statement made by me:
I commend the President for his fine mes-

sage to the Congress outlining the changes
and improvements he sees as necessary to
give substance to the Nation's desire to honor
every man who wears the uniform of hiS
country. The President has wisely directed
the attention of every American to the
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diverse needs of our veterans in today's world.
He has focused the Nation's · attention to
the fact that it has not fully discharged its
responsibillty to those of our young men who
have already placed us in their debt but
\\"hose lives and major contribution to our
:Nation fortunately still lie ahead of them.
And for those who have perished in Vietnam
and other battlefronts the President's mes- sage .reminds us that we must look to their
families and loved ones and serve their needs.
The President has outlined also the course
We must take if we are to sustain the pro!P"ams we have laid down as necessary for
the veteran of past wars and his survivorsthose who have come down the long road
together.
We in the V :F.W. are proud to stand together with the President in pursuit of the
goals he has outlined ln his message just as
We in past years have supported the course
he has set for the Nation in Vietnam.
The V.F.W. has spoken out forcefully on
the needs of the veteran. We are particularly pleased that the President has authorized a continuing study of veterans programs.
We offer our full support and cooperation
1n this venture and commend the President
for the wisdom of this action. I have today
sent the following wire to President Johnson:
"The 1,350,000 members of the V:F.W. of
the U.S. welcome your message to the Con~ today outlining the steps you consider
necessary if .the Nation is to honor its comlXUtment to Americans who have borne and
today bear a.rms in defense of our liberty
&nd for the cause of peace to which you
a.re so personally dedicated. It is timely. It
foeuses attention on the unique sacrifice
that a relative few Am.ericans are making
today in fulfilling their military obligation.
"You may count on the full support of the
'V :P.W. of the U.S. in your efforts to fulfill
the Nation's obligation to those who have
borne the cost of confiict."

all America's veteral_lS. The wide range ot
benefits set forth in your message will serve
to make the life of the veteran and his family more meaningful, more rich and rewarding. The recommended benefits will also
serve to offer visible proof of your deep interest and sense of concern for all fanner
servicemen. I believe approval of your
recommendations is a matter of urgent
necessity if we are to remove inequities presently existing in veterans programs.
The DAV heartily supports the legislation
and we urge its early enactment.
JOHN W. UNGER, Sr.,
National Commander, Disabled American Veterans, Washington, D.C.

JANUARY 31, 1967.
The Honorable LYNDON B; JoHNSON,
President of the United States,
The White House,
Washington, D.C.:
AMVETS is gratified that you chose to

make the important subject of Ainerica's
servicemen and veterans, a separate "Definite Action" message to the Congress of the
United States.
AMVETS commends you for your compassionate and comprehensive proposal on
behalf of those who have borne the burden
of the Nation's troubled times, both in the
past and present.
Your recognition of the importance of
these matters, vital to such a large segment
of our people, 1s most reassuring to all those
who share the responsib111ty of representing
and furthering the interests of our Nation's
servicemen and women.
This olear and detailed program will do
much to assure the necessary consideration
and f~vorable action by. the 9oth Congress on
your proposed "Vietnam Conflict Servicemen
and Veterans Act of 1967".
A. LEO ANDERSON,
AMVETS National Commander.

LESLIE M. FRY,
Commander in Chiej.

FEBRUARY 1, 1967.

'I'he PRESIDENT,
The White House,

'Washington., D.C.:
The Alnerican Legion commends and apPlauds your landmark message, to the Congress of the United States, dealing with servicemen and veterans·. we endorse your
eloquent expression of the ·principle that war
veterans have earned a special place in our
Society. We are encouraged by your deterlnination to grant our veterans full recognition for their service in Vietnam and in
Other troubled areas of the world.
Although we await details on some of the
specific proposals, I wish to express the apPreciation of the American Legion for the
Jn'ogram you have recomemnded to the Congress. There are, of course, addi tiona! needs
that require attention. We note that you
have directed the Administrator of Veterans
Atfairs to conduct a study aimed, in part, at
lnsurtng that the government is meeting
fUlly its responsibillties to all those to whom
We owe so much. We look forward to early
action by the administrator leading, ultimately, to a veterans program as sound and
as generous as this Nation can provide.
JoHN E. DAVIS,
National ' Commander.

' The

JANUAR~

31, 1967.

PRESIDENT,

The White House,
'Washington, D.C.:

May I, as National Commander of the Disabled American Veterans, express my congratulations and heartfelt appreciation for
Your unprecedented message communicated
today to the Congress recommending prompt
and favorable consideration of legislation deSCribed as the "Vietnam Conflict Servicemen
and Veterans Act of 1967." Indeed you deserve the high praise and sincere thanks of

JANUARY 31, 1967.
The PRESIDENT,
The White House,
Washington, D.C.:

National Commander, Veterans
World War I, US,A, Inc.
OF

CoNGRESSIONAL MEDAL OF
HONOR Socl:ETY,
UNITED STATES Olr AMERICA,
February 1, 1967.

Hon. WILLIAM J. DRIVER,
Administrator oj Veterans' Affairs,
Veterans' Administration,
Washington., D.C.
DEAR MR. DRIVER: I read the President·s

message to Congress entitled "America's
Servicemen and Veterans" and I agree wholeheartedly with the entire message.
Specifically, I was pleased to see that the
Administration is attempting to elevate the
benefits of those serving and who have served
from August 5, 1964 to the level enjoyed by
veterans of World War II and the Korean
Conflict. Should the President's proposals be
enacted into law, it will lend added comfort
and support to our servicemen. They will
certainly realize that the American people are
behind them and wish to honor them for a
job well done.
While the Society is precluded by its Constitution from supporting legislation, I do
want to express my personal feelings and I
am quite sure that individually, each Medal
of Honor man feels as I do.
Sincerely yours,
THOMAS J. KELLY,
President.

JANUARY 31, 1967.
Hon. WILLIAM J. DRIVER,
Administrator, Veterans Administration,
Washington, D.C.:

The Paralyzed Veterans of America was
gratified to have received a copy of the President's message to the Congress on the legislation for the servicemen and veterans. A
progressive program such as was outlined
is just action richly deserved by all of these
men. YoU will receive our full support and
cooperation in the fulfillment of these programs.
HOWARD L. BENNETT,
Executive Secretary, Paralyzed Veterans
of America, Inc.

The Honorable LYNDON B. JOHNSON,

We would like to take this opportunity to
express our appreciation for your message to
Congress, and your consideration of the Nation's defenders, past and present. Your
proposal to grant a 5.4 per cent increase in
pensions and your request that the Congress
safeguard those pensions so that no veteran
will have his pension reduced as a result of
increase in social security . is indeed heartwarming news, particularly to our elder citizens, the veterans of World War One, living
on fixed incomes, who looked to you for surcease.
This action on your part will be backed
fully by the Veterans of World War One of
the U.S.A., Inc.
WILLIAM H. WALKER,

The PRESIDENT
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THE UNITED STATES,

The White House.
Washington, D.C.:

Your message to the Congress of January
31, 1967, regarding America's Servicemen and
Veterans has the wholehearted sup:Port of
the officers and members of the Blinded Veterans Association.
The six major objectives oC your proposed
Vietnam Confiict Servicemen and Veterans
Act of 1967 strengthen and help to complete
the outstanding advances made in this area
during the past two years of your administration.
Please be assured that we always stand
ready to support you and the 'A dministrator
of Veterans Affairs in the passage of forwardlooking legislation on behalf of all veterans.
J.u.u:s F. c. HYDE, Ja.,
National President,
Association.
Washington, D.C.

Blinded

Veteran,

The President,
The White House,
Washington, D.C.:

The Jewish War Veterans of the United
States of America endorses the six major
objectives for proposed veterans legislation
as outlined in your January 31st message to
the Congress. We welcome your recommendations as the basis of a meaningful program calling for necessary adjustments in
existing laws that would go a long way
towards removing inequities. We are gratified that our own long held . eoncerns coincide with your requests for a.n increase
in pensions for the aging veteran and expanded educational opportunities for the
younger veterans, always a sound national
investment. Moreover, your sixth recommendation gives voice to just complaints
by older veterans who unfortunately have
been penalized rather than benefited by
-social security and Federal retirement benefits increases. We pledge you, Mr. President,
our enthusiastic support for your proposals
and our diligent cooperation and implementation.
MALCOM A. TARLOV,
National Commander,
Jewish War Veterans of the U.S.A.

Hon. WILLIAM J. DRIVER,
Administrator of Veterans' Affairs,
Veterans' Administration:

The following telegram was sent to President Johnson quote: We of the Military Order of the Purple Heart of U.S.A., Inc., are
1n ·accord with your forthcoming proposals
to Congress concerning veterans' legislation
and commend you for your leadership and
your concern for veterans. We enthusiastically support your recommendation of a
"Vietnam Veterans Act" to increase educa-
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tiona! benefits, Uberallze the S.GL.I. program.
and proVide for war time benefits for all
Vietnam veterans. Your additional proposal
to provide cost o! liVing increases for beneflciarles under the Veterans' Administration
pension program a.nd particularly to make
provision to prevent overall decreases in retirement income of pensioners who receive
increases in social security and other Federal
~retirement. We also endorse your cijrection
for an overa.ll study of the entire veteran
benefits program.
JOHN H. BURGESS,
National Commander,
Military Order of the Purple Heart.

IMMEDIATE PAST NATIONAL COMMANDER CLAUDE
L. CALLEGARY's STATEMENT RE PREsmENT's
SPECIAL MESSAGE TO CONGRESS
FEBRUARY 1, 1967.
Claude L. Callegary, immediate Past National Commander of the Disabled American
Veterans, member of the Maryland Veterans
Commission and Baltimore attorney, warmly
applauded the President's special message to
Congress to grant full wartime benefits to
Vietnamese veterans. Mr. Callegary said that
this wM part of the program of the Disabled
American Veterans and he noted this was the
first time that a president had gone to Congress with a special message dealing only
with veterans' benefits.
Mr. Ca.llegary, who returned from Vietnam
last week, stated that the flghting men In
Vietnam have a deep !a.tth In the Pre6ident's
action In Vietnam and believe this action
further shows his deep concern for their
~elfare.

continuously resisted, not because industry
1s sacred, it oa.n. be controlled, but because
the freedom of the Individual is Inseparable
irom the future o! private enterprise?
How many realize that so long as representative government 1s the system desired
by U.S. citizens, it is imperative that the
people be constantly informed o! the part
private enterprise and private employment
play in ma.lntalnlng that system?
U the basic principles of economics on
which our nation was founded were stressed
more In our schools, young people would gain
greater respect for, and appreciation of the
privileges and opportunities they enjoy under
our representative form of government. They
would acquire love for a. country that gives
them freedom.
0! the blliions of dollars in federal tax
funds that are being given our schools and
colleges some should be earmarked to teach
the principles of economics, which have assured unmatched personal liberty, religious
freedom and material prosperity to United
States citizens.

Shall We Import Sugar 1
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
011'

HON·. ODIN LANGEN
O:r

MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 9, 1967

Mr. LANGEN. Mr. Speaker, I wish to
Teach United Statesism
call to the attention of the Congress a
Philippine news article that points up
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
one more of the inequities in current u.s.
OJ'
sugar policy. This article, in the reWeekly Nation of the Philippines,
HON. EDWARD J. DERW~NSKI .spected
points up a unique situation that is haPOF ILLINOIS
pening in world sugar circles whlle the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
U.S. sugarbeet producers are being
denied a fair share of our domestic conThursday, February 9, 1967
sumption.
Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, as a
The article follows:
member of the Foreign Affairs CommitSHALL WE IMPORT SUGAR?
tee I have been concerned at the !allure
(By Miguel 0. V1llafior)
o! our State Department to etrectively
President Marcos (of the Phll1ppi.nes) 1s
express pro-U.S. positions abroad and
to institute drastic measures In order
with many Members I share the disap- set
to avert an expected shortage o! 249,000 tons
pointment and frustrations at the fail- in the country's export sugar to the United
ure o! America educational institutions States next year. A plan ~riously studied,
to emphasize the virtue of our economic it was reported, Is to import enough sugar
and political structure.
to fill our domestic needs and enable us to
export all locally produced sugar to the
The Lansing, m., Journal carried a United
States.
most impressive editorial on January 19,
Last August the Phllippines already gave
1967, entitled ''Teach United Statesism," up a.n opportunity to earn $14 million by
which I insert 1n the RECORD at this rejecting an additional sugar quota of 100,point:
000 tons allocated to us by the United States
TEACH UNITED STATESISM
The greatest beneficiaries o! the United
states free enterprise, free market economy
are the young people, who have to get started
in U!e. They do not realize that without
private enterprise and property ownership
there would be no real freedom of choice for
the individual-he would depend on the state
for employment.
Strange as it may seem, in a nation that
takes pride In boasting of it.s academic freedom, little of th& bread and butter principles
o:r economics that spell freedom o! opportunity, and the right to profit by one's own
efforts, are taught in our schools and colleges.
How many high school and college students, for example, realize that representative government cannot continue to exist In
this country unless the IndiVidual retains the
privilege o! making his living without regard
to politi~l considerations?
How many can see tha.t government ownership and domination of Industry must be

because of the !allure o! Puerto Rico and
Virgin Islands to fulfill their sugar commitments. Another additional proration of
25,000 tons arising from increased internal
consumption of sugar In the United States
was similarly rejected last September. The
Philippines did not have much sugar above
its domestic requirements and its regular
U.S. quota. o! 1,050,000 tons to export.
The abolition of the sugar quota. system
was seriously considered then as a sure and
fast. way of increasing sugar production to
enable the Philippines to take advantage of
additional U.S. quotas which were expected
to recur and be repeated in the coming years.
The proposal was hotly disputed by most of
those to whom the Philippine sugar industry
has been exclusively reserved in accordance
with a list of planters and millers drawn up
in 1934. It was argued that while scrapping
quotas would no doubt jack _up sugar production, a greater problem than underproduction might ensue: Overproduction which
could lead to the disaster o! the whole in-
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dustry that was being aimed to be fullY
benefited. Pros and cons to the proposition
were profusely offered and both sides presented weighty arguments that could not be
disregarded.
The abolition of the quota. system cannot
be said to have been resolved. It appears
nevertheless that the administration iS
partial to the idea of encouraging and estab·
llshing new sugar mill districts specially 1n
Mindanao; this does not seem to be verY
definite yet. In the meantime, the PhiliP·
pines already gave up this year the oppor·
tunity of earning substantial precious tor·
eign exchange. And next year and In tne
following years until 1974 (the termination
o:r the Laurel-Langley Agreement), the sa.roe
course o! action-rejecting U.S. sugal'
quotas-would be done unless some solutions
to the deficiency in exportable sugar could
be found.
The plan to import sugar !rom other
sug~r-produclng COUI!trles may appear a.b·
surd and ridiculous. Here 1s a country buy·
lng uncommitted sugar In the world market
for re-export to the United States or, export·
lng all the sugar it produced and then buY·
lng from others what It needs !or its own
consumption. Why not just accept and fill
that portion o! the additional sugar quotaS
which aur production could absorb after
allowing for local needs?
"The sugar shortage situation, however,
cannot be resolved that simply. If the shortage is not made up, the Philippines would
lose about $35-mllllon In foreign exchange
next year. In addition, the United states
might reduce our quota and give it to other
sugar-producing countries who could reliablY
supply the deficiency. U this happens, we
would lose not only the $35-milllon but
something llke $600-miillon, from now untU
1974.
"The sugar importation plan ha.s verY
convincing merits. In the words of col·
umntst Teodoro Valencia: 'The plan to un·
port sugar to make up for our sugar 1ac1t
while at the same time exporting our o'Wll
sugar production to the USA may appear odd
but lt Is a. sensible one. Our sugar produc·
tion has a preferential market In the United
States. On the other hand, the sugar we
will be buying will be sugar from countrieS
with no fixed market for their production.
We wlli be buying cheaper than we will be
selling. What's wrong with that? ThQt
makes a lot o! sense.' Our export sugar to
the United States gives us a.n average price
of P35 (pesos) per plcul (183.33 pounds)·
On the other hand, the price of sugar tn tbe
world market 1s only about PS per plcul.
We thus make a profit of P27in the buy-and·
sell transaction.
"Not a few, however, w111 challenge tbe
reality of the alleged profit of P27 (about
5%, cents per pound In U.S. currency). TheY
would claim that while the sugar price tn
the world market is P8, the tax-paid landed
cost in the Phllippines would be very much
higher. Chapter 17 o! the Tariff Code un·
. poses a customs duty of P25 per every 100
kilos, gross weight, of raw sugar imported
into the Phlllppines. (The duty is verY
stiff to discourage, 1! not to make unprofit·
able, importation o! sugar since the philippines 1s a sugar-producing country.) If
taxes are considered, the acquisition cost of
imported sugar will be about.-P30 per picul.
"If the importation will be in replacement
o! domestic sugar which has been converte41nto export sugar and shipped to the united
States, no private person will undertake tbe
sugar importation. With a cost of P30, the
domestic price per picul is only P25. on the
other hand, 1! the private importer can export the imported sugar for his own account.
he makes a profit of P5. And still further. if
the private importer is somebody who has to
meet an export quota in the United StateS
and has also to sell in the local market, he
just breaks even In the transaction. It ap·
pears that the government should be . the
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party to import sugar 1l a clear profit o! P27
18 to be made without conceding that taxes
Pa.id to the government are lost; they may be
the loss of one businessman but the country
as a whole is richer.
"Even granting that even the government
cannot make profl t in the sugar importation
transaction a.s lt is, it will stlll be advantageous to import sugar considering the consequences 1l we do not. If we do not resort to
1Inporta.tlon we are sure to lose P35 inlllion
next year and a.s a penalty, perhaps, the
'Ontted States may reduce our quota and
ahare it away to other supplters. If this
happens, we lose a total of $600-mlll1on in
dollar earnings up to 1974. The fact, however, is, we are going to make money both
'Ways-in the importation phase and in the
export phase."

Mauachuaetts General Hospital

I am proud to have th1s hospital in my serious polttical and security implications
district. It stands for the best there 1s that would be involved for the United States
1n medicine and hospital care. It has 1l Africa were to come under the domination
hostile elements. We therefore have a mapioneered in the fields of research and of
jor stake in retaining our political influence
social service. Its first 156 years have in the area, in strengthening the forces of
been fruitful ones; I am sure the next 156 moderation there, in assisting African states
will continue this great tradition.
to maintain their independence, and in helpI salute the doctors and the staff of ing to create conditions of reasonable stabilthe hospital and o:f:Ier my heartiest con- ity that Will minimize the risks for subvergratulations to the board of trustees, and sion and penetration. Our policy regarding
to Dr. John Knowles, president of this Southern Rhodesia supports these ends.
The steps which we have agreed that the
great institution.
United Nations should take to deal with the

State Department Responds to Editorial
Comparing Sanctions of Rhodesia With
Red Trade
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
o:r

HON. JOE L. EVINS

HON. THOMAS P. O'NEILL, JR.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OJ' MASSACHUSETTS

Monday, January 30, 1967

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 9, 1967
Mr. O'NEILL of Massachusetts. Mr.
SPeaker, it 1s my pleasure to inform this
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Mr. EVINS of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker,
the Nashville Banner of Nashville, Tenn.,
recently published an editoria.l entitled
"Sanctions on Rhodesia-But None on
body that 11-Iassachusetts General Hos- Red Goods''-which drew a contrast bel>1tal, 1n my district, has been chosen by tween economic sanctions imposed upon
a Panel of experts as the best hospital in Rhodesia by the United Nations and continuing trade with Communist-bloc nathe Nation.
This week Massachusetts General cele- tions in Eastern Europe.
The editorial was called to the attenbrates its 156th year of active service to
the community. During this entire time tion of the· Honorable Dean Rusk, Secthe hospital has been known as one filled retary of State. Mr. Douglas MacArthur
'tith dedicated, hard-working, 1ntelll- ll, Assistant Secretary of State for Congent, compassionate people. Citizens of gressional Affairs, replied in his behalf.
Because the editorial and the State
the Greater Boston area and of the Comlnonwealth of Massachusetts have al- Department response are of interest to
\Vays considered themselves fortunate to my colleagues and the Nation generally,
have an institution of such high caliber I ask that they be reprinted in the Appendix of the RECORD.
8erving them.
The editorial and letter follow:
Some things at this great hospital have
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
.not changed for 156 years: the excellent
Washington, January 24, 1967.
care, the aura of comfort, the fine medi- Hon. JoEL. EVINS,
Cal service. But 1n most fields Massa- HO'USe of Representatives,
chUSetts Genera.! has been the leader 1n Washington, IJ.O.
DEAR CoNGRESSMAN EVINs: Secretary Rusk
Change, the first 1n innovation. In 1846
the first use of ether 1n hospital sw·gery has asked me to reply to your letter of December
24, in which you expressed the con\\"as m&de, at MGH; 1n 1886 the first accern of a number of your constituents over
curate diagnosis of appendicitis was u.S.
compliance with United Nations aancIlla.de, at Massachusetts General. In 1905 tions against Southern Rhodesia and the lack
Massachusetts General Hospital was the of sanctions against Communist countries.
first hospital in the Nation to institute a I regret that my reply h.aa been delayed.
SOcial service unit. In 1925 Dr. James
I wish first to touch on the broader aslloward Means set up ward IV as a joint pects of our policy toward Southern Rhodesia
research project with Harvard Medical and to explain why the United States supported the Security Council's decision to imSchool, and since that time Massachu- pose
mandatory sanctions against
setts General's progressive medical prac- that selective
territory. Briefly, we did ao because
tice has grown along with its innovative we considered that such action was clearly in
lnedical research. The research in ward the national interest of the United States.
rv brought about an end to serious in- The problem posed by the attempt of a
dustrial hazards to workers in paint fac- racial minority in Southern Rhodesia to
tories. A way was found to arrest a dis- seize power 1llegally and perpetuate its domabling form of adult rickets. The first ination over the vast majority of Rhodesians
constitutes a basic threat to stabl11ty in Afsuccessful operation on the heart cover- rica.
The issues involved are particUlarly
ing was performed at MGH, an operation important
to Africans, who are understandWhich led the way to the great advances ably aroused at colonial or racial repression .
. 1n heart surgery. New and radical treat- A !allure to try to solve this problem would
lnents for burns were begun at Massa- surely sharpen tensions throughout the.
Chusetts General following the disastrous southern hal! of the African continent. It
might well lead to civil strile which would
fire at the Cocoanut Grove in 1942.
extend across international bounda.rtes and
Today Massachusetts Generalis known involve
other parties, including extremist
as the finest hospital in the Nation. Its elements.
statr 1s dedicated to the treatment of disI am sure you recognize the strategic imease and the end of pain and su1fertng. portance or thta vast continent, with the

Rhodesian problem are serious but limited
ones. There were many demands in the UN
and elsewhere for the use of force to bring
down the Smith regime. The action taken
by the Security Council with our support is
designed, rather, to exercise effective pressures on the Rhodesian regime to bring about
a peaceful negotiated solution.
I know there is concern both about the
legal and precedental aspects of the Security
Council's decision. Let me emphasize first
that we are not dealing here with a case of
interference in the internal affairs of a
state. Southern Rhodesia is not recognized
as an independent state by a single country.
The sovereign authority over Southern
Rhodesia resides with the. Uni~d Kingdom.
It was the UK which recognized in the first
instance the threat to the peace inherent in
the situation there and which turned to
the Security Council for help in securing
international assistance that woUld assure
to the popUlation of Southern Rhodesia its
fundamental right of self-determination.
The Security Council's decision, then, was
not an intervention in the affairs of a state,
but action taken in response to a request
for assistance by the legitimate authority
having sovereignty over the territory concerned.
In.sofar as the precedental aspect is concerned, I woUld emphasize that each problem that comes before the Security Council
1s considered on a oase-by-oa.se basis. There
are many factors involved in the question of
Southern Rhodesia which are unique. Here
we have witnessed an Ulega.l seizure of power
on racial grounds by· a small minortty bent
on perpetuating a subjugation of the vast
majority. Moreover, as I have indicated, the
aoverign authority for the territory has asked
the UN to take measures that w111 pe<rmit the
restoration or the full rights or the people
of the territory. Finally, I would recall that
each of the permanent members of the Security Oouncll has the power to prevent the
use of ea.nctions in any situation where it
deems them to be ina.ppropriate. The fact
that the Security Council never previously
invoked. mandatory economic sanctions in
the twenty-two year history of the UN demonstrates with what restraint the Organization resorts to such serious measures.
I enclose for your inform.ation a statement
on the RhOdesian problem made by Ambassador Goldberg on December 29. I hope you
will find it useful.
With respect to your concern about sanctions against Communist nations, I wish to
point out that It 1s part of our over-all strategy toward the Soviet Union' and the other
Communist countries of Eastern Europe to
prohibit the export to these nations of goods
or technology which would make significant
contribtutons to their military or economic
potential in a way that would be detrimental
to the national &eeurity and welfare of the
United States. At the same time that we
pursue this deterrent aspect of our strategy,
however, we believe it Is also essential that
we do what we oan to demonstrate to the
Soviet Union and the other countries of Eastern Europe that their true interests do not
He in attempts at aggressive expansion but
in seeking the well-being of their peoples
through peaceful moons. We beileve that
holding out the prospect of trading in peaceful goods, and the negotiations and contacts
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that go With such trade, will help do this.
This policy does not apply to Communist
China, North Korea., North Viet-Nam and
Cuba. OUr emba.rgo on trade with these
countries is virtually total.
I hope these comments will help to answer
your questions. Please feel free to call on me
again 1! I can assist you further.
Sincerely yours,
DOUGLAS },fACARTHUR II,
Assistant Secretary for
Congressional Relations.

(From the Nashville Banner, Dec. 15, 1966]
SANCTIONS ON RHODESU-BUT NONE ON

RED Goons
When occasionally American citizens-wanting no part of commerce with Commu·
nist countries-have spoken out against such
imports for sale in the United States, they
have encountered all kinds of criticism. It
is provincial of them, they are told, to object
to such transactions with enemies; and
down-right narrow-minded, to want to do
business exclusively with friendly lands
which have no designs o! "burying" us. Be·
sides, by that program of enlarged patronage, Wn.shington is building a "bridge" o!
understanding.
But Great Britain now is proposing heavier
"sanctions" on Rhodesia..-though short of
the total strangulation prescribed by some
of the latter's Afrtcan neighbors; and Wash·
lngton has signified compliance. In the
United
Nations,
Ambassador
Goldberg
pledged on Monday full support for those
llmited sanctions.
They would deprive the American economy
of an estimated $8 million annually in Rhodesian exports-particularly pig-iron and
chrome. The barred list also includes asbestos, tobacco, and leather.
Rhodesia is not an enemy of the United
States. She is not at war with anyone. She
has no record of ransacking American 11brartes, stoning embassies, insulting the
Stars and Stripes, nor molesting U.S. nationals. All she has done is to issue a declaration of independence. For that London
and the United Nations propose to penalize.
"Bridges" are being built to lands flying
the hammer and sickle, that have taken other
lands into captivity and kept them there;
but bridges are being demolished for a country that has claimed for itself the right to be
&Overeign.
Uncle Sam is doing business with lands of
the Communist bloc, which are , catering to
the Viet Cong side in the war in Vietnam,
where American sons are dying; but at England's insistence blocking imports from Rhodesia, which has never shaken a fist at us.
And never a word of complaint has been
howled by the elements of "sophisticated"
thinking who cavil loudly when somebody
objects to inroads of Communist merchandise.
Isn't that peculiar?

velt at the port of Capetown. South

Africa.
In this regard, I would like to insert
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD a most
thoughtful and penetrating editorial
comment printed in the February 7,
1967, edition of the Scripps-Howard
Washington Daily News.
The Dally News editorial follows:
CARRIER DIPLOMACY

The United States was accused in bygone
years of "gunboat diplomacy" ln Latin Amer·
ica and China-the use of Navy gunboats to
bring polltical pressure on foreign govern·
ments. Well, maybe true, but couldn't have
been as clumsy as the "aircraft carrier diplomacy" the U.S. practiced over the week·
end in South Africa.
The USS Franklin D . Roosevelt, en route
home from Vietnam, was due to make a fourday refueling and shore-liberty stopover in
Capetown. That drew a protest from some
American civil rights leaders who feared the
400 Negro officers and men aboard might be
humiliated by South Africa's race-separation
laws.
So the Defense Department announced
there would be shore leave only for "organized integrated activities." That was like
saying there would be shore leave in some
Russian port only 1! the Soviet authorities
gave up communism in favor of capitalism.
The South Africans didn't give in, the "FDR"
canceled all liberty and all sides were disap·
pointed.
This is the second time in two years that
a carrier stopover in Capetown has been
thrown off stride at the last minute. We
hope the Defense Department will confer
with the State Department, and both get
together with the South African govern·
ment, before the Navy tries it again.
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hibit OEO from giving funds to anY
organization or program which in anY
way processes or recommends applicants
or applications for any program admin~
istered by HUD.
The poverty boondogglers are back at
it again. They have just given $300,000
to the Washington, D.C., Housing Devel~
opment Corp., whose omcials have
bragged that they want to serve as a real~
estate agency for pimps, prostitutes,
junkies, alcoholics, and welfare chiselers.
HUD has added another $100,000.
This new federally subsidized revolu~
tionary real-estate agency is going to trY
and put troublemakers in every nook
and cranny of. residential Washington.
I am sure that with a little encourage~
ment, the Housing Development corp.
would turn its talents to running flop~
houses for the interstate riot crews.
I hope that my bills will convince HUD
and OEO that Congress is not asleep, and
that they will pay the piper if they give
a way Federal funds to ad hoc organiza·
tions to lease residential properties and
turn them into flophouses for social and
political troublemakers.

Blunder at Capetown
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL
OJ' NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 9, 1967

Fino Reintroduces Bills To Block Washington Housing Development Corporation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PAUL A. FINO
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 9, 1967

Mr. FINO. Mr. Speaker, today I am
reintroducing two bills to keep the Office
of Economic Opportunity out of the
housing business. The two bUls are
aimed specifically at the Washington Housing Development Corp., which
OEO has just given $300,000 and HUD
$100,000 as a downpayment to help
HOC's war on the suburbs. HDC wants
to go into the real estate business, leasing
housing on behalf of alcoholics, pimps,
Carrier Diplomacy
prostitutes, welfare spongers, criminals,
and junkies.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
My first bill would amend the rent
OF
subsidy statute to prevent HUD from
subcontracting the selection of rent subHON. EDWARD R. ROYBAL
sidy tenants to agencies aided by poverty
OF CALIFORNIA
funds. This would keep HDC from
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
climbing on the rent subsidy bandwagon,
Monday, January 30, 1967
and using Federal rent subsidy funds for
Mr. ROYBAL. Mr. Speaker, I know its care and feeding of pimps and
all Members of the House of Representa- junkies.
My second bill would amend the povtives share a feeling of deep concern at
the unfortunate international incident erty program to prevent the OEO Dithat occurred in connection with there- rector from using OEO funds to finance
cent refueling stop of our American air- any construction; rehabilitation, or leascraft carrier U.S.S. Franklin D. Roose- ing of housing. The bill would also pro-

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Mr. Speaker, the
original decision to send the carrier
U.S.S. Franklin D. Roosevelt into Cape·
town was clearly made without regard
to its political implications. The state
Department, which concurred 1n the
original decision, should have realized
that the South African Government
would use the occasion to "extract the
last ounce of propaganda value out of
the Roosevelt's visit."
But more serious, the decision to send
in the carrier baldly contradicts what
the State Department announced last
March to be the U.S. policy on this ques·
tion. Former Assistant Secretary Q.
Mennen Williams said then:
We have cancelled operational port callS
in South Africa of U.S. naval vessels and
aircraft rather than accept the a.pplicatioll
of racial conditions to our personnel.

The clumsy, last-minute cancellation
of shore leave for the 3,700 men aboard
the carrier has served only to heighten
the ambiguity of the U.S. position. AS
the New York Times points out 1n all
editorial today, a firm policy decision iS
needed.
We cannot alford, nor would it be
right, to be equivocal about our policY
toward apartheid. We have repeate<UJ
amrmed our abhorrence of South Africa's
racial discrimination and minority rule,
and all of nonwhite Africa is watcwn.g
us to see if our deeds match our wordS·
We compromised our integrity when we
allowed the u.s.s. Franklin D. Roosevelt
to visit Capetown.
Editorials in yesterday's Washington
Star and Washington Post and todaY'S
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»ew York Times comment on the diplo-lllatic blunder the United States has
COlll!nited. I include all three for the
n.tcoRD, but particularly commend to my
COlleagues the New York Times editorial
ca.Iling for a policy decision:
[~om the Washington (D.C.) Star, Feb. 8,
1967]
BLUli."'"DER AT CAPETOWN

The nsit of the carrier Franklin D. Roose"elt to Cape town must go into the book as
~ne of the monumental bloopers of United
tates diplomatic history. Everyone concerned came off a. loser.
Pirst came the decision to stop at the
South African port to refuel and give the
crew a chance to stretch their legs after
lnonths of sea duty off Vietnam. Then came
t~~ protests :from civil rights leaders and
ueral congressmen over subjecting the
l'a.ctally mixed crew to the racist laws of that
nation. The Navy, after some red-faced
11
PUtt-ering, cancelled all shore leave. The
~Uth Africans, haVing made elaborate plans
lrelcome the 3,700 man crew with open
segregated arms, were :furious. · The officers
8.nd men of the F.D.R. for their part, dls})layed no great enthusiasm over the Navy's
about-race. Some 100 of them went AWOL.
a_Someone, as the saying goes had blundered.
>.Ud in retrospect it's clear who that blunder1!1' \\"as: The one who made the original deCiSion to put in to Cape Town.
l'he United States had been singed by
South African racial policies before. In 1965
a Scheduled call by the carrier Independence
:as cancelled when then Prime Minister Henrlt Verwoerd announced that no Negro
Pilots from the carrier would be permitted
~land at South African airfields. Today
'->VUth Africa has a new prime minister.
Balthazar J. Vorster. But that is about the
only change on the national scene since 1965.
llacial discrimination is still the law and
the practice of the land and so long as that
:ndition persists, United States warships
e no business in that nation's ports.
Quite apart from the sensibillties of the
liberals at home, shore leave for a racially
lnlxed crew could produce incidents that
!_OUld rupture the strained relations between
..._.e two nations.
The F.D.R. took on $70,000 worth of fuel.
It 1s said that it would have cost a quarterlnlllion dollars to refuel the carrier at sea.
'l'hat would have been $180,000 well spent.
4
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lfam.s, 1n a reference to that incident, gave
Congress to believe that all operational calls
on Capetown had been canceled. At least,
that's what a. good many Congressmen, and
at.h.ers, thought he meant. But the Navy
had by no means abandoned its use of Capetown. Lesser vessels than the Independence, numbering twenty or more, paid calls
on Capetown, before the Franklin D. Roose·velt's arrival last week, with the only proviso
be-ing that no operational activities be subject to segregation; shore leave was made a
voluntary matter.
The trouble with the FDR was that it was
too big to hide. ''"hen civil rights leaders
and Congressmen got wind of her impending
visit and protested, orders were quickly issued to the ship's Captain to make certain
that any leave granted should not involve
a.ctivities tainted by apartheid policy. To be
on the safe side, the Captain canceled e.ll
leave.
The result left nobody happy-neither
the ship's crew, nor the South Africans, whp
had come to accept a relaxation of the original Williams policy and welcomed it, nor the
civil rights leaders e.nd Congressmen who
also sensed an easing of policy, and deeply
resented it. Such are the inevitable results,
sooner or later of most efforts to resolve disputes within the Government by pretending
that they don't exist. We think the original
Williams policy was the right one. At the
very least we think the best way to avoid
undercutting our principles in the case of
e.partheid is to have a consistent policy.

[From the New York Times, Feb. 9, 1967]
NEEDED-A POLICY DECISION
The United States needs a foreign policy
decision in order to avoid the multiple embarrassments that accompanied the curtaUed
refueling .stop of the carrier Franklin D.
Roosevelt at Capetown, and it is clear what
that decision should be. But it is doubtful
whether the decision wili be forthcoming.
Under Secretary of State Katzenbach has
told Congressmen he expects American carriers will not schedule future calls in South
Africa, but adds that this is not a hard-andfast policy.
\Vhy not? A 62,000-ton aircraft carrier
cannot make an inconspicuous visit to a foreign port. Such a. call inevitably suggests
warm relations between the United States
and the host country. From the elaborate
arrangements it is entirely obvious that the
South African Government intended to exlProm the Washington (D.C.) Post, Feb. 8, tract the last ounce of propaganda value out
of the Roosevelt's visit. It is equally obvi:J-967]
ous that the United States cannot afford such
BEGGING THE IssUE
a gesture toward Mr. Vorster's Government.
Only the Government, and ultimately the
At the United Nations, Ambassador Goldf>resldent, can decide whether the Navy's berg has joined representatives of most of
COn;enience and the needs of the Vietnam the rest of the world in condemning South
~ar make it imperative for American warAfrica's racial policies. Mr. Goldberg backed
Ships to call at Capetown at a time when a the General Assembly declaration that South
<X>nsistent, uniform disapproval of South Africa had forfeited its mandate over South.!\rrtcan apartheid is a pillar of our African West Africa~ The United States is serving on
l>olicy. It is difficult to believe the Na..vy is a. committee seeking to bring that territory
not sUfficiently resourceful to find a way to under U.N. supervision.
atold even operational (fueling or repair)
President Johnson told African ambassaca.us at the South African port, if necessary dors last May: "We will not support policies
at the added expense of refueling at sea.
abroad which are based on the rule of minoriBut a more basic point in this-as in some ties or the discredited notion that men are
f~r larger questions involving potentially unequal before the law."
~Plosive clashes of military and foreign polIf the United States means what it says,
..~y interests-~ that one way or the other a it should avoid any gesture that would be
<t:tnl. decision should be made. The root- taken as a change of attitude toward South
cause of the recent ruckus over t.he landing Africa, and especially toward its flouting of
~the carrier Franklin D. Roosevelt at Cape- the United Nations on South-West Africa.
\\"n is ·that the Navy and the State DepartThere is no need here for dipfomatic pinment papered over their differences to pro- pricks or for interruption of normal diplo«iuce the illusion of a policy.
matic relations that do not imply approval
As so often happens, there was a certain of the Pretoria Government.
· 1t ne\itability to each successive step. When .
But there is a vast difference between norhe South Americans refused to permit ra- mal relations and a spectacular gesture bound
Cially-mixed crews to fly aircraft to South to be regarded as a symbol of approval or
.African airfields from the carrier Independ- support. The continent of Africa exists, it
ence two years, refueling was performed at will not go away, and United States policies
8 t'a. A year later, former Assistant Secretary
might be more efiective there if they appeared
or State for African Affairs, G. Mennen \Vil- to be more consistent.

You Could Die Wailing
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
o:r

HON. JONATHAN B. BINGHAM
OF NEW YOli.K

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 9, 1967
1\Ir. Speaker, I wish
to call the attention of my colleagues to
11.ir. BINGHAM.

two highly informative news stories concerning neighborhood health centers in
the war on poverty. The first article
appeared in the December 12 issue of
Newsweek on the page devoted to weekly
medical news. The second article appeared in the .January 6 issue of Medical
World News.
Mr. Speaker, I think that the neighborhood health centers program has a
great potential for helping to v.in the
war on poverty, and I, therefore, ask that
these two illulninating articles be 1Rcluded at this point in the REcoRD.
The articles follow:
[From Newsweek, Dec. 12, 1966]
You CouLD DIE WAITING
Mrs. Dorothy Hightower, a 23-year-old
mother of four living in Boston's low-income
Columbia Point housing project, didn't need
much money to get medical treatment for
herself and her four chlldren. She just
needed plenty of time. The round trip from
the project to the nearest hospital clinic
took up to five bours and involved four bus
changes, long waits in dingy hallways, endless paper work and a shuttle from clinic to
clinic, and doctor to doctor. "You could
die in the corridor before you ever got to see
a doctor," Mrs. Hightower recalls.
Today, Mrs. Hightower and the other 6,000
Columbia Point residents can see a doctor in
fifteen minutes right in the project. A year
ago this week, Tufts University School of
Medicine and the Federal Office of Economic
Opportunity &tarted a neighborhood health
center at Columbia Point that may well determine the shape of medical care for the
poor. The center provides comprehensive
medical care--from gynecology to gerontology around the clock and without cost.
The Columbia Point ce:qte:rp and two similar ones in :9enver and on New York's Lower
East Side also supported by OEO, not only
make care readily available to Mrs. Hightower and others like her. They mark the
end of what Dr. Joseph T. English of the
OEO's Office for Health Affairs calls the
"medie\·al notion" that medical care is given
the poor on a noblesse basis. Usually, English notes, free clinics have been run as much
to provide training for young physicians as
to provide bealth care for the indigent.
They also are operated at the convenience
of the staff. "The daytime hours of the outpatient clinics reflect this.," English says.
"They are often the worst times for poor
families." As a result, many indigent families don't seek medical care until illness
dri~es them to the hospital emergency room.
SuiTey: The bigh price of this policy became clear at Columbia Point wben doctors
H. Jack Geiger and Count D. Gibson Jr., of
Tufts surveyed 357 families prior to opening the health center. One out of e\·ery four
persons bad some chronic disease; only a
quarter of the residents had ever had a general physical checkup at any time in their
lives, and only half the women 'With children
had seen an obstetrician during the first
three months of her last pregnancy.
Geiger and Gibson now have a center staff
that includes five pediatricians and four internil'ts working full time and three parttime obstetricians. The center has its own
pharmacy and lab, and the services of a.
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dietitian and a physical rehabilitation expert. Staff members are organized into
"family health groups," each consisting of
an internist, pediatrician, social worker and
several nurses, and each responsible !or the
continuous care of about 300 families. In
this way patients are reasonably sure o! seeing the same doctor each time they visit the
clinic, and the doctors are fully familiar
with the whole family's medical problems.
Columbia Point residents not only use the
center, but help run it--as clerks, practical
nurses and lab aides. Some are being trained
as family development workers to seek out
fam111es who need care; others will help
run a community health-education program.
"These people," says Geiger, "will talk the
same language as the people they're helping."
Past History: More than 5,000 persons have
come to the center so far. Part of the reason for the heavy_ patient load, o! course, is
the past history of inadequate care. "We're
playing catchup," says Geiger.
The center has received $1.6 million from
OEO so far, and roughly figures the annual
cost of care at about $140 per person. But
early detection and treatment o! disease
made possible at the center, Geiger notes,
could save the city of Boston about $45 for
each day a resident is kept out of the
hospital.
Next year, the 41-year-old Geiger and Gibson, 45, will start a rural center with OEO
funds in a Negro enclave in Bolivar County,
Miss. Additional centers are planned in the
Watts section of Los Angeles, New York's
Bronx and in Chicago; the last Congress
voted $49 million to help the OEO finance
up to 25 more across the U.S. Eventually
many o! the nation's indigent may receive
generally better care than the well-to-do who
arrange !or their own medical needs. "And
that 1.s as it should be," says Geiger. "They
need better care."
[From Medical World News, Jan. 6, 1967]
IN Low-INcoME HousiNG PRoJECTs-CoMMUNITY HEALTH
CITIES

CENTERS

SLATED

FOR

MORE

A new health center program bringing comprehensive care to the patient in his own
neighborhood is narrowing the gap in Boston,
New York, and Denver between the need for
medical services and their availability to the
underprivileged.
Promising results have
prompted the Office of Economic Opportunity
(OEO) to provide funds enabling five similar
centers to open early this year in the Bronx,
Chicago, the Watts district of Los Angeles,
and Bolivar County, Miss. Up to 25 more
may be established elsewhere, U.S. officials
say.
The Boston center in the low-income
Columbia Point Housing Development, is entering its second year of operation. Sponsored by Tufts University School of Medicine
and the Columbia Point Health Association,
it has already provided free, comprehensive,
family-centered medical care around the
clock to some 5,400 of the 6,000 project
residents.
When the center opened, fewer than one
resident in three had ever had a general medical checkup. Only 8% of the community
had seen a dentist during the preceding 12
months, and fewer ~ half the mothers
had consulted a doctor during the first three
months of pregnancy.
TENANTS ASSIST STAFF

The residents' overwhelmingly favorable
response to the new health center is apparently due primarily to the accessibility and
scope of its services. Located within the
development rather than miles away, it maintains 14 physicians, nine registered nurses,
one practical nurse, six nurses' aides, two lab
technicians, and two pha.rmaclst.s, in addition to a host of subprofessionals reoruited
!rom the residents and trained by the center
itself.
The staff is organized into a. "family health
group," oonst&ting of a.n internist, a pedia-

trician, a. social worker, and several nurses.
This unique structure gives the patients reasonable assurance of seeing the same doctor
on successive visits, and provides the doctors
and soc:l.a.l workers with an up-to-date, familiar medical chart and complete background
information on the patient and his family.
ONE ROOF, MANY SERVICES

The idea for the _health center originated
with Dr. H. Jack Geiger, professor of preventive medicine at Tufts University, and his
department chairman, Dr. Count D. Gibson
Jr. They wanted "to put classic public
health and classic medical care, preventive
and curative medicine, together with paramedical and other social resources and services, back under the same roof." The OEO
provided $1.6 million to help them do so in
a model center. A few months later, the
Gouverneur AmbulatOry Care Unit of the
Beth Israel Medical Center in New York
City's Lower East Side, which had a. prototype COn).IllUnity health center in operation,
and the Denver Neighborhood Health Denter, run by Denver Department of Health and
Hospitals, received grants of $661,000 and
e1.6 million. respectively.
Although all the centers are roughly analogous in structure and type of patients
served, each presents separate problems. The
center in Bolivar County, !or example, must
service a 400-square-mile area where 14,000
people, and will rely heavlly on mobile units
and public health nurSes to visit remote
areas.
Government officials say the health center
programs could have far-reaching consequences on the nature of medical care ·in
the U.S. Doctors could be freed by the corps
of subprofessionals from such time-consum~
ing chores as elementary hygiene and paperwork to concentrate on their curative and
preventive specialties. City clinics and hospital emergency war$, long the traditional
source of medical care for the poor, may have
their patient loads reduced.
In addition, the omcials say, researchers
will be able to gain valuable data from oo:ntrol group studies, and health and social
agencies could avoid duplication of time and
funds in a highly coordinated campaign.
And, finally, the patients themselves may
reverse the current trend 1n which "the poor
get sicker, and the sick get poorer."

Important NASA Film on Polymers Was
Produced at Notre Dame
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN BRADEMAS
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, I
would like to call the attention of my
colleagues to one of the less well known,
but nonetheless highly valuable, contributions of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration; educational
films on a wide range of scientific questions that form the basis of NASA-supported research projects.
Such a film is "The Poetry of Polymers-An Adventure in Research." Produced on the campus of 'the University
of Notre Dame under the direction of
Wayne State University of Detroit, this
film is based on the work of Dr. G. Frank
D'Alelio, research professor of Chemistry
at Notre Dame. In the film Dr. D'Alelio
describes his research on polymers,
which he performed with the help of
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a NASA grant. The film is now being
shown in high schools throughout the
Nation to stimulate talented young people to consider careers in the aerospace
field.
"The Poetry of Polymers" had its debut
in South Bend on November 22, 1966,
under the sponsorship of the Notre name
Foundation. I congratulate Dr. D'AleliO
and his colleagues from Notre Dame and
Wayne State University-and from
NASA-for making this useful and important film.

Sidney Zagri
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
QF

HON. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, January 23, 1967

_Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Speaker, the entire Amertcan labor movement lost a
most convincing, and persuasive voice
with the tragic death yesterday of SidneY
Zagri in the restaurant fire in Montgomery, Ala.
Mr. Zagri was the chief legislative
spokesman for the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, but in a sense, bi.S
abiding dedication to the cause of the
American working men and women was
felt throughout the entire labor movement.
Sidney Zagri had earned respect from
both sides of the aisle here in Congress
because of the excellent manner in which
he always documented his arguments
with unusual facts and statistics.
Mr. Zagri appeared before my subcommittee on many occasions, and I have
previously stated that his was one of tbe
most compelling contributions in support
of improving minimum wage standards.
particularly in the food processing industry.
I recall so well his brilliant testimonY·
thoroughly documented by facts, figures,
and statistics, which left no doubt not
only among my subcommittee's members.
but also the entire Congress that after
many years of effort, people engaged in
the food proc.essing industry should come
under minimum wage.
But Sidney Zagri did not limit himself
only to issues involving the labor movement.
His impact and logic, and deep devotion to human dignity were felt in civil
rights legislation; international trade
agreement; in school legislation; in
medicare; social security improvements.
and, yes, Mr. Speaker, even in foreign
relations.
Sidney Zagri enjoyed his job. He had
a keen mind and a judgment born out
of a long compassion for social justice.
He gave the entire Teamster movement a respected voice here in the Halls
of Congress. Sidney Zagri never made
any improper or unreasonable requests
of any Member of Congress. His greatest strength was his analytical mind and
his ability to translate into meaning.
programs for the unmet needs of
America.
The president of Teamsters International, Mr. James Hoffa, and tbe
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entire membership of Teamsters locals
throughout America have su1fered a.
great loss in the death of Sidney Zagrl.
But, 1n a sense, Mr. Speaker, this 1s a
great loss for all of America.
The Congress of the United · States
Would encotmter considerably more diffiCUlty 1n trying to evaluate legislation
l¥ithout the help of capable and dedicated spokesmen for the various segtnents of our society. Sidney Zagri and
his staff helped fill a great void 1n comlllunications between legislators and
SJ>okesmen for the labor movement. He
served a noble cause and democracy
Profited from his wisdom.
To the entire Teamster movement, and
to the family of Sidney Zagri, A1rs.
Pucinski and I extend our deepest condolence. We will all miss the expert
\tolce of a man like Sidney Zagri, pleading the cause of social justice.

Los Angeles Customs Service
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD R. ROYBAL
OF CALD'OR,NU

~

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, January 30, 1967

. Mr. ROYBAL. Mr. Speaker, I would
~e to include ln the CONGRESSIONAL
~ECORD several items which, together,
\\11 help to bring up to date the situ~tlon regarding present and future serv.:.
1ce pro\ided by the u.s. Bureau of custollls to the dynamic and fast-growing
international business community 1n the
greater Los Angeles area.
I believe these items will support and
l'ea.ffirm the historic tradition of public
aSenice as the primary objective of the
Customs Bureau.
In particular, they will demonstrate a
renewed pledge by the u.s. Commisroner of Customs to honor his Bureau's
ongstanding commitment to furnish
iUlly adequate cu,stoms service at each of
he three major locations in Los Angeles'
SP'rawllng 6 million population area
~here our important foreign commercial
ra.ding businesses carry on their essential day-to-day operations.
By maintaining efficient and convenient customs facilities to service the needs
Of our importing and exporting public
at these three sites--downtown Los Anteles, the International Airport, and the
harbor area-the customs Bureau will be
doing its part to encourage and promote
~ continually expanding international
l'ade, so vital to the economic growth
and business prosperity of the entire Los
Angeles metropolitan area.
On a more personal note, Mr. Speaker,
l Want to express satisfaction with the
finn guarantee I received from CUstoms
Commissioner Lester D. Johnson, both
Clning a recent telephone conversation,
and in an exchange of official correspondence, that all customs services cun·ently
ll::-ovided in "downtown Los Angeles and
at the airport would be continued, that
the services prmided 1n the harbor area
llOUld be expanded, and, that no curtaillllent of activities would take place at any
ot those locations.
.

The items I would like to insert 1n the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD are:
First. An editorial which appeared in
the Long Beach Press-Telegram on January 9, 1967.
Second. A letter from Mr. Paul Iverson, president" of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, to Mr. Herman Ridder,
publisher of the Long Beach Press-Telegram-answering the statements made
in the January 9 editorial.
Third. A letter from Mr. Robert
Sweany, executive vice president of the
Los Angeies Chamber of Commerce, to
the Commissioner of Customs--expressing the position of the chamber in support of the CUstoms Bureau's repeated
pledg~ to provide adequate service at all
three locations in the Los Angeles metro ..
poli tan area.
Fourth. The letter from Customs Commissioner Lester n: Johnson answering
Mr. Sweany's letter-assuring him that
the Bureau of CUstoms has no intention
of deviating from "its commitment to
pro~ide adequate customs service 1n
downtown Los Angeles and at the Los
Angeles International Airport as well as
the harbor area."
The items follow:
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and will be in the interest of public convenience and long range economy."
It is pe-rtinent, too, to recall Commissioner
Nichols' report to the -Secretary of the Treasury that 1! full-fledged customs activities
were retained or reestablished in downtown
Los Angeles, "the harbor customhouse would
be a shell."
Long Beach eity councilmen acted properly
in airing the evident attempt by certain
downtown brokers and other diehards to
bring about exactly that result.
These city officials -ha\'e the support of harbor area officials and civic leaders, alerted at
a meeting called by Assemblyman Vincent
Thomas of San Pedro. They will seek the
help of the California congressional delegation.
No one enjoys seeing an issue, believed to
have been settled in 1963, revived at this late
stage. The chang.e in planning, however, is
inexcusable. It should not be allowed to
become a reality.
Los .ANGELES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Los Angeles, Calif .• January 16,1967.
Mr. HERMAN RIDDER,
Publisher, Long Beach Press Telegram,
Long Beach, Calif.
DEAR AIR. RIDDER: Many O! our members

engaged in- international trade who are conversant with Customs matters, including residents of the Harbor area. have asked me to
reply to the Ed~toriaJ which appeared 1n the
[From the Long Beach (Calif.) Press-Tele- January 9 issue of the Long Beach Press Telegram, entitled "The Intent of Congress Subgram, Jan. 9, 1967}
verted." Because of their concern regarding
THE !J\TTENT OF CoNGRESS SUBVERTED
statements contained therein. and in variSome 3~ yearS after a firm decision in ous articles which have appeared in your
Washington to build a customhouse and newspaper since December 19, 1966, I feel
concentrate its functions in the harbor. area, compelled to present to y<>u the :!acts with
U.S. Customs Service officials apparently are respect to United States Customs facilities
on the point of ignoring at least half of the in our Customs Collection District.
agreement.
.
When the Terminal Island Customs House
The $6 milllon customhouse is under con· Building was approved by Congress, there
struction on Terminal Island, the approved · was no plan for all CUstoms facilities to be
site. It is scheduled for completion in mid· located in the Harbor area, o.r at any other
1967. It will provide all the necessary faciU· single location. SUch would be Impractical
ties~ That part of a settlement under which
1n a sprawling metro.P<>litan area such as the
the Port of Los Angeles ~ave up the land has Los Angeles-Orange C<>u:hty complex. It was
been kept.
always the plan of the Bureau of Customs to
But after inquiries by Long Beach city offi- retain Customs ~ervice at three locations in
cials and others, the regional commissioner the metropolitan area:
of customs, Frank F. Creed, has revealed that
1) At our International Airport (which
customs acti"~ities will not actually be cen- your articles completely Ol"erlooked), where
tralized. Instead, they will be dispersed and an Entry Division was established ln 1962 to
duplicat€'d bet~een the harbor area, where receive entries, examine, appraise, and
the action is, and downtown Los Angeles, classify merchandise, and handle export
where some of the brokers would like to stay. declarations;
A summary of the latest plan, as revealed
2) At the Harbor, where substantial fato City Manager John R. Mansell by Com- cilities ha-ve ~n maintained for many years,
missioner Creed, points to a proposed dupli- with the excepti{)n of an Entry Division and
cation in such functions as appraising, classi- cashier to receive entries of merchandise;
fying and examining merchandise, receiving (As you are undoubtedly aware, the entire
entries and the handling of export declara- Marine Division of the Customs Service has
tions. ·
been maintained at the harbor since 1911, so
This new decision to deviate from the orig- that captains of vessels can handle all of
Inal concept was made administratively-and their transactions, including the entry and
without notice to harbor-community officials clearance of vessels, in the harb<>r area.) ;
until they asked :!or information.
3) In the downtown area of Los Angeles,
The effect will be to retain some 100 customS staff workers in downtown Los Angeles where the majority of those engaged in inter(by :Mr. Creed's tentative estimate) as com- national trade activit!es hav, long been conpared with perhaps 150 in the .customhouse, centrated.
Accordingly, it cannot be said that Custhe center of the operation.
That is duplication on a large scale. It is toms activities will be duplicated. They are
a. radical departure from the. statement by in fact triplicated, and properly so. conPhilip NicholsrJr .• when he was commissioner sistent with the long-established policy of
of customs, that only secondary :!unctions the Bureau · of CUstoms since its establishand a staff of 19 would be retained in the ment 1n 1789, to afford adequate and efficient service to our international traders
distant downtown Los Angeles office.
It is true that the ,Customs Service has wherever required, at the airport, at the
undergone some reorganization~again ad- harbor, and in the central area of Los Angeles.
minlstrativ-ely-since the decision 1n June, In fact, we know of no Customs District 1n
1963, to centralize the district functions in the United States in which all personnel are
maintained at one location.
the harbor area.
This plan for retention of Customs faciliBut none of these changes affects the validity of a report by the_U.S. General Services ties to serve _the importing and, exporting
public
in three locations is not the result
Administration recm:n.mending the harbor
site. It concluded: ..The consolidation of of any "new decision to deviate from the
these activities at a single location in ·a build- original conct>pt". as ·alleged in your editorial,
ing specifically designed for customs pur- nor a . "depe.rture from the statement 01!
poses will provide a more e:fftcient .operation Philip Nichols, Jr., when he was Commis-

)
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sioner of Customs, that only secondary functions and a sta1f of 19 would be reta.ined." in
the downtown Los Angeles office. The statement of Philip Nichols, Jr.. to which you
refer, was contained in his letter to Mayor
Yorty dated February 5, 1963, in which he
stated, with re~pect to the offices to be maintained in downtown Los Angeles:
"We have requested from the General Services Administration sufficient space for -10
offices, totalling 3,250 square feet and employing 19 people. to take care of Customs
business in the Los Angeles downtown area.
This does not include the appraiser's mall
division which will employ approximately
29 people and occupy an area of 29,000 square
feet. The number of persons employed
would, of course, be subject to adjustment
in relation to the amount of business handled
through the downtown office. In any case,
it is our intention to provide facilities adequate to handle all entries and payments
presented at this office. It would be folly
to open an office and not provide personnel
to staff it."
The commitment by former Commissioner
of .C ustoms Philip Nichols, Jr., that adequate
facilities would be retained in downtown
Los Angeles to take care of the business
there, has been reiterated on numerous occasions, by former Commissioner Nichols in
a letter to F. R. Wilcox, then President of
the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, on
July 8, 1963, and by Hon. Lester D. Johnson,
present Commissioner of Customs, in a letter
to Congressman Edward R. Royba.l dated
November 20, 1964, and in a letter to Robert
L. Sweany, Executive Vice President of the
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, on January 3, 1967. The same assurance was also
contained in a letter addressed to Mayor
Yorty on February 15, 1963, by the Honorable
Lyndon B. Johnson, then Vice-President of
the United States.
The statement quoted by you from the
report of the General services Administration dated May 23, 1962, was a part of its
prospectus seeking approval of the plan for
construction of the Harbor Area building.
As it was not a statement of the agency
charged with the administraton of the Oilstoms laws, it cannot be regarded as a va.lid
evaluation of the operation and functions
of the Bureau of Customs and its field offices. It was in any event made prior to
reorganization of the Customs Service by
Reorganization Plan No. 1 o! 1965, which
was approved by Congress, and effected major long-needed changes in out-dated CUstoms procedures on a national scale with
resultant greatly improved service and efficiency in processing import transactions.
Commissioner Nichols' statement, referred
to in your editorial, that "the harbor customhouse would be a shell" if full customs
activities were retained in downtown Los
Angeles, was contained in his Report of June
5, 1961 to the Secretary of the Treasury, and
was made in connection with his suggestion
that the harbor area eustoms house should
be the center of the Customs District operation provided "the users of Customs"
agree to move to the harbor voluntarily; and
in this connection Commissioner Nichols
pointed out that if the customs house were
moved arbitrarily to the harbor area, the
Customs Service would be confronted with
a demand which would be impossible to
resist, that facillties to receive entries be retained downtown, to avoid the hardship
which would otherwise be involved, of making a round trip of 44 miles to the harbor to
file 9 entries out of 10; that once an Entry
Division was established downtown, 90% of
all entries would be made there, requiring
Customs to move most of the sta1f back
downtown to handle this business. He further stated, in this connection (at page 10):
"I believe the proponents of the Civic Center made an overwhelming case against the
harbor site as it would affect the users as
now located and operating. Users who

favor the harbor are limited to those (under
10% of the whole) who do business there."
Approval o! the plan for the harbor area
customs house was accordingly conditioned
on a general voluntary move of the users of
customs, or a significant number of them,
to the harbor area, -into a World Trade Center complex, then contemplated. Commissioner Nichols further pointed out, with respect to the proposed move of the major
operation of CUstoms to the harbor area (at
page 12 of his report):
"An indispensable prerequisite that cannot
be waived is that the users of Customs actually accept the scheme. A so-called World
Trade Center not actually participated in
by the World Traders would be a sham.
They could not be forced to move. They
could only be persuaded to come voluntarily.
CUstoms should not agree to locate in a
harbor World Trade Center until it is shown
that a respectable portion of the users will
move too, if Customs does, and do so voluntarily'. By respectable I mean a portion large
enough so that if we had Entry Divisions
both downtown and at the harbor, at least
two-fifths of the entries would be made at
the harbor, instead of one-tenth, as would
be the case at present. • • • If a respectable
portion of the users will move to the World
Trade Center, there should be a branch Entry
Division in the downtown area to accommodate users who elect to stay behind. The
headquarters of Customs enforcement, if
moved to the harbor, would likewise require
a branch downtown for liaison with state
and city enforcement officers, Federal District Attorneys, etc., and for investigations
of CUstoms frauds. Thus it is not proposed
that Customs completely desert the Civic
Center.
A recent check of the location of the principal users of Customs--the customs house
brokers who enter and clear merchandise for
importers--reflects that the majority are
still located in the downtown area. Of 40
firms listed in the classified directory, 32
have offices in downtown Los Angeles, 12 of
which also have airport offices, and 2 of which
have airport and harbor offices; 3 firms have
offices at the airport only; and 4 firms have
offices only in the harbor area.
Inquiry of these firms, many of which
have a large number of employees, indicates
that only 2 of the firms now downtown plan
to move to the harbor area when the Terminal Island building is completed.
At present, about 20% of the formal entries filed in our Customs Collection District
are being filed at the airport, and 80%- downtown. When the Termina.l Island building
is completed, lt is estimated, on the basis
of the volume of business of the customs
brokerage firms now located in the harbor
area and the two additional firms who intend to move, that from 7% to 10% of the
formal entries will be filed at the harbor
customs hou.s e. As the balance of approximately 70% of the entries will continue to
be filed downtown, it is self-evident that
Customs must maintain facilities and personnel downtown to handle the bulk of the
business there, in order to continue the efficient administrative operation of our po t
It .ts of interest to note that former c:ms~
misswner of Customs Nichols further stated
in his report to the Secretary of the Treasury on June 5, .1 961, that CUstoms would
not be more eftlcient--regarded as a participant in the total :flow of import and export documents, 1f CUstoms moved to the
harbor area without all the other participants in import transactions; that one proper
!unction of the CUstoms is to encourage the
commer® of the port, consistent with protection o! the revenue; and that it does not
encourage the commerce of the port to delay
and hamper it.
Your editorial acknowledges that 150 Customs staff workers will be housed at the
Terminal Island. customs house when completed-more than the number of staff work-
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ers to be retained downtown or at the airport. I am further informed that there
will be a complete CUstoms complex at the
harbor area customs house to afford complete. se17ice 't<:> the importing and exporting
public, mcludmg officials to receive entries
and accept payment of customs duties on
merchandise--facilities not now available to
customs house brokers in the harbor area.
It would seem therefore, that the harbOr
area wlll acquire full facilities to permit its
expansion and growth.
In setting forth the foregoing facts, I
want to assure you that the Los AngeleS
Chamber of Commerce favors establishment
of complete customs facilities in the harbor
area as well as retention of complete service
at our International Airport and downtown,
as we deem this essential to the continued
growth of international trade through our
twin ports. We have, in fact, expressed thiS
view to the Commissioner of CUstoms in a ·
letter of December 28, 1966, a copy of which
is enclosed.
I am sure you will agree that the continued expansion of international trade in
our Southern California area 1s the major
?bjective involved, and that activities which
mterfere with that objective should be
avoided, lest we drive international traders
to other ports. We hope you will join us
in devoting our energies to working together
f?r the continued advancement of internatiOnal trade in this area. I therefore req:uest your publlcation of this communicatiOn, to clarify the facts as we see them and
hope that the harbor area will join in ~eek
ing to promote the continued phenomenal
growth .of our international trade.
Smcerely,
PAUL E. IVERSON,
President.

Los ANGELES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Los Angeles, Calij., December 28, i966.
Hon. LESTER D. JoHNSON
Commissioner oj Custo,;,s
Bureau oj Customs
Washington, D.C. '

'

DEAR COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: We ha'fe
noted recently from a number of articleS
published in the Long Beach Press-Telegram.
the intention of harbor area interests to renew their efforts to deprive the central area
of Los Angeles of the Customs facilities which
your office and the office of the Regional
Commissioner of Customs at Los Angeles
plan to retain there, under commitments
given by former Commissioner Philip NicholS.
Jr. and yourself, on numerous occasions.
We want to assure you that we, as an area
Chamber of Commerce, are interested in full
service in all of the locations of our sprawlin~ metropolitan area at which they are reqmred. We are pleased to note that it iS
your intention to establish full services including an Entry Division and Cashie;, tn
the Terminal Island Building, when completed, so that complete Customs services
will be available in the harbor area to those
residing there, who require them.
We are also gratified that it is planned
to maintain the services requir~ at our bUSY
International Airport.
As you know, the majority of the users
of the Customs facilities in our Los AngeleS
Customs District remain in the central area,
however, where the majority of the entrY
tr~nsactions are made. These users are relymg upon maintenance of adequate facilities to carry on their businesses in the central area, as often assured, and as indicated
by you and our Regional Commissioner when
we last conferred with you in Washington.
D.C. in May of this year. We trust, therefore, that notwithstanding the campaign of
the small segment .of our international
traders who reside in the harbor areas that
the sound plans heretofore formulated and
re~ffirmed by you and our Regional CoOlmissioner and District Director on numerous
occasions-to adequately service the publiC
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at our International Airport, our Harbor, and
ln. the Central area o! our District-will not
be disturbed.
!31ncerely yours,
Los ANGELES CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE,
By: RoBERT L. SWEANY.
Executive Vice President.

TREASURY

DEPARTMENT,
BUREAU OF CUSTOMS,

Washington.

ltlr.

ROBERT L.

SWEANY,

Los Angeles Chamber oj Commerce,
Loa Angeles, Calif.
DEAR MR. SWEANY: This is in reply to your

letter of December 28, 1966. I wish to assure
You that the Bureau o! CUstoms has no intention of deviating !rom its commitment
to provide adequate customs service in downtown Los Angeles and at the Los Angeles International Airport as well as the harbor
area.
Sincerely yours,
LEsTER D. JOHNSON,
Commissioner oj Customs.

Support for Reducing the Oil Depletion
Allowance
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
o:r

HON. HERBERT TENZER
O:J'

NEW

YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. TENZER. Mr. Speaker, on January 25, 1967, I introduced H.R. 3803, a

b1U to reduce the on depletion allowance
from. 27% to 20 percent at the
rate of 2% percent annually over a 3Yea.r period. The bffi 1s identical to the
In.easure which I sponsored during the
89th Congress as a result of a survey
ShoWing that in 1965 the 20 largest oil
companies paid only 6.3 percent of their
aggregate net income in Federal taxes.
The abuse of this special prlvUege extended by Congress goes beyond the inequitable tax savings to those companies
Which can best afford to meet their share
Of the Federal tax system. As I pointed
out 1n my remarks to the House-CoNGREssioNAL RECORD, January 26, 1967,
A305-eompanies are able to use these
tax savings to purchase unrelated businesses or to finance mergers stifling
competition from small business.
I recently received a letter from Mr.
Ed Wimmer, director of public relations,
~ational Federation of Independent
BUSiness, which presents the case of the
Sinall businessman for correction of
extsting inequities of our income ta.x
laws. I urge my colleagues to read the
following letter and to support legislation to reduce the depletion allowance:
NATIONAL F'Enl!:RATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS
b

qon.

San Mateo, Calif., February 3, 1967.
HERBERT TENZER,

House Office Building
lVaahington, D.C.
}dy DEAR CONGRESSMAN: I congratulate you
on. your insert in the January 26 CongresSional Record, calllng !or a gradual reduction
ln. the oil depletion allowance o! 2~ per cent
a Year, over a three-year period.
This 1a far abort of what I have been
l'ecommendlng all across the country for the
Paat ten years, or more, but it would be at
lea.st a start; unless, 0{ course, we could use

this figure on oil companies with under $10
million in assets and graduate the reduction
up to at least a 25 per cent cut on the allowances of the giants o! the industry.
When you consider that Standard o! New
Jersey reported a net :profit o! $1,628,555,000
in 1964, and paid under two per cent in Federal income taxes; Shell 011 Company, $213,575,000, and paid 1.3 per cent; Texaco, $660,761,000, and paid .8 per cent; Gulf Oil, eight
per cent on $607,343,000. Standard o!
California, 2.1 per cent on income o! $393,188,000. Sun 011, 2.7 per cent on $88,567,00Q--with Marathon, Atlantic, Richfield, Sinclair and Sunray earning a total o! more
than $300,000,000 and NO Federal income
tax, I say it is the biggest gravy train ever
coupled to the engine of special privilege in
ANY country.
Now, stop and think for a minute, that despite our anti-monopoly laws, Standard of
California bought up Standard o! Kentucky,
taking the latter otf the Federal income tax
rolls, and 1s now spreading out in all directions. Humble Oil Company, a subsidiary
of Standard of New Jersey, getting bigger
than the parent-and how much of it on
depletion allowances?
It would be impossible to even scratch the
surface o! this depletion allowance issue in
one letter, but isn't it reasonable to assume
that these billions are being used to buy up
countless thousands o! the best corners in
our towns and cities, to open stations the oil
companies admit will be profitless for years?
Isn't there something economically insane
about the way they continue to close hundreds o! stations and at the same time, open
hundreds of new operations? While killing
off their own independent retailers and jobbers?
In Chillicothe, Ohio, there are three new
stations at one intersection: Sohio, Humble
and Standard 011. I! this 1s "competition"
American style, give me anything but-if I
am in the oil business.
You are also aware, Congressman, that
most o! the giants forced trading stamps and
games and gimmicks upon their independent
dealers, destroying their savings and enterprises. That the bigs have taken over insurance companies and are operating catalogue
businesses, and despite the recent victory in
the famous tire case, prohibiting the giants
from telling their dealers what TBA supplies
they must handle, that the smalls are either
afraid to exercise their new rights or they
figure they hadn't better if they want to get
&long.
All along our Federally-fed super highways
the smalls are ploughed under, and the bigs
either won the rights to operate the service
centers, .restaurants, gift shops, etc., or 1f
they had to locate off the expressways, they
monopolized the best locations and shot their
many $50 and $100,000 signs into the skies
higher than any independent would ever be
able to reach.
Gulf owns Holiday franchises. Sohio 1s
opening motels and service centers. Shell
ties in with Sears Roebuck-two mighty
giants in an insurance deal tied to credit
cards. The credit cards o! the bigs pour
into the mails, addressed. to babies in some
oases, and what do you think the games and
lotteries they have operated have cost the
dealers, the public and the government?
How much of this slice of the American
economic pie is paid out of evaded income
taxes? How many sma.lls have been driven

to the wall, and how many businesses and
properties taken off the tax rolls by the
subsidized competition of these giants?
Why should they have been allowed to use
depletion allowances, refinery profits, etc.,
etc., to open huge service centers and unwanted stations? Why aren't they told, and
told a long time ago, that retail expansion
must come out of retail sales, !or how else
could an independent compete with a monster whose evaded taxes he was helping to
pay?
My friend, you may think that what I am
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writing 1s set forth out o! bitterness or
prejudice. I do not believe this is true, but
a.m sure it wlll
be found that it springs from the feeling
that our American Heritage is being BURIED
in the graveyard of past civilizations-the
graveyard of concentration o! economic
power in the hands of the few; under the
tombstone marked "Special Privllege".
In your attempt to lessen the abuses so
evident on the highways and byways o! our
nation, you will not be alone. I have carried this story into every nook and corner
o! the nation, and now that you and a few
others in the House and Senate have shown
new interest in at least reducing the evil,
the "corners" will be covered again.
Please keep me informed on any action
you make take, and 1f there are hearings
called on this subject, I will ask to appear.
The House and Senate Small Business
Committees should have done something
about this problem a long time ago, and
Congress should have acted in the days when
that great anti-monopolist, Senator Joseph
O'Ma.honey, was pleading !or reforms.
With all good wishes.
Sincerely,
ED WIMMER.
1f it does bear examination, I

The adverse effect of the depletion allowance on small business is clearly illustrated in the foregoing letter, but this
special privilege also discriminates
against big business.
A comparison of the tax liabilities of
the Bell System with that of SU:t..ndard
Oil of New Jersey shows that in 1965 the Bell System paid more tha.n 32.5
percent of its net operating revenue in
Federal taxes whUe Standard Oil of New
Jersey paid only 4.9 percent.
Mr. Speaker, I urge my colleagues to
join me in calling for public hearings on
revisions of our ta.x laws to eliminate
inequities such as the oil depletion
allowance.
Are Negotiations Possible?-Yes
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE E. BROWN, JR.
OF CALIFORNL\
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, January 31, 1967

Mr. BROWN of California. Mr.
Speaker, 1t seems that we have rejected
another efl'ort to move toward peace in
southeast Asia today- Thursday, February 9--when statements by Soviet Premier Kosygin indicated that a halt to
U.S. bombing attacks against North Vietnam might permit peace talks to get
underway.
In short order, the White House and
Secretary of State Dean Rusk let it be
known that this wa.s an unMceptable
condition since Premier Kosygin did not
indicate that reciprocal action to halt
infiltration from the north would be
taken.
Of course, the 81dministrat1on may be
taking this approMh because they have
secret information indicating that North
Vietnam is ready to agree to halt troop
inflltratlon. Lacking access to any such
information, I can 'only marvel at the
lack of diplomS~Cy in Secretary Rusk's
remarks stating that we await a cessation of the invasion from the north before we wm begin discussions.
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Of course, the real negotiations which
must be conducted are those involving
the South Vietnamese themselves-both
sides. I wuuld like to bring to the attention of my colleagues an extremely
informative article wrttten by Tran Van
Dinh, a former Vietnamese diplomat who
fought a~ainst the French during the
first Indochinese war and was a diplomat for Vietnam to several Asian countries. His last post was Charge de'Affaires for South Vietnam in Washington.
Since his resignation from the Vietnamese Foreign Service in 1964, he has
worked as a · journalist in Washington.
The article appeared in War /Peace Report for January 1967.
ARE NEGOTIATIONS POSSIBLE?-YES

(NOTE.-A former Vietnamese diplomat
suggests that there is a way to end the war
through negotiations, and he spells out a
step-by-step approach beginning with contacts between Saigon and the Vietcong.)
(By Tran Van Dinh)
The first question to ask about negotiations to end the Vietnam Wax is this: Who
is to negotiate with whom?
In theory, the war ha.s been .fOught at least
since December, 1960. It was then that the
National Liberation Front of South Vletna:tn
(NL.F.), usually called the Viet Cong, was
founded. The war, at that time, was almost
entirely between the Republic of Vietnam
(South Vietnam) and the N.L.F. But since
the death of President Diem in November,
1963, and with the subsequent escalation of
the U.S. mllita.ry commitment, the belUgerents have come to be the U.S. and the
Saigon government on one side and the
N.L.F. and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. (D.R.V., or North Vietnam) on the
other. In view of the massive American involvement and the stated U.S. position that
the D.R.V. is responsible for the revolt in the
South, it is widely a.ssumed in the United
States at lea.st that negotiations to end the
war should logically take place between
Wa-shington and Hanoi. Is this the case?
A HISTORY 011' STRUClGLE

I do not think so. Before Feb. 7, 1965,
North Vietnam might have been able to begl.ri. negotiations. But since that date, when
the U.S. began . bombing North Vietnamese
territory, the leaders have been pushed into
a corner. And no Vietnamese, communist or
non-communist, wlll negotiate from that
position. This has been demonstrated time
and again in the 2,000-year struggle o! the
Vietnamese people against foreign domination.
North Vietnam would negotiate, however,
1f the U.S. would accept Premier Pham Van
Dong's four points. These include withdrawal ·
of American troops from South Vietnam,
cessation of the bombing of North Vietnam.
recognition of the N.L.F. a.s the sole representative of the South Vietnamese people,
and the reunifioa.tion of Vietnam. But the
acceptance of these conditions by the U.S..
would mean to many Americans that the U.S.
had admitted committing aggression in Vietnam. Given the present political climate in
the U.S., concensus-conscious President
Johnson could not do this.
Then could the U.S. negotiate directly
with the N.L.F.?
I do not think this is possible either.
N L.F. Chairman Nyugen Huu Tho has repeatedly endorsed Pham Van Dong's four
points. Therefore the U.S. would face the
same problem in negotiating with the NL.F.
that it would with North Vietnam.
If one stops his reasoning here, then the
U.S. is faced with only two alternatives: to
withdraw its troops or to fight on untll an
N L.F. elements in the South are liquidated,
all North Vietnamese troops on both sides
of the 17th parallel are annihllated and the
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whole territol'y of North Vietnam is bombed dhists') organizations and thier own cOlll·
•'Sack to the stone age." If the second choice mand." (The fact that in both ca.ses the
fs taken, the Chinese Wlll SUl'ely enter the Buddhista declined the.. offer and instead let
war, and possibly the Russians too. It 1a themselves be suppressed by Diem and KY
beyond the scope of this article to examine proved that the accusations the Buddhists
this ugly alternative.
are "communist infiltrated or controlled" are
The realistic hope for negotiations, I be- false.)
lieve, lies in the possibility of creating condiThird, the N.L.F. cannot sit down to negotions that would permit the non-Viet Cong tiate With Premier Ky, whom it has called a
and the N.L.F.in South Vietnam to negotiate puppet of foreigners, especially at the tiiile
when Ky is opposed by the Constl tu tional
among themselves.
Who are the non-Viet Cong? As a working Assembly. However, with a fairly elected
definition, let us say simply that they are civilian government, it would be polltlcallf
the Vietnamese who now live under the unwise for the N.L.F. to refuse a proposal for
nominal control of the Saigon government, a ceasefire.
2. While the negotiations for the Iocauzed
comprising something over half of the South
Vietnamese population of 14 million. (Actu- ceasefire were taking place, the civilian govally, there axe some important Viet Cong ernment would negotiate a "status of forces"
leaders among the non-Viet Cong; likewise, treaty with the U.S. Such a treaty is long
among the Viet Cong there are non-Viet overdue. The U.S. position is that it sent
Cong and even anti-Viet Cong.)
troops to South Vietnam at the request of
To get a non-Viet Cong government that the South Vietnamese government, How·
could negotiate with the N.L.F., the first step ever, except for Diem's government, all saiis to hold an election (as fair as possible) gon governments so far have been illegal and
for a legislatUre. Then this legislature would forced on the Vietnamese people. This treatY
choose a civilian government. The election would stipulate the max:imum number of
held la.st September--even though it was U.S. troops, the status of American bases.
held under the most undemocratic restric- and the conditions under which U.s. troops
tions--has nevertheless produced a Constitu- would leave Vietnam once hostllltles end.
ent Assembly that opposes mUitaxy rule and The treaty is necessary to create a feeling of
gives indications that it would like to shorten confidence that the U.S. eventually will
the war. Another and freer election could withdraw. Not only the North Vietnamese
be expected to create a legislature with even and the N.L.F., but also a great number of
more pronounced peace tendencies than the Vietnamese in the areas controlled by tbe
present Constituent Assembly, particulaxly Saigon government doubt that the American
since a fair election would bring in a larger troops will ever leave. The treaty would
number of Buddhist representatives whose have to be ratified by both the South Vietstand for peace is well known. In fact, it was namese legislature a.nd the U.S. Congress.
the Buddhist struggle that brought about One important provision would be that folthe September election, although the Bud- lowing achievement of a peace settlement.
dhist leaders in the end boycotted the vote the civlllan government In Saigon could ask
after Premier Ky used force to repress them. the American troops to depart. This face·
The new election for a legislature can be held saving device would allow the U.S. to leave
a.s soon as the Constituent Assembly com- at the request o! a non-communist govpletes the constitution, which is . due in ernment instead of being driven out by tbe
March. Once a civUian government is formed, VietCong.
3. When the cease.tlre in one tactical zone
its principal task would be to examine the
problem of war and peace and in particul_ar was accomplished, the same pattern could
the question of the U.S. mUitary commit- be used 1n the three other zones, therebY
creating a ceasefire throughout South Viet•
ment.
nam. The whole process would require from
ROADMAP TO PEACE
Almost surely, this examination of the war four to six months. AB soon a.s the ce.asefi.re
1n the climate generated by the new legisla- was complete, the South Vietnam legislature
ture would lead to efforts to end the war. would vote to request the U.S. to end the
Except for a few selfish leaders who for rea- bombing of North and South Vietnam and to
sons of power and profits would like the war stop sending more troops into South VIetto continue, the Vie~amese people in 1967, nam; the N.L.F. would a.sk North Vietnam
after 27 years of cruel war and betrayed to cease sending men and supplies south·
revolution, long for peace. Tl;le newly-elected Probably a period of de-escalation would precivilian government would be able to proceed cede these formal requests.
4. During the final phase of negotiations
with steps in approximately this order:
1. It would seek to negotiate a localized for a cea.seflre, delegates of the Saigon govcea.seflre and exchange of prisoners in one of ernment and the NL.F. would meet for prethe four tactical zones into Which South liminary talks in a neutral capital, say RanVietnam is divided. Under instructions of goon, Burma. The U.S.S.R. and the u.K.
the Saigon central government, the military (co-chairmen of the 1954 Geneva Agree·
commander of one tactical zone would call ments), the U.S. and North Vietnam would
upon the opposing forces in the same zone to be invited to send observers to this meeting.
send a delegation to meet with h1m at a
6. This meeting would discuss the procemutually acceptable site. The safety of both dures for reconvening the 1964 Geneva condelegations would be guaranteed by the In- ference. This should not be ditncult; all
ternational Control Commission (I.C.C.) stm the main parties 1n the VIetnam confllct
existing in Vietnam.
ha've agreed to negotiate "on the ba.sis o!
Would the N.L.F. accept a ceaseflre? I be- the 1954 Geneva Agreements." The main
lieve it would for the following three reasons: weakness of the Geneva Agreements lay in
First, the NL.F. gave an indication it wa.s the fact that the I.C.C., consisting of India,
prepared for a ceaseflre shortly after the Canada and Poland, was not strong enough
overthrow of President Diem on Nov. 1, 1963. to enforce its decisions. Therefore it must
The N.L.F. on Nov. 11 forwarded a six-point be strengthened generally, and enlarged to
proposal to the Revolutionary Military Com- include the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. If thiS
mittee. The la.st point called for "interested were done, the U.S. could then put some of
parties 1n South Vietnam to agree to a cea-se- its huge logistic power at the disposal and
fire and discuss important problems of the control of the I.C.C.
country."
6. The Geneva Conference would negotiate
Second, the NL.F. showed that lt was will- the timetable and the conditions for tbe
withdrawal
of North Vietnamese and u.s.
ing to deal with the non-Viet Cong in the
Buddhist crises of both August~ 1963, and troops from South Vietnam, the date of th 8
May, 1966. In the former when the Budd- elections for the all South Vietnamese leghists were opposing Diem and in the latter islature (in which the N.L.F. would particiwhen their struggle was against Ky, the pate), · and the date for the reunification
N.L.F. invited the Buddhists to Join forces of Vietnam (say five years after · the ceasewith it "keeping intact their own (the Bud- fire).
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7. The future of the Geneva Agreements •12,000) in Tokyo on Dec. 13 make most peo- :found disaster-and also that it is unnecestnust be guaranteed by both the United Na- ple skeptical of statements by Premier Ky sary; in fact, that there is a quite reasonable
tions and the I.C.C., since experience has that he is clean. If he were honest, the alternative open.
Shown that the I.C.C. by itself is inadequate. prime minister on his salary would have just
'I'he presence of the U.N. a.nd the I.C.C. enough to :feed his family, and he certainly
"WOUld last as long as Vietnam desires it. would not have enough to send his \\1Je
The Allianc:e for Progress.
'I'he elections both for the all South Viet• shopping with a maid in Hong Kong and
nam legislature and for the reunification of Tokyo. But this corruption ·a nd graft are
Vietnam must be supervised by the U.N. mainly due to the war, which has caused
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
and controlled by the I.C.C. Both south a collapse of the social fabric and ethics of
OF
atlcl North Vietnam would be invited to send the country. With the war over, ·an elected
Observers to the U .N. until the country was civilian government could begin to reestabreunified, at which time VIetnam would be lish decent standards and win the respect of
OF ILLINOIS
admitted as a full member of the world or· the people.
THE BUDDffiST ROLE
gamzatlon.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
8. Although the question of reunification
The Saigon governments have paid only lip
Thursday, February 9, 1967
Of Vietnam might be postponed from five to service to social reforms, especially land reseven years or even more after the ceasefire, forms, The N.L.F., on the other hand, has
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Speaker, in his
1t must be recognized that reunification is actually given land to the peasants. A rep- foreign aid message received today, Presessential. One of the main causes-if not resentative Baigon government genuinely in- ident Johnson underscores the intent
the main cause--for the present war was terested in the concerns of the peasants
the belief that North Vietnam reached by would be able to carry out effective reforms, of the United States to continue its support to the Alliance for Progress. Here1958, 1! not earlier, that President Diem and thereby winning popular support.
the U.S. were "determined to create a sepaThe Viet Cong leadership has won the al- minds us again of the far-reaching sigrate South Vietnam to serve as a base to at- legiance of many peasants because it is gen- nificance of this program.
tack North Vietnam." To avoid a repeti- erally austere and dedicated. But with conOn August 21, 1961-5% years agotion of the events since 1954 and to dispel ditions of peace and a popularly-elected civil- the governments of 19 Latin American
the climate of suspicion and hostility, im- ian government 1n Saigon, the Buddhist lead- nations met with representatives of our
tned.ia.tely after the s1gning of the new ers could play a major role in returning own Government to launch a peaceful
~neva Agreements the Baigon government
the country to political and social decency,
tnust undertake steps to establish postal, for they too are austere, dedicated and revolution in the southern half of the
CUltural, a.nd commercial relations with trusted by the peasants. Of course, the hemisphere. In return for U.S. support
~orth Vietnam.
Buddhist monks will not run the country, of their national development efforts,
Suppose that all this comes to pass, and although the Buddhist laymen will partici- the Latin Americans agreed to undertake
ll'l.ore : that within two years after the cease- pate in both the legislature and govern- vigorous programs of self-help and refire, projects such as the Mekong Riv~ ment. The Buddhists can also be of much form.
Development are in full progress and Peace help in the welfare program and the social
By and large, Latin America is keepCorps volunteers have arrived in great num- reform decreed by the government. Already,
ber 1n South Vietnam, and that five to seven the Van Hanh (Buddhist) University 1n Sai- ing its side of the Alliance for Progress
Years lateT Vietnam becomes one country gon has set up within the last three years bargain.
Reform governments oriented to Alliagam. Will Vietnam then become commu- a "School :for Youth to Serve the Society,"
llist? Truthfully, no one can tell. But one in which :faculty and students live humbly ance principles have since been elected
thing seems certain: No mater what kind of on charity and refuse to accept a.id from in Colombia, Brazil, Chile, Peru, Bolivia,
government develops for a reunified Vietnam. either the Saigon government or the U.S. I and several countries of Central America.
1t cannot afford to be committed solely to do not mean to exclude the contributions of All of these and others are trying toreeither China or the U.S. In other words, adherents of other faiths, such as Oatholi· form tax systems to finance a higher perVietnam must be non-aligned. A non- cism, Cao Dai or Hoa Hao. Bud Buddhism
aligned. Vietnam, living in peace with a is the oldest and majority religion of Viet- centage of their development programs.
non-aligned Laos and a non-aligned Cam- nam, and it has in the past contributed the Many have begun to reform their land
bodia, would fully serve the avowed U.S. most to the stability, prosperity and cul- tenure systems and thus raise the living
standards of their farmers. New housPolicy of "containment without isolation" tural life of Vietnam.
With the war on, it is virtually impossible ing, new schools, new clinics are rising
Of China. I have no illusion about the
diftlcUlties that non-communists would :face , for external aid, particularly :from the U.S., in the cities and v11lages of every counarter the wa.r 1n their political competition to make any real contribution toward im- try.
'Mth the communists. But I think that it proving . the life of the peasant. But with
Specific examples are innumerable:
lVOUid be possible within a period of three to the coming of peace, the U.S. could gradually
Primary school enrollment in Chile infive years to establish at least an equilibrium transform ttl:! military bases into industrial
between the communist and non-communist centers and its man-power programs into creased by 175,000 pupUs in 1965, and by
economic and educational development. In- 80,000 in 1966. To teach the new stuforces 1n Vietnam.
What has made the N.L.F. attractive stead of the countryside capturing the cities, dents more than 5,000 new primary
to the people of South Vietnam--especially according to Lin Piao's concept of the "war schoolteachers are being trained by the
the peasantry-and what has caused the of national liberation," the cities and indus- Chilean Government every year.
l.lnpopulartty of successive anti-communist trial bases could gradually absorb the counColombia doubled agricultural investgovernments in Vietnam? It is not so much tryside into the economic structure of the ments last year, and strives to triple
nation.
At
the
present
time,
the
ratio
of
lia.rxtsm, or ideology of any kind. Let me
them this year, in a move to step up the
. Bllggest some of the problems of the past and U.S. civilians in Vietnam to the military 1s distribution of farmlands and credits.
Present that would be different under the about one to 300; the day this ratio is rePeru has financed more than 7,000
versed. in :favor of the civilians, the "other
COnditions I have proposed:
war" will be won. The Vietnamese were and self-help projects in its impoverished InThe Saigon governments have been too a.re against a foreign military presence, but
dependent on the U.S. It is naive to think they are not xenophobic. They know how to dian communities.
In Central America, the formatiO'n of
that it could be otherwise while the U.S. absorb other cultures, as they have shown
tnaJ.ntains 400,000 troops in South Vietnam with the Chinese and the French, without a common market has quadrupled regional trade in only 5 years.
a.tld spends $2 billion a month for the war. destroying their own identity.
'I'h1s state of dependency, which is inherent
But the pace of Latin Amerian develThe approach outlined above, I am conin the military escalation of the war, creates vinced, will lead to peace and independence opment is stUI too slow to meet the growresentment and apathy among the non-com- for Vietnam. Looking from an American ing demands in every country for food,
lllllnists. Once American troops start leav· point of view (as well as I can) at the pos- housing, water, power, schools, and
lng Vietnam-in fact, even when the "status sible result, it would at worst be an in- jobs-to consider only the minimum reor forces" agreement is signed-the Saigon dependent and neutral communist state,
government will become more sovereign, and something like Yugoslavia. At best, and 1 quirements of rapidly growing populations. If present trends continue, we are
therefore stronger and more respected.
personally think this more likely, it would be
The Saigon governments are and have been a non-communist (although perhaps "left- told, the Latin American population v.ill
double every 23 years and reach 625 mllCottupt. All the generals of South Vietnam ist") and neutralist state.
began their careers as poor boys but now,
But all this depends on whether the U.S. lion by the year 2000.
Steadily increasing numbers of unemWith the exception of a very few, such as Gen. ls really interested in negotiations on VietN"guyen Chanh Thi, they have become enor- nam. Some friends of mine, both Vietnamese ployed or underemployed urban slum
tnously rich. It is no secret that many and American, think that the U.S. is not in- dwellers present an immediate political
bUildings and much property in Saigon and terested in peace in Vietnam but instead sees crisis to the statesmen and economists of
Other cities belong to members of the ruling the war as a first step in its confrontation every Latin country.
lUUitary junta.. A simple accident like Mad- with China. I find it hard to accept this
Indeed, it is hard to overstate the magatne Ky's loss of her handbag containing view, at least so far. I hope Americans will
•1.200 (Vietnamese rumor mills say it was realize that a war with China would be a pro- nitude of the challenge.

HON. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI
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To meet the demands for food, farm
production must be increased by at least
6 percent every year;
To meet employment demands, at least
140 million new jobs must be created;
To house those not yet born, more than
a million new houses are required;
Hundreds of thousands of new classrooms must be built; tens of thousands
of new doctors and nurses must be
trained; thousands of hospitals and
clinics must be constructed.
We in the United States are well aware
of the political and economic chaos that
could threaten this hemisphere--and our
own security in the United States-if
these minimal goals are not met. That
is an important reason why we pledged
our help to the people of Latin America
in the Charter of Punta del Este. And
that is why the President of the United
States has promised to continue U.S.
suppOrt of the Latin American development effort beyond the 10-year period
originally envisaged for the Alliance for
Progress.
As President Johnson has reminded
usThe beginning of the beginning 1s behind
us . • . . We have only begun to meet the
needs of today, and these are but a fraction
of those of tomorrow.

Can we in the United States afford to
renege on our part of the Alliance for
Progress bargain? Do we want to?
My answer is no. This is a pledge that
we can and must honor.

skill while in Congress, Herter was noted !or
combining "the organizational and investigational ability of Hoover with the humane
international outlook of Wendell Wilkie."
He was among those who influenced Gen.
Eisenhower to run for the presidency in 1952
and !our years later turned aside a movement led by Harold Stassen to make him
vice president. Herter nominated Richard
M. Nixon at the 1956 Republican convention.
After Herter turned down a chance to run
for a third term as governor in 1956, he became undersecretary of state to John Foster
Dulles, succeeding Dulles upon his death.
Herter served as Secretary o! State for 21
of the stormiest months in post-World War
II history. There was the U-2 incident, the
emergence of Communism in Cuba, Nikita
Khrushchev's visit to the United Nations and
riots in Japan which forced President Elsenhower to cancel a proposed visit.
In 1962, he accepted the special trade negotiations post !rom President Kennedy and
had stayed at the post until his death.

N. V. Nelson Hospital Dedication
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
OJ' MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. PHTI...BIN. Mr. Speaker, I was
honored during the recess of Congress
to attend the dedicatory exercises of the
new wing of the Massachusetts Hospital
School for Children at Canton, Mass.,
which was named in honor of my dear,
able, and distinguished friend, Mr. Nils
Hon. Christian A. Herter
V. "Swede" Nelson.
For many years, this great American,
SPEECH
known to very many people in MassachuOJ'
setts and throughout the Nation, has
contributed unselfishly and greatly to
HON. WILLIAM H. BATES
many extremely worthy causes. His ca01' MASSACHUSETTS
reer has indeed been inspiring. OutIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
standing Harvard gridiron star and
coach, a very successful businessman,
Tuesday, February 7, 1967
Mr. BATES. Mr. Speaker, in addition "Swede" Nelson has taken a leading
to what I have already said about our part in many activities for the public
good, for the benefit of our youth, our
late beloved colleague, the Honorable children,
and many other people.
Christian A Herter, I wish to present
It would not be possible for me to rethe following newspaper account:
cite adequately "Swede" Nelson's tre[From the Gloucester {Mass.) Dally Times,
mendous contribution in so many differJan. 3, 1967)
ent fields for community, State, and NaHaTER JoiNED MANcHESTER IN MANY
tion. The dedication of this new hosSUMMER EVENTS
MANCHESTER.-Former Secretary of State pital wing of an institution devoted to
and Massachusetts Governor Christian A. the care and treatment of handicapped
Herter, 71, who died Friday evening at his children in his name springs from Mr.
home in Washington, D.C., was a longtime Nelson's magni:ftcien t, long -sustained,
summer resident of this town. He had a effective work for a group of children
house on Proctor St.
whose welfare, care, and treatment must
Before he became Secretary o! State he always be one of the very strongest comtook part in community activities in the mitments of our society and its enlightsummer, and many residents had a nodding
ened leadership.
acquaintance with him.
The Massachusetts Hospital school is a
One year he was the speaker at the 5oth
anniversary celebration of the Manchester noted institution inaugurated in 1904 by
Club. He has ridden in parades and ap- l:;>r. Edward H. Bradford, a celebrated
peared at many events. ·
Boston physician of proud New EngA five-term congressman before he upset land ancestry. He was the father of outthe Democrat Paul A. Dever in the 1952 standing and very distinguished sons, a
gubernatorial race, Herter was a special aide former, able and distinguished Massato Presidents Kennedy and Johnson on trade
chusetts Governor, the Honorable Robnegotiations since 1962.
The son of ex-patriate artists, he was born ert Bradford; an eminent doctor, Charles
in Paris and graduated from Harvard College. Bradford, a famous specialist; and Mr.
He later helped Herbert Hoover with the Edward Bradford, a very successful busiAmerican Relief Administration following nessman~all powerful exponents of the
World War I.
children's cause and in the forefront of
Widely recognized !or his organizational humane activities.
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"Swede" Nelson has long had very close
ties with this distinguished faznily, originating at Harvard and continuing in
their mutual, very deep interest in working for and helping handicapped children. It would be impossible to estimate
the amount of good that has resulted
from the association of "Swede" Nelson.
the Bradford family, and other dedicated
leaders, who have labored together to
advance the very worthy cause of the
children the new hospital wing will serve
so fittingly.
Throughout the long years, "Swede"
Nelson has devoted himself to this vital
activity with characteristic buoyant
spirit, great ablllty, intensive drive.
tenacity, and telling effect. He has provided strong, inspiring leadership to press
forward with the noble cause of these
children-their proper hospitalization.
care, and treatment with the result that,
thanks to him and his associates, and
the vision and help of the State, in this
hospital the best talents and techniques
have been developed and the finest equiPment, medical care, nursing, and therapy have been developed to attend to
the needs of these young people, wbo
must depend upon great, humane leaders
like "Swede" Nelson, experienced publiC
oiDcials, doctors, nurses, and other dedidcated men and women willing to len
their energies and abilities to this fine
cause.
Much of the life of "Swede" Nelson
has been devoted to helping, guiding and
inspiring our young people, particularlY
those who need special attention, concern and care. He has made these conlftributions without thought of himSe •
without fanfare or display, ,motivated
solely by the desire to do his best f~r
those who so urgently require for tbeil'
comfort and well-being, and sometimes
for their survival, the very things thiS
hospital wing will provide.
I am very happy indeed that the naille
of this great American, humanitarian
and outstanding leader, "Swede" Nelson.
will be perpetuated in the consecrated
work of this hospital for many years to
come, for generations yet unborn, as a
symbol of his nobillty of purpose, hiS
forceful leadership, his spirit of dedication and his love of human beings.
We can all be very grateful that we
have such outstanding, able, humane
leaders like "Swede" Nelson, and those
who labor with him for this lofty cause.
I know that this fine, new hospital thtedeY
serve and its zealous, able, dedica
staff will continue to reflect and exemplify the great concern of our people for
those dearly beloved children whom thiS
great institution will serve and help in
the time to come.
It is most fitting indeed that this beautiful new wing of the hospital should be
named in honor of one of its most articulate and effective servants and chainedpions, our distinguished and belov
friend, great Harvard athlete, recogniZ~d
civic, business, patriotic, and humanitarian leader-Nils V. Nelson.
Since "Swede" is one of my dearest
friends, I know perhaps more than most
other people of the most exceptional contributions he has made to so many superb
causes, and particularly to those persons
in our rnldst who, for one reason or an-
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other, are not always able to help themselves.
Our communities, our great Common~·ealth of Massachusetts, and our Nation
are enriched by courageous, altruistic
leaders like "Swede" Nelson who strive
1n war and in peace-beca~e he is a~
outstanding war veteran too--in so many
fields of endeavor, to strengthen and perfect the foundations of this great, free
government, and to provide such valuable
support, encouragement, and assistance
.to handicapped children, who are, and
Wlll continue to be, so deeply in the
hearts and in the concerns and solicitudes of our fellow Americans of every
race, class. and creed.
With a heart overflowing, with gratitude and pride, I heartily congratulate
lny dear friend, "Swede" Nelson, his gracious and devoted wife, Esther; his lovely
daughter, Natalie; his distinguished sonin-law, George Hill, and his entire family and wish them Godspeed always. All
America may be proud of one of our
foremost, beloved, honored, and dedicated citizens--the great "Swede'' Nelson. :May he long brighten the lives of
our people and serve our children in
~e-ed of his help.
Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent
to revise and extend my remarks, I insert directly following my remarks the
Very impressive, moving speech of my
dear friend, Mr. Nelson, upon this dedicatory occasion and insert therein the
statements and newspaper articles by the
gifted newspaper writers, Mr. "Chick"
Welch, Mr. Fred Murphy, and Mr. James
J. Collins, and the very appropriate and
llnpressive remarks of his close friend
and fellow trustee, the dedicated and
able Mr. Edward Clark.
A large gathering was present and
~ dignitaries were in attendance at
the exercises, among them notable spiritual leaders, including His Beloved ExCellency, Bishop Jeremiah F. Minihan;
llly outstanding and able colleague and
Valued friend,.Hon. JAMEs A. BURKE, who
represents the community where the hosPital. is located; the able, gracious, and
distinguished Governor of the CommonWealth, His Excellency John Volpe; and
tnany other outstanding leaders from
every walk of life.
Mr. Speaker, tinder unanimous consent
I insert as part of my remarks a number
or articles, comments, and other materials touching on this memorable oc-

children could have a completely happy life.
This hospital school was founded by Dr.
Edward Bra!ord so that education, convalescence, and rehabilitation could all proceed together. Through the outstanding
leadership of Dr. Brayton, we are accredited
by all the colleges, and no other institution
in the country has a secondary school llke

ours.

As our fine directors, Dr. Carrol and Dr.
Foley will confirm, the introspective remarkable skill of all our great doctors, teachers
and nurses has not only brought light to
dark places, but they have rehabilitated 98%
of our wonderful children. Many students
go to college and many also follow very use, ful occupations. Their achievements would
compare with secondary schools anywhere.
I would like to pay tribute to Col. John
Donovan, of blessed memory, whom I
coached at Harvard. John never took a backward step. He was chairman of the board
for 10 years, he worked hard to improve,
encourage and help our handicapped children whotn he loved. We shall always miss
him.
Miss Brickett, Miss Drummond, Miss Anderson, Miss Johnson and Mrs. Ellery have
helped so much in our hospital school family. And there are many others; however,
we cannot forget our gardener, Mr. Dodd,
who keeps this place beautiful.
I have so many nice folks to thank, my
friends, the trustees, it is a real pleasur.e
to work with them. They are simply great.
Many thanks also to a fine doctor, Dr.
Charles Bradford, a distinguished scholar
and athlete. His brother Edward and Governor Robert Bradford are Just like him.
Charlie, the Gridiron Club executive board,
and the club presented this oil paintingit doesn't look like Cary Grant, but it certainly looks like me. I will never forget
what the Gridiron Club has done fqr me.
All you nice folks were very kind to drop
by and visit with us, my good friends, Governor Volpe, and my former roommate and
teammate, Congressman Philbin-you were
both very nice to come.
All of, us are very proud to be a small part
of this dedicated hospital school. My pride
is so great in this honor that probably nothing in my life could have made me so supremely grateful. Esther, Natalie, Red Hill,
and our six grandchildren all share this pride
and gratitude.
To this little family, my dear mother and
dad, and my good friends, many of whom
are here, I owe all the good things that have
ever happened to me.
If my humble efforts have helped, it is
only because of the tradition set by Dr.
Bradford. All these doctors, nurses, teachers, trustees and helpers have been as one
great team, of which we have all been a part.
Our immortal, inspirational leader, Dr.
Bradford, and all those who have followed,
truly believe we get along by helping each
~asion:
other.
REMARKS OJ' :Ma. NILS V. NELSON,
Finally, you wonderful boys and girls, who
OCTOBER 27, 1966
have made this day so happy for me and all
of
us-you are among the finest young folks
Gove-rnor John A. Volpe, my fellow members of the board of trustees, Dr. Norton, Dr. in all the world.
Love stm makes the world go . round, and
Ciani, Dr. Cowin, and Ed Clark-all the reverend clergy, Father McCann, Father Morgan, I am sure our Maker with his infinite wisdom
Rabbi Mann, Reverend Little, and my life- will always watch over our children.
I used to think that athletes had the
long friends, your excellency Bishop Jertgreatest courage, but let me assure you that
nliah J.llnihan, and Rev. Matthew Coughlin;
the
sublimest courage is found in the bravery
Dr. Carrol, Dr. Foley, Dr. Charles Bradford,
Dr. Brayton, all you loyal members of the of a staunch soul-of a handicapped child.
Bless all of you for what you have done to
hospital school, and you wonderful chUdren,
my old friends from the Gridiron Club and help make this hospital school for crippled
West End House, my great teammate, Con- children the finest in the greatest country
gressman Phil Philbin, my family, lovely in the world, these United States.
My appreciative thanks are without limit.
ladies, friends and neighbors.
Words are inadequate to express the over- I am forever grateful.
\\"helming gratitude I have for this great
REMARKS OF HON. EDWARD CLARK
honor, to have my name associated with the
lrnrnortal Dr. Edward H. Braford, who In
We gather today to dedicate a new hos1904, with tremendous vision and a. great pital, increasing the facilities of this great
love for handicapped children, established hospital school here at Canton and though
this great hospital school so these blessed this addition to our facilities we shall be
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able to greatly Increase the services and care
ot the children entrusted to our care and
of whom we are so proud.
But the dedication goes far beyond our
services as rendered. We are gathered also
to honor a man of outstanding qualities, a
nia.n of greatness, who is known and loved
by all who meet him and call him friend.
The recipient of today's honor is a gentlemen in every sense of the word, a self-mnde
man whose deeds have been known, recited
and recorded in the Congress of the United
States and its CONGRESSIONAL RECORD on not
one but three occasions.
When appointed a trustee of this great
hospital school, I considered it to be a great
honor to be associated with our guest of
honor. Little did I know of the tremendous
lessons I was to learn from his example. The
very way he conducts his every dny life and
the humility he shows at all times, are an
inspiration for all, and the devotion he shows
to the children of this school is in itself a
tribute to him. On many occasions I have
heard him say, "If it be for the best interest
of the children and for the good of the children then we should vote for it. For that is
our purpose as trustees."
This great man is as considerate of the
poor as he is of the wealthy, as considerate
of the worker as he is of the administrator
and as considerate of the ward attendan.t as
he is of the s1,1perintendent. This man makes
no distinction between men because of race,
creed, or color and is at all times ready and
willing to assist his fellow man.
I am most grateful, and I shall cherish
always the years of association and years
that it has been my privilege to serve as
his brother trustee.
Long before the ecumenical spirit was
thrust into prominence, this great man whom
we honor today was a walking example and
practiced the precepts of that spirit ln his
everyday life. It is therefore most appropriate and fitting that we today dedicate
this beautiful building in his name, rewarding 25 years of faithful and devoted servi~
to this hospital school. It is an honor truly
deserved.
Ladies and gentlemen assembled here today on this memorable occasion may I present to you a gentleman, the type of man
you are honored to know once in a lifetime:
Mr. Nils V. "Swede" Nelson.
HOSPITAL WINO DEDICATED IN CANTON:
"SWEDE" NELSON SALUTES COURAGE OF
CHILDREN
(By Fred Murphy)
It was a big day for a big man y~sterday
when the new wing of the Massachusetts
Hospital School .in Canton was dedicated the
Nils V. Nelson Building in honor of the Harvard football star and coach.
"Nothing else could have made me so supremely happy," Swede Nelson told the 400
friends attending the dedication ceremonies.
"Words are inadequate. to express my gratitude at having my name associated with Dr.
Edward H. Bradford who established this
hospital school in 1904."
Referring to the many crippled youngsters
ln the audience, Nelson said he once thought
the best brand of courage was found on the
athletic field.
"But I know now that real courage is
found in the hearts and minds of these
handicapped children."
The new wing adds 80 beds to the hospital's previous 177-bed capacity.
The $2.5-mill1on wing is equipped with
two surgical suites, complete operating
rooms, with the latest electrocardiogram
anesthesia and x-ray units.
The new building also includes speech and
occupational therapy rooms, clinics, a medical library and administrative offices.
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Gov. Volpe, said the wing was rightful
tribute to an outstanding citizen.
"You a.re honoring yourselves, when you
honor Swede Nelson •.. a gentleman a.mong
gentlellllen."
•
Another dedication epeaker, hospital
trustee Edward T. Clark, descril:led Nelson
as one of the greater men of our times:
"Long before the ecumenical spirit was
thrust Into prominence, Swede was a living
exa.mple of that way of life."
Others attending the ceremony were U.S.
Reps. James Burke and Philip Philbin, the
Most Rev. Jeremiah F. Minihan and members
of the Gridtron Club, of which Nelson is
past president.
f2.5-MILLION BUILDING IN CANTON: NEW
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL WING
One of the world's most famous facilities
for handicapped youngsters, the Massachusette Hospital SChool for Crippled Chll. d.ren in Canton dedicates an addition tomorrow.
The $2.5-million Nils V. Nelson Building is
named in honor of Harvard's famed football
star and ooa.ch, Swede Nelson, who is serving
hls 25th year as trustee or the school.
Swede wlll be on hand for the ceremonies
tomorrow afternoon, along with members of
the Gridiron Club of Greater Boston, of
which Nelson Is a past president.
Gov. Volpe will be principal speaker.
The wing adds 80 needed beds to the Bradford Hospital, founded in 1904 by Dr. Charles
H. Bradford, father of former Gov. Robert
F. Bradford.
Twelve of the beds will be cribs and will
facilitate the hospital-school's new policy of
accepting crippled infants. All of the medical and therapy facilities will permit treatment at a very early age.
Up to now, the state-supported hospital
school accepted physically handicapped
children from kindergarten age through high
school.
CUrrently the school's 150 youngsters are
receiving education and rehabilitation to
overcome their handicaps.
The school has many successful graduates,
including doctors, teachers, artists, lawyers,
end adm1nistrators.
"Ninety-three per cent of our graduates
become self-supporting," school officials
proudly announce.
"Fifty per cent complete their high school
education here and go to higher learning, the
others directly to jobs in industry and

Nils V. (Swede) Nelson, the World's Greatest
Sportsman, last Thursday, on a sundrenched
afternoon, "one in a. million" for this time of
the year was, an affair that everyone who
ever knew Mr. Nelson should have witnessed.
We always felt that the wonderful "Swede"
missed-his-ca111ng, because so help us,
Thursday afternoon whlle holding his audience in the palm of-his-hand, he had nearly
everyone present laughing hilariously one
minut;e and weeping unashamedly the next.
He would have been a "natural" on tlie
stage should he or one of his friends who
are legion, directed his many talents to the
footlights where people would never have
tired of listening to him. Here's a .w onderful
personage everyone who knows him wishes
could live forever; his equal as a goodwill-dispenser may not come along in the
next 100 years and, perchance, as the poets
say, For Aye! Lest the caption to this article be disconcerting in a. manner of speaking Nils V. is as American-AU-American like
the Olympics Billy Mills (USMC), the Stage
and Screen's Bob Hope, Casey Stengel, and
the late Pres. John Kennedy and the Garden's Walter Brown all rolled into one.
Canton for the specially privileged children
Signor Nelson predicted that Harvard would
go all the way 1f the team continued to give
their two year Eye talian backs running
room.

NELSON WIT, ENERGY CITED AT DEDICATION
(By James J. Collins)
CANTON.-8wede Nelson, whose wit and
wisdom have extolled many another personage, stood quietly with head bowed as others
lauded his personal dedication and energy
in community service here Thursday.
Dedicating the NUs V. Nelson Memorial
Wing of the Massachusetts Hospital SChool,
Gov. John A. Volpe praised Nelson and his
work for the hospital school.
The school offers specialized medlcal care
and training for educational careers to physically handicapped students. It was a fitting
tribute to Nelson who this year marks a. quarter of a century as a. school trustee. During
that time he has given generously of his
time and resources to expand and update
facllities at the Canton complex.
Joining in the tribute were Cong. James
A. Burke and Philip Philbin, Most Rev. Jeremiah Minihan, auxiliary bishop of the Boston
Archdiocese, and scores of legislators.
Gov. Volpe noted that Nelson is "one of
our
most distinguished citizens. In honoring
business."
him
we are honoring ourselves. He is and
Many of the patients are able to get to
their classrooms on' crutches, in wheelchairs has always been a gentleman among gentlemen.
'
or on litters.
"Today we take a great step forward. How
Some can't be moved from their beds, so
a new dimension was added last year to rightfully proud our guest of honor must be.
enable the classrooms to come to them by Through his example may we be dedicated
to public serVice and public trust."
way of television.
Other speakers included Dr. John J. CarThe wing, in addition to the additional
beds and cribs, will house two operating roll, superintendent of the hospital school;
rooms, a therapy center, a. pharm~y and Dr. Alfred F. Frechette, commissioner of the
state Department of Public Health. Nelson
other fac11ities.
Dr. John Carroll. school director said the himself once more proved to be a delightful
operating rooms will permit corrective sur- raconteur.
Prayers. were offered by Rev. Leo J. Mccann,
gery on infants to ward off some of the cripCatholic chaplain; Rabbi Jacob Mann, and
pling effects of their infirmity.
Commenting on why the new wing was Rev. Timothy H. Little, Protestant chaplain.
The new $2.5 million wing increases the
named in honor of Swede Nelson, Dr. Carroll said, "He has been a wonderful person. bed capacity by 77. It is equipped with two
He has represented the school as trustee for surgical suites with special facilities for
25 years and has been instrumental in physicians, nurses, and attendants.
getting many of the facillties we needed."
It contains three and six-room wards, administrative offices, lobby and reception areas,
and
specialized rooms for X-ray, plaster
[From the Nattick (Mass.) Herald, Nov. 1,
casts, a. blood bank, and recovery room.
1966]
In addition to the surgical and medical
STIRRING ThmUTE TO "NORSEl\U.N"
services and its education progra.m supervised
(By Chick Welch)
by Dr. Margaret Brayton .the hospital school
Naming the Crippled Children's Hospital- proVides for special postgraduate training
School at Canton after the one-and-only courses beyond the high school level.
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Battle of Grand Canyon

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CRAIG HOSMER
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Speaker, d~
the period between the 89th and 90th
Congresses an article appeared 1n per
Se magazine's winter issue 1n which I
had the opportunity to detail some of the
attitudes in California and elsewhere
along with my own views on the need tor
regional development of the Colorado
River Basin water resources. For the
purposes of the RECORD, I have asked and
been granted unanlm..ous permission that
the article be reproduced:

THE BA'ITLE OF GRAND CANYON
(By Hon. CRAIG HOSMER)
In Hollywood's Wild West it's easy to spot
the good guys: they all wear white hats. Ill
toda.y's real West it isn't so easy. A gigantiC
water battle rages and both sides deck themselves out in the white of righteousness. Tbe
result is confusion, particularly 1n Congress
where the struggle focuses.
The battle and its issUes a.re WTapped uP
in H.R. 4671, a bill to authorize spendlng
$1.7 billion to build the COlorado River Basin
Project, latest of many multi-purpose western water and power projects. It will benefit seven states and affect a. vast a.rea of approximately 242,000 square miles--about onetwelfth of the continental United StateS·
Mexico, our neighbor to the south, has a
stake in it too; for the lower reaches of the
COlorado wind through that country to tbe
Gulf of Oallfornia.
The project's proponents a.re the responsible water officials of Utah, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Nevada., Arizona and california..
F~ed
with spectacularly rising
population curves and burgeoning new demands for municipal, industrial and agricultural water, they foresee a. bleak future of
drought and economic stagnation unless H.R.
4671 is enacted. Further, they see in the
revenues from the two proposed power dalllB
a. practical means to price water within reasonable relationship to its users' ability to
pay. Dams of this kind have been an integral element of western water development
ever since the Reclamation Act was enacted
in 1902 under sponsorship of Theodore
Roosevelt's Adminlstration.
The project's opponents are conservation
groups spearheaded by the prestigious san
Francisco-based Sierra. Club. They have
taken dead aim on the dams, which theY
charge are unnecessary, will inundate Grand
Canyon, generally ruin the area's natural
state and set a precedent for the invasion of
all national parks and wildlife a.reas.
Basic to this battle is the conflict which
inescapably occurs when a dynamic, expanding society reaches physical circumstances
tendlng to contain it. For centuries the
consequence in Europe has been bloody wars.
In America has been water wars. To the opponents, the issue now at stake is conservation and a. place for man to commune with
nature and to play. To the proponents, a
pl~e for man to play comes second to a
pl~e for man to live-and water is vital to
life.
The current battle is only the latest in a
century-long series of water wars dotting the
history of the arid west. Pioneers turned to
the Colorado's waters for their needs, when
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the states involved :flrst were settled. By the
~w o! the West, water app.ropriation for
beneficial consumptive use" creates a right
to continue that use indefinitely against subsequent appropriators. While the land retnained sparsely settled water rivalries arose
on a local basis. Later, as population increased, more rapidly growing states-particUlarly the southern section of California-began appropriating uses o! the Colorado'a
Water at a rate alarming to the others. Adolescent California, it was feared, would lay
Claim to a lion's share by p.rior appropriation
before maturity in other states would grant
thern their rights. Local rivalries ripened
to interstate contests.
Defense a<:tions by California's neighbors
took the form o! blocking her reclamation
Projects in the Senate. Their success hinged
on the fact that smallness of a state's population does not dilute its political power
in that body. Senators from the Upper Colo~do River Basin states of Wyoming, Utah.
ew Mexico and Colorado ganged up witli
Arizona's and Nevada's to outvote the two
frorn · California, the other Lower Basin
Partner.
Not until 1922 was the impasse partly
broken by a seven-state Colorado River Basin
cornpa.ct negotiated at Santa Fe, N.M., under
!ntidance of Herbert Hoover, recently returned from Europe as post-World I food
reuer cza.r. The compa.ct did not divide the
Colorado''\ water among the states but between the Upper and Lower Basins, with the
divicUng line at Lee Ferry in Northern Arizona. It lett to the respective states the
fbe'llrtber task o! allocating basin entitlementa
tween them.
The compa.ct was written in "acre-foot"
terminology-an amount of water covering
an acre of land to a depth of one foot,
:roughly 325,900 gallons. Along with other
P!'otlsions, it gave each basin a right to benefictai consumptive use of 7Y2 million acreizeet annually. The Lower Basin was authored to increase its use by 1 million acre~et per year i! surplus water was available.
ater to which Mexico might be entitled
(and. the amount was assumed to be small)
\Vaa to be deducted first from the surplus
and then equally from each basin's allocation. With this exception the basins now
Were freed to appropriate permanently beneficial consumptive uses up to the limits of
the compact and, on a temporary basis, take
'Water in excess of that amount untU uses
ln. the other basin required its retention.
The slower developing Upper Basin was pro~ectect against the fast developing Lower
astn exemplified by California.
Without the pressure o! rapid growth and
expansion during the 1920-1950 period, the
Upper Basin could move leisurely and amicably to an agreement in 1948 dividing up
tbetr water.
.
The situation was quite different to the
south. Arid Southern California desperately
Wanted the Boulder Canyon Project based
on Hoov~r Dam. It wanted large-scale imPortation of Colorado River water to its
coastal plain via a massive aqueduct planned
by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern Caillornia. Arizona wanted none of this.
Its strategy was to throw every possible roadblock against acquisition of water rights by
the growing giant next door. It refused even
to ratify the 1922 agreement. It declined
to agree on a division of Lower Basin water.
In Congress it fought a bitter delaying action against the Boulder Canyon Project Act,
first introduced in 1922, and stalled from
Passage until 1928.
Congress, wearied of the running ArizonaCalifornia. feud, determined by that Act to
settle it. It said thht before Hoover Dam
could be started, California must renounce
au claims to over 4.4 million acre-feet annually of Colorado River water, plus one-half
of surplus waters, i! any. A 2.8 million acrefeet allocation was suggested for Arizona
and 300.000 acre-feet for Nevada.. In 1929

the California legislature agreed to the limitation. Construction of Hoover Dam at last
began in 1930, despite threats by Arizona's
governor ·to call out his National Guard and
stop the ground-breaking. It was not until
1944 that Arizona reluctantly ratified the
Santa Fe Compact in order to sign a contract
with the Department of the Interior for its
stipulated 2.8 million acre-feet of water.
During that same World War II year, 1944,
a. treaty with Mexico was ratlfied giving it a
surprisingly large 1.5 million acre-feet of the
Colorado's water annually. The actual burden of this treaty is not 1.5, but approximately 1.8 mtllton acre-feet to account for
water lost through evaporation and r.egulatlon of the deli very to Mexico.
By itself, the superimposed Mexican Treaty
burden was an unexpected but not staggering blow. Taken with more complete data
on the Colorado River's actual water supply
accumulated following the 1922 Compact, it
ran up a life-sized red warning :flag. The
Santa Fe negotiators, it turned out, had divided up more water than the river supplied.
This deficit now was to be augmented further by the imposing treaty burden. The gap
between water expectations and water realizations of the states was staggering. In
short, the water-bankruptcy of the river became clear and certain.
The seeds of violent controversy between
the states along its· banks again were sown.
This time the mere division o! an assumed
water sufficiency was not the issue~ The dispute transmuted to a dreaded responsibility
to allocate a frightening deficiency. Arizona
moved quickly in 1946 to insulate itself from
any allocation of the deficiency by introducing bills in Congress for the Central Arizona
Project measured by the state's full 2.8 million acre-feet claim, undepleted by any shortages in supply.
California. and others
countermoved by stalling the bills. Frustrated in Congress, Arizona moved its .battle
to a new arena in 1952. It filed suit against
California in the Supreme Court to enforce
it hopes and desires.
The Court rendered its decision in 1963.
It refused to consider the question o! deficits. That hot potato was tossed ba.ck to
the Secretary of the Interior and Congress.
In the process, California's 4.4 million acrefeet paper allocation of water was confirmed.
The Court further decreed that the considerable water of an Arizona tributary of the
Colorado the Gila River, need not be counted
against Arizona's 2.8 million acre-feet paper
allocation. This was a bitter blow , to Caltfornia, as it meant--in practical effect--the
Colorado River's deficit was not to be lessened by tho Gila's estimated 1.75 million
acre-feet :flow.
Anticipating the possibility of a dismal
day in court, California fought hard during
the mid-1950's to delay legislation sought by
the Upper Basin states to approach their
Compact entitlements of Colorado River
water. Water rights and compacts to the
contrary, California theorized that as long
as water :flowed down the river it was not
held upstream and consequently was available for use in existing California projects.
She gained four years, delaying passage of
the Upper Basin's Colorado River Storage
Project until 1956.
This contest marked the beginning of the
current truce on bickering between the river
states. It became apparent to California,
as well as to the others, that fighting between themselves offered no real solution
to the basic problem common to all: waterbankruptcy of the river. Each passing year
had brought a closer realization that the
river's water ledger must be brought out of
the red by a substantial augmentation of
water supply. Within 20 years the actual
water to meet California's 4.4 million acrefeet entitlement will not be :flowing due to
new uses upstream. Should the Central
Arizona Project be built, its situation will be
the same. Only a little farther in the future
will the same consequences plague Upper
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Basin states. Their entitlement by the Compact may meet their needs, but water actu-

ally available will not.
Although the seven Colorado River states
may agree on little else, all are now conVinced that a dire future o! drought can be
avoided by augmentation of their river
basin's deficit water supply through "importation !rom sources outside the natural
drainage basins of the Southwest. desalination, weather modification, and other means,"
as H.R. 4671 provides. To the complete satisfaction of each, the btll calls for studies and
reports on feasible means for augmentation.
Of equal importance, and to help pay the
cost, the bill authorizes .Marble Canyon and
Hualapai (formerly Bridge Canyon) Dams,
whose hydro electric revenues, when combined with Hoover, Parker and Davis Dams
and other project-income, are expected in
75 years to pay all interest and pile up
$2.14 billion net revenues to help pay for
augmentation schemes. The two new dams
account for $1.2 billion of this total. Additionally, it allocates to the U.S. Treasury
(rather than Colorado River revenues) the
cost of the first 1.5 mllllon acre-feet of
augmentation by declaring the Mexican
Treaty burden a national obligation. The
1 million balance of the first 2.5 million
acre-feet per year is to be repaid !rom the
proposed dams. These are the mechanics by
which water augmentation-whether by
"importation. desalination, weather modification, or other means"-becomes financially feasible.
The bill includes other features acceptable
to all seven states by way of give-and-take
compromises, such as:
Authorization of the Central Arizona
Project for Arizona.
Authorization of five new participating
projects for the Upper Basin.
Extension of water augmentation studies
to include such far-away locations as West
Texas and Western Kansas.
A guarantee to California that calculation
and allocation o! the river's water deficit will
respect her claim to 4.4 million acre-feet.
A provision guaranteeing first claim to the
areas of origin of water imported from them.
Establishment of a National Water Comm,Ission, which powerful members of the
Senate held as ransom for even considering
the bill.
Despite the area-of-origin protective
clause, states of the Pa.cific Northwest-Washington. Oregon, Idaho and Montanaviolently oppose the legislation. Such opposition is somewhat understandable in
context of these states' amply generous water supply. They have not studied 1t carefully in relation to possible future needs
based on expansion during the decades
ahead. They don't want to take any chances
on unknowns. Further, their numerous
Congressmen, Senators. Governors and
candidates for omce at all levels find mounting ll crusade "to save the Northwest's water
from greedy California'' is much more productive at the polls than debating more controversial issues.
Less understandable is the violently emotional opposition by the Sierra Club and its
allies in hitherto responsible and respected
groups, the wild charges that Grand Canyon
will be "inundated," ":flooded" and "ruined''
tend to be believed by millions, who picture
a total olillteration of this priceless national
scenic heritage. I! this were true, public
outrage would be justified. Plans for dams
which would bring such an end to the Grand
Canyon should be burned like a leper's rags.
But the charges are not true. Marble
Canyon and Hualapai Dams will do no such
thing. Grand Canyon National Park will
not be inundated. It will not be :flooded.
It will not be ruined.
The effect on the Canyon will be minimal
and then only at locations inaccessible to all
but a hardy and adventurous few possessing
money, strength and stamina to play at the
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dangerous game of shoot-the-rapids. Such
adventurers are so small in numbers that in
all recorded history less than 2000 have
played it and seen the scenes the Sierra
Club is unwilling to allow modified in exchange !or water for perhaps 50,000,000
people by the year 19DO.
The truth is that under authority of H.R.
4671, Marble Canyon Dam will be built 13
miles 'upstream from Grand Canyon National
Park and nearly four times that distance
from the traditional SOuth Rim observation
points. It wont atrect the "wild river" below
because the river ceased to be "wild" when
Glen Canyon Dam, upstream from Marble,
began storing water-as much water as Lake
Mead. Marble Canyon Dam will simply generate power, and money, with the water that
Glen regulates and releases. Hualapai Dam
will be built 80.3 miles downstream from the
western border of the Park and 149.5 river
miles from the South Rim. Even the recreation lake created by Hualapai will be 55.5
miles from the SOuth Rim. True, this lake
at its tip will border the Park for 13 miles.
It will be 89 feet deep within a narrow inner
gorge, which the general public never sees or
visits. It first touches a boundary of the
Park, dwindling to nothing 13 miles upstream, still a.t a boundary. The canyon
walls in this area are more than 8000 feet
high. The ratio of 89 to 8000 Is about that
of the thickness of a brief case, lying fiat
on the fioor, to the height of a usual ceiling.
In length the 18 miles of the canyon bottom
(now inaccessl'ble} that would be made visible from the new lake bears about the same
ratio to the length of the river In the Park
as the length of the brief case bears to the
length of an average living room.
As to relative volume, the ratio of the
lake's llttle puddle to the vast emptiness of
the canyon overyling it is too small to be
calculated-a minuscule traction of one percent. A veritable drop in the bucket. To
say that this will "ruin," "inundate" and
"fiood" Grand Canyon National Park, as the
Sierra ciub alleged in paid advertisements
in the New York Times and Washington
Post, deserves the reply made in the Post's
editorial of July 14, " . . . It 1s plain nonsense to speak of this proposed minor change
1n the Park as ruining the Grand Canyon."
No dams or lakes will be visible from any
easlly accessible public observation point
anywhere in Grand Canyon National Park.
The Colorado River will flow, as it does now,
through 104 miles of the interior of Grand
Canyon National Park-just as the Act of
Congress of 1919 which created Grand
Canyon National Park contemplated by providing specifically for hydroelectric development in or along its borders.
The Sierra Club, having lost all perspective
for any view but its own, has elected to accomplish its allegedly conservationist goal
by destroying one of the most delicatelystructured compromises ever placed before
Congress. It has decreed that H.R. 4671 shall
be gutted by striking out everything after
its enacting clause and substituting language
authorizing only the old, original Central
Arizona Project.
Conservationists tacitly admit their case
against the dams 1s weak. They make their
fight not so much for Grand canyon as for
general principle, explained by one of them,
Pro!. Richard C. Bradley of Colorado College: " . . . If they (the conservationists)
lose Grand Canyon it is doubtful that they
could ever win anywhere else. Every one of
our national parks has reservoir basins, marketable timber, mineral resources, or motel
sites. Next time the promoters will have the
added weapon of 'precedent,' because of the
decision on Grand Canyon •.. ".
Prof. Bradley and his colleagues can point
to no specific threats to any park. They are
oblivious to the West's water needs. They
have forgotten such already-existing "precedents'' as beautiful Jackson Lake and Dam
in Grand Teton National Park, and glisten-
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ing Sherburne Lake a.nd Dam in Glacier mated price would not be a barrier to mat'"
National Park. There's also Fontana Lake keting such power."
and Dam which now abuts Great Smoky
Alex Radin, general manager of the Ameri'"
National Park in the same manner the pro- can Public Power Association representlDg
posed Hual~tpai Lake will border a far bound- more than 1,400 municipal and other publiC'"
a;ry of Grand Canyon National Park. All of ly-owned electrical systems, last JanuarY
these lakes arc being visited yearly by mil- wrote: "By 1980, population gain and asso-llons, who can testify these waters have en- elated production increases will swell t)le
hanced-not ruined-the scenic surround- need for peaking power from the present ~O
ings.
million kilowatts to more than 50 mUllOIL
There can be but two alternative results of Power dams at Bridge Canyon and at Marble
this battle. If good sense prevails, the bill Canyon would contribute 2 million kilowattS·
will pass and the West will have water. I! a very welcome and valuable help to the local
the Sierra Club's campaign succeeds, there and national economies."
wlll be disnstrous and lasting water shortOn May 27, in a letter to Rep. Job?
age throughout one-twelfth of the U.S. Schmidhauser, Radin also wrote, " . . . pncontinent.
tor
Irrelevantly, and in either event, Grand vate utilities are building, and applying a1
licenses to build, a number of convention
canyon National Park remains· essentially hydroelectric plants. In 1965 , there were
unchanged.
With the dams, the Canyon will stay as it 46% more applications filed with the Feders.l
dfO
now is with this exception only: a narrow Power Commission for non-Federal hY 10
lake, about the width of a football field, ex- power sites than the average of the last
tending 13 miles along the northwest border years."
of the Park. Just how this coUld ruin an
1\!anagers of electri~al utilities are not
area nearly as big as the State of Rhode ish with their investment funds. In rae •
Island 1s inexplicable.
several applications by power utilities
As a Westerner, I am particularly con- build each of these dams are temporar
cerned that this position of a usually respon- _ tabled by the Federal Power Comm~io:;;
sible private club does not wreck H.R. 4671. Congress voted to hold private llcensmg e
Down the drain with the wreckage will go abeyance until next January 1 to allow tun
the water future of my own ·and six neigh- for Congressional decision on H.R. 4671. Ne:
boring states. Funds will not be available year the FPC can license the dams if eongretlt
to augment the Colorado River's inadequate has not done so. Should this occur, pro
water supply. Even studies aimed at water from power sales will not go to the U.8.·
augmentation will be scrapped, and so will Treasury to help pay for this water project
relief from the Mexican Treaty burden. Art- and future progress. They will go to tbe
zona does not ask for prostitution of the power companies.
legislation to a parochial central Arizona
The National Rural Electric Cooperatives
project by the elimination of these features, Association also has investigated the ec~;
which make it a regional plan valuable to all nomics of H.R. 4671. Last July, this bO l
seven states. Since Arizona does not ask advised its members to express themselves
that California or her other sister states to Congressmen in favor of the bill, which
commit hara-kiri, why should the Sierra "would provide billions of gallons of tres~
Club?
water for the southwestern desert states an
Because, it says, the dams aren't needed to some 2,000 megawatts of low-cost hydr~!~;
pay for the Central Arizona feature; and if tric power," saying it did so because t
money is needed for anything else, it can Sierra Club, and other preservationiSt orcome from alternatives to the dams, such ganlzations, have moblUzed a nation-wldje
as:
effort to kill the Colorado River Basin Pro Selling around 100,000 acre-feet a year the ect . . ."
Club contends will evaporate from the new
As a Californian, I am further concerned
lakes. (The water only could be sold for an with the Sierra Club's "Central Arizona projinslgniflcant profit in relation to the dam's ect only" rum-flam because it tosses aside
$1.2 billion.}
my own state's hard-won provision in tbe
Building nuclear or coal-fired power plants bill that the Lower Basin burden of possible
someplace else to raise the money. (This is water deficits be borne first by the new Arl~
a bald invitation for the Government to go zona Project. It requires diversions for ~
into the power business and plunge the project be reduced to the extent neceSStul
whole project into the much larger private- to protect other existing, long-operating projversus-public power struggle; as a "prece- ects in Arizona, California and Nevada. pe-dent" is suggests the Government build spite this, California's protection is not un;
power plants everywhere as an alternative to limited. Her prior right still is held to 4...
raising taxes.}
million acre-feet yearly because she agreed
Taking the $700 million construction cost to that in 1929, Further, the protection
of the dams and lending it out over the Ute continues only until works are completed to
of the project to earn the $1.2 billion. (The augment, by 2.5 million acre-feet annuall~·
Government's profit would be the difference th c 0 1 d 0 •
1
Th Si
clubs
between the interest it pays and what it ree
ora s supp y.
e
erra
.... ,..
bill-gutting maneuver would strike out tuPO
ceives, less other expenses of the money- protection for 10 million southern Californ
lending business-probably less than half ans dependent on the Colorado River. <~1
that of the dams.}
would authorize the water-using Cenu .....1
The Sierra Club contends that, in any Arizona project anyhow, thereby imposing
event, the dams just will not make the an even greater probability of deficit on tbe
amount of money estimated. Its witnesses River.
before the House Interior and Insular Affairs
Adding insult to injury, the Sierra Club'&
Committee said the power could not be sold. deleting of both dams will place the wt:C::~
None of them were public ut111ty economists. burden of subsidizing the new cenu ...
The real experts 1n the subject speak Arizona Project on Hoover, Davis and Parker
differently.
Dams-that is, on the users of power proBureau of Reclamation engineers and duced by these dams. They would have to
economists gave the Committee details of pay higher power rates to replace lost
their comprehensive studies of project power Hualapai and Marble Revenues. IronicallY•
markets and revenues, refuting the Club.
these users princt:pally are the Metropolitan
A. H. Forman, executive vice president of Water District of Southern California, L05
Arizona Public Service Co., an investor- Angeles Department of Water and power,
owned utility, stated " ... the available mar- SOuthern California Edison Company al'l~
ket can easily absorb these quantities (of the Imperial Irrigation District. They woul
hydropower) by .the time the dams are oon- pick up the tab. Metropolitan is the biggest
structed . • . It is indicated that the esti- single bill-payer at Hoover Dam, paying as
mated rate for peaking power from these much as Arizona and Nevada combined. 'I'll 8
dams would be competitive .•. and the esti- Sierra Club commands California's power

root;
ri,

t;
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Users to pay higher rates to su~idize a
Project which takes water away !rom them!
In a more general vein, conservationists
Objections tO the dams raise the issue of
Whether the outdoors a.re to be reserved !or
enjoyment by a few or opened for the enjoylll.ent o! many. The National Geo_graphie
lll.aga.zJ.ne for July 1966 contains an article
by the Director o! the National Park Service
about the population pressures on the National Parks. It is illustrated by breath~ pictures o! Lake Powell, and o! Rainbow Bridge, so despised by the Sierra Club.
Secretary Udall is quoted as predicting that
in a. few years reservations, months ahead,
lll.ay be necessary for overnight visitors to
stay in Grand Canyon National Park. More
recreation areas, like Lake Mead, Lake Powell
and La.k e Hualapai, must be created to relieve the population pressures on national
Parks like Grand canyon. It is a fine thing
to be pro-nature, but to do so it is not necessary to be anti-water. That is about the
stance to which the Sierra Club's hysterical
campaign has reduced the once respected
organtzation.
Senator Frank Moss o! Utah told his colleagues last June o! the pleasure he had as a
Day Scout in the canyon o! the Colorado
above Glen Canyon, where he rafted down
&n.d camped beside the muddy torrent. He
Bald he then could not get into side canyons,
nor could he see the great escarpments and
buttes set back at a distance from the water.
Since Lake Powell has filled Glen Canyon
Dam, the Senator has gone back to the places
Of his youthful frustrations. Now he finds,
he says, a myriad thrilling by-ways to exPlore, ruins of ancient dwellings o! Indians,
and "best o! all, there are the reflections o!
au this beauty to be seen in the clear, blue
\Vaters o! the lake ... The Glen Canyon story
\V1ll be repeated in Marble and Bridge CanYons once the dams are built."
Incidentally, the effect of Glen Canyon
Dam has been to cool as well as clarify the
\Vater impounded in Lake Powell behind it.
In the now cooled stream below the dam
there are trout to be caught in great numbers. In the turbid torrent previously there,
Only a !ew trash fish could live. The effects
below Marble and Hualapai dams will be
&bnnar.
The lonely Hualapai Indian tribe wa.n ts a
<la.m a.t Bridge Canyon, and they want it
Called Hualapai Dam. On the la.ke, which
\Vill border their reservation, they plan to
bUild marinas, parks and campsites to earn
a better living. Hualapais are now isolated
in their wilderness and impoverished. FamUy incomes average less than $1,500 a. year.
Por these Indians, the dam represents hope
for a better life. In their way, they get as
emotional on the subject as any member o!
the Sierra Club. They know Thoreau chose
Penury to live at Walden Pond, but they have
had enough of penury. And they · respect
Thoreau, who went to live his wilderness
ideal without forcing others to share his
austerity.
There was a time when the Sierra Club,
too, respected the man's philosophy. But a
new, rec'kless breed of leadership has taken
hold of that organization. Using the flimsy
Pretext of saving the wilderness, it is attempting to thrust its monastic views upon a
lll.isinformed public, blocking orderly resource development for private political
advantage.
·
Who shall triumph? The few or the
lll.any? The choice seems so clear as to make
the question rhetorical. But this is an election year and there are many considerations
to cloud the principal issue. When talk of
"economy" grows louder in Capitol corridors,
When the strength of the opposition is unfathomable, when voters are in a protesting
lll.OOd, men in public otnce oftentimes find
Prudence in forsaking statesmanship for
survival. It is a human frailty as old as
P<>litics.
Perhaps the question will not be resolved

a.t all this year. It is impossible to predict
a.t this writing. There is no escaping the
undeniable !act that the dry-as-dust West
needs water augmentation desperately.
Common goals and principles enunciated in
H.R. 4671 embody the solutions to that problem. They provide the opportunity to develop wisely our precious resources today and
plan soundly !or tomorrow.

A Way With Statistics
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN D. DINGELL
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 9, 1967
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, pursu-

ant to permission granted I insert into
the Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD an excellent article appearing in
the National Shooting Sports Foundation, Inc., newsletter on statistics on
crime and gun legislation.
This fine article points ·up very
thoroughly the evil inherent in this kind
of senseless legislation, so restrictive of
fundamental rights and so futile in its
effect on crime and criminals.
The article follows:
A WAY WrrH STATISTICS

There were 304 cities and towns in America., communities of 25,000 or more in population, which did not report a single willful
killing during 1965.
This fact is verified from a list of 857
communities of that size in the 1965 Uniform Crime Reports, issued by John Edgar
Hoover, director of the Federal Bureau o!
Investigation.
In an era when crime is viewed as one of
the most serious problems !acing the nation,
it becomes- significant that better than one
in three o! these cities a.nd towns surveyed
by the FBI were free o! murders and nonnegligent manslaughter.
But perhaps even more significant is the
!act that this statistic has never caught the
attention of the anti-gun lobby in this
country.
The anti-gun lobby has developed quite
a knack for ciJ·p ping into several thousand
statistics, selecting two or three out of context to suit its purpose, and publicizing them
to "prove" a point.
For example, the anti-gun lobby is fond
of pointing to the homicide rate in metropolitan Dallas, which has liberal firearms
laws, and disclosing- that it is higher than
the rate in metropolitan New York, which
has the severe Sullivan Law. They contend
that this is to the credit of the Sullivan La.w
and that restrictive gun laws will stop crime.
However, if the anti-gun forces were to
examine the three principal categories o!
crime in which firearms play a part--murder, aggravated assault and robbery-they
would find that New York has a total rate
of 244.2 offenses per 100,000 people, compared
to 203.1 in Dallas.
Also ignored is the statistic that out of
183 standard metropolitan statistical areas
surveyed by the FBI, there were. 131 with
over-all · homicide rates lower than New
York's. None of these areas has firearms
laws as severe as the Sullivan Law. They
include such cities as Phoenix, Des Moines,
Denver, Milwaukee, Portland (both Maine
and Oregon), Oklahoma City, Omaha, Spo- .
kane, Tulsa a.nd Wichita..
If the anti-gun lobby compared ~etro
polita.n areas of nearly equal size, they would
find Dallas w1 th an overall homicide rate of

10.3 per 100,000 people, Milwaukee with a
rate of 2.3 and Minneapolis-St. Paul with
a rate of 2.1, and a.ll with liberal gun laws.
Both Alabama, the state with the highest
homicide rate, a.nd Vermont, which has the
·lowest, also have liberal firearms laws. And
with 304 cities of varying size !rom all parts
of the country reporting no willful killings
of any kind, it would indicate that crime is
affected by something other than firearms
laws.
The estimated number of robberies, aggravated assaults and murders with firearms
amounted to less than four percent o! the
2,780,000 serious crimes committed in the
United States during 1965.
In a section on "Crime Factors" in the
1965 report, the FBI states: "Since the !actors which cause crime a.re many and vary
from place to place, readers are cautioned
against drawing conclusions !rom direct
comparisons of crime figures between individual communities without first considering the factors involved."
The report states further: "The statistica.l
tables in this publication disclose that the
varying crime experiences. espec:l.ally among
large cities and suburban communities, a.re
affected by a complex set of involved !actors
and are not solely limited to numerical population differences."
The factors cited by the FBI are: density,
stability and make-up o! the population;
economic status and local customs; educational and reUgious characteristics; climate;
strength, standards and etnciency of local
law enforcement; policies ot the local courts;
and attitudes o! the public toward law enforcement problems.

Interstate Roads
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
o:r

· HON. ROY A. TAYLOR
OF NORTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 9, 1967
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, I am

deeply concerned over the cutback in
Federal funds for our Interstate Highway System.
When the first reductions were announced last November, I immediately
wired President Johnson and urged that
the action be reconsidered. It 1s now
feared that further reductions may be
forthcoming.
In my judgment, the Nation's interstate highway program is the last place
where reductions should be made.
This program to build a 41,000-mile
system of interstate highways is already
3 years behind schedule, not counting
further delays certain to result from recent cuts in construction money.
Since the program was launched in
1956, highway construction costs have
almost doubled. An end to the rise
in costs does not appear in sight.
Aside from the obvious inconveniences
of a partially completed national highway network and the handicap to our
military efforts, the lack of adequate
interstate roads increases the dimensions of two of the country's largest unsolved probl~ms.
The first, and most alarming, is the
steadily mounting highway death toll.
Figures just released by the National
Safety Council show that traflic acci/

. I
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I am happy to make tb1s editorial
dents 1n the United States 1n 1966 killed
52,500 persons-an increase of 7 per- available to my colleagues and urge the1r
cent over the 49,000 killed ln 1965. This reading of It:
'THE BRAVE ASTRONAUTS
is 7 Y2 times the number of American
fighting men killed to date in Vietnam.
It was inevitable tha.t there would be
For every 100 persons killed on non- casualties in man's struggle to conquer space.
interstate roads, only 40 would have died But it is touchingly ironic that the first fatal
had they been traveling on an inter- spacecraft accident in the United States prostate highway, since interstate roads are gram occurred on the ground and not in the
reache6 of space.
rated 2V2 times as safe as older high- farThat
somehow adds an extra. element of
ways. It is estimated by the Bureau of tragedy to the deaths of America's three
Public Roads that completion of the in- brave astronauts, Virgil Grissom, Edward H.
terstate road system will save at least White II and Roger B. Chaffee.
6,000 lives per year from traffic acci- · Grissom, a hero of the Mercury and Gemini
dents. Ironically, a prolonged delay 1n programs, was seeking to become the first
completing America's interstate road man ever to make three trips in space by
this nation's first Apollo moonshlp
s-ystem and the Appalachian road pro- heading
mission. White, who had the distinction of
gram could cause as many unnecessary being the first U.S. astronaut to walk in
deaths of American citizens as would spa<!e and become a human satellite, a.1so
be served by a.n early end to the war in was a space veteran whose exploits had
thrilled the world.
Vietnam.
Chaffee, the third victim of the sudden
Recently North Carolina Gov. DanK.
fire that engulfed their Apollo spacecraft
· Moore observed,
during a practice launch countdown, was
The mounting death a.nd. accident toll
leads me to believe that it is of great importance to move ahead as rapidly as possible
1n the modernization of our highway system.

I

I realiZe that highway fund cuts were
considered desirable by the administration as a means of meeting inflationary
pressures produced by Vietnam expenditures. The highway fund, however, is
unique in that while the administration
may temporarily divert or suspend the
distribution of highway construction
funds to the States, the money must by
law remain in the highway trust fund
and eventually be turned over to the
States for highway construction. Difficulty, however, results from the fact that
1n the meantime, highway deaths, and
construction costs continue to mount.
The second problem is simply the fact
that we are on the verge of a national
tra.ffi.c jam already common to many of
our large metropolitan centers. By 1975,
the number of motor vehicles on our Nation's highways will be almost double
those on the roads when the Interstate
Highway System was started.
If anything, our road program should
be accelerated, including our Appalachian highways. We cannot afford to
slow down now, and I intend to do everything possible to help keep our highway
construction programs moving forward.
Continued roadbuilding is vital to both
America's peacetime and wartime economies.

The Brave Astronauts
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE P. MILLER
Oli' CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. MILLER of California. Mr.
Speaker, an excellent editorial appeared
1n the Oakland, Calif., Tribune on Monday, January 30, 1967, entitled "The
Brave Astronauts."
The writer captures the spirit of the
tragedy sunounding the deaths of Virgil
Grissom, Edward H. White U, and Roger
B. Chatree.

looking forward to his first space flight.
All three ha.d become--like the other
astronauts-modern day folk heroes not only
to Americans, but to milllons around the
world who join il;l mourning their passing.
They shared that unique camaraderie that
binds the brave and daring who risk their
lives to lift man's horizons-and sometimes
lose.

The fact that they knew and accepted the
risks involved in space exploration makes
their deaths even more of a poignant· a.nd
personal loss to milllons who watched a.nd
applauded their courage from a.far.
While the accident at Cape Kennedy will
delay America's moon program, the explora·
tion of space wlll go on.
And even in death, Gus Grissom, Ed White
and Roger Chaffee, will be contributing toward this goal because the investigation ·o:r
the fire that swept their spacecraft on the
launching pad may yield information that
will help prevent a similar tragedy 1n the
future.
Meantime, the nation and the world, pause
to pay tribute to three brave men. Their
names have been added to a distinguished
gallery of great heroes who have given their
lives to help man push back the frontiers of
the unknown.

Sputnik, Kosygin, and Elemental
Reciprocity
SPEECH
o:r

HON. GLENARD P. LIPSCOMB
Oli' CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967
1\!r. LIPSCOl\m. Mr. Speaker, the

current interchange of commodities and
ideas between this country and the
. U.S.S.R. are to a great extent the handwork of this administration's "bridgebuilding" efforts. The President, in his
state of the Union message, again reminded us of those efforts when he urged
the Congress to pass an East-West trade
bill and to approve a consular convention
with the Soviet Union.
Now the American people have been
exposed to an equal treatment telecast
message from Premier Kosygin, a ranking, and full member of the Soviet -Communist Party Politburo. Mr. Kosygin
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was presented live, v1a Early Bird, over
all U.S. national television networks on
February 9. He presented Communistapproved solutions for solving world
problems Including how to begin peace
negotiations 1n Vietnam. And, masmuch a.s Mr. Kosygin has attained high
standing 1n the Communist Party, after
loyal .work in the Ministries of IndustrY
and Finance and also as Chairman
of the State Planning Commission
(GOSPLAN), it was to be expected that
his responses to written questions also
would include a pitch for the expansion
of Soviet trade. In any event no hariil
to the cause and image of the CommuniSt
Party resulted from Mr. Kosygin's
telecast.
Mr. Kosygin's telecast relates to IllY'
remarks of January 18, 1967. At that
time I stated my concern that the "administration is not capable of keeping
up with the a.ctivltirs of the agencies of
the Communist Soviet Goverrunent
which are directly involved with distributing propaganda in the United States.''
The count.:oy's unease in this matter
has not yet been relieved.
The U.S. Information Agency and
many people, including distinguished
gentlemen from various parts of the
country, have suggested or implied that
the heart of the matter rests in the curt
rent Cultural Exchange Agreemen
which was signed and entered into witb
the Soviet Union on March 19, 1966.
It is to be hoped that the administration would not intentionally enter into a
solemn agreement with the U.s.s.R.
unless such agreement was m~ningful.
And in that part of the Cultural Exchange Agreement which provides for
the exchange of information in the fieldS
of printed materials, radio and television, it 1s to be hoped that the administration protected the best interests of
the United States such that any exchange would be an equitable exchange.
Since the responsibility for negotiating
and administering the provisions of such
an agreement rests with the Department
of State, I believe it would be constructively informative at this time to enter
in the RECORD the exchange of correspondence about Communist propaganda
I have had with the Department of State.
When the Department of State replieS
to my most recent letter of January 27,
1967, it 1s my sincere hope that the replY
will give clear indications of the a.d.min"'
istration's plans for making an hourand-a-qua.rter televised presentation to
all Soviet citizens. 1n· reciprocity tor
Mr. Kosyg1n's appearance here, 1t 1S
natural for Americans to expect that the
administration soon will skillfully present to the Soviet people this Govern ..
ment's proposals and plans for achievjng
a.n honorable peace in Vietnam.
The follo\\ring points are brought out
in my letter of January 6, 1967, to the
Secretary of State and the Department's
January 20 letter of reply:
First. As of October 12, 1966, the secretary of State held the opinion that the
Communist Party was getting behind in
the competition in Ideas with the free
world. Aprpoximately 3 months later.
Sputnik magazine, a vehicle for disseminating official Communist Party propa-
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ganda, was permitted entry into the
United States.
Second. The Communist Party's device
or substituting names of Soviet Govern'rnent agencies for Communist Party
activities apparently is acceptable to the
Department of State. In other words,
such words as "Moscow, U.S.S.R."
Printed in minuscule type--approximately one-half the size used in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD-at the bottom of an inSide page is adequate and can be equated
With any need for clearly identifying
Sputnik as being printed under the
aUspices of the Communist Party.
Third. Citizens of the Soviet Union
are undernourished-in fact destituteas concerns non-Communist ideas and
OPinions.
Fourth. A measure of doubt arises as
to whether the Department of State
llla.de any attempt to obtain reciprocal
lights-prior to the import of Sputnik,
and 1n exchange for Sputnik-to export
to the U.S.S.R. a similar magazine, for
example, a Russian language edition of
the Reader's Digest.
The correspondence follows:
JANUARY 6, 1967.

lion. DEAN RusK,

~cretary oj State,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: News stories this week

ten of a new Soviet magazine called Sputnik.

It carries articles which have appeared pre\'!oUSiy 1n Soviet publications. Reportedly,
12,000 English language copies of the maga~ne·s first edition. the Janu.a.ry 1967 issue,
are being distributed 1n the United States
a.n<t circulation is expected to reach 50,000
berore the year is out.
It is my understanding that in the Soviet
Union the agency, GLAVLIT, reviews all
Printed matter of every kind and 1n so doing
tt performs pre-publication and post-publi~tion censorship. I aJ.so understand that no
})ubllca.tion may be exporte<l and no publication may be imported without the permission
O! GLAVLIT. The need for GLAVLIT lB, of
COurse, clear. In the words of the Communist Party's theoretical journal, Kommunist,
"The strength cxf our preB6 lies in its Idea
COntent, its loyalty to the ali conquering
teaching o!. Ma.rxism.-Len.inism . . ."
In the light of the above it would appear
that the ma.gazin~ Sputnik, as a.ll material
Printed. in the Soviet Union, is definitely a
\>ehicle for disseminating Communist Party
l>ropaganda.
. .
Ir the magazine Sputnik is now being rmPorted into the U.S. two questions immediately arise:
1. Is each oopy clearly identified as "OomInuntst Propaganda"?
2. Did the United States Department of
State proffer a.ny agreement to the Soviet
Union for the purpose of obtaining reciproca.l rights to export to the U.S.S.R. a similar
lllagazine, for example, a Russian language
edition of Reader's Digest?
On October 12, 1966 you made an address
entitled, ''Requirements for Organizing the
Peace."
In your rem.ar~ you brought out
the fact that economic production is growing
Inore rapidly in the Free World than in OomInunist states. Then you went on to say:
"Even more important, communism 1s
losing the competition in ideas."
It is my conviction that in any equitable
competition between ideas generated by a
free society and ideas generated by the
Soviet Communist society that the latter
Would be defeated overwhelmingly. The key
word, however, is "eq_uitable". Within any
society the opportunity for a victory of ~e
World ideas over Communist ideology IS
greatly diminished i! rules are stacked
&gainst the Free world such tha.t there i.e
no equitable competition.

And in the Soviet Union the OOmm.unist
Party destroyed the competition in ideas almost 50 years ago. I believe the recon:l8
show that on November 9, 1917, two days
after the Bolsheviks sei2led power, Lenin suppressed all non-Communist publications.
Reportedly, Lenln stated at that t1.me that
the "press is one of the most powerful weapons" which is "not less dangerous than
bombs and machine guns."
Mr. Khrushchev has said:
"We do not have a stronger, more effective
instrument than our own press. The press
is the best long-rang~ weapon of our Party.
We can if we select our newspaper articles
well, hit the mark thousands of kilometers ·
away ... "
From what I can determine the present
ruler of the U.S.S.R., Mr. Brezhnev, does not
differ with the policy and statements of
Lenin and Khrushchev as regards the usefulness of the printed word 1n advancing the
cause of Communism. On May 5, 1966
Pravda used these words, ". . . the Soviet
press-the mighty ideological weapon of the
party, the collective propagandist, agitator
and organizer. Our truly popular press,
guarding and multiplying militant Bolshevik traditions, loyally serves the Communist
Party ..."
A requirement for organizing the peace
should include specific plans and positive
action for winning the competition in ideas.
It would seem that meaningful efforts to
establish equitable competition tn ideas between the Free World and the world of the
Bolsheviks are long overdue and that for the
advancement of U.S. national interests such
efforts are mandatory.
I invite your comments to the above.
Sincerely yours,
GLENARD P. LIPSCOMB,
Member of Congress.
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It arrived 1n my office
on January 24.
On the matter of exports of a magazine
similar to Sputnik to the Soviet Unlon, the
Department's letter states you ..now await
a reply" from the Soviet Embassy. (This
·refers to the fact that the Unlted States
after having permitted the import of the
Communist Party magazine, Sputnik, then
approached the Soviet Embassy .and raised
the question of reciprocal rights to export a
similar magazine to the USSR.) A1s it becomes available, I would appreciate learning:
1. The date and nature of the Soviet reply
(complete text is desired if the release of it
will not harm the na tiona! security of the
United States).
2. The date of the Department of State's
message to the Soviet Embassy to which you
"now await a reply".
At this time, I would also like to deter·
mine what arrangements the Department of
State has made with regard to having an
official of the United States Government appear on a telecast to the entire citizenry of
the Soviet Union.
Sincerely yours,
GLENARD P. LIPscoMB,
ot January 6, 1967.

Member of Congress.

William Preston Lane, Jr.
SPEECH
or

HON. HERVEY G. MACHEN
OF MARYLAND
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, January 20,1967.

Ron. GLENARD P. LIPSCOMB,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN LIPSCOMB: The Secre-

tary has asked me to reply to your letter of
January 6 concerning the new Soviet magazine Sputnik, which, I understand, is being
offered for sale on newsstands in the U~ted
States this week.
You raise two specific questions regarding
the magazine.
With regard to the first question-whether
each copy is clearly identified as "Communist propaganda," the magazine <,loes not
carry such a label. However, its identity
as a Soviet publication is clearly set forth
and the fact that the American distributor
has registered with the Department of Justice as an agent of Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga,
Moscow, U.S.S.R., under the Foreign Agents
Registration Act of 1948 is specified on the
inside of the front cover.
Concerning the second question-whether
the United States has received reciprocal
rights to export a similar magazine in the
Russian language to the U.S.S.R., the Department has raised the question with the
Soviet Embassy and we now await a Soviet
reply. In taking this action, we are continuing our efforts to achieve the very objective that you have set forth, namely, to
establish an equitable competition in ideas.
Please let me know if I can be of any
assistance in the future.
Sincerely yours,
· ·
DOUGLAS MACARTHUR II,
Assistant Secretary for
Congressional Relations.

JANUARY 27, 1967.
Hon. DEAN RUSK,
Secretary of State,
Department of State,
Washington, D.C.

DEAlt Mlt. SECRETARY: Thank you for the
Department's January 20 reply to my letter

j

Mr. MACHEN.

Mr. Speaker, William
Preston Lane, Jr., was a man of great
foresight and political courage. His term
as one of the greatest Governors ever
to lead the Free State of Maryland was
characterized by its preparation for
things to come. Governor Lane mapped
the prosperous and progressive road our
State was to travel during and long after
his term was over.
This great man has now passed on,
and we all deeply mow-n his death. His
greatness, vision, and courage are aptly
described in an editorial which appeared
February 8, 1967, in the Baltin_l.Ore Sun
newspaper, and I insert the editorial at
this point in the RECORD:
W. PRESTON LANE, JR.
In the list of Marylan.ders of statesman's
stature, Preston Lane will have an honored
place. He was a man of vision, intelligence
and character. Above all, he was a man of
courage. A citation for gallantry as an officer of the 115th Infantry in the MeuseArgonne fighting of World War I testified to
his physical courage; and his political courage was no less. Once the two were demonstrated together. In the early Thirties,
when the State was disgraced by two lynchings on the Eastern Shore, Lane was attorney
general. Warned that if he crossed the Bay
to direct the search for the lynchers he faced
violence, and beyond that an end to any political aspirations, he crossed the Bay. Stonings of his car did not deter him. "I detest
and abhor intolerance and bigotry," he said,
and so he did, all his life.
The passions of that time had subsided by
1946, when he was elected governor, but Lane
had not changed. Politically, the fiscal reform he proposed in 1947, including as it did
the sales tax, was said to be an invitation to
p~rsonal disaster.
He pressed for the program, and got it, and the condition of the
State's financial affairs today serves as a re-
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devotion to duty... Those were exactly tbe a.ry 26. The article, entitled "Parent
qualities which in a high degree diBtin- Participation Preschool Is a New Way To
guisbed the ca.ree'l' o! Mr. Lane the public Spell Suooess," was WTitten by Nanc1
serva.nt and chief executive of the State as Skelton. It describes an antipovertY
they had the action of Captain Lane the
project called parents participation presoldier.
·
In his political life Mr. Lane was a link school, or simply PPP, which enables U1e
between · the Maryland of Gov. Albert c. mothers of preschool children from povRitchie and the altogether different prob- erty neighborhoods to actively particilems of the post-World War II period. It pate in Headstart-type classes as subwas .under Ritchie that he served from 193Q- professional teacheraids.
1934 as the State's highest legal officer. And
Miss Skelton reports that to these
it was Mr. Lane as governor who wrestled with
the large and urgent needs that had accumu- mothers, "PPP spells hope. It spells a.
chance of fulfillment and a chance to get
lated during the years when the energies and
wealth of the states and localities, like those ahead in life which up until now has been
of the nation, had been chiefly absorbed by filled with closed doors and one-waY
the great conflict. Though different in size streets leading nowhere." Miss Skelton
some of the needs were remarkably like those
that preoccupy us now. There were, for ex- focuses on two of fJ1e PPP mothers. Mrs.
ample, the questions of devising means of Beulah Lopez and Mrs. Tommie AdaiUS·
StJate aid for local governments, and of pro- to illustrate the enormous impact which
viding State assistance for the school system this. imaginative antipoverty 'p roject iS
with particula;r reference to teachers' salaries, havmg upon the residents of disadvanto the raising of standards and to the re- taged Sacramento neigborhoods.
newal of plant and facilities. In addition it
Mr. Speaker, I think Miss Skelton's
was clear that the State's hospitals, especially report on the PPP project is excellent,
William Preston Lane
in the case of the mental and tubercular
institutions, required emensive improvement and I insert it at this point in the
SPEECH
and it was equally plain that a new begin- RECORD:
OF
ning had to be m.ade on Maryland's road sys- PARENT PARTICIPATION PRESCHOOL Is A NEW
W !i.Y To SPELL SUCCESS
tem, on its renovation and modernization, on
bette-r maintenance and new construction.
(By Nancy Skelton)
OF MARYLAND
Governor Lane confronted these tasks
Say "PPP funded by the EOA'' to an educa·
with characteristic courage, with realism tor and he'll recognize it as -official lingo fot
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
and with determination. He recognized Parent Participation Preschools, supported iD ·
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
that the necessary work could not be done part by the federal Economic Opportunities
with<:mt
new revenue and that Maryland, · Act.
Mr. FALLON. Mr. Speaker, the Free
State of Maryland has had a roster of headmg into an era of rising costs, had to
The people who take part in the project
find more money if it was to progress. have a s.lmpler translation.
Governors whose renown is not only na- Realizing
this, he struggled for and got the
To them, PPP spells hope. It spellS a
tional but international. With certainty sales tax. He knew full well that politicalit can be predicted that the name and ly it was a dangerously unpopular expedi- chance for fulfillment and a chance to get
ahead
in a. life, which up untU now has been
fame of William Preston Lane, Jr., wlll be ent, but since he also knew it was a sound
with closed doors and one way streets
inscribed among the most eminent of program he never hesitated. He fought the filled
leadJng nowhere.
fight for it and by winning the fight set
our Maryland leaders.
Parent Participation Preschools are classeS
the
State
on
a
fiscal
course
which
kept
it
We 1n Maryland mourn the loss of
for 3 to 5-year-olds 1n which parents take
steady up to the present time.
part. Th.ere a.re 20 such classes operating in
Pres Lane. In every aspect of his brilWith the same sure vision and tenacity of
liant career he showed great leadership purpose he initiated reforms in education disad antaged neighborhoods throughout
Sacra.men
to.
and the courage to back up his convic- undertook what seemed in their day to b~
There 1s one teacher for each class one
tions. He was an astute and effective notably ambitious roadbuilding plans, and teacher
aide, a work experience high ~hool
politician. He achieved much as Gov- drO\'e to completion the long-discussed boy and two mothers. Among them all. theY
scheme
for
the
construction
of
a
great
bay
ernor.
see to it tha.t 15 tiny students prepare thelll"
bridge. Indeed, it was Mr. Lane who with
It was a privilege to · know· and watch the same coolness of judgment he had -shown selYes roucationally, socially a.nd culturallY
Governor Lane in a distinguished career. on the battlefield, rhaped Maryland's fu- for Kindergarten.
It is a twin sister to the summertime Head·
To the heroic qualities he brought into ture in much of the pattern we know today. start
project.
the public service could be added a cita- A great deal that citizens now take for
Our story concerns the teacher aides, two
tion for vision. He effected reorganiza- granted, a great part of the foundation on of them to be exact. who both agree that
tions, reforms, and improvements all over which we now build, was his work. Al- PPP has cha.ngoo their lives. They are
our State which are often taken for though he :failed of reeelction 1n 1950, chiefly Beulah Lopez and Tommie Adams.
the effects of his long-range vision
granted today and regarded as elemental because
Much is written about the children's sue·
were obscured by small-minded exploitation
necessities. His fame will endure not of the sales tax issue, his achievements re- cess in the project but there's a success storY'
with
the parents, too.
only in Maryland but among the pan- mained to testify to his stature as a statestheon of great American statesmen and man.
Beulah, a resident of the River Oaks hous·
leaders.
Maryland will remember William Preston lng project, became interested i;n ppp when
The grieving members of his famlly Lane as one of its ablest leaders and honor it began operation three years ago at Jede-'
diah Smith School. Her son was a pre·
have much indeed to be proud of-not him for the foresight, political valor and schooler
a.nd she, a participating mother.
only of Governor Lane's record as an "marked devotion to duty" by which its
Today she 1s the teacheT aide, a. contract
outstanding Governor-but of his long people richly benefited.
employee of the Sacramento City Schools and
career motivated at all times by his genu~enrolled at Sacramento City College, work·
ine love for his native Maryland and an
1ng toward an education credential.
earnest regard for the welfare of the Parent Participation Preschool Is a New
"The pre-school teacher, Marion Anderson,
peoP,le. To his wife and daughters, Mrs.
showed so much faith in me . . . gave me
Way
To
SpeJI
Success
so much encouragement . . . I just had to
F·allon and I extend our deepest symgo on," explains the energetic grandmother•
pathies.
who
first of all set out to get her high schOOl
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Under unanimous consent, I include
diploma
at Fremont Adult Education school.
OF
1n the RECORD the editorial which ap"I looked up the word education in tne
peared in the Baltimore Evening Sun
dictionary. It hadn't meant much to :me
yesterday, February 8:
before. It said 'to bring forth'. I decided
OF CALIFORNIA
WILLIAM PRESTON LANE
that to bring forth the best 1n a person.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
you must put in, too."
When William Preston Lane, Jr., was
~eulah was born in Clarkston, Wash. Hl!f ·
awarded the Silver Star for gallantry in the .
Thursday, February 2, 1967
mother was half Nezperce Indian and her
Meuse-Argonne battle of World War I, more
Mr.
MOSS.
Mr.
Speaker,
one
of
the
parents were farm people "with no time tor
than a decade before he become Maryla.ru:l 's
attorney general and nearly 30 years before most encouraging articles I have seen on schooling. We had struggles .•. people not
he was elected governor, the citation com- Sacramento's war against poverty ap- accepting us because of our Indian back·
mended his "courage, coolness and marked peared 1n the Sacramento Bee on Janu- ground. My heart's desire now is to go ooclt
minder that the program carried us for
almost two decades. There were other accomplishments: the realization of the 40year-old dream of a bridge across the Bay,
notable progress 1n road-building, a vast
improvement in the quality of education in
Maryland. But at the end of four years
the phophets of political gloom were proven
right, and the voters whose affairs had been
so benefited by their own sales-tax pennies
repudiated Lane i~ his attempt to win "reelection. In disappointment, and in honor
a.nd dignity, he left the stage of public office.
The other aspects of his career, 1n the
law, 1n business, in newspaper 'PUblishing,
require no recitation. In all these fields, as
in politics, he was an ornament to the State
of which he and his forebears were citizens.
As Maryland honors him today in death,
those who knew Preston Lane grieve also at
the passing of a friend of unforgettable
warmth, wit and charm.
.

HON. GEORGE H. FALLON

HON. JOHN E. MOSS
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&.nd he!p the Indian children in Idaho, my own children," says the perky · Mrs.
to help them overcome their superstitions, Adams, a stylish dresser who leans toward
'iVb.lch are the height of ignorance. You lthe Mod fashions. "The mothera love it.
know, people still are afraid of the 'wild' It gives them a chance to get up and get
lnd.ians."
dressed with somewhere to go . . . a chance
to tell each other their problems. We're
CARING AIDE
BeUlah is a rttal part of her PPP class. just like one big happy family.
"It's been fascinating for me. It seems I
ltssistin.., the master teacher in planning
acttvtu:S, play periods and with the gen- didn't know how to talk to children. Now, if
there
is a problem, I can redir~t them ineral "caring" which is necessary to make the
Children feel at home. There is hardly a stead of just ye~ling. This place gives you a
0
h.ud at Jedediah Smith who doesn't call good f~eling. Some of the kids never had a
bike or a puzzle before they came here. You
li.Irs. Lopez, "Beulah."
"Once, during the war, I was on a bus have such a feeling of accomplishment ..•
believe I've ever been discouraged."
in San Francisco. I overheard two teen- . I don't
Tommie is a popular member of the Oak
agel's talking about their babysitting jobs.
Ridge
School
staff, an expert jump rope
One snid 'When the kid won't go to sleep,
l lust h~ld it over the gas until it does.' turner, a good tear dryer and a friend.
"If one of the children is naughty, I just
We can't let the demand of children exceed
say, 'Now I like you, but I don't like what
the supply of people who care.
"You know, unless you become as a little you did.'"
Tommie, a native of Texas, also received
0 hUd, you cannot enter the kingdom of
heaven. I think that's where I'd like to go her high school diploma from the local adult
education program. She plans to enroll at
and rm halfway there among these little sse when her youngest child is in school.
0 hlldren."
Beulah and Tommie work three hours
Beulah Lopez, an articulate, full-blown every morning and are paid approximately
Phil,')sopher, has to grope for words when $2.25 an hour under contract with the city
explaining what her teacher-aide job has schools. One gets the impression, however,
llleant: "I just couldn't tell you . . . there that the time and money really don't matter.
ll.re no words to express it."
As Beulah puts it: "This is more than
MOTHER OF SIX
just a job.''
:Many of those who find their way to the
~p classes share a common predicament:
'l'he circumstances- in their 1i ves have overRECORD OFFICE AT THE CAPITOL
taken them before they have a chance to do
An office for the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,
anYthing about it. That's the purpose of with Mr. Raymond F. Noyes in charge, is lollPP, to see that--the children and their par- cated in room H-112, House wing, where orents-get a chance.
ders will be received for subscriptions to · the
Another teacher aide in the city schools REcoRD at $1.50 per month or for single
Program is Tommie Adams, a mother of copies at 1 cent for eight pages (minimum
Six, ages 4 through 10. She has been divorced charge of 3 cents). Also, orders from Memfol' three years and before entering PPP she bers of Congress to purchase reprints from
\\>as doing janitorial work.
Now she has the RECORD should be processed through this
Several units and a B average to her credit office.
a.t Sacramento City College and "definitely"
l.s going to get a ·teaching credential from
Sacramento State. She is 30 years old.
Tommie came to the preschool as a par- PRINTING OF CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
EXTRACTS
ttcip.aUng mother three years ago. It has
bee-n teacher, Barbara Davis, and social
It shall be lawful for the Public ~rinter
\Vorker, Berneice Clayton, who have en- to print and deliver upon the order of -any
couraged her to become a teacher-aide.
Senator, Representative, or Delegate, extracts
"They really cared what I was doing . . . from the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD 1 the person
'Whether I succeeded or not. My kids think ordering the same paying the cost thereof
1t•s really terrlflc, too. They really get a (U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 185, p. 1942).
kick when I go off to college at night."
Tommie also has. worked as a Home Visitor for the program, going around to houses
CHANGE OF RESIDENCE
ill the nel.g hborhood "recruiting" children
Senators, Representatives, and Delegates
&.nd parents.
who have changed their residences will please
MODISH TEACHER
give information thereof to the Government
"This job has taught me so many things Printing Office, that their addresses may be
·
· . • like how to communicate more with correctly given in the RECORD.
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LAWS RELATIVE TO THE PRINTING OF
DOCUMENTS
Either House may order the printing of a
document not already provided for by law,
but only when the same shall be accompanied by an estimate from the Public Printer
as to the probable cost thereof. Any executive department, bureau, board, or independent office of the Government submitting reports or documents in response to inquiries
from Congress shall submit therewith an
estimate of the 'probable cost of printing the
usual number. N Jthing in this section relating to estimates shall apply to reports or
documents not exceeding 50 pages (U.S.
Code, title 44, sec. 140, p. 1938).
Resolutions for printing extra copies, when
presented to either House, shall be referred
immediately to the Committee on House
Administration of the House of Representatives or the Committee on Rules and Administration of the Senate, whp, in making their
report, shall give the probable cost of the
proposed printing upon the estimate of the
Public Printer, and no extra copies shall be
printed before such committee has reported
(U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 133, p. 1937).

J

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS FOR SALE
Additional copies of Government publications are offered for sale to the public by the
Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 20402, at
cost thereof as determined by the Public
Printer plus 50 percent: Provided, That a discount of not to exceed 25 percent may be allowed to authorized bookdealers and quantity
purchasers, but such printing shall not interfere with the prompt execution o:f work for
the Government. The Superintendent of
Documents shall prescribe the terms and
condtions under which he may authorize
the resale of Government publications by
bookdealers, and he may designate any Government officer his agent for the sale of Government publications under such regulations
as shall be agreed upon by the Superintendent of Documents and the head of the respective departments or establishment of the
Government (U.S. Code, title ~. sec. 72a,
Supp. 2). -

CONGRESSIONAL DffiECTORY
The Public Printer, under the direction of
the Joint Committee on Printing, may prin.t
for sale, at a price sufficient to reimburse the
expenses of such printing, the current Congressional Directory. No sale shall be made
on credit (U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 150, p.
1939).

(

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
REPRESENTATIVES WITH
RESIDENCES IN WASHINGTON
OFFICE ADDRESS: House Omce Building,
· Washington, D.O.
(Streets northwest unless otherwise stated]
Speaker: John W. McCormack
Abbitt, Watkins M., va ___ _
Abernethy, Thomas G.,
6278 29th St.
Miss.

Adair, E. Ross, Ind _______ -4000 Mass. Ave.
Adams, Brock, Wash _____ _
Addabbo, Joseph P., N.Y __ _
Albert, Carl, Okla ________ -4614 Reno Rd.
Anderson, John B., IlL---Anderson, William R.,
3006 P St.
Tenn.

Andrews, George W., Ala ___ 3108 Cathedral
Ave.
Andrews, Mark, N. Dak ___ _
Annunzio, Frank, Ill _____ _
Arends, Leslie 0., IZL ______ 4815 Dexter St.
Ashbrook, John M., Ohio __ _
Ashley, Thomas L., Ohio __ _
Ashmore, Robert T., S.C __ _
Aspinall, Wayne N., Colo ___ The Towers Apts.,
4201 Cathedral
Ave.
Ayres, William H., Ohio ___ _
Baring, Walter S., Nev ____ _
Barrett, William A., Pa ___ _
Bates, William H., Mass ___ _
· Battin, James F., Mont_ __ _
Belcher, Page, Okla ______ _
Bell, Alphonzo, Calif-----Bennett, Charles E., Fla ____3421 Rusticway
Lane,
Falls Church, Va.
Berry, E. Y., s. Dak ________ na Schotts
OourtNE.
Betts, Jackson E., Ohio ___ _
Bevlll, TOm, Ala _________ _
Hiester, Edward G., Jr., Pa_
Bingham, Jonathan B.,
N.Y.

Blackburn, Benjamin B.,
Ga.

Blanton, Ray, Tenn ______ _
Blatnik, John A., Minn ___ _
Boggs, Hale, La __________ _
Boland, Edward P., Mass __ _
Bolling, Richard, Mo ______ 307WarrentonDr.,
Silver Spring, Md.
Bolton, Frances P. (Mrs.), 2301 Wyo. Ave.
Ohio.

Bow, Frank T., Ohio ______ -4301 Mass. Ave.
Brademas, John, Ind _____ _
Brasco, Frank J., N.Y -----Bray, Willlam G., Ind _____ _
Br1nkley,1 Jack, Ga _______ _
Brock, W. E. (Bill), Tenn __
Brooks, Jack, Tex ________ _
Broomfield, William S.,
M1.ch.

Brotzman, Donald G., Colo_
Brown, Clarence J ., Jr.,
Ohio.

Brown, Garry, M1.ch ______ _
Brown, George E., Jr., Calif_
BroyhUl, James T., N.a ___ _
Broyhill, Joel T., Va ______ _
Buchanan, John, Ala _____ _
Burke, J. Herbert, Fla ____ _
Burke, James A., Mass ____ _
Burleson, Omar, Tez _____ _
Burton, Laurence J., Utah_
Burton, Phillip, Calif-----• Bush, George, Tez ________ _
Button, Daniel E., N.Y ----Byrne, James A., Pa ______ _
Byrnes, John W., Wts ______ 1215 25th St. S.,
Arlington, Va.
Cabell, Earle, Tez ________ _
Cahill, William T., N .J ----Carey, Hugh L., N.Y ------Carter, Tim Lee, Ky ______ _
Casey, Bob, Tex __________ _
Cederberg, Elford A., M1.ch_
Celler, Emanuel, N.Y ------The Mayflower
Chamberlain, Charles E.,
Mich.

Clancy, Donald D., Ohio __ _
Clark, Frank M., Pa _______ 220 C St. SE.
Clausen, Don H., Calif----Clawson, Del, Calif-------Cleveland, James c., N.H __ _

Cohelan, Jeffery, Calif-----1202 Longworth
House Office Bldg.
Colller, Harold R., IZL----Oolmer, William M., Miss-Oonable, Barber B., Jr.,
N.Y.

Conte, Silvio 0., Mass ____ __6619 Lamar Rd.,
Washington 16,
D.C.
Conyers, John, Jr., Mich __
Corbett, Robert J .• Pa ____ _
Corman, James C., Calif __ _
Cowger, Wllliam 0., Ky ___ _
Cramer, W1Uiam C., Fla ____ 6215 Beachway
Dr., Falls Church,
Va.
Culver, John C., Iowa __ ___ _
CUnningham, Glenn, Nebr _
CUrtis, Thomas B., Mo ____ _
Daddario, Emilio Q., Conn_
Daniels, Dominick v:, N.J __
Davis, Glenn R., Wis _____ _
Davis, John W., Ga-------Dawson, William L., IlL __ _
de la Garza, Ellglo, Tex_·__ _
Delaney, James J., N.Y ---Dellenback, John R., Oreg-5911 Onondaga
Rd.
Denney, Robert V., Nebr --Dent, John H., Pa ________ _
Derwinski, Edward J., IlL-Devine, Samuel L., Ohio __ _
Dickinson, William L., Ala_
Diggs, Charles 0., Jr., Mich_
Dingell, John D., M1.ch ____ _
Dole, Robert, Kans ________ 6136 Beachway
Dr., Falls Church,
Va.
Donohue, Harold D., Mass __
Dorn, W. J. Bryan, S.C _____ 2030 Laburnum
St., McLean, Va.
Dow, John G., N.Y _______ _
Dowdy, John, Tez ________ _
Downing, Thomas N., Va __ _
Dulski, Thaddeus J., N.Y --1705 Longworth
Houseomce
BuUding
Duncan, John J., Tenn ___ _
Dwyer, Florence P. (Mrs.),
N.J.

Eckhardt, Bob, Tex _______ _
Edmondson, Ed, Okla _____ _
Edwards, Don, Calif-------9201 Fo:z: Meadow
La., Potomac, Md.,
Edwards, Edwin W., La ___ _
Edwards, Jack, Ala _______ _
Eilberg, Joshua, Pa _______ _
Erlenborn, John N., IZL __ _
Esch, Marvin L., M1.ch ____ _
Eshleman, Edwin D., Pa ___ _
Evans, Frank E., Colo _____ _
Everett, Robert A., Tenn __ _
Evins, JoeL., Tenn ________ 6044 KUngle St.
Fallon, George H., Md ____ _
Farbstein, Leonard, N.Y --Fascell, Dante B., Fla _____ _
Feighan, Michael A., Ohio_
Findley, Paul, IlL ________ _
Fino, Paul A., N.Y --------Fisher, 0. C., Tez __________ Calvert-Woodley
Flood, Daniel J ., Pa ____ ---The Congressional
Flynt, John J., Jr., Ga ____ _
Foley, Thomas S., Wash __ _
Ford, Gerald R., M1.ch _____ 614 Crown View
Dr., Ale:z:andria,
Va..
Ford, WUliam D., Mich ___ _
Fountain, L. H., N.c _______ The Westcheflter
Fraser, Donald M., Minn __ _
Frelinghuysen, Peter H. B., 3014 N St.
N.J.

Friedel, Samuel N., Md ___ _
Fulton, James G., Pa _____ _
Fulton, Richard, Tenn ___ _
Fuqua, Don, Fla _________ _
Gallfianakis, Nick, N.c ____ _
Gallagher, Cornelius E.,
N.J.

Gardner, James 0., N.C ___ _
Garmatz, Edward A., Md __ _
Gathings, E. C., Ark ______ _
Gettys, Tom S., S.C ______ _
Giaimo, Robert N., Conn __ _
Gibbons, Sam, Fla _______ _
Gilbert, Jacob H., N.Y ----Gonzalez, Henry B., Tez ___ 200 C St. SE.
Goodell, Charles E., N.Y ---3842 Macomb St.

Goodling, George A., Pa ___ _
Gray, Kenneth J., Ill_ ____ _
Green, Edith (Mrs.), Dreg_
Green, William J., Pa _____ _
Griffiths, Martha W.,
(Mrs.), Mich.
Gross, H. R., Iowa ________ _
Grover, James-R., Jr., N.Y __
Gubser, Charles S., Calif--Gude, Gilbert, Md _______ _
Gurney, Edward J .. Fla ___ _
Hagan, G. Elliott, Ga _____ _
Haley, James A., Fla ______ _
-Hall, Durward G., Mo ____ _
Halleck, Charles A., In.d---4926 Upton St.
Halpern, Seymour, N.Y ---Hamilton, Lee H., Ind ____ _
Hammerschmidt, John
Paul, Ark.
Hanley, James M., N.Y ---Hanna, RichardT., Calif--Hansen, George V., Idaho __
Hansen, Julia Butler
(Mrs.), Wash.

Hardy, Porter, Jr., Va ______.
Harrison, William Henry,
Wyo.

Harsha, Wllliam H., Ohio __
Harvey, James, Mich _____ _
Hathaway, Wllliam D.,
Maine.

Hawkins, Augustus F.,
Calif.

Hays; Wayne L., Ohio _____ _
Hebert, F. Edward, La _____ 26 Cockrell St .•
Alexandria, Va.
Hechler, Ken, W. Va ______ _
Heckler, Margaret M.
(Mrs.), Mass.

Helstosk1, Henry, N.J -----Henderson, David N., N.c __
Herlong, A. s., Jr., Fla ____ _
Hicks, Floyd V., Wash ____ _
Holifield, Chet, Calif-----Holland, Elmer J., Pa _____ _
Horton, Frank, N.Y ------Hosmer, Craig, Calif------Howard, James J., N.J ____ _
Hull, W. R., Jr., Mo _______ _
Hungate, WUliam L., Mo __ _
Hunt, John E., N.J _______ _
Hutchinson, Edward, Mich_
!chord, Richard (Dick),
Mo.

Irwin, Donald J., Conn ___ _
Jacobs, Andrew, Jr., Ind __ _
Jarman, John, Okla ______ _
Joelson, Charles S., N.J ___ _
Johnson, Albert W., Pa ___ _
Johnson, Harold T., Calif __
Jonas, Charles Raper, N.C __
Jones, ·Paul C., Mo________ ll11 Army-NaV1
Dr., Arlington,
Va.
Jones, Robert E., Ala _____ _
Jones, Walter B., N.c _____ _
,Karsten, Frank M., Mo ____ _
Karth, Joseph E., Minn ___ _
Kastenmeler, Robert W.;
Wis.

Kazen, Abraham, Tex ____ _
Kee, James, W. Va ________ 544116th Ave.,
·
HyattsVille, Md.
Keith, Hastings, Mass ____ _4517WethermDr.•
Westmoreland
Hllls, Md.
Kelly, Edna F. (Mrs.), N.Y _
King, Carleton J., N.Y ----King, Cecil R., CaZif------Kirwan, Michael J., Ohio __
Kleppe, Thomas s., N. Dak_
Kluczynski, John 0., IlL __ _
Kornegay, Horace R., N.c __
Kupferman, Theodore R.,
N.Y.

Kuykendall, Dan, Tenn __ _
Kyl, John, Iowa __________ _
Kyros, Peter N., Maine ____ _
Laird, Melvin R., Wis _____ _
Landrum, Phil M., Ga ____ _
Langen, Odin, Minn ______ _
Latta, Delbert L., Ohio ___ _
Leggett, Robert L., Calif __ _
Lennon, Alton, N.c _______ _
Lipscomb, Glenard P.,
Cali/. _

Lloyd, Sherman P., Utah __ _

Appendix
A Tribute to Christian Archibald Herter
OJ'

HON. JAMES A. BURKE
OJ' MASSACHUSETTS

lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, when Christian A. Herter
died on December 30, 1966, the Nation
Was deprived of one of its most dedle3tted
servants of peace-a humble, and yet
determined, statesman-who conceived
of his mission, whether as diplomat, Con~sman, or Governor, as a trust bestowed upon him by the J>eople of a land
insistent upon seeking harmony 1n a disCOrdant world. He was, as the Manchester Guardian once called him, a
''Boston gentleman," and at the same
time, in the words of a well-known poUttcai analyst, "a moderate and a rational
tnan." For these reasons, no less than
for his ability 1n the international
Bphere, not only this Nation, but also the
World, feels acutely his loss.
I should like to note at this time the
affection with which he was regarded
abroad, as well as at home. He was
lnolded 1n the classic pattern of what a
diplomat should be: born 1n Paris of
eXpatriate artist parents, he learned
German and French as well as English,
before being brought to the United States
at the age of 9. He once spoke in Paris,
after h1s birth:
The first sentence that comes to mind is
"Each man has two countries, his own and

Prance."
has been
believe I
Certainly
the land

This sentence, which is so true,
repeated m111ions of times, and I
can apply it to myself: France is
my second country because it is
of my birth.

Said the French J ol.rrnal du Dimanche,
UpOn his appointment:
Prance . . . gets a friend in Herter. He
1s a friend, almost a relative, who from. the
tune of his birth in Paris has }>Teserved a
deep a.fiection for France.

I do not wish to belabor the point; I
to illustrate that Christian
nerter was a man of cosmopol1tan backJn"ound, brought up in the traditions of
both pol1tics and social grace, and that
he combined the best of both in a way
that won for him personally, and for the
country he represented, the affection of
the world. Such tributes do not come
Without respect for the ability, as well as
love for the character, of the man. Nor
Was the esteem 1n which he was held
abroad 11mited to France. I might cite
one, among many, tributes paid him,
again upon his accession to the highest
Position 1n the State Department, the
Praise of then-Chancellor Raab of Australia, who considered him "a true friend
of our country, and a man capable of fulWish only

filling the difficult task the United States
is facing at the present time."

sional service, he donated the money to
the Foreign Service Educational Foundation.
Herter, who never lost an election,
served effectively and efficiently as Governor of Massachusetts from 1952 to
1956. Called back to Washington in 1956,
he began his appointment as Under Secretary of State. Appointed in 1.959 to the
job held for so long and so forcefully by
John Foster Dulles, Herter succeeded to
a position for which he had been recommended by Dulles himself. The Senate,
in a gesture of its confidence in, and respect for, his abllity, approved his appointment unanimously, Biter suspending the rule requiring a waiting period of
7 days for confirmation.
Although as Secretary of State, he was
beseiged with international difficulties,
among which the most prominent was
the diplomatic stir following the downing
of an American U-2 plane in the Soviet
Union, Herter never failed to believe in
politics, and foreign affairs, as "the art
of the possible." He never ceased to believe that courteousness and good manners are essential concomitants to political acumen and diplomatic firmness,
and he left ·his mark of cultivation and
gentility upon all those he touched. His
internationalism was apparent until his
death, when he was serving as the Government's chief planner and negotiator
on foreign trade, a position to which he
was appointed by the late President Kennedy. That he accepted this post, despite the hardships of arthritis, from
which he had suffered for 25 years, de. spite the fact that he had already served
his country more than well, is a tribute
1n itself. The pursuits of old age, the
devotion to his family and his avocations
were not to take precedence over duty
conceived and implemented in the service of peace and motivated by selfless
compa.ssion for human kind. The Washington Post, 1n an editorial following his
death, perhaps best summarizes the record of his accomplishments:

After graduating cum laude from Harv.ard, Christian Herter elected to pursue
the study of art-what seemed to him
then foremost among his .several interests; consequently, he enrolled at Columbia University's Architecture School
and New York's School of Applied Design. But he was persuaded in 1916, at
the age of 21, to take .a minor post 1n the
U.S. Embassy in Berlin, from which he
was forced to leave when the United
States entered World War I against the
Kaiser. Already he demonstrated his
diplomatic ability when, arrested in
Mainz as a suspected spy, he escaped
possible summary execution by means of
his persuasive sk111, convincing his interrogators that he was indeed a member of
the U.S. Emb,assy staff. From that time
on, he spent most of his life in either political or diplomatic posts, serving several Pr~idents of both parties.
He acted as secretary to a special commission that negotiated a prisoner-ofw.ar agreement with Germany in 1918,
and in the same year worked as a staff
member of the American commission to
negotiate the peace at Versailles. In
1919 he went ag,ain to Europe, this time
to assist Herbert Hoover, who was directing the American Relief Administration. When Mr. Hoover-whose son
Herter would replace as Under Secretary
of State in 1956-when the elder Hoover
became Commerce Secretary in 1921, he
picked Herter as his .assistant.
Later, disillusioned with Washington,
the young and idealistic Herter 1n 1924
took over the ownership and coeditorship
of the Independent magazine, in which
position he urged the United Stat~ to
"shed its isolationist fear" and join the
League of Nations. Unable to remain
aloof from political activity for long,
however, Herter was elected 1n 1931 to
the Massachusetts State House of Representativ~. where he .served until 1943;
from 1943 to 1953 he served with disHis infiuence on the Republican Party was
tinction in this House of Representatives. great and possibly decisive . . . . As Governor,
He was, at the time of his appointment Congressman, Undersecretary and Secretary
.as Secretary of State in 1959, "singu- of State, and as a national party leader, he
larly blessed with an enormous fund of used his enormous influence, great talent
affection and r~pect in Congress,'' wrote and personal charm in the constant pursuit
the New . York Times, assessing his of peace through collective international
efforts.
potential.
In fact--

Continued the Timeshe had not a single enemy of any substance
in Congress. For a Secretary of State in this
age, this fact borders on the miraculous.

Christian Herter's record of service-his part in laying the groundwork for the
Marshall plan-is too well known to bear
expansion here. It is a tribute to ·the
depth of human concern which characterized every aspect of his publ1c life that
when he received the $10,000 Collier's
Award in 1948 for distinguished congres-

There might have been a Marshall Plan
without him, but without him that' plan
might never have had the strong bi-partisan
support that made it a. national instead of an
administration purpose.
There might have been a test-ban treaty
without him, but he .gave the striving for
such a treaty its initial impulse and its
earliest attention and the foundations he
laid resulted in the final achievement.
There might have been a reorientation of
American policy devoted to cultivating the
good will and cooperation of the unaligned
nations, but that post-Dulles change got ita
impetus from him and derived much of ita
thrust from his own friendly, amiable and
tolerant personality.
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So far Arizona. and two other states have
introduced bills which are modified versions
of the last session's seven-state regional plan.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Arizona's, fOl' instance, whittled the blll
down by eliminating one of the two conOF
troversial dams oppo.se<l by the conservationist Sierra Club.
These states and Congress in general were
01' CALIFORNIA
caught by surprise by secretary Udall's unIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
expected $719 million scaled-down plan. Reaction generally was comp!ete bewilderment,
Wednesday, February 8, 1961
but a.mong Arizona legislators bewi!derment
Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Speaker, on Feb- slowly has turned to anger.
ruary 7 the Tucson Daily Citizen ran an
Secretary Uall's plan, i! tran.s~ated into
editorial alleging that even the Governor legislation, means that Congress will enact
of Arizona was stunned and bewildered legislation which would increase costs of
by Interior Secretary Udall's switcheroo water users and real property taxpayers in
on proposals for the Colorado River. He just three counties of one state.
And, thls is what makes Arizonans angry.
has dumped the seven State basin develthe CAP is going to be an Arizona affair
opment plan he formerly favored. Now If
only, why is this a matter just for Congress
he wants a. parochial three counties in to decide? And why la it n~essary to 'abanArizona plan. Presumably these are that don the Marble Canyun Dl.Ill, which would
State's most populous politically potent not spoil the Grand Canyon and which would
counties. Only 2 days prior to the Daily help finance CAP?
Certainly, Arizona Ls in a better position
Citizen's puzzlement a. California newsthan Congress to determine how to proceed
paper, the Long Beacl~ , Independent- with
project that wlll be of benefit to the
Press-Telegram, ran a piece which might entirea state,
not just to three o! the state's
provide the answer. The items from both counties as Secretary Uda.ll'a plan suggests.

What Is Stewart Udall Up To?

HON. CRAIG HOSMER

newspapers are reproduced below:

[From the Long Beach (calif.) IndependentPress-Telegram, Feb. 5, 1967]
START OF A CA.MPAIGN?-UDALL WATER
SwrrcH SUSPECTED

WASHINGTON.-Interior Secretary Stewart
Udall's turnaround on the Colorado River
issue last week buttressed speculation that
he'd like to leave the administration for a
berth ln the United States Senate.
The crew-cut cabinet member made a
policy switcheroo ln which he abandoned a
regional approach to utilizing the river's
highly coveted water and .came forth with a
plan to benefit almost entirely to Arizona.
Although other states howled with rage at
being sold down the river, the new Udall
scheme made hlm many points in his home
state of AJizona.
The Arizona reaction to his new stand
could serve Udall well 1! speculation is correct that he's going' to run for the Senate
there next year.
The seat is held by venerable Carl Hayden,
who'll be 90 years old nex:t year but who has
said he'll run agaln. However, there 1s a
good chance that he might be persuaded to
change his mlnd.
The seat will also be sought by Barry
Goldwater, and the president would llke to
see the 1964 GOP presidential nominee opposed by the strongest' Democrat possible.
[From the Tucson (Arlz.) Da.ily Citizen,
Feb. 7, 1967]
NEW CAP PLAN BAFFLES STATE
Gov. Ja.ck Wllllams expressed bewilderment last week when he was advised of a.
drastically revised Central Arizona. Project
proposed by the Johnson Administration.
The Arizona governor could have added
that he was stunned.. He, as were most
Arlzona.ns, waa caught completely otr guard
by Interior Secretary Stewart Udall's proposal which reduces the seven-state regional
plan to a three-oounty Arizona plan. Sen.
Paul Fannin was wise to call at once for a
meeting of Arizona's congressional delegation with state leaders.
The last session of Congress considered a
blook-buster $2.1 billion regional water plan
to develop water resources ln the lower
Colorado River- Basin. The Central Arizona
Project was part or the regional plan. So
were two dams on the Colorado Rivezo, Hualapai and Ma.rble Canyon dams.
The blll made more progress than ever before, but it stlll died 1n commlttee. Some CYt
the seven states, including Arizona, vowed
to renew the quest for vital water in the
90th Congress.

Too Late To Stop Space Drive Now
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
01' TEXAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, January 18, 1967

Mr. TEAGUE of Tex:as. Mr. Speaker,
Mr. Willlam· Hines reviews the current
status of the manned luna.r landing program in an article February 2, 1967, 1n
the Washington Evening Star. Although Mr. Hines feels that a. thorough
analysis must be made of the recent
tragic loss of Astronauts Grissom, White,
and Chaffee, he reaches the conclusion
that it is shortsighted to stop now in our
effort to land and return a man safely
from the moon. The editorial follows:
Too LATE To STOP SPACE DRIVE Now
(By William Hines)
Now that the initial shock' or the tragedy
at Pad 34 is beginning to wea.r otr, the second
guessers a.re stirring. They are wonderingwith a murmur now that wlll grow to a shout
later-whether we should be going to the
moon at all.
The tlme to have asked this question was
68 months ago, whl"n the proposition waa
first laid out. The late President Kennedy
challenged Congress to hash out the matt-er
thoroughly before settln~ the nation on the
road to the moon. Congress listened to h1s
May 25, 1961, space message with slack-Jawed
wonderment and then-with Uttle debate
and no dissenting votes-authorized the
moon program.
Thus Congress--as well a.s the adminlstration and the nation as a whole--is stuck
with Project Apollo, and any slx-yea.r veteran
of Capitol Hill who raises his voice in doubt
now is in peril of being asked wbo&re he was
when the great debate didn't materialize.
There are probably a.s m~ny good reasons
for not going to the moon as for going, but
now is not the time to brlng them up. The
United States has lald lt.s prestige on the line.
It has spent most of the billion donars Apollo
will cost, and it would probably be harder
now to turn the program off tha.n it was to
turn it on in the first place.
In addition-to be just a blt mawkl.sh

February 13, 1967

about it-it would dishonor the memorles of
astronauts "Gus" Grissom., Ed White a.nd
Roger Chaffee to scrub the program now because they died so suddenly and tragicallY·
In a sense, dying 1n that way 1.s what rest
pilots are for.
There is probably some justifi·c atton for the
aSsertion, sometimes heard here and there.
that Kennedy sold the country a tremendous
bill of goods on that May afternoon almost
six years ago.
He was new in office, a bit bloodied by the
Bay of Pigs fiasco and the Russian propa~
ganda victory scored the month before bY
Yurt Gargarin in the spacecraft Vostok I.
In addition, he had been elected on a promiSe
"to get America moving again," and hoW'
better do that than propose something be
would not be called upon to deliver for seven
or eight years?
•
But if "Kennedy ranks as the outstanding
real estate salesman of all time ln sel!ln~
Congress the moon, he was at least candid
with the legislators about the difficulties.
He told them flatly, "No single space project . . . will be so difficult or expensive to
accomplish."
And he told them, too, that it was their
decision to reach: "This is the judgment
which the members of Congress must tinallY
make-let it be· clear that I am asking tbe
Congress and the country to accept a firiXl
commitment to a new course of action--a
course which will last for many years and
carry very heavy costs."
And then the President put It right to the
legislators-to go all-out or forget about it:
"If we are to go only half way, or to reduce
our sights in the face of difficulties, ln mY
judgment it would be better not to go at aU.
It is a heavy burden, and there is no sense
in agreeing or desiring that the United states
take an affirmative position in outer space
unless we are prepared to do the work and
bear- the burdens to make lt successful. If
we are not, we should decide today and thiS
year."
Well, the decision was made, and five and
one-half years later we found ourselves
roughly half .w ay to the moon (in work done,
not in time elapsed) and currently in the
face of a very great difficulty. What is to
be done?
From any rational point of view, the onlY
thing to do is carry on. The Apollo program
necessarily will mark tlme until the true
cause of the spacecraft disaster 1s located
and corrected. It is conceivable that the delay could cause the Dec. 31, 1969, deadline to
be missed. It is entirely possible that the
Russians will get to the moon ahead o! us.
But so what? The world will not end, or
the United States vanish, if Russians beat
us to the moon, any more than the Soviet
Union would vanish 1! we got there fl.rSt.
Kennedy covered thls point, too, in his
amazingly prescient message or May 1961:
"While we cannot guarantee that we shall
one day be the first, we ca.n guarantee that
any failure to make this e1fort will make us
last."
It would be senseless to stop now. Fortunately, it probably also would be
impossible.

National Teachers Corps
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OP'

HON. RICHARD D. McCARTHY
OF

NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, January 12, 1967

Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. Speaker, clldtlnct advantages of the National Teachers Corps were pointed out to me thiS
week by a. Butialo resident who hal

Februa.ry 13, 1967
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witnessed the Corps' effect on his city.
As Mr. Gary E. Zimmerman observed in
a letter to me. there is a real necessity
for competent followup programs for the
Headstart system.
Because the Corps will only be funded
by Congress until June of this year-!
strongly recommend that Congress look
into the importance of its continuation.
I am including Mr. Zimmerman's welldocumented letter on the matter for your
careful consideration:
•

legislative body, it seems as if criticism
is the order of the day-almost every day
and every hour of the- day.
On the other hand, it is oftentimes
very difficult, I know, to point out the
tremendous good that so many of our
Members do day after day with little
or no recognition. Constructive work
gets too little attention.
Mr. Speaker, I came to the Congress
at the same time as our colleague, MENDEL RIVERS, a good many years ago. He
FEBRUARY 1, 1967.
is one of the most dedicated and devoted
' Representative RICHARD D. McCARTHY,
Members we have and I was so glad that
V.s. Courthouse, Buffalo, N.Y.
the gentleman from Maryland has
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE McCARTHY: I would
like to express my thoughts about the need pointed out that he not only has found
for the continuation o! the National Teachers acceptance and fa-vor with the officers
Corps in the five Buffalo public schools. of our armed senices of our country but
.Recently in the newspapers, I read about the that he is equally respected and admired
importance of follow-up eductaional pro- by the enlisted men in our armed servgrams for the Headstart programs. This is ices-which indicates his broad interest
Precisely what the National Teachers Corps is in all who serve this great country of
doing in the elementary schooLs. It serves
the unique educational needs of disadvan- ours.
I congratulate the gentleman on the
taged children in our city by following up
statement he has made and I concur in
preschool programs.
From first hand observations in Buffalo, the fine remarks he li.as uttered here.
I have seen the young, energetic practical
interns in the Corps ·expending great

amounts o! time and energy studying to
become elementary school teachers, working
b. disadvantaged schools and neighborhood
organizations at night. Their program is
rigorous, it has vision. a.nd lt deals with
obvioUs needs of children. The State University College at Buffalo on Elmwood Avenue is sponsoring and educating the twentyfour men and women in the Corps. Under
the competent leadership o! Caryl G'. Hedden. Director ot the National Teachers Corps
in Bu!!alo, there 1s a new emphasis upon
Preparing
teachers
for
disadvantaged
Children.
The National Teachers Corps has been
funded to June, 1967 by Congress. I! the
Corps Is not funded beyond June, 1967, it
1_, doomed and Buffalo will lose a valuable
oommunity tLSset. You must vote "yes" for
the continuation o! the Corps.
Sincerely.
GARY E. ZIM!)IERMAN.

Congressman L. Mendel Rivers·
SPEECH
0].1'

HON. HALE BOGGS
or LOUIStAN&
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESEXTATIVES

Thursday, Februarv 9, 1967

Mr. BOGGS. l'.Ir. Speaker, wlll the
gentleman yield?
M:r..MATHIAS of Maryland. I am
delighted to yield to the distinguished
gentleman from Louisiana.
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, I am so
Pleased that the gentleman from Maryland has taken the time to say these
words about the distinguished gentleman from South Carolina, who is chairman of one of the great committees of
the Congress. I am pleased, too, that
my distinguished colleague, the gentleman from Ill!nols [Mr. ARENDS], who
serves on that committee and who has
served on 1t for many years, has joined
1n this deserved tribute.
Mr. Speaker, 1t i8 easy to crttlclze-and
1n the business that we are in as Representatives of the people 1n this great

United Nations Organization Versus
U.S.A.: A Case for Reapportionment
EXTENS10N OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN R. RARICK

Thus, New YcL'k City, with a popul&-tion of 7,781,984, contains more people
than 69 (or over half). of the voting
member nations of the United Nations
Organization General Assembly. Radical discrimination against the people
of New York City who. have no vote. Unless we are of the opitlion that the peoples of Africa and Latin America are
more educated, better disciplined, and
trained in the art of W.>vernment and
world leadership than are the folks in
New York City.
Using again the \Vorld Almanac we
find one of our smallest States in area,
Rhode Island, \\ith a population of 859,488. Yet, 10 members of the UNO General Assembly-with 10 votes-are each
smaller in population:·
1. Barbados --------------------- 245,000
2. Botswana -------------------- 559, 000
3. Cyprus ----------------------- 598,000
4. Gabon ----------------------- 462, 000
5. Gambia. ---------------------- 330,000
6. Guyana ---------------------- 647,000
7. Iceland ---------------------- 208,000

8. Kuwait ---------------------- 468, 000
9. Luxembourg ------------------ 331, 000
10. Maldive Islands_______________ 97, 000

Further, the combined populations of
these 10 countries together with the pop-

u1ations of four other UNO voters:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Congo (Brazzaville)---------900, 000
Lesotho --------------------858,000
Trinidad and Tobago__________
975, 000
Mauritania ------------------ 1, 000,000
Total _____________________ 7,678,000

OF LOUISIANA

Or a total Of 14 General Assembly votes
does not represent the combined populaMonday, February 13, 1967
tions of New York City at 7,781,984. DisMr. RARICK. 1\lr. Speaker, one per- crimination against New York City and
son, one vote. Such is the ordered equal- Rhode Island?
ity-of-votes theory called "reapportionRather, discrimination against all of
ment" legislated into law as a progres- us citizens of the United States? The
sive humanitarian reform by our Su- 1960 population of the United States of
preme Court in 1965.
America was 179,323,175. The total
Since this decision, every citizen has combined populations of a majority, over
been swayed into equalitarianism by the 51 percent, of the voting member nations
constant promise of full and inflation- of the UNO General Assembly is less
free voting power. State legislatures than the population of the United States
have been ordered, in the name of law of America. Yet, our country, the United
and justice, to redivide and equalize their States of America, has but one.
legislative bodies. Congressional dis- · And consider this. The Soviet Union
tricts have been reformed, altered, or en- has three votes in the United Nations
larged, and the judicial system overfilled Organization: U.S.S.R., Byelorussia, and
with suit after suit as well-meaning citi- the Ukraine-the latter two countries
zens search for the golden tomorrow of - being Russian states-the United States
equality-of-vote power.
of Amertca has 50 States, but only one
Truly, America of today is suffering vote. Equal representation?
from the neurosis of "one person-one
What has happened to the application
vote"-ism. convicts are freed, laws de- of the "one person, one vote" dream?
Was it a sincere application or only a
clared illegal, and taxes voided-all be- . -tool to be used against local representacause of guideline findings of inequities tive government and individual liberty?
in apportionment.
The same President is in office. Mr.
If you consider yoursef to be an Amer- Katzenbach and Mr. KENNEDY are here
ican and believe in representative gov- in washington. But rather than sugernment, regardless of your feelings on gesting irregulartty, inequity, discrimithe reapportionment decision, consider nation, denial of human rights, they
this constitutional case for reapportion- glamorize the "paper bag" monster as
ment:
if it were holy or sacred. They seem to
The United Nations Organization has use th,e United Nations as a front to
a total of 122 voting members. Using stymie American progress.
population census figures from the
Arthur Goldberg-UNO's Ambassador
World Almanac, we find the 1960 pop- to Washington-who has a law degree
ulation of New York City to be 7,781,984. and some judicial training, was on the
Compare the populations of 69 voting same Supreme Court that subjected the
members of the United Nations Organi- American people to apportionment ..
zation with that of New York City.
Now, he and his fellow judicial mechan~
(See table below.)
ics promote and espouse "a world or;m THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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dered under the law." Whose law?
Where is the law to come from? No
member of the United Nations organization has ever been voted into office by
any nation. No government has commissioned by its representative bodies
such drivel. Could he be suggesting law
enacted by a.n "unapportioned" United
Nations General Assembly of men who
have never been voted into office nor
given such authority by their people?
Certainly these men have heard of the
failing of government usurped from people without representation. It is adequately defined in history as tyranny.
The ultraleft extremists are saent, permitting the clock to be turned backward.
Although unelected by our people and
approving of this gross discrimination
against the people of the United States,
even Mr. Goldberg' as a legally trained
man, should awaken to the needs of the
times a.nd be expected to answer to reason and recognize this conspiracy against
"equal rights" for his once fellow countrymen. For as a once jurist he must
realize, under his rule of law, nothing
enacted or considered by an unapportioned body can become a valid binding
law against Americans, whether by
treaty, Executive order, or otherwise. It
is but a farce. To comply violates the
law of our land. To enforce it, treason.
United Nations OrganiZation Member Nations Smaller Than New York City

New York CitY-----------------~ 7, 781,984
Alb,ania -------------------- 1, 865, 000
Austria --------------------- 7, 255, 000
Bolivia --------------------- 3, 697, 000
Botswana 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 559, 000
Burundl 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2, 600, 000
Cambodia ------------------ 6, 200, 000
Cameroon 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5, 210, 000
Central African Republic 1 ___ 1, 352, 000
Chad----------------------- 4,000,000
Congo (Brazzaville)--------900,000
Costa Rica __________________ 1, 433, 000
13. Cuba----------------------- 7,631,000
14. Cyprus --------------------598, 000
15. Dahomey 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2, 300, 000
16. Denmark ------------------- 4, 758, 000
17. Dominican Republic _________ 3, 619, 000
18. Ecuador -------------------- 5, 084, 000
19. El Salvador~----------------- 2,929,000
20. Finland -------------------- 4, 630, 000
21. Gabon (U.N. population) 1 ___
462,000
22. Gambia 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 330, 000
1
23. Ghana - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7, 740,000
24. Guatemala ----------------- 4, 438, 000
25. Guinea 1 __________________ :__ 3, 500, 000
26. Guy.ana -------------------647, 000
27. Haiti ----------------------- 4, 600, 000
28. Honduras ------------------- 2, 284, 000
29. Iceland --------------------208, 000
30. Ireland ~-------------------- 2, 563, 000
31. Israel ----------------------- 2, 563, 000
32. Ivory Coast 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3, 750, 000
33. Jamaica -------------------- 1, 800, 000
34. Jordan --------------------- 1, 876, 000
35. Kuwait --------------------468, 000
36. Laos ------------------------ 3, 000,000
37. Lebanon -------------------- 2, 152,000
38. Lesotho 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 858, 000
39. Liberia 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1, 066, 000
1
40. Libya
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1, 617,000
41. Luxem"bourg ---------------331,000
1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
].2.

42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

~adagascar

1

6,262,000
3, 753,000
97, 000
Mali 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4, 576, 000
Malta -------------------- ... -- _ 319, 000
Mauritania 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1, 000, 000
~o:pgolia ------------------- 1, 019, 000
~alawi

1

~aldive

----------------

--------------------

Islands______________

New Zealand -----------..,---- 2, 647, 282
60. Nicaragua ------------------- 1, 655, 000

United Nations Organization Member Nations Smaller Than New York City--Con.

Niger 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3,328,000
Norway---------------- ----- 3,738,000
Panama -------------------- 1, 246, 000
Paraguay ------------------- 2,030,000
Rwanda 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3, 000, 000
Senegal 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3, 490, 000
Sierra Leone 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2, 200,000
Singapore-------~----------- 1,865,000
Somalia 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2, 500, 000
Sweden--------------------- 7,773,000
Syria ----------------------- 5,399,000
Togo 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1, 617, 000
Trinidad and Tobago_________
975, 000
Tunisia 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4, 675,000
1
Uganda - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7, 551,000
Upper Volta 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4, 858, 000
Uruguay ------------.-------- 2, 845, 734
Yemen ___ .: _________________ 5, 000, 000
69. Zambia 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3; 710,000
1 Following country signifies located in
Africa.

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

Harvard University
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. W. E. (BILL) BROCK
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 13, 1967

Mr. BROCK. Mr. Speaker, there has
been a great deal of comment, both privately and in the press, regarding political ramifications of recent developments
at Harvard University. This situation
has c.a used a great deal of concern from
popular Washington seeress, Jeane Dixop
to author William S. White.
An article appeared recently 1n the
Washington Post regarding this problem
at Harvard. Believing that it will be of
interest to my colleagues, I ask unanimous consent that this article be printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD. The article follows:
[From the Washington (D.C.) Post,
Jan. 15, 1967]
A

BRITISH VIEW: HARVARD ENCLAVE TuRNS
INTO KENNEDY POWER CENTER

(NoTE.-Henry Fairlie, a British journalist
now residing in Washington, wrote this article for today's issue of the Sunday Telegraph in London.)
(By Henry Fairlie)
Money moves in these times in mysterious
ways its wonders to perform.. There is no
longer any reason for it to be openly corrupt
or for those who accept it to be openly venal.
It operates through bodies, whether foundations or trusts, whether endowments or
grants, which are not only legal but
respectable.
When it is Kennedy money, or Kennedycontrolled money, which is involved, one
would expect to find this new system of
wealth working with both exceptional directness and exceptional subtlety. When one
gets to Harvard University, at Cambridge,
~ass., this is exactly what one finds.
What follows is not the exposure of a
scandal or a racket. It is the exposure of the
way in which, under the most discreet and
respectable and legal arrangements, money
today wields power and wields it expertly
and deliberately.
The story needs to be told carefully, for it
is a story in which the · small qualifications,
the small arrangements, matter. Big wealth
operates today in the pages which are printed
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1n small type. It is with the small type that
we must be concerned.
In its issue of Oct. 29, 1966, the Harvard
Alumni Bulletin ran a story with thLs lead

paragraph:
"A glittering company foregathered on the
top :floor of Holyoke Center the evening o!
Oct. 17 to celebrate the creation of the Institute of Politics. Among 80 guests of the
president and fellows of Harvard were eight
members of the Kennedy family, four Senators (two of them Kennedys), more than a.
dozen fanner officials of the Kennedy Administration."
Before this glittering ·company foregathered, there had been at Havard a perfectly
chaste Graduate School of Administration,
which could boast the kind of scholars one
expects a university like Harvard to attract
and encourage.
Suddenly, as a result of an assassination,
there appeared in Harvard an organization
which carries the title, The Kennedy LibrarY
Corporation. This is the governing body of
the fund which has been collected, and is
still being collected, to establish a memorial
in Cambridge to John F. Kennedy.
The short description of its composition
is one which was given to me 1n Cambridge
by someone who has had dealings with it:
"It's chairman is Eugene Black, of the Chase
Manhattan Bank: it includes men like
George Meany, of the AFI..r-CIO, and for the
rest, it is really Arthur Schlesinger Jr. and
the family." The family, of course, is the
Kennedys themselves.
This body then decided to move inthere is no other phr.ase-<>n Harvard. It
decided to rename· the Graduate School of
Administration, and attach to it a quite new
body, the Institute of Politics. It is here
that the plot thickens. I am probably the
only member .of the general public who haS
seen the letter in which the Kenndy Library Corporatiorllaid down its terms to the
Harvard Corporation, which is the governing body of Harvard University.
It is worth noticing that the letter from
the Kennedy Library Corporation to Harvard
Corporation was, in fact, a letter from one
partner of an established Boston law firm to
another partner. "In these matters," said
someone who should know, "New England
is really much worse than old England."
ITEMS OF AGREEMENT

Three items of the agreement should be
noticed, First, there was the insistence that
the Graduate School of Administration
should be renamed the John F. Kennedy
School of Government. Harvard has never
before named any department or school after
any donor. Indeed, it had to go to court in
order to get permission to make the change
which the Kennedy family demanded, but
there, in the final letter of agreement, are
the strict words: "Harvard Corporation Shall
_ go to court . . ."
It is worth reporting the comment of one
of the best scholars within the School of
Government. "If we accept this as a precedent .we will become like Brandeis College,
where· even the lavatory seats have inscriptions which say, 'In memory of • • • '"
Harvard, in fact, degraded itself by accepting
this condition,
Secondly, in the agreement, there was the
firm condition that the newly established Institute of Politics should have its own "Advisory Committee." Again, in black and
white, there was the strict statement that a
member of the Kennedy family should be a
member of this Advisory Committee and that
while they live it should be either the widow
of the President or one of his brothers. The
present representative on the Committee 1.8
Jacqueline Kennedy.
TWO ENDOWMENTS

Thirdly, the .agreement stated the amount
and the form of the endowment. To put
1t briefly, the total endowment of the Institute of Politics wm be $10 Million. The
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toal endowment of the John F. Kennedy
School of Government will be $3.5 million.
The Institute's income from this endowment will rise from something over $300,000 this year ta something over $500,000 by
1076. But the point to notice is the discrepancy between the endovvment of the
school. which is the established scholarly
bodv. and the endowment of the Institute.
It is obvious, then, in the Institute that
the Kennedy~ famlly--or, more formally, the
Kennedy Library Corporation-is most interested. But it was the endowment and
the renaming of the School of Administration which gave it its foothold. Without
this endowment and renaming, it would
have been very d!..fficult to establish the Institut-e within Harvard.
•
Why this lntereat in the Institute? One
must look first at its composition.
NEUSTADl' IS DmECTOR

At its head stands its director, Prof. Richard Neustadt. He is the archetype of the
s':.range American phenomenon, the man who
crosses, backwards and forwards, from the
world of scholarship to the world of politics, without being too disturbed by the
Possible con!llot. He has been an adviser
to President Truman, to President Kennedy
and to President Johnson.
.
Would he be an adviser to another President Kennedy? Probably not ln Washington, I suspect. But it 1s idle to pretend
that his role i:t the Kennedy circle is insignificant.
He is a.n opentor; thls is one thing which
makes his conversation and his writings
about politics both entertaining and instructh·e. He knows perfectly well the nature
or the operation which he has been invited
to conduct, and U anyone can guide the
Institute to some satisfactory activity it is
he.
Beneath him are the members of the Institute, who are also on its Planning Committee. All of them a.re professors at Harvard. But this only shows how immaculate was the original conception of linking
the Institute of Polttics with Harvard's established. faculties and schools. The respectablllty of the Institute is, in this way, built
in, just as lt itsel! has been built ln.
ALL SERVED IN WASHINGTON

They are all men who, at some stage in
their careers, have served in Washington,
and who, except for the more elderly of them,
might expect to be invited back to Washington one day. Two of them stand out, and
and help to tell a. little more of the story.
It 1B precisely because they are both exceptionally able men tha.t they should be noticed..
The first Is Prof. Adam Yarmolinsky. He
left Washington last year to become a. professor of law at Harva.rd, a member of the Institute of Politics, and the chairman of its
fellowship committee.
CLOSE TO M'NAMARA

As Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense,
he was close to Robert McNamara, and relllains closely associated with him. He left

President Johnson's Admtnistration with a
considerable, if justified., personal grievance.
He would certainly like to return to Washington some day, under a. suitable President, ·
and the most suitable in sight is Sen. Robert
Kennedy.
The second name worth noticing is Prof.
Daniel P. Moynihan. He was in Washington-and still is at Ha.rvard-~me of the most
gifted minds in public life in America. Passionately serious without being heavy or
e:u-nest, his first interest is the Negro in the
city. Again, there 1s not the slightest doubt
that he would like to return to Washingtonunder a President Robert Kennedy.
To these, 1t Is perhaps worth adding a
third. name: Prof. Cary Ka.ysen. Director
or the Institute of Advanced Study at Prince-

ton. he has visiting-rr..ember status at the
Institute of Politics in Cambridge. Again
one meets a former member of the John F.
Kennedy Administration likely to be called
upon in any futttre Kennedy Administration.
POSTS THEY HAVE HELD

One must return, at thls point to the
original endowment a.nd constitution. The
first point is that very little of the money
collected by the Kennedy Library Corporation is actually Kennedy money. But t!le
control of the Kennedy family over the funds
is assured.
Far more significant is the fact that, of
the endowment of $10 million of the Institute
of Politics, $2.5 million came directly from
the Ford Foundation, technically as part of
the Kennedy Library Corporation's gift.
Who is head of the Ford Foundation? None
other than McGeorge Bundy, formerly special
assistant to both President Kennedy and
_rresident Johnson.

From the members of the Institute. to its
fellows: these are youngish men, largely
drawn from inside the Administration in
Washington, who spent a ;·ear at the Institute. Their former posts are worth listing:
Carl Alperovitz, Special Assistant to the
Assistant Secretary of State for International Organization A1Iairs.
David Filvaroff, Special Assistant to the
Attorney General.
BUNDY'S AMBITIOX
Stephen Horn. Administratlve Assistant to
Bundy's close association with Sen. Robert
Sen. Thos. H. Kuchel (R-Callf.).
Kennedy is no secret. Nor is his ambition to
Andreas Lowenfeld, deputy legal adviser in
be Secretary of State. Again, this is not to
the State Department.
attribute motive or intent. One is merely
Jonathan Moore, legislative assistant to
illustrating how large wealth in these days,
former Sen. Leverett Saltonstall (R-Mass.).
John G. Palfrey, formerly of the Atomic · through endowments and foundations, becomes entangled in, and itself entangles, the
Energy Commission.
operation of poll tical power.
John G. Stewart, spe.::ial assistant to Vice
The only Kennedy who has any formal
President.
relationship with the Institute ls Jacqueline
Richard Tuttle, director in Jackson (Miss.)
Kennedy,
as a member of the Advisory Comof the office of the Lawyers· Committee for
mittee. The other members of the ComCivil Rights.
John G. Wofford, staff assistant to the mittee are a fairly representative group or
deputy director or the Community Action what for want of a better term, one may call
America's Eastern Establishment.
Program.
This Committee is to meet..as a group once
To these may be added the rather surprising name of a British citizen, Sir Eric a year. But it has an executive secret.ary,
Roll, who retired on Oct. 1 as permanent Michael Forrestal, and its members can be
Under Secretary to the Department of Eco- contacted at any time.
Still, to my perpetual question: Why
nomic Affairs.
But, this month, there has been one more should there be an Advisory Committee at all
addition. A distinguished Washington jour- 1! the Institute is a genuine part of Harvard
nalist, Philip Geyelin, is in the process of University responsible to the Harvard Corleaving his former post as diplomatic corre- poration?-! received only one direct and
spondent of the Wall Street Journal for a key convincing answer. "The Advisory Commitappointment on the editorial page of The tee will come into play when the President's
Washington Post. In the month between widow decides it should come into play."
jobs he has been made an extraordinary felThe AdYisory Committee, with the firm
low of the Institute.
condition that one Kennedy should be a.
member of it, is the formal sanction which
OTHERS TO BE BROUGHT IN
There is a group of men in public life who underlies the informal but continuing interare going to be brought to the Institute pe- est that the Kennedy family takes tn the runriodically throughout the year. This group ning of the Institute. That interest is disincludes Ala.n Otten, of the Washington Bu- played actively and strongly by Sen. Robert
reau of the Wall Street Journal, and Max Kennedy.
HEAD OF THE FAMll.Y
Frankel of the New York Times.
"It is an Irish family," said one leading
It should be obvious by now that the Kennedy Institute of Politics provides the most figure at Cambridge, "and there is a head
convenient opportunity for attracting under of the family." Indeed, at one meeting conthe Kennedy name men who are at present cerned with the affairs of the Institute some
serving in the Johnson Administration, who time ago, when Sen. Edward Kennedy o!fered
are hoping to be employed by, and would be an opinion, his brother interrupted: "Now.
useful to, another Kennedy Administration, Teddy, remember what father said, that I am
and who, as influential political journalists, head of the family."
have valuable services to offer in the future.
It is, of course, impossible to get any conIf there is any doubt about this, it is about firmation of the Kenned.ys• ln.fluence on
to be removed. In the White House today, appointments. One leading member admitthere is one special assistant to the President ted to me that there were certain problems
of exceptional quality, Francis Bator. Al- which were taken to Robert Kennedy. But
though it has not been announced, he has one hardly needs more confirmation than
accepted a. professorship within the John F. the list- of the main appointments themKennedy School of Government, and the post selves. Whether past members of the Kenof Director of Studies within the Institute. nedy circle, whether aspiring members of it,
The assumption is that he will return to or whether men the Kennedys would like to
attract into it, they are all potential memWashington one day.
bers o! any future Kennedy Administration.
MOTIVE AND INTE~T
By means which are entirely legal and reProf. Yarmolinsky made a nice distinction
between "motive" and "intent" when he was spectable and discreet, the Kennedys have
established,
vpth funds collected in memory
talking of those who are brought to the Institute. Certainly, neither motive nor intent of John F. Kennedy, a recruiting college.
is being attributed here to those who accept That valuable work may be done there is
the Institute's invitations, o1Iers, and beside the point. It could have been done
without the formal and informal connections
hospitality.
But the fact remains that one cannot ex- which the Kennedys have insisted on retainamine the list of members, or the list of ing with the Institute.
If they did not insist on these connections
fellows, or the list of faculty .associates, without recognizing that within Harvard's bound- for the purpose which seems apparent one
aries and constitution, there now exists an can only ask why the John F. Kennedy School
apparently respectable body which is pre- of Government and the Kennedy Institute of
cisely organized to attract men out of the Politics were not endowed in the simple manpublic service until they ma.y, at a conveni- ner which most donors have found adequate
in the past.
ent time, be returned to lt.
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Dollars and Cents in Space Programs ·
EXTENSION OF

REJ\!~RKS

OF

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, January 18, 1967

Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
Mr. Marquis Childs, in the Washington
Post of February 1, offers a challenging
analysis of the continuation of our space
program today. He evaluates the tragic
loss of our astronauts, the current condition of the NASA budget, and the Soviet progress in space. Considering
these elements, Mr. Childs arrives at
what seems to be the only logical answer
to our continued progress as a Nation.
I commend this brief but searching article to your reading:
DOLLARS AND CENTS IN SPACE PROGRAMS

(By Marquis Childs)
A distinguished American space specialist
just returned from two weeks in the Soviet
Union brought back an interesting report.
He talked with the leaders of the Soviet
space program at several space centers and
without exception he found while they said
very little they were like the cat that had
swallowed the canary.
This is interpreted here as meaning that
the Soviets will shortly announce a major
breakthrough. The guess is that it will be
an orbiting manned space platform.
The likelihood of a dramatic new Soviet
achievement takes on particular weight in
view of the tragedy to the three American
astronauts at Cape Kennedy. It will dramatlze the degree to which the Soviets are ahead
in heavy boosters essential to carry out a
landing on the moon. Repeated denials from
both sides that this is not a ·race to the moon
are all very well. The fact remains that the
first power to land men on that silver orb
will gain enormous prestige.
It is too early to say how long the setback in the American program will be as a result of the disaster to the Saturn I at the
Cape. But the Ininimum will be three to
four months.
·
What this means in the broader outlook of
the President's budget and the approach to
spending, taxes and public opinion should
be clearly understood. James E. Webb, the
hard-driving boss of the Aeronautics and
Space Agency, calls NASA's budget for 1968
of just over $5 billion a "succes budget." By
this he means that virtually every test and
every trial flight leading up to the landing
on the moon prior to 1970 must be successful. His unquestioned loyalty to the President to one side, Webb Inight have called it
a tight budget, a description fitting the
whole stretched-out effort to cover the diverse programs at home and abroad in a
business-as-usual frame.
The capsule destroyed atop the giant
saturn in the :flash fire that took the lives of
the astronauts 1>9ints up the "success budget." The first in the series, it was equipped
to send back -in a 14-day test mission far
more data than later capsules. Data is, of
course, the raw material that will spell the
difference betw~en success and failure on the
moon.
The later capsules will provide less of the
k1nd of inforination vital to the final goal.
This points up what it means to assume success each time. The need to redesign the
capsule, in effect to start over again, can
threaten the success schedule and push the
moon landing close to the deadline of 1970
or beyond.

It is not alone 1n the President's budget
that success each time is assumed. The public has a tak.e -it-for-granted attitude despite
the errors occurring on almost every orbiting test. The skill of the astronauts and the
supporting crews on the ground have overcome those errors. And despite repeated
warnings sounded by everyone from Webb on
down on the inherent danger in the whole
incredibly complex operation, the public had
fallen back until last Friday on the comforting view that everything would go all right.
The unanswered question is: Can this
country do everything within the normal,
comfortable frame of reference?
Mayor
Jerome Cavanagh of Detroit, president of the
National League of Cities, had sharp things
to say on this score when the League met in
December in Las Vegas. The percentage cut
in housing and urban development, he
pointed out, was 17 times.
Webb was sitting beside him waiting to
make the principal address. Characteristically he got up, abandoned his prepared
Inanuscript and launched into an impassioned exposition of what NASA had contributed to Scientific advancement and industrial growth as well as to exploration of
outer space and the earth's atmosphere.
It was a masterful presentation. But in
a sense it begged the larger question. That
is whether without a substantial tax increase
to rebuild the cities and get on with the
moon program-in addition to the cost of
the Vietnam war, together with a rigorous
overhauling of priorities-it is poss.ible no
matter how much the budget is stretched to
do everything.
This becomes increasingly important in
relation to the other giant power. The view
is growing here that contrary to the conviction cherished at a high level the Soviet
Union is succeeding in space, in weaponry
and in other fields vital to world leadership.
It may be because in a totalitarian state the
individual and his living standard can be
squeezed and squeezed again. But if 1t is
being done, explanations are irrelevant.

General Kosc:iuszko: A Patriot of
Two Lands
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, January 23, 1967

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Speaker, at this
time, the 221st anniversary of his birth,
I should like to pay tribute to the memory
of Gen. Tadeusz Kosciuszko.
Tilustrious heroes of many nations of
the world joined us during the Revolutionary War so that freedom could establish a beachhead on this continent.
Kosciuszko was one of those brave men.
General Kosciuszko today symbolizes,
throughout the world, the spirit of the
indomitable Poles . who for 1,000 years
have toiled in defense of freedom. There
is no better example of the Polish spirit
and dedication to freedom than this man.
The spirit of Kosciuszko indicates that
the Polish Nation will never acquiesce to
the tyranny of communism. Today
Polish emigrants who cannot return to
their native land because of Communist
domination carry on the struggle for ultimate liberation of that country. Within Poland the spirit of freedom continues
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to flourish, despite the presence of dogmatic communism.
Kosciuszko is the symbol of a gallant
people who have for 10 centuries inspired the world in the firm belief that
man was created to be free and that the
dignity of the individual is the greatest
force on earth.

School Guidelines and the Law
~XTENSION

OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT T. ASHMORE'
OF SOUTH ciROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 13, 1967

Mr. ASHMORE. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following article
written by Columnist David Lawrence,
which appeared in the Washington, D.C.,
Evening
Star
newspaper
entitled
. "School Guidelines and the Law." His
comments are so clear, concise, and to
the point, that all I can add is my complete agreement with his statement. I
commend 1ts reading to my colleagues
in tfie House:
[From the Washington (D.C.) Evening Star,
Feb. 9, f967)
SCHOOL GUIDELINES AND THE LAW

(By David Lawrence)
Respect for law and order has been
preached again and again by almost everybody in government from the President on
down. No explanation has been given, however, as to why the U.S. Office of Education
is today disregarding the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, which specifically says:
"'Desegregation' shall not mean the assignment of students to public schools in
order to overcome racial imbalance."
The same law declares that, to assure "nondiscrimination in federally assigned programs," each federal department and agency which is empowered to extend financial
assistance ·to any program or activity is authorized to effectuate the provisions of the
statute. But it is stated that this can be
accomplished only "by issuing rules, regulations, or orders of general applicability
which shall be consistent with the achievement of the objectives of the statute authorizing financial assistance."
It is also stipulated that "no such rule,
regulation, or order shall become effective
unless and until approved by .the President."
President Johnson thus far, however, has
not approved any regulation containing
"guidelines" with respect to "racial imbalance" in the schools. The U.S. Office of Education nevertheless continues to threaten
the withdrawal of public funds if certain
"guidelines" are not obeyed.
The latest example of this activity is reported in an Associated Press dispatch from
Orlando, Fla., on Feb. 6, which reads as follows:
"Florida counties 1n which few Negroes
live will be expected to abolish dual school
systems by next fall, a federal official said
yesterday.
"Stricter federal guidelines for desegregation of public schools were spelled out by
John Hodgdon of the U.S. Office of Education. He spoke to county school officials
from throughout the state.
"Counties with Negro schooi populations
of less than 15 percent will be expected to
phase out dual systems in the fall Hodgdon
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Said. Those with more than 20 percent
should · achieve integration of 15 percent of
the total by September. he added.
"'Next year. we wru also be asking !or
the equivalent of two fulltime teachers per
School on a desegregated basis,' Hodgdon
said. 'Last year, one teacher per school was
satisfactory.' . . .
"Hodgdon said he was outlining only
guidelines: In school districts with many
Negro pupils. individual problems will be
considered."
The same situation which is described in
Florida prevails in other states. Unquestionably many students will have to be transPorted from one school district to another in
order to achieve "racial balance" of this kind,
but the Civil Rights Act of 1964: says:
''Nothing herein shall empower any official
or court of the United States to issue any
Order seeking to achieve a racial balance in
any school by requiring the transportation
Of pupils or students from one school to
another or one school district to another."
In a recent hearing, a federal examiner,
SeYmour Wenner. called attention to the fact
that the President has not approved any reg'lllations dealing with "guidelines." Wenner
said:
''Did Congress say that he (the President)
COUld say. 'I really don't want to hear about
this problem any more?' That seems to me
to be exactly what Congress said he wasn't
su;>posed to do. That seems to be at war
"'ith this very peculiar requirement that
the President supervise the regulations."
. Briefs have been requested in this case. It
lS anticipated, however, that the U.S. Office
Of Education will argue that the "guidelines"
are only "advice," and not an order. But the
e!l'ect of the activities of the Office of Education is just the same as if an order had been
issued. For the federal government can
Withhold funds at its own discretion and apParently does not give any reasons for such
action, except to say in general terms that
the wishes of the federal government have
not been fulfilled.
Many members of Congress have been criticizing the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare-which supervises the U.S. Office of Education-for attempting to bring
about "racial balance" 1n the schools deSpite the fact that the statute itself withholds any a.ut~ority to carry out such an obJective. But the office o! education continues to make Its own "guidelines" without
formal presidential a.pproval.

To Vietnam
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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Mr. DORN. ~.Speaker, it has been
a pleasure to be associated with the
VaUghn Bible Class of Calvary Baptist
Church for 20 years. During that time
I have known some of the greatest Sunday school teachers in America, am'\mg
them our colleagues, Oren Harris, Brooks
liays, Cliff Mcintyre, 0. K. Armstrong,
and Gene Siler. One of the most dedicated.- devoted, and greatest teachers 1n
the 75-year history of this great class
has been Col. Woodford T. Moseley.
Colonel Moseley was recently ordered
to Vietnam, and while he was en route,
the president of our class, Roger Sisk,
W:rote ~ Colonel Moseley the following
very splendid letter:

Col.

T. MOSELEY,
En route to Vietnam.

DEAR MosE: Many or us recall some five
years ago when, with your lovely wife Claire,
you came to Calvary and brightened the
horizon like the sun fixing to rise. You
melted into our Christian activities, giving
them a lively and more flavorful taste, and
as a result you earned our love and respect.
The Vaughn Class has been especially
blessed Mose, first with your occasional presentations of the morning lesson, then with
your valued participation in other Class
activities, including a term as our President
in 1963. Then later with your service as our
official teacher, during which you gave us
many thoughtful and inspiring lessons, and
pro,ided other excellent guest teachers.
We thank God and the Army for letting us
have you this long.
As you leave us now for a little while
Mose, of course we shall miss you, and so
wHl the hundreds you have talked and
prayed with at the Oentral Union Mission,
and the old folks you have cheered at the
D.C. Village, and the hundreds in the organized Bible Class Asso~lation who have
profited from your presence and presentations.
Yes Mose, your fine Christian witness has
blessed us a.ll and will remain a joyful
memory but, the original wUI go with you to
bless others in need. May God be very close
to you and wife Claire as she waits here
your return.
Sincerely and prayerfully yours,
ROCER SISK,

President.

United Nations Organization
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. JOHN R. RARICK
or
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[From the Washington Post, Dec. 31, 1966}
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ACHESON ON RHODESIA

It would be a mistake to ca>il at a sound
conclusion because of persnickety trouble
with some of the preceding reasoning. You
are certainly right in the first and last sentence of your editorial on Dec. 9 on sanctions against Rhodesia: "The central fact
of the Rhodesian situation is that there
does not seem to be much to do a~ut it . . . .
It is not a time for posturing and empty gestures." You are also right that whatever
the Rhodesians nave done has been wholly
within their own country and contains no
element of aggression. But you bother me
when you speak of "the white minority's
transgressions."
Transgressions
against
what? What international obligations have
they violated?
International law does not proclaim the
sanctity of British dominion over palm and
pine. Certainly we Americans are in no position to declare it--we who conspired to instigate French aggression against British
power in America and not only threatened
but shattered international peace to achieve
our independence. Furthermore, the British government has conceded since 1923 that
Rhodesia is not only self-governing but responsible for its own defense and security.
Therefore, to assert de jure as well as de
facto independence is not a transgression.
Certainly Rhodesia's voting laws and system of popular representation in its ' legislature are not contrary to any international
obligation. The one man, one vote deduction from the Fourteenth Amendment 1s not
recognized in international law, as our
friend King Faisal of Saudi Arabia can testify.
Indeed, the present system in Rhodesia,
broadly speaking, has been in effect and regarded with complacency in Great Britain
for nearly half ~century.
You quite rightly observed that this system operates entirely within the boundaries
of Rhodesia. and affects no one else. In such
a situation the U.N. Charter is plain. Chapter r. Article 2, paragraph 7 provides unequivocally that the United Nations shall
not intervene in matters which are within
the internal jurisdiction of any state. The
United Nations evades this simple command
by reasoning worthy of the Red Queen in
Through The Looking Glass. One has to
follow it closely. Rhodesia, in doing what
the U.N. has no jurisdiction to forbid, annoys
African members to the point where they may
transgress against the First Commandment
of the U.N. (Chapter I, Article 4) :
"All members shall refrain in thelr international relations from the threat or use
of force against the territorial integrity or
political independence of any state."
Since Rhodesia by doing what it has always
done and with which the United Nations
cannot constitutionally interfere, incites less
law-abiding members to violate .t heir solemn
obligation not to -qse force or the threat of
force in their international relations, Rhodesia becomes a threat to the peace and must
be coerced.
If this reasoning leads the reader to ask
with Mr. Chanler, "Who's loony now?", don't
blame Rhodesia, blame the Security Council
and Harold Wilson.
DEAN ACHESON.

Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, Dean
Acheson's letter on Rhodesia and the
United Nations Organization appeared
in the December 31, 1966, \Vashington
Post.
January 7, 1967, President Johnson
was persuaded to rescue Britain from
its rightful humiliation and executed ~he
controversial Executive order against
little Rhodesia.
Bad facts make hard law. Likewise,
political expediency backfires. Today
Rhodesia, under vicious attack by all
United Nations Organization's participating parties, has been orbited into
worldwide acclaim and leadership
through her people's courage and resolute determination.
The facts and law in December of
1966 are in no way changed or modified ·
by the President's self-imposed secondary boycott. Right is right and no
WASHINGTON.
amount of self-justification or propaganda can correct the wrong. Our image [From the Rhodesian Information Office,
at home as "the land of the free" can
Washington, D.C.J
only be recovered by an immediate lifting
' RHODESIAN VIEWPOINT: AN ANSWER TO
of the economic sanctions.
AMBASSADOR GOLDBERG
Do not blame Rhodesia, nor her leadOn December 31 the Washington Post pubers. Deposit the cause where it be- lished a. letter from fanner · Secretary o!
longs-with the Security Council, Harold State Dean Acheson opposing U.N. involveWilson, Arthur Goldberg, Nicholas Katz- ment in the Rhodesian affair. On January 8
the newspaper published a 'communication'
enbach and our President.
from Ambassador Arthur J. Goldberg replyAcheson's letter, accompanied by the ing to Mr. Acheson's crltlclsms. SOme comRhodesian viewPoint follow 1n full text: ments are offered below on various positlona

/
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his letter to which the comments relate are

printed in small type.
"First it is argued that action on this issue
by the U.N. involves a violation of Article 2, _
paragraph 7 of the Charter which reads:'Nothing contained in the present Charter
shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially within
the domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall
require the Members to submit such matters
to settlement under the present Charter; but
this principle shall not prejudice the appllcation of enforcement measures under
Chapter Vll.' The fallacy of this argument
can be seen when the facts involved in the
Southern RhOdesia situation are tested
against the language of the Charter itself:
Rhodesia is not a 'state' and has not been
recognized as such by a single government
or international organization."
The question of what is or is not a
'state' has been the subject o! much debate
by students of internaUonal law and
the best conclusion to be reached from their
commentaries is that it is impossible to
dogmatize about statehood, and that law, as
Mr. Goldberg suggests later, "is often developed Ofl a case-by-case basis." There can
be no doubt that RhOdesia possesses most of
the attributes of statehOOd inasmuch as it
is a clearly defined territory with a central
government which exercises effective jurisdiction over all aspects of the U!e of the community, including the maintenance of law
e.nd order. Mr. Smith's government has exercised effective authority in Rhodesi~t to the
exclusion of other authorities both before
and since the declaration of independence
of November 11, 1965.
Rhodesia has long been recognised as possessing an international identity by virtue,
inter alia, of being a Contracting Party to the
GATT since 1948, by various treaty obligations that it has entered into and by its
membership of certain U.N. agencies.
Rhodesia is regarded as having sufficient
national identity for sanctions purposes.
Presumably Britain is not applying sanctions
against herself.
"The situation in Rhodesia is not 'domestic', since it involves the international responsibilities of the United Kingdom under
the Charter relating to non-self-governing
territories."
This statement is not in accordance with
the facts. Mr. Cecil King, British representative on the U.N. Fourth Committee, informed the Committee on October 1, 1963:
"We do not accept that Southern Rhodesia
is a non-self-governing territory, despite the
repeated assertions to that effect which have
been made in the United Nations . . . . The
pla.ln fact Is that Southern Rhodesia is selfgoverning, in relation to the parent country,
and has all the attributes of a self-governing territory . . . . That, quite shortly, has always been and remains the attitude of my
delegation. For that reason my delegation
has always denied and continues to deny
the competence of this organisation to concern itself with the affairs of Southern
Rhodesia. No resolution of the Committee
of Twenty-four or of this Committee or of
the Security Council or of the General Assembly can make the status of Southern
Rhodesia what lt ls not.''
Mr. Goldberg's assertion is in direct contradiction of Mr. King's statement. The fact
that Britain has since found It expedient for
various political reasons of her own to reverse
her position on U.N. involvement in the
Rhodesian affair has no bearing on the principle that Is at Issue here.
"The action of the Security Council does
not constitute 'intervention' since the Council has acted at the request and with the
concurrence of the legitimate sovereign, the
United Kingdom."
This is surely an exercise in semantics.
It begs the question as to whether it Is proper

for the U.N. Organization to respond to the
request of the British Government for assistance in asserting its colonial domination
over a territory which has severed the last
bonds of dependency. Mr. Walter Lippmann
has no doubts on this score. He says that,
"Mr. Wilson is asking the U.N. to do what it
was never meant to do, what it is not organized to do and what it cannot do."
"Article 2, Paragraph 8, by its own terms,
does not apply to the application of enforcement measures such as mandatory sanctions
imposed by the Council in this case."
True, but this supposes that enforcement
measures are well founded, which in turn requires accepting the absurd proposition that
Rhodesia is a threat to the peace.
~·second, it is sometimes said that the
United Nations action represents a denial of
the principle of self-determination. The
simple answer to this argument is that the
Smith regime is not asserting the right of
self-determination for all the Rhodesian people but merely the right of 6 per cent of the
Rhodesian people who are white to rule over
94 per cent who are black. The refusal of
the United Kingdom to recognize the illegal
seizure of power by a minority group based
on racial grounds, far from being a denial
of self-determination, is an attempt to implement that objective for the Rhodesian
people as a whole."
Leaving aside the question of self-determination, which admits of many interpretations
and constructions, it is demonstrably false to
suggest that the Rhodesian Government is
asserting "the right of 6 per cent of the
Rhodesian people who are white to rule over
94 per cent who are black." No such intention can be inferred from anything that the
Rhodesian Government has said or done.
Rhodesia's voting qllalifl.cations are norv
racial and they inevitably envisage the progressive enfranchisement of black Rhodesians
on the basis of their achieving these qualifications. The qualifications were built into
the 1961 constitution under which, as British
Ambassador Sir Patrick Dean assured the
U.N. General Assembly in June, 1962, "it is
accepted that majority rule will come ...... .
The process of extending a franchise, in accordance with our practice and experience
in many difierent territories, is one which
should proceed step by step." Voting qualifications are unchanged in the 1965 (independence) constitution and it cannot therefore be alleged that the act of independence
was in any way motivated by a desire to restrict black Rhodesian political rights.
As a condition precedent to acknowledging
Rhodesia's independence, the British Government laid emphasis on six principles, certain of which called for an acceleration of
black political advancement. In the talks
abroad H.M.S. Tiger early in December Mr.
Smith found it possible to accommodate Mr.
Wilson on all these principles. Mr. Wilson
acknowledged this himself. He told the
British House of Commons on December 5;"0n the amendments necessary to the 1961
constitution which would be required to give
effect to the six principles, Mr. Smith and I
reached complete agreement. . . . The requirements of the six principles have been
met in full with effective constitutional and
external guarantees."
"Third, it 1B argued that the Rhodesian
situation poses no threat to international
peace justifying the application of mandatory sanctions. To this I must point out
that it is the explicit prerogative of the Security Council under Article 39 of the United
Nations Charter to make a finding that there
is a threat to international peace and security. In the case of Rhodesia, the Security
Council has reviewed the facts of the case
and made precisely such a determination.
In doing so, the council naturally bases its
decision both on the existing situation and
on its best estimate of what Is likely to happen in the future. Clearly, there are great
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risks of violence already involved in the suppression of the fundamental rights of 94 per·
cent of the population in Southern Rhodesia,
and the danger to peace will obviously grow
if some remedy is not found.
"Fourth, it is sometimes argued that sanctions cannot be applied against Rhodesia
since the threat to peace originates froxn
other African states. This argument overlooks the fundamental fact that the threat to
peace inherent in the Rhodesian situation
lies in Rhodesia itself."
It is incontrovertible that Article 39 of
the U.N. Charter empowers the SecuritY
Council to determine that there is a threat to
international peace and security. What is
at issue is whether the Security Council applied sound, sober and objective judgment
in making that determination in respect of
the situation in Rhodesia. Many detached
observers believe that it did not. Fonner
Secretary of State Dean Acheson commented
as follows to the Washington Evening Star:"The only way the U.N. seems to be able to
reason that it can get a Rhodesia is to saY
that by doing what they have a perfect right
to do-and with which the U.N. is forbidden
to interfere--they so annoy less law-abiding
characters that these people will threaten to
attack them, which violates the Charter, and
therefore Rhodesia is a threat to the peace.
This is about as backwards a piece of reasoning as anyone can easily conceive."
Since Article 39 lays an obligation on the
Security Council to make a finding that
there is a threat to international peace and
security, it is surely very remiss of the
Council to have passed up the opportunitY
to assemble all the facts. The Council did
not even acknowledge, much less entertain,
an application by Rhodesia to be heard un·
der Article 32 as a party to a dispute before
the Council.
There is no basis whatever for the allega·
tion that "there a.re great risks of violence
already involved in the suppression of the
fundamental rights of 94 per cent of the
population" or that "the threat to peace
inherent in the Rhodesian situation lies in
Rhodesia itself." Rhodesia is demonstrablY
free from political tensions, as many independent witnesses have testified-certain·
ly freer than many other areas of AfriCa
that have not attracted the attention of the
Security Council. The Nigerian Editor-in·
Chief of the Lagos Dally Times has said that
the overseas picture of Rhodesia as a grilll.
tense, police state is "a massive fraud."
South African liberal Laurens van der post,
who visited Rhodesia since independence
with what he described as "a profound emotional and intellectual bias towards finding
nothing but evidence of lmpending Greek
tragedy," found nothing to substantiate hiS
apprehensions.. Instead he found "a gen·
eral preference among them (black Rhode·
sians) for an evolutionary rather than a
violent revolutionary change of Rhodesian
society." Congressman John Ashbrook and
two American colleagues who visited RhO·
desia early last year found that the RhOdesian Government commanded "the vir·
tually unanimous support of the white pop·
ulation and the respect of a preponderance
of the Africans;" also that "the telltale signs
of racial tension are nowhere to be seen."
They concluded that "American Polley on
Rhodesia•represents the triumph of ideology
over actuality." In a letter to the Washing·
ton Dally News on December 23 Mr. Franlt
Johnson of the American Security CouncU
refers to a cartoon presumably indicating
that Rhodesia is an oppressive white police
state. He writes: "I have just returned
from a visit to Rhodesia and can personallY
vouch that the contrary is true. The feW
pollee to be seen on the streets a.re black
as well as white, and none carry guns. Ian
Smith dr1 ves his own car, has no bOdyguard
and is quite careless of the most elementarY
personal security. Perhaps one of the most
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hnpresslve testimonials of African support
for the .Smlth Government is the fact that
communist-trained terroris ts entering the
country from Zambia are ei ther killed or
reported to the border guards by the local
African popula tlon."
An other t estimonial of black Rhodesian
support for the Rhodesian Government is
contained in a statement issued November
2 , 1966 by the Council of Chiefs, recognised
traditional leaders of tribal Africans under
the British approved 1961 constitution.
Part of t he statement reads: "We wish to
sta te quite clearly that we support the
Gover n m ent of Rhodesia and we do not accept t he claim by the British Prime Minist er that he has continuing responsibility
and a uthority .fer and over our people
through t he Government and Parliament of
the United Kingdom."
The Council of
Chiefs has reaffirmed its support for the
Government in the last few days.
In January 7, veteran Chief Simon Sigala
sent letters to U.N. Secretary General U
Thant, President Johnson and President de
G~ulle inviting them to visit Rhodesia to see
for themselves that it is not "a bad country
and a threat to the peace,"
"Finally, it ls argued tha.t the application
ot ma.ndatory sanctions to Rhodesia conStit utes a dangerous and unacceptable precedent for similar U.N. action wherever violat ion of human rights may occur.
''This argument overlooks a number of
elements which are quite unique in the
Ith.Odesian situation. Here we have witnessed
an illegal seizure of power by a small minority on racial grounds bent on perpetuating
the subjugation of the vast majority. Moreover, in this situation the sovereign authority With international responsibility for the
terrttory has asked the United Natiqns to
take measures which will permit the restoration of the full rights of the people of this
terntory under the Charter."
The rule of law, domestic or international,
necessarily implies the dispensation of even
Justice. Many commentators on the Rhodesian question have noted the blatant double
standards that the world organization is apPlying in its treatment of the situation. In
hla staU!ment to the Security Council on
December 12 Ambassador Goldberg suggested,
for example, that "the international com:munity will not tolerate the existence of a
d iSCl'lminatory system based on minority rule
in defiance of the United Nations and its
Principles." U.S. News a.nd World Report
Points out (January 2) that at least 37 member nations of the U.N. have governments
that are based on minority rule and that
at least 25 other U.N. members axe open to
SUspicion in this respect; also that fewer
than half of all the 122 U.N. members have
governments cleaxly based on majority rule.
As to the "unique element" of Rhodesia's
"illegal seizure of power", it haa been relllarked that it is just as well that there wa."
no United Nations in existence when the
American nation was born. But beyond this,
it is not necessary to look very far for examples of governments possessing full membership rights in the U.N. which have come
int o existence through illegal seizure of
Power or coup d'etat. Amongst the memberShip of the Security Council itself Nigeria
is such an example, and it is not a yeax since
t he Uganda constitution was suspended, and
t h e Presiden t deposed a nd forced to fiee the
count ry.
In Rhodesia there has been no lllegal
sel:mre of power. The Rhodesian Governlllent in office today was duly and constitutionally elected in May, 1965 and continues to
govern with the same body of Cabinet
M!nisten, heads of civil and military depart:ments, legislators (including the opposition
Party ) and judges.
There is no question, as is stated here, of
the "sovereign authority" asking the United
~atiou "to take measures which wlll permit
t h e res+.,oratton of the full rights of the people
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of this territory under the Charter." The
What's It Likeio Be Poor?
rights of the people have not in any way
been abrogated or abridged. The request Of
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
the "sovereign authority" relates to the imposition of colonial control over a. country
or
in which it has not hitherto eld.sted.
"Aside from the legality o! the action
against Southern Rhodesia taken by the
01' OHIO
United Nations, the policy and moral reasons
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
for doing so are compelling. Why, then, do
Monday, Februar11 13, 1967
we feel the Rhodesian crisis is so important
that we take such a strong stand on it?
Mr.
TAFT. Mr. Speaker, I am sub"In the first place, one of the most basic
issues involved is a moral one, that is, to mitting for the Appendix of the RECORD
restore the constitutional authority in order the last of the series ''What's It Like To
that all of the people o! Rhodesia may join Be Poor?" written by the Cincinnati Enin determini.I~g their national future. Our quirer's distinguished reporter, Margaret
country, founded on the proposition that all Josten. I hope all the Members have
men are created equal-and currently en- benefited from these articles.
gaged in a vigorous nation-wide program to
The article follows:
make that equality real for our own Negro
CHEERFUL Non:: ADC RoLLS DRoP
citizen~annot honorably adopt a double
(By Marga.ret Josten)
standard on what is happening in Rhodesia.
In addition, as a founder of the United
(Last of a series)
Nations and a principal architect of the U.N.
Aid to Dependent Children rolls in HamilCharter, we have a special obligation to see ton County have taken a surprising turnthat the Charter's provisions concerning downwaxd.
human rights and self-determination are
Since January, 1966, the number of famupheld. These provisions are not merely ilies getting help under that program has
exhortations-they are solemn treaty obliga- decreased by about 200. At the end of
tions.
December, there were 5288 families, or 21,748
There is an inference in the Ambassador's persons, on ADC.
statement that the United States is obligated
The story is the same with Aid to Dependin some way to enforce in Rhodesia the same ent Children of the Unemployed. A year ago
political conditions that obtain in this coun- this program helped 517 familles or 3184
try. Surely this is an untenable position. persons; now it covers 238 families or 1451
By logical extension it must imply -that the persons.
United States is obligated to take action to
Although the decreases are not spectacuupset controlled economies and substitute , lar, they are cheering to Frederick A. Breyer,
free economies, or to upset single party sys- whosP job as director of the Hamilton
tems and substitute two-party systems. Nor County Welfare Department is not always
does the existence of U.N. con ven tlons as cheerful.
"solemn treaty obligations" improve the arMr. Breyer is inclined to thank the widegument. It may be argued that, when govern- spread employment opportunities of today
ments subscribe to a U.N. convention, they for the changing picture.
bind themselves in a contractual sense to
But he notes that the drop in clients may
observe its provisions. There is certainly be due in paxt to the never-ending efforts of
no commitment to take punitive or hostile the Welfare Department to get people into
action against a third country in order to jobs.
compel compliance. Nothing of the kind is
Mrs. Minna Bardon, an outgoing motherly
envisaged in the Charter.
woman, who by the way, writes book re"From a political standpoint, we have a views for The Enquirer, heads the major
practical interest in maintaining friendly re- phase of this effort by the department.
lations with the newly independent countries
She is involved with all welfare clients,
of Africa, for whom this Rhodesian issue is not just those on ADC or ADCU.
of the highest importance. Moreover, the
"Most of my best workers are ADC
success of a rebellion aimed at creating a new mothers," she says, adding, "they want to
white minority state in southern Africa would work to improve the living conditions of
inevitably harden the lines of political con- their children."
flict and would tend to s ttr interracial vioMrs. Bardon screens and selects women
lence on that continent. A failure to re- who are given intensive "home-nurse aid"
solve the Rhodesian crisis with justice to the training for eight weeks. The Cincinnati
African majority would inevitably strengthen Board of Education and the Cincinnati
the hand of extrem.lsnl. violence and racism Metropolitan Housing Authority co-operate
in the hea.rt of Afr,ica.. Such a prospect is in the project.
not in the interest of African development
The women learn all things necessary to
and progress nor of world peace and security-nor is it in the interest of. the United domestic work: homemaking principles,
simple nursing procedure, nutrition, marketStates.
"For all these reasons the United States, in ing, use of electrical appliances, care o! the
dealing with the Rhodesian question, intends elderly, the mother and the baby.
Before the women are sent out on jobsto remain true to its best traditions--knowing that in so doing we also most effectively ,a nd Mrs. Bardon constantly gets calls
uphold our national interests. We shall con- for workers--they are checked thoroughly
tinue to proceed step by step, weighing both for illnesses and good records. Abllity to
the legality and the wisdom of each step as read and write also is a requirement.
If there are small children at home, the
we go in the light of the situation and of
women generally are advised to stay there.
the United Nations Charter."
The
whole emphasis of ADC, as was pointed
When the argument is reduced to questions
of American national self-int~rest it is not out in earlier articles, is to provide for the
appropriate for Rhodesians to comment ex- well-being of the children.
Cincinnati's need. for ds.y care centers,
cept to reject the invalld grounds on which
this interest is calculated, and to express the where working mothers can leave their chilhope that American policy will not be so dren, is a matter that bothers Mrs. Bardon.
motivated as to assist ideological aggressors
She tells many a success story about the
to destroy one of the brightest spots in the changes she h&.S seen in welfare clients after
they
learn to do something, then get work as
dark continent. Here we revert to the basic
premise of the Chart er:housekeepers or in hospitals or nursing
"All members shall refrain in their inter- homes.
"Sooner or later, if a person is able physnational relations from the threat or use
of force against the territorial integrity or ically or mentally, we ca.n do something,'"
political independence of any s tate."
she says optimistically.

HON. ROBERT TAFT, JR.
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Another job training effort got underway
just last November with a $433,000 Federal
grant under the Economic Opportunity Act,
Warren G . Tanzler, a department staff member, heads this program which is too new
to show results.
This is set up to train ADCU men, as well
as ADC women. Some are training at Longview State Hospital as food handlers; other
are getting basic education and nurses aid
training from the Board of Education; four
are training to be clerk-typists; 17 women are
doing housekeeping and dietary work at Rollman Pyschiatrlc Institute.
The basic difference between this program
and the one headed by Mrs. Bardon is that
Mr. Tanzler's staff does follow-up work on
people after they find jobs. "Some have to
be wet-nursed along," he points out.
Also, Mr. Tanzler's operation has some
money to pay for child care, which makes it
easier to train and put ADC mothers into
jobs. There is also money to buy the uniforms which may be needed on particular
jobs.
The Welfare Department, Mr. Breyer emphasizes, is doing all it can to get people off
relief and into employment.
The legal services division tracks down
missing fathers in an effort to get support
payments.
Questions about welfare are pertinent today since fights are brewing in current sessions of the Ohio Legislature and United
States Congress.
In Washington, a congressionally-created
advisory council has urged ·a doption of a
minimum standard for public assistance
payments below which no state may fall.
At the state level there is agitation to upgrade ADC, ADCU, and general grants from
the present 70 % of subsistence to 100% of
subsistence. Subsistence standards now
used are based upon 1965 costs of living.
Several groups are insisting these should be
based upon current costs.

The Potomac PC Circus
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. W. E. (BILL) BROCK
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 13, 1967

Mr. BROCK. Mr. Speaker, the sales
participation concept-as we now see it
being ·practiced--:has been the object of
much controversy.
The February 6 issue of the Daily Bond
Buyer includes an excellent editorial
comment dealing at length with the
ramification of this method of "grab-bag
financing" and asks the very pertinent
question of how long Congress will tolerate such financial gimmickry.
Believing that it will be of interest to
my colleagues, I insert this article in the
Appendix of the RECORD:
THE POToMAc PC Cmcus
The development of the sales participation
concept, initially advocated as a means of
getting the Federal Government out of the
banking business, appears to be altering the
Government's function in this regard from
one of banking of simple, self-limiting kind
to banking of a complexity that 1s limitless in
scope and unfathomable in understanding.
To fall back on the Scriptural diction: "0
the depths of the riches of the wisdom and
the knowledge of the Mature Political State!
How inscrutable are its judgments, and how
unsearchable 1ts ways!"

To assume the debt commitments of taxprivileged borrowers until maturity 1s a lot
different from acquiring such commitments
for eventual resale in the private capital
market, the famlllar practice of fundamentalist finance.
There also is a discernible difference between straightforward Government divestment of outstanding loans through sales of
participations out of a fixed trust, so to
speak, and the open-end catch-all of granting loans with the prior intent of pooling
them for resale.
The old concept evidenced the wish of the
Government to have a minimum role in the
banking business and to get out of it wht:never feasible.
The latter concept nominates the Government for a role that--if exploited to its full
implications--<:ould very well mean the end
of private investment banking.
Until the blossoming of· the PC approach,
the Federal Government's intrusion into the
field of private financing was mostly a casual
affair, one brought about by the compulsions
of a Federal budget that required the full
face amount of each loan to be accounted
an expense and tallied in tb,e outgo column.
Because of these budgetary limitations, the
supply of Government money available for
loans to colleges and uni verst ties on underthe-market terms--was not sufficient to fill
the demand; the current program has had to
limp along on a mere $300 m1111on annually
at an interest cost of 3 per cent.
The great demand for these funds resulted
last January in the full year's allotment of
loans being overspoken for, with applications
running at about 300 per cent of the available money. The financing plans of unsuccessful applicants were left stranded in a
market dilemma: they could be left to the
going rates of the market or they could stay
in an unfunded state.
To the "non-profit" Government financiers
of the civil service; the dilemma of the educational institutions was, naturally, a war~
rant for expanding Government banking
from the function of "lender of last resort"
to that of an aggressive monopolist studded
with "concentrated economic power" and fed
by civil service "finders" of "multi-tiered
monstrosity" scope.
·
Thus a new plan was brought into being
in which the Government would be permitted
to extend to institutions of higher learning
up to $1 blllion per year of interest-free
loans for a period of ten years. These would
be packaged and sold as PCs at going market
rates, with Congress appropriating sufilcient
funds to pay whatever interest charges the
market called for.
The big demands for the "old" 3 percent
money suggests that an interest-free program, if ever. enacted, will be even richer in
financial calories for the universities; it wlll
be a uephoric arrangement for the Washington moneychangers, too, since there would be
no visible "red ink": the costs of the program
would be offset by the sales of participations.
One is neverthel~ spurred to again bring
up the question: just what does this kind of
pre-emptive grab-bag financing presage for
the future of private investment banking:
How many worthy public causes are there on
the state and local level?
How long will Washington's financial insurgents be content to allow the future financing of such causes to be left to the offices
of private bankers and the private market?
Will the necessarily rising cost of borrowing on the ever-swelling volume of Federal
agency PCs finally give pause to the Congress about the new financial gimmick? It
so, when will the disenchantment take place,
and at what upset borrowing cost--5~ per
cent? 5Y2 per cent? 6 per cent?
It all hangs, of course on the nature of the
thing. Is the PC innovation a full-faithand-credit commitment of the United States?
The former Attorney General has ruled that
it is.
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Well, then, if Federal credit is pledged, is
not the debt subject to the Government's
statutory debt limit? The Administration
insists it must not be; otherwise, the Federal
Government, lf it is not already over the statutory debt limit, soon will be in the dread
soup.
If the Congress insists that full-faith-andcredit debt must be accountable to the debt
limit, Washington's Indian rope trick-the
disappearing budget deficit--becomes more
difficult to perform; and the debt management companion act of eating cake and haVing it, too, will be running the risk of being
booed off the stage.

Kremlin Drive in Mediterranean
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LESLIE C. ARENDS
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 13, 1967

Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Speaker, too manY'
people in this country-officials and
others-today would have us believe that
Russia has mellowed and the Kremlin
has renounced aggression.
As many Members of this House are
well aware, such is not the ease. Tbe
Soviet Union is persistently, and verY
cleverly, pursuing its expansionist goals.
A very informative article on what tbe
Soviet Union is doing in the Mediterranean appeared in the Aurora BeaconNews, as well as the many other newspapers served by the Copley News service.
I refer to the article, ''Power Shift
Taking Place in Mediterranean World,"
by Brig. Gen. James D. Hittle, U.S. Marine Corps, retired, director of national
security and foreign affairs, Veterans of
Foreign Wars of the United States. Tbe
ar~icle appeared in the Monday, January 9, 1967, Aurora Beacon-News of
Aurora, Ill., as well as other newspapers
throughout the Nation subscribing to tbe
Copley News Service. This article underlines the historic significance of England's virtual disappearance as a Mediterranean power and the meaning of
Russian fleet units now operating in tbe
Mediterranean.
What is happening in this respect in
the Mediterranean is sim.ply another example of the tremendous strategic gains
being made by the Soviet Union throughout the world as a result of the Kremlin'S
postwar poli<!y of placing such heavY
emphasis on building a modern tleet, as
well as a huge and fast-growing merchant marine.
The author of this article, who is well
known to Members of this House as a.
result of his several years works with us
as legislative assistant to the Commandant of the Marine Corps, and later as
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for
Legislative Affairs, is currently the director of national security and foreign
affairs for the Veterans of Foreign wars
of the United States.
I consider this article on the Russian
naval penetration of the Mediterranean
to be of unusual importance. Under
leave to extend my remarks I include
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this article from the January 9, 1967,
Aurora Beacon-News:
PowF.R SHIFT TAKING PLACE IN :MEDITERRANEAN
WoRLD
\By Brig. Gen. James D. Hittle, U.S. Marine
Corps, retired)
. "NAPLES, ITALY.-A power shift of historical
llnportance is taking place in the Mediterranean world.
Unfortunately, it's little noted by most
-'\mericans, who are underst.a.ndably preoccupied with the growing Vietnam War.
This is what is happening: British sea
Power has virtually disappeared from the
Mediterranean. Russian sea power is replacing it. AI; the British sail out of these historic and strategic waters, the Russian fleet
Units sail in.
This marks a shift 1n the world power
equation that is difficult to overestimate.
F'or centuries there was good strategic reason to refer to the Mediterranean as a
"British lake."
Exit of the Union Jack and the entrance of
the hammer and sickle marks, for the Mediterranean area, and for much of the world
itself, an end of an era.
It was no accident of history that originally put a British fleet on Mediterranean station. British statesmen realized control of
that vast inland sea controlled much of the
};fideast, the northern rim of Africa, and the
southern shores of Europe. With the opening of the Suez Canal, the Mediterranean
became a major link in the opening of the
Suez Canal, the Mediterranean became a
ln.ajor link in the "lifeline of the empire."
TOday, Persian Gulf oil, so important to
the peacetime economy and wartime sur\ival of Europe, makes the Mediterranean a
lifeline of the Free World.
Now, as in the past, the security of Europe
is dependent on the control of its Mediterranean sea flank.
But the British weren't the only ones who
realized the key strategic role of the Mediterranean. Russia also knew . it. From the
~ays of the early Varangian kings, predatlD.g the Romanoffs, Russian ambition to be
a Mediterranean power has never wavered.
So, today, the Russian fleet in the Mediterranean pointedly symbolizes the realization of a 1,000-year-old Russian dream.
The Free World should realize that it is
no token force the Kremlin has in the Mediterranean. '
European sources told me that this Russian fleet presently consists of two missile
frigates, destroyers, submarines, a tailker,
supply ships and several electronic surveillance ships.
These last are the large highseas trawler
tyPes that so frequently shadow our naval
activities throughout the world.
Also, from time to time, a sleek Soviet
Sverdlov class cruiser moves into the Mediterranean and joins the Kremlin's fleet.
Estimating the number of Russian subs in
the Mediterranean is a constant problem.
Observers can sight and total up the exact
number making the necessary surface passage of the Black Sea. But, because of the
depth and width of the Gibraltar Straits,
We can't tell how many Russian subs sneak
submerged into the Mediterranean from the
Atlantic. So, we really don't know how
tnany are in the Mediterranean at a given
time.
Fortunately, the Kremlin Mediterranean
fieet doesn't match the power of our Sixth
tleet in these waters. But that is little real
consolation.
With this fleet the Kremlin has dealt itself
into the MediterraL.ean high stakes poker
game. Thus, Russia has broken the West's
tnonopoly o! control over these waters.
With the British out and the Russians in
the Mediterranean, things will never be quite
the same--or as secure-along the North Atlantic Treaty Organization's southern flank.

The 25th Amendment-Virginia's Continuing Contributors to the Construction of
the Constitution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CARLETON J. KING
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 13, 1967
Mr. KING of New York. Mr. Speaker,

last Friday the 38th State ratified the
25th amendment to the Constitution of
the United States.
Many are entitled to credit. In the
House of Representatives, none deserves
more than the distinguished gentleman
from Virginia [Mr. PoFF]. From the
time of Thomas Jefferson and James
Madison, Virginians have played a vital
role in the constitutional drama. That
played by Representative PoFF in the
conception and birth of the 25th amendment was in the highest tradition of
statesmanship set by his Virginia predecessors.
As a mark of tribute to the work he did
and the service he performed, and under
leave of the House, I quote herewith the
text of an article authored by Representative PoFF and published in the JanuaryFebruary 1967 issue of Case and Comment:
PRESIDENTIAL IN ABILITY AND THE 25TH
AMENDMENT
(By Hon. RICHARD H. PoFF)
(NoTE.-RicHARD H. PoFF has represented
the Sixth Congressional District of Virginia
in the United States House of Representatives since 1952, four years after his graduation from the University of Virginia Law
School. Prior to his election to Congress, at
age 29, he practiced law in Richmond from
1948-1952. In 1958 he was selected as one
of the fifteen outstanding young men in
American politics. He is a member of the
House- Judiciary Committee ·a nd the sevenman Republican leadership team in the
House of Representatives.)
For more than a century, the question of
Presidential ,InabUity plagued legal s~holars
and students and practitioners of government. Because the issue was so complex and
so controversial, the problem was neglected
or deliberately ignored. Only in 1965 did the
Congress undertake active consideration of
what will most surely be the Twenty-Fifth
Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
Why a Constitutional amendment? Why
not a statute? Some considered a statute
sufficient. In recent years, the great body of
legal opinion has held that so far as the
question of Presidential Inability is concerned, a Constitutional amendment is not
only the proper legal course but the wise
course. The difference of opinion arose from
the language of Article II of the U.S. Constitution, Section I, clause 5, which reads as
follows:
"In case of the Removal of the President
from Office, or at his Death, Resignation, or
Inability to discharge the Powers and Duties
of the said Office, the same shall devolve on
the Vice President, and the Congress may
by law provide for the Case of Removal,
Death, Resignation, or Inability, both or
the President and Vice President, and such
Officer shall act accordingly, until the Disabillty be removed. or a President shall be
elected."
That language was first brought into sharp
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focus in 1841 when President William Henry
Harrison dled in office. Because it was uncertain whether the "powers and duties"
would "devolve" or the "office" would devolve, the question immediately rose, "Will
·vice President Tyler become Acting President of the United States?" Tyler answered
the question by taking the oath of office of
President. Since then the "Tyler Precedent"
has been confirmed seven times.
But Tyler's answer concerning succession
following death did nothing to clarify the
question of succession following inability.
Indeed, it complicated that question. Death
and inability both are treated in the same
clause of the Constitution. Thus, it was
argued that whatever should "devolve on the
Vice President" on account of the President's death, would also devolve upon the
Vice President on account of the President's
inabilit}; and, if what devolved in one case
was the office itself, then it would have to be
the office in the other case. The conclusion
of this argument was that if the Vice President should assume the office of President on
account of the President's inablUty, the displaced President could not thereafter, even if
he recovered, reclaim his office. Such Constitutional scholars as Daniel Webster so declared.
In the face of such an argument, it is
little wonder that Vice Presidents have been
reluctant to assume the mantle of the Presidency, even in the most urgent crises.
When, in 1881, President Garfield lay in·
capacitated from an assassin's bullet some
80 days, Vice President Arthur would not
act. The same was true in 1919 when President Wilson suffered a stroke which rendered him all but helpless.
CONGRESS HAD LITTLE AUTHORITY TO ACT
In these two crises, surely Congress would
have passed a statute in Presidential Inability if Congress felt it had the Constitutional
authority to do so. There were those who
felt that Congress had such authority. They
pointed to the "necessary and proper" clause
and to the language in Article II which reads
that " . . . the Congress may by Law provide for the Case of Removal, Death, Resignation, or Inability . . ." But the remainder
of that clause gave the Congress pause; it
gave the Congress power to act only in case
of the inabl11ty of "both the President and
Vice President."
The -implication was that Congress had no
power to act by statute when only the President was disabled. This implication was
tacitly acknowledged by the Congress in
1792 when it passed the first Presidential
success~on act.
That Congress was peopled
by contemporaries of the authors of the Constitution, and the statute significantly failed
to provide for succession when only the
President was disabled.
So far, I have dealt only with the legal
justification for a Constitutional amendment. There was a pragmatic reason as well.
So long as there was any question about the
efficacy of a simple statute, such a statute
would be subject to \attack. Such an attack
would come at a time when the nation could
least afford it-when the President became
disabled or when the disabled President recovered and sought to reclaim his office.
Yes, I was asked, why couldn't we proceed
by both routes? Why couldn't we have a
brief Constitutional amendment which
would simply empower the Congress to pass
a statute dealing with Presidential Inability?
The answer was that we could, but in my
judgment, we should not. I had two reasons. -First, 1n a matter as vital to our national interests as the continuity of Presiuential powers, stab111ty and durability are
important; only a Constitutional amendment could guarantee this. Second, the doctrine of separation of powers, which has
served us so well for so long, would be blurred
by the dual approach. Presidents and Vice
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Presidents are not always popular with Congress, and at a given time, one may be more
popular than the other. Sometimes, the
political party which controls the Congress
is not the same political party which controls the White House. If a simple majority
of the legislative branch had the power to
make these rules one day and to change
them the next, the executive branch would
be ~ubordinate instead of co-equal and
the head that wore the crown would indeed
be uneasy.
THE PROBLEM OF WRITI'EN AGREEMENTS

Then there wer.e those who asked why we
couldn't just forget about both Constitutional amendments and statutes and deal
with the problem as we had in the past by
tcritten agreements between the President
and Vice President. There were several answers to that question. A private agreement
would not have the same effect as law, and
it would be questionable whether the President could in such an informal, bilateral
fashion lawfully delegate powers conferred
upon him by the Constitution, by treaties
and Congressionl statutes, to another person. The question would be serious enough
to invite legal challenges to every domestic
act, and every function in the field of foreign relations would be under a cloud. Moreover, such bilateral agreements have never
provided, and in the nature of things could
never provide, for an enforceable settlement
in the event of a dispute about whether or
not the President was disabled. The only
real function these arguments served was
to dramatize the urgency of having a definitive mechanism built into the basic law
of the land where it would be visible to all
and where it would remain constant from
one Administration to the next.
WHEN THE PRESIDENT IS mRATIONAL

When we speak of the problem of Presidential Inability, we are speaking of two categories of cases. The first is that in which
the President recognizes his inability (or the
imminence of his inability) and wishes voluntarily to vacate his office for a temporary
period. (The classic example is when the
President expects to undergo an operation.)
The second category is that in which the
President, by reason of physical or mental
deb111ty, is unable to perform his duties
but is unable or unwilling to make a rational decision to relinquish the powers of
his omce, even for a temporary period.
Section 3 of the bill passed by Congress
provides for the first category. Simply by
eending a written declaration of inability
to the Heads of the two Houses of Congress,
the President makes it possible for the Vice
President, as Acting President, to discharge
his duties so long as the President feels that
his inability has not terrnlnated. When he
chooses to do so, he may reclaim and reoccupy his omce by sending another written
dec lara tlon to Congress. Unlike the second
category, his declaration of restoration is not
subject to challenge by the Vice Persident
and Cabinet. The !'eason for this distinction
is obvious. A President would always hesitate to utilize the voluntary mechanism 1!
he knows that a challenge could be lodged
when he sought to recapture his office.
Section 4 of this bill as finally approved
by Congress provides for the second category of cases. There are two illustrative examples. One is the case when the President by reason of some physical ailment or
some sudden accident ls unconscious or
paralyzed and therefore unable to make or
to communicate the decision to relinquish
the powers of his office. The other is the
case when the President, by reason of mental
debility, is unable or unwilling to make any
rational decision, including particularly the
decision to stand aside.
It was the second category of cases which
gave scholars so much concern. The problem is best defined here by a series of ques-

tlons. Who would first raise the question
and who would make the decision concerning
inability? Should the word "inability" be
defined? What procedure should be used
in restoring the President to his office after
his recovery? These questions and questions
subsidiary to each of them were answered
in Section 4 of the bill.
The original draft required the Vice President to initiate the action and required only
the subsequent concurrence of the Cabinet
that the President was disabled. However,
the Vice President historically has been reluctant to take the first step for understandable reasons. Thus, Section 4 is in the conjunctive and places the power and responsibility jointly upon the Vice President and a
majority of the Cabinet or "such other body
as Congress may by law provide.''
In the second step, these same people make
the decision about inability and transmit
that decision in writing to Congress, upon
the receipt of which "the Vice President
shall immediately assume the powers and
duties of the oftice as Acting President."
While others had been proposed, we decided
that these were the people who should have
this power and who should make the decision. The Vice President, a man of the same
political party, a man originally chosen by
the President, a man familiar with the President's health, a man who knows what great
decisions of state are waiting to b~ made,
and a man intended by the authors of the
Constitution to be the President's heir at
death or upon disability, surely should participate in a decision involving the transfer
of Presidential powers. The same is true
of the Cabinet whose members were appointed by the President and are closest to
him physically and most loyal to him
politically.
While the Vice President and Cabinet
seem to be the ideal people to be entrusted
with the power of decision, Section 4 recognizes that future experience may dictate the
naming of "some other body" by the Congress to act with the Vice President. Presently, the Cabinet as defined in 5 U.S.C. 1
consists o:f 10 members. It is possible that
an even-num'Qered Cabinet might divide
evenly, thus effectively stultifying the system erected in Section 4. For this reason,
or some other good reason, Congress may
sometime find it neces!:ary to name some
"other body" which of course it could do
simply by adding to the Cabinet as the
decision-making body one non-Cabinet
membe::-.
Authors o:f the legislation struggled with
the problem of defining the word "inability."
It was decided that it would be unwise to
attempt such a definition within the framework of the Constitution. To have done so
would have given the definition adopted a
rigidity which, in application, might sometimes be unrealistic. In my judgment, it
would also have been unwise to attempt
such a definition by statute. The slightest
imprecision in such a definition would be
the target of legal attack 1! and when it
should become necessary to exercise the procedures of Section 4. It is highly unlikely
that the responsible government officials entrusted with this great power would abuse it
by declaring a President elected by the people of this country disabled when in :fact he
was not, especially when the Congress is
given the ultimate voice in this determination.
PROCEDURES FOLLOWING RECOVERY

The procedures to be used in restoring a
disabled President to his oftice following his
recovery constituted one of the critical
phases of the problem. The procedures specified.,J.n Section 4 deal with the problem in a
careful deliberate manner. Herein lay the
principal difference between the House bill
and the bill first passed by the Senate. Under
the Senate bill, the President could resume
his office after his written declaration of
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restoration to the Congress unless within two
days the Vice President and a majority of the
Cabinet sent a written declaration to the
Congress challenging his restoration. I! under the Senate bill the Congress by a twothirds vote upheld the Vice President's challenge, the Vice President would continue
to hold the oftice as Acting President; otherwise, the President would resume his office.
The difficulty with the Senate version was
that the Congress, which might not even
be in session, could delay by filibuster or
deliberate inaction for an indefinite period of
time, during which the Vice President would
remain in office. This difficulty would be
especially great if a majortiy of the Members of Congress (but less than two-thirds)
were hostile to the President.
The House Committee felt that any delaY
on the part of Congress- should inure to the
benefit of the President rather than the Vice
President. Accordingly, the House Committee adopted two consequential amendments. Under the first, the Congress, 1! not
in session when it received the Vice President's challenge, would be required to assemble immediately. On the Floor of the
House, at the request of the Speaker, I offered an amendment to this amendment
which required the Congress 1! in recess to
assemble within 48 hours. Under the second Amendment adopted in the House Committee, the Congress would be required to act
within 10 days after receipt of the Vice
President's challenge. Later, the Conference Committee changed this to 21 days and
the two-day period to four days. This is selfexecuting; 1I the Congress fails to act, the
President will resume his office after the
lapse of 21 days. In effect, the procedure
as outlined under the House version, which
adopted, gives the Congress three options:
First, the Congress can act and by a twothirds vote uphold the Vice President's challenge. Second, the Congress can act and by
one more than a one-third negative vote
in either House, reject the Vice President's
challenge. Third, the Congress can allow the
21-day period to expire wtihout acting at
all.
The net effect of the second and third
options is the same; the President is restored
to his office. The chief merit of the House
version is obvious. Circumstances may be
such that the Congress by tacit agreement
may want to uphold the President in some
manner which will not amount to a publiC
rebuke of the Vice PreEident who is then
Acting President. The third option furnishes
the graceful vehicle. And this system renders impossible the awful stalemate which
would have resulted under the Senate version
from a filibuster or deliberate inaction in
either House.
It will be observed that the procedure
fixed in Section 4 gives the Congress no voice
i'n the decision for the initial involuntary removal of the disabled President. As soon as
Congress receives the written declaration of
inability from the Vice President and a majority of the members of the Cabinet, the
President is removed and the Vice President
becomes Acting President. However, tbe
President who regards himself capable and
objects to the Vice President's action is not
left without recourse. He has the right as
soon as he is removed to send Congress hla
written declaration of restoration, and at
that point the Vice President or Acting President has four days- in which to challenge the
declaration and the procedure for Congressional review becomes operative.
No one claims that this bill in its final !ariD
is foolproof or that it covers every hypotheti·
cal case which might present itself to the
inventive mind. I! one assumes that the
Vice President and most of tb.e members of
the President's Cabinet are charlatans, revo·
lutionaries and traitors, we were !oollsh to
attempt any solution. Rationally, we made
no such assumption. Rather, we assumed
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that the American form..of government with
its system of checks and balances is so
structured; that the freedom of the American
Press is so secure; and, that the conscience
Of the American electorate is so sensitive and
its power so effective, that rogues in public
Otfice are foredoomed to exposure and swift
retribution. Certainly, we want a. government of laws and not of men, out somewhere
in the process of administration of the laws,
We must commit our fate to the basic honesty
or t he administrators. Somewhere, some
titne , somehow, we must trust somebody.

Thaddeus Kosciusko Birthday
Ceremonies
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
/ OF

HON. RAY J. MADDEN
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 13, 1967

Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Speaker, on yesterday, February 12, ceremonies were
held honoring Gen. Thaddeus Kosciusko
here in Washington at the statue of this
great Polish general in Lafayette Park.
Charles Burke, Washington representative of the Polish American Congress
Was chairman of the ceremony. I had
the honor of participating in the program along with former Polish Ambassador Jan Ciechanowski, Congressman
LuciEN NEDZI, of Michigan; and Thad. deus Drweski, president of the Policy
Club of Washington. I am hereby subnutting excerpts of the remarks which
I lnade on the occasion and also the
SPeech of former Ambassador Jan Ciechanowski.
SPEECH OF CONGRESSMAN MADDEN

Mr. Chairman, I am, indeed, happy on this
occasion to participate 1n the annual cerelllony honoring the Great soldier, statesman
and Polish patriot, ~neral Thaddeus KosciUS2k.o. It 1.8 fitting that on this day that
he is being honored simultaneously with anOther great fighter for freedom and libertyl>resident Abraham Lincoln. It is also fitting
that General Kosciuszko statue and the cerelllonies today are taking pl.a.ce acros8 the
street from the White House in Lafayette
Park. The American people join the Polish
l>eople 1n commemorating the heroic deeds of
this great Polish hero because he not only
fought for liberty and free government ln h1.B
homeland but, as a young man came to Amer~~ and greatly aided our colonies during the
..vevolutionary War so that this new land
of ours and future generations of Americans
COUld enjoy liberty, freedom, and self-governlllent.
General Koscluszko was also an engineering
genius, and one of the greatest masters of
artulery tactics 1n his day. No officer serving
Under Washington was more vital to the success of our Revolutionary War than this son
Of Poland who so well exempllftes the contrtb button of the men and women of Polish
lOad to the history of our Nation.
It was he who directed the building of
the military defenses at Philadelphia and at
West Point before and during the war for
lunerican Independence. To hlm 1s attribUted the winning of the Battle of Saratoga,
the turning point of the long and painful
struggle of the Colonies. Thomas Jefferson
Said of him; "He 1s as pure a son of liberty
aa I have known and of that liberty which
ls to go to all, and not to the few and rich
alone."

It is well that the world is reminded of

patriots like Kosciuszko, a man who fought
for the independence of our Nation and his
native land with dedicated zeal. The struggle for liberty is endless. Each period of
history bas its challenges, its own dictators,
and its own despots, but this should not
discourage us or lead us to despair. Instead
we should draw courage and inspiration
from the example of valiant men such as
General Kosciuszko a·nd rededicate ourselves
again to the unfinished task to which they
devoted their lives.
I wish to congratulate the Polish American
Congress, the Polish Club of Washington,
D.C., the Polish Combatants Association, the
Polish Falcons of America and The Polish
American Art Association for the work they
have done this year and in other years in
reminding the people of the nation and the
world and the younger generations of the
great deeds and heroism of the pioneers who
fought for the freedom which we all enjoy
in this land of ours.
The history of Poland over the centy.ries
has been illuminated by the valiant fight it
has made for liberty ·and freedom regardless
of the power and the military might of some
of its tyrannical neighboring nations who,
over the years, have made various efforts of
subjugate a liberty-loving people. Poland,
after World War I, during its twenty years
of freedom, made more progress in the installation and practical operation of a free
government, industrial expansion, educational growth, than any nation in history
in such a shqrt time. Unfortunately this
great progre!?s was interrupted by the Soviet
tyrant and the Nazi War Machine. The Nazi
tyranny has been eliminated and in recent
years we have observed the Soviet communistic economy disintegrate. Stalin, the
most ruthless of tyrants, and Khrushchev
have disappeared from the scene. The Com-munist economy ln Russia and its agricultural programs have been a failure-millions
are starving in China today. Its modern
economic programs have been negative, impractical and failures. Its food production
has only been able to serve a. fraction of its
people and, in my opinion, the time is not
far distant when the much-herald communist millennium will have completely disappeared from the world.
Our great Nation has been the leader in
this fight for freedom and communist curtailment. After World War n we spent
billions of dollars to re-build the bombed
out nations in western Europe. We have
aided them to become re-established and
prevent the Soviet war machine from marching after they were helpless by reason of
World War II bombing and destruction.
In 1951 General Eisenhower, then a.t the
head of European defense, testified before
the House Foreign Affairs Committee that
if it had not been for the valiant sacrifice
of our nation made during those days, "all
Europe would be communist today." That
was in 1951.
History will reveal after the communist
1n terna tional conspiracy is destroyed, that
it was this free land of ours that saved the
world from communist tyranny and enslavement. We can all today be grateful for the
nearly over seven million Polish American
citizens and citizens of other captive nations who have joined in and aided our Government to fight communist expansion and
curtail communist tyrannical designs to enala ve mankind.
ADDRESS
OF JAN
AMBASSADOR OP

CIECHANOWSKI,
FORMER
TO THJ: UNITED

POLAND

STATES

This 12th day of February marks the
221st anniversary of the birth of Ta.deusa
Kosciuszko.
Through the years these a.nnua.l celebrations at the foot of his monument in Wash·

/

ington, D.C., have become traditional manifestations of American-Polish patriotism.
They are yearly reaffirmations of the fervant Polish and American love of freedom
and undying devotion to national independence.
Kosciuszko will forever remain the symbol
of this precious American-Polish community
of ideals.
As shown by the record and the many
highly laudatory testimonials of the Commander-in-Chief and otbe.J: ~nerals under
whose command he served in America from
1776 to 1783, Kosciuszko's part in the American War for Independence was both welcome
and quite substantial. He contributed his
considerable scientific knowledge of military
engineering by planning and building fortifications and defenses at Saratoga, West
Point and other strategically important lo-·
callties when serving with the Army of the
South.
After the war, upon the tecommendation
of the Commander-in-Chief and the Secretary of War, on October 13th, 1783, Congress
passed the following Resolution:
,"Resolved, that the Secretary of War transmit to Colonel Kosciuszko the brevet commission of Brigadier General and signify to
that Officer that Congress entertain an high
sense of his long faithful and meritorious
service."
This annual celebration has a particular
significance, not only because today is the
221st anniversary of General Kosciuszko's
birth, but especially because it takes place
at a time when the American nation is proving to this ultra. modern world of cynical
materialism and computerized thinking, not
by words alone but by powerful action in
distant Vietnam, its unswerving fidelity to
the ideals of human freedom and the inalienable right of all nations to self-determination.
President Woodrow Wilson proclaimed this
right in the following terms: "Self determination is not a mere phrase. It is an imperative principle of action, which statesmen
will henceforth ignore at their peril ..."
This Wilsonian "imperative principle of
action" is now actually being put into practice by the United States, under the High
Command of President Lyndon B. Johnson.
American Armed Forces are fighting in
South East Asia solely in defence of Vietnam's independence and of the right to selfdetermination of the Vietnamese people.
Thus, this confllct 1n a distant foreign
country ls yet another mighty American war
effort, free from imperialist designs, inspired
by the loftiest principles of justice for all
nations.
As one stands here, facing the noble figure
of Kosciuszk~gallant Polish and American
fighter for freedom and independence, one
realizes with sincere emotion how closely the
present American war action 1n Vietnam
accords with the time-honored fighting slogan of Poland: "For our freedom and
yours" ... "Za. wolnosc nasza 1 wasza."

National Negro History Week

•
EXTENSION
OF REMARKS
OP

HON. THOMAS J. MESKILL
o:r CONNEC'l'IC'UT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 13, 1967
Mr. MESKILL. Mr. Speaker, the city
of New Britain, Conn., today begins its
first community celebration of National
Negro mstory Week. I want to join them
in paying tribute to the American Ne.gro's many accomp11sh.m.ents throughout
the history of our country.
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National Negro History Week brings to
mind the many contributions of the Negro people to the history of the United
States, in many fields, ranging from the
natural sciences to medicine to the arts,
education, and politics.
Unquestionably, one of the greatest
scientists of modern times was the Negro
chemist, George Washington Carver. His
contributions to the agricultural development of many products, including the
peanut, the sweetpotato, and · the soya
bean, have placed him among the sci entific leader!; of the age. Dr. Carver has
been honored with medals and awards
too numerous to mention.
Among the outstanding surgeons of
the 20th century must be listed the name
of Dr. Charles Richard Drew, the late
staff director and chief surgeon of Freedman's Hospital, in Washington, D.C. His
single contribution to medicine in the
form of preserving blood plasma for
emergency transfusions during World
War II earned for him the coveted
Spingarm Medal. As an authority on
blood plasma, Dr. Drew was in charge
of collections for the armies of the
United States and Great Britain.
The contribution of the American
Negro to the fine arts has been notable
. for more than a century. Robert S.
Duncanson, of Cincinnati, attained distinction as an . artist in the 1840's, on
an international basis. Edward M.
Bannister, of Providence, was a recognized painter in the 1870's and 1880's,
and organized a studio which served as
the nucleus of the Rhode Island School
of Design. Perhaps the greatest American artist at the turn of the century was
Henry 0. Tanner, a teacher at Clark
University in Atlanta, the greatest
painter of scriptural subjects of his age.
Among educators, the late Booker T.
Washington is remembered as the man
primarily responsible for introducing the
industrial arts program into the American public school curriculums.
Dr.
Washington's accomplishments at Tuskegee Institute alone were a monument
to the contribution of Negro education.
Mr. Mordecai W. Johnson at Howard
University, Dr. Charles S. Johnson at
Fisk University, and the late John Hope
of Atlanta University have done much to
further the progress of higher education
among Negroes.
A representative list of Negro leaders
of the past few decades should include
such names as Dr. Martin Luther King,
president of the Southern Leadership
Conference; Roy Wilkins, executive secretary of the National Association for the
Advancement · of Colored People; A.
Philip Randolph, director of the March
on Washington for Jobs and Freedom;
Robert C. Weaver, Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development; Dr. G. James
Fleming, director of the Institute for
Political Education, Morgan State College; and Whitney M. Young, Jr., executive director of the National Urban
League. These are only a few of the
host of Negro leaders in America currently engaged 1n programs designed to
foster Negro recognition and further
Negro contributions to the American
way of life.

APPENDIX

As a social being, the American Negro
has performed with great ability. The
fact is worthy of the national recognition
it shall receive during National Negro
History Week, 1967.

No Change on Vietnam

from population centers? This would be a
proof of American readiness to move, not
just stand still, in search of peace.
It would be better to take the risk-and
there would be an obvious risk-of stopping
the bombing of the North aJtogether. The
deadlock that exists today cannot, on the
basis of existing knowledge and opinion, be
broken by the inflexible policy that SecretarY
Rusk enunciated yesterday.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Soviet Lobbying

HON. \VILLIM1 S. MOORHEAD
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 13, 1967
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Speaker, at his
press conference last Thursday, Secretary of State Dean Rusk took what
seemed to many people to be a rather
blunt and inflexible position on the question of a halt in American bombing of
North Vietnam as a precondition for
peace talks with the North Vietnamese.
Mr. Rusk stated that the American
position is that a bombing halt must be
answered by "reciprocal military moves"
from Hanoi.
An alternative suggested in the New
York Times editorial of February 10,
1967, concerning the reduction of bombin.g I think merits our thoughtful consideration, and I would like to commend
it to my colleagues, and place the editorial in the REcORD at this point:
No CHANGE oN VIETNAM
Secretary of state Rusk gave his press
conference yesterday to state in the most
emphatic way that the United States will not
cease its bombing of North Vietnam without
some "reciprocity" on Hanoi's part. There
is "no shift in our position," he said.
The fiatness of the Rusk declaration and
the certainty that he spoke for President
Johnson was a chilling response to an atmosphere of faint hopes and a worldwide
buzz of speculation over possible peace feelers by Hanoi.
Such feelers and shifts of position seem
to be taking place, and presumably there is
and will be quiet diplomacy going on in
many capitals that have contact with Hanoi.
Mr. Rusk went out of his way to emphasize
that the United States, for its part, is not
yielding an inch in its determination to order
no unilateral halt in bombing of tbe North.
Even the present lunar new year truce is
merely "a four-day cease-fire so far as we are
concerned," the Secretary declares.
The situation is stalemated. Hanoi saysand this is a somewhat different position
than before-that it will consider peace negotiations if the United States stops its bombing of the North. Washington says that it
will not stop the bombing unless there is a
corresponding reciprocal move of de-escalation on the part of North Vietnam.
Secretary Cleneral Thant of the United
Nations has stressed his view that "a powerful nation like the United States should take
the Initiative in the quest for peace!' If
the United States will not stop the bombing-and Secretary Rusk made that clearit could still take an,lnitiative by reducing
its bombing attacks.
Mr. Rusk, !or instance, m.ade a strong point
of the fact that the United States cannot
be expected to sit back and watch North
Vietnamese trucks carrying troops and materiel toward the South. Why not, then, at
least confine the bombing to the infiltration
routes by rall, road and sea and stay away
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HON. JOHN. R. RARICK
IN

oF LOUISIANA
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 13, 1967
Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, lobbying
in our Congress by Communist agents of
the Soviet Union is a shocker. If the
Russians are now making "unofficial
calls" on our lawmakers to work tor
passage of the controversial Communist
Consular Treaty, what pray tell can we
expect from them if the law is passed
and these agents become officially recog~
nized?
,
My folks back in Louisiana are under~
standably upset over this entire prograiil
to enter into a brotherhood with Russian
Communists. Possibly this is because
they are at a loss as to how to write to
their sons and husbands, dodging co:rn~
munist bullets in Vietnam, why we are
considering legalizing Communist lobbY~
ing among their Congressmen back
home. To say the least, not a morale
booster.
My mail is running 1,000 to 0 tor
America and against any deals that
might even dignify Russian Communists.
And where do these Russian lobbyists
come from? The enclosed section of the
yellow pages index, from page 425 of the
Washington, D.C., telephone book maY
better show their strength and organizat"
c "t0 1 H"ll
1
lOll on apl
·
Soviet EmbassyOffice, 1125 16th NW ___________ NA 8-7550
Military and naval attache,
office of, 2552 Belmont Road
41
NW --- - -------------------- DE 2-37
Residence, 1706 18th NW ------ AD 2-3092
CoNWlnm_er_c_i_a_l__d_iv_i_s:~-n~_1_7_oo
___1_a_t_h__ AD _2917 ~
2
Information, 1706 18th NW ---- AD 2-3426
:Military and naval attache
office, 2552 Belmont Road NW- DE 2-3743
Visa and consular office, 1609
Decatur NW ----------------- ea2-5829
Office, 1706 18th NW ___________ AD 2-3756
Soviet Life magazine, 1106 18th
NW ------------------------ AD 2-77 68
Office, 1706 18th NW ----------- CO 5-260'1
Press department, 1115 16th NW_ 347-1347
so that our colleagues may read and
t d thi
lt"
·
·
su Y
s revo mg mvaswn, I am en~
closing the news clipping from the NeW
York Times service:
DIRKSEN BRISTLES AT SOVIET "LOBBYING"'
WASHINGTON.-8enate Republican leader
Everett Dirksen complained yesterday that he
was being "lobbied" by both the State Depa.rtment and the Soviet Embassy to support
a. proposed consular treaty with the Soviet
· Union.
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Some difference developed between the
Senator and the Soviet embassy over whether
there had been any "lobbying."
As recounted by Senator Dirksen, a "young
tnan" from the Soviet Embassy called on him
Wednesday to discuss East-West cooperation, including the treaty. The diplomat's
Purpose, the Senator suggested, was to spread
'·propaganda" and to lobby for East-West
legislation.
But the Soviet Embassy version was that
the diplomat was paying one of his getacquainted visits to congressional leaders.
The diplomat, according to an embassy
spokesman, requested the appointment last
October, shortly after arriving in this country, and was informed last week that he could
see the Senator on Wednesday.
"It is quite surprising," the embassy
spokesman said, "to have an unofficial talk
or a general nature described as lobbying."
Senator Dirksen told reporters that the
efforts of the State Department and SoViet Embassy officials "have not changed my
Views on the treaty, although these views are
not yet finalized."
The administration has generally assumed
that the Republican leader is dead set against
the treaty and intends to make it a political issue.
.
While offering the administration no encouragement on the beleaguered treaty,
Dirksen did provide unexpected support for
the outer space treaty, another of the EastWest steps proposed by the administration .
The Senator said he could "certainly go
along" on it.

Fine Arts Center Created in Anderson, Ind.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. J. EDWARD ROUSH
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
·Thursday, January 26, 1967

Mr. ROUSH. Mr. Speaker, the cultural accomplishment of Anderson, Ind.,
should be acclaimed as an inspiration to
Sitnnar U.S. communities. This primarily industrial city of 65,000 people has illUstrated that efl'orts to improve a city's
CUltural environment are not just the
concern of larger, more resourceful
metropolitan cities. With great pride,
.Andersonians recently held an inaugural
OPening for their fine arts center.
The materialization of this center is a
Praiseworthy accomplishment not only
for its potential value to all Hoosiers but
also for the communitywide motivation
Which inspired its birth. No one patron
family initiated and supported this
Project. Private citizens were able to
~aintain a spirit dedicated to the establishment of a permament facility for
the presentation of a variety of artistic
llrograms.
This objective was realized on JanUary · 15, 1967, when the center's
inaugural exhibition entitled "The First
lrbundred Years of Indiana Painting"
rought art history to Andersonians.
-Anderson people hope that their fine arts
center will become a major contributor
to the cultural revival of the Midwest.
I would like to see more cities the size
Of Anderson take an interest in stimulating private community support for the
establishment of cultural centers. CUI-
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tural revitalization need not be solely a
big city phenomena. Cultural growth of
our less sophisticated cities not located
in a metropolitan complex can keep pace
with the more immediate local campaigns
Repre- Senator
Total
as the war on poverty and urban
sentative
renewal.
- - - ------1-----------Anderson, Ind., has proven that com- Sco~t __ --------- ______ _
147
30
177
munity dedication can produce a perma- Scout and leader ______ _
81
10
91
51
------------ ---9
60
ment cultural contribution to the local Leader_
No participation ______ _
145
60
1!15
modernization program.

SURVEY OF 90TH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION,
RELATIVE TO PARTICIPATION IN BOY SCOUTS
OF AMERICA
(By Congressman CLARENCE J. BROWN, JR.)

Survey of 90th Congress, First Session,
Relative to Participation in the Boy
Scouts of America, by Congresssman
Clarence J. Brown, Jr.

HON. CLARENCE J. BROWN, JR.

1436

u

1

100

Includes Puerto Rico representative.

Representatives
Jeffery Cohelan, California (D).
Burt L. Talcott, California (R).
Charles Bennett, Florida (D).
Roger H. Zion, Indiana (R).
Donald Rums!eld, Illinois (R).
John Culver, Iowa (D).
Hervey Machen, Maryland (D).
Gerald R. Ford, Michigan (R).
John A. Blatnik, Minnesota (D).
Thomas Curtis, Missouri (R).
Durward Hall, Missouri (R) .
Barber Conable, Jr., New York (R).
J. William Stanton, Ohio (R).
Horace Kornegay, North Carolina (D).
Mark Andrews, North Dakota (R).
John E. Hunt, New Jersey (R).
Clarence J. Brown, Jr., Ohio ( R) .
Tom Steed, Oklahoma (D).
John R. Dellenbeck, Oregon (R).
Daniel Flood, Pennsylvania (D).
Richard Schweiker, Pennsylvania (R).
J. J. Pickle, Texas (D).
John 0. Marsh, Jr., Virginia (D).
Henry Reuss, Wisconsin, (D).
Larry Winn, Jr., Kansas (R).
)
Sll.VER BUFFALO
Senators Carl Hayden, Arizona (D). i
George Murphy, California (R).
Sll. ~R BEAVER

OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 9, 1967

I

TotaL __________ _

523

Total Members who have participated in
Scouting: 328 (77% o! eligibles).
Total who were scouts: 268.
Total who were leaders: 151.
EAGLE SCOUTS
Senator Frank Moss, Utah (D).

OF

)

(24

1
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Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Speaker,
last year in observance of the 50th anniversary of the chartering of the Boy
Scouts of America by the U.S. Congress,
I had the pleasure of preparing a survey
of the Members of the 89th Congress,
second session, to determine what the
Boy Scouts had done for Congress 50
years after Congress did something for
the Boy Scouts by chartering it as a
national organization.
This year, I have again been asked
to make this survey by the Boy Scouts
of America to determine the number of
Members of the 90th Congress, first session, who were Scouts and/ or Scout leaders. This year's survey, as did last years,
reveals that more than one-half of the
Members of Congress have served Scout-ing in some-way.
This year's survey discloses that 328
Members of the 90th Congress, first session, have participated in Scouting . as
Scouts and/ or Scout leaders-- as compared with last year's total of 302. Of
the 328 who have participated, 26, compared with last year's total of 24, have
achieved the rank of Eagle, the highest
award which can be earned by a Scout.
The increase in the number of Members
part~cipating and the number of Eagle
Scouts might be attributed to the lower
average age of the Members of the 90th
Congress, as a result of the unusually
large number of younger men elected
last November.
Also nine adult leaders-one more
than last year-hold the Silver Beaver
award, two hold the Silver Antelope
award and two others hold the Silver
Bufl'alo award, the highest recognition
given to adults in Scouting. i:n addition,
while these have not been counted in
my statistics, one of the women Members
of Congress has been named honorary
Boy Scout and another has served as
Cub Scout den mother.
Under unanimous consent I make the
results of my survey part of the RECORD
in observance of National Boy Scout
Week, February 7 through 13:

99
11
1.
1 -- --------

SubtotaL_-----Women
_________ _______ _
Vacancy _______________ _

t~

Senators
Clinton Anderson, New Mexico (D).
Everett Jordan, North carolina (D).
Mark Hatfield, Oregon (R).

Representatives
Del Clawson, California (R).
Larry Winn, Jr., Kansas (R).
Thomas Curtis, Missouri (R).
Durward Hall, Missouri (R).
Page Belcher, Oklahoma (R).
Arch Moore, Jr., West Virginia (R).
Sll.VEB ANTELOPE
Senator Mark Hatfield, Oregon (R).
Representative Durward Hall, Missouri
(R).

Honorary Boy Scout: Catherine May,
Washington (R).
Cub Scout Den Mother: Florence P. Dwyer,
New Jersey (R).
1

BOY ScOUT SURVEY REsULTS CONDUCTED BY
CLARENCE J. BROWN, JR.
(Scout denoted by (S): leader denoted by
(L); Scout and leader denoted by (S & L)) J
ALABAMA
Senator John Sparkman (D), S & L.
George Andrews (D), S.
John H. Buchanan. Jr. (R), L.
William L. Dickenson (R), S.
Robert E. Jones (D), L.
Armistead !.Selden, Jr. (D), S.
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n..LINOIS

ALASKA

Senator E. L. Bartlett (D), S.
Boward W. Pollock (R), S.
ARIZONA

Senator Paul J. Fannin (R) IS.
Senator Carl Hayden (D) I L.
John J. Rhodes (R), S.
Morris K. Udall (D), S & L.
ARKANSAS

E. C. Gathings (D), S & L.
Wilbur D. Mllls (D), S & L.
John Paul Bammerschimdt (R), S.
David Pryor (D), S.

Frank Annunzio (D), L.
Leslie C. Arends (R), S.
Harold R. Collier (R), S.
Edward J. Derwinski (R), S.
John N. Erlenborn (R), L.
Robert McClory (R), L.
Roman C. Pucinski (D), S.
Thomas Railsback (R), 8 & L.
Dan Rostenkowski (D), S & L.
Donald Ruinsfeld (R), S.
William L. Springer (R), S.
Sidney R. Yates (D), S.
Senator Charles Percy ( R) , S & L.
INDIANA

CALIFORNIA

Senator Thomas Kuchel (R) 8 & L.
Senator George Murphy (R), L.
Alphonzo Bell (R) , S.
George E. BrownJr. (D), L.
Del Clawson (R), S & L.
Jeffery Cohelan (D), S.
James C. Corman (D), S.
Don Edwards (D), S.
RichardT. Hanna (D), S & L.
Craig Hosmer (R), S.
Harold T. Johnson (D), L.
Robert L. Leggett (D), S & L.
Glenard P. Lipscomb (R), S.
John F. McFall (D), L.
WilliamS. Mailliard (R), S.
Bob Mathias (R), S.
John E. Moss (D), S.
Ed Reinecke (R), S & L.
Edward R. Roybal (D), s.
B. Allen Smith (R), S & L.
Burt L. Talcott (R) , S & L.
Charles M. Teague (R), S.
John V. Tunney (D), L.
James B. Utt (R), S.
Lionel Van Deerl1n (D), S.
Jerome Waldie, (D), S.
Bob Wilson (R), S.
J. Arthur Younger (R), L.
COLORADO

Wayne N. Aspinall (D), S.
Frank E. Evans (D), S & L.
Byron G. Rogers (D), S.
Donald G. Brotzman (R), S.
CONNECTICUT

Senator Thomas J. Dodd (D), S.
Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (D), S.
Robert N. Giaimo (D), S.
William L. St. Onge (D), S & L.
DELAWARE

Senator J. Caleb Boggs (R), S & L.
William V. Roth, Jr. (R), L.
FLORIDA

Senator Spessard L. Holland (D), S.
Charles E. Bennett (D), S.
Dante B. Fascell (D), s.
Sam M. Gibbons (D), S.
James A. Haley (D), L.
Edward J. Gurney (R), s.
A. Sydney Herlong, Jr. (D), S.
Claude Pepper (DL S & L.
Paul G. Rogers (D), s.
Robert L. F. Sikes (D), s.
J . Herbert Burke (R), S.

E. Ross Adair (R), S.
John Brademas (D), S & L.
William G. Bray (R), S.
Lee H. Hamilton, (D), S.
Andrew Jacobs, Jr. (D), S.
Richard L. Roudebush (R), S & L.
Roger H. Zion (R), S & L.
IOWA

Senator Jack Miller (R), S.
John C. Culver (D), S.
John Kyl (R), L.
Fred Schwengel (R), L.
Wiley Mayne (R), S.
Neal Smith (D), L.
KANSAS

Senator Frank Carlson (R), L.
Senator James B. Pearson (R), S.
Bob Dole (R) , S.
Chester L. Mize (R), S .
Garner E. Shriver (R), S & L.
Joe Skubitz (R), L.
Larry Wlnn, Jr. (R). S & L.
KENTUCKY

Senator John Sherman Cooper (R), S.
William H. Natcher (D), S.
William Cowger (R), S.
Frank A. Stubblefield (D), S.
John C. Watts (D), S.
Gene Snyder (R), S.
LOUISIANA

HAWAII

Senator Hiram Fong (R), S & L.
Spark Matsunaga (D), S.
IDAHO

Senator Frank Church (D), 8.
George V. Hansen (R) 8.
James A. McClure (R), S.
1

MlSSOURI

Senator Edward V. Long (D), L.
Thomas B. Curtis (R), S & L.
Durward G. Hall (R), S & L.
W. R. Hull, Jr. (D), L.
William L. Hungate (D), S.
Paul C. Jones (R), S & L.
Frank M. Karsten (D) , S.
William J . Randall (D), S.
MONTANA

Senator Lee Metcalf (D), S & L.
James F . Battin (R), S.
Arnold Olsen (D), L.
NEBRASKA

Glenn Cunningham (R), S & L.
Dave Martin (R), S & L.
Robert V. Denney ( R) , L.
NEVADA

Senator Howard W. Cannon (D), S .
WalterS. Baring (D), S.
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Senator Norris Cotton (R), S.
Senator Thomas J. Mcintyre (D), L.
Louis C. Wyman (R), S.
NEW JERSEY

Senator Clifford P. Chase (R), S.
Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr. (D), L·
Cornelius E. Gallagher (D), S.
John E. Hunt (R), S & L.
Joseph G. Minish (D), S.
James J. Howard, (D), S.
Charles Sandman (R), S.
William B . Widnall (R), S & L.
NEW MEXICO

Senator Clinton P. Anderson (D), L.
Thomas G. Morris (D), S.
E. S. Johnny Walker (D), S & L.
NEW YORK

Senator Robert F. Kennedy (D), S.
Hugh L. Carey (D) , I.
Barber B. Conable, Jr. (R), S & L.
John G. Dow (D), S & L.
Thaddeus J. Dulski (D), S & L.
James R. Grover, Jr. (R) S.
Seymour Halpern (R), S & L.
Frank Horton (R) , S & L.
Carleton J. King (R), L.
Richard D. McCarthy (D), S.
Robert C. McEwen (R), S.
Abraham J. Multer (D), L.
Richard L. Ottinger (D), S.
Otis G. Pike (D), S & L.
Odgen R. Reid (R), S.
Joseph Y. Resni,ck (D), S & L.
Howard W. Robison (R), S & L.
John J. Rooney (D), S.
Henry P. Smith i l l (R), S & L.
SamuelS. Stratton (D), S & L.
Herbert Tenzer (D), L.
John W. Wydler (R), S.
Theodore R. Kupferman (R), L.
1

Hale Boggs (D), S.
Speedy 0. Long (D), S.
Otto E. Passman (D) , S.
Joe D. Waggonner (D), S.
Edwin E. Willis (D), S.
,

MAINE

Senator EdmundS. Muskie (D), S.
William D. Hathaway (D), S.
Peter N. Kyros (D), S.
MARYLAND

Senator Joseph D. Tydings (D), s.
Samuel N. Friedel (D), S.
Hervey G. Machen (D), S & L.
Charles McM. Mathias Jr. (R), S.
Rogers C. B. Morton (R), S.
Clarence D. Long (D), S.
Gilbert Gude (R), S & L.
MASSACHUSETTS

Senator Edward Brooke (R), S.
William H. Bates (R), S.
Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr. (D), L.
MICHIGAN

GEORGIA

Jack Brinkley (D), L.
John J. Flynt, Jr. (D), S & L.
G. Elliott Hagan (D), L.
Phil M. Landrum. (D), S.
Maston O'Neal (D), S & L.
Robert G. S~phens, Jr. (D), S & L.
Fletcher Thompson (R), L.
W. S. (Bill) Stuckey, Jr. (D), B & L.
Benjamin Blackburn (R), S & L.
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Senator Robert P. Griffin (R), S & L.
Garry Brown (R), S.
Elford A. Cederberg (R), S.
John D. Dingell (D), S & L.
Gerald R. Ford (R), S & L.
William D. Ford (D), S.
Edward Hutchinson (R), S.
Lucien N. Nedzi (D), L.
Philip Ruppe (R), S.
WilliamS. Broomfield (R), S & L.
MINNESOTA

Senator Walter F. Mondale (D) 1 S.
John A. Blatnik (D), S.
· Donald M. Fraser (D), S.
Joseph E. Karth (D), S & L.
MISSISSIPPI

Thomas G. Abernethy (D), S & L.
G. V. Montgomery (D), S.

NORTH CAROI..Il(A

Senator B. Everett Jordan (D), L.
James T. Broyhill (R), S.
L. H. Fountain (D), S.
Nick Galifl.anakis (D), S.
David N. Henderson (D), S.
Walter B. Jones (D), S.
Charles R. Jonas (R), S.
Horace R. Kornegay (D), S & L.
Alton Lennon (D), S & L.
Roy A. Taylor (D), S &L.
Basil Whitener (D), S.
James C . Gardner (R), S.
NORTH DAKOTA

Mark Andrews (R), S.
Thomas S. Kleppe (R} 1 S.
OHIO

John M. Ashbrook (R), L.
Jackson E. Betts (R), S & L.
Clarence J. Brown, Jr. (R), S & L.
Samuel L. Devine (R), S.
William H. Harsha (R), S.
Wayne L. Hays (D), S & L.
Delbert L. Latta (R) S.
D. E. "Buz" Lukens (R), S & L.
1
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Clarence E. Miller (R), S.
William E. Minshall ( R) , S.
Charles A. Mosher (R), L.
J. WlUlam Stanton (R), S.
Chalmers P. Wylle (R) , 8 & L.
Robert Ta!t, Jr. (R), s.
OKLAHOMA
Senator Fred R. Ha.rr18 (D), S.
Senator A. S. Mike Monroney (D), S.
Carl Albert (D), S & L.
Page Belcher ( R) • L.
Ed. Edmondson (D), S.
John Jarman (D), L.
Tom Steed (D), S & L.
OREGON
Al Ulima~ (D), L.
John R. Dellenbeck (R), S.
Senator Mark Hatfield (R), S & L.
PENNSYLVANIA
Senator Hugh Scott (R), S.
\VUUam A. Barrett (D), S.
Edward Biester (R)-, S.
Prank M. Clark (D), S & L.
RobertJ. Corbett (R) S.
Daniel J. Flood (D), S.
James G. Fulton (R), S.
Albert W. Johnson (R), L.
Joseph M. McDade ( R) , S.
Thomas E. Morgan (D), S.
Fred B. Rooney (D), S.
John P. Saylor (R), S & L.
llerman T. Schneebell (R), S.
Richards. Schwelker (R), S & L.
J. Irvin Whalley (R), L.
L. G. Williams, (R), S.
Joshua Eilberg (D), S & L.
RHODE ISLAND _
Senator Claiborne Pell (D), S.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Senator Strom Thurmond (R), S & L.
John L . McMillan (D), L.
L. Mendel Rivers (D). S & L.
Albert W. Watson (R), S.
Senator Ernest Hollings (D). S.
SOUTH DAKOTA
E. Y. Berry (R), L.
Senator Karl E. Mundt, (R). S.
Ben Reifel (R). L.
TENNESSEE
William R. Anderson (D), S.
WUUam E. Brock m (R), S.
John J. Duncan (R), S & L.
lUchard H. Fulton (D) • s & L.
Ray Blanton (D), S & L.
Dan Kuykendall (R), L.
TEXAS
Senator Ralph Yarborough (D), L.
Omar Burleson (D), S.
Earle Cabell (D). L.
Bob Casey (D). S & L.
John Dowdy (D). s & L.
0 . C. Fisher (D), L.
EUgio de la Garza (D), S & L.
lienry B. Gonzalez (D). S & L.
Wright Patman (D), L.
J. J. (Jake) Pickle (D), s.
W. R. Poage (D), L.
Graham Purcell (D), L.
Ray Roberts (D). S & L.
Olin E. Teague (D), S.
Richard C. White (D). S & L.
James C. Wright, Jr. (D). S & L.
Abraham B. Kazen, Jr. (D), S.
Robert B. Price (R), L.
Joe R. Pool (D), S.
UTAH
Senator Wallace F. B~nnett (R), 8.
Senator Frank E. Moss (D), S.
Laurence J. Burton (R), S & L.
Sherman P. Lloyd (R). S & L.
VERMONT
Robert T. Stafford (R), S.
VIRGINIA
'I'homas N. Downing (D), S & L.
Porter Hardy, Jr. (D), S & L.
John 0. !\Iarsh, Jr. (D), S & L.

David E. Satterfield, m (D), S.
William C~ Wampler {R), S.
William L. Scott {R), L.
Senator Wllliam B. SpoBg, Jr. {D). S & L.
WASHINGTON

Senator Henry M. Jackson (D), 8.
Brock Adama (D), S.
Thomas S. Foley (D), S.
Lloyd Meeds (D), S & L.
Thomas M. Pelly (R), S.
WEST VIRGINIA
Senator Robert C. Byrd (D), S.
Senator Jennings Randolph (D), S.
Ken Hechler (D), S.
James Kee (D). S.
Arch A. Moore, Jr. (R), L.
John M. Slack, Jr. (D), s.
Harley 0. Staggers (D), L.
WISCONSIN
Senator William Proxmire (D), S.
Robert W. Kastenmeier (D), S.
Glenn R. Davis (R), L.
Melvin R. Laird (R), S.
Henry S. Reuss (D). S & L.
Vernon W. Thomson (R), S.
W11liam A. Steiger (R), S.
WYOMING
Senator Gale W. McGee (D), S.

Students Support Right To Vote fOl' 18Year-Oids
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM L. ST. ONGE
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. ST. ONGE. Mr. Speaker, on
January 30, 1967, I Introduced a joint
resolution 1n the House of Representatives (H.J. Res. 232) proposing an
amendment to the U.S. Constitution
which-would provide as follows:
No citizen of the United States who is
eighteen years of age or older shal~ be denied
the right to vote by reason of age.

In my remarks at the time I introduced the resolution I pointed out that
over half of our citizens today are under
25 years of age, that the young generation is-well educated, and that with few
exceptions the youth of present-day
America is deeply concerned with national and international problems. I also
emphasized that while the proposal to
give young people over 18 the right to
vote has been suggested in the past, no
action was ever taken on it by the Congress. Now the idea has ripened in our
day; hence, both major political parties
can unite behind this proposal and support it.
Since the introduction of the resolution, I have received many letters in support of such an amendment to the Constitution. I was particularly pleased to
receive a letter from a group of students
from the Waterford High School, Waterford, Conn., in my congressional district.
The letter, in support of my resolution,
is signed by some 300 students. It lists
seven reasons why such an amendment
should be adopted, and I am, therefore,
pleased to insert in the RECORD the letter
and the names of all those who signed
it. It reads as follows:
)
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WATERFORD HIGH SCHOOL,
.
Waterford, Conn .• February 7, 1967.
Congressman WILLIAM ST. ONGE,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAB CoNGRESSMAN ST. ONcE: we ,the undersigned students of Waterford High School,
Waterford, Connecticut support your bill to
have the voting right extended to an United
States citizens eighteen years ot age or older,
and !eel they can accept this responsibllity
!or the following reasons:
.
( 1) Being that an eighteen year old can be
drafted and can fight !or and die for his
country, he should be allowed to have a say
in his government.
(2) Eighteen to twenty-one year olds
would be able to express their opinions in
the voting booths instead of in the streets.
(S) Seventy per cent of the states allow
women to be married be!ore the age o!
twenty-one without parental consent.
(4) Federal relie! !or dependents ends at
age eighteen unless the dependent remains
in school.
( 5) The mlnlmum driving age in the
United States !or all states 1s eighteen years
or less.
(6) At age eighteen 1n many courts a person is no longer considered a juvenile and is
~mbject to adult punishment.
(7) The states of Kentucky, Georgia,
Alaska. and Ha.wall allow persons under
twenty-one to vote. We should like to have
this discrepancy corrected by C-reating a
universal voting age of eighteen.
We extend our best wishes !or a quick
passage o! this bill.
Sincerely yours,
STUDENTS OF WATERFORD !UGH SCHOOL.
George Blahun, Prescllla Wade, Rists
Pafias, Susan Curlesa, Linda Bellefieur, Pat Willis, Linda Johnston,
Linda Schaller, Brian MacDonald,
Ralph Hirachfeld, Terry D. IDllfield,
Karen Gifford, Richard Mills, Bob
Darling, Mike Green, Susan Wlrta,
Donna Cantillon, JoAnn Kovalik, Diane
Montesi,
Martha
Roberts,
Linda
Palmiea, Edward Bartle, James Mercer,
Nancy Smith, Chris Tordenti, Suanne
Wells, Dudley Hambon, Teresa MeCount, Kathy Wentworth, Mary Silva,
Bonnie Hines, Rodney Williamson,
Greg McNeil, Jason Hanne, Lucien H.
Bazinet, Jr., Marg McMullin, Allan
Tracy, Linda Mueller, Joanne Smith,
Roberta Berman, Carl Lewis, Eric
Strickland, Joseph Weymouth, Peter
Krohn, Catliy Carlson, Karen Banta,
Evelyn Wilcox, Calleen MacDougall,
Nancy Briggs, Carol Sylvia, Toni
Deurloo.
Theodore Bartlett, Darryl Murphy, Linda
Elender, LindA Wilkinson,
Susan
Donatalo, Donna Greene, Lynnette
Outlaw, Tom Snow, Bob Bunting·, Leslie Ingham, Zora Foley, Larry Flaman,
Ken Buttinger, Bob Daniels, Douglas
McFarland, David Lenz, Susan Sustafson, James Lawrence, Douglas Platz,
Martha Rowe, Susan Wainwright,
Mark Helljer, Meca W1lliams, Andrea
Lyons, Nevil Petrini, Jef!.rey Rappaport, Janice Shelburn, Judy Johnson,
VIc Yoretk, Kevin Bonaldes, Paul McFarland, Kathie Kononchik, Katie
Williams, J. Wayne Riellce, Sandra
Anglin, Sherry Mabry, John Wyld,
Melanie Surprenant, Donna Arms,
Thomas
Burrows,
Renate
Potet,
Joanne Doy, John Bottenett, Veronica
Price, Dyann Govenning, Cheryl Stynilaski, John Kirk, George Bonneau,
Jr., Joseph Scolia.
Gerald Kavarnos, Charles Horton, Cay
Williams, . Joe Mates, Merle Kanao,
Dean Golembeski, Bill Deal, Michael
Fergione, Stephen Cosjan, Jack McDonald, Mark Greer, Richard H. Vescari, Kathy Burke, Daniel Cain, David
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Lenz, Debbe La.merlck, Ken Buttinger, oomplishment was recorded 1n Electrical
Roger Briggs, Donna A. Malloy, Richard World magazine for January 17, as folEldridge; William Wells, Gregory lows:
Farrar, Marlene Watson, Rosemary
Christina, Roselle Richardson, Helen A 220-Kn.OVOLT LINE TO ACCELERATOR WINS
PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE
Hirschfeld, Jill Stoner, Joann Spinato,
(By A. L. Perry )1
Candice Weigle, Maureen Jamieson,
Yvonne :Michaels, Carl Lewis, Thomas
Concern for community sensibilities is
Toranger, Jerry Brown, Donna O'Neill, evident in the construction of the Atomic
Karen Alligood, Linda Hall, Pat Bren- Energy Commission's 220-kv tap line to the
nan, Suzanne Grippe, Paul Frenden- Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, near
stein, Gary Shelburn, Barry Goldwater, Pal to Alto, Calif.
Rhonda Dougherty, Robert Graigice,
Oomments of residents of the wooded
Nick Levell, Joan Greene, Justice Cas- foothills through which the line was built
cia!, Wendy Mosher.
indicate satisfaction that everything posLinda Christian, Eric Benoit, Russell sible was done to preserve the environment,
Pickens, Douglas Niedzwecki, Mat- other than placing the line underground.
thew Kwannlliuski, Bill Rogoff, Tom
To win this approbation, AEC specificaSchmitz, Janie Geer, Gary Piascil, tions called for:
John Awezec, Brett Keeney, Dianne
Tapered steel poles, 48 to 94 ft tall, painted
Fisher, Noreen Collett, Joan Appliky, a dull light green, and light-gray insulators
Luanne
Wells,
Virginia
Elliott blending into the landscape. The only lat(Ginny), Leslie Kim Bran, Kathy tice structures in the 5.3-mile line are alongBlatchford, Carol Spinnato, Debbie side Pacific Gas & Electric Co's double-cirPukas,
Joanie
Sirotnik,
Deborah cuit line, hidden from the land side by a
·
Campbell,
Carolyn
Malloy,
Judy ridge.
Robinson, Carol Pickens, Linda BriCorona-rings and line hardware were setagna, Denise Faraci, Nancy Silvestri, lected for minimum radio-influence voltage.
Pam Romeo, Candida Pelka, Barbara These elimin:1te radio noise effects at resiDyer, Betsy Klipp, Anita Zackowski, dences and upon a radio astronomy laboraMetra Henderson, Karen Hunt, Liz tory nearby.
Conductors were burnished
Anastasia,
Linda
Guido,
Debbie and cleaned during stringing to remove dirt
Wheeler, Linda Chopi, D. Senkow, S. and rough spots.
Mabry, Margaret McGauretie, Bett
Extraordinary care by the contractor miniSargent,
Linda
Belanger,
Pauia mized damage to foliage, trees, and general
Frausire, Wendy Preeschel, Mary Lou terrain. Road construction and clearing
Durkee.
were minimized and done in a manner to
Michael Piscatella, Jack Jones, Sue · avoid soil erosion. A helicopter was used
Smith, Robert Darling, Irene Burgess, to carry materials and set poles at sites not
Tom Lamb, Kevin Gasser, Henry Albert accessible for a crane. Debris was removed
Schaller II, Loretta Swartz, Pat Kane, daily, and construction crews were adMary Murallo, Lynda Sopczyk, Edward monished to avoid excessive noise, dust, and
Auena,
Caffeen
O'Neiff,
Richard interference with traffic.
Bascetto, Debbie Thompson, Lila GalA "conductor corridor" was avoided by
lup, Jo Sellech, Kevin Pope, Donna angular routing through the hills and trimSalvagna, Carol Rossi, Craig Forster, ming trees in an irregular manner. The first
Wayne Beacey, Barry Rogers, Loreen step was trimming and removing trees for
Denison,
Debra
Mahoney,
Joan access roads and site clearing. It was comRubino, Robert Zuppl, George Pope, bined with building access roads. The latter
Alan D. McNelly, Robin Beauchamp, have good drainage, rock surfacing, riprapped
Ruth Massey, Wanda Goodall, May- banks, and several paved exits from existAnn Wood, David Buscette.
ing roads. A bare minimum of trees was reAndy Ciofi, Clemente Jaminal DelaCruz, moved or trimmed to allow access to site
Jr., Blll McClarvell, Eddie Derr, Virginia areas for pouring footings and erecting poles.
Swan, Tom Lizotte, Tom Ladner, Ruby A tree was trimmed first and removed 1!
Hempstead, Barbara Ely, Joseph Huet, later removal was found to be necessary.
Gary Rolls, Bill Somesfel, Jason VreeTREE TRIMMING MINIMIZED
land, Mel Counts, Brian Loneigin,
The second step was trimming for conCharles Phipps, Leonard Bu.nell, Wal- ductors. This could not be done until the
ter Briggs, Joseph Hamel.
poles were erected and a line of sight obtained. Only enough trimming was done to
provide good c~earance for stringing and
sagging.
The third step was trimming for live conPower Poles at Woodside Not So Bad
ductor clearances of 30 ft to ground, 15 ft to
Mter All
vegetation, and topping or removal of danger
trees.
Foundation holes were augered 4 and 5
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
ft in dia and 14 to 30 ft deep, according to
OF
soil conditions and to minimize guying. The
reinforcing bars are welded and tied to a
spiral, forming the cage for concrete reinOF CALIFORNIA
forcing.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Concrete was placed by mixer trucks, concrete pumps, and hoppers. Anchor bolts,
Monday, February 13, 1967
2~-in. and 1%-in. by 80 in., were placed
Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Speaker, not too using preformed steel templates to assure a
·
long ago there was quite a battle here- proper fit.
The poles are unique. They are made of
abouts as to whether or not the AEC
could run high-voltage powerlines to tubular steel in tapered sections that telefeed the new Standford linear accelera- scope to make a tight fit without welds
tor on the Palto Alto campus. The city or bolts. Heights range from 48 to 94 ft,
weights from 2,000 to 8,000 lb. Five strucof Woodside was particular vociferous in tures
are without guy support for changes in
its opposition to the overhead lines and angle of 14 to 90 deg.
was insistent that many millions of extra
In the line, the steel poles total 68, 16
dollars be spent to run the lines under- single-pole, eight 2-pole, and 12 3-pole struc-

HON. CRAIG HOSMER

ground. As it turns out AEC was able to
run its lines overhead without despoiling
the scenic delights of Woodside. Its ac-

1
A. L. · Perry, Field Engineer, Rogers Engineering Co., Inc., San Francisco, Calif.

February 18, 1907

tures. The stand-ofl': self-supported inSula·
tors on most singlepole and some three-pole
structures a.re believe to be the 'largest.
These insulators, 95-in. long, were obtained
in catilever strengths o! 2,000 and 5,000 lb.
The low-strength units support jumpers
at double dead-end structures; the high·
strength were mounted in staggered fa.<>b·
ion on single poles to support the conductors
over fiat university land along the accelera·
tor building.
About 55% of the poles were set bY a
rubber-tired, front-and-rear-steering, 14-ton
crane, many with insulators attached. In
less accessible locations, poles were set bY
helicopter. Where weight of a pole was 3,000
lb or less, the complete pole was lifted bY
the helicopter. About 20% of the poles, hoW·
ever, were flown in sections to sites and as·
sembled by placing the base, securing a.n·
chor bolts, and lifting the top section 1nto
the telescoping position.
Another helicopter carried insulators singlY
to poles where they were fastened directlY
into position. The helicopter was used also
to lay a ¥2 -in. polypropylene rope along
the route. This rope, placed ln the stringing
sheaves, was used to pull in a %-in. "roe·
pack" nonrotating wire cable for pulling tb 6
conductor.
Stringing of conductors was by standard
tensioning methods, with extreme care to
provide a noise-free circuit. Scratches, burrs.
dirt and aluminum filaments were removed
by buffing the conductor as it unreeled.
Rope nets and wooden guard structures pro·
tected highways and existing wires durillg
stringing.
Conductors are 1,113 MCM, 61-strand all·
aluminum. A single conductor per phase
was installed with corona-free hardware, as
for EHV, to reduce radio noise.
The longest span, 2,450 ft, was from tbe
take-off tower to a three-pole structure, bOth
at 2,100 ft elevation. A ruling span of 1,000
ft was applied as the line descended along tbe
foothills. Finally, a 700-ft ruling span was
used along-side the accelerator.
The circuit provides 300 Mw of capacitY
from two PG&E circuits, tapping one or tne
other by means of two 3-pole circuit switch·
ers on the 97.5-ft take-off tower. To provide an alternative source of 30 Mw :tor
emergencies, an additional $130,000 was
spent for transformer capacity from an exist·
ing PG&E 60-kv circuit providing temporarY
power.
To build the 5.3 mile, single-circuit line ill
this manner cost AEC about $850,000, exciu·
sive of land. Before the more attractive
design was adopted, one concept considered
was a double-circuit, 220-kv line on conventional four-legged structures. The cost
was estimated at $688,000.

Lera Thomas Gives Her Report on the
Sight and Sound of War
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

- HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, January 26, 1967

Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Speaker.
Mrs. Lera Thomas, who so ably :filled
her husband's shoes for a short teJ1ll
1n the House of Representatives, did
what she could to bring a little of hoiile
to as many boys in Vietnam as she could
during a recent trip she made to that
part of the world.
Mrs. Thomas visited with people froii1
the lowest military rank to the highest
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to learn as much as she could
about what was going on. Not only did
she see and visit more places than most
SO-called dignatarles would go, she did
Inore than certainly any one person
could manage on a short trtp.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to insert
1n the RECORD, an article which recently
appeared 1n the Houston Chronicle on
Sunday, January 15, 1967, which gives
her account of her trip. I would also
like to insert an article which appeared
in the Baytown Sun on Monday, January 30, 1967. Mrs. Thomas is to be
admired and thanked by us all for what
she did on her trip to South Vietnam.
The article follows:
tl'}i..>'lg

IF'rom the Houston Chronicle, Jan. 15, 1967]
~ THOMAS GIVES liER 'REPORT ON THE
SIGHT AND SOUND OF WAR

(NOTE.-Houston's former congresswoman,
Lera Th011&43, widow and successor to Comgre83 of U.S. Rep. Albert Thomas, left the
lhtited States last Nov. 29 on a mission of
8tuci.y and goodwill to Japan, Korea, Thailand
11 71.d South Vietnam. While in the Far East,
llirs. Thomas examined Americ.an economic
11Ld programs to SEATO countries, visited the
fightin.g fronts in Vietnam . and talked wit!£
Texans serving with the military in Vietnam.
She is due back in. the states this weekend.
lfere is a personal account of some of her
experiences.)
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encampment where I persuaded the com- tion, for instance, with a young career
mander to allow me to Joln a. military convoy soldier, a. dentist, who happened to be Maj.
to Phu Balin the forward area and only 70 Albert W. Oostley Jr. of Baytown. Dr. Costley
still has another six months to serve in his
miles from the Demilitarized Zone.
The convoy was commanded by a Col. Khoa, tour in the Fa.r East.
Within the past few weeks the young Baya provincial chief. The road to Phu Bal goes
through V)et Cong territory and is dotted town resident was promoted from the rank
with garrisons that guard the vital supply of captain, and he also had a chance to
spend a part of a five-day leave with Mrs.
road.
,
I remember one outpost in particular, in Costley after they met last week in Hono\
a desolate· area. The few American soldiers lulu.
seemed so lonely that I insisted that I be
Mrs. Thomas got as close as iO mi.l es from
allowed to visit them for a few minutes.
North Vietnam, and she spent Christmas
Col. Kboa was reluctant but agreed to halt Day in Hue at the Phu-Bal base located near
!or a few minutes. There was a :flurry of Da Nang.
activity among the young soldiers and their
Mrs. Thomas, who was helped in arrangeVietnam comrades as I picked my way
mehts by representatives of the State Dethrough the barbed-wire entanglements sur- partment, also met and talked to- the John
rounding the sand-bagged command post.
Sylvesters, who are now in Saigon on asI learned later that they were removing signment with Esso. In fact, Mrs. Thomas
from my sight the body or a VietCong soldier was a dinner guest of the Sylvesters one
who had been killed during an assault on night during her stay there.
the post earlier in the day. They allowed
She had several close calls, but is now back
me to see a Viet Cong soldier they had home in Houston With the job ahead o! trancaptured.
scribing v9luminous notes and pictures into
At Phu Bai, I'<lined with the soldiers of an a series of newspaper and magazine articles.
infantry outfit commanded by Gen. W. B.
Once Mrs. Thomas had a real rough helicopter ride when the "bird" in which she
Kyle of Hillsboro, Tex.
Later, I joined a convoy mm.-lng down to was a passenger almost collided in mid-alr
the coast and visited a front-line ~ospital with another due to low ttround !og that
impeded landing efforts.
along the way.
Dirty, grim-faced young soldiers were unAt another time she saw five young solloading five wounded comrades as we arrived diers in a hospital who had been shot while
at the hospital. The Americans had been on a trip over the same route she had been
ambushed along the same road I was travel- scheduled to take in a jeep but which had
ing. The Viet Cong had detonated a. ·mine been cancelled at the last minute.
under their carrier.
One of her most proud possessions is a
I was thankful to Learn their wounds were green beret that was presented to her. The
not fatal.
former congresswoma.n said she was told that
Here are some of the servicemen and actress Martha Raye is the only other woman
civilian workers that CQngresswoman Lera to whom a beret was presented.
Thomas visited with in Vietnam.
Mrs. Thomas was in Vietnam at the same
Houston and Harris County: Pfc. ·Rudolph time the Bob Hope , group made .their apF. Cannon, Jr., 9009 Laura Koppe; Cpl. Rod- pearances there, and she took many pictures
ney J. Stutes, Jr., 4430 Orange Grove; Pfc. C. · of the group as they appeared before the
E. Fisher, 2040 King; Airman 1/c Robert thousands of U.S. men in Vietnam.
Brown, Jr., 5621 Truett; Capt. Albert W. CostPrior to the Vietnam visit, Mrs. Thomas
ley Jr., 2206 Sheridan, BaytOwn; Maj. (Chap- spent several days helping make an official
lain's Oorps) D. B. Jordan, former pastor o! inspection o! port facilities in Korea. She
the First Presbyterian Church or Pasadena; filed this report as her last officia.l act as a
David Warren, 2401 Addison; Lt. Col. Ralph congresswoman.
Culver, 4110 Roseland.
"I hope to go back," Mrs. Thomas said. "In
Sp. 4/c Jimmy Watson, 3918 Woolworth; fact, I would go almost anywhere in the
Maj. Hollanw E. Bynam, 3822 Wentworth; world if I thought by so doing I could bring
Gray D. Hill, 6910 Fulton; Pfc. Frank Akins, messages of cheer and best Wishes from home
4017 Citadel; Pfc. Raymond E. Anderson, 915 1io our boys who are fighting our battles."
Hector, Pasadena; Pfc. Denny Neff, 1802 S.
She did say she would exclude Africa and
San Jacinto, Pasadena; Warren E. Flannery India, if scheduling were left up to her!
of Houston; Harold L. L. DeWeese, Baytown.
Mrs. Thomas has traveled extensively as an
Other Texans: Maj. Gen. Wood B. Kyle, aide to her late husband during the nearly 30
USMC, Hillsboro; Pfc. Russell G. Gifford Jr., years they served together in congress.
Kerrville; Randall E. Johnston, Texas City;
The last Rep. Thomas for many years was
Capt. J. E. Hanson, Gonzales; Dennis Schir- a ranking member of House Appropriations
mer, Corpus Christi; Ronald Schumann, Mc- subcommittees tha.t had the responsibility to
Queeney; David L. Reeves, Aransas Pass; Col. furnish tax funds for installatious throughJ. B. Hill, Hillsboro; Col. R. H. Thompson, out the U.S. and all over the world.
Pearsall; Lt. Col. G. D. McPherson, Corpus
Christi; Sp. 4/c Alan Jones, Nederland; Sgt.
Jerry Wheat, Freeport; Col. Allan T. Sampson,
C<>rpus Christi; Major H. E. Simpson, Beau- The Honorable Chet Holineld's Address
mont.

(By Mrs. Lera Thomas)
SAIGoN.-! have spent the last several weeks
l'isW..ng the provinces, towns, villages, the
8 llla.llest hamlets of this embattled country.
I went into hospita.Ls, schools, religious
'telll.ples, and I toured the industries and
Ports to t.a.ke the economic pulse of Vietnam.
I talked to the people--the farmers and
the soldiers, the workers and the leadersand I talked to the members of the Viet
Cong, the enemy, who h:ld defected from
Communist forces.
One fact is clear to me:
'Onless a stable economy Is established in
South Vietnam and the people are given an
tncenttve to maintain that economy, we will
Ose what we are fighting for here.
I don't think we1llose it.
'I'he South Vietnamese are eager to learn
the ways of Democracy. They have so little,
and they know they would have less under
Colll.munist rule. Democracy is their hope
for security in the future.
I know now the kind of enemy we face.
lie·s an enemy without honor. Ruthless
and brutal.
I was there when the Viet Cong violated
the Christmas Day truce. I saw five wounded
~ictims of their treachery.
When I first arrived 1n Saigon, the city
teemed with thousands of U.S. servicemen
8.n.d cl.villan workers.
How was I to locate those from the Harris
County area and other Texas communities
to Southern Governors
to whom I booed to talk and for whom I had
messages froni. home?
[From the Baytown Sun, Jan. 30, 1967]
Weu, I was a special correspondent for The ASIAN TOUR ENDS CONGRESSIONAL CAREEREXTENSION OF REMARKS
Chronicle, so I feU back on the basic princiMRS. THOMAS CHEERS TEXANS, BA YTONIANS
or
Ple of reporters: I asked questions.
ON VIETNAM TRIP
I learned you could find a Texan in almost
(By Fred Hartman)
~ny crowd of soldlers, sa.llora or Marines in
OF SOUTH CAR OLIN A
The last days of ·the congressional career
letnam. and in every hospl tal.
It was a. llt~e sad. but among the young of Mrs. Albert Thomas, who served out the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1ighting men from Texas who gathered term of her late husband, was spent in VietMonday, February 13, 1967
ll.round me everywhere I went, there were nam and in Korea visiting army and air
lnany for whom I did not have personal mes- force men in the thick of the fighting beMr. DORN. Mr. Speaker, I commend
sah ges. So I'd sit down and tell them about tween Saigon and North Vietnam.
to my colleagues and to the people of our
Olll.e.
She spent hours talking to Texans in hos- country the following timely and superb
I Hew into Da. Nang Christmas Eve. It wu pitals, in their quarters, in recreation cen~Un.ny and bright when we left Saigon, but ters and everywhere she had a chance to get address delivered by- our colleague CHET
he Monsoon rains had been falling for daya · a personal look at the young men who are HoLIFIELD, chairman of the Joint Comat Da Nang.
carrying the fight to the Viet Cong in the mittee on Atomic Energy, to the Southern Governors' Conference, Gilberts\illr.,
I checked. in first a.t Navy headquarters and cause of the Free World.
t he:1 went across the rlver to the Marine
She had a particularly pleasant conversa- · Ky., on September 19, 1956:

HON. W. J. BRYAN DORN
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REMARKS BY CONGRESSMAN CHET HOLIFIELD,
CHAIRMAN, JoiNT CoMMI'l'I'EE ON ATOMIC
ENERGY, AT THE SOUTHERN GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE, GILBERTSVILLE, KY., ON SEPTEMBER 19, 1966
INTRODUCTION
It is an honor to participate in the program
of this 32nd Annual Southern Governors'
Conference. From the standpoint of nuclear
energy the southern states, represented as a
group, have been in the vanguard of organizing for this new era of technical progress.
The Southern Interstate Nuclear Board,
which you have formed to deal with the new
force of nuclear energy in our society, is
being used as a model for similar regional
organizations throughout the country. Last
week, for example, the Western State Governor's Conference on AtOinic Energy was
held in San Francisco. In my message to
that Conference I strongly endorsed the regional approach to nuclear energy as exemplified by your pioneering organization.
Many of the problems and areas of interest
to be encountered in atomic energy are regional ones and should be approached on a
regional basis.
I wish to commend those present who are
working toward greater cooperation in atomic
energy on a regional basis and particularly
those who have taken the initiative in bringing you together. Cooperation is essential,
and, as is often the case, area problems are
more effectively handled by those more closely concerned than at the Federal level.
I congratulate you for your foresight in
establishing the Southern Interstate Nuclear
Board. Getting organized while the commercial application of atomic energy is still
relatively young will help you get started
on the right foot. You can assist in bringing atomic energy into its own at the state
level. Through coordination of regulatory
and other activities it should be possible to
a-ehieve greater goals and productivity in
atomic energy than would be possible were
each state to act independently or, in some
cases, in competition, one with the other.
Looking over the Southern Interstate Nuclear Board's report to the Governors at
this Conference, it is evident that a lot has
happened in the field of nuclear energy here
in the South and elsewhere during the past
year. A number of these activities are of
such importance to the South and the entire
Nation that I would like to comment on
them.
GROWTH OF NUCLEAR POWER
The Southern Interstate Nuclear Board's
report shows that a total of eight major
nuclear power reactors have been announced
by electric utilities in the South since last
November. Some conception of the significance of this faot can be obtained by comparing the 6,800 megawatt capacity represented by these eight plants with the nuclear
power growth figures for the whole nation.
The total capacity of all civilian nuclear
power plants ordered as of January 1, 1965 in
the United States was only approximately
3,500 megawatts. Installed nuclear capacity
as of that time amounted to about one-half
of one percent of total installed generating
r.apacity. During 1965 approximately 4,700
megawatts of nuclear generating capacity
were ordered-about one-fifth of the total
generating capacity ordered during this
period. During the first eight months of
1966, about 16,000 megawatts were orderedover one-half of the total capacity ordered.
These figures indicate a revaluation is
taking place in the energy economy of our
nation. The figures for the Southern States
also indicate the leadership which is being
provided in this revolution by the South.
Competing energy fuels such as coal, which
is the basis of an important industry in the
South, have at times become unduly concerned with the entry of the atom on the
energy scene.. I say this because there ha.s
been -a meteoric increase in the demands for

energy. In the future we must satisfy an
. expanding market for all types of fuel. The
outgoing President of the Edison Electric
Institute in his June 8 speech presented the
picture of increasing electrical energy demands in a very graphic way which I think
bears repeating. He said:
"It is estimated that total electric energy
output for the United States will -probably
be between 6 and 10 trillion kilowatt-hours
by the year 2000.
"This means that we have less than 35
years to build the equivalent of seven additional power systems the energy size of all
that is now serving the American people."
To meet this increasing demand we will
need increasing amounts of all forms of
fuels-coal, oil, gas, hydro and nuclear. The
suppliers of fosslle fuels will be hardpressed
to meet the ever-increasing demands that
will be placed upon them. Fossile fuel and
the atom may be competitors--but they must
also be partners.
·
Up until now, though, nuclear power has
a.s far as the coal industry is concerned just
been a user of the electrical energy produced
by coal. In fact, ten years ago the Atomic
Energy Commission consumed over 10 percent of all the electrical energy generated.
With the great increase in the amount of
energy genera ted and the cutbacks in the
enriched uranium producing plants, the AEC
still uses nearly five percent of the electrical
energy_ It is about time that nuclear energy
should start picking up some of the load.
POLLUTION OF OUR ENVmONMENT
Before I take up some of the other items
covered in the SINB report to the Governors,
I want to talk about a problem which I consider very serious and one which demands"
more attention. This is pollution. Pollution has reached dangerous levels because of
our burgeoning population, our industrial
society and our carelessness.
In order to put the so-called population
explosion in perspective, I would like to cite
the following statistics pertaining thereto.
At the time of Christ the population of the
Earth is estimated to have been about 250
million people. It took 1830 years for the
world's population to grow to a total of one
b1llion people. In only 100 additional years
(in 1930), the population reached the two
billion mark. In the year 1960, 30 years later,
it reached the three billion mark; and finally
in the year 2000, only 3~ years from now,
it is estimated that the world's population
Will be aQout six billion people.
·
Turning now to the U.S. statistics, in the
year 1790 (166 years ago) our first U.S. census
revealed a population of 3.9 million people.
The present estimate of the U.S. population
is about 195 million. In the year 2000, this
is expected to soar to 362 million people. All
of these people wm need electrical power,food, water and other services which will
place a heavy burden on the natural resources of this country. In addition, this
means that we are faced With a. new problem. For years we have relied on dilution
in the atmosphere and in bodies of water to
take care of disposal of waste. We can no
longer do this. Our ever-increasing population is manufacturing waste at such a rapid
rate that we must evolve new methods of
treating or preventing waste in order to pre. serve the quality-even the livability-of the
environment in which we must survive.
In the fall of 1965 an expert Environmental Pollution Panel of the President's
Science Advisory Committee submitted areport entitled "Restoring the Quality of Our
Environment." This was the result of a
searching inquiry into the problem of waste
disposal in our rivers and harbors, disposal
of materials into our atmosphere, and many
of the important aspects of the total environmental picture. I would like to quote
a portion of a preface letter by President
Lyndon Johnson which appears in the published report.

·February 13, 1967

"Our affluence spews out vast quantitieS
of wastes and spent products that pollute
our air, polson our waters, and even impalt
our ability to feed ourselves.
"Pollution now is one of the most perva.s1V 8
problems of our society." " .... our present
efforts in managing pollution are barelY
enough to stay even, surely not enough to
make the improvements that are needed."
In a talk I gave in November of last year
before the Contamination Control Group on
Air Pollution I stated that we are approacbing a point of a possible citizen's revolt concerning pollution. I pointed out that tb 8
incentive for such a revolt is the danger to
public health and welfare which stems froill
pollution. The indiV1dual's rights are being
violated, and justifiably, restitution is being
derp.anded. I also said in a recent staterneni
before the Ediso~ Electric Institute that
believe the public will be willing to pay :more
for various services in order to i:rnprove
health and living conditions.
It is obvious that the rapid increases In
population and the tendencies for concentration in metropolitan areas require t:nat
we give special attention to how we supplY
power for our cities without polluting out
environment. One of the most promising
routes to nonpolluting energy is nucle~
power. Nuclear power holds the promise 0
solving most of our metropolitan pollution
problems. Nuclear plants don't themselves
release pollution to the atmosphere. Tbe
power generated by such plants could alS 0
be used to recharge power units such as batteries or fuel cells for automobiles and thereby also eliminate one of our fastest growing
sources of pollution. In addition, low cost
energy from nuclear power plants could be
used to purify and reclaim our water supplies to alleviate our water pollution problems. Our move toward nuclear power bas
started as indicated by recent events.
A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO THE POLL UTIOI'f
PROBLEM
I for one question whether present efforts
to bring environmental pollution under control as we enter the era of the megalopolis
wm be successful. Thus far most of the
thinking on the subject has been devoted to.
isolating single aspects of the problem--such
as air pollution resulting from the operation
of automobiles, or water pollution due to industrial operations.
I do not think that it is fruitful to consider only specific types of pollution. Tll8
piecemeal approach tends to limit the consideration to only local areas of such pollutiOn·
Moreover, certain areas tend to be emphastzed
while others are neglected. For example, one
important aspect of environmental control
which I think has been neglected is the interrelation of environmental pollution factors with our over-au way of life. I think It
1s time now to look at complete urban centers
with control of environmental pollution a.
fundamental factor in their design.
In many localities we are now witnes&ing
the construction of completely new cities.
sometimes through initiation of construction
of large new developments, and in many cases
through the wholesale redevelopment of eJCisting urban areas. Wouldn't it be wise to
seize this op-portunity to take an over-all approach to the pollution problem? Let Jlle
give a few examples of what I have in mind·
The automobile is now one of the greatest
contributors to atmospheric pollution. Htgbways and interchanges for automobiles present severe problems in the design of urbBll
communities. It's quite possible that t! ..,e
looked at these questions as related proh-'
lems-that is, as part of a whole-we migb~
find a combined solution to both of them. Ill
other words, in lieu of setting one group ot
planners upon the problem of reducing poilU•
tion from the automobile and another groUP
to solving the transportation question, vtb.'f
not look at these as interrelated problems?
In doing so the planners might find that re..

Febtua.'ry 13, 1967
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strlcted use of the automobile and the creation of a central mass transportation system
i':l the urban area would provide superior
commuting service while eliminating both
the problem of air pollutlan and the problem
or concrete jungles. Other similar examples
o! the value of considering urban design
from the standpoint of a complete system can
readily be given.
One fundamental factor which is critical
to the overall problem of urban design is the
Pronsion of energy. The availability of an
adequate supply of low cost energy which in
itself does not contaminate the environment
W'lll permit the elimination of many of our
Pollution problems. With adequate supplies
or low cost energy, water can be purified, air
can be filtered, automobiles can be propelled,
Various was~ can be converted and eliminated, and .so forth. Nuclear energy, for one,
may fill this bill. Perhaps, therefore, energy should be given a. more central position
1n our urban planning.
The foregoing amply indicates, I think,
that we can no longer consider piecemeal
SOlUtioiU to our environmental problems.
We must approach the urba.n design problem
on a broader basis. I also want to indfcate
that it is a.n urgent matter to get on with
the overa.ll system analysis approach in our
attempts to achieve proper oontrol of en\'lronmental pollution. We should also utilize our great scientific centers to give us
guidance in this critical area. Our atomic
energy laboratories, for example, oontain a
concentration of scientific and technical talent never before amassed. The accomplishtnents in the field of nuclear weapons and
Civilian applications of nuclear energy I do
llc.t believe a.re matched by any other scientific effort. I think it might help if I were
to give a. few examples to illustrate the
Uniqueness or this national resource and its
adequacy to treat the overall system analysis approaCh to the urban design problem.
The Atomic Energy Commission's national
laboratories are staffed by outstanding sci~tists in bOth the physical and life sciences.
. . ue concept of tracer techniques mastered
and used 1n the atomic energy program is a
fundamental tool in the analysis of our environment. The problems of nuclear wea.poiL!
ettects and fallout have been faced by the
national laboratories on a worldwide ba.sis
Using techniques dlrootly applicable to the
analysis of pollution problems. The world- ·
'Wide aspect of pollution 1s stressed in the
~port of the President's Science Advisory
'"ct.nel on Pollution where they rooommend
that data be obtained on pollution and temPerature trends in the atmosphere and stratosphere throughout the world. The same
approach haa been used concerning measurements 1n the oceans when radioactive
Waste disposal 1n the ocean was under oonSlderation. The biological studies of the
ettects of radiation on ecological systems is
also an area of special talent possessed by
the national labOratories. The pest control
Work which has been achieved through the
~of radiation also oovers an important asPect of the environmental pollution prob16!n. Of oourse, as I mentioned before, the
ttevelopment of nuclear power plants, which
Was done by our national laboratories, to
~U;>ply the e!ectrtcal needs of urban centers
a fundamental factor 1n any approach to
the pollution problem. This one factor may
rrove to be the most effective in contributbng to a solution to the pollution problemUt it must be considered in the overall
analysis of our environmental pollution
Problem.
What I personally propose to do is to fol~r:>w up on thi.a item with thtt Atomic Energy
Aomm.1ss1on. What I would like to see the
tomte Energy Comm..tsslon do is moblllze its
resources and oome up with an outline of
how to a.ppcoa.ch the over!'ll environmental
Pollution problem o! the megalopolis. If it

is agreed that the propo.setJ. attack can give
Congestion., Corruption Strangle Saigon
us valuable assistance then we can look into
how this competence can be utilized.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
I firmly believe that ou.:- only hope for a
or
satisfactory .solution to the general problems
of environmental pollution is the comprehensive approach. The city or the megaOF CALIFORNIA
lopolis must be considered as a whole and
ways must be found to provide man with his
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
needs without poisoning him.
Monday, February 13, 1967
EMPLOYEE RADIATION PROTECTIO::-f
Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Speaker, the
Getting back to the work of the SINB in
the past year, I would like to comment on congestion, waste, and pilfering of cargo
radiation protection of the workmen in the in Saigon Harbor continues in spite of
nuclear industry. The work that your state assurances from Vietnamese and Amerorganizations have been doing to educate and ican officials that action has been taken
train workers in the control of radition and
to tie such work into t.,ry,e workmen's com- to stop the chaos. Last year, just before
pensation programs or the various states is the elections, we were assured by AID oflaudatory. The radita.tion protection of ficials that steps were being taken to halt
workers in industry received special atten- the pilfering of AID cargoes from the
tion in the June 22 meetir..g or SINB at Oak docks in Saigon. The Maritime AdRidge. My colleague, Senator Gore, ad- ministration told us that everything was
ru·essed you at that meeting and did a fine being done to alleviate the congestion of
job of outlining the growing number of the harbor.
workers in the atomic energy field.
But recent reports from Saigon, by
The subject of radiation protection and
workmen's compensation for radiation in- Helen Delich Bentley, writing for the
injuries has concerned the Joint Committee Baltimore Sun, in the February 7, 1967,
on Atomic Energy for m:l.Ily years. I have . issue indicate that the situation is anybeen advl..sed that information developed dur- thing but rosy. It would appear that
ing the hearings we held begining in 1959 has AID is flooding the harbor with unbeen of assistance to the States in formu- wanted and unneeded commodities.
lating the many improvements that have Much of this cargo ends up in the black
been made in workmen compensation statutes the past seven years. In many states markets of Saigon. · And the taxpayers of
there is still room for improvement, and it America pay the bills.
Mr. Speaker, it is time for this adis an area in which we are constantly learnministration to take action to remedy
ing.
1
On August 30 and 31 the Joint Com- the chaos of waste, congestion, and
mittee held hearings concerning an AEC- pilfering in Saigon.
sponsored program to provide assistance to
Helen Bentley's article follows:
the states in connection with establishing
[From the Baltimore Sun, Feb. 7, 1967)
and operating recordkeeplng systems for
atomic energy workers. There is apparently CONGESTION, CoRRUPTIO::-f STRANGLE SAIGON
(By Helen Delich Bentley)
some concern With respect to the possible
effect on other forms of workmen's compenSAIGON, February 6.-Bribery, collusion,
sation and setting of precedents with re- corruption, lack of a national economic polspect to the pursuit of claims for radiation icy, black market manipulation, carelessness
injury. In response to requests from pro- and ineptness plus mountains of cargo are
fessional and industrial organizations, we causes behind the strangulation of Saigon.
Saigon has become the victim of congeshave scheduled additional hearings concerning the AEC recordkeeping program for Sep- tion and chicanery because the United States
tember 20, 1966. With the large number of has endeavored to push enormous volumesindividuals and organizations expressing an wanted and unwanted-through the narrow
interest, we may have to continue the hear- funnel.
ings on September 21st.
Lack of a functioning distribution and
We always try to get the full information warehousing system should have made the
authorities
realize that they cannot pour
on each and every issue before acting. I look
forward to the hearing on Tuesday to provide commodities into Saigon the same way that
us 'f.rith vital information, and I am hopeful they handle them in the United States. Yet
that the testimony will help us to reach a the overwhelming supply of goods continues
to arrtve.
decision with respect to the bUl.
The Agency for International Development
It 1s important in the field of workmen's
compensation, particularly as it pertains to of the United States Department or, State 1s
occupational exposure to radiation, to have much to blame, initially, AID assigned peouniformity of standards. Each of your states ple incapable of handling or advising on port
may have slightly dlfferent problems which operations. Then AID topped this error with
may result in slightly dUferent states• laws a continuing refusal to parcel out commodilike fertilizer, so that they could be used
for compensation. It 1s paramount that ties
by the country. Instead, they rushed 50,000,
where possible we derive these laws from a 60,000 and 100,000 ton purchases into Saigon
uniform code or set of standards. Your group simultaneously.
can make a valuable contribution by sponLocal business interests have complained
soring seminars which would permit the dis- that they have been forced at times to "I:Juy"
cussion and interchange of ideas relating to commodities in which they had no interest
criteria and standards affecting workmen's simply because Uncle Sam through AID, made
compensation laws and recordkeeping.
the money available to the South Vietnamese
O~ER EFFORTS OF THE SINB
Government, which wanted the money spent.
Both Vietnamese and United States govTime does not permit me to comment on
other important areas of interest being pur- ernmental officials-the Vietnamese unsued by SINB. The e!forts o! the Board in doubtedly morE! so--have been involved in
education, civil defense, water desalination corruption and collusion over the past sixare a few of the other areas which stand teen months.
Premier Nguyen Ca.o Ky. when he looked
out in importance. I want to encourage
you to continue your efforts so that we con- at the sad. plight at Saigon port last October,
tinue our progress in the new era of nuclear remarked:
energy in such a way as to n.Ssure the maxi"It appea.rs that a den or thieves Ls operatmum benefits for manltlnd.
ing here."
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The official rate of exchatlge is 80 to 1,
In recent weeks, Ky has made "some changes
in top port personnel. It is hoped that the while the "accommodation rate" is 118 to 1.
After the Fourth Military Command of the
"den of thieves" has been wiped out.
Hundreds of thousands of tons of cargo ·United states Army succeeded in straightening
out the flow of mi11tary cargo, weird
have been shoved into this sleepy East Asian
port almost overnight and have- provided a obstacles were thrown in their way.
MORE ROADBLOCKS
lucrative setting for congestion, thievery, and
general maritime problems.
Every time a rumor is circulated that both
Saigon initially was located about 44 miles the military and commercial operations of
up the river from the South China Sea and the port are to be turned over to Uncle Sam's
designed to handle the annual exportation of Army, more roadblocks originating from
600,000 tons of bagged rice and a little rubber. Chinese merchants and financiers headquarIt imported a relatively small amount of tered in Cholon loom up.
luxury items for the French who dominated
When an officially-appointed Vietnamese
the city.
Government commission mB:de up of perCOMPARED WITH SHANGHAI
sons from the Chamber of Commerce and the
Last year alone, however, nearly 4,000,000 Government appeared close to establishing a
tons of general cargo, both military and com- program whereby the commodities clogging
mercial was imported through this same port. Saigon would be confiscated as provided in
Old China experts, looking at the harbor of "official" decrees, Premier Ky dissolved the
Saigon today, see a strong similarity to the commission. No eplanation has ever been
humming atmosphere of Shanghai, at one given.
The blacklisting and license seizure of
time the world's busiest port for ship arrivals
importers who fail to take their goods have
and departures.
not
been enforced.
It soon became evident, as the voluminous
mass began flowing into Saigon, -that money
could be made. No one here will talk freely
about the corruption, but by listening long
enough and picking up hints and remarks
John R. Blandford: A Well-Earned
here and there, facts fall in place and suspiTribute to His Ability
cions are confirmed.
GENERALS BUSINESS MEN

Eager Vietnamese generals set themselves
up in business with stevedore companies, or
they become importers.
Port officials accepted bribes for manipulating the arrival dates of ships waiting their
turns at Cap St. Jacques.
Local shipping interests-and everything
must be handled through them because
Americans are here only as high-paying
"guests"-seized on the opportunity of the
massive cargo overflow to gobble up every
barge, junk, and sampan in the area.
The harbor craft are extended the full
length of the Saigon River and requests are
sent for craft from Cambodia. However,
some Vietnamese Government officials have
become conscientious enough to prevent
Cambodians from profiteering in this
manner.
FIFTY PERCENT PROFIT

The business men will pay the barge owners from 20 to 30 piasters per ton per day,
the "ton" to be stipulated by the owner. In
turn, · the middle men bill their customers
from 30 to 50 plasters per day; making a 50
per cent profit or more without lifting a.
finger.
When these operations started, however,
no one thought that perhaps the commodity
market would become so glutted with the
goods being hustled into the fioating craft
that the consignees would not want their
merchandise or would be unable to purchase
them. Their refusal or inabilitY- to accept
them skyrocketed the volume of floating
craft in the area. The entanglement on the
piers then spread to the wooden-hulled, unpainted barges. Cargo was dropped aboard;
it didn't matter how.
Some of this has been staged with considerable deliberation, in cooperation with organized gangs of thieves-referred to as both
the Oriental Mafia and the Viet Cong-so
that the goods could be made available to
the black market without paying customs
fees or full costs of purchase, or to the guerrillas for nothing.
ANOTHER BLACK MARKET

In addition to profits made in this manner,
there is another black market--that of foreign exchange. Many local business men
still hope to collect enough American dollars
from steamship lines and Government agen"Cies to make an enormous profit from both
the commodities and barge rentals. The
extra money then would be available to convert in to piasters.
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Mr. RIVERS. Mr. Speaker, a speech
entitled "Excellence in the National Public Service," was recently delivered by
Secretary of the Treasury Henry H. Fowler on the occasion of the 1966 Rockefeller Public Service Awards luncheon.
It gives me particular pleasure to place
this speech in the RECORD because John
R. Blandford, the chief counsel of my
committee, is a recipient of this award.
It has been well said that no man is
indispensable; however, Russ Blandford
approaches this ideal so closely that I
-find it hard to imagine the Armed Services Committee operating without him.
Certainly, its efficiency and effectiveness
would be vastly diminished were he not
here.
Russ Blandford, in his many years of
. service, has acquired an immense knowledge of our Nation's military structure.
I think it is safe to say that he knows
more about the armed services than anyone in the Pentagon-or anywhere else
around Washington.
He has always shown a tremendous
energy for his work. He ·has given without hesitation of what should have been
his own time. His hours are long and
run from dawn to dark every day. Yet,
with all this burden, he never fails to
find time to help every member of the
committee, whether he be Democrat or
Republican, senior member or freshman.
With all of this, he has remained quietly behind the scenes, often unnoticed
and unrewarded while the glory went
to others. Because of this, I was especially pleased to find that he was to receive a Rockefeller Public Service
Award. No one deserved it more.
Secretary Fowler's speech, which further explains the principle of these
awards, follows:
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ExCELLENCE IN THE NATIONAL PUBLIC SERVICE

VVe are here today to honor five persons
whose excellence ln the national public service is being recognized with Rockefeller pUblic Service Awards.
The Rockefeller Public Service Awards are
often regarded as the highest privately sustained honors bestowed on persons in the
F~deral career service. Each year since 1960·
as you know, awards have been made to outstanding men and women in each of five
categories: administration; foreign affairs or
international operations; general welfare or
national resources; law, legislation, or regulation; and science, technology, or engineering.
Conceived and established by John D.
Rockefeller, Til and administered by Princeton University, the awards are designed to
strengthen the public service and improve
the public image of government by recognizing distinguished career civilian public servants. The awards inspire the recipients to
carry on their public service with renewed
dedication and inspire others in the career
service to elevate their goals and seek outstanding achievement.
It is a privilege for me to be here todaY
and to have this opportunity to extend rn.Y
sincere congratulations to these recipients·
They are among the finest examples of the
excellence which typifies the personnel of
the United States Government.
I ain particularly pleased to have this opportunity today for two reasons.
Fi}'st--and I hope no one will think this
is a self-serving comment--! believe that the
rewards of public service in the United States
are not commensurate with the importance
of that service. I do not mean that in anY
narrow sense but rather ·in a very broad
sense: the high quality of the men and
women who serve their government and the
crucial responsibilities which they carry for
the rest of our nation are imperfectly- recognized and understood by the nation at large.
My second reason flows from the first: it
.is impo~sible to overestimate the importance
of maintaining and improving the quality of
the men and women who constitute the publice service of the United States. VVe could
expose ourselves to no greater hazard than
to fail to continue to attract and keep Intelligent, imaginative, energetic, and courageous people in our public service.
Let me quote briefly to you from the 1965
Annual Report of the National Institute of
Public Affairs:
"A people has the kind of government it
earns. If the conditions of providing good
government are not met, the bad government that results will be well deserved.
"The quality of government is set by manY
things, but none is now more important
than the character of its leaders. In the
large, dynamic, complex society advanced
technology makes possible, these men and
women are the critical factor in determining
what government shall do and how well, at
the same time that government, itself,
necessarily assumes greater significance in
shaping the common life. For better or
worse, these few are charged with the wellbeing of the many, and the people are
soundly advised to ensure the better by encouraging talent, understanding, virtue and
dedication in those who lead."
Throughout its lifetime our nation has
been well served by those who have entered
its public service. This has been true not
only of our Presidents, who have invariablY
emerged as forceful leaders in times of national crises, but also of the many others
at every level and in every field of activitY
who have helped to make the wheels of government turn effectively.
But the prospect--and hence the responsibility today-is different from that of
the past. The primary issue today is not of
the order either of survival in and recoverY
from economic depression or victory in
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''The issue for this generation is a differ~~t kind. It has to do with the obligations
s Power in the world for a society that
tlives, despite its worst flaws, always to be
j
Uat and humane."
1 1 suggest that mobilization o~ public
:dership is the first obligation of this well
t 0 ti'\""ated power in the mid-twentieth centu-y World of rising expectations, of almost
~llrntted peri!, and o! unparalleled oprtuntty.
t lt is Vital to any nation how vtell it per0otrns that task, and sometimes the success
1' r failure of a country with less than global
esPonsibUities to bring forth high quality
1
eadership affects the fate of other countries.
lJ But the responsibillty has fallen to the
p llited. States not ·only to be faithful in our
ll.rsutt of the American vision of a Great
b8 Ociety at the State, local and national level
Ut also to be vigorous in extending that
:slon throughout the world. In a very real
1en&e, how well we meet the requirements of
h~dership w1ll determine the course of world
tory in the year ahead.
Uninvited as that reaponsibility is, we have
11
~ practical alternative but to recognize it
tl d. accept it and to carry out the obligaon as best we ca.n.
!e '~'? do so. we must have a strong and efctlve national government.
tn We must also have--especially in our ever
Store urbanized nation--viable and capable
ate and local governments.
Further, we must have a vigorous private
8
~tor
which serves as the foundation of all
0su governmental
activities and is, in turn
stained by those activities.
thToday, and in the years ahead, meeting
,... OSe needs will require of all Americans,
v ~tever their personal concerns and pr:iPursuits, a very real and deep involveorent in the public li!e and public affairs
p this nation, both at home and abroad.
gror both the nation and the world ·have
co0 'Wn too small-and the stakes have beto tne too high-to allow any of us to llve
tl~r:ery long in easy and unconcerned isola-

.r:

h Issues and events that once could have
tieen safely confined to one city, or one recaon, or one country, now involve us all beUse they now affect us all.
tr Inevitably, they involve au the institue~ns that represent our public interest and
st ress our public w111-prlmarily our inctiiUtions of government at all levels, in our
ones and communities, in our states, and
the national level.
llu~r as public problems ha1re grov;-n, so has
ta lie power-and there is ·no more impord nt and imposing challenge than the pru~nt, intelligent, and creative use of public
or 'Wer in furthering our quest for the kind
" SOciety here at home and the kind of
a orrld at large in which men can best live
\Ul and free ll!e.
~e'I'o zneet that challenge will require that
tnt engage our ablest and most imaginative
tl\> tlds at all levels of public servic~in elecln et O!ftce, in the key appointive posts, and
he career administrative service.
0 meet that challenge will require our
cat~~es and universities, our secondary edull 0 llal system. our parents, our leaders in
~bllc and private life--all individually and
~h ether-to ask themselv£>s continually
. thaet.her we are doing all we can to assure
~ We have available for public service a
tt<oo Cient number of our ablest and best
-neu citizens.
Se~erhaps in the past we have seen public
llo lee too much in terms of individual opl>u~ty and not enough in terms of broad
stltn lc interest. Public service 1a indeed
~h U!ating and satisfying to most of those
~ are deeply engaged in it. If its monelo l'ewa.rds and those of recognition by tel'*' c!ttzens are limited, the satisfactions of

eot

a role, however great or SOO!.I.ll, in worthwhile
endeavors and sometimes great events-of
being "where the action is," if you.will-are
frequently greater.
It is up to each individual ultimately to
determine his own future and on an individual basis there has been a strong flow of
talented people to public serv1ce over the
years. But in our highly organi2ed society
the competition for talent is keen and grows
ever keener. It is time to recognize clearly
that there is a high priority public interest in
strengthening the hands of government in
the competition for talent and in fostering
the development of technical, administrative and leadership potential in the public
service to the highest degree attainable.
There is a sharpening, lf imperfect, perception of this fact today at · all levels of
government. Yet action to meet this need
has lagged. To quote again from the Annual Report of the Natlot:J.al Institute of
Public Affairs:
"In a few situations, major efforts are
made to identify talented persons and systematically open to them appropriate development opportunities, ranging from rotation to new positions where they will be
challenged to learn, through involvement in
short-term training and educational programs, to occasions !or returning to universities for substantial periods of study. On
the whole, however, far too little is done
eyen where the need is clearly seen. Limited
staffs and budgets in the face of large tasks
impose a stern discipline on government
agencies, forcing attention to today's problems rather than tomorrow's. As with all
disciplines, some of this is healthy and too
much self-defeating."
I must note here that the Institute itself
sponsors an excellent Career Education
Award Program. Just as the awards which
bring us together today recognize talent and
achievement at high levels in the Federal
government, the Career Education Awards
recognize talent and achievement at another
level and seek to foster them by providing
further educational opportunities to career
men and women in public service who have
the potential for high-level policy and management positioas.
One of the most hopeful developments in
this field began with a statement by President Johnson last May at Pr inceton University. He said, and I quote:
'"I have asked Chairman John Macy of the
Civil Service Commission to head a task force
which will survey Federal programs for career
advancement. I have asked him to study an
expanded program or graduate training
which, with the help of the universities, can
enlarge our efforts to develop the talents and
broaden the horizons of our career officers.
"I also intend next year to recommend to
Congress a program expanding opportunities
for those who wish to train for the public
service . . . ."
I am making no effort to catalog the proposals and attempts to sustain and improve
the quality of our people in public service.
I simply want to note that there has been
quite a number of them. particularly in the
last two decades, and to stress that there are
still great gaps in our efforts.
One proposal which has been discussed for
a number of years is to establish a sta.ff college or a Federal Executive Institute for the
most promising high-level civil servants. Ita
purpose would be to provide a continuing,
federally-financed educational institution for
career officials whose experience and performance indicate they are good investments.
I believe this approach to the centralized
higher education of publtc servants after
employment is more practical and more desirable than centralized training before employment at a Public Se-rvice Academy comparable to the French National School of
Administration.
One of our grea.t strengths a.s a. nation 1a
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our diversity. Our Federal government must
cover a range as great as the outside world.
A single institution !or specialized training
before employment in the Federal, service
simply could not, in my opinion, satisfy the
demand.
I believe that as another alternative to the
single academy approach to the training of
potential public servants, we s:Qould encourage a more pluralistic approach: the development of a number of rigorous programs designed to meet the nation's primary needs in
several broad but interrelated areas.
Also, both the government and the private
sector gain from our custom of drawing toplevel public officials from outside sources,
often recalling the same individual several
times. This custom has served our nation
well in the past and continues to provide
many of our best high-level officials.
We should encourage more qualified men
and women in private life to interrupt their
careers to serve in government operating roles
as well as consultant and advisory positions
on a short term basis.
The need and the opportunity for this
cross-fert111zation exist at all levels of government--not only the Federal. In fact, we
should encourage much more movement than
curren:tly exists between the Federal and the
State and local levels.
This leads me to a very important point
which needs increasing emphasis: we must
not let the high priority we naturally and
correctly assign to the needs of the Federal
government obscure the needs of our state
and local governments, which in some respects at least, must be rated as even greater
than those here in Washington.
The very fine study of the Committee for
Economic Development, entitled, Modernizing Local Government, has recently underlined this need and outlined proposals for
helping to meet it.
In the words of the report. "local governments have a continuing need to attra.ct, retain, and develop competent personnel . . .
Nationwide there is a serious shortagesometimes described as 'desperate'--of wellqualified personnel available for service at .
local levels."
The same could be said with equal accuracy about state governments.
The problem of high quality personnel in
sufficient numbers at the state and local
levels stemming from the rapid growth in
their scope and responsibilities associated
with rapid urbanization is intensified by one
aspect of our Federal system which can easily be overlooked. This is the time honored
a.nd highly effective system of Federal and
state grants. These are sometimes conditional on professional or merit-system staffing. In any case, by thrusting greater responsib1lity on both the state and local governments, the grant system widens the gap
between supply and demand of high qualified public servants at these levels.
Some of this need could be met with Federal assistance, and indeed there have been
proposals for grant funds for that purpose,
notably those by Senator Muskie in legislation he sponsored during the last session o!
the Congress.
I am pleased to be able to say that the
Treasury has opened its training courses in
tax administration to state and local personnel. We sponsored legislation in 1962 to
permit state and local tax officials to enroll
in the various training classes of the Internal Revenue Service. In addition, the Service provides the states with training Ill?- terials and correspondence courses. A numbe!"
of other Federal agencies offer tra.ining to
state and local government employees.
The order· of magnitude of the need of
state and local governments may be seen
from the Manpower Report which the President sent to the Congress last March. Federal, state, and local government personnel
totalled more than 10 million in 1965. State
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and local government accounted for 7,667,000 issues. Sustaining our economic growth
through appropriate fiscal and monetary
of those employees.
The growth in state and local personnel policy, management of our national debt,
from 1964 to 1965 was more than 400,000, Qll' finding solutions to our balance of payments problems and developing a viable in5.8 percent.
The Report commented: "In the public terna tiona! monetary system are just some
sector, employment expanded substantially. of the major challenges we face .
We face problems of tremendous complexAs in most recent years, practically all of this
growth (over 90 percent) was in state and ity and impact on the world we llve in. They
local governments. Federal employment has are some of the most significant and difficult
grown only slightly during the past 5 years, riddles of our time. Grappling with these
issues is exhilarating. The thrill and fascirising by less than 1 percent per-annum."
Let me turn briefly away from our internal nation of helping to weave the fabric of
needs just long enough to suggest the needs history is undeniable.
It is my conviction that one of the greatgenerated in the developing world by that
revolution of rising expectations of which est attributes of public service is the privilege of being an actlv~ participant in one's
I spoke some minutes ago.
The economic demands of industrializing times. To paraphrase a friend of mine, it is
and urbanizing societies are rapidly making the thrill of "painting on a very large canancient political patterns obsolete.
But vas," even if with "a very small brush."
while wants and material needs rush ahead, These days no one can question this attractoo often society and political structures tion of public service.
Certainly that is one of the prime factors
remain stubbornly implanted in ~ bygone
which lead men and women to enter public
era.
A vast river system in Asia lies unutilized life. There are others.
The question is: are they enough? Can
because the political cooperation necessary
to its development 1s not forthcoming. And we insure that we will always have enough
men
and women of talent and initiative and
yet that river is the potential source of an
entire region's advancement from a medieval courage and imagination in our public
service?
to a modern economy.
Can we insure that there will always be
Thousands of Latin Americans live out
their lives in poverty and disease because men and women in government in sufficient
numbers
such as those we are honoring
their homes are inaccessible-isolated from
the 20th century by lack of transportation today?
and communication systems which we in
The answer, of course, is that it 1s not an
the Northern Hemisphere take for granted. insurable matter. We can only try to make
As Secretary McNamara noted in a speech sure. But our recognition of the need is
this year, over one-half the world's popula- a beginning. If we honor our public service
tion by the year 1970 will live in the inde- while we demand the best of it, we will
pendent nations sweeping across the south- surely not !all short of what our timesern half of the planet. But this hungering present and future-demand of us.
half of the human race will by then command only one-sixth of the world's total of
goods and services.
By the year 1975, the dependent children
World Weather Program
of these nations alone-ehildren under 15
years of age-will equal the total population
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
of the developed nations to the north.
These are facts which our State DepartOF
ment and Agency for International Development, the international financial institutions, and the United Nations must live with
OF CALIFORNIA
constantly. They meet the problems being
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
generated in the developing world every day.
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
No one would suggest that these problems
could be solved by qualified people alone.
Mr. MilLER of California. Mr.
But the satisfaction of the future need for
qualified public servants, American and in- Speaker, recently President Johnson
ternational, to assist the less fortunate ma- praised the progress made by the Enjority of the world's people is essential to vironmental Science Services Administhis formidable task. The clearly discernible tration, U.S. Department of CommeTce,
needs are already staggering. What may the since its establishment in 1965. At the
needs be 10 years from now--or 20?
time President Johnson submitted reorCertainly there has never been a more
difficult but exciting time in history to par- ganization plan No. 2 of 1965 creating
ticipate in national public service. Even ESSA, he predicted that it "would perwithin the last decade we have entered new mit us to provide better environmental
and ever more challenging fields, both na- information to vital segments of the
tionally and internationally.
Nation's economy." In reviewing acAnd government service is a challenge. complishments of ESSA recently, the
Not only th~ ambitious programs we have
undertaken in the 1960s but the fact that President noted that today, "by intermore able men and women are being at- pretation of pictures transmitted by sattracted to national public service than ever ellites we are able to gather data on snow
before bear out this fact. We are attacking cover" and that this information "is usesome of mankind's oldest problems, and we ful in water supply forecasting for semi-·
are drawing on the best talent of the na- alid regions, sea and lake ice reconnaistion to plan and guide our policies.
sance, and identification of flood areas."
Each new venture represents a concerted
Today within ESSA, a century-old
effort to cope with the increasingly demandmeteorological dream is becoming a realing problems of the Twentieth Century.
The mammoth problems of public admin- ity. The global weather observing poistration 1n our urban and suburban areas tential of earth-orbiting satellites has
involve housing, education, transportation, provided the key in the quest for an 1msanitation, motivation-all the facets of mod- proved understanding of man's physical
ern life. In the closely related spheres o! environment.
health. education, and welfare we seek no
Because of the tremendous scientific
less than the eradication of disease, ignorand technological advancements trigance, and poverty. _The economic and financial sphere en- gered by the weather satellite, a world
compasses both domestic and international weather program with enormous eco-
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nomic and lifesaving benefits is noW
being planned by the nations of tbe
world.
The world weather program, an international effort in which President Johnson has pledged the Nation's coopers ..
tion, is a long-range effort planned bY
the World Meteorological Organization
of the United Nations. The meteoro ..
logical goals of the program will be ~
improve the meteorological services o
all nations, to increase the accuracy and
extend the time range of weather predict
tions, and to explore the possibilitY o
large-scale weather and climate modification.
This month-February-marks tbe
first aniversary of the establishment ~;
the world's first fully operation~
weather satellite system. Successful
launches of the environmental surveY
satellites ESSA 1 and ESSA 2 in FebruarY
of 1966 established the system a short 7
years after the first weather satellite•
Tiros 1, was launched in April 1960·
These satellites, along with ESSA S.
launched in October of 1966 and ESSJ\
4, launched last month-January 26.
1967-are providing regular a.nd eon ..
tinuous daily weather observations of the
entire globe. ESSA 1 and 3 are send!Ilg
global cloud pictures for central analYsiS
while ESSA 2 and 4, equipped with automatic picture transm.ission-APT--eaJll..
eras are directly and automaticallY
beaming regional cloud cover photos to
receiving sets in 35 nations of the world·
About 180 APT receiving stations are
now in operation around the world. ·
They have been established on everY
continent--including
Antarctica-bY
U.S. and foreign government agencies.•
universities, television stations, and colll~
mercia! organizations. APT pictures
have also been received on ships at sea
and aircraft in flight.
,,
In the United States, "instant weather
photographs have been valuable in illl..
proving local forecastS and briefing
.Pilots. Other nations have expressed
their gratitude for the help these pictures
have given in preparing daily weather
forecasts, in issuing storm warnings, a.nd
in contributing to the safety of aviation
and shipping.
APT pictures provide meteorologists
with immediate, timely information .on
weather conditions over a large area _
around the receiving station. Photographs of ocean areas are especially use ..
ful because of the scarcity of weather
observations at sea. Such pictures are
sometimes given to pilots preparing for
long, intercontinental flights. 'f}le
Weather Bureau's hurricane forecast offices are equipped with APT receivers
which enable them to detect and track
tropical storms long before their aP ..
proach to land.
Even in areas with relatively adequate
surface observations, meteorologists have
used the APT photographs to find tne
exact position and extent of fronts.
storms, the jet stream, sea-ice conditions, and snow cover. From some pic~
tures, and expert can deduce the
presence of turbulence, the direction of
surface winds, and sea conditions.
Since the beginning of the operationiil
system, the ESSA 1 and 3 satellites have
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~:~urned more than 110.000 useful pic·~es.
ESSA 2 has broadcast over 32,000

Pictures for reception by APT ground
stauo!'l.S. From the pictures, ESSA's
~ational Envtrorunenta.l Satel11te Center
~as Pre;>ared more than 10,000 analyses
or transmission to U.S. weather stations
and foreign meteorological services, and
~as sent more than 700 warnings to areas
the paths of potentially dangerous
storms.
.InWorking in cooperation with ESSA's
thestitutes for Environmental Research,
National Environmental Satellite
Center is planning and developing imfroved satellite sensors. ESSA's InstiUte for Telecommunication Sciences
ind Aeronomy has designed a solar proon counter. This instrument will pro~e data to detect and forecast solar
t· turbances which can affect the operalOu of unmanned satellites, astronauts,
and supersonic aircraft flying at high
a1titudes.
b Improved ESSA satellite systems are
eing developed for launching in late
; 9la68 or early 1969. Besides carrying the
0 r proton counter, the new environ~en~al sa~llite system will combine
thin a smgle satellite the direct and
::tered picture readout now requiring two
llites. The new system will also
~rtn.it nighttime cloud observations on
global basis.
v lt is through these remarkable adancements that man at last has hope of
~robing the mysteries of our atmosphere
nd acquirtng an understanding of its
~rocesses and thereby improve man's
l"Ost~ect for survival.

to him. Donations to complete the fund
establishing the Herter chair in international relations--may be sent to Brandeis University, Waltham, Mass.
Wheh speaking of the memorial designation Dr. Abram L. Sachar, univer·
sity president, said:

erative approach being taken by major segments of the American merchant marine and
their supporting co-partners throughout the
country in pursuing a mutual objective-the
revival of U.S. maritime strength-wlll bring
about positive results. While there is a wide
spectrum of interests represented by the
various industry groups, all of us are united
in the belief that our great country should
and will be restored to the rank of a firstclass maritime power. In retrospect, lt Is
regrettable that we didn't coordinate our
efforts ten or even five years ago. I! we had,
the present maritime dilemma. and the deteriorated condition or our shipping fieet
might well have been prevented.
If one were to assess world-wide maritime
developments of recent years, the phenomenal growth of Russia's merchant fleet would
take top honors as the most notable achievement. And, if one were to designate the
greatest maritime calamity of the same
period, the dubious award would have to go
to the United States--in accurate recognition
of the steady decline or the American merchant marine to a third-rate status.
The Soviet Union with a dedication of purpose so typical of avowed communists, with
huge outlays of funds, and with priorities
equivalent to, or surpassing, its outer space
programs, has transformed i~lf from a maritime non-entity to a major power on the
high seas in the span of a few short years.
In sharp contrast, the United States, which
emerged from World War II as the supreme
maritime power, in terms of merchant ships,
shipyards, skilled manpower--seagoing and
shoreside-has sunk to an ignominious position. From a fleet of some 5,000 ships, nearly
all of which were less than 3 years old, the
American merchant marine has, over the last
two decades, contracted to 1,040 vessels-four-fifths of which are 20 or more years of
age. The quantitative and qualitative decl~e of the American merchant marine is all
the more implausible and alarming when one
considers that the United States-being the
leader in world trade and the key barrier to
further military or economic conquests by
the forces of communism-has a greater and
more urgent need for sel!-suffi.cieri.cy in mantime requirements tl:.lan any Free world
nation.
Russia's ambitious fleet expansion program
from its inception has been. and is, unwavering and sustained. The decline of the
U.s. flag merchant marine has also been of
a continuing nature-but in an opposite direction to that of the Soviet Union.
The Shipbuilders Council o! America has
been following these contrasted trends closely
since 1961. Using world-wide data sourcesforeign press dispatches and trade publications, unclassified reports from our embassies
abroad, Russian and Iron Curtain country
publications and information from Federal
agencies, we believe we have clear, <tocumented evidence of the Soviet Union's progress in its quest to become a dominant marttime power in the early 1970's.
Needless to say, we have not been compiling this information !or in-house !amentations. We have disseminated, at frequent
intervals, updated details on Russia's expanding maritime strength-in speeches,
press releases, contacts with the Congress.
the news media, veterans groups, educators
and others. We have generated a score of
articles in the daily press and mass circulation magazines, which .focused attention on
the contrasting priorities the U.S. and the
Soviet Union have assigned to maritime resources.
.
Back in 1950, ~he Russian merchant fleet
comprised only 432 ships, of 1,000 tons or
over, aggregating 1.8 million deadweight tons.
The great majority o! these vessels were relatively small, slow-speed ships of ancient
vintage. In fact, the best vessels in the
fteet were the 100 or so Liberty's tankers
and other types of ships the United. States
turned over to the U.S.S.R. during the days

I learned with deepest regret or the passing
of former Governor Herter. This came a.s
a tremendous shock to Brandeis, where we
have virtually completed the endowment for
the chair in international relations ln honor
of Mr. Hefter. It is tragic that what had been
conceived as a living and happy tribute to
one of our great statesmen must now be a
memorial.
"Brandeis is especially proud that it conferred an honorary doctor of laws degree "llJ>On
Gov. Herter in 1955 in the midstream of his
productive career.
"OUr honorary degree citation described
how he moved through 'the Jungles of politics
without shedding principles of integrity.'
"Gov. Herter's courage, extraordinary accomplishments and moral purpose will always
serve as an inspiration to Brandeis as they
will to the nation and the -world.
"To his widow and children, I want to extend the deepest sympathy," Sachar concluded.

Spokesman for Nation's Shipyards Urges
United States To Re3pond to Soviet
Bid for Sea Supremacy
EXTENSION OF RE.MARKS
or

HON. EDWARD A.

GARMAT~

oF MARYLAND
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 13, 1967

Brandeia University Memorial to Hon.
Christian.A. Herter
SPEECH

a.

liON. HAROLD D. DONOHUE
OY' KASSACI:IUSETTS

lli 'I'HE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 7, 1967

Mr. DONOHUE.

:Mr. Speaker, as a

~ea.r friend and fellow Massachusetts col-

Mr. GARMATZ. :Mr. Speaker, on ..
numerous occas1ons in the past 2 or 3
years, spokesmen concern about the U.S.
merchant marine have called attention
to the decline of our fleet and urged that
immediate action be taken to reverse this
situation and make lt again a fleet
worthy of thE: largest maritime nation
in the world. However, there was little
response to this appeal.
Recently the president of the Shipbuilders Council of America, Edwin M.
Hood, addressing a maritime policy industry seminar sponsored by the Marltime Trades Department of the AFLCIO, painted a picture of the spectacular
expansion of the Soviet merchant
marine in recent years. While our :tleet
has been declining steadily, theirs has
been increasing at a - spectacular rate,
and this is truly a cause for alarm and
action.
His remarks should be must reading
for every Member.of Congress and of the
executive branch of our Government and
therefore I am inserting them in the
RECORD for their perusal:

ea.gue of Christian Herter when he
:erved 1n this House, I, and every person
Ver Privileged to know this dedicated
~ttrtot, was deeply saddened at the news
lll. his death last December 31. His whole,
ature life was spent in devoted public
8
ervice to his country and the Common~ealth of Massachusetts. No one is likely
Chasurpass and few will ever equal his
ractertstically unselfish and remarkfble contribution of personal integrity,
tntelligence, industry and achievement
the civi.llzed progress of his beloved
ation and the world. The name of SPEECH BY EDWIN M. HOOD, PRESIDENT, SHIP~htistia.."'l. Herter will forever remain in
BUU.DERS COUNCn. OF AMERICA, BEFORE AFLCIO MARITIME TRADES DEPARTMENT SEMIrnencan history as a shin.1ng symbol of
NAR, JANUARY 18; 1967, MAYFLOWER HOTEL,
~e finest traditions of honorable public
WASHINGTON, D.C.
ervice.
·
It !.a a pleasure to be here today, ,Partie'tJ' ~Ir. Speaker, some time ago Brandeis ularly
since I have been given the privilege
.
Uiversity
named
a
faculty
chair
as
a
1~Ving tribute to Christian Herter and, to contribute some thoughts on a. most impqrta.nt topic-the growing spectre of the
!Jon his death, it was announced that "hammer and sickle" tleet on the high seas.
~bat had been planned as a living tribute
I could not begin. however, without exOUld now be designated as a memorial pressing the ftrm conviction that the coop-

J
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of the World War IT Lend-Lease program.
By 1953, the year Stalin died, the fleet numbered only 487 vessels totaling about 2 million deadweight tons.
After Stalin's death, the Soviet Union became more engrossed in maritime development, and by 1958l).ad a fleet aggregating 3.6
million tons. However, in that year, Russia
formulated an ambitious, long-range fleet
expansion program with shipbuilding tonnage priorities detailed by a Seven-Year Plan
(1959-1965). The basic goal of this plan
was to double the 1960 fleet tonnage by 1965.
In 1960, the Soviet fleet tonnage amounted to
4,940,000 deadweight tons. Therefore, Russia's objective was a 9.8 mUllan ton total by
the end of 1965.
Early in the Seven-Year Plan, some difficulties in meeting prescribed tonnage goals
were encountered. But, by 1963, the "hammer and sickle" fleet was expanding at a rate
of 100 or more ships and 1 mUUon deadweight
tons annually. This growth rate was maintained 1n each subsequent year.
The :Maritime Administration's most recent tabulation of "Merchant Fleets of the
World," revealed that as of June 30, 1966,
the Russian merchant marine consisted of
1,360 ships totaling 9,811,000 deadweight
tons. It is apparent, then, that Russia's target of 9.8 million tons by the end of 1965
was met only a few months oft' schedule.
We estimate that during the last six months
of 1966 Russia took delivery of 62 additional
vessels totaling 590,000 deadweight tons.
These additions would have increased the
fteet to 1,422 vessels, totaling 10.4 mllllon
deadweight tons, as of December 31, 1966.
Currently, Russia's fleet expansion program is governed by a Five-Year Plan (19661970) which is programmed to provide a
fleet of 15 mlllion deadweight tons by the
end of 1970. There seems to be little doubt
that this goal wl11 proceed on schedule, since
it requires 4.6 mllllon tons total or annual
additions of 1.2 million deadweight tons over
the next !our-year period.
· As will be seen from the following tabulation, in November, 1966, Russia had 556 large
merchant vessels, totaling 4.5 million deadweight tons under construction or on order.
It seems reasonable to conclude that all of
these vessels will be in operation well in advance of 1970. There have been subsequent
reports of a year-end surge of shipbullding
orders which increase Russia's backlog to
more than 600 ships of approximately 7 million deadweight tons.
Merchant sh!ps under construction or on
order for the U.S.S.R. and United Statell
(1,000 tons and over)
Russia
Ships

March 1962 ________
May 1963 __________
May 1964 __ ________
October 1960_______
January 1966______ _
November 11166 ____
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United ·states

DeadShips
weight tons

Deadweight
tons

--225
236

«1
464
600
656

2, 263,000
3, 032,000
3,4112,000
4,268,000
4,M3,000
4,62~, 475

61
47
47
39
46
48

878,000
698,000
725.000
64.5,000
580,000
Ml, 117

In 1965, the U.S.S.R. spent more than $600
million for merchant ship construction while
the United States spent less than $150 million. Even worse, this year, the U.S. is expected to spend a.bout $106 million, whlle
Russian expenditures according to one report wl11 be nearly $1 billion-just for merchant ship construction. Another statistic
is also alarming. About 80 percent o! the
Soviet shipping fleet 1s less than 10 years
of age, while more than 80 percent o! the
American merchant marine 1s 20 years of age
or older.
The following points put in clear perspective the difrering priorities which the Soviet
Union and the United States have assigned
to their marl time programs:

Russia's merchant fleet already exceeds the
active U.S.-fiag fleet. There were 1,400 large
merchant ships in the Russian fleet as of
the first of 1967, whereas our active fleet-even though bolstered by reactivated reserve
fleet ships for Vietnam service--numbered
only 1,040.
For the past several years, new ship deliveries to the Soviet fleet have outpaced U.S.
deliveries by a ratio of 8 to 1. (Thus, in
1965, 129 new ships were delivered to the
Russian fleet while only 16 were added to
the American fleet.)
Russia's November, 1966 backlog of ships
under construction or on order exceeded the
U.S. total by a ratio of 11.5 to 1 in numbers
of ships and 7 to 1 in terms of tonnage.
In the period 1950--1966, the Soviet fleet
grew from 432 ships to 1,422--a net gain of
nearly 1,000 ships. During the same period
of the U.S. active fieet contracted !rom 1,900
to a little more than 1,000-a net loss of
nearly 900 ships.
The "hammer and sickle" fleet today
transports 75% of the Soviet Union's foreign commerce. Although the United States
is the leader in world trade, only 7.7% of the
nation's foreign commerce moves In American flag ships.
Russian shipyards--and those of most of
her satellite nations--are operating at close
to 100% capacity. (This is one of the chief
reasons why Soviet shipbuilding orders have
been placed with free world shipyards.)
The Soviet Union's merchant shipbuilding program has required annual expenditures of between $600 million to $750 million. The U.S. merchant shipbuilding program ,on the other hand, in recent years has
been geared to Federal expenditures of about
$100 million annually.
These foregoing figures demonstrate that
the Soviet Union is well on the way to becoming a dominant--if not the world's leading-maritime power. All of this aggressive, precisely planned activity is 100% subsidized by the Kremlin. It requires heavy
commitments of hard pressed foreign exchange and domestic resources. It has been,
and is being, undertaken at the expense o!
providing consumer products for the Russiatr proletariat. But, the short and long
range objectives on the international frontier should be self-evident.
As the Russian fleet expands and is able
to dominate the sealan.es of the oceans, there
are those who believe that shipping fleets of
other nations wlll be squeezed out. As
other fleets vanish or are unable to compete with freight rates, which the Soviets
can easily manipulate, the Russians would
be in a position to force many countries to
seek the services ot communist-bloc shipping. The potential danger of such dependency would be that the communists could
Withhold ocean freight services from any nation out of favor with Soviet policies or
could increase the rates to make them prohibitive.
Here, it needs to be emphasized that the
industrial and military might of the United
States is dependent on 77 strategic ·materials,
66 o! which must be imported. Of those 66,
at this moment, more than 96 percent of the
tonnage involved ls brought to our shores
by for&ign-fiag carriers--the ships of other
nations.
~
It takes little imagination to conclude that
if the Russians should eventually control
the trade routes by which these critical materials come to us, we would be dependent on
those who have sworn to "bury,. us--and
then, do you think they will bring those
materials to us I The answer should be obvious--we would be under their thumb without a missile having been fired-and ocean
shipping will have been the medium by
which that domination will have been
achieved.
Like the free air that surrounds all mankind, every action of the international communist conspiracy touches our dally lives.

This freakish octopus thrives on the indl!ference and apathy of peoples. It thrives on
the confusion and pusillanimity of governments. It proceeds with unyielding purpose. It can be deceivingly still or zno"e
with strategic swiftness.
Until a few years ago, it had not been
generally realized that the communist octo·
pus, among other things, is a marine creature
of substantial proportions. I have alreadY
described the merchant marine situation.
But that ls only a part of the story. In
truth, Soviet Russia's naval strength todaY
is second only to that of the United states.
Russian naval vessels are steadily expand~
ing their scope for operations. The soviet
submarine fleet outnumbers the U.S. ttee •
and it is not without a ballistic missile capabllity, though not .yet as well perfected as
ours. Russian fishing vessels serve as electronic listening posts throughout the world,
and the probabillties for greater strength 011
the seas through oceanographic research are
being furiously pursued.
These are all visible evidences of hoW tM
Soviet Union has been able to advance on ~
frontier vital to our capacity for nattone.d
survival through the "indi1rerence and
apathy of people" and the "confusion ~~~~.
pusillanimity of government." All of
happens as the Red Navy and the sovie
merchant marine, tentacles of the coznznunist octopus, assume a challenging positioll
on the seas.
Free people unfortunately are sometlllleS
unwisely extravagant in thought and deed•
and many times inditferent and apathetiC
things essential. Fortunately, those in tll
audience are hardly apathetic--you, coUe~
tively and individually, are in a unique pOStion to convince those who are indifferent--and I a.rn confident you will succeed.

t
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Case of the Tractless Constituent
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERVEY G. MACHEN
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, January 23, 1967

Mr. MACHEN. Mr. Speaker, one of
my constituents has been at odds witl'l
the Interior Department and its Buree.tl
of Land Management for a decade no?/
over a small tract of vacant land in Ne?i
Mexico. Last week it was my privilege
to introduce a blll on his behalf, directiilg
the Secretary of the Interior to consUitl ..
mate a long-delayed land sale.
In today's issue of the Washington
Daily News there appears a feature s%_1
about the plight of my constituent,
Herbert E. Counihan, of 4109 Buck ere s
Road, Brinkley Manor, in Prince aeorge
County,Md.
I request permission for the storY b~
Margery Elsberg, of the Wasbtngtoi t
Daily News, to be inserted at this po n
in the RECORD:
CASE
OF THE LAND THAT CoULDN''l' JJ~

ei

LANDED-MR. CouNIHAN HAs

No ACRES

All

PAINS

(By Margery Elsberg)
A Prince Georges man who's been ill :
hassle with the Interior Department over tbd
ownership of 8.2 acres of undeveloped lall t
in New Mexico for 10 years has decided tb8d
the only way to cut the red tape is by teJtlll~'
the case to Capitol Hill.
"Right is right," said Herbert E. Counl.b~·
39, of 4109 Buck Creek Road, Brinkley Ma.Il 0 j
"Just because they're big and I'm little,
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don't think they should be allowed to get
away with short-sheeting me like this."
Mr. COunihan's New Mexico real estate ventures started 10 years ago when he was stationed in Las Cruces with the U.S. Public
lieatth Service. ·
"I looked in the newspaper and saw the
government was having a sale on land so I
decided to bid on the 8-a.cre piece.
"The government said the land was worth
161.50 and I bid $102. I just grabbed the
figure out of the air ...
EUREKA

There was only one other bidder, a man
llamed Rupert A. Chisholm, a successful real
estate and construction man in the state.
Air. Chisholm bid $65 so the deed went to Mr.
Counihan.
But Mr. Chisholm-evidently surprised
that he had an opponent in the saleappealed the decision of the Interior Depart:ent to give the land to the highest bidder.
e maintained that, since he owned adjoinfg land, he had a. legal "preferential right"
o Win. The Interior Department agreed, so
t he 8.2 acres went to Mr. Chisholm.
Mr. Counihan counter appealed. He said
~1r. Chisholm wasn't due a preferential right
ecause the land wasn't in his name, but in
t he name of Chisholm Inc. The Department
at first disagreed with Mr. Counihan, but
after a second appeal and more arguments,
~nd a two-year walt, the land went back to
..1r. Counihan.
FRAY

li 11r. Chisholm counter-counter-appealed.
e said Mr. COunihan's appeal hadn't come
"'1thin the required 60 days from the original
~le decision; he said the adjoining land was
n the name of Chisholm Inc. because of an
error; and-in case the Interior Department
Still didn't side with his arguments-Mr.
Chisholm argued that the land should go to
~either. That was because, he argued, the
\\~d had risen in value and the government
as being cheated.
MaThe Interior Department's Bureau of Land
d nagement studied the case again. They
t ecided that Mr. Counihan was right and
hat the land should stay with him. But ...
AD INFIN:rruM:

a Taking a cue from Mr. Chisholm's final
~g\Unent, they decided to re-assess the land
see if the government was, in fact, being
8
t hart-changed. They re-assessed it and said
.~at the land had been worth not $61.50, but
t 51 at the time of the bidding. Therefore,
'Whey said, the 8.2 acres outside of Las Cruces
a.s once again t;he property of the governlnent, and the sale, appeal, counter appeal
~counter-counter appeal were for nought.
t"'- · Counih.a.n re-counter-counter appealed
h·~ Government's reclaiming the land. But,
6
, said, it didn't do any good.
tl 'That's like betting on last year's elec8 °lls," he argued. "That's looking over your
0
••~ Ulder after it's all over," he complained.
or t wa.s like running headlong into a series
stone Walls," he moaned.
c~ the meantime, Mr. Counihan, who had
.\1r Dged, jobs :first to the Army, then to the
Force, was transferred to Washington.
~tat Bolling Air Force Base, then the Pen).{ gem, as a civilian employe. 'Back in New
c.re~co. Mr. Chisholm had died in a plane
lleh.

rn:·~ read in the paper here a story about a
---n Who had a fight with the government
~r 14 cents," he said. "And he finally had
Co congressman introduce a private bill in
to llgres.s, and that's how he won. So I went
...,,_:aep. (Hervey) Machen (D., Md.) and asked
~ to do the same for me.
onl:tep. Machen complied. But not without
e lllore twist.
~When he went to the office that ordinarUy
Co lVs up private bllls for congressmen," Mr.
h llniha.n said, "the office was too busy." So
h 6 &sked the Interior Department lawyers to
e 1P out, and they did."
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tremely well organized.
Its forceful,
talented leadership truly represents our
highest standards, is learned, dedicated and
intent upon maximum contributions to the
student body that is possible in a school of
this kind.
Your education, training and experiences
here have been memorable. You have been
carefully screened and selected in terms of
character, background, ability, aptitude and
loyalty to the nation.
You have been expertly instructed in the
complexities of military and naval justice,
in the intricate, sometimes baflling provisions of the Code and the many rules and
regulations, customs and precedents, written
Naval Justice School Graduation
and unwritten, which pertain to insuring
the highest possible measure of Justice,
equity, fairness and consideration, conEXTENSION OF REMARKS
sistent
with the urgent needs and the lmOF
pera ti ve demands of our armed forces in war
and peace.
As you know, the Uniform Code of MiliOF MASSACHUSETTS
tary Justice originated in the House ComIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
mittee on Armed Services, and I may state
in all modesty, that I was privileged, as one
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
charged with special duties as a member of
Mr. PHTI..BIN. Mr. Speaker, I ask that great COmmittee, to play a part in the
unanimous consent to revise and extend formulation of that significant, historic docmy remarks and include therein a speech ument.
The Code is not perfect, to be sure. No
I made December 9, 1966, before the
such document can be. There are, no doubt,
graduating class of the U.S. Naval Jus- areas
which require .further legislative attentice School at Newport, R.I. This was tion that I will not elaborate upon here. But
the 128th class to complete the course of I can assure you that the Code has been
study at this noted school.
worked out with meticulous care, after long
I was greatly impressed with the way hearings, and after our Committee had
these graduation exercises 'were ar- sought and received the counsel, advice and
ranged and conducted by the admirable active assistance of some of the greatest legal
commanding omcer, Capt. Anthony J. authorities and leaders of our Armed Services, our outstanding law schools, Bar AssoDe Vico and his staff, and by the splen- ciations, noted leaders of the Bar, veterans
did, well-trained graduating class of this and service organizations and a host of
very essential NavY school.
highly informed, richly experienced specialThe exercises were well attended by ists, too numerous to recite.
As you well know, the Manual for Courtshigh ranking NavY omcials; including
the able and distinguished Admirals Martial prepared to implement this Code is
Massey and Ruckner and other distin- an extremely comprehensive, thorough and
compiled document, brought up to
guished guests. The occasion was ap- expertly
date in a diligent and scholarly manner, and
propriately graced by the presence of the constituting in a general sense a valuable,
very able, distinguished Chief Judge of effective, if not always an absolute or imthe Court of Military Appeals, the Hon- peccable guide, for the administration of
orable Robert E. Quinn, whose leader- total justice in the Armed Forces.
ship and contributions in the field of . The 'rule of law' is a cherished, American
military justice is so widely known and basic principle supporting the incomparable
edifice of liberty, freedom and justice that is
deeply appreciated.
truly indispensable to the conduct of this
The speech follows:
great government, not only ln its civil funcREMARKS OF 0oNGRESSMAN PHILIP J. PHILBIN,
tions but in its military organizations as well.
I GRADUATION ExERCISES,
NAVAL
JUSTICB
The maintenance of law and order under
SCHOOL, NEWPORT, R.I., DEcEMBER 9, 1966
principles laid down by the Constitution of
My Dear Rabbi and Reverend Fathers, the United States is a prerequisite to the
Captain De Vico, Judge Quinn, distinguished existence of the governme;nt itself, of paraguests, members of the graduating class and mount relevance to the effective implementatheir families, officers and men, friends and tion and operations of all our military services.
fellow Americans:
I am very thankful to our very able, disWhUe, as lawyers and legislators, we well
tinguished friend and great Naval leader, understand the differences in approach and
Captain De Vico, for giving me the very the distinctions in procedure, substantive
high privilege and honor of being with you content and result, necessitated by the spetoday at these very impressive, graduating cial and critical characteristics of the mili·exercises of this outstanding U.S. Naval Jus- tary services, under our system of governtice School.
ment, every member of the Armed Services
This is a very gr~t day for each and every whatever his calling, just as every citizen
one of you, nad I am proud and happy to and resident coming under the protection of
share it with you and your dear ones, and the law, is and must continue tO be, entitled
take special pleasure in extending to all of to the maximum meas~e of justice that is
you my heartiest congratulations and very implicit in the great charter of freedom,
best wishes for your future success, well- which we so proudly call the Constitution
of the United States. That must always be
being and happiiJ,.ess.
This school is not only one of the finest, your special concern.
but one of the most important institutions,
Today we are facing and going through unof our armed services, indeed, there are few precedented changes in our way of life. The
things more vital to morale than the fair, country and the world are changing in many
impartial dispensation of justice in the in- basic, fundamental ways made necessary by
terests of the many officers and men, who the tremendous advancement in the arts
comprise the defense and fighting force of and sciences, truly incredible new ideas and
this great nation.
techniques affecting our economy, our social
In that context, this school Is not only of institutions, our government structure and.
greatest import to the country but it is ex- indeed, our entire way of life.
END OF THE ROAD

The bill is now in Congress, thanks to the
boost from "the enemy" and Mr. COunihan
is waiting to hear the outcome.
"I think the Interior Department now
thinks their decision was a big mistake but
they couldn't get out of it. This will get
them off the hook," he said.
If he wins, he said, he'll "probably just
frame the deed and stick lt on the living
room wall." And the land: he said he'll just
let it sit there.

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
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The Armed Services have been profoundly and testing to see whether the free world has mendations to all of you in this command
a.tl'ected. by these changes; in !act, in many the courage, the stamina, the will, purpose who are doing such outstanding work for out
respects, the services ot today would hardly and determination to defend Itself, or great Navy and country.
be recogn1zed by those who served ten or whether it is wllling to stand by in mock
I have confidence that you graduates will
fifteen years a.go, and they will continue to protest and supine acquiescence while the continue to make a fine record 1n the service
Communists take over Asia, and, then when of our nation, and that you wlll reflect great
be chanied, streamlined, radically revised 1n
the future, particularly in the immediate they have consolidated their gains, move in credit upon this school in the time to COJll8 •
accordance with the Marxist plan and timeI am also sure that you will serve as enyears a.hea.d.
lightened advocates and staunch champions
This means, of course, that the military table toward other nations.
Regretfully and tragically, this 1s the kind of the "rule of law" a.nd the cause of justice
law, like the civil law, will have to adapt itself to the rapidly shifting format of organic of world in which most of you will serve for for all members of the armed services that
change that few, if any could have envisioned varying times to come, but I hope your may be in any way affected and benefited
a few years ago. In order that the govern- service will be pleasant, as short as you by the splendid services you render and the
ment may continue to be our servant, not choose to make it, and never dangerous to significant decisions you may be called upon
to make. May they always be blessed with
our master, we must tenaciously cling to our your life or well-being.
The issue before us is not obscure. It is the healing graces of justice tempered with
immutable, fundamental principles and concepts of freedom, reinforced, sustained and whether we of this nation and the people of mercy.
activated by legal principles and sound, in- the free world are to be free .or captive to
& you go forth as proud graduates fro~
telligent, well-equipped and high-minded Communist masters, . whether the small, this school today, I know you will take tb 6
helpless peoples can be crushed underfoot, good lessons you have learned here with you.
administration.
In thls process, every man and woman in their rights as human being ignored, their to guide and help you in the faithful effectiV~
our Armed Services, and in civilian life, will liberties ruthlessly suppressed by force of performance of your duties, and I hope an
arms, and in time the whole free world over- pray that the good Lord will be with you
be entitled to their rights under the law, to
their day in court, and to procedural and run, over-powered and shackled by the wherever you may go, wherever duty may call
you, to protect and shield you from danger,
substantive justice of the kind that is part Communist superstate.
Everybody wants peace-universal peace- to inspire and strengthen you to serve witb
of the fabric of our Constitutional system,not merely the casual or hard-handed rule the end of irrational carnage, the end of the courage, loyalty, distinction and sound judgof the dictator, but the impartial, humane, nightmare of threatened nuclear destruction, ment, and return you safely to your dear
understanding and enlightened judgment of a world organized on the 'rule of law', 1n ones, your families and friends when your
those who are schooled in law, trained and · which you are so well trained, and to which tasks are completed.
Finally, I hope and pray that our leaders.
prepared to help and counsel those who, !or our nation and other free nations are comany reason, may become subject to inquiry, mitted, that Will renounce war forever as an and the leaders of the free world, and IJlOSJ
instrument of settling international differ- impo!:tantly, the Communist leaders invol'\'e
trial or judgment.
It is for these reasons, my friends, that I ences and that will substitute friendship, will soon be inspired to end the fighting an~
am gratified to observe on this happy occa- understanding, cooperation, and love !or the aggression in Vietnam and elsewhere, an
sion when you are graduating from this fine welter of conspiracy, confil.ct, destruction, join together to bring universal peace and
school to take your part-and it will be a and hate that is threatening the world with justice under the "rule of law" to all natto!lS
of the world.
meaningful, important part-in promoting disaster.
So far as this nation 1s concerned, the door
And let me assure you that our Committee
the goals of military justice that the faithful, efficient fair-minded peformance of these to peace -is open, as it always has been. The will continue to work for your wen-being.
puppets
of
Hanoi
need
only
to
indicate
by
welfare, prosperity and happiness as best as
duties will be a truly invaluable contribution
to the Navy, the Department of Defense, and one word that they are willing to talk peace we can and I am sure the Congress will dO
and sit around the conference table and ne- likewise.
the security of the nation.
God love you and thank you very much·
As you leave this school today, I know you gotiate with sincerity and truth, an honorhave mingled feelings of pride, satisfaction, able agreement to end the fighting and estab·
gratitude and regret. You can well recall lish enduring peace.
But 1t takes two sides to conduct a peace
your concrete achievements here. you can be
satisfied with your success and I know you parley, two sides to ta~k. two sides to act, GOVERNMENT PUBLICAP:ONS FOR SAIJ!!
are very grateful to your devoted instructors, two sides to join hands with honor and
Additional copies ·of Government publicateachers and leaders, the great men who decency to dispel the shadows and miseries tions are offered for sale to the public by tb~
have given you the benefit of their knowledge· of war, and embrace the sunshine and happi- Superintendent of Documents, Goverronent
and wisdom and fitted you for your very im- ness of peace, to bring law and order to the Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 20402, a
world, to institute judicial accord and the cost thereof as determined by the publiC
portant tasks.
I also realize that it is a time for parting rule of law in place of conspiracy, hatred, Printer plus 50 percent: Pro'l{ided, That a diSfor many of you ftom the friends you have violence, aggression and destruction.
count of not to exceed 25 percent may be alWhen that time will come no one can pre- lowed to authorized bookdealers and quantitY
made here, the fine fellowships you have
formed, but you must bear in mind that the dict. The Communists gloat over our pres- purchasers, but such printing shall not interrecollection of all these things will not only ent involvement. How soon they will realize fere with the prompt execution of work !O~
afford you pleasure but inspiration in the that this attitude will consume and finally the Government. The Superintendent 0
destroy them and cause more destruction and Documents -shall prescribe the terms and
time to come.
Much of the world is 1n a state of upset suffering no one could tell at this time.
conditions under which he may authorwe
But there are some good signs, some prom- the resale of Government publications bY
and revolution, fanned by the tyrannical,
world-wide Communist conspiracy that is ln .. ise. This nation and much of the world is · bookdealers, and he may designate any GoVtent upon undermining and bringing down pressing vigorously for peace and progress. ernment officer his agent for the sale of GoVLet us continue our militant work for a ernment publications under such regulations
the monuments of our civilization and converting this nation and indeed all mankind just peace. Let us strive for peace with au as shall be agreed upon by the Superintend·
to the servitude of the World Communist the earnestness and determination we can ent of Documents and the head of the reSuperstate.
command. The door is wide open. Let us spective department or establishment of tll 8
These forces have lighted the fires of sub- continue to moblllze world oplnion, in and Government (U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 72a.
version, revolution, force and violence in out of the United Nations, behind the cause Supp. 2).
many placs throughout this world. Predi- of self-determination and freedom to which
cated on Marxist principles, these forces are we are committed.
seizing upon every opportunity to strengthen
Meanwhile, until that day of peace comes,
their position a.nd to weaken the over-all let us remain firm, strong and resolved to
CONGRESSIONAL DffiECTORY
power, prestige and strength of this nation prevail in our great purpose, keeping our
Public Printer, under the direction
and the free world.
commitments to freedom a.nd above all, pro- theThe
Joint Committee on Printing, may prin
Regardless of their professed dtiferences of tecting the safety, security and great heri- for sale, at a price sufficient to reimburse the
opinion on tactics, this is the leadership that tage of this country. Let us exert every ef- expenses o! such printing, the current Co~
is responsible for the take-over of Cuba, 90 fort, every energy in the early settlement of gres.sional Directory. No sale shall be IJ1B. e
mlles from the shores of the United States. this extremely tragic confil.ct and take every on credit (U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 150, P·
This ls the leadership fomenting unrest honorable means to bring peace, brother- 1939).
and insurrection in Latin America, Africa and hood, prosperity and happiness to all peoAsia, as well as in Europe. Through stealth, ples of the earth.
infiltration and, where necessary, aggression ·
Let me say, Captain DeVico, that I am very
CHANGE OF RESIDENCE
this power complex is working in every way proud of you, your instructors, the members
to topple down free democratic regimes and of your command, and the dedicated graduSenators, Representatives, and DelegateS
substitute 1n their stead the mailed fist and ates of this school, and of all those ·who are who have changed their residences will pie~
the pollee state of the Communist tyranny. enrolled in our armed services, and I wish give information thereof to the Govenunen
This is the leadership that produced the especially to reiterate my heartiest congratuPrinting Office, that their addresses maY b6
tragic confil.ct In Vietnam and is now probing lations, wholehearted compllments and com- correctly given 1n the RECORD.
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Mr. EVINS of Tennessee. Mr.
SPeaker, Mr. Robert C. Moot, Deputy
Administrator of the Small Business Adlnlnistration, recently addressed the jaycees distinguished award banquet in
Lebanon, Tenn., in the great Fourth Congressional District of Tennessee, the district which I am honored to represent
in the Congress.
Mr. Moot emphasized the importance
Of cooperation between business, government, and communities in a unified
effort to achieve grov¥-th and progress.
lie stressed the importance of the role
Of the Small Business Administration in
strengthening our free enterprise system and complimented the great work of
the j aycees.
We appreciate Mr. Moot's participatibecaon in this most worthwhile event and
use of the interest of my colleagues
and the Nation generally in the main
themes of his address, I have asked
llnanimous consent that his remarks be
l'ePrinted in the Appendix of the RECORD.
The address follows:
ltn.tARXS OF DEYUTY ADMINISTRATOR ROBERT
C. MOOT, SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,
AT THE JAYCEES DISTINGUISHED AWARD
BANQUET, LEBANON, TENN., FEBRUARY 2,
1967
During my travels I have had the pleasure
or Visiting many small American towns.
'I'hese Visits always have made me feel close
to the traditions and spirit that have made
this country great. I can now add Lebanon
to my list. Why it has taken me this long
to see this attractive community, I really
don't know. I hope you will not conclude
that it was because I lacked a sense of apPreciation for the finer things in life.
The more I have thought about this banquet, in this community setting, in this
country. at this time in world history-the
tnore I am con>inced that it is very approPrtate !or a representative of the Small Business Administr&.tion to be with you tonight.
'Ibere is, I believe, a single chain which links
an of us and the various circumstances which
are related to this a ward ceremony.
Since the earliest days of our country we
have equated the rights of Ufe, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness to our ab111ty to
control the course of our individual economic
destiny.
We seek work where we please and of the
tyPe that is most rewarding to each of us.
We select an academic or professional career,
a government or business career or a selfdetermined combination. And if we pick a
b'Usiness career, we can be employee or emPloyer. All of these alternatives we have the

right to consider and to select to the extent
of our ab111ty.
But rights must be protected and assured.
In the same document which claimed these
unalienable rights, Congress "declared, "that
to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed."
And so the people of the 'United States
and their Government joined together in
the beginning in a common cause. It wasand is--the responsibil1ty of the people to
secure a richer, fuller life for all through
economic growth in a competitive, free, private enterprise system. It was-and isthe responsibility of your government to aid
and encourage the efforts of its citizens, to be
an advocate for those who seek to exercise
their economic rights and to protect them
against those who would deny these rights.
Let us look at the community of Lebanon,
the Jaycees and this affair, the Small Business
Administration, and your Government. I
find there is a common theme which binds
all of us to the finest of American tradition.
Cumberland University, where we meet
tonight, is the alma mater of a distinguished
roster of former and present Members of
Congress, six of whom either were or are
chairmen of important congressional committees.
Included in this number is your own Congressman, JoE L. EviNs, who is the chairman
of a committee we consider extremely important and directly related to our common
theme of tonight--the House Committee on
Small Business. He is also chairman of the
Subcommittee on Independent Office Appropriations.
The list of his present and former colleagues who are Cumberland graduates is
equally impressive: Oren Harris, of Arkansas,
former chairman of the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Frank
Chelf of Kentucky, THOMAS ABERNETHY of
Mississippi, chairman of the Agriculture Subcommittee on Research and Extension, Tom
Murray of Tennessee, former chairman of the
House Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service, OMAR BURLESON of Texas, chairman
of the House Committee on Administration,
and, Of course, WRIGHT PATMAN of Texas,
chairman of the House Committee on Banking and Currency.
There is a distinct pattern and a common
pattern to be seen in the careers of these
distinguished legislators. The similarity of
the pattern argues against coincidence as
an explanation. The community itself, as
well as the faculty of the school, must have
contributed to the economic knowledge and
growth of these men. Together, as well as
separately, they have been champions and
protectors of our individual economic rights.
In a very real sense they have added significantly to that heritage of open access to the
wide horizons of the private enterprise system which we all enjoy. Lebanon can and
should be proud of them.
As a community, Lebanon has contributed
to our national goals not only through its
local business and academic growth but
also--and significantly-by graduating and
sending men of national stature to guide our
legislative department in Washington.
Now, how does the junior chamber of commerce, the Jaycees, fit into our common
theme of economic growth in the American
tradition? Again, we see a healthy balance
1n the cooperative efforts of the private and

public sectors of our economy. Several hundred thousand Jaycees at the local level are
training to be the leaders of tomorrow by
working on constructive civic improvement
projects. Nowhere is the objective of economic growth in the American way better
exemplified than in this grass roots program-a program which links the community, the business world, and the youth of
today in a common effort to improve our
way of life. Tonight's award reflects the
type of achievement which can be realized
if we work together. The community of
Lebanon can and should be proud of this
achievement.
Is there a place !or the Small Business
Administration in this mutual effort of economic growth? Is thesmall business concern
important to the American way of life?
There are many reasons why it is.
All big businesses were small at one time
and the only sure way to prevent the concentration of most resources into a few
private hands or into the hands of the Government is to make certain that there is open
access to the business world for all of us.
More than 95 percent of all concerns in the
country are small in size, and are independently owned and operated. More than 40
percent of the Nation's employed are in
small business. We must keep it that way or
better. Assurance of econolnic freedom for
the individual means that we must protect
and encourage the use of these rights.
.small business assures adequate competition; it is the cradle !or the birth of new,
imaginative and useful products. It opens
new employment areas so necessary to continued econolnic growth and well being. The
door must be kept open for the small business to start, to take root and to flourish.
How does the Small Business Administration contribute to the welfare of the small
business concern? It gives away no money,
makes no grants, accepts knowingly no bad
loans and is dedicated to encouraging the
private enterprise system. And yet, through
the far-sighted wisdom of congressional
leaders, such as those we have mentioned,
and the round-the-clock efforts of an inspired administrator, Mr. Bernard L. Boutin,
it has many tools and is skillfully using all
of them to aid, encourage and protect the
growth of the small business sector of our
economy. It is because of these programs
that I think an SBA representative should
be here tonight, joining in a tribute to
initiative and ab111ty, in the recognition of
economic and civic growth through cooperative effort.
The SBA programs are based on the same
fundamental premise which supports our
entire economy.
We co-sponsor special management courses
with colleges and universities. These have
been attended by nearly 150,000 businessmen
throughout the country.
The results must be very satisfactory. A
manager of a small business was asked if he
would recommend such a course to his
friends. His answer was, "Yes, but not to my
competitors.''
Other programs seem to be equally popular.
We have developed and published what is perhaps the largest library of small business
management publications in the world.
Two years ago we created SCORE, the
Service Corps of Retired Executives. This
program channeled a vast, untapped reservoir
of executive talent to an area where it was
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NEW FRONTIER
vitally needed-the Nation's small business
community.
The move toward planning and construcToday, 3,000 SCORE members, all volun- tion of an entirely new city in the open
teers, are giving small businessmen indi- spaces of Minnesota is one of the most exvidual counseling-giving them the benefit citing ideas of the year. The project is, of
of their own experience and know-how so cour~:;e , highly experimental. But it is an
that they, too, can become successful in their experiment that may have a profound inown right.
fluence on the future of this and other
In addition, we have a small business ad- countries.
visory council in each State. These councils,
The underlying idea is a reversal of the
composed of leading businessmen, bankers present trend of concentrating population in
and educators, serve the SBA and the public a relatively few large urban centers. That
without pay and provide needed practical unhealthy trend has created appalling probrecommendations to the SBA administrator. lerris of crime, poverty, traffic congestion,
SBA, however, does more than aid and smog, and urban blight. People have flocked
counsel. It acts as an aggressive advocate to the cities in the hope of improving their
for small business. It assures that an standards of living and their cultural opporequitable share of government procurement tunities. In a vast number of cases, howis awarded to the smaller concerns. It en- ever, they have exchanged a healthful enviables the worthy small business concerns to ronment (regardless of poverty and under
borrow funds for initiation or expansion. employment) for slums, social malaise and
When funds are not available in the private the hopelessness that settles on large urban
sector, SBA will lend limited amounts of ghettos.
government funds just as long as there is a
What the University of Minnesota and
reasonable assurance of repayment.
three agencies of the Federal Government
The bankers of the country and the SBA are hoping to do is to break this dreary pathave developed a tine working relationship- tern. The proposed city will not be a new
more than one-third of the loans which SBA suburb or a satellite of any metropolitan
is now approving do not involve any govern- area. Nor will it be crowded into any comment money. The small businessman is plex of existing cities. The plan taking
helped in his own community by his friends shape, with strong encouragement from Vice
and neighbors whose savings he borrows President Humphrey, calls, for an entirely
through the local bank. We thin~ the com- new city at least 100 miles from any existing
munity can and should be proud of this urban center.
joint public and private effort. ·
Of course the planning will have to be
At this point it might be well to put all good. An experimental city with no raison
these pieces together-the Jaycees, the com- d'etre would quickly wither and die. On the
munity and the Government-to see .how other hand the opportunity of beginning a
well we are working as a team.
new city from scratch, free from all the handIn the past five years, the economic growth icaps of congestion, blight, obsolescence,
of the country has been increased by $100 and so forth, should itself be an extraordibillion, mostly in real value. It is expected nary stimulus. The appeal to new industry,
that this rate will continue.
business, workers and residents will be very
Yet, at the same time we are experiencing substantial.
'
this sound, unprecedented growth, we are
We hope that the planning funds will be
fighting a costly war some 10,000 miles across
the Pacific. Each month hundreds of ships granted and that some of the best minds in
and hundreds of aircraft transport more the field will be put to work on the project.
than a million tons of supplies to our troops When the site is finally selected, we hope
in southeast Asia. We are providing seven that the managers will have the good judgpounds of food per man per day. These ment to buy up the land at agricultural
troops are the best equipped and fed of prices. The rising price of the land from
any army in history-more than 85 percent of more intensive urban use could itself finance
all the meals served in South Vietnam are much of the cost of developing the proposed
·
hot meals with fresh meat and vegetabies. new city.
It is not to be supposed that most of the
Is it a strain on all of us to support this
emort? Of course it is-but the President new cities of the future will be planned and
has asked for no price controls, no wage con- developed with Federal aid. But the Governtrols or no rationing of our dally domesj;ic ment can, with the cooperation of other
agencies, demonstrate the feasibility of new
needs.
techniques in city building. And it can highLadles and gentlemen, I think this proves light the advantages of using more of our
that our system is healthy, strong and the country for living space, instead of overright one for us. We can and should be crowding existing ghettos. Our new frontier
proUd of our heritage and our future.
may well be the open space of today where
Thank you.
. new cities will rise in the decades ahead.

A New Frontier in Minnesota
I
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Star-Bulletin Article Recalls Harsh Treatment of Hawaii Aliens Under World
War II Martial Law
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Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, the State
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
of Minnesota is on the verge of becoming
Wednesday, February 15, 1967
a site for a new "experimental city"
many miles from any present metropoliMr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, the
tan areas in the State. An editorial in Honolulu Star-Bulletin is publishing ·a
the February 12 Washington Post de- series1 of penetrating articles recalling
scribes the city as "one of the most what life was like in Hawaii during the
exciting ideas of the year," adding that period when martial law was imposed
the experiment "may have a profound and constitutional privileges were susinfluence on the future of this and other pended in the islands following the Japacountries." Following is . the editorial: nese attack on Pearl Harbor.

February 15, 196'7

In one of these articles, Reporter Alf
Pratte points out that of the thousands
of persons touched by martial law in
Hawaii during World War II, Hawaii'S
Japanese alien residents and their families bore the heaviest burden of all.
About 1,450 of them were taken into custody during the war and although it has
been more than ·a quarter of a centurY
since martial law was im'posed, for a feW
of them the after-effects still remain,
both emotionally and financially.
Most of Hawaii's detained Japanese
. however, have "weathered the storm,''
so to speak, and since their release have
made a success of themselves in various
walks of life despite the many injustices
suffered while military law was in effect.
The most amazing and noteworthy fact
is that little or no bitterness dwells in the
hearts of these Japanese aliens who were
so adversely affected by those unhapPY
events of 25 years ago. This is reflected.
for example, in the remarks of Mr.
George S. Yamamoto, a former resident
of Hawaii now living in Japan, who iS
quoted in the Star-Bulletin article as
saying that, despite his unjust treatment
during the war, "my heart is in Hawaii."
In the hope that it will serve as a grim
reminder of what can happen to anY
group of innocent people when men in
government act too hastily, I would like
to share this excellent article by Alf
Pratte, which appeared in the TuesdaY.
February 7, 1967, issue of the HonolulU
Star-Bulletin, with my colleagues, and
submit it for the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:
AFTER-EFFECTS STTI.L REMAIN-MARTIAL LAw
WAS HARSH FOR HAWAII'S JAPANESE ALIENS

(By Alf Pratte)
Of all the thousands of persons touched
by martial law in Hawaii in World War Il,
none were hurt more than Hawaii's Japanese
aliens and their families.
For a few, the after-affects still remainboth emotionally and financially-even
though cQngressional laws have offered compensation for some losses.
But for most of the rest of Hawaii's
Japanese, the injustice of military law was
only an unfortunate incident and they have
gone on to become successful in government,
business and other professions.
This is especially remarkable in view of
the faot that with the imposition of militar)'
controls, alien Japanese fishermen, photographers, printers, bank employes and sake
dealers lost their jobs.
According to Gwenfread Allen in her book
on "Hawaii's War Years," aliens were alsO
required to turn over to the nearest police
station "all implements of war, fireworks,
cameras, short-wave receiving sets and numerous other items."
·
Although the Japanese received receipts for
the possessions taken over by the Alien
Property Custodian, many of the objects were
never returned.
As Miss Allen notes: "Many of the articleS
deteriorated as a result of incorrect handling or from natural causes.
"Some items which became scarce as the
war progressed, or which had souvenir value,
disappeared.
"Radios were made available to special
services officers; binoculars and ·telescopes
were given to the Navy; and some fireworkS
were used at jungle training cen-ters to simU·
late war conditions."
In addition to the personal property taken
by the military, the Foreign Funds Control
om~e frooe the assets of all enemy aliens and
even som.e Americans of Japanese ancestrY·
One of the financial institutions dissOlved
was the Pacific Bank, which well-known
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laland businessman Dalzo Sumida. had been
Connected with since 1919.
A former vice-president and later president
ot the Japanese Chamber of Commerce for
~ years, Sumida. was one or more than
30() Japanese held at the Immigration Statton and at Rainbow Island with the outbreak or war.
About 1,450 Japanese-nine-tenths of one
Percent of the total in Hawaii-were taken
Into custody during the war.
Robert Hogan, a. Honolulu attorney,
recently recalled the treatment of some of
llawau•s Japanese during the early months
Of Illllitary rule 25 years ago.
As part of his job as a. lieutenant in the
U.s. Army, Hogan was asked to set up a.
8Pecial hearing board to advise the military
&overnor in the handling of the internees.
"They were to be treated as internees and
not as prisoners of war," Hogan said. "As
far as I was able to observe, they were treated
that way."
liogan said the only abuse he was able to
recau concerned one zealous Army officer
'~>ho tried to get the internees to help build
their own camp on Rainbow Island.
"I saw an old Japanese man about 70 years
Old doing construction work," Hogan said.
"When I brought this to the attention of
the omcer in charge, he told me to mind my
own business ...
liogan says he later reported the incident
to a senior officer and presumes "the situation was cleared up."
Some internees have testlfted to s1mllar
harsh treatment in the camps and on the
~and, while others called It "strict but
fair."
A Sad side of mllitary law that is often forRotten, however, concerns the handful of
Japanese who were not interned, but who
'9iere still under suspicion for one reason
or the other.
One of these men who was virtually kept
a. Prisoner wl thin his own country was
~rge Shoji Yamamoto, who was inter~~Wed by Star-Bulletin reporter Tomi
-a.aefier in Tokyo last November.
'Yamamoto was the son of the late Seizo
"Y&.lllamoto, the owner of the Motoshige
'rrading Company in Honolulu and major
stockholder in the Pa.clftc Bank.
:p Both firms were liquidated under the Allen
roperty Act, and although the younger
"Yamamoto was born in Honolulu, he was
accUsed of being an enemy spy, taken to the
lnunigra.tion station and held !or six weeks.
"I understand that the Army Intelligence
had some ridiculous report about me. A
fi'llllky from the Allen Property Custodian
Oftlce came to my house. He was the
nasttest man I ever came across," Yamamoto
aatd.
"lie asked me: 'How come a Jap like you
owns a house like this?' ..
Although Yamamoto was later released, he
'9ias more or less under house arrest for the
rest or the war.
"I had to get a receipt for every minor
Purchase, even for a five-cent cake of tofu,
and I couldn't go to work throughout the
'9iar," he recalled.
Yamamoto said that the late Walter DllUngham. had a lot to do with his being released by the mill tary.
"We used to be neighbors, and I spent
lnoat of my time as a. youngster playing with
the Dilllngham boys."
Yamamoto was even turned down when he
~led to volunteer !or one of the Nisei Army
atta.Uons because or the cloud that hung
0 Ver him.
And it was not until 1945 that he learned
ot the death of his mother, who had gone t.o
Japan With his father in 1941.
Arter the war, one of the officials in HonOlUlu advised Yamamoto that it would be
relatively easy to get his family's property
and assets returned, once he explained that a
~t he made to Japan had been for the
Purpose of seeing his family.

But when Yamamoto tried to press his
rather to recover his assets, the latter refused, saying:
"Son, I went to Hawa.ti with fl,OOO in my
poqket. I led a. wonderful life there, and
everything was !rom Uncle Sam. If Uncle
Sam wants it now, it's his."
Yamamoto says he feels no bitterness toward the United States.
"There are a. lot of honest and !air people
who helped-and after all, we were at war.
"They had to draw the line, and I guess
I was on the line."
In 1953, Yamamoto left Hawaii with his
wife and three children. Today he has his
own real estate business with a. vast development project in Haya.ma..
His daughter Ann attends the University
of Hawaii.
Yamamoto says he eventually hopes to
come back to Hawaii !or a. visit.
Despite his unjust treatment here during
the war he says, "My heart is in Hawaii."

Constructive Patriotism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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HON. CHARLES S. JOELSON
OF NEW
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Articles are needed !or all ages from infant
to teenage; men and women's articles would
also be appreciated. We must ask that all
clothing be clean, since we have no cleaning or mending facilities here. If your class
would like to help us, please have them send
the clothing, securely boxed, to: Civic Action
Office, c/o Craig A. Marshall, CES2, NMCB
Five, FPO San Francisco, Calif. 96601.
Presently, a. friend and myself are teaching
English to Vietnamese children part time in a.
nearby school. Perhaps you or members of
your class might wish to correspond with
some of our students of 6th grade age. If so,
I certainly invite you to do so, and I will
either give you names and addresses of those
wishing to write on request, or forward your
letter (s) to them.
Maureen, I thank you for listening to our
requests. As you can see, besides helping
the people of South Vietnam protect their
country !rom Communism, we are trying to
help them llve a. better life, and would appreciate any help your friends a.nd you may
furnish.
Thank you very much again, Maureen, for
your enjoyable letter. We wish your family
and you a very Merry Christmas, and a. successful New Year.
Sincerely,
A. MARSHALL,
Civic Action Office.

CRAIG

/

JERSEY
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Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. JOELSON. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to relate a most heartwarming story
that was brought to -my attention by a
constituent and friend, Mr. John Phelan,
of Wayne, N.J.
The sixth-grade students at the Albert
Payson Terhune School of Wayne wrote
to several servicemen from the Eighth
CongressionB.I District of New Jersey
serving in Vietnam to wish them a Merry
Christmas and to inquire of their needs.
One of the students, Miss Maureen
Whalen, of Wayne, received the following
reply from Seaman Craig A. Marshall, of
Little Falls, N.J.:
DEAR MAUREEN: What a pleasant surprise
it was to hear from someone near my home
in Little Falls. It certainly is "a. small
world." My name is Craig Marshall, I am 24,
and work in civic action projects or this Navy
Seabee battalion. Little Falls has been my
home for the past 14 years and I reside on
Prospect Street near the Little Falls Laundry.
I am not sure where Kingston Road is, but I
do know the Swansons on Tuxedo Drive-ls
that very close?
Other sailors here have read your letter
a.nd want you to know that we certainly
appreciate your encouragement, Maureen.
Thank you especially for your wishes for a
Merry Christmas.
I mentioned that I worked on civic action
projects, which are designed to help the
Vietnamese people improve in education, living conditions, a.nd personal hygiene. Some
people have termed this area as the "Economic War." Our efforts include helping a
hospital in Da Nang, an orphanage nearby,
and particularly the nearby vlllage of My Th1
(Mee Tee) with a. population of 700. So
tar we've set up a. first aid station and helped
build a three-room schoolhouse there. Presently, however, a. big problem has been lack
or adequate clothing for children or an ages.
In your letter, Maureen, you asked if your
class could send some things we may need.
As we feel we have plenty compared to these
people, could I ask on behalf or the battalion
that your class consider sending articles of
used clothing to us for distribution to My Thi
vlllagers and those of the surrounding area?

P.S. I thought you might like to see just

a few of the children of My Thi, so I have
included a. snapshot of a. favorite bunch that
I work with.

I found Seaman Marshall's letter to be
most refreshing in that he asked not for
himself but for the Vietnamese children.
Since that time, with the able assistance of their teacher, Mrs. Janet Connolly, the students have been gathering
clothing to comply with the request.
Also, they have obtained a commitment for a donation of a minimum of '
$100 from Wayne Elks Club No. 2181 to
defray the cost of shipping the clothing
to Vietnam.
I wish to commend Miss Whalen and
her classmates for their deep concern for
our servicemen stationed in Vietnam, and
for the comfort and happiness they are
about to bring to the Vietnamese children.
I would also like to commend Seaman
Marshall for his unselfish response to the
offer of the students, and for the worthwhile work he is doing for our country.

Essay of Teddy Lazowski: "What the Flag
Means to Me"
·
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN M. MURPHY
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. MURPHY of New York. Mr.
Speaker, on Sunday; February 12, the
Holy Name Society of Immaculate Conception parish, Staten Island, N.Y., held
a communion breakfast and announced
the winner of their essay contest "What
the Flag Means to Me." The winner was
a 12-year-old schoolboy, Teddy Lazowski,
who is a member of Boy Scout Troop 49.
The sentiments expressed here reflect
great credit upon his home and school,
and his community. I am happy to bring
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to the attention of my colleagues his published by the Wichita, Kans., Eagle.
prize-winning essay.
The article follows:
WHAT THE FLAG MEANS TO ME
To me the flag means freedom. . I've read
in my history book where we started fighting
for freedom over two hundred years ago.
Even today our fathers, brothers, and uncles
are fighting and dying for this same freedom,
on the other side of the world.
It makes me proud to live in this country
of the United States. Where men are born
free. Free to choose .their own religion. Can
you imagine what· conditions we would be
living ln if we did not have freedom.
We would be living in a dictatorship, where
we would be told what to do, when to do it,
and how to do it. If we did not obey we
would be put in prison and maybe even
to death.
Or we could be living in a country where
people live in the streets, because they have
no homes. It is not just that they are without a car or a washing machine or a refrigerator. They are without permanent
shelter of any kind, not enough food to eat,
and not enough clothes to keep them warm.
Can you imagine what it would be like 1f
we were these people.
Yet we don•t even bother to stand up
straight when we say the pledge of allegiance. All over the world, wherever the red,
white, and blue is fiown, people know what
it stands for. That is why our enemies rip
it down.
We take our fiag for granted and have
grown careless in the care we take of it.
It makes me feel ashamed to see how some
people treat our flag. These are not bad
people I am talking about, they are good
citizens, and I guess they just don't stop to
think because they leave the flag out in all
kinds of weather, and let it get dirty and
torn. Not a very fitting condition for so
honorable a symbol.
If you own a fiag you should take care of
it. I know it is not always easy to run out
at sundown to take the fiag in, especially if
there is a good television program on. I
know, because I have had to do it. My father
fought in two wars for the freedom that our
flag stands for. If the time comes, I too
shall fight for "Old Glory."
TEDDY LAZOWSKI.

Famine in India Worsens, Despite U.S.
Aid, Grain
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GARNER E. SHRIVER
OF KANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. SHRIVER. Mr. Speaker, Mr.
Glade Presnal, a young farm leader from
Goddard, Kans., last fall traveled to
India under auspices of the U.S. Council
of Youth to observe firsthand conditions affecting this famine-stricken nation. A graduate of Kansas State University, he has been a leader in 4-H and
the International Farm Youth exchange
· program.
Although Glade Presnal now has reported for military service, Mr. Dave
Mackie, staff writer for the Wichita,
Kans., Eagle, has written · an article in
which Mr. Presnal's findings, observations, and recommendations are reported.
All of us who are concerned with winning the "war on hunger" should be interested in the report of Mr. Presnal as

PROBLEM JUST TOO BIG--FAMINE IN INDIA
WORSENS DEsPITE u.s. AID, GRAIN
(By Dave Mackie)
Despite massive infusion of United States
aid and grain, conditions in famine-stricken
India are getting worse.
This is the assessment of Glade Presnal,
24-year-old Goddard man and 1966 political
science graduate of Kansas State University,
who returned recently from a 36-day visit to
India.
Presnal was selected last fall by the U.S.
Council of Youth to go to India to "come up
with some new ideas of what can be done .....
He said he left the country with a feeling
close to "hopelessness."
The problem: Millions of half-starved people unemployed and unskilled, 220 million
sacred cows that eat food people should have,
an educational system geared to training civil
service clerks instead of teaching people to
make a living.
"Maybe the corner will be turned in another 10 years, but the whole situation in
India is receding today," he declared.
"Everything the United States is doing is
right, but the problem is just too big," he
explained.
However, Presnal did see "pockets of
improvement."
One is a $2.5 million fertllizer plant being
built by American companies as a gift to the
people of India. The problem is that once
completed, there are no electricians and
skilled laborers to operate the plant, Presnal
said.
The continuous aid America is pouring into
the country is creating a dependence on
America and is at best a stop-gap measure,
he believes.
About one-fifth of the U.S. wheat cropequal to that produced in Kansas--was
poured into India under Public Law 480 Iast
year. The program permits India to buy
American wheat in India's currency.
This also is creating a problem. It is estimated by 1972 at the present rate of purchase
of wheat, the United States will control Indian currency. Businessmen there are suspicious of the objectives of United States in
the program, he said.
American universities on the job in India
training people in agriculture are making
a dent in the problem, Presnal said. They
should continue. Also the American Peace
Corps is doing a "magnificent job," he said.
Presnal sees nothing at present that can
make the country self-sufficient.
One ray of hope is to train India's youth
in vocational programs, Presnal said.
The 4-H program of teaching youth to
raise livestock and develop homemaking
skills could do a lot, he said. It also develops
a sense of competition and vocational skills
sorely lacking in India today, he added.
Such a program also would serve as a "vehicle for teaching sanitation and health at
the grassroots," Presnal said.
Birth control and family planning programs are effective but not big enough to
solve India's exploding population problem,
he said.
Vocational schools are being established
and agriculture extension is reaching many
farmers, but just when the corner will be
turned is the question, he said.
Presnal stopped in Italy on the way back
to visit families he stayed with under the International Farm Youth Exchange program
in 1963. He said he saw improvements in
consolidation of the fields for appllcation of
modern agricultural techniques in Italy.
Presnal will report to Selective Service
Tuesday for a two-year stint. His induction
was postponed last fall when he was selected
from millions of American youth to accomplish the American mission abroad.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ross Presnal of Goddard.

February 15, 1987
Mousse au Chocolat
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker,
cently I received a letter as follows:

re~

I am writing to express my gratitude for
what doubtless will seem to you one of your
less important activities-the inclusion of
the Hoppe columns in the CONGRESSIONAL
REcoRD. One of my duties is to read the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD daily, to glean anY'
bits that may be of use to my companY·
"This is quite an undertaking, and ranges
from interesting to boring to infuriating to
unbellevable. When I discovered the Hoppe
columns in the Appendix, it was like finding
mousse au chocolat for dessert after a boiled
beef dinner. I enjoy them so much, and aiil
always docile about reading the preceding
matter-but so disappointed when they dO
not appear. The days when..two are included
are rich indeed. Anyway, I gather you illsert them for fresh air, which they certailllY'
are. And I wanted you to know that theY
are appreciated-if not by your colleagues, at
least by one faithful reader! Keep up the
good work. I would be very sad indeed to go
without dessert.

Following are two columns by our
satirist, Arthur Hoppe, the first which
appeared in the San Francisco Chronicle
on January 31 and the second on Feb~
ruary 1.
His columns follow:
PITCAIRN: THE IDEAL NATION
(By Arthur Hoppe)
Up Pitcairn! Throw off the yoke of British
colonialism I Freedom and independence
forever!
Please excuse my enthusiasm today, but
Pitcairn Island out there in the South Pacific
is demanding its independence from Great
Britain. And if it wants to be a free coun·
try, I'm on its side.
If Russia, America, China, France and
places llke that can be countries, there's no
reason Pitcairn can't be a country if it wants
to.
Moreover, it has the ideal requisites tor
nationhood: a rich history (by Nordhoff
and Hall); a pleasant climate; a total of two
square miles of sacred soil to defend; a
single, stable, thriving industry which pro·
duces a product always in demand (postage
stamps); and a strategic position in world
affairs-it being 5000 miles from anywhere.
Indeed, the only . conceivable objection to
Pitcairn becoming a sovereign nation in the
fainily of nations is that it only has 79
people.
This has stirred some protest. But there's
definitely nothing in the old rule book which
says you have to have thus-and-so manY
people before you can become a nation. And
I think 79 is plenty.
True, Pitcairn would be unable to send
an ambassador to each of the 140 or 150
(so who counts?) nations that are now tn
business these days. But a single roving
ambassador of the Averell Harriman varietY
could easily deliver all the ultimatums Pitcairn is likely to deliver and still have plentY'
of time to sell postage stamps on the side.
Pitcairn will also, of course, need a President to lead the people selflessly and humblY'
and a Vice President to keep telling the
President how gloriously he's doing it.
A minimum of ten senators and 20 repre·
sentatives will be required to pass laws in an
atmosphere of harmony and dignity, plus a
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sergeant-at-arms to break up fist fights. And
if they're going to pass laws, they'll naturally
need a Supreme Court to declare them unconsti tu tiona.l.
At least one admiral and two generals will
be needed to attend diplomatic receptions
and tell everybody bow much they hate war.
But an army or navy certainly doesn't seem
necessary, thanks to Pitcairn's lack of territorial ambitions.
A cabinet, however, is essential in order to
have cabinet crises. But it could be a small
one that would fit in a corner somewhere.
The Postmaster General, of course, would be
the key member.
But even figuring in customs guards (to
Prevent the smuggling in of cheap, foreign:tnade stamps) , a regional director of urban
Planning (every government needs a planner), and two "high official sources who deClined to be identified" (so the nation can
have a newspaper), there's no question that
Pitcairn can be adequately governed by 79
People.
This gives us one citizen left over. But
he's absolutely essential because there's no
sense setting up a government unless there's
8o:tnebody to govern.
Thus we see that 79 pople are sufficient to
establish a nation these days 78, no; 79, yes.
~nd any fair-minded man must agree that
itcairn should get to be a nation.
In fact, it will be a lovely nation. It won't
go marching off to war, or pushing other
People around, or threatening to blow us all
Up With thermonuclear bo,mbs.
h Indeed, the only question left to resolve is
ow come Russia, America, China and France
get to be nations?

Through volume production, the U.S. was
able to undercut not only its allies but
Czechoslovakia as well. And Communist nations, too, vied to purchase American arms.
"A bullet," said Mr. Button in defense of
Operation Coat Holding, "knows no ideology.
And besides, if we didn't sell them weapons,
someone else would."
Thus, by 1984, the whole world had become an armed cam.p-an American-armed
camp. And everybody was rich and happyeverybody in America.
Unfortunately, an overzealous salesman
named Willy Loman made the mistake of
selllng 200 nuclear tipped intercontinental
rockets to tiny Albania.
"Good heavens," exclaimed Mr. Button on
reviewing the contract, "no down payment
and E-Z credit terms! What a terrible disaster this is going to be."
"But if we didn't sell them weapons . . . "
said Mr. Loman defensively as the air raid
sirens began to wail.
"What makes it such a terrible disaster,"
said Mr. Button gloomily, just before the roof
fell in, "is that we're not going to make a
nickel on it."

Illogical and Inconsistent
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HOlt GEORGE W. ANDREWS
OF ALABAMA

IN ,THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 13, 1967
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cause Rhodesia declared its independence
from Great Britain, something the United
States itself did in 1776 and which if it hadn't
done there would be no Goldberg in the UN
now.
While Ambassador Goldberg and his associates seek to rationalize and reconcile,
others, such as Senator Byrd, intensify their
questioning. For instance, The Nashv1lle
Banner, says, in part:
· "The glaring inconsistency of UN action
(and Mr. Goldberg's acquiescence) is inexplicable since that body was created for the
purpose of promoting an enduring world
peace.
"Its proposed intervention in Rhodesia
can be summed up in a single word-'meddling.' Its refusal to take action in the
Vietnam crisis by falling back on the lame
excuse that an embargo or military assistance 'is unrealistic' in view of the fact that
UN member nations 'ha..ve sharply divided
opinions' on the issue, is as phoney as lebabod Crane's 'headless horseman.'
"The United States, as princi~al UN banker, has pumped $150 billion into that organization on the assumption that it would
exert its power and influence (and even
armed intervention) against aggressor nations violating the basic tenets of the international non-aggression pact under which
~t was organized.
· "It deserves at least token support in its
fight to prevent a Communist sweep through
defenseless free nations in the Far East. Instead it has been slapped in the face by the
UN assertion that the U.S. military action
in Vietnam is an unwarranted breach of
world peace."

DEATH OF THE SALESMEN

Mr. ANDREWS of Alabama. Mr.
(By Arthur Hoppe)
Speaker, the following editorial appeared
Following is another chapter in that stand- in the Dothan <Ala.) Eagle last Thursard unpublished reference work, "A History
or the World, 1950-1999." The title of this day, February 9. I commend the article
!;llPrinted chapter is "Developing a Profitable to the attention of every Member of Congress. I hope that each one will read
"'·orelgn Polley." ·
During the 1950s and 1960s U.S. foreign the comments and that Congress will act
Policy hinged on a massive aid program in to correct what I consider a perilous and
'Which billions of dollars were given away- defenseless foreign policy:

iorProgram
that came under increasing fire
being financially unprofitable.

1nBy 1966, however, the tide h~d turned. And
t

January, 1967, the Senate Foreign Relaions Committee was able to report that a
;:mall but "dynamic a.n d aggressive" sales
t orce in the Pentagon was now selling more
han tv..'ice as much in arms to foreign coun. tries annually as the aid program was giving
away.
The importance of these arms sales in halting the dollar drain and improving American
Prosperity was Widely hailed. But it soon
~ecame clear that the Pentagon and the State
A epartment were working at cross purposes.
Choice had to be made. The President
ll:lade it.
h The result was "Operation Coat Holding,"
eaded by Mr. Burton Button and staffed by
· the greatest team of dynamic and aggressive
Salesmen the world had ever seen.
The Operation's first test came in the uneasy Middle East. Salesman AI O'Leary who
~d infli tra ted the Israeli ranks, called ~cross
b e border: "Yanh, yanh, you Syrians are a
llncb of cowardly Arabs!"
li From the Syrian side, Salesman Stanislaus
•. efl'elwaite, disguised in a burnoose, replied:
You Israelis are too chicken to step across
t he line and prove it!"
In the resulting holocaust, $3.2 billion
'\l:orth of American-made tanks, planes ~nd
ar:rnaments were shot up. Sales soared.
By fomenting clashes, coups and wars, the
Atnerican economy hummed. Indeed, it soon
:reached capacity.
,, "In Vietnam today," said the President,
We are now expending b1llions in ammunition and armaments-free of charge." And
his decision to replace our troops with arms
salesmen was universally -approved.

ILLOGICAL AND INCONSISTENT

Inconsistency and the double standard
practiced by the government are all too familiar to the American people.
"Why?" is a question that never gets an
answer.
The only thing forthcoming is another
example and currently it deals with the
pnited States' attitude toward Rhodesia.
The United States has joined up with the
United Nations in applying economic sanctions against Rhodesia as requested of the
UN by Great Britain. At the same time,
however, neither Great Britain nor the UN
apply any kind of sanctions or reprimands
against North Vietnam, the country through
which supplies are channeled to be used
against American military forces in South
Vietnam. In fact, ships flying the British
flag and the flags of other UN member nations call regularly at North Vietnamese ports
delivering these supplies.
The other day Senator Harry Byrd, Jr.
(D-Va.) made a speech in the Senate and
wanted to know why it is that the proper
United States officials have not demanded
that the UN impose sanctions against North
Vietnam similar to those applied to Rhodesia.
He asked:
"Is it logical to demand sanctions against
a country at peace (Rhodesia) while being
unwilling to demand the same sanctions
against a country at whose hands the American people have suffered more than 44,000
casualties? Perhaps this makes sense, but I
am finding it difficult to reach that conclusion."
The selling job for this inconsistency has
been done by Arthur Goldberg, the U.~.
Ambassador to the UN, who was fired up be-

What Is a Cop?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THADDEUS J. DULSKI
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. DULSKI. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I wish to
include a copy of a speech taken from
the "Dragnet" episode which was broadcast over the NBC Television Network
last week.
At a time when violence and crime
are increasing in our country, the role
of the police officer and law-enforcement
agents becomes more significant. The
speech, which follows, portrays a policeman's attitude toward his job which de~
serves greater respect and admiration
than the public has been willing to give:
WHAT Is A CoP?
It's awkward having a policeman around
the house. Friends drop in. A man with a
badge answers the door. The temperature
drops twenty degrees. Throw a party and
that badge gets in the way. All of a sudden
there isn't a straight man in the crowd.
Everybody's a comedian. "Don't drink too
much," somebody says, "or the man with the
badge Will run you in." . . . Or, "How's it
gain', Dick Tracy? How many jaywalkers did
you pinch today?" . . . And there's always
the one who wants to know bow many apples
you stole. All at once you've lost your first
name. You're a "cop," a "flatfoot," a "bull,"
a "dick," "John Law," You're "the fuzz,"
"the beat," . . . you're poison, you're trouble . . . you're bad news. They call you
everything, but never a policeman. It's not
much of a life . . . unless you don't mind
missing a Dodger game because the hotshot
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phone rings . . . unless you like working
Saturdays, Sundays, holidays . . . at a job
that doesn't pay overtime. Oh, the pay is
adequate. If you count your pennies, you
can put your kid through college. But you'd
better plan on seeing Europe on your television set. Then there's your first night on
the beat. When you try to arrest a drunken
prostitute in a Main Street bar and she rips
your new uniform to shreds. You'll buy another one . . . out of your own pocket.
You'll rub elbows with all the elite: pimps,
addicts, thieves, bums, winos, girls who can't
keep an address and men who don't care.
Liars, cheats, con men, the class of Skid
Row. And the heartbreak: underfed kids,
beaten kids, molested kids, lost kids, crying
kids, homeless kids, hit-and-run kids, broken-arm kids, broken-leg kids, broken-head
kids, sick kids, dying kids, dead kids. The
old people that nobody wants, the reliefers,
the pensioners, the ones who walk the street
cold and those who tried to keep warm and
died in a three-dollar room with an unvented gas heater. You'll walk the beat and
pick up the pieces. Do you have real adventure in your soul? You'd better have.
You'll do time in ·a prowl car. It'll be a
thrill-a-minute when you get an "unknown
trouble" call and hit a back yard at two in
the morning, never knowing who you '11
meet . . . a kid with a knife . . . a pill-head
with a gun, or two ex-cons with nothing to
lose. And you'll have plenty of time to
think. You'll draw duty in a "lonely car"
, .. with nobody to talk to but your radio.
Four years in unl!orm and you'll have the
ability, the experience and maybe the desire to be a detective.
I! you like to fly by the seat of your pants
this is where you belong. For every crime
that's committed, you've got three million
suspects to choose from. Most of the time
you'll have few facts and a lot of hunches.
You'll run down leads that dead-end on you.
You'll work all-night stakeouts that could
last a week. You'll do leg work until you're
sure you've talked to everybody in California. . . . people who saw it happen, but
really didn't. People who insist they did it,
but really didn't. People who don't remember, those who try to forget. Those who
tell the truth, those who lie. You'll run
the files until your eyes ache. And paperwork ... you'll fill out a report when you're
right, you '11 fill out a report when your
wrong, you'll fill one out when you're not
sure, you'll fill one out listing your leads,
you'll fill one out when you have no leads,
you'll make out a report on the reports
you've made, you'll write enough words in
your lifetime to stock a library. You'll learn
to live with doubt, anxiety, frustration, court
decisions that tend to hinder rather than
help you: Dorado, Morse, Escobedo, Cahan.
You'll learn to live with the District Attorney, testifying in court, defense attorneys,
prosecuting attorneys, judges, juries, witnesses. And sometimes you won't be happy
with the outcome. But there's also this:
There are over five thousand men in this
city who know that being a. policeman is an
endless, glamorless, thankless job that must
be done. I know it, too. And I'm damned
glad to be one of them.
RICHARD L. BREEN and JACK WEBB.

Poverty Politics

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD J. IRWIN
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. ffiWIN. Mr. Speaker, for the
benefit of those of my distinguished col-

leagues who persist in maintaining that
the war on poverty proceeds on the basis
of partisan politics and Federal control,
I wish to call the attention of the House
to the contrary views of two highly respected syndicated columnists. I refer
to Joseph Kraft's column entitled "Poverty Politics," which appeared in the
Washington Post last October 3, and
Roscoe Drummond's column entitled "A
GOP Opportunity," which appeared in
the Washington Post on November 27.
Mr. Speaker, the war on poverty is
being fought and won on a nonpartisan
basis at the local level, and I wish to have
the Kraft and Drummond columns included at this point in the RECORD:
(From the Washington (D.C.) Post, Oct. 3,
1966]

INSIGHT AND OUTLOOK: POVERTY PoLITICS
(By Joseph Kraft)
The congressional debate on the poverty
program this year provides further evidence
of a new approach to public welfare that is
finally coming to supplant the now outworn
philosophy of the New Deal. It also reveals
that there is in the politics of poverty a great
gap between local and national leaders.
The New Deal approach featured centralized governmental action to help poor people and communities. Washington developed programs for insurance, public works,
job training and relief. Funds were shelled
out either directly by Federal bureaucrats, or
indirectly by these bureaucrats to local officials. The state was the doctor, the individual the patient-and in some cases, the
victim.
The political advantages of that system,
particularly to Congressmen, are obvious. It
gives Congressmen the maximum opportunity to intervene on behalf of their constituents with appropriate government agencies.
Thus every political organization that has
survived-and notably the organization of
Mayor Richard Daley of Chicago--has had
as a cornerstone of its power support for
New Deal programs. And similarly every
major department doling out welfare fundswhether Labor, Agriculture or Health, Education and Welfare-has become deeply subject to the influence of powerful Congressmen or groups of Congressmen.
The new approach features direct participation in the formulation and administration of programs by groups of local citizens.
Thus Community Action Programs in the
War on Poverty are largely run by local councils with direct representation of the poor.
These local councils decide on the allocation of funds among a wide shopping list.
They can, for example, choose a Headstart
Program, benefiting pre-school children; or
a Neighborhood Youth Corps, putting teenagers to work on community projects; or a
Health Services Center; or a Center for Legal
Services; and so forth.
To a large extent, moreover, local people
have a voice in running the programs they
have chosen. For instance, in the Health
Services Center due to be set up in Watts,
the troubled Negro ghetto of Los Angeles, the
neighborhood council will have the right
to fire doctors it finds unsatisfactory. In
the Center of Legal Services established in
Houston, the neighborhood council has the
right to fire lawyers it finds unsatisfactory.
This local emphasis has an obvious appeal
for local political leaders. And now, after
some early fears that Community Action
would feed political opposition, city halls
across the country have lined up behind the
poverty program.
The local support includes not only wellknown Democratic players of welfare politics such as Mayor Daley, but even some
conservative Republicans. Indeed, because
of the emphasis on decentralization and in
line with a recent article in Life magazine
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by Hugh Sidey, the Republican Mayor o!
Tulsa, J. M. Howgley, has said of Commu·
nity Action that "This is a Republican program, if we only had the brains to know
it."
But local control leaves Washington pollticos out in the cold, particularly Congressmen whose bread and butter has been intervention with Federal agencies on behalf
of constituents. And the debate on the
poverty measure in the House of Representatives this year has largely turned on efforts
by Congressmen of both parties to get back
in the game of welfare politics.
The Republican proposal which has been
defeated would have vested most of the programs now in Sargent Shriver's povertY
agency in old-line departments that are so
responsive to Congressional pressure. The
liberal Democratic bill approved by the Administration also moves to recapture authority for Washington by fixing floors on
amounts available for particular povertY
programs-not less than $496 million for
the Neighborhood Youth Corps, for instance,
not less than $352 million for the Headstart program, and so forth.
What this suggests to me is that national
political leadership has not yet caught up
with the requirements of the new approach
to welfare. There is a vacuum waiting to
be filled by younger political leaders-particularly by Republicans.
[From the Washington (D.C.) Post,
Nov. 27, 1966]
A GOP OPPORTUNITY
(By Roscoe Drummond)
Republican leaders will have an early opportunity to show what they really mean
when they say they will not use their enlarged congressional power to dismantle the
Great Society.
It will be quite a temptation to make the
War on Poverty a partisan whipping boy because it is already being hounded-for opposition reasons--both by the extreme left
and the extreme right.
It will not always be easy for Sen. Dirksen
and Rep. Gerald Ford to stick to their announced policy of trying to improve Johnson
programs rather than trying to dismantle
them. It would be a tragedy to do otherwise.
The anti-poverty programs and Sargent
Shriver himself have been badly battered
during the past year by those who think theY
aren't doing enough, by those who think
they are doing too much and by those who
think that doing anything is bad.
Shriver's usually tight operation has unquestionably sprung some leaks and scraped
a few shoals. This makes lt all the more
appropriate that the Republicans scrutinize
everything Shriver proposes to do with an
alert eye for better administration and for
assurance that the money is put to the best
purposes.
But there are strong reasons why the GOP
should think twice before aiming scattershot attacks on the work and fruits of the
anti-poverty pl'ograms:
!-Republican mayors and governors across
the country are strong supporters of the
poverty programs. They know at first hand
the benefits which have already been forthcoming. They are aware that all the major
enterprises, like Head Start, the Neighborhood Youth Corps, Upward Bound, Community Action, the Legal Services, Migrant
and Indian Programs, Adult Literacy, Work
Experience, Vista and the Job Corps are
doing good work and have touched and
changed the lives of several million people.
They want them continued.
2-In a very fundamental sense, the antipoverty programs are taking a turn which
implements one of the foremost tenets of
the Republican philosophy of government:
they are decentralizing Federal aid programs:
they are giving large authority to city and
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loeai gov~rnment; they are rewarding local
1llltlative and expandi.ng local participation; they are making partnerships with the
Private sector of the economy and with priVate educational institutions.
The central fact of the War on Poverty is
that state, city and local governments have
never exercised so much authority in the
allocation and administration of Federally
financed programs. They are exerting so
llluch independent initiative and discretion
over the use of Federal funds that some Congressmen now want to get back more say so
they can themselves allocate more funds to~
. their own districts.
This would be a backward step. And it
1s certainly not Republican doctrine. It
'WOUld seem to me that the Republicans
ought to be eager to expand local initiative
and discretion.
The closest scrutiny of the War on Poverty
1s certainly in order, but now that the Office
ot Economic Opportunity has shown effecti\"eness, it deserves a chance to build on its
0
W.n experience and maturity.

Co-ops and the War on Hunger

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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HON. DONALD M. FRASER
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Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, it w.as my
})leasure on February 7 to share the platform at the International Development
Conference with the Secretary of AgriCUlture, Orville L. Freeman.
In hi.s speech, Mr. Freeman began with
a brief discussion of Presidential messages dealing with the world's food crisis.
'the race between food supply and pop'Ulation is now being lo.st, he pointed out.
But, he added:
There really 1s no convincing reason why
the developing countries cannot increase
their fOOd and fiber production to required
capacity and have enough to spare, in the
Years to come, to contribute--through trade
and non-trade employment-to general eco110rnic development.

Then the Secretary went on to describe what cooperatives have done and
can do in winning the war on hunger.
lie quoted a statement by the President:
The War on Hunger is too big for governlllents alone. Victory cannot come unless
bUsinessmen,
universities,
foundations,
Voluntary agencies, and cooperatives join the
battle.
_

Along with other speakers at the conference, Mr. Freeman commemorated
the 5th annivers,ary of the Humphrey
alllendment to the Foreign Assistance
Act. Vice President HUMPHREY, then the
senior Senator from Minnesota, called
for new emphasis on cooperatives in the
organizational structure of the Agency
for International Development.
I endorse the Secretary's suggestion
t ~t the anniversary is an appropriate
tune to assess the progre.s.s made under
the Humphrey amendment. He said:
I suggest to you then, that you consider
the P<>ssibillty o! an international conference
to explore fully, and assess fairly, the efforts
to raise the living standards of two billion
l>eople overseas through private voluntary
organizations modeled after the credit un-

ions, cooperatives, and savings and loan associations of our own and other developed
nations.

Mr. Speaker, the Secretary made a
number of other observations that deserve the attention of every Member of
this House. I include the text of his remarks in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:
Most of you, I'm sure, sense the same disturbing paradox I sense whenever I enjoy a
meal such as this, in surroundings as pleasant as this.
Half the people in this world of more than
3 billion souls have never had a satisfying,
fully nutritious meal.
This, I know everyone here agrees, is !!- sad
commentary on civilization in this soon-tobe 21st Century.
To be sure, this is nothing new. Such has
been the case throughout history. What is
new is the fact that it need no longer be the
case. Today, for the first time in history,
we have the scientific and technological
knowledge and techniques to banish hunger
from the earth.
The big question is not whether we can
mobilize and use this . . . but will we?
WEAPONS BEING MOBILIZED
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developing countries least able to cope
with it.
These nations are increasing their population by some 3 percent a year. Their popUlation will double within a generation ... and
multiply 18 times within a century ... unless
effective control measures are instituted now.
EXPLODING FOOD DEMAND

Sheer growth in numbers of people constitutes the major cause of the exploding demand for food. But there is another. Expectations and incomes are rising at the same
time-not only in the rich nations, but also
in many of the poorer countries .
This combination of factors has created a
demand which the world's farmers currently
are failing to meet. For the past 6 years the
world's people have been eating more than
the world's farmers were producing.
The margin was provided by surplus stocks
of grain built up in the preceding 8 years.
But since 1961 stocks have declined about 14
million tons a year, and today there are no
real surpluses of any major commodity in
the world. The world has chewed up its
surpluses.
In the U.S. surpluses are gone . . . today
we nave no more than working reserves. In
a new effort to meet rising demand, we are
bringing back into production about half
the land that was idled during the surplus
period.
Conceivably we could open the flood gates
of total American food production and send
additional shiploads of food aid abroad.
There are two reasons, however, why this is
not practical. In the first place, immediate
return to full production would glut the
market beyond effective immediate demand.
This, in turn, would hurt our farmers and
our whole economy. We have learned the
hard way that surpluses depress farm prices
and reduce farm income.

I believe we will. I believe this because
conferences such as this are being held. I
believe it because all of you and many more
around the world are dedicated to this cause,
I believe it because the President of the
United States recently made another ringing declaration of War on Hunger . . . and
because, under his leadership, we are beginning to mobilize the weapons to win that war
here at home and around the world.
I brought with me today two powerful and
percept! ve messages to the COngress from the
President of the United States.
Last February, President Johnson delivered
TEMPORARY EASING
a powerful and significant Food for Freedom
message. On Wednesday of last week, he
In the second place, all-out production
followed this up with an inspiring call to still would provide only temporary easing of
action, a call directed to the en tire world as the world foOd problem. The hard fact is _
much as it was to India, the Congress, and that all of the production of all the acres of
the American people.
all the developed nations will not be able to
I urge you to study these messages care- meet world food needs much longer;. In the
fully . . . and to. use them. They can be , next 15 years, the world wlll add another bilpotent incentives in recruiting troops . and lion people. Even doing our best, we could
supplies and material for the War on Hunger. feed only part of them.
Let me take a few minutes to review these
Most of these people eventually will have
messages with you. Then-consistent with to feed ·themselves in order to survive. This
the special theme of this occasion-permit is the paramount, overriding fact which inme · to examine briefty what cooperatives spired President Johnson's Food for Freedom
have done and can do in winning this crucial program.
war.
This program, under which we combine
First of all, both Presidential messages em- food assistance with development assistance,
phasize the dimensions of the world food _not only asks-but expects-recipient counproblem.
tries to do more, much more, in their own
behalf.
CLEARLY CRUCIAL PROBLEM
Incentive is built into the program for a
Moreover, the President also made the
crucial nature of this problem dramatically purpose. Food for Freedom clearly states
that
as we help combat hunger and malnuclear in his recent State of the U'nion mestrition and encourage economic development,
sage when he declared:
we will give particular attention to those
"Next to the pursuit of peace, the really· countries demonstrating a determination to
great challenge to the human family is the improve themselves. Self-help is the key
race between food supply and population to winning the war on hunger.
increase. That race tonight is being lost."
But the U.S. cannot do the job alone. And
It is being lost. And it will be lost unless this wa-s the thrust of the President's meswe mobilize every tool, technique, and tal- sage on India last week. He made it clear
ent-in the developing as well as the de- that the first obligation of the entire comveloped world-to reverse the trend and win munity of man is to provide food for all of
that race.
its members . . . that no single nation could
All of you, I'm sure, are familiar with the be expected to do it alone.
basic causes of the world food problem.
He pointed the way to a sustained internaWorld food production is not keeping pace tional effort. And he made recommendations
with the exploding demand for food triggered that went beyond the perimeters of the imby population expansion and rising levels of mediate Indian crisis. He said we shall conconsumer income.
tinue to press for appropriate action on mulWhile world population is increasing by tilateral fronts to meet the challenge of the
more than a million people a week ... world War on Hunger. He said we shall continue
fOOd output per capita is steadily falling to encourage private capital and technology
behind.
in this effort. He said we shall press for the
Adding to the food-population crisis is the early creation o! the guarantee fund to engrim fact that the population explosion ~ courage private investment in the agricultaking place, for the most part, in the very tural industries of developing nations. And
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he said we stand ready to implement the application of science to tbe problems of food
production.
NATIONAL WILL REQUIRED

But none of these steps, he concluded, can
be as important as the very first requirement--a national will on the part of the
hungry nations to help themselves.
In this way, the President challenged the
American people, the developed nations, and
the developing nations, themselves, to march
together in the War on Hunger. It will be
a tough war . . . a grim war. But increasing awareness of the magnitude of the problem, and continuing advances in the knowledge needed to bring forth two and three
times more yield !rom the same land, give
us reason !or hope . . . and even cautious
optimlsm.
There really is no convincing reason why
the developing countries cannot increase
their food and fiber production to required
capacity and have enough to spare, in the
years to come, to contribute-through trade
and nontrade employment-to general economic development.
The challenge, then, is more than the physical capacity to produce food; it becomes an
institutional one as well. How can we develop the pattern of relationships and social
and economic institutions that will make it
possible to apply in growing measure the
technical and scientific skills we have today?
Studies and research involving social and
economic factors, political relationships and
admlnistrative organizations as they affect
agricultural development are fully as important as scientific studies of plants, animals and soils. I! we can learn more about
what kinds of policies and programs make
for greatest success under varying conditions,
we can progress more rapidly toward our goal.
Here is where cooperatives come into the
picture, for they are, first of all, economic
institutions built by people to improve their
own economic circumstances.
STRUCTURAL FIBERS

"But they are much more. They are bound
with the very fibers needed to weave stronger
social and governmental structures. These
:fibers are:
Democratic organization-growing out of
member control.
Leadership--emerging from the opportunities and responsib1lities members and
directors must assume for sound cooperative operation.
Self-reliance-built out of the opportunity
to do things for themselves as well as from
the experience of doing them.
These elements, vital to any effective association of free and independent men, are
translatable from cooperatives to the task of
building stronger, freer countries.
Cooperatives have another thing going for
them in these countries. They are warmly
accepted by any freedom-loving people.
They form a bond between cooperatives in
developed and developing nations ... and a
bridge over which social and economic benefits can pass.
Cooperatives also have a common ancestry
throughout the world. They were fathered
to solve an urgent problem ... and meet an
urgent need.
SMUGNESS UNWARRANTED

We sometimes grow a little smug about
where we are today with our U.S. cooperatives. We forget what it was like earlier in
this century as rural people began to build
their own cooperative structure~ften by
trial and error and bitter experience.
Co-ops had to win a place for themselves in
Government and in society. It was just 50
years ago--in 1917-that the forerunner of
our cooperative credit system began with the
start of the first Federal Land Bank. And
it was not until 1922 that the Capper-Volstead Act made clear the rights of farmers to
organize into cooperatives. Four years later,

the Cooperative Marketing Act made it official that the USDA provide specific help
to cooperatives-help still being provided 40
years later through the Farmer Cooperative
Service.
Cooperative efforts overseas have a far
briefer history.
As recently as 1961, not a single person or
a specific omce had an official assignment to
work with cooperatives under the Federal
Government's foreign assistance program.
Today, the Agency for International Development in the State Department has a special International Cooperative Development
Service that spearheads developing co-ops in
more than 50 countries.
There are 10 organizations with major AID
contracts to help generate overseas co-op
development-the organizations represented
in the sponsorship of this conference. The
Department of Agriculture, other government agencies, and many colleges and universities also have people hard at work developing cooperatives in the far reaches of
the world.
We here today know that it was the
Humphrey Amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act that brought on this rapid rise
in cooperative emphasis. This measure often
has been called the official key that opened
the door to helping the developing nations
build co9perat1ve institutions.
EMPHASIS ON CO-OPS

It was the voice of Vice President Hubert
H. Humphrey, then Senator from Minnesota,
that called for the adoption of this amendment. He urged a new emphasis on cooperatives in AID's organization structure, saying-"People's groups, working together
through cooperatives, can be seed centers
which will nourish and support democratic
government."
The Humphrey Amendment is a mandate
from Congress calling for the use of the resources of cooperatives, credit unions, savings and loan associations, in our foreign
assistance program. Its purpose is to develop similar institutions and stimulate
democratic processes in the developing countries.
Under the terms of the Humphrey Amendment, people who know and helped build our
own cooperatives are working overseas to involve communities and groups of people in:
Expanding agricultural credit to small
farmers.
Extending electricity to rural areas.
Organizing and operating marketing and
purchasing cooperatives.
Starting housing cooperatives.
Unraveling tangled laws.
Carrying on educational work with leaders
and members.
AID reports that 1t has been or is involved
in one way or another With 40,000 cooperatives that have 16 million family members . . . and that it has committed about
$50 million for technical help.
BASIC PATTERN

This cooperative program is helping people in economically barren lands build for
themselves a basic, self-help institutional
pattern, and from this pattern they are casting the dies !or their future,
The partnership of U.S. cooperatives and
Government with leadership in the develop-_
ing countries is helping give hope to both
the yearning and the hungering half of the
human race.
But cooperatives also help develop the
physical resources needed to put food in the
mouths of the hungry. Seeing how it is
done in this country provides ideas which
others can then apply in their own lands.
In our country, many of our early co-ops
started so farmers could obtain better seeds
and proper fertilizer, two basic steps in multiplying yields.
And many of the early U.S. cooperatives
built the marketing bridge from the farm to
the consumer With a two-way benefitr-a
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place for the farmer to sell 1f he produced
more, and food for the consumer at tbe
place where he could buy it.
Farmers in this country have found ways
to obtain the capital they need to produce
their great abundance. Among these , is the
cooperative credit system. Bonds sold
through this system draw on the nation's
money markets for money to lend to f armers
and to their cooperatives.
Concepts and ideas on this order were
pioneered overseas by some of the co-oP
groups sponsoring this conference even before the official congressional blessing of tbe
Humphrey Amendment.
The work of the Cooperative League In
India during the 1950's is but one example.
The League's men pioneered the importing
of their co-op experience to cooperatives in
developing countries. CUNA International
long has shared its experience with the people of other countries as they develop their
own credit unions.
ISLANDS OF HOPE

President Johnson has referred to cooperatives as islands of economic hope. Tbe
partnership under the Humphrey Amendment seeks to bring to the other half of the
world-the hungering and yearning halfthe hard-won experience of U.S. cooperative
leadership in order to multiply those islandS·
This is a real, working partnership; one
in which the Department is proud to participate With AID and the cooperatives.
Rumors
of
bureaucratic
jurisc:Uctional
struggles have a discouraging way of popping
up in news columns, while "good news"
stories, stories that report solid, effective
inter-agency or inter-departmental relations
and cooperation frequently go unnoticed.
I'm thinking now of one such story-the
story of how excellent working relations have
combined resources and talents across the
government to reach a common objective in
the cooperative development program.
As one example, USDA provides the meeting place for a monthly luncheon for AID
representatives, cooperative contractors, its
own staff, and others involved in cooperative
activity. This luncheon affords an excellent opportunity to exchange ideas and develop closer coordination.
AID and the Department of Agriculture
together work out programs and plans to
help people in developing nations use cooperatives to build their economies. .AID
then provides the financing to help us sent
trained men overseas from the USDA, froill
the Land Grant colleges, and from the coops themselves.
We now have many such cooperative·
trained people at work abroad, and soon will
have even more, particularly in Vietnam and
other crisis areas.
CO-OPS IN LATIN AMERICA

Let me give you an example of how we approach this part of our job. Farmer Cooperative Service, the USDA agency with &
40-year history of research and education
in cooperatives, now has six men in Brazil
and Paraguay, and more soon to go. one
of their big jobs is to help train the co-oP
leaders in these countries so that they, in
turn, can train others. Plans are now well
along to open two training schools for cooperative management people in Brazil.
Our cooperative advisor in Paraguay.
working With the Ministry of Agriculture.
has helped develop a poultry cooperative
and a dairy cooperative in Asuncion, tbe
capital city of that country.
Recently, these two cooperatives agreed to
establish a jointly owned feed mill. Each.
working through our FC8 representatives in
Paraguay, is sending two representatives to
the United States for special training in feed
manufacturing. FCS is helping to deyeloP
this training program. When these men
return to their country, our representative
there will work with them to establish a
sound, emcient mill operation.
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The Department of Agriculture provides
backup help, educational materials, and
SJ)eclal MS!stance of many kinds for its own
staff and for other cooperative specialists
overseas. Many U.S. cooperative contractors
draw on the Department for information.
Each year we welcome to the Department
hundreds of people from overseas who come
here to learn about cooperatives. Last year
~ere were more than a thousand. The
Parmer Cooperative Service worked with
lllore than 700 of these people, and the Rural
Eaectrification Administration with 300. We
ai&o helped them to schedule visits With
tr.s. cooperative people who counseled with
them about co-ops and co-op programs.
INTERNATIONAL CO-OP TRAINING
. Many of these people go to the Internatlonal Cooperative Training Center in Madison, Wisconsin, to get intensive training in
cooperatives.
~e all know cooperatives have done great
t hings for the United States. And we all
~re encouraged that strong beginnings have
een made in the less developed areas of the
'\IVorld.
to But these are but beginnings. Now it is up
us to give vigorous and determined help
to these early-stage cooperatives if their
~embers are to accomplish in 15 years what
t took us 100 years to do. For 15 years, we
lllust remember, may be all the margin we
ha:>e in which to turn the tide in the War
on B:unger.
'I'hus, we can't waste our resources. We
~n·t waste our people. We can't waste our
lll.e. We must move sWiftly, for we have
lllUch to accomplish in too few years.
HARD QUESTIONS
h It is timely, then, to ask ourselves some
ard questions.
Can cooperatives really act as an institu~0nal bridge between Government agencies
developing countries and the fanners?
f Will the governments need. to work down
aroi? their own structure in some areas, using
~nd of "prefabricated cooperatiye pattern"
"'phich will drop local co-ops into desired
1aces?
Since lack of capital is one of the biggest
r~Oblems in de.veloping countries, Where will
e money come from to do these things?
CoWhere do you find the people to run the
,. -ops? And if you can find them, how do
,ou train them?
Do we have men knowledgeable in coop~l'atives located in strategic places in the
e-veloping countries?
·
b Do we have co-op specialists in our ema.&sies abroad?
'\IV These, I think, are some of the questions
e should be asking.
b And, along with these questions, we should
e asking if our efforts overseas have meas~d up to the high hopes of the Humphrey
lra endmen t. Have we done all we can?
ve we used our funds wi.sely?
0 It occurs to me that--without pausing in
a Ur efforts to use cooperatives, credit unions,
t na other private, voluntary organizations
t~ help people overseas live better livess fi!th anniversary of the Humphrey
~endment is an appropriate time to assess
Ur progress thus far.
r But such an assessment, I would think
ea11y should include the views of the do~esuc leaders of these self-help ventures!.. e_leaders o! the new cooperatives in Africa,
itatlU America, and southeast Asia. And
Should include the views of others, who,
~Ust as we, are engaged in technical assist0~ce to these developing nations--the leaders
e cooperath·es in Sweden, Denmark, Switzrland, the Netherlands, and Japan.
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
thI suggest to you then, that you consider
e e possibility of an international confere~ce to explore fully, and assess fairly, the
b · 0 :ts to raise the living standards of two
!ll1on people overseas through private vol-

untary organizations modeled after the credit
unions, cooperatives, and savings and loan
associations of our own and other developed
nations.
This anniversary is an appropriate time
to look forward to such a session.
As the race between people and food pro~
duction reaches the far turn in the next few
yeara, the developed nations wlll have to
invest more talent, more technology, and
more hard cash if this crucial race we are all
engaged in is to be wori.
Let us never forget that governments alone
cannot win it.
President Johnson made this clear last
week when he said:
"The War on Hunger is too big for governments alone. Victory cannot come unless businessmen, universities, foundations,
voluntary agencies, and cooperatives join the
battle."
There is our challenge. Cooperatives have
a most important part to play in meeting it.
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Here." This booklet should be very carefully read by Members of Congress and
I submit it for reprinting in the RECORD:

You SAY IT CAN'T HAPPEN HERE?-IT Is
HAPPENING HERE 1
Shall the doctrine Of academic freedom
remain viable? Shall education progress?
Shall regulatory agencies usurp the authority of Congress and the Federal Judiciary?
Shall regulatory agencies interpret, amend,
and rewrite Congressional legislation by contracts secured by using our tax money as
"the consideration for" signing?
Shall Federal regulatory agencies use this
contract mechanism to usurp state and local
legislative, judicial and administrative
functions?
Shall our children be educated; or shall
they be indoctrinated with one national philosophy of education?
A Clearly Stated, Specifically Worded
Amendment to the Constitution is Urgently
Needed to Prevent Federal Control ·o f Education.
Unfortunately, one who raises a question
Preserving the Rights of the States With
involved with civil rights is frequently preRespect to Public Schools
judged to be a hypocrite and a bigot, and his
question automatically ignored. We can no
longer afford to do this.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
The administration of the Civil Rights Act
OF
by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare has raised questions which must be
looked squarely in the face; questions which
OF FLORIDA
free men must recognize for what they are;
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
questions which must be satisfactorily answered if men are to remain free. if education
Monday, February 6, 1967
is to continue to progress, and if the doctrine
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Speaker, I intro- of academic freedom is to remain viable.
These questions transcend personal backduced House Joint Resolution 292 on
February 13. It has a very simple pur- ground and section consideration. They
transcend
pose-to prevent untimely interference Republican.whether one is a Democrat or a
by Federal ofiicials with legitimate local
When caught up in the fervor of any great
school programs and make it impossible revolutionary movement people are prone to
for
the
same
ofiicials
to
take
away
Fedsuccumb to mob psychology-to excuse and
·
eral funds from needed educational pro- endorse almost any means to secure its goals.
Since
they are only human, judges also get
grams in deserving communities at the
caught up in the maelstrom, and at times
stroke of a pen.
judicial perspectives g~t out of focus.
The resolution follows:
We must pause and take another look at
H.J. RES. 292
some of the actions we are taking to expeJoint resolution proposing an amendment to dite our respective interpretations of civil
the Constitution preserving the rights of rights. If the Civil Rights Act of 1964 needs
the States with respect to public schools to be amended, it should be amended by
proper congressional procedure-not by adResolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America ministrative action, and not by court interpretation.
in Congress assembled (two-thirds of each
House concurring therein), That the folWe shall call attention to a number of islowing article is proposed as an amendment sues involved in the HEW administration of
to the Constitution of the United States, the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Some of these
which shall be valid to all intents and pur- · issues are of grave national importance beposes as part of the Constitution when cause they have wide general application
ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths to education and government. Others are
primarily concerned with the administration
of the States:
"ARTICLESof the Civil Right Act itself.
Unfortunately, and with tragic implica" SECTION 1. The right of each State to determine the curriculum of, the facilities tions for the future of this nation and that of
provided for, and the qualifications of the free men everywhere, these issues are being
personnel in, the public schools of that confused, overlooked and ignored by the
State shall not be abridged either directly overzealous and unreasoning civil rights
.steamroller. Neither wishfully ignoring these
or indirectly by the United States.
"SEC. 2. This article shall not be construed issues nor bypassing them in order to expeto prohibit Federal finanical support for dite civil rights objectives will cause these iseducation, nor be construed so as to abridge sues and their consequences to disappear.
the rights of• persons protected by the four- The practices, procedures, and precedents
established by the civil rights juggernaut
teenth amendment.
"SEC. 3. This article. shall be inoperative will remain to haunt us.
If federal bureaucratic preemption and exunless it shall have been ratified as an
amendment to the Constitution by the tension of authority by contract continues to
legislatures of three-fourths of the States
within seven years from the date of its
1 In support of this statement, carefully
submission to the States by the Congress." read: (1) Titles four, five, and six of the Civil
Mr. Speaker, the case for this resolu- Rights Act of 1964; (2) HEW Regulation purthereto (45 CFR Part 80); (3) HEW
tion is clearly spelled out in a booklet suant
General Statement of Policies thereto, 1965;
written by Drs. Myron L. Ashmore and (4) HEW Revised Statement of Policies thereCharies R. Forman, of the Board of Pub- to, 1966; (5) HEW form 441; (6) HEW form
lic Instruction of Broward County, Fla. 441-B; (7) HEW written and oral statements
It is entitled "You Say It Can't" Happen ' to local school boards.

HON. ROBERT L. F. SIKES
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ous. Furthermore, these administrators and
This unit of HEW, and many of the intheir successors feel free to subsequently dividuals involved with the interpretation.
can be used to secure other objectives.
administration and enforcement of Title VI.
If subterfuge, threat, harassment and change and augment the initial interpretahave operated with little concern for any o!
duress are condoned to secure ciivl rights tions.
This practice of legislation by oontract was the multitude of other factors which vitallY
objectives, as they have been, they can be
employed to secure other objectives. Having the cause of our Board's problem with HEW. affect education, and whose closely interused the tremendous leverage of deferral, This ..-ras why we refused to sign without pro- related workings must be carefully conrefusal, and termination of federal aid for tective qualifications either form 441 or 441- sidered, adjusted, and coordinated in order
educational programs as a combination B. These are legally enforceable contracts to provide a sound educational program for
bribe, chain and whip to expedite civil rights which would result in obligations not re- each child. Wherever this is the case, thiS
objectives, there wlll always be temptation to quired by, and to obligations in direct con- branch of HEW should be restaffed with peothose administrators in control to use this tradiction to, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 ple knowledgeable of IUld concerned for quality education.
money leverage to secure whatever their ob- and to specific prohibitions therein.
Congress must write specific prohibitions
jective of the moment might be.
This is of special importance and of grave
into all federal aid to education legislation significance for those charged with the reIf significant federal aid to education is
which
would
effectively
prevent
the
use
of
not to inevitably lead to one national syssponsibility for approving and reviewing the
tem of federally controlled education, Con- contract by federal administrators to either operations of the individual school systems·
gress must somehow figure out how to write increase their authority or modify or in- Expert educational judgment must be eXand enforce adequate safeguards in all fed- fluence the educational direction of the ercised at this level or major damage to tne
eral aid to education legislation. These programs administered by them.
academic integrity of educational programs
Blatant misrepresentation and duress have may result in inferior education for children
safeguards must effectively prevent federal
administrative agencies from directing or been involved in getting school boards to at all levels.
controlling state and local educational po- sign the contracts 441 and 441-B with HEW.
Interacting factors which determine tbe
licies and philosophy by contract or by any If the issue were not clouded or overridden quality of educational programs vary greatlY
by
the
emotional
desegregation
factors,
most
other means.
between school systems. The present tenThe prevention of federal control of edu- 441 and 441-B contracts should and would dency to ignore this fact and to use arbitrarY
cation is a paramount issue that must be be voided by the courts on the ground that standardized criteria for the convenience of
solved. Those who are quietly, ardently, they were signed under duress and deliberate officials, instead of specific analytical judgand continuously working toward the goal misrepresentation.
ment in evaluating school systems is injurBoth oral and official HEW printed pres- ious and inexcusable. It must inevitablY
of federally controlled education have been
entations
to
local
school
authorities
unhaving a field day using civil rights as a
cause marked damage to the academic integequivocally and most emphatically stated, rity of many school programs, and poorer
lever.
A dictatorship-whether it be Stalin's and continue to state, that unless a school education for many of our children-includcommunism or Hitler's fascism-must have system is operating under a federal court ing those whom we are specifically trying
nationally-controlled education in order to order for desegregation, the school system to help. A youngster only goes through the
maintain itself. In a nation as large and must sign either the 441 or 441-B assurance third grade one time. Haste is not so imporas complex as ours, it is axiomatic to say form in order to receive federal ad. This tant and no official (and no judge) is so bUSY
that free men and a free society cannot ex- edict applies to both old and new federal that he should not take whatever time iS
pect to long exist with federal control of aid programs. Faced with this ultimatum necessary to reasonably evaluate any proeducation-nor can academic freedom. Fed- from presumably reliable and knowledgeable gram that directly affects the education of
eral direction of school lunch programs is federal officials-threatened with the loss of thousands of children. In good cqnscience,
one thing; federal direction of children's federal support for established programs of and in order to try to provide the best pasthinking and control of their education is long duration, and for supplies and equip- sible education for each child, judges and
an entirely different sort of thing. This ment which the community had come to rely administrators must reconsider this abdicamust be prohibited. History teaches us that or-faced with the unforeseen difficulty or tion of responsibility to our children bY
when a mechanism for exerting influence inability of meeting financial commitments wholesale use of standardzed arbitrarY
such as this exists, men ln posit1ons of au- previously made to the personnel involved criteria.
in these programs--confronted with the presthority will eventually use it.
In addition to their inherent tendency to
It should be self-evident that one domi- sures for additionally needed programs- corrupt, influence the direction of, and
most
school boards automatically signed
nant national philosophy of education would
these assurance forms relying on "good faith dictate state and local education thinking
stymie educational progress.
and philosophy, the current methods of proby HEW.
Federal aid for education is largely the presentation"
These assurance forms 441 and 441-B are viding federal aid to education are inefficient
result of the work of professional educators contracts
wherein "for, and in consideration and very wasteful of both tax money and
concerned about inappropriate financial sup- of" the aid requested, the Board agrees that educational manpower that is sorely needed
port for education at · the local level. Pro- it will comply with all requirements imposed at the local level. We could tremendouslY
fessional educators now need to become con- by or pursuant to the "Regulation" of HEW expedite the progress of (and improve tbe
cerned about preserving their right to in- and its policies, and further agrees to the operational efficiency of) most educational
dependent educational thinking-a right judicial enforcement of this contract on the programs supported by federal aid-greatlY
that has been instrumental in making this Board, its successors, transferees and assign- reduce their cost--markedly increase tbe
country ·great.
ees. As pointed out before, the HEW regula- amount of money available to improve eduA clearly understandable, very specifically tion and policies now appear intended to cation at the local classroom level ( estiworded constitutional amendment must be amend and to negate certain sections of the mated by at least a third)-return tb 8
talented federal educational manpower to
passed to insure the effective preservation Civil Rights Act.
of state and local control of educational
The truth is that the Civil Rights Act of depleted state and local service where it is
policies, philosophies, and operation. This 1964 does not authorize HEW to require so desperately needed to improve current
is needed to aid and reinforce appropriate school officials to sign any contract for the educational programs and to adequately imlegislation by Congress. (This must not consideration of receiving federal aid. It plement new ones-by simply using the fedcontain integration overtones. Integration only authorized HEW to promulgate rules, eral government as a tax collecting agencY
is not the issue here. Racial overtones regulations and orders. The propriety and for this purpose.
would prevent adoption of this needed the legality of such rules, regulations, and
Federal support to education can best be
amendment.)
orders and their interpretations would then accomplished by Congress "earmarking" cerA major issue is involved--one that should be subject to appeal via all normal channels, tain tax money to be distributed directly to
be of grave concern to every thinking per- including the courts. However, once these the states and local areas as needed and for
son regardless of his race, regardless of per- contracts 441 and 441-B are signed, the the purposes needed. This would mitigate
sonal financial circumstances, regardless of Board loses its usual rights of appeal con- against all four of the above defects noW
the possibility of current personal or racial cerning these rules, and the rules then be- inherent in our federal aid programs.
b~nefit.
At issue is the usurpation of fed- come subject to arbitrary judicial enforceWe are now drafting a proposed amenderal, state, and local legislative, administra- ment regardless of what their status would ment to the Constitution which we hope will
tive, and judicial processes and authority have been under the Civil Rights Act of 1964. largely prevent federal teacher standards or
l:.y bureaucratic agencies of the federal gov- (Most actions brought against school boards certification of teachers; federal direction.
ernment by the use of contractual agreement that have come to our attention are for regulation or accreditation of educational
entered into "for and in consideration of" breach of 441 or 441-B and not for failure to prograir'1, regulation or approval of curricuthe federal aid requested. This issue is as comply with the Civil Rights Act.)
lum, and textbooks, etc. The following
simple as it is dangerous and far-reaching in
Hal'assment and threat of harassment tentative proposal for such an amendment
its potential. The issue is unauthorized leg- through excessive reports, deferral of project has been suggested: "The right of the several
ally enforceable legislation by contract by approval, litigation, audit and investigation States to determine the content of the curadministrative personnel. These contracts, can all make responsible school administra- riculum and the educational qualifications
using our tax money for leverage, are drafted, tion trying and difficult. The complaint of of teachers in public schools shall not be
interpreted, administered and enforced by any individual can result in unwarranted, abridged by the United States." We will
individuals who have no responsibility to the costly, time consuming investigation of the greatly appreciate your reaction to this provoter. This is patently wrong and danger- school system and its programs at any time. posal and your suggestions.

be used to achieve civil rights objectives, it
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(When we use the term "federal direction
Of,'' we do not mean "direction" in the sense
Of federal support for specific disciplines

RESOLUTION No.5, SERIES OF 1967, INTRODUCED
BY THE ENTffiE COUNCIL

SUch as science or vocational education, as A resolution reviewing the history of the
United States Mint in Denver, Colorado,
long as the recipients of this aid are entirely
and resisting any and all attempts to curfree to prepare and select their educational
tail its operation, close it down or remove
l:naterials, curriculum, texts, methods of
it to any other jurisdiction within these
teaching, etc., without any actual or implied
United States.
federal recommendations. We do not mean
Whereas, on March 8, 1859, Mi'tton E. and
"direction" in the sense of federal support
for educational research, or for the evalua- Austin N. Clark of Leavenworth, Kansas, and
tion of or development of educational pro- E. H. Gruber of St. Louis and Leavenworth,
grams, equipment, and facilities as long as formed the bank of Clark, Gruber & Co. as
the educators involved are free to exercise - one of the big buyers of gold coming from the
their individual professional judgment as new and fast-growing settlements along the
~ the direction the studies shall take and Rocky Mountains, and
Whereas, high transportation costs and deow this shall be done, and are free to
analyze, interpret and report their findings lays in transferring gold from these virgin
~thout any actual or implied federal sugges- fields to the eastern banks led to the idea of
coining the gold dust at the site where it
tons in these matters.)
Thank you for bearing with us, and for was found, and
Whereas, Milton Clark purchased steamYour consideration.
driven machinery for the minting operation
Sincerely yours,
in December of 1859 and transported it by
MYRON L. ASHMORE, Ed. D.2
ox-drawn wagon over the Smoky Hill Trail
CHARLES R. FORMAN, D.V.M.a
for installation in a 2-story brick building at
the corner of G. and McGaa Streets, now 16th
2
Superintendent of Public Schools, Brow- and Market Streets, and
ard County, Florida (90,000 students, 1-12
Whereas, the first gold coins were stamped
Plus, 5,000 students at the Junior College of at this mint on July 20, 1860, and this was
~ward County); Incorporating Trustee and the forerunner of several such private mints
retary of the Board of Trustees of Nova that led eventually to the passage by the
~iversity; Incorporator and Trustee of the United States Congress and signing by PresiUth Florida Education ~nter; Vice Presi- dent Lincoln on April 21, 1862, of a law
dent, State Superintendents' Association; establishing a federal mint system, and
Cotnmission on Colleges for the Southern AsWhereas, a governmental coinage operation
~lation of Colleges and Schools, Past Mem- was approved for Denver on July 19, 1893, and
t · r, Governor's Advisory Committee on Voca- the present mint building, modeled after the
old Medici Bank of Florence., Italy, was
~nal Technical Education; State Steering
S tnmittee for N D.E.A. Funds; Director, planned and constructed and eventually
tate Secondary Principals; etc.
opened on March 22, 1902, and
8
Whereas, another four years elapsed before
Vice Chairman, Board of Public Instructhe
interior facilities and minting equipment
~on, Broward County, Florida; Incorporating
:Edrustee and Vice President, South Florida were installed and coining operations comUcation Center; Past Member, Board of menced on February 2, 1906, and the Denver
Control for Florida University System; In- mint has, in the intervening years, produced
coroorator and Past Trustee, Nova University. the coins necessary to successfully commence
in our great nation, now, the;refore,
Be it resolved by the Council of the City
and County of Denver:
Section 1. That the City Council of the
Resolution Adopted by the Denver City
City and County of Denver, in unity with all
Council
citizens of Denver and Colorado, object most
strenuously to any and all efforts to interfere
with
the minting operation in Denver, or
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
move the coin mint to any other location in
OF
this nation.
Section 2. That if the Federal Congress and
the United States Treasury Department
OF COLORADO
should find that additional coins need to be
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
minted that such minting be accomplished
in Denver, Colorado, at the present mint or
Wednesda·y, February 15, 1967
in expanded facilities in this city.
Mr. -ROGERS of Colorado; Mr.
Section 3. That the Clerk of the City and
Speaker, ever so often, I regret to say, County of Denver shall attest and affix the
one or another of my esteemed colleagues seal of the City and County of Denver to this
casts a covetous eye on the U.S. Mint in resolution.
Passed by the Council January 30, 1967,
benver. Recently there has been renewed speculation that a new mint is Irving S. Hook, President. Approved: Thomas
G.
Currigan, Mayor, January 31, 1967. AtUnbe der consideration and that it might
F. J. Serafini, Clerk and Recorder, Exmoved to another city. This has test:
Officio Clerk of the City and County of Den-

HON. BYRON G. ROGERS

aroused considerable alarm among the
citizens of Denver, who rightly regard
t he mint as a great civic asset.
Aside from the obvious economic and
commercial advantages which :Oenver affords, it also has a historic claim to this
facility. Denver was "coining money"
even before the Federal mint system was
established. The mint is a tangible link
\Vith the robust gold and silver mining
camps upon which Colorado's statehood
Was built.
The history of coinage operations in
b enver is sketched in a resolution
adopted early this month by the Denver
City Council. I insert it in the RECORD
for the instruction and edification of the
Congress:

ver.

(Seal)
Published in The Daily Journal, Jan. 28
and Feb. 4, 1967.

Commemorating Lithuania's lndependenc~
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RAY ·J. MADDEN
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Speaker, February
16 marks the 49th anniversary of the in-
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dependence of Lithuania. It is very fitting that the Congress of the United
States devote time to commend the Lithuanian people and to remind the world
that Lithuania and its people will continue to fight for the reestablishment
of complete independence and selfgovernment.
Lithuania's valiant wars for liberty and
independence are not of recent origin
but the pages of her history are emblazoned with heroic battles for liberty since
the 12th century. During the 16th century, Lithuania battled against the same
Russian tyranny which envelops it today. In the 18th century, this country
suffered a decline which brought about
complete Russian domination. This
tyrannical yoke was infiicted for 120
years, but during that period five major
revolts took place against its conqueror.
The people of this nation, during intervals of time in the 19th century, enjoyed the opportunity to exist as a free
and independent people. World War I
brought about an international situation
which gave Lithuania a long-awaited
opportunity to proclaim to the world
that it is a free and independent nation.
For more than 20 years as a free country, no nation has ever demonstrated its
capacity and ability for sell-government
more than Lithuania. Its civic leaders
brought about long-needed land reformation, created and expanded industry,
established an adequate transportation
system, and enacted social legislation
and an educational policy which could
well be copied by other nations throughout the world. This great progress by a
free nation continued up until World
War II when Lithuania again be~ame
the victim of a powerful aggressor nation who succeeded in enslaving its
people.
I have spoken on former occasions on
the floor of the House outlining the infiltration duplicity and force used by the
Communists to submerge Lithuania and
I shall not repeat those sordid facts to ..
day.
,
Stalin, the most ruthless of tyrants,
and Khrushchev have disappeared from
the scene. The Communist economy in
Russia and- its agricultural programs
have been a failure-millions are starving in China today. Its modern economic programs have been negative, impractical, and failures. Its food production has only been able to serve a fraction of its people and, in my opinion, the
time is not far distant when the muchheralded Communist millennium will
have completely disappeared from the
world.
Our great Nation has been the leader
in this fight for freedom and Communist
curtailment. After World War II, we
spent billions of dollars to rebuild the
bombed-out nations in Western Europe.
We have aided them to become reestablished and prevent the Soviet war machine from marching after they were
helpless by reason of World War II
bombing and destruction.
In 1951, General Eisenhower, then at
the head of European defense, testified
before the House Foreign Affairs Committee that if it had not been for the
valiant sacrifice of our Nation made during those days, "all Europe would be
Communist today." That was in 1951.
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History will reveal after the Communist international conspiracy is destroyed, that it was this free land of ours
that saved the world from Communist
tyranny and enslavement. We can all
today be grateful to the LithuanianAmerican citizens and citizens of other
captive nations who have joined in and
aided our Government to :fight Communist expansion and curtail Communist
tyrannical designs to enslave mankind.

Fino Introduces Second Bill To Regulate
Foreign Banking Operations on Basis of
Reciprocity
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. PAUL A. FINO
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. FINO. Mr. Speaker, today I am
introducing a bill to amend the Bank
Merger and Bank Holding Company Acts
so as to require that mergers and holding
company acquisitions involving foreigncontrolled banks and bank holding companies shall be judged-by the appropriate regulatory agencies under the several acts-by an additional standard in
addition to the competitive criteria already on the books. The new criteria
by which such transactions are to be
measured is simply reciprocity: whether
or not the home nation of the foreigncontrolled bank or bank holding company allows U.S.-controlled banks or
bank holding companies to undertake
similar transactions.
The bill I am introducing today is a
companion to my bill, H.R. 570, which 1s
identical to the Javits bill introduced
last August. H.R. 570, designed to centralize power over foreign bank branches,
agencies and subsidiaries within the
United States in the hands of the Comptroller of the Currency, does not affect
merger or holding company transactions.
Under H.R. 570, a foreign banking corporation desirous of establishing a
branch, agency or subsidiary within the
United States-except a state prohibiting foreign banking operations-would
apply to the Comptroller of the Currency. Existing branches, agencies and
subsidiaries would apply within 1 year.
The Comptroller would assess applications by taking a number of factors into
consideration; among other things, he
would consult with the Department of
State. Under H.R. 570, the Comptroller
would have the power to deny applications of foreign banking corporations
where the homeland of those corporations does not grant similar opportunities to U.S. banks.
I believe that reciprocity must be an
essential part of any Federal foreign bank
regulatory bill. I say this because any
Federal regulatory system would supersede State regulation, and the leading
foreign banking State, New York, already
has a reciprocity requirement blocking
branches of banks of nations-that is,
Canada-which do not allow U.S. bank

branches. Certainly we do not want
to pass legislation which would knock out
the New York State reciprocity requirement without setting up another. That
would reward Canada for :financial chauvinism. Clearly, reciprocity is essential.
Because H.R. 570 does not extend to
merger an~ holding company transactions-or to stock acquisitions by foreign
nonbanking corporations--! am today
moving to :fill that gap. I believe that we
ought to set up new reciprocity standards
for regulated merger and bank holding
company transactions where foreign enterprise is on the move to take over U.S.
banks.
Last year, the California-Canadian
Bank of San Francisco merged withacquired-the Northern California Bank
of San Mateo. The :first--acquiringbank is a subsidiary of a Canadian bank.
At the time the California-Canadian
Bank applied to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation for merger approval, Canada was considering legislation to
further restrict American banking in
Canada. Yet for want of authority to
judge the proposed merger by standards
of reciprocity, Chairman Randall of the
FDIC was not authorized to deny the
proposed merger. He reluctantly approved it, although noting both the unfriendly attitude of Canada and the fact
that the proposed merger would expand
Canadian banking activities in the
United States.
Mr. Speaker, Canada ha.s bigger banking interests in the United States than
any other foreign nation. Canada has
bank agencies in New York and California, subsidiaries in both States, and
considerable operations in Oregon,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
These operations have assets, I believe,
of about $5 billion. Five billion dollars,
Mr. Speaker, and Canada expects us to
take things laying down when U.S.
banks, which are already denied agency
and branching privileges in Canada, are
to be kept from owning more than a
certain percentage of Canadian banks.
I hope that Congress will give my foreign bank regulatory legislation full consideration. I particularly urge Congress
to insist that any such legislation contain reciprocity provisions.

Waipahu High School Students in Hawaii
Earn To Aid Botswana Fund
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
OF HAWAII

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, a
unique people-to-people exchange program was aided this past week in Ha wall
by students of the Waipahu High School
by their donation of $1,500 to a fund to
help education in the newly independent
nation of Botswana, 1n South Africa.
The donation, raised through a special
candy sale drive, and the largest made to
the fund since it was established 6
months ago, was presented to Honolulu
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Star-Bulletin columnist Jim Becker bY
the cochairmen of the drive, Sharon
Naka and Lynne Morimoto, at a school
assembly last week. The funds will go
toward building or expanding a school in
Botswana.
Originally the students at Waipahu
had planned the drive to help the Peace
Corps build a school in Botswana, but as
the Peace Corps has not as yet started a.
project there, the student committee--in
its desire to aid the young African nation-decided to make a direct donation
through the Star-Bulletin's Hana Botswana Fund.
The word "hana," interestingly, means
to labor, to make or do in Hawaiian.
These young men and women captured
the spirit of international cooperation bY
working to earn their contribution to the
Hana Botswana Fund.
I am sure that the friendly ties between
our country and Botswana will be expanded and strengthened, and a program
of mutual cultural exchange will be developed, as a result of the efforts of these
splendid young citizens of Waipahu.
I believe my colleagues will want to
join with me in congratulating the students of my State on their Waipahu- ·
Botswana school-to-school project, and
I am pleased to submit for the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD the news article about the
project, which appeared in the HonolulU
Star-Bulletin on Tuesday, February 7,
1967:
WAIPAHU

Ams

BOTSWANA FUND

Waipahu High School students have donated $1,500 to the Star-Bulletin's Hana Botswana Fund to help build or expand a schOOl
in Botswana.
The donation is the largest made to the
fund since it was established six months..ago.
The Hana Botswana program is a peopleto-people alliance between Hawaii and itS
antipode, Botswana. The fund's chief purpose is to help education in the newly independent nation in south-central Africa.
The $1,500 will be sent directly to MisS
Gaositwe K. T. Chlepe, deputy director of
education in Botswana. She was the first native of her country to visit Hawaii--she came
last June on a State Department sponsored
trip-and is a trustee of the Hana Botswana
Fund in her native land.
Charles H. Pletcher, U.S. Charge d' Afl'aires
ot the American Consulate in Gaberones,
Botswana's capital, will assist Miss Chiepe
in selecting a school to benefit !rom the Waipahu-Botswana school-to-school project.
It's expected that letters and tape recordings will be exchanged between the two
schools for mutual cultural enlightenment.
Jim Becker, Star-Bulletin columnist who
visited Botswana last year, accepted the $1,500 from Waipahu High student service project chairman Sharon Naka and co-chairman
Lynne Morimoto at an assembly last week.
The Waipahu students originally planned
their candy-sale fund raising as a project to
help the Peace Corps build a school in Botswana. About 150 schools on the Mainland
have followed a Peace Corps program in thiS
field. But the Peace Corps is newly arrived
in Botswana and has not yet started such a
project there, so the student committee decided to use the direct approach of the Hnna
Botswana Fund.
Recently, Kalani High School, in a similar
drive, raised $1,550 with the hope It would
go to Botswana, but the Peace Corps will use
It in Tanzania instead. Peace Corps ruleS
require donors to give the Peace Corps freedom to use the funds as the Peace Corps
deems best.
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The Hana Botswana program, which has
Won the highest endorsements of the U.S.
and Botswana governments, seeks to encour·
age a variety of people-to-people exchanges,
directly and informally.
Links have been established between Radio
Botswana and Honolulu's KAIM; the StarBulletin and the Botswana Daily News; and
about 50 individuals in both areas.
In addition, five Island schools and a
Church have plans to carry out exchanges
'9t'ith institutions in Botswana.
Waipahu's 1,800 students raised their $1,500
in a 10-day candy sale.
The original goal was $900. Assisting the
co-chairmen were Sheila M:atsmuoto, Gail
liiraki. Sharon Bello, Christine Esber, Stanley Fujioka, Charlene Oshiro, Gary Choo, and
student body adviser Floranio Castillo.
Student omcers are Theresa Coronas, pres1
..~~nt; Roy Iwane, vice-president; Lynne
~rtm.oto;
secretary; Wayne Takahashi,
easurer.

OF

Does Social Security Offer Security 7
EXTENSION OF REMARK.<;;

Kiewit Computer Center Dedicated on
Dartmouth Campus

o:r

HON. ROBERT DOLE
OF KANSAS

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT McCLORY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. DOLE. Mr. Speaker, 1n light of
the President's recent proposals for inIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
creasing social security payments and
extending benefits under the program, a
Wednesday, February 15, 1967
recent article by one of the Nation's leadMr. McCLORY. Mr. Speaker, the ing journalists, Mr. J.P. Harris of HutchUtility of automatic data processing is inson, Kans., is both interesting and
~~g greater recognition every day. thought provoking.
...wecently on the campus of my alma
Thousands of Americans are becoming
:ater, Dartmouth College, Hanover, increasingly concerned over the future
.II., a new computer center was dedi- solvency of the social security program
cated. This facility established at a cost and about the prospect of vastly inOf several million dollars was made pos- creased contributions to the fund in
Sible, 1n large part, through the gen- years immediately ahead.
erosity of a fellow alumnus, Peter D. KieMr. Harris' article appearing in the
Wit. Mr. Kiewit is a member of the class February 5, 1967, issue of the Salina
~1922 and a successful businessman in Journal in my congressional district
'"''uaha, Nebr.
follows:
The Kiewit Computer Center will house
SOCIAL SECURITY POOR INVESTMENT
a. new $2¥2 million General Electric 265
(By John P. Harris)
Colll.PUter. The impact of computers on
Johnson has proposed the greatkn~wledge, education, the university, and estPresident
of Social Security benefits
S0c1ety were highlighted in a panel dis- in 30liberalization
years. At first glance it seems a lot of
CUssion presented by an impressive group pie in the sky. The longer I look, however,
~f educators and automatic data process- the less pleased I am.
rg SPecialists. The panel discussion folHowever it may work out for the participants as a whole, for the individual one it
OWed, addresses by Frances Keppel,
seems
to me to represent more and more of
former U.S. Commissioner of Education,
Who is now chairman of the board of a snare and a delusion.
Johnson recommends that by 1974 the
General Learning Corp., and Hershner maximum
pension go to $378 a month, but
Cross, vice president and group executive that will not be any government giveaway.
or the General Electric Co.
The one who receives it and his employer will
. Nearly 200 persons from the educa- be paying for the ultimate benefits through
tlonal, scientific, business, and publishing their nose. Each will pay a SS tax of $600 a
~orlds attended the 2-day conference. year in rounded off numbers. There will be
levy of 11.1 percent on a salary of up
his remarks on "The Future Impact a total
$10,800 a year.
~f Computers," Mr. Kiewit observed that to Let's
apply the figures to Oscar Opper who
during the last half CE;ntury we have today is a promising high school sophomore.
e;rPerienced probably the greatest scien- In 1974 assume he graduates from Harvard
~~c advance that v.111 ever happen in the magna cum laude. By that time some brain
.. ~tory of mankind. And this computer talent scout will provide him with a $10,800
~enter that we are dedicating here today salary.
So each year from the beginning of his
symbolic of this great progress. The
working career Oscar and his employer will
~~lll.Puters now installed, and the vastly put
$1,200 into the SS reserve fund. When
44U.Proved models that will inevitably fol- he retires at 65, after 42 years on the job,
low, Will have capabilities far beyond the their total contribution will have been
lllost optimistic dreams of anyone who $50,000. But if the government invests this money,
Was in college when I was."
had given Oscar the right to do so for
d Mr. Speaker, the values of automatic or
himself, at present rates of interest it would
~ta processing to our educational in- have quadrupled. So there should be an ini~Itutions, to our modern industrial com- tial credit of $200,000 in Oscar's account be·
tmity, as well as to our governmental fore his first pension check is written.
functions, are becoming more apparent
At the rate of $378 a month, it will take
OF ILLINOIS
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daily. It is certainly timely for the Con- Oscar 52 years and five months to get back
gress of the United States to authorize his money and the earnings on it.
Even though he stays in unusually good
establishment in the Library of Congress
I greatly doubt Oscar will live to be
of an automatic data processing facility health,
117, let alone the extra five months. He'll
that can serve the needs of the Members probably
come to his end around 80, and it is
of this House as well as of the other body. unlikely his wife, Ophelia, wlll survive him
Many of my colleagues have joined me in for a decade.
introducing legislation which will provide
So for Oscar, and his name is legion, Social
this authority. I am hopeful that just as Security will prove to be a poor investment.
the Kiewit Computer Center has become He and Ophelia together will lack much of
getting his money back. Oscar should write
a reality on the Dartmouth College cam- his
Congressman.
pus, so a computer center in the Library
of Congress can become a reality to benefit directly the elected representatives of Sacrifice Is OK-But It Most Be Justified
the people and thereby benefit indirectly
the Nation itself.
EXTENSION OF RElVf-ARKS

HON. JOHN R. DELLENBACK
OF OREGON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. DELLENBACK. Mr. Speaker, I
am pleased to present a view from southern Oregon which points out the conflict
between the President's request that the
people sacrifice taxes to support the effort in Vietnam and his failure to apply
his own admonition to the nondefense
portion of his budget. The Grants Pass
Daily Courier is a respected newspaper
in my district. The sound views it advocates editorially normally reflect the
feelings of its readers.
The editorial follows:
[From the Daily Courier, Jan. 25, 1967]
SACRIFICE Is OK-BUT IT MusT BE JusTIFIED

Sacrifice, as most of us probably understand it, means doing without something
that might, under better circumstances, be
available to us. Sacrifice is necessary when
one need is so pressing as to make another
expendable.
And so, how is it possible that our President asks us to give "a measure of sacrifice,"
and then he turns around and asks for
higher than ever expenditures for nearly
everything under the sun.
Apparently the "sacrifice" we're called
upon to make ls in the form of parting with
more of our dollars, so that the government
can continue to do more and more for us
that we'd do better and less expensively if we
kept our money in the first place.
The Pres~dent says all ''waste and nonessentials" have been cut from his proposed
budget, yet only in one category are expenditures reduced: to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration's program, which
through its research probably will return in
one form or another nearly every dollar spent
on it, while others bring little or nothing in
return.
Can Lyndon Johnson's memory be so short,
or poor, that he cannot remember back less
than three months, to Nov. 8, when Americans resoundingly rebuked him at the polls
for a wastrel administration which had spent
this country into an untenable lnfiation?
Is it that he cannot remember, or does he
rather think that by expanding his programs,
hiking taxes and postal charges to increase
income, he can buy enough votes to retain
hls control o! the government?
The voters demanded economy. Unless
Congress can muster a majority inclined to
frugality, we'll have even greater spending,
and in all likelihood, worsening inflation.
The "measure of sacrifice" we're called
upon to make should begin at the top, not
the botto1p. It should recognize that we're
paying for a war in Vietnam, and cannot
continue to be lavish at home at the same
time. We'll tighten our belts, yes, but not
to buy a welfare state.
H.L.E.
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Letter From a Chaplain
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OF

HON. JAMES B. UTT
OF CALIFORNIA
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Mr. UTT. Mr. Speaker, the December 16, 1966, issue of the Church Herald
contains an excellent answer, by U.S.
Navy Chaplain G. P. Murray, to those
who readily condemn us in Vietnam but
can see no evil on the part of the Viet-

cong.

Mr. Speaker, I ask that the letter from
the chaplain be printed in the Appendix
of the RECORD.
A

LETTER FROM A CHAPLAIN

DEAR MR. EDIToa: I have had itt
I am getting weary indeed of the many
articles and letters submitted concerning Red
China. and the war in Vietnam. They are
written, I'm sure, by people who have never
seen a Chinese Communist, or been ashore
in the combat areal
This pains my heart, because the things
they are saying are just not so. I spent eight
months in the combat zone with a group of
men who literally worked themselves to
death on humanitarian projects. We built
roads, a hospital, dug water wells, and did
countless acts of civic improvement, such as
working in Catholic and Protestant orphanages.
Then, returning to the good old U.S.A. I
find criticism, bickering, and questions like:
"Are you still burning innocent villages and
shooting civllian women and children?" I
find that patriotism Ls suspect, miltiary obligation is something to be avoided, and to
almost kill yourself trying to rescue a man
isnowasin ..••
I wish that the critics of the war, and those
who are always clamoring about Red China,
would shut up and listen once in a while tO
those who have been there. Please excuse
my phraseology, but I mean it. I'm sick to
death of battlefield experts who have never
left home, and of mushy Christians who have
never been to an area where to believe in
Christ means torture and death. Let them
spend their time under fire, then I'll listen.
Let them go over and talk to the refugees
from China and North Vietnam, then I'll
talk With them. May God have mercy on
these political and military experts who debate in a classroom and never get more than
a hundred miles from home. May God have
mercy on us all, for condemning so easily
and commending so slowly. . ..
What frightens me is that our people are
not getting a good and true picture of the
Vietnamese conruct, even though I'm sure
it is the best-covered news event in hl.story I
When I tell people that our men never fired
a shot at the Vietcong until we were attacked, they look at me like I was crazy.
When I tell them that the Communists hate
our guts, and savagely blew up our hospital,
and maimed our men with ambushes, no
o:ae wants to listen. When I ask these
people back in the States if they have been
to Asia, if they have talked with any refu- ·
gees from North Vietnam lately, or questions
of that nature they say, "No, but it doesn't make any difference!" Can you imagine
that?
I hear a continual criticism of our presence in Asia and continual harping to withdraw. Why don't we clamor for the North
Vietnamese to get out of South Vietnam?
Why Lsn't there more condemnation of the
raping, looting, burning, and hell the Communists are spreading south of the demilitarized zone? I think the thing that burns
the soul of every combat soldier is to come

home and hear some fat, comfortable
preacher in his clerical garb denounce our
country's policy, and spout off about a war
he hasn't fought in and discuss issues he
has no firsthand knowledge of. I know this
has been true ever since "Willie and Joe"
came back from World War II, but for
heaven's sake we ought to learn something
by now.
When I tell folks back here about the
work our boys are doing over there-building, teaching, healing, and cleaning, I get
a sweet smile, a knowing look, and a reply
Something Uke this: "Oh yes, it is wonderful
what our boys are doing. But don't you
think those people are just taking advantage
of us and _they really aren't in favor of us
being there, and wouldn't they be just as
happy and well off under the Communists?~'
The first several times I heard this, I was
too· surprised to reply. Then I was too mad
to talk. Now I want to go in a corner and
weep!
How stupid can we get?

I know that this war is a terrible thing.
I know that there is a lot of feeling about
"political policy," and "foreign affairs," and
that it is not a simple thing. Oh Lord, how
well I know this-as does anyone who has
been there for a few months.
But how would you like to have someone
say to you, "Let them go, don't help, they
will be happy under Communism!" It's an
old truism that if we sit here smugly in our
freedom, and not help others preserve theirs,
we wouldn't have ours very long! We're so
smart we know this, but we are so dumb
we don't want to do anything about it.
There is no doubt in my mind that this is
the "Good-Samaritan-Parable War!" We've
got a bruised and bleeding South Vietnamese
desperately in need of help. And a lot of
Americans fear getting involved by stopping
to help. The thing that breaks my heart is,
that having been one of the many who did
stop and try to help a little, I straighten up,
and turn around looking for our Church to
help-and I don't find it! What's wrong
with being on the side of freedom? What's
wrong with helping a brother who is hurt
badly and calUng for help? What's wrong
with speaking out against the godless ruthlessness of Communism? Nothing, you say?
Then why don't we do it?
I love the Reformed Church in America,
and I hope I'm Christian in the matter of
speaking to the Red Chinese, and working
for peace. The only trouble is the last Red
Chinese I saw tried to mortar me to death.
Now, brother, if you want to speak with
him, and Qiscuss the issues of peace With
him, go right ahead I Be my guest. I have
had it. You try it for a while. Then, after
you come back, let me know how you made
out.
Fraternally,
G. P.

MURRAY,

Chaplain.

BOSTON, MASS.

· The President as a Leader
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS S. KLEPPE
OF NORTH DAKOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. KLEPPE. Mr. Speaker, in a series
of Lincoln Day speeches in the Second
District of North Dakota, I quoted what
I think was a most moving assessment of
the Great Emancipator by an eighthgrade student, Miss Diane Ridl, of St.
Wenceslaus Parochial School, Dickinson,
N.Dak.
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Her motivation is proof today that
Lincoln lives in the minds of all people.
I commend this essay to my colleagues.
Miss Ridl received Q. trip to Washington
for her prize-winning essay.
The essay follows:
THE PRESIDENT AS A LEADER

Abraham Lincoln began life with his hands.
discovered his heart and controlled both witb
his head.
As a political man, he stuck to his prin·
ciples. His viewpoints were seldom political
or economical, but almost wholly moral.
His appeals were always of peace.
When Lincoln became president in 1861, he
pledged to use all his skills, both ln politiCS
and statecraft, toward the preservation of
the Union. Already the Civil War had broken
out between the North and the South at FOrt
Sumter. Only three months later the first
major battle was being fought at Bull Run.
Often during this time Lincoln would go out
into the battlefields with words of encouragement for his men. Lincoln regarded everY
soldier as his son, and all as his children·
After four years of fighting, the war was o"er.
The day of love and peace had dawned. Th6
miracle of unity had occurred. And above
all this loomed the figure of one man; namely,
Abraham Lincoln.
We perhaps wonder what attracted everY·
one to this great man. Probably the greatest
reason for this was his achievement in the
enaction of the famous Emancipation Proclamation. This act affecte4 approximatelY
three hundred million Negroes by breaklng
the chains of slavery throughout the world.
Lincoln had a great love for these slaves and
once told them, "Liberty is your birthright.
God gave it to you as he gave it to others.''
Lincoln also had a love for his fellow man.
as a man who knew no malice or envy, onlY
love.
This certainly shows a deep love for the
more unfortunate. The Declaration of Inde·
pendence clearly states that "all men are
created equal." And what better example
Ls there than Lincoln who brought about tbe
abolition of slavery?

Fifteen Steps in the Right Direction
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GILBERT GUDE
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. GUDE. Mr. Speaker, keeping in
mind the fact that traffic deaths are increasing in the United States, I feel that
a recent study and resulting recommen·
dations, made by the Maryland Governor's Safety Advisory Council and under
the able leadership of William Prescott
Allen, Bethesda publisher, is a step in
the right direction.
The council's recommendations are as
follows:
FIFTEEN STEPS IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

1. Require that persons under age 18 com·
plete an approved driver education course
before obtaining a driver's license.
2. Provide for mandatory safety inspeo·
tion of motor vehicles at least once each
year.
3. Strengthen safety and licensing require·
ments for operators of motorcycles.
4. Require operators suspected Of drivlng
under influence of alcoholic beverage to
submit to chemical tests.
5. Establl.sh provisional licenses for persons
under 21 years of age.
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6. Create a top-level position of Highway freedoms the nations of the free world en- cestry has a unique contribution to make
joy.
Saretv Coordinator.
to Ametican life.
0. SzczUDLUK,
7. Provide jail sentences for driving when.
Describing "cultural heritage'' as a
Vice President, Ukrainian Congress
lice-nse is under suspension.
nebulous and intangible thing, Mr. YamCommittee
of
America,
Inc.
8. Revoke vehicle registration of drivers
anaka stressed that one just cannot sit
convicted of driving while operator's license
back and wait for a heritage to fall into
is suspended or revoked.
one's lap. You have to learn, _and in or9. Re-examine applicants for driver licenses
Japan Embassy Counselor Shun-lchi Ya- . der to learn you have to -expand some
e\'ery four years.
10. EstabliSh minimum physical standards·
manaka and Maj. Gen. Charles A. Wil- effort-and the effort to understand is
!or drivers.
one of the first steps by which one en11. Require physicians to report physical
loughby Speak at Washington Japa- ters into a cultural heritage. Stressing
cieflctencies of drivers.
education. as a key to understanding,
nese-American Citizens League
12. Provide for medical certification before
Counselor Yamanaka observed that in
licensing of persons convicted twice or more
Japan, parents, however humble, howOf drunk driving in a five-year period.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
ever poor, always strive to give their
tr 13. Study existing facilities for emergency
OF
children a better education than they
eat.ment of accident victims.
had enjoyed themselves, and many ob! 14:. Determine whether traffic courts are
OlloWing recommended procedures.
servers on the Japanese scene feel that
OF HAWAn
15. Establish a. system for pinpointing acthis emphasis on education is one of
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
c.ldent locations.
the reasons why Japan was able to man-

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Ukrainian Freedom
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK
OF MASSACHUSETTS

I..~ THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

:Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, under Permission to extend my remarks, I

~elude a letter written by Orest Szczud-

't· Vice president of the Boston Chapter

~-the Ukrainian Congress Committee of

4

~erica, Inc., which appeared in the
lloston Sunday Herald, January 29, 1967.
'I'he letter follows:
UKRAINIAN FREEDOM

the EnrroR OF THE HERALD:
Forty-nine years ago today on January 22,
19
ll 18, free Ukrainian National Republic was
roclaimed in Kiev, capital of Ukraine.
1ta.As ~e young Rep~blic started to organize
Political, econom1c and cultural life, it
~. engaged in costly and bloody war With
!7>V'1et Russia, despite previous Soviet RusItl.an Pledges to respect and honor Ukrainian
tl dependence. In 1921, the Ukrainian Nal Oll.al Republic succumbed to the numerical: SUperior forces of Communist Russia. A
Uppet Communist regime was installed in
~aine, without letting the Ukrainian peoe exercise their voting rights.
ti In the past 49 years, Ukrainians have con~ nuously demonstrated their resistance to
Ussian colonial rule by unceasing upris1
and resistance movements. During WW
f the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA)
0
! Ught against the Nazi and Communist
orces.
Recently, the Ukrainian Dance Ensemble
~erfonned in Boston, demonstrating Ukra.init n. folk dances, music and embroidered cos'U.lnes. By dispatching this group to this
:ountry, Communist rulers in Ukraine are
a~eJnpting to deceive the American people
t Ut the colonial status of Ukraine. The
eruth is: the Ukrainian people are denied to
d.ll.joy political, religious and cultural free'I'o

tr,&s

O.tns!

r ld:oroover, Communist Russia. has been en-

~cing policies of genocide against Ukrainian
ture and language. Recently, over 100

or

t 'Rrlters, poets and intellectuals were sen-

~ by Communist courts in enslaved
e
e, because they demand freedom o!
XJ>re.sston !or the Ukrainian culture.
'I'ha Ukrainian people, together with all
~Ptlve nations under Communist dominaon. are entitled to the same rights and

Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, the
Washington, D.C., chapter of the Japanese-American Citizens League held its
21st installation banquet at the Marriott
Motor Hotel in Rosslyn, Va., on January
28, 1967, and it was my privilege to attend
the banquet and participate in the program. During the ceremonies, Mr. Kaz
Oshiki was installed as the 1967 chapter
chairman, and Miss Ann Fukutome was
installed as president of the 1967 Junior
Japanese-American Citizens League.
The distinguished gathering included the
Japanese Embassy Counselor, the Honorable Shun-Ichi Yamanaka, who gave
the principal address, and Maj. Gen.
Charles A. Willoughby, who received a
special citation for his outstanding work
as General MacArthur's chief of intelligence and head of linguistic teams in the
Pacific during World War II. Mike Masaoka, Washington representative of the
league, served a.s master of ceremonies
for the occasion.
It was a time of renewed pride for
those of us who are Americans of Japanese ance&try as we listened to the
splendid address by Counselor Yamanaka
on the subject, "Cultural Heritage of the
Nisei." Speaking on the various aspects
of the :flow of Japanese culture to the
United States, the Oxford-educated
counselor commented that, ironically,
the greatest occa.sion for renewed interest in the culture of Japan came through
the American military occupation of Japan after World War II.
Many thousands of American GI's,
with scant knowledge about Japan, were
immersed in the midst of the Japanese
way of life and gained a practical knowledge of Japan, its people, and its cultw·e,
to be shared with fellow Americans upon
their return to the States.
The counselor pointed out that although the occupation of Japan ended
15 years ago, the Security Treaty between the United States and Japan has
insured a constant rotation of American personnel, both military and civilian,
between our two countries. He stated
that he felt the long run, perhaps, one of
the most beneficial effects of the treaty
may well turn out to be its role in promoting mutual understanding and trust
between the peoples of Japan and the
United States, and he empha.s1zed that
this is why the American of Japanese an-

/

age the transition from a feudalistic society to a modern, democratic nation in
such a short period of time. ·
The Japanese official said he believed
we Americans of Japanese ancestry,
with continuous modification of our own
American culture, could enrich the
American tradition with oriental elements in the direction of a wider, more
comprehensive, all-embracing inheritance of human culture as a whole, with
the ultimate goal being that of the sharing of the achievements of all humanity.
We, too, look for a world which Mr.
Yamanaka described in his closing observation, "when becoming better Americans and becoming better Japanese will
mean the same thing-that we are becoming better citizens of the world in
the process."
I had the honor of presenting a special
citation to General Willoughby during
the program. General Willoughby, who
for the 10-year period, 1941-51, was
chief of intelligence for General of the
Army Douglas MacArthur, was responsible for the initial wartime employment
of Nisei in his capacity as chief intelligence officer, and he continues, as if it
were a mission, to tell the story of the
remarkable contributions of the Nisei in
war and peace.
,
I believe that Counselor Yamanaka's
address and General Willoughby's re. marks at the banquet will be of particular interest to my colleagues, and I take
pleasure in submitting them for inclusion
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:
ADDRESS BY COUNSELOR SHUN-ICHI YAMANAKA,
AT THE INSTALLATION BANQUET, JAPANESEAMERICAN CrriZENS LEAGUE, WASHINGTO~,
D.C., CHAPTER, JANUARY 28, 1967

Mr. Chairman, distinguished guests, ladies
and gentlemen, the other day I bad a couple
of visitors from Japan, from a certain movie
company, who were here to locate people and
scenes they wished to include in a documentary they were going to make !or the Meiji
Centennial. They told me they had found
the perfect person for one of their shots, an
Issei now living in Canada, who was born in
the first year of Meiji, and who was still hale
and hearty at the age of 99, in this year of
1967. As the Meiji Centennial corresponds
roughly to the centennial ·of the Japanese in
America, I was very strongly impressed by the
fact that the amazing success story of the
Issei and the Nisei in this oountry has indeed taken place within a single life-span.
Tonight, however, I am not here to sing
the praises of the Issei. but rather, to speak
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about the cultural heritage of the Nisei-the
Americans of Japanese ancestry.
Though America's 1.nltial contacts with
Japan date back to the 1790's, it was not until
Commodore Perry's two visits to Japan in
1853 and 1854 that an awareness of the. neighbour across the Pacific began to take shape in
the American consciousness. Incidentally, it
may interest you to know that the Japanese
stone imbedded in the Washington Monument was brought back to America by one of
the ships in Perry's squadron in 1854.
Of all the Western countries exercising
influence on Japan during those formative
years of Meiji, none was stronger in its practical impact upon the country and its institutions than the United States. In the
other direction, the Americans too could not
escape being influenced in their turn by
Japan and things Japanese, even though
such influence tended to be concentrated in
the area of the fine arts.
Foster Rhea Dulles, in his book "Yankees
and Samurai", mentions that after Perry's
expeditions, Japanese arts and handicraft
were soon found in many New England
homes as treasured possessions, and that
Tiffany and Company were selling Japanese
objets d'art as early as the 1870's.
Efforts to interpret the Japanese and their
culture to the Americans were made by a
host of notable figures, among whom Ernest
Fenollosa, the art critic, the Lafcadio Hearn,
the writer, are the best known. Fenollosa
was almost single-handedly responsible for
beginning the wonderful collection of Japa::nese art at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
and many of you who have seen the recent
Japanese movie "Kwaidan" in color will
know that Lafcadlo Hearn wrote the original
stories from which the movie was made.
Today, probably the field in which Japanese influence is most strongly seen is that
of architecture. You now have a number of
excellent American architects, Minoru Yamasaki and Kyo Obata among them, who are
making good use of the Japanese heritage.
But even in this field, the original impetus
came in 1876, With the exhibition of a Japanese pavilion at the Centennial Exhibition
held in Philadelphia in that year. It is said
that the pioneer American study of Japanese
architecture was the book "Japanese Houses
and their Surroundings", published in 1885
by Edward S. Morse, and which quickly went
through four editions.
Traditional Japanese painting, especially
"sumi-e", Japanese "Ukiyo-e" color prints,
calllgraphy, the tea-ceremony, the art of
:f:l.ower-arrangeiJlent, Japanese lacquer-ware,
cloisonne, silk fabrics and embroidery, pottery, sculpture, fans and screens, lanterns,
Kabuki and Noh, Haiku, Zen-all have had
their impact on American culture and continue to exert their fascination on American
minds attuned to the East.
Thus, the original in:f:l.ow of Japanese culture to the United States was in the 19th
century. In our own century, however, the
greatest occasion for renewed interest in the
culture of Japan came, ironically, through
the American military occupation of Japan
after the war.
The Occupation gave thousands and thousands of GI's, who knew next to nothing
about Japan, the opportunity to live in the
midst of the Japanese and to realize that
they WeTe human beings after all, and
human beings with social and cultural values not normally evident on the field of
battle.
There has long been a number of scholarly
works on this and that aspect of Japa.p.ese
life, and even in the midst of the war, Ruth
Benedict was writing her monumental study
of Japanese mores, "The Chrysanthemum
and the Sword".
But the impact of the Occupation on the
participating Americans was instrumental in
making practical knowledge of Japan a thing
to be shared by all Americans, and not just
a preserve of the scholars and esthetic intel-
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f!.
lectuals. For the Americans who were there, surrounded by fish, otherwise ill-pro\ided"
it was an experience in "total immersion", The Japanese are perhaps even worse 0 •
and this experience has, of course, rubbed because even though they are surrounded bY
off on their families, friends and neighbors fish, they are sitting, not in coal, but right on
top of an earthquake zone! It seems to me
after their return to the States.
Though of course the Occupation ended 15 quite clear, however, that the si;mllaritY tn
years ago, the Security Treaty between the the British and the Japanese character~
United States and Japan has ensured a con- stems from the fact that we are both tslalld
stant rotation of American personnel, both countries, with all the good, and the ba '
military and civilian, between our two coun- points attendant on such insularity.
ur
tries. I feel that perhaps, in the long run,
The fundamental qualities imposed bY 0 e
one of the most beneficial effects of the natural surroundings combined with t 11
Treaty may well turn out to be its role in Confucian code of ethics to build up a stro~
promoting mutual understanding and trust pragmatic approach towards life which h _
between our two peoples.
remained the backbone of the Japanese c~ t
The American heritage has its roots in the acter in spite of conditioning by Budd 6
mainstream of Western civilization, Greco- beliefs.
!
Roman or Judea-Christian, whichever you·
Certainly one of the major contributiOns 0n
choose to call it. Even the Indo-Aryan tra- Confucian thought to the Japanese has been
dition traveled westward. On the other its strong emphasis on loyalty in hullla
hand, though fragments of Chinese culture relations-loyalty to one's self, to one's fatnil~
did reach America through the West, by and and to the country. Confucianism was alS e
large the vast hinterland of Chinese, and to responsible for the early realization of t~
a lesser extent, Korean, culture--distilled, importance of education in Japan. paren ~
blended and aged in Japan-has reached however humble, however poor, always stroV
America through America's contact with to give their children a better education th~
Japan. Even today, American news of cur- they had enjoyed themselves, and manY 0
rent events in Communist China relies a servers of the Japanese scene feel that thiS
great deal on news sent out by Japanese emphasis on education is one of the reaso~
correspondents!
.
Japan was able to manage the transit1°
And this is why the American of Japanese from a feudalistic society to a modern, demoancestry has a unique contribution to make cratic society in such a short period of tune·
to American life.
When I was a member of the United NaWhat is this nebulous, intangible thing tions secretariat, at U.N. headquarters ~
called "culture"? What is a "cultural heri- New York, a.n American colleague once sai
tage"? My dictionary tells me that the an- to me, "Do you know, Yamanaka-san. ev~
thropological definition of the term is: "The though you are a Japanese and I aJll d
sum total of the attainments and learned American, I feel closer to you than I woul p
behaviour patterns of any specific period, to, say, an American farmer from the dee
race, or people, regarded as expressing a tra- South? Just as there is a North-south
ditional way of life subject to gradual but cleavage in the economic standards of th~
continuous modification by succeeding gen- countries of the world, there is a North-sout
erations."
cleavage between the international intellecal
Japanese culture, then, is "the sum total tual community and the non-intellectu ,,
of the attainments and learned behaviour community, regardless of race or nationalitY·
patterns" of the Japanese people. My emI do not quote this remark from any feelj
phasis ls on the word "learned". You cannot ings of intellectual snobbishness. Indeed. d
just sit back and walt for the heritage to have a very realistic view of my own linlite
fall in your lap. You have to learn, and in capabilities in the intellectual field. But ;
order to learn, you have to expend some ef- do have something which I share with Ill
fort. Obviously, there are some things that one-time colleague in the United NatioOSt
you inherit anyway, without any conscious and that is actual, first-hand, on-the-spos
effort o.fl your own part--the color of your contact with a number of :foreign cultur~
eyes, hair, certain physical and physiognomi- other than my own. And I think that t
cal features, certain qualities of mind and is important. Now that the world is gettinJ
brain, even perhaps some manual dexterity. smaller all the time, no country can afford
Artifacts and works of art are solid, con- isolate itself.
It seems to be a fact of international ure
crete evidence of cultural attainments. But
to appreciate these attainments, you have to that all developing countries have to pass
be able to understand the traditions and the through a. period of intense nationalisillt
frame of mind of the artist who produced This is true in Africa and also in southeas
them-and the effort to understand is one Asia. The danger is, of course, that such na.;
of the first steps by which you enter into a · tionalism, while remaining one of the roos
effective devices for mobilizing national encultural heritage.
I have often wondered about the particu- · ergy, runs into the great danger of beCOill"
lar quality -of the Japanese contribution to ing chauvinism. I like to think, as a Japworld culture. Is there anything special that anese, that Japan has outgrown its period
of extreme nationalism, and has now reached
the Japanese have to offer? .
It is true that there are certain character- the point where there is no need to whiP UP
istics which have, through the years, come chauvinistic sentiments to maintain her po·
.
to be associated with the Japanese--fru- sitlon in the world community.
What I am trying to say is that, though at
gality, hard work and love of beauty. Some
Japanese scholars, notably Dr. Watsu.H, have the present moment ln world history ther~
tried to explain the formation of such traits does seem to be a distinct Japanese waY~
through the geographical and physical char- looking at things, growing out of the tra acteristics of the country. For instance, the tional Japanese way of life, we eventuall!
Japanese have had to cultivate through the come to the second part of the dicttona~
centuries the habit of hard work and fru- definition that I have already quote •
gality in order to eke out an exlsten-::e from namely: "subject to gradual but conttnuous
the limited area suitable for cultivation. modification by succeeding generations."
Living close to nature, in a climate blessed
By all means, Americans of Japanese anwith a distinct division into the four seasons, cestry should study Japanese culture. F~
has cultivated a deep appreciation of nature those of you who know the language, it
and her beauties. The prevalence of ty- almost an obligation. And by learning to
phoons, earthquakes and other natural ~a appreciate Japanese concepts of life, relilamitles has endowed the Japanese character gion, nature, beauty, and the uriiverse, I aiXl
with a certain fortitude in the face of ad- tolerably certain that you will be able t~
versity. The Japanese as a rule waste no _ enrich the American tradition with orienta
time in crying over spilt milk.
elements which it did not posse~ before. ~
In some respects, we very much resemble other words, you will be playing your P
the people of Brita.l.n. Someone once de- in bringing gradual but continuous roodi1l""
scribed the Briti8h as "sitting in coal and cation to your own American culture, in t,be
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CUrection of a wider, more comprehensive,
a.Il-embractng inheritance of human culture
aa a w-hole.
~ h.ave been informed that the Japaneseencan Citizens League has plallE! for a
&OOd-Will tour, or a series of such tours, to
gaPan. I also understand that the JACL and
apan Air Lines are jointly sponsoring a pro~am of summer fellowships, for young memct ~of the JACL to visit and study in Japan
llrtng the summer months. I should ·like to
~e this opportunity to express my whole~d support for all such programs.
,, In the concluding paragraph of her book,
\Vindow-s for the Crown Prince", Elizabeth
0
~~Y Vining says:
\\' I had been asked to open windows on to a
tAder world for the Crown Prince. I had
ed, but who can say to what extent I had
8
bucceeded? But certainly many windows had
een opened for me--and perhaps through
~e for others--both on Japan itself and on
\\>iat ancient, ceremonious, hidden world
e thin the Moat. Through windows, whichl vter way they face, comes light, and light,
hought. is good."
r Japan has learned much from America. It
~tnains to be seen whether America is willg to learn from Japan. But during the
of gradual and continuous modifica810~ or our respective cultures, let us not lose
a~t of our ultimate goal, the sharing of the
,c evements of all humanity. I look for a
~ld When becoming better Americans and
t~ming better Japanese ·will mean the same
<>! g-that we are becoming better citizens
the world in the process.

ft)Ces.s

n~AttKs

-

BY MAJ. GEN. C. A. WILLOUGHBY,
ACARTHUR'S CHIEF OF INTELLIGENCE, 1941Sl, ON THE OCCASION OF THE ANNUAL IN81'ALLATION
OF THE
JAPANESE-AMERICAN

CITizENs LEAGUE

gr!.ir. President, Counselor Yamanaka, ConresCSstnan Matsunaga, ladies and gentlemen,
Ill Ponsible for the initial, wartime employC~~t of Nisei in my capacity as MacArthur's
~! of Intelligence, I undertook this task
J
nntng with 1942, at the height of antih a.pa.n.ese feeling and at the peak of war
r:sterta. Linguist requirements for the Eu..,1Pean theater of war could have been met
Cithout leaving the sidewalks of New York
in ty, but there was a vastly different story
the Far East.
CoI have long sought an opportunity to relitd the remarkable contributions of the
b est ~war and peace, and perhaps atone for
c a:-banc injustices inflicted upon them by
e0 or-blind politicians. There was no taxr:mpt "Foundation" to hire third-rate EuPea.n sociologists to propagandize the
.\merican dilemma vis-a-vis Orientals.
'I'he post-Civil War carpetbaggers who
~t~ced genocide on a vast scale on the
r encan Indians set the historical pattern
c~ the Nisei concentration camps in the Patis e West, in 1941, and the pseudo-legal cong Cation of private properties. However, this
r~~nt ethnic minority did not retaliate by
tl Otlng or staging crypto-communist revolultons in the style of Watts, Chicago, and
a Ochester, but quietly served on the Asiatic
fronts with spectacular bril1ca~ ceEuropean
unsurpassed by any comparable Amerill or Allied military unit.
I let MacArthur speak for them. In a
~;eface to the "Intelligence Series", Tokyo,
<t~an. Sept. 30, 1950, the General stated:
A.T .I.S., the Allied Translator and Interf~eter Service, an operating agency of the
~ e~ ter G-W, engaged in an extraordinary
(arlety and extent of activities throughout
t:r) Campaigns. The polyglot personnel of
tl' s Unique organization could speak and
'!{~late 29 oriental languages and dialects.
e;r work was stupendous. By September
194
t a, they had processed over 350,000 captUred documents; of these 19,000 titles were
~anslated and 17,000 printed. In addition,
h8 5 Interrogation reports were published,
ll.sed on the examination and screening of

more than 10,000 P.W.'s. A.T.I.S. publications, produced in thirteen editorial categories, were regularly disseminated to intelligence agencies of all theaters and have contributed materially to the success of (my)
operations.
"In this connection, it is appropriate to
emphasize the invaluable services rendered
by our Nisei, in conjunction with combat
operations. A regiment of Nisei, the 442d
Infantry, established an incredible record
of heroism on the battlefields of Italy, in
1944.
"Preceding this r~cord by two years, Nisei
linguist teams of my (MacArthur's) command accompanied American assault units
in every landing from Papua to the Philippines to match the Italian combat performance. Over 180 members of A.T.I.S. received
battle decorations; 125 additional personnel were cited in Brigade and Division
Orders."
So much for combat service. MacArthur's
Preface to the "Intelligence Series" notes a
shift from "military" (combat) to "civil
intelligence". It was inescapable that Japanese linguists were to play a significant role
in the occupation of Japan and its civil
administration_:
"In the administrative framework of the
Occupation, A.T.I.S. linguists translated 'directives' and applied them as C.I. agents and
Projl:'<·t
1
2
3
4
5-16
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(thus) became the indispensable links between Japan's millions and the widelyscattered Occupation forces.
"The plan for the Occupation had the
code name 'Black List'. Annex 5 covered
intelligence procedures. The various G-2
Sub-Divisions were promptly oriented toward civil objectives. G-2 operated as a
sort of F.B.I. through the use of observation
posts in each political sub-division of the
nation. In Japan, this was the 'Prefecture'."
The program tonight stresses the "Cultural Heritage of the Nisei." I am happy to
point out a very recent and spectacular "cultural" contribution. I am referring _to the
MacArthur Reports now being published by
the Government, after initial confiscation by
President Truman, in 1952, and fifteen years
of storage in a Washington warehouse. I
take a grim satisfaction in having personally
accomplished this delayed publication, in
1966 and 1967. Two volumes, in deluxe editions, have already appeared for sale by the
Superintendent of Public Documents and
two more dealing with Japanese Operations
are in process of publication.
An enormous range of research, source development and manuscript copy is evident
in statistical totals of pages of text, plates
and illustrations, viz:
Pages

Title
American Operations in the Pacific ________________________ _
Allied Occupation of Japan ________________________________ _
Japanese Operations in the Pacific _- ----------------------Japanese Wur Records: Monographs ______________________ _
C~eneral Intelligence St:'ries ___________ ------ ___ -------------

As regards Projects 1 to 3, inclusive, they
were developed by me, as editor-in-chief (in
addition to other duties) to page proof status, in Tokyo, and turned over to the Department of the Army and the Intelligence Agencies, including mats, acetates, copper and
zinc plates, etc.-in other words, they were
print-ready. On transfer of these records,
the Army History Division made an official
appraisal ( 1953) viz:
" . . . All c.f this material is indexed and
catalogued in a manner that is rarely encountered amon~st the records of military
operations . . . the integrity of this collection will be maintained in its present form
. . . it constitutes a unique and extremely
valuable body (of records) which derives
value as much from organization and assembly into an integrated collection as from its
contents. Tremendous effort has been expended in the creation of this collection in
order to facilitate research and reference into
the history of the War in the Pacific and the
military phase of the Occupation .. .''
The Superintendent of Public Documents
issued a ·special Supplement, No. 2Q-W /S on
Oct. 7, 1966, and circulated 850,000 copies.
There was some Press coverage by the
Scripps-Howard chain and the Chicago Tribune, and a garbled account in the Washington Post without reference to the editorin-chief, confirming the old cliche about
"prophets in their home-town."
These superb volumes represent a truly
cultural effort. Diplomacy seeks ••cultural
exchange" between nations
These superb
volmes are in that elusive c'ategory-an initial print job by an important Japanese company, the Tappan Co., in friendly association
with the United States Government Printer.
The Regular Army can take satisfaction in
that its "professionals" will take on any local
miss~on or assignment, as in Tokyo, and produce a finished product equal to any comparable civilian or commercial enterprise.
In my capacity as the responsible editorin-chief, I must point out that the MacArthur· historical projects 1-16, inclusive,
were a G-2 assignment and that a most
casual scrutiny of approximately 30,000 pages
/

ll1 ustrations

Total

134
95

468
2\ll

778

171
1, 576

1R, 675

li,004

1,509

60::!

3xn
949
20, Zlll
7, 513

of text indicate that this mammoth job
could not have been done without the linguistic support of the Nisei in MacArthur's
intelligence agencies. And that means members of the present audience who served in
Japan. The full story of the Nisei in MacArthur's command, however, has not been
told as yet. The record is available in the
"General Intelligence Series", especially Volumes TII, IV and IX. Since it has taken me
15 years to force the publication of the MacArthur Reports in only four volumes into the
open, there is little likelihood that the "Intelligence Series" will ever reach the public.
I thank you.

Tribute to the American Sokol Movement
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES S. JOELSON
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. JOELSON. Mr. Speaker, the
American Sokol movement has recentlY
observed a lOlst anniversary. Its founders came mainly from Bohemia, an area
now familiar to us as a part of CZechoslovakia. The durable organization
which they began has always had as its
purposes the physical, mental, and cultural training of its members.
Those members now number over 250,000 Americans. Their splendid organization is entirely self-supporting. With the
dues it collects and the donations it receives it builds and staffs gymnasia, foreign language schools, libraries, summer
camps, and many other physical and cultw·al programs and activities.
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It has a magnificent motto: ''For neither profit nor glory." That motto conveys the stress laid on independence, initiative, and self-discipline by the Sokol
movement.
Some of its members are as young as
6, some are over 60, but boys and girls,
men and women, all share in the benefits
of an athletic and recreational program
that is second to none in this country.
Think of the value to children and teenagers of an organized program like
Sokol's. The approach taken by Sokol
is the one that avoids juvenile idleness
and juvenile delinquency, that builds
health through physical fitness, that inculcates a democratic spirit by team
play, and that makes tomorrow's leaders
of today's children.

What We Can Afford
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, surely
the time has come when we must sit
down and determine what we can afford
in passing on appropriations. The following editorial from the Wall Street
Journal of February 9 is an excellent exposition of this limiting idea:
WHAT WE CAN AFFORD
A side effect of the long bloom is the prevalent motion that the country is so rich it
can afford anything it needs and even anything it wants, whether it be the "elimination" of poverty or rebuilding the central
cities from scratch. Not least, it is a concept
that animates Federal planning and budgeting.
To concede the existence of affiuence
beyond dreams of avarice is not to accept the
argument; it is defective, and you would
think obviously so, on several counts.
Trying to do anything and everything
(which increasingly means through the machinery of the central Government) requires
first of all an awesome amount of taxation.
On the most straightforward basis, the cash
budget, Washington hopes to rake in over
$168 billion in fiscal 1968, and that stupendous sum fails to cover planned outlays of
more than $172 billion.
Whether or not we are hit with a direct
tax boost this year, taxes on the productive
part of the population are constantly going
up; the more money a man makes the more
the Government takes. In part the arrangement is supposed to redistribute income, but
there is a point at which it develops diminishing returns.
It does little good to the poor, that is, if
the better off are taxed at a level that discourages effort, or if the taxation induces re·
cession. Among economists it is widely believed that the proposed 6% increase may in
fact contribute to a downturn this ye.ar.
But since even oppressive taxation is in·
sufficient to sate the Federal appetite, inflation is a further result of doing too much.
Right at the moment an impression exists
that inflation has been licked, and accord·
ingly, it's noted, interest rates are turning
down. Yet the Administration makes no
secret of its yearning for still more inflationary easy money, and certainly the same adjective applies to its fiscal policy.
The deficits, which c:a.n be inflationary, are
.continuing large, larger than they seem. On

a cash basis, the current year's deficit is figured at $6.2 billion, next year's at $4.3 billion.
As the First National City Bank's Letter observes, however, and as these columns have
done:
". . . when sales of financial assets and
participation certificates-which act as substitues for regular Treasury financing-are
added in, the actual cash deficits are much
bigger: $10.1 billion this year and $9.6 billion in fiscal '68." A business slowdown
could bring a red-ink fiood of $15 billion or
more.
The Letter puts the whole thing succinctly: ". , . the basic problem in both
fiscal '67 and '68 is that the Federal Government is enlarging its claim to the nation's
resources too rapidly to avoid both inflation
and a slowdown in the private business sector."
The very possibility of a recession is a further refutation of the theory that the U.S.
is so wealthy its Government doesn't have
to exhibit any prl,ldence or priorities in its
projects. People who talk like that seem to
have forgotten that the business cycle is
·still with us, despite the ministrations of
the New Economists.
Granted it's been a long, big boom, but set
against American economic history it 1s a
brief span indeed. And if a recession does
materialize this year or next, it will be in
no small measure the consequence of the
Governmental extravagance which helped
overheat the economy.
Even if reckless spending could somehow
be justified, non-financial considerations
also argue against the frantic Federal effort
to get into every conceivable act. Principally, it just doesn't work out particularly
well; Washington has mastered hardly any
field it has invaded.
Witness the ill-fated "war" on poverty,
into which the planners plunged on the naive assumption that mere handouts would
take care of the complex and sometimes intracable causes of poverty. Generally speaking, it is at least possible that more limited
objectives and more thoughtful approaches
might have more rewarding outcomes.
The nation is rich, it's true; it can afford
a lot of waste, bungling and abuse. Still,
the evidence is rather rapidly accumulating
that we are being forced to buy a size of
Government well beyond our means.

Mon.ey Still Talks Between Nations
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GARNER E. SHRIVER
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. SHRIVER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
REcoRD, I include the following editorial
from the McPherson, Kans., Sentinel
which discusses in very practical manne:x:
certain aspects of increased East-West
trade. Since this will be an important
matter considered by this Congress, I
feel the pros and cons as expressed in
the Nation's press should be brought to
the attention of House Members.
The editorial follows:
MONEY STILL TALKS BETWEEN NATIONS

Congressman Garner Shriver is urging serious study of President Johnson's request for
more trade with communist nations. In part,
he believes that expansion of trade with these
latent enemies could be a useful tool in our
attempts to bring peace to the world.
There is much opposition to the idea because many consider it tr.ading with and bettering the enemy. Still, 1f we don't do busi-
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ness with them, our own allies will continue
to do big business with them as they have
been doing for years. Our refusal to trade
with these nations will not stop their pur·
chases elsewhere at all. It only cuts us out.
Above all, money still talks big between
nations just as it does between people. wnen
we trade with strangers all of us get bet~
acquainted and an understanding starte
1 in trade can very well spread into better un·
derstanding between nations.
These nations will make money as will we
with expanded trading and when you dO
business profitably with someone, you're
bound to be a little more understanding.
Radical as it sounds, expanded trade c<Juld
well help toward a more peaceful world t1S
Shriver suggests.

The Kee Report: Budget Cutting
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAitttES KEE
OF WEST VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. KEE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, l
include this week's public service television and radio newscast, "The Kee
port." Tlre subject discussed is "Budge
Cutting."
The report follows:

Ret

THE KEE REPORT:

BUDGET CU'ITING

This is Jim Kee, bringing you the J{ee
Report.
·
Each year, shortly after Congress asseXXl~
bles, a lively discussion breaks out aboU
the greatest fiscal operation on EaTtb·
This operation is better known as the Fed·
eral Budget, meaning the President's estl~
mate of how much money the Governroell
wili. take in during the year ahead and bO~
much it will cost to run the Governmen
during the same period.
Budget talk is rather complicated eve~.~:
advanced students of economics. The tw"
culty is increased by the fact that the oovd
ernment's fiscal year begins on July 1, an
ends 12 months later. In other wordS. con·
gress is now considering the estimates for tbe
year 1968.
There is no disagreement, however, about
calling this the world's largest fiscal oper~
tion. The budget in no other country equa t
that of the United States. The money spens
by Uncle Sam supports a host of actlvitled
that are essential to you, both at home ant
abroad. There is another very importall t
aspect to this operation. The money spell.
by Uncle Sam provides a strong underpl.ll
ning for the national economy, which is no~
at a record level. Financial experts agte
that too deep a slash in Federal spendillg
could bring on a serious business recession·
The budget recently submitted to con:
gress by the President calls for record ~
penditures and strong demands have be e.
made that the Congress should econollliZ d
The public has a right, a duty, to deill~e
the prudent use of its tax money and
elimination of waste in Federal spending.
Until the House Appropriations Committe~
completes its study of budget estimates~
will be impossible to say what spending •
be cut without endangering· national wtet
ests. However, a few essential facts sbO~6
be borne in mimi in considering the Fe
eral Budget.
In some of the main areas of spending, it
is impossible to reduce expenditures witb"
out endangering national security, or violat-'
ing the sacred pledge of our Government to
its citizens.
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The first area. of spending is national de 4
fense.
Direct military expenditures for
the next fiscal year will exceed 74 billion tloUars. Intlirect defense spending for the
atomic program and the space program will
atta millions more. During our lifetime,
~ore than 20 nations have lost their liberty,
cause they lacked the military capacity to
~fend themselves. We do not want that to
PPen to our nation.
Interest on the National Debt will reach
~bout 14 billion dollars. There is no way
esca.pe this obligation. The budget esti~ates call for $6 billion to operate the
eterans Administration. We certainly do
not want to escape the debt we owe our exservicemen and women and their dependents.
During the next few years the Governlllent \Vill spend huge sums to abate the
~~~ers of air pollution and waterpollution.
"LUS 1s a. new area. of Federal spending.
liowever, it could be avoided only at extreme
l>eru to public health.
1nI b_elieve Congress can and w111 cut spendg m non-vital areas. But care will be
tabe~en to avoid harm to the national welltng.
Thank you for listening.

Arricultural Marketing Act of 1967
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN 1\-1. ZWACH
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

_Mr. ZWACH. Mr. Speaker, last week

~ liltroduced a bill which will guarantee
l>armers certain rights in marketing their
roctucts. The bill, H.R. 5275, would as~re farmers the right to be}ong to a
arketing or bargaining association, or
~ ?ther organization, without fear of
Cnm.ination by -processors, buying
agents, and handlers. It would, likewise,
ftOhibit these groups from intimidating
armers to belong to such organizations.
I believe this legislation is importantProbabliV more important today than
~er before. It is the desire of aU of us
Illove in the direction of less govern:~nt involvement in the marketing and
nee mechanism of agriculture. But I
strongly feel that if we are to realize this
goal for farmers, new institutions, owned,
~Perated, and controlled by farmers,
USt move into the picture to take over
Portion of the role which government
as Played in recent years.
c· F'~rmers must band together in assol~tlons which will be able to sit down
'With buyers, packers, and processors to
~~gotiate price structures, contract conltions, and other factors necessary to
guarantee an adequate supply of food for
consumers at a fair price to farmers.
t !o be sure this can be accomplished,
hiS tYPe of legislation needs to be pro~ded. We are not suggesting that there
r·ave ~en great abuses of marketing
t~hts m the past. We are suggesting
f t there could be in the future as
tfrnt~rs move to strengthen their posion m our private competitive system.
t ~<;>ngress has the responsibility of est a lishing the rules which guide our syse.rn of self-government. H.R. 5275
~erely adds another rule which guarntees our farmers a "fair shake" in their
attempts to carry on their role in our
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society. Several of my colleagues have tion's stand, is anxious to do something con4
also introduced this legislation. I hope crete in aid of the war effort--and we can.
war has led to a crisis in the maritime
more will do so soon. I commend you The
industry, which includes a severe shortage
all to study this legislation and lend your of
officers to man the ships now being resupport to it.
moved from the reserve fleet. We are look-

Commencement Exercises at U.S. Merchant Marine Academy, February 10, 1967
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN M. MURPHY
OF

NEW

YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. :MURPHY of New York. Mr.
Speaker, this year the U.S. Merchant
Maline Academy held a February graduation instead of the normal summer
graduation. The need for these young
men to man our merchant ships on the
Vietnam-United States runs necessitated
this action by the Department of Commerce. One hundred ninety-eight young
men who successfully completed the 4year course of instruction will join our
Merchant Marine to carry on with honor,
uprightness and loyalty the profession
and traditions of -the U.S. Merchant
Marine officer.
The graduation address was delivered
by the Honorable J. W. Gulick, acting
Maritime Administrator, and I include
his address :
REMARKS OF ACTING MARITIME ADMINISTRATOR
· J. W. GULICK, U.S. DEPARTMENT oF CoMMERCE AT COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES AT THE
U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY, KINGS
POINT, LONG ISLAND, N.Y., ON FEBRUARY 10,
1967

To the Class of 1967, my hearty congratulations.
This occasion is unique. It is a. special
time when one graduates from an accredited
institution of learning. It is particularly
unique when one adds to that experience the
immediate prospect of §erving our country in
her time of need.
To the Maritime Administration, and to
the United States Merchant Marine Academy,
this graduation represents a major departure
from tradition. Rather than the usual ceremonies held under a hot summer's sun, this
mid-winter graduation was authorized to
help alleviate the shortage of merchant
marine officers to man the ships maintaining
the vital supply lines to Southeast Asia, and
in carrying on our trade with the Free World.
Your predecessors, the Class of 1966, did
not face the demanding sacrifice of overtime
study as you have done, but I know they
spoke for you in their request to President
Johnson to graduate as early as possible so
they could contribute their services to man
the life-line to Vietnam. Let me read their
letter:
"Mr. President:
"We, the Class of 1966 at the United States
Merchant Marine Academy ... feel compelled,
as responsible and patriotic Americans, to
speak out in support of your policies. We
believe that it is in the best American tradition to support a people who are struggling
to retain their independence, as the Vietnamese people are now doing.· We as a nation have committed ourselves to defend the
free world and to bring about a just and
honorable peace. Not honoring our commitments now would destroy the respect of
the rest of the world for our pledge, and also
leave the rest of Southeast Asia helpless in
the face of communist aggression.
"Our class, as well as supporting our n~

ing forward to aiding in filling this void,
thereby serving our country and meeting our
moral obligations. This is in keeping with all
the traditions of the Cadet Corps created in
the Second World War. In addition to sixtyeight graduates, one hundred and forty-two
Cadets while still in training died at sea
for their country. Six cadets received the
Merchant Marine Distinguished Service
Medal. We appreciate the opportunity our
country has given us, and we now stand
ready, willing, and able to do what we can
for our country."
The letter was signed by every member
of the class.
You have withstood the rigorous acceleration of the curriculum, and I know that you,
too, stand ready to serve. This is not a call to
the refined habits of commercial service. You
are being asked to give a service to your
country that only you, each one, as individuals, can give in support of those men who
in daily combat serve where the going is
roughest.
I know you will accept this challenge and
meet it. In doing so, you will be serving not
only your own chosen career, but serving your
country as well. The President put it aptly
when he wrote to the Kings Point Graduating Class:
"Each of you has signified your intent to
serve America on the seas as we seek to uphold peace, justice, and the dignity of mannot only here at home but for people
throughout . the world. In the far corners
of the world in which you will voyage, you
can play a major role in the challenging
years ahead . . . . I am confident that in
sailing the waters of time, whether they be
calm or troubled, you will justify the pride
our nation has always held in its Merchant
Marine."
'
We hear much these days about the softness of our young men. I don't believe it.
The next time some one questions the character of young America, let him think of the
graduates of the Class of 1967 of the United
States Merchant !l.fll.rine Academy-and of
their predecessors.
You follow in a proud tradition of service.
The men who sail our ships in support of
freedom's fight have proved once again that
the American Merchant Marine can be
counted on when the chips are down. With
ships outmoded by twenty years and more
we have nailed our colors to the masthead
to proclaim the fact that the merchant marine-as old as it is-as beset with problemsdoes serve the national defense of the United
States. This is a fact, and all the debate
to the contrary cannot change it.
Your responsibilities, however, are just
beginning, and there is a full need for your
talents, your dedication, your service. The
merchant marine, we hear on every side, faces
more problems than any other industry. And
it seems we have become so obsessed with
the number and difficulty of the problems ·
we have lost sight of the vast promise and
challenge of accomplishment which lies before us. Freedom won on the battlefield is
a waste of sacrifice-unless we use that stepping stone to build a better future.
The one, most ·meaningful purpose of the
American Merchant Marine in times other
than emergency is its ability to support and
sustain that industry and commerce essential
to the Free World's future. The flow of goods
to and from the United States 1s the largest
in the world. This means that the United
States is the center, the hub of international
commerce. It is not enough to say that this
of itself demands the protection of United
States shipping. Under that theory the
means becomes the end: the purpose of
building and operating ships is limited to
the need to possess a merchant fleet. This
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overlooks the fact that, 1n this day of mod·
ern business With its rapid means of communication, its Wide-ranging economic im·
pacts, its need for faster tum-over from
production to delivery, shipping must become
an integrated part of the transportation
complex.
The business of shipping is neither distinct
nor individual unto itself. There is awakening a new conceptr-long overdue-under
which the various modes of transportation
no longer stand alone. Heretofore, each system of transportation generally attended exclusively to its own area of operation-it
began and ended within its own limited orbit.
The trucking industry's primary concern
ended at the tailgate of the truck; the rail·
road's interest went little farther than the
loading platform alongside the steel tracks;
and the shipping industry figured its respons1blllty began or ended with the cargo on
the dock.
The key to this new concept is unityunity and coordination which produces and
sells just one inter-related product: transportation. The beneficiary of this concept
is the shipper-the importer and exporter.
And if the public funds which have enabled
us to advance since 1936 to this present moment are not directed solely to this objective
in the future, then we will be guilty of a
compromising disservice to the total transportation industry, of which we are a part.
The nation calls upon us to build our s~g
ment of a solid national economy, which is
the only hope of the Free World's future.
I hardly need add that in the accomplishment of this objective it seems completely
illogical to quarantine the shipping industry
from the recognized and accepted federal
transportation complex embodied in the Department of Transportation. To think
otherwise is to worship at the s,hrine of isolation-and we learned a hard lesson in the
results of Isolation during the bitter years
of w;orld War II.
What part will you play? As I see it, a
joint relationship With maritime labor and
maritime management. It is ptoper andessential that you commence your service in·
the ranks of maritime labor. 1 urge you
to be knowledgea-ble and responsible members when you join labor's ranks.
Neither labor nor management can operate in a vacuum, each must be Willing to
work With the other even to the extent of
lending assistance to the solution of problems that are of primary concern to one
alone. The reason for this is simple for the
problems of either are bound in one way
or another to affect both. Though some may
reject this concept, it is nevertheless a fact
that in this age of modern production and of
measurement by productivity, the best efforts
of both are required to solve the problems
of the industry.
I may report to you that I am delighted
at the growing awareness on the part of maritime labor officials of the inter-dependence
of labor and management in the field of
shipping and that both gain or lose as the
industry prospers or falters.
Thus you must be aware also of the increasing need for maritime labor to become
management oriented, and vice versa.
It is not enough to man a watch in the
accepted routine of shipboard operation.
The ship is rapidly becoming an integral
part of the transportation assembly line.
Improvements in the performance of that
function can only come with the close cooperation of labor and management. Keep
on the alert to stay abreast of the advances
1n technology which will be necessary if we
are to become increasingly competitive in
the changing world of trade. Never lose the
desire to seek out better means of achieving
the objective of your job.
Now, let me digi·ess for a moment and
comment on the role and mission of the
Academy and its relationship to the national program of the Maritime Adminlstra-

tlon. For far too long, Kings Point has been
more or less forced to operate as an isolated
Government activity. Steps have been
taken this past year to improve this
situation.
The Academy has been elevated to its
proper place as an important program element within the agency. The Superintendent now reports directly to the Administrator. The newly created Board of Advisors,
chaired by the eminently qualified President
of Rutgers University, Dr. Milton Gross, is
committed to a program j;o upgrade the institutional aspects of the Academy's program, and campus life in general. The impact. of its recommendations will be felt at
all levels of Academy activities.
On the administrative side, the Maritime
Administration is working closely with the
Academy leadership to improve program
planning, budgeting, personnel management,
administrative procedures and to provide a
closer relationship with obvious mutual advantages to the national programs of the
Maritime Administration. I am highly
gratified by the wholesome response at all
levels of Academy leadership to this new
relationship. We are justifiably proud of
the Academy's past record and that of the
Corps of Cadets. We pledge our very best
efforts to make this institution a model of
excellence.
You who are undergraduates will play an
important part in achieving this goal. A
man-sized job awaits the conclusion of your
undergraduate studies. Unlike most other
college students, your future career is
assured from t~e moment you matriculate.
From the day you first set foot on this campus, your country expects you to commence
building the bridge to manhood and the
service to ·which you are committed. Good
progress has been made in the instillation of
a highly responsive esprit de corps. Refine
and broaden this spirit until it directs every
aspect of your life both on and off campus.
I am proud of you and I have faith in you.
I mention it because the spotlight of your
country's interest increasingly is focusing its
attention upon you.
.
To return to the graduates, what I now
say is somewhat on the personal side. It is
not unimportant that, in the final analysis,
it is the measure of the man himself that
spells success or failure in life's mission. I
come then to your most important contribution to the merchant marine of tomorrow. The ships will be the most advanced
types that technology can produce. The
transportation system will require changes
in concept beyond our present comprehension. Your personal contribution will be
the daily building of a strong sense of personal character that stimulates its own
leadership.
In the old days of sall, the motto was one
hand for the ship and one for yourself. Today, there are few instances where the physical dangers of seamanship demand such attention to self-preservation. The life is
easier, the equipment will be even more improved than it is today, and the surroundings
are not comparable. Don't succumb to the
easy life of self-gratifying vegetation. I urge
you to perfect the arts of self-discipline, and
the desire to achieve well, even at the expense of that extra effort to do an even
better job. Remember that the reward of a
deserved rebuke is priceless knowledge.
Practice the art of living and working with
all men under all manner of conditions without comprom.lse, for a man's ideals are his
personal compass -points.
Our merchant marine needs the finest of
all men With the broadest of horizons to sail
it to lts intended destiny. Your Government has given you the best training It can
muster. The future course is now yours.
God blesS each one of you, and welcome
aboard to the task of building an American
Merchant Marine which will not only serve,
but bring a sense of justifiable pride to our
Nation.
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What Is a. Cop?
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Mr. HOWARD. Mr. Speaker, on Octo·
ber 14, 1966, I placed in the CoNGRES·
SIONAL RECORD a statement of my feelf
ings concerning the plight and status o
the American law enforcement officer. It
was titled "What Is a Policeman?"
Just la§t week while viewing the "Drag·
net" program on television, I heard tb~
featured actor, Jack Webb, give a mos
moving and significant statement on tbiS
same subject. It is so pertinent that 1
am happy to include it in today's REC~
and hope that all of my colleagues w~
take the time to read it.
The statement follows:
WHAT Is A CoP?
It's awkward having a policeman around
the house. Friends drop in. A man with a.
badge answers the door. The temperature
drops twenty degrees. Throw a party and
that badge gets in the way. All of a slldden
there isn't a straight man in the crowd.
Everybody's a comedian. "Don't drink toO
much," somebody says "or the man with tll~
badge will run you in." . . . Or, "How's 1
gain',. Dick Tracy? How many jaywalkers
did you pinch today?" . . . And there's always the one who wants to know how manY
apples you stole. All at once you've lost your
first name. You're a "cop," a "flatfoot." a.
"bull," a "dick," "John Law," You're "~e
fuzz," "the heat," . ·. . you're polson, you re
trouble . . . you're bad news. They call you
everything, but never a policeman. It's no~
much of a life . . . unless you don't m.ln
missing a Dodger game because the hotshot
phone rings . . . unless you like working
Saturdays, Sundays, holidays . . . at a Jo~
that doesn't pay overtime. Oh, the pay
adequate. If you count your pennies, y~u
can put your kid through college. But you d
better plan on seeing Europe on your television set. Then there's your first night on
the beat. When you try to arrest a drunken
prostitute in a Main Street bar and she ripS
your new uniform to shreds. You11 bUY
another one . . . out of your own pocket.
You'll rub elbows with all the elite: pimps.
addicts, thieves, bums, winos, girls who can't
keep an address and men who don •t cared.
Liars, cheats, con men, the class of Ski
Row. And the heartbreak: underfed kidS·
beaten kids, molested kids, lost kids, crying
kids, homeless kids, hit-and-run kidS·
broken-arm kids, broken-leg kids, brokenhead kids, sick kids, dying kids, dead kidS·
The old people that nobody wants, tlle reliefers, the pensioners, the ones who walk tbe
street cold and those who tried to keeP
warm and died in a three-dollar room wttll
an unvented gas heater. You'll walk tlle
beat and pick up the pieces. Do you have
real adventure in your soul? You'd bettel'U
have. You'll do time in a prowl car. It'
be a thrill-a-minute when you get an "unknown trouble" call and hit a back yard a.t
two in the morning, never knowing wb 0
you'll meet . . . a kid with a knife .• · 6
pill-head With a gun, or two ex-cons witb
nothing to lose. And you'll have plentY ot
time to think. You'll draw duty in "
"lonely car" . . . With nobody to talk to bUt
your radio. Four years in uniform a.n.d
you'll have the ability, the experience an.d
maybe the desire to be a detective. I! you
like to fly by the seat of your pants, t~
is where you belong. For every crime t}lat 8
committed, you've got three million suspec~
to choose from. Most of the time you
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have few facts and a lot of hunches. You'll
run down leads that dead-end on you.
r-ou·u work all-night stakeouts that could
ast a We€k. You '11 do leg work until you're
sure you've talked to everybody in Cali!orll.ia • • • people who saw it happen, but
~eally didn't People who insist they did it,
~t really didn't. People who don't rememth r, those who try to forget. Those who tell
1U e truth, those. who lie. You'll run the
es until your eyes ache. And paperl>ork . . . you 11 fill out a report when
l" 0 U're right, you'll fill out a report when
tou•re wrong, you'll fill one out when you're
llot sure, you'll fill one out listing your
~eads, you'll fill one out when you have no
eads, you 11 make out a report on the
rePorts you've made. You'll write enough
;ords in your lifetime to stock a library.
t 0 U11 learn to live with doubt, anxiety,
rustration, court decisions that tend to
~~er rather than help you: Dorado, Morse,
---.:obero, Cahan. You11 learn to live with
the District Attorney, testifying in court,
fefense attorneys, prosecuting attorneys,
Udges, juries, witnesses. And sometimes
i~u. won't be happy with the. outcome. But
ere's also this: Th.e re are over five thousand men in this city who know that being
a. Policeman is an endless, glamorless, thankjob that must be done. I know it, too.
d I'm damned glad to be one of them.

These benefits were available to veterans of
World War II and the Korean war.
There is no valid rea.Son to treat Vietnam
veterans less generously. The war in Vietnam is fully as hard fought as the Korean
war and World war II.
Denying veterans of the Vietnam war the
benefits enjoyed by other war veterans is an
injustice that should be rectified.

A Door Closed
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JEFFERY COHELAN
OF CALIFORNIA ·
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Mr. COHELAN. Mr. Speaker, the
New York Times lead editorial yesterday
expressed the disappointment of many
of us that the brief pause in the bombing of North Vietnam was not continued.
Many of us had hoped that the pause
would be continued long enough to exhaust any reasonable hope that North
Vietnam, and the Vietcong, would respond either by a deescalation of their
own military etforts or at least by specifically agreeing to come to the negotiating table.
There can be no question that risks
are involved in halting the bombing of
the north. But this risk is more than
counterbalanced by the costs and the
dangers inherent in the present stalemate.
As the Times stated yesterday:

:S

Bene6ts for Viet Vets
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOSEPH E. KARTH
OF MINNESOTA
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A full-scale and uninterrupted bombing
of North Vietnam may have some military
logic, but it will put an end to the hopes
of peace in Vietnam for a long time to
come.

l!r. KARTH. Mr. Speaker, praise for
~!:e Presidential proposal to enact the

vJ.etnam Servicemen and Veterans Act of

t~67 has resounded across the Nation in
ue PUblic press. It is gratifying to see

Mr. Speaker, I commend this editorial,
and an equally thoughtful one which
appeared in the Times on February 10,
to the serious consideration of all who
are concerne<l with seeking an early, juSt,
and negotiated peace in Vietnam.
The editorials follow:

such wholehearted support for this unquestionably just and fair legislation.
The letters and telegrams that have
Poured into Washington in support of
~hPid Passage of this program evidence
e concern of Americans for their men
engaged in the awesome struggle in Viet-

nam.

[From the New York Times, Feb. 14, 1967]
THE EPHEMERAL PAUSE

I feel confident that we will provide
ib.ose benefits asked for by the President.
otfer my full support to his proposals,
and hope for a speedy enactment.
theProm the press we have learned quickly
feeling of the people on this matter.
An outstanding example of the editorials
Which have appeared since the proposal
Was made in this editorial from a fine
and objective newspaper, the st. Paul
~oneer Press, St. Paul, Minn., in its issue
Of February 4:
BENEFITS FOR VIET VETS

American servicemen fighting in Vietnam
a[e fUlly entitled to the extended GI bill of
r ghts benefits proposed by President John8on.
The President recommends:
Disability compensation at full war-time
rates.
Disability pensions for veterans and death
~ensions to widows and children of Vietnam
eterans.
Special medical care benefits, including
llledlcine and drugs for severely disabled veterans on the pension rolls.
b $1,600 toward the purchase of an automoUe by veterans with special disabilities.

~

The resumption of the bombing of North
Vietnam comes as a harsh disappointment to
the many millions in many lands whose
hopes had been raised by the brief pause.
This will include the Vatican, the United
Nations, the chancelleries in many countries
and those Americans who thought they saw
a gleam of hope on the dark Vietnamese
horizon.
The reason given by the Pentagon was
that the bombing had be€n halted "in order
to avoid any possibility that earlier resumption would be misconstrued in relation to
fSoviet Premier] Kosygin's visit to London."
There was unconscious irony in this reminder
that the bombing raids had begun on Feb. 8,
1965, after the Pleiku incident while the same
Premier Kosygin was visiting Hanoi. This
time the Johnson Administration no doubt
entertained hopes that Prime Minister Wilson
would be able to persuade Mr. Kosygin to
make some strong and urgent move for peace
by in.fluencing Hanoi.
Mr. Wilson's brave words to Parliament
that he believed a peaceful solution "could
now be reached" were contingent on "a belief on each side that the other desires a
negotiated settlement." Unfortunately, there
is no such belief.

/
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President Johnson now says that he had
"no choide" but to resume the bombing. So
both sides a.re fixed in the positions that
existed before the pause--the United States
will not stop the bombing unconditionally
unless the North Vietnamese reciprocate by
some form of de-escalation, and Hanoi will
consider peace negotiations only if the
United States ends the bombing unconditionally.
There were two ways of breaking this
deadlock. Hanoi could have changed its de~
mands or, had there been an extended pause
in the bombing, North Vietnam and the
many diplomatic forces working for peace
might have had a chance to reach a favorable
decision. As Secretary General Than t said
yesterday, the bombing pause would have
had to last a few weeks. Instead, there were
two days.
The temptation now will be to escalate
the bombing in order to destroy the North
Vietnamese build-up of materiel during the
cease~fire.
The Times has long believedand still believes--that the bombing should
be stopped altogether and for a considerable
period. Failing that, it would be wise to
confine the raids to the roads, trails and sea
lanes from North to SOuth Vietnam, keeping
well away from population centers.
A full-scale and uninterrupted bombing of
North Vietnam may have some military logic,
but it will put an end to the hopes of peace
in Vietnam for a long time to come. Presi·
dent Johnson said again yesterday that "the
door to peace remains open"-but he closed
one door when he ordered the resumption
of the bombing.
[From the New York Times, Feb. 10, 1967}
No CHANGE ON VIETNAM
Secretary of State Rusk gave his press conference yesterday to state in the most emphatic way that the United States will not
cease its bombing of North Vietnam without
some "reciprocity" on Hanoi's part. There is
"no shift in our position," he said.
The flatness of the Rusk declaration and
the certainty that he spoke for President
Johnson was a chilling response to an atmosphere of faint hopes and a worldwide buzz of
speculation over possible peace feelers by
Hanoi.
Such fe€lers and shifts of position seem to
be taking place, and presumably there is and
will be quiet diplomacy going on in many
capitals that have contact with Hanoi. Mr.
Rusk went out of his way to emphasize that
the United States, for its part, is not yielding
an inch in its determination to order no unilateral halt in bombing of the North. Even
the present lunar new year truce is merely
"a four-day cease-fire so far as we are concerned," the Secretary declares.
The situation is stalemated. Hanoi saysand this is a somewhat different position
than before--that it will consider peace negotiations if the United States stops its bombing of the North. Washington says that it
will not stop the bombing unless there is a
corresponding reciprocal move of de-escalation on the part of North Vietnam.
Secretary General Thant of the United Nations has stressed his view that "a powerful
nation like the United States should take the
initiative in the quest for peace." If the
United States will not stop the bombingand Secretary Rusk made that clear-it could
still take an initiative by reducing its bombing attacks.
Mr. Rusk, for instance, made a strong point
of the fact that the United States cannot be
expected to sit back and watch North Vietnamese trucks carrying troops and materiel
toward the South. Why not, then, at least
confine the bombing to the infiltration routes
by rail, road and sea and stay away from
population centers? This would be a proof
of American readiness to move, not just stand
still, in search of peace.
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It would be better to take the risk-and
there would be an obvious risk-of stopping
the bombing of the North altogether. The
deadlock that exists today cannot, on the
ba.Sis of existing knowledge and opinion, be
broken ·by the inflexible policy that Secretary Rusk enunciated yesterday.

Second- and Third-Class Mail for Five
Companies
SPEECH
OF

HON. JAMES C. CLEVELAND
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, January 31, 1967

If these volunteer companies, which
have done such a remarkable job in New
Hampshire, are to be able to continue
their fine work, the least we can do is
allow them the same postal privileges
we now allow other similarly oriented
charitable and nonprofit organizations
and associations.

Spain: Her New Role in the Defense of
Free Europe
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. L. MENDEL RIVERS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Febru.ary 15, 1967

the defense of Europe and the free world.
Geography is the key to Spanish strategic iinportance.
Spain has a land area of 195,000 square
miles. This is only about 20 per cent less
than the total area of France.
It will be a surprise to some that spain
is twice the size of West Germany.
Thus , Spain ranks in land area as the second largest country of free Europe. TbiS
fact , alone, underlines the strategic indiScretion of not including Spain as a full partner in post-World War II European defense
arrangements.
TOUGH TO CRACK
Geography also has endowed Spain with
a degree of protection enjoyed by no other
European nation. On the north the Pyrenees
are a towering obstacle to invasion froxn
across the relatively narrow land connection
with southern France. To the east is tbe
Mediterranean Sea and on the west is the
Atlantic. The Straits of Gibraltar a.re on
the south, constituting an historic water
boundary between Europe and Africa.
It is precisely this protected position of
Spain, occupying the bulk of the Iberian
peninsula, that has made Spain such a tough
nut for aggressors to crack.
For too long too many in free Europe have
been minimizing the strategic importance of
Spain. But no such mistake was made bt
the Communist master planners. It was no
act of strategic caprice that resulted in Spain
being picked, in the 1930's, as an early and
key target of Communist conquest. .
The Kremlin knew that if it could get
Spain through subversion and civil war, coxnmunism would outflank the remainder of
Europe from the south, and be in a position
to control tJle Straits of Gibraltar to isolate
the Mideast and the northern rim of Africa
from European and U .S. Atlantic-based sea
power.
·
Anyone who doubts Spain's vital role in
European strategy should speculate on wbat
would be the plight of Europe and the free
world today if communism, rather than
Franco's nationalists, had won the bitter
civil war in the 1930's.
BIG DIFFERENCE
It is hard to avoid concluding that if Spain
had not fought to hold the European flanle.
of the free world on the Iberian peninsula
in the 1930s, the strategic face of Europe today would be much different.
Spain is, of course, making meaningful
contributions to the defense against coxnmunist aggression.
The United States has air bases in Spain
and a Polaris submarine base at Rota. such
Spanish participation in European defense is
through bilateral arrangements with tbe
United States.
.
As helpful as this arrangement is, it still
limits realization of Spain's full defensive
potential.
Now, with France milit arily out of NATO,
and NATO militarily out of France, the inclusion of Spain as a full partner in European defense has become a strategi c imperative.

Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Speaker, I
Wednesday, February 15, 1967
have introduced a bill which would exMr.
RIVERS. Mr. Speaker, I ask
tend to volunteer fire companies the
rates of postage on s~ond- and third- unanimous consent to insert in the Apclass bulk mailings which are now ap- pendix of the RECORD another well-conplicable to certain nonprofit associations sidered article on the importance of
Spain in the defense of Europe.
and organizations.
This article appeared in the San Diego
In much of rural and suburban America, our volunteer fire companies are not Union on Sunday, January 29, 1967, and
only the only protective agency in the other papers served by the Copley News
town, but they form the backbone of Service. It was written by the distinmuch of the charitable and organiza- guished military analyst, Brig. Gen.
James D. Hittle, USMC, retired, whose
tional work performed.
The history of volunteer fire depart- column is nationally syndicated.
I have always been impressed with
ments and companies is long and illusGeneral Hittle's perspicacity and his
trious.
Our Nation's first President, George ability to reduce issues to a common
Washington, was .a volunteer. As a denominator. But in this article conmatter of fact, in 1764, he purchased a cerning the affect of France's withdrawal
fire engine in Philadelphia for 80 pounds, from NATO and the ever-increasing im10 shillings-about $400-and gave it portance of Spain, he has surpassed anyto the Alexandria, Va., Volunteer Fire thing he has previously written.
General Hittle has had a distinguished
Company.
career and is now the director
The first "mutual fire society" was military
of national security and foreign affairs
started in 1718. Its main job was to save for
the Veterans of Foreign Wars, in
furniture and personal property while
addition
to his other accomplishments.
the paid fire department was fighting
has no ax to grind. He merely calls
the fire. Similar societies began to aHespade
a spade, a characteristic much
ftourish. Then a gentleman we have all
be pesired, but so often missing these
heard of, suggested that the companies to
do more-that they do both salvage work days.
I -commend this article to all who are
and firefighting. His name was Benjamin Franklin and the volunteer com- interested in the defense of freedom:
pany he organized in Philadelphia set [From the San Diego Union, Jan. 29, 1967]
the pattern for the Nation. From that NATO STRATEGY EYED-DE GAULLE PULLOUT
POINTS UP SPAIN's WESTERN EUROPEAN ROLE
time on, the development of a volun(By Brig. Gen . James D. Hittle,
teer fire company was often the first real
USMC ( retired))
community action taken, as the rest of
WASHINGTON.-lf anything good can come
our continent was settled and the
from French President Charles de Gaulle's
boundaries pushed westward.
military withdrawal from the North Atlantic
Today, many of these volunteer fire Treaty Organization, it is the new emphasis
companies still exist and perform their on the strategic role Spain can perform in the
vital duties in an age of rapidly advanc- defense of the West.
ing technology. Very often they must
No longer can the left-leaning governreach their membership for drills con- ments of some NATO nations indulge themcerning improvement in modern fire- - sel ves in the perilous luxury of mixing
fighting technique; to call them together prejudice and policy. That is just what
Three Hundred and Thirty-two
of them have been doing by blackfor meetings; or, in areas where they also some
balling Spain's closer integration into Euro"Diplomas" Earned at Parks
serve charitable needs, for meetings for . pean defense.
those purposes.
When De Gaulle took France out of the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Figures for recent years show that military councils of NATO, he did something
OF
nearly 12,000 men, women, and children else: He took much of NATO's strategic de_pth
with
its
maneuver
area,
logistic
backup,
and
lose their lives annually as a result of the
HON. GEORGE P. MILLER
air base support installations. The result is
Nation's fires. Property damage alone that
OF CALIFORNIA
now the defense of Europe is far too
comes to more than $1% billion a year. linear, too narrow and hence too shallow
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
In much of the Second Congressional for comfort.
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
District of New Hampshire and other
STRATEGIC NECESSITY
rural areas, the only force standing beMr. MILLER of California.
Mr·
This puts the spotlight of strategic necessity
tween these ravages of fire and the peo- on Spain.
Speaker, many of us fail to recognize the
ple are the volunteer fire companies and
It doesn't take any detailed general staff fine work that has been done by the Job
departments.
analysis to see why Spain is ·so important to Corps.
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It is curious and contradictory, for
I am happy to insert in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD an article which appeared example, that demonstrations urging
1n the Livermore, Calif., Herald-News of peace and a cessation of all fighting have
January 10, 1967, describing the out- so often been couched in violence and
standing job being done at the Parks Job characterized by civil disturbance.
A new technique is being employed by
Corps Center in providing general edupeace marchers, many of them from the
cation certificates to Parks Corpsmen.
I commend its reading to my collegues. academic community, in the town of
1'l:nu:E HUNDRED AND THIRTY-Two "DIPLoMAS'' Amherst, Mass., the technique of the
EARNED AT PARKS
.
silent vigil.
Whether or not the silent vigil proves
A Camp Parks high-school education drive
among Corpsmen resulted in 332 general- more effective in generating support is
education certificates last year, compared to perhaps a moot point. But, whether
only 11 graduates the year before.
their position is supported or not, there
A high school dropout who passes general
education development tests in five subjects can be little question of the sincerity of
receives a certificate which is generally ac- the marchers; of their singular interest
t'epted as the equivalent of a high school in bringing peace. We cannot accuse
diploma by colleges, the U.S. Government and them, as others have been accused, of
Olan.Y employers, says Guy Mount, coordi- being more interested in personal pubnator of the G.En. program at Parks.
licity or in "shaking up" society on any
..According to our placement omce," Mount pretext.
Said, "a Corpsman's 'employability• is tripled
Recently the pages of the New York
When he has a G.E.D." Mount is aiming at
Times carried a thorough and interesting.
600 graduates in 1967.
Mount believes as many Corpsmen as pos- account of the Amherst peace vigil.
sible should have the opportunity to earn Under unanimous consent procedures, I
their G.E.D.'s. When he took over the pro- now place the Times article in the
gratn last September, only 124 corpsmen had RECORD.
earned their certificates in the preceding 11
The article follows:
I

lllonths. But in four months, 219 high school
dropouts passed the examinations.
Mount's goal is to continue that average
or 50 or more each month during this year.
"A Corpsman with a 7th grade reading
co:rnprehension level has the capability of
1rnproting his math, reading and English
8
lt1us enough to pass the test within a ninetnonth period," Mount said. He also noted
that it is possible for corpsmen with reading
~ltills below the 5th grade level to pass the
st Within a year and a half.
As a case in point, Mount mentioned John
~ey, now employed by the Continental
ater Company of San Carlos. Finley came
to Parks with a second grade reading level,
~d 1n 18 months of study improved enough
Pass his G.En., completing a pair of vocational courses along the way.
"'The G.En.,.. Mount continued, "provides
an ldenttftable goal which almost automatically motives a corpsman to further study."
'I'he testing is done twice a month at Amador High School, but in emergency cases
Where the corpsman is about to leave the
~enter, Mount transports them to ·Galileo
dUit High School in San Francisco or the
Contra Costa County Department of Education 1n Pleasant Hill to be tested.
Mount has good reason to respect the value
0 f a G.En. certificate. A high school dropout himself, he earned.his G.E.D. in the Mali.ne Corps and went on to a successful
career With International Business Machines
~d the Friden Corporation before coming to
arks.

Amherst Peace Vlgil Demonstrates the
Power of Silence
EXTENSION OF RE.MARK.S
OP

HON. SILVIO 0. CONTE
OF MASSACHUSETTS
lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. CONTE. Mr. Speaker, it has been
apparent from reaction in the press and
elsewhere that many of the public demonstrations throughout the country by
~a.rious groups over the U.S. involvement
,. __Vietnam have lost much of their poeffectiveness because of the paraox of their presentation.

dtia.J.

[From the New York Times, Feb. 6, 1967]
THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY IN AMHERST JOIN
PEACE VIGIL--SILENT PROTEST Is CONDUCTED
NINTH CONSECUTIVE SUNDAY
AMHERST, MAss., February 5.-Pea.ce
marchers demonstrated today for the ninth
consecutive Sunday, circling the Amherst
Town Commons in an hour-long silent vigil.
Placards placed at the four corners of the
Commons read "Weekly Vigil for Peace in
Vietnam." More than 350 persons participated, compared with 65 the first week Dec.
4.

Dr. Elliott Offner, Smith College a.ssocia te
professor of art, who has marched in eight of
the vigils, saw significance in the fact that
there were many different protesters each
week.
"The tremendous turnover," he said,
"shows that, the actual participation is much
greater than 1s evident from the figures of
any one week and that the vigil 1s not the
project of a small nucleus but a means of
expression welcomed by many people.
''There is something very eloquent about
the silence. It 1s unemotional and direct."
STUDENTS JOIN IN
Students from Amherst College, Smith
College, the University of Massachusetts and
area high schools have taken part in the
vigils, but the majority of marchers are residents of Hampshire and Franklin Counties.
In addition, there have been special
groups, such as chlldren brought by their
headmasters from the Meetinghouse School
in Rindge, N.H., and from the Putney (Vt.)
School.
Today's marchers included persons on their
way home from church and persons on their
way to the ski slopes. There have been
clerics, teachers, housewives, salesmen and
small children in the vigil.
One child said, "I hope I won't still have
to be vigiling when I'm grown up."
Last week a French woman who had lived
in Vietnam three years marched by herself
across the street from the group, refusing to
join a nation protest. Today she joined the
others.
The first silent protest vigil is believed to
have been held last winter on the University
of california Santa Barbara campus. It was
instituted by a sociology professor, Charles
Hubbell.
VIGILS TOTAL 8 9
There are now 89 of these nonviolent antiwar demonstrations, Dr. Hubbell reports,
with groups ranging in size from eight xrsons to Amherst's high o! 350.

An offshoot of the Amherst vigil began in
nearby Springfield yesterday when 175 persons stood in the courthouse square.
Dr. Hubbell, a veteran of World War II and
the Korean War, who was a naVigator for 30
bombing missions over Germany, said there
was justification for those wars but believes
that now "we need to open up dialogues between those with opposing views." He continued:
"Strangely this silent vigil seems to provide a bridge. People wait to talk to marchers, and we seem to change some minds. In
the last instance we must change the minds
of those in Government. I believe if enough
of us express ourselves and appeal to President Johnson, instead of considering him our
enemy, we might change things."
No incidents have marred the Amherst
vigil, but durtng the last month a station
wagon has been parked on the Commons with
the sign "Support Your Boys in Vietnam.''

Bullying Rhodesia Is F oily

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN R. RARICK
OF LOUISIANA
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Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, "Bullying
Rhodesia Is Folly," is an interesting analytical editorial from the State Times
1n Baton Rouge, La. I am asking it be
included in the RECORD for reading by
other Members.
The editorial follows:
[From the Baton Rouge (La.) State-Times,
Feb.9,1967)
BULLYING RHODESIA Is FOLLY
House of Representatives Armed Services
Committee members have given notice to
Secretary of State Dean Rusk that they will
not support any American milltary intervention in the affairs of Rhodesia.
The amazing thing is that any United
States national administration could contemplate any sort of action against remote
and newly independent Rhodesia.
Rhodesia is no sort of threat to peace in
the world. now or at any other time. It would
have made just as much sense to identify
Ethiopia a threat to world peace when n
Duce began the Italian invasion of that unhappy African principality.
Great Britain does not dare try to assert
domination over Rhodesia, which followed
the path of the American colonies not quite
two centuries ago and rejected submission
to the government of Great Britain any
longer. She is, this old ally who once was an
enemy, perfectly willing to let us pick up her
marbles for her and hand them back. Wasn't
it Adolf Hitler who, in a relatively lucid moment, once declared that Great Britain was
Willing to fight to the last Frenchman?
The United Nations, now insanely veering
from its charted path as a vehicle for world
peace and accord without intervention in
the obviously internal affairs of any country,
makes the case that Rhodesia's voting qualifications do not suit. So we, the United
States, ought to kick the Rhodesians around,
or possibly shoot 'em up. This would demonstrate what votaries of real democracy we
are!
In the Sudan, more than a million Christian Negroes have been .slain or driven into
exile by a Moslem government. No one, in
or out of the United Nations, recommends
U.N. sanctions against the Sudan nor the
use of an international constabulary to protect these helpless blacks.
Nearly all the Moslem and Negro "nations"
of Africa are ruled by despots or tyrannical
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military cabals, with no democracy and far February 12-18-Community Cooperation crime prevention is elimination of crimebreeding conditions. Slums breed crime caless rule of law than prevail in Rhodesia. Conquers Crime.
That is the answer to the crime problem reers and the President does not have to
From Tanzania and the two Congos, armed
bands of terrorists set out regularly to lay if we would only act on it. Of course it would - leave Washington to have this confirmed.
A second prevention step is better-trained
waste with bullet and torch and sword the - mean sacrifices, all of us would have to start
African provinces of Portugal. No one, in or OJeying all the laws all the time. We would people on all rehabilitation levels and the
out of the U.N., recommends sanctions or have to come to the aid of citizens under better the training the higher the price tag.
A third step is better correctional facilimilitary intervention against Tanzania and criininal attack, report to the police all
crimes and suspicion of crime, and willingly ties, especially for the young offenders. Juthe two Congos.
testify
in
criminal
cases
and
serve
on
juries.
venile
Court Judge Walter G. Whitlatch
Just what kind of fools do the U.N. and
As taxpayers, we would have to provide our could give the White House an impressive
Great Britain take us to be?
police with adequate pay, decent working
It will take the 90th Congress to persuade conditions, and modern equipment, and, picture of what this deficiency is costing
Ohio in offenders being returned to society
them we are not, at that.
above all, give them moral support. Fac- before they can be adequately treated.
tional leaders would have to eschew demaThe message gave no attention to the
goguery and insist on obedience to all laws, police recruitment problem that is undereven those they consider unjust, and work mining crime control in every major city.
for changes of law through the democratic including Los Angeles where police salaries
Crime Prevention Week
process. Parents would have to start acting are among the highest in the nation.
as parents should, teaching their children
Police morale is at a low point and it is
obedience. and respect, providing them with a barrier to bringing capable men into the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
sound
moral
values
and
setting
good
exdepartments.
The problem is acute enough
OF
amples.
to rate attention at the national level.
It would mean quite a change in daily
The President's call for a crackdown on
living for many of us, but unless we are mail order sales of firearms will be widelY
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
willing to let crime take over and resign our- welcomed, especially by policemen. FiftyIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
selves to life in a "civilized" jungle, we must three policemen were killed in line of duty,
cooperate
as a community to conquer crime. 52 of them by guns, in 1965.
Wednesday, February 15, 1967
National Crime Prevention Week should inThe message clears the way for some inMr. DORN. Mr. Speaker, the follow- spire us to get on with the job.
tensive work by Congress on tighter crime
ing very excellent and timely editorial
control and how to pay for it.

HON. W. J. BRYAN DORN

appeared in the Newberry Observer,
Newberry, S.C., on February 14. As we
observe Crime Prevention Week, I commend this outstanding editorial to the
attention of each Member of Congress
and to every citizen in our country:
CRIME

VULNERABLE TO COMMUNITY
COOPERATION

Crime holds a pistol at the head of every
American in a deadly, one-sided game of
Russian Roulette.. Each time crime pulls
the trigger, we have one chance in 70 of being
its victim.
Odds of 70 to 1 may be attractive in horse
racing, but not when life and property are
on the line. Even the most reckless gambler
wouldn't back such odds against a lineup of
murder, rape, assault, burglary, larceny, robbery and auto theft. Yet we and our families are pitted daily against that lineup and
at those odds. And, the odds get worse by
the minute.
The 70 to 1 figure is based on the horrifying timetable of crime revealed by FBI
statistics. It shows five serious crimes are
committed every minute. The breakdown is
a murder every hour; a forcible rape every
23 minutes, a robbery every four-and-a-half
minutes, an aggravated assault every twoand-a-half minutes, an auto theft every minute, a larceny of $50 or more every 41 seconds, and a burglary every 27 seconds. There
is a murder, forcible rape or assault to kill
every two minutes. At that rate, time is
rapidly running out for all of us.
Still, there is hope. Crime is vulnerable.
In spite of all we are told about the inevitability of crime under modern sociological
conditions, the monster is not invincible. It
wm not be completely vanquished this side
of heaven, but Americans must never succumb to the falsity that they are powerless
to halt crime's appalling growth.
Common sense conveys that much crime
can be prevented, and that criminals can be
caught and convicted. Where then does the
fault lie? Why does crime make such
formidable advances each year? Are the
pollee to blame? No, the fault is not the
police, but in ourselves that crime is overwhelining us. The reason? Because we as
individuals and families making up the community do not sufficiently cooperate among
ourselves and with our law enforcement
agencies in fighting crime.
The nation's Exchange Clubs have a simple, workable solution to halt the steady
proliferation of lawlessness. It is expressed
in their slogan for the 20th annual observance of National Crime Prevention Week,

Crime Medicine Is Expensive
Food for India
EXTENSION- OF REMARKS
OF

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

HON. CHARLES A. VANIK

o:r

OF OHIO

HON. EDNA F. KELLY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. VANIK. Mr. Speaker, in the
President's recent message to Congress,
Mrs. KELLY. Mr. Speaker, in the
he asked for a $50 million program to face of a threat to future world peace
make the streets safer and to control comparable in magnitude to the Hcrime through the development of more bomb-the crises of food and populaeffective crime control devices and a tion-the President has taken a humane
broad system of rehabilitation on all but practical and realistic stand in his
levels.
message on food for India.
India, as an editorial in the MondaY
An editorial in the Plain Dealer examines the findings of the National Christian Science Monitor points out.
Crime Commission and the cost of constitutes not only an immense world
greater rehabilitation efforts. It indi- emergency, but "an even greater world
cates the urgent need for rapid action opportunity to show how concerted inof the President's program and concludes ternational action can find an answer to
that his message "clears the way for a dire problem."
some intensive work by Congress on
Under unanimous consent I enter this
tighter crime control and how to pay for editorial in the RECORD.
it."
India can be a model for attacking the
Following is the editorial which ap- :q1uch broader crisis that 1s building.
peared in the Plain Dealer on February The United States cannot solve the problem alone. It will take vast interna7,1967:
tional effort. It will take aggressive selfCRIME MEDICINE Is ExPENSIVE
The FBI summary for 1965, the latest year help.
We better make that clear to all confor which figures are complete, shows that
more than 2,780,000 serious crimes were re- cerned. We are all going to be living
ported in the United States that year, a 6% with this problem for many, many years
increase over 1964.
to come.
Of every 1,000 inhabitants, 14 were victims
The editorial follows:

of serious crimes, a 35% increase over 1960.
President Johnson proposes to do something about these -appalling statistics.
In a special message to Congress, he has
asked $50 million for a program to make
the streets safer and to control crime.
Among objectives are more effective alarm
systems, tactical squads, special street lighting and greater rehabilitation efforts.
It is when the message gets into some
findings of the National Crime Cominission
that the President begins to touch the real
heart of the crime problem and, while he
does not say so, the answer in most cases
is money.
The commission says the first step in

[From the Christian Science Monitor, Feb.
6, 1967]
HELPING INDIA

Two WAYS

There are two key phrases in President
Johnson's message to Congress on food help
for India:
America would cease to be America if it
stood idly by when men starved.
We shall approach the Indian food problem through the Indian aid consortium organized under World Bank chairmanship.
In short, the Untied States will continue
to prove its generosity. and brotherhood
through large-scale food shipments to India,
but it will also push for a worldwide, carefully planned, long-range international at-
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tack upon the problem o! hunger-in India
elBewhere.
The necessity !or both-the generosity and
the over-all planning-is made starkly clear
With word that in India's Bihar state, home
of some 50,000,000 human beings, !or months
l>eople have been living on from two to five
OUnces or grain dally. And even this pitiful
!norsel was made possible only through the
importation of 11,000,000 tons of grain last
rear.
As one of the steps to meet this year's
need for a 10,000,000-ton grain import, President Johnson is proposing sending 2,000,000
new tons forthwith. This will bring America's yearly shipment to India to about 6,600,000 tons.
Such shipments must keep on so long as
!nen, women and children look to them in
bitter need. And it is now apparent that
this will require a sharp increase in American grain growing. Indeed, Washington has
already begun a.uthori.zing the sowing o!
!nore acreage.
But the Indi.an situation requires much
!nore. First, it demands a step-up in food
Shipments !rom lands other than the United
States. Such shipments from, !or example,
Australia, Canada and the Soviet Union have
already taken place. These must be supple!nented by greater donations of fertiliZer,
Rgricuitural gear, and the utilization of more
l'oretgn know-how.
Most of all the Indi.an situation calls for
an international effort. This should organize both relief and aid on a continuing
\Vorldwide masis. It should stress the reqUirement for ever greater efforts at self-help
by ln.di.ans. It should press for more successfUl efforts at population control.
ln.di.a constitutes an immense world emergency, But it also constitutes an even
greater world opportunity to show how concerted international action can find an
answer to a di.re problem.

tion's technical center in Miami, Fla.,
noted Tuesday that publishers "spend thousands of dollars a year on research into
better printing methods."
But, he told a meeting of the press association, "these same publishers spent little
or nothing on research into what is printed
1n the news columns of their newspapers."
Herbert said there should be no conflict
between better printing processes and better
news coverage. "The only question is
whether we really know what we should do
to provide better news coverage."
He said studies should be made on the
quality as well as the quantity of news content.
')
A 60-inch travel page ·story on LatinAmerican scenery may be more impressive
in quantity than a 10-lnch story on a governmental change, "while actually the
shorter story is more significant and important," he said.
"I am concerned about the coverage we
give news from outside our own nation,"
Herbert said. "Not only is it a matter of
knowing what is going on in other countries
but of equal or perhaps greater importance
1n understanding what is going on.
"If we find any validity in the argument
that newspapers must provide community
leadership through the exercise of responsible journalism, we must look upon this responsibility from a global point of view."

A New Look at News

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 8, 1967

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. S'peaker, I am
asking unanimous consent to insert in
the RECORD the text of a most thoughtful
editorial, "Swiss Movement," from the
South Bend Tribune of February 11,
· 1967, concerning the Kennedy round of
negotiations on trade and tariffs.
The editorial follows:

and

The South Bend Tribune Says, "The Road
to Freer World Trade Is a Two-Way
Thoroughfare"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN BRADEMAS
OF IN;DIANA

OF

HON. JAMES A. BURKE
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. :Mr.

SPeaker, may I take this opportunity to
bring to the attention of the Members
olnf Congress a news item that appeared
the Quincy Patriot Ledger. It concerns recommendations on the treatlllent of news which is of growing concetarn, particularly with large metropolin newspapers that have a problem on
~Pace as it applies to local, national ahd
lnternational news stories. The Quincy
Patriot Ledger, in my opinion is one of
the best newspapers in the Nation. It
~eats the news in an objective manner.
.a.he Patriot Ledger has a wide scope of
coverage, local, State, National, and international. We who live in the South
~~~ section of Massachusetts are for"I.Ulllte in having a newspaper that up~Olds the highest principles in journallS:In. The news story follows:
»~

LooK AT NEWS NEEDED, EDITOR TELLS
PRESS GROUP

LIMA, PER.u.-The editor of The Patriot
Ledger of Quincy, Mass., says newspapers
use savings from new printing techlliques to improve the news content of their
PUblications.
John R. Herbert, who also serves as president of the Inter-American Press Associa-

8 hOU1d
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SWISS MOVEMENT

President Johnson's order last month reducing U.S. i.mport duties on watch movements was of particular importance to Switzerland. Swiss manufacture of watch movements is a major industry sensitive to the
rise and fall of trade barriers.
Hence the Swiss gave the United States
a loud round of applause.
The Swiss might. have let it go at that,
having duly expressed their appreciation, and
sat down.
They chose instead to hail Mr. Johnson's
order as a reminder to the participants in the
so-called Kennedy Round of negotiations on
trade and tariffs of .t he necessity to behave.
in the same spirit if there is to be significant
progress toward freer world trade.
Hans Schaffner, head of the Swiss Department of Publlc Economy, put it in these
words:
"We would llke to interpret this decision
as an indication of the determination of the
United States government to do everything
in its power to contribute to a successfUl
conclusion of the Geneva negotiations in
other fields as well. As a necessary and indispensable counterpart to this, however, the
other participants in the Kennedy Round,
great or small, must behave in the same
spirit; they must refrain from withholding
concessions o! th.eir own on tl:)e alleged

ground of the supposed reluctance of their
partners to co-operate. The Kennedy Round
can bring about a significant contribution
towardS liberalization of world trade only if
all participants show the maximum willingness for constructive co-operation, for which
a growing and flourishing world economy will
be our common reward."
Well said. The road to freer world trade
is a twe-way thoroughfare. It is especially
nice to hear this from the other side of the
Atlantic.

Help for Our Gold Mining Industry
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HAROLD T. JOHNSON
OF CALIFORNIA
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Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Speaker, I want to call to the attention of
my colleagues remarks made by Congressman ARNOLD OLSEN of Montana at
the Seventh Annual Mining Conference
and Exhibition in Denver, Colo., February 11.
I share Congressman OLSEN's concern
for the state of our disappearing goldmining industry. Yesterday he introduced a bill in the House calling for
assistance to encourage increased production of gold, and I request that his
remarks in Denver be inserted in the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD at this time:
GoLD SUBsiDY BILL
I was eager to accept the invitation to
come to Denver today to visit with you
briefly about the dwindling production of
gold; a problem which, unless solved, could
very soon seriously threaten our already
weakened gold reserve.
All of us who lived through the difficult
years of the late twenties and early thirties,
when our Nation was affiicted by the greatest depression the World has even known,
know it would be absurd to ask any citizen
to exist now on what it cost him to live
then. It is equally absurd to ask the gold
mining industry to attempt to survive with
the same income it received 35 years ago.
Yet this i.s exactly what the current Government policy relating to gold producers
demands. Over the years our Government
has asked the domestic gold-mining industry to attempt to survive ln the face of rising costs and regulations fixing the price of
its product.
It is a matter of record that production
costs in every industry have increased over
the y~rs and, as you all know, the gold industry is no exception. And the absurdi.ty
of existing regulations are supported by the
fact that, while there is plenty of gold in our
hills, the production of gold has become
more and more a "by-product enterprise."
Unfortunately, our Government sometimes
doesn't patch the hole in the henhouse door
until all the hens have gotten away. Action
should have been taken sooner, and much of
the damage is already done, but I think it
is ti.me to patch the hole ' in the door while
ew still have a hen or two left.
Right now we have only one major producer of gold in this country, the Carlin
Gold Mining Company of Elko, Nevada.
Only twenty-five producers supply 94 percent of all our domestic production of gold.
Actually three firms represent approximately
two-thirds of our national production and
much of the gold mined in this nation is
a by-product of a base-metal mining operation.
Many .mines have closed down and their
works are in varying degrees of decay . . Ex-
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perts predict that unless something is done
immediately gold mining will disappear a.s
an industry by 1970.
The seriousness of this situation is accentuated by other considerations. First,
our gold reserve has been gradually reduced
over the last several years, and, second,
there has been a spectacular increase in the
consumption of gold in the a.rts and industry. The use of gold by the arts and industry has exceeded our domestic production
of gold every year since 1957, and in the
last !our years it has doubled. For the first
time in modern monetary history, all newly
mined gold is going into private hands.
Our gold production continues to decrease at a startling rate and the call for
gold !or commercial purposes is skyrocketing
at even a greater rate with growing demands
in such areas as our space and defense needs.
We are becoming more and more dependent
upon the import of gold and the major gold
reserves outside the United Statec are found
in the troubled Republic of South Africa and
in Communist bloc nations.
We have ore reserves within our boundaries. It is imperative that we take advantage
of them.
These two factors--dwindling production
and increased demand-work together.
They could spell disaster. During the first
nine months of 1966 the Treasury released
$105 million for domestic consumption, and
in 1965 it released $118 million.
_
And we have the added consideration that
some of our friends in the world family of
nations are converting large dollar holdings
into gold. France, alone, has converted $2.9
billion to gold since 1962. This is another
aspect to the problem which demands its
own solution. I think action should be
taken to discourage this outflow of gold, but
it would take too much time to dwell on
that here.
It will not be easy to revive this Nation as
a. major producer of gold. It is always more
difficult to recover if a situation is allowed
to deteriorate too far and the empty, rotting
gold mines scattered throughout our western
states testify to the fact that such deterioration has taken place.
Monday I will introduce a bill in the
House of Representatives calling !or subsidy
payments by the Gold Mines Assistance
Commission to miners of gold to maintain
the rate of gold production from operating
mines and to stimulate increased production
through the reopening of mines which have
been forced to close.
The Treasury Department has expressed
its fear that the world might view such legislation with uncertainty. The Department
thinks such action could be considered a
first step toward increasing the price of gold
and payments which recognize ·the increased
costs of producing gold since the 1930's could
be interpreted to imply the acceptance by
the United States of prices for gold which
are higher than the official rate of $35 per
ounce.
First, let me say that the legislation I will
introduce includes a clause stating flatly
"that financial assistance payments to domestic gold producers hereunder shall have no
effect upon the monetary price of gold paid
by the Treasury Department of the United
States."
Secondly, when the gold coverage of deposits of the Federal Reserve banks was removed in 1964 there was no rush to convert
dollars to gold in the Central Banks of
Europe. Surely this step taken by the
Treasury could have been interpreted as a
move in the direction of demonetizing goldamove toward the devaluation of the dollar.
European banking officials are not stupid;
they understood the logical reasoning behind the Treasury's decision in 1964 and I
know they would see the logic in establishing a subsidy intended to revitalize the gold
mining industry in the United States. our
intention is to strengthen, not to weaken the
dollar.

Last year the House Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs recommended the enactment of legislation similar to that which I
have introduced. I will do everything in my
power to urge my colleagues on this im•
portant Committee to attack this problem
with renewed vigor in the 90th Congress. U
we all work together, I am optimistic that we
can achieve the goal for which we have been
working over the years.

Police Morale

here indicates I am not afra..ld. But I do
want to be backed up. All the worst criminal needs to do is point a finger at a policeman and yell 'police brutality.' Everything
else is then forgotten. The attention focuses
on the policeman as being the culprit, no
matter how phony and patently irresponsible
the charge may be."
Perhaps there is some exaggeration in this·
But there is also a great deal of truth. And
something had better be done about it. For
the alternative is a continuing drop in police
morale and effectiveness, and a corresponding rise in the rate of crime and the number
of criminals.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DON FUQUA
OF FLORIDA

That $3 Billion Foreign Aid Is Fraud
Bathed in Sheepdip
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Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Speaker, the Washington Evening Star on Monday, February 13, presented an editorial entitled
"Sagging Police Morale."
It should be read by every Member of
the Congress.
I served as a member of the Subcommittee of the District Committee that
authorized and urged the Harney report.
I think the Star has done an excellent
job of capsuling its findings, and what
the editorial has to say is serious.
I am deeply disturbed at the attitude
of the community toward its pollee department.
This attitude needs to
change.
I urge you to read the editorial:
SAGGING POLICE MORALE

The report which has been prepared for
the House District Committee by Malachi L.
Harney is a serious effort to examine the
problems of law enforcement and pollee
morale in Washington from the policeman's
point of view. This is something that badly
needed to be done and it should serve a useful purpose.
One of the graver inferences to be drawn
from this report is that the District is approaching a point at which it either will be
impossible to police large sections of the city
or the standards now set for police recruits
will have to be lowered.
The simple fact is that for a variety of reasons young men are not interested in being
policemen and it is becoming increasingly
difficult to replace those who leave the force.
Something can be done, and is being done,
about some of the problems. Steps already
taken to provide better pay and better equipment are examples. A larger reason for the
loss of policemen and the difficulty in replacing them, however, wlll be found in a growing belle! on the part of the police that they
are not being supported by the community,
by the courts or by District officials.
One example can be seen in Saturday afternoon's disgraceful spectacle when two
pollee officers undertook to arrest five men
whose car was found to contain loaded guns
and two ski masks-tools of the stick-up
artist. The pollee were beaten, one seriously.
Meanwhile, a crowd of some 300 to 500
taunted the pollee. One of the arrested men
appears to have been at liberty on personal
bond, which means no bond, although he
was under indictment on three counts of
assault with a dangerous weapon, two counts
o! robbery and three counts of carrying a
dangerous weapon. This is simply outrageous.
The nub of the Harney findings is summed
up in a statement by one police private: "I
don't mind taking the risk of being beaten
up or even of being shot at; that is part of
police work. And the fact that I am still

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, apparently there is some confusion in our land
as to Just what items in the budget constitute foreign aid. But we all know that
regardless of what it is called by anyone,
it still costs dollars and cents deducted
from mom and dad's paycheck.
For the reading interest of my felloW
colleagues, I am asking that Mr. HenrY
J. Taylor's article, which appeared in the
Baton Rouge State-Times on FebruarY 6,
1967, be inserted following my comments.
The article follows:
THAT

$3

BILLION FOREIGN AID
BATHED IN SHEEPDIP

Is

FRAUD

(By Henry J. Taylor)
President Johnson asks Congress for
around $3 billion in foreign aid, solemnlY
claiming cuts.
Fellow peasants, we're being had
That $3 billion is nonsense, a figure Mr.
Johnson might as well have popped out of a
Chinese medicine man's basket of snakes.
The real cost exceeds $9 billion.
Study the proposed budget, which we taxpaying peasants are not supposed to do, and
you will find nearly $6 billion additionallY
scattered in 14 other separate sections not
included in the President's official foreign aid
figure.
These include the $1.6 billion "Food for
Peace" deliveries, $455 million for the InterAmerica Bank and International Development Association and international organiZations, $112 million for the Peace Corps, etc.
I find that our aid still goes to 82 countries.
Meanwhile, overheard, the duplication iS
robbing us blind. Hey, that's our money!
Contrary to popular impression, the state
Department has a budget that is peanuts
compared with the whole basket. The central Intelligence Agency alone, for example,
is tWice as large as the State Department
and spends at least twice as much moneY·
But, when it comes to being understood bY
our public, the State Department has always
had a genius for putting the worst foot forward and few taxpayers know the truth.
When you go into our embassy 1n London, Paris, Rome, etc., the poor old State
Department is done a continuing injustice bY
visitors who think the hordes on hand are
State Department employes.
Incredibly, about 45 Washington departments and agencies are concerned to varying
degrees with forming and implementing foreign policy, which is one reason why the
United States so often comes in on the caboose in affairs abroad.
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Twenty-two federal agencies board at our
etnbassies. They have nearly 36,000 American civilians scattered around ln 138 coun-,
tries on our taxpayers' pay roll. In addition,
We taxpaying peasants pay about 91,000 foreign nationals in our agencies overseas.
Only about 37 per cent of all U.S. civilians
assigned abroad are employes of the State
Department our aid agency and the U.S. Information Agency all lumped together. More
than half (52 per cent) work for the Defense
Department. The remaining 11 per cent are
etnployed by other Washington bureaus too
numerous to list.
In some places I've been, the coordination
is like a dozen Ben Turpins peeping at each
Other through an aspidistra plant.
As one result to which all this contributes,
the Federal Reserve Board figures show that
in the past 10 years we lost about $8.4 billion
in gold while other countries gained $13 billion. The gold behind our money fell from
$21.9 billion to $13.3 billion. Other countries• gold climbed from $14.3 billion to $27.5
billion and their . additional dollar balances
SUbject to conversion into our taxpayers'
dollars went from $13 .8 billion to $28.2 billlon. The outside world now holds $55 billion
in gold and dollars-nearly twice as much
as 10 years ag~while our gold reserve has
lust struck another new 29-year low.
Nevertheless, President Johnson most
lately promised the fifth annual conference
for the Alliance of Progress that America's
(taxpayers) goals in Latin America are 140
lXUllion new jobs, a mlllion new homes,
countless new classrooms, etc., and all with
no discernible way to achieve these even
though we taxpaying peasants have been
PUtting about $1 billion a year down there
and sttn are.
What Mr. Johnson might more honestly
have told us in his budget message is that
au nine members of an advisory committee
8
Ponsored. by the Organization of American
States have resigned because of "haphazard
lllethOds of determining aid programs" and
have reported their resignations to the General Accounting Office, charged by law with
auditing federal agencies.
'rhis inside explosion caused an inside im~asse which President Johnson has kept unr er cover while he claims frugality in the
oreign aid budget.
The General Accounting Office bas been re1USed permission to audit many of the President's own agencies' expenditures for the
.Alliance for Progress.
Mr. Johnson fails again to tell us the full
truth. The new, better-balanced Congress
shoUld not start its cuts wJth the professed
$3 b1llion. The unrevealed total $9 b1llion
~the proper target. Please remember this
b e next time you see the nonsense about $3
lUion.

Senator Harry F. Byrd of Virginia
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OP

HON. MARTHA W. GRIFFITHS
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday. February 15. 1967
Mrs.
GRIFFITHS. Mr.
Speaker,
Shortly after the death of Senator Byrd
Of Virginia, John A. Hamilton, a former
~l'ginian. now wrtting for the Detroit
.q·ee Press, wrote a beautiful tribute to
the Senator. I am pleased to spread 1t
1n the REcoRD so that all who admired
Senator Byrd may read it.
'I'he article follows:

BYRD, OF VIRGINIA, DIES-VOTERS,
AWAITED HIS WORD

PRESIDENTS

(By John A. Hamilton)
Forgive the personal reference. I want to
talk about Sen. Harry Flood Byrd, a Virginian. and about my home state with Its
Blue Ridge Mountains now ablaze with red
oaks and orange ashes and, many leagues
below, its Shenandoah River winding gently
among these hills.
I ride the mountain tops, I ride;
I have found my life and am satisfied.
Edwin Markham's lines tug at those of

us who have tramped the wooded Blue
Ridge, still notched with Stonewall Jackson's trenches, and the lines call to all who
have lived In the Valley of Virginia amid its
red barns, white frame homes, spired
churches and carefully tended fields dotted
this time of year with golden hutches of
reaped wheat.
Byrd's dead now, at 79, and he wlll be
claimed by the bills he loved.
-,Avid mountain climber, Byrd ignored intense arthritic pains in his later years to
scale such peaks as Hawks Bill, Naked Top,
Roundhead Ridge and, his favorite, Old Rag.
Earlier, he badgered Franklin D. Roosevelt
into building the Blue Ridge Parkway and
Byrd personally donated camp sites and
cabins high in the mountains. He became
the National Park Service's only honorary
member.
Politicians from the deep folds of Virginia's western mountains as well as those
from the rolling Piedmont section of the
state to Tidewater wh~re resort sands edge
the Atlantic looked to Byrd for guidance.
Byrd held high public office for more than
half a century, heading the powerful Byrd
organization which ran Virginia and, for
many years, the Senate Finance Committee
which carefully reviews major pieces of
spending legislation. On many important
issues presidents, state officials and courthouse hangers-on alike awaited "the word"
and the word came from Byrd. He was as
he has been called, the Buddha of Berryville.
But no brooding Buddha, be. Small, frail
in his . later years, he remained vigorous
until his mortal illness forced him to resign
from the Senate about a year ago. The things
you remember about him were his charm and
grace and persuasiveness, his twinkling eyes
and rosy cheeks which puffed up round and
red when he smiled.
Courtly, conservative, a man of impeccable
integrity, this Virginia Democrat held the
esteem of virtually every member of Congress who came. to know him and, so, it is not
extraordinary that a Republican member of
the House has eulogized him perhaps better
than others in Washington.
Rep. Gerald Ford of Michigan said that
"Byrd's devotion to the fundamentals of free
government will remain an inspiration to
all of us. Virginia has produced her share
of great Americans, from Washington to
Wilson and from Jefferson to Harry Flood
Byrd."
Byrd was a Jeffersonian Democrat in that
he believed government ought to be kept
close to the people. "Divide the counties
into wards!" urged Jefferson.
"Virginians today stm believe in the Jeffersonian doctrine that the least governed
people are the best governed," said Byrd.
"We oppose the vast and increasing concentration · of power in the federal government and we are alarmed by it."
In a rumpled white linen suit, mopping
perspiration from a reddish face, Byrd would
mount the back of a fiat-bed truck or sta,nd
atop a wooden crate at his annual apple
orchard picnics and talk politics. In the
nature of things hard to explain to outsiders,
Byrd's political philosophy was Virginia's
political philosophy and vice versa, each
drawing strength from the other. Osmosis
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was an active force at work in the state and
the young absorbed philosophy as the soil a.bsorbed rain.
Part was metaphysical, a fusion of spirits
with a large degree of intuition involved.
As the birds knew to fiy south in the winter
and the oaks to turn red and the sycamores
yellow. Virginians knew-or thought they
knew-how Byrd felt on issues.
"The reasons for Virginians' conservatiBm
can be summarized in four parts," he explained at a picnic several years ago: "Deep
background in the development of the American system; great ordeals under oppression
of centralized power; unwavering adherence
to principles; and belief in sound progress.
Our attitude has never been expressed better
than Thomas Jefferson put it in an 1816 letter to Samuel Kerchival. He said:
"'A departure from principle in one isstance becomes a precedent for a second; the
second for a third; and so on 'til the bulk
of society is reduced to misery without sensibillties, except for sin and suffering. The
forehorse of this frightful situation is public
debt. Taxation follows that, and in its train
there is wretchedness and oppression.' "
Byrd opposed many social reform measures of the New Deal, Fair Deal, New Frontier and Great Society. He broke completely
with FDR, caused President Truman to complain about "too many 'birds' in the Congress," and young John F. Kennedy to confess that "he gives us fits." Nor could Byrd
accept the Supreme Court's 1954 school desegregation decision, terming it "the ultimate in judicial usurpation" and looking
wistfully for its reversal.
But Byrd's opposition was based on principles, not prejudices, for as governor of
Virginia he had inserted one of the first antilynch laws onto southern law books. He
balked at some spending measures of various
administrations because he considered them
profiigate, jeopardizing the value of the dollar and threatening the sort of inflation settling on the land today. He annually trimmed non-essential federal expenditures by
millions of dollars.
Our ship of state needs anchors as well as
propellers and with Byrd's death it has lost
a valuable one. Doubtless his rural background helps explain his political philosophy.
An apple grower, one of the largest in the
world, be lived at his beautiful Rosemont
much as Jefferson had lived at Monticello.
And the poet Markham in writing of the
mountains wrote also of Byrd.
I ride the hills, I forgive, I forget
Life's hoard of regretAll the terror and pain
Of the chafing chain
Grind on, 0 cities, grind
I leave you a blur behind.

Byrd's roots, tracing back to Virginia's
earliest aristocracy, were nouriBhed in rural
Virginia.
"I love these mountains," he once confided
from the top of Old Rag. "I like to look out
over the ridges and valleys and watch the
changi.n g shadows...
.
As Byrd loved his Virginia, a. native far
from home can report, so his Virginia loved
him.

CIA and NSA
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK THOMPSON, JR.
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday. February 7, 1967

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr.
Speaker, the current uproar over the
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revelation that the CIA has been financing the National Student Association
<NSA) to the tune of $400,000 per year
raises some very fundamental questions.
First, was the clandestine relationship
at all useful? Did the NSA succeed in
countering the efforts of its Communistsupported opposites? Or was the CIA's
under-the-table subsidy of the NSA not
only immoral and corrupt, but futile and
counterproductive as well?
The subsidy was made "covert," a State
Department official explained, because it
was decided that public disclosure of
Government nnancing would have
opened the NSA to Communist attacks
as an instrument of the U.S. Government. But is not the real effect of this
covertness, when it is finally made public,
infinitely more damaging to the reputation of the NSA and the United States
than the harm the CIA was supposedly
trying to protect against.
A free society, if it is to remain free,
must not stoop to adopt the tactics of
totalitarianism. The behavior of the
CIA is doubly damaging in this respect.
First, our reputation abroad has suffered
a great blow, but, equally important, the
CIA has helped contribute to a frightening domestic phenomenon. We are
creating a generation of young Americans who have no faith in the honesty
and openness of their own country.
Specifically, NSA has chapters on more
than 300 American college and university
campuses where about 1.5 million students are gaining an education; these
students cannot help but be disillusioned.
Several conclusions are obvious, Mr.
Speaker. First, the CIA has destroyed
forever the usefulness of the NSA.
One NSA student leader said:
This has become a nightmare for us. Our
whole credibility has been based on the
image that we are independent. Now everything we do or have done will be tainted
whether we're guilty or not.

The NSA, if it continues 1n existence,
will always be suspect. We can only hope
that the CIA has not used other groups of
scholars or professional people for similar purposes. The CIA action in this
instance is nothing less than horrifying.
It is also incredibiy stupid.
Perhaps the most unbelievable aspect
of the whole affair is the clumsiness of
the CIA. It is supposed to be one of the
world's most sophisticated intelligence
organizations and yet it lets itself get
caught subsidizing a bunch of kids. How
horribly demoralizing; high-paid supersleuths, part of the country's chief intelligence agency, are nabbed where no selfrespecting burglar would have left a
fingerprint.
For many months the senior Senator
from Minnesota [Mr. McCARTHY], has
been calling for the CIA to let the Congress know more of its activities and ex, penditures. The Oversight Committee
of the other body has added three Senators from the Foreign Relations Committee as a result of Senator McCARTHY's
efforts. The House should do the same.
There is no reason on earth why Representatives and Senators should not know
more about the activities of the CIA.
After all, if they allow undergraduates in
on their activities why not elected representatives of the people?

The relationship between the CIA and
the NSA reportedly began in 1952. In
that year John Foster Dulles was appointed Secretary of State. His brother,
Allen, then Deputy Director, shortly became Director of the CIA. Did John
Foster Dulles persuade his brother, Allen,
of the need to give money to the student
group ~o counter the Communist moves
of the day? The Dulles brothers were
splendid public servants, somewhat
Cromwellian in philosophy. That estimable Englishman said, "Trust in God
and keep your powder dry." In this instance, I suppose that the Dulles brothers
forgot that leaks might dampen the
powder. Their successors compounded
the errors.
I think it fundamental that the activities and expenditures of the CIA be
thoroughly examined by responsible congressional authorities. The CIA and all
other Government departments must not
only be protected from dominance by
each other, but should perform only their
legally assigned functions. The CIA w'as
never meant to be a military agency or a
State Department. Further, the CIA
was never meant to dominate private organizations, labor unions, or tax-exempt
foundations. It must never again be
allowed to do so.
The exposure of the CIA will prove a
valuable thing if it leads to a proper investigation and definition of the Agency's
responsibilities. It is now the duty of
the Congress to take remedial action
without delay.
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men have taken up the fight, and their
sacrifices compare with those of men
from our past wars.
Our fighting men do not know the
term "retreat." Here in America these
men deserve our every consideration.
We must not retreat, either, and must act
in their behalf. We must provide for
these men when they have fought the
fight and return home to receive the
plaudits of a grateful Nation, just as all
of our other veterans.
The call to duty-the same call that
has gone out to millions before themwas answered by these young men. Today, they bear arms in the name of thiS
Nation.
On January 31 the President sent us
a message dealing .with veterans benefits for these brave young men. He
called the proposed legislation the Vietnam Conflict Servicemen and Veterans
Act of 1967.
I am wholeheartedly behind any actions this body may take to rectify the
inequities which now exist for our servicemen who are fighting in Vietnam.

Inaugural Address of South Carolina
Gov. Robert E. MeN air
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. W. J. BRYAN DORN
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

The Vietnam Conflict Servicemen and,
Veterans Act of 1967
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. L. MENDEL RIVERS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. RIVERS. Mr. Speaker, over 11,000 miles away from their native homeland, over 400,000 Americans are involved
in protecting the lives of approximately
15 million South Vietnamese and other
Asians ,threatened with subjugation or
death by communism from outside their
own country. These valiant American
soldiers are P,efending freedom, not just
for those Asians, but for all free peo~es.
.
Several hundred thousand other Americans have already fought the "good
fight" in the cause of freedom on that ·
foreign soil.
These Americans-the essence of the
finest of American youth-are fighting
the continuing battle for freedom over
65,000 square miles. For, within every
rice paddy, within every delta, the specter
of the subversive Vietcong lurks.
Aided by the communistic regime of
North Vietnam, these Vietcong torture,
pillage, destroy, and murder the populace.
Their intimidation knows no
bounds because of the designation "civilian." Their ruthless attempt to conquer
these free peoples has been answered
with the might of this Nation. Our young

Mr. DORN. Mr. Speaker, South Carolinians, and indeed Americans everywhere, can be proud of our distinguished
and able Governor. Governor McNair
was overwhelmingly elected Governor
last November after becoming Governor
in At>r111965. Governor McNair on January 18, 1967, delivered an outstanding.
encouraging and refreshing address. I
commend this great speech to my colleagues in the Congress and to the people
of the United States.
The speech follows:
[From the Greenville News (S.C.), Jan. 19,
1967]
INAUGURAL ADDRESS OF SOUTH CAROLINA
GovERNOR, RoBERT E. McNAIR
There are many feelings that ·a man wants
to express when given the privilege of serving
the people of his state as their Governor. It
is a time to express the deep and sincere
gratitude that I feel for the confidence placed
in me by my fellow South Carolinians.
It is a time to share with you some of my
thoughts about South Carolina's past and
present--and even more important--about
her future. It is a time to talk about posi~
tive action and the ability of our people to
grasp the new opportunities of this exciting
age.
As we meet here today, we have faced up
to challenges and changes that have tested
our dignity and our character. On this 18th
day of January in 1967 the people of South
Carolina are respected throughout the
nation.
I believe that South Carolina wants to
move forward aggressively in the last half of
the 20th century. I believe that my felloW
South Carolinians are not only prepared, but
are eager, to reach out toward greater
achievement. And, on the basis of that con~
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'iction, I give you my firm commi,tment to
reaponsible forward movement.
I Would like to believe it is the same kind
Of COlillllitment my parents must have felt
&otne 40 years a.go in a small !arm commulUty in Berkeley County. The efl'orts by my
father and others to put as much quality as
their resources would allow in a threeteacher schoolhouse near Jamestown gave me
0
Pl>Ortunities for which I have had many
reasons to be grateful.
Pr<>ud as I know my parents were o! the
benefits they were able to provide, I regret
that their life span was not long enough to
thare with me this greatest honor of my life.
As we look back into the history of our
state, we discover convincing evidence that
~"e descend from a proud and diligent people.
1nilne has proved the relevance of the motto
,,_scribed on the Great Seal of South CaroA..UJ&-"While I breathe, I hope."
'Your generation and mine has created a
new and diversified economic base. We have
ceased to imitate and begun to innovate.
~e are creating new jobs and new hope for
thOse who show their willingness to help
elllselves. We are setting the pace for a
'tlbrant, New South.
~though our recent economic gains are
lll.ost gratifying, the cold facts of reality
lll.Ust be recognized and reckoned with. If
l.'e are to maintain our lead, and accelerate
0
llr thrust toward new horizons, we must
COme to grips with a basic fact. Vast numbers of our citizens are either under-prepared
or llnder-employed. We must develop a
COntinuing stream of human resources in
Ol'der to insure a steady :flow of progress.
~e Primary requirement for future eco~llllc gains will be a reservoir of skilled
anpower.
\> '1'hi.s can be done, and will be done, through
Ocat1ona1 and educational training. This
basic obligation imposed on the leader& P of South carolina today.
We must
~~~ly our best efl'orts to the fulfillment of
~ Obligation! A.s we make plans and establish priorities
::South Carolina, we must recognize those
eas in which decisions cannot be postPonect. Some of the principal needs requir~g 1mmed1ate attention are in the field of
Ucatton and training.
eo.We must achieve effective coordination of
ucatton at all levels, with ample oppor~UUlties for job-oriented, as well as academic

\a

a.lning.

More emphasis must be given to the exPansion and orientation of graduate pro~ in our colleges and universities. We
w that grants and other resources are
going to those institutions which are capable
~ generating modern research. We also
ow that industries looking to the future
are gravitating toward those states which
recognize this relationship.
to We must have new laws and new programs
keep more of our children in school. If
~ encourage illl teracy by ignoring this need,
en we are paving the way for a welfare
state.
Other areas in which I believe we cannot
atrord to procrastinate include:
New concepts in industrial financing to
a'"<>id competitive disadvantages.
Additional safety measures and fully-supPorted law enforcement to reduce the toll
<>1 highway accidents and traffic deaths.
neasonable insurance law revisions that
'9i1ll stabilize rates, prohibit arbitrary can;euations, and avoid penalizing the safe
~river.

New emphasis on programs to provide more
<lactors, and to reduce the critical shortage
Of nurses, technicians, and other medical
Professionals.
lteorganization in our mental retardation
and rehabilitation programs to render more
tfrective and economical service.
Puller development and increased promo-

tlon of our outdoor recreation !acllities.
This will require a consolidation of services
and etrort.
Closer coordination and expansion of agencies involved in agricultural service and research.
Another area of concern involves the impact of a growth and shifting population.
The transition from a predominantly rural
to an increasingly urban society has created
new problems which demand new approaches. Air and water pollution, for example,
must be dealt with before we are faced with
a critical situation.
We must, at the same time, act on other
crucial matters involving the structure and
continuity of our government . . Well-conceived action must be taken on reapportionment, provisions for county governmep.t,
constitutional revision and election law improvements.
Those of us who have labored together in
the Legislature know that real progress is
seldom achieved through the ideals of one
man; nor can legislation achieve intended
results without effective and responsible administration.
That is why it wlll be my policy-as it has
been during these past 20 months-to counsel with many, to keep lines of communication open, to seek the best thinking available for the solution of problems and the
realization of opportunities. Thus, when
the time comes for action, we are ready to
act.
Through prudent and careful management
down through the years, we have achieved
an enviable reputation for fiscal responsibility. We should not, and will not depart from
this basic and sensible course. However,
experience has taught us an equally important lesson-that the needs of tomorrow
are, in fact, the problems of today.
Unless we are willing to shortchange coming generations, we must be determined to
reach out for new goals through responsible growth financing. We live in a dynamic
society. We must invest in the future.
We are advocating a program of growth
financing that would be planned with the
assistance of the best fiscal minds in the
state. It should be structured on the basis
of sound, business concepts-taking into account our goals for the future and our capacity to achieve them. Either we move forward with this kind of planning, or we will
surely move backward.
As we take action to enhance the stature of
South Carolina in all of these fields, we will
continue to seek out and efl'ectlvely utilize
any and all resources that can be used to
our benefit. The resources of the federal
treasury have become an increasingly imp<>rtant factor in the extension of services.
While these resources have been applied to
many needs which the states, themselves,
have been unable-or in some cases unwilling-to meet, they have often been misapplied and have impeded efl'ective working
relationships between the states and the
federal government.
Working with other governors in recent
months, I have suggested constructive proposals for improvement of this relationship.
The response has been favorable, mainly, I
believe because South Carolina has tried to
recognize not only its prerogatives--but its
responsibilities, as a state.
We have reached a point where we are
being given more responsibility for the conduct of federally-sponsored programs. We
have asked for this responsibility. It is now
up to us to demonstrate that we are, indeed,
willing and able to expand existing programs
and initiate new ones to provide for the legitimate needs of our people.
Our determinatlon to move forward has
been manifested in many ways in recent
years of challenge and decision. But perhaps the greatest tribute to the people of
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South Carolina is the reputation we have
established as a state whose citizens are dignified, fairminded., and respectful of the law.
I firmly believe that we can have no finer
purpose than to uphold that reputation.
Convinced as I am that this purpose is supported by a large majority of our people in
every station of life, I intend to use all of the
authority and in:fluence at my command to
see that the good name of our state is not
tarnished--either by infringement of human
rights, or by flagrant disregard for law and
order.
I plan to discourage at every opportunity
any attitude or suggestion that the law can
be treated as a matter of personal convenience. Until laws are changed in our system
of representative government, it must be assumed that they represent the will of the
majority. We cannot engage in selective enforcement and maintain respect for the law.
As law-abiding citizens, we are obligated to
give full supp<>rt to our local and state enforcement officers in their efi'orts to carry out
their duties. To do otherwise will instill
doubts in the minds of our children that we
truly believe in the legal system and the
constitutional form of government to which
we pledge our allegiance.
If I could choose one word to use as a guide
for the next four years, it would be "responsibility." I hope dUring the next four years
to see many more of our people recognize
their responsibility to involve themselves in
planning and acting for the future of our
state and our communities.
I believe the time was never better for
leaders in every field to speak out :tor the
interests of their state. There is no room
in South Carolina for those who would subordinate the interests of the whole state to
the building of political parties, or the :turtheting of political ambitions. The worth
of an idea can neither be justified nor discredited by the imprint of a party label.
At the same time, government in South
Carolina will not be enhanced by the twoparty system if it results in promoting pur-.
poseless discord and dissension.
Today's South Carolina has no time for
obsession with either "black power" or "white
backlash." The time was never better to
work for an improved climate of understanding-for opinion leaders and editorial writers
to encourage action rather than promote reaction.
With the opportunities that are before us,
this is not the time-and South Carolina is
not the place--for those who are pre-occupied with extremism or petty frustration.
It is a time and a place for resolving problems rather than contributing to divisive
frictions-for breaking down arti:flcial barriers to progress--for reaching out to the
timeless goal of human betterment through
the wider extension of knowledge and the
better use of our human and natural resources. This is the time, and South Carolina is the place, :tor building communities
where only the clearly indolent will bear the
bitter burdens of poverty and ignorance.
As I look at my state on this January day,
I see people looking ahead with new breath
and new hope. I see a place where shirtsleeves are at the elbow and hands are on
forward gears--a place where the unskilled
become mechanics and mechanics become
technicians-where new opportunities unfold every day for men and women who want
better lives for themselves and their children.
South Carolina has the eagerness to move
upward-the basis--and the momentum.
When I first took office, 20 months ago, I
pledged every fiber of my being and every talent at my command to the end that our
progress and the welfare o! our citizens would
be maintained and improved.
I have attempted to keep that pledge.
Today, I renew it.
Thank you.
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Today Is 20th Anniversary of Romania's
Enslavement
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF,

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI
OF n..LINOIS
L~

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, Columnist Dumitru Danielopol, through his
personal experience, has had a seat at
the scene of the Communist seizure of
Romania. His article in the Aurora
Beacon-News on February 10, 1967, on
the occasion of the 20th anniversary of
Romania's enslavement, merits special
review and I ask leave to insert it in the
RECORD at this point:
Beaco~-News, Feb. 10,
1967]
TODAY Is 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF
ROMANIA'S ENSLAVEMENT
WASHINGTON.-It happened 20 years ago.
On Feb. 10, 1947 a large black Un:wusine
drove into the courtyard of the Palais d"Orsay
in Parls. It carried George Tatarescu, vicepremier of Romania and minister of foreign
affairs.
Officially, he was going to the French Foreign Ministry to sign a peace treaty that was
to end the "state of war" between Romania
and the Allied and Associated Powers.
What he was in fact doing, was signing
the Romanian people into bondage.
I don't know if he fully realized at the
time, but as I watched his car arrive that
gray, rainy, cold afternoon, I knew there
was no hope for Romania.
As secretary general of the economic delegation of Rumania in 1946 I had had plenty
of opportunity to see the farcical conditions
under which the peace conference had been
conducted.
~_saw Russia's arrogance, treachery and
appetltle at close range.
I also experienced the disinterested attitude of American delegates.
There were supposed to be four Great
Powers on the European scene in those
days-the U.S., Britain, France and the
U.S.S.R.
At that Paris Conference there was only
one. the Soviet Union.
With cunning and some astute political
moves the Soviets convinced the other three
that In order to ensure a lasting peace any
treaty should have "Great Power Unanimity."
The three western nations fell into the
trap. They gave Russia veto power and although outnumbered, 3-1, the Soviet Union
got what she wanted, and more.
The treaties were a disaster.
"Both tn substance and in technical drafting they could be compared unfavorably even
with the maligned treaties of 1919 and 1920,"
reflected John C. Campbell, a member on
the U.S. delegation, in the book, U.S. in
World Affairs.
.
"They were a far cry from what the people
of Europe and America had been given to
expect."
·
After the bitter experience of the war, after
all the propaganda and the lip service paid
to the principles of the Atlantic Charter, he
said Eastern Europe was surrendered· to a
11ew tyranny.
The only hope for the people of Eastern
Europe at the time was the United States.
France had died at Verdun in 1916. Her
claim to "Great Power" status was a sham.
Britain was tired and economically exhausted. Her empire was going to pieces
and a weak Labor government of Prime
Minister Clement Attlee didn't know how to
stop lt.

(From the Aurora
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is currently used chiefly as a standby facility
The Soviet Union was in shambles.
Four years of bitter and bloody war in for airport.s less fortunately located ts no reher territory, a two-way scorched earth pol· flection on the airport. But it is a reflection
icy, and tens of million people killed left the on an industry that seems unable or unwillU.S.S.R. only a shadow of the "greatness" ing to make good use of the best fac1lities on
the Eastern Seaboard-best in terms of
it claimed.
The one and only real power in the world safety, convenience for passengers and elll.ciency for aviation.
at the time was the United States.
Economically, industrially, militarily America had never been stronger.
Yet in foreign politics the United States
was weak.
The Appalachian Regional
America was in no mood to stand firm,
in no mood for heroics. It was only in a
Development Ad
hurry to get the whole thing over with.
"The four allied government-s," reported
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Secretary of States James Byrnes, after his
OF
return from a 1946 meeting of the Council
of Foreign Ministers in Parts, "cannot in·
definitely delay the making of peace with
OF PENNSYLVANIA
countries which have long ceased to fight,
simply because they cannot agree among
IN THE HOUSE OF REl'RESENTATIVES
themselves on peace terms."
Wednesday, February 15, 1967
Appeasement of Russia became the order
of the day. It was peace at any price.
Mr. FULTON of Pennsylvania. Mr.
"The Americans are giving away more than Speaker, it 1s a pleasure for me to place
the Russians are asking for," remarked the
Communist Romanian boss, Lucretlu Patras- in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the testicanu, one of the members of the Romanian mony of the Honorable Raymond P.
Shafer, Governor of the Commonwealth
delegation.
In the hope of befriending the Soviet ogre, .of Pennsylvania, to the Special ComEastern Europe and parts of Germany were mittee on Economic Development of the
fed to him.
Public Works Committee of the U.S.
What happened since is history.
Senate on January 26, 1967.
Tatarescu spent years in Communist prisThe testimony follows:
ons. He was released only to die.
Patrascanu was executed by a Stalinist fir- TEsTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE RAYMOND p ·
SHAFER, GOVERNOR OF THE COMI!.IONWEALTJI
ing squad.
OF PENNSYLVANIA TO THE SPECIAL COMMIT•
Romania is a police state, trying to find
TEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE
economic recovery in a land that was exPuBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE OF THE U.S.
plot ted by the Soviets, then left to the misSENATE, l;ION. JENNINGS RANDOLPH, CHAIRmanagement of local Communlst.s.
MAN
The appeased ogre was not appeased.
Mr. Chairman and distinguished SenatorsOne billlon people are in captivity.
! am delighted to have this opportunity to
America has not had one single day of give you the views of the Commonwealth of
real peace. A cold or hot war has raged ever Pennsylvania concerning Senate Bill No. 602,
since. Still no end is in sight.
amending the Appalachian Regional DevelNow appeasement has another name- opment Act of 1965.
"peaceful engagement." It is voiced 1n
Pennsylvania is keenly interested in every
Washington even while American soldiers are aspect of this Act and the Appalachia Probeing killed by Communists.
gram. As you know, the Appalachian portion
Will we ever learn?
of our State has the largest area aq.d population of any of the Appalachian states and
our State contributes more to the budget
of the Appalachian Regional Commission's
operation than any other of the 12 states.
Dulles Airport
You know that beginning July 1, 1967 the
states will pay 50% of the cost.s of the operation of the Commission. This brings home
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
to each of the states and oopecially to Penn01'
sylvania our large stake in the successful
operation of the Program.
I shall divide my testimony in four parts:
OF OHIO
1. An overall appraisal of the Appnla.cl':l.la
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Program.
2.
The admission of Misslsslppl.
Wednesday, February 15, 1967
3. Other major amendments to the basic
Mr. BOW. :Mr. Speaker, I was pleased law.
to find in the editorial columns of the
4. Authorizations.
Washington Post some words of praise
OVERALL APPRAISAL
for Dulles International Airport and the
believe that the Appalachia Program
suggestion that the air carriers give is We
a good program. We think these amendthought to increased use of this out- ments and others we propose will make It
standing facility.
better.
The editmial follows:
Looking at practicalities, I am proud to
report to you that Pennsylvania hn.s aggresDULLEs AmPORT
It is to be hoped that Tuesday's great sively taken advantage of the program, and
storm may have brought to the attention of it has helped us.
Not including development highways, we
the aviation industry a phenomena of which
it evidently has not been aware previously: have had 85 separate projects approved bY'
that there is a great international airport the Commission involving $26.5 milllon o!
outside of Washington -which has a fine Appalachia funds. More projects have been
operating record. Dulles Airport continued approved at State level and are before the
to receive and dispatch fl.lghts during hours Commission and Federal agencies now.
Forty-six point seven m11es costing $36,when both Kennedy International Airport in
New York and Washington National Airport 507,000 of development highway have been
approved, and 48.6 more mlles are awatttng
were closed.
Sooner or later this great facllity-with clearance.
Eleven access roads have been approved.
good claim to being the best airport in the
world-will be used to its capacity. That it costing $.5 million.

HON. JAMES G. FULTON

HON. FRANK T. BOW
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Thirty-six grant-in-aid projects, involving
million of Appalachia funds, have been
approved. These include help to higher education facillties, hospitals, nursing facilities,
libraries and vocational scho ls. -<
So we are moving,-getting results from
this program.
Equally important, in principle, we find the
Pro~am one that force-feeds the growth of
state responsibilities. When you imposed on
the states through this law the duty to
originate and select the projects which were
to be funded by combined State and Federal
funds, you truly took an important step in
the revitalization of the Federal system and
t h e development of states responsibillties.
In candor, America today wants to see
greE,~.ter responsibilities, greater activism by
the states in solving the problems that they
and the National Government confront. The
Appalachia Program is a. model which could
~ell be applied as an effective system for
hitting rapidly and soundly at the problems
of our time.
I cannot stress this too strongly.
As you know, I strongly favor tax sharing
with minimum restrictions. At the same
time, as a companion mechanism to utllize
the capabilities of the states and cut through
the confusion and red tape besetting the
Admlnistratlon of many federal programs today, I urge you to study and learn from the
Appalachia Program.. It works.
I respectfully urge that you apply its techniques to many of your other grant programs. which are bogged down and failing to
get through to their objects.
~6.4

ADMISSION

o:r

MISSISSIPPI

Now turning to specific provisions of the
bill before you, section 403, amended, would
bring 27 counties of 1\fisslssippi into the
Appalachian region.
Pennsylvania. favors the inclusion of these
counties of Mississippi on the terms set forth
in the Act, namely that adequate funds in
each of the various sub-programs covered
by the Act, be proVided on a. pro rata basis
for 1\fisslssippi.
OTHEJt MAJOR AMENDMENTS

1. The most important change in the Act,
1s that which authorizes appropriation of
funds to the Commlsslon (section 401), and
authorizes the Commission to advance funds
!or approved programs and projects to the
appropriate departments and agencies (sections 102 and 401). At the same time, the
Commission will, with the adVice of the federal departments and agencies, approve the
Projects and programs. (This is achieved by
appropriate
amendment
of
language
throughout the Act.)
Presently, funds are appropriated to the
Departments and agencies. They disburse
the funds,-on the recommendation of the
Commission.
The present procedure 1.s cumbersome. It
interposes a. review that duplicates the ComDlission reView, and it produces delay and
second guessing.
Regrettably, for example, in access roads,
Commission approvals have been given as
long as a. year and a. half ago,-but Commerce
hasn't yet delivered a. penny for these roads.
We strongly support this amendment to
Section 102, .W1 and others related throughout the Act. Together they spell effective,
Yet duly safeguarded, action.
2. Another useful amendment, particularly
With the cut-back in federal highway funds,
1a that to Section 201 whtch permits retmbur!ement of highway funds if the states
can. move ahead, but federal funds are consumed. This is, as you know, standard
Practice in the Inter-State program. It will
give much greater fle:r.lbillty to the States
in building their Appalachian Highway
llfStem.
3. We support the amendment

to Section

202 ot the Act which provides for broader
ntore comprehensive multi-county demon-

stration health facilities as an imaginative
approach to solVing regional health problems~ These amendments will accelerate the
fulfillment of comprehensive medical facilities on a demonstration basis; this is a
truly worthwhile regional effort.
4. There are two additional amendments
we believe should be included, which are
not.
First, Section . 205 is a critical section of
the Act for West Virginia, Kentucky, Ohio
and Pennsylvania. It provides for mine
restoration, the filling of underground voids
and the extinguishment of underground
mine fires has proceeded well.
But strip mine restoration, a pressing need
in conservation· and beautification, lags because it is limited to publlcly-owned lands.
There are few of these. Hence the dollars
authorized and appropriated for this program remain virtually unused.
A solution to this problem which would
also avoid the "wind-falls" Senator Lausche
seeks correctly to prevent, would be the creation o! a. federal revolving fund to enable
the States to purchase at low cost "guttedout" lands. They could then be reclaimed,
resold at higher prices, the proceeds returning to the fund.
states would be eligible for this assistance
only where they had rigid strip mine restoration laws to prevent spoilation of natural
beauty in current operations.
We shall make available to you , statutory
language to achieve this program, and we
earnestly urge it upon you.
The problem is too pressing to delay
further.
Second, lt has been the practice of the
States to elect and have represent them and
the States' Co-Chairmen between meetings,
a States' Representative. We recommend
that this should be recognized and authorized in the ba.s ic law.
For that purpose we recommend that Section 101 have the following sentence added:
"The States may also elect a States' Representative, not from among their number,
who shall serve on such terms and conditions as the , States may determine".
AUTHORIZATIONS

The Blll before you modestly increases
authorizations for specific programs by a.
total of $10 million over the authorizations
of the original law. This merely covers
Mississippi's entry into the program.
Approval of these increases is a condition
of our approval of Mississippi in the program. We trust your committee will therefore apprcve these increases 1f you approve
admission of Mississippi.
One authorization is, in Pennsylvania's
view, inadequate. This is in Section 201,
providing for developm.ent highways. The
section does not provide either the miles or
the dollars needed to include Routes 219
and 119 from the Maryland border to the
New York border nor Route 220 from Williamsport to the New York border, in the
Appalachian system. This leaves a bad gap
in the highway network. To complete a.
highway systeJll that truly opens up this
major Appalachian area of Pennsylvania,
additional dollars and miles must be authorized. Specifically we recommend to you
that this authorization should be increased
by 318 miles and $191 million dollars to
complete these highways.
CONCLUSION

The Appalachia Act is a good act.
Pennsylvania and its sister states are doing
their responsible best to make it work.
The amendments before you today in the
BUl, plus those which Pennsylvania specially
seeks will make the Act work even better.
We urge this distinguished commlttee to
report these amendments favorably to th&
Senate.
Thank you.
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Mr. CONTE. Mr. Speaker, we are
presently on the threshold of another in
our series of annual confrontations in
this Chamber over the size and scope of
our foreign aid program. My views on
the subject should be well known to most
of my distinguished colleagues, having
sat on the Foreign Operations Appropriations Subcommittee since coming to the
Congress, and having authored minority
views on the program on at least two
previous occasions.
I support the concept of foreign aid.
In my judgment its impact on world
hunger and disease, its encouragement
of peace and as a deterrent to war, have
more than justified our investment.
I am prepared to support the program
again this year, in spite of warnings from
the press and elsewhere that powerful
opposition is building up against it in the
90th Congress.
The program can and should be revised and improved, of course. I have so
advocated in my own minority views appended to previous committee reports on
the program. But it -s hould not be sacrificed on the altar of economic austerity.
The program proJ)osed by the administration this year appears to press even
further in the direction I have supported
and recommended over the years;
namely, a greater emphasis on economic
aid and less on milltary assistance.
A number of stones and editorials
have appeared in the press recently concerning the scope and thrust of our foreign aid commitment this year. Two of
the more incisive and well balanced of
these appeared fn recent issues of the
Washington Post · and the Berkshire
Eagle, the latter published in my hometown of Pittsfield, Mass.
The Eagle editorial, which, incidentally, quotes some of my own candid observations, emphasizes the need for continuing the program and cites the comparatively modest outlay as opposed to
the costs of the war effort 1n Vietnam.
The Post editorial notes the rhetorical
hocus-pocus with which the administration has tried to conceal the true nature
of the overall foreign aid program. The
Post also rightly decries the administration's preoccupation with slogans and
gimmicks in order to sell a program that
is basically sound and so vitally essential for world peace and our own national security.
Under unanimous-consent procedures,
I submit both editorials to appear at this
point ln the RECORD and respectfully
commend them to my colleagues' attention.
The editorials follow:
[From the Berkshire Eagle, Feb. 10, 1967]
A BETrER

FOREIGN-Am

Bn.L

Representative Silvio 0. Conte, a long ..
tl.me backer of U.S. foreign aid programs
a.nd an influential member o! the Houee
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Appropriations Committee, Is convinced that
the administration will have to be satisfied
with considerably less than its $3.126 billion
foreign-aid request this year.
"The President won't get anything like
even $2.9 billion," says the Pittsfield congressman. "I'm going to support the bill as
usual, but it's getting tougher every year.
There are probably enough Democratic opponents to align with Republicans and knock
down the President's suggested figures."
The prospect is unwelcome because it happens that in most respects this is a better
foreign-aid bill than any in recent years. It
deserves passage in substantially its present
form.
Its principal virtue is that it makes a
marked shift of emphasis from military aid
to economic aid. It signals a change in the
program that foreign-aid experts long have
advocated but have been unable to incorporate in the administration's proposals.
The figures tell the story. Last year
President Johnson asked for $2.469 billion
in economic a.ld and got $2.144 from Congress. He asked for $917 million in military
assistance and received $792 million ( excluding Vietnam war costs) • This year the President wants an increase in economic aid to
$2.63 billion and a cut in military aid to
$596 million.
But the indications in Washington · are
that these figures will be shaved anywhere
from 5 to 20 per cent. The situation in the
Senate Is much the same as last year, when
a. great many former foreign-aid champions
like Senator J. William Fulbright approved
cuts in the program as a means of registering opposition to policies in Southeast Asia.
With the conservative bloc buttressed by
last November's elections, the new Congress
is likely to be more even economy-minded
than its predecessors.
And though war costs properly have no
bearing on the objectives af the foreign-aid
program, the $20-blllion-a-year conflict in
· Vietnam and the threat of a. spring tax increase provide ammunition for the costcutters.
The counter-argument is, of course, that a.
nation which can afford the enormously expensive war while preserving prosperity at
home can well afford to spend $3 billion to
help relieve the conditions that generate unrest. But whether this viewpoint will gain
enough adherents in an economy-bent Congress remains in doubt.
[From the Washington (D.C.) Post, Feb. 13,
1967]
FOREIGN AID's REFORMATION

In the field o! foreign aid, as elsewhere,
what President Johnson has done--and he
has done some very big things-is all too
often dlmlnished by the way he does it.
What the President has done is to engineer
the moot sweeping reformation of this country's foreign a.ld philosophy since the Marshall Plan. His latest foreign aid message
to Congress is eloquent testimony to the
new faith-to insistence on self-help by
beneficiaries, to "multUateralism" in giving
and receiving, to economic uplift for its own
sake, to a bare minimum of pork-barrel diplomacy.
"Want is the enemy of peace and hopelessness the mother of violence," the President
declared, in committing this country to a
global responsibility for sensible, hardheaded, sympathetic cooperation In the long,
hard business of narrowing the treacherous
gull dividing the rich nations and the poor.
"The inescapable lesson of our century," he
said, "is that our home is this planet and
our neighbors three bUllon strong."
So far, so good. But if the lesson 1J5 in·
escapable, so is the harsh reality: While the
urgent needS of our less developed neigh·
bors on this planet are growing, the efforts
of the industrialized nations to meet these
)

needs are faltering. The :flaw in the President's otherwise praiseworthy foreign a.ld
message is that it 1s downright furtive about
the very point on which it ought to be most
forthright--the true dimension of the problem and the present and future cost:
Twice, he reassured the Congress that
United States aid outlays are now less than
seven-tenths of one per cent of national income. What he did not say was that while
this country's national income has been increasing steadily, foreign aid spending in
recent years has been declining progressively.
In all logic, 1! the problem is as serious
as Mr. Johnson makes it sound, this country ought to be prepared to allot a :fixed
proportion of its resources to the job. Instead, the proportion alloted has been
shrinking steadily.
In fairness, it needs to be noted that there
1s more to the President's program than
meets the eye-catching claim that its $3.1
billion total 1s the lowest ever requested.
What that means is that it 1s the lowest ever
requested within the framework of a Foreign
Assistance Act, which means nothing-except to Congressmen to careless to count in
some additional, and highly important, commitments which the President mentioned
only in passing, or not at all.
Among these are $200 million in special
funds for the Asian Development Bank; a
United States contribution of an unspecified
amount to a special fund for the African
Development Bank; "new proposals," also
unspecified, for replenishment of the InterAmerican Development Bank, which w111 be
a major concern of the Latin American summit meeting later this year; and new funds
to fulfill existing United States obligations
to the International Development Association, the World Bank's lenient-lending offshoot, which the President did not bother to
mention, though it faces the need for a major replenishment of funds even after current obligations are met.
It can be argued that the presentation of
foreign aid programs has always been something of a shell game and that Mr. Johnson
has merely added a few more shells. The
same defense can be made, in the name of
practical politics, for other gimmickry: the
suggestion that Congress state as an "objective" that 85 per cent of development loan
funds be disbursed in regional or multilateral frameworks, when that Is already the
case; the establishment of a National Advisory Committee on Self-Help, to pry into
the domestic policies of aid beneficiaries; the
old-hat re-emphasis of private investment
as the "best, long-term route to rapid
growth"; the coining of yet another slogan,
the "War on Hunger," and the creation of a.
new bureaucratic entity to pursue tt.
I! this 1s really what it takes to elicit solid
support for a worthy case, so be it. A danger
remains that the cause wm suffer In the long
run unless it is sold squarely for whn.t it is
worth.
·
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Mr. WILLIAM D. FORD. Mr. Speaker, 1n his thought-provoking comments
on the problems of the population boom,
Clayton Fritchey hails President Johnson as ''the first U.S. Chief Executive to
face up to the crisis, and deal with It
frankly and courageously."

Feb·r uary 15, 1967

The syndicated colwnnist goes on to
say that if the world wins the desperate
battle to overcome population growth before it overcomes the world, a great deal
will be owed to the President.
The article is a lucid presentation of
the positive steps of the present administration in the face of strong opposition
to make family planning a concern of
the Federal Government. It notes the
short history of this movement and attributes its failure to the fear of past
Presidents to take a positive stand on so
politically controversial an issue.
Mr. Fritchey concludes that President
Johnson has paved the way for a national effort that is rapidly gaining momentum. His article, as it appeared in
the Washington Evening Star of February 3 will be of interest to my col·
leagues, and I ask that it be included in
the RECORD.
The article follows:
JOHNSON PAVES WAY IN FIGHT ON POPULATION
BOOM

(By Clayton Frltchey)
lf the world wins the quiet, but d~perate,
race to overcome population growth before
it overcomes the world (and the outcome is
still in doubt) a great debt will be owed to
President Johnson.
One reason that It is stUl a touch-and-go
matter is that a systematic at..,ack on this
overwhelming problem was delayed for years
because the most powerful country on earth
either opposed or dragged its feet on all such
efforts.
And this negative attitude, which delayed
the start of organized governmental programs for so many years, can be laid directly
at the door of U.S. Presidents who, for political reasons, shied away from this controversial problem. More than anything else, they
were fearful of churc;:h opposition.
Johnson is the first U.S. chief executive to
face up to the crisis, and deal with it frankly
and courageously, even though his intervention has aroused some church reaction,
especially from Catholic quarters.
The Johnson approach, both domestically
and internationally, is well beyond that of
even recent Presidents like Eisenhower and
Kennedy. Just eight years ago when Elsenhower was asked about a possible government
role in family planning, he snapped, "That's
not our business." And when the question
of disseminating birth control information
arose 1n the United Nations in 1962, the
United States, under Kennedy, refused to
go along, a policy that has been reversed
under Johnson.
"Family planning as a concern of the federal government has a remarkably short
history," says Dr. PWlip Lee, assistant secretary of Health, Education and Welfare. It
is the understatement of the year.
Last March Johnson told Congress, "It iS
essential that all families have access to information and services that will allow freedom to choose the number and spacing of
their children within the dictates of Individual conscience."
In the years to come that many sound
bland and cautious, but it nevertheless was
a. pioneering statement. There are manY
who still think the government's efforts are
excessively timid, but tt must be remembered
that, while resistance has dlmlnished, the
subject is stlll controversial.
Only a few days ago, in fact, the Vatican
weekly, Osservatore Della. Domenica., criti·
cised a passage in Johnson's State of the
Union message, in which he sa.td, "Nations
with food deficits must put more of their
resources into voluntary family planning
programs."
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Also, some we-eks ago the U.S. Catholic
bishops Lssued a statement accusing the gov~
ernment of taking the initiative in spread~

to speak, about birth con~
trol. They sald. "We decry this overreaching by the government, and assert again
the inviolablllty of human privacy."
Yet on the whole the educational program
bas encountered far less opposition than
might have been expected. Last week, for
instance, the Roman Catholic archbishop of
San Antonio, Tex., approved a proposed community planned parenthood program under
certain conditions.
''Human beings," said Archbishop Robert
Lucey, "should be judiciously informed of
scientlfic advances and exploration by methods by which spouses can be helped 1n arranging the number of their children. . . .
Planned parenthood shares with us a desire
to inform mnrrled parents of their responsibllity in bearing children."
In another Texas city, Corpus Christl (the
first to get family planning funds from the
omce of Economic Opportunity), birth control cllnics were a big factor in a 41 percent
reduction in the number of patients treated
after illegal abortions, and a 28 percent drop
in hospital births.
In Baltimore, where 14,000 indigent mothers were supplied with contraceptive instruction and devices in 12 months, the National
Observer reports that 2,000 fewer births were
recorded in 1965 than 1964, a drop of 10 percent. The estimated savings to the city in
projected education costs alone exceeded $1
million.
Two years ago, HEW's Children's Bureau
says, only 13 states were participating in
family planning programs, but this already
has jumped to 41, However, the head of the
bureau adds:
"The fact is that less than a third of the
counties or munic1pn.11ties in the United
States are supporting family planning activities . . • • Only 436 hospitals in the nation
(less than 7 percent of the 6,422 that reported) offer family planning services."
·so tt 1s evident that the United States Is
still a long way from reallzlng Johnson's goal
or extending birth control services to "all
famllles" in need, but the President certainly
has paved the way for the national effort that
Is rapidly gaining momentum.
1ng the word, so
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Mr. ZABLOCKI. :Mr. Speaker, on several occasions in recent weeks I have
called attention to the problems being
caused 1n the Great Lakes by the population explosion among the alewife, a
sm.a.Il herringlike fish which now exists
by the tens of billions in the Great Lakes.
The ale'\\rffe has become a number one
concen1 as a serious cause of water pollution. The bodies of the dea.d fish clog
Water intakes, litter beaches and create
stenches in the business districts of lakeSide cities.
If the population of this species could
be brought under control, the alewife
could be an important element in the
rejuvenation of the Great Lakes as a
recreational and commercial fishing resource.
In a recent report, the Fish Division

of the Michigan Conservation Department reported amazing progress in
stocking the Lakes with coho and chinook salmon. Essential to the growth of
these species, as well as the indigenous
lake trout and steelheads, are substantial
numbers of small forage fish to feed on.
The alewife will fit this purpose wellif the fish population of the lakes can
be brought into balance. ·
Today the alewife is crowding out desirable fish, such as the yellow perch and
cisco. If the Chinook and coho salmon
can become firmly established, however,
they will surely trim back the fantastic
numbers of the alewife.
To effect the desired balance a new
and vigorous program is required. That
is why I have introduced a bill which
would authorize the Secretary of the Int~rior to provide $5 million on a matching basis with the States for a coordinated program of research and action
designed to control the alewife and eliminate the problems it presently causes.
This bill H.R. 4793, currently is pending before the House Merchane Mruine
and Fisheries Committee.
I was gratified by the editorial in the
Milwaukee Sentinel, Monday, February
13, endorsing t:Qe proposal. Because the
editorial describes the present situation
forcefully, I wish to bring it to the atten~
tion of my colleagues by placing it in the
RECORD at this point:
NUISANCE FisH

The alewife, a herringlike fish, which seldom grows more than nine inches long, is
causing a whale of a problem In Lake Michigan.
It is estimated that there are between
three and five b11lion pounds of alewives
in Lake Michigan, a figure that is all the
more impressive in view of the fact that the
fish didn't really move· into the lake until
1949.
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Mr. EDWARDS of California. Mr.

Speaker, I know many of my colleagues
share my concern regarding potential
cuts in our Nation's war against poverty,
:Many worthwhile and meaningful projects st~nd in jeopardy because of these
severe restrictions in the national
budget. An outstanding example of volunteer effort which is threatened with
loss of support was described in the
January 20, 1967, issue of the Fremont
News Register by Miss Diana Jow Dulac.
Under the guidance of the FremontNewark-Union City Economic Opportunity Agency, which pays for one-fourth
of the staff adviser's salary, mileage for
the volunteers' car pools, and office and
art supplies, 30 University of California
coeds volunteer their time and talent to
work with low-income Spanish-speaking
residents of Union City.
It seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that we
are very foolish if we attempt to economize by eliminating such projects as
the one described 1n the following
article:
[From the Fremont (Call!.) News Register,
Jan. 20, 1967}
CAL COEDS SERVE AS TuTORs-AND FRIENDsIN UNION CITY Pao.TECT

(By Diana. Jovr Dulac)
Each Thursday afternoon two young Indies
drive up to Searles SChool in Union City and
hurry to their classes.
CAUSES STENCH AND LITTER
Once a week the dark-haired coeds fl;'om
The alewife causes no end of troubles. It the University of California step from their
clogs water intakes a.nd electric utl11ty fac111- regular life as students and become teachers.
ties. It causes stench, as anyone who has
They are part of a force of more than 30
been near the Milwaukee river in season can Cal students who have volunteered to serve
testify. It litters beaches with dead fish. It as tutors, teacher's aides or just plain friends
1s hurting the recovery of the Great Lakes to a large number of Spanish-speaking people
fishing industry, already hard hit because of 1n Union City.
the severe depletion in fishing resources
The project, one of several sponsored by
caused by the marauding lamprey eel. It Stiles Hall on the Berkeley campus, is part of
compounds the pollution problem.
a program to send volunteers to towns and
Clearly, the alewife presents a problem that cities throughout Northern California. The
calls !or intensive treatment. Rep. Zablocki program is in its second year in Union City(D-Wi.s.) proposes that something be done in operation since late 1964.
From the beginning the volunteers have
about it. He has introduced a b111 authortztng the secretary of the interior to co-oper- worked in the schools, teaching English not
ate with the a.trected states in conducting only to the children but to adults. Eight
research into the problem and carrying out volunteers tutor English at the adult school.
action programs of elimination and control. six more students have close personal contact
The measures would authorize a five mil- with some families, vlsting the homes of sevlion dollar federal appropriations which eral Spanish-speaking people in the evening
would be expended on a matching basis with for instruction in English.
The Union City plan includes the Saturday
the states acting together in compacts or sep"Creativity Workshop, .. a project that inarately.
There are some commercial possibilities. volves young children. Volunteers take tbe
Already, some alewives are being harvested to children on weekend excursions to such
be utilized as mink food, pet food and fish places in the Bay Area. as the Steinhart
meal. But this barely dents the problem. A Aquarium and Mission Ban Jose de Guada!COnservative estimate for the potential lupe.
"These Saturday activities," according to
growth in commercial production of Lake
Michigan alewives under present capacities Mrs. Sue Lucas, staff advisor to the volunis 76 million pounds a year, only about 2% teers, "are designed to enrich chlldren's ex~
of the total amount of alewives in the lake. perience in such a way that their reading
Another possible way to reduce the alewife 'comprehension and general education are
population 1s to use the fish as a forage food helped."
She adds in many cases the weekend jour~
tor game fish. But this, as well as the development of commercial posslblUties, will neys mark the first time the chlldren have
require well organized and concentrated re~ been to such places.
search.
Nearly 100 students have worked on the
It 1s to be hoped that congress v.ill give Union City Project since it be-gan. with more
than one-third of the volunteers returning
spe-edy approval to the Zablook1 b111.
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each year. Most of the students, :r.trs. Lucas
notes, are upper division or graduate students. They are representative of the diverse
student body at Cal-the politically active,
politically inactive, sociology majors, English
majors, from through California, from other
nations. Surprisingly, only a few have set
their sights on a teaching career. Virtually
all have some training in Spanish and almost
one-half of the volunteers are fluent in the
language.
Mrs. Lucas also observes the young men
and women are "in the program for per.sonal satisfaction"-there is no pay, no college credit for the work they do.
"Throughout the life of the project," she
says, "the students and I have relied heavily
on the co-operation of the local people and
the informed guidance they have given us."
Unfortunately, the future of the Union
City Project is in doubt
Staff and program costs are met entirely
by the Fremont-Newark-Union City Economic Opportunity Agency. The EOA funds
pay for one-fourth of the staff .advisor's
salary, mileage for the volunteers' car pools,
and office and art supplies.
The Union City Project may be threatened
because the EOA wlll have to trim its budget
after a recently announced cutback in funds
from the Federal government.
An EOA spokesman notes the budget is
still being reviewed before cuts are made, but
there is a strong possibility the project will
be affected.
Undaunted, Mrs. Lucas still hopes volunteer work can continue:
''Expenses for car pools and office supplies
will not be reduced too much. What actually will be affected will be my salary.
"We have been preparing letters to plead
our case with the EOA. The students want
to keep working in Union City and Stiles
Hall will do everything possible to keep the
project. If necessary we hope to recover the
costs elsewhere."

Baker UDiversity Celebrates Its 109th
Anniversary
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LARRY \VINN, JR.
OF KANSAS.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. WINN. Mr. Speaker, on this past
Sunday, February 12, 1967, Baker University of Baldwin, Kans., celebrated the
109th anniversary of its founding.
Baker, the oldest college in Kansas, 1s
controlled and maintained by the Kansas Conference of the Methodist Church.
It was founded by the Kansas-Nebraska
Conference of the Methodist Church and
named in honor of the conference founder, Bishop Osmon C. Baker.
The school received its charter on
February 12: 1858, and under the leadership of its first president, the Reverend
Werter R. Davis, began its work of instruction on November 22, 1858, only
4% years after the opening of the Kansas Territory to white settlers. From
that date to the present the college's
record of service has been unbroken.
In just the past year, Baker University
has shown astounding growth. Seventeen new professors and part-time instructors have joined the staff of the
school. The most recent is Dr. Arthur
W. Davidson, former chail'lilan of the

University of Kansas Department of
Chemistry and author of two college
chemistry textbooks. He comes as
Baker's first visiting distinguished professor.
One of the most exciting programs
which Baker is undertaking is the building of a sister college in the country of
Botswana in Africa. This summer 12
Baker professors and 18 students will go
to Botswana to work in that country for
4 weeks and assist it in building the college. In addition, Bishop Ralph Dodge
of Rhodesia will join the Baker faculty
in 1968 to head the new African studies
program.
With the advent of these new and exciting programs Baker University can
look to the future with the same confidence which allows it to build on the
solid foundations of its past.

"Fuller Disclosure, Washington Style"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES A. YANIK
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. VANIK. Mr. Speaker, dw·ing recent weeks there has been extensive discussion about the President's administrative budget and the manner in which it
was submitted to the Congress.
It is my opinion that this year's
presentation of the budget constituted a
distinctive improvement over its predecessors. The budget message spoke with
a unique clarity that deserves the commendation of the Congress.
Following is an analysis of the President's 1968 budget which appeared in
Forbes magazine on February 1, 1967, entitled ''Fuller Disclosure, Washington
Style":
FuLLER DISCLOSURE, WASHINGTON STYLEWHEN PRESIDENT JOHNSON SENT HIS NEW
BUDGET TO CONGRESS A FEW DAYS AGO, IT
WAS A DOCUMENT THAT DIFFERED FRoM THE
TRADrrioNAL ONE. Foa THE FmsT TIME,
BUSINESSMEN SHOULD BE ABLE To MAKE
SOME SENSE OUT OF IT

The $135-billion administrative budget
that President Johnson submitted to Congress late last month, for the Government's
fiscal year beginning this July 1, was a new
departure. It marks the first attempt of the
U.S. Government to figure out 1n detail what
it really is spending the tax dollar for.
Money for What? Says William Capron, a
former Assistant Director of the Budget who
is now with the Brookings Institution:
"Until now, the budget was a document
designed to obscure. The new budget opens
up everything so that people, especially people in business can see what is going on."
Charles L. Schultze, the present Ditector o!
the Budget, says that businessmen "can
really learn somehing from the new budget.
They can find where and how to sell to the
Government, and they might be able to apply
some or the new cost-effectiveness-analysis
methods we use to their own budgets."
This is why:
In years past, the budget was a mass of
detailed figures, agency by agency: How
much would go for personnel, how much for
procurement, how much for maintenance.
Personnel to accomplish what? Procure-
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ment of what? Maintenance of what, to do
what? The budget didn't say. Nobody
reading it, including the President himself,
could really tell whether the agency was
spending too much, or too little, or even
whether its spending had any purpose at all.
This new budget, as SChultze puts it, "presents tables breaking down Government activities by categories of what's actually going
on.'' Consider, for example, the dlfference
betw~n this year's listing of the Post Office
Department and last year's. 'Last year's
merely said the department needed $6.3 blllion, an increase of $900 million over 1965 .
Then it went into a description of the department's plan to establish the zip oode. End
of paragraph.
This year, the department is asking for
$6.8 billion. But the budget explains just
what the department plans to spend the
money for: direct services (like selling postage stamps) $434 million; processing of mail,
$2.3 blllion; delivery, $2.7 billion; transportation, $1_blllion; enforcing postal laws, $20
milllon; research and development, $18 million.
The advantage or presenting the budget
in this way is obvious. At a glance, it points
up a serious deficiency in the Po6t Office
Department: $2.7 billion for door-to-door
delivery, only $18 million for R&D. Says
Charles J. Zwick, assistant director of the
budget: "No modern business even approaching the size of the Post Office Department would operate with that pathetically
small appropriation for research and devel- opment. Maybe we ought to spend a lot
more on Post Office research and development in order to find ways of knocking down
that big delivery bill."
Last year the Atomic Energy Commission's
allocation was listed in a lump sum. This
year's listing gets specific: procurement and
production of raw and special nuclear materials, $503 million; military applications,
$914 mlllion; space applications, $131 million; fixed-plant power development, $253
million.
Why Fight Coal? Again the advantage ts
obvious. As Zwick points out, "When budget
reporting 1s done in this way, the public as
well as those officially responsible for Government budgeting can begin to ask some
interesting questions. For example: Why
has so much been allocated for atomic power
development?_ Isn't that something that
competes with coal? Isn't that something
that might be done better by private industry?"
Compelllng agencies to describe exactly
what they are doing with the Government's
money has turned up some interesting facts.
It has revealed, for example, that the Department of Agriculture is spending $209
million a year on 4.9 million acres of timberland in the Rocky Mountains. When Zwick
asked Agriculture why, Agriculture explained
that it was spending the money to help lowincome families in the area. Now, budgetman Zwick asks: "Couldn't the money better
be spent on other things to help local income, such as opening ski areas, or mining.
or other more profitable forms of production?"
Zwick's question points up what could
prove the most valuable thing about the
new budget system: It gives the Government at least a clue to determ1n1ng whether
its expenditures are worthwhile. The new
budget system already is being used tor
that purpose by the U.S. Information Agency.
In a Southeast Asian country, for example,
the USIA recently undertook to measure the
money it was spending on pamphlets to
reach the rising middle class against the
effectiveness of these pamphlets. The
agency discovered it wasn't getting tts
money's worth. Movies, TV and magazine
picture stories gave more return on the
dollar.
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The new budget system was inspired by
the cost-effectiveness program that RoberS
S. McNamara instituted at the Pentagon
when he be<:ame Secretary of Defense.
McNamara couldn't make head or tall of
the Defense Department budget. It told
him, for example, that the Navy was spending so much for ships; but what did the
Navy need these ships for? What was it
doing with them?
Nowadays, the Defense Department budget shows how much the Navy is spending
:tor, say, antisubmarine warfare. That way
McNamara has some way of determining
whether the U .8. is getting anything for its
money.
For the U.S. businessman, the new budget
system serves two purposes. In the first
place, it tells hlm which government agencies
are operating on programs that might have
a need :tor his products. In the se<:ond place,
a businessman might well want to adapt,
in making up his own budget, some of t}!e
ways in which the Government is now breaking down the functions of agencies.
At Textron Inc., they already have been
adopted. Textron, which does a great deal of
defense work, was greatly impressed by the
reforms McNamara made ln the Defense Department budget. "We are now using a similar form of cost-effectiveness analysis," says
Executive Vice President Harvey Gaylord.
"We are extending this kind of analysis from
our regular commercial areas down into such
things as public relations and advertising."
PUBLIC RELATIONS DIVIDEND

Aside from any internal use Washington
agencies may make of this kind of budgeting,
the new system has an obvious public relations advantage for the U.S. Government.
For generations the public has been accustomed to view Government spending as just
tha~pending.
Taxes have been to the
public and most of the press a cost item, a
laviahlng of the people's money. Perhaps
only ln defense and in local outlays for education could the public see that it was getting services and value received for much
of the •100 billion-plus the Federal Government is- spending. Now, for the first time-at least for people sophisticated enough to
read balance sheets--it wlll be clear that
they are indeed getting goods and serivces
for the "cost" that taxes represent to them.

Veterans' Day Program, Clinton High
School
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF'

. HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
01' MASSACHUSETTS

lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. Speaker, on No\·ember 10, 1966, it was my great privllege
and honor to address the student body
of Clinton High School in my hometown
of Clinton, Mass., at impressive exercises
to commemorate Veterans' Day.
I have unanimous consent to have
Printed in the RECORD the speech I made
on this event which I was privileged to
share \7ith the outstanding faculty and
students of this noted school:
Air. PHILBIN.

IN P AJlT OF CONGRESSMAN PHILIP
J. Plm.BIN AT VETERANS' DAY ExERCISES,
CLINTON HroH SCHOOL, NOVEMBER 10, 1966
It 1s a great honor, a high privilege and a
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genUine pleasure to join you today at these
\'ery well arranged exercises to commemorate Veterans' Day.

The kind invitation came to me virtually
as a command because Clinton High School,
its distinguished teachers, its students, its
alumni and everything pertaining to it is
very close and dear to my heart.
There is a tremendous tradition associated
with Clinton High School that traces back
to the early days of this great hometown of
ours and has come down to us through the
years. There are few if any secondary
schools in this nation or anywhere else for
that matter that could boast of the distinguished history and record of our beloved
Clinton High.
If time permitted I could talk a long time
but will not today about the tremendously
rich and valuable heritage, accomplishments,
achievements, teachers and graduates of this
great school.
Clinton High was founded by zealous highminded leaders and educators, great men and
women who were influenced by their belief
in the Almighty, superb patriots who passionately loved individual liberty, the principles of the American Constitution, the
virtues of the free way of life, zealous patrons
of the Arts and Sciences, staunch believers in
this system of government and free enterprise. These folks were endowed with highest ideals and zealously followed the religious
and spiritual principles which they embraced.
They were great inspirers, great teachers,
great uplifters of the youth and the community, highly motivated, just as your own
very distinguished teachers of today are, to
counsel wisely and to guide and direct intelllgently and well those who came under
their charge.
I wish I could touch more in detail upon
the lives and contributions of some of these
men and women because they laid here the
foundations for this outstanding lJ!stitution
which has done so much for Clinton, its
young pe9ple and for our beloved Commonwealth and nation as well.
It is teachers and leaders like these who
through the years made Clinton High School
the effective influence for good in the training, educating and enlightenment of our
yout~ that it is today.
And I am proud to note that their high
standards and motivation, zeal of leadership
and perfectionism in all things that relate
to sound education and lofty citizenship are
well represented and well exemplified by your
present able and distinguished Superintendent Sheridan, your able and distinguished
Principal, Mr. Gibbons, and all the other fine
teachers who serve you so well in this noted,
well-appointed, secondary school.
If I had the time, I could tell you something about the great men and women that
have come out of this school in the past and
that have gone on to higher institutions of
learning and have distingUished themselves
in the professional business and public life
of this country.
Of course, I do not have the time adequately to deal with this subject, to recite
the large numbers of Clinton High School
graduates who have gained great distinction
for themselves in later life and have contributed greatly to the country in so many ways.
It would perhaps suffice, if I were to stress
this one almost unbelievable fact that, in a
period of six or seven years sometime ago,
Clinton High School graduated four future
members of Oongress, two of them in one
class, your speaker, and my classmate, Congressman James G. Donovan of New York,
who almost single-handedly successfully
fought the Communist conspiracy in New
York City, and in the succeeding class, our
friend, Congressman Joseph E. Casey, for
years an outstanding Member of Congress,
and a few classes before that time, Congressman Edward Kenney, another outstanding
member of the House from the great state
of New Jersey, the uncle of the Honorable
Joseph E. McGuire, outstanding young public
servant from Worcester. And then of course,
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before that time and since "'e had the great
Senator David I. Walsh and a host o! others.
I suppose, and I certainly do not want to
appear to be boasting, that there is no High
School in all this country that can come up
to this re<:ord, and frankly lt has always
inspired me, because it pinpoints in such
a remarkable way the wonderful heritage of
Clinton High SchooL
It brilllantly illustrates that this school
reaches out beyond the individual to the
community, the country, and the outside
world to encourage, and inspire, and train
boys and girls to move up in life, to make
something out of themselves, so to speak, and
where possible to serve their fellow-man in
the spirit of our old class motto "Every day
some nobler deed."
I have confidence that you and those who
come after you in this fine school will follow
this standard and I certainly hope you will
gain all your aims and goals.
Now for t'l.e subject of Veterans' Day.
It is not possible for any of us to pay adequate tribute to the Veterans of America,
whether they sleep in honored glory as hero
dead, or re<:line or sit back helpless in some
hospital room, or their home, or whether
they still live and actively serve.
No words could ever picture their bravery
and sacrifices, and no encomiums and no expressions of gratitude could ever adequately
thank them for what they have done.
For in truth, in many wars, in every war
of history since this nation was founded, they
have gallantly responded to the call of country and duty and honor with little or no
thought of themselves.
- They have gone forth from their homes,
their schools, their places of business and
their work, yes, even from their churches, to
stand fearlessly against the enemies seeking
to destroy it, and they have offered their
lives, when necessary, on the sacred altar of
American patriotism to save and protect this
nation and the liberties and the opportunities and the blessings it has bestowed upon
its people.
Very many of our veterans sleep in honored glory in places far removed from home
the world over, where they were stricken in
deadly battle fighting for the liberties and
opportunities that we enjoy. Some of them
lie in m1lltary cemeteries abroad, or in some
sheltered spot, or even in the nameless dust
of the past.
One of them, selected by lot, .lies in the
great Capital of the nation at Washtngton
surrounded by pomp, grandeur, glory and
perpetual honor guards.
If you could ask his name and who he
was, whether he was black or white, Jew
or Gentile, Catholic or Protestant, race, nationality or creed, if he could respond, he
would answer in simple words "I was an
American who died for my country."
When we consider thts kind of sacrifice,
my friends, so willingly made in order that
this nation might live, that these freedoms
and liberties we .... njoy might be preserved,
we can readily understand that nothing we
can do or say could possibly pay these veterans adequate honor or discharge the great
debt we owe them.
But there is one tblng that we can do to
show that we appreciate what they have done
for us, and what they have "so nobly advanced" as the great Lincoln put lt, to save
this nation, and that is, in our day and in
the way that is given to us, in the fervor and
spirit that our Creator has implanted In our
hearts, the energy and life that he has given
us, and the learning, the talents and the
abillties with which he has endowed us to tr-y
as best we can to emulate their example with
loyal devotion and wholehearted service in
time of strife or peace, to defend, protect
and preserve our great heritage of liberty and
to hand it down to those who follow us unta.rnished, untrammeled, unfettered, aa
eternal testl.mony of our own contributions
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to God and country even better than we
found it.
And let us remember that there are few, l!
any, greater services that we as individuals,
or as a nation, could render to the ideals,
the principles, and the memory of the valiant
and the brave; whom we honor today, than
to carry out the mandate which they fought
and died for, to establish an enduring peace
with freedom under God, to join hands with
all Americans and all of mankind, as we
pledge ourselves to sustain the safety and
security of this great land, come what may,
in order to put an end to the mockery and
calamity of war before a nuclear holocaust
destroys all civilization, and install a universal lasting peace based on honor, justice,
understanding and amity for all the peoples
of the earth.
Tomorrow, as we have done from 6arliest
days, Clinton will celebrate Veterans' Day
with prayers, heartfelt gratitude, and fond
recollections of the loved ones and the
heroes, the valiant and the brave, who served
with unstinted devotion.
We will commence this program with a
religious remembrance in honor of Clinton's
most illustrious son, the late Senator David
I. Walsh, esteemed and beloved graduate of
this- school, veteran statesman-patriot, who
left the indelible impression of his zeal and
great work for freedom, justice and peace
upon the annals of this great government
and in the hearts of the people.
This fitting program will continue with
special mill tary exercises in honor of all our
veterans whose hallowed services we honor.
I .hope we will all join together as neighbors,
friends, admirers in this appropriate tribute
to the memory of those whose unselfish service to this country will never be forgotten to
the end of time.
Let me thank you warmly, Mr. Sheridan,
Mr. Gibbons, Mr. O'Rourke for giving me the
high privilege of being with you today.
Thank you all for your kind attention and
your inspiring friendship which I prize more
than I could ever tell you. Keep up your
good work and strive your best for your own
place of usefulness and service and for the
greater glory of Clinton ffigh and the great
town, state and country we love. Thank you
all.

Wilderness Next Door
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
011'

HON. PETER H. B. FRELINGHUYSEN
01' NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

'Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Mr. Speaker,
30 miles west of New York's Times

Square lies New Jersey's great swamp,
an area which constitutes an invaluable
natural resource, not only for conservationists in my State, but for the Nation
as well.
. At a time when the "asphalt jungle" of
urban civilization is encompassing an
ever-larger share of the eastern seaboard, the swamp's 13,51>0 acres of unspoiled beauty have survived as an important "open-air laboratory" for the
natural scientist. As the New York
Times expressed it, the great swamp
serves as a "spiritual resource for human
beings in search of greenery and solitude."
I should like to insert in the RECORD
an excellent article which appeared 1n
the February 12, 1967, edition of the
New York Times magazine by Mr. Brooks

Atkinson. I am also inserting an editorial from the Times of the same date.
In documenting the redeeming value of
this wilderness area, which Mr. Atkinson describes as "Good for Nothing-But
Life, Knowledge, Peace, and Hope," the
author has rendered a great service to
the State of New Jersey. I commend his
article, and the accompanying wildlife
photographs-which unfortunately cannot be reproduced in the RECORD-to the
attention of my colleagues.
Mr. Speaker, the great swamp of New
Jersey has retained its independence for
many thousands of years. History will
surely confirm the wisdom of preserving
this unique natural monument for the
benefit of poste1ity.
WILDERNESS NEXT DOOR

New Jersey's Great Swamp is a wilderness
at the city's doorstep. Only thirty miles
west of Times Square, it is a uniquely valuable stretch of marsh and forest lying unspoiled next to densely congested industrialized areas.
In an article in today's Times Magazine,
Brooks Atkinson describes the beauty and
the many uses of the Great Swamp. For scientists and students, it is an open-air laboratory. For waterfowl using the Atlantic
Flyway, it is a resting place. For wood duck
and other species, it is a nesting ground. As
a major source of the Passaic River, it helps
to regulate flooding and to decrease pollution ~n an environment seriously disordered
by man. Most of all, it is, in Mr. Atkinson's
words, "a spiritual resource" for human beings in search of greenery and solitude.
Next Friday the United States Fish and
Wildlife Service Will hold a hearing in the
Morris County Nature Center in Chatham
Township on its plan to designate part of
the swamp as a. Wilderness Area. We strongly endorse this proposal, but the protected
area should extend beyond that now suggested by the Fish and Wildlife Service to
include the adjoining marsh, the so-called
"Harding Unit."
,
The fragile, perpetually menaced wilderness of the Great Swamp is too precious a
resource for this metropolitan area to permit acceptance of half-measures.
GREAT SWAMP Is GOOD FOR NOTHING-BUT
LIFE, KNOWLEDGE, PEACE AND HOPE

(By Brooks Atkinson)
(Brooks Atkinson, for 30 years The Times
drama · critic, then critic at large, and now
retired, has written eight books, all of which
testify to his knowledge of and fondness for
nature. His first was "Skyline Promenade,"
published in the mid-twenties; his most re·
cent, "Brief Chronicles," published last year.)
After ten or eleven thousand years, another winter has seized Great Swamp in
Morris County, New Jersey. The trees are
bare, the snow is crusted, the marshes are
frwen and little slivers of ice cling to the
edges of brooks. In comparison with the
life of the other seasons there is not much
to see except tree sparrows, in the bushes
or among the weeds; titmice; a mocking bird
puffed out against the cold; a pheasant;
Canada geese; a. barred owl, and a few indolent white-tailed deer. Winter has locked
up this ancient reservoir of llfe.
Although the dl1ference between ten and
eleven thousand years is stupendous by the
standards of human life, it 1s tr11ling in geological terms. The exact date when the
Wisconsin ice sheet melted lnto the north
and left the physical structure of Great
Swamp is not a matter of disturbing consequence. All that concerns the residents o!
the region today is that the retreating glacier
left a wild swamp that has remained autonomous to this day, and puts a solid foundation
under modern lt!e.
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It is a natural masterpiece, only 30 miles
west of Times Square. When the air 1s clear
you can see the peak of the Empire state
Building from the ridges of geological till
that surround the swamp. The contrasts
are drama tic. Thirty million people 11 ve in
big and small houses in the surrounding terrain; automobiles and trucks choke the cement highways that sweep around the
swamp; railroads cut by on both the north
and the south. Great Swamp is so centrally
located to business and industrial institutions that the Port Authority would like to
tear it apart and m.nk:e it into a jet airport.
But for many thousands of years Great
Swamp has retained its independence and
preserves in the midst of megalopolis a living
patch-seven miles long and three miles
wide--of primitive America. "Progress" has
stopped where Great Swamp begins. In'New
Jersey the density of the population 1s 833
people to a square mile. But no one lives in
the interior of Great Swamp. Even 1n 1967
some parts of it are impenetrable because of
quicksand and thick vegetation.
There was a time, not more than a halfcentury ago, when the word "swamp" was
the equivalent of "waste" or "danger."
Swamps occupied wasteland that most people
thought should be developed into real estate.
Swamps harbored snakes and vermin.
·S wamps held stagnant water that was suspected of breeding agues and diseases.
Escaped slaves hid in swamps; escaped prisoners disappeared there. In most respects
swamps were regarded as blights in the community.
But swamps are now regarded as essential
links in the chain of life. When, in 1959,
the Port Authority first proposed to debase
Great Swamp into a jet airport, people in
the surrounding communities organized into
local units and raised $1.5-mlllion to buy
3,000 acres, which they turned over to the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to be managed
as the Great Swamp National Wildlife Refuge. By 1965 the donors assumed that they
had succeeded in preserving Great Swamp.
The basic motive was no doubt to spare the
community the bedlam of an airport; and
the nonprofessional campaign to raise money
was widely recognized as an admirable instance of voluntary civic action.
Exclusion of an airport was not the only
motive. Ever since the Morris County Park
Commission built a nature center for classes
and lectures, and the Fish and Wildlife Service built a boardwalk into one part of the
swamp, and the Garden Clubs of Summit
and Sommerset Hills built an observation
tower in another Wild area, thousands of
visitors have been goi~g to Great Swamp to
see the splendor of the laurel blooms in the
spring, the calla. lilies, marsh marigolds and
pink lady's-sllppers, the wood ducks, the
herons and bitterns as well as the deer and
the fox.
For many years professional and amateur
naturalists have realized that Great SwamP
teems with multitudinous forms of life. It
has become a classroom for schoolchildren.
For students at nearby Drew University, at
the College of St. Elizabeth and at FairleighDlckinson it serves as a field laboratory.
James W. Hand Jr. of Green Village, a former
president of the Summit Nature Club, compiled a. list of 178 species of birds seen ln
Great Swamp from September, 1949, to
March, 1964. More than half of them nest in
the swamp. Woodcock, snipe, grouse and
pheasants are abundant, either ns migrants
or residents. Dr. Robert K. Zuck and ws.
Zuck of the botany department of Drew are
collecting the plants of Great Swn.mp. In
previous lists the plants had been estimated
a,t about 85. The Zucks have already collected more than 600 and expect to collect
more t;han 1,000 before they are finished.
The deer population of Great Swamp 1s
thought to be about 200. Other marrunals
include muskrats, weasels, mink, raccoons.
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striped skunks, red and gray foxes, opossums. woodchucks and cottontails. Their
tra.cks are everywhere. In Great Brook and
the Passaic River, which gets about half
of its water from Great Swamp, bass, white
perch, catfish, sunfish and carp can be taken.
Primrose Brook, which is a branch of Great
Brook, is stocked with trout.
.Every swamp is unique. But those who
explore Great Swamp regard it as unique
because it contains both northern and
southern species of trees, and because little
islands throughout the swamp retain trees
that are of virgin growth. In addition to
sweet gum, sour gum, tulip trees, black and
yellow birch, pin oak, black oak and red
oak, the swamp contains some white oaks of
prodigious size. One of them stands 95 feet
high and has a diameter of 4 feet 9 inches.
Some of the beeches are also enormous;
one has a trunk 14 feet in circumference.
Some of these msasive trees are though to
be from 300 to 500 years old-in other words,
dating from colonial days, or possibly from
several years before Columbus sighted San
Salvador Island. An oblong bowl of lowlands that used to be regarded as worthless is
now recognized as a museum of thousands of
years of natural history and a rich storehouse of wildlife of today.
Although the Port Authority can destroy
Great Swamp expeditiously, no organization
of human beings and inhuman machines
could have built 1t. The structure is too
vast in scale. In point of :fact. it began 185
million years ago when the red shale on
Which Great Swamp rests was laid down.
Ten million years later the Watchung Mountains. now covered with suburban houses,
boiled out of the ground in the form of
,.olcanic lava. Fifty thousand years ago (recent history in the timetable of geology)
the Wisconsin glacier started creeping south;
it reached its southern limit about 12,000
Years ago. When it started to melt it left
Walls of gravel and sediment that contained
a lake 160 to 240 :feet deep, 30 miles long
and 8 to 10 miles wide. It existed for about
1,000 years.
People who live in new houses on the hills
surrounding Great Swamp can blame their
steep driveways on the Wisconsin glacier. It
left a. terminal moraine not well suited to
constructing level lawns or roads. The
trouble caused by ley driveways this winter
began thousands of years ago. Traces of the
sediment left by the glacier can still be found
on the slopes of the Watchung Mountains
and Long Hill, which were islands. Before
Lake Passaic drained out through the Little
Palls gap near Paterson, it lasted long enough
to lny down a solid clay deposit 60 to 80 feet
deep that today keeps the ground water fiowing through a gravel and sand aquifer beneath. Surface water hardly penetrates the
clay bottom of Great Swamp. Surface water
nourishes the vegetation and transpires into
the atmosphere; and since the swamp slopes
17 feet, surface water slowly moves through
the marshes and three-quarters of it eventually :fiows into the Passaic River. Between
the time of the advance of the glacier and
the time it retreated, about 4,000 years
elapsed. That is a tremendous investment of
time in the shallow bowl of forest and
tnarshes that now constitutes a unique entity. Modern bulldozers, draglines and dump
trucks could reshape it into the form of an
airfield in three or :four years.
Man has had a long history in the swamp.
In 1965, a member of the Archaeological
Society of New Jersey found a stone ja.velln
eattmated to be about nine thousand years
Old. That was the period of nomadic huntera. Members of the chapter who have dug
on the perimeter of the swamp have discovered 37 Indian sites of much more recent
0 rigin-3,000 years, perhaps. In modern histQry the records of deeds show that William
Penn and two of his sons owned 6,000 acres
or Great Swamp In 1067. Men have been

picking away at it ever · since. During the
American Revolution trees were cut to make
charcoal for smelting iron. Brick and potash
industries were begun. In the nineteenth
century the forests were ransacked for ships•
timbers and railroad ties. A factory that
made fruit baskets depended on the swamp
for raw materials. Swamp meadows still
produce what is termed "foul" hay. There
have been farming and grazing projects on
fields that stand above the waterline.
People stlll live as close to the swamp as
possible, paying for their proximity with wet
cellars and roads that are occasionally fiooded
and impassable Attempts have been made
to drain the swamp. But Great Swamp is
essentially impregnable. The energy of every
attempt to tame the swamp eventually succumbs to the swamp's indomitable character.
It can be imposed on; some kinds of compromise can be made with it. But so far it
has not been absorbed into the fabric of
civillzation.
This coming Friday the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will hold hearings in the Morris
County Nature Center, at the end of Jay
Road in Chatham Township, on a proposal
to designate part of the area now managed
by the service as a Wilderness Area. If the
proposal is accepted, a section named for the
late M. Hartley Dodge, one of the pioneers
in saving the swamp, will be maintained as
a wild area, with trails and roads restricted
to foot travel. Meantime, the Government
continues to buy additional tracts of land in
the roadless area of unspoiled swamp and
wooded knolls. It now owns about 4,500
acres (including the 3,000 it was given) and
this figure may rise to 6,000 by the end of the
year.
To people in love with the life and lore
of the swamp and its sequestered beauty, the
dynamic signs of the Bureau of Fish and
Wildlife are gratifying. The design of the
:fiying goose on signs posted everywhere
means that a large part of Great Swamp is
already under professional management. It
means that the wildlife will be preserved and
the public invited in. It means that hunting will be supervised and controlled.
Apart from the wood ducks, bluewinged
teal and other water fowl that nest in the
swamp, millions of land and water birds migrate twice a year through Great Swamp,
which is only 25 miles from the mouth of the
Hudson River and is part of the great Atlantic Flyway. At present the refuge produces about 275 newly hatched ducks a year.
The Wildlife Service expects to increase production to 1,500 young ducks and 150 young
geese each season. By building low dikes
that will stabilize the level of the water, the
service will also make the swamp more useful
for migrating birds. It will plant about 300
acres of the small grains that water birds
feed on. Eventually, the agency hopes to
make the refuge the sort of habitat it was
100 years ago.
No man is an island, as John Donne
declared; and in ecology no species, including man, can destroy the environment and
survive. Great Swamp is a spiritual resource.
In the midst of a dense tangle of people, facilities and factories it provides an enclave
of about 10,000 acres where people can find
solitude. Anyone who travels from Hoboken
to Morris County can see how urgent it is
to conserve an open retreat against the bedlam and ugliness of an industlral jungle.
Across the Jersey marshes the landscape
looks frantic. Tile scramble of bridges,
tra.cks, highways and power lines, the hodgepodge of blllboards, storage tanks and junkyards are not only dreary. They look desperate. Tiley debase the landscape. They
are symbols of a shrill, competitive, nervous
disorder that has destroyed much of the
beauty of America and much of the joy of
being alive. The pace is fast, but the blight
is permanent.
Since the climate has not been uniform
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during the last ten or eleven thousand years,
we cannot assume that all the winters at
Great Swamp have been identical with this
one. Some have been colder; some have been
warmer. But this shallow bowl of water,
marsh, meadow and forest preserves in the
midst of a harsh metropolitan area a harmonious part of the America that has always been. In Great Swamp nothing essential has changed since the mammoth glac1er
receded. The rhythms of life through the
seasons and through the ages continue thier
mysterious dance. In the winter the woods
are virtually silent. There are no sounds
except the detached tap of a woodpecker
or the chance cry of a bluejay. Under the
pale sky the marsh ice looks gray, with occasional spots of gold where the sun falls on
it.
All around Great Swamp property values
rise because the population is increasing and
the supply of land remains the same. In
Great Swamp the property values are low
because the land is good for nothing except
life, knowledge, peace and hope.

Arab Refugees and the Palestine
Liberation Army
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OP

HON. EMANUEL CELLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include a statement by me at
the annual B'nai Zion Order Day Dinner
in New York this past Sunday:
It often seems to me that many in the
position of leadership and trust are like
children playing with matches. We gaze
with amazement as some men, presumably
adults, use a topsy-turvy logic, if such it can
be called, that would lead any reputable
psychiatrist to conclude that this was the
behavior of the emotionally unstable. I
have particular reference to the Arab refugee problem from whence has sprung that
particularly noxious band of men called the
Palestine Liberation Organization headed by
Ahmed Shukairi, its self-styled leader or
fulminator, if you please.
Seventeen years ago the United Nations
formed the United Nations Relief and Works
Administration. Its mandate: to terminate
not later than December 31, 1950, unless
otherwise directed by the Assembly and to
take "constructive measures ... at an early
date With a view to termination of international systems for relief''. Seventeen years
later the end is not yet in sight. Who are
these refugees today? How many are there?
Who were these refugees seventeen }ears
ago? And how many were they? How many
have been rehabilitated? How many absorbed? A few figures are in order at this
point. An early report for the period July
1, 1963 to June 30, 1964, and by this I mean
the report of UNRWA itself, showed 1,280,000
Arab refugees were being maintained by
UNRWA, 256,000 were already self supporting
and no longer needed UNRWA ·a help. In the
1965-66 report of UNRWA we read that of
the 1,317,749 refugees under United Nation's
care only 861,122 were registered for rations.
Of the remaining 456,627, apparently dld not
need them. Yet of this number at least 150,000 are admittedly dead, absent, or ineligible.
Thus more than half a million among the
1,317,949 who are taken care of by UNRWA
arc no longer refugees as we understand the
term, but whom UNRWA still calls "the up-
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rooted Arab refugee". Senators Gore and
McGee, in making a tour of the Middle East
reported to the State Department that the
ration cards "had become chattel for sale,
for rent or bargaining by any Jordanian,
whether refUgees or not, needy or wealthy.
These cards a~ used as security for loans
from many lenders, for credit from merchants, almost as negotiable instruments".
Further, the figures show, and this is not a
quote from the Senators, that between July,
1950 and June, 1966, the UNRWA rolls
showed a total of 570,785 births, and only
112,275 deaths, a most incredible figure as
any health statistician can tell you. The
pretense of rehabllitating the Arab refugee
has been dropped. Now he is merely fed
with a ration card, a commodity of barter
or bribe. It is perfectly clear that the Arab
Governments are exploiting the plight of
refugees (I am ta1king of those who are genuinely 1n need) for their anti-Israel crusade.
The UAR, Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon, the
host governments of the refugees have frustrated every effort toward a solution of the
problem.
At this point nobody seems to make an
effort to remember that the refugee problem
was brought on by the Arab war against
Israel in 1948. At that time the British survey of Palestine establlshed that on December 31, 1944, a total of 640,000 Arabs were
living in the present area of Israel; the natural increase during the following forty
months, that is until May 1948, the Declaration of the Independence of the State of
Israel and the month of the Arab war against
Israel, would amount to about 56,000, making
a total of 696,000. Of these, about 142,000
remained. 35,000 were subsequently permitted to return to Israel to be reunited With
their families. This makes 519,000 refugees
who could have gone into "exile". My, how
they have grown. Now, as I have said before,
1,317,749 as of June 30, 1966. I say without
fear of contradiction that those heads of
government, and I mean particularly the
l:lost governments, the United Arab Republic,
Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon have played an
indefensible game using human beings as
political pawns. I state flatly that UNRWA
is a failure, that the reason for its existence
has been perverted, and the United Nations
has acted less than honorably in not ordering a thorough and objective investigation
of this situation to determine the true facts
and to determine the composition of UNRWA. its employees, its salaries, so that a
conclusion may be reached why UNRWA has
failed. Beyond that, the United Nations owes
, a duty not only to clean house within UNRWA but to stop forthwith the fulmination
of such agitators as Ahmed Shukairi. The
refugees themselves have been cruelly deceived and the peace in the ~fiddle · East
stymied.
The Commissioner General of the United
Nations, Mr. Mlchelmore, in a report to the
United Nations, stated:
"According to a declaration of September
1964 by the Council of Kings and Heads of
State of the League of Arab States, the [Palestine Liberation] organization was established 'to consolidate the Palestine entity,
and as a vanguard for the collective Arab
struggle for the liberation of Palestine.' "
We all know that the military arm of the
Palestine Liberation is the Palestine Liberation Army. It has a budget which has supported recruiting and training !acll1tles and
the training itself is carried out in the Gaza
Strip under the Egyptian Army as well as in
the Sinai Desert, and 1n Syria and Iraq. The
New York Times reports that there are some
6,000 Palestine Army recruits in the area and
that armed penetration into Israel has already commenced. This recruiting is done,
mark this, from the ranks of the Arab refugees tor which refugees the United Nations
has already spent $535.397.505, and the

United States pays 70% of that fund. Is it
any wonder then that strenuous objection
has been rai.sed. to permitting authorized
funds to be spent for Arab refugees who are
members of the Palestine Liberation Army?
The excuse was offered that members of the
Palestine Liberation Army could not be identified. This is utterly absurd. The conscription of the Palestine Liberation Army applies
to the age group between 1937-1944 and the
duration of the m111tary service is now two
years. It is easy enough to withhold ration
cards from this age group and place the
burden upon persons of that age group to
establish that they are not members of the
Palestine Liberation Army. It would appear
that this is a clear-cut case. Why should
the United Nations appropriate money to an
organized group With assistance from governments in direct violation of a non-intervention U.N. resolution which reads:
" . . . no State shall organize, assist, foment, finance, incite or tolerate subversive,
terrorist or armed activities directed towards
the violent overthrow of the regime of
another State".
To consider that there may be two sides to
this story reminds me of the time a writer
complalned to a magazine, which shall remain nameless, that it was publishing a
number of anti-Semitic stories. The magazine replied by stating that it attempted to
publish both sides of any story, as 1f there
oould be two sides to anti-Semitism. It is
time to explode the Shibboleth that every
story has two sides.
Sadly enough, though the United States
objected to contributions made to members
of the Liberation Party, it acceded to what 1s
to my mind, a shabby comprise. The Commissioner General reported that, since there
is a dltierence of opinion between contributing countries and host countries about the
agencies issuing rations to young men in
military training by the Palestine Liberation
Organization, it has added a special donation
to the amount of $150,000 which would be
used as rations for young men in the Palestine Liberation Army. Well, lf you can identify those who are to receive the benefits of
the "donated" $150,000, certa.inly you can
identify them for the portions of any contributions made by the UN itself. The donations come from, not presumably but definitely, the Arab States. Yet this "donation"
will be administered by UNRWA, a United
· Nations child, the compromise agreed to by
the UN, and as a result you find by a very
simple equation that in so doing the UN by
indirection gives aid and comfort to the
Palestine Liberation Army.
I do not intend to let this matter rest.
The House Foreign Affairs Committee has already shown its dismay and has made cuts
in the United States contributions, but the
matter should not be laid aside. You ma.y
well believe me that it will not.

,

Robert E. Lee
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Wednesday, February 15, 1967
Mr. DORN. Mr. Speaker, the following address 1s truly outstanc:Ung, and I
recommend tt to my colleagues 1n the
Congress and to every loyal American.
This splendid address was given by
Col. Austin P. Gattis, Marine Corps, on
January 21, 1967, in commemoration of
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Gen. Robert Edward Lee's birthdayJanuary 19. The program was held in
Statuary Hall of the U.S. Capitol, sponsored by the United Daughters of the
Confederacy.
The address follows:
ADDRESS GIVEN BY COL. AUSTIN P . GATTIS,
USMC RESERVE ON JANUARY 21, 1967 IN
STATUARY HALL, U.S. CAPITOL, WASHINGTON,
D.C., AT THE !60TH BIRTHDAY ANNIVER,SARY
COMMEMORATIVE PROGRAM HONORING GEN.
ROBERT EDWARD LEE, PRESENTED BY MRs.
WAYNE RICHARD DE LANEY, PRESIDENT, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA DIVISION, UNITED
DAUGHTERS OF THE CONFEDERACY. MRS. ALFRED VERNON HALL, PRESIDENT GENERAL,
UNITED DAUGHTERS OF THE CONFEDERACY IN
ATTENDANCE
Madame President, M~dam President General, Distinguished Guests, Daughters and
Friends.
It is a distinct honor and a privilege for
me to join With you in paying homage to the
memory of one of the most lllustrious men
in our history. It is therefore befitting that
his statue, that stands here in this great hall,
is simply inscribed LEE-VIRGINIA. There
is no question in anyone's mind as to which
Lee, for there were many great men of Virginia who bore the last name of Lee, but
there was only one Robert Edward Lee.
Robert Edward Lee became a legend in his
own lifetime and today, across a gulf of over
100 years, this man's memory is venerated
and respected throughout the world.
The men who he opposed and who suffered
the terrible thunderbolts he unleashed
against the in battle, dubbed him "Lee The
Incomparable.'' It is only natural that the
people of the Southland should hold him in
high esteem, but to be beloved by one's
enemies is, in the least extraordinary and
his harshest critics then and now, tould not
and cannot find anything to detract from
the legend or the character of the man.
Never a simpler, truer, or more scrupulously
honest human ever existed, and it seemed
that those who knew him best, loved him the
most.
With a bearing of austere dignity, Stephen
Vincent Binet, in his poem "John Brown's
Body", characterized him as a man of marble,
he gave the impression that he was a cold
and unsympathetic nature. It has been
written that General Lee's only intimate
friend was GOD.
Today, it is generally known, what his
friends knew during his lifetime-that under
the grave exterior of the soldier, oppressed
with care and anxiety, beat a warm and
kindly heart, full of sublime gentleness. .A13
we examine the letters he has written to
family and friends, we begin to discern a
man, charitable, forebearing, patient natured, magnanimous without effort, all this
from the native impulses of his heart. Lee
was a genuinely honest man, incapable of
duplicity in thought or deed, wholly good
and sincere, inspired always under all temptations by that intangible ingrediant which
purifies and enables, resolutely bent, in the
darkest hours as in the brightest to the full
performance of his duty.
This man, of whom Thomas Jonathan
Jackson once said, "He is the only man, I
would follow blindfolded," drew his strength
from a complete trust in the living God that
made him, A God who he worshiped witb
unassumed humil1ty.
In an oft quoted letter written to his son.
George Washington Custis Lee, a cadet at
West Point, the soldier rather reveals the
philosophy which needs to be reborn in our
leadership and our people in these days of
uncertainty, confusion and travail.
With your indulgence, I should like to
read this letter in its entirety.

\

.
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"You must study to be !rank with the
world: frankness is the chlid of honesty and
courage. Say just what you mean to do on
every occasion, and take it for granted you
mean to do right. I! a friend asks a favor,
you should grant it, if it is reasonable; if
not, tell him plainly why you cannot; you
Will wrong him and wrong yourself by equivocation of -any kind. Never do a wrong thing
to make a friend or keep one; the man who
requires you to do so, is dearly purchased at
a sacrifice. Deal kindly, but firmly, with all
your classmates; you will :find it the policy
that wears best. Above all, do not appear
to others what you are not. If you have
any fault to :find with anyone, tell him, not
others, of what you complain; there is no
more dangerous experiment than that or
undertaking to be one thing before a man's
face and another behind his back. We
should live, act, and say, nothing to the
injury of anyone. It is not only best as a
matter of principle, but it is the path to
peace and honor.
"In regard to duty, let me, in conclusion
o! this hasty letter, inform you that, nearly
a hundred years ago, there was a day of remarkable gloom and darkness~till known
as 'the darkest day'-a day when the light
or the sun was slowly extinguished, as if by
an eclipse. The Legislature of Connecticut
was in session, and as its members saw the
unexpected and unaccountable darkness
coming on, they shared in the general awe
and terror. It was supposed by many that
the last day-the day of judgment--had
come. Someone, in the consternation of the
hour, moved an adjournment. Then there
arose an old Puritan legislator, Davenport,
or Stamford, and said that, if the last day
had come, he desired to be found at his place
doing his duty, and therefore, moved that
candles be brought in, so that the House
could proceed with its duty. There was
quietness in the man's mind, the quietness
or heavenly wisdom and infiexlble willingness to obey present duty. Duty, then, is
the sublimest word in our language. Do your
duty in all things, like the old Puritan.
You cannot do more. you should never Wish
to do less. Never let me or your mother wear
one gray hair for any lack of duty on your
Part."
"Duty, the sublimest word in our language," wrote Lee--Duty to his God, Duty to
his Country, Duty to his State, Duty to his
People, and Duty to a Cause he knew to be
right and just, this defines the character and
Spirit of Robert E. Lee.
Every :fiber of his being was wholly devoted
to that one "sublime word."
A man of lesser character and of lesser
faith could not haye borne the burdens imPosed by four terrible years of war, much
less maintain a silence on the occurences of
the years that followed. The tremendous in11uence he wielded over his comrades-in-arms
and the Southern People, was exemplified in
the complete collapse of Southern Resistance
a.!ter his surrender at Appomattox, and the
hero's orations he received along the road
back and upon his entrance into Richmond.
Is it any wonder, then, that Robert Edward
Lee, should also merit the eulogy delivered
by his !ather, General Henry Lee, on the
death of another great American, when he
SJ>oke the following words, "He was first ln
· "'~tar, first in peace and first in the hearts
or his countrymen, he was second to none In
the humble and endearing scenes of private
lire. Pious, just, humane, temperate, and
sincere; uniform, dignified, and commanding; his example was edifying to all around
htin, a.s were the effects of that example
lasting''.
AI tlhough Robert Edward Lee has gone to
~in the great captaina of history in the
~ulted ha.lls of VaJ.luiJ.la., he lives on in aur

hearts and tn our min~ as a great patriot, M
a great Amerl~
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than to make ordinary citizens throughout the world aware of the consequences
of inaction. By approving the joint resolution the President has requested, we
can help mobilize understanding and
support of the American public for waging and winning the war on hunger.
In this regard, President Johnson has
been accused of playing politics by holding up further grain shipments to India.
If so, says the Denver Post, it's the
'right kind of politics. The President is
attempting to stimulate other countries
capable of helping India into actuallY
supplying more food or technology to the
vast, underdeveloped subcontinent.
Western Europe, the editorialist notes,
has not done all it can for India, and
neither has Japan.
Nor, in my opinion, have many other
nations. They have rather been content to sit back and allow the United
States to carry most of the burden of
\vorld aid.
·
I ask that this editorial be made a part
of the RECORD in the belief that it sheds
light on an urgent and growing problem:

Mr. EVANS of Colorado. Mr. Speaker,
I fully support President Johnson's call
for a joint resolution putting Congress in
favor of a well-planned worldwide assistance effort to help India overcome the
specter of famine, this year and in the
years to come. Against a backdrop of
growing population pressures, a second
severe drought in 2 years has made India
the first great staging ground for conducting the war on hunger.
India is a nation which has made dramatic strides recently in many key areas
of development. It has a coherent plan
for utilizing its own energies and resources for development. It has a popular stable and humanitarian form of
[From the Denver Post, Jan. 20, 1967]
gov~rnmimt. In these and other respects
India provides an important example to
MAKE Am TO INDIA CLU13 LESs ExcLUSIVE
other developing nations, demonstrating
This newspaper supported President Johnthat economic development and popular son's hold-up of grain shipments to India
late
last year. We believe his action has been
government can be complementary. All
the investment, effort, and progress to proved right. We support him now in his
date in India is threatened by the per- present attempt to make the aid-ro-India
consorti.um more effective.
sistent problem of "food shortages.
The issues are similar. Last fall the PresiAfter careful and probing consultation dent
delayed shipments of grain until Dec.
with Members of Congress, Indian offi- 22 while insisting that other nations help
cials, and our prosperous allies, the Pres- meet India •s famine needs.
The results were fairly good. Canada
ident has come forth with a plan reflecting new U.S. proposals for food policy moved up a shipment of 250,000 tons earand strategy related directly to the In- marked for India. RuE"sia contributed food
to India for the :first time.
dian problem.
Russia's decision to send 200,000 tons of
Until very recently, the United States grain
came on Dec. 22 and President Johnwas bearing virtually all the burden of son the same day released 900,000 tons of
world food aid. Now we are insisting U.S. grain for shipment to India.
Now, the President appears determined to
that other nations must help, and propose to use international machinery to consolidate his position. A congressional
fact-finding group has returned from India
stimulate burden sharing.
with a recommendation that the United
Until recently, food was treated as dif- · States
an additional 1.7 million tons
ferent from all other economic aid. Now to help release
India through June.
we are telling our prosperous friends, "If
This isn't good enough for the President.
you can't give food, give fertilizer so they Admittedly, India's national elections in
may grow it or cash so they may buy it." February would suggest accommodation of
Until recently, nations were offered the ruling Congress Party, which is friendly
food with little regard to their own agri- to the United States. But the President
cultural improvement efforts. Now we wants to keep his advantage.
He is, therefore, sending Eugene V. Rostow,
are making agricultural self-help an abundersecretary of state, on a world tour.
solute precondition for U.S. food sales.
discussions in New Delhi Rostow will
Until recently, the whole world short- After
visit a half-dozen world capitals which can
changed agriculture in less developed be of greater assistance to India.
countries in the rush to raise urban livThe marshaling of aid is exactly what
ing standards and create jobs. Now we India needs. Some countries can furnish
seek to make up lost time and reverse the food, others technology--or both, as the
dangerous condition in which for 6 years United States has done. Western Europe has
the world has consumed more food than not achieved its potential as a supplier of
technological know-how to India; neither has
it has produced.
Japan.
President Johnson's plan for India inApparently there will be no approval of
corporates the best we have learned in further,
U.S. shipments of grain until Rostow
the last half-dozen years. Hopefully, lt returns.
will serve as a model as other countries_
Some doubtless Will argue that the Presiwith a food-population crisis approach dent is playing politics With famine. Maytheir moment of truth. Surely it ac- be - so-but it's the right kind of politics.
cords with our own great humanitarian The goal is to make the Indian aid conconcern for human life and well-being. sortium really effective.
possible, too, that a new understandBut we must realize that the Presi- ingIt'sabout
India will evolve. Many smaller
dent's plan is not self-executing. The nations
can't b~J blamed if they've gotten the
struggle is uphill and will not proceed of impression that only big nations, like the
its own momentum. No one achieve- Unlted States and Russia, can provide meanment would help more in the struggle ingful help.
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Today India needs more than that. Even
1! drought in India ends this year the danger

is not over. Drought elsewhere in the world
could bring on a worse crisis. SO it's time
the world got a better realization o! the need
for coo)?era tion in waging the fight against
hunger. We hope the President's plan o!
action succeeds in doing that.

Rainbow's En&
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OF

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Wednesday, February 8, 1967
Mr. PHILBIN. Mr. Speaker, Rainbow's End Camp in Ashby, Mass., is a

very constructive, significant activity.
It was established not long ago by a
group of interested citizens under the
guidance and direction of my able, esteemed, and dedicated friend and constituent, Rev. Lawrence M. Jaffa, as president. The camp is situated in Ashby,
Mass., a very beautiful New England
town in my district, and completed its
first summer last year.
I think that there are few things more
important today than adequate, wholesome, intelligently directed recreational
and educational facilities for our young
people, and indeed for our adult people
as well. The functional properties of
this camp and the able manner in which
this pilot project has been set up and
administered indicates the real, valuable
potential it has, through a strong, wellorganized program of counseling, training, and-personal guidance, to serve those
fortunate enough to be in a position to
utllize its opportunities for enjoyment,
physical development, and enlightened
companionship.
Those afflliated with the leadership are
highly dedicated and they are anxious
to do everything they can individually
and collectively to make the excellent
facilities and opportunities of this camp
more generally available to our young
folks.
I understand that toward that end the
next step of the group is to expand the
usefulness of Rainbow's End Camp, offering its facilities to men and women,
clerical and lay groups alike, for discussions, seminars, and retreats.
Thus, the activity would extend the
range of its operations to adult groups
across a very broad front.
This appealing, well-led, movement ls
now in a position to augment and enhance its work in behalf of our young
people, and it certainly should not be
necessary at this time for anyone to stress
the need there is in this field for the introduction and spread of wholesome programs, firmly established on the spiritual
basis of warm human fellowship and understanding that recognize the place that
wholesome recreation, creative, lmagillative training, and the versatile development of natural skills and talents can
play when properly directed 1n improving
the tone of our entire-society, both young
and a-dult.
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The name has been changed from
I believe tlils project 1s based on sound
principles, 1s ably and responsibly di- commissioner to magistrate to emrected, can meet a need that must be phasize the judicial nature of the duties
met, and is possessed of forceful, intelli- and responsibilities of the magistrate.
Preliminary hearings or grand jurY
gent, high-minded leadership capable of
doing the job that has to do- be done proceedings must be held within 10 days
these days. I am happy and proud to after presentment, or 20 days after pr~s
express my commendations and best entment for those released under bail or
other conditions. These are only outer
wishes.
· limits, since earlier disposition may be
possible, extensions may be granted onlY
with defendant's consent except where a
The Federal Magistrates Act of 1967
U.S. judge finds that extraordinary circumstances exist and that a continuance
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
is indispensable to the interests of jusOF
tice.
HON. HERBERT TENZER
Mr. Speaker, I b~lieve these proposals
will strengthen our judicial system and
OF NEW YORK
help relieve Federal court congestion bY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
upgrading the present commissioners and
Monday, February 13, 1967
expanding their responsibilities. I comMr. TENZER. Mr. Speaker, I have mend Senator TYDINGS for his work in
today introduced a bill to abolish the this important area and urge my colU.S. commissioner system and establish leagues to support this legislation when
in its place a system of U.S. magistrates. it comes before the House.
This legislation was originally sponsored
in the Senate by the distinguished Senator from Maryland, the Honorable JoBoost GI Insurance
SEPH TYDINGS, and has been the subject
of hearings before the Senate Subcommittee on Improvement in Judicial
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Machinery.
OF
The need for legislation in this field
HON. GEORGE P. ltULLER
has been recognized by leading jmists
and the bill introduced today has been
OF CALIFORNIA
endorsed by the American Bar AssociaIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
tion and the Judicial Conference of the
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
United States.
Mr. MILLER of California. Mr.
Our present system of U.S. commissioners has been the subject of frequent · Speaker, I was pleased to see the new
criticism, because while their services re- emphasis being placed on the veterans
quire a knowledge of the law, nearly one- of this Nation by the present administhird of the present 700 commissioners tration. The proposals sent to Congress
are not members of the bar. Commis- on January 31 by the President contain
sioners are paid on a fee basis raising revisions and additions to the present
serious constitutional questions because laws regarding veterans.
The importance that the people of thiS
of the possibility that a commissioner
may have a pecuniary interest in cases country and the free press have given
brought before him. The responsibili- to these proposals is truly a great displaY
ties and functions of a commissioner are of concern and loyalty.
not clearly spelled out. - There is disAll of the proposals have been given
agreement on the scope and purpose of great support. An editorial in the Oakpreliminary hearings in our Federal ju- land Tribune · on February 3 ls an exdicial system. Finally it has been ample of the concern of the press for
charged that many cases are sent to our serviremen now serving in Vietnam.
commissioners for trial as petty offenses I am happy to insert this fine editorial
when in fact they should be tried by Fed- in the RECORD:
eral judges as misdemeanors or felonies.
BOOST GI INSURANCE
In place of the present system, the
Although budgetary restrictions may relegislation introduced today upgrades the quire some modifications in President Johncommissioner and creates a magistrate son's proposal to improve benefits tor
system. The basic features of the bill Vietnam veterans, one section should be
authorized as soon as possibie.
are as follows:
That is the part of the blll to increa.se tbe
The fee system is replaced by a sliding
scale salary system. The highest paid government ille insurance avallable to ser'l1cemen
on active duty. The present 11.011t
full-time U.S. magistrates would receive
$10,000 was enacted 25 years ago during
$22,500 per year, and part-time magis- of
World War ll a.nd hasn't been increased
trates would receive from $100 to $11,000 since.
per year.
Under the PTesident's new proposal, the•
All magistrates must be lawyers except ceiling on servicemen's insurance would go
in the case of part-time magistrates to a minimum of $12,000 with higher
where the appointing court and the ju- amounts available up to $30,000, scaled to
dicial conference determine that no the individual's pay.
This 1s a long overdue acknowledgement
qualified attorney is avallable to serve at
that the World War II insurance penefits nre
a specific location.
inadequate today.
The term of the full-time magistrate 1s totally
While they are on the subject, CongresS
8 years. The term of the present com- ahould
drop the nominal Jnonthly premium
missioners 1s 4 years.
charged to servicemen for this insurance, at
Magistrates can be removed only for least for the minimum provided under tbe
plan. There 1a a precedent !or tbls. Free
cause.
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term Insurance was provided to servicemen
during the Korean War.
Vietnam era servicemen certainly deserve
equal treatment, particularly since Inflation
1n the 14 years has greatly ;ncreased the
cost or living.
The cost of providing this insurance should
be considered as pa.rt of the total price of
the Vietnam War.
We're paying more for guns, airplanes and
every other piece of equipment used by the
n llttary today. The ln.flation that caused
this hike in the price of military material
also atrects the cost o! lLving for widows
arid other survivors of Vietnam war veterans.

Asia Is Where the Action Is-Japan a
Great Power
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL
OJ' NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Mr. Speaker, one
of the unsung and fateful triumphs of
American foreign policy is the emergence
of Japan as a great power, strongly comnutted to democratic government, and
broadly sympathetic to American object! \'es in Asia.
In a recent column, Joseph Alsop
Pointed out that within a decade Japan
lllay be challenging the Soviet Union for
second place among the world's nations
ln industrial power. He points out that,
1f she does so, her weight in the world
Will approximate that of ''any two of the
Old Western European nations that were
the unique industrial'great powers' only
half a century ago."
The implications of this development,
now being paralleled on a smaller scale
ln many other Asian nations, are both
fn'eat and obvious.
I ask unanimous consent for the inClusion of this thoughtful article at this
Point in the RECORD.
[From the New York World Journal Tribune,
Feb. 6, 1967]
JAPAN PROVES

''EAsT AsiA Is
AcnoN Is"

WHERE THE

(By Joseph Alsop)
the outcome of the Japanese election had been just e. bit dl.fferent.t t the ruling Liberal Democrats had lost no
lllore than 10 or 15 seats-we should now be
hearing a. great outcry in th1s country.
Premier Eiasko Sato boldly and squarely
Chose the American aillance as the central
Issue for the voters to decide on. Arthur
Schlesinger Jr. and many others have told
l.ls that Viet Na.m hns alienated from the
lJnited States every "independent Asian nation." A small setback for Sato would have
be-en on many a front page, as final proof of
the Schlesi-nger thesis.
Instead, Premier Sato won a resounding
\'ictory, electing no less than 277 members
Of his party to the lower house. As one
great newspaper's correspondent reportedon pnge s1x !-thls was a "solid gain for the
Pro-American element."
It is Important to note these facts, becauae Jt is important to understand the
Power of the double standard that now pre'WASH!NGTON.-If

valls in some quarters, making page six the
right place for a "solid" U.S. gain, and the
front page the right place for the most
moderate American setback. But these facts
are also important because of the great
importance of Japan, whose people have
once again shown a strong attachment, not
only to the American alliance, but -a lso to
constitutional and democratic processes.
Sometimes one wonders at the way the
vastest changes in the shape o! the world we
live in, such as the forward movement of
Japan, go all but unnoticed by wise persons.
Thus we are told we are an Atlantic power,
and the Vietnamese war is a mistake because
our business is in Europe. As it happens,
however, we are just as much a Pacific power
as an Atlantic power. East Asia, too, "is
where the action is nowadays," as a bankerfriend of this reporter's crisply remarked.
And the progress of Japan is the best proof,
both that this banker is right, and that our
role as a Pacific power is something we should
not take lightly.
Brietl.y, as previously reported in this space,
Japan has already passed West Germany, to
become the world's third steel-producing
power, next to this country and the U.S.S.R.,
as well as the world's leading steel-exporter.
This has been achieved, mind you, without
any appreciable domestic supplies of ooal or
iron I And this is by no means the end of
the story.
..
According to the economists of the World
Bank, Japan is also due to pass all the Eura.
pean nations Ln general industrial output,
becoming the world's third industrial producer within two to three years. And more
astonishing still, the same economists predict
tha,t it should take only about a dec_ade for
the·100 mlilion people of the Japanese islands
to attain a per capita income equal to the
present per capita income in Britain.
When and If that happens, please note,
Japan will possess a potential power and general weight in the world very nearly equal
to the weight and power-potential of any two
of the old Western European nations that
were the unique industrLal "great powers"
only half a century ago. Indeed, Japan may
then be nudging the U.S.S.R. for second place
in the industrial-power lineup.
Please note, too, that this Japanese development is only an advanced example of a
process now going on Ln every East Asian
society, except. for Chlna, whose people will
surely take the same road as soon as they
can throw off the shackles of paranoia. In
the circumstances, it seems odd to be overly
preoccupied, for Lnstance, with the views and
postures of General de Gaulle.
The leader o! France is an obviously great
man, with an unusual knack for throwing
his weight about to maximum effect. But
his real weight ls already a trifle less than
Premier Sato's, who does not throw hiS
weight about. In a decade, moreover, the
weight of De Gaulle or his successor ts due
to be hardly more than half the weight of
Sato or his successor. One is inclined to say,
"While on this subject of grandeur, General,
let me introduce Sato-San!"
More seriously, this oountry has a particularly hard row to hoe, for the United States
must somehow manage to perform adequately, both as an Atlantic power and as a
Pacific power. The ' reason !or the Vietnamese war is precisely the same as the reason
for the Korean war-the need to discharge
our responsibilities and to protect our position as a Paclflc power.
The Japanese development and the Japanese election both mean, one hopes, that
Japan and later other nations will actually
shoulder more of the burden, not in Viet
Nam, but in the Pacific in the future. President Johnson has the sense and foresight to
be inviting Japan to do precisely that, in a
quiet way and at the present moment.
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South Street Maritime Museum
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Tuesday, January 17, 1967

Mr. KUPFERMAN.
Mr. Speaker,
those who are interested in the heritage
of America will be pleased to know of the
plans to save an area of the early 19thcentury New York City waterfront that
has miraculously survived in the heart
of the city along South Street at Fulton
Street. This area is known · as New
York's "Street of Ships."
With the active involvement of Peter
Stanford, chairman of the Friends of the
South Street Maritime Museum, a group
of public-spirited citizens-supported by
the City Club of New York, the oldest
civic organization in New York Cityhas worked for a maritime museum to
restore the area structures and emphasize the maritime heritage of New York
Harbor. Allee H. Taylor has been most
helpful in conducting this work.
In a time when many questions are
being raised about the need to restore
the United States to its former preeminent position as a maritime country, we should encourage this endeavor.
Attached is an article from the Sunday News of New York City for January
29, 1967, which discusses the South
Street Maritime Museum and the work
being done for it by Peter Stanford:
WoULD RECREATE 1811
(By Mel Greene)
Representatives William Fitts Ryan (DN.Y.) and Theodore Kupferman (R-N.Y.),
along with other offici-als, are looking over
a plan to tum the Fulton fish market into a
maritime museum complete with the sailing
ships that made New York a famous seaport
more than a century a.go.
The museum plan is fourfold. It would
restore the area structures built in 1811,
place historic furnishings in vacant lofts,
outfit clipper ships 1n the harbor and lease
space to restaurants, marine hardware and
art stores and bookshops.
"While the plan is still in the discussion
stage," said Peter Stanford, chairman of the
Friends of the South Street Maritime Museum, 37 W. 44th St., "I have noted a great
deal of enthusiasm among ship owners, city
offi.cials and prominent people whenever I
have spoken about the project."
SHIP :MUSEUM

MANY FACTORS INVOLVED

The settlement of any proposal for the
fish market rests on many factors, Stanford
Lndlcated. In addition to the long-standing
controversy between city agencies and the
fish dealers over what to do about the market and the market area, , "plans for the
museum can still be changed and adapted
as we talk to more and more people," said
Stanford.
Fi-nancing could be a problem. While the
program's backers expect over a million people to visit the area when the museum is
opened, getting the maritime showplace
launched is another matter.
As a spokesman for the City Planning
Commission put it, "Having a museum in
this area is like asking if you wanted a park
Ln Times Square. It might be a fine idea, but
you have to flnd out lf tt•s practical. ..
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The spokesman said that the Planning
Commission is "holding informal discussions•:
with the museum's sponsors.
"MUSEUM COULD WORK''

"While a museum could conceivably work
1n that area," he said, "that would be only
one alternative" as to what could be done
with the site bounded. by John, Pearl and
Dover Sts. and East River.
The Planning Commission, in its development outline for lower Manhattan, had originally proposed residential towers, shops,
movies, a hotel or boatel and a waterside
promenade and marina.
..This is expensive an,d favored. land," the
spokesman said. "It is an area that, during the day, is thronged with people, but
at night and on weekends is practically deserted."
Both the commission and the museum's
proponents want "multi-use" made of the
region. They seek a. "viable community"
that would ".fit in" with the nearby business section.
uA SENSE OF BELONGING"

Said Standford, "We would like to see
a.fterhours use of the facilities in the n£'-lghborhood which are costly to maintain-subways, streets, llgb.ts and highways." He
felt that the museum would serve this purpose. In addition, the project, Stanford
hoped, "would give people a sense of belonging, a place of enjoyment where they would
be enriched. with visible reminders of the
city's past."
"Buildings here looked out at the early
development of New York as a seaport and
witnessed the opening of the fish market in
1821;' Stanford said. "There is no opportunity anywhere in the world to establish a.
museum of this kind. That opportunity
would vanish when the bulldozers move."
In a recent speech before the City Club
of New York, 6 Vf. 48th St. (whose board of
trustees has endorsed the museum concept)
Stanford said: "These waterfront buildings
were standing when the .first pack ships sailed
on Jan. 1, 1818." The packet craft carried
Ameri.ca's early immigrants to the port of
New York.
HISTORIC EMBARKATIONS

"The historic commercial structures saw
the 'Rainbow' and the 'Water Witch' embarking ln the 1940s," said Stanfotd. "They
saw the 'Flying Cloud' load at :Maiden Lane
1n 1851, and speed to the gold rush town of
San Francisco in the then record time of 89
days."
"As New York gained in shipping volume,
the waterfront became an elley of bowsprits,
yards of sail and 200-foot long square riggers," sa.ld Stanford.
"The last chapter 1s today," Stanford
noted. At a time when city life ls becoming an arid thing, we must offer opportunity
and challenge everywhere.
"Thus, the plan for a maritime museum
would fit into the meaning of a city in that
it would be a recreational activity with a
social good and, simultaneously, help to
carry on life in an area that is now partially

used."

Federal Juries
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. JOHN E. MOSS
OJ' CALIJ'ORNIA
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Mr. MOSS. Mr. Speaker, I wish to
discuss at least one very important provision of the proposed Civil Rights Act
of 1967.

Februar1J 15, 1967

That portion of the act which deals the one hand, while taxing payments for
with the selection of jurors in Federal these same expenses on the other hand.
courts. This statute is designed to in- In effect, the tax law works against the
sure that each Federal jury will be prop- very principle of full-expense reimburseerly representative of the community. ment which the Congress adopted for
To this end, the bill prohibits discrimi- the Federal Government last year.
nation in jury selection on account of
In addition, this unfairness creates a.
race, color, religion, sex, national origin, hardship on employees and severely
penalizes them through no fault of their
or economic status.
Other provisions specify the proce- own. It is time this situation is cordures which are to be used to select rected.
My bill would exclude from income
jurors for Federal district ·courts. The
names of potential jurors are to be ob- many costs in addition to. the bare estained by random selection from voter- sentials excluded under existing. law.
registration lists. If voter rolls are not Excluded would be such legitimate and
sufficiently representative in a particu- necessary expenses as storage expenses;
lar area, the judicial council of the cir- house-hunting trips; meals and lodging
cuit is to designate supplementary while the employee and his family are
occupying temporary quarters at the
sources.
With respect to qualifications for jury new location; tra~Vel between the old and
service, only objective criteria such as new location; and expenses incun-ed in
age, citizenship, and literacy are to be connection with disposing of the old
used. This will eliminate the possibility residence.
of abuse which is present when subjective standards such as "character" and
To Combat Crime
"intelligence'' are applied, a practice
currently followed in some districts and
which usually leads to underrepresentaEXTENSION OF REMARKS
tion of members of minority groups and
OF
persons of low income. The evidence
HON. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI
shows that members of all racial and
OF n.LINOIS
economic groups are equally capable of
performing jury service.
IN THE HOUS,E OF REPRESENTATIVES
The basic features of the proposed
Monday, January 23, 1967
statute-use of voter registration lists,
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Speaker, the
random selection, and objective qualifications-will lead to juries which repre- President in his state of the Union speech
sent a broad cross section of the declared:
This Nation must make an all-out effort
community. I support this and each of
the other portions of the Civil Rights Act to combat crime.
of 1967.
Recently, the President submitted his
crime blll to the Congress.
It is my hope that this body will favorTax Relief Offered for Employee Moving ably consider my proposal to provide
facilities in order that intensive research
Expenses
may be done in studying the behavior
patterns of the crimlnally insane. H.R.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
1116 would, if enacted, do a great deal
OF
toward the alleviation of the fastest
growing problem our Nation !aces here
HON. JAMES C. CLEVELAND
at home. By studying the behavior patOF NEW HAMPSHmE
terns of the convicted criminal, we will
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
be in a better position to detect those
Tuesday, January 24, 1967
social patterns in individuals that indiMr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Speaker, I cate potential criminally insane activity.
The January issue of Glamour magahave reintroduced legislation to exclude
from taxable income certain reimbu1·sed zine presents an article by Ellen Switzer
moving expenses of employees who are dealing with the growing trend of crimeS
committed by the criminally insane and
trans!en·ed.
Under existing law, only the bare es- the sociological and psychological imsentials of moving expenses are exclud- petus behind the commission of such
able from taxable income for these em- crimes. I believe that this article demployees.
These excludable expenses onstrates that, with a detemtined effort.
cover only the actual cost of moving the much may be accomplished in mitigatjJJ.g
employee's possessions, and his transpor- the current upswing in crime statistics.
tation along with that of his family. All I commend Glamour, the author, and the
other moving expenses, when reimbursed editor, Kathlee'n Aston Johnson, for the
to him by his company, are counted as publication of this article and include it
personal income and the law requires in the REcORD. The article follows:
the employer to withhold Federal income
HAs OuR WoRLD GoNE AwxT?
tax on such reimbursements.
(By Ellen Switzer)
Last year, the 89th Congress enacted
We don't think of ourselves u a violent
into law provisions for the Federal Gov- people. But in tb.e face of the recent multi·
el·nment to reimburse its employees for pie shocks of day-after-day headlines of ir•
certain expenses incurred in moving as rational shootings, crimes aga.lnst women.
a result of a Government-requested rtots and euch bizarre tragedies as the m.ass
murder of eight nurses ln Chicago, the aver·
transfer.
age citizen feels a mounting sense of help·
It is manifestly inconsistent for the lessness. What 1s it all about? The world
Government to recognize the legitimacy seetns to have got out of hand. WhY dO
of these expenses for reimbw·sement on these things happen, and what can we dO to
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prevent them? A dangerous strain of violence seems to have pervaded the very fabric
of our society.
Statistics bear this out. Our incidence of
reported crime is u.runa.tched in the civilized
world. Usually a real shock is necessary before most Americans are willing to face this
unpleasant fact. The assassination of John
F. Kennedy, reputedly by Lee Harvey Oswald,
was such a shock, but the effect did not last
too long.
· Every hour of every day, somewhere in the
United States, one American kills another
American, usually with a gun. Few of the
killers are professional criminals. Some have
led exemplary lives and are described as
"friendly." In 1964, we set an au::.time record
of 2,604.400 serious crimes (murder, assault
with intent to kill, armed robbery, rape), or
five a minute. In the last 100 years, four
out of nineteen presidents were assassinated,
and three others barely escaped a similar
fate.
But statistics don't really tell the whole
story. Understanding the violence that goes
on now first involves understanding the kind
of violence it is. Murder, most of us are conditioned by an older society to believe, is a
deliberate act, done for profit or power or
revenge. Or, if not premeditated, done in
the heat of passion. But we expect a reason,
a rationale, for the act, so that although we
cannot undo it, we can at least judge it and
try to prevent its happening again.
We can understand a gangland murder or,
after decades of exposure in fact and fiction
to Jack the Ripper, even the Boston
strangler. But how does one explain a man
Who walks into a cafeteria at high noon,
shoots four people who are total strangers to
him, and then says later, "I just don't know
what came over me"?
The most spectacular mass murder of the
past year was the killing or wounding of
forty-four citizens of Austin, Texas, by
Charles Whitman, an architectural engineerIng student, former Marine, ex-altar boy and
ex-Eagle Scout. He killed his wife and
tnother, then climbed a 307-foot tower on
the University of Texas campus and methodically and accurately picked off everything
that moved, until he was shot down himself
by an off-duty policeman and a civilian
bookstore employee.
Most of the newspaper editorials that appeared during the following week came to one
conclusion: "There ought to be a law . . . . "
But few knew what kind of law. There were
an kinds of suggestions. The most prevalent called for a gun registration law. Governor John Connally of Texas demanded legislation that any individual freed on the
grounds of insanity in murder and kidnapPing cases be institutionalized for life. Edward Kennedy suggested that the media stop
glorifying violence. Congressman Roman
Puclnski of Illinois announced that he has
a blll in preparation to organize six regional
centers for "intensive research into behavior
patterns and early detection of the criminally
insane."
Former President Dwight D.
Eisenhower suggested that every American
youth spend at least one year in the armed
forces as a character-building experience.
Peace marchers in New York and Los Angeles demanded that the United States get
out of Vietnam. None of these suggestions
would have kept Kennedy's assassin or
Charles Whitman from committing their
crimes.
In fairness, the causes of violence are so
complex that probably no single bill or act
can make much difference. Most psychologists, social anthropologists and psychiatrists
feel that we must reconsider some of our
basic philosophy and make some drastic
changes in our problem-solving methods betore we can expect any real decrease 1n our
rate of violence. But first we must know
Inore about it.

Brandeis University in Waltham, Massachusetts, has undertaken a systematic study
of the legal, psychological and sociological
aspects of violence, and this fall the university will open the first Center for· the Study
of Violence in the World.
Who are the violent ones? Dr. Fredrick
Redlich, chaJrman of the department of psychiatry at the Yale University School of
Medicine, defines them as those "certain
people who have a great need to destroy, and
to destroy themselves in the proc:ess." They
are apparently motivated by a sort of "GOtterdammerung" impulse. After they have
destroyed everything around them, they
either commit suicide or they put themselves
in a position where they almost invariably
will be caught or killed.
How can these people be detected and isolated from society before they commit their
crimes? Experts disagree on the extent of
the difficulty. Dr. Redlich pointed up one
factor which makes it extremely hard to
prevent violence before it occurs, even if the
potentially vio1ent person is under the care
of a psychiatrist. "We can't lock up everyone who confesses having an impulse to kill,"
he said. "A great many people have such
an impulse at one time or another in their
lives. Only a tiny minority would ever carry
such feelings over into action."
Certainly no psychiatric patient can be
jailed for telling a psychiatrist about a violent impulse. Charles Whitman told a psychiatrist in the student health office at the ·
University of Texas that he would like to
climb the University of Texas tower and shoot
people. Apparently others had expressed a
similar notion previously, but none had ever
taken any action.
Legal experts indicate that a threat would
have to be quite specific for anyone to be
arrested. Too many people use the expression "I'd like to kill you" or "drop dead"
as part of their everyday language. The
only two instances in which arrests occur
almost immediately are a threat to the life
of the President of the United States and
the threat to put a bomb on an airplane.
On the subject of prior detection of the
violent ones, Dr. Daniel J. Levinson, a social
psychologist an<;t a professor in the department of psychiatry ·at the Yale medical
school, feels that many potential killers
throw out a series of complex and often
contradictory trouble signals to the community. He pointed to Lee Harvey Oswald and
Charles Whitman as examples. "Oswald's
mother was told that her son needed psychiatric help when he was a child. Later,
Oswald spent his time in the 1\Iarine Corps
advertising his intense hatred of his country," he said. "He went to Russia and, when
he became disenchanted with that country,
had to be brought home by the U.S. State
Department. He expressed his disappointment in his wife by beau"ng her. He confessed to his wife that he shot at General
Walker. Yet no one listened . . . or everyone missed the cues."
Whitman, too, in spite of his calm exterior,
showed clear signs of mental instability,
fear and hatred. In the Marlne Corps he was
court-martialed for keeping an unauthorized
pistol. He also beat his wife, who knew that
he kept guns around the bouse but apparently did not dare to do anything about the
situation. Finally, he himself went to a
psychiatrist to ask for help. "This shows
some real signs of strength in a man who
was apparently deathly afraid of becoming
dependent," Levinson said. But again, all
the cues were missed. "Oswald, Whitman
and several other seemingly irrational killers
gave two separate, seemingly contradictory
messages to the world around them," Levinson added. "In one breath they yelled 'I hate
everybody . . . the world stinks' and in another they were pleading 'I can't control my
impulses . . . please help me.' "
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We have to learn to listen to such pleas.
"We also have to realize that seemingly
irrational acts may not be irrational at all
from the point of view of the violent person.
He is trying to say something to us. When
we make violence a mysterious and inexplicable thing, we excuse ourselves and deny our
own responsibility. We must look at our
society, at our fellow human beings and,
JilOSt of all, inside ourselves to find the roots
of violence."
A look at your society may not reveal the
roots of violence, but it does reveal an atmosphere in which it cap. flourish. We live in an
urban society-70 percent of us live in cities.
Our population is highly mobile. Families
are not the stable unit they were in an earlier
rural America. And this urban, mass society
seems to foster an impersonality, a lack of
concern for one's fellow man that does not
exist in a close-knit community .. A few years
ago, tenants of an apartment building in
New York sat by quietly and watched a
young woman being murdered. The assailant stabbed and slashed the screaming girl,
then ran. Not one of the watching neighbors made a move. He attacked her again,
ran away again, finally returned and killed
her. The entire incident lasted an hour.
When police later asked the neighbors why
not one of them had even picked up a telephone to call the police, the most common
answer was, "I didn't want to get involved."
Similar incidents have been reported from
other cities.
This lack of involvement is called "alienation" by psychiatrists. Charles Whitman
hinted at it in the note he wrote the night
before he went on his rampage: "I have to
fight it out alone." And this sense of aloneness may well be a factor in the pattern of
violence.
It's most often the stranger in town who
commits irrational acts of violence, according to Julius Markfield, a psychiatric social
worker who has served as a probation officer in New York City's highest courts and
is now director of casework at FamlJ.y Service of New Haven. "A man comes to New
York City from Puerto Ri.co, the South or
Appalachia," Markfield said, "and although
he had his problems in his own hometown,
at least they were familiar ones. He was surrounded by family and friends on whom he
could count, who understood him, and whom
he, in turn, understood. Now he is confronted with a whole new set of frustrations,
with all kinds of problems he can't solve:
housing, employment and loneliness. He
can't even work off his anger by going hunting or fishing. It's all bottled up i.nbide him.
He feels more and more alienated from his
family, his background, and even himself.
Whatever standards he had brought with
him don't seem to be relevant to the city
jungle. Often he strikes out blindly, seemingly irrationally at whomever happens to
be closest. This may be a complete stranger,
or more often, a member of his family."
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, director of the
Harvard-MIT Joint Center for Urban Studies
and author, while he was an Assistant Secretary of Labor. of the much publicized
"Moynihan Report" on the breakdown of the
urban Negro family, feels that a great deal
of violence is a result of family disintegration. He points · out that th~:: urban slum
family is often dominated by the mother,
either because the father is absent or ''the
father is ineffective.''
Boys growing up in homes domina ted by
females have no strong male after whom they
can pattern themselves, he pointed out.
When they hit adolescence, their confusion
about their sexual identity can become overw!:l.elming. Often the confusion expresses
itself in rage. "One of the tragedies ·of ltfe
in the slum is that so much of the aggressiveness exhibited there is really intended
as self-reassurance by the troubled young
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men who are not at all certain that they
really are tough."
Moynihan suggested several ways to bring
the father back into the home. One of them
involves a redlrection of welfare policies.
A strong critic of social welfare laws (especially those that seem to put a premium
on absent fathers, such as the aid-to-dependent-children program), he suggests that
gQvernment agencies take the opposite tack
and provide family allowances to encourage
families to stay together.
He adds that the lack of a strong male image is a problem in many other places besides the American urban slum. Difficulties
arising from female-dominated society are
occurring in other cities, such as London and
Copenhagen.
Moynihan feels that today's young men
tend to "politicize" their troubles. In other
words, they blame the social system when
they feel miserable and frustrated, rather
than Divine Providence or their parents, as
they might have in other times. Consequently, they rage at all of society with a
violence that often seems undirected. Apparently, Oswald aimed his rUle at both General Edwin Walker and John F. Kennedy, two
people who could not have been more different from each other. Whitman thought
the world was so terrible that he wanted to
leave it himself, and take as many people
as possible with him. The fact that most of
these people were complete strangers did not
bother him at all. He probably thought he
was doing them a favor. This rage at the
whole social system also seems quite apparent in many of the recent and seemingly
senseless riots.
But while the psychiatrists and sociologists
are probing the causes of violence, certain
legal and practical steps can be taken to curb
the spread of mass and individual aggression.
First among these steps should be passage of
a federal gun registration law.
Nowhere in the United States can one buy a
car without registering it, or drive it v.'ithout
taking a test. one cannot even keep a dog
without reglstering him.
However, the
United States 1s the only oountry in the
Western world where, in most states and
cities, anyone can buy any kind of gun (and
the ammunition to go with it) without even
the form.allty of a registration procedure.
Every year more than one million guns are
sold in the United States. Sporting guns can
even be obtained with trading stamps.
America is the dumping grounds for foreign surplus army weapons. The rifle that is
assumed to have killed President Kennedy got
to this country in the first place because it
could not be sold to a p'rivate citizen in lts
place of origin-Italy. Every day, rilles and
hand guns are arriving in this country by the
carload from Germany, Italy, Belgium and
from other gun manufacturing countries.
They are being distributed by mall-order gun
shops throughout the United States.
A few months ago, a reporter wrote to the
mail-order house that sold the infamous rifle
to Lee Harvey Oswald. The reporter ordered
an identical gun to be mailed to a post otnce
box in Dallas and, signed his name ..L.H.
Oswald." The gun arrived ten days later, no
questions asked.
Not only are r11ies and pistols generally
available, it is possible to buy mortars,
machine guns, antitank guns and even
torpedoes !rom private gun dealers in the
United States. Although federal law restricts
the sale of machine guns, submachlne guns
and guns with silencers, gun dealers easily
get around these restrictions by "deactivating" the weapons and merchandising them
as souvenirs. But one investigator for the
United States Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency proved conclusively that
1t often takes only ten minutes, a certain
amount of know-how, and a screw driver to
put these weapons into perfect operating
condition.

To date, no one has succeeded in passing
effective federal legislation to curb the traffic in weapons, but a few states have restrictions on the books.
New York State and New York City have
stringent and effective laws to limit the number of privately owned hand guns. The Sullivan Law requires that all hand guns be
registered and that a special pollee permit be
obtained by anyone wishing to purchase a
pistol. Particularly in New York City, the
pollee investigate any potential purchaser
very carefully and he has to have a good
reason to own and carry a gun. , Contrary to
what most people believe, New York City is
a rather safe place. Fewer people are shot
than in most other cities. The per capita
murder rate is relatively low, especially when
compared to Houston, Dallas, Atlanta and
Birmingham. Texas, which has no effective
gun law, has become known as the "murder
capital of the world." The only rule in that
state requires gun dealers not to sell a gun
to someone "who is in a state of passion"making an instant psychiatrist out of every
clerk in every gun store in the state.
One of the few restrictive statutes in 1\fississippi requires a pistol permit for guns
owned by QOys under sixteen or for any guns
sold within two mlles of a school or college.
However, this did not stop a mall-order gun
house from shipping rilles and machine guns
to the University of Mississippi during the
height of the James Meredith riots. It might
also be interesting to note that guns cannot
be sold to Indians in Colorado and to anarchists in Hawaii.
Besides gun registration legislation, there
are other practical steps which have been
suggested and used to prevent group and individual aggression. New Haven, Connecticut, with one of the lowest per capita. urban
crime rates in the nation, has taken some of
these steps.
A recent statistical summary of urban
crime, published by the F.B.I., indicates that
the rate of robbery, riot, rape and mayhem
is considerably lower in New Haven than in
almost all other cities of similar size and of
s1mllar racial and ethnic composition. During 1965 when the national urban crime rate
rose alarmingly, New Have'n's dropped.
What makes New Haven different? Perhaps the difference is best summed up by one
young mo.n who dropped out of high school
at seventeen, married at eighteen, and at
nineteen was ready to leave his wife and baby
because he couldn't get a job. He is now
employed and staying home nights. "They
won't let you be poor around here," he said.
According to his story, "they kept dropping
by the house With suggestions." "They" in
this case were the ''indigenous workers" employed by the New Haven antipoverty program, Community Progress Incorporated, or
CPI. Financed initially by two massive
grants from the Ford Foundation, CPI now
also receives about 3 million dollars per year
in federnl antipoverty funds.
An army of "indlgenous workers" (poor
people living ln the same neighborhood as
other poor people) were trained and employed to ring doorbells and direct their
friends and neighbors to work-training programs, after-work classes for school dropouts,
literacy programs, GQlden Age Clubs, prekindergarten classes, employment services
and clinics.
The man behind New Raven's success 1s
Mayor Richard C. Lee. He is nationally and
internationally known for his Impressive
achievements in rebuilding a. city that was
once described as "a big slum around a big
~ school (Yale) . "
But he knows that tearing
down a slum 1s not enough. "We learned
something from all this tearing down and
rebuilding," he said recently. "People make
slum.s; unless you can teach them not to
make a. slum, they will go on doing so wherever you put them. Urban renewal thus has
to include people renewal, and that means
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all the things that condition people to responsible citizenship."
Perhaps there 1s no complete answer to the
problem of human violence and aggression.
It may be part of the human condition, as
basic as the doctrine of Original Sin, as complex as the tenets of Freudian psychoanalysis.
But a beginning is being made, from the introduction of a gun registration law in Congress to Richard C. Lee's urban and human
renewal programs, to Daniel Patrick Moynihan's suggestion on how to revitalize the
famUy structure in the ghetto. These are all
steps in the right direction, taken by citizens
concerned with the safety of other citizens.
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Appendix
The Supersonic Transport
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JACOB K. JAVITS
OF NEW YORK

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that excerpts from
the recent remarks of Najeeb Halaby,
former Federal AViation Administrator,
delivered before the Wings Club in New
York City, concerning the supersonic
transport be made a part of the REcORD.
Mr. Halaby presents a solid case for the
implementation of the plan to build the
supersonic transport. I have supported
the construction of th1s airplane because
I believe it will have a revolutionary effect on air commerce--much like the jet
aircraft when first introduced and be
most beneficial to U.S. production and
- exports. The task is no little one in
terms of funds or design but I believe
the job is most worthwhile. Of course
with the advent of this new service there
will be new requirements for terminal
facllities-wh1ch in many of our large
metropolitan areas are already outmoded-as well as methods of solving
the problems of getting the traveler from
the city to the airport. We must begin
soon to find answers to the ancillary
questions to mold supersonic transport
the more eft'ective mode of travel to the
traveler of the seventies.
There bclng no objection, the excerpts
and article were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
THE SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT

(Excerpts of rem.arks by Najeeb E. Halaby, at
the Wings Club third annual awards
luncheon, Blltmore Hotel, New York City,
Jan. 18, 1967)
The idea of producing speed with safety
an.d economy, of saving tim.e with convenience and com.fort is a private enterprise in
this great country of ours, supported and
controlled by our federal government, and
it's one to which most of us have dedicated
our professionn.l lives. Am.ertcan air transportation technology now faces a new test
ot confidence. Not so much from wide or
genuine doubt ln the public m.ind that we
can do it, or even from the kind of confiict
that bas driven the industry 1n the past. Or
from anxiety among the experts as to whether lt can be done or not. It seem.s to be
based upon the doubts thnt we should start
building an SST untU we are certain. Now
the crt tlcs and the skeptics-and few 1! any
or them. ha. ve had any practlcn.l experience in
designing, building or flying airplanes for
Profit-have been highly articulate 1n questioning frequently from. the safety of anonymous positions, questioning the wisdom. of
building the prototype of the American
supersonic transport.
The proponents of the program, most of
them practical aeronautical men who have
to Uve with their balance sheets, and have
been reticent untU recently, most of them
have been too busy designing and paper test-

lng the several versions of the Am.erica.n
supersonic transport and the foreign models,
and in projecting plans for its safe and profitable operation to speak out. To the one
who demands, however, "Who needs an SST?"
two answers have come loud and clear-in the
past 30 days. The two chief executives of
the two foremost American international air
carriers who together have ordered 25 US
SST's and put up $2.5 m.Ullon as earnest
m.oney, and 14 Concords, for deposits of
about $2 million more, have stated on the
public record that they believe our government should now proceed with the construction of the prototype SST.
They believe that a partnership of the
federal government and American industry
1s capable of producing without further
delay a superior prototype transport and in
the public interest. Their orders together
with 89 others for the US SST have indicated
their willingness to assist 1n financing a
profitable airplane that will meet the growing public demand. As the first to use the
us SST, and the first to face foreign competition while continuing to employ 75,000
employees and meet the expectations of their
bankers and stockholders, these men have
voted confidently to go ahead. In my opinion, it wou.ld be prudent to listen to their
creative and constructive advice rather than
the voices of the theorists, obstacle builders,
and the problem magnifiers who have lately
ben heard.
These supersonophobes, may be sincere,
and they certainly are sophisticated. But
they have not been in the business of developing and producing rellable, convenient, ·
ever cheaper transportation at a 1960-65 rate
of growth exceeding 15% per year these last
five years. Nq_w the problem as I see lt in
1967 ls for our industry and everyone in this
aviation conununity of ours, to help the
President and the Congress m.akEl the most
prudent and the most temporary investment
of public funds in a national interest venture . .
In a very real sense, the government is the
investment banker for the U.S. SST. Uncle
Sam is the venture capitalist who 1s prepared
to risk his stockholders' funds 1n order to
reap capital gains. He is not a mortgage
banker insisting on collateral on which to
foreclose 1! 1;he enterprise encounters di.mculty. He should be prepared, and I believe
he is prepared, to take a calculated risk.
Now have the risks been carefully calculated? From my own personal experience,
the answer 1s an emphatic Yes. The SST
program. has been the most thoroughly and
carefully researched project in the history of
civil technology. In the 12 years since the
first conceptual sketches were made of an
SST at NACA, more man hours of research
and planning have been spent on this system
and its operational lim.itation and capabllltles than ever before in the history of any
single civil project, and also more than
nearly all of the vast mllitary programs of
the past 25 years.
The problem has been defined and redefined, computered and recomputered. SOme
say it is the victim of paralysis by analysis.
I dlsl,lgree because I think the whole effort
has been fruitful. During these past siX
years of Intensive efforts, $511 milllon has
been voted, $311 m.llllon committed and $244
million spent by the Federal Aviation Agency
alone, together with about $70 m.Ul1on by the
manufacturers, for studies and reports 'by 10
government agencies and 40 corporations.
The results have been constantly reviewed by

three presidential committees, the National
Academy of Sciences, seven committees of
Oongress, and 1S departments and agencies
of the U.S. government.
When one compares this preview effort
with that undertaken prior to the construction of the first nuclear reactor, the :first
nuclear ship, the first ballistic missile, the
first supersonic military aircraft, the first
manned satellite, and their comparable technical risks, the contrast is startling and, I
think, reassuring. It is fair to say that the
risks of the SST program, and they are real
risks, have been calculated with the greatest
care. It is also fair to say that we are not
rushing into something suddenly. Our government and industry have been painstaking
and deliberate and as a result, we are 1n a
better position to m.ake a better deeision and
get a better SST than the governments of
Britain, France and the SOviet Union were
several years ago when they decided to go
ahead at full speed.
Now if you will bear with an agelng speed
merchant for a moment, I'd like to state the
problem as it appears to me after stx years of
rather hard personal thought and work.
Supersonic Transportation is on its way,
and it's the next logical, normal, attainable
step in the evolution of aviation. The U.S.
has had 20 years of experience. We are now
flying two models at above three times the
speed of sound. Many m.ore between Mach
1 and :Mach 3. Cruising at this speed will
save tim.e, and that's what we are--merchants
of mobillty. Millions of hours of the
precious tim.e of our most skilled people for
work more creative and more productive than
to-lng and fro-ing. And it will compress the
world from a 24-hour into a 10 or 12 hour
globe.
And if there's anything scarce in this world,
it's inspiration and skill. And 1! you can
provide this new rapid dim.ension to those
scar<:e intellectual and spiritual leaders of
this world, you will make a great contribution to society. The Concorde supersonic
transport on which the British and the
French have pooled the talents, the technology and the industry of two great nations,
w111 fly early next year. And 1! you read the
Soviet literature, as I've been doing, Mr.
Tupelov indicates his model144, de\eloped by
the total energy of the Soviet Union, could be
flying even sooner than the Concorde.
After two decades of modern technology
and hard experience, no reasonable man can
expect that these three nations will fail.
These are not isolated, commercial •entures
of single airplane manufacturers proceeding
on their own; these are national interest
ventures in which the pride and resources of
three world powers are fully committed.
And they confidently expect to have transports operating to and from this city in 1971.
What a. shock lt w1ll be 1! by any chance
the first supersonic airliner to land at JFK
ls Aerofiot Flight No. 1 from. Moscow, via
London. It w111 certainly be no surprise however. In fact, as a customer, it is our expectation that the first passengers to cross
the Atlantic in less than three hours will be
in a Concorde :flown by either BOAC, Air
France, or the world's most experienced airline.
And we wlil work to make it the lattt-r.
We'll be going to Britain and France next
week to see again the Concorde being assembled, right on schedule, as programmed
by our French and British colleagues. As
No. 2, they "try harder". With 69 orders 1n
hand, and more to be announced soon, and
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stm more to be placed. U our U .S. project is and study 1s that at least 500 U.S. superdelayed, they a.re both careful and very con- sonic transports can be sold, even 1! they
fident. n:re confidence 1s Justified bec~ude are limited to overwater operations. This
the public dema.nd for time saving travel is is fa.r less than the minimum o! 1,200 U.S.
growing apace. And having lost one of the SST's that could be sold. but lt 1s atUl
two U.S. manufa-cturers in this st;.ruggle, we enough, and I believe when all the data la
are glad that there are two oom~tlt<>rs In publiaqed, this wm be borne out, It ts sttll
this contest to build the superl~ supersonic enough to cover the manufacturers, the govtransport. Because under the spur of that ernments and the airline investment, and
competition, we the airllnes and you the pub- show a return.
In other words, even if it's a Clipper shlp.
lic, the passengers will ge.t sa.fer, more ecoand not an overland express, it can be a.
nomical transportation.
success.
Now if we hadn't believed from the out.set
My belief is that this is a public liw~at
that the U.S. supersonic tran.Sport would
satisfy public requirements and provide ment out of which we will get the ca.plta.l
marked economic benefit to the airline and gains of (1) balance of payments, (2)
the nation, we certainly would never have pressing forward with technology, (3) restarted the program. Since the government tatning American leadership in aviation, (4)
selected the Boeing airplane and the General more than 00.000 jobs a. year, (5) a shtp
Electric power plant as winners in the SST and engine that may later prove very usetul
competition, you might say that the initial to our military, and (6) the satisfaction or
phase of this great project ha.a coma to a going forward with a program well · conclose. Now as the new one opens-and these ceived and well done-that out of that, and
manufacturers have not been Idle since their for those reasons, the Congress, i! the Pr-estsubmissions last fall-I think that we are dent sees fit to proceed, will support it.
now in a position to optlmlze their deaigns,
at intercontinental, over-water ranges o! ap- UNITED STATEs To Go AHEAD WITH SuPERJETS-BUT AmLINES WILL BE AsKED To
proximately 4,000 miles-and we started, If
SHARE BUILDING CosT-0ARRIERS SAm To
you remember in 1961, with a 4,000-mUe airAGREE
plane-4,000 miles and 40,000 tons of pay(By Evert Clark)
load-we can optimize that a.lrplane in such
a way that we will have one superior to the
WASHINGTON, February 1.-The AdminisConcorde and the 144 airplane in the 1970' s. tration will go ahead with development or
It's my personal belie!, as of thls date. that a supersonic airliner. But a 39-word. anthe U.S. SST Will be about 15% more eco- nouncement by the Federal Aviation Agency
nomical to operate tha.n the smalle-r Con- disclosed today that the airlines would be
corde, at ranges a.pproxlmately equal to San asked to help carry the financial burd~n or
Francisco-Honolulu. At least 20% more eco- bullding test planes.
nomical on the Paris-New York service and
Key United States airlines have already
since the Concorde won't be able to make been sounded out. They have ~"Teed tn
the Rome-New York service, lt wt:l be ln!l- principle, and all other impediments to gonitely more profitable on th.a.t run.
ing ahead with the program have been overThe manufacturers and the alrlines have come.
had to assume from the beginning tho.t they
A risk-sharing arrangement has be~n
would return the venture capltaJ. to Uncle · worked out in whlch the Government wm
Sam. All of the pricing-these figures or '30, advance 90 per cent of the development cost
$35 and $40 milllon per copy of the U.S. SST but recoup it later with 6 per cent lntereot.
include development cost r~overy to the
COST IS $1.2-BILLION
government.
The
Boeing
Company and the General ElecNo one in or out of government has balked
at this or considered lt impossible, so lon5 tric Company, builders of the plane and enas a safe, sound, and profilia.b!e transport gine, wil provide 10 per cent of develc>pment
emerges, as our engineers a.nd test pllots pre- cost, now estimated at under $1.2-blllion .
Following 1s the text of the announcedict it will. There are precedents here and
abroad for Governmenta.l recovery or R&D ment:
Present contracts [with Boeing and Gencosts. and although it will take faith, determination, and a lot of work, it ca.n be done eral Electric] will be extended on a montltif Uncle Sam'.s early risk taking bears fruit. by-month basis with funds already available,
pending negotiations by the Federal Avlatlon
Even if the economics look promising and Agency with the manufacturers and th~
acceptable at this point, eight years before airlines for airline financial participation tn
scheduled takeoff, there reverbe:-ates around the phase three prototype development prothe SST the sonic boom, real and ima.glned. gram.
From six months live testing in Oklahoma.
The move ·to have the a.irlin~ share th<t
City without injury to a single per;;on or slg·
nificant structural da.mage, In whloh the eost is intended to lessen budgetary ~res
consensus was that only about 15% or 20% sures on the Administration, make the proof the population was lrrl~ated enough after gram more appealing to Congress and hl.V'3
180 days of constant daylight b<»mlng to the airlines, the ultimate beneficiaries of the
make a. complaint or do somethin~: from project, show good faith by joining in th~t
15 years of military supersonic flying, down risk to a greater degree.
The superjet picture has been aomewh.'lt
to last weeks' surprl.ie report of a lonely
Navaho Indian sheep herder In a w~tern confused since Dec. 31, when the Admi::th". canyon last fall, heard an alrplnne and saw tration picked Boeing and G.E. to build thl't
a sandy shelf fall over a prehistoric Indlan test plane, but did not say when thls would
cave dwelling, the roar or airplanes and the be done.
bo.nks of fighters and bomber.a ha.ve Irritated
Many questions remain unanswered b·~uti
people around the world. And despite lack the airlines' new role. But some Admlntaof injury or significant damage, despite tration omcials hope contracts can be signed
studies in depth by the best expert.a ia the wtth them by March 1 Others estimate it
United States and abro~. no one knows v.111 take tWice that long·.
v.·hether the public wlll or should ever be
Meanwhile, Boeing and G.E. are going ahead
asked to tolerate scheduled operattor.a that with design refinements on month-to-month
. boom inhabited area.a.
contracts, using money already approprl t~
The antidotes are deatgn, dLstance tip de- by Congress.
tour around, or degradinJ or the payload so
Twenty-six: domestl,c and foreign alrlln~
as to permit overland operatlon.a. But lr it h:l.\'e reserved deliveries of 114: American
should not be permitted, 1! overland oper.l- superjets. Each line deposited $100,000 lit>ttons should not be perrnltted to protect wurd the final purchase of each plane it orthe public safety, there wtU stlll be a very dered. and each was to deposit $100.000 mor
substantial ma.rket for the airpl:me, a.nd the for each plane six months after the bulldtn.,
be-st estimate I can get ~!ter a lot or work or test planes began.

DEPOSIT INCREASED
Th.a.~

second deposit now will be increased.
considerably and demanded earlier. Figures
r:1.nglng from $200,000 a plane to as high 8.3
$1-mllllon have been discussed.
Atthough the latter figure seems high, it
ls a. small part of the final cost of a single
su;>erjet, which is now estimated at $36miltion--Clr $40-million with spare englnea
and partd.
Major questions still unresolved include
whether to make foreign airlines, as well as
domestlc ones, increase their share or the
risk, and whether small domestic lines
should advance as much money as the
giants. Fifteen foreign lines and one broker
ha.ve ordered 60 or the American planes.
Pan American \Vorld, Airways and Trans
World Airlines, this country's two major
o•;erseas carriers, have ordered 25 of the Ut
1
American planes.
. It is understood that they have agreed,
with some reluctance, to go along with the
ner,q risk-sharlng arrangement. If they do
agree. smaller American lines probably
would have little choice but to join them.
· President Johnson has not indicated what
the F ..:\.A. wlll need,in funds in the fl.scal
year 1968 to continue the plane's development. But he is understood to have included about $250-mlllion in his contingency
funds for that year, far less than the $430mHtion he was once expected to request.
UNCERTAINTY ON FUNDS

B Is not known whether the airline plan

wo•J.ld mean that the F.A.A . needed les8 than
the $250-mllllon in Federal funds. Nor is
it known when the President will formallY
asle Congress to approve a sum for the nex:t
fiscl.l year, which begins July 1.
But the airline plan would certainly ease
the Admtnistratlon's budget problems ln the
long run, since the airline money, instead
or new Congressional appropriations, could
be used for part of the development cost.
The alrllnes are to help the Government
recoup the taxpayers' investment by paying
roya!ties for the first few years the plane
Ls ln service. The more the airlines pay
now under the new plan, the less they will
owe ln royallties.
Various ways to make the plan more attra.cth·e to the alrlines are ' being studied.
They include permitting the lines to wrtte
otr tho? new deposits as an expense.

C. Wesley Winslow, Distinguished
Winsted Citizen
EXTENSION OF RE:\.1ARKS
OJ'

HON. THOMAS J.· MESKILL
or CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr . .MESKILL. :Mr. Spenker, the State
or Connecticut has lost an outstanding
c!tlzen and community leader 1n the
pa.55lng of C. ·wesley Winslow, of Winsted.

Mv distinguished constituent's contrib~tlons to his town and the State wi!l
a..5.5Ut-e hlm a position of respect and es-

teem in the hearts of hls neighbors.
In trlbute to the memory of an outsta~dlng American. I have asked perml3.si()n to reprint the following obituarY'
from the Hartford Courant honorln~
\Ves ey Winslow's 11!etime o! service to
· Con~ectlcut:
TOWN CLERK C. WESLEY WINSLO'VIf
DIES
WtNSTED. -An otl\cia.l Of the County SU·
perl!)t' Cour~ and c1ty of Winsted for n~e.rlY

.V/IN3TI!:D
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a hal! century, Atty. C. Wesley Winslow, 78,
u! 682 Main St.. died Wednesday morning
at Charlotte Hungerford H.:>apttal in Torrington.
Mr. Winslow served many yeys as clerk
c! the Litchfield County Superior Court and
was town clerk for \Vlruted for 4.2 yeara until
1958 .

Born in Winsted, "Wea" Winslow wa.a a
member of one of the early graduating classes
at the Gilbert School here ln 1906 and graduated from Yale University with .a. law degree
in 1910.
Returning to Winsted, he became an active Republican worker and public o:Hce
holder for nearly 50 years.
In his early days a.s an attorney, he served
as prosecutor !or the Town Court here and
assistant town clerk. He was elected town
clerk in 1915 and continued in that office
virtually unopposed untll the end o! 1957.
Named assistant clerk of the Superior
Court in 1915. Atty. Winslow served until
1927 when he was named clerk of Superior
Court. He held the post until 1955.
1\!r. Winslow was perhaps best known in
Winsted for his work as town clerk. He
held a keen interest in people of the town
including histories of famllles and could instantly recall events and !a.mlliea or earlier
Winsted days.
·
During World War I he was a. member or
the Connecticut State CouncU of Defense
and served in the Home Guard.
A member of Hose Company I of the Wlnsted. Volunteer Fire Dept., he served a.a company captain and 25 yea.rs as deputy fire
chief until 1951.
A member of the Litchfield County a.nd
Connecticut State Bar Assocla.tions, Mr. Winslow al.so held membership in the former
Winsted Club, the Odd Fellows, Rot.a.ry Club,
Masons, Elks and Keehow Tribe o! Red 1.\len.
Named a. corporator o! the Winsted Savings Bank in 1930, he served as a dlr~tor until his death.
Atty. Winslow was a. member or the Charch
o: Christ, formerly the Second Congregational Church, :for many yea..rs. lr.:..s wife,
Irs. Stella. J. Llota.rd Wln.&!ow, dled in 1957.
He leaves a sister, Dr. Mildred B. Winslow
or Winsted.
.
Funeral services will be held Saturda.y at 2
P.m. at the Church of Chrlst with the ~v.
Wallace K. Reid, pastor. o.mctatlng. Burial
Will be in Forest View Cemetery.
Friends may call at the T. Wayne White
Funeral Home, 55 Walnut St., Wtnst;e-d, today
and Friday !rom 7 to 9 p .m.
Memorial contributtons may be made to
the Book o! Memory a.t the Church of Chrlst.
Winst-ed.

Extravagant Federal Budget
EXTENSION OP P.Et\tARKS
or

HON. STROl\1 THUR1rfOND
Or SOUTH CA&OLrNA

IN THE SENATE OP THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, Februa111 16. 1951

Mr.

THURMOND. Mr.

President.

\Vnuam D. Workman, editor of the newsPaper the State, publl.3hed 1n Colam.bia.,
S.c .. has proposed that thb be .. the yea.r
or the ax 1n Washington." so far as the

recently submitted national bu~t 14
concerned. Editor Workman authored &
tn.ost thou.ght-provok.!.ng edltor:lal en...
titled "Extrava..ga..nce, Inc.," which waa
Publlshed 1n the State ot P'ebru.&r7 2,
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1967. I ask unanim,ous consent that the
editorial be printed in the Appendlx o~
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the ed.ltorbl
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

Wistonsi.n'a Governor Knowles Discusse1
Revenue Sharing

EXTRAVAGANCE, INC.

HON. WILLIAM A. STEIGER

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

President Johnson continues to spend the
OF WISCONSIN
taxpayers' money as if it were going out of
style--to the accompaniment of groans from
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
those who foot the bill and cheers from tho.,;e
Thursday, February 16, 1967
who profit from Uncle Sam's generosity.
His latest budget recommendations to ConMr. STEIGER of Wisconsin.
Mr.
gress give rise to further groaning--or che~r Speaker, several proposals on the sharing
ing, if you feed at the federal trouglr. But
this time, there is even more hocus-pocus of Federal tax revenues with State and
than usual in throwing budgetary statiatlcs local units of government have been inaround. There are three types of budgets troduced in this Congress. This •is an
and the President characteristically chose to important matter for us to consider, and
emphasize the one which forecasts the smaa- I have joined a number of my colleagues
est deficit for the coming 'fiscal year.
in introducing a tax-sharing bill.
.
But the astronomical budgets, ranJing
The distinguished Governor of Wisfrom $135 billion _to $172 billion, dependtng
upon which system you use, all agree on one consin, the Hon. Warren P. Knowles,
matter-the costs for national defense and has presented his thoughts on tax sharconduct of the wa.r in Vietnam will amount ing in a position paper issued to the
to at least $73 billion. We just hope that \Vl.sconsin congressional delegation. So
the amount is adequate and that Defense that my colleagues may have the benefit
Secretary McNamara has ceased his asinine of his thinking on this matter. I include
efforts to predict when the war will end and that paper asLpart of my remarks:
to "come out even" with expenditures a.t THZ GOVER~OR'S POLICY STATEMENT ON FEDthat precise point.
EtU.L LEGISLATION-A WISCONSIN POSITiON
But American taxpayers will underwrit~
T •.) THE WISCO~SIN CONGRESSIONAL DELEGAwhatever costs a.re involved in providing !Gr
TI·::>;)(, FE:Bau_.. RY 1967, No. 2
national security and fulfillment of natlona.l
(By Warren P. Knowles, Governor)
obligations against our Communist enemies.
Thls, my second formal statemen~ to you
What distresses us is the continuing dr3ln
on federal legislation, supports shanng !~
of tax funds into domestic (and forelgn)
social programs which in essence are nothinJ era.! revenues to the states as a. long-run arm.
more than grandiose schemes of redistribut- I!; !l.lso supports conversion of some of the
ing wealth-forcibly taking from those who present conditional grants-in-aid to bloc
produce and freely giving to those who don't. granto as another way of obtaining unreSome or this is necessary 1! a government 1.a stricted funds !or state and local use.
My January letter on the disastrous effects
to meet its compassionate responsibllities to
the helpless and hapless. But the Great in W~3Consin if the projected $25 million cut
1!1.
htghway funds is carried out showed an
Society has lost all sight of proportion and
is undertaking to play Lady Bountiful to au elta.mple of too much direction from Washwho would rather lean on Uncle Sam than on ington. There are other examples, smaller
but just as fi.agrant.
themselves.
Ad:nlttedly, expenses o! the wa.r in Viet
Perhaps the most distressing aspect or aa Na.m make it impossible to enact federal
is the ridiculous fact that the United States,
re";/enue sharing to take effect now. But
at a time o! unprecedented prosperity and there is no such bar to immediate consolidafull employment is going deeper a.nd deeper tion of several related grant programs into
into debt. The Secretary of the Trea.aury bro9.der, less rigidly controlled bloc grants.
has just begged Congress to raise the nattona..l Posolble .fields to explore include Publlc
debt ceiling to $337 billion so that the gi)VAssis~nce, Wat.er Pollution COntrol Al.ds,
ernment can meet its pay rolls and other
Educa~ion, Housing and Urban Affairs, and
financial obligations.
many more.
Already, American taxpayers are forkl~
I. FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
out their hard-earned money at the rate of
I support the return to states of a. port.ton
$14 billion a year just to pay interest on the
national debt. And that interest, mind you., or fedel'3.1 revenue, unrestricted, to supplebuys nothing but debt service. About 11 me~t existing gra.nt-in-a.id programs.
In normal times federal revenues are excents of every dollar we send (under duress)
to Washington by way o! taxes goes to fMY pected to increase by about $7 blllion a year
interest, yet there are those who profess no fr.j:n growth ln the national economy. At
concern because "we just owe money to the same time, state and local costs o! supporti!l~ education, welfare, and other vital
ourselves."
But all o! thla cannot be laid solely at services Increase :raster than the revenue
the door of the Johnson a.d.ministratlon, or a.va.Ha.b!e from state and local taxes.
WLaconstn haa a distinguished history o!
of the Administrations which preceded thls
one. In the final analysis, Congress cont:-ola cre-.lt~ needed ald programs, unemploythe pursestrlngs o! the nation. Now Is the ment compensation, !or example, and of adtlme !or our representatives in both Howe ml::~.!sterlng them honestly and effectively.
a.nd Senate to stop this financial fooltshneoa We have proven our ability to serve our peoat the source by refusing to make unne-:es- pl_, w!tb. prudence a.nd compassion.
O;>positlon to federal revenue sharln~
sa.ry appropriations.
comes !rom those who do not believe stn te
We've had too much doubletalk &nd Up- governments wlli use the unrestricted money
service !rom members of Congres.s wb.o wisely. We know, on the contrary, that state
scream about tota.l governmental coste a.nd. government can be a dynamic partner ln
the soaring national debt, yet who contlnue !ed.eral!.am when given a chance.
to vote !or projecta which ma.ke up these
support !or tax sharing comes !rom those
bloated expenditures..
·
or us who believe that conditional grants-inTh1a should be the ytt&r ot the u 1n aid are burdened with unnecessarily de~ad requirements, that they now overlap
Waahington.
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with undesirable duplication by both federal
and state agencies in program offerings, and
that the result is confusion to the public.
The National Governor's Conference, meeting last December, supported the principle
of tax sharing. Seventy percent of individuals questions by a. recent Gallup poll favor
the plan.
Plans for more or less unrestricted revenue sharing are proposed by Professor Walter
Heller, Joseph Pech.man of the Brookings
Institute, Senators Goldwater, Javits, and
Scott, Representatives Laird, Goodell, Reuss
and others. Senator Nelson has suggested
a broad-ranging study of the question.
While the pl.a.ns differ in detaU, I believe the
differences are not substantial. United support is important to get serious consideration of the general idea. at this time. Representative Laird and Professor Heller have
both minlm1zed their differences and emphasized the need to unite on the principle.
However, since there are specifics in several
of the plans, I want to comment on some
of them.
1. Equaltzing. We can agree it is in the
national interest to provide extra shares to
10 or 12 of the poorest states. But such
equalizing aid must go only to states that
tax themselves at least at the level of the
average state, not to those who make little
tax effort.
2. Tax Effort. A reward should be included
for states llke Wisconsin which are already
taxing themselves at an above-average level.
Wisconsin would, deservedly, benefit from
this provision. In Goodell's plan, Wisconsin would benefit the most of any state.
3. Share to Localities. Wisconsin, which
has always shared generously from its own
revenue with the localities, needs no Congressional requirement to share. But if a.
certain percentage of the returned federal
revenues are to be earmarked for localities,
the distribution and choice of level-town,
municipality, county-should be left to the
state.

n.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE

V.

SUMMARY

Federal revenue sharing is critically
needed to ease the crushing financial burdens of state and local services.
Any federal revenue sharing plan should
recognize the efforts of each state, such as
Wisconsin, which seeks to provide necessary
services for its citizens.
Federal revenue sharing would build on
the Wisconsin tradition of unconditionally
sharing state tax revenues with its local governments.
Bloc federal grants, wiping away excessively
detaUed grant restrictions, should be enacted
whether or not a federal revenue sharing
plan is implemented.

Observations on the Job Corps
EXTENSION OF

REMARKS

OF

WISCONSIN :REVENUE SHARING

Federal revenue sharing is consistent with
Wisconsin's tradition of unrestricted reven-ue
sharing with its local governments. In the
past fiscal yearWisconsin returned e454 milllon, twothirds of the total e684 million, of its state
collected general tax revenues to local governments to help finance local programs.
· Most of the tax revenues· returned to localities, $267 million, were unconditionally
allocated, to be applied to local government
functions in whatever fashion the local jurisdiction determined.
Program aids totalling e187 mUllan were
broadly allocated for education, welfare or
health purposes, and local jurisdictions were
able to determine themselves the thrust of
the aided programs.
Wisconsin's fiscal relationship with its
local governments contrasts sharply with the
federal government relationship with the
states. Wisconsin unconditionally shares
nearly 40% of its general tax revenues With
its local governments-while the federal government shares none of lts revenues with the
states. Wisconsin's program aids are broadly
granted, With great area for local declsionmaking-whUe federal aids are often burdened with cumbersome and restrictive requirements.
m. B~OC GRANTS
Besides federal revenue sharing, another
way to avoid excessively detailed grants-inaid while aiding state and local governments
1s through bloc grants. Bloc grants can be
enacted in more fields. A gOOd example is
the comprehensive health planning act, (P.L.
89-749) which by 1968 will replace categorical health grants by a. lump suri:l to be spent
in health areas determined by the state.
Bloc grants enable each state to apply its
federal aids to its most compelling probleins,
which may well differ from those of neighboring states.

RESTRICTIONS

Too low standards for building construction, making for short-run economy and long
run extravagance;
Delay in federal approval of state and
local project applications;
Unnecessarily detailed requirements on
grant applications and on financial accounting, taking too much staff time away from
program;
Withdrawal of expected funds, so that
planned projects must be scrapped, or redrawn at added expense;
Emphasis on some functionsat the expense of others equally needed in an individual state;
Failure to recognize or reward a state's
own creative problem-solving devices.
These are some of the problems arising as
conditional grants-in-aid multiply. conversion of groups of specific grants to bloc grants
would be a helpful step the 90th Congress
could reasonably enact.

HON. EDMUND S. MUSKIE
OF MAINE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, much
attention has been focused on the Office of Economic Opportunity's Job
Corps program, it pros and cons, its attributes and vices.
Too seldom do we hear from a true
"authority" on the subject, one who has
had first hand experience with the program. Such an Individual is Robert
Howe, a student at Gorham, Maine, State
College, whose remarks on his teaching
experience at the Job Corps Center for
Women in Poland Spring, Maine, which
were published 1n the January 17, 1967
edition of the Gorham State Observer:
give some valuable insight into this program. His words are both encouraging,
in praise of the activity which he observed, and challenging, regarding the
need to maintain a high level of achievement for continued success.
I ask unanimo~ consent that they
be printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
JOB

CORPS

TEACHING PROVIDES
EXPERIENCE

UNIQUE

(By Robert Howe)
I can remember when, last summer, I
heard that the old Poland Spring Inn had
been chosen by the Office of Economic Opportunity as the site of a u .s. Job Corps
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Center, for Women. I soon forgot about It,
however, until September, when, at a meeting for first semester student teachers, i'
was announced that a few of us might have
the opportunity of doing our second quarter's tralnlng there.
Several weeks went by before I considered
the idea. But the more I thought about it,
the better I liked it. The reason I finally
went to Mrs. Costello to tell her I was definitely interested was that it was new and
certain to be more challenging than my then
existing term 1n a. rural junior high •school.
Of the several seniors originally stating a
desire to go to Poland Spring, four were
chosen. Reg Fickett -sa1d to me, "You may
not learn much about teaching, Bob , but
you'll learn a. lot about people." No remark
was ever so appropriate.
The Poland Spring Center is not operated
by the U.S. government, but by a private
business, Econmnic Systems Corporation. a
division of AVCO set up specifically as the
admlntstra.tlon for the Poland Spring u .s.
Job Corps Center for Women. It is one of
a very few Centers to operate within its
proposed budget for 1966. The government
recently signed an 18-month contract with
AVCO making Poland Spring the only center to receive a contract of longer than 12
months.
Anyone taking a wa.lk through Riccar Inn,
which shares E.S.C. offices With Jack Parr's
WMTW television and FM radio studios, can
see about 100 desks, some With feet upon
them-symbols of a giant business bureaucracy. There ts, at times, friction between
business and educational interests here because teachers are at the bottom of the
bureaucratic pyramid. That is not so different from the public school systems. The
teachers do, however, decide how the subjects will be taught and what materials will
be used. Class schedullng is in the hands
of the educational staff.
There are over 1,000 Corpswomen at Poland Spring between the ages of 16 and 21
years. There is a scarcity of young, unmarried males, so I was forewarned of all
types of potential danger: moral, social and
even physical. I soon found all these warnings, from folks here at Gorham, misleading
and without basis. Actu.ally, the girls at
Poland Springs are like girls anywhere else.
and the Center is little different from any
all-girl school of college. The problem ls the
public's appetite for gossip and misleadinF:
information, and lack of desire to learn the
truth.
The teachers at Poland Spring are, in mY
opinion, of above average ability compared
with teachers in public schools. I point thiS
out because here again there has been much
unrealistic criticism in this area.
The experience personally and "professionally" has for me been fascinating and rewarding. The biggest problem I, as well as
the regular teachers, had to overcome was
the negative attitude of many of the girlS
toward teachers and books. But this negativism is only a reflection of the negatlvlsiil
they had encountered in previous school
experiences. The key to helping school
dropouts lies not so much with the finding
of new methods in the learning process, fl.S
it does With changing the attitudes of tbe
girls, gaining rapport with them. Unfortunately, for many girls, this is the first ttrn 6
they have found teachers Willing to take tb 6
time to be friends and also help them even
though they are not heading toward a college career.
Being no older than my oldest students·
I instructed the girls not to address me "Sir''
or "Mr. Howe." This proved somewhat dttfl·
cult for girls from Southern states becaUS6 •
apparently, teachers tn Southern schools
are always given this sign of respect. I wonder how often a teacher In the South 18
shown the attitude of disrespect prevalent tn
this part of the country.
Public school-oriented visitors might be
set back by the Informality of classes, but
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they are never out of control. There 1s no
discipline problem in Pola.n<1 Spring cl:l.ssr(Joms.
The classes a.re sma.ll, avera.gtng 12 to 15
students. My student& spend half thetr
school day in academic cLl.sses (science,
.math., socia.l studies, communicative sk1lls)
and hal! the day in vocational classes. The
vocations o!!ered include clerical, retail sales,
commercial art, cosmetology, floral design.
nurse's aide, tea.cher alde, veterinary a.sststant, cooking, sewing, drafting, mechanlcalele-ctrical assembly, photography, and printing and reproduction. Special a.reas include
driver education, health and hygiene, and
physical education. When the g!rls have
passed a high school equl valency test they
may go on to aU-day on-the-job training.
Other girls spend all day in academic remecli!ll classes until they have reached a. sixth
grn.de reading level which will permlt them
to spend hal! the day in their vocn.tions.
Some girls arrive as high school graduates
and can go right Into full-time vocational
tra.lnlng.
I have visited most or the vocational class
areas. The equipment is generally modern
and plentiful, better than :round ln most
.bJ.gh schools teaching vocations. The drafting and the printing and reproduction areas
are both lmpressive, and the gl'rls in both
fields are a.lready proficient.
Assuming the opportunity continues for
s~ndlng Gorham seniors to Poland Spring,
and I hope it does, I offer this advice to those
?•ho may find themselves in a Job Corps classroom tn the future. Be prepared to ab:llldon
all your ideas about how to conduct a disclp!ined class; what you have been told in
college ·w m not work. If the gtrls like you
as a teacher, you are "ln"; 1! they don't and
they are not leamlng anything, they will
tell you so, and you had better be as honest
as they are. Let no one look down their
noses at the Job Corps glrl.s. On 75 out of
100 topics you might dLscuss with them, you
v.111 be doing most of the llstentng and learning.
Any teacher who is a success at Poland
S;::>rlng has attained that bn.lance between
being a teacher and a human being that all
teachers e\'erywhere should aim for. And
1! you, as a teacher, "make the g!'llde", the
girls wlll let you know tha.t, too.

Were Welshmen in Alabama 322 Years
Before Columbus "Discovered'' the New
World? ~
)

I

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON~

JACK EDWARDS
or

ALABAMA.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, Februarv 16. 1961
Mr. EDWARDS of Alaba!na. Mr.

The Vinland Map and Tartar Relation
created quite a stir indeed. As Members
v.1ll recall, the Vinland Map, evidently
prepared by a Latin scholar many decades-perhaps several centuries-before
Columbus' monumental voyages, clearly
showed land to the west of present-day
Greenland and Iceland. According to
scholars and cartographers, the land
mass west of Greenland and Iceland was
so sketched as to distinctly show the
shoreline of present-day Canada-Newfoundland in particular-with indentations on the eastern shore of the land
mass which are almost unmistakably
what is known today as Hudson Bay and
the mouth of the St. Lawrence River.
Now it appears that we have another
important addition to knowledge of early
explor~;ttions of North America.
An Englishman, Mr. Richard Deac{)n,
is publishing a book in London tp.is
month, entitled ''Madoc and the Discovery of America," which holds that
\Velshmen pernl.anently settled the New
\Vorld, locating in southwest Alabama in
1170. This was not only 328 years before John Cabot's supposed discovery of
land which now constitutes a part of the
United States in 1498, but it was also 322
years · before Columbus' supposed discovery of the New World in 1492.
Mr. Deacon holds that Prince Madoc.
a Welsh explorer, landed on the shores
of Mobile Bay, Ala., in 1170. As Mr.
Deacon relates, even the Encyclopedia
Americana reports this landing "with 10
ships and 300 men in 1170." Mr. Deacon's new work presents strong evidence
to justify his conclusions. He has assembled much data and has, at least according to Mr. Geoffrey A. \Volff, a
Washington Post staff writer who recently wrote a comprehensive article on
this impending controversy, made a very
con\-incing case.
As new data and old docwnents are
turned up in the course of extensive historical pryings, we must be prepared to
examine new evidence on the pre-Columbian history of America. If the
Welsh settled what is now Alabama-and
other parts of America--following their
1170 discovery, then they settled it. We
should be prepared to objectively accepli
such a supported finding. If the "evidence" put forth by Mr. Deacon and
others amounts to mere assemblages of
myths, then we must objectively discard
his contentions.
Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent, I i.I).clude the full text of Mr. \Volff's
article, "Wales to Alabama in 1170, It
Says Here," which appeared In the
'\Vashington Post of Sunday, February 5.
1967. I commend it to the attention of
everyone who is interested in pre-Columbian explorations and settlements by
Europeans in America.
The article follows:

Speaker, during the last Congress, many
Americans-and many Members-were
impressed by the publlcation of a book
and map purporting that Norsemen had
discovered, and perhaps had even colonized, the shores of present-day Newfoundland some four or five centuries WALES TO ALABAMA IN 1170, IT SAYS HERE
before Christopher Columbus' famous
(By Geoffrey A. Wolff)
14.92 voyage.
Alongside a southern Alabama. road is a
Studies seem to indicate the Norse ad- marker erected in 1953 by the Vlrginla Cava\"entures in North America In about the lier chapter of the D.A.R.: "In memory of
Prince Madoc, a WelSh explorer, who landed
Yea.r 1000.
on the shores of Moblle Bay ln 1170 and
The news that the Norsemen had pre- left behind, with the Indians, the Welsh
ceded Columbus to the New \Vorld by language."
almost a half mlllennlum elated ScandiA cynic might understandr.biy be tempted
n:n1ans and raised the ire of many to discount such a startling announceme&t,
boosting Anglo-Saxon nccompashments at
ltallans, both in America and abroad.
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the expense of Columbus's voyage 322 yelll"a
later, when it cornea !rom the offices of the
good Daughters. But in its second paragt"3.ph, the marker sends the cavalier to
another source: "Authority is Encyclopedia
Americana . . ."
The Americana Ia rather ho-hum about
the matter, telling us that :Madoc was a
"Welsh prince who in consequence of some
clvll dl.ssensions went to sea with ten ships
and 300 men in 1170 and discovered America.
He made a second voyage to and from this
u!lknown land but finally was lost to the
k.now!edge of his countrymen . . ."
The short entry concludes, rather indeclsh•ely spilling the wind out of its brave
initial assertion: "Thomas Stephens, in 'Madoc: An Essay on the Discovery of America.
in the 12 Century' (1893), asserts that the
story of Madoc is a baseless fable."
Now. "Madoc and the Discovery of America ·• by an Englishman, Richard Deacon, to
be published in London this month, assembles impressive evidence to support the
claim that Madoc made the round trip from
\Yate.a to Alabama. He ransacks five disctp!inea for clues to the mystery: ancient
legend and literature, pragmatic testing,
ethnology. archeology and linguistics .
Accurate records were rarely kept in the
12th century, so one is thrown on the mercy
of bards who sang tales of great accomplishments. There is an impressive number of such references to Madoc, probably the
Hlegitlmate son of a powerful warlord. Poem
after poem connects him with the sea and
puts him on a long voyage across the Western
Ocean to a stl'ange land.
He remained a symbol of seafaring life
under the Tudors. In 1865, a stone tablet
from Lundy (whence Madoc may have embarked on his second voyage) was found with
a legend in old Welsh carved before the 14th
century, a.ccording to Deacon, who translates
it: "It 1s an established fact, known far and
wide, that Madoc ventured !a.r out on the
Western Ocean never to return.''
EARLY JOURNALISTS

Eplc poems, of course, were written to
g!orlfy their subjects and poets a.re no strangers to fiction, but the fa.ct remains that
Henrich Schllemann found Troy with the
hel:<> of Homer, and more recently, the Norweg~n
archeologist Helge Ingsta.d used
Sca.ndanavian legends to locate remains from
Lei! Ericson's visits to America. Ingstad be11eves the bards to have been comparable to
journalists toda~, men who took some pains
to dlsco\'"er facts before they wrote.
There 1s no doubt that a long voyage in
a small boat is possible. Enthnological support for the Madoc landing rests on many
reports from early settlers of a tribe of
white Indians having European features and
speaking a language close to or identical with
Welsh. Deacon ventilates the theory that
Madoc's compatriots moved inland through
western Georgia and southern Tennessee,
fin Uy settling near the l!.llssouri River.
CATLIN A WTrN!:SS

l'.ta.cy tribes have been called the white
Indian nation, but Deacon puts his chips on
the Mandans, who were visited in 1738 by
the French explorer Verendrye. They had
light comple~lons and lived in small towns
with carefully laid out streets which were
kept clean. as were their lmpressively large
and sophisticatedly constructed houses.
They had some words ln common with the
patois or Brittany.
Di'o.con discredits most of the tales of trave~ers who claimed to have encountered white
Indl:ms. especially those who said they found
a tribe possessing Bibles and worshiping
Chrl.3t, but reports from such men as the
painter George catlin, who spent eight years
among the Mandans, seem unimpeachable.
Deacon cites archeological discoveries to
prove his ease. Probably the most important
is his claim that there are "at least three forts
in Alabama, Georgia. and Tennessee which
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archeologists have testified are of pre-Columbian origin."
"All three," he says, "are believed to have
been the work of the same group of people
and bullt within the period of a single generation. What is most remarkable about
these fortifications is that they have outlasted many defense works bullt by the European explorers of the 16th century."
The author also places in evidence what
appears to be a 12th century port record !rom
a place called Aber-Kerrik-Guignon which
refers specifically to Madoc, names his ship
as the "Guignon Gorn" (legend has it as the
"Gwennan Gorn") and asserts that it was
\ost at sea in 1171.
Finally, Deacon cites the references in Sir
Walter Raleigh's "History of the World" and
elsewhere to the prevalent use of Welsh words
by Indians and others long before the Welsh
came to America in any strength.
AN ELUSIVE

HISTORY

The book is constructed as a reply to that
of Thomas Stephens who called the Madoc
tale "a baseless fable." Deacon admits that
"no other nation in the British Isles has such
a shadowy, elusive historical past as Wales. It
is almost impossible to say where legend ends
and fact begins."
The way to the truth is blocked again and
again by manufactured evidence and false repOrts. Madoc is said by various historians
to have landed in more than 15 pla{!es and
13 tribes have been called "Welsh Indians."
Estimates of the number of ships used by
Madoc and his men vary wildly.
Stephens's most basic depreciation of the
Madoc legend is that the primitiveness of
shipbuilding and navigation in the 12th century would have made the journey impossible. There are no drawings of ships from
Madoc's time but critics claim that the voyage would have been "too arduous without a
compass." · Deacon answers that the Norse
did very well, thank you, without compasses,
and besides, he claims, there is some evidence
that Madoc may have had a primltive kind
of lodestone to supplement his use of the
stars and bl.rd.s as navigational aids.
Stephens makes much of the fact that
there were six dllYerent Madocs in 12th century poems. Deacon believes that his Madoc
was the son of OWain Gwynedd, that he was
handsome, courageous and probably a bastard. There are references to a Madoc who,
like Oedipus, was sent by his father to be
kllled 1n infancy but miraculously escaped.
Certa.lnly he would have had a motive for
11eeing his patrimony.
But Stephens is unpersuaded and asks
repeatedly: Why did he make the trip? Why
did he sail west with no prospect of finding
land? Deacon answers that he went because
he waa curious, the reason why people explore anything unknown, and that there
were many rumors of a fabulous land across
the sea.
A TUDOR CONCOCTION?

Another of Stephen's challenges, and a
very fa.lr one, is that the Madoc legend was
the product of self-serving Tudor historians
who wished to extol their monarchs' Welsh
heritage at the expense of the Spanish claim
that Columbus had discovered America.
The 11rst published Tudor account of
Madoc's exploits, by Sir George Peckham,
appeared in 1583 when England and Spain
were bitter foes. It said in part: "Whereupon it is manifest that that country WllB
long before by Brytatnes discovered, afore
either Columbus or Americus Vesputtus led
any Spn.nlarde thither."
Deacon's rebuttal that the English were
disinterested historians because they made
no plans to use their claim to gain territory from the Spanish 1s quite IDmsy. Exploration had an enormous hold on the
Tudor imagination: Englishmen worked hard
to prove them.selvee fuat with the most, and
the fact remalns that much of Deacon's
evidence about Madoc in Wales comes from
partial sources.
·

Critics also cite evidence contradicting the
existence of Welsh Indians. Luis de Rojas,
writing to the King of Spain in 1625, said
soldiers and sallors had combed the GeorgiaCarolina interior for 150 leagues but "found
no traces of the rumored gente blanco y
cabella ."

Stephens asserts that the contradictory
nature of the reports about white Indians,
with the many obvious fabrications, leaves
the claim wholly unproved. But Deacon
answers that many of the reports came from
men of unquestioned integrity, and that 1!
we accept only a third of those, we must
believe that such a tribe existed and was
probably the Mandan nation, which was
finally obliterated by war-like tribes early in
the 19th century.
Finally, Stephens argues that what words
some Indian. dialects had in common with
Welsh were accidental and rightly points
out that no common grammar or syntax have
been found. He believes that what traces of
Welsh ancestry or words were found 1n
America came over with Elizabethan colonists, not with Madoc. Deacon answers that
practically no Welshmen came to these
shores untll well after the reports of Welsh
Indians had become a commonplace.
The details of the linguistic enigma lend
credence to Deacon's thesis. What George
Catlin learned during his stay with the Mandans demolishes Stephen's fiat assertion that
Indians were ignorant of pronouns and abstract words. The Mandans had a full complement of pronouns and their pronunciation
was markedly similar to the Welsh equivalents.
Another visitor to the Mandans found other
striking simllaritles between the languages.
The words for "water" and "river" were Identical, as were the words for "blue," "estuary"
and "bridge," all terms perhaps left from a
seafaring herl tag e.
In addition, Catlln found a complete
phrase, mentioning Madoc, used by the Mandans as an exclamation. The Mandans would
commonly call upon the "Great Spirit of the
Race" (Madoc },fah.o Paneta am byd), which
in Welsh would be "Madoc Mawr Penarth.ur
am byth" (Madoc the Great Splrit forever).
Deacon tells us that when the Spaniards
settled in Alabama in 1559, they found hidden in a cave a number of ancient eggshellshaped boats called "coracles," which are
used today by the Welsh to fish small
strea.tns. Catlin reported that the Mandans
used such boats while he was their guest and
that the vocabulary associated with them
was almost identical with Welsh, which he
didn't know at the time.

Peter Martyr, writing in 1493 from the court
of Spain just after Columbus's return from
the Americas, said that the natives of Gua temala "celebrate the memory of one of their
ancient heroes whom they call Matec."
In the London Sunday Times last month,
an article about the dark-skinned Melungeons of northern Tennessee, a people of
strange customs, said that "some authorities
even suggest that the community was started
by Prince Madoc, the Welsh chieftain, whose
party sailed west in the 12th century and
moved into the continent up the Misslsstppi." The Melungeons are dark, but have
the thin-faced features of Europeans.
THE ONE TANGIBLE

But the Madoc legend rests finally on a
massive accumulation of suggestive evidence
rather than on anything as tangible as a
Vinland Map. If one can believe George
Catlin, one can believe that the MandanB
had some knowledge of the Welsh language
and that they differed in appearance and
traditions from other Indians. No objects
remain to support Deaoon's thesis except the
fortlftcation sites mentioned above, and theY
have been built over recently.
Understandably, Deacon makes a great deal
of these forts. He quotes a Col. Bennett Jl.
Young (without providing us with dates or
the Colonel's qualifications): "A remarkable
prehistoric stone fortification in the state of
Kentucky 1s situated in Madison eountY
about three miles east of Berea." After
commenting on their sophisticated layout
and construction, Young ooncludes: "The old
forts in Kentucky were not built by Indian!
but by a past people greatly skllled ln arts.
Archeologists digging at Old Stone Fort in
Tennessee in 1819 found moats and intricate
walls, but, most significantly, they found a
large tree growing out of a hollow in one of
the walls. They theorized that in the long
ago, some seeds must have been dropped in
a small open space in the wall. They cut the
tree down and dendrochronologlsts calcUlated that it dated back before 1482, probablY
much before.
But that does not, of course, prove that
Madoc or the Mandans bullt the fort. Perhaps the Norse journeyed farther south than
we now believe. Whatever the truth, Deacon
has converted at least one skeptical reader to
a celebrant of Madoc Day.

Wage Guidelines
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BLONDS AND REDHEADS

Deacon cites compelllng ethnological considerations in favor of his case. Fourteen
reports of white Indians refer to them as
bearded or whitehalred or both, which would
make them unique among Indians, who are
beardless and have no white ha.lrs. Lewis
and Clark, during their search for a Northwest passage, stayed among the Mandans,
who told them they regarded all other Indians as foreign enemies.
Catlin, who agreed with many others that
:Mandan women were of exceptional beauty,
told of blond and reddish hair among members of the tribe and said they told stories
of having been descended from white men
across the sea. A 20th century scientist,
Rued Hjalmer Boland, declared flatly that
"all archeologists are agreed that the Mandan Indians have been 1n prehistoric contact
with Europeans. Their frequently recurring
blue eyes and their blond complexions prove
this."
But there have been similar theories, discounted by Deacon, that Mexico's Indians are
descended from white men. The Spanish
explorer Cortez supported a legend that
Montezuma waa directly descended from a
race "very far, in a little island in the North
• . . " (the quotation 1s from a letter, sup·
posedly by Cortez, which quotes Montezuma.)
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HON. STROM THURMOND
OF SOUTU CAROLINA
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Tid: SENATE OF TilE UNITED STATES

Thursday, February 16, 1967
Mr. THURMOND.
Mr. President.

once in while one reads a newspaper edi·
torial which drives home a point with
plain frankness. Such an editorial, entitled "Dear Guldellnes," written b1
Editor-Publisher R. L. DeYoung, wa.s
published in the Spartanburg, s.Cd
Guide of February 9, 1967. I conunen
it to Senators and ask unanimous consent that it be printed in the Append~
Of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editor!~
was ordered to be printed 1n the RECOR '
as follows:
DEAR GUIDELINES

Well, we see where various a.nd sundt1
representatives are journeying up to wa;:~
ington, D.O. to go before the high a.nd mig p~
to protest the minimum wage act as it ate
plies to schools, hospitals, and some sta d
alfairs. We could save them the tl.Ille a.n
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expense of the trip, because the high and
mighty have spoken--and that's that.
The powers that be have laid down guide
lines and the high and mighty will see to
it that the subjects walk that line, and they'd
prefer to have no back talk. But of course
there was and is a price tag on the guide
lines. Practically every school board in
South Carolina and the nation, have "complied" with the guide lines, and by complying. a certain amount of money, dollars,
money of the realm has been granted these
school boards with which to carry on their
schools. That's where the guide lines come
in--do as we say do and you get the moneyfail to do as we say, and you get no money,
Federal money, that is, money which the taxpayers provided in the first place.
We believe there was some protest about
these guide lines by some school oftlcials and
some Senators and Congressmen, but the
fact remains that the school boards went
along with the plan under threat of having
funds cut off.
And now, when the high and mighty decree that these school boards and hospitals
must raise the pay of workers from $1.25 an
hour to tl.40 an hour, they go running to
Washington in protest. But we greatly fear
the protests will avail them nothing.
If every school board and every hospital in
the country had had the courage to stand up
to the high and mighty and demanded that
local school boards and loca.l hospital boards
be allowed to operate their institutions as
they belie>e to be in the best interest of the
people whom they serve, then the high and
mighty would have been forced to let freedom ring and the local institutions would
have been permitted to run their own a1fairs.
People can see their freedoms slipping
away and they do not like what they see,
but when the Federal government puts an
offer of money on these freedoms the money
~ms to win every time--and freedom loses.

For the Veterans of Vietnam ·
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HON. JOSHUA EILBERG
Or PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. EILBERG. Mr. Speaker, it has
been most gratifying to see the response
of the newspapers and other news media.
or this Nation to the President's message
to Congress on veterans benefits. We all
seem to be agreed upon one thing-that
the men of this Nation who are fighting
ln Vietnam are the finest ever to shoulder
arms for the sake of liberty and freedom.
And. we are likewise agreed upon another
l>oint-that these veterans should be
recognized by the extension of benefits
afforded to all other veterans who have
taken part in combat.
I commend the President for his fine
tncssage, for which I am most happy to
give my support. I likewise commend
the press for Its quick and favorable
editorial comment in support of the
l>resident.
As an outstanding example of this
comment, and support of the President's
l>roposals, I am including this editorial
!rom the February 2, 1967, issue of the
lbnqwrer, Philadelphia., Pa., in the
qECORD:
FoR Till! VETERANS o:r VIETNAM:
In the context of history, there are large
"'"-ra and. there are amall wa.ra. There an
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wars formally declared and there are wars
informally designated. as police actions or
some such euphemism. There are rul-out
wars and there are limited wars.
To servicemen personally involved in warfare, the subtle distinctions in terminology
are meaningless. For the American soldier
who dies in a nameless rice paddy of Vietnam, it is the biggest war he will ever see.
For his surviving kin, the tragic loss is total
and final. For his battlefield buddies who
carry on the fight, there are no limitations
when circumstances of war require the last
full measure of devotion.
It is self-evident, then, that veterans of
the war in Vietnam should be eligible for
educational and other benefits equivalent to
those received by veterans of the World Wars
and the Korean War
President Johnson's message to Congress
calls for appropriate upgrading of benefits
to veterans of Vietnam, and to widows and
surviving dependents. Congress already had
initiated legislation along this line. We urge
affirmative bipartisan action without delay.
Other propo,sals in the President's message
on affairs of veterans may require further
study by Congress, but seem eminently desirable in many instances. Especially essential, we believe, ls an unqualified commitment of the American people to provide adequately and realistically for the widows and
children of veterans who gave their lives in
service to their country. Wounded and disabled war veterans also deserve continuing
compassion and support from a grateful
Nation.
·

Sen. Henry Jackson of Washington is one
Democrat who insists that Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara has been wrong to
oppose deployment of an ABM system. And
Sen. Tom Dodd of Connecticut is another
member of President Lyndon Johnson's party
who doubts the Soviets would observe good
faith in accepting a halt to ABM construction.
Dodd, in fact. is planning a major speech
on the subject; he will stress the probability
that the Russians are already committed to
their own ABM program, with their eyes particularly focussed on the lunatic regime in
Red China, which may have deliverable missiles tomorrow.
Dodd is particularly worth listening to
whenever he speaks on atomic matters, for
he has had a record of consistent prophetic
accuracy over the years. ·w hen the U.S. was
observing the unofficial moratorium on nuclear testing, Dodd warned that the Russians
would break it. This was precisely what
happened, for the Soviet used the period of
U.S. quiescence to push the development of
large-yield nuclear technology. Because of
this the U.S. had two years sliced off its fouryear atomic lead over the Soviets. And as
far back as 1960 Dodd was busy urging the
U.S. to go ahead with · anti-ballistic missile
development. The Soviets were already committed to it, and when Khrushchev made his
boast that he could knock a fly out of the
sky Dodd took it with prudent seriousness.
Dodd wonders what Khrushchev might
have done in the Cuban missile showdown if
Moscow had had an ABM system at the time.
He might have pushed John F. Kennedy one
step further toward the brink, and who
knows what might have followed? 'Ib.e
Antimissile Missile System
point is that lf one side has chips to throw
into the diplomatic pot, the other side must
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
also have them if the cautionary balance of
OF
terror is to be maintained.
If the R~sil\ns refuse to pun back in their
ABM program, the U.S. has no alternative
OF SOU"I'H CAROLINA
but to match the Kremlin. This will be the
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES substance of Dodd's warning as outlined to
me in conversation. 'Ib.e speech should be
Thursday, Februa-ry 16, 1967
well worth pondering.

HON. STROM THURMOND

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, no
issue that is before the country today is
more important than the building and
deployment of an antimissile missile sys- Parable of the Wolf, or, a Believability
tem. The press has published much
Gap
comment on this subject, the most recent being by columnist John ChamberEXTENSION OF REMARKS
lain. I ask unanimous consent to have
OF
printed at this point in the RECORD his
column entitled "It May Be Too Late for
HON. JOHN R. RARICK
Antiballistic Missile Agreement," pubOF LOUlSIAN A
lished in the Augusta, Ga., Chronicle, of
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
February 8, 1967.
Thursday, February 16, 1967
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, the
as follows:
worker-taxpayer and patriotic-minded
IT MAY BE Too LATE FOR ANTI-BALLISTIC
citizen also cherished Abe Lincoln's
MISSILE AGREEMENT
birthday. remembering "you can fool
(By John Chamberlain)
part of the people all of the time and all
The argument that the United States of the people part of the time, but-"
should refrain from building and, deploying
In view of the in tended program to be
an anti-balllstic missile, or ABM, system
presented to Congress asking for an antiwhile our diplomats are dickering with the
Russians to get them to hold off, too, has crime program, I am asking that there
be inserted in the RECORD at this point
a great deal of theoretical merit.
But the issue may already be out of our the remarks of Vice President HUMPHREY
hands. According to the best intelligence which appeared in the Evening Star here
estimates, the Soviets have already spent in Washington on February 15, 1967.
some $4 billion on ant!-missile misslle deThe article follows:
fenses, which, allowing for price differentials,
would come to $15 billion in U.S. money.
Th1a means that they are well along 1n
their ABM program, possibly to the point
of no return.
Formidable opposition to pursuing a trustRussia policy in the matter of an antimissile moratorium is bound to crop up in
the U.S. Senate within weeks or even days.

HUMPHREY PLEDGES Am To DRIVE
AGAINST CRIME
(By Shirley Elder)
Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey responded to pleas from distraught crimeplagued District businessmen yesterday with
a firm pledge of support and said they, too.
must do their share.
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The vice president urged business leaders

sponsible taxpayer-citizen who has suf- the taxpayer I feel we should encourage
fered through the breakdown of law and those in high places to turn their pleas
order should be now saddled with an- toward the beatn!k.S and the street lemoney- to fight the ever-increasing crime
other deduction from his paycheck to gions and the preacherniks, and talk to
rate here.
"I want you to know," Humphrey said, bail out the same leaders who have in them-reason with them-in the terms
"that I will do all that I can to obtain from the past encouraged disrespect for local of dignity, honor, loyalty, thrift, andrethe Congress the funds necessary to establish law and order. Since many of our peo- spect for law and order, certainly the
elfective law enforcement in the District and ple have short memories, I am asking result could but stop the confusion in our
to establish it now.
that the article covering a speech by land, diminish crime with the desired
"We need the backing of every group and the Honorable Charles E. Whittaker, effect of restoring the greatest achieveinterest in the District on behalf of this
effort. The time is at hand for business, fonner Supreme Court Justice, which ment of our Government; peace of mind
labor, religious and civic groups to act under appeared in the Washington Evening and there would be no need for the addithe mandate for action which has been Star under date of February 15, be in- tional taxes to set up a Federal machine
spelled out by the President--and to go to serted at this point to refresh their mem- to control crime.
the Congress in person to obtain the finan- Olies on the events of a year ago.
cial support necessary."
The article follows:

to form an "action group" to help the administration lobby on Capitol Hill for more

The Humphrey statement came in letters
to Richard H. Sinclair, president of the D.C.
Savings and Loan League, and G. B. Burrus,
president and chairman of the board of Peoples Drug Stores.
Another call for an increase in the war on
crime came from the Washington D.C. Retail
Liquor Dealers Associn.tion, which demanded
"strong remedial legislation" to curb the
rising tide of robberies.
Hilliard Schulberg, association executive
director, said that since 1965 more than 250
holdups and four murders have occurred in
stores operated by members of the association.
In a letter to President Johnson, Schulberg urged that suspects charged with violent crime who have prior criminal records
not be released on bail before trial. He also
called !or an increase tn police manpower.
Humphrey also released a copy of a letter
written last week to another concerned businessman, chairman Robert Baker of the D.C.
Clearing House.
"You have performed an important service ... "Humphrey told Baker. "I hope that
you are encouraged, as I am, by President
Johnson's strong recommendation (to Congress) . . . When the President says that
"public order is the first business of government,' I think you can take that to mean
we. are going to see action."
TIME FOR ACTION

However, "action in this case means
money." Humphrey listed these problems
in the District:
"Police and prosecutors' omces all are understaffed and underpaid. District police
should be better trained and better
equipped; racial bars should be dropped, and
pollee-community relations should be more
pleasant."
Ideally, Humphrey continued, pollee precinct stations should be centers of •·positive
community education for law enforcement."
And the District should have the "best technical facilities money can buy."
Humphrey also put in a plug for a law to
restrict the easy tramc in hand guns.
MUST "PAY THE PRICE"

In an obvious reference to the charge that
recent court decisions have weakened law
enforcement, Humphrey said it ls possible to
protect the majority and st1ll guarantee individual rights; "We can do both, but we
must be willing to pay the price."
The protesting letters have been published
as full-page newspaper ads to dramatize the
businessman ·s anxiety. On behalf of People's, for instance, Burrus printed a list of
62 burglaries and 31 armed robberies suffered
by the chain's stores in the last 56 weeks.
Burrus said the dollar loss was 116,000
and warned that "every crime listed carried
the seeds of grave human tragedy . . .''
The pace of these crimes, he wrote, is "accelerating rather than abating."

Crvn.. DIS ODEDIENCE ENCOURAGED, WHITTAKER
SAYS
A former Supreme Court justice last night

accused President Johnson, Vice President
Humphrey, Secretary of State Dean Rusk
and American church leaders of encouraging
violation of the law by civil rights demonstrators.
The attack came from Charles E. Whittaker, who retired in 1962, in the opening lecture of a three-part seminar on law, order
and civil disobedience sponsored by the
American Enterprise Institute, a conservatively oriented nonpartisan educational institution. The seminar is being held at
George Washington University.
Whittaker cited a 1964 statement by Rusk:
"If I were a Negro, I too would demonstrate."
Then he Cited a statement by Humphrey
la.st year that if he had to li've in the slums
"you'd have more trouble than you have had
already, because I've got enough spark left
in me to lead a mighty good revolt under
those conditions."
Finally, he quoted the President's remarks
in August 1965, to demonstrators at the
White House: "I am proud this morning to
salute you as fellow revolutionaries. Neither
you nor I are willing to accept the tryanny
of poverty. . . . I hope that you ... will go
out into the hinterland and rouse the masses
and blow the bugles and tell them that the
hour has arrived and their day is here . . . . "
Reasonable minds cannot doubt, Whittaker said, that such statements constituted an
endorsement of civil disobedience, even
though not intended as such.
Alluding to support of Negro civil rights
movements in the South by "Northern
whites," including ministers and other
church people, Whittaker said their support
of demonstrations vocally, physically or financially put them in a. position where they
"cannot now escape a measure of responsibillty" for the results of the demonstrations.
Whittaker said he was sure that "a large
majority of American Negroes are law-abiding citizens of good sense and do not subscribe to, and will have no truck with, the
preachments of some self-appointed Negro
leaders that have exhorted and incited
Negroes to violate our laws. . .. My crittciszns are of those misguided and irresponsible self-appointed Negro leaders who have
exhorted and incited others to violate our
laws, and of the relatively small percentage
of our Negroes--usually the poorest and least
educated ones--who have fallen under the
spell of these leaders and have been carrying
out their exhortations."

Mr. Speaker, in my humble opinion, it
would appear no additional money 1s
needed on a Federal level, no more judges
or peace officers must immediately be recruited. Rather, government should let
the dedicated julists and lawmen alone
Mr. Speaker, for some strange reason and, under the eye of society in their own
this national leader feels that crime can backyard, if permitted to proceed unonly be controlled if we, the American hampered I am convinced they w1ll repeople, a.re able to "pay the prtce." This store law and order, and deter crime.
provokes a question as to why the reIn lieu of pleas and leadership against

lnteniew With Comedian Don KnottsNative West Virginian-Discuss Fond
Memories of West Virginia-Tells of
Start in Show Business
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JENNINGS RANDOLPH
OF WEST VIRGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
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Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, actor-comedian Don Knotts, a native of
Morgantown, W. Va., was recently interviewed by Editor Randy Murray for the
December 1966, issue of Business Communications, a quarterly publication of
the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone
Co., of West Virginia.
The famous personality recalls experiences as a youngster and offers some observations on the future of West Virginia.
As a graduate of West Virginia University and a member of Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity, he stays in touch with
the university and bas many friends
there.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have the interview with tllis
four-time Emmy winner prtnted in the
Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, tile interview was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
WEST

VIRGINIAN

IN

THE

ROLL YWOOD

HILLS

(By Randy Murray)
(West Virginia-born Don Knotts, destined
for show business even as a youngster growIng up in Morgantown, credits his hometown for early encouragement discusses tne
events leading to his present movie career.
and otrers some observations on his native
State).
Hollywood, that unique little suburb of
sprawling Los Angeles, remains the tlllXl
capital of America, even while Its claim as
the world's capital ls deba.ted.
Amid tall, aging palms and colorful stucCO
residences, movie companies prosper. And
alongside them allied businesses--splicing
firms, sound specialists, color experts, and
smaller outfits catering to newsreel and llldustria.l tra111ng films--enjoy appa.rent
wealth.
The city and its people are a studY ill
contraat--there is a mixture 1! not a coiXlpound of the conventional and the bn.zaar.
Where else in Amerlcn. will you find pink fire
hydrants, youngsters on every corner selling
maps to the stars' residences, and an armY o!
..Hollywood types" complete with wildlY
clashing colors of clothing, sunglnsscs after
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dark, and pets that have obviously received
more grooming than their masters. Yet in
the same famous thoroughfares of Wllshire
Boulevard. Vine Street, Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood Boulevard, and the others, operate the very ordinary businesses and the people who operate them. Even the glamorous
Hollywood has Its Woolworths, its drug
stores. its service stations, its insurance
agents. real estate brokers, bankers, barbers,
and bakers. All exist alongside one another
under a warm dry sun that shines so often
that it prompted one Southern California
native to describe the weather as "monotonous ."
Perhaps surprisingly, the studio which
claims to be the world's largest, Universal, is
located outside of the glamour capital in
nearby North Hollywood, a five-minute drive
up the freeway. Universal City, as it is called
and as it appears on the map, is Just that-a city in itself-with an elected mayor, a fire
department, and many of the problems or
any other municipallty.
With the exception of one high-rise executive building, low lying, one-story buildings cover the vast acreage of Universal.
These are the studios, the carpentry shops,
the dressing rooms and the omces for producers. makeup artists, and writers. A single shade of gray paint covers all of these
buildings, lending a. milltary appearance to
this studio-city. The drabness seemed a
stark contrast to the colorful and creative
product of the largest film company.
I met Don Knotts in the omces of his twoman writing team that has been with him
since the Andy Griffith show.
Animated, possessed of a remarkable wit,
and above all unpretentious and sincere,
Don ta1ked at length about his fortunes
and misfortunes in the entertainment business. of his recollections of life in Morgantown.-and his view of the future of his native
state.

drama. teacher ln high school, to Sam Boyd.
Jr., who was the drama teacher at the university, and many, many people around town
who encouraged me. I did a great deal o!
work as an entertainer in Morgantown, starting when I was 13 years old. I must say
that the town 1tsel! encouraged me, in that
I was asked to entertain at this banquet or·
that luncheon. I really gained a lot of experience right in Morgantown from the age
of 13 until 18 when I went into the Army.
Question: What was your first professional
job and how did it lead to the present?
Answer: I actually did professional work
in Morgantown because I got paid there for
entertaining at these variov.s a..ffa.l.rs and
functions. Then when I went into the Army,
I went with an Army show and entertained
throughout the Southwest Pacific. When I
came back to Morgan town I began to work
nightclubs through the summers and on
weekends while I was in college. I worked
out of Pittsburgh. My first job when I went
to New York, when I finally decided to make
a real try for it, was with Lanny Ross. He
had a radio show at that time, and I did a
show with him ahd I also did, shortly after
that, Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts-which
I lost.
And how did it lead to this? The Lanny
Ross show led me into the radio show called
Bobby Benson and his B-Bar-B Riders, which
I did over the Mutual Network in New York
for about 5 years.
Along with that, I did a soap opera. called
Search For Tomorrow on television, and I
made a lot of one-shot performances on
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I guess that was the last time I was there.
And I was there a couple of years before that
when they had a day for me in Morgantown.
The then Governor Barron was present. That
was quite a nice day. I had a very good
time.
Question: Are you able to keep track or
activities in the state?
Answer: Well not as much as I'd like. I
have been in touch with the university the
most, a.nd I really admire the progress they
have made with the school in general. The
last time I was there, I couldn't believe the
way the ca.mpus had expanded. The medical
school and the hospital they have built there
particularly impressed me very much. If I
had to be sick I'd go there.
Question: Do friends and acquaintances
identify you with West Virginla?
Answer: Some do. Most ot. the publicity
out on me identlfie.s West Virginia as my
home state.
Question: You're perhaps best known for
your role as Barney File on the very popular
Andy Gri.ffi.th Show. Why did you decide
to leave?
Answer: J;t all began, this idea of leaving,
when I fulfilled my oontl'act with the Grlmth
Show, which was a five-year contract. At the
end of the fourth year, Andy had about dec1deQ. to quit the show after five years. The
overall plan was to go five years, then quit.
So he was tal.k tng about dropping it, and as
the news began going around town, I began
to get various offers to do other things.
Along with some of the offers that came
along was one from Universal to make some
Kraft Theater, Robert Montgomery Presents, motion pictures, which I had always wanted
and various shows like that on television. to do. So about the time we started making
Finally when I was at my lowest ebb, about the deal, Andy started talking about staying
out of this business, .I landed a part in No on the air and by then I had gotten interested
Time For Sergeants on Broadway, and that's in this other project. He asked me if I
where I met Andy Griffith. I was two years wanted to stay, and I told him about my
in that show and :from there I went to the opportunity. He thought it was a. good opSteve Allen Show and, by coincidence, I got portunity. I thought well, if I stayed with
back with Andy on the Andy Griffith Show. the Grlmth Show, I'd stay another year, anWEST VIRGIN,IA INTERVIEW-DON KNOTTS
Now I'm here making pictures.
other two, and the show would be over and
Question: Don, as probably the most
Question: With a long list of acting credits then what woll.ld I do? I thought I'd take
prominent show business personality ever to in comedy roles, do you consider yourself the opportunity while it was there. That is
come out of West Virginia, what recollections primarily an actor or a comedian?
really about the size of it. I miss the Grifdo you have about your early Ufe in MorganAnswer: Well that always gets you into fith Show very much, but I enjoy what I'm
definitions of what an actor and a comedian doing here so long as we do well at it. The
town?
Answer: Well when we get Into prominent are. I personally don't like to be referred to trouble in making pictures is that you can
personalities, let's not forget Fuzzy Knight as a comic. I don't know why except that I only be a success as long as your last picture
a Uttle while back there. I remember when think that a comic means a person who goes was a good one.
Question: What are your up-coming plans
Fuzzy came to Morgantown once to visit, out and tells jokes and does bits in front of
I was so thrilled. He came from Fairmont, a curtain or in a nightclub. I very rarely now that you have completed your first moyou remember. Anyway, about my recol- work where I come out and do twenty min- tion picture?
Answer: Well we just finished writing the
lections of Morgantown. There's the univer- utes of stand up comedy, although I have
sity, of course. I was fortunate to have been done that. But that's not what I really do next picture we're going to shoot here. It's
called the Reluctant Astronaut and that's
born about a half-mile from the campus, most now.
and I can remember the university almost
Fred MacMurray is a light comedian. He is the very next thing I'm going to do. After
from birth. I had to pass through the also an actor. He is an actor-comedian. If that I'm going to do a Chrysler Theater on
campus to go to high school. I remember you work within the framework of a situation television, and then we'll probably be workthe freshmen wore the beanies, and when and you do light comedy roles, I'd say you ing an another screen play. I'll also be tapthe upper-classmen came by on the campus have to combine the two and say I'm an ing a. special for television on CBS late this
they used to turn thumbs up and the fresh- actor-comedian.
year. I don't know when it will be released,
men had to say, "Beat hell out of Pitt."
Question: What business or personal con- but those are the immediate projects.
And when I was in high school and would tacts do you currently have with the state?
Question: Have you met many West Vircross the campus, I used to do that to the
Answer: I haven't been in too close contact ginians here in California or elsewhere where
freshmen and they thought that I was in the with West Virginia in the past few years. you have worked?
University.
Of course my mother lives there, and I get
Answer: Oh, yes. I meet West Virginians
But I have many fond recollections of West . back to see her occasionally. And she comes wherever I go.
Virginia all through high school and college out here occasionally. I have a brother,
Question: What do you believe the future
and very, very, very fond memories of the Sid, there. And the university-! still stay holds for West Virginia?
town.
in touch with the university. Dr. Henning
Answer: Well West Virginia has a lot of
Question: Who in West Virginia espe,_cially was head or the Speech Department there, potential. I think that most everybody tha.t
encouraged you to follow a career in enter- and Sam Boyd, I mentioned earlier, I still I talk to who is not from West Virginia altainment?
stay in touch with him. Gus Comunitzis ways remarks about the scenic beauty of
Answer: I had encouragement from many is a contact of mine there. Gus runs the West Virginia. The mountains and the
People. My mother encouraged me a great theater. He took my mother to the premier beautiful scenery are often called the United
deal, although nobody in my family was in of The Gho.,~t and Mr. Chicken and since, States Alps. But it is my own personal feelShow business. I think I got my interest ln just by coincidence. he owns the restaurant ing that, because of the mountains and beShow business from my mother who used to just across the street, he took her over there cause of the terrain, West Virginia has a
lo\'e to go to the movies and listen to the to dinner. My closest friend in the world transportation problem. Whenever I drive
radio. And I have been a Jack Benny fan lives there. His name is Ja.rvie Eldred. I there or travel there I notice that it is harder
ever since I can remember. I was embar- grew up with Jarvie, and we still stay in to get through West Virginia, generally
speaking, to and through and out of places,
rassed to tell Mr. Benny when I met him touch.
Question: How often are you able to re- than it is in most states. Now in Morganthat I listened to him when I was a little
town, sometimes I would feel cut off if I
turn
to
West
Virginia?
boy, but he didn't seem to mind. But, I
Answer: Well, not too often. I was there wanted to take the train because MorganKot encouragement right straight through
from Dorothy Stone White, who was the about two years ago when my mother was ill. town, believe it or not, does not have a. pas-
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senger train station. It has a freight train
station, but not a passenger train station. I
had to go to another town nearby to take a.
train. And I always felt that 1f some of the
transportation problems could be solved
West Virginia would have a better chance of
attracting more industry. I just have a 'feeling that one of West Virginia's problems is
that the towns seem to be pocketed. They're
somehow not connected. That's just a personal opinion, just something I've observed
traveling through there. But, West Virginia
certainly has the natural resources to attract
most anything. It has that fine school now
and marvelous potential.

White Fleet Idea Holds Public Backing
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ED EDMONDSON
OF OKLAHOMA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Speaker, recently Dr. Albert Burke, whose program,
"The CUtting Edge," appears on many
television stations across the country,
interviewed Navy Capt. Frank Manson.
A major subject of the interview was
Captain Manson's proposal for establishment of a Great White Fleet of surplus
U.S. NavY vessels to carry medical care
and aid to the people of other countries
who are victims of disaster, epidemic, or
chronic poverty.
The proposal for such a :fleet is set
forth in House Concurrent Resolution
15, which I introduced on the first day
of this session. The proposal was once
the subject of a cover story in Life magazine, and it has been proposed by scores
of Members of both the House and ·senate in previous Congresses.
The letters which follow-a few of the
many received by Dr. Burke following
his program-are evidence of continued
public interest in Captain Manson's
challenging proposal:
JANUARY

14, 1967.

Dr . .ALBERT E. BURKE.
DEAR Sm: Captain Frank Manson's idea of
surplus ships used as a. fieet to further instructions to underprirtleged countries, is a
wonderful way to project our American way
of li!e and at the same time give these countries a. chance to learn and participate to
their own advantage.
I believe the cause of most wars ls hunger.
Very few people feel like fighting with a full
belly.
I enjoyed your program the Cutting Edge
very much. It may be a good thing to identify each person· interviewed, before and
after the interview, so one could remember
~heir name.
Sincerely,
Mrs. ALFRED DE MARco.

know that you are getting your powerful program, your voice and your energy, behind
such amove.
It is about time we are all jerked to the
realization there MUST be an answer to the
atomic, or any other bomb. They are certainly getting nobody anything, not even
peace of mind or the right of sons, grandsons,
fathers, husbands or uncles to live a normal
life, which in my opinion is freedom itself.
If this idea of the "Great White Fleet" can
ever be put into practice, who knows what
might be the outcome.
I have written to my Congressman already
and challenged him to buttonhole the right
brass on the matter because I have no way
of knowing who they might be. If there is
any further effort of any kind that a layman
can make towards this end, will you get the
word to me somehow.
Thanks so much for your very fine lectures.
To us it is better to listen to you than to
sit at the feet of presidents. Please don't
quit. Tell "Frank" whoever he is, I am with
him all the way • • •

Remarks of the Honorable Paul Findley
at Joint Session of the Illinois Legislature
EXTE;NSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRED SCHWENGEL
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. SCHWENGEL. Mr. Speaker, last
Monday a high honor came to a colleague
of ours when Representative PAUL Fr!rnLEY responded to the invitation to speak
to a joint session of the Illinois Legislature when they paused to pay honor
to the man 1n our history whom I call
the most American American of all patriots. I want to take this opportunity to
place a reminder of that occasion in the
RECORD because of what Congressman
FINDLEY said to this legislative body and
JANUARY 14, 1967.
through them to the people of Illinois.
Dr. ALBERT BURKE.
What he said is pertinent and appropriDEAR SIR: We have listened to your program for a long time and have meant to write ate and important for us to know and
sooner. We get a lot out of your program and hopefully for us to respond to as we in
are very much interested in the welfare of this area of legislation ponder and dethis country and are IllUCh concerned about cide que.stions of great moment.
the poverty in both America and foreign
It was appropriate for the Illinois Legcountries. This White Fleet mentioned on islature to invite our distinguished colyour Saturday, January 14, 1967, program
sounds like an excellent way to educate and league not only because he is a noted,
take care of the health needs of these coun- avid student of Lincoln, but one who
tries. Then through education these people tries hard to live what he reads and
knows about Lincoln when he served 1.11
may learn to help themselves.
If you have any recommendations that we the Congress of the United States for one
as interested American citizens can do to term and when he served as Chief Execuhelp in this project or any other for America's tiv~ of the United States. It is my hope
benefit, we would appreciate hearing from that my fellow colleagues and those who
you. I am a registered nurse and my hus- subscribe to the RECORD v.ill read and :find
band is a printer for a newspaper.
assurance in these eloquent remarks on
Thank you.
a great emancipator.
Mr. and Mrs. CLIFFORD REED.
The speech follows:
BUTLER, PA.
REPRESENTATIVE PAUL FINDLEY: SPEECH
ILLINOIS GENERAL ASSEMBLY, FEBRUARY

TO

14,

1967

Lithuanian Independence
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS J. MESKILL
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967
Mr. MESKILL.

Mr. Speaker, 49 years
ago this month, Lithuania gained independence after more than a century of
domination by foreign powers. But her
taste of freedom was fleeting. Lithuania,
during World War II, found herself
again under German occupation, once
more a battlefield. In 1944 the Soviet
Union, repeating earlier history, began
its reign of oppressive dominion which
NEW BRIGHTON, PA.
to this day deprives over 3 m1llion Lithuanians of autonomy.
INDIANA, PA.,
We who so cherish our own freedom
January 13, 1967.
Dr. ALBERT BURKE,
can only reiterate our- support for their
Pitt!burgh, Pa.
self-determination by refusing to recogDEAR DR. BURKE: Last night the station nize the incorporation of Lithuania into
had your program "The Sleeping Giant" on the Soviet Union, and by joining freethe air. I didn't get tuned 1n quickly enough
to get the name of your guest; except for men the world around in hopes and
hearing you call him Frank, I am ln the dark prayers that our Baltic neighbors may
as to who this man is who has the great idea soon again enjoy the fruits of liberty that
for t:Qe "~te Fleet." It is encouraging to are now only a poignant memory.

Mr. Speaker, 1\Ir. President, Members of
tbe Senate, Members of the House of Representatives, My Fellow Citizens:
This is a proud and happy moment for roe.
The opportunity to address a joint meeting
of tbe nlinois Legislature is one of tbe very
rarest of privileges and certainly one which I
never expected to come my way. For it, I
am most grateful to you, Mr. Speaker, and to
all of you who by your presence make thiS a.
great occasion.
This is the most important governmental
center of the greatest state ln the Union. I
am aware of the heavy load you cnrry. the
mountain of legislation awaiting disposition.
and the inexorable movement of the calendar
toward the required day of adjournment.
All of this makes me deeply conscious o! the
unique and highly prized opportunity which
these moments provide and I thank you.
The work of the Dlino1s legislature affects
vitally the day-by-day lives of every ctttzen
of this state. The cities, vlllages and a.Il
other subdivisions of government are the o!!spring of the legislature-deriving their
authority and duties, indeed thelr very es·
istence from actions of this body.
Whnt you do also has tremendous tmpnc.t
on the federal structure of our nation. BY
guarding carefully your prerogatives, meeting
thoroughly the problems of nllnois ctttzenBi
you help to stay the natural but powed'U
trend toward centralization ot decisionmaking in Washington. Thus, through bOth
forward action and protection, you safeguard
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the very genius of our system wh~ch Is the
dispersal of governmental power.
In this the lllinots legtsla.ture is out.ataru:ilng. I congratulate you !or doing a supedor
job and look confidently to you !or continued
leadership.
No .citlzen of the United States can be unmindful of the contributions llllnols ha.s
made over the years to the success of the
American system of government, and or
course the name foremost in this galaxy or
statesmen is the one whose birthday anni-versary we honor at this tlme.
Abraham Lincoln once remarked to a
friend that his most vo.luable polttlcal training came from service ln the llltnois General Assembly. There he learned to respect
Political organization, to maneuver and
compromise on detail without sacrificing
Principle. Perhaps most·lmportant of all he
came to honor parliamentary procedure as a
great shield of liberty, a protection for the
nunority-yes, even the minority of o~e-
agalnst vengeful or passionate nets by the
Inajorlty.
I was inYited here of course b~use the
area I represent in the United States House
or Representatives ls known as the Lincoln
District. Much of the same area was in the
district , Lincoln served in Washington 120
Years ago.
His service in Springfield as a l.?gl.slator, hls
term ln Congress, his campaign !or the Senate and his service as President, brin~s to
tny mind three o! the principles by which he
lived.

In this new time of national testtng we
are engaged in e. strange and disturbing
war in distant jungles. Prominent votces
criticize the bombing, indeed our wh•)le war
policies, and try to portray the United Sta.t~s
as a cruel aggressor.
The temptation naturally rises to .stltle
dissent, and to excoriate those who would
speak up with an unpopular view. Th~
t-emptation must be overcome, because
liberty-the right of free expression Is really
what the warfare is all about. We are in
Vietnam to help stop the modern-day forces
of slavery.
In the formulation of our policles with
Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union and other
areas controlled by dictatorship, we will
wisely keep in mind Lincoln's dictum that a
house divided half slave and hnlf free cannot
stand.
The enslavement of people by rulers controlling great military power Is a reJ.l and
present danger to our own freedom.
The effort to prevent the expansion of
slavery to the rice paddles of South VletnJ.m
is somewhat akin to Lincoln's attempts to
block it from wheat fields of Kansas. He
knew that in the struggle against slave-ry to
surrender anywhere--whether it be aboHtlon.
of slavery in the District o! Columbia or the
freedom of the city of Berlin-is to invtte defeat everywhere. We have learned the bl.tter
lesson of experience that wise oomprom"l&-?
with slavery 1s not possible, whether it tB
phrased in the compromise of 1850 or the
Geneva Convention of 1954.
Our goals and aspirations as a nation wht·::h
Abraham Lincoln set for us over 100 yoo.rs
ago a.re the same that the America~ peo:>p~e
recognize today in our relations with other
countries. AB a people we seek a wor~d free
from slavery.
A world in which the personal freed•:>ms
essential to the dignity of man are secure.
A world of equal rights and equal opportunities for all men.
Tha.t Lincoln is regarded as the greg,tet;t
of U.S. Presidents because he ended slavery
and preservE"d the Union is proof thnt he met;
the test. Because he succeeded, he ts remembered and revered by men o! both paz-ties, but remembering his words is n~
enough. We honor moot appropriately the
memory of Abraham Lincoln in perpetuatlnJ
his principles. While we preserve monuments associated with his career, let us also
preserve his achievements and build on them
!or an even greater future.
The responsibility Is challenging. COnditions today are different than yesterday. T'ue
problems of people ln urban society are different than on the !arm of yesterday. ~h
nology has made the world smaller in ma..ny
respects today than Illinois was when Li~oola
wa.s born. Forces of tyranny are more m~n.d.e
lng.
The entire scope of human problelllB m'JGt
be restudied in light of changed oondttloM.
AB Lincoln said:
"We must think a.new and act anew. We
must disenthrall ourselve~S."

First. his dedication to indlvldua.lllbertythe right of free expression.
As Congressman and as Pre.stdeot he
guarded jealously the right or dissent---even
in time of war. He both practiced it a.nd
Protected it.
As Congressman he brought upon hls own
head national scorn by criticizing America',;
l'ole in the war with Mexico which was then
in progresa. He questioned whether Mexlco
"Raa guilty of any aggression and put the·
blame instead on the United States. For lt
he was editorially labeled a. traitor, a second
Benedict Arnold.
As President he protected the right of
tree expression even in the d:ll'keat hours or
the war. He himself was much abused and
Vlllified by cartoonist!. writers and speakers,
but he protected nonetheless their right to
Clitlclze.
Second, his opposition to slavery.
In the same hall where he hnd earlier
sen·ed in the llltnols legislature, he wuned
that a house divided half slave and hal!
free cannot permanently endure. He pre·
dieted it wlli become all one thing or aU
the other.
As a candidate for the Senate nd later
a. President he viewed slavery 8..'1 a moral
l.ssue. In this he waa unlike most prominent figures of hls time, who sa.w slavery
Ptimaruy a.s a property or economic tasue.
lie felt that no one la completely free untn ·
a11 are free.
He defined national defenae-..a. top~c of
tnuch discussion and much expenae the3e
days--tn a unique way. He said, "Our defense is the preservation of that spirit whlch
Pri?~a Uberty as the heritage or all men in
Fino Introduces Bills To Put Chlropradie
a.n lands everywhere."
Thia was one more way in whlch Lincoln
and Physical Therapist Treatment Uaeltpressed his conviction that sl:nery nd
der Medicare
~r~om are mutually ex:::luslve and cannot
0
ng stand side by side.
Third, his willingness to 3.d boldly and
EXTENSION OF R&'\IARKS
~lth lm.aglnnilon.
OF
lie wn.a not tled bllndly to pn.at traditions.
lie su!d, "The dogmas of the q'.llet p.l.St are
lnnclequnte to the stormy present. The
011" NEW YOJLK
Occasion is piled high wlth dielculty and wa
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE3
lll~t rlae '\rlth the occa.alon. As our case
~~·now, owe must think. anew and act :~.new.
Thursday, February 16. 19~7
e must disenthrall ourselves...
Mr. FINO. Mr. Speaker, today I am
These three principles seem especl tty :1?Proprtate for today.
introducing legislation to provide ~-

HON. PAUL A. FINO
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ment for physical therapist's services and
chiropractor's services under medicare.
Eacll year, millions of Americans,
young and old alike, use the services of
chiropractors and physical therapists.
Many of these people are elderly persons
who are otherwise covered by medicare.
~{any of them are pensioners. They do
r.ot have money to spend on virtual medical services which ought to be provided
for under the medicare program.
Therefore, I am introducing two bills
to put chiropractor's and physical
therapist's services under medicare. If
Congress pa.sses these bills, many of our
senior citizens will be helped greatly.

Futility in Arms Race
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN E. MOSS
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, January 24, 1967
Mr. MOSS. Mr. Speaker, in recent
days I have come across additional editorial support for President Johnson's ef-

fort to dissuade the Soviets from proceeding with the deployment of an antiballistic missile system.
·what the President seeks is a commonsense understanding with Russia. to prevent a needless explosion in the cost of
the arms race and ultimately to draw a.
halt to that race.
The New York Times contends this
objective is in the interest of both countries and all the world. Across the coast
1n California, the Sacramento Bee says
the President merits the backing of all
Americans as he tries to lift from our
backs the burden of paying for more nuclear weapons.
Each newspaper makes other telling
points in behalf of this move in the pursuit of peace.
I ask that their editmials be made a
part of the RECORD:
(From the New York Times, Feb. 9, 1967)
THE ANTThiiSSILE DANGER

President Johnson's effort to persuade the
Sovlet Union to halt deployment of an antibaltlstlc missile (ABM:) system 1s in the interest or both countries and all the world.
A new nuclear arms race would foreclose disarmament efforts for many years. It would
be illusory as a route to security, for any defense system can be penetrated or saturated.
In upsetting the stablllty of the present nuclear balance, it could revive the cold war and
heighten the danger of a clash through mlsca!cula.tlon.
Moreover, Intensified nuclear rivalry would
be even more expensive in human than in
ftna.ncl:U terms. Its costr-ultlmately f40
blllton-would not merely compete with socl31 needs in both countries. It would start
ch1llzation moving underground for protectlon ag3.inst the overhead nuclear E'xplosions
on which ABM defenses rely.
Wlll Moscow accept the logic of a moratorium? High-level soundings to date have
been inconclusive. Soviet officials have indlc ted a willingness to discuss a "freeze'' on
ABM deployment, but it is too early to judge
whether they are interested in heading off the
new arms race altogether. UntU now, Russh's new leaders have pursued an ambivalent
poUoy.
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Despite friction over Vietnam, Moscow bas
sought some measure of detente with the
United States. Agreements recently have
been reached on a space pact and commercial
aviation. Progress toward a. nonproliferation
treaty has been substantial. A consular
treaty has been negotiated and ls now before
the United States Senate, where its ratification 1s of urgent priority. Moscow has exercised restraint both in critical zones, such
as Berlin, and in more distant areas, such as
Africa, Latin America and the Indian subcontinent. All this has been accompanied
by high-level intimations that Moscow now
considers China, rather tha.l':l the United
States, its chief threat. Investment needs in
agriculture and in consumer goods industries
give Moscow added incentive to end the cold
war and to transfer resources from millta.ry
to peaceful pursuits.
At the same time, Moscow has been unable
to resist the opportunities to divide the Atlantic world that have arisen as a result of
Vietnam and the policies of General de
Gaulle. And, despite past American suggestions of a missile freeze and American restraint in deferring production of ABM systems, the Soviet Union has initiated deployment of ABM defenses.
This deployment, so far, seems to be
Um.lted. There are quite divergent intelligence interpretations of just what the Soviet
Union has done and ls doing in this area of
activity; but some American officials estimate
that Russia has spent $4-to $5 billion on ABM
development and deployment to date. The
U.S. has spent $2 billion plus for the Nike X
missile defense system.
The facts thus suggest that traditional
Soviet defen.se-mindedness and pressure by
Soviet military men have induced Russia's
new leadership to initiate some ABM steps.
What remains obscure, however, are the decisions that have been made about further
deployment. There ls little evidence as yet
that Moscow is setting out to reverse the
strategic balance and achieve nuclear superiority over the U.S., although an effort to
come closer to parity cannot be ruled out.
In these circumstances, President Johnson's response to Russia's ABM deployment
has been sound. Development of American
ABM's ls being pursued vigorously, but decisions on production and deployment are being deferred. The long "diplamacy versus
deployment" debate in Washington has been
resolved In favor of a diplomatic effort for a
moratorium.
Meanwhile, the United States is pressing
ahead with offensive mlsslles designed to
penetrate or saturate Russia's new· antlmisslle defenses. This approach lets Moscow
know that the United States prefers to opt
!or arms control and detente rather than renewed arms competition and cold war.
Should Moscow fall to respond adequately,
there will still be plenty of time to study
intermediate measures. What ls important
for Americans now is to support the course
of restraint and peace.
(From the Sacramento Bee, Feb. 4, 1967)
INCREASE IN ARMS RACE WOULD BE FuTn.E,
COSTLY
President Lyndon B. Johnson wisely has
initiated an effort to reach a commonsense
understanding with Russia to prevent a vast
and needless spiraling of the cost of the
arms race.
Without some agreement between the two
major nuclear powers, there will be increasing pressure within both nations to deploy
antiballistic missile systems. The cost of
this to the United States would be $40 bllllon, according to Defense Secretary Robert
S. McNamara.
Such a system would deserve serious consideration. regardless of the cost. 1f it would
Increase the security of the United States,
but thls 1s the flaw pointed out by McNamara He says that because of the need
in both ·Russia and the US to maintain a nu-

clear capability sufficient to act as an effective deterrent to any potential enemy, the
development of an &ntiballlstic missile system by one nation inevitably would cause
the other major nuclear power to develop lts
own equivalent system. The alternative
would be to increase its nuclear weaponry
enough to neutralize the defensive effectiveness of the antlballlstic system.
The end result would be a fantastic new
arms race which would have disastrous side
effects and all to no avail. The bill for the
balance of terror would skyrocket, but the
balance would remain the same.
President Johnson merits the backing of
Americans as he seeks to bring about an
understanding with the Russians which
would lift from their backs the burden of
paying for more nuclear weapons simply to
keep up with an avoidable arms race spiral.
The thought of $40 billion being spent
needlessly on armament when the war
against poverty is increasingly on shortened
rations ls ridiculous. The rivers and lakes,
the very air we breathe, are all becoming
polluted, and the nation is short of money
to face these essential problems.
The unfilled needs of this great nation are
waiting fulfillment. Indeed we must have
military security but not $40 blllion of
needless and dangerous extravagance ln the
anns race.

Marine Organisms-Widely Diversified
Study-22-Year Effort
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOSEPH P. ADDABBO
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16, 1967
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al., are described from the standpoint of
their historical, geographical, pharmacological, nomenclatorial, biological, clinical, therapeutic, preventative, pathological and chemical natures. The work
has an exhaustive bibliography with
thousands of references covering world
.literature from 3000 B.C. to the present.
Many of them were taken from ancient
oriental manuscripts and rare technical
publications. There will be over 1,000
illustrations by the finest biological mustrators of Japan and the United States.
I am confident that by the successful
completion of this project, which is
scheduled for early 1968, the United
States will open a new horizon of organic
chemistry and marine pharmacology
and make a vast contribution to man's
understanding of the complex ecological
and biochemical aspects of "InnerSpace"-The Sea.

They Must Be Doing Something Right
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PORTER HARDY, JR.
OF VIRGINIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. HARDY. Mr. Speaker, the distinguished chairman of the Anned Services Committee, the gentleman froiil
South Carolina, L. MENDEL RIVERS, recently answered a series of questions on
the military exchange and commissarY
system for the Exchange and Commissary News.
.
I think my colleagues will find thiS
article very helpful to them in understanding- the military resale system and
in appreciating the importance of the
exchanges and commissaries to the
members of the Armed Forces and theirt
They will also find i
families.
useful in answering questions from
constituents.
I would point out, Mr. Speaker, that
Chairman RIVERS in the accompanying
article is addressing himself to the e~t
change and commissary system as
affects the consumer, the individual service family. It may be that there is room
for improvement 1n the procurement sn ~
personnel pollc1es of the system and to
may be that the Congress will have
look into this area. I want the Members
of the House to know that the committee
has not neglected this side of the picturth:
and that we will continue to monitor
operation of the system.
The article, which was prepared bY ~g
John Neubauer, the astute manag rY
editor of Exchange and Commissa
News, follows:

Mr. ADDABBO. Mr. Speaker, I have
recently had occasion to hear expert
viewpoints of an Air Force sponsored
monograph which will certainly be balled
as a scientific milestone. This is the first
edition of a proposed three-volume monograph which is being published by the
U.S. Air Force. It was developed and
w11tten by Bruce \V. Halstead, M.D., of
the World Life Research Institute, Colton, Calif., under a Department of Defense contract. This tremendous and
wonderful work, which is the result of
over 22 years of effort, is the most comprehensive collection of data in this area
of marine biology ever written. Therelease of the first volume has received
overwhelming acclaim and acceptance
from world leaders in the field. Because
of the unique problems involved in
graphically portraying its contents only
the very best materials and production
techniques available are being used by
the U.S. Government Printing Office in
its manufacture.
Although the publication is directly
concerned with the toxicity of marine
organisms in the broadest possible sense,
the application of '"m uch of the data that THEY MUST BE DO~NG SOMETHING RIGlr;;:
is represented has far-reaching impliA FRANK DISCUSSION OF THE MILITARY
cations to such widely diverse subjects as
SALE SYSTEM BY ITS No. 1 CUAMPION
h po«~
medicine, marine biology, natural hisRepresentative L. MF.NDF.L RIVERS, t e v1ces
tory, fisheries, public health, economic erful Chairman of the House Armed ser of
development, pharmacology, biochemis- Committee, recently answered a serlesojor
try, sport. fishing, scuba diving, pharma- questions put to him by E&C News on ~18 ,
issues concerning exchanges and co
1s
ceutical, industry and military opera- sarles.
RIVERS, our renders will remember~re
tions. I was also informed that fish, the mn.n who said 1! any comrntssnr1es •'
sponges, jellyfish, sea snakes, corals, closed it would be "over my battered
worms, starfish, sea urchins, marine tur- In this report, provided exclusively to klY
tles, sea cucumbers, marine mammals, et News renders, the chnirmnn RpenkR rron

1
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about current criticism and future problems
or the commissary and exch~ systems.)
Mr. Chairman. we knoW you get an enormous amount of ma.l.l from m.lll~ !a.mllies.
Do you receive a grea.t many compla.lnts
about the coiillllissary and ex:cha.nge systems?
Rep. RIVERS. Not really. We don't get
nearly the volume of mall we do on other
problems such as assignments, family separations, promotions, etc. We get very few
complaints about the exchange and comInissary systems as a whole. Most of the
tnal.l comes from overseas and concerns the
!a..Uure to stock various ltem.s ln individual
exchanges. Occasionally we get complaints
concerning prices.
What is your answer to those who complaJ.n about prices going up and those who
l!ay commissaries and exchanges have lost
their value?
Rep. RIVERS. The proof of the pudding is
ln the eating. I! they d.ld not provide a
significant saving exchanges and commissaries wouldn't be so heavily patronized-and
I wouldn't be receiving complaints from
those who cannot get to the stores. I think
lt was your own paper that first pointed out
the commissaries have now passed $1 billion
a year in combined sales. Exchange and
commissary business keeps going up. so they
must be doing something right.
You will always find somebody who found
SOmething selllng cheaper 1n a commercial
establishment than in an exchange, partlcu ..
larly in areas where you have discount stores
llnd no state price maintenance laws. But
generally speaking the average costs are
going to run less 1n milltary stores. I supPOSe it depends a little bit on one's talents as
a shopper. But I'm convinced the m.llltary
tamuy that shops regularly and conscientiously in the military stores saves money.
And I think the milltary wives know this.
The markup on items in the commLssarv,
as you know, is about three percent, enough
to cover transportation and handling costs.
It doesn't cover the cost of the stafiing of
~e stores a.nd it doesn't provide a profit.
ow could commercla.l establlshments conSistently compete prlcewise?
The mo.rkup in exchanges is more. or
course, varying with the item. But it must
be remembered the exchanges provide an0ther benefit f01: service personnel-by proVIding funds !or the operation o! welfare and
~ecreatlon activities. I don't know the exact
gure, but in 1966 the exchanges provided
l!otnethlng like $80 milllon for welfare and
recreation funds. Exchange revenues must
lllao cover the operating costa, including salaries or employees.
Would it be !alr to say, Mr. Chairman that
,._.hen the cost of everything is going up and
~holesale prices are going up, commlsa:uy
Prloes will go up, too, but in your opinl()n
commissaries retain their relative value?
Rep. RIVERS. Yea, if you mean the value or
~orruntssary shopping u
compsred with
et>rnm.ercial stores.
t I think you might statistically make a case
Or the idea that the value or commfssartes
~ ·a fringe benefit lncreaaea in ttme of lnft&1 °Un.ry pressUie. That is to aa.y, in time of
tlf1atton everyone spends a. greater percent~S'e or his income on baalc !ood3tu~s. So the
~mpa.rative saving 1s more Important ln
tma of hls totnl family economy. We are
~w reaching the outer llm.1t or my knowl~
ge or economic theory.
At thts time do you forea~ any hearings
1
c; the coming session of Congrec38 looking to
,_anges in the comm133ary and eichang1t

so I think you have to assume this

frtn~e

benefit for military personnel ha..s Congressional support.
But some members in Congress seem to
regularly launch criticisms of the comnlissa.rles.
Rep. RIVERS. Congress has many members
who look at various things differently. I
think it is important to remember _that the
committees which have been delegated jurisdiction by Congress in this area-the Armed
Services and Appropriations Committeescontinue to support the commissary and exchange operations. I regret the criticism
from other sources which sometimes has a
bad effect on morale.
There are also various retail groups that
periodically surface and attack the commissary and exchange privileges. Do you see a
likelihood of these attacks tapering ofi?
RIVERS : IN DEFENSE OF THE RESALE S YSTEllti
Rep. RIVERS. I would be surprised if they
did. Human nature hasn't changed very
much in more than 2,000 years o! recorded
history. When you have a $4 billion market
there will always be a lot o! fellows trying
to get a slice of it.
Are there any plans to cut retil'ees out or
the commissary privilege?
Rep. RIVERs. I know of no plans to exclude
retirees from commissaries and I would oppose such a move. It is one of the things
they were led to expect.
We all know the size of the retired rolts
are growing rapidly. Could the very slze of
the retired population in time cause
problems?
Rep. RIVERS. I suppose it would depend
on how the retired population near commissaries incre~ses and the use retirees make
of the stores. I know of no plans to prohibit retirees from using the commi..Esa.rles.
On the other hand Congress probe.bly
wouldn't authorize the expanding of commissaries for the purpose of serving retirees.
As you know, the Congress appropriates
the money that pays the people who staff
the commissaries. And the commlssaries
are lim.lted in the number o! hours they
can operate. I don't think Congress would
be willing to enlarge the stafr and stretch
the hours of operation just to serve retirees.
:a.~r. Chairman, you said they would only
close the commissaries over yoUI "battered.
body." We might observe that so far at leMt
you don't appear to have been battered too
much.
Rep. RIVERS. I never felt better.

Progressive Action by the American Bar
Association
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LLOYD MEEDS
OJ'

W ASHINGTOR'

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE3

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. MEEDS. :Mr. Speaker, durtng the
89th Con.,"Tess we authorized the omce o!
Economic Opportunity to help the poor
1n securing legal .a.ss1'3tance. A thoughtful article 1n the December 10, 19ti6,1,ssue
of Business Week describes how the
~atems?
Amerlcan Bar Association 1s giving warm
llep. R.Ivr.as. No.
endorsement to OEO',s legal services
li' Do you feel you · have the au.,port of the
pr<>t,"I"am.
~ole Congresa in your defense or the comWe become justifiably angry when peoISSaries and exchanges?
thll.ep. RivE:as. Congress is well a.wa.-re of how ple go outside the law to overcome adconun.t.ssa.rles and exchanges operate a.ru1 versity. But a "long, hot summer" of
t they do and Oongre.se hu mad.e no riots and civil disorder c.annot be pre~a.nge ln the systems ln a good many years. vented by bulldlng more jaUs or by en-

liha
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acting more severe criminal punishment.
Rather, -we must work to provide legal
remedies for legitimate grievances.
For many Americans imprisoned by
the confines of poverty, it is dim.cult to
see where the law ends and ju.stice begins. The law is seen not as .a helping
hand but rather as a threatening fist.
When we demand respect for the law, we
overlook the fact that the law to many
poor 1JCOPle is symbolized by a gun, .a
nightstick, an eviction notice.
The combined efforts of the American
Bar Association and the omce of Economic Opportunity are helping to
change the poor man's fear and suspicion of the legal system. ABA lawyers
particlpa ting in legal service programs
are speaTheading reform in debtor-creditor policies, in employment, and in landlord-tennant relations.
I would like to commend the American
Bar Association for this public-spirited
undertaking and would like to bring the
attention of my colleagues to the preceptiv~ article in Business Week, the text of
which follows:
THE POOR FIND A FRIEND IN COURT
To the poor, Supreme Court Justice Abe
Fortas once said, the law is "an alien force''
devised "by the establishment, of the establishment, for the establishment."
Whether this criticism is valid or not the
poor are beginning to get a better shake
from the law in a development that has
wide implications for business, as well as for
the legal profession. What is more, this
cha-nge--stimulated by President Johnson's
Great Society programs--is supported, if not
encouraged, by the American Bar Assn.
Helping hand

Domlnat.ed by well-to-do corporate lawyers, ABA is hardly given to crusades. But
in February, 1965, the association's House o!
Delegates unanimously endorsed use of federa.l anti-poverty funds to supply legal ald
to the poor. Its support had momentous impa.ct in fostering the government's Legal
Services Program.
Dissident lawyers have denounced the
program as "sociallzed law" and an invasion
of the sacred attorney-client relationshipalmost as unthinkable as the American
Medical Assn. fighting for medicare.
Yet ABA's support of federally subsidized
legal services grows steadily. Prominent
Wa.ll Street lawyers such as ABA President
Ortson S. Marden are persuading communities across the nation to set up Legal Services Programs and are lobbying in Congress
for more cash.
Of course, support from the government
and the bar for greatly expanded legal services to the poor seemingly presents a paradoL

Lawyers would hardly be expected to endorse a. program that could revolutionize
important areas of commercial law. Ne>ertheless, Legal Services lawyers, bringing controversilll test cases, w1ll push for changes in
l!l.ws protecting the consumer and governing
employment, ba-nkruptcy, and landlord-tenant relations.
The government would not be expected to
subsidize legal attacks on its own house.
Yet anti-poverty funds are paying for lawyers who are strengthening the voice of the
poor 1n disputes over Social Security, unemployment, workmen's compensation, and
benefits !rom the Veterans' Administration
and the nation's many welfare agencies.
Legal Services Programs should not be contused with Legal Aid Societies which, supported by charitable donations, have been
representing the poor for a long time. Becau3e of perennially short budgets, Legal
Ald Societies have handled problems on a
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crisis, case-by-case basis, without any coordinated overall programs.
The federal money makes a big difference.
Legal Services Programs are- supported with
90% federal funds and 10% local. They are
often, but not always, linked with Legal Aid
Societies. They have their own paid attorneys. But community lawyers often supply
the local share of funds by donating their
time at $8 an hour.
Opposition

Even in these early stages, the concept has
caused a storm. The governor of North Dakota was so disturbed that he vetoed two
programs for his state. Suits against programs have been filed in Florida, California,
Texas, and Washington, D.C.
Prime
opponents
are
neighborhood
lawyers, who fear a loss of business, yet test
cases produce angry judges, too. Washington
General Sessions Judge Charles W. Halleck
calls Legal Services lawyers "crusading
knights on white chargers" dedicated "to
taking every 15c case all the way up to the
Supreme Court.''

dents, counseling, and striving to win outof-court settlements.
Another problem they face Ia trying to
erase the poor man's bias against the legal
system itself. As Justice Fortas has said,
the poor view the law "as a. fixed pack" of
cards being used in a game they must playas victim."
Thus, poverty lawyers must sell the law as
something than oan work for poor people.
In fact, Julian Dugas, director of Washington's local program, figures that 75 % of his
'time is spent on this educational task.
Minor matters

Most cases handled by these attorneys are
simple and humdrum. In Austin, Tex., for
example, a married man with six children,
earning only $440 a. month, claimed a used
car dealer breached his warranty. Legal
representation saved him $50 on a $60 transmission replacement. In Phlladelphia, poverty lawyers are forcing local constablesminor court officials empowered to handle
evictions and sell a. tenant's goods for rent
money-to live up to the law, rather than
stretching it by failing to give proper notice,
I. FRESH CONCEPT
for example.
Much of the program's success to date
Some view the new emphasis on poverty
law as comparable to the impact of labor must be laid to the smooth sell1ng job of
laws in the 1930s. What began then as an ABA leaders who have worked with Sargent
Ill-paid crusade evolved into an afiluent prac- Shriver's omce of Economic Opportunity and
tice with the emergence of lawyers who spe- with local bar groups across the country.
On the one hand, ABA has counseled
cialize in labor on both sides of the fence.
In any event, test cases almost certainly Shriver on how to structure the program in
Will forge new ground in commercial law a way satisfactory to the bar. Provisions
and in legislation covering private economic were put into the program's guidelines to
assure local control and to protect the busimatters.
ness of lawyers in town.
Price battle
Tricky task
Philadelphia's Community Legal Services,
as a friend of the court, has charged into a
On the other hand, selling local lawyers
controversy to upset the Pennsylvania milk and their bar associations on the program
control law, which sets a minimum retail has been delicate and time-consuming.
Marden and other ABA leaders have toured
price.
Thomas Gilhool, the CLS attorney, is tak- the nation from Oregon to Georgia, quieting
Ing on the state Milk Control Commission, fears and persuading municipalities to seek
farmers, retailers, and middlemen. He con- federal funds for legal aid.
demns the state for doling out skimpy welIn fact, ABA's support has been so strong
fare checks with one hand and then· artifi- that this year it found itself lobbying for
cially inflating the price of a necessary staple more anti-poverty money than the Adminiswith the other. Comments Theodore Voor- tration wanted to spend. It sought $50hees, former president of the National Legal million; the Administration requested $25Aid & Defenders Assn. and a partner in Phil- mlllion (down from $27-million in fi.scal
adelphia's Dechert, Price & Rhoads: "This 1966);
an
economy-minded
Congress
guy is going to tread pretty damned heavy trimmed the final amount for this year to
on a lot of toes."
about $22-milllon.
Other test cases mix idealism with practiAs a practical matter, too, vastly increased
cality. Washington lawyers are seeking a representation of the poor is certain to spur
precedent to ban retaliatory evictio:r;ts where litigation on which lawyers themselves will
landlords eject tenants for reporting hous- thrive. More poor tenants will be fighting
ing code violations. New York's Moblliza- landlords, and more indigent consumers will
tion for Youth lawyers are pressing trial be fighting merchants. "When the landlord
cases to seek more liberal interpretations of sees he isn't going to get away with some
welfare statutes.
questionable practices he has been using,
he'll have to hire his own lawyer," sa.ys John
•
Unchanged area
c. CUmmiskey, a Michigan attorney who
So far, poverty lawyers have had few landmarks to guide their e.trorts; only rarely heads ABA's legal aid committee.
Finally, ABA's support is more than a little
have the poor had clvll cases fought to courts
of appeal where new precedents are made. colored by the American adversary system
Comm.ents a Southwestern lawyer who di- itself. As Alexis de Tocquevllle observed in
rects a local Legal Services program. "There the 19th Century, "Scarcely any political
is no poverty law; it's sttll waiting for the question arises . . . that is not resolved
sooner or later into a judicial question."
courts to make it."
This idea .of forging new law is bringing Lawyers have a monopoly on representing
changes in the nation's law schools. Mar- clients before the court. Unless there 1S
quette University is reviewing Wisconsin's competence on both sides of every dispute.
statutes and will recommend changes to the attorneys face the threat of losing that
state legislature. Georgetown University is monopoly.
1•
taking a fresh look at the federal bureaucrary to see if long-time government proAn Oklahoma Marine Writes Home
grams like public housing are failing in their
original concept of helping the poor. More
subtle changes are taking place in law
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
schools. Not long ago, a standard course in
OJ'
bankruptcy law was called "creditor's rights"
because the creditor had the money for the
lo.wyer. Today's law students are more
or OKLAHOMA
likely to study "debtor-creditor relations."
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
II. DAn. Y PROBLEMS
Efforts to fashion new laws or reshape old
Thursday, February 16, 1967
ones, though, occupy only a fraction of time
Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Speaker. I
for most poverty lawyers. They are busy
Htigating cases that never will set prece- have heard and read many excellent

liON. ED EDMONDSON
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presentations on why the United States
is involved 1n the war 1n Vietnam, and
why we must see that e:fl'ort through to a
successful conclusion.
I have never, however, seen a more
straightforward, moving account of our
participation 1n the Vietnam conflict,
both militarily and through our civic
action program, than one written home
by a marine lance corporal to his friends
in Oklahoma.
This letter from L. Cpl. Harry L. Miner
of Picher, Okla., appeared in the Miami,
Okla., Daily News-Record of February 2,
1967. Corporal Miner recognizes that
the war in Vietnam is dirty and brutal.
He also recognizes the valor of the Vietnamese people and the need for sacrifice
in the cause of liberty.
I believe Corporal Miner's letter will
bolster the convictions of all of us who
believe our position in Vietnam is right.
I would like to have his letter appear in
the RECORD.
The letter follows: _
MARINE ASKS HoME SUPPORT, MAIL
(EDITOR's NOTE.-The Marine who wrote the
following letter is Lance Cpl. Harry L. Miner.
whose parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman L.
Miner, live at Picher. His mother is pastor
of the Pentecostal Church of God in Miami·
In a postscript, Miner writes that he'd "reallY
apprecla te getting mall from folks back
home.'')
AB you all know, Vietnam is a far crY
from the quiet campus and streets of Miaxni·
Vietnam is made up of jungles, swamps, rice
paddles and mountains. This wa.r in Vietnam is a dirty, brutal and very difficult war
to fight. We will not be defeated nor will
we grow tired. Once the north realizes thiS.
then it should also be clear that the path
for reasonable men is the path of a peaceful
settlement.
In many ways, I have been stunned bY
what I have seen here. The conditions that
have been forced upon these people throughout the years of conflict and strife are staggering. Few, 1! any, of you know the menn'"
ing of the term ''necessities of life." Believe me, these people know its meaning.
They are a courageous people and have suffered much in pursuit of their basic libertieS·
I have found that I like these people and
believe that they rate my respect as a.
_Christian and as a Marine.
What we are doing here is not in vain·
Every day I see the ben,efits of our operations in the field and in our civic action
programs which we are promoting in vmages
throughout the country. I know our precious liberty requires sacrifice. That pr1c6
is now being paid by our men ln VletnnJll·
You have good reason to be proud of your
relatives and friends who are fighting here·
All we as Marines can ask of you is that Y011
stand behind us in this war ·that was not of
our making, and that you stand behind your
government, pray for us all. We can ask no
more.
L. Cpl. HARRY L. 1\IINEB·

Canal Zone: Use of Firearms
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JA!'.lES B. UTT
OJ' CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. UTT. Mr. Speaker, after occupation by the United States in 1904 of tlle
Canal Zone, that territorial possessioil
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became a model of law and order as well
as of mighty engineering and sanitation
achievement. · Its pollee force. formed
Partly with veterans of the SpanishAmerican war, wore the khaki uniforms
ot the fam'M Rough Riders of Gen.
Leonard Wood and Col. Theodore Roose'Velt. In the performance of duty, they
took pride ln measuring up to the standards expected of such heritage.
In the Canal Zone courts, justice was
swift, impartial, and adequate. The reSUlt was a territory relatively free of
crime, enabling our citizens there to
sleep behind lockless windows and unbarred doors.
This happy situation, indicating a high
degree of personal safety in an area pre'Viously characterized by endemic revolution and political .instability, lasted
throughout the construction of the Panama Canal and into the era of operations. Indeed, during World War II, our
Citizens in the zone usually left their
doors unlocked at night as well as in day.
In recent years, Mr. Speaker, conditions have changed, with increasing frequency of reports from the isthmus about
the lack of individual security. This, no
doubt, is because of the uncertainty and
Chaos in the zone caused by our weak
l>ollcies dictated from Washington.
Recently, I received from the isthmus
a memorandum on the use of firearms,
dated December 6, 1966, that was issued
Under the authority of Col. Walter E.
~angerich, Staff Judge Advocate of the
u.S. Air Forces, Southern Co~and, Albrook Field, C.Z. Attached thereto was
\\·hat, in current bureaucratic jargon, is
termed a "talking paper" on the same
SUbject, which I find quite disturbing.
t It is not clear from the language of
his document whether it is meant to
apply only where the Air Force has jurisdiction and only in the Southern Comfland. It apparently is meant for civilan employees of the United States as
\\"ell as members of the Air Force. In any
;'Vent, it 1s in circulation in the Canal
c..one.
,, This unusual document asserts that
While a man's home 1s still generally
hegarded as his castle, serious limitations
aye been imposed on an individuals'
historical rights to protect that castle."
~t further declares that "the law, in short,
ls this: Unless a prowler, intruder, burglar, or thief is actually in the act of comllUtting a violent felony-the law wlli
got accept a plea of self -defense to any
Otnicide resulting therefrom." Does
~his mean that our householders in the
Isthmus must wait until murder, rape,
ltidnaping, theft, or arson are com~tted before acting in defense of their
otnes? This, the "talking paper" says,
13 the "overwhelming consus among
~~Yers and law enforcement officials."
•vnat lawyers and what officials? I am
8
llre no Member of the Congress would
~'UP Port such interpretation of the law.
ertainly, I cannot imagine any red~looded U.S. civU employee in the Canal
l:l one failing- to do whatever 1s required to
totect his home and family when con1/anted
by an intruder who has already
°1llmttted the felony of housebreaking
1°t
which he could be arrested on the
8
l'>ot by any occupant of the home.
As to the judicial citations with which
0Olonel
Mangerlch undertakes to sup-

port his remarkable manifesto of instructions, it 1s enough to say that many
courts of our country have become obsessed with the mushy sentimentality
that the law must be administered for
the benefit of the criminal without considering the rights of the victims involved. Yet the colonel has gone further
than these courts in the evident desire
to place the law-abiding householder in
jeopardy rather than the criminal who
invades with the purpose of theft, murder, or rape, or all of these crimes following felonious entry. Such distorted
construction of our laws is not only absurd and in conflict with all Anglo-Saxon
principles and statutes of law but also
serves as a monstrous encouragement for
the increase of crime wherever our flag
may fly.
If the courts and public officials
charged with the duty of protecting our
innocent and law-abiding citizens and
suppressing crime continue their mad
crusade to reverse the law and protect
the criminal then chaos and disorder will
likely prevail and those responsible for
such conditions may, in one way or another, become victims of public wrath.
Mr. Speaker, the indicated "talking
paper" invites a number of questions.
Who in our Government is responsible
for this obvious effort to brainwash our
citizens on the isthmus as regards their
constitutional rights? Where was it ptepared and by whom? What was its distribution? Is 1t intended to intimidate
the personnel of our Armed Forces and
their families throughout the world, with
special emphasis on the Canal Zone
where it was circulated?
Certainly, the subject calls for a full
and complete investigation by the Congress and I trust that the distinguished
chairman of the Committee on Armed
Services [Mr. RIVERS] will launch it.
To that end, Mr. Speaker, I quote the
indicated memorandum of Colonel Mangerich and its attached "talking paper"
as parts of my remarks:
DEPARTMENT OF THE Am FORCE,
HEADQUARTERS U.S. AIR FORCES
SOUTHERN COMMAND, ALBROOK
Am FoRCE BASE,

Canal Zone, December 6, 1966.

Reply to attn of: JAG
Subject: Use of Firearms
To: WCDR, OPS, SUP, CES, DISP-A, ACIC,
WEA, 1976, 1158, TOS, HSS, CAM, APS,
BAND, DISP-H, 605, 1978, 1977.
(Squadron Commanders)
Consonant with the expressed desires of
the Commander, USAFSO, the attached talking paper covering the subject of ''Use of
Firearms" is forwarded for use at the next
commander's call within your organization.
WALTER E. MANGERICH,
Colonel, USAF, Staff Judge AdtJOcate.
USE OF FIREARMS

Apparently a good deal of confusion and
mlsundertanding exist among m111tary personnel and their dependents concerning the
legality and appropriateness of armed resistance to prowlers, intruders, burglars and
thieves. In order to resolve these questions,
let me interpret what amounts to an overwhelming consensus among lawyers and law
enforcement officials: ..... while a man's
home is still generally regarded as his castle,
serious limitations have been Imposed. on an
Individual's historical rights to protect that
ca.stle.
Formerly, intruders were often
greeted by shots first and post-mortem questions afterwards but society today views such
demonstrations of rugged Individualism
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rather dimly. The law, which merely reflecta
the ever-changing concepts of society, 1mposes severe penalties on those who still
reach for their trusty shooting irons every
time they hear a noise or see a shadow. The
law, in short, is this: .... unless a prowler,
intruder, burglar, or thief is actually in the
act of committing a violent felony-and
thia is very important--a violent felony being
one which in and of itself presents a clear
and present danger to the llfe and safety of
the inhabitants of the residence-the law
will not accept a plea of self-defense to any
homicide resulting therefrom. I recognize
that, under the stress and strain of the
moment, calm deliberations and analysis of
an intruder's intent are not always possible
but, as the Supreme Court of the United
States put it not too long ago: ..• "a trespass
is not sufficient provocation to warrant an
owner of property using a deadly weapon in
its defense • • •". The Court went on to
say: ... "The rule that a person is justified
in killing one who is attempting to commit
a felony by force is limited to cases in which
such killing 1s necessary to prevent the
felony • • •".
We, here in the Canal Zoi_le, have been
singularly fortunate in our homes, and I say
this with full knowledge of the many instances wherein our homes have been robbed
or burglarized. In over five years there has
not been even one single case of violent theft
from a home within the Zone, and that
statistic is a strong tribute to the m111tary
and civilian law enforcement agencies as well
as the intuitive restraints which our citizens
have exercised. It would be tragic 1! this
remarkable record were suddenly to be
broken by the 111-advised rashness of any
individual, military or civilian.
All this is not to suggest that we must roll
over and play dead in the face of an intrusion
into our homes-far from it-again, as was
enunciated by the Supreme Court:-"• • •
reasonable or necessary force may be used
against a trespasser, short o! tak1.ng or endangering a life, in order to prevent such
trespass • • •" but the Court added:-''if
such measurably reasonable force is insu1Iicient to prevent the trespass or taking or
destruction of property, absent a violent attempt on the part of the trespasser, the
owner must suffer the trespass and loss of
property a.nd must seek redress at the hands
of the law rather than commit a homicide • • •".
What all this comes down to are a few
simple rules, and they are really not too
restrictive when we think about it a little.
If we hear a prowler outside or an intruder
inside of the house, don't-repeat don't reach
for a gun. Instead, try as quietly as possible
to reach the 'phone and report the incident
either to the Air Police or the operator. I!
this is impossible-and recent experiences
have shown that the newer generations of
intruders have either cut 'phone lines or
llfted a downstairs receiver from the cradlemake all the noise you possibly can-yell
out of the windows; stomp on the floor; drop
noisy objects, or do anything else necessary
to frighten the intruder away. Let me assure
you that most of these individuals, especially
Latins, are of the "sneak-thief" variety who
run at the first indication of having been
detected. For heaven's sake, don't wade
bravely in, ready to do battle, because that
is the moment where the frightened sneakthief may become the trapped animal-and
may resort to violence in order to make his
escape. Don't do that which our own Air
Pollee a.nd Military Pollee are under strict
orders not to do:-shoot a man in the back or
shoot merely to protect property. It may
come as a surprise to know that these men
may discharge their weapons only at an
actual attacker on their own person or another innocent bystander-and under no
other circumstances. In view of this wellconsidered limitation on professionals,
wouldn't it be doubly tragic and foolish for
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an amateur to take a life in exchange for a
I saw Russia's arrogance, treachery and
wallet, toaster, television set, or camera?
appetite at close range.
.
Allow me to add that the laws here in the
I also experienced the disinterested atCanal Zone are no different from the laws titude of American delegates.
in the United States or, for that matter, in
There were supposed to be four Great
Panama. In that · Republic, incidentally, Powers on the European scene in those dayscrimes of violence other than crimes de pas- the U.S., Britain, France and the U.S.S.R.
At that Paris Conference there was only
sionele, are very rare indeed and the known
characteristics of the "sneak-thief" are no one, the Soviet Union.
With cunning and some astute political
diJl'erent than the ones who strike on Base-they're probably cousins at that--so our per- moves the Soviets convinced the other three
sonnel living in the Republlc must adhere to that in order to ensure a lasting peace any
the same limitations as have been described- treaty should have "Great Power Unanimity."
The three westem nations fell into the
with one very salient difference. While people living on Base may and do possess fire- trap. They gave Russia veto power and alarms provided they are registered, it is lit- though outnumbered, 3-1, the Soviet Union
erally impossible for American military per- got what she wanted, and more.
The treaties were a disaster.
sonnel to get gun permits from the Guardia
"Both in sub6tance and in technical draftNacional. As a result, should one of our
people get involved ln a shooting incident in ing they could be compared unfavorably even
with
the maligned treaties of 1919 and 1920,"
the Republic-all other factors notwithstanding-the Panamanians could and very reflected John C. Campbell, a member on the
probably would prosecute on a gun charge. U.S. delegation, in the book, U.S. in World
Affairs.
Are there any questions?
"They were a far cry from what the people
of E1.u-ope and America had been given to
expect."
After the bitter experience of the war,
Peaceful Engagement: The Price for
after all the propaganda and the lip service
paid
to the principles of the Atlantic CharRumanian Liberty
ter, he said Eastern Europe was surrendered
t.o a new tyranny.
EXTENSION OF REM:ARKS
The only hope for the people of Eastern
OF
Europe at the time was the United States.
France hA.d died at Verdun in 1916. Her
claim to "Great Power" status was a sham.
Britain was tired and economically ex· OF CALIFORNIA
hausted. Her empire was going to pieces and
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
a weak Labor government of Prime Minister
Clement Attlee didn't know how to stop it.
Thursday, February 16, 1967
The Soviet Union was in shambles.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Mr. Speaker, I
Four years of bitter and bloody war in her
would like to call the attention of my territory, a two-way scorched earth policy,
colleagues to an article by Dumitru and tens of milllon people killed left the
Danielopol which appeared in February U.S.S.R. only a shadow of the "greatness" It
10, 1967, issue of the Aurora, ill., Beacon- claimed.
one and only real power in the world
News concerning what he labels the 20th atThe
the time was the United States.
anniversary of Rumania's enslavement.
Economically,
industrially,
militarily
The after effects of the Rumanian America had never been stronger.
treaty concluded in 1947 as we acquiesced
Yet in foreign politics the United States
to Soviet terms are an admonition which was weak.
America was in no mood to stand firm,
must be remembered as we assess the
same peaceful utterances from the Com- in no mood !ot heroics. It was only in a
to get the whole thing over with.
munists today. In addition to feeling hurry
"The four allied governments," reported
compassion for the Rumanian people Secretary
of State James Byrnes, alter his
who suffer as their Government seeks to return from a 1946 meeting of the Council
grow stronger on a diet of trade with the of Foreign Ministers in Paris, "cannot lnUnited States, we cannot ignore the fact deflnitely delay the making of peace wlth
that trucks moving south from Hanoi to countries which have long ceased to fight,
supply the Vietcong may well be powered simply because they cannot agree among
by gas supplied by that same Rumanian themselves on peace terms."
Appeasement Cl! Russia became the order of
Governm.en t.
the day. It was peace at any price.
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
"The Americans are giving away more than
submit the article for inclusion in the the Russians are asking for," remarked the
RECORD:
Communist Romanian boss, Lucret1u PatrasTODAY Is 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF RUMANIA'S
canu, one of the members o! the Romanian
delegation.
ENSLAVEMENT
In the hope of befriending the Soviet ogre,
WASHINGTON.-It happened 20 years ago.
On Feb. 10, 1947 a large black limousine Eastern Europe and parts of Germany were
fed
to him.
drove into the courtyard of the Palais d'Orsay
What happened since is history.
in Paris. It carried George Tatarescu, viceTatarescu spent years 1n Communist
premier of Romania and minister of foreign
prisons. He was released only to die.
affairs.
was executed by a Stalinist firOIDcially, he was going to the French For- ingPatrascanu
squad.
eign Ministry to sign a peace treaty that
Romania is a police state, trying to find
was to end the "state of war" between Romania and the Allied and Associated Powers. economic recovery in a land that was exploited by the Soviets, then left to the misWhat he was in fact doing, was signing management of local Communists.
the Romanian people into bondage.
The appeased ogre waa not appeased.
I don't know 1! he fully realized at the
One billion people are in captivity.
time, but as I watched his car arrive that
America has not had one single day of real
gray, rainy, cold afternoon, I knew there was peace. A cold or hot war has raged ever since.
no hope !or Romania.
Still no end is in sight.
· As secretary general o! the economic deleNow appeasement has another namegation of Romanla 1n 1946, I had had plenty "peaceful engagement." It 18 voiced 1n
o! opportunity to see the farcical conditions Washington even while American soldiers are
under Which the peace conference had been being k1lled by Communists.
conducted.
wm we ever Iee.rn?

HON. GLENARD P. LIPSCOMB

February 16, 1967

Kilmer Job Corps Center Celebrates
Second Anniversary
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES J. HOWARD
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 1-6, 1967

Mr. HOWARD. Mr. Speaker, it gives
me a great deal of personal pleasure to
join my distinguj.shed colleague from
New Jersey [Mr. PATTEN], by inserting in
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD ,some of my
observations on the Kilmer Job Corps
Center in New Jersey which celebrated
its second anniversary on Saturday,
February 11, 1967.
I hope to attend a special second anniversary program at the center with Mr.
PATTEN and another df.c:;tinguished col~
league from New Jersey [Mr. WIDNALLJ.
on March 11, 19~7.
I have taken the opportunity to visit
Camp Kilmer, tour the center, speak to
the corpsmen, staff members and Director D. L. Webber. I had the distinct
pleasure of addressing the November 23,
1966, graduating class of more than 150
corpsmen who had completed their
tr.aining there and were about to go out
and make it on their own in society.
As a professional educator, former
teacher and school principal, and as one
who came back to high school to complete my s-econdary education after interrupting it to serve in the U.S. NavY
during World War II, I could detect the
eagerness of these young men who had
completed their training to go out into
the world and do something with their
recently acquired skills.
Kilmer, the second Men's Urban center to be funded and begin :fighting thiS
Nation's announced war on poverty, has
not had it as easy as so~1e suspect. ThiS
was a brandncw concept, of moving in on
poverty at its roots, in the ghettoes, and
reaching out with a new ladder of hoPe
to the young men and women who have
dropped out of school and cannot qualifY
for a decent job.
Naturally, there were failures for, before they joined the Job Corps, each one
of these trainees was a failure, a dropout
who did not have much of a future before him. The fact that there were so
few failures, perhaps 30 percent of all
those enrolled at Kilmer since ·its IncePtion 2 years ago, is a great credit to the
Center, the Job Corps, and to these :fille
young people.
Then there were neighborhood hostill~
ties to overcome as Kilmer, which had a
glorious history during World War Il s.S
a major Army port of embarkation, a.nd
later as a haven for victims of the 195~
Hungarian uprising, opened its gates f 0
a third time.
This time it was to provide a train1°~
ground for as many as 2,100 corpsmen ; 1
one time. These young men, 16 to
years old, were considered by manY" ~
delinquents. Some of them proved tbei
critics were right, but the vast majorit1
of them not only completed their voce. ..
t1onal and academic training at the Ceil..
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ter, but went out into the community
spreading good will wherever they could.
They could be counted on to provide
manpower for worthy projects when
needed ; they could be called on in a
tninute's notice to donate blood to & comPlete stranger when an emergency arose;
they could be counted on to produce
more than 450 Explorer Scouts and 250
student government representatives during t he past 2 years.
They have made it. They are now
welcome in the community. · When they
Walk the streets in neighboring towns
they hold their heads high. They are
Proud to be Job Corpsmen-and their
neighbors are proud to have them in the
community.

Not every field or nuance in the wide realm
security benefits from having an adverse
effect upon the veterans' pension pro- of medicine or surgery is completely covered
as of this date, but the Maine Coast Hospital
gram. The new income limitations con- is
continually growing and the board of
tained in my bill will permit veterans to trustees
is ever looking for the right person
receive the increased social security pay- to fill the vacant slots on the broad table
ments each month without affecting of organization. The goal is, of· course, to
their continued pension entitlement.
ultimately place each segment of the grand
I am hopeful that our committee will design in the hands of the most qualified
soon be able to report this or a similar and able man available. They -are confident
bill to the House of Representatives as that the goal can and will be reached.
The twelve doctors that currently form
soon as possible.
the medical staff are in effect, employees of

No More Medical "Potluck"-The
Ellsworth Story
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Veterans' Pension Payments
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PAUL A. FINO
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

:Mr. FINO. Mr. Speaker, during the
89th Congress, more than 180 veterans'
Pension bills were introduced in the
Rouse of Representatives and referred
to the Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
All of these measures would have liberalize-d the pension program in some manner. Some were extremely generous,
some were modest and some were extremely conservative. Some were comPletely unrealistic, while others were
qUite practical and contained sound proPosals. The merits of any of these proPosals, however, became a moot question
in the eyes of the administration, because their designated spokesman informed the Committee on Veterans' Affairs that they did not support any
liberalization of a pension program at
that time.
Despite this attitude of the administration with respect to veterans' pension
Propasals, the Committee on Veterans'
Affairs unanimously reported and the
Rouse passed H.R. 17488, a bill that
Would have provided cost-of-living increases to approximately 1.9 million war
\'eterans, widows, and children. Unfortunately, the administration's opposition
to this proposal continued and the bill
~1d not pass the Senate prior to the adJournment of the 89th Congress.
Now, it appears that the adm1nistrat 1on has finally recognized the necessity
or increasing veterans' pension paylllents. The President's message on servicemen and veterans received in the
Rouse of Representatives January 31 rec0lllmends some increases in the pension
rhrogram. It is regrettable, however, that
e President's recommendations on penSion are not as generous as the proviSions
Of the bill passed by the House of Repre(ntativcs last year. I am, therefore, inl'Oducing today a pension bill contain~g all of the provisions of the bUl that
Rssed. the House plus an additional proVirsion increasing the income llmitations
0
eXisting law by 20 percent. This add.itton.aJ feature 1s necessary if we are to
l>revent the proposed increase in social
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HON. WILLIAM D. HATHAWAY
OF MAINE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. HATHAWAY.
Mr. Speaker,
every so often one will read a magazine
article which makes a deep afid lasting
impression . I ran across such an article
recently in a magazine published at
Rockport Harbor, Maine, in the heart of
Maine's scenic coastal vacationland.
The name of the publication is Maine
Dig·est. The article in question described how Yankee ingenuity and the
dedication of local physicians have collaborated to bring to the small community of Ellsworth a modern medical
center and health services of a quality
such as to be the envy of people living
in many larger cities.
The unique achievements recorded at
Ellsworth are such that they could serve
as an example to many other communities. Also, they reflect great credit on
the medical profession as well as on
local civic leaders.
It is with pleasure and pride that I
share with my colleagues the story of
the Maine Coast Memorial Hospital at
Elli:worth published in the winter 1967
edition of Maine Digest.
The article follows:
No

MORE MEDICAL "POTLUCK"-

THE

ELLSWORTH STORY

(By Gene Peterson)
The concept of medicine as practiced at
the Maine C<M>.st Memorial Hospital in Ellsworth, Maine, is unique to the state of
Maine, if not indeed, to all of New England.
Rather than the conventional method of individual physicians in the community seeing
their respective patients at their individual
offices, this hospital and its staff of medical
and surgical specialists have almost turned
this process completely around.
Here in this downeast community, among
the moot highly individualistic populace in
8.11 of the United States, stands a physical
plant and growing staff of medical specialists, practicing a total concept of medical
care. Any patient seeking diagnosis or
treatment comes to a clinic, centrally located in a well-equipped medical facility.
From the moment he or she enters, the patient is immediately placed under the egis
of a highly .trained specialist, following referral by an equally skilled diagnostician.
No longer does the patient here take medical
pot luck. Each phase of medicine or surgery is under the personal supervision of the
doctor moot qualified to deal with the specifics of the i.ndi vld ua.l case. Most of these
men come to the hospital following a residency and bon.rd certific,atton.

Maine Coast Regional Health Facilities, Inc.
These men and women have come ~ to accept
stipulated salaries and undertake specified
duties witllin the framework of this institution. While they do function under more
tightly knit rules, each doctor operates under the widest of permissible latitudes, maintaining a scrupulously guarded personal
identity. As one of the medical staff expressed it to me , "this is truly the way for
us to guard against the encroachment of the
smothering effects of socialized medicine."
All of the doctors who come make their
choice freely, with the full knowledge that
here they may concentrate entirely on their
own specialty, free of all administrative worries .. . doctors being notoriously poor businessmen. Here, they also work fairly uniform hours. have weekends free to enjoy
with their families, take mandatory vacations
and enjoy many more benefits that most of
their outside colleagues do not. Another
provision of their employment is--every second year, at a maximum. each doctor must
participa-te for a minimum of 2 weeks, taking
educational courses or participating in medical seminars.
Since the hospital opened in 1956, there
have been added four branch facilities .
These modern outpatient diagnostic and
treatment centers are staffed with general
practitioners supplied by the corporation.
All of the administrative details are handled
by the central facility. The physical sites
of the medical satellites, which surround the
central plant · in Ellsworth, are Southwest
Harbor, West Gouldsboro, M1lbrtdge, and the
newest. the island medical center in Deer
Isle. Currently, negotiations are underway
between Bucksport and :Maine Coast Memorial Hospital.
The genesis of Maine Coast Memorial Hospital was initially predicated as being a necessity for the residents of Hancock and
Washington counties. Over the years, however, it has evolved as an expanding medical
complex with a goal of becoming a model
rural regional health center.
With their sights set firmly and optimlstically on the future , the administrative,
medical and para-medical personnel see their
dream constantly progressing. With tangible
evidence that their dream can be nurtured.
cultivated and made to come true, these
dedicated and capable people see greater
things yet to come. They visualize for the
future, units for the care and rehabilitation
of the aged and chronically ill, mental health
and preventive medicine, regional cancer
control, a school of practical nurse education, and facilities for cllnical teaching and
research. Perhaps these idealistic crusaders
may be the subject of ridicule by their more
pragmatic confreres, but they are completely
sold on the premise that they are the keepers
of the faith, for better things yet to come.
They are totally convinced that they have
been charged with the high calling of creating and maintaining the most modern health
complex, to provide the highest caliber of
medical care for the entire population of the
area.
Simply and inadequately st ated, the primary goals of this embryonic medical dream
are:
1. Creation of a system of medical facilities
and services to provide the inhabitants of the
region with the optimum in physical, mental
and social well being, consistent with oon-
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temporary advances in scientific and humane
knowledge.
2. To inaugurate peripheral medical centers, making a more equitable base, in terms
of convenience to the rural patient; at the
same time setting up a comprehensive prepayment method of settling the accrued costs
incurred for services rendered. other methods of paym~nt, as yet not fully explored, are
being studied.
3. To acquire and maintain a complement
of highly qualified medical and para-medical
personnel, place them in a rural milieu and
still not sacrifice the professional associations, facUlties and intellectual stimuli
deemed necessary to maintenance of proficiency and professional growth.
4. To inaugurate a program that will be of
national significance, one that will ·attack
and solve the problems inherent in rural
communities across the country.
The motivating factors in the inception of
Maine Coast Memorial Hospital and the
stated goals came about by the expressed
desires of those concerned, to fulfill two underlying propositions:
a. It is no longer logical to say that good
health is merely the absence of disease; but
rather, good health is the ma.x:imum physical,
mental and social well-being of each individual.
b. Attainment of these maximums is no
longer the province and luxury of a few, but
the right of every human being.
Although the program has made important
strides and is in the process of consolidating
its position, it is still in its infancy. It has
yet to overcome many formidable obstacles
and opposition that throughout history have
plagued the advance of human welfare. It
needs increased funds and these will continue to be sought--from government, foundations, and private philanthropy. It is a
program, once described as, .. A blueprint
for the future of rural health services, not
only in Maine, but across the nation."
Can this grand design and alliance succeed in this materialistic era? Is it possible
to promote this benevolent cause when forces
of infia.tlon and governmental control make
each passing day more difficult than the
last? The sponsors respond to these questions with a resounding affirmative. From
the point of view of an outsider looking at
the noble experiment, with a less than impartial eye, it is our fervent hope that they
are right in their optimism, for they are
right, their cause is just.

A Department of Business and Labor
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRED B. ROONEY
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. ROONEY of Pennsylvania. l\!r.
Speaker, while the Commerce and
Labor Departments were given separate
identities 1n 1913, it seems to me that
President Johnson's proposal to merge
them once again represents fresh thinking.
It offers constructive possiblities, as
the Philadephia Inquirer states 1n an
e-ditorial, which are well worth exploring by Congress.
The Inquirer feels there is much to
be said for any practical move to encourage greater understanding and cooperation between business and labor.
Business and labor relationships have
matured considerably since the early

days of the century. Enlightened lead- branch of the government along more effiers 1n both ranks· are a ware that a de- cient and economical lines," Saunders said.
"It seems to me that the time has -come to
partment of the Federal Government develop
a program of reorganization which
ought to be concerned with promoting will·make
these two departments of the cabipublic and national interest, not simply net more effective and dynamic; eliminate
one group's interest.
unnecessary duplication of economic statisI invite my colleagues to read the In- tical services in the now separate departments;
and join the forces of economic dequirer's comments on the proposal by
velopment and manpower resources with the
inserting them in the RECORD.
that this will produce greater profits for
I might point out, too, that Mr. hope
business and better employment opportuniStuart T. Saunders, chainnan of the ties."
board of the Pennsylvania Railroad, sees
He said "only childlike steps" have been
great merit in the President's proposal. taken to adjust the executive department to
His views were expressed in the Phila- what he called phenomenal changes in Feddelphia Inquirer on Sunday, January 29. eral Government.
"We must streamline and modernize the
He , urges that the President's proposal
"receive the most careful consideration executive branch unless we are ready to concede that it cannot be made a more effective
by Congress, by business, and by labor." instrument
of government," he said.
I ask that his remarks in support of the
"In the long sweep of history, the goals of
proposal also be made a part of the business
and of labor are consonant. The
RECORD.
course of wisdom, therefore, calls for the
The articles follow:
management of change for the benefit of as
[From tffe Philadelphia Inquirer, Jan. 13,
1967]
A

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND LABOR

President Johnson's proposal to merge the
Department of Commerce and the Department of Labor is hardly a new idea, but It
offers constructive possibilities worth exploring by Congress.
Whether the advantages of such a merger
would outweigh the disadvantages would depend largely on details of administrative
structure and delegation of authority in the
new department. There is much to be said
for any practical move to encourage greater
understanding and cooperation between
business and labor, and to emphasize their
common interests for mutual benefit--provided that, in so doing, there Is no subordination of one to the other.
In considering the President's recommendation Congress should review the history of
both departments and refresh its memor.Y
on the circumstances of their origin. A Department of Commerce and Labor was created In 1903, during the Theodore Roosevelt
Administration.
Ten years later, under
President Wil&on, the department was divided into two. President Johnson's plan
for a merger, creating a Department of Business and Labor, is a call to revive, with modifications, the arrangement that prevailed
from 1903 to 1913.
Business and labor relationships have matured substantially since the early years of
this century. Enlightened leadership in the
ranks of both business and labor is a ware
that a department of the Federal Government ought not to be a lobby group for any
special interest, but should be concerned
with promotion of public and national Interest.
·
The Secretary of a Department of Business
and Labor probably would need to be someone not identified solely with either group.
There could be Undersecretaries or Commissioners within the department heading
agencies oriented to business and labor, respectively. This would be somewhat similar
to the arrangement approved by Congress
20 years ago when the Department of Defense was given jurisdiction over the Army,
Navy and Air Force.
[From the Philadelphia Inquirer, Jan. 29,
1967]
MERGER FAVORED

Great merit Is seen by Stuart T. Saunders,
board chairman of the Pennsylvania Railroad, In President Johnson's proposal to
combine the departments of Commerce and
Labor. But he thinks Mr. Johnson's proposal "should receive the most careful consideration by Congress, by business and by
labor."
The recommendation "should be regarded
as a major step in reorganizing the executive

broad a segment of society as possible.
"Substantial economic, political and social reason~ underlJ.e virtually every major
managerial decision. The well-being of society as a whole can be vitally affected tn
this process."

H~rbert

J. Waters: An Aggressive Fighter
in International War on Hunger
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HAROLD T. JOHNSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Speaker, I have just been advised that
an old friend and a fine administrator.
Herbert J. Waters, has been designated
by the Honorable WilliamS. Gaud, Adm1nistrator of the Agency for International Development, to take charge of
this Nation's intern.ational war-onhunger program.
The new head of the war-on-hunger
program 1n AID is a rare combination
of superb planner and activist. In the
days stemming from his experience with
Secretary of Agriculture Brannan in 1949
to 1952 and subsequently with the then
Senator HUMPHREY, Waters has alwaYS
been known as a man who was not onlY
an innovator but a man of action. waters' far-sightedness is perhaps best
demonstrated by his efforts in working
with Senator HUMPHREY to redesign the
Public Law 480 program into the Food
for Peace Act.
Waters feels very strongly that Nations
should develop primarily through their
own efforts. He believes that our programs can only be supplements not sub-f
stitutions for self-help. He was one o
the strong advocates to eliminate the
"surplus" concept 1n the Public Law 480
program and replace it with self-helP
requirements.
Believing that ·self-help is the life
blood of economic development and believfug that no progress is sustained
without it, Waters pushed hard for the
elim1nation of the "dole" type of relief
to food-for-work programs. He has been
active 1n formulating programs whicb
provide U.S. food and fiber to stimulate
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greater productivity 1n the ald-reclplent
countries. He has been highly instrumental in working out practical self-help
measures to be taken by the developing
countries to improve their own capacity
to provide food for their people.
\Vaters' responsibilities as Assistant
Administrator for Material Resources In
AID cut across a large spectrum of responsibilities, using the Nation's agricultural and industrial and transportation
resources in fulfilling our foreign assistance objectives. He has been responsible
for the encouragement and participation
of the U.S. small business in the supply
activities of the agency and for activating
congressional mandates for more functional use of voluntary agencies and cooperatives to support AID's objectives.
However, his Interest and activities in
the food-for-peace program in which
AID has always had a major role led to a
nmnber of important contributions. He
was in the forefront in focusing attention to the need to combat child malnutrition, sounding a battle cry nearly 2
Yea.rs a.go 1n a major address In Brazil
that led to new policy initiatives. He was
largely responsible for the major shift
:from the hand-out type of relief to foodfor-work programs and new tinpetus to
child feeding programs such as the Operations Ninos program in Latin America.
Waters has ben a moving spirit pressing AID to revamp its programs and policies to give the highest functional priority to food and agriculture. Waters has
always emphasized the long-run impact
of high level farm production at home
to meet world food needs. He has
stressed the successful economic development abroe.d will build U.S. markets for
farm products. He has been more than
Inlndful of the necessity for sound population programs which are vital to meeting the food crisis. He has constantly
l>UShed for greater flexibility to use food
aid to further our national security objectives.
In his new reorganization of AID, it 1s
Administrator Guad's aim to have Waters concentrate solely on war-on-hunger
acU\1tles. In undertaking this new assignment, he has indicated his conviction that the food-population crisis can
only be won by maximum involvement
of private enterprise. There 1s no doubt
that the underdeveloped countries cannot do the job of conquering and overCOming the threat of famine unless the
world's private and governmental resources are moblllzed soon and effectively.

NATO
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
o:r

HON. J; ARTHUR YOUNGER
OJ' CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, Februar11 16, 1967
YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker,

on
January 27, Gen. Alfred M. Gruentber,
retired, who was formerly Supreme Allied Commander 1n Europe, gave an address before the Commonwealth Club of
California on the subject of NATO.
~1r.
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A digest of his address, as published 1n 1n the United States. The agreement ends
t.h1s June.
the Commonwealth, follows:

Germany was to purchase a. total of $1.3
billion over two years. But she has had
difficulty
doing so and wanted to arrange
ERAL GRUEN'l'HER
.
some postponement.
Three of the major problems we face today
When Chancellor Erhard was here last
are NATO; the German question; and the year he went away feeling as though we were
Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) dilemma.
squeezing-that we had threatened to pull
We had given economic assistance to our troops out. And Germany then had a
Europe under the Marshall Plan, but in the change of government. The problem has still
late 1940's the area reached an economic not been solved.
"plateau."
There is now a renewed interest in pulling
Europeans began saying, "We need secu- our 'troops out of Germany.
rity" and we saw growing agitation for a
QUESTION OF TIMING
security organization. The first response
It wa.s felt that ground forces, especially,
was the Brussels Pact.
Nobody really expected war but we had should be supplied by the Europeans. One
disarmed to a dangerous degree, and it was can make a good argument to the effect that
felt that the leverage held by the other side the Europeans haven't done their end of the
could swing the balance in Euorpe if they job in this respect. The European nations
have inc:reased mllltary appropriations
chose.
Although the North Atlantic Treaty wa.s though. These are roughly double what they
signed, nothing was done mllltatily until the were a decade ago a.nd they have increased
Korean War (1950). But the Korean con1lict six to ten times since Eisenhower.
The question now 1s whether this is the
made it clear Communism was again on the
march. Agitation for European security wa.s time to push the issue. It might cause a
further
unravelling of NATO.
renewed.
One public figure now says 'increase NATO
Late in 1950, President Truman spoke to
General Eisenhower-and subsequently asked ground forces by increasing the complement
him to return to active duty from his post of Germans.' Germany now has 12 divisions.
He would increase this to 24--but this would
as President o! Columbia University.
cause a great deal of uneasiness in other
FRENCH PICKLE
European countries.
During the Korean War everyone was makOne other way-the 'trip-wire' concept-is
ing estimates on how long we would stay equally unfeasible. Here we would blast anyon the Korean Peninsula. Most gave varying one passing over such-and-such a line, with
periods of time--but some said we wouldn't nuclear weapons.
be pushed out. A fear complex, stemming
It would be inadvisable, at this time, to
from Korea, stimulated the military side of withdraw our troops from Germany. The
NATO.
.
question ts timing.
When Eisenhower toured the NATO counThe Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) defense
tries after assuming command. Denmark had problem surfaced in November when Secrespent 300 mlllion kroner (7k.= $1.00) on tary of Defense McMam.ara. anounced that the
mllitary expenditures. The following year Russians were building and deploying an
she spent some seven billion kroner. ABM system in selected areas. The question
Throughout the NATO countries, defense has become very hot in the last few months.
spending increased. But as a Frenchman
Last night McNamara relea.sed a document,
stated, "Nothing fails like success."
209 pages, on the ABM situation. By seven
General de Gaulle, in saying that NATO o'clock last night the Soviet Emba.ssy probmust be out by April 1st, has created a real ably had 25 copies o! it and some a.re proba.bly
crisis. And where does that leave u.s?
now on their way to Moscow.
At one time (1956), I thought that a
NEEDLE IN HAYSTACK
French withdrawal from NATO would be a
In the early fifties our scientists started
death blow. Was that a correct sta.t~ment?
fiddling with th& problem or· having a "bulI don't know.
From a geographic point of view, France let hit a bullet" as the writers termed it.
is what is meant by an "ABM system."
is in an extremely vital position. Neverthe- This
Suppose a long-range missile were sent at
less we must do everything we can to m.a.k.e
us----say from Russia.. We've developed a
NATO a success even without France.
radar which can intercept it and notify u.s.
GROWING DEFICITS
But now such a missile would release "chaff"
The alternative is to go back to individual which causes a large clouded image on the
national interests and history has taught us radar "jamming" it. The cha.tY may extend
that this has not been too successful.
over 200 mlles. The question is then where
some think the threat has disappeared. to hit 1n that cloud?
Milltarily we always must consider two
Now a radar system can locate the point
things: capabi11ties a.nd intentions. What 1n that cloud. We've developect. the Spartan
are our opponents' capabilities? What are m.Lssile with a nuclear warhead which doesn't
his intentions? Oplnlons may differ as to have to hit a particular point within that
the latter, but Soviet bloc capab'l.Uties are "cloud" but can destroy any missile in the
continuing to increase.
area. This operates in the exosphere.
It is to our vital interests to preserve
co'O'LD IT BE TOO LATE?
NATO. But it will also be difficult. It's in
so decoys looking like missiles separate
your vital interests that it continue.
from the cloud when it hits the atmosphere.
Some friends sa.ld they'll buy nothing And we have the Sprint for that.
from France but this 1s not a very construeThe argument now is that if we develop
tive approach. No one lives forever a.nd we the ABM it will cause the Russians to put
may yet see change.
more "umphh" in their missiles. McNamara.
The a.ll1ance concept is a real one and must says we'd be better of! to put our money into
continue.
stronger offensive weapons that would deter
We've been troubled for years by a. balance the Russians. But shouldn't we, at the same
of payments problem. And lt is a. ditllcult time, ha>e a. damage-llm.ltlng capab111ty in
problem. Last year our ba.lance o! payments case the Russians don't look at it that way?
deficit was $1.3 bllllon. This year 1t might
President Johnson says we won't develop
have been $1.5 billion.
an ABM system now but w1ll negotiate with
No SOLUTION Yrr
the Russians to ban a.nt1-misslle defense. If
we have in Germany a.bout 225,000 mlll· we get no results :!rom this then we'll see
tn.ry personnel. This contributes to our about an ABl.I.
balance of payments problem. It has been
secretary McNamara has stated that if we
proposed that our expenditures be offset by had the ABM-e.nd had to use it-we'd proGermany purchasing milltary equipment hen bably have only 30 m1111on casua.ltiee. And
"PREsERVATION o:r NATO Is

IN Youa BEST
INTERESTS, IN SPITE OF FRANCE," SAYS GEN•

·· ~ -
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without it we'd sustain 120 mllllon ln caa·
ualties.
CAUTIOUS OPTIMISM
The ABM dllemma must be solved and we
should solve it w1t.h a. m1n1mum ar polltlce
being involved.
I was 1n the mllita.ry for 38 years and
mlli1lary aspects arten seemed most important. But increasingly tt seems to me the
ecanomJ.c 81de 1a just as, 1f not more, important than the millta.ry aspeot.
I'm opt1m.llPtic for the future. NATO may
be unravelling a little but the Oommunist
world is beginning to unravel too. Aside
from the Sino-Soviet spilt, Eastern Europe
is having many serious problems.
We can handle our problems if we remain
true to our objectives.
(DSR)
ANSWERS TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM FLOOR
Q: (John H. Mado,nne) De Gaulle's true
aims 1n Europe? A: Felt U.S. dominated
NATO. Not our intention but when one
partner owns 90% of resources, smaller partners sometimes think they get roughshod
treatment. Haven't looked enough at
others' point of view.
Q: (M. B. Goldsmith) Did Pres. Johnson
tell Turks 1f they intervened in Cyprus, U.S.
would not help in event of Soviet attack?
A: Don't know. Don't think it's true.
Q: Differences between Greece and Turkey being resolved? A: Yes, but not main
NATO problem. We think Turks should
ignore air defense and put resources into
ground forces. They think, if faced by military aggression, U.S. would filibuster in
U.N.-greatest filibustering organimtion 1n
world-and what would they do meantime?
Q: (Richard B. Blackwell) I!, as Walter
Lippmann says, Oold War 1s ending, why are
Russians building an anti-missile system?
A: Oould also say why are Russians largest
supplier to NOI'th Vietnam? Many Americans and allied soldiers are dead because of
Soviet equipment. I hope Lippmann is right,
but we shoUldn't lower our guard.
(MJB)

Competitive CoHon Storage Bids Will Save
Millions a Year
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BOB CASEY
OF

TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967
Mr. CASEY. Mr. Speaker, a year ago,
I asked my colleagues in this House to
join with me in supporting an amend-

ment that would have saved our · taxpayers not less than $25 I¢llion a year.
It was an amendment I offered to the
agriculture bill to require that the Commodity Credit Corporation must seek
competitive bids on Government cotton
storage. Unfortunately, my amendment
was not accepted by the House, and a
chance to save millions at a time when
our Nation faces such a :fiscal crisis
passed us by.
The need for action by this House still
exists. It is my sincere hope that my
colleagues on the House Agriculture
Committee will remember well the points
raised in debate on this amendment, and
wlll bring before us a bill wherein this
has been corrected.
Mr. Speaker, for those of my colleagues
not fully famillar with this problem, or
the tremendous effort that has been
made to force competitive bidding on
cotton storage, I wish to call their atten·

tion to a statement made by the Amerlcan-Cotton Compress & Warehouse Association during the public hearing held
by the National Advisory Comm1ss1on on
Food and Fiber last January 11, in San
Francisco, Callf. The statement follows:
STATEMENT OF H. WESLEY MCADEN, EXECUTIVB
VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN COTTON COM•
PRESS & WAREHOUSE AssOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C., AT THE PUBLIC HEARING OF THJC
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON FOOD
AND FmER, MARK HOPKINS HOTEL, SAN
FRANCISCO, CALIF., JANUARY 11, 1967
Following inauguration of the agricultural
adjustment programs in the early 1930's, and
prior to enactment of the Food and Agriculture Act of 1965, the price of American cotton was maintained above its normal free
marketing relationship with the price of
cotton produced 1n other countries. This
difference 1n relative prices resulted in substantial increases in the production of forelgn cotton and a corresponding decline in
the demand for American cotton. These
developments, and the rapid build-up in surplus stocks of cotton in this country during
recent years, were largely responsible for the
basic changes included in the new cotton
program authorized by Congress in 1965 .
Let me assure the Commission that our
members unanimously supported the cotton
program authorized under the Food and Agriculture Act of 1965 when it was before the
Congress, and that each of them worked
dilgently for its enactment. We stm believe that the program., as approved by the
Congress, is essentially a good one, and that
it provides a real opportunity to materially
increase the movement of American cotton
into both domestic and foreign markets.
At the moment, however, we are deeply
concerned that a "performance gap" does
exist between the pollcy enunciated ln the
Act, and the steps taken by the United States
Department of Agriculture to implement the
Act.
As this Association understands it, that
policy was set forth clearly and precisely
by President Johnson in his 1965 Agricultural message to Congress, again by Secretary Freeman when he appeared before the
Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, June l6, l965, and finally this policy
was expressed most emphatioa.lly in the report or the Conference Committee accompanying the Food and Agriculture Act of
1965.
President Johnson confirmed that he was
deeply ccinsctous of the full range of cottori's problems when he recognized these
problems for what they are-the problems
of a branch of industry whose members must
ulttmately survive or fall by the discipline
of the marketplace. The President put it
much more ably in his agricultural message
o! January 4, 1965:
"We need to change much of our thinking
on farm policy. Just as we do in other segments o! our economy, we need to separate
the social problems of rural America from
the economic problems of commercial agriculture."
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consideration is to free the Government o!
the responstbillty of buying and selitng cotton. This 1s a task we do not want, and one
we cannot perform as effectively a.S the open
market.
"It becomes especially important in the
current crisis, for the old axiom 'export
or lllie' is particularly true in the case of
cotton. Historically We have exported one
bale in three. With rising yields and growing competition, increasing attention must
be given to the foreign market.
"After four years Of experience, I a.m. convtnced the best way-as a practical matterto maximize American cotton exports 1s to
move cotton through the private trade freely
at world prices. We can best accomplish
this through a low loan rate-nea.r the world
price--that would permit cotton to move
freely into export. Grower income could be
supplemented by direct payment in cash or
in kind or by diversion payments."
The House and Senate Conferees could
not have been more explicit than they were
in the following portion of the Conference
Report on the Food and Agriculture Act o!
1965 = "The commttt~ of conference emphasizes, however, that the programs authorized by the blll are designed to move
cotton into trade channels for domestic consumptlon and export. Reduced use of the
CCC price-support loan is contemplated. In
any instance where the Secretary finds that
warehousemen, marketing associations, merchants or others engaged in handling ootton
for producers, or participating in the program to make price-support loans available
to producers, are taking actions which encourage pndue entJries of cotton into the loan
program; the Secretary shall take such corrective actions as may be necessary."
Despite this very substantial legislative history, the Agriculture Department persist in
cotton storage policies that were developed
ln the past when government programs for
cotton consistently encouraged farmers to
grow more and more cotton with Itttle or no
regard for market demand. These policies
encourage the maximum use o! the pricesupport loan, increase the cost or the program and thereby constitute a very serious
threat to the success of the program, and
to the future or raw cotton production in
the United States.
Of particular significance are the following
glaring differences that exist between the
objectives or the new cotton program and
the effects of the existing cotton storage
policy:

I. New program objective: To reduce cost
of farm program.
Effect of existing pollcy: It ignores substantial savings to be achieved through reduced storage cost.
II. New program objective: To keep U.S.
cotton competitive with other fibers and in
world markets.
Effect of existing policy: It adds to coot of
U.S. cotton through high fixed storage and
handling rates.
III. New program objective: To ellmina.te
surplus stocks of cotton.
Effect of existing policy: ft encourages productlon of cotton for wblch there Ls no
market at current price levels.

More specifically, the President put forth
in that same ~essage the following objecti ves for cotton price-support legislation:
"It is essential that cotton be competitive
IV. New program objective: To reduce use
with other fibers and in world markets. At of price-support loans by producers.
the same time we must adopt measures to
Effect of existing policy: Encourages proreduce the cost of the program and the level ducers to use loan as speculative device for
of stocks."
carrying cotton ·ultimately to be sold rather
The baste principles of the program were than the intended protection against having
very ably set forth by Secretary Freeman to sell at harvest time when prices might be
in his testimony before the senate Commit- >temporarily depressed.
tee On Agriculture and Forestry:
STOilAGE POLICY-LOAN COTTON
"The overwhelming majority of cotton exIt ts the current policy of the USDA to
perts believe that U.S. cotton must be fully assume the storage charges that have accompetitive in domestic and export mar- crued on all cotton that 1s acquired by the
ket5 • • •
government when producers default on
"A baste improvement which I hope this price-support loans. Only when a producer
Committee a.nd the Congress will give strong redeems his cotton from the loan !or so.le 1B

~
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he required to pay the storage charges lnCUrTed during the loan period.
It 1B only 1n the case of cotton that pricesupport loans are not subject to deductions
for storage ooet, a.nd it 18 this feature of the
program, more than any other, that encourages the maximum use of the program, and
ultimately aer1ous abuse of the program.
Under these circumstances, the price-support
loan becomes a speculative device--<:ost-free
to the producer, but at the expense of the
ta.xpayer. AB a result, an enormous cost is
imposed on the national treasury through
the acquisition and storage of millions of
bales of cotton that otherwise would ha;ve
moved into the market.
Although the competitive position of American cotton in relation to :foreign grown cotton bas been and continues to be largely
determined by price, the same is not true
when considering the overall fiber market.
The development during recent years of a
wide variety o! man-made fibers;'" and the
avalla.billty of these fibers at acceptable
prices demands an emphasis on quality that
18 not possible under current storage policies. The cotton farmer, as well as the
manufacturer of cotton products, must respond to the demands of the consumer.
By providing free storage to farmers who
place cotton under support and subsequently elect to default on their loans, the Government e.ctua.lly encourages many farmers
to depend entirely on the program with no
regard for the market. As a result, large
amounts of cotton are produced each year
for which there 1s no market--at least no
market which would justify price-supports
at present levels.
STORAGE POLICY-GOVERNMENT-OWNED COTTON

Since July 1, 1962, the USDA bas followed

a policy of storing reconcentrated govem-

hlghllghted by excess capacity of almost
eleven billion bales. The total capacity of
warehouses approved for the storage of
"loan'' and government-owned cotton 1s
slightly over 28 milllon bales. The Economic
Research Service of the USDA has estimated
that the peak demand for public storage for
all cotton (loan, government-owned, and
other) during 1966-67 cotton marketing year
will be about 17.2 m11llon bales.
Storage policies and not storage rates. have
created this imbalance, and !allure to change
these policies will inevitably result in a.
greater imbalance. The over-expansion of
the cotton warehouse industry is the direct
result of following cotton storage policies
during recent years that have not required
USDA to fully utilize all existing facilities,
thereby encouraging the construction of new
and unneeded capacity. The efl'ect of the
new cotton program on both the production
and consumption of cotton dramatically emphasizes this need for change.
In a competitive market this combination
of excessive storage capacity and rapidly declin1ng stocks of cotton would produce significant reductions in storage rates and handling charges for cotton. However, it should
be emphasized that under existing conditions competition 1s permitted on only a relatively small part of the total bales in storage. We appreciate the Department's stated
desire to maintain a healthy cotton warehouse system, and we agree that rates should
not be estn.blished by the Government that
would m.o.intaln the present overexpansion
of our industry. As a matter of fact, we do
not believe that any rates should be arbitrarily established by Government.
The problems now facing this industry
are the result of substituting the decisions
of Government for the decisions of the marketplace. To persist on this course will
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jeopardize the future of this entire industry.
It must be recognized that only by rates
establiShed by the competitive process can
the Government be assured of the lowest
cost and still maintain a. healthy cotton
warehouse system.
SUMMARY

The current cotton storage policies of the
United States Department of Agriculture are
neither consistent with President Johnson's
stated objectives, n<>r compatible with the
new cotton program that was authorized
under the Food and Agriculture Act of 1965.
To the contrary, these policies were developed in the past when government programs
for cotton consistently encouraged farmers
to grow more and more cotton.with little or
no regard for market demand; they are outdated, and should be changed.
The present status of American cotton is
highlighted by the tremendous volume of
cotton that has been placed under loan and
subsequently acquired by the government
during rooent years, and by the quantity of
undesirable cotton that will remain in government stocks at the end of the current
season. These figures suggest that too many
people both in Govt-rnment and within the
cotton industry, have come to regard the
price-support program as an end unto itself.
To achieve significance reductions in the
cost of the program, and to insure its success, it is proposed that the current cotton
storage policies of the Un1ted States Department of Agriculture be changed to:
1. Require that all government-owned cotton be stored on the basis of competitive
bids.
2. Prohibit payment by the Commodity
Credit Corporation of storage 006ts incurred
on any cotton prior to its acquislt1on by the
government pursuant to the price-support
program.

mf'nt-owned. cotton on the basis of competitive bids, but this policy has not been extended to the government-owned cotton that CCC loan entries, loan redemptions, and acquired pooled stocks,· percentages of crops pledged
by farmers to loan programs, by seasons, 1955-65
remains 1n original warehouses. Under the
current USDA policies all cotton taken over
by the government must rema.ln 1n its origCCC loans
inal warehouse at a fixed monthly storage
Loans as a
rate, unless such warehouse becomes un.f.l.t
Total cotton percent of
Season
Aequired or
crop
total cron
for storage, or until the operator of the
Redemptions pooled by
Entries
warehouse asks that the cotton be moved.
CCC
Although faced with a rapid buildup in
stock& of government-owned cotton during
Thmuaftd
fl!OtUand
7\ou.tand
Tllourand
recent years, the Department has rigidly adbalra
Percmt
bclu
baltl
kk•
hered to a. policy that allows the operators
7,2.51
1,219
14,542
60
6,038
1955-56.---------------------------------of original wurebouses to retain government- 19ll&-57-- --------------------------------4,830
1,153
3,6n
13,151
37
3,657
1,197
owned cotton at relatively high fixed storage 1957-51!.- --------------------------------2,460
34
10,&i0
6,83Z
794
6,038
11,435
tiO
rates, and free of competition. As a result 1968-69.---------------------------------335
309
26
14,515
2
196~
!
__
---·-------------------------the government 1s being charged with storMO
539
1
14,265
(')
1\lfi(}-6}1 __ -------------------------------age payments 1n excess of those that would 19tll-62.---.--.- •• -------- ·--- -----------•• 850
1,603
3,247
14,326
34
6, 8li3
2,109
14,864
.. 744
46
be established U tree competitive bidding 1962-63.---- ----~--- ---------------------8, O!l8
2,0li9
6,029
15,290
63
waa extended to all government-owned cot- 1\lti3-64.-- -------------------------------2,487
7,341
Hi,149
4,8~3
~
ton. Such excessive payments a.re, in effect. 1964-G5.-- -------------------------------14,916
1,621
!i,a.«
47
6.~
111~--- -------------------------------subsidies to the original warehousemen, both
unintended and unauthorized by the Con1 I,oon eligibility limited to choice B upland and extra longstaple cotton.
gress, &lld have been so lucrative that many
1 Lesa than 0.5 pt'rcent.
warehousemen have found lt desirable to
Source: Compiled from reports or the Commodity Credit Corporal on and the Burt'au of the Census. U .e. D~
po.y rebates to ginners and producers to attrn.ct cotton into their respective plants. partrul·nt or Agriculture, Consumer and Marketing Service, Cotton Di\ision.
Under its present policy the USDA arbitrarily est:lbllshes what lt considers fair and reasuit may not only be neutrality of
sonables rates for the storage of all governLithuanian Independence
ment-owned cotton. The efl'ective rates tor
thought, but even a positive acceptance
the current storage year are 38 cents per bale
of the distorted message. This is, of
EXTENSION
OF
REMARKS
per month during the first year of governcourse, the ultimate goal of the propao:r
ment ownership, and 35 cents per bale per
gandist, and the proof of his total efmonth on all cotton that bas been owned
fectlveness.
by the government :for one year or more. In
A serious example where Communist
comparWon, the small amount of cotton that
OF CONNECTICUT
propaganda has diverted attention away
has been reconcentrated on a competitive
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
basis is baing stored, in some instances, at
from its own WTongdoing is in the ocThursday, February 16, 1967
rates nt low as 15 cents per bale per month.
cupation of the country of Lithuania.
Warehousemen competing for reconcenMr. ST. ONGE. Mr. Speaker, at times The world has been so long subje~ted to
trated cotton hn\'e not only reduced storage the propaganda machinery of the So- Communist fiaillngs at a "dying" Westrates. but on numerous occasions have of- viet Union and its satellites becomes so ern colonialism that it has neglected to
fered additional savings to the government
appreciate the true nature of a very
by eliminating vnriou~t charges and by offer- all-pervasive that it wears down even
the most sophisticated among those who much alive and growing Smiet colonial
ing ge,nerous freight allowances.
In spite of the record carryover of cotton are exposed to its fantasies. When the system. This new imperialism has none
ou hand on August 1, 1966, the current situ- recipients of this type of information are of the enlightenment of the old colonial
ation ln the cotton warehouse industry 11 the less informed or the gullible, the re- system, and amounts to little m~re than
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blatant holding by force of the sovereign
territory of another nation.
Lithuania has a long and proud history
of independence, and February 16 marks
the 49th anniversary of the rebirth of
this independence which was extinguished when Russian soldiers occupied
its land in 1940. The United States has
refused, as part of its foreign policy, to
recognize the incorporation of Lithuania
into the Soviet Union. Mr. Speaker, I
believe that it is of utmost importance
that the record be accurate for all the
world to see. The continued denial of
freedom to the Lithuanian nation should
be pointed out as giving lie to the outrageous claims of piety on the part of the
Communist imperialists, and their simultaneous attempts to direct attention
away from their own misdeeds.
Most important we must never forget
the longing for liberty of the noble citizens of Lithuania, and we must continuously feed the :flame of hope which burns
within each of them. It is not unreasonable to anticipate that in time their Soviet masters v.111 recognize that the desire
of all men to be free to choose their own
destinies can never be extinguished.
Thus the trend for the ·assertion of national independence, which is already so
apparent in the Soviet bloc, will extend
also to Lithuania. Let us hope it will
once again take its place as a free nation
living in harmony with its neighbors.
Let us therefore mark this anniversary
of Lithuanian independence by encouraging the continuing struggle for freedom and by dedicating ourselves to its
eventual realization.

Noisy Aircraft
EXTENSION OF

RE~IARKS

OF

HON. RICHARD D. McCARTHY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967
McCARTHY. Mr. Speaker, yes-

~Ir.

terday I introduced a bill to help cope
with the problem of noisy aircraft. The
bill, originally proposed by Representative CLEMENT J. ZABLOCKI, Of Wisconsin,
would constitute an amendment to the
Federal Aviation Act of 1958.
It would see that the Federal Government takes oyer part of the responsibllity
for alleviating noise pollution. It would
also authorize an intensive national research program to cope with the matter
of noisy aircraft. It would require the
cooperation of aircraft manufacturers
and designers.
The problem of aircraft noise has become so acute a social blight in the areas
surrounding our cities that something
definite must be done to flght ·this now.
First of all, we need a centralized office to
serve as a national spokesman for air- .
port neighbors, in my own area in Cheektowaga, Clarence, Lancaster, and Amherst, N.Y.-and across the country.
We need an intensive national program that would devote its time to the
progressive silencing of aircraft noise.
The bill by Mr. ZABLOCKI would do this.
It would authorize the Federal Aviation
Administration to see that the proper re-

search programs were carried out. It
would place the FAA Administrator in
charge of overseeing new programs and
changing old ones to bring about a remedy for the noise.
More than 15 m1111on persons in this
colintry are affected by aircraft noise. It
can shake houses, break dishes, interrupt sleep, and cause frazzled nerves.
In the past, 'aircraft neighbors were
asked to put up with noise. This should
no longer be necessary. Every American
has the right to quietude.
This is an issue that has concerned me
for some time now. In August 1966, I
supported the creation of an Office of
Aircraft Noise Control and Abatement,
according to an amendment offered by
Representative RoSENTHAL, of New York.
At that time, I said that little had been
done by the Government to meet its responsibility in the area of noise pollution. Today the situation is still unchanged. It is time for definite action in
the matter and I believe this bill, if
passed, would provide the stimulus
needed to effect a gradual stoppage of.
aircraft noise.

OEO Funds Used To Financ;:e Taxpayers
Woes
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN R. RARICK

Feb·r uary 16, 1967

Similar protests have been Capital Housing
Authority in the last four or five months,
but the report did not identify Washington
as one of the cities studied.
STUDIES LIMrrED

The 20 cities affected by protests could not
be studied individually because of a limitation on funds, it was explained. But protests in six cities were examined intensively.
None was identified by n.ame.
The 3-month study jointly undertaken by
two Washington consultants for the
N AHRO-oonsisting of federal, state and local housing and urban renewal otlicialssaid tenan~ of the projects "were not selforganized."
Instead, said the report. "the basic stimulation and guidance came from an outside
force. Supplied directly by the local community action agencies (antipoverty)" in
three of the six cities studied.
In a fourth city, the instigator of tenant
protests was "an informal group of clergy- ·
men, college faculty and others."
The instigator-group was formed "to stimulate involvement of apathetic low-income
people, particularly Negroes, in community
action programs," said the report prepared
by George Schermer Associates and Kenneth
c. Jones, both of Washington.
· Community-action programs are funded
by the federal Office of Economic Opportunity, the national agency conducting the administration's war on poverty.
"Funds specifically applied to organizing
the tenants were essential to, sustain the activity," the report said.
_
·
"In two of the instances, moot of the
organizers were tenants on the payroll of
the community-action agencies," the report
stated.
ORGANIZERS POOR PEOPLE

"As far as can be determined, no tenants
01' LOUISIANA
served as organizers , in the third instance.
In all instances, the organizers were strongly
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
motivated and committed to the cause.
Thursday, February 16, 1967
However, they were poor people who had to
Mr. RARICK. l.\1r. Speaker, the un- have a source of income before they could
effectively.
believable discovery that our tax dollars· function
"In addition, being on a payroll gave sancwere used to finance protests, demon- tion to the activity which would not otherstrations, and unrest at public housing wise have been there.''
sites to work on public opinion is revoltNoting that news medla "gave extensive
ing.
coverage to the meetings and demonstrations
We in Congress are to be asked to curb and aired the tenant compla.ints rather
crime by voting additional tax dollars fully," the report said it was ''impossible to
estimate what proportion of the tenants
for more poverty programs like this? actually
supported the organizations."
Strange education. If not curbed, we
A NAHRO otlicial said the consultants had
may soon finance safeblowing and "no
specific assignment to measure OEO
moonshining.
impact"-that is, the effect of the Otlice of
The folks back home will be watching Economic Opportunity's community-action
the appropriations proceedings closer organizers upon the effectiveness of the
than ever.
demonstrations. It said, likewise, that lt
Mr. Speaker, I ask that the article of doubted identltloation of the cities was adRobert J. Lev.is from the Washington, visable.

D.C., Evening Star on February 15, 1967,
be included at the close of my remarks:
FORUM TOLD OF

U.S. AID

TO HOUSING

PROTESTERS

(By Robert J. Lewis)
Government-financed "community actlon"
groups stood accused today of having organized a series of disruptive protests and
demonstrations against publlc-housing authorities around the country in the last two
yn~
.
The charges were made in an independent
108-page study just completed for the National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials and made publlc late yesterday at a national housing forum here.
"Local authorities in approximately 20
cities found themselves the targets of civic,
civil rights, or tenant organizations charging the public landlords with failure to do
their job and going so far, on some occasions,
as to compare them with the slumlords they
were presumed to displace," NAHRO reported.

Not Needed Here
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OP'

HON. FRED SCHWENGEL
OF lOW&

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. SCHWENGEL. Mr. Speaker, recently the Department of Labor announced that it was awarding the
Iowa Employment Security Commission $125,863 to relocate 100 families
from 12 southern and southeastern Iowa
counties. Families whose breadwinners
are chronically unemployed are eligible
for the program.
This certainly must be one of the most
ill-advised programs ever contemplated
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by. the Department of Labor. In the
three counties of the first district included in the program, there are 300 job
vacancies right now. It is the height of
folly to move families from communities
who have plenty of job opporunities.
On Tuesday, February 7, the Muscatine
Journal carried an editorial which
pointed to the absurdity of this program.
The editorial follows:
NoT NEEDED HERE
It seems like some big spender in the federal government thinks the unemployment
situation is so bad in 12 southern and southeastern Iowa counties that $124,863 has been
• allocated to relocate 100 families whose
breadwinners are chronically out of work.
The counties in the program include Washington, Keokuk, Mahaska, Marlon, Lucas,
Monroe, Wapello, Jefferson, Wayne, Appanoose, Davis and Van Buren.
Many of those 100 out-of-work families
(lf the government can actually find that
many who w111 move) would presumably
come to Eastern Iowa counties such as Muscatine where job opportunities exist. In fact,
an Iowa Employment Security Commission
team will be starting out March 1 to find
prospective employers in the triangle tram
Cedar Rapids to Dubuque and down to Burlington.
We should be elated if the plan would help
Uuscatine industries 1lnd desirable workers.
But we don't think it will work that way. It
sounds more like a jug-headed way to spend
the taxpayers' money.
People have been moving out of the former
coal mlnlng area of southern Iowa for yearsbut those were the people who had the desire
to move. They had the willingness and the
gumption to seek new jobs and build new
lives. Others have worked into new fields
of employment in their own home areas.
Employment in the 12-county area. where
the government will search for the movable
families has made rather impressive gains in
the past several years through efforts to attract new industry. ottumwa, in Wapello
eounty has an unemployment rate of 2.2 per
cent--well below the national average. A
total of 1,450 new jobs were added in Wapello
county in the one-year period from December 1965 to December 1966. Appanoose county added 510 jobs during the same year.
Industrial employers in Ottumwa, Centervllle, Mt. Pleasant, Fairfield and other locatlom in the 12-county area are looking for
skilled workers.
The heads of families eligible for free relocation under the federal spending program would have to be unemployed or underemployed. They would be low-income
&killed people who can't find jobs now during a period of nationwide high employment.
Muscatine industries have advertised in
the 12-county area and have found good
workers who moved here. Local industries
have also brought in workers from outside
the state-often times through the assistance
of the Iowa Employment Security Commisllion. These workers who wanted to move
here and had the willingness and abil1ty to
aecure jobs.
Employment and family moving of the
kind we have had through free enterprise
should be encouraged-but the government
program seems completely asinine during a
time when employers within the 12-co\lnty
ar& are urgently looking for good workers.
The non-workers who can't find a Job and
tnuat be moved at government expense are
hardly the kind of people Muscatine would
Seek to attract. The government-paid move
COuld be an opening to the hand-out. we
have enough people in Muscatine county on
Public welfare now without using moving
'\'ana to bring in more.

The Critical Years of Automobile
, Air Pollution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD R. ROYBAL
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, January 30, 1967

Mr. ROYBAL. Mr. Speaker, I have
been greatly encouraged during the last
few years to see develop a growing national recognition of the vital importance of finding solutions to the perplexing and complicated problem of effective
air pollution control--especially in
America's increasingly crowded major
metropolitan centers where some 80 percent of our population will soon be
living.
As a member of the Los Angeles City
Council, where I had the privilege of
serving as chairman of the Public
Health and Welfare Committee continuously from 1949- to 1962, I have maintained a deep and abiding personal
interest in promoting local as well as
State and National action in this crucial
area.
It is universally recognized, Mr.
Speaker, that one of the major contributors to the air pollution problem is
the motor vehicle.
Today, it is estimated there are approximately 80 million vehicles driving
on the Nation's highways-and in this
affluent society of ours, each year that
number increases.
Experts in this field are unanimous 1n
stating that, if we could learn to control
pollution caused by the motor vehicle, we
would be a long way toward our goal of
creating the kind of clean atmospheric
environment we want for ourselves and
for our children.
I am hopeful that, with this country's
great scientific genius and productive cap~ity, combined with the unparalleled
organizational and administrative management techniques we have developed
here in the United States, we w111 be
able to harness the wide range of talent
and resources that have made America
the world leader in so many fields, and
m0unt a truly national effort to eliminate, once and for all, the dangerous impurities in the air we breathe.
On my last trip to Los Angeles I had
the pleasure of witnessing a prototype
demonstration of an afterburner type of
auto smog control device. This device
had every appearance of an ordinary car
exhaust muffler, somewhat modified,
and built for easy installation.
I was impressed and indeed heartened
to realize that we now have in being at
least one effective smog control unit, requiring only production design and testing, 'Which reduces the hydrocarbon and
carbon monoxide emissions to extremely
low values-far below the present Federal and California State standards.
It is my understanding that other effective systems are also under development- a.t the present time. So we have
reason to view the progress of our scien-

tific and engineering community 1n the
area of automotive air pollution abatement with renewed confidence and optimism that the problem can 1n fact be
solved and solved completely.
More recently I was delighted to have
had an opportunity to read a very
thoughtful and constructive article on
this subject written by Mr. J. A. Varney,
of Los Angeles.
Mr. Varney's article, entitled, "The
Critical Years of Automobile PollutionThe Question of Concerting Action,"
cor..tains some excell~nt ideas and concretP. suggestions to outline a 'positive
program designed to solve the a utomobile air pollution problem by 1972-an
ambitious but most commendable and
very possibly realistic objective, given
the necessary firm determination to
achieve this objective as a top priority
national goal.
The article follows:
.THE

CluTICAL YEARS OF A UTOl\tOBILE Am PoLLUTION-THE
QUESTION
OF CONCERTING
ACTI'ON
SUMMARY

The main need in the automobile a1r -pollution problem is to arrest the contamination before it reaches disaster levels. Contamination reaches critical levels already.
Present control programs directed to improvement of new car design will not reduce
the danger for some years to come. A program to reduce noxious emissions from existing vehicles is required.
Technology Is now at hand for eliminating
the emission of most of the harmful gasses
in automotive exhaust. However, even with
maximum effort ln testing, tooling up and
introducing the new technology on a mass
scale a number of years of continuing threat
must be expected. Given concerted action,
the duration of the threat of disaster level
air pollution may be reduced and the areas
affected kept local rather than allowed to
become regional.
The most critical immediate problem, beyond prediction of dangerous contamination
levels and imposition of traffic controls, Is
that of retrofit of the 80 million existing
autos. Second only to· that is the fitting of
the 10 million new vehicles each year with
the best state-of-the-art devices available.
The overriding question Is how best to coneert the action.
What Is needed Is a clearer organization of
what are now scattered efforts: the generation of an overall plan of action to yield
major, visible and timely results. What is
needed in particular Is a focal point for
analysis, preparation of alternative courses
of action, identification and networking of
the most attractive plans of action to facilitate executive decision, and program troubleshooting on a national scale.
A no-profit group could help in these regards. Such a group could provide supportIng and advisory services to government. It
might also provide short-term coordination
of particular crash programs on demand.
It is proposed to develop the planning basis
fQr the nucleus of a single-purpoee, independent, quasi-governmental group which
would function during the critical years and
then disband.I. BACKGROUND

Abatement of automotive a.1r pollution
requires:
1. Incorporation in new automobiles of the
most effective means to reduoe emission of
harmful exhaust gasses
2. Retrofit of existing autos with etrecttn
devices
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3. Regulation of traffic volume in places
and time of danger
4. Development of mass transportation
which will draw some fraction of the smog.
producing autos from the roads
Modification of gasoline to reduce generation of the harmful gasses-hydrocarbons,
carbon monoxide and oxides of nitrogendoes not now appear promising. One may
expect that regulation of the volume and
flow of traffic will be carried on as a palliative as necessary as it has been already under
emergency conditions. New technology for
mass transportation and the electric auto
will eventually offer relief but not for ten
years or more. This paper deals with the
first and second aspects, the new and old
automobiles.

n.

DISCUSSION

Existing Federal and California law sets
standards of emission which the auto manufacturers have sought to meet by carburetion
and engine modifications. Such standards
have been met marginally in new cars and
under controlled conditions. It is now clear,
however, that the efforts to date are inadequate. Surveillance under the auspices of

the Los Angeles County Air Pollution Control District has determined that the majority of new vehicles fail to meet standards
immediately on introduction into service
or soon thereafter. While hydrocarbon emissions decrease considerably relative to
unmodified vehicle exhaust content, oxides
of nitrogen increase markedly. Engine operating temperatures increase, at times dangerously. Power loss under conditions of
acceleration may be serious. Engines deteriorate rapidly. Excessive servicing is induced. The harmful emissions increase with
age of the car. Driver safety is adversely
affected. It is clear that engine and carburetor modifications accomplished to date
and currently predicted by the auto industry
are not nearly equal to the need.
Afterburner and exhaust recycle systems
have been under development for many years
and are now proven to be highly effective
on both new and old vehicles for reducing
the emitted volume of harmful gasses. The
emission levels of these systems fall radically
below the levels permitted under present
Federal and State regulations.. The tabulation below provides a basis for specific
comparisons.

a. Costs vs. benefits of alternativ.e programs.
b. Tax incentives for rapid implementation
for industry which must manufacture and
distribute; For the driVing public who must
buy the devices.
4. Public Health, safety and education.
5. International aspects

a. Exchange of technology.
b. Coordination of multi-national programs of regulation.
c. Foreign car imports.
d. Exports.
e. Interface with organizations concerned
with world-wide air pollution (e.g. UNESCO).
6. Program formulation and integration

a. Networking and costing of alternative
plans for both pilot and large-scale programs.
b. Program integration across organizational 111terfaces: Government; Industry.
7. Ways and means of generating acceptance of plans and programs and instigating
action

a. Government.
b. Industry.

m.

AN AUTOMO!IVE SMOG GROUP

The scope of the new car and retrofit programs which are necessary to match the
urgency of the air pollution problem suggests a need for some form of quasi-governTypical emission levels of snme
Pre~ent requirements under
mental group to concert the effort.
Typical emls1>ions (unmodlfied test auto)
test vehicle equipped with after- Federal regulation efrective in 1968
This group could be a focal point for analburner and exhaust recyde system
model year
·
ysis of the problem. It could identify, 1lluminate and encourage early solutions. It
parts l>('r million __________ For enp:ine displcement of 140
Hydrocarbons (600 to 900 parts l>('r mil- 20 to
lion).
cubic inches or more: 275 parts could develop alternative plans of action for
governmental consideration. It could propt"r million.
Carbon monoxide (3 to 4 percent by 0.3 p<>reent by volume___ __________ 1.5 I*rcent by volume.
vide advisory and analytical support services
volume).
to the legislative and executive branches of
O:ddes of nitrogen (l,OOOparts pt>r million). 200 parts per million_____ ____ ______ (l).
government at the federal and state levels.
It could perform a trouble-shooting func1 For detail see "Automotive Air Pollution," 4th report of St'cretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to U.S.
tion in the public interest.
Congress, July 19Gti.
In view of the urgent public interest the
.
group should be:
Application of afterburner and eXhaust
In short, while Important, it is clearly ·
a. Not-for-profit, to avoid conflicts of
recycle systems to new cars is unquestion- not enough to attend only to new cars. The interest.
ably practical in light of tests. Application risk of smog catastrophe is too great. Retrob. supported from both the public and
to existing vehicles is similarly practicable fit of old cars with effective devices is essenprivate sectors.
provided a suitable blower for supplying air tial. But the problems are diverse. There
The public sector support should include
to the afterburner combustion chamber is are 80 million existing autos, many config- both the legislative and executive. The priprovided. Blowers for this purpose appear urations to fit to, and there would be visible vate sector support should include private
technically promising but have not been coot to the individual owner. Resistance institutions of an educational, scientific and
fully developed. Feasibility of retrofit of from area~ not now seriously affected by air philanthropic nature. Industry should proafterburners on existing vehicles on a mass pollution 1s to be expected.
vide minority funding only.
basis would be enhanced were a blower not
A national program needs to be designed
c. r_imlted to the automotive air pollution
requiring direct engine drive available. which will come to grips with the problem problem and to a ten-year life span. (Five
Supplementary support for such a develop- of b?th old and new cars. It wm need to years may sulfice.)
ment may be' desirable.
consider such aspects as the following:
A new not-for-profit institute should be
Cost to the user of mass-produced after1. Public Policy, Legislation and Regulation considered perhaps located in the Los .Anburner and recycle systems would be on
a. Determining new legislative and regu. geles smog'basin for emphasis.
the order of fifty dollars on new cars and latory needs at all levels of government-IV. COURSE OF ACTION
perhaps a hundred dollars installed on federal, state and local.
A network has been developed which shows
retrofit autos. Thus, at least one technib. Preparation of legislation and regulain summary the general form and time scale
cal solution of the problem of noxious emis- tory arrangements.
sions is in sight. Other impressive developc. Coordination of legislation and regula- of a national program which could evolve
ments are known to exist and should be tion on a nationwide basis.
through the coordinated e1Iorts of bo'th the
2. Hardware
evaluated on a cost vs. effectiveness basis.
public and private sectors. Such a program
Legislation and regulation at the Federal
a. Selection of new technology: Compari- seems likely to emerge from the intense nalevel reflecting this state of the art can be son of most promising technical approaches; tional concern over progressive pollution of
drafted soon. The problem, in fact, is time, Selection of best available approaches.
the air.
organization of e:ffort and determination
It is proposed now to develop a plan for
b. Establishing standards of performance
more than technology.
setting
in motion the nucleus of a group as
based on the need and the best technical
Even if the more effective afterburner and approaches: Upgrading of existing regulatory /described above which would support such a
recycle devices were now fully tested in requirements; Development of new regula- program.
Comment is invited.
production quantities they could hardly be toi'y requirements.
introduced as standard equipment on new
c. Identification and support of promising
cars prior to the 1970 model year. Under
new developments: Government support; United States May TiO'hten Belt in Space
present regulatory procedures and with the Non-government
support.
"':)
normal year and one half lead time for ind. Protection of emergency public interest
troduction of significant design changes in
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
new car production, a minimum of two vs. proprietary (e.g. patent) rights; equitaOF
years would be required before the first ble compensation and recognition of private
initiative
and
contribution.
equipped autos could come out of the fac.
e. Developing production capacity: Detortes. The more probable time would seem
to be three years. Each year only ten per- mand in relation to present plant capacity:
OF TEXAS
Priorities;
Centralized vs. decentralized procent of the automobile population is reIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
duction;
Quality
control.
placed by new vehicles. The probable threef. Developing installation and servicing
Monday, February 13, 1967
year lag plus, say, five years for somewhat
over half the vehicles population to be re- capacity; Field station availability; Training.
Mr.
TEAGUE
of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
g. Inspection of vehicle performance: Fedplaced indicates at least eight years of continuing automotive smog hazard. The peak eral policy and control; State administration; Mr. Don Smith of Newsday Washington
hazard may be expected in 1971 or later, Local execution; Official public vs. private bureau has recently written a series of
articles discussing our national space
considering that cars give off more fumes as inspection; Surveillance and reporting.
they deteriorate with age.
3. Economics-public and private impact effort. In the last of the series of arti-
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cles. Mr. Smith examines the current
problems associated with the decision on
the post-Apollo objectives of NASA. Mr.
Smith has provided 1n his article a concise summary of the needs of our country
in space for the future.
I commend this article to your
reading:
GEMINI,

APOLLO AND ?-U.S. MAY
BELT IN SPACE

TIGHTEN

members of the House Space Committee, including Rep. John W. Wydler (R-Ga.rden
City), had unsuccessfully urged that hearings be held before the 89th Congress ended
to determine where NASA and outside experts felt the space effort should be headed.
Hearings were vetoed by committee chairman Rep. George l41ller (D. Calif.), who said.
that he was confident NASA and the White
House would come up with an acceptable
package. Teague and Wydler charged that
such a procedure effectively muzzles NASA
omctals who must argue in front of Congress
for the program they've been given even 1f
they don't approve of it and that such a
procedure gives Congres little control in
shaping the nation's future space programs.

(By Don Smith)
WASHINGTON.-Flights past Venus and
:M ars in the 19708, orbiting space laboratories
with crews of slx to 10 men, a manned landing on Mars by 198o--all are space agency
propects for a program after man sets foot
USING APOLLO LEFTOVERS
on the moon.
The immediate post-Apollo projects will inWhile the possibilities for the future are
rich, time and money put their realization volve Saturn rockets, lunar excursion modin doubt. So far NASA has no fixed post- ules (LEM) and command capsules left over
Apollo program. And within the space from the Apollo project, Dr. Robert A. Sumof NASA's Advanced Manned Missions
agency there is a rtft over whether to &tm.for mers,
omce said, "Logically the first projects wm
fiights around Mars and Venus with a
involve
extensive lunar explorations and
manned landing on Mars by 1980 or to limit
long-duration earth orbital filghts, possibly
the objectives. It would be less costly to keeping
men up for six months to a year with
ooncentrate on mapping the ea.rth,'s recrew changes." How fast the post-Apollo
sources, and expanding our knowledge of projects
proceed 1s directly linked to the base
astronomy and global weather forecasting.
NASA omclals and many congressmen have of the lunar landing itself and more crucially
to
how
much
Apollo hardware is left over.
been warning that unless President Johnson's 1968 budget ca.rrtes close to $500,000,000 Complained one NASA ofllcial, "At this point
in funds clearly ea.rm.a.rked for space projects we don't have the money to order our own
after the Apollo moon landing, no mea.nlng- hardware and probably won't for a while. If
ful project ca.n be put together. And NASA Apollo should require all its assigned hardcharges that its expensive hardware, indus- ware we will really be hurting." NASA oftri.a.l manufacturing lines and highly skilled ficials stressed, however, that It was unlikely
complex of 35,000 agency and 300,000 indus- some Apollo material wouldn't be avaUable.
In testimony last year NASA ofllcials, retrt.al scientists and. engineers will d.rtft away.
The need for NASA to know where it can flecting the agency's own indecision, held out
go and how much Congress and the White five project areas where the agency's focus
House are willing to invest in the future could turn after man lands on the moon.
comes at a time when the costa of the war The first two proposals are considered tame,
in Vietnam are steadily rtstng and warnings the others bold. Here is a ·rundown on what
of a general tax increase are being voiced. they propose:
Economic Benefits Emphasis-The program
Also there is a mounting feeling among government omcta.Is and the American public would involve projects mounted from an orbiting
space station that. would benefit man
that whUe the Apollo moon-landing goal
must be reached and the COISt shouldered: directly in such things as direct FM and TV
Why spend additional blllions to send astro- broadcasting, long-range and global weather
forecasting, inventory of earth resources and
nauts on to Mars, Venus and beyond?
For top NASA omcials the problem is com- the mounting of a 100-inch diameter telepounded since they cannot effectively move scope to give astronomers better views of the
toward any post-Apollo project until John- solar system. Such a program, continuing
son announces h1s budget and Congress acts Into the mld and late 1970s would also have a
to grant, chop or increase whatever amount role in future manned filghts since the proposed space platform could serve as a launch
NASA asks for.
A clear sign that the coming budget hear- site for planetary filghts. NASA estimates
ings may be the toughest the space agency the cost for this program at about $3 blllion
.
has ever faced comes from Sen. Clinton P. a year.
Lunar Exploration and Science EmphasisAnderson (D-N.M.), chairman of the Senate
A
program
of
extensive lunar manned misAeroha.utical and Space Science Committee.
"I feel the Apollo program 1s valid and will sions al.med. at building a laboratory on the
be done v;tthin the deadline," Anderson said, moon and also using the moon as a staging
"but rm not very enthusiastic about their area for further filghts. NASA puts the cost
of this project at about $3,500,000 a year.
proposed new programs."
Planetary Explaration and Science-A proReflecting the increasing congressional
concern with over-all rising national costa, gram estimated to cost $4.5 to $5 blllion anAnderson said, "If it wasn't for Vietnam then nually alm.ed at manned and unmanned
maybe we could waste a bit of money for flybys of Venus and Mars by the mld 1970s
manned Venus, Mars and Jupiter excursions. with landings in the late 1970s which would
But being where we are, faced with having rely heavily on orbiting space stations for the
to limit aid to highway programs, poverty mounting of planetary probes.
and others, maybe we could put away some
Prestige Program--An all-out $6-billiontNASA) proposals for a few years." Ander- . plus-a-year maximum planetary effort with
son who has been a supporter of space spend- space stations orbiting in early 1970, a lunar
ing in the past said, "I'm one of those who station in place by 1974 and early flybys of
just doesn't buy the argument that unless the planets with a manned Mars landing set
we start projects now it will cost double or for 1980 or before.
triple a few years from now. I think that's
Balanced Program--A less costly project
NASA propaganda."
that would, in effect, carry out the alms of
A sharply contrasting view comes !rom all four programs at an annual peak cost of
Rep. Olin E . Teague (D-Tex.), second rank- $4.2 bUllon that would push target dates back
ing member of the House Space Committee by almlng for planetary flybys in the late
and chairman of the subcommittee on NASA. 1970s and orbiting earth and lunar space
"I see the moon mission," Teague said, "like stations sometime in the mld 1970s.
Most NASA omcl..a.ls lean toward the balt he Lindbergh flight, too important. Parts
wasn't important; what was important was anced program as the most logical. They bethat such a filght could be made. The moon lieve, and hope to convince Congress and the
ls just a step along the way to deeper publlc, that by early projectAI aiding the namanned 11pace ftJghts ." Teague and other tion's economy such as the broadcasting and

weather forecasting, mapping and resource
studies, which they can mount from orbiting
stations, the challenges of manned planetary
filgh1;8 wm be more acceptable and more
w1lllngly funded.
As one NASA scientist put it, ..We hope
Congress and the nation w1ll remember
(NASA administrator James E. Webb's)
warnings that 'future declsiona &hould not
be made with a t1m.ld hand..' We are talklng
today about what we will be doing through
the 1970s and into the 19806."

The Ford Motor Co. Versus the Arab
Boycott
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Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, the Ford
Motor Co. is to be congratulated for its
refusal to knuckle under to the Arab
League boycott of companies dealing
\\1 th Israel.
In remaining steadfast to the policy
established by the Congress in the 1965
amendment to the Export Control Act,
the Ford Motor Co. has amrmed its belief in free trade and in the American
tradition of fair play.
It is with pleasure that I commend to
the attention of our colleagues the following editorial on this matter from the
January 1967 edition of the ADL Bulletin, a publication of the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.
The editorial follows:
FORD VS. THE

ARAB

BOYCOTT

(By Arnold Forster)
Courage, determination to stand up for
what 1s right, to resist threats, bullying and
blackmail, deserve c:redlt and encouragement. We therefore salute the Ford Motor
Company for its leadership in stead!astly refusing to yield American industry's right to
free trade in the fa.ce or threatened Arab
League boycott.
The industrial giant, fully cognizant of
the potentia.! consequences, announced last
June that it was negotiating with the Palestine Automobile Corporation Ltd. to build
Ford trucks and tractors in an assembly
plant to be in operation' in Israel within
twelve months; The agreement, the company said proudly, would make Ford the first
major United states manufacturer to authorize such assembly in the Lsraell market.
Arab threats and warnings came almost
immediately. First Saudi Arabla ordered
Ford automobile agents to leave that country within three months unless the company
changed its plan. Ford, refusing to be intlmldated., decla.red that 1t would go aheed
with its plans for constructing the assembly
plant in Israel.
On November 20, the Arabs tried again.
The Arab League Boyoott Conference voted
unanlmously to ban dealings with Ford by
Arab countries. The com.pe..ny, with assembly plants in the United Arab Republic and
Morocco, wlth annual sales o! around 50,000
new Ford ca.rs and spare parts to service
aome 60,000 Ford vehicles already in operation in Arab countries, stood to lose millions
of dollars. The challenge was one of the
most sweeping ever faced by an American
business interest in the Middle East. To
Ford, however, it was a challenge more of
principle th.&n of fina.nces.
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As Henry Ford II said in a recent statement to the Anti-Defamation League: "We
are definitely going forward with our plana
for Israel. We feel we have the unchallenged right to compete in any market of
the world willing to accept us an industrial
citizen."
To give in to pressure, to economic blackmall, would be to go against official United
States foreign trade policy. The 1965 Amendment to the Export Control Act (the WUllams-Javits Act) specifically opposes inequitable trade restrictions, including boycotts,
fostered or imposed by foreign countries
against other countries friendly to the United
States. The U.S. Department of Oommerce
asks American industry to refuse to comply
with such attempts to restrict free trade.
Ford decided to stand up and be counted
in support of American policy, to suffer Arab
reprisal, if it must, rather than allow itself
to be used as an example to frighten other
American industry unwilling or unable to
oppose the intolerable situation.
The Arab economic boycott against Israel
has been harassing American businessmen
for more than a decade. Unevenly applied
and quixotically enforced, the procedure to
date has produced more political smoke than
economic fire. It has failed meaningfully to
impede Israel's economic growth which has
shown a gross national product increase of
about ten percent annually. Despite the
knuckling under by some American firms, _1t
is obvious that Arab boycott efforts have suffered setbacks and have not been wholly
successful, except for propaganda purposes.
Each Arab announcement of blacklisting
helps create an image ·of the submissive
American businessman in the Middle and
Far East markets.
Ford's well-publicized announcement that
it would provide know-how to an assembly
plant in Israel was considered a serious blow
by Arab boycott leaders--a breach that
would further jeopardize the actual boycott
opertaion and would certainly mar the carefully and systematically drawn propaganda
image. The Arabs knew-as did Ford-that
the company's stand would serve as encouragement to other United States firms
considering investment plans in Israel. The
boycott committee therefore was impelled to
make an example of Ford. If the giant firm
could be made to give in, other American
industry would surely follow.
But Ford refused and refuses to be dictated
to by a foreign country. The company will
not change or modify its intention to authorize Ford vehicle assembly in Israel by ·an
Israeli dealer.
It is an especially courageous stand for
despite the 1965 Amendment to the Export
COntrol Act, companies such as Ford are doing battle virtually alone. The United States
haa not noticeably intervened in the ban
placed against Ford or against other companies also blacklisted by the Arabs.
The State Department explains its policy
as follows:
''Public positions can only heighten the
possibilities for political confrontation on
this issue to the detriment of individual U.S.
firms and overall American business interest&
in the Near East. Our best hope lies in quiet
but persistent efforts to make the Arab governments see that the boycott is in confllct
with their own economic self-interest."
A careful examination, however, of the
Arab League's economic and propaganda war
indicates that quiet, behind-the-scenes efforts bring no ch_ange, that the only effective
means of co mba ttlng the boycott is to stand
up to it boldly and publicly, refusing in no
uncertain terms to submit to its dictates.
In a letter to Secretary of state Dean Rusk,
the Anti-Defama.tion League called such
public intervention a major r~¥~ponsibll1ty of
our government. ADL pointed out that in
asking American businessmen to ignore demands or restrictions imposed by such group.

as the Arab League Boycott COmmittee, the
government implicitly commits itself to support those companies which agree to the
request.
To allow the attempted punishment of
American industry by the Arabs is ironic, too,
in view of the fact that Arab nations are the
recipients of billions of dollars in American
1 aid-paid for in large measure by blllions of
dollars in federal taxes derived from domestic
and international trade. It seems self-defeating to continue United States aid to Arab
states while American industry, because of
its obedience to American law, suffers Arab
boycott punishment.
The Ford Motor Company, spearheading a
tiny group of major companies standing on
principle, is defying the Arab boycott. The
Arabs had hoped to make an example of
Ford and these others. Instead, they are
serving as inspiration to American businessmen dedicated to free trade.
The Ford Motor Company's action should
be of more than passing interest to all Americans. Ford's courageous stand deserves to be
known . . . and deserves vigorous and widespread support.
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Mr. ST. ONGE. Mr. Speaker, our Nation's dairy farmers occupy an essential
position in the economy of the country,
as well as providing an all-important ingredient in our daily nutrition. It is
therefore, always a pleasure to be able
to give official recognition to the accomplishments of this segment of our farm
population. This is especially true since
so many of those who work the land
often labor alone and away from the view
of public attention.
I therefore wish to insert into the REcORD an article which appeared in the
February 9, 1967 issue of the Moosup,
Conn., Journal Press describing the remarkable career of dairyman Herman
Frink of the town of Sterling in my
congressional district. Besides being a
successful third generation dairyman,
Mr. Frink is a farmer, cattle dealer, auctioneer, businessman. three-term former
State representative, justice of the peace,
judge, and a wonderful husband, father,
and grandfather. He has been active in
the Democratic Party for the past 40
years. In many ways, Mr. Frink's career
is representative of our country's farmers
whom I, along with so many of my colleagues, are proud to represent in the
Congress.
The Journal Press article follows:
LOCAL DAIRYMAN RECOGNIZED BY HOOD COMPANY HERMAN FRINK STILL ACTIVE AFTER
70 YEARS

In the January-February issue of The
Milkpail, the official newspaper published by
H. P. Hood & Sons, there appears a. story of
a local dairyman who is well known and liked
by many people who know him. He is Herman Frink, 70, of Ekonk Hill who is the owner of one of the finest dairy producing farms
in the county.
Of the eight boys in the Frink family, Her-
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man was the only one to stay on the farm.
a fact he has never regretted, thus becoming the third generation of Frin.ks to produce from the land on the family farm. His
son, Albert, who lives across the road, works
with his father and carries on the family
tradition into the fourth generation ·and it is
the hope of both Herman and Albert that
the latter's two year old son will grow up
with the same kind of devotion to the land
and animals and thus become the fifth generation to farm this excellent site, located
on the ridge of Sterling Hill just 40 miles
from Providence, R.I., where the milk from
Frinks' fine herd is processed at the H. P.
Hood and Sons plant.
When Herman took over the farm in 1922
he had 100 acres of farmland, twelve cows
and a pair of horses. He frequently mentions the fact that when his grandfather
farmed this same land and built the fine
farmhouse 1\lr. and Mrs. Frink live in, he used
oxen to till the land. His father used horses
and at the present time tractors are in use.
Herman speculates as to what type of vehicle future generations will use.
At the present time the farm is made up
of 800 acres and there are 107 cows, all prime
examples of milk producing Holsteins which
occupy the huge barn which extends along
the highway.
While a farmer or dairyman, if he keeps
on his toes, may provide a comfortable living for himself and his family, there are
many disasters which can strike that would
wipe out the ordinary family. Not so with
Mr. Frink, for he has weathered many setbacks which he has met with determination
and additional work hours.
In 1960, on a pleasant summer's day while
Mr. Frink was attending a cattle auction, his
fine barn was destroyed by fire, the holocaust also taking the milk house, much
equlpm,ent and twelve fine specimens of
cows. Although it took a lot of fortitude
to "start over" this is what Mr. Frink did and
had started to recover from his first great
loss when another fire destroyed the new
barn just three years later.
Again, in spite of great discouragement,
Mr. Frink and son Albert rebuilt the barn,
making the new structure one of the finest
for miles around.
After the first fire, the Frinks added a new
500 gallon bulk tank and this was spared in
the second fire, the firemen preventing the
spread of the blaze to the mllkroom, and
this tank, in Mr. Frink's opinion is one of
the biggest and most profitable changes to
take place in the dairying industry for years.
Reminiscing, Herman recalls the days
when he was producing four 10-quart cans
of milk a day, comparing it to the now two
tons in the same period, when he hauled
this and the milk of a neighbor, to the
Providence plant, in an open Reo truck.
Sometimes, he remembers it was so cold the
milk would freeze in the cJ.ns on the way to
the plant.
The Frinks continued to haul the milk
to the processing plant until last year when
they sold the bulk tank truck to the Hood
company.
When Herman finally relinquishes the
reins, his son, Albert is well prepared to step
into his shoes and continue where his father
leaves off. Mr. Frink is of the idea that
dairying is going to be better for all those
who stay in it for he can foresee more,''push
button" farming. He feels that loose housing will grow in popularity and wlll prove
_.b est.
Because the labor problems won't grow
any better he foresees the day of the ''big
farm" and his advice 1s to grow with the
times, dairymen must practice good business
and fiance needed improvements and expansion.
Herman Frink is so typical of the old
prototype of Yankee farmer and is so familiar
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to all ol us that we take his astonishing

record as a matter or course but when one
refiects what he has accomplished in his
70 year span his career is an amazing one.
Not llm1t1ng his talents to dairying, he
hn.s dealt in cattle for many years and until
recently was a cattle auctioneer. He also
owns and operates five school buses for the
town of Sterling and he cutS and sells fire
wood !rom his acres which abound with fine
woodland.
In the 1930's he was active politically and
Sen"ed as state representative for three consecutive terms. He points with pride that
this was accomplished in a strong Republican township, he being a staunch Democrat. He also served as a town judge for 20
years and stlll maintains the office of justice
of the peace having done so for the past
30 or 40 years.
A faithful member of Ekonk Grange he
served as its master for seven years and only
last fall was tnstalled as treasure for the
30th consecutive year. He 1s a director of
the Connecticut Bank and Trust Company,
a.n omce he has fulfilled for about 35 years.
In addi tlon he has served as cha.lrman of
the boo.rd of finance in the town of Sterling
for about SO years and has also acted as
chairman of the Board of Education for a
long period.
A member of the Sterling Hill Baptist
Church, which he attends frequently, Mr.
Prink has also held membership in Moosup
Lodge No. 118 AF&AM: for over forty years.
Mr. Frink is married to the former Lena
Sayles, ar Sterling Hill, and they have a fine
family, all of whom live in homes on the
family farm. The Frinks have provided a
fine heritage tor their family and the rapidly
growing grandchildren who can enjoy the fre-edom of acres and acres of beautifully
Cultivated farmland and nearby wooded

a.rea.a.

It 1s quite impossible to sum up the full
life of Herman Frink in a few words for he
1a a third generation dairyman, a farmer,
cattle dealer, auctioneer, businessman, former state representative, justice of the peace,
politician, judge-but moet ar all, a fa.lr,
square, jovial man, who exudes friendliness,
a wonderful husband, father and now, much
to his pride, grandfather of a splendid crop
or youngsters, most of whom are attending
the school in Sterling in which he takes
llluoh pride.

------
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Domestically, the country experienced
economic difficulties but maintained
relative political stability.
The rise of Nazi Germany in the 1930's
once again spelled danger to Lithuania.
Adolph Hitler had clear desigru;tn Eastem Europe, and these included the Baltic States. In addition, the Soviet Union
revived its hope of communizing that
area. Lithuania was, indeed, caught between the hammer and the anvil.
The years 1939 and 1940 sealed the
country's fate. In July of the former
year, the Germans seized Memel. One
month later, Germany and the Soviet
Union entered into their infamous nonaggression pact. This agreement, as is
now known, contained secret clauses
giving Stalin a free hand to deal with the
Baltic States as he pleased. Stalin soon
proved himself capable of exercising this
free hand. Early in 1940, the Soviets put
severe diplomatic pressure on Lithuania,
Latvia, and Estonia to allow the stationing of Red troops on their soil. Witlh no
hope of outside assistance, the tiny republics capitulated to Moscow's demands.
Then, in July 1940, when all eyes were
focused upon the fall of France, the Red
army invaded the Baltic States and incorporated them into the Soviet Union.
Lithuania's struggle for freedom continued, however. When the Germans
invaded the Soviet Union on June 22,
1941, the people of Kaunas, the capital
city, rose up and drove out the Red occupation forces. When the Germans
reached Kaunas, they found, to their
amazement, a provisional Lithuanian
Government exercising authority. Unfortunately, the Reich's policy differed
only slightly from that of the Kremlin.
Occupation officials immediately removed
the provisional government, and 3 years
of Nazi oppression began. ·
Late in 1944, the Red Army reoccupied
Lithuania, and the Communists resumed
the reign of terror which they had
initiated in 1940. Following the end of
the war. news leaked out to the West
describing the mass deportation of Lithuanian citizens from their homeland.
Thousands of others :tied by boat across
the Baltic Sea to safety in the West.
The tragedy of Lithuania and her
sister republics stands out as one of the
darkest pages of World War IT. If any
nation 1s owed a debt by the world, it is
Lithuania. By looking at the misery she
had endured, we may gain a higher appreciation of our own freedom. In this
.spirit and in the hope that a new light of
freedom w1ll one day shine down upon
this valiant nation, we pay tribute to
Lithuania on her independence day.

Mr. WYDLER. Mr. Speaker, February 16 marks the 49th anniversary of the
independence of Lithuania and serves to
remind us of the plight of that tiny
COuntry and her sister states, Latvia and
Estonia. In 1918 the Lithuanian people
found that they had to fight to attain
North Carolinian Tells Why He Is a
and preserYe their freedom. For over 2
Years, they struggled against the armies
Democrat
ot the Russian Whites and Russian BolShe'\oiks who both sought to restore RusEXTENSION OF REMARKS
sian rule over the gallant nation. By
0»'
1921 IJthuanla had :firmly established
HON. ANDREW JACOBS, JR.
her independence.
For a time during the postwar period,
07 WDIANA
1t appeared as though Lithuania was asIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
~Ured of a separate national existence.
Thursday, February 16, 1967
he entered into diplomatic relations
'9>1th the major European powers in the
Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, the folSlllrit of friendship and cooperation. lowing essay by Clinton Pyne, a young
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student, ·won first place in the 1966 Teen
Dem essay contest sponsored by the
Democratic Party of North Carolina.
I was privileged to be present when
young Mr. Pyne delivered his essay at
the installation banquet of the Young
Democratic Clubs of North Carolina
held in Southern Pines, N.C., on January
28, 1967.
Despite the fact that Clinton's essay
competed with the beautiful countryside, including more golf courses than
any other place in the world, an electrifying evening filled with North Carolinian wit and the opportunity for me
to meet a lot of bright and cheerful
North Carolinians, Clinton's ess~y stole
the show.
The essay follows:
WHY Bz A DEMOCRAT?

(By Clinton Pyne)
For slightly more than three years, my
involvement in polltlcs and government has
been an ever-increasing one. Soon a.fter I
become aware of the problems of our state
and nation, I turned to an interest in polltics. I quickly learned that ln our state,
an interest in politics is an interest in our
great Democratic Party. .
Postm.a.ster-General Lawrence F. O'Brien
once remarked that he had learned that
there were two great parties in American
history. One was the Democratic Party,
and the other was the Boston Tea Party. I
am firmly convinced that only the Democratic party has both the forward-looking
programs that the twentieth century requires, and the dynamic leaders who can
put them into effect. I am also firmly convinced that our party has proven, both
through its principles and its leaders, that
it is the people's party.
Lyndon Johnson, speaking in Miami in
1964, drelared that "Our party has greatly
contributed to the success of the American
experiment. We have never represented a
single interest; we have never represented a
single group; a.nd we have never represented
a single social section of the country.
"The Democratic Party has endured and
prospered because it rested on the belief
that a party exists to advance the freedom
and the welfare of all the people."
Democratic administrations have done all
they could to insure the best possible life for
all our citizens, to give every American a
chance to take a part in politics, and to preserve human liberty and personal freedom.
Our party has based its foreign policy on a
deeply-felt concern for the people of our
fellow nations.
Thomas Jefferson, the founder of our party,
was a firm believer in the rights of man and
the worth of the individual. The poUcies of
his years of service formed the basis for the
actions of the Democrats who followed. Andrew Jackson's program greatly benefited
farmers and laborers, and tried to curb "the
moneyed interest." He a.lso was determined
to preserve national unity even, 1! necessary,
by the use of force. Following the Civil
War, Democratic leaders urged reconoillatlon
~tween North and South, and waged a continuous :fight against Republican corruption.
In 1896, Willlam Jennings Bryan's fight to
rededicate his party brought in new splrlt
and new blood. Even though Bryan lost the
presidency three times, his profound infiuence on the party bore fruit in 1912, when a
spilt in Republican ranks allowed an easy
Democratic victory.
The new president, Woodrow Wilson, put
the power of the Federal Government behind
the common man. The progesslve legislation enacted during his eight years in office
included ta.riff revision, antitrust legislation,
the Federal Reserve, the Income Tax, and
the direct election of Senators. These pro-
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grams were aimed. at increasing the political
power of the people, and at correcting economic imbalances.
Not until 1932 did the Democrats again
assume national leadership. To combat the
Great Depression, the people called forth
Franklin D. Roosevelt. In his first "Hundred. Days," the New Deal took shape. To
foster the nation's economic recovery, the
Democratic Congress enacted many new programs, including: the Public Works Administration, the National Recovery Ad.mlnistration, the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, Social Secuitry, Rural Electriflcation,
the Labor Relations A~;:t, and the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
Following Roosevelt's death, Harry S. Truman was called upon many times to combat
the menace of International Communism.
The Marshall Plan, the Berlin Airlift, the
NATO Pact, and the Korean Action all embodied the principles of the Truman Doctrine.
In 1960 our party was again called upon
to lead the nation to greatness. John Kennedy had a keen grasp of the problems o! the
twentieth century, and he communicated his
sense of urgency to the people. Under his
leadership, Am.erica recaptured the initiative
in foreign a.trairs with the Peace Corps, the
Alliance for Progress, and the Nuclear Test
Ban Treaty. Advances were made in the
field ot Civll Rights, and the economy was
revitaliZed. Then, after only 1000 days in
office, John Kennedy was dead.
The new president, Lyndon Johnson, immediately showed that the mantle of leadership would not be dropped. Since he took
offi.ce, the Eighty-ninth Oongress has enacted
an unparalled volume of progress! ve legislation supporting Human Rights, Education,
Economic Strength, Health, and Peace.
This is our party's record. In contrast,
the Republicans have a record of division and
constant obstruction of progress. Our modern Democratic program expresses Jefferson's timeless axioms in terms of this century's needs.
The late President Kennedy expressed this
thought in this manner: "The Democrats
look with respect to the past but with hope
to the future, while the Republicans look
with reverence to the past and dismay to the
future. The di.trerence 1s between the bold
imaginative leadership of the Democrats and
the timid conservatism of the Republicans."
This di.trerence is why I am a Democrat.
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BATES. Mr. Speaker, the role of
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applied science 1n modern technology,
and, 1n fact, 1n world affairs of the highest magnitude, has taken on such proportions 1n the last 20 years that its
contribution to civillzatlon cannot be
matched 1n the previous 20,000 years of
c1 vilization.
These two decades have, of course,
brought breakthroughs 1n basic science
as well as 1n the development of the economic, milltary and social wonders about
us. However, these quite startling inventions, although developed 1n these past
few years, 1n most cases were conceived
and nurtured 1n years and even centuries
past 1n some small laboratory, both private and academic.

At the symposium on technology and
world trade, conducted at the National
Bureau of Standards, U.S. Department
of Commerce during last November, Dr.
H. B. G. Casimir, of the Phllips Industries, Eindhoven, Netherlands, made the
following remarks relative to this matter:
THE DEBT OJ' TECHNOLOGY TO BABIC SCIENCE

I have heard statements that the role of
academic research in innovation is slight.
It 1s about the most blatant piece of nonsense it has been my fortune to stumble
upon.
Certainly, one might speculate idly whether
transistors might have been discovered. by
people who had not been trained in and had
not contributed to wave mechanics or the
theory of electrons in solids. It so happened
that inventors of transistors were versed. in
and contributed to the quantum theory o!
solids.

One might ask whether basic circuits in
computers might have been found by people
who wanted to bulld computers. As it happens, they were discovered In the thirties by
physicists dealing with the counting of nuclear particles because they were interested
in nuclear physics.
One might ask whether there would be
nuclear power because people wanted new
power sources or whether the urge to have
new power would have led to the discovery of
the nucleus. Perhays--only it didn't happen
that way, and there were the Curies and
Rutherford and Fermi and a few others.
One might ask whether an electronic industry exist without the previous dl..scovery
of electrons by people like Thomson and
H. A. Lorentz. Again, it didn't happen that
way.
One might ask even whether induction
coils in motor cars might .have been made by
enterprises which wanted to make motor
transport and whether then they would have
stumbled. on the ln.ws o! induction. But the
laws ot induction had been found by Faraday
many decades before that.
Or whether, in an urge to provide better
communication, one might have found electromagnetic waves. They weren't found that
way. They were found by Hertz who emphaslzed. the beauty of physics and who based
h1s work on the theoretical considerations
or Maxwell. I think there is hardly any
example of twentieth century innovation
which is not indebted in this way to bnsic
scientific thought.
BASIC SCIENCE AWAITS USE BY THE
ENTREPRENEUR

I am quite certain that sooner or later
the work that is now going on 1n highenergy physics, on problems like parity
conservation a.nd the eight-fold way and
the theory of unitary 'groups and so on, will
1n some way or other lead people of enterprtsing mentality and of inventive skllf to
come forward with entirely new branches or
technology.
These basic aspects of science are common
property. They are availn.ble to the whole
world, for everyone who wants to study
them, and by the time they are being used
they are usually condensed In excellent textboob and manuals. You don't have to
repeat these studies to be able to reap the
harvest, but one must have certain powers
or absorption. One may ask whether these
can be obtained., can be present to a suftlclent degree without some involvement in
the sclentlftc field.
THE TIE BrrwEEN SCIENTIFIC COMPETENCE AND
ECONOMIC DI!:VELOPMENT

The case o! Japan was mentioned. It 1s
true they went into transistors without very
large investments in solid state research,
but in my view their proficiency in absorbing knowledge is not entirely unrelated to
the fact that Ja.pan, after all, produced two
Nobel Prize winners in physics and a number or other leaders 1n research.
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It has something to do with the fact that
Japan before the World War pioneered in
certain magnetic materials. It hn.s to do
wLth the fact that on the roofs of our
houses we find television antennas of the
Yagi type, invented by Professor Yagi in
Japan. He was a man who encouraged
Yukawa not to study atoms but nuclei, and
so Yukawa was led into the study of nuclear
forces. This indirect route made him not
only the winner of a Nobel Prize, but also
the originator and father of high energy
physics. And it has something to do with
the fact that, at present, in the Japanese
school of theoretical solid state physics, a
man like Kubo 1s dominating parts of the
field. Is this mysticism? You will have a
hard time to convince me that this is a myth
that should be broken.
I might conclude with one or two examples
from my own country which show, that
proficiency in certain research may not lead
to technological and commercla.l results,
wLthout the support of sufficient enterprise,
but that in another way it still has certain
influence in the whole picture.
Let's take three cases of Dutch Nobel Prize
winners. Kamerlingh Onnes who liquifi.ed
helium and discovered superconductivity. It
did not lead to an immediate development
of cyrogenic industries in the Netherlands.
It didn't give ~ven though the primary
logical circuits were also made ln Holland
in the thirties-it did not give us a great
advance toward launching a cyrogenic computer. Technology and industry weren't
right for that. Yet when in Holland one de·
cided to tackle certain aspects of cyrogenic
engineering, the existence of this tradition
helped us quite considerably.
The fact that electrocardiography was dis·
covered in the Netherlands by Einthoven did
not lead at once to a great business in electromedical equtpmen,t. Yet the fact that
there was a general level of medical research
contributed to the fact that Holland now
exports a lot o! x-ray equipment to other
countries.
The Invention of the phn.se-contrnst micro·
scope by Zernlke did not lead to a great
manufacturing enterprise for such micro·
scopes. Stlll, it is in my opinion related to
the existence of a prosperous optical industry in the Netherlands.
These are the few remarks I wanted to
make and which perhaps can be contribU·
tions to the discussions of today and tomor·
row.

Cutthroat Trade Must Be Stopped
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
OJ' MASSACHUSETl'S

rN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
Mr. PHll.aBIN. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to indicate and emphasize my strong

support of the recent proposal of mY
esteemed and very able friend and colleague, Congressman JOHN S. MoNAGA'N,
urging the President of the United States
to prevent any further tariff concessions
on imports of rubber-soled, canvas
footwear.
I have been interested 1n this matter
for sometime past, and have previouslY
urged the President and the Tariff commission to take effective a-ction, but no
such action has been taken, I regret to
say.
Congressman MONAGAN has been chaird
man of a very able, knowledgeable a
hoc congressional committee set up b1
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Speaker McCoRMACK in response to the
pending reYision of the ASP guidelines.
and he has furnished very effective lead·
ership, and has taken all possible meas·
ures, to resolve this very serious problem
in favor of the affected industries, their
faithful workers, and the American
pe-ople.
It is regrettable, to my mind, that this
Government persists in following trade
policies which, in effect whether some
people b~lieve it or not, undermine the
basic structure of many industries 1n
this country of which, the domestic rubber footwear 1s a Yery important one.
In the broader sense, the cutthroat
competition of cheaply produced foreign
imports 1s having a very harmful effect
upon many industries in this country
which are plagued by destructive competition from overseas.
It 1s my sober conviction that unless
some way can be found to stop the flood
of cheap, foreign imports from inundating American markets in footwear and
other products, we will, 1n time, and it
may not be long, feel more keenly the
sharp impact and the injurious effects of
foreign competition that no economic
system, not even our own, can long endure, without being weighed down, ultimately depressed, and finally, 1n some
cases, having its workers displaced from
their jobs by the competitive effects of
low-priced, cheap goods from overseas.
I propose to :file a s1mllar b111 to Congressman MoNACAN's in the House, and
do everything I can to secure favorable
action on the bUl, and, meanwhile, continue my efforts to induce the executive
department of our National Government
to take appropriate action reversing the
reduction of the tariffs on imported rubber footwear by 35 percent.
It should be recognized also that in
addition to causing dislocation, depression and unemployment in American industries, the current flood of imports 1s
ha\1ng a very unfavorable effect upon
our trade balances and 1s, without any
doubt, a. large factor in augmenting and
Widening the menacing dollar gap.
In fact, the best way to close the dollar gap 1s to institute reasonable restraints on harmful foreign imports and
tnake substantial reductions in wasteful
appropriations for foreign ald. Such a
course would close the dollar gap in a.
comparatively short period of time.
I do not want to have my position misunderstood in these matters. I strongly
fa"ror honest, reciprocal trade with all
Nations. except those who by their policy
&.nd actions are seeking to destroy this
Government and our great free enterPlise system.
Dut I believe this trade must be truly
reciprocal, and must be carefully regu·
lated, first, to prevent the inroads of
Cheap competition, destructive to our industrial structure and the employment
O! Our fellow citizens, and, secondly, to
insure that American products shall be
allowed to compete on a reciprocal, equal,
and favorable basis in the markets of
rther countries, who ha'\'e simllar priviegeg here.
I realize the obstacles to changing the
llresent trade laws, but I again want to
~am. those who are responsible for these
crtm.tnatory laws, and for their 1ncon-

slstent, lliogical adm1n1strat1on, and for
the overgenerous concessions, now being
accorded foreign nations, of which rubber footwear tnaustry 1s a good example,
that unless this unjust competition with
American industry and its products 1s
stopped, and stopped soon, that many
segments of our own economic system
will be injured and jeopardized, and the
gravely impacting dollar-gap problems
will become even more dangerously augmented than they are today. The President and the Congress must take note
of this situation and act before it 1s too
late.
I urge the President to take aflirmative
action in these matters 1n the first instance, and sincerely hope he will do so.
I want to congratulate Congressman
MoNAGAN for his fine, able leadership in
seeking relief for a truly a.filicted shoe
industry, and want to assure h1m of my
wholehearted support.

which could be developed from my census proposal would provide for more efficient use of this enormous sum.
It is unfortunate that presently available :figures on the handicapped are no
more than a loose collection of data based
on isolated surveys, the interpretations
of vested interests and casual observations by many Government agencies and
voluntary organizations.
\Vhen we know who the handicapped
are by disability, location, education, income level, sex, and skills, we will be able
to facilitate for many, their entry or return to the labor force through rehabll1tation, job promotion, and other service§_. We will be better able to turn what
are, 1n some cases, national liabilities,
into national assets.

Special Category on Phy=sically Handicapped Is Urged for 1970 National
Census

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

A Plan For Making the United Nations
Financially Independent
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Thursday, February 16, 1967

HON. JAMES C. CLEVELAND

Mr. MULTER. l'l.Ir. Speaker, Mr. Sidney B. Rubin of Brooklyn, N.Y., has devised. a plan for making the United
Nations financially independent by
establlshing it as a broker for the various
economic communities of nations already in existence or being formed.
I commend it to the attention of our
colleagues:

OF NEW BAMPSHm:B

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Speaker, last
year I introduced a. bill, H.R. 12321, to
have information on the physically
handicapped included in a special category of the 1970 national census.
The bill received ·widespread attention
and approval from those concerned with
treating the physically handicapped and
conducting research into the numerous
causes of handicapping a11lictions.
The 89th Congress did pass a related
proposal which I introduced, which was
enacted into law, extending to all physically handicapped persons the faclllties
of the Fede.ral talking books for the blind
program run by the Library of Congress.
The bill for a special category in the
census, which I am reintroducing, will
serve as a focus for the needed, extra.
study of physical handicaps, and I am
sure all difficulties can be overcome. All
acquainted with the field agree that more
information on the physically handicapped is needed in order to devise the
best programs for helping them.
We need to know exactly how many
persons are physically handicapped and
to what degree. \Ve need more "raw"
information on the causes of these
handicaps. We need to know how many
are employed, or could be employed, and
at what kind of work. We need to know
how much money 1s needed to provide
income replacement, medical care, rehabilitation, training and other needs.
Although precise :figures are not avallable, the President Committee on the
Employment of the Handicapped has estimated that the total annual-expenditure by public and voluntary agencies
for these benefits and services 1s about
$20 to $25 billion a year. Statistics

A

PLAN FOR 1\!AKING THE UN!TED NATIONS
''BROKER'' FOR THE CoMMON :MAil.KET •

(By Sidney B. Rubin)
The United Nations has come of a.ge, 1t is
again in need. of money, and with this knowledge it is again faced with the actual and
mature realization, that not only has lt
grown up to face ita responsibllities alone,
but is also very much on its own in such
fiscal matters.
Notwithstanding the well meaning int~n
tions of its more altruistic members, the ever
present problem of survival 1s there, a.nd she
can do little else but debate and argue with
those who ca.n best a1f0l'd to pay their dues,
but just won't.
Therefore as it stands today the United
Nations ls basically a loooe knit organization
of nations trying desperately to make a. better world 88 best they can, with little cooperation one from the other, and constantly
hindered in their efforts by those holding
the veto, whose best interests are not always
"\\"ith the purposes of the charter.
It is for shame that such a situation iswith us, and that by such circumstances one
of the world's noblest organizations 1s forced
to plead and beg for the maintenance of a.n
army and other Vital sen·tces 'Wblch are dedicated to the security and welfare of all,
including the defaulters.
Such a. situation does not speak -rery well
!or peace in the world, a.nd cannot long exist.
For without a. proper and due respect from
manldnd, its very appeal 1.s lost in d1s111uslonment and despair.
It tht>refore stands to reason that something should be done about such a sltuatlon
and 88 soon ns possible.
The United States cnnnot always buttress
its dw1ndllng financial reserves, while there
1s a dally demand for monies to be pa.id w
meet nn nccumulatlng debt, whlle many of
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its poorer members can hardly meet their
own financial commitments at home.
There is an answer.
It is one so unique and practical, that
the very idea of it has excited those who
have heard of it for the first time.
The answer is to make the United Nations
"Broker" for the Common Market.
The implementation of this plan could
well bring prosperity to ourselves and the
whole world insuring peace for all time!
It would mean that those nations who are
members of the United Nations and do not
belong to the common market clubs, or are
denied membership therein, can do business
with the common market members through
the auspices of the United Nations, as
"Broker."

The United Nations in turn would receive
brokerage fees and commissions, besides
rental fees for the privilege of doing business within its gates.
Its performances would include the use of
the United Nations as "World Trade Center" and an International Sto<:k Exchange
similar to the New York Stock Exchange.
Here every nation could come in to buy
and sell stocks and bonds including diverse
and manifold wares from all parts of the
world, with an invitation to making "profits"
from investing in goods or property put up
for sale on the "barga.lning tables" of the
United Nations under a strict ethical United
Nations control similar to our own "Securities and Exchange Commission."
Actually we are putting the United Nations into business.
Under this plan there could be established
a "United Nations International Reserve System" similar to our own Federal Reserve System as a clearing house for all fiscal transactions, and a "United Nations Deposit Fund"
similar to our own Federal Deposl tory System where the United Nations could guarantee not only the deposits of its members, but
also its debt&, all the while maintaJ.ning a
"currency control" based on its own banking
!acUities.
The United Nations through its authority
as "Broker'' for the Common Market could
help stabilize the Gold and Silver imbalances
in the money markets of the world, a most
important and troublesome problem that we
are constantly faced with.
Because of the inequities of exchange,
many nations with large silver reserves find
thelr economy affected by their failure to buy
needed goods on a gold basis payment.
Thus the United Nations as "Broker'' could
bring about a "balance in payments" by such
fiscal control; as guaranteeing the debts of
debtor nations, supplementing their payments to creditors from the United Nations
own treasury of gold reserves, and in turn
accepting payments on loans from the currency of debtor nations, allowing for the
United Nations to set the "Discount rate''
by which loans are paid from its own bank.
This would mean that there could not in
turn be a "monopoly" in currency, because
the United Nations could adjudicate settlements and payments by allowing its gold reserves to "challenge" unscrupulous speculators in the "open money markets of the
world."
The funds in the United Nations Bank
would come from brokerage "fees" and "commissions" in handling the accounts of members of the "Common Market" and those
other members of the United Nations who
did not belong to the Common Market.
The idea of challenging the inequities of
the speculative International CUrrency System by using its Gold and Silver reserves,
could stabilize the world's currency system
for all times.
By sizing up a situation where a nation
has either too much silver or very little gold,
or vice versa, the United Nations as "Broker"
could meet the market price "at all times"
thus otl'setting any advantage to currency
dealers and speculators with ulterior motives.
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Making the United Nations "Broker" for the United Nations as neutral can "superthe Common Market is revolutionary in con- vise" and "dignify" honest business transcept in that it keeps its political organization actions.
"intact." guaranteeing its political stabilty
It can motivate incentives to investment
by makng it financially independent.
and trade by the feeling that at long last
Business is the "key" to all economic all nations have a friend ln this "Broker"
growth and prosperity and political lines be- who is interested in the welfare of all, by
come very thin when business takes over.
being paid for services which in turn are
Nations large or small want to do business used to finance an organization dedicated to
in order to augment a dwindling prosperity the peace of the world, a "non-profit" oror to improve the welfare of its constituents. ganization interested in "profits!"
Where is there a. better place to do busiIt might be questioned as to how nations
ness, nation with nation, than within the can go into the United Nations as buyers if
United Nations?
they have no money, which is true of many
Nations like individuals need incentives of the new nation members.
to being happy and at peace one with the
They have land, and on this land as well
other, and making money is the "greatest" as in it are natural resources.
of all of them!
They could be given United Nations aid in
Nations would soon resolve and forget the form of "development projects" directed
their differences, they would be so busy con- by United Nations Engineers who would help
centrating their energies on coming to the them develop and sell their products on the
United Nations to "make money" that war "bargaining tables of the United Nations"
would be a thing of the past.
at the same time they could borrow money
An example could be Israel and the Arab from the United Nations Bank and in turn
States. Each needs items that the other pay it back on the basis o! credit extended
has. Neither has anything to do with the to them by the same Bank!
other at prese~t. Yet if each knew that they
This would release the pent up energies of
could come to the United Nations as the "New Nations" eager to contribute their
"Broker" who handling the business trans- share to the trade and commerce o! the
actions of both, a mutual financial advan- world.
tage would be had by all, they would 1n
We in turn would not have to worry about
time find it more profitable in doing bust- our gold imbalances as it effects our foreign
ness, and becoming friends than long stand- trade.
ing enemies.
Since we would no longer have to finance
If Red China could be brought to the
impoverished natio~ through long term
bargaining tables of a World Trade Center credits, hoping someday to be paid, we could
under United Nations auspices, not as a at the same time help them by doing bustmember-but as a buyer and seller of goods, ness with them on the bargaining tables of
paying a brokerage fee and commission on the United Nations as "Broker."
every transaction to the United Nations--There could be "Trade Fiestas" with "Barshe would immediately lose her inferiority gain Days and Bargains Galore," using every
complex and sense of isolation in the world advertising medium to drum up trade by
Business Community, simply by making simply making the United Nations a popumoney and finding it "more profitable to be lar "Shopping Center" for all Nations.
friendly."
We could open up our storage bins and
It is not as important right now whether dump it all on the "Bargaining Tables" of
she becomes a member of the United Na- the United Nations paying the United Nations as it is to bring her out into the open tions brokerage fees and commissions on all
and becoming familiar with her, that by sales. We could advertise a "Special Sale"
doing business with her she would give up on the goods--and let the U.N. handle it
her arrogance and eventually be entitled to for us.
full membership in the United Nations.
In turn our own economy would benefit
As Robert Frost once saJ.d-"1! someone because we could sell our goods to "Common
draws a circle to keep me out--I will draw a Market" countries and others, and know we
larger circle and take him in!"
would be paid without waiting.
No nation in the world can be talked into
The United Nations therefore could bebehaving themselves simply by threat of come a Giant Shopping Center, a sort of
arms. For nations are no different than chil- International Supermarket where surplus
dren-the more you chastize them, the more commodities could be put on the U.N. "Bardefiant they become.
gaining Tables" and sold at discount prices,
You can win a child over though-with rather than let them spoil in storage bins.
candy, nice words-a little loving-and
Here all the nations of the world could
especially showing him or her a way of buy and sell their wares, finance thelr sto<:ks
getting more candy by joining in a project and bonds through the U.N. Federal Reserve.
for doing good.
and have the U. N. as guarantor for all debts
There are no greater incentives for good through the fees paid for the privilege of
deeds than a reward. Th1s is true in Diplo- doing business within the United Nations.
macy as well as business for everybody wants
The great barrier between the Soviet Union
to be liked and loved even though outward and the United States has been an unyieldappearances don't appear so.
ing fight to maintain and corner the markets
Everybody wants to join in the party and of the world.
have a good time and no one wants to be
Competitively we are old competitors tryleft out.
ing to get there "fastest with the mostest"
Every nation want to be important--even and the hatred, vilifactions and "Brink of
as children-and every nation want to be War" episodes of the past stem very much
rich, not poor.
from the failure of there being no "neutral
And here in the United Nations is the intermediary" and "arbiter'' to "resolve ailfirst real opportunity to becoming financia.l.ly jerences" not from a political point o! vieW
independent through the United NatioM aa alone, but rather by a more expedient and
"Broker" for the Common Market.
fruitful method o! making business mutuA Nation alone as trader has a hard time ally advantageous through a "Broker" who
of it.
can handle the goods both have to offer and
It has to fight at great odds, considering
at the same time make a com:mission for
the financial trusts and combines of the __ every sale made-easing the load on both
world!
the U. S. and Soviet Union on maintaining
Even the United States has a tough road the financial Independence o! the United
alone without the aid of nations sympa- Nations.
thetic to our own aims and ideals for we too
Thus the United Nations as "Broker"
need friends and trade in order to exist.
could actually bring the U.S. and the Soviet
But with the United Nations as "Broker" Union together in a "new understanding" by
we have an "Arbiter" and a "Common Meet- bringing into the U.N. the goods both have
ing Ground" where the corporate body of to offer for sale, and as fiscal agent try to
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ern bridge. We believe they were convinced
r,eU them to all buyers including the ''Common Market" and at the same time bring the by the sound arguments in favor of this logoods of the Common :Market to the U.s. and cation. Consequently we believe the GenSovlet Union for "Bargaining purposes" all eral Assembly should approve the northern
bridge plan. Let's review those arguments.
through the U.N. as "Broker."
The proponents o! the parallel bridge span
Thus the United Nations would become a
"World Trade Center'' where instead of Na- cite two main arguments in support of their
tions seeking customers by shopping around proposal. They point out that the present
the world, they would come directly to the two-lane bridge is overloaded-which 1s true
tables of the U.N. and shop 1n confidence, on summer weekends. They point out that
"trusting everyone because everyone trusts the ·present corridor is the best one for
tramc to and from the Washington area
the U.N.!"
In no time in the world's long history has which constitutes 60 per cent of .the volume.
there ever been a joint effort on the part They also note the relatively low cost of a.
of all nations to come together and trade in parallel bridge.
The arguments for the northem span are
one place.
Nowhere has there ever been a "World of a different sort. A bridge from Baltimore
Trade Center" where nations could come to- County to Kent County would not be a mere
gether without fear or force of arms to trade widening of an existing corridor. It would
create a brand new corridor with all the
and make an honest bargain.
The Common Market would not trade with attendant economic implications. It would
every nation-but through the U.N. as bring about a vast expansion of the economic
''Broker" they would because of the great sphere of Baltimore. The northern Eastern
Shore, much of it now oriented to Philafinancial gain that would accrue to them.
God has given us a great advantage in delphia and Wilmington, would be brought
this day and age that we can put the United Into the Baltimore orbit. The northern
Nations to such a use that for all times we bridge would feed the Baltimore area, not
can deal fairly one with the other at bypass it. If the Sandy Point-Kent Island
corridor is important to Washington, so 1s
''friendly ba.rga1nlng tables."
As "Broker" for the Common Market the the northem corridor potentially important
United Nations would be in its greatest role. to Baltimore.
In summary, we believe that the comIt would mean "peace" and "prosperity"
for the world, for it would become the hero petitive position of the Baltimore area reof the world, ready for all eventualities be- quires a bridge that serves the economy of
cause of a new respect from mankind for Baltimore, and the economy of Baltimore
guaranteeing not only its politfcnl destinies serves most of the State. The General Asbut its financial ones as well.
sembly should pass the northern bridge
bill.

A Northern Bridge: The Logical Step

Down to the Sea-In What?

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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HON. CLARENCE D. LONG

HON. ED REINECKE

011' MARYLAND

OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16. 1967

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Speaker, the
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Speaker,
on January 19, 1967, I introduced H.R. crisis in this Nation's merchant marine
3135 to amend the act of June 16, 1948, continues to draw wide press attention.
to authorize the construction of northern The editorial in Newsday of January 30,
and southern bridges across the Chesa- 1967, is very clear in its analysis of the
Peake Bay in Maryland. The Committee trouble: too many goverp.ment agencies
on Public Works requested reports from involved; too many captains at the helm
the appropriate agencies during the 89th and all steering in different direction.
Congress on an identical bill, and I look
The President failed to make any menforward to early action on the bill during tion of the merchant marine crisis in his
the 90th Congress.
state of the Union address. And lt has
On February 9, 1967, WJZ-TV pre- been a long year since he promised us a.
sented an editorlal entitled: "A Northern new "national maritime policy."
Bridge: The Logical Step." I am
Meanwhile, the merchant marine fleet
Pleased to bring to the attention of my languishes.
COlleagues the cogent arguments preUnder unanimous consent I insert the
sented by WJZ-TV on this matter of im- Newsday editorial at this point in the
Portance to Maryland residents.
RECORD:
The editm1al follows:
DOWN TO THE SEA-IN WHAT?
A

NORTHERN BRIDGE: THE LoGICAL

STEP

The Chesapeake Day bridge issue has been
again by the introduction of two bills
Into the General Assembly. One b111 calls
for the immediate construction of a bridge
frorn Baltimore County to Kent County and
Ptelim1nary studies !or a southern bridge
between Calvert and Dorchester Counties.
The other blll calls for the construction of
a bridge parallel to the present Sandy PointRent Island span. This is the proposal that
\\·ae rejected by the >oters in a referendum
1ar.t fall.
MAP: Northern and Parallel Bridge
aoutes.
'WJZ.-TV opposed the parallel bridge plan
\Vben it wa.s before the General Assembly,
ltnd again in the referendum. The voters
hn,·e made clear their preference for a northt~:~ised
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In three years, the United States will only
have 200 dry cargo ships that are less than
25 years old. Our fleet 1s almost obsolete;

our shipyards can't compete with foreign
yards, and 96 per cent of the strategic materials we import move in foreign ships.
Succinctly, our merchant marine 1s in a
mess.
The situation troubles the President, the
Congress and whole heirarchy o! bureaucrats.
But little action to reverse the trend has
been taken. This, perhaps, 1s because the
problem is an old one and a complex one.
The first congressional attempt to help the
U.S. shipping industry came in 1789 when
customs were reduced on imports carried in
U.S. ahips. The most significant piece of
legislation was the Merchant Marine Act of
1936, which established our desire for a mer-

chant fleet to serve the nation's commerce
and defense. It also set the pattern for the
subsidy program that continues to this day.
But with government aid, there is always
government regulation and administration.
It 1s in this area that confusion reigns. Jurisdictions overlap, lines o! authority are
blurred and responsibility is uncertain. Currently five cabinet level departments, the
Federal Maritime Commission, the Maritime
Admlnistration and a welter of subsidiary
offices and boards ha~e jurisdiction over the
merchant fleet in one way or another. New
ideas and bold lnitiatives have little chance
of moving through this thicket of tangled
authority.
The N.S. Savannah was one such bold innovation. This automated, nuclear-powered
ship was to have set the course for the future
of the U.S. M:ercha.nt Marine, showing that
technology could make the U.S. fleet competitive. But last week it was announced tha.t
the Savannah was being taken out of service.
As an experiment it h&d a $53,000,000 impact
on the U.S. treasury, but its impact on the
problems facing the U.S. Merchant Marine
was small. Our fleet 1s stlliinemcient, almost
obsolete, and dwindling.
The idea of the Savannah was a good one.
Automation is the only way that the U.S.,
with its high wage levels, can hope to become
competitive on the high seas. But ideaa
must be pursued into reality. This one
wasn't. One nuclear ship was launched;
it sailed In lonely splendor for five years,
while the rest of the fieet gathered rust and
subsidies.
OUr competitive position stlll demands automation and the construction of an emdent
fl..eet. But who 1s to set the policy and provide the follow-through that was so clearly
lacking in the Savannah experiment? Many
in Congress believe the task should be given
to the head o! a reorganized Maritime Administration. At present the Maritime Administration 1s part of the Department of
Commerce, and its head reports to the secretary of commerce. In addition, many functions that could logically be included in the
purview of the Maritime Administration, are
the responsibility of other cabinet-level departments. In the last session of the Congress, 11 bills were introduced to make the
Maritime Administration an independent
agency whose head would report directly to
the President. The new agency, in addition,
would take over responsib111ty for many of
the functions now performed by other
departments.
There was no action on these bills during
the 89th Congress. But the 9oth Congress
is to consider similar measures. A new,
independent Maritime Administration, with
expanded r~pons1billt1es, 1s an excellent
idea. The Congress should act to create this
new agency.
It would help eliminate one of the merchant marine's most pressing problems, t.oo
many captains In Washington.

Why Should Man Go to the Moon?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OUN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 13, 1967

Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
in the February 10 issue of Time an
essay on the meaning of our national
space effort was published. This re\iew is a searching analysis of the need
of a. technology-based nation to seek its
future in those areas of major challenge.
In the light of the large cost and the
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recent tragic death of the three Apollo
astronauts, this article places in prospective the reasons for continuing an aggressive and successful national space
program. I commend this article to
your reading:
WHY SHOULD MAN Go TO THE MooN?
For President John F. Kennedy, the U.S.
reach for the moon was nothing less than
"the most hazardous and dangerous and
greatest adventure on which man has ever
embarked." Last week, with the tragedy at
Cape Kennedy's Pad 34, the nation realized
for the first time, in astronautic and human
terms, just how hazardous the lunar adventure can be. Old arguments that questioned
the whole concept of the Apollo mission
seemed to take on new pertinence. Critics
were once again asking: Is it worth the
cost-in lives, in resources, in money?
L
By any reckoning, the cost is already extremely high: since 1961, $23 billlon has
been expended on the man-in-space project
alone, which amounts to 65-70% of the entire U.S. space budget. The National Aeronautics and Spa~e Administration (NASA)
. presently involves 400,000 workers, including
60,000 scientists and engineers. From the
Cape's launching pads to Australian tracking
stations, $3.6 billions worth of installations
are spotted around the globe.
~ As missions grow more ambitious and more
complex, the price tag will rise. And so, inevitably, will the cost in human life. Oris' som, White and Chaffee will certainly not
prove to be the last casualties. But the
astronauts themselves have always been
among the first to argue that though the
risks are high, the value of space conquest
is incalculably greater. The possibilities and
rewards that await for man on the infinite
frontiers of space are limited only by the
human imagination.
Still, the questions persist. There are
those who deride the reach for the moon as
a mere race with the Russians for national
prestige. But the competition has shifted 1n
emphasis in the 5 ~ years since the Apollo
program began. At the start, speed was allimportant. The Russians were already boasting to wavering nations that their space
firsts demonstrated the superiority o! the
Communist way of life. And there was little
doubt of the impact of their argument.
Everywhere, everyone capable of understanding the significance of the Russian achievement recognized the impressive technological,
industrial and scientific skills that lay behind
it. Intuitively, people sensed the national
purpose that produced the Russian program.
Physicist Edward Teller used a sure, fundwinning tactic when he test1fted before a
Senate committee in favor of the Apollo
project. ''What do you expect to find on the
moon?" he was asked. His answer: "The
Russians."
The catch-up effort soon became competition on more or less even terms. Diplomats
from neutral nations claim that it will not
matter much to them which country gets
there first, since the other will probably be
close behind. But of course it will matterthough not militarily. The moon, once
thought of as invincible "high ground" from
which to launch an attack on an earthly
enemy, now seems beyond consideration as a
rocket base. Any lunar-launched missile
would take far longer (16 hours) to reach its
target than its earth-based counterpart. It
would be harder to guide, easier to detect,
and simpler to destroy. Which is one big
reason behind Russia's willingness to sign
an outer-space treaty, renouncing territorial
rights or bases on the moon.
SPACE & SLUMS

It no military issue 1s at stake, then why

not cooperate with the Russians 1n space,
avoiding expensive duplication of effort?
:Many America.ns would probably favor this-ln the highly unlikely event that the Rus-

slans ever agreed. But the duplication involved in competition 1s not all wasted. "In
the past," says A. Edward Tyler, author of
The Space Around Us, "war has been the
great competition. It has made heroes out
of individuals and even out of whole nations.
Certainly the race for space is a better competition than war." In other words, the race
may well become William James' "moral
equivalent of war." Quite apart from such
hopes, "the U.S. has no choice," says France's
Fernand Vlnsonneau, secretary general of
Eurospace, a group of companies joined to
promote space research. "If you give up this
race, you simply resign your place a.s the
world's leading technologists."
There are men of good will who remain
unconvinced. Moon money, they say, would
be far better spent on earth-in the war
against poverty, for example, or in much
needed medical research.
Dr. Warren
Weaver, former president of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science,
has calculated that the probable cost of the
lunar project could provide, among othe;
things, 10% annual salary raises for ten
years to every teacher in the country, a $10·
million grant to each of 200 small U.S. colleges, the endowment of universities in more
than 50 new nations. New York's Mayor
John Lindsay pleaded for more money for
U.S. cities by saying: "I would not want the
U.S. to be described by future generations as
a society that st<>od amidst the filth, the oppression and the violence of its slums and
shot rockets to the moon." Even Vice President Humphrey, himself a strong promoter
of the Apollo program, has worried lest "we
go down in history as a people who could
send a man to the moon and five Coke vending machines along with him, but could not
put man on his feet right here on earth."
To HLstorian Arthur Schlesinger Jr., such
arguments are anything but new. He can
imagine similar criticism in Spain in the
1490s: "Why in hell are Ferdinand and Isabella giving all that money to that madman
Columbus when they could build a good
nunnery or a hostel or something?" The
present answer to that question is a matter
of hard political reality-which 1s another
way o! saying, national will. Space has
seized the nation's imagination; other causes
so far, have not. Dollars not saved in space
would not automatically be allocated to poverty, or cities, or air-pollution control.
POVERTY AND JEALOUSIES

Besides, every dollar spent on the lunar
program is spent on earth, not on the moon.
The money goes into buildings, employee
payrolls, training programs. It has become
a vital part of the national economy. No
project in years has contributed so heavily to
so many areas of the country. By its very
expenditures, the space effort has effectively
helped to reduce poverty.
Faced with the suggestion that their work
1s far too costly, spacemen are quick to point
out that in any event, lunar funds are only
a small portion of the national budget; they
are not taken out of money meant for medical research or antipoverty drives. The truth
1s that, for all the intricate problems that
must be met before man gets to the moon,
planning the trip is far easier than organizing to fight poverty. For space, scientists
can draw up a logical program; they have
clear goals, few variants. It 1s lack of technique, not lack of money, that 1s stalling the
Great Society.
And if the space program has contributed
mightily to the U.S. economy, it has done
even more for U .8. technology. Abruptly and
dramatically, it galvanized U.S. science and
engineering in a mob111zation of manpower
and brains unparalleled even by the Manhattan Project of World Wa.r ll. , The U.S.
space effort is the pacesetter of our total
technological advance. As such it 1s worth
the $7 billion it will cost this year. Says
Senator !.like Monroney: "Starving technol-
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ogy mortgages the future of our society.

Twenty years ago, Britain picked immediate
social goals over technological progress. Today it is paying the price, lacking the production base to support either social or techn1cal progress."
Within the scientific community itself, few
dispute the imperative to explore space. But
there are some scientists who are frankly
jealous of the money that space commands.
Nuclear Physicist Ralph Lapp contrasts the
$1.3 blllion NASA has spent on lunar and
planetary science with the modest $76 million the National Science Foundation has to
distribute among 5,000 scientists 1n such
fields of astronomy, earth science, oceanography and physics. He · quotes one geophysi- cist: "Sheer lunacy! We are spending more
on Mars than we are on studying the earth."
Columbia's Professor I. I. Rabi, a Noble prizewinning physicist who is in favor of the moon
program, points out that Congress recently
made a sharp cut in appil"opriations for a
new nuclear accelerator and for the coomotron at Brookhaven. ' But it refused to slice
into space allocations. "Disgraceful," says
RabL
CURIOUS CmCUMSTANCE

What bothers most such critics is the cost
of making spaceships and space travel suitable for man. Unmanned probes, so the
argument runs, would learn far more at
much lower expense. Says Caltech's AstrophysiCist Jesse Greenstein: "The mannedspace program 1s mainly engineering, concerned with keeping people alive in curious
circumstances. This does not advance
science very much." Men who feel the same
way have insisted for years that mannedspace probes cost literally 100 times as much
as unmanned, and are not worth it. Says
Britain's eminent Astronomer Fred Hoyle:
"What has been accomplished 1s not worth
a thousandth part o! what has been spent."
But the spacemen themselves file a strong
demurrer. To them, the commitment of
man to the moon 1s essential. Says Chris
Kraft, director of NASA Flight Oeprations:
"After the canned man s.nd the monkey
ft1ghts, we found tha.t by adding a. man,
you've added a tremendous tool. We now
have man in the loop--and that's made the
difference." Without a. man on board a.
spacecraft, there 1s no judgment aloft, no
freedom of choice, no chance to take advantage of unforseen opportunities, less
chance than ever of getting past unforseen
trouble. Ran~r·s pictures of the moon.
spectacular though they were, contain onlY'
500,000 "bits" of information; the human
eye with one glance takes in 100 milllon
"bits." In short, however intricately engineered, no instrument, no computer can
quite replace man. As one ·scientist observed. "You can study a girl's measurements, but it will never be a substitute tor
putting your arm around her."
Getting man into orbit has already repaid
the effort many times. The monitoring devices needed to keep track of astronauts'
physical condition have now been adapted
for U.S. hoopitals, enabling a single nurse
to keep track of the conditions of manY
patients perhaps half a mile of corridor away.
Today, as a result of space advances, cardiac
patients may wear internally implanted
electronic pacemakers. Doctors are talking
confidently of birth control without pills or
intrauterine devices as they experiment
with a space-perfected system !or monitor-.
ing bodily temperature. Refined by aero·
space engineers, lasers are finding more and
more uses 1n surgery. Indeed, a whole neW
breed of medical men has emerged-the biOmedical engineer, whose bag contains neither
pills nor stethoocope, but electronic black
boxes. With his help, aer<tSpace contractors
are turning out a remarkable array of pros·
thetic devices and diagnostic equipment.
And medicine is only the beginning.
Heat-resistant shields, developed. to protect
spacecraft plunging back into the earth'S
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atmosphere, have led to the production of
Pyroceram ctl.shee tha.t can go from the
housewUe's freezer to oven without cracking.
The increasing complexity ot astronavigation has fostered the development of swUter
and smaller computers that find no end o!
applications on earth. The fuel cell used to
supply electric power for Gemini spacecraft
1s being developed for commercial use, and its
production of electricity from oxygen and
hydrogen without burning hydrocarbons
ma.y be one answer to the smog problem that
is increasing a.ll over the world. Some scientists are e.lready speculating about giant
orbiting mirrors to light up a. battlefield in
Viet Nam or melt icebergs, free ice-locked
harbors and shift storms from their natural
CO'Ul'6e6. Weather control, to hear them tell
it, 1s almost at hand.
Today it cost about $1,000 a pound to send
a payload into space; in ten years, the price
1s expected to drop to $1 a pound. And
..,hen that times comes, engineers should be
ready with preprogra.mmed manufacturing
processes that will require the vacuum and
weightlessness of space. Jolnlng some of the
newer, tougher metals, for example, Ia a
dev111shly dlftlcult problem on earth. In
orbit, outside any a.rt11lcia.l atmosphere, some
of them need only be touched together to
make a perfect weld.
·
Even more important than such engineering fallout a.re some of the almost certain
scientific gains. One astronomer with a telescope on the moon, free from the waveririg
earthly haze, should be able to learn more
about the universe in one year than his
colleagues have learned in &11 the previous
history o! astronomy. Clooe-up lunar examination should help to answer basic questions &bout the origins of galaxies a.nd the
J)0881bllity ' of life elsewhere in the solar
system.
By the enormous effort of mobilizing for
an immensely complicated task in a relatively short period, the moon program has
also pointed the way to valuable improvementa in the new ''multidisciplinary approach" to problem solving. Biologists learn
to work with physicists, chemist with mathematicians, astronomers with geologists.
The approach 1s now being applied to many
of the longstanding problems or society: the
population explosion, crtme, transportation,
nutrition and health, communications.
Studying the problem of maintalning an
astronaut in space has forced earthbound
scientists to realize that the earth too is a
clooed system: the pollution or its air and
its streams la the same problem that the
astronaut's closed capsule presents in
llllniature.

a flight to the moon an end in itself; the
moon is no more than a way station on a
route that scientists have only begun to map.
And there is no doubt that man la going to
make the trip some day. Many moon enthusiasts a.rgue that for the U.S. not to ree.ch
for the moon would leave &11 Americans like
a tribe that a.lways stays in its valley and
never crosses the mountain.
Says Princeton's Professor John Wheeler:
"Space is the modern equivalent of the
American frontier. If we didn't go to the
moon, we would be lesser people. I have a
feeling that instead of doing more on domestic programs, we would do less." Even Dr.
James Killian Jr., now Chairman of the Corporation, M.I.T., who publicly questioned
the commitment of so much manpower to
the moon project three years ago, today concedes: "Space exploration is one of man's
great adventures, and the U.S. must participate with brilliance and boldness."
The moon is a challenge that the U.S. has
already taken, a mtlestone that U.S. astronauts are already looking beyond. For the
Apollo program is only a small part of the
space effort. The real object 1s for the U.S.
to develop the capabtllty of voyaging confidently to the llmtts of man's imagination
and ingenuity. The value of such voyages
will always be unpredictable. But the history of the human race, said famed Norwegian Explorer Fridtjof Nansen, "is a continual struggle from darkness toward light.
It is therefore to no purpose to discuss the
uses Of knowledge; man wants to know, and
when he ceases to do so, he is no longer
man."

Honor, Duty, Country
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN D. DINGELL
OJ' MICWGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, pursuant to permission granted I insert into

the Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD a splendid editorial by the distinguished editor and publisher of the
Dearborn, Mich., Press, a fine newspaper
serving the people of the 16th Congressional District of Michigan, in tribute to
Lt. Col. Edward White, and his fellow
OUT 0
THJ: VALLEY
astronauts, Lt. Comdr. Roger Chaffee,
In sum, there should be little serious doubt and Lt. Col. Virgil Grissom.
that the space effort has proved its worth
This fine tribute to three great Amerimany times over. Three months from now,
the American .Astronautical Society wtll meet cans who served their country so well
1n Dallas to ctl.scuss the commerctal utiliza- and with such distinction properly will
tion of space, from television, navigation aids serve as an insp1ra tion to all Americans,
anct weather satellites to tourism. Tourism? and as a highly appropriate memorial
'Well. Barron IDlton, president of the Hilton to the courage, dedication, and patriotHotels . Corp., wtll speak on the "Hilton ism of these splendid men.
Orbiter Hotel."
The editorial follows:
Th&t may be a Joke for some decades to
come, but other projects are not. Next fall,
- a special U.N. space meeting will be held in
Vienna to discuss the advantages to be de· rtved from the U.S.'s and Russia's orbiting
Weather and communications satellites, and
to consider the greater participation of other
nattons in space. To utlllze the "afterApollo" capab111ty or the Saturn rockets, IBM
has already propoeed a series of manned orbiting labs, each of which would be manned
by rotating crews of up to a dozen men.
These could observe weather, chart mineral
deposits. track fish and ocean currents.
Their work, IBM calculates, would save
hbout $100 blllion annually.
The moon itself may not be a particularly
ValuAble piece of real esta~. But neither la

HONOR,

DuTY,

COUNTRY

There are some, I suppooe, to whom the
deaths of our three brave astronauts will
mean very little, just as there a.re many to
whom the tragedy of their passing means
very, very much. Perhaps the latter sentiment was best expressed by & barber in
whose shop I visited when he said, "I feel
the deaths of the astronauts 1s a personal
thing." He said it, that naturalized American. That the deaths of his countrymen
was a personal thing.
It has been a very personal thing for me,
too, and for the thousa.nda who have been
honored to share in the work ot America's
space agency and of the mllltary forces to
which the late astronauts had devoted their
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lives. Most Americans have shared in thia
work in one way or another.
My connection with one of the brave men
who died in the most signtflcant vehicle of
our time was closer than that of many other
residents of our community. I had the honor
of attending the venerable institution from
which Lt. Col. Edward White ll graduated,
and am possessed of the natural splritual
bond that joins men who have been privileged to march in the Long Grey Line of the
United States :r.nutary Academy.
But my connection is even more personal
than that. I was privileged to have as my
roommate MaJ. Gen. Edward White, proud
father of the late astronaut who bore his
name. A quarter of a century later, my son,
Lt. Col. John Dexter Smith was privileged to
share the same quarters with Lt. Col. White
during their period of service at the Academy
that trained them for the variant tasks that
have since confronted them. That period of
service instilled in both of their lives the
Academy code of Honor, Duty, Country.
My son and I met at West Point this week
to pay our respects to Lt. COl. White. We
did not meet there to pay our ftnal respects,
!or the respect we and most Americans have
for our brave astronauts will never be finalized.
It will be inspired every evening when the
sparkle of a star catches- an American eye.
Or everytime a whtsp of wind catches an
American head of hair, whether in the streets
of our own cities or in the lands we are sworn
to protect across the. seas. We will remember
them everytime a sleek silver jet glides
through the air reaching toward the zenith
of flight our astronauts have attained.
We will remember them, with every flutter
of the proud Flag that hovers sllently &bove
countless homes, schools, businesses and institutions throughout American and thoughout the world-the same great Flag those
sterling aviators carried to heights our forefathers never dreamed were attainable. And
we will remember them when their comrades
go thundering above the skies of our bountiful Earth, out and away from the very soU
on which they were reared--out into the
gra.ndeous reaches toward other worlds tn a
firmament which awaits the bravest of the
brave.
We pay our respects, therefore, to Lt.
Comdr. Roger Chaffee, Lt. Col. Virgil Grissom
and Lt. Col. Edward White, now and every
day hereafter.
RoBEKT
FEBRUARY

F.

SMITH.

2, 1967.

John E. Fogarty
SPEECH

or

HON. FERNAND J. STGERMAIN
OJ' BHODJI: ISLAND

IN THE HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, January 18, 1967
Mr. ST GERMAIN. Mr. Speaker, for

the purpose of ga1n1ng a greater lnstght
into the extraordinary personage of our
beloved late colleague, JOHN E. FOGARTY,
I would like to have the following articles
inserted in the REcoRD. They include
memoriams from: His Eminence Richard
Cardinal Cushing, who worked closely
with JOHN FOGARTY rendering assistance
to retarded children or ''exceptional children, as the good cardinal refers to
them; Constance Laliberte, who worked
for Congressman FoGARTY and 1s now associated with the Neighborhood Youth
Corps; Maxwell M. Geffen, publisher of
Medical World News and longtime
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friend of JoHN FoGARTY; Philip H. Ableson, editor of Science; and perhaps most
beautiful of all, a number of statements
given to Mrs. Fogarty by the children of
St. Philip's School in Greenville, R.I.,
which was JoHN FOGARTY'S parish:
STATEMENT BY HIS EMINENCE RICHARD CARDINAL CUSHING, .ARCHBISHOP OJ' BOSTON,
IN
MEMORIAM: CONGRESSMAN JOHN E.
FOGARTY

Informed by good Father Geddes of a
Requiem Mass to be celebrated Friday evening in memory of the late beloved Congressman John E. Fogarty, I am taking advantage of the occasion to record a few
thoughts pertaining to my relationship with
him and my appreciation of him.
Congressman Fogarty told me years ago
that he was prompted to become interested
1n retarded children after reading a speech
that I had made ln behal! of over five m11llon of these children in the United States.
As his knowledge increased his great heart
was soon attracted. to these children and he
imm~diately began to impress upon the
members of the United States Congress our
responsibllity to help these "Exceptional
Children of God". I call them "Exceptional"
not because they are handsome or brilliant
but because they give us an exceptional
opportunity of showing our love for God by
loving the least of His brethren.
No member of the National House of Representatives in modern times did more for
these "Exceptional Children" and !or oth- ·
ers, poor and needy, than the dedicated Congressman John Fogarty. Time and again
over the years he would contact me or I
would contact him. Al3 a result of this relationship I do not know of any Congressman who was more devoted to these mentally and physically handicapped children
and other seemingly abandoned and helpless souls.
It is very significant to me that Honorable
John Fogarty died suddenly of a heart attack. For years his heart, which was as big
aa himself, overflowed with love for the poor
and the helpless. When it came to legislation pertaining to the physical and mental
health of the citizens of this country, he was
always ln the forefront advocating in his very
effective way federal aid in behalf of these
and other forgotten souls.
His life, ln my opinion, should be an inspiration to those who find it impossible to
pursue the courses of higher education and
are forced, as a result of lack of finances or
some other cause, to find a living in the
workaday world. His accomplishments, personal and official, are reminders to those in
humble walks of life .that education never
ends and, no matter how lowly may be the
work one does here below, it is always possible to go higher through personal efl'orts,
noble aspirations and love for the poor.
In accordance with the spirit of the Second Vatican Council the Church is known
as "the Servant Church." The Church
1s the Mystical Body of Christ rendering
service to the world. Congressman John
Fogarty was a faithful "servant" of the
"Servant Church~' long before the Second
Vatican Council.
IDs death was sudden and a shock to his
loved ones and all those who knew him, but
we all have the consolation that here was a
Christlike man going about doing good at all
times, especially for those who could not help
themselves.
His charitable soul is now, please God, In
the Mansions of Heaven but his memory will
live forever in the great social legislation
that he sponsored or supported while serving within and without the United States
Congress. We who knew him best and loved
h1m most shall never forget him in our
Masses. prayers and the fruits of our sacrifices. He shall always be an inspiration to

me and others who loved his way of life on
this

earth.

Congressman Fogarty was a man of Goda layman who exempllfied the Ideal layman
of the Servant Church. May he rest in peace
and intercede !or us all before the throne of
God.
RICHARD CARDINAL CuSHING,

Archisbishop of Boston.
FRIEND

OF THE

COMMON

MAN

(By Constance Laliberte)
John E. Fogarty, who rose from bricklayer to one of America's most influential
congressmen, will long be remembered aa a
friend and inspiration to the NYC, especially
by those who have participated in the Rhode
Island Program.
He played an important role ln forming
the national legislation that brought the
NYC into existence. Also, he worked diligently to secure sufficient funds for our state,
thus making it possible for hundreds of teenagers to find employment through the NYC.
Congressman Fogarty can also serve as an
inspiration to all of us. He was a champion
for the cause of more beneficial health legislation. He was concerned about the common
man and his problems. Countless people
received help directly from him.
Congressman Fogarty earned every honor
that was bestowed on him. He was one of
our country's most prominent citizens, but
he had to work his way up !rom humble
beginnings. Perhaps this is why he took
such an interest in the common man-he
understood the problems of ordinary people.
Let us hope that the great work he began
will be carried on in order to benefit future
generations.
•
Just as the 90th Congress convened its
first session on January 10, l learned that
one of its most colorful and vital figures had
passed away in his ofllce across the street
from the Capitol. John E. Fogarty, "union
bricklayer,", as he liked to call himself, was,
as most everyone else described him, "Mr.
Public Health." Though he represented the
second district of Rhode Island in the smallest state of the Union for 26 years, he played
a major role in the health progress of the
entire nation as chairman of the House Appropriations . Committee's powerful Subcommittee on Labor-HEW, which initiates all
health appropriations legislation.
In 1946, the year before Congressman Fogarty joined the subcommittee, the National
Institutes of Health spent only $3.5 million.
For fiscal 1967, Nlli was voted a budget of
$1.5 billion. When he became chairman of
the subcommittee in 1949, the total HEW
budget was approld,mately $1 billion. But
the final HEW budget voted !or fiscal 1967,
for which he was largely responsible, is $9.8
billion. And every dollar in that budget had
to pass the zealous scrutiny of John Fogarty.
I could fill many pages with tales about
this fabulous character. For years, we had
the habit of spending an afternoon in New
York (following the Lasker Award luncheon), reminiscing about our respective interests in the health field. The first time
we met we were alone. The following year,
two or three people joined our little coffee
klatch. At our last get-together only a few
weeks ago, after a meeting the Congressman
had addressed in Washington, we were surrounded by a dozen distinguished representatives of gover~ent, medicine, and the
pharmaceutical industry.
All of us were happy to bask in the sunshine of his quiet, self-effacing, ofl'-the-cufl'
attitude. And all of us will miss him-one
of Washington's truly irreplaceable men.
He declined the opportunity to become
Senator from Rhode Island because he felt,
as he stated in a recent MWN cover story,
that he "could do more by staying on in the
House as chairman of my committee-more
!or the people of my state and the country
and perhaps the world."
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John Fogarty, you helped mill1ons to
achieve better health, you saved countless
lives, and you died too soon.
M. M. GEFFEN.
JOHN EDWARD FOGARTY

When John Fogarty entered Congress in
1941, at the age of 27, his background included a high school education and 10 years
as a bricklayer and union official. At his
death, on 10 January, he was highly respected for his knowledge 9f many aspects of
public health and his effectiveness in fostering medical research. He had received more
than 100 awards, including many honorary
degrees.
Representative Fogarty began service on
the Labor and Federal Security Agency Subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee in 1947 and became subcommittee
chairman in 1949. In the first year of his
service on the subcommittee, the total budget of the National Institutes of Health was
about $3 mi111on. In the current year the
NIH budget approximates *1.4: billion. Accomplishing this great expansion was not
easy. Traditionally the Appropriations Committee seeks to hold down expenditures.
Often Fogarty placed his career in jeopardy
by clashing with the committee chairman,
then Clarence Cannon.
Fogarty never wavered in his belle! in the
value of medical research, and he fostered
its expansion with single-minded zeal. His
resources included great energy and unusual
political sagacity. Reports of the hearings
of his subcommittee reveal a master craftsman at work patiently building an extraordinarily good case for expanded support of
medical research. In his efforts Fogarty had
an effective partner in Senator Lister Hill.
On occasions when House leadership succeeded in thwarting Fogarty, Senator IDll
obtained support for increased appropriations in the Senate. Other important allies
were James Shannon (director of NIH), MarY
Lasker, and the medical research community.
Possessing a. combination of charm, brainS.
energy, and money, Mrs. Lasker has had
access to all recent Presidents and can mobilize important support for medical research. From the medical community Fogarty could depend on lmch well-known expert witnesses as Paul Dudley White, Karl
Menninger, Sidney Farber, and Michael De
Bakey.
Fogarty built sklll!ully and well. He understood the vital relationship between the
support of fundamental science and practical objectives. He built !or permanence.
His methodical care year after year won tor
him and the programs he fostered broad
support in Congress. The Congressional Record for 19 January 1967 provides an indication of the respect he enjoyed. Tributes to
h1m by more than 100 of his colleagues are
recorded there. Many of the words of praise
are devoted to the enduring value of his efforts in expanding medical research.
There is considerable sentiment in Congress to implement an idea that Fogo.rty advanced in September 1963:
"I should like to see a plan to bring into
being at Bethesda a great international center for research in biology and medicine dedicated to international cooperation and collaboration in the interests of the health of
mankind as so boldly envisaged by the
President. This center would encompass
conference facilities, laboratory and studY
space, and living quarters to permit the assembly for discussion, study, and research of
the outstanding health scientists of the
world. I visualize this center associated with
the great facilities of the National Institutes
of Health and the National Library of Medicine as representing the visible and tangible
embodiment of this Nation's devotion to the
use of science for peaceful purposes and the
good of mankind."
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Congressman Laird (~Wis.), on 18 January 1967, spoke for many Congressmen(and scientists) when he stated, "I can think
of no more fitting and lasting tribute to this
great humanitarian than the establishment
by this Congress of such a center-the John
E. Fogarty International Center for Advanced
Study in the Health Sciences. Not only will
such an institution be a living embodiment
of the spirit and aspirations of John Fogarty,
but it wlll serve a needed and valuable role
in securing the progress of science in the
cause of the well being of all mankind."
PHILIP H. AliELSON.
As WE REMEMBER OUR CONGRESSMAN,

JOHN E. FOGARTY
(By the children of St. Philip School,
Grades one and two)
GRADE ONE
John E. Fogarty: He fought in World War
ll. He helped poor people. He helped build
homes for poor people. He worked in
Washington. He helped us. He helped
children. He 11 ved in Rhode Island. I will
pray for him.
PETER CooGAN.
John E. Fogarty: John Fogarty 1B big. He
went to church. He worked in Washington. We all loved him. I will pray for
him.
CLAIRE CAVANAGH.
John E. F'ogn.rty: He helped build laboratories. He was a good Congressman. We
love you for helping the poor people. I
hope he is in heaven. I wlll pray !or you.
JAMES POWERS.
John E. Fogarty: He helped sick people.
John E. Fogarty was a big ma.n. He helped
the schools. He did good for the people. He
helped our State.
LoRI LABADIE.
John E. Fogarty: I loved him. He was an
lmporta.nt man. He helped build places.
We pray !or him.
CATHERINE SIEDZIK.
John E. Fogarty: He was an Imaortant
tnan.. He helped build houses for the poor
People. He helped the poor people 1n
ll.hode Island. He was a nice man. I will
Pray for him.
WILLIAM WALKER.
John E. Fogarty: He helped the poor people. He worked in Washington. He was nice
to others. He built schools. I loved him.
MICHAEL CORRAO.
John E. Fogarty: He liked to help peopie.
lie helped to build schools. He helped poor
People. He was nice to others. He loved us.
l hope God "Will help him. I wlll pray for

him.

SUZANNE CULLEN.
John E. Fogarty: He helped build hospitals
and he helped buUd schools. He was a good
llla.n. I loved him. I will pray !or him.
:MADONN4 CAHILL.
John E. Fogarty. He helped the sick. He
'\l:orked for others. He helped build some
•choola. He worked in Washington. He
helped children. I will pray for him.
BARBARA PLACIDO.
John E. Foga.rty: He worked in Washington. I loved him. He helped poor people.
lie helped other people.
.. SUSAN HARRISON.
John E. Fogarty: He was a. big important
lllan. lie helped other people. He built
SChools for R.I. I loved Congressman Fo&a.rty. He was in World War IT. We hope
he went to Heaven. We w111 pray !or him.
KEviN OATES.

John E. Fogarty: He helped the poor. He
was a good man. He loved us. He worked
in Washington.
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up to heaven. He helped the sick people
and he helped the poor people.
LINDA BENCK.

FRANK MANSI.
GRADJ:

John E. Fogarty: John E. Fogarty has died.
am sorry for his wi.fe and family. The
:fla.g is at halt mast. I saw him in the newspaper. He was a good COngressman. I wlll
pray !or him.
DANIEL SMITH.

I

.I

Dear :Mrs. Fogarty: I know you are sad and
everything. But we are sorry and we hate to
hear it. We all love you. And that's how
it goes. We are very very sorry. And that's
how God want tt to be.
LoRI PAOLANTONIO.
Dear Mrs. Fogarty: I know you feel sad
but I do too. I know it 1B your man the
:fia.g is at halt mast because our lawmaker
died three weeks today. I loved him very
much. I know you did too. You loved him
much more then I did. Good-by for now.
SUSAN REALL.
Dear Mrs. Fogarty: I know how you feel
with your family. I know he was a. Congressman and he loved you too. And I loved
him very much. I saw him on T.V. and I
like you too Mrs. Fogarty.
SUZANNE DD.u:Rs.
Congressman Fogarty: Dear B111, Frank.,
Mary, and Charles, I know your uncle was
first a bricklayer. I loved him. He loved
the sick and poor. I see the flag at half
mast. Tba t shows our (con) country 1B sa.d.
John E. Fogarty was a good honest man.
LisA GIBBONS.
John E. Fogarty: John E. Fogarty helped
the sick and poor. We all loved him because
he helped all the people in the world. We
are all sorry that he died. We did not want
him to die.
PAMELA WoJCIECHOWSKI.
Dear Mrs. Fogarty: I will never forget when
John died. I loved him very much. The
fia.g is halt mast. It is sad for us.
CHERYL DIONNE.

your

Dear Mrs. Fogarty: I feel sad tor
husband. I know you and the family feel
very sad. He was a good Congressman. He
helped the sick and the poor. He died for
our country. The flag 1B at half mast.
Love,
MARY LYONS.
Dear Mrs. Fogarty: I feel very sorry for
your husband who died. And I also feel
sad for you and all the famiy. I will remember you in my prayers. I see the :fiag a.t
halt mast so I'll remember you and your
husband.
PATRICIA MONAHAN.
Dear Mrs. Fogarty: I prayed for your busband dying. He is a Congressman. He
prayed for sick people.
He worked in Washington, D.C. The flag
is at half mast and I am sad for his wife.
He loves the poor.
JOANNE BEAUDRY.
Dear Mrs. Fogarty: I know you and your
family are very sad. J.E.P. was a Congressman. He loved -the sick and poor. The flag
is at half mast because John E. Fogarty died.
Everyone is said becn.use J.E.F. died. He
died for our country.
SHARON CHAKUROFF.

John E. Fogarty died fo:::- our country. He
worked in Washington, D.C. I see the flag
hal! mast every day. I am sad he died.
SANDRA CARBERRY.
John E. Fogarty: Congressman Fogarty was
a lawmaker. He worked all over the world.
He prayed every day because he loved the
sick. He worked in Washington, D.O. We
have the flag halt ma.st at st. Phllip SchooL
PATRICIA WoJCIECHOWSKI.
John E. Fogo.rty: I know you are a lawmaker of U.S.A. and everybody is sad because they see the flag :fiying half way on the
pole and they are sad because (then) they
know that John E. Fogarty died. And I am ·
very sad too for John E. Fogarty. And we
know that he died for our country.
JOHN GILSON.
Dear Mrs. Fogarty: I love cogressman Fogarty, very much. The flag is halt mast for
you. the class prayed for him. He was a
lawmaker in Washington D.C. He died for
the country. He helped the poor and the
sick.
PATRICIA ME:RclEa.
Dear Mi's. Fogarty: The 1lag is still at half
maBt at St. Phllip SchooL We are sad. All
grades are sad. I love you very much I am
very sorry that your husband died. Everyone must be sorry too. Love,
DEBORAH McVEY.
John E. Fogarty: John E. Fogarty, the
Congressman who worked in Washington,
D.C. He loved the poor. He died three
weeks ago. Since then the 1lag was half
mast. He was a lawmaker for the U.S.A.
1\iARD: PICARD.
Dear Mrs. Fogarty, I know you !eel sad.
He worked in Washington D.C. as I know.
We talk about him in school. He helped the
sick and the poor.
TRACY LAvon.
Our Congressman John E. Fogarty was a
fine ma.n. He died three weeks ago. The
:fiag is at halt mast. He wa.s a lawmaker.
He worked in Washington, D.O. I feel sorry
for his wife and all the family. How sad I
felt when he died.
LINDA SACHUK.
·"Doctor John": I wish John E. Fogarty
did not die because he was a lawmaker. My
family knows John E. Fogarty. When he
died they put the flag at hal! mast.
RAYMOND OLIVER.
John E. Fogarty I saw John E. Fogarty in
the newspaper. John E. Fogarty was a Congressman. We worked for Rhode Island.
H1B wi!e is sad. He loved the sick and poor.
When someone like J.E.F. dies the flag 1a
half mast.
PHILIP 0CTEAU.

John E. Fogarty: John E. Fogarty was a
nice man. He helped the sick and the poor
people for health of our country. John E.
Fogarty helped the people in Washington,
D.C. John E. Fogarty was a Congressman
or the United States of America.
RoBERT <?ULLEN.

Dear !~.Irs. Fogarty: I'll remember your
husband in my prayers. The flag 1B at hal!
ma.st. I am sorry be had to die now. He
was a lawmaker for U.S.A. I am very, very
sad. All Rhode Island is very sad, too.
PRISCILLA MURPHY,

Dear :Mrs. Fogarty: I hope you pray for
him. I hope you pray for him all the time.
I hope your husband, John E. Fogarty, goes

Mr. Fogarty: John E. Fogarty was a grand
person. He worked hard and helped the
sick. He also did a lot or good for the re-
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tarded children. He was everyone's friend
and I will miss him a lot. He made hJs
record true.
KAREN DRISCOLL.
GRADE 3

Congressman Fogarty: John E. Fogarty
was a great man. He always helped the poor,
the sick, and he collected money to bulld
homes for the children that had no brains.
Besides helping the poor he was a holy man.
He went to church every Sunday. He never
missed Mass.
He served hJs country well. John Fogarty
was in World War Two. When Congressman
Fogarty died many people felt sad. He know
there lB no other man like him. John Fogarty
died by heart attack. He died a happy life.
He loved God. May he rest in peace.

F-His faithfulness towards the retarded.
0-His obedience to Ood a.nd hia country.
G-His gratefulness towards Rhode Island.
A-Assisting the aged.
R-IDs religious Ufe.
T-He tried the best he could.
Y-His interest in youth.
JUDITU liARRISON.

F-Fogarty's name will never be forgotten.
o-often he helped the sick.
G-Great Congressman Fogarty had a wonderful.wa.y with people.
A-Always working for health, education,
and welfare.
&-Representing this great little state.
T-Thoughtful and kind his whole li!e
through.
Y-Yes-this man was truly a. Christian.
THOMAS PELOQUIN.

PETER DAVEY.

John E. Fogarty: John Fogarty was a good
man. John went to church every Sunday.
He served our country in World War n. He
made new laws. John's best hobby was raising money for new hospitals. He always
helped the poor. We lost a great man. We
need more men like John. Good bye John.
Oh Lord let him lay in peace.
THOMAS RAIMONDO.

John E. Fogarty: John E. Fogarty was a
wonderfUl man. Besides being a wonderful
man, he was a wonderful catholic. He was
always inter~ted in retarded chlldren, and
poor children. When our beloved Congressman died, the flag was set at hal! mast. That
remlndes us about our beloved Congressman.
I hope he wlll rest in peace.
JANE CAVANAGH.

CHl!:RYL PLACIDO.
GRADE 4

John E. Fogarty

J---John E. Fogarty was a wonderful person.
Q-Ohl how he helped our country.
H-He helped everyone he could.
N-No one disliked him.
E.-Everyone owes a debt to him.
F-Friends, he had many of them.
Q-Oh I how we all love him.
G-Ood bless him now and forever.
A-A special prayer for him.
&-Remember him I wlll always.
T-To h1m I am thankful for help.
Y-Young and old we all will remember him
always.
SUZANNE PAYE"ITE.

Fogarty

F-Is !or his friendship with other men.
~Is for how obedient he was.
G-Is for the good he did.
A-Is for all his work v.ith the retarded.
R-Is.for us to remember him.
T-Is for being true to everyone.
Y-Is for all those years he put into his
work.
John E. Fogarty did a lot for our state, and
our country. It's sad we lost him, but rm
sure he has a happy home in heaven with
God!

G--Goodness

A-Advancement
&-Religious
T-Truthfulness
Y-Youth
Congressman Fogarty was a .very intelligent, kind, willing man. He wanted to
get people to help him pay for the doctor and
medicine bills for the poor people who
couldn't afford to pay. He always had a
friendly smile for all men, women and chlldren. He did just what God wanted all
men to do to think of his neighbor. People will never forget what a good and wonderful man he was. God must surely have
taken him into heaven.
Congressman Fogarty: Congressman Fogarty was my Uncle. He went to Congress
when he was twenty-seven years old. He
served there twenty-six years. He was
fourteenth in seniority out of four hundred
thirty-five Congressmen. He served under
four different Presidents and was a close
personal friend of President Kennedy. He
was proud of hlB Irtsh background and to
symbolize it he wore a green bow tie which
later became his trademark. He was known
1n Rhode Island as everybody's Congressman and in the country as Mr. Public Health.
MARTHA FOGARTY.

John E. Fogarty: My uncle was John E.
Fogarty. He served in Congress !or twentysix years. He died a few hours before he
was to be sworn into the ninetieth Congress.
I knew him very well. He was my Godfather.
He used to take my cousins and me for jeep
rides on Sundays. We had fun with him.
Sometimes he threw footballs to us. We saw
him on Sundays and had a lot of fun I
RAYMOND FOGARTY.

There was a. great man. His name was
John E. Fogarty. He loved everything and
everyone. John E. Fogarty helped the people
that had something wrong with their mind.
He made the world strong and then God
took John E. Fogarty to Him. John E. Pogarty was a great loss to the world and us.
It was sad seeing him lowered into hJs grave.
He made our world strong and healthy. Now
he is dead but we must keep our world
strong the same way as he did. He started
it and we must try to keep tt that way
forever.
JosEPH OATF.S.

KAREN Gn.L.
JOHN

John E. Fogarty

J-He brought joy to people.
~His outstanding deeds.
H-His honesty, charity, care.
N-His nobleness of heart.
E.-El"erlasttngly faithfulness towards his
program.

called by God. He was a great man as well
as atmple ma.n. Others always came first
with John and he did something about it.
Be showed this in hJs love and the help he
gave to the retarded children. One man I
admire and would like to grow up like, would
be John Fogarty.
RICHARD SIEDZIK .

GRADE 5

Congressman Fogarty: Congressman Fogarty was a great man. He was loyal to his
country. He wanted to help in any way he
could. He was always willing to help the
retarded children. It was a great shock to
hear the awful news about Congressman Fogarty's death. He was a great 1068 to our
country.
1\.!ARGARET O'NEILL.

Fogarty

F-Fai thfulne.ss
O-Opportunity

DEBBIE GIBBONS.

John E. Fogarty: John E. Fogarty was very
good to the poor, the sick and the old. He
was good to children too. John was a man of
God. He went to church on Sundays and on
Holy days.
Congressman Fogarty fought for our country in World War n.
Dear Ood bless him and bring h1m to
Heaven with You.

Our country, as well as hlB family, faced

a great loss when Congressman Fogarty was

E.

FOGARTY

"John E."
J-is for justice
~is for our Congresfiillan
H-is for honest
N-is for nice
E-ls for enger
HF.I.F.N BANSPACH.

John Fogarty: He died at the age of fiftythree,
He was very close to you and me,
If you ask me who was he,
I'd simply answer Fogarty.
MARJORIE SMITH.

A GaEAT MAN

Congressman Fogarty, yes, I know,
He was the best Congressman you could ever
know,
He helped colored people to flourish and
progress,
And always showed up at his congress,
He was always ready to help the poor,
And he never was a real bore,
He talked a lot to help the city,
He died too soon and it was a. pity,
Now I hope you will remember him,
And please don't walk o1f to the gym.
Remember him in prayer and thought,
A spiritual bouquet you should have bought.
RoBERT LYONS.

Congressman John Fogarty: Congressman
Fogarty was my Uncle. He Didn't seem like
a Oongressma.n. He just seemed like my
other Uncles. On Sundays he would take u.s
on jeep rides in the woods. One day mY
brother Charles and my Uncle were going on
a jeep ride in the fields. When they hit a
bump and my brother fell o1f. Another daY
when I was not on the jeep my Uncle went
over a brush pUe and could not get off.
Then the jeep started on fire. Other sundays he would play foot.ball with m. we
had good tim&~ with my Uncle. I know we
will remember him in our prayers. I hope
he has a seat next to God
PAUL FOGARTY.

Mr. John E. Fogarty: John Fogn.rty was a
great man, He had such a wonderful pian;
To try to help the poor a.nd the needy, Thla
gree.t man was never greedy. To a.id the aged
a.nd the Uls, Was hlB unselfi.sh aJm and wtU.
"Mr. Public Health" was hJs name, Th1s wa.4
his claim to world wide fame.
MARCIA BRADBURY .
GRADE 8

J-is !or justice that he loved
0-18 for outstan~ Congressman
H-is for the honors he received.
N-ls for the navy in which he served
E-is for excellence with which he did everYthing

F-is for the fa.ith he had in others
~18 for outsta.ndlng statesman that he waa
G-is for the good deeds he did
A-is for America, the country he loved
R-is for respect that he received
T-is for trustworthy-that's what he was
Y -18 for the youth centers that he ~
llshed
THOMAS srroaT.
John E. Fogarty WM:
Just
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Open-minded
Humble
Nice
Fair

Obliging
Grateful
Active
Reasonable
Truthful
Youthful
STEVEN AVERILL.

John E. Fogarty: Th1s great humble man,
John E. Fogarty, "Everybody's Congressman,"
went down the path of ll!e doing good for
everyone he met. He served in Congress for
twenty-six years, trying hard not to accept
a pa.t on the back or congratulations. In
those years he truly lived. up to the title, "A
Ma.n of the People." Oongressman Fogarty
will remain in the minds and hearts of everyone for many years to oome.
PAULA CAVANAGH.

''Everybody's Congressm.an": On January
10, 1967 Congressman John E. Fogarty left
his beloved country, friends, and relatives.
But deep in our hearts nothing can erase the
memories of this humble congressman. To
everyone he was a great loos, to those who
knew him personally, and even to those who
never met him. Most people wll1 remember
him for his outstanding work with the mentally retarded..
He took mudh time and effort to aid, the
retarded by making their lives easier to endure. In our hearts for the rest of our lives
will linger the memories of John E. Fogarty
known to all as "Everybody's Congressman"

Congressman John E. Fogarty (19131967) : Tuesday, January 10, was a very
mournful day for all Americans. It was sorrowful because it was the day our beloved
Congressman John E. Fogarty passed away
in Washington, D.C. Congressman Fogarty
was liked by all people, not only for his untiring work 1:1. the field of mental health, but
also for his marvelous personality, and Irish
sense of humor.
John Fogarty did many outstanding deeds
for the unfortunate people of our State,
among these were having laws passed
through our legislature. Because of his
many kind deeds, Rhode Island has named
one of its health centers in honor of him.
I'm sure Congressman Fogarty will be remembered through Rhode Island history as
a truly great man.
Congressman Fogarty, a member of Congress for the past 27 years was, I'm sure, very
popular among the other Representatives of
our country. He was a close associate to
the President of the United States, and even
known across seas for his many deeds.
Truly John Fogarty was a man who would
have never been beaten for the seat 1n the
House, and the sure fact of him being in
Congress for 27 years is proof enough of him
being known as everyone's Congressman.
ROBERT HARRISON.

Congressman John Fogarty: On Tuesday
January 10, 1967, a great tragedy hit the
nation. It was on this day we in Greenville lost a dear friend and neighbor, but
the nation lost a great statesman Congressman John E. Fogarty. Congressman Fogarty
labored long and hard for the good of huMARTHA HARRISON.
manlty, his help for the retarded children
shows this. Although he held a high office, he still remained humble. Because of
GRADE '1
John E. Fogarty: In the life of a young- his great efforts, the fields of medicine and
education
have been greatly advanced.
ster, many things happen, some mental
and petty, but others meaningful and im- Surely it will be diffi.cult to find another to
portant . . . In the Declaration of Inde- - replace Congressman John E. Fogarty.
CAROLYN VACqA.
Pendence it says that all men are created
equal. Behind this, I believe, lies a proCongressman John E. Fogarty: John E.
mise, a promise that has been fulfilled many
times, by many people-A few weeks ago, a Fogarty was born in Providence in 1913.
Elected
for the first time in 1940, he served
person fulfilled this promise once againBefore a cold gray gravestone a person knelt. Rhode Island and our nation for twentyWhen he arose, he said, "Well, too bad he six years. During this time he accomplished
died, he certainly was a nice guy." He more good on earth than anyone I know. He
Walked away, and that was that. An en- stood out as a great man not only because of
counter with nobody, actually. I don't his title but also because of his tremendous
know why it has to be this way, but that's humility. Awards and merits had their
the way it 18. The man should not of been place in his life but his great concern for
there, really, because he was praying at the those not as fortunate as he came first and
graveside of a man who had wanted to talk foremost. A familiar sight around Greenand listen to everybody. The name on the ville and Washington was John Fogarty weargravestone-John E. Fogarty. With a big ing his famous green bow tie.
Surely, such a great and holy man 1s a
Irish grin on his face, nearly every day he'd
board a plane, a massive sliver plane which saint in heaven today.
THERESA GmBoNs.
Would fiy up to the sky and back again.
That was, in short, John Fogarty's ll!e. He
flew to the sky and back again. He majored,
Congressmtm Fogarty (1913-1967): ConI suppose in helping others. He was the gressman John E. Fogarty was a respected
epitome of an Irish-American, but he was man throughout our country. He was very
the representative of all peoples. You can't humble although he really was a great man.
Picture Mr. Fogarty in a white toga and man- He was concerned with the unfortunate peotle, With a halo on his head, but if he 1s in ple in Rhode Island and in the Unlted States.
l:Ieaven. I hope that his work-hewn hands Everyone mourned on January 10, 1967
Will reach down and bless us all.
when the congressman died. Flags were
ANN CONWAY.
fiown at half-mast throughout the country.
His funeral was held at the Cathedral in ProA Well Respected Man: Known to all as a vidence. The Mass was said hy Bishop Mchumble man he served ln politics for over Vinney. Many high officials were present at
twenty ye1,1.rs. As a youth he was a leader his funeral, including Hubert H. Humphrey,
of his society, and untll twenty-seven years the Vice president. Congressman John E.
had passed he had not been anything ex- Fogarty 1s one great congressman whom we,
cept a brick-layer. In my eyes he ls what the people of the United States, will not
You would call an ideal person. IDs life forget.
LINDA ZANGARI.
1Vaa full o! happiness for ln helping the stclt
You always get a satisfied feeling. He was
always saying cheerful words to all as if
Congressman John E. Fogarty, ( 1913his supply of happiness and love of neighbor 1967): John E. Fogarty was truly a respect'WOUld never dlmtnlsh. For the rest of my ed man throughout our country. He helped
life I will never forget John E. Fogarty the the handicapped people 1n R.I. Only thinkl:nost respected man I have ever known.
ing o! our state, he wanted it to be a safe
place to live in. On January 10, 1967 fiags
~CAVANAGH.
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were flown at half mast. His dying on this
day (January 10) was truly a great loss to
not only our state but to our country and
the world.
At h1s funeral, three days later, were
ma~y famous people, the vice president of
the United states, and others including his
wife, daughter, and relatives. His death
brought mourners from all over our country paying honor and tribute to him.
ANN SHORT.

Congressman John E. Fogarty (1913-1967):
Fogarty was born in the town of Harmony
in 1913. He served in politics for twenty-six
years. He was a chairman of the House Appropriations Subcommittee handling health.
education and welfare matters. Fogarty was
a credit to politics. He was loved and respected by everyone ln all walks of life. He
was a just and equal man and lead a life o!
holiness. Fogarty was a great loss to humf!onity. He died on January tenth 1967 a
day that can always be remembered by all
citizens of the home state of Rhode Island.
SHARON CARDARELLI.

Everybodys Congressman: John E. Fogarty,
1913-1967, born in Harmony, R.I., has spent
over half of his life in the service of mankind. It was through th1s service that he
won national fame and honors. But these
meant nothing to him !or he was a humble
man. He wa.s never afra.ld to take advice
from anyone. He strived to help the common man, the crippled., and retarded to a.
better life. It was through this work that
he won the title, "Everybodys Congressman:•
He 1s gone but his memory still remains.
MICHAEL KlEL Y.

John E. Fogarty, 1913-January 10, 1967:
Just-in his work.
Open-in his thought.
Heroic-in his deed.
Noble-in his work.
Eager-to serve his country.
Full-time devotion to others.
Old-.a. time in live he was concerned for.
Gay-approach to problems large or small.
Always..--wilUng to lend a helping hand.
.Rapid-help for those in need.
Truly-a sincere servant.
Yearning-to help less fortunate.
DoNN A HASSELL,

A Tribute to John Fogarty

The man I knew not personally.
But respected all the same.
Who led the charge for all in U.S.A. in the
battle for health education and welfare.
We are deeply shocked by the sudden death
of our lifelong friend.
Hats off to John E. Fogarty a leader we will
never forget.
:MARYANN LECLERC.

John E. Fogarty: John Fogarty served in
Congress !or over twenty-five years. During
that time he ha.s made great donations to
medical centers and many other things. He
was a friend of the people. Mr. Fogarty was
respected throughout the nation. During his
lifetime he received many awards. In WashIngton he would do everything possible to
help the people of Rhode Island in many
ways. He helped the retarded children by
building hospitals. When he died in Washington everyone was shocked. He was one of
the greatest statesman ever.
GARRY PELOQUIN,
GRADE 8

What I Knew About John E. Fogarty
It was a cool breezy summer day and the
waves on Waterman's Lake were almost
white-capped.
Ahead of me was my friend pedaling along
With a sack full o! papers dangling from his
bicycle. Soon we were riding along the
winding Philips Lane where we halted fre-
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quently to deliver papers. We stopped._at one
house and we walked up to the door a.nd
rang the bell. The door opened a.nd a husky
man wt th a big smile on his face greeted us
and paid for his paper. He then waved
good-by as we hopped on our bikes and left.
That was the first but not the lru;t time I
ever saw Congressman Fogarty. The next
· year I saw him at the Father's Day Breakfru;t
where he gave a short talk. I frequently saw
him after that at early mass and ru; usual he
"''as smillng.
When I heard of his death I was very sorry
and no one can ever take his place. When
. I watched the memorial to him on television
I really realized then what a great man he
was. He always worked for the people's gOOd
and helped many people with their problems.
Now he's gone but his works will continue to
help the needy.
·

John E. Fogarty-A Good Christian: Everyone remembers Congressman John Edward
Fogarty as a loyal statesman who worked for
better health and welfare throughout the
U.S. especially in his own state, Rhode Island. But how many citizens remember
Congressman Fogarty as a simple man-a
good Christian following the path of God?
I remember him a.a this. So do many other
people. I remember sitting in back of John
Fogarty and his wife and daughter at mass
on Sunday in St. Phllip Church many times.
The Lord said, "He who humbles himself
shall be exalted.' ' Congressman Fogarty did
exactly this .
MARIE

A.

:MAINELLI.

l.fr. Public Health: His twenty-six years of
dedicated service in the House of Representatives of the Congress of the United States
RICHAIU> GILL.
merited for him national acclaim and the
established reputation as "the champion
John E. Fogarty: The lru;t time I saw the of better health for the nation." John
oongres.sma.n was at a fa.mlly party. He Fogarty wa.s a man who sought no trophies
seemed so relaxed and happy. He gave rides of his own but for the victories he helped to
in his red jeep through the woods. The next win -against poverty, ignorance, disease and
time I saw him he lay at rest.
the wa.ate of human resources. Mr. Fogarty
He was a great man starting out as a brick- looked to me like a family man: a friend you
layer and ending up as a renouned con- could trust in a need of help. But most of
gressman is a great feat.
all he tried to be a friend to all colors a.nd
As most people know, John Fogarty wru; religions. John E. Fogarty in years to come
Irish. IDs symbol was a green bow tie. He will be a famous ma.n for all to look to. He
was "Everybody's Congres.s.rna.n," especially probably will be remembered for his great
the sick and mentally 111. Because of this works in the field of Mental retardation.
hard-working congressman we now have He did not go to college like the rest of our
Fogarty Center and the Fogarty Btilldlng at congressmen but it wru; realized he wa.a one
U.R.I. And very soon a building 1s to dedi- of the smartest men that ever served in concated to him at the National Health Institute. gress. His formal education ended when he
Mr. Fogarty was showered with many received his high school diploma. Then he
honors, but he really never gave much became a brick layer like his father and
thoug'ht to them. He knew there was too brother. His death as the Pawtucket Valley
much to be done a.nd too llttle time in which Times said that Rhode Island has lost one
to do it. Thirteen years ago he suffered a· of its most distingUished citizens. He wa.s
severe heart attack and was given three years Everybody's Congressman and he served
to live. So he knew he was living on bor- everyone to the best of his ablllty ln Washrowed time.
ington.
We have much to be thankful for because
RICHARD MERCIER.
of this loyal statesman, John Edward
Fogarty.
Congressman John Fogarty: Three weeks
~!ARY ELLEN KltiLY.
ago the nation and state lost a wonderful
and remarkable man.
.A Tribute to John E. Fogarty
Congressman Fogarty had contributed eo
COngressman Fogarty was a wonderful
much
to our nation's people, especially in
man. During his lifetime he did many usethe
field ot .medicine. He worked endleesly
ful things some of which were: helping the
mentally retarded, giving assistance to older for the unfortunate retarded. This is one
people, and giving many dollars worth ot aid of the important things he is remembered
for.
to help boo6t the world of medicine.
Congressman Fogarty was an outstanding
Never before has a man of so many virtues
been known to Congress. Not only was he a example of a good Christian. His strive was
devout catholic but also a patient, loving and to help people. He was very humble with
understanding man. Although the virtues his work, never looking for praise. Charity
was another virtue he openly and always
just mentioned a.re very rare in most people
possessed.
he had one virtue rarer than a.ny of these;
Congressman Fogarty was well liked by
h1s constant concern for the health and welmany throughout the state and nation. He
fare of othen.
When Congressman Fogarty died, the whole had a good sense of humor, and always had
nation lost a great ma.n. There was much a smile on his face.
Undoubtedly, Congressman Fogarty will
grief in the U.S. when the news of his death
spread. rm sure he will be remembered in be rewarded in heaven for his charitable
tlle p"'yers of many people in days to come. work on earth.
MARIA PABCONE,

In lt!emm-y of c Congressman
Congressman Fognrty was one whom many
a pel"90n knew,
He was a great man in our government
and we trusted him too.
He was the type of man we would always

need,

And when he talked we gave him much
heed.

To me he was a brave soldier carryin.g hla
cross.
And to many when he died a poll tical loss.
A man whose famous memory will forever
remain.
A starlight to everyone with never a atam;
A life long ad.ml.rer of both young a.nd old,
A tale to tell of hls heart of gold.
Vn'IAN WEAVER.

-

FRANCES VACCA.

A Tribute To John E. Fogarty: The state
of Rhode Ialand lost a great friend and
congressman in the passing of Representative John E. Fogarty. During his twenty-six
years as a representative in Congress, his
guiding hand has resulted 1n many benefits
for the people in his home state in the area.S
of health, education, and welfa.re. Although
not everyone knew him personally, even
BChool children recognized the green bow tie
as the trademark of John E. Fogarty. He
was called "Mr. Public Health" because of
his untiring e.trorts in that field. The citizens
of Rhode Island mourned. the passing of this
great ma.n just as the nation and the world
mourned. the passing of President Kennedy
and Pope John XXIII.
DEBORAH BRO!';SEAU.
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A Tribute to Him: Congressmen Fogarty
was the most humble man I've ever met.
The times that I met him were only short but
in that time I saw truly a great and modest
man.
He lived for the people of his state and
for his country. He did so much gOOd for
the mentally retarded children that I
couldn't begin to tell you. Because of all
his great works he'll be long remembered in
the hearts and minds of generations to come.
He never wanted to be made a fuss over.
When he and his family came to their parish
church he was just another parishioner. In
his beautiful home on Philips Lane in Harmony he led a very easy life but when he
went to work for his beloved country he
would work for hours at a time.
From a humble bricklayer he gained all
the knowledge his mind could hold with not
even a college degree. From the first day he
entered into politics he lived up to his worthy
position.
Truly Congressman Fogarty was the greatest man I've ever met and it was an honor
knowing him.
STEVEN SEMMA.

John E. Fogarty: I watched this gren.t man
as he cut the ribbon opening a new, modern
hospital for the benefit of the retarded children. I was young at the time a.nd I didn't
really know who he was or why he wa.a opening the hospital. A few years later I learned
who he was and that he had wot.ked very
hard for the building of that hospital. I
realized then how great this man was to
devote his life to underprivileged children.
I grew to honor and respect this man a.nd
I was proud that I could say, "He belongs to
my parish." In his 26 years as a congressman, he accomplished more than most
people do in a lifetime. His death was
mourned by people all over the country and
the world. His time had come and no tears
could bring him back, but he will never die
in the hearts of many Americans.
PAUL LYONS.

John Edward Fogarty: Mr. Fogarty served
under five dliferent presidents in his twenty~
six years as a congressman. The presidents
were F. D. Roosevelt 1933-1945, TrUman
1945-1953, Elsenhowever 1953-1961, KennedY
1961-1963, Johnson 1963-. John Edward
Fogarty was an Irishman with a good sense
of humor. H1a polltical symbol was a green
bow tie to represent his country Ireland.
Mr. Fogarty was a Seabee in the navy before
he became a congressman. He had only one
child Mary. Mary and her mother are no\\'
moving from their home on Philips Lane ln
Harmony, to Washington, D.C. The late
congressman did a lot for the mentally retarded children. He started an institution
for them. I think Mr. Fogarty should be
and will be remembered statewide for biS
great acts.
BEVERLy LACliAPELLF:.

John E. Fogarty (1913-67): John E.
FogE<rty was a real friend to everyone who
he was known to. He never complained
about anything and always being humble
about his position in om.ce, he never bragged
or boasted about himself among others. J:Je
would act as any other person would when
he went anywhere. Every sunday he would
attend the same Mass and walk in and out
casually minding his own business not trY~
ing to make himself be recognized by evertone as someone special. He was always considerate to needy chlldrcn and found a ne"'l
hope for many retarded children. Thfe8
weeks ago thousands of people shared the
sadness of the loss of John Fogarty who 'WOol
llke a wonderful friend to everyone. If 'W~
could have done and achieved every though
John Fogarty had thought of to help someone in need it would take us a century to
do so. I think it's good to remind ourselve•
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that John Fogarty was a good American
citizen to follow because he always thought
of helping someone else first before helping
himself. Everyone who knew John Fogarty
should be proud of what he has done for
everybody through his kindness.
EDWARD LAPRADE.

recommended that our Government seek
the cooperation of the Soviet Union to
brtng about a relaxation of tensions 1n
the area.
Mr. Speaker, that resolution passed at
the New York Regional Conservative
:Movement conclave shows the support
that many of our constituents have for
the state of Israel. They, like I, want
peace in the Middle East.
My statement to the conference of the
Israel Affairs Committee of the New
gi
f th U ·ted
York Metropolitan Re on o
e W
Synagogue of America was passed out to
all delegates.
My statement declared:

The outstanding ll!e of a Congressman:
Congressman Fogarty was a very charitable
man with a personality that made any one
like hlm the moment they came into contact
With him. He played a wonderful role in
the his tory of our na tlon and in the history
or politics. The whole nation grieved when
they heard about the death or this extraordinary man. They all knew that our country would never be the same without him.
He waa just to begin his 27th year at the
Peace in the Middle East depends on one
opening of the 90th congress.
factor-the willingness of the Ara.b statee to
HA did better than many Congressmen who recognize Israel's existence.
had a college education for he did not. BeRecent events have again shown that the
fore he was elected to Congress he was just Arabs are determined to destroy the Jewish
a simple bricklayer.
state. Recognizing that they are not now
He did many good works for people less ready to defeat Israel in open warfare, the
fortunate than he and especially for the · Arabs, led by the Syrian regime and the
mentally retarded. For this, many places Palestine Liberation Organization have refor these people were named after him. He sorted to guerrilla raids-sabotage, terror
waa 80 concerned with the health of our and murder
nation he often said that he wondered why
It is the· Arabs that we must ask why
we were spending so much money to get there ls no peace in that troubled region. It
men on the moon and we didn't even know is Syria, which encourages terrorism; Egypt,
What made the human body tick. I am sure which is waging war in Yemen and bombing
that many people including myself wUl never saudi Arabia, Iraq, which continues to fight
forget such a wonderful and generous man. its Kurdish minority.
SHEnA PILoQUIN.
w-e Americans cannot be silent while Israel
is threatened and the proepect of open warJohn E. Fogarty: On the morning of Jan- fare draws nearer. As citizens you have the
uary 10, 1967, the intercom blurted out that right, and the moral duty, to petition your
our Congressman John Fogarty had died in government, to write your elected representahis Washington office this morning. Then tives and to insist that our government act
thot:ghta began going through my mind, decisively to stop the drtft towards war. AB
thoughts on how John Fogarty had helped a member of Congress I have mn.de my posiso many people. I also thought how tion known. I will continue to do all in my
..Everybody's Congressman" had helped so power to ensure that Israel is secure and
llla.ny mentally disturbed chUdren.
free from attack.
In his twenty-six years in Congress Mr.
Our Government has been much too difPogarty did much great work. But by being fident in challenging the Arab war against
the modest man he wo.s you rarely heard his Israel. All too often it has seemed to equate
name mentioned with the deed. On that the aggressor and the victim by a posture
fateful day our country lost one of its great of neutrality. In the recent security Counmen.
cil debate, it has ignored Ara..b attack while
Fll.ANCIS KAYATTAL.
censuring Israel's reply to that attack.
Both principle and the reality of the crisis
in the Middle East require our Government
to
take the lead in condemning Ara.b violaLet Us HaTe Peace in the Middle East
tiona of the UN Charter and in demanding
a. peaceful solution, through direct negotia.EXTENSION OF REMARKS
tlona, of the Arab war. It the international
community voices this demand loudly and
or
clearly the Ara..bs \Vill be unable to withstand it. They will have to abandon their
dream of reversing the Partition resolution
or NEW YOII.K.
of 1947, of regaining wha.t they refused to
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
accept in 1948 and what they lost by going
to war against Israel.
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
The call for peace must be reinforced by
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Speaker, recently a action. Israel needs the strength to deter
~ery important and historic conference any Arab attack. The United Statee should
Of the New York Metropolitan Region of provide Iarael with this deterrent capabillty.
the United Synagogue of America was Last year we took a welcome step by allowheld at the Plainview Jewish Center, ing Israel to purchase the Skyhawk bomber.
Pla.lnview, Long Island. Delegates from It the Soviet Union continues to supply the
more and deadller weapons, the United
throughout the New York metropolitan Arabs
States must assist lsra.el in coping with lta
area met on February 5, 1967, to discuss tremendous defense burden. In this manthe "New Role of the Conservative ner we can convince the Arabs that the a.rna
Movement and Israel.''
race is useless as well as wasteful.
Last year Congress voted against using our
Representing 155 congregations, the
contributions to UNRWA for the care of reCOnference, which was sponsored by the fugees
who are being tra.lned to destroy
Israel Affairs Committee of the New York Israel. But Comm.iss1oner General MichelMetropolitan Region of the United Syna.· more's alternative propose.l for a special fund
B'ogue of America, called on the U .8. to provide $150,000 to feed and house these
Government and the United Nations to terrorists l8 a shocking compromise which
exercise every effort to end Arab belig- must not be accepted. Our UN delegation
erency and to resolve the Middle East should call on other natiows to reject this
and work towards the settlement
Clisis by bringing the A.r&b nations and proposal
of the refugees by their a.b6orption in the
Israel together around the peace table. lands in which they llve.
Presented by David Zucker, of Great
The moral !n.brtc o! our society is guarded
lieck, Long Island, regional vice presi- by the rellgtous fa.ith of our people. All
dent for Israel affairs, the resolution also synagogue representatives you h.a.ve accepted.

HON. LESTER L. WOLFF
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the task of reinforcing and guiding our
heritage. American policy in the Near East
can benefit greatly from your advice and
counsel. With it perhaps the words or the
Prophet: "peace shall be unto Isreal'' shall
be realized in the near future.

Mr. Chairman, the delegates at the
conference did accept the task of reinforcing and guiding the Jewish heritage
and of building spiritual bridges between Israel and the United States.
They passed a second resolution
which read:
The Conservative Movement always has
maintained a position or support of Israel
even before there was a Jewish Homeland,
for the Land of Israel constantly occupies a
position or centrality in the Jewish rellgion. We therefore call on all our members to learn about Israel, its history, people,
achievements and problems.
We urge every member of our Conservative Movement to vislt Israel a.t least once.
We ask our members to aid our movement's
Building Spiritual Bridges projects, and to
develop tile American Student Center in
Jerusalem. And finally, we hope that every
American Jew will realize that Judaism aa
a religion is boundup with the homeland of
the Jewish people, Israel.

Also at the conference, Rabbi Nahum
Cohen, regional director of the New
York Metropolitan Region of the United
Synagogue of America, spoke to the
delegates, declaring:
We should no longer react to c:rts1s in the
Middle East, but rather act to prevent a
crisis n-om happening.

The New York rabbi also added:
Our efforts should be concentrated on

building both a physical and spiritual center
!or the Conservative Movement in Isra.el.

It also gives me great pleasure to in·
sert here some of the remarks of Da\id
Zucker, of Great Neck. Long Island,
regional vice president for Israel affairs.
Mr. Zucker told the delegates to make
their voices heard 1n support of the state
of Israel.
l
Said Mr. Zucker: ·
Look what we on the Israel Mairs Committee have established so far:
Already, our Israel Affa.lrs Committee In
the New York area hu published ''Facta and
Distortion," and "Ara.b Propaganda on the
Campus." These brochures, which deal with
Arab propaganda., have been distributed nationally.
Already, our committee hws placed a message in the New York Times calling for a
U.N.-sponsored. peace conference between
Israel and the Ara..b States. Thl8 message
waa placed with the knowledge that something had to be done to sensitize American
public oplnlon to the open hoet111ty of the
.Aro.b states along Israel's borders and to
achieve permanent peace in the tense Middle
East.

We still have a long way to go. We have
to learn about Israel.
We have to encourage travel and study in
Israel, so u to build sp1rttua.l bridges between Americana Jews and the people or
to urge our me111bers

IsraeL

I am convinced that we In the Conservative
Movement, which haa given eo much to
American Jewish Ute, can do this and more.
And with your help, I.sra.el will become an
Integral part o! our total synagogue program.

At the conference, a new program and
educational manual which was written
for Israel Affairs Committee cha.irmen
was distributed. An art exhibit, featuring works by members of the United
Synagogue Youth Movement was c::U&- .l
played.
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Natural Gas Pipeline Safety
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ!'

HON. .CHARLES A. VANIK
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, January 26, 1967
Mr. VANIK. Mr. Speaker, I wish to

join

my

colleagues in expressing interest

1n considering the administration's bill

on this important matter of natural gas
pipeline safety.
There are about three-quarters of a
million miles of natural gas pipelines in
the United States. The question of
whether this represents an adequately
safe container or just one long fuse to
disaster will be before Congress shortly.
I believe that it is imperative to establish and enforce minimum safety standards for the installation, operation, and
maintenance of these vital arteries in a
key industry of this country.
Some of the interstate gas pipelines
now in use have been in the ground since
1886. The more vast and complex system of distribution gas mains, which lie
under our cities and growing suburbs, 1s
.literally a blg question mark as to condition and date of installation. Some of
the technical hardware on that system
was.~ installed to serve an entirely d11ferent kind of gas which has not been used
1n most areas, for many years--manufactur~ gas. Yet, few, if any, changes
have been made to adapt to the demands·
of the newer natural gas.
we, of course, can wait until the loss
of llfe and property reaches epidemic
proportions, or we can act to prevent potential disasters. We will shortly have
before us a bill which would enable us
to take the latter and wiser course. I
welcome the opportunity to consider such
a bill which would insure the safety of
the public with regards to a vital utllity
of the Nation.
The natural evolution of the pipeline
1ndustry·1s emitting the same danger signals you might witness when the fuses
1n your home begin to blow. You would
not stick your finger in the socket to see
1f the current is :flowing, and likewise,
we should not have to smell the gas to
detect a pipeline failure. Unfortunately, however, this has too often been
the case.
Thousand of Amertcans in the last
decade have expertenced untold prosperity. With it has come new television
sets, electric toothbrushes, and the discovery that many homes simply were not
wired to carry the load.
The miles of interstate natural gas
lines are carrying 25 billion cubic feet of
gns daily to- the American public. This
gas travels at a speed of from 10 to 25
miles per hour at from 700 to 1,000
pounds pressure per square inch.
Like electric wiring, it stands to reason
that pipeline constructed several decades
ago was not built for the load it 1s required to carry today. One pipeline
failure reported last year indicated corrosion had diminished the thickness of
the pipe from 25 to 40 percent.
Many new technological advances
have been made by industry in the last

few years in pipeline construction and
maintenance. Better coatings and cathodic protection have been devised.
New welding techniques provide stronger
joints. Radiographic inspection aids 1n
detecting potential pipeline failures.
The catch is, however, these new developments have not always been applied to
pipe already in the ground.
The more than 1,260 pipeline failures
ln the last 15 years indicate the seriousness of the situation. It only takes the
smallest gas leak to cause the largest
explosion ·or fire. In the 1965 gas explosion in Natchitoches, La., a pilot light
in a very innocent-looking cooking stove
was enough to ignite the gases. Seventeen people died, five homes were demolished, and the 2,500-degree heat melted
cars and even rocks.
,
The industry's American standard
code for pressure piping has been bene-ficial in prescribing new and better
safety measures. But they do not apply
to already buried pipeline.
The industry is now 1n the difficult
dual role of judge and jury of lts own
safety practices. However, where the
lives of people are concerned, and where
the possible destruction from a pip~line
accident depends so greatly on the adequacy of safety standards; it is only reasonable that the public should have the
last word in setting reasonable minimum
safety standards.
I am confident that Federal safety
standards would provoke the finest
talent in both Government and industry
to provide the highest standards of natural gas pipeline safety.
I welcome the opportunity to consider
the administration's bill which would
enablE:'! action to be taken now.
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of Cuba, demanding that Spain withdraw
from the island, and authorizing the
President to use the Armed Forces for
these purposes; another resolution disclaimed any American intention of annexing Cuba. On April 25, Congress
declared that a state of war had existed
from April 21.
Rescued from the Maine was a midshipman who later became an admiral.
Writing of the sinking of the Maine in
his memoirs, Adm. W. T. Cluverius
recounted:
Shortly after three bells, I finished my
letter. As I rose from my desk, I heard a
sharp sound ... Immediately there followed
a terrifying explosion.

The explosion that sank the .JI.faine led
to a war which diplomatic historians
consider to be the' beginning of the emergence of the United States as a world
power.
The Spanish-Amertcan War was
fought by volunteers. Over 5,000 died,
many more from disease than in battle.
There are very few of them left. We
assure them, and the memory of their
comrades of long ago, that we still "Remember the Maine." Especially do we
salute the only Member of Congress who
is a Spanish War veteran, the Honorable
BARRATT O'HARA, of Dlinols.

Lithuanian Independence
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
01'

HON. J. WILLIAM STANTON
or omo
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Congressman Horton Marks Anniversary
of the Sinking of the "Maine"
SPEECH
07

RON. FRANK HORTON
OJ' Nl!!W YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967
Mr. HORTON. Mr. Speaker, February 15, 1967, marks the 69th anniversary of the sinking of the battleship
.Maine in Havana Harbor, a naval disaster that plunged the United States into
the Spanish-American War under the
popular slogan "Remember the Maine."
The Spanish-American \Var grew out
of the Cuban insurrection against Spanish rule that began in February 1895, an
insunection fought ruthlessly and ferociously by both sides. Pressures for
American intervention were resisted by
President Cleveland, and his successor,
President McKinley, followed the same
course during the beginning of his administration. A settlement seemed in
prospect when the destruction of the
Maine led to great anti-Spanish feeling
in the United States. On Ap1illl, 1898,
the President sent Congress a message
asking for authority to end the civil war
in Cuba. On April 19, Congress passed
resolutions recognizing the independence

Mr. STANTON. Mr. Speaker, there
are 3 million people living 1n a province
of the Soviet Union that once was the
proud independent nation of Lithuania.
Now reduced to a position of vassalage
and subject to the whim of their tyrannical masters, the Lithuanians remember
with sadness their lost freedom and recall that in times past they were entitled
to the respect and consideration due to a
sovereign country. As we celebrate the
anniversary of Lithuanian Independence
Day we wonder if the people of Lithuania
realize our concern for their welfare and
we Vtish that they could share with us our
heartfelt desire for their return to the
assemblage of free nations.
But, Mr. Speaker, we do not forsake all
hope of their eventual emancipation. At
times in their history, the Lithuanians
have overcome their conquerors and regained the freedom they cherish. -Tbe
anniversary we celebrate on Febn1ary 16
depicts the Lithuanian story only too
well. Lithuanians had waited a centurY
for the reestablishment of the nation
after succumbing to the power of czarist
Russia. The new-found freedom was
lost 1n 1940 and we can be assured that
the Lithuanians are waiting for the opportunity to declare their independence
anew. We join with our Lithuanian
frtends around the world in remembering
the anniversary of Lithuanian Independence Day.
·
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American Advertising Federation
SPEECH
011'

HON. GEORGE HANSEN
OF IDAHO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, January 23, 1967

:Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. Mr. Speaker,
lt was my pleasure to have had an opportunity to participate last January 6 as a
witness to the signing of an AID grant
to the National Association of the Partners of the ·Alllance, Inc. A number o!
my colleagues were in attendance on the
occasion of the signing of this grant by
Vice President HUMPHREY and Mr. Edward Marcus, president of the national
association, at a ceremony held in the
Indian Treaty Room of the Executive
Office Building.
I met Mr. Marcus on that occasion and
know that the great talents and skills
that he brings to bear on the national
U.S. Partners program will be impactive
and far reaching ln Inter-American
affairs.
It is my understanding that on Tuesday of last week Mr. Marcus met with
the leadership of the newly formed
American Advertising Federation to discuss possible collaborative activities in
the future. Mr. Donald A. McDonald,
advertising manager of the Wall Street
Journal, was elected chairman of the
board of the new American Advertising
Federation. I feel that the statement of
Mr. McDonald on the new American Advertising Federation may be of interest
to Members of the Congress.
Under leave to extend my remarks and
to include extraneous material, Mr. McDonald's statement follows:
Since the AFA and the AAW are now
tnerged into the new AAF all oomments will
be inclusive for the new organization with
no attempt to separate activities by now
historical organizations.
Both orga.n.izations have long, proud histortes. Both organizations at the time of the
tnerger were 63 years old. Both organizations served their purposes well. Both org:mlzations survived changing times with
vary degrees of success.
Over the past few years it became apparent
to all of us who were intensely involved in
these organizations that new direction was
needed; a. stronger organization was needed.
A. national organization was needed. It became evident that challenges were now national more than loca.l. It will be to the
everia.stlng credit of all officers and board
tne-mbers of both qrga.nizations tha~ they
recognized in time the gradual erosion taking place in our strength both from the
standpoint of effectiveness and also financial.
It is vrith distinct pleasure I can say that
over the pa.st year our financial house has
be-en put in order. our structure has been
strengthened and cla.rtfied and our manPower avn.llabillty is probably at its highest
interest level.
Our time 1s best spent discussing the futUre of our new organization !or it 1s the
future that will measure the wisdom of to·
day's activities.
We could devote many hours passing out
Well deserved kudos to so many people reSPonsible for moving us to our present position of solidarity. Having worked with them
an and knowing them all so well, I know
they wm all applaud me for accepting my
t~nka and the thanks of all members of the
asso.clatlon as a group rather than individ-

ually. It should also be a grea..t comfort
to you to know that all at those concerned
will be on hand in the future to respond a.s
needed.
While advertising's place 1n the free economy has changed little aver the years, the
climate in which it operates has chilled
somewhat. In view of this in July 1966,
the AFA instigated a program which was
later approved by the interim Board of the
new AAF. It is called "Partners-In-Advertising Progreas". Highlighted here are the
basic points for our direction and future
mea.suremen t.
1. To safeguard advertising against needless, unfair, and unwarranted restrictive legislation at the national, state, and local
levels, that would unjustly and detrimentally
curb proper advertising from accomplishing
its highly essentiaJ. and long-needed function
in our free enterprise society.
2. To improve advertising and the environment in which it operates as a. means of
· building greater public, government, and
business confidence in advertising. To
champion truth in advertising a.t all t1mee
and to provide leadership in the development
of action programs throughout the federation to implement these objectives.
3. To promote better understanding of advertising's function and its contribution to
our economic growth, so that the public,
academic centers, business and government
will have a clearer perspective and greater
appreciation of advertising's role in an expanding economy.
This "Partners-In-Advertising Progress"
program has received great support from the
advertising clubs and the coporate members.
The increased communications occasioned
by this program has caused a. feeling of positive direction to be generated throughout
our organization and gives a positive basis
for future implementation as time goes by.
In December 1966 at the New York Advertising Club with the permission of the Interim Board of the AAF, your Chairman issued "A Call for Unity 1n Action" to the
affiliated associations of the AFA and AAW.
It seems fitting to reissue it now.
We sincerely believe advertising, in all
form.s, is the voice of free enterprise and
free choice. We believe good advertising has
helped make this country economically
great. Advertising is primarily a. communications vehicle, but paradoxically, we do not
communicate on our own behalf.
We have taken the posture of passive resistance. Each segment under attack reacts
as the feudal lords did when their own particular small domain was threatened-they
raised the drawbridge.
Our voice has been so muted, the legislators and general public would have difficulty
hearing our side of the story with the most
powerful amplifier. Yet we must take action. New legislation is constantly being
proposed which is a detriment to advertising.
Taxes are being levied against advertising.
Consumers complain about it.
Authors, economists, and educators speak
and write against us.
When poll tlcally -oriented, a.n ti -advertising
and anti-marketing government voices talk,
they speak almost in unison and receive fantastic news coverage to the point where some
of their names have become household
words.
When advertising speaks, it speaks to itself, and the news coverage is limited primarily to our own trn.de press. What nationally respected champion of advertising
a.nd marketing appears and with logical a.nd
studied remarks, answers unfair attacks
upon our very existence?
Is there no nn.tional figure in business we
cn.n call forth to do battle for us? We are
being bested at our own profession and in
our own arena..
Yet from every side ls a call for action.
But present action of existing advertising a.ssocta.tlons appe-ar& to culminate in
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everyone stampeding 1n the same direction
and winding up 1n a pile or 1n opposite directionB alone. The ANA ha.s an economist's
study on the Turner Proposal. The AFA has
an economist's study on the Turner Proposal,
and I under the 4A's am also having a. study
made.
Wouldn't it be far better lf the advertising
industry a.s a whole had one study made--and that one a. masterpiece--4md a. pianned
line of usage that would put the facts before the public and government in their
proper perspective and expose any serious
fallacies uncovered by the study?
This program, plus the idea of a.n open
channel for communications, has been extremely well-received by our membership,
and, I hope, by all a.ffiliated associations.
To thooe less in!ormed than yourselves,
we could detail our many mutual achievements in creating and endorsing the American code of business practice, or the current
educational advertising semce which will
give 600 colleges and universities direct access
to a. full selection of advertising materials
provided and financed through the various
AFA affiliated groups, or our sponsorship of
the Harvard Seminar, and the proposal for a.
similar seminar a.t a. midwestern university,
or the numerous occaslons when dedicated
leadership, from our advertising clubs' and
affiliated associations, provided truly heroic
action for us across the country against unfair and adverse legislation.
As the newly elected interim chairman of
the American Advertising Federation, the
organization emerging from the combination of the Advertlslng Federation of America and the Advertising Association of the
West, I invite the affiliated associations to
join us in support of a truly unified Washington nerve center, and & unified national
program.
"Federation" 1n our name 1s not there by
accident. It was present in the old AFA
name, and retained in the new to describe
accurately the potential of an organization
made up of your organizations, plus 180 advertising clubs, 35,000 advertising club members, and 1,000 company members. It represents an opportunity for advertising to truly
speak as one voice.
This is not to say one association will sepa.k
for all, but to establish that all associations
can speak through one. By its historical
structure and its capablllties, the new AAF
can unselfishly serve as your vehicle for coordinated communications in Washington.
The structure of the Amertca.n Advertising
Federation is now such that it reaches as
members:
1. A geographically balanced advertising
population throughout the country.
2. Constituents who have access in home
states to the legislators of this country.
3. Practitioners in all segments of advertising.
4. Other associations-as an integrated
and necessary part of it.
The proposal 1n brief was:
1. Expand the Washington Office with t.he
support or the affiliated a.ssocia.tions.
2. Seriously study the possibllity o! retaining a registered lobbyist or registering
one of our own.
3. Issue Washington Reports specifically
tailored to the neecls of participating associations.
·
4. Create a Study Committee made up of
the leaders of our industry to study and then
recommend lines of action. This allows us
to multiply the thoughts of our best thinkers.
5. Create an Action Committee to implement the recommendations for the Study
Committee.
The key word of our new association must
be "Action."
Legislative Action.
Educational Action.
Craft Improvement Action.
Action for Truth in Advertising.
Cummunicative Action.
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Action at the Local Level.
Action at the National Level.
You have selected me as your first Chair·
man and I thank you for the honor. I w1ll
try to llerve you well. In so doing, I must
uk for your 8Upport. We mU-'t make it
known that we are 1n being a.nd intend to
prosper.
We have structured the most potentially
powerful :force for the good of advertising
ever created. We must now add meat to the
bones.
We must make known that which we stand
for and that we stand together.
Thankyou!l

We extend our deepest appreciation and
retJpect a.nd are grateful for . all you have
done 1n the past to keep the hope of freedom
alive for Lithuania and other subjugated
peoples.
Sincerely yours,
LrrHUANXAN AMERICAN CouNcn., INC.,

ANTHO!'Y J. RUDIS, President.

Extending the Gl Bill

February 16, 1967

Keep OW' Word or Lose Trust and Respect
EXTENSION OF

~iARKS

or

HON. WM. J. RANDALL
OF KISSOU1U
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. RANDALL. · Mr. Speaker, in the·
pursuit of the recent elusive peace feelOJ'
ers, it 1s well that once again there be a
restatement of why we are 1n Vietnam
HON. El't1ILIO Q. DADDARIO
together with a clear statement of the
OF CONNECTICUT
objective of our fighting 1n southeast
The 49th Anniversary of Lithuania's
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Asia.
An editorial appeared 1n a recent issue
Rebirth of Independence
ltfonday, February 6, 1967
of the Kansas City Times which is the
1\.f.r. DADDARIO. Mr. Speaker, we morning edition of the Kansas City Star,
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
talk of support for any proposal as bi- under dateline of Friday, February 10,
O'J'
partisan 1f it encompasses the view of the 1967, headed "U.S. Stands by its Word
major political parties 1n our Nation. 1n Fighting for Vietnam." The writer
liON. LESTER L. WOLFF
I feel sure that the proposals made by takes issue quite rightly in our opinion,
O'J' NEW YORK.
President Johnson on January 31in his with the theme of a book by the Senator
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
message on veterans benefits will be in from Arkansas [Mr. FuLBRIGHT], en·
Thursday, February 16, 1967
the biaprtisan category.
titled "The Arrogance of Power," which
There 1s no party line when a program the chairman of the Senate Foreign ReMr. WOLFF. Mr. Speaker, the Amerenvisions
fulfilling
obligations
that
a
ican people feel very deeply about the
lations Committee referred to 1n a
.subjugation of any people. I rise to nation owes to U.s fighting men and its speech at Columbia, Mo., the home of
v~terans. I am pleased at the reception
assure the people of Lithuania that we
the University of Missouri.
have not forgotten the desire of her of the proposals here on Capitol Hill; I
This editorial warmed the heart of
people for freedom. The United States am pleased at the fine response that I some Members of the Missouri delegaproperly maintains a policy which recog- have had from my constitutents, and am tion 1n Congress when it suggested Mr.
nizes the right of Lithuanians to self- oonfident that all of the others here FuLBRIGHT has no special m111tary back, determina Uon . As we greatly prize our have likev.ise received; but I am deeply ground and is hardly an authority on deown freedom, we are fully aware of the moved by the universal support given fense matters.
It 1s a privilege to represent a portion
importance of freedom for others. I to the proposals by the press of this Naof Kansas City, Mo., which 1s the home
feel certain that my colleagues persist tion.
This editorial in support of the Presi- of a newspaper that has consistently
in their concern for the 3 mlllion people
of that ancient country who were in- dent's proposals appeared 1n the Hart- supported our country's effort 1n Vietnam by its repeated recitations that 1!
corporated into the Soviet Union against ford Courant on February 6, 1967:
[From the Hartford (Conn.) Courant, we do not keep our word 1n .southeast
their will.
Feb. 6, 1967]
Asia, we would :find ourselves no longer
I wish to congratulate the Lithuanian
EXTENDING THE OI Bn.L
trusted or respected by any of our allies.
American organizations for keeping fresh
Although otncially no war 1.8 going on
I have asked this editorial be included
1n our minds the fate of these people,
President Johnson has taken cognizance in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD in order
so that the world w1ll not forget their of
the realities of the situation. He has
cause.
asked Congress to grant wartime benefits that it may be .shared with other MemThe following 1s a letter from the to all servicemen both 1n Vietnam and on bers. The way the editorial blasts Senapresident of the Lithuanian American the homefront. He also proposed fatter pen- tor FuLBRIGHT's theory of our present
sions for needy veterans and higher pay- involvement 1s equalled only by the ex·
Council, Inc:
menta to ex-servicemen attending college cellent statement of the obJectives of our
LITHUANIAN AMERICAN CoUNCn., INC.,
under the 1966 OI Bill of Rights.
fighting 1n Vietnam.
Chicago, IU., February Z, 1967.
All of these measures seem to be certain
DEAll CONGR.!:SSMAN: February 16, 1967, is
The editorial follows:
of passage as the only Republican critlctsm
the <l9th anniversary o! Lithuania's rebirth
of independence. For ma.ny years, Congressman Dan.lel J. Flood o! Pennsylvania,
initiated in the House ot Representatlvell, a
commemorative ceremony on this day, leading With a discussion of Lithuania's oppresslon by the communist government o!
Russia.
Through the years we have found that
our Congressmen are fa.mlllar With communiBt expansion around the world and the
tactics U8ed by the Soviets. We have noted
your true American stand that the principles of freedom and democracy a.pply not
only 1n our country, but for the people of
captive nations as well.
Mr. Congressman; we kindly request your
belp 1n our fight against communl8m. and
enslavement of the country of Lithuania.
We uk your rupport of Congressman Flood's
opening remaru on February 16, 1967, with
your own extension of remaru on the unlawful occupation of Lithuania by Soviet
aggressors, and by the inllertlon of your
comments into the Congre.ssional Record.
The nonrecognition of the incorporation of
Lithuania into Russia 18 the offtcial position
ot the U.S. Government, u stated in U.S.
Dept. of State publication, ..Status ot the
World's Natlona", pages one and nine.
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was that the improved benefits should have
come sooner. The educational benefit !or
servicemen following the Second World War
and the Korean conruct has proved to be an
excellent thing, not only tot the men concerned but for the country as a whole.
The original O.I. Bill of Rights was a
break-through ln American education. It
opened up the colleges, universities and professional schools to thousands o! young men
and women who would not have been able
to attend on their ov.'Tl. The result has been
a tremendous lntlux Into the professional
and managerial classes of the country. This
came at a time when jobs in the lower skills
v;ere drying up and the demand for skilled
technicians and professional workers .,.as
grov.1ng.
This situation stlll exists. It ls a .fine thing
for the country to take care of ex-service men
educationally when they have finished their
term of service. But lt is also a good thing
for the country. The stablllty o! this country rests on the solid base of a large, stable
middle class. There 1.8 no country on earth
that has as mnny people who consider themsel"es economically as middle-class. And
that is one reason why we are still functioning under a Constitution that 1.8 now nearly
t'9.·o centuries old.

[From the Kansas City Times, Feb. 10, 1967)
UNITED STATES STANDS BY ITS WORD IN FIGHT·
ING J'O& VIETNAM:

VIetNam, it seems to us, has a much wider
meaning than that narrow interpretation
given to lt by Senator Fulbright. In a speech
at Columbm, Mo., the Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee agn.l.n has
stated the theme of his frequent speecheS
and ot his new book. "The Arrogance of
Power." Fulbright maintains that the u.s.
stake in Viet Nam ha.a become pride rather
than the protection of American securl ty.
Fulbright has no 8pecinl military background and 1.s not a recognized authority on
defense matters. He does not even seem to
recognize that present U.S. strategy does not
hold Viet Nam itself to be eescntial to thiS
country's 8eCurity. sumcient bases oli the
Asian mainland wlll remain available to the
United States regardless of the outcome o!
the Viet Nam fighting.
The version that distorted national pride
accounta for an American presence in Viet
Nam is a view that Senator Fulbright maY
not have invented. But he haa worked at
expounding the theory. In fact, however,
pride has nothing to do With the determtnntlon ot the Johnson Administration to stand
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by a commitment that was originally made
by Dwight D. Eisenhower and reaffi.rmed by
John F. Kennedy. The Government of South
Viet Nam is based on authority that was
awarded by the Geneva Coli!erence of 1954.
The United States has agreed to help the
people of South Viet Nam keep their independence. The regime of North Viet Na.m
and its Viet Cong front have undertaken to
seize control o! South Viet N8.m. by force.
I! the Communists succeed in Viet Na.m.
aU around the periphery of that country
other independent states-Thailand, Laos,
Cambodia., Burma., Indonesia. and Malaysiawould be open to further intimidation. In
addition to placing these states 1n jeopardy,
the surrender of Viet Nam to Communist
\i.olence would represent a. future threat to
the world-wide complex of nations that dePends on the United States and regional defense arrangements for its security. The
'United States would find ltsel! no longer
trusted or respected by its all1es.
To Senator Fulbright, the attitude of his
government is no more than "the pride o!
arrogance." But to America's allies and
others, it signifies the intention of the
trru.ted States to stand by its obligations in
Viet N:un or wherever else the U.S. 1s comlllitted to resisting Communist force with
force. The Fulbright viewpoint ignores the
kind o! a world 1t would soon become 1! the
Communists were allowed to march to power
undeterred.

Public Housing and Vandalism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
07

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
07 NEW YOR!t

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16, 1967
~rr. MULTER. M:r. Speaker, the increase in clime generally in this country
ha.s been appalling, but the increase in
senseless acts of vandalism is perhaps
the most obviously self-destructive
&.sJ>ect of the clime situation.
This is particularly true with respect
to public housing and the spectacle
created by vandals in the Valley Green
PUbUc housing project in Southeast
Washington is a case in point.
As stated in the following editorial
bl'Oadcast by station WMAL here in
'Washington during the week of January
!~· 1967, long-range solutions, to get at
~.Ue roots of violence, cannot get underWay until the immediate problem of vandalism is solved.
'I'he edltorlal follows:

PuBLic

HOUSING AND VANDALISM

''The ultimate answer to violence

1s not
:ore stringent pollee power, but the erlldicar on of the roots o! violence in poverty a.nd
ru.stra tlon. ••
C1aThis quotation 1s from a sermon last Sun·
13 ~ by the Rt. Rev. Paul Moore, Jr., Suffragan
t hop or the Episcopal Diocese of Wo.shing~n. We believe that Bishop Moore hD.a put
1 finger on the long-run solution to vk>..,,':fce. But we must also deal-right nowtll th current problems of crime tho..t threaten
e enure fabric of our society.
Ia .\ srnau example o! a widespread problem
So tb.e Valley Green public housing project in
10 Uthenst Washington. Vandals are destroy'13~ thta publicly-financed, low-cost housing.
do 1<1lngs are pockmarked. with broken winth wa. Vandals roam the halls, destroying
t~ interiors and terrorizing residents. At
rate, Valley Green will soon be a. ghetto.
Vauey Green 1s a proJect meant to help

the poor. Thus, civil rights and anti-poverty
leadel"S have a vital stake 1n its success.
They must support pollee etfort:B to stop this
vandalism. Then they can pract:l,ce what
they preach in the way of long-run solutions.
Anti-poverty progra.ms of education and jqb
improvement and better housing ca.nnot
work in an atmosphere of self -destruction.

Commemoration of Spanish-American
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RATT O'HARA, and commemorate the
heroism and the devotion to liberty
which made our country resolute and
invincible, not only in this action, but in
all conflicts since that time.

PeUy Calls Tuna Boat Seizures Acts of
Piracy

War

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

SPEECH
OJ'

HON. THOMAS 1\1. PELLY

HON. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OJI'

OJ' ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967
Mr.
PUCINSKI.
Mr.
Speaker,

throughout our history, Amerlca has responded to acts of aggression with a
special courage and will to succeed which
have become legendary in the annals of
history.
Regardless of the strength of our adversaries, those who have challenged us
have been defeated or deterred. Often,
we have made allies of former enemies.
And there have been individuals and
governments wise enough to join in the
ancient and enduring struggle for peace
and liberty.
America, itself, symbolizes many
things to the people of the earth. Of all
these symbols, perhaps our greatest
strength lies in our abillty to sustain
countless irresponsible acts of aggressive
conduct with patience and prevaU.ing
wisdom. On occasion, however, other
nations have-misjudged our patience for
cowardice and indecision.
Such an error in judgment led Spain
into believing we would not defend our
interest in the Caribbean. on February 15, 1898, the battleship Maine was
sunk in Havana Harbor.
Before the world had time to digest
the news, the United States had reacted
swiftly, surely, and with great strength.
our war with Spain involved some of
the bloodiest and most individually ga.llant sacrifices in our history, yet they
were in our American tradition. In the
end, our just cause prevailed.
Although 69 years have passed, we
have continued to demonstrate our
strength and our determination never to
yield when the price is the loss of liberty
for ourselves or our allles.
Those in other nations who would
wish us harm had best be reminded of
our w1llingness to bear any burden to secure liberty for all those men who seek
it and who will join in fighting alongside
us to obtain it.
The men who fought at San Juan Hill,
at Bunker Hill, at Pork Chop Illll, and the
countless hills and gulleys of the jungles
of Vietnam earned us the right to live
in peace with one another and the world.
We would do them a grave injustice 1f
we failed in our historic defense of the
self-determination all men seek.
On this 69th anniversary of the sinking of the Maine, it is an honor to stand
with a -rcteran of this gallant action, my
colleague and friend, Congressman BAR-

OJ' WASHUiGTON

Thursday, February 16, 1967
Mr. PELLY. Mr. Speaker, earlier to-

day I announced to the House the seizure
by an Ecuadorian vessel of three American tuna fish boats. I am now in receipt
of further details which I include for
printing in the RECORD following these
short remarks. I will also include a copy
of a letter I have dlspa tched to Secretary
of State Dean Rusk, protesting this act
of piracy.
Need I repeat, Mr. Speaker, as I said
in the letter to Secretary Rusk, the
prestige of our Government throughout
the world has hit a new low when we
allow former American naval and Coast
Guard vessels to be used by foreign government to illegally seize the persons and
property of American citizens on the
high seas. As I said 1n addressing the
House earlier today, the pollcy of paying
fines illegally imposed on American
vessels and then filing claims which are
ignored only encourages these reprehensible acts.
Following is a summary of pertinent
facts together with infonnation received
by radio by :Mr. August Felando, of the
Amerlcan Tunaboat Association, and
likewise a copy of my letter to the Secretary of State:
F'EBRUABY

16, 1967.

Yesterday a!ternoon Mr. August Fe~do
received a high seas radio ca.1l from Mr. Tom
Santos, Master and pa.rt owner o! the tuna
vessel Ronnie S. He reported that around
noon Ecuador time, an Ecuador naval vessel.
the Quayaqull, designated #LC 72 and recognized as a former U.S. Coast Guard cutter,
grey stool hull, about 95' in length, intercepted, stopped and seized three vessels, the
Ronnie S and the Ranger of San Diego, and
the Detennined. of San Pedro. Location of
the seizure was appro:x:ima tely 24 to 28 miles
off the coast. The coordinates, as provided
by the navigator of the Ronnie S and confirmed by the skippers of the other two
vessels, gave position as 81 degrees 03 minutes
W. Longitude, 03 degrees, 27 minutes. S. Latitude. In addition to taking sights, Mr. S:mtos took radar bearings !rom the coast. According to their findings, they were located
approximately 24 to 28 miles otr the Peruvian
coast. The ?.!aster of the Ecuador naval
vessel claimed that the vessels were sezied.
otr Ecuador coast, approximately 10 mlles
above the imaginary line that separates
Ecuador and Peru.
The vessels were clearly far beyond the
12-mlle llmit--there is no dispute about this.
Dispute is as to whether they were otr the
Ecuador coast or off Peru, according to designation of the boundary line.
The Mn.ster or the Ecuador naval vessel
attempted to persuade Tom Santoe to sign
a. paper a.d.mitting that they were seized otf
Ecuador coast. Mr. Santos refused to sign
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the paper. We think the same thing hap- Astronauts Perished of Smoke Inhalation,
pened with skippers of the other vessels.
Armed guards were placed aboard all three
Inquiry Board Finds
vessels. The Ronnie 8 was having main
engine d11Hculty, so the Ecuador naval vessel
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
proceeded to escort the Ranger and Deteror
mined to the port of Salinas, ordering the
Ronnie 8 to follow as BOOn as possible. At
the time Mr. Santos was talking to Mr.
OF TEXAS
Felando, he waa under orders by the two
armed guards aboard his vessel, a Lieutenant
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
and a aa.ilor both a.rmed with 45's, that he
Monday, February 13. 1967
was not to use the radio to contact San Diego.
He told the armed guards that regardless of
Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
the consequences he was going to use the the Washington Post of February 4,
radio.
1967, carried a review of the first preWe don't expect to hear from Mr. Santos
unless he 1a permitted to use the radio when 11m.1nary report of the tragic accident
he arrives 1n 8a.11n.aa. Everyone aboard 1B which took the llves of three of our Naokay. All vessels expected to arrive 1n tion's astronauts. It seems important
to point up those articles which recount
Sa.linas about s a.m. Thursday (today).
There were seven other vessels 1n the vicin- the thorough investigation now underity. Mr. Santos was unable to give a clear way to identify the cause and make the
explanation as to why the others were not necessary corrections to allow our naseized. All three of those seized had gone tional space effort to continue with coninto the port of Talura and had purchased
Perovia.n Uoeneee. At the time o! the seizure, fidence and strength. The article folRonnie S was 1n a set (ftshtng), as were the lows:
(From the Washington Post, Feb. 4, 1967]
other two.
The expected 1lne, or total amount of AsTRONAUTS PERISHED 0:1' SMOKE INHALATION,
INQUIRY BOARD FINDs--UNMANNED FLIGHT
money required to be paid Ecuador for the
Is STILL ScHEDULED, NASA ANNOUNCEs
release of all three vessels, w1ll be approximately $32,000. H the formula provided in
The space agency, issuing its first report
Ecuador 1s applied, the fine w1ll be equal on the Cape Kennedy tragedy eight days ago,
to $48 times the net tonnage of each vessel aa.l.d last night that the three Apollo I astroas indicated in the ah.ip's marine document. nauts died of asphyxiation, but that
In addition, each vessel will be required to the cause of the space craft fire 1s stlll unpay another $12 a net ton for the purchase known.
of a license as a further condition of release
"The official death certificates for all three
of the vessel. The total net tonnage of all crew members list the cause of death as
three vessels 1s 547 net tons. H they dld not asphyxiation due to smoke inhalation due to
have matriculas, they will have to pay an the tire," said Robert C. Seamans, Jr., depadditional •200 each.
uty director of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
In a tour-page "preliminary report" to
CoNGllESS or THJ:
NASA Administrator James E. Webb, Dr.
UNITED STATES,
Seamans aa.id that a nine-man board of inHousz OJ' RE'PaESZNTATIVJ:S,
quiry had no idea as yet to the fire's cause.
Washington, D.O., February 16, 1967.
Finding the cause, Seamans said, "18 a comHon. DEAN Rusx,
plex task demanding the complete attention
Secretary of State,
ot the Review Board" aa well as the "many
Department of State,
elements of government, industry and uniWashington, D.O.
versities involved in the Apollo program."
D:&&B Ka. SECRETAllY: I am informed that
At the same time, the space agency made
a h1gh-seas radio report came through from public Dr. Seaman's report, it also announced
Nr. Tom Santoe, master and part owner of that its first three-man orbital flight will be
the 1lsh1ng vessel Ronnie-B. He reported a voyage of essentially the same type ot craft
that the Equadorlan naval vessel Quayaqull, that would have flown Feb. 21. No date was
formerly a U.S. OOBst Guard cutter, inter- announced tor the ftight.
cepted and stopped three ftshlng vessels, the
The space agency indicated that whlle the
Ronnie-8, the Ranger, and the Determined. spacecraft built to 1ly next 1a equipped to
The location of the seizure was approxi- dock with another spacecraft it will not do
mately twenty-four to twenty-eight miles o1f ao. NASA has elected Just to launch the
the coast of Peru.
spacecraft.
I strongly protest this 1llegal seizure and
NASA made no changes in the launching
am requesting that the House Subcommit- of three unmanned Apollo flights for this
tee on Fisheries be fully informed of any year. These are:
action taken by the State Department on
An unmanned ftight of the Lunar Excurthla matter. I think that this act of plracy sion Module (LEM) in the second quarter of
indicates the futility of our American pollcy this year. This 1a the "apace bus" that will _
of paying fines to foreign governments and carry two astronauts to the lunar surface
following up by 1ll1ng a claim which 1a Ig- from the Apollo spacecraft aa it orbits the
nored. The fact that our own former Coast moon.
Guard and Naval vessels are being used to
The first launch of the giant Saturn V
apprehend U.S. 1i3h boats on the high seas moon rocket, also scheduled tor the second
indicates also that the loans of any auch quarter and alated to orbit an unmanned
vessels should cease. The Constitution pro- Apollo spacecraft, minus the LEM.
vides that citizens on the high seas are enA second launch of Saturn V in the sectitled to protection and I th1n.k that the ond halt ot th1a year, also due to carry an
Admln1strat1on and State Department should Apollo spacecraft (minus LEM) Into earth
review their so-called good neighbor policy orbit.
which has brought American prestige
For the first time since the day after the
throughout the world to a new low.
accident, NASA broke what has amounted to
Awaiting an early reply, I am,
an omctal 11lence about the details of the
Your very truly,
fire.
Dr. Seamans, who just yesterday returned
THOMAS M. PJ:LLT,
to Waahington from Oape Kennedy, c11aRepresentatite in Congress.

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
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closed that the 1'l.re was first detected in the
spacecraft whlle the ground crew was attempting to "improve communications" to
the craft. This confirmed, ln a way, the reports that communications had been dltficult.
Seamans also cleared up the contusion as
to whether the spacecraft was running on
electricity supplied from the ground or on
its own power.
"The fuel cells in the service module were
not in use," Seamans said, "and the socalled internal power was being supplied by
batteries having the same character1stics aa
the tuel cells but located external to the
spacecraft."
The spacecraft was in what space officialS
called a "plugs ln" mode--that is, 1t was
plugged .1n to a ground source of power
and not its own power source. "There is nb
evidence at this time," Seamans emphasized,
"that the source of power whether simulated internal or external was related to the
accident."
Seamans reported that the first report of
fire came from Pllot Chaffee, who was sitting
in the extreme right side of the astronaut
couch. At the same time Chaffee warned of
fire. Senior Pilot White's heart beat started
to rise.
See.mans explained that White was tbe
only astronaut of the three who was instrumented for heart rate and respiration.
Barely one second after ChaJfee'a cry of
alarm., said Seamans, the crew apparentlY
began to move about. A second later the
"cabin temperature began to rise."
SiX seconds after Cha1fee's warning, White
"repeated the previous report saying that
there was a tire in the cockpit." At the satne
time, the cabin pressure began to rise and
the crew apparently was vainly struggling
to escape.
From Seamans's ~count, it appears t;hat
White--in the center seat--was reaching over
hls left shoulder to actuate a handle tb.at
would start to release the hatch. It alSO
appears that Grissom, in the left seat, mtgbt
h.a.ve been helping White to release tbe
hatch.
Nine seconds after Chaffee's first alaril'l•
reported Seamans, the cabin temperature
rose rapidly and ChaJfee .reported. that "a
bad fire" was burning in the cabin.
At this time, Chaffee apparently actuated
the internal be.tteries to turn up the oo.bill
lights. "No other intelllg1ble communications were received," said Seamans, t'al though
some listeners believe there waa one sharP
cry of pain."
A few seconds later, said Seamans, lOSS of
radio signal occurred and oxygen supplY to
the astronauts began to dip. "Fourteen
seconds after the fire was first detected." be
said, "the cabin pressure reached a level ot
approximately 29 pounds per square tnc;f
(up from 16 pel) and the cabin ru.ptured.

Hon. Gordon Browning; Diatingui•hed
Tenneuean and a True Servant of the
People
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. WILLIMI R. ANDERSON
,

or

TENNXSSEJ:

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, Januar11 24, 1967

Mr. ANDERSON of Tennessee. !dt·
Speaker. you a.nd many other M~
bers of the Hou.se will recall 8.8 yo
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friend the Honorable Gordon Browning, Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson Presents
of Tennessee, who served with distincAwards of Excellence for Conservation
tion in the House of Representatives durof Natural Beauty
ing several terms some years ago and
who later served so ably as Governor of
Tennessee. Military men and civilians
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
alike will recall the great record of miliOF
tary service of Gordon Browning during
HON. RICHARD D. McCARTHY
both World War I and World War II;
Re 1s a man who has devoted himself
OP' NEW YORX
since childhood to serving the peopleIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
service in the most honorable and dediThursday, February 16, 1967
cated form. I share the pride of millibns
Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. Speaker, today,
who have been inspired by the selfiess
devotion to public service of this great at the White House, Mrs. Lyndon B.
American. His heart and his courage are Johnson presented awards of excellence
as big as Tennessee itself, from Smoky to distinguished Americans who have
contributed to the conservation and enMountains to Mississippi plain.
Some who have not seen Governor hancement of natural beauty through
Browning for some years might bring their work in highway construction.
At this ceremony, Mr. Laurence S. ·
forth the question, "What 1s Gordon
Browning doing now?" And then, those Rockefeller, Chairman of the Citiwho know him well would realize that zens Advisory Committee on Recreation
this question ha.s but one answer, and Natural Beauty, made the follow"Gordon Browning is serving the peo- ing speech which I commend to your atPle." He is today, despite pain and tention:
Physical affi.iction, in contact, town to REMARKS OF LAURENCE S. RoCKEFELLER AT
RECEPTION HONORING CITIZENS ADVISORY
town 1n Tennessee, delivering to thouCOMMITTEE ON RECREATION AND NATURAL
sands a valiant message on the responBEAUTY, THE WHITE HOUSE, FEBRUARY 16,
sibilities we all have to God and country,
1967
and as Democrats, to our party and to its
Mrs. Johnson, friends of beauty from far
ideals. As a fellow Tennessean, I salute and near: The Citizens Advisory Committee

him..

Mr. Thomas Bernatz and Jerry Brady
SPEECH
OJI'

HON. RICHARD T. HANNA
OJ' CALIJ'ORNIA

·

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 2, 1967
~rr. HANNA. Mr. Speaker, 1n this
Period of d1slllusionment with national
obJectives and vocal. attacks on the Nation's military activities 1n Vietnam and
elsewhere, it 1s encouraging and gratifying to find examples of individuals who
are, in their own small ways, recognizIng the sacrifices our servicemen must
lnake and are patriotically giving suPPort to those young men who have
donned their Nation's uniform and accepted the challenge and responsibility
or representing the Nation in the defense
or freedom and the pursuit of assuring
OUr alUes, large and small, that we will
come to their aid and support. Thomas
:Sernatz and Jerry Brady are two such
.Axnertcans.
Mr. Bernatz is a veteran who proudly
served his country in time of national
reed and he continues to render patriotc service as a member of American LeCion Post 267, La Habra, Calif. :Mr.
~ernatz and Mr. Brady, as public-s:plrited
Usinessmen and fine Americans, serve
au servicemen, at no charge. who patronize their two fine restaurants 1n La
liabra and Whittier, Calif. I believe that
~r the hundreds of free meals these 1n~duals have graciously provided at no
~."· we owe these two businessmen om..14l recognition.
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In state after state they have voted to authorize bond issues for parkland acquisition,
water pollution, and other measures for a
more beautiful America. Last November, for
example, the voters of New York authorized
a $200 million bond issue for park development and acquisition, and this was the
fourth 1n a. series of bond issues over five
years for a. better environment. All had bipartisan support. Another example: In Berkeley, California-where protests get more
publicity than progress-the v_:oters approved
a bond issue to put the rapid transit system
underground through their community so it
would not be blighted by overhead rails.
In essence, conservation, outdoor recreation. urban planning, pollution control,
b!ghway design, and all othe other things
which the President has dramatized with the
term "natural beauty" are emerging as a new
major goal of our society. There is a growing
public conviction that what is at stake here
is something vital-the total quality of our
environment and thus the quality of our
lives.
The people in this room today, for example,
represent directly three mlllion outstanding
adult leaders of tb!s land. Eleven major
youth organizations with twenty million
members have adopted beauty and conservation as a major thrust this year and they are
represented. If you add in others who have
a stake in the nation~ environment--such as
the 45 million fishermen who care about
clear water-this group today represents a
substantial segment of the American people.
I believe the President's hope can come
true. If we persevere, this time may indeed
be marked as that d.a y when Americans decided to protect and enhance their environment rather than to degrade or despoil it.
There is much yet to be done, but the
American people want action and they are
willing to help. Thanks to your leadership
we are on our way toward a better and more
beautiful America..

wishes to thank you, Mrs. Johnson very much
for honoring us here today. This is another
gracious occasion where you have inspired
those who share your concern for a. more
beautuul America.
I would like also to express the appreciation' of the Committee and, I believe. that
of most Americans for a far more significant
debt of gratitude.
We thank you and the President for your
efforts to help achieve a better and more
beautiful America. Your dedication and
concern have struck a responsive and Vital
Judge George C. Sweeney
chord. Your words and your actions have
stirred the hearts, the minds and the hands
of citizens across the land. We are at workEXTENSION OF REMARKS
as the organizations represented in this room
01"
attest.
Three yea:ts ago at the University of Michigan in outlining his hopes .!or America and
OF MASSACHUSETTS
for a Great Society, the President warned
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
of the threats to the natural beauty of our
country. He pledged himself to action and
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
challenged the nation to join him in meetMr. PHlLBIN. Mr. Speaker, I was
ing this and other crucial problems. He
greatly distressed and deeply touched to
said:
"Let us from this moment begin our work learn of the passing on November 5, 1966,
· so that 1n the future men wm look back of the Honorable George C. Sweeney, for
and say: It was then, after a long and weary years an outstanding judge and chief
way, that man turned the exploits of his
judge of the Federal district court at
genius to the full enrichment of his life."
From that day there has been a heartening Boston.
I had known Judge Sweeney during
wave of progress. There was the Task Force
on Natural Beauty, the White House Confer- most of my lifetime and held him in
ence on Natural Beauty, and three special highest regard, esteem, admiration, and
messages to the Congress. The Congress has affection.
responded with farsighted legislation. The
-ms brilliant career 1s a great monufederal agencies and state and local governments havf\ responded with vigorous pro- ment to him-a tribute to his great ability, fine legal training, wonderful spirit
grams.
But perhaps most significantly of all, peo- of dedication and his many outstanding
ple across this country have taken heart and contributions to the public interest.
taken action. They are beginning to beJudge Sweeney started from humble
lieve that we can have both a prosperous and beginnings, and by virtue of his ability,
a beautiful America. They are becoming ambition, courage, personality and forceconvinced that we can have clean air, clean ful character, rose to one of the topmost
water, and healthy open spaces and that
these assets are the building blocks of a judicial positions in the Nation.
He wa.s an American of the finest
healthy society. There is citizen action aa
well aa words. The voters, when they have · quality, who, at an early age, joined the
the choice, are casting their ballots for colors and gallantly served our country
beauty even when it hurts their pocketbooks. 1n World War I with great credit .

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
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He was the yoWlgest mayor in the history of his beautiful, native city of
Gardner, Mass., 1n my district. Veteran,
mayor, lawyer, distinguished right arm
of the U.S. Attorney General as head of
the important Claims Division of that
high office, learned, wise and respected
judge, admired and loved by all who
knew him, Judge Sweeney was indeed a
great American.
His service on the bench was particularly meritorious and praiseworthy. He
enjoyed the high esteem of bar and
bench, of his able and distinguished colleagues, and of the members of our great
legal profession. He held the admiration
and love of all who knew him.
His lifetime of outstanding, devoted
faihtful public service of a rare kind
stands out like the Washington Monument.
Judge Sweeney was a man of amiable,
personal qualities, noted for his fairness
and kindliness toward others, his sound
judgments, his compassion, and his loyalty to his friends and to the many fine
causes which he supported throughout
his life. He was truly beloved by his
learned judicial colleagues and by all
who knew him.
In every sense, he was a great American and his long, valuable outstanding
service to his country, to his community,
State, and Nation in so many important
posts of duty will long be remembered
by his distinguished colleagues on the
Bench, members of the bar, and by a
grateful people, not only 1n his native
city of Gardner, but wherever he was
known.
I am personally deeply saddened by
his unexpected, untimely demise, and I
join with his beloved family, his dear
ones, colleagues and friends in mourn..
ing his untimely passing, and I extend to
them all my most heartfelt sympathy
for their great irreparable loss, a loss
which I very keenly feel.
The memory of Judge Sweeney w1ll
long remain in our hearts.
May he find peace and rest in his
eternal, heavenly home.
Mr. Speaker, the day before Judge
Sweeney passed away, I dictated a letter
to h1m upon learning that he was m,
which I held after I beard of his death.
Under unanimous consent I include the
letter in the RECORD as part of my remarks on the passing of this great and
beloved jurist:
CONGRESS OJ' THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OJ' REPRESENTATIVES,
,

Washington, D .C., November 4,1966.

Hon. GEORGE

c.

S~NEY,

330 Beacon Street,
Bo.,ton, llfass.

Dl!'!All GEoRGE: I hope you are !eeUng better
these days and that you will take it easy for
a whlle. After all, you have had a very busy
Ufe over a long period of tlme now, and your
admirable work on the Bench has been extremely taxing at times.
·
In public life these days, the problems
seem to grow and become more complex and
the work load increases almost at a geometric rate.
·
To be sure, it l.a not at all like the old daya,
when there wa.a some more lelsure time for
famlly ll!e, diversion, recreation and com•
rndeshtp.

Our tasks in the public service have
changed a great deal since earlier days, and
so far as I am concerned, it seems that I can
never get out of the salt mines and I know
that you must have had the same kind of a
Bituation in the Courts.
One thing is certain, and I must mention
it to you, because no one in the entire history of this country has made greater contributions in any judicial role for our federal
system of justice, for our courts or for our
country than you have done.
Indeed your career is a great monument to
you, a tribute to your great ablllty, your
legal learning, your wonderful spirit of dedication and your complete wlllingness to give
of yourself unselfishly and wholeheartedly in
the sterling performance of your heavy responsibilltles and important duties.
One of the finest things about your service, George, is tha-t in the eminence, distinction and high standards you have achieved,
you have always kept your balance, and you
have been noted, not only for your mastery
of the law, your dignity, your fairness and
kindliness toward others, but also for your
consistent, sound judgment, compassion for
others and the down to earth realism and
kindness which you have always shown in
the conduct of your important work as well
as in your personal relations.
There a.re so many things I could mention
about your contribution&-the personal
qualities that endeared you to so many of us
and that have marked you as a true, genuine,
friend, your instinctive concern for people,
and the constant loyalty of your friendship
which, Lord knows, stands out like a beacon
light. To enjoy such high esteem of the
Bar and Bench, of the fellows of our great
profession and the admiration and love of all
who know you, 1s surely a great thing even
though your own inherent modesty mlght
prompt you to evaluate it somewhat dUferently than we do.
They say that the past 1s prologue, but you
certainly can look back on it as a gleaming
reflection of outstanding, devoted, faithful
public service of a kind that we seldom
have these days and that stands out like the
Eurel Tower or the Washington Monument.
In any event, I just want to have th1a
opportunity as an old friend and admirer, to
commend and thank you as well u to congratulate you and your lovely family upon
your extraordinarily brilliant career on the
Bench and :10ur superb contributions
throughout the years. Veteran, Mayor, lawyer and distinguished right arm of the Attorney General, learned, wise and respected
Judge, ad.r:n1red and loved by all, you and
your dear ones, your friends, and all who
know you, may well be proud and grateful
for your tremendous achievements !or God
and country.
I also want to thank you for your invariable kindness to me and your strong, inspiring, loyal friendship. Truly you are in a
cla.ss by yourself-e. great American.
I wish for you and your dear ones all
choicest blessings in the time to come, and
well-being, happiness and peace together !or
many years to come.
Please do not hesitate to call upon me anytlme.
Warm regards and best wishes,
Sincerely yours,
Pnn.IP J . PHILBIN.
PRINTING OF CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
EXTRACTS
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Anniversary of Lithuanian Independence
SPEECH
OP

HON. WILLIAM A. BARRETT
OF PENNSYLVANIA_
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. BARRETT. Mr. Speaker, we citizens of the United States know what a
precious essence liberty is. We have but
to recall the dramatic .wcounts in our
history books of the courage, determination and self -sacrifice of the American
Revolutionary Forces. We realize the
great price these early patriots paid in
physical suffering and mental anguish to
set us free. Freedom of the individual
is a basic tenet of our American Government. Thomas Jefferson called it an inalienable right. Woodrow Wilson restated this idea in his speeches expounding the right of all people to self-determination.
History was kind to the Americans.
The years following our liberation found
us isolated from would-be aggressors and
free to direct our energies toward building a strong and unified nation. This
has not been true for the people of
Lithuania. Their proclamation declaring themselves an independent state was
permitted to stand only 22 short years
before German and Soviet aggressors besieged Lithuania's eastern and western
Although the stalwart
boundaries.
Lithuanians had repelled attempts at
colonization many times, these courageous people could not defend their
country against a major onslaught by
two mighty countries. The defeat of
Hitler's forces left the struggling Lithua.:nians in Soviet hands. The clever So\iets, who had employed their covert subversive tactics to undermine the indePendent structure of the Lithuanian Government since Russian troops had entered Lithuania in 1939, were quick to
absorb the 111-fated citizens. Without
deference to the Lithuanian sovereign
state, the Soviets moved in and engulfed
the free territory.
Soviet domination has endured for 23
Years. Propaganda from the U.S.S.R.
Would assure the West that the Lithuanian people are delighted with their
satellite status; that Soviet methods of
farming and industrial techniques have
brought about economic growth never
dreamed of in Lithuanian history. So\iet educational systems and social reforms have fostered a cheerful and
grateful Lithuanian pe(}ple, we are told.
Citizens of the free world know that this
is a sham. We know that the people of
this once proud land are struggling in
bondage, yearning to be free. The spirit
ot Lithuanian independence is not dead,
nor even does it lie dormant. It exists
as an indestructible flame in the hearts

of its people. Mr. Speaker, today we
pause to honor and to salute these brave
people, with the hope that they will again
know the indefinable joy of human
liberty.

Death of Sgt. Robert F. Starbuck, U.S.
Marine Corps, of Charleston, S.C.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. STROM THURMOND
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, February 17, 1967

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, Mr.
Edward Hunter is the founder and editor
of the excellent magazine, Tactics, a
journal devoted to the analysis of Communist propaganda maneuvers. In his
cunent issue he departs from his usual
format to ]::>ay tribute to a young hero
from South Carolina, Sgt. Robert F.
Starbuck, U.S. Marine Corps, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Starbuck, of
Charleston. Sergeant Starbuck, who was
a hero even though he disclaimed the
title died of wounds received in action in
Viet~am, February 4. As such, he is symbolic of the sacrifice American manhood
.
.
.
is mak1~g m_ VIetnam .. I rec~~mend Mr.
Hunters tnbute, ent1tled, Symbol of
Finest Manhood," to the attention of
Senators, and ask unanimous consent
that it be printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD.

•

There being no objection the tribute
· t d i ' th R
was_ ord ere d to be prm e n e ECORD,
as follows:
HIS SPIRIT, NOT HIS DEATH, THE SYMBOL:
SYMBOL OF FINEST MANHOOD
The artist who designed the jacket for my
book, "Attack by Mall," is a deeply motivated
woman. I have known her for some years.
So · I naturally know about her younger
brother, Bob. He joined the Marines when
19, about five years ago. He was the type of
young man one means when referring to
"the typical American boy." He was cleancut, with a countenance that projected ruggedness and boyishness. Other parents saw
their own son or son-in-law in him. He
looked the ideal young man.
He was the ideal young American man.
He was a. football star at high school in
Montgomery, N.Y. When 16, he raised a.
Guernsey cow that. won a first prize at the
Orange County, N.Y., fair and he went on to
the state fair at Syracuse with his blue ribbon cow. He enrolled in Orange County
Community College at Middletown, N.Y., but
enlisted in the Marine Corps in his first year.
Upon graduation from boot camp at Parris
Island, S.C., he was selected as the outstand1ng recruit of his class. He asked for sea
duty, and was assigned to the guided rotssile, light cruiser Little Rock on a voyage to
Cubn. and the Mediterranean. About a year
later, he was made a drill Instructor at his
old base, Parris Island. His father received a.
letter from the commanding general saying
that Robert was an inspiration to both enlisted men and officers, and was meticulous

in his performance of duty. He won a number of medals for excellence in marksmanship and other military activities. His men
liked him; so did the girls.
But he was not satisfied. A little more than
a year ago, he told his sister, Shirley, that he
did not feel he was fulfilling his responsibilities as a Marine and an instructor by
staying at Parris Island and training others
to go abroad and face enemy fire without
having done so himself. He requested combat duty.
The rest of the story is simply told and
all too brief. But it is the story of the kind
of man who is the backbone of our milltary
establishment and of our nation. He was
a man of convictions. He believed in the
cause for which he was offering his life. His
picture does not appear in the pages of newspapers except rarely, because he is not news.
He is the average, good, young American who
feels and apprecates the values of our way
of life. The ·s pace goes to those who are
"news" because they are the exceptions-they are the beatniks, the vietnlks and the
peaceniks and their kind.
He went abroad to fight at his own request, after receiving some last-minute training at camp Pendleton in California. He was
a sergeant, the backbone of our milltary.
EVERY AssiGNMENT A MOST DANGEROus oNE
The next heard of him, his base was at Chu
La!. He was in the thick of it near the Viet
Nam border to the north, leading a rifle
platoon through the impossible kind of terrain other Americans see ~n television. He
_ was wounded 1n the fightmg near the demilitarized zone that the enemy uses as a
base and a pathway to the south. Pieces of
schrapnel cut into both knees. He was haspitallzed only a couple of weeks.
A period without mall was interrupted by
a visit to his parents, Maria and Sidney Starbuck or Charleston, S.C., by marines who had
been friends of his at the base, who asked
whether any news had come of him. His
father is of early New England ancestry, of
those who settled Nantucket Island. The
family made its mark in maritime history,
and produced some of our most noted whaling shipowners and skippers. The author of
"Moby Dick" picked the name, Starbuck, as
his first mate's, because of its salty background. His mother is a direct descendant
of Elder Wllllam Brewster and John Alden.
The elderly couple sensed that something
had happened. Bob wrote about being
wounded only after be was back in action.
Briefly, he had an interval-apparently convalescing-protecting Vietnamese from Viet
Cong terrorists during the period of the very
successful election. He wrote his sister that
it was a great victory for Premier Ky and
our side.
He was given a 10-day leave in Malaya from
where he phoned his parents. Next, a letter
dated Jan. 4 contained the following:
"Am in a new outfit now and the one which
I have been trying to get Into for the last
year or so. I might be going to England soon
to Commando school and sure hope. A lot
of good schools such
jump school, scuba
school, Ranger school, special warfare school
and quite a few others-have to run now ..•
Love, Bob."
This letter was postmarked Jan. 7
and reached Shirley Jan. 12. A few days
later, a letter to his parents told of hls being
dropped with reconnaisance groups from
helicopters. His address was: Sgt. Robert F.
Starbuck, A Co., 1st Recon Bn, c/o F.P.O.,
San Francisco, Calif. 96602.

as
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"WE ARE DOING A GOOD JOB''

A letter dated Jan. 30 reached his parents on Feb. 4, a Saturday. It read: "We
are behind the Viet Cong lines and we are
doing a good job. We have them on the
run. Don't repeat this as I don't want to be
thought of as a hero"
He was just doing his duty. He was assuming that this is what all Americans strive
to do.
Saturday night, Shirley couldn't sleep.
She tossed about restlessly in bed until 6:30
Sunday morning. She got up at 9 a.m. for
church. At 4:30p.m. the phone rang in her
home at the Wyoming, 2022 Columbia Road
N.W., in Washington, D.C. It was her 16year-old daughter, Susan, calling from
Charleston, where she stays with her grandparents while attending school. ·She was
sobbing. The words she barely could force
from her throat were: "Mama, it's Bobby
. . ."Shirley understood at once . . .
A Marine au to had come to the house at
3:45p.m. Susan was home alone. She looked
out of the window, and sensed at once. A
major and a chaplain came with the news.
The body would be home in about a week
for burial at Parris Island. Additional details followed. On Feb. 3, shrapnel hit h1m
on the back of his head. The next day,
Feb. 4, he died.
He had enlisted in the Marines at 19 for a
three-year stint, and re-enlisted when 22
for six years. He would have completed his
sixth year in the Marines on March 9. On
July 17, he would have been 26.
A BEGINNING AND NOT AN END

This is the simple story, much as it is !or

an increasing number of mothers, fathers,
wives, daughters, sisters and other relatives
these days. A sergeant who-loved life but put
-p!ltriotism and hi..s convictions first. A man
whose adherence to discipline was keeping
our country safe in spite of the corrosive
~rrnissiveness that enables the enemy to
fight us on the home front .
This ordinarily is the end of the tale, but
it would be untrue to Bob to leave it at this
point. One should not merely have a good
cry, and then pull oneself together again,
saying, "I'm all right now." There should be
more to it, for now 1s when our responsibillty
to the Robert F. Starbucks of the country
beglns. They must not be dying in vain, or
n..>edlessly. He ls a symbol, and a beautiful
one.
His death could be the most worthwhile
gl!t with the most wonderful results imaginable. The way we pursue the war in Viet
Nam can save our nation from the agony of
an all-out milltary conflict that would embrace our land all the way from Washington
and California to Florida and Maine, and
aave the world from a holocaust. His 11!e
was given so that untold hundreds of thousands-even millions--of Americans will not
have to die later on. This 1s the crucial
meaning to the Viet Nam warfare, and Sgt.
Starbuck knew it. Bob went into this war
t:> win it. No-win was no part of his makeup. He went behind enemy lines in order
tu help bring about this victory. We owe it
to him, and to the others who likewise have
died or are to give their lives, to cherish this
intent, and to carry it forward to fulfillment.
Sgt. Robert F. Starbuck belie\·ed in his
country enough to die !or it. He knew that
tts institutions are intrinsically good, the
best ever on earth. The possiblllty for tmpro\'ement is the greatest asset of the good,
and he laid down his life so we may reach
this ideal-again and again and again.
Death itself is never partisan, and should
not evoke partisan feelings among us. What
it .should call forth are questions we can ask
ourselves, all of us, inside and outside gove!'nment. Are we playing !air with these
young men? Do they and their mission get
all-out or only partial support? Are we mak-

1ng each a.s.signment in the theater of war
the best that can be thought out, never as
a cover !or what could be done more effectively 1f it were not !or some unstated motivation or llmitation?

U.S. Trade Policy-Wars of National
Liberation
SPEECH
OF

HON. MELVIN R. LAIRD
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ThursdayJ February 16, 1967
Mr. Speaker, the Soviet
Union holds the key to peace in VietMr. LAIRD.

nam. House Concurrent Resolution 210,
which I have introduced today, urges our
country, through this Congress, to recognize that trade can also be an effective
weapon for biinging about peace in Vietnam.
House Concurrent Resolution 210
declares it to be the sense of Congress
thatThe Government of the United States
should only consider further expansions of
trade, educational and cultural exchanges,
and other related agreements with the Soviet
Union and its East European satellites when
there 1s demonstrable evidence that their actions and policies with regard to Vietnam
have been redirected toward peace and an
honorable settlement and when there 1s
demonstrable evidence that they have abandoned their policy of support for so-called
"wars of national liberation."

The Soviet Union holds the key to
peace in Vietnam because it and its East
Ew·opean s:1tellites are now providing
more than 80 percent of the strategic war
materials furnished to North Vietnam.
Of all the military strategy approaches
available to the United States for blinging about an honorable and successful
conclusion to the war in Vietnam only
two have been utilized. Thus far, the ineffective bombing of various installations
in North Vietnam, and a steady and massive escalation qf American troops in
South Vietnam have not resulted in a
settlement of this war.
It 1s difficult to understand why the
administration 1s willing to escalate the
war by bombing in the north but is unwilling to escalate through the much
more humane method of utilizing trade
as a weapon of war.
It is my hope that the administration
will support and implement legislation
introduced by Congressman GLENARD
LIPscoMB, of California, and me, to establish a Select House Committee on Export
Control. Trade with Communist nations is often less in consumer goods than
it is in machine tools, computers, and
other advanced technology which enables
those governments to support North
Vietnam directly.
The facts prove that the Soviets and
their satellites--presently supporting
North Vietnam to the tune of better than
$1 billion annually-are far more involved in this struggle than are the
Chinese.
I would hope that the Johnson administration would finally take the
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American people into their confidence
and admit that the Soviets are the main
props of North Vietnam, not the Chinese.
While the Communist nations of Eastem Europe and the Soviet Union persist
in their direct support of so-called wars
of national liberation, such as the war
in Vietnam, it makes no sense for the
United States to consider further trade
and other related agreements with them.
Let us build our bridges after this bloody
jungle war of "national liberation" in
Vietnam is settled and the Soviet Union
shows a desire to live in a world at peace.
The resolution follows:
HOUSE CONCURREN~ RESOLUTION

210

Whereas it is the policy of the Congress
and the desire of the people of the United
States that an honorable peace be secured in
Vietnam; and
Whereas the Soviet Union supported by its
East European satellites holds the ultimate
key to such a peace as the principal supporter of the Communist war effort now
providing more than 80 percent of the strategic war materials furnished to North Vietnam; and
Whereas the Soviet Union and its satellites
are making positive overtures to governmental and priviate leaders of the United States
to effect a further increase in trade and an
expansion of credit between the respective
countries; and
Whereas the Soviet Union and its satellites
support the regime of North Vietnam at relatively low cost to themselves, particularly
when compared to the mental and mor al
anguish and physical and economic cos t
which the people of the United States are
forced to bear in support of a free and independent South Vietnam; and
Whereas, of all the military strategy approaches available to the United States for
bringing about an honorable and successful
conclusion to the war in Vie'tnam, only two
h.ave been utilized thus far: ineffective
bombing of vnrious Installations in North
Vietnam, and a teady and massive escalation of American troops in South Vietnam;
and
Whereas trade and cultural and edu ::ational exchanges are powerful tools not only
for promoting international peace and goodwill, but also as recognized weapons for preventing or pro:;ecuting war: Now therefore
be it
Resolved by the House of Representatives

That it is the sense
of the Congress that the Government of the
United States should only consider further
expansions of trade, educational and cultural
exchanges, and other related agreements
with the Soviet Union and its East European
satellites when there ls demonstrable evidence that their actions and policies with regard to Vietnam have been redirected toward
peace and an honorable settlement and when
there is demonstrable evidence that they
have abandoned their policy of support for
so-called wars of national liberation.
(the Senate concurring),

Our Great Companions
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SPESSARD L. lfOLLAND
OF FLORIDA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, February 17, 1967
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I re-

cently came into possession of an editorial entitled "OUr. Great Companiqns,''
written by Mrs. Virginia Weldon KellY
and published by the Independent Press-
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Telegram, of Long Beach, Calif., on Sunday, December 25, 1966.
While the message contained in the
article was particularly appropriate at
Christmastime, it is also appropriate
throughout each day of the year. I
therefore ask unanimous consent to have
it p1inted in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
OUR GREAT COMPANIONS

(By Virginia. Weldon Kelly)
There is a Holy Land legend of a king
going into battle who dreamed Jehovah said,
"I will give you 10 armies or I, Myself, will
accompany you." The king replied, "I
choose you, Lord, because I need a Great
Companion."
At Christmas, the hallowed and gracious
season, Christians contemplate life's meaning; our origin and destiny. The answer
comes when we know God as our salvation
and refuge in life, the loneliness of dying,
and in eternity. Christ is the beginning and
end of our quest. Saint Paul said, "For
me to 11 ve 1B Christ."
Heidegger, Gide and Snrtre have said that
to admit God's being would limit their freedom. In contrast, John Wesley wrote the
glorious hymn "Come, Thou long expected
Jesus, born to set Thy people free."
In the 11th Century Roscelln said God is
dead because abstract concepts have no
reality. Eight centuries later Nietzche wrote
"God is dead. We have slain Him, you and
I." Tolstoi warned that this philosophy
would lead to man's annihilation.
''You do not know what hope 1B until
you have lOEit it," T. S. Eliot said. Without
hope, atheists defy ego. Each believes the
unt verse rests upon hil:n.
Significantly, Judaism and Christianity
prescribe joy, praise and thanksgiving as a
means toward glorifying God, righteousness
and life's fulfillment. Jesus said, "I am
come that they might have life and have
it more abundantly." The birth of Jesus,
His teachings and triumphant resurrection
are indeed "The Good News."
Our · Christmas wish ls that God will lift
you to the joy and tranquility of spirit where
you will know that He and the Christ Child
are your Great Companlons.

nothing we can do ~hat would be too
much for them.
I am proud to be able to insert into
the RECORD an outstanding example of
support for the new b111 from the Buffalo
Courier Express, Buffalo, N.Y. The editorial which follows was printed on February 4, 1967:
VIETNAM VETS ENTITLED TO EQUAL BENEFITS

President Johnson bas asked Congress to
incrense educational and other benefits for
veterans of the war in Vietnam. He wants
these benefits to equal those granted vet. erans of the two World Wars and the Korean
War. He pointed out that because of certain gaps in the law today's veteran and his
family are ineligible for a number of benefits
other war veterans receive.
''It is only right that these loopholes be
closed," he said.
It certainly is, even though the program
the President is requesting is expected to
cost $250-million a year. The war in Vietnam is not a declared war, but the distinction is one which means nothing to the men
who are fighting it. The risks they run and
the casualties they suffer are all the reasons
Congress should need for enacting legislation to make sure that there is no discrimination against Vietnam veterans as against
veterans of our other wars ln the matter of
benefits.

Retirement of John E. McClure as County
Extension Agent for Daviess · County,

Ky.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THRUSTON B. MORTON
OF KENTUCKY

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, February 17, 1967

Mr. MORTON. Mr. President, the
tremendous contribution of the county
extension agent in building our Nation's
agricultural production capacity and his
dedicated leadership in making rural
America a better place in which to live
and work are among the most significant
achievement~ in our farming history.
One of these completely unselfish and
Vietnam Vets Entitled to Equal Benefits
devoted gentlemen, Mr. John E.
McClure, 1'etired on December 30 after
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
serving Daviess County, Ky., for 44 years.
OF
On January 26, more than 550 persons
HON. RICHARD D. McCARTHY paid tribute to Jack McClure at an
appreciation dinner in Owensboro for
OJ' NEW YORK
achievements which will have lasting
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
efl'ect on the people and community he
Thursday, February 16, 1967
served.
I ask unanimous consent that an arMr. McCARTHY. Mr. Speaker, since
President Johnson proposed his Service- ticle describing the appreciation dinner
men and Veterans' Act of 1967, many and Jack McClure's many accomplishcitizens and organizations throughout ments, published in the January 27 edithe country have voiced support o! its tion of the Owensboro Messenger &
Inquirer, be printed in the Appendix of
worthwhile provisions.
The act promises to surpass education the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
bills enacted previously-for veterans Qf
'Vorld ·war II and the Korean war-be- was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
cause the GoYernment has already as follows:
JACK McCLURE Is HONORED FOR MANY
ironed out problems that arose during
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
the adm.in!stration of these. I have supThey lnuded Jack McClure Thursde.y
Ported the new bill wholeheartedly from
nlght.
the beginning.
They praised his greatest accomplishment
'Ve must provide our soldiers in Viet- in their eyes-"he brought the farmers out
nam with every benefit possible. They of the darkness and into the light." This
are giving up an important part of their was McClure's part in bringing rural elec ..
llves to fight for their country. There 1s tricity into the county in 1938.
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The 550 persons at the Sportscenter to
honor Jack McClure after 44 years as county
agent also listed his other credits. The
credits were numerous.
The audience was made up of farmers,
sons and daughters of farmers, rural people
of all ages. And they, in Jack McClure's
eyes, are his greatest accomplishment. They
were people he _had helped train and guide
during their lives-and their success is his ·
proudest achievement.
But there were more than just friends
from the country. Scattered among those
coming to break bread with McClure and
his family were many friends living in the
city.
McClure recognized the diversity of the
audience and stated that he had never recognized the ~aginary boundary that divides
the city and the county.
Checks that have been presented the McClures as gifts have totaled more than $3,500.
They also received several silver dishes, a
plaque and other items.
But McClure quietly hit the proper perspectl ve. "The gifts are materials things
which may not survive," he told the audience, "but your friendship will live as long
as I do."
The story of Jack McClure and men like
him isn't just a Daviess County story, or a
Kentucky yarn; it's a tale that has a.ftected
all of America.
As a young college agricultural graduate
in 1922 riding a train into Owensboro, past
fi<><Xied fields lying idle and useless, McClure decided he bad to "sell" himself and
his llew ideas to the local farmers.
McClure has been one of the many unheralded county agents across the nation
who built agriculture in the United States
into the n;J.ost productive system the world
has ever known, Burl St. Clair, principal
speaker, told the audience.
And, said the speaker, agriculture is a
key component in free America. "It didn't
come a.b out by accident that our farms produce enough to feed the nation, and other
nations. It has been men like Jack McClure who have earned the credit for this
accomplishment."
St. Clair, the principal speaker, is a former
president of the Kentucky Farm Burenu
Federation.
McClure retired Dec. 30 after serving more
than 44 years as Daviess County extension
agent. During this time he was accorded
several signal honors, including:
Being selected as the only ext-ension agent
to represent Kentucky in 1939 for the 25th
anniversary celebration of passage of the
Smith-Lever Act which established extension
work programs to be held in Washington,
D.C., with representatives from 48 states.
Being elected president Of the Kentucky
County Agents Association tn 1957.
Winn!ng a . distinguished service award
from the National Association of County
Agents 1n 1939.
Being elected to Gamma Sigma Delta National Honorary Fraternity 1n 1957 for important contributions in agriculture.
McClure's accomplishments in agriculture
1n the county are almost too numerous to
list. St. Clair spoke at length on them
noting:
McClure originated projects for farmers
such as a program of lime phosphate and
grass for cattle in 1928, urged shifting emphasis from dark to burley tobacco, and in
1936 initiated action of a rural electric cooperative and led the work until the cooperative was organized.
In 1933, the county had just over 3,300
acres of burley and when farmers accepted
the change, the county burley allotment got
as high as 8,100 acres, adding millions of dollars to local income over the following years.
McClure was a leader in organizing the
~filk marketing cooperative o.nd has sened
as an adviser since.
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He organized the Harvesters Club-the
only one in Kentucky.
The county agent organized and led the
p<ogram testing cattle for tuberculosis ~
1926, and that placed Daviess County on the
modified, certified TB free list, where it remains today.
He led the program for area testing for
brucellosis and Daviess County 1s now accredited.
McClure played a ke_y role in the organization of the Daviess County Farm Bureau,
and its unit for young persons. He aided in
developing the corn production of the county
and state by securing research projects on
corn development in the county for the past
18 years.
The agricultural expert promoted land use,
particularly through development of more
and better pastures. He organized and operated the soil testing laboratory servicetesting about 1,200 samples annually.
By demonstrations and other methods, he
promoted soybeans as a cash crop, which now
amounts to a 600,000 bushel cro~ each year.
Daviess is the leader is the four main bean
producing counties of Kentucky.
Beginning in 1922 with a "Better Sires"
c~mpaign, be promoted improved livestock
and production methods, including the Dairy
Herd Improvement Association, and beef perfonmmce testing.
McClure was a leader in organizing and
ad vising in the Artificial Breeding Cooperath·e which breeds about 1,700 cows each year
to quality bulls.
He bad a significant part in programs to
secure federal aid to rehabiUtate Panther
Creek. and in 1939 promoted the growing of
nut trees.
For 15 years, McClure conducted a daily
radio program on timely topics and tbe program was rated one of the best in the state.
In addition to the radio show, he conducted
a Tri-State TV program for 11 years, and
promoted Interest in the Kentucky Life Museum. Daviess County has contributed more
articles of early Kentucky life for the state
museum than any other Kentucky county.
In recognition of such ser>lces, McClure
wns honored in many ways over tbe years:
He was elected to Epsilon Sigma Phi in
1932. This is the National Honorary Fraternity of Extension Workers. He served as
chief of the Kentucky chapter and received
the chapter's Meritorious Award for OUtstanding Service.
McClure was presented with an automobtle
in 1948 by the county residents. He was the
first county agent in the United States to
receive such a gift.
The Farm Bureau honored him for service
to the organization in 1948. Three times
McClure received the top award !or publicity
work ln the extension field ln Kentucky.
McClure was born in Montgomery County,
Ky., on May 13, 18'37 and earned a degree in
agriculture from the University of Kentucky
in 1918 at the age o! 20.
After farming in Woodford County for
four years, McClure came to Danes.'> County
as assistant county agent in 1922.
Transportation was a major problem at
that time, and McClure frequently bad to
rely on train service to travel from town to
town In the county as in rainy weather the
mud roads were impassable by car. His circuit included 1,060 miles by auto and 22
walking miles.
One of the phnses of his Job invol ed
leadership training for youth, and McClure
concentrated on this phase and enjoyed lt.
"I am proudest," he said, "of my part 1n
gettin~ rural electric established almost more
th:ul any other single thing--outside of working v.1tb young people to train them ln
leadership roles."
H~ has been active in 4-H clubs and numerous adult groups. McClure be11eved 1n
"sell1ng .. himself to the farm and rurn.l restdents. One case of ''selling" involved a
fractious mule.

"One spring about five years after I came
to the county," said McClure, "I was driving
by the George Thompson farm and noticed
several men trying to put bridles on some
unbroken mules. They weren't having much
success.
"I looked on for awhile and asked Ben
Hawes, who owned the mules, to let me
try. 'You know bow?' he asked. Taking a.n
old, gentle saddle horse, mounting and riding
into the pack of mules, I slipped bridles on
all of them."
McClure said Hawes was skeptical at first,
but after the demonstration turned into a
life-long friend.

"Blueprint for Peace" Has 400 Sugge'tions for a Better World
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF MINNESCJTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, January 31, 1967

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, two articles appearing in the Saturday Review of
January 21, 19"67, point up one of the
most valuable paperback books to come
out last year. It is "Blueprint for
Peace," by Richard N. Gardner, professor of law and international relations at
Columbia University.
Professor Gardner has highlighted
more than 400 suggestions coming out of
the White House Conference on International Cooperation Year.
I have unanimous consent to have
these articles printed in the REconn as
follows:
[From Saturday Review, Jan. 21, 19671
PLANNING FOR A BETTER WORLD

BLueprint tor Peace: Being the Proposals
of Prominent Americans to the White House
Conference on International Cooperation,
edited by Richard N. Gardner (McGraw-Ilill.
405 pp.
Hardbound, $7.95 ; Paperback,
$2.95), offers more than 400 suggestions tor
impro11ing world relations, made by the
various committees convened by President
Johnson in 1965. George N. Shuster, currently director of Notre Dame University's
Center for the Study of Man, has been cr
member of the pioneering Committee of the
Division of Cultural Relation$, Department
of State, and a U.S. representative on the
Executive Committee of UNESCO. He is an
honorary trustee of the Carnegie Endowment tor Internaticmaz Peace.

(By George N. Shuster)
White House conferences are now well-established media. for enabling citizens to comment on what their government is doing or
presumably ought to be doing, as well as
fairly effective launching pads for trto.l balloons in which an incumbent Administration
is interested. Richard N. Gn.rdner, in his
spirited and reflective introduction to Blueprint for Peace, correctly surmises that the
Conference convened by President Johnson
during the autumn of 1965 to consider the
possibilities and problems of international
cooperation may well have been unprecedented in terms of scope and participation.
His book summarizes the discussion and
presents a great variety of recommendations
derived from the experience and intelligence
of the participants, many of them wellknown men and women.
Though Adlai Stevenson's query w!":ll! the-;the human race "really knows how to run a
civilization" remains unanswered, here are
more thAn 4-00 suggestions for improvement.
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As one might have anticipated, many of
them are merely hoped-for addenda to the
chores which the government of the United
States is already more or less diligently performing. Thus the Committee on Peacemaking Operations offered fourteen proposals, closing with the wish that "when
time and circumstance seem favorable'' the
United States will "make a contribution on
t lle order of $25 million" to the now unb:llanccd peacekeeping budg~t of the U.N.
On the other hand, some committees strongly
endorsed private initiative and pointed with
pride to achievements it bas triggered.
One of the brightest p:1ges in the story
of contemporary international cooperation
h e>s been written by trade, industry, and
b .:m king. This has, ot course, been an effort
of the free world, with the United States
pretty solidly in the driver's seat. The accomplishment is heartening, however neceseary the additional momentum urged by
some members of tbe pertinent committee
m a y be. The Committee on Labor, perhaps
inevitably, limited its discussion to an endorsement of the work of the American Institute for Free Labor Development in fostering "the promotion of free enterprise and
the elimination of Oommunist infiltration
throughout the free world."
Muc):l less optimistic are the reports of tbe
Committees on Disarmament and Peacemaking. Though they announced substantial
progre ~ s in the reconciliation of Russian and
Western views, especially the test-ban treaty
and its important sequel which vetoes the
use of space explora-tion for mi11tnry purposes, they were compelled to reckon with
other perils. Those that grow out of the
'u nsettled German and East European situation date from Yalta a.nd Potsdam; but
others, particularly the proliferation or nuclear armaments, are new and ominous. The
report provides a satisfactorily realistic appraisll o! the existing situation, but unfort u n ately some of the recommendations
reem little more than wishful thinking.
The ple3. that "the United States attempt
to b r ln~ the People's Republic of China into
n. ge:1uine dialogue on disarmament and
oth er security matters" may, however, be
m ore relevant ten years hence.
Special stress is placed on recently developed or planned forms of international
sharing in scientific achievement. The
scientists conjure up a potentially radiant
future of conserved resources and human
betterment. The threat arising from uninhibited population increase, especially in
some blighted economic areas, is dealt ·with
sanely and perceptively. The more "idealistic'' programs designed to promote international conciliation-those concerned with
human rights, education, and cultural exchange--remn.in much more nebulous,
though improvement in schoollng for the
world's poor has made rather substantial
progress. But wba.t can anyone sny about
human rights except that the United States
should ratify n number of proposed conventions ag:Unst discrimination, in the hope
that the good example thus shown Will prove
contagious? The present situation is bleak.
e'\'en if some pockets of suppression in the
Western world are grndually disappearing.
A number of the committee reportR nre
disappointing. The one dealing with the
crucial problem of agricultural production
tills hardly any new ground at all, and tlle
one having to do with education discusses
matters of peripheral interest, at least so !nr
as that part of the public not engnged In
schoolmastcrlng is concerned. Those who
discussed assisting economic development
deserve thrulks for not having neglected the
highly important '"private sector," hut their
recommendations do net improve in uny
n ot 1h le vr v on m '>tQrl ul long in print on thiS
elusive snbject. Obviously, however, government experts were able to make grateful
use of the discussion to air some of their
frustrn.ttons.
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As a whole the book wm be unusuaily
helpful to those-and, hopefully, they will
be found in goodly numbers--who wish to
gain some insight into the many complex:
and diverse problems with which the contemporary world is wresting. It covers a lot
of ground succintly and provides a considerable amount of authoritative comment which
is only rarely couched in the special language of the social scientist. It can aid in
making American public opinion aware that
the sum total of the problem of peace is no
greater than its parts. The job to be done
is great and bam.lng, and it will not succeed
if there should be any waning of public support. Mr. Gardner's introduction, though
quite personal in temper and perspective, is
probably the best pnrt of the volume he has
edited.
1From Saturday Review, Jan. 21, 19671
PICK OF THE PAPERBACKS
''I'm neither a hawk nor a dove. I'm a
'dawk.'" said thirty-nine-year-old Richard
N. Gardner. a senior adviser to U.N. Ambassador Arthur Goldberg and professor of law
at Columbia University. "I believe in combining power and purpose. Power without
purpose is evil; purpose without power is
futile." Gardner's books In Pursuit of
World Order (Praeger, $1.95) and Blueprint
for Peace (McGraw-Hill, $2.95) are the results of his preoccupation with international
peace. In Pursuit of World Order was written while Gardner was working for the State
pepartment during the Kennedy and Johnson Administra ttons. A vigorous defense of
the United Nations, it has not only been
translated into eight languages, including
Hindi and Chinese, but was adopted by the
Sorbonne for a course in international relations. Blueprint for Peace, edited by Gardner 1see page 42 j. contains proposals by distinguished Americans to the important White
House Conference on International Cooperation, which took place in November 1965.
Among the brains consulted were those of
Istdor Rabi, George Meany, Erich Leinsdorf,
and SR's Norman Cousins. At his office in
the United States Mission to the U.N., Gardner refi.ected upon the achievements of the
Conference. "In my talks at the U.N. I've
been encouraged by the response to the
'10-Point Peace Agenda' outlined in my introduction." he said. ''I think it's time to
go beyond near-peaceful coexistence to
peaceful cooperation." The recommendations of the Conference contained many
apecific suggestions not only for peace but
also for proRperlty: population control, con8t'rving world resources, positive use of
atomic energy. "One of the main proposals-a. treaty governing outer space and the
celestil\.1 bodies-has just been concluded
\\'ith the Soviet Union and other countries,
despite the war in Vietnam. I hope this year
\\ill see agreement on other proposals-on
the nonproliferation of nuclear ' wenpons, expanded East-West trade, broader intellectual nnd cultural exchange, and increased
eft'orts on bchnlf of the less developed countries."
When Gardner, who Uvea with his wife and
two children in a Manhattan apartment, 1s
not cogitating about peace, he is playing
games, or, more accurately, inventing them.
With hls father-in-law, Bruno ' Luzznto, a
State Department omcial, Gardner has created "Trio," which he insists combines the
best of bridge and scrabble. Though the
game hns not yet been commercially produced, Gardner cla1m.a scores of adherents
around the globe. He didn't suggest it aa an
anawcr to the problems of world peace, but
he did sny, "Maybe if people spent more time
Playing Trio, th y'd have lesa time for
Ughttng."

The Consular Convention Between the
United States and the Soviet Union
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. STROM THURMOND
IN

OF SOUTH CAROLINA
THE SEN ATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, February 17, 1967

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, this
morning Dr. Lev E. Dobrlan.sky, professor of economics at Georgetown University, testified before the Committee on
Foreign Relations on the Consular Convention with the U.S.S.R.
Dr. Dobriansky is chairman of the
National Captive Nations Committee
and, as such, has a particular interest
in this convention. His statement addresses itself to every salient argument
that has been advanced in support of
the convention and provides, I think, a
sound refutation of all these arguments.
I commend this statement to the attention of Senators and ask unanimous consent that it be printed in the Appendix
of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the testimony was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
THE UNITED STATES-U.S.S.R. CONSULAR CONVENTION: SYMBOL OF A POLITICO-CULTURAL
LAG
(Testimony of Dr. Lev E. Dobriansky, professor of economics, Georgetown University,
chairman, National Captive Nations Committee, before the Committee on Foreign
Relations, U.S. Senate, Feb. 3, 1967)
1\ir. Chairmalf and distinguished Members,
I'm most grateful for this opportunity to
testify in opposition to Senate ratification of
the US-USSR Consular Convention
My
statement addresses itself by way of refutation to every salient argument that has been
advanced in favor of the treaty, and it raises
several additional objections to it, along
with a llLtle known contradiction in State
Department thinking regarding our relations
with the Soviet Union. On the scale of careful politico-diplomatic calculation the treaty
definitely does not rest on a quid pro quo
basis-indeed, it exposes us to a grave net
disadvantage and grants a windfall to imperio-colonialist Moscow-and, from a positive viewpoint, should be replaced by a concrete alternative which, on net balance, really
upholds the principle of reciprocity and mutual advantage.
Contrary to the remarks of Secretary Rusk
and others, this treaty is far more than just
another consular convention. We're not dealing in arrangements with Zambia or Chad;
instead, we're dealing with the power and
survival bnse of the entire Red Empire which
challenges us on every major continent and,
considering its relatively inferior resources,
hM done an historically phenomenal job, in
the instant time of fifty years, to negate the
principles of national independence and freedom. It would be nnh·e of us to consider
and evaluate this treaty merely in the vacuum of "little dltrerence" from other consular
conventions. For, in content, it contains an
unusual diplomatic immv.nity privilege that
no other existing converltion does and, in
terms of poll tical and security ramifica. tion
and implication, it stands uniquely alone
with all the net disadvantage it would heap
upon us. In short, the treaty cannot be considered in void of rel\.lities both within the
USSR and here, the Cold War struggle itself,
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as well as principle and even morality, Viet
Nam, the East-West trade issue, and our own
serious politico-cultural gap in understanding the Soviet Union.
By its own textual evidence the treaty is
a. pitiful product of this gap in our knowledge and understanding of the USSR.
Though it wasn't· consummated then, it is a
vestlgal remain of the 30's when siinilar musions were generated in this country about
the great transformation and economic
changes taking place in the USSR, about "the
great Soviet experiment'' in what was and,
in some quarters, still is fooUshly called
"Russia". about the "good Communists" in
America who join in humanitarian projects
and work for "world peace", and about increased trade and understanding with "Russia.", which was one of the illusory arguments
in support of diplomatic relations with this
empire-state. This vestigal remain was revived in the 50's, when an over-abundance
of lip-service and timidity caused a realistic
policy to remain stlllborn, and now is being
pressed for acceptance under shopworn
vagaries of "windows in Russia", "mutual understanding'', "improving communications"
and "normalizing relations".
The basic, ideational structure of the
treaty is not new; it is stale, unimaginative,
maladjusted to evolving reality, and highly
disadvantageous to us, both politically and
morally. The treaty is based on the archaic,
preconceptual notion that the USSR is "Russia", and its branch principle of consularism.
extended to Leningrad today but tomorrow,
once general Senate consent is in the pocket,
to Riga or Odessa or Tbllisi or even Tashkent,
defies the multinational, governmental reality of the USSR and plays neatly into colonialist Moscow's hands. Though well known
to some scholars long before, one would think
that the massive disclosures of World War II
about the deep and invincible multinational
drives for independence and freedom by the
captive non-Russian nations in the USSR
would have made some imprint on the
framers of this treaty. Indeed, they might
have even profited from the Senate's own
study in 1965, The Soviet Empire, and have
deduced to what extent this treaty really
places its blessings on Soviet Russian
imperio-colonialsm wthin the USSR, truly
an imperium in imperio.
LEGAL INVALIDITY
Clearly reflecting this false, conceptual
structure of the treaty are the patent expressions in its very oontents. The treaty is
studded with the notion of a Soviet national,
a Homo Sovieticus or Red Moscow's equivalent of "Russian". Throughout you rend •·a.
national of the sending state", the "national
flag of the sending state," "the national coatof-arms of the sending state" and so forth.
If you will permit me the lingual luxury of
some Brook.lynese, there ain't no such political animal in existence as a Smiet national
or a national of the Soviet Union. Nor are
there such objects in existence ns a "national
flag'' of the USSR or a "national coat-ofarms" of the USSR. These concepts are applicable to the United States, which is a
nation-state, but they are myths as concerns
the USSR, which is an empire-stat-e made \lP
of numerous captive, national republics.
Whoever wrote up this treaty, either has
never read the USSR Constitution, the
plethora of omcial pronouncements on Russian/non-Russian relaUons, and the United
Nations' output of both Ukrainian and Byelorussian delegations or, 1! he has, then is
vulnerable to a number of conjectures, one
of which is the impress of outmoded preconceptions.
In logic and reason this fact alone invalidates this convention. Because of its gross
misrepresentation of the other party, if such
a contract were brought int<l a court of law,
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one doesn't have to be a lawyer to know what
the judge's decision would be. Mythical beings and objects would scarcely be deserving
of serious judicial thought, and the contract
would be thrown out of court. So, here,
you as Senators and some also as lawyers are
asked to judge this contract, this treaty.
Can you in rational conscience agree to a
treaty that in its very wordage and concept
entertains mythical objects?
This is not a matter of mere sematlcs.
Words have meaning, and in an issue as serious as this, in time they can have tragic
meaning for us and also for half of the population of the USSR. Let there be no mistake about it, such myth-making on our
part, at that gratuitously prootrered, serves
Moscow well in its dual policy of projecting
a Soviet national, a "Soviet" like an "American," and accomplishing its cultural and
other types of genocide of the non-Russian
nations. Of course Moscow welcomes this
treaty and its fantastic conceptual contents,
even to the extent of making a so-called
concession regarding the arrest of Americans in the Soviet Union, for the treaty is in
essence a diplomatic affirmation of Moscow's
imperium in imperio and an encouragement
for its subtle, genocidal policies.
BRANCH CONSULARISM: ONE COUNTRY
MYTH

Reinforcing and reflecting the underlying
myth that the USSR is a nation-state is the
branch prinicple of consularism, the instrument that supposedly attests to the "national" integrality of the USSR. Aside
from the utter legal defectiveness of the
treaty, State Department spokesmen make a.
great point of the distinction between the
treaty, with even greater emphasis on the
touted notification and access provision, and
the subject of further negotiations for the
location of consulates. This is more for the
easy sale of the treaty and its ratification,
evading objections on grounds of the nonRussian nations in the USSR, than serving
any real, intelectual point. For obviously,
on the basis of the conceptual framework of
the treaty as shown here, negotiations "Will
go beyond Leningrad to Odessa and so forth
where Americans travel, too. In !act, a ratUI.ed treaty would Justify such further negotiations, logically forcing them into such
non-Russian national dl.rections regardless
of the forms of national sovereignty involved
1n each and every non-Russian republic.
Mr. Rusk is on record admitting that a
dllemm3. would arise 1! consulates were set
up in the Baltic republics. But there would
be a. sirnliar dilemma with reference to other
non-Russian republics--not in terms of recogniz1ng the free legations of the Baltic nations and refusing to recognize the latter's
forced incorporation into the USSR, but 1n
equally important terms of recognizing the
distinctive national identities and historical
creden tlals of these nations and refusing to
reduce them to a populational and territorial
expression deserving of only a consulate, a
branch otnce of our Moscow Embassy. In
two cases, the dilemma would be legal with
our complete recognition of original Charter
Members of the United Nations, Soviet
Ukraine and Soviet Byelorussia; in all cases,
the dilemma would be politico-moral when,
on the one hand, our leaders talk about
••friendship with all peoples"-"the fifth and
most important prinicple of our foreign policy is support of national independence . . .
the right of each people to govern themselves and to shape their own institutions.
We follow this principle by encouraging the
end of colonial rule--and, on the other hand,
they would enforce a treaty that conceptually and instrumentally undermines this
''most important principle of our foreign
policy''.
ADDITIONS TO THE NET DISADVANTAGE

In addition to these basic intellectual,
legal, political, and moral aspects of the
treaty, there are the security, economic, and

general diplomatic features. Let's examine
each briefly but essentially. Aside from the
superficial selllng point of protecting U.S.
citizens in the USSR, much is made of the
so-called Russian concession on notification
and .access. But is it really a concession?
It is as much a concession as a thief giving
up stolen property. This civilized provision
should have been demanded long ago on the
purely diplomatic, ambassadorial level, and
on the principle of reciprocity. Applying
this principle, there's no net gain here, as
the treaty's proponents would have us believe. I! we really believe in this principle,
we should press for this provision now, at
long last, within the present context of our
diplomatic relations with the USSR and
"Without paying the heavy price of net disadvantage in the convention.
Moreover, there is no guarantee in this
make-believe concession that important
U.S. citizens might not be arrested and held
incommunicado by the Russians indirectly,
namely by the police in Poland, CzechoSlovakia and elsewhere in the outer empire.
They work through their associates in other
spheres of activity; they can make t1tt1ng
arrangements for this type of activity. It
is not the aggregate number of Americans
who travel to the USSR that is important,
the few important Americans for them 1s
what counts, and this business can be undertaken on neighboring terrain.
yVe are also told that risks of espionage
have to be assumed in our open society.
Life is full of risks, but we don't recklessly
assume them without, rationally, seeking
the realization of net gain and advantage.
In the narrow context of espionage activity
alone, and although spying is a two-way
street, only a relative disadvantage would
be our lot here. One does not have to be a
FBI agent to arrive at this estimate when
one considers the dominant fact that exceptionally well spy-trained Russians would
enjoy a larger pond to fish in here than we
there. Also, to merely cite that no more
than ten or fifteen Russian consular officers
would be here overlooks the coefficiency or
their spy effectiveness. Even 1n the broader
context of the treaty's analysis, there is no
sufficient aggregate advantage to otrset this
particular disadvantage.
The risks not only of espionage but also
of coercion, bribery, blackmail of American
citizens with relatives in tpe USSR, soJlle
of which the Rumanians have been engaged
ln, and even sundry political warfare tactics directed against ethnic groups here are
accentuated by the most gratuitous provision in the treaty of diplomatic immunity
for crimes beyond misdemeanors. Even our
friends and allles don't enjoy this privilege
and, as admitted by the State Department,
this privilege would be sought by others on
a. most-favored nation basis, including other
totalitarian Red governments. Guided by
the Department's testimonies on these
points, 11 I am correct in all of this, then
trading for the so-called concession on notification and access our real concessions of
politically slighting the captive non-Russian nations in the USSR, granting diplomatic immunity to consular officers, and accepting greater risks of espionage and
political warfare activity in our open society
renders the treaty a bum deal.
Concerning the economic aspect, Mr. Rusk
has argued that the treaty would contribute
to "incre3.Sing trade between our two countries". In 1965 I appeared before t!1ls Committee on the East-West trade issue and
stre~sed the dangers of repeating our economic errors of the 20's and 30's in regard
to the Soviet Union. This isn't the place
t·.) elr..borate on them ngJin except to say
t .1:.t as n trade wedge the treaty may have
ae much potential commercial value, not to
Epe:-tk or other vulucs, r.s the expectations
nourished by the British who today are acCll''in~ Moscow of reneging on its promises
to buy more Britts~ goodr., the purchases
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1: r.t year being lower than in '63.

As to
other values it appears quite irrational to
really aid the USSR economy through trade
while it chiefly supports the Red totalitarian
ally in Hanoi to decimate Americans.
Finally, in support of the treaty we have
he3.rd about the inadequacy of our Embassy
in Moscow, the need for mutual understanding, norrnallzing relations, improving communications, opening up more windows in
"Russia," and pursuing the goal of peace.
Good intentions and objectives are oftentimes marred and, in time, liquidated by imprudent means, lip-serviced principles, and
timid accommodation. It is interesting that
for years the Department has opposed the
proposal for direct diplomatic relations with
Byelorussia aud Uk.raipe because it would
n1ean more Communists here and yet, now,
is prepared to allow !or more through the
consular medium. The net advantage of
having this kind of windows in the Soviet
Union-in Byelorussia, Ukraine, Armenia and
even Kazakh Turkestan-is that all the good
intentions and objectives mentioned would
have the chance of being realized, all the
glaring defects of the consular treaty would
not exist, and all the accruing illusions about
"Communism" tagged on an old brokendown record of the 30's would quickly dissipate. Aiming our diplomatic efforts at the
captive non-Russian nations in the USSR.
which is even accommodated by the USSR
Constitution, is a new, fresh, more realistic
alternative that this Committee should explore. Broken-down records about "changes
in Communism," consulates in "Russia", understanding through trade and other familiar tunes of the 30's will not enable us to
cope with the ever widening penetrations of
Soviet Russian imperio-colonialism in the
Free World, including even our own hemisphere. These penetrations are systematically executed through and by leaps over our
l\1ag1not wall of containment.
Marx, who in the last century had keener
insights into the historic process of Russian ,
expansionism, both overt and covert, than
some of our experts have today, left us one
which deserves our sober contemplation:
"The prestige of Russian diplomacy and the
renown of Russia's m111tary strength co.n be
maintained far more e3.51Iy and securely in
peace than 1n war . . . A system of intiinidation is far less expensive than actual warfare".
·

A Tribute to Negro Americans Who
Fought in the Spanish-American War
SPEECH
OJ'

HON. JOHN CONYERS, JR.
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 15, 1967

Mr. CONYERS.
Mr. Speaker, I am
very pleased to have the opportunity to
join my colleagues in paying tribute to
those Americans who fought so valiantly in the Spanish-American War.
Today is the 69th anniversary of the
sinking of the battleship Maine, the action which triggered the war which
started the United States on its way to
world leadership. Unfortunately on this
February 15 there are few remaining veterans of this war alive to commemorate
the occasion with the usual ceremonies.
It is therefore most fitting that this bodY
pause to recognize the men who fought
triumphantly in the Atlantic and PacifiC
as part of an Army and Navy made up
entirely of volunteer personneL
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I commend my esteemed colleague, the Proposed Consular Convention Between
Honorable BARRATT O'HARA, of Illinois,
the United States and the Soviet Union
himself a veteran of this war, for taking
this special order to remind us of the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
more than 5,000 Americans who died in
OF
this war. More than a million volunteers
answered President McKinley's call for
HON. STROM THURMOND
125,000 men to defend the freedom of
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
our country after the sinking of the
llfaine. I am proud to say that among IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
these volunteers were many Negro AmerFriday, February 17, 1967
icans, including a Conyers who was one
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, Mr.
of the Spanish-American War veterans Grover C. Hall, Jr., the distinguished
whose passing saddened the country dur- southern journalist and former editor of
ing the past year.
the Montgomery, Ala., Advertiser, has
I would like to pay special tribute to all recently taken over the direction of the
the Negro Amertcan soldiers both living editorial page of the Richmond, Va.,
and dead who, as they have on so many News Leader. On February 14, Mr. Hall
occasions, answered the call to defend wrote a fine editorial dissecting the proand protect America and all its citizens. posed Consular Treaty with the Soviet
For this reason I would like to insert the Union. I heartily recommend to the atfollowing excerpt from Merle Eppse's tention of Senators the editorial entitled
"The Negro, Too, in American History" "The Forgotten Consular Agreement.~·
which briefly describes the patriotism which was published in the Richmond
and valor of black soldiers in the Span- News Leader of February 14, 1967. I
ish-American War:
ask unanimous consent that it be printed
NEGRO SoLDIERs AT EL CARNEY AND SAN JuAN
in the Appendix of the RECORD.
HILL
There being no objection, the editorial
The Negro citizens were as enthusiastic to was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
volunteer as were the whites, but our national mllltary setup provides that the Na- as follows:
tional Guard be mustered in first, and since
only a few states have a Negro National
Guard, the Negro was enlisted later. Dis. pu te also arose over the commissioning of
colored officers. Colonel Charles Young was
the only Negro graduate of West Point and
the sentiment was for all officers to be white
down to second lieutenant, However, volunteer Negro troops were finally accepted from
Alabama, Illinois, Kansas, Ohio, and Virginia. The Third North Carolina Volunteer
Negro Infantry was culled out by Governor
Russell and assembled at Camp Russell.
James H. Young, a Negro, was the commanding colonel. The Eighth Dlinois Negro Regiment was otncered by Colonel John R.
Mnrshall, a Negro. This regiment did garrison duty in the province of Santiago for
some time after the war. Colonel 1\!arshall
acted as governor or san Luis for a time.
The Ninth Ohio Battalion was commanded
by Brevet ~or Cho.rles Young, a Negro
lieutenant in the regular army. The
Twenty-Third Kansas Regiment was offic.ered by Negroes with the exception of
colonel and lieutenant colonel. Company L
of the Sixth Massachusetts Infantry had the
distinction of being the only Negro company
that was part of a white outfit.
The four Negro regiments were among the
first troops ordered to the front. Negro
troops took a more conspicuous part in this
wur than in any previous war of the United
States. At the first battle in Cuba, Las
Guasimn.s, the Tenth Calvary distinguished
itself by coming to the rescue of Theodore
Roosevelt and his Rough Riders. The
Twenty-Fifth Infantry took a. part in the
Battle of El Carney. The Ninth Cavalry,
Tenth Cavalry, and the Twenty-Fourth Infantry, all Negroes. rendered heroic service
in the fnmous Battle of San Juan Hill. The
Eighth illinois formed a. part of the army o!
~cupatlon and distinguished itself in policing und clenning up Santlugo.
The Negro played a. most important part
in the Spanish-American War. He wn.s the
first to move from the West; the first at
Camp Thomus: the first at Chickamauga
Pork. Georgia; the first in the jungle of Cuba;
1tmong the first killed in battle; the first in
the fight at El Carney; and the nearest to
the enemy when they surrendered.
Two Negroes were appointed paymasters
wt th the rank of major-ex-Congressman
John R. Lynch and Major R. R. Wright, of
Georgia.

THE FORGOTTEN CONSULAR AGREEMENT

The issue of a consular treaty with Russia
is not a simple one, nor is it the gravest issue of the times. The arguments for and
against ratification of the treaty this month
are so evenly balanced that responsible Republicans such as General Eisenhower and
Senator Morton of Kentucky favor ratification and Senator Dirksen opposes it. And
J. Edgar Hoover has glowered at the treaty,
but testified that the FBI could, with extra
effort, prevent amplified mischief by the
Russians.
It might be argued that the consular treaty
is a logical extension o! the 1933 diplomatic
recognition of Russia.. Against that is the
fact that it is paradoxical to sign a treaty
implying friendship when Russia is the reason this country is having to fight a costly
war in Vietnam that could not go on without Russian provisioning.
It is true that the West is on the threshold of some kind of new relationship With
Russia. It may be that the Chinese convulsion has inspired apprehensions that are
forcing new com·ses on Russia. Even so, it
is a fact that America proposed this treaty
and the Russian Presidium is in no haste
to ratify it.
Above all is the basic consideration that
treaties are only scraps of paper to the Russiun. Indeed, on that basis Senator Strom
Thurmond of South Carolina has made some
compelling arguments against ratification.
He has pointed out that Russia has in fact
been committed to correct treatment of
American nationals ever since 1933 and has
never honored the commitment.
In 1933, Maxim Litvino.ff, Russia's foreign
minister, promised President Roosevelt that
American nationals would have the same
legal protection as nationals of the most
favored nations with whom Russia had
agreements. In that connection, Mr. Litvinoff cited the example of the 1925 agreement
between Russia and Germany. That agreement, Senator Thurmond has observed, is
R.lmost identical with the treaty proposed 39
years later. It provided:
"Each o! the contracting parties undertakes to adopt necessary measures to inform
the consul of the other party as soon as
possible whenever a national of the country
which he represents is arrested in his district.
"The consul shall be notified either. by a
communication !rom the person arrested or
by the authorities themselves direct . . . .
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In places of detention of all kinds, requests
made by consular representatives to visit
nationals of their country under arrest, or
to have them visited by their representatives, shall be granted without delay."
Official papers have now shown that 1\-Ir.
Roosevelt considered tlrat the agreement was
in effect from the first and he so wrote the
Russians, alluding to "the right of a. fair,
public, and speedy trial and the right to be
represented by counsel of their choice."
Needless to say, the Russians did not honor
their commitment. They signed the present
treaty in 1964 and it is notable, even though
the treaty is unratified, that Secretary of
State Rusk had to acknowledge in testimony
before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee that in the 30 months since, 20
Americans have been arrested in Russia, and:
"In none of these cases did the Soviet
authorities adhere to the standard of notification and access provided for by this
convention."
That, it must be acknowledged by all, is
not promising. What the Russians seem to
like about the idea of a new treaty is that
they sought and obtained the insertion of
a provision for diplomatic immunity for
consular personnel.
There are now 425 Soviet diplomats in
America and neither J. Edgar Hoover or anybody else is claiming that the addition of 12
or 15 more Russian officials is a peril. But
what's the rush and compulsion to make a
new agreement when Russia hasn't honored
the still binding one of 1933?
Perhaps the whole issue is more one of
attitudinizing than substance. If so, an
attitude of growing skepticism is indicated
by experience.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President,
complementing Mr. Hall's views is an
article published in the Washington
Evening Star of the same day. It was
written by the nationally known columnist, James Jackson Kilpatrick. Mr.
Kilpatrick discusses other aspects of the
Consular Treaty. I ask unanimous consent that his article, entitled "Consular
Pact More a Moral Than Political Issue,''
published in the Washington Evening
Star of February 14, 1967, also be printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the · article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
CoNSULAR PACT MORE A MORAL THAN
POLITICAL ISSUE

(By James J. Kilpatrick)
The pending consular convention with the
Soviet Union increasingly is being seen more
as a symbol than as a contract. Viewed
solely on its merits, and divorced from Vietnam and everything else, the convention
would not be cause for large concern.
Viewed in the inescapable context of the war
in Southeast Asia, the whole of the convention becomes more than the sum of its parts.
Most of the criticism directed at the convention itself has concentrated upon three
points. The first of these has to do with opportunities for expanded espionage. The
second, of smaller public interest, has to do
with the status of the Baltic states. The
third arises from the convention's Article 19,
which says that all consular officers and employes who are nationals of the sending state
"shall enjoy immunity from the criminal
jurisdiction o! the receiving state."
The talk of expanded espionage, as a consequence of this particular convention. is
mostly hot air. Whatever the risks of expanded consular espionage may be. these
risks already are present--for under existing
law, the President has full authority to agree
reciprocally to Soviet consulates in the
United States, and to establish U.S. consulates in the Soviet Union. Until 1948, as a
matter of !act, the USSR maintutned consu-
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lates in New York, Loo Angeles, and San
Francisco; we maintained a consulate in
Leningrad. All of them were closed when
the Kremlin got in a hutf 19 years ago.
Considering the small number of additional Soviet personnel that would be attached to any new consulates, and further
considering the ease with which Soviet espionage agents now enter the United States
from Canada and Mexico, one is bound to
conclude that the first criticism of the convention is groundless.
The second crt ticism arises from the fact
that the United States never has recognized
the seizure of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia
by the Russians. These are "captive nations,"
in our view. But the pending convention
speaks repeatedly in terms of "the sending
state" and "the receiving state," and there is
no question that the USSR understands that
the terms embrace the Baltic states within
the Soviet Union.
Senator Bourke B . Hickenlooper, R-Iowa,
once asked the State Department's top legal
adviser, Leonard Meeker, what would happen
under this convention if an American tourist
were arrested in the Baltic and a representative of the proposed U.S. consulate at Leningrad came rushing down to help him. Would
the U.S. spokesman rely upon the convention
to gain access to the arrested American?
And 1! so, would not this be tantamount to
recognizing Russian hegemony?
l\leeker's response was not impressive. In
such circumstances, he said, the man from
the Leningrad consulate would not make any
statements about recognition de jure or de
facto, but he would see that authorities of
the Soviet government "in fact were in
charge," and act accordingly. Secretary of
State Dean Rusk also told Hickenlooper that
"this convention does not affect in any way
the question of recognition," but for whatever the point may be worth, the second
criticism is probably quite well taken. This
convention would weaken the American position vis-a-vis the captive Baltic states.
The sweeping provisions of Article 19,
granting immunity !rom prosecution for all
criminal offenses, were not in the first draft
of the convention prepared by our State
Department. This article was requested by
the Russian negotiators. In Meeker's careful
language, the immunity provision finally
agreed upon "is not present in other consular
conventions to the same extent." The provision in fact is unprecedented; but once it
were ratified, 27 other nations with whom
the United States has consular agreements
could be expected to ask identical reciprocal
concessions. Th,e point is probably not worth
cavilling over.
On the affirmative side, ratification of the
convention presumably would afford significant benefits to the roughly 12,000 American
tourists who visit the Soviet Union every
year. And because this would be the :first
bilateral treaty ever ratified between the
United States and Soviet Union alone, it
presumably would contribute to President
Johnson's bridge-building program.
Thus the merits of the case. The towering
questions rise above the merits. Do we want
to build bridges at all just now? At a time
when Soviet weapons are killing American
troops, does the Congress wish to embark ·
upon any new gestures of friendliness toward
the Communist East? This is more a moral
than a political issue. It strikes at the inherent hyprocrlsy involved in simultaneously
slpplng tea in Leningrad and spilling blood
tn Vietnam. Some o! us on the anti-Communist Right may be "primitive" in the
Fulbright-Kennan-Schlesinger view, but we
would urge that the tea-drinking be postponed to another and better day.

APPENDIX

Lithuanian Independence
SPEECH

Feb-rua1·y 17, 1967

anian people. It is to our credit that our
Government does not recognize the Soviet takeover of Lithuania.

OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967
Mr. PRICE of lllinois. :Mr. Speaker,

for those of us who embrace the ideals
of freedom and protection of human
rights, February 16 holds a special place.
On that day, 49 years ago, the independence of Lithuania was proclaimed. A
nation whose history traced back to the
11th century, Lithuania had been
thwarted time and time again from functioning as an independent state. ~ Finally
breaking the czarist shackle, Lithuania
embarked on its role as a free nation,
full of hope and promise.
For 21 years the people of Lithuania
controlled their own destiny. Then
Lithuania found herself in the middle of
a power struggle, a situation so prevalent
in European history, between the Nazis
and the Soviet Union. In 1939 with the
Hitler-Stalin pact consummated and the
partition of Poland agreed upon, Lithuania was confronted \Vith the threat of invasion despite repeated Soviet pronouncements of nonintervention. On
October 10, 1939, Lithuanian representatives signed a mutual assistance pact
with the Soviet Union at a time when Soviet troops had massed on the Lithuanian frontier, which sealed the fate of
that brave nation as a cog of the Kremlin wheel of expansion.
Following the brutal fighting waged on
Lithuanian soil durtng World War II,
Soviet reoccupation of Lithuania was
firmly established in 1944. Since that
time Lithuania has not known independence.
A victim of Soviet terrttortal aggrandizement, Lithuania's independence was
brtef; yet, the history of that nation 1s
marked with noteworthy social progress.
Lithuania, for example, implemented the
first land reform program of modern
Europe, and it developed an education
program which reduced illiteracy among
its people to 15 percent after generations of foreign rule had left two-thirds
of them unable to read and write.
These examples of responsible action
by a legitimate government demonstrated
that Lithuania could well function as a
nation that would meet its people's needs,
a nation that had sumcient compassion
for its people to see that they would play
meaningful roles in the a1Iairs of state.
Yet, Lithuania has been denied its
existence.
It is clearly understandable, Mr.
Speaker, as I mentioned at the outset,
why the anniversary of Lithuanian independence is regarded by us a special day
in the annals of man's quest for freedom.
Our expressions today carry with them a
recognition of that fact and a feeling of
hope for the future for the captive Lithu-

Russia, Enemy in Vietnam
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. STROM THURMOND
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, February 17, 1967

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, the
Saturday, February 4, 1967, edition of
the Columbia Record, of Columbia, S.C.,
contained an editorial entitled "Russia,
Enemy in Vietnam." Editor John Montgomery has quoted from a U.S. News &
World Report arti_cle to support his
succinct comments which place the
blame for death and destruction in Vietnam where it belongs. I ask unanimous
consent that the editorial be prin~ed in
the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no pbjection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
RUSSIA , ENEMY IN VIETNAM

While lulling United States policy makers
with space treaties, airline pacts, trade expansion and consulate negotiations, the Soviet Union, not Red China, is turning out to
be the major enemy of the U.S. in Vietnam.
This observation is made with supporting
data in the lead article in the current U.S.
News & World Report.
SoViet-supplied
armaments are primarily responsible for the
thousand casual ties a week suffered by
American forces .
'"A steadily expanding Russian involvement
is causing this war to be the second most
costly in dollars in American history," the
news magazine says.
Eighty per cent of the sophisticated mlllta.ry hardwnre such as missiles, planes, helicopters and automatic weaponry is being
shipped to the North Vietnamese through
Haiphong harbor, which is off limits to American bombers and defensive measures.
An average of one ship a day reached
Haiphong last year. Six Soviet ships were
docked there in the last two weeks.
The Vietnam War is part of the strategy
o! conquest promulgated by Nlklta Khrushchev and promoted by his successors. It
is one of Moscow's wars o! liberation where
help is supplied to indigenous Communist
forces in an attempt to take over a small
country and keep the forces of freedom off
balance.
"The Russians, with the U.S. tied down,
have made a major 'breakthough' in ant1m.1ssile defense and are pushing ahead with
that decisively important defense while the
U.S. talks and delays because of money problems," says the magazine.
A senior officer was quoted as saying:
"It is clear what the Russians are up to.
They want to keep us tied up in knots out
here."
"There no longer is any question about it,"
said another, "the Russians are at war with
us in Vietnam in a very real sense."
"Top analysts, .. says the magazine, "lnsist
that Russia's basic strategy !or conquest 1n
the world has not changed: to weaken the
U.S. position wherever it can in the world,
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while the Soviets seek to strengthen their
own."
It is time for the United States to recognize
this fact and stop looking toward the Russl!ms as peacemakers in a war that they do
not. want to end.

Oil in Alaska
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. E. L. BARTLETT
OF ALASKA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, February 17, 1967

Mr. BARTLE'IT. Mr. President, the
ditficultles and rewards in the search for
oil in Alaska are described in an article
entitled "Cold Cache," which was published in the Wall Street Journal of
February 16. I ask unanimous consent
that it be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
as follows:
·

problems for drilling crews. And some oilmen believe the fearsome natural obstacles
to offshore oil recovery here in Cook Inlet will
seem rather tame when crews move southwest into Bristol Bay and the Gulf of Alaska.
Treacherous currents, 30-foot tides and
crushing ice floes halt offshore drilling from
barges and temporary platforms from November through April in Cook Inlet. Onshore, marshy ground prohibits drilling
during much of the summer.
Last year Mobil Oil Corp. lost control of a
permanent drilling platform before it could
be anchored in place in the inlet. "It floated
on those tides like a toy" until it ran aground
on a shoal, recalls an oilman. Crews spent
about a week hauling the 5,500-ton platform
back to within 250 feet of its original destination, before they finally gave up and anchored the $10 million rig.
HIGH DRILLING COSTS

The high price of special heavy-duty drilling gear plus steep maintenance bills help
push exploratory drilllng costs in Cook Inlet
to about $1.5 million for a 10,000-foot off-:
shore well and about $500,000 for an onshore
well. Comparable discovery wells in California cost only about $350,000 offshore and
$250,000 onshore. A permanent drilllng platform capable of year-round operations costs
up to $15 mill.ton in the inlet, compared with
about $4.5 million off the California coast
I From the Wall Street Journal, Feb. 16, 1967] and only about $2 million in the shallower
waters of the Gulf of Mexico.
CoLD CAcHE-OILMEN BATTLE ELEMENTS To
Nearly all equipment and most skilled
TAP PooLS BENEATH ALASKAN WATER,
laborers
must be brought in from the "South
LAND--HOW AN
$800 MILLION GAMBLE
48" states, as they're called here. TransporBRINGS TRICKLE Now, VISIONS OJ' HUGE
tation costs within Alaska are high, too.
PRoDUCTION LATER-GULF On. TAKES NEW
Companies often must build their own roads
LooK
to exploration areas or else airlift heavy
(By Peter R. Kann)
equipment to drilling sites. Wage rates in
CooK INLET, .ALAsKA.-An exploration crew Alaska generally run about 40% above those
or a major petroleum company struck oil paid to California oil crews.
here recently. The home office immediately
Divers who lay stout, spiral-ribbed piperushed through an order for a $10 million lines along the inlet floor each receive about
of!shore drilling platform, in order to get it $4,000 a month. The pipe crews work blind
Permamently anchored into position before in the silt-laden water, wearing steel faceice floes a yard thick closed the discovery plates over their diving helmets for extra
area south of Anchorage for the winter.
protection from the treacherous currents.
"Actually, we should have waited and done It sometimes takes them several days to make
Inore drilling first to be sure we had found a a single connection.
tnajor pool, but we didn't tell headquarters
Far from being discouraged by high operthat," recalls an oilman on the exploration ating costs, oilmen are increasing their inteam.
vestments in Alaska. Oil companies' capital
"After ordering the platform, we drllled a spending this year is expected to rise from
second well west of the first one--it was dry. last year's total of about $175 million. Union
We tried one to the east--also dry. We Oil Co. plans to spend about $50 million in
sweated blood and on the fourth try we hit • the state in 1967, double its 1966 expendithe jackpot," he says. "Top management tures.
GROWlNG OPTIMISM
never knew how bad it looked for awhile."
If executives had known, however, they
"We anticipated the costs would be darned
:tnight still have been willing to take the high, and they are, but we're more optimistic
Chance, for major oil companies are taking now than ever," says a ·vice president o! one
Colossal risks in their push to bring on out oil giant, Gulf Oil Co., which sank a dry hole
from under Alaska's frozen lands and ley in the Bristol Bay area three years ago and
waters. The oil industry is in robust health; then pulled out of the state, is "taking a new
tnany companies set production and profit look" at Alaska's oil potential and "doesn't
records last year. "When things are going rule out returning to Alaska in a big way,"
Well we don't have to play the game close says a Gulf vice president. But he says Gulf
to the vest--we can gamble," declares an still thinks that "some companies have been
Official at one big oil company.
overly optimistic in their outlay of money
and effort in Alaska.
AN $800 MILLION GAMBLE
Richfield Oil Co. (now pa.rt of Atlantic
In the past decade, his company and a
dozen others have spent nearly $800 million Richfield Co.) led the oil companies into
Alaska
in 1957 when it struck oil east of
tapping Alaska's oil pools. Their efforts so
far have produced staggering operating costs Cook inlet. The discovery area, called the
and only a trickle of crude oil. But the Swanson River field, is still the state's only
companies are betting that Alaska can be- fully developed oil field. Standard Oil Co.
come a major U.S. oil producing state. They of California operates the field for itself,
hope their efforts here will bolster u.s. on Atlantic Richfield, Union Oil and Marathon
re erves, help meet rising domestic petro- Oil Co., producing about 35,000 barrels of
leum demands, and reduce the nation's de- crude oil daily.
Pendence on on fields in the politically volaIn 1959 Alaska opened its offshore waters
tile Middle East.
to oil exploration. And oil companies got a
push
in that direction from Federal officials
"In the long haul the potential 1s here,
but right now it's an embryonic risk situa- who tightened restrictions on oil imports to
tion;· says a Shell Oil Co. official in Alaska. encourage U.S. companies to increase their
Vast, potentially oil-rich areas of ley wilder- domestic reserves.
ness haye barely been explored by oil comSo far, four large offshore fields have been
}lHnJes because they pose such formidable discovered in Cook Inlet. All are in early

stages of development, but their reserves
have been estimated to total about 760
million barrels of oil (making the inlet
potentially one of the nation's biggest oil
producing areas.)
Where only fishing boats and an occasional whale were seen a few years ago,
seven big permanent drilling platforms rise
out of the inlet's waters, pumping oil from
a dozen wells. William Bishop, Alaska division manager of the Western Oil & Gas
Association, a trade group, predicts that by
the end of this year at least 50 wells will
be producing there.
Five dual pipelines carry oil from the
drilling platforms to a new dockside terininal
where ocean tankers fill up with oil for
California refineries. A second tanker terminal is slated for completion this summer.
A half-dozen pipelines carry oil from 50
onshore wells to the terminals. Alaska's
only refinery is a small Standard of California plant at Nikisi. It processes about a
third of the state's output, making heating
oil and jet fuel for Alaska military bases and
civ111an markets.
Most oilmen aren't predicting how many
more years it will take for Alaska's oil output
to make a significant contribution to the
annual U.S. production total. Last year the
state contributed only about 50,000 barrels
of oil a day to the nation's 8.3-Inillion-barrel
daily average. Some oilmen believe Alaska
can be producing 200,000 barrels daily by
1970, a significant output although still a
a trickle alongside Texas, which last yea.r
poured out 2.8 Inillion barrels a day.
Oil already is making hefty contributions
to Alaska's underde'Veloped economy. It is
providing a major new revenue source for
a state that traditionally has been almost
solely dependent on Inilitary spending and a
small fishing industry. Besides what is
pumped into Alaska's economy by payrolls
and local purchases, the oil companies have
made $140 million in direct payments to the
state, mostly to lease drilling tracts.
Oil company geologists are looking for indications of oil at Bristol Bay and the Gulf
of Alaska, and some companies expect the
state to open bidding on oil leases there as
early as 1968. The two offshore areas are expected to present drillers with most of the
problems encountered in Cook Inlet, plus
rougher weather and high sea swells.. "They
could offer the toughest drilling conditions
in the world," says one drllling contractor.
Some oilmen believe Alaska's richest oil
country may turn out to be the huge Arctic
slope--the 45 mlllion acre area stretching
across the top of the state on the north side
of the Brooks Range of mountains. A score
of major oil companies own land on the
Arctic slope. But fewer than a dozen wells,
all dry, have been drilled by the companies.
There are major obstacles to tapping re·
serves that may lie beneath the Arctic Circle
terrain. Drilling isn't possible during most
of the summer, when the frozen tundra
thaws and becomes marshland. The area
is accessible only by air. Some oilmen
believe that to transport crude oil from the
slope a heated, 700-mile pipeline costing $175
mllllon would have to be built to an ice-free
ocean port.
Along with oil, three large natural gas
fields have been discovered in the Cook Inlet
areas. • • •
[From the Wall Street Journal, Feb. 16, 1967)
WARY TYONEK TRIBE SPENDS ITS OIL
REVENUES CAREFULLY

ALASKA.-Among the biggest
beneficiaries of Alaska's oil boom are some
200 Tyonek Indians on their 29,000-acre
reservation here on the west shore of Cook
Inlet. Oil companies paid the impoverished
tribe $12 Inillion, plus production royalties,
for exploration and development rights to
half the reserva tlon.
TYONEK,
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The Tyoneks wrested control of the windfall from the Bureau of Indian A1fairs (BIA),
which sought to hold the purse strings.
Tribal leaders quickly assembled a stable of
investment counselors-attorneys, bankers,
accountants and a BIA agent. They spent
$4 mlll1on replacing the village's 1limsy
shacks with modern bomes and Invested
most of the rest in business and real estate
ventures.
The Tyoneks currently own three Anchor·
age office buildings and are large shareholders
in a bank and uti11ty company. They con·
trol the construction company that rebuilt
the village and required it to hire qualified
tribesmen and provide on-the-job training
for unskilled Tyoneks. The tribe also is
helping finance native organizations' efforts
to improve the lot of Alaska's 50,000 povertystriken Indians and Eskimos.
The bonanza, of course, brought a swarm
of schemers, beggers, peddlers and chiselers
who wanted to share the wealth. Finally
the tribe barred uninvited visitors from the
reservation, warning outsiders in an Anchorage newspaper ad: "The scalp you save may
be your own."
Tribal leaders now are beginning to think
about when they should lease mineral rights
to the other half of their reservation, and
what they will do with the next windfall.

Vulnerability of ICBM System
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. STROM THURMOND
OF

SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, February 17, 1967

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, the
Friday, January 27, 1967, issue of the
State newspaper o.f Columbia, S.C., contained an editorial entitled "Meeting .the
Threat." Editor William D. Workman
I raises the question which many Americans are now asking: ''Is our ICBM system now dangerously vulnerable?" If
this country had moved forward with the
development and deployment of th,e
Nike-X antiballistic missile system, the
answer to this question would be a resounding "No." But this has not been
the case, although Congress approved
funds last year for such steps. I ask
unanimous consent that the editorial be
printed 1n the Appendix Of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
:MEETING THE THREAT
National defense is the more common term,
but national survival is what really is involved in one of the toughest decisions facing
the Johnson administration-the question of
providing this nation with an effective defense against intercontinental missiles.
The President's budget message contained
a request for $375 million for beginning production of the anti·balllstic missile (ABM)
weapon known as the N1ke·X. Some observers, howe.-er, think this is a feeble gesturenothing more than a sop to military men
and the militants in Congress who have been
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demanding construction of a protective LAWS RELATIVE TO THE PRINTING OF
screen against Communist intercontinental
DOCUMENTS
ballistic missiles (ICB.M's).
Either House may order the printing of a
It is easy to see why the President and document not already provided for by law,
Defense Secretary McNamara hesitate to but only when the same shall be accompa.
commit $40 billion-the total price tag-to nied by an estimate from the Public Printer
a project which all Americans hope will never as to the probable cost thereof. Any execube needed.
tive department, bureau, board, or independAnd yet an ABM system is one of those ent office of the Government submitting rethings that it is better to have and not need ports or documents in response to inquiries
than to need and- not have. Today America from Congress shall submit therewith an
is virtually defenseless against an all-out estimate of the probable cost of printing the
ICBM attack.
usual number. Nothing in this section reIt is becoming increasing apparent that lating to estimates shall apply to reports or
McNamara and his Presidents have been documents not exceeding 50 pages (U.S.
gambling at high stakes-and dealing from Code, title 44, sec. 140, p. 1938).
a position of weakness. They seem to have
Resolutions for printing extra copies, when
been depending more on diplomacy than - presented to either House, shall be referred
armament to protect America. As a result, immediately to the Committee on House
the United States may have fallen behind- Administration of the House of Representaperhaps tragically-in the missile race.
tives or the Committee on Rules and AdminU.S. officials have strong evidence that istration of the Senate, who, in making their
Russia is constructing ABM sites around report, shall give the probable cost of the
Moscow. Other insiders think that additional proposed printing upon the estimate of the
missiles are being deployed around Lenin- Public Printer, and no extra copies shall be
grad and elsewhere. High military leaders printed before such committee has reported
reportedly are wattled that Russia has made (U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 133, p. 1937).
a major anti-missile break-through and left
the U.S. in the dust.
Perhaps--we emphasize perhaps-a possible Soviet lead in this area helps explain GOVERNI\IENT PUBLICATIONS FOR SALE
Additional copies of Government publicasome strange policies of the Johnson administration. Assuming the Russians have tions are ofiered for sale to the public by the
such a lead, America may be faced with Superintendent of Documents, Government
the prospect of a wildly expensive crash Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 20402, at
program that would permit us to leapfrog cost thereof as determined by the Public
into the next missile generation. Even this Printer plus 50 percent: Provided, That a discount of not to exceed 25 percent may be alwould take years.
Rather than attempt this, some people lowed to authorized bookdealers and quantity
believe, the Administ;:ation is depending on purchasers, but such printing shall not inter·
trade and diplomacy. This could explain the fere with the prompt execution of work for
President's great desire to build economic the Government. The Superintendent of
and cultural bridges to Eastern Europe in Documents shall prescribe the terms and
an effort to reduce Russia's revolutionary conditions under which he may authoriZe
the resale of Government publications by
elan (a. Washington phrase).
This also might be an effort to buy time. bookdealers, and he may designate any Gov·
The same might be said of the President's ernment officer his agent for the sale of Govhopes for negotiations with Russia over mis- ernment pubUcations under such regulations
as shall be agreed upon by the Superintendsile deployment.
The missile gap also might explain the ent of Documents and the head of the re·
Pentagon's present Nlke-X plans--a limited spective department or -establishment of the
system (costing around $5 billion) for pro- Government (U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 723.,
tection against a possible nuclear threat Supp. 2).
from Red China in the mid·1970's. In other
words, it seems we are keeping our guard
RECORD OFFICE AT THE CAPITOL
against Russia down.
. An Office for the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,
Furthermore, the President said plans call
only for defensive rings around our own with Mr. Raymond F. Noyes in charge, is looffensive ICBM's--our counter-punch. No ef- cated in room H-112, House wing, where orfort is being made to defend cities. This ders w111 be received for subscriptions to the
gives rise to a question that 1s horrible to RECORD at $1.50 per month or for single
contemplate: Is our ICBM system now dan- copies at 1 cent for eight pages (minimum
charge of 3 cents). Also, orders from Mem·
gerously vulnerable?
This is no time to panic, even though bers of Congress to purchase reprints from
the situation could be critical. Neither is the RECORD should be processed through this
it a time for continued Administration efiorts office.
to pacify the public with meaningless assurances. We have the unsettling suspicion
CONGRESSIONAL DffiECTORY
that past- indecisiveness by President JohnThe Publlc Printer, under the direction o!
son and Secretary McNamara may now be
the Joint Committee on Printing, may print
catching up with them.
We just hope that they wm no longer for sale, at a price sufficient to reimburse the
stand in the way of our catching up with the expenses of such printing, the current congressional Directory. No sale shall be made
Russians.
on credit (U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 150, p.
1939).
PRINTING OF CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
EXTRACTS
It shall be lawful for the Public Printer
CHANGE OF RESIDENCE
to print and deliver upon the order of any
Senators, Representatives, and Delegates
Senator, Representative, or Delegate, extracts who have changed their residences will please
from the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, the person. give information thereof to the Government
ordering the same paying the cost thereof Printing Office, that their addresses mny be
(U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 185, p. 1942).
correctly given in the RECORD.

Appendix
The Next 25 Years in the Electric Industry lute the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. LEE

~1ETCALF

or MONTAIIA
Dr THE SEN ATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday. February 20. 1967

Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, the
next 25 years in the electric industry was
discussed by Federal Power Commission
Chairman Lee White last month in the
25th anniversary issue of Public Power
magazine. Predicting the expanded use
of electricity, partially due to advancement of the electric mass transit system
and the potential of electric vehicles,
Chairman White emphasized the necessity of low-cost electricity and reliability
or service.
Chairman White cited the importance
of the pluralistic nature of the electric
industry, stating:
the best at regulation is not a perfect
SUbstitute for oom.petttion in our free enterPrise system, and the mun1cdpe.lities, the cooperatives, the public utillty dlstrtcta, and
other publicly owned systems have helped
to keep the diverse sectors of the industry
alert to cb.a..nge and to eftlcient, economical
O?eration.
~en

I commend the entire article to Senators and ask unanimous consent that it
be Printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
Was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE NEXT 25 YEARS

(By Lee C. White, Chairman, Federal Power
Commission)
Much of the activity of the Federal Power
Ootn.mis.sion during the past few years in
e~erc1slng tta responsib1llties under Parts II
&.nd m of the Federal Power Act has been related to problems of concern to municipally
0 Wned electric systems.
In that time, we
have become famlllar with the work of the
.\tnericn.n Public Power .As.sociatlon and with
llla.ny of ita members. On the occasion of
the 25th anniversary of its omclal x:nagazine,
~bUc Power, I am pleased to extend congt'a.tUlatlons to the Association and. best
'i.1ahes for its continued success.
te The electric power industry is such an ingt"a.l part of our nation's society that we
loznetimes forget that it is les.s than a hun~ years old and that most of its growth
has occurred in the last 25 years. During this
Peh tiod, investment in utllity plant in service
a.s increased more tha.n four-fold and the
~~crea.se in kilowatt-hour sales and revenues
~ been even gre-ater. Today the industry
~ta.nd.s unchallenge-d as the largest in Amert~&.. There is every reason to believe that
the next 25 years wlll see a continuation of
e growth and vitality of this industry.
ELECTRICITY VERSUS POLLUTION

Loads are increasing rapidly

as our amuent
aocte-ty demands the comforts and con~ent.e-noea which electricity can make postrhle. We ca.n expect to see more high-speed
e~na and. local subways which w1ll operate
Ot.tically, a.nd u gasoline and other intetna.l oombustlon engines continue to pol-

air, the electric ca.r appears to be
becoming something more than just a.
promise. There is reason to anticipate further development of electric precipitators to
help clean the air, and electrically powered
sewage disposal systems to arrest water pollution. Virtually every day we read of new
developments in the use of electric power
in computer applications, in the use of more
complex machining tools, and in other phases
of manufacturing and service.
Municipal electric service started in the
19th Century when the industry was in its
infancy, when systems were isolated from
each other, and small systems were frequently as economical as large ones. But the
~conomics of isolated operation has been
undergoing rapid changes under the impetus
of the technological revolution in generation
and transmission. Staying independent has
not been a. simple matter for all small systems. Nevertheless, the fact that there are
more than 2,000 local public power systems in
operation today is evidence that there has
been a great deal of good operation over the
years, and this is a tribute to the publicly
owned segment of this industry.
THRIVING IN PLURALISM

As pointed out in the National Power Sur-

vey, the electric power industry is of a
pluralistic nature, and it 1s thriving in that
plural ism. Even the best of regulation is
not a perfect substitute for competition in
our free enterprise system, and the municipalities, the cooperatives, the public utility
districts, and other publicly owned systems
have helped to keep the diverse sectors of the
industry alert to change and to eftlclent,
economical operation.
With recent advances in technology, and
the ever-increasing demands for more power,
the dlftlcultl.es of isolated operation are
rapidly multiplying. Interconnection of
systems and pooling of bulk power have become essential to economical and reliable
service. This is obvious when we look at the
power pools in operation today, as we see
more joint ventures for the construction of
giant nuclear plants, mine-mouth plants,
pumped storage plants, and as we look forward to even larger thermo-nuclear and
MHD plants. Joint planning is also becoming more common in the construction of
transmission lines which must operate at
higher voltages to carry these ever-increasing
amounts of power.
BENEFITS 01' INTERCONNECTION

As part of this trend there is a growing
recognition on the part of municipal systems
that in order to mnin tain their ·place in thls
rapidly expanding industry they must obtain
their power supplies at the lowest possible
cost coru;istent with sound operation and
adequate reliab111ty of service. Some of the
larger municipal systems are already members of power pools, and many systems, large
and small, have some form of interconnection arrangement with their neighboring
suppllers. However, there are stU! many
small systems operating in virtual isolation
which, because of legal, psychological or
other barriers, have not yet taken advantage
o! the benefits of Interconnected operation.
Eliminating such obstacles to the orderly
growth of the electric power industry must
be an item o! high priority.
It can be foreseen that some of our more
complex regulatory problems in the future
will involve the appropriate rela.tion of municipal systems to the various types or pools.
as well as the propriety of terms and con-

ditions covering services under interconnection agreements.
Some of these problems are contained in
cases arising from complaints already filed
with the Commission. In one of these, the
Crisp County Power Commission against
Georgia Power Company in Docket No. E_7120, the Commission recently issued its
tentative opinion in which it proposed to
order an interconnection and prescribed its
terms and conditions. In this opinion the
Commission recognized that "interconnection between large and small systems need
not, and in fact cannot be a one-way street
with all the benefits thereof flowing to the
small system." The Commission believes
responsibility for prescribing reasonable
terms and conditions of the arrangement
must serve the dual function of ensuring
that the smaller system's relative lack of
bargaining power will not result in less than
adequate coordination or discriminatory or
otherwise unjust or unreasonable charges
thereof, and also that the large system will
secure reasonable benefits from the arrangement.
Those municipals which do not generate
their own power, or generate only part and
purchase the reminder have sometimes been
handicapped in the past by wholesale power
contracts which placed restrictions of various
kinds on their resales. I would anticipate
that we can look forward to the elimination
of any unreasonable practices of this sort.
In a recent case involving 50 municipalities,
the Commission found that the restrictions
on the size of the loads that could be served
by the wholesale customers in this case were
unjust, unreasonable, and unduly discrtmlnatory.1 The Commission's opinion states
that although there may be circumstances
under which load limitations are justified,
it is not normally consistent with the public
interest· for a wholesale supplier of electric
power to restrict the manner in which the
customer may resell the power.
\
RATE FILINGS INCREASE

Three years ago, only about one-third of
the Class A electric utilities had all their
wholesale power contracts on file with thta
Commission. Active enforcement of the
wholesale rate filing requirements under the
Federal Power Act during this three-year period has resUlted in a considerable increase in
compliance with the filing requirements. At
the present time about 85% of the Class A
companies have all of their wholesale power
contracts on file. The Commission can now
focus more sharply on the substantive problems of fair and reasonable rates, terma and
conditions in these contracts.
The job of meeting the rapidly expanding
demand for reliable electric power wlll require the combined efforts of all those engaged 1n the business of power supply including the local public power utilities, cooperatives, privately owned companies and
agencies of the Federal Government. Each
of these groups has an important role to
play, and the next 25 years should see increased coopera t1on among them.
I am confident that the local publlc power
producers of th1s nation w1ll continue to
carry their full share of the industry's responslbllities. The record of achievement
has been commendable, a.nd I believe the
continued success of the local public power
organizations in working for the public
interest 1s assured.
1 Op1nton No. 487, Georgia. Power
80, 1966.
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"KOREA~S GIVE LIE TO VIETCONG LINE
Brig. Gen. Charles "Monk" R. Meyer Says
the most effective reminder is
Dissenters Here in the. United States his''Perhaps
unit's daily indoctrination and selfcriticism session. His indoctrination is conMight Have Blood on Their Hands
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Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, on Friday, February 3, Brig. Gen. Charles
"Monk" R. Meyer, former commanding
general, Qui Nhon Support Command,
, South Vietnam, addressed the Commonwealth Club of San Francisc.o on the
subject "Dissenters Here in United
States Might Have Blood of American
Soldiers on Their Hands." The flashes
from this address, as published in the
Commonwealth of February 13, follow:
"DISS:D.""TERS
HAVE

THEIR

HERE IN UNITED STATES MIGHT
BLOOD 011' AMERICAN SOLDIERS ON
l!ANDS"-M.EYER

(From address by Brig. Gen. Charles "Monk"
R. Meyer, former commanding general, Qul
Nhon Support Command, South Vietnam)
"In 1960, Ho Chi Minh decided that the
political struggle in the south must be aided
by a major armed effort. At the Third Congress of the Lao Dong (Communist) Party in
Hanoi in September 1960, two major- tasks
were set forth: 'to carry out the socialist
revolution in North Vietnam' and 'to liberate
South Vietnam.'
''The Party Congress called for formation o!
a 'broad national united front.'
Three
months later this became the well-known
'National Liberation Front.' Despite Hanoi's
contention that the National Liberation
Front was formed by, and represents, the
people of SOuth Vietnam, it is undeniable
that the Front was Hanoi's creation and is
neither independent nor Southern.
"PROPAGANDA, A MAJOR WEAPON

· "The Communist regime in Hanoi directs,
controls, and supplies the political and military effort to conquer the Republic of Vietnam. All control-political and mllltarycomes ultimately from the Central Committee of North Vietnam's Communist Party,
which maps out broad strategy. In addition,
Hanoi's Central Research Agency maintains
a.n elaborate intelllgence network in South
Vietnam and directs the extensive undercover activities of the Vietcong.
"Military elements of ihe Vl~tcong rely
mainly on guerrilla tactics, operate generally
close to their home areas, and depend on the
local population for logistical support.
"The Vietcong use propaganda on themselves as well as on their enemies.
"The front-line Vietcong soldier is propagandized to the extent that he may remain
as a front-line effective fighter for a longer
period of time and in doing so intllct greater casualties upon American soldiers. Indications of non-solidarity in our policies provide a ray of hope and nourishment to the
Vietcong on the battlefield and give them
inspiration to continue. This, to me, contributes to the loss of American life.
"To put it bluntly, dissenters here in the
U.S. might well have the blood of American wldiers on their hands.
"The core of the Vietcong training system is discipline. The individual soldier
is required to memorize and adhere to basic
codes of conduct which put him in the position of a hero, a patriot, a friend, and a
protector of the people. He is ne\'t>r allowed
to foregt this role.

tinued and reinforced, his suppbBed motives
are reviewed and discussed by the group, and
he is told by his leader what his future actions will be. After this, be ·must explain
his reactions, and he must publicly confess
and criticize his own shortcomings and weaknesses in thought and deed.
·
"The Vietcong very ingeniously and cleverly
attempt to use propaganda to sway the Vietnamese people. Until recently one of their
strongest propaga.nda lines was to denounce
the Americans as imperialists who had come
to Vietnam for no other purpose than to exploit and encroach upon the Vietnamese people.
· "However, with the presence of Korean
forces, a third party, this adverse trend was
turned around to the benefit of the Froo
World Forces.
"With the presence of these Korean Forces
it was relatively easy to shoot down Vle..tcong
accusations with reference to American imperialism by telling all levels of Vietnamese
people that Koreans were indeed grateful for
the American support in saving South Korea
from International Communist domination
and that the Americans never interfered with
the ln,ternal affairs of SOuth Korea. and were
certainly not imperialistic.
"There are presently some 46,000 Korean
military personnel in Vietnam who are not
only making a significant contribution to the
Free World effort on the battlefield but a.re
aiding materially on winning the minds and
hearts of the Vietnamese people.
"In tactics, the simple but effective code o!
the Vietcong is: 'When the enemy advances,
withdraw; when be defends, harass; when he
is tired, attack; when he withdraws, pursue.'
All Vietcong tactics and techniques are simply embellishments on this basic theme.
Emphasis 1s placed on speed, security, surprise, and deception. The Vietcong at all
levels exhibit great skill in exploiting any
weaknesses they uncover in the enemy.
•• AMBUSHES MOST EFFECTIVE

"Vietcong tactical doctrine is based on one
factor more th·an any other: careful preparation. Operations are planned in great detail, and are based upon careful and
thorough reconnaissance and up-to-date intelligence. Careful and slow preparation is
made in all aspects o! the operation. Once
a plan is made and rehearsed, the Vietcong
seem reluctant to depart or deviate from it,
thus indicating a certain infiexibllity.
"One o! the most effective Vietcong offensive tactics, and certainly the most famous.
is the ambush. The normal Vietcong practice
is to ambush along roads, trails, streams, a.nd
other natural routes of enemy movement.
Here, the Vietcong abllity to walt patiently
and quietly is most apparent; units establlshlng ambushes have been known to remain
in place for periods tn excess of ten days.
"TURN OVER ANY ROCK

"The Vietcong consistently take advantage
of any laxity of security on the part of their
opponents. They w1ll often feign retreat
with one unit in order to draw the enemy
force into an ambush position prepru:ed by
another Vietcong unit. The ambushes
themselves are generally short, violent action,
with intense fire delivered on critical points,
followed by rapid withdrawal.
"The Vietcong make extensive use of rear
guard personnel whose mission ts to delay
the pursuing force until the withdrawal of
the Vietcong main force is accomplished.
At other times, the Vietcong attempt to
evade pursuit by hiding or blending in with
the local civilians.
"Hiding places used by the Vietcong are almost limitless, although underground locations appear to be the . favorite. Perhaps
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the most unique kind of underground hiding
places are the tunnel systems, of which many
are quite extensive and unbelievably complex. They are usually built in a zigzag,
multi-level form, often under an entire bamlet, with plenty of entrances, exits, ventilation holes, and traps to delay searching
enemy forces.
"CHOPPimS TRIP BOOBYTRAPS

"Vietcong tactics also include many types of
actions which are peculiar to unconventional warfare, such as terrorism, sabotage,
and the like. For actions such as these, the
Vietcong fa.vor use of a variety of booby traps
and mines, cleverly emplaced in locations of
heavy travel or concentration. and designed
to harass, slow down, confuse, and kill the
enemy forces. Booby traps with trip wires
are adapted to fit almost any situation where
they will be tripped "Qy personnel, vehicles,
and even helicopters.
"Besides grenades, the Vietcong's favorite
device for a booby trap is probably a sharp
spike or series of spikes. The spikes may be
sharpened bamboo sticks, or...:tbey may be
barbed wire or meta.l spikes emplaced in
wooden, concrete, or metal blocks. These
spiked devices are generally placed in boles
along routes of movement a.nd are carefully
camouflaged to prevent detection.
"VIETCONG BEATEN-IN OWN RING

"The weapons used by the Vietcong consist of a mixed group of French, American.
and Communist Block individual and crew
served weapons. The individual weapon of
a guerrilla 1s likely to be a fairly modern
rifie or carbine of Chinese Communist manu·
facture, although there are many American
carbines and M-1 rifles still found among
the Vietcong. A wide variety of machine
guns are avallo.ble to the weapons squad.
The mortars and recoilless rifles are often
captured American pieces or copies of these
weapons.
"The Vietcong soldier is well trained, organized, and equipped for his mission. He is
an elusive and determined foe. He digs 1n
well and is a master at using camoufia.ge and
the art o! deception. He moves mostly at
night and prefers to flght under cover
of darkness. He plans his operations
thoroughly. He can be beaten and he haS
been beaten badly. And the American sol·
dier in Vietnam is more than his match, even
on the Vietcong's own ground."
ANSW.EiS TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM r.LOOB

Question. Effect bombing cessation would
have on U.S. forces' morale ·a.nd enemy in·
tutratlon?
Answer. Constant Hanoi cry !or bombing
cessation indicative they a.re being hurtMuch disease and desertion among eommu·
nist troops.
Question. Our intelligence on Vietcong?
Answer. Very good. We've ways of obtain•
ing data for a quite accurate mosaic of tn·
telligence.
Question. (Edwin Berl). .A:re Russinll
"volunteers" operating a.nti-o.lrcra!t mts·
siles?
Answer. Don't know. Despite struggle 1n
Red Chln.a, I've seen no attenun.tlon of Viet·
cong effort. Leads me to think Russians are
doing lot of supplying.
Question. How determine whether n pur·
ticular Vietnamese is Vietcong?
Answer. Extremely difficult, espednlly tor
Americans. It's eo.sier for Orientals: For
example, two old women were cooking rtceVletnamese decided they had too much rtce
for just two women, and fiushed out bidillS'
Vietcong. Korean forces do good work.
Question. (IIilary H. Crnwforu, Sr.). nornb
Russian Mlgs sitting in plo.in view on North
Vietnam airfields?
Answer. From a military point o! view. s.n.'!
lucrative target should be destroyed. I co.n ~
weigh other aspects.
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Question. (Dr. Von T. Ellsworth). Mllltary traJ.nlng o! Vietcong soldiers?
Answer. Extremely good, much of it by
North VIetnam forces. Their discipline is
top-notch a.nd ha.rd.shlps are overcome by
discipline.

Opposition to Foreign Ai~ Program

We suggest that Congress reduce lt again
thlB year, and every yeu therea.tter until a
pragmatic approach to foreign aid is adopted
by the government. What we a.re doing now
1s ridiculous, wasteful a.nd dangerous to the
extent that it continuously Involves us in the
economic aft'airs and military ventures o!
those we a1d and invites our intt-rvention 1n
their qu~rrels.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
07 VIRGINIA

IN THE

SE..~ATE

OF THE UNITED STATES

-lo!onday, February 20, 1967

Mr. BYRD of Vlrginla., Mr. President,
l ask una.."limous consent to have printed

1n the Appendix of the REcoRD an editorta.l entitled "Again, the Blg Squander
13111," publlshed 1n the Norfolk, Va.,
Ledger-Star of Monday, February 13,
1957.

There being no objection, the editorial
was ·ordered to be printed 1n the RECORD,
as follows:
AGAIN, THI!: BIG SQUANDER Bn.L
This newspaper is opposed. to the governtnent'a .foreign aid program, as all o! our
&teady readers must surely be aware. But
ll.ot for the reasons President Johnson gave
in his annual request !or the dole, tribute,
handout or whntever one wishes to call the
International n.rra.ngement !or the dispersal
or America.n a.B.3ets.
.
llr. Johnson sa.ys some people m.a.y be
a~inst foreign ald because o! the war in
South Vietnam. Some people m.a.y be; but
Others were against our foreign aid program
before France ever left Indochina. And this
newspaper q uestlons our foreign aid policy
tor precisely the reasons Mr. Johnson says
\\<e must oonttnue to contribute $3 or $4 bllUoa a yea.r to rich country and mendicant
country alike.
The ..President, in one of those statements
that widen the credib111ty gap, would have
Us believe tha.t foreign aid w1ll "reduce the
Cl:lances of !1,1ture Vletnams." Only the incredibly naive will be taken in by thls klnd
or cla.lm, else why are we in Vietnam a.t all?
The record shows th&t we had spent $100 billion in foreign aid before Mr. Johnson escnl.l.ted the_ fighting · there from 10,000-plus
80ldiers early ln 1964 to 400,000 early in 1967.
But let It pa.ss. The chief reason to opPose the foreign aid policy o! this country
la tha.t, far from preventing wars such a.s
\Tletna.m.. the policy invites the kind o! inter\'ention tha.t has us so deeply involved. in
\Tietnam.
The policy lnvlte6 intervention, because
the long list of those receiving our economic
Or military a.1d, or both, numbers 70. We
have an interest in every country that reCeives foreign aid from us. Usually we are
told that it is something called. "enlightened
&el!-interest," which quite read.lly translates
into a nonsensi~ myth c:a.lled "mutual defe-nce." Seventy countries?
Now lt goes without saying that a v.1se and
truly enlightened foreign aid policy would
not only actually be in the self-interest of
the United States, a. policy o! that sort would
t.lrn.ost be mandatory. But the n.a.t1ons thn.t
'-OUld qualUy would number !ewer tha.n you
~n count on one ha.nd. Perhaps, in unusual
Circumstances, one or two more. But 70
CrJuntries?
So the President wa.nta $3.1 billion thla
[l'oil.r. or $200\000,000 more than CongTess ga.ve
c..~hn last fiscal yee.r. The country does progl'esa, In a way, for there wa.a a time when for~lgn aid used to oommand e4 billion or more
' t"J!n. an obeisant COngress.

Let's Tax All the Wealth
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Mr. RARICK. :Mr. Speaker, the answer to any tax raise ·awaits merely the
approval of Congress. No tax increase
against the worker, the builder, or the
productive citizen is needed. Simply remove the exemption from the tax-free
foundations.
Billions of dollars, earned by the sweat
of the American workingman or as profits
from the American consumer are now
accumulated in tremendous fundswithdrawn from our economic systemgiven preferential no-tax treatment, and
in many instances turned loose to finance
anti-American programs. Some have
gone so far afield in guided objectives
that they would attack and destroy . the
foundations of the very system which
accumulated their tremendous wealth.
No plausible reason can be offered as to
why these financial giants should not be
brought under congressional control and
made to pay taxes like any other responsible person or corporation.
Weighing pros and cons as between
taxes on the workingman or collecting
taxes from these plush, diamond-studded
corporations which operate on wealth
exploited f!:om the common man, what
choice can there be? Little choice, or
even reason for hesitancy. The tax-free
foundations must pay their equal share,
the American way.
I want all my fellow colleagues, faced
with the problem of solving the tax problem, to be able to read Mrs. Elizabeth
Osth's commentary on "Foundations Finance Subversion." Therefore, under
unanimous consent I include her commentary following my remarks:
FOUNDATIONS FINANCE SUBVERSION

Congressional hearings Investigating activities of certain large tax-exempt foundations concluded, In the mid-fifties, that
grants were frequently used. by recipient organizations for destroying our form of government and this country a.s established. by
the Founding Fathers. In a House speech
on August 10, 1956, the late Committee
Chairman, Carroll Reece, recited. examples.
One involved a Ford Foundation gr11nt in the
amount or a million, dollars to the American
Friends Service Committee, which, in turn,
sponsored the World Youth Congress, a Communist front, and sent a. delegate to the
World Youth Festival in Prague in 19!7, an
admittedly Communist affair. It also advocated Red China's admission to the United
Nations.
Another devious grant involved. the Alfred
Sloan Foundation financing public-atralra
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pamphlets, some· o! which, sa.ld Congressman
Reece, were the next thing to Communist
leaflets. They were sold in Communist bookstores but were also distributed to libraries
and frequently were used in high schools.
Congressman Reece concluded almost
eleven years ago that the evidence is plain
that the leftist movement in this country
has penetrated the foundation world as consciously and intentionally as did the Communists. He said it was incontro\'ertibly
established that the American COmmunists
were directed by Moscow to i.n.filtrate American foundations and to use their funds to
promote communism in the United. States.
I mention this old speech today because
it is imperative !or taxpayers to realize these
foundations not only are financing revolution in the United States through grants to
some o! the most radlcal of the civil rights
groups, but at the same time are paying
for seminars and publications provided by
organizations which, from their Inception,
have been designed to destroy patriotism
and to abolish this nation under the United
States Constitution in order to bring about
a complete socialist world government.
Foundation grants today- have a double
purpose. On the one hand they finance revolution on the streets of America., and on the
other hand they finance efforts to tear down
our love o! country and our pride in being
an American.
I! organizations using foundation grants
were not tax-exempt themselves, the grants
would. not be forthcoming. Then they could
never reach the American people with their
vicious propaganda.. Those of you who have
tried to raise funds for enterprises you have
thought important know quite well that
without the money you cannot succeed.
There is a publication called Foundation
News, a BUlletin o! The Foundation IJ.brary
Center in Baltimore, Maryland. It reports
bimonthly on foundation grants over the
sum of $10,000. Scanning through the issues o! last March, July, September, and the
current one for January 1967, one ca.n't help
but notice the huge sums given to organizations established to change this country into
something resembling the Soviet Union at
worst, or socialist England at best. OUr
forefathers left the "Old World" to find independence and freedom here. Wlll we lose
our heritage by ignoring the dangers inherent in many tax-exempt foundations? Will
we permit tax-exempt organizations to finance Red revolution in the United States?
According to law no organization receiVing
tax-exemption m.a.y use its funds for political purposes. Yet types of organizations I
speak o! are very frankly political. They are
also subversive to our form of government.
Such recent grants include, for example,
the Taconic Foundation granting $33,744 to
the League for Industrial Democracy; $10,000
to the Southern Student Organizing Committee granted by the New World Foundation; $375,000 to the Citizens Crusade
Against Poverty granted by the Ford Foundation; $50.000 to CORE granted by the Albert
A. List Foundation; Field Foundation gifts
to the South Carolina Council on Human
Relations in the amount o! $17,000, to Martin
Luther King's Southern Christian Leadership
Conference in the amount o! $33,750, to the
Tennessee Council on Human Relations in
the amount o! 25,000, to the U.S. National
Student Association in the amount or $70,000. These are only a few samples of many
that could be cited.
The League for Industrial Democracy, just
· mentioned, has been frank in its advocacy o!
socialism. It is avowedly socialistic and has
openly operated as an educational arm o!
the Socialist Party. Congressman Reece discussed it in h1B 1956 speech 1 became it had
long been a recipient of Foundation money.
He explained that the !oundatlona which
provide funds to such organizations as the
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a.nd other upects of ll!e in the Bitter Root
valley.
A \"a.cuum has too long existed in procedures that require an above-the-board approach which brings local citizens, their
agencies and their elected representatives together. The RC&D program provides a forIn3.t for dealing more effectively with conservation, economic and social problems
a!Iecting the interests of all people in the
miley.
It is most fortunate that local SCS superVisors n.ssumed leadership in devising a program for filling this vacuum. It could have
been filled long ago by any imaginative and
courageous private or public organization
genuinely interested in public causes.
It was repeatedly emphasized that success
or the RC&D \"enture hinges upon the w1ll1ngness of lay citizens to sacrifice precious
time and energy to work with technically
trained people in analyzing information made
available to them to make the Bitter Root
\"alley a better place to live.
This first annual meeting where a few
representatives of schools, churches, businesses, agencies met with representatives of
city a.nd county governments was too poorly
attended. Surely, everyone who did attend
caught a glimpse as to how the many frustrating problems confronting school administrators, local representatives o! city, oounty
and federal agencies and even businesses
COUld be brought to the light of day. No
problems are ever solved by sweeping them
'Under the rug.

Happy Birthday, Jimmy Durante
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LEONARD FARBSTEIN

voice. Each o! the four children played a
musical instrument. One of his brothers,
Albert, in later years, became a policeman.
Be had a beat near the old Forsythe Street
Baths.
The former "Ragtime Jimmy, King of Harlem," first worked for his father in the barber
shop. Be began his career in music as an
entertainer in Diamond Tony's and a.t Carey
Walsh's in Coney Island, at Harlem's Alamo,
and in Chinatown's Chatham Club on Doyer
Street.
"Schnozzola" later organized a small Dixieland band, and, in 1915, met Eddie Jackson,
the high hat cakewalker and baritone, With
whom he teamed up to open the Club
Durante and was joined by the late Lou
Clayton, one of vaudeville's top shoe dancers,
to form the famous trio. ·
Jimmy Durante found success in the
movies when the trio act broke up. He made
his first film, "Roadhouse Night," in 19'29.
He starred in Broadway hits like "Ziegfeld
Show Girl," "Show Boat," "Strike Me Pink,''
"Jumbo," "Stars In Your Eyes," and the "New
Yorkers." Be made his debut in television
in October, 1950.
Composer of songs ("I'm Jimmy, that Well
Dressed Man"), a.nd member of ASCAP,
Durante is the recipient o! the George Fost.er
Peabody Award, The Newspaper Guild of N.Y.
Special Page One Award, the B'nal B'rith
Plaque, and other honors. On Feb. 1, 1967,
he received the highest award from the catholic Youth Organization of New York, "The
Club of Champions Gold Medal."
Jimmy Durante married the former noted
actress Margie Little on Dec. 14, 1960, at
St. Malachy Church in New York. They
have an adopted daughter, Cecilia Alicia.
Durante.
East Siders, New Yorkers, friends everywhere, Salute and CongratUlate you, Jimmy
Durante (who brought sunshine and laughter into the hearts of all listeners, viewers,
and Durante fans) on your 74th birthday.
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Mr. FARBSTEIN. Mr. Speaker, it
&tves me great pleasure to submit hereWith an editorial written by Mr. Abe E.
~sensteln for the East Side News. a local
Weekly published for and widely read
throughout my congressional district, on
the occasion of the 74th birthday of that
Well-beloved Jimmy Durante.
The editorial follows:
HAPPY BmTHDAY, JIMMY DuRANTE

The Teaching of Morality Has Not Been
Tabooed
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
OF VIRGINIA
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Monday, February 20. 1967

(By Abe E. Eisenstein)
:Mr. BYRD of Virginia. 1vfi'. President,
· Jimmy Durante is one or East Side-New I ask unanimous consent to have printed
1'ork's...f:uned beloved native sons. Be is one in the Appendix of the RECORD an editoor America's truly loven.ble great star come- rial entitled "Teaching of Morality Has
<11an and entertainer of stage, screen, radio
llnct television. Be ls an exceptionally gen- Not Been Tabooed," written by David
t>rous human being, young at heart, a geniWJ Lawrence, and published in U.S. News
tn his own way, and a. great American of & World Report of February 13, 1967.
Italian parentage.
There being no objection, the editorial
The warm-hearted troubadour with that was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
famous Cyrano de Bergerac proboscis, son o! as follows:
l'lartelemo and Rosa Mlllino Durante, was
TEACHING OF MORALITY BAS NOT BEEN
born on Feb. 10, 1893, at 90 Catherine Street
TABOOED
ll.nd raised In what was then one of the
(By David Lawrence)
toughest slum districts on the Lower East
Side, The Five Point Section. His beloved
It seems clear that to order the recital of
lnother, Rosa, died fn 1921. His father, a. kind prayer in the public schools--or scriptural
lltlct gentle lover of humanity, owned a barber
readings-is subject to challenge by the
Shop at 112 Cherry Street. Bartelemo died in courts as unconstitutional. Because we
1940, at the age of ninety-three.
hnve varied religious sects, there is a fear
James Francis Durante, five foot seven, among some of them that, if the principle
~·e1gh1ng 155 pounds, has blue eyes, a prowlof prescribed prayer is once accepted, we
may ultimately find ourselves with "an es~g walk, a. husky voice and incredible energy,
the youngest of four children, three boys tablishment of religion," which is specifilnd a girl. Jimmy was baptised at East cally prohibited by the Constitution.
However beneficial religious exercises or
81de's famed St. James Catholic Church at 23
0 Uver Street. He attended P.S. 1 and sold prayers could be as a part of the curriculum
newspapers after school in City Hall Park, -in the schools, the Supreme Court has ruled
l."here It 1a said he had the loudest newsboy's ago.inst them. The practical problem now
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1s how to attain in a. legal and constitutional

manner some equivalent of that which is
being prohibited in a formal way in the
schools.
It cannot be denied that there is a greater
need than ever for teaching school children
a code of good behavior in the community.
We are hearing on every side the claim that
juvenile delinquency, adult crime and many
of the other unpleasant occurrences in our
social life arc directly or indirectly attributable to an absence of religious training or
at least to a failure to teach morallty during
a highly impressionable period in human
life.
To understand what is permissible teaching in this controversial field, we must not
overlook a significant footnote in the majority opinion of the Supreme Court of the
United St3.tes rendered on June 25, 1962.
This was the famous case in which the High
Court struck down n. prayer prescribed by
New York State !or Its public schools. The
footnote reads as follows:
"There is of course nothing in the declsio.:1.
reached here that is inconsistent ·~:ith the
fact that school children and others are officially encouraged to express love for our
country by reciting historical documents,
such as the Declaration of Independence,
which contain references to the Deity or by
singing otnclally espoused anthems which include the composer's professions o! faith in
a Supreme Being, or with the fact that there
are many manifestations in our public life o!
belief in God. Such patriotic or ceremonial
occasions bear no true resemblance to the
unquestioned religious exercise that the
State of New York has sponsored · in this
instance."
The Court, moreover, has no by means
repudiated the concept that, apart from
formal religions or secreta.rian theses, a better understanding of morality can be taught
in the public schools and thus promote better citizenship. It is pertinent, therefore, to
refer to a statement of policy a.nd position on
religion In public educat1on j<1intly adopted
by the Synagogue Council· of America and
the National Community Relations Advisory
Council, whlch says:
"Insofar as the teaching o! 'spiritual values' may be understood to signify religious
teaching, this must remain as it has been
the responsibility of the home, the church
and the synagogue. Insofar as It is understood to signify the teaching of morality,
ethics and good citizenship, a deep commitment to such values has been successfully
incUlcated by our public schools in successsiva generations of Americans. The public
schools must continue to share responsibility for fostering our commitment to these
moral values, without presenting or teaching any sectarian or theological sources or
sanctions for such values."
Bence, instead o! becoming preoccupied
with equivocal arguments about voluntary
and in:voluntary prayer or about some
formula for holding religious exercises, we
shall make more progress by concentrating
on the task of teaching morallty 1n our public and private schools and in our colleges.
We can explain to children in the classroom why it has been declared morally
wrong to steal another person's property.
We can teach our youth why lt 1s \\rrong to
kill or to engage in violence. We can educate our future citizens on the importance of
obeying the law and what disobedience
means.
The controversy over the Supreme Cou~t·s
decisions on prayer has reflected a widespread desire to see that our school chlldren
get the benefits of moral teachings. But it
can be persuasively argued that these same
benefits may still be achieved \\ithout secta:'lan doctrines being preached in the schoolroom.
It is a great disappointment, of course, thnt
voluntary prayer is not being perrJ?.itted.
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Perhaps we .have allowed our intolerance of
other people's religions to supersede all else.
But since the Supreme Court hn.s made the
rule, it must be obeyed.
Complete silence in the schools on the
question o! morality, however, would be
tragic in its consequences. Already teachers
are hesitant today to touch the subject.
Since good behavior can readily be taught in
the schools without reference to any par·
tlcular religion, we should emphasize moral·
tty and good citizenship and make these
topics an integral part of the daily calendar
in the public schools.

Kentuckian Morris Has Every Congress·
man's Number
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN C. WATTS
Oi' KENTUCKY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. WATTS. Mr. Speaker, I should
like to call to the attention of our people an article which appeared in the
February 11, 1967, edition of the Louisville Times, concerning one of our very
dedicated servants. H. H. Morris, Postmaster, House of Representatives:
KENTUCKIAN MORRIS HAS EVERY CoNGRESSMAN's NUMBER
(By William Greider)
WASHI!-i'GTON.-Rep. L. Mendel Rivers, the
inftuential chairman of the House Armed
Services Commlttee, once called him, "the
best man per pound in the U.S. Capitol."
For H. H. (Hap) Morris, that seems appro·
priate-he only weighs 122 pounds.
Morris is a jauntly little guy who wears a
big grin and Ben Franklln glasses, and speaks
with a genial twang that fairly sings "My
Old Kentucky Home."
He C3.1Ile to Washington from his home
town of New Cn.stle, Ky., with the understanding that he would stay for two years.
That was 35 years ago. Now everyone around
Capitol Hill knows him.
His office wall is covered with the auto·
graphed photos of important people from
John F. Kennedy to Adolph Rupp.
Arizona Congressman Morris Udall in·
scribed his picture: •·For Hap Morris-that
peerless, fearless SAge. soothsayer, philosopher
and master of the mails."
Morris is postmaster for the U.S. House or
Repre!«'ntatives. He was duly elected to that
position again this year by the 435 congressmen whom he serves.
He directs a postal service that in volume
is roughly equivalent to the City of Lexing·
ton. His salary is $23,700.
"Somebody sa.ld one tlme that I was the
highest-paid postmaster in the United
States," Morris said. "I told 'em, 'Yeah, but
I've got the most distinguished clientele,
too.' ..

From his basement office in the Longworth
House Office Building, Morris directs an oper·
a tlon that Ls like no other post office in the
country.
Hls crew or 83 sorters and carriers makes
four deliveries a day to the three House office
bulldings along Independence Avenue-plus
one delivery on Sunday.
"You'd be surprised," Morrl.s said, "how
many members come up to their office on
Sunday just to read their newspapers. If
they didn't have that Sunday delivery, they'd

/

raise hell. The only day we shut down w
Christmas:•
PIECES OP MAIL, 27.5 MU.LION
During a year's time, the House membel'l!l
will receive roughly 27.5 million pieces of
mail-and they will send out even more to
their constituents.
"This is their lifeline, more or less," Mor·
ris explained. "They complain a lot about
getting an awful lot of mall, but I told these
new members that, when it falls olf and you
don't get so much, tha.t's when you should
start worrying.''
All of Morris' stalf are patronage employes,
appointed by senior Democratic congressmen.
and so is he. He first was elected postmaster
in 1955 by the Democrfl.tlc caucus. With the
help of the Kentucky delegation, he defeated
a Mississippian.
"Noble Gz:egory (former Kentucky 1st District congressman) wus on the Ways and
Means Cornmi ttee and he was sort of my
campaign manager," Morris said. "It didn't
hurt any when these new members came
in to talk about their committee assignments.
He could kind of sweeten it up for me."
If the Democrats lose majority control of
the House, then Morris is automatically out
of his job. But, as he says, "I've been awful
fortunate in two things-the Democrats have
been in a long time and I've got an awful lot
or friends."
PATRONAGE WORKER SINCE 1932
He has been llving happlly with the perils
of patronage since 1932 when he went to
work as a doorkeeper at the House speaker's
lobby, the ante-chamber where congressmen
retire for a smoke or an informal caucus.
"I was at the University of Kentucky for
two years," he recalled. "but I left the uni·
versity like so many did-when the Bank of
Kentucky went under."
(Morris' father, Joe W. Morris, had pre·
ceded him on the Hill as secretary ·to Congressman James Cantrell in the early 1920's.)
Morris went on to become an assistant in
the Democratic cloakroom, another Capitol
inner sanctum. Then in 1940, he went to
work as office secretary for Virgil Chapman,
who was then a congressman.
When Chapman was elected to the Senate
in 1948, Morris followed him over to the other
side of the Capitol. But, he said, "I didn't
like it. I stayed six months and came back
to the House."
For two years. he was assistant clerk of the
House, then served n.s stalf assistant to Congressman Tom Underwood alld John Watts
until Lis election as postmaster.
DOESN'T H.\VE A FIR.."lT NAME
Morrls, incidentally, doesn't have a. first
name. The H. H. stands for H. H.
"My grandfather's name was Henry Harrison and my mother didn't like lt so she cut
it down to H. H.," he explained. ''When I
came up here, I told everyone lt stood for
Happy Hooligan. Then when Happy Chandler was up here in the Senate, he cut lt
down to just Hap." That is what everyone
calls him now.
As postma~er, Morris supervises some
unique services. For instance, 1! you ad·
dress a letter simply "Congressman. Wash·
ington, D.C.," Morris' crew gets it to the
right man. They check the postmark and
deliver it to the representative whose dlstrlct
you live ln.
Letters to an ex-congressman-and there
are lots of them-will be forwarded for one
year after he leaves office. After an election,
Morris holds the mall for new members and
delivers it in one whopping bundle when they
take office.
I
"The election W(IS on Nov. 8 tllis year,"
Morris sald, "and the first letter we got in
here was for Gene Snyder of Louisvllle (the
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new 4th District congressman)-and it came
ln two days a.fter tb,e election."
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD HEAVY BURDEN
The morning delivery for Morrts• mailmen
is always a heavy burden because of the bulky
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, which come OUt daily.
Each member is allotted 63 copies, which
are sent directly to schools, libraries and
others in the home district. But some congressmen have all of the copies sent first to
their omces so that they can stamp their
name on the issue and mail them personally.
"We also get anything that has Capitol
on it," he said. "Capitol Laundry or Capitol
Theater-it all winds up here."
Morris, now 55, .hn.s seen a lot of changes
in congressional styles. "When (Alben)
Barkley was in the House, for Instance, he
hired a girl to come in maybe three times
a week to answer the mail," Morris said.
Now most congressmen have an omce sta.tf
of five or six-and high-speed electric typewriters which turn out letters automatically
from a pre-punched tape.
But the way Congress legislates is largely
unchanged, according to Morris.
"There's a lot of wheeling and dealing,"
Morris said, "I think it's all right. It goes
good with our way of democracy."

Redwood Creek Park, Calif., Endorsed by
New York Times
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

liON. LEE METCALF
OF MONTANA
IN THE SENAT)!: OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, the
New York Times yesterday published a.n
excellent editorial endorsing the creation
of a 90,000-acre national park in the
Redwood Creek area of northern California, as proposed ins. 514, which I introduced on January 18 on behalf of 21
Members of the Senate. More than 30
Members of the House, led by Representative JEFFERY COHELAN, have introduced similar legislation in the other
body.
Let me quote one paragraph from the
Times editorial:
The critical area is Redwood Creek Valley.
It constitutes an adequate watershed. And it ha.B
by far the best trees, many 300 feet high nod
2,000 years old. There are five times as manY
virgin redwoods in Redwood Creek as in :Mill
Creek. For $150 to $200 million, approximately three times the cost o! the Admtnlstratlon proposal, a magnificent, 90,000-a.cre
national park embracing Redwood Creek Valley could be acquired. This 1s a plan scaled
to the grandeur of the redwoods; this is a
national park worth fighting for,
It is not now protected in any way.

I commend the Times for its edltori:J.l
endorsement of "a national park worth
fighting for." It is my hope that eongress will authorize the establishment of
the park in the Redwood Creek area thiS
year.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the New York Times editorial
of February 19, be printed at this point
in the RECORD :
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There being no objection, the editorial
Was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:

the day, thiee veterans of the SpanishAmerican War held their service of remembrance on the old Olympia, now a
historic shrine.
BIG TREES, SMALL PLANs
I am extending my remarks to include
President Johnson has accurately de&crihed a redwoods national park as a "last the following news article in the PhilaCha nce'' conservation opportunity. As he delphia Inquirer of February 13, 1967:

Poin ted out in hl.B me.s&~.ge on natural reurc&s, "If we do not act promptly, we may
lose for all time the magnificent redwoods
or Northern California."
The Admlnistratlon, however, is preparing
lOme rather small plans for saving the
~·orld's tallest trees.
The Interior Department is stlll laboring over minor revisions
or the bill it supported last year. That bill
'\\'ould create a smnll pnrk in Mill Creek. It
1a not a sound pla.n because most of the
trees worth sartng are already protected in
two existing state pnrks.
E!;cept for 7,000 acres o! pure :fl.rst-grov;th
redwoods adjoining one of these parks, the
lnnds to be purchased in Mill Creek ha.ve
been extensively logged. A,s a result, the
trees are second-growth ana sma.ller, and
there 1s a considerable admixture o! other
trees. 1\flll Creek is valuable as the waterShed for the existing state parks, but otber~·lse it is not really of national park quality.
The criticnl area. is Redwood Creek Valley.
lt is not now protected in any way. It con&tltutes an adequate watershed. And it has
by far the best trees, many 300 feet high and
2.000 years old. There are five times as many
'tlrgtn redwoods in Redwood Creek as 1n Mill
Creek. For •150 to $200 million, approxilllntely three times the cost of the Administrution proposal, a magnl:fl.cent, 90,000-a.cre
llntton.o.l park embracing Redwood. Creek Valley could be acquired. Th1B 1s a plan scaled
to the grandeur of the redwoods; this is a
llntlonal park worth fighting for.
SIt 1s unfortunate that President Johnson,
ecretary of the Interior Udall and organlzat 1ona such as the Save-the-Redwoods League
are not where they belong-in the front line
or the struggle to establish a comprehensive
tectwoods nationll.l park.
'rhelr sel!-de!eating etrorts to appease 'the
1Ulnber companies by excluding most of Red~Ood Creek Valley may fall l! Governor
at;n.n of Call!ornia., who has already ob~ned. a three-month moratorium on action
Y Congress, decides to propose an even
8
t:na.uer park than they envisage. In vlew
~t . this poss1blllty, Senator Kucbel of CnllOl'n!a a.nd other conservation-minded Con~essmen who have gone &long with the inll.d:equate Mill Creek plan in the past have
an obligation to re-examine their position.
'rhe redwood. lumber industry is certain to
~ United in opposition to any comprehenpark proposal. I! these extraordinary
{t-ea are not to be sawed into fenceposts,
who believe in sn"lng the nation's berlC1 ge w1ll have 'to be equally united and

t·e

Jose

etermmed.

Veterans Observe 69th Anniversary of
Sinking of the "1\laine" on Dewey's FaIDous Battleship
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

liON. BARRATT O'HARA
OF ILLINOIS

lN THli: HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
},fonday, February 20, 1967
.. 1r.

O'HARA of lliinois. Mr. Speaker,
0
ll the 69th anniversary of the sinking
0
~the battleship .Maine in Havana Harr, when we 1n the House of RepreStl1tatives of the Congress of the United
ates were giving fitting observance to

WAR VET RECALLS VIcTORY AT MANILA BAY

(By John R. Murphy}
On the morning of May 1, 1898, John R.
Lynch was shoveling a.nd sweating in the
stokehold of the U.S. Cruiser Boston as the
guns of his ship and other ..American menOf-war methodically smashed the Spanish
Fleet in Manila Bay into oblivion.
\Vhen he got a.n infrequent break from his
duties in the smoke-and-glare-:fl.lled inferno
he reeled over to a porthole to watch his ship
a.nd Commodore George Dewey's proud, white
:flagship, the USS Olympia, rend and tear the
enemy.
·
Lynch, who is 87, lives at 1552 N. 55th st.,
West Philadelphia, with the second wife be
married last December. On Wednesday he'll
look with pride again on the old Olympia,
moored now as a historical shrine at Pier 11
North, at the foot of Raee st.
He11 be one of three Spanish War veterans
who will board the ship for Maine Day ceremonies at 10:30 A.M.
Somehow, the USS Maine, quietly at anchor in the harbor of Havana, Cuba, the
night of Feb. 15, 1898, was blown to the bottom. The sinking precipitated the war with
Spain that drew 20-year-old John Lynch and
thousands of others into the Navy.
This week he rexnlnlsced. about the Battle
of Manila Bay:
"I was in the stokehold firing boilers and
doing everything it was my duty to do to
make the ship maneuver and take its place
in battle. Once in a while I got a chance to
look out a porthole and believe me, it WWI
a hot time in old Manila that day. We were
pouring it ln."
Lynch served nine years in the Navy, then
took his discharge to work as a watertender
in the power~ouse at the Philadelphia Navy
Yard. Later, he worked for 33 years as a
stationary engineer for the Philadelphia Gas
Works. He retired 18 years ago.
But, as they'd say in the old Navy, John
never put away h1s "stea.mlng shoes."
He became commander of the Charles
Young Camp o! the United Spanish war
Veterans and president of the USWV Philadelphia County Council, posts he still holds.
There are about five members left in the
Ca.m.p now. There were 200 to 300 when it
was formed in 1906, Lynch remembers.
Ma.ny of the survivors are in the Veterans
~dministration Hospital at 39th st. a.nd
Woodland ave.
Lynch takes the bus and trolley there frequently to help the old volunteers of '98
in any way he can.
"I go up and down the wards and I've
done it now for the last 13 years. I give them
good counsel, keep them in courage a.nd good
cheer. I write letters and make telephone
calls for them. Lots of them are older the,n
I am and I go over to help them out."
Lynch l06t his wife of 65 years, 1\finn.!e,
in 1961. He took another bride last December, the former Lily Bell, the widow ot a
Second World War veteran who died of wa.r
incurred illness shortly after the war ended.
"With my know-how about veterans benefits, I helped her to get necessary benefits
and we became friends,'• Lynch said. "She
was a good friend to me and to my tlrst wife."
Lynch recalls that all who served. tn the
Spa.nlsh war were volunteei"&--there was no
draft in '98-and he vows he and the fastdim.lnishing band will "hold it together.
We'll hold it to the last man.
··we came from every corner ·of the United
States. Most of us didn't know the butt
from the muzzle of a. gun.
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.. But they shoved us right into CUba
Puerto Rico, the Phlllppines, e~en to China:
and those men who came o1f the farm and
the factory, did a good Job."
A natl.ve o:t: Vlrg:inla., Lynch is a member
o:t: the Cruiser Olympia Association, Inc., the
group that maintains the venerable warship
as a shrine.
He has taken part in every Maine Day c,eremony for the last 13 years.

Increase in GNP Described as More Fat
Than Muscle
EXTENSION OF

RE1-.1AR~

OF

liON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER
OF CALII'ORNIA

IN THE ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Jt.ronday, February 20, 1967

Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker the following article by John Cunniff, p~blished
in the Washington Evening Star of February 17, brings out facts which we have
long anticipated as to the inaccurate use
of the increase in the gross national
product. The rnpid increase in the inventory 1n the last months of 1966 gives
a very clear picture that the entire product has not gone into the trade but represents a material increase in inventory
throughout the country. These facts,
together v.ith the announcement by the
Federal Reserve Board that production
in automobiles, home appliances, and so
forth, has experienced the largest reduction in the last 2 years indicates that we
are not headed into a production period
which would furnish pressure for inflation, but rather deflation. This to me
Indicates that 1f the Government does
not carefully weigh all of these facts in
connection with their demand forhigher
taxes and curtailment ln the highway
construction, we can well find ourselves
1n an economic depression, while fighting the third largest war in our history.
Mr. Cunniff's article follows:
INCR.EA..."E

IN

GNP DESCRIBl!:D
THAN MusCLE

A.S

MORE

FAT

(By John Cunnllf)
NEW YoRK.-Tbe tremendous production
o:t: goods tha.t the U.S. economy achieved in
the closing months o! 1966, it turns out, can
be compared to an accumulation of :tat rather
than a. development o:t: muscle.
This production made the Gross National
Product soar. The figure looked great. But
some of the goods they represented merely
accumulated. They were, sold. They went,
instead, into inventories.
The biggest buildup of these in~entorles
came last fa.ll, coinciding very closely with
the football season.
To draw an analogy, then, the Nation·s tremendous productive capacity was like a ponderously bulky lineman chasing a scatback.
The scatba.ck, sales, slowed and shifted. The
nneman, production, couldn't slow and went
hurtling by.
As a result, the first hal! or 1967 1s going
to be a breaking period, a tl.m.e of adjusting
to a tremendous stockpile or goods. These
will ha.ve to be sold before factories can dare
step up product-ton aga.ln.
Tha.t 1s why the big inventories now are
be1T!g termed one of the most serious maladjustments of our economy, ane that t1me
alone can take care o1.. 'I'h.l.a mtsma.tchlng .
of production and sales might even take some,
o! 1968.
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SLOWDOWN BEGINS

The resulting slowdown of production while
this fat 1s worked off already has begun.
The first signs were cute in overttme and
then reductions in work weeks. Now 1t 1a
reflected in shutdowns and layoffs, most
noticeably in autos but in large appliances
also.
Various factors account !or the bUildup.
Manufacturers want to avoid being caught
short because or strikes or simply because or
great demand and so· they store raw materials.
Much or the buildup came, however, simply
because anticipated sales were greater than
actual sales. It takes a. while for the production machinery to crank up to its limit. It
takes as long to slow it down.
During much of last year the economy was
rising to a. slx-yea.r peak. Sometime during
the last quarter it did peak. The demand for
goods began to slow, but production's momentum sent it flying on by.
The automotive industry is the clearest
example. Detroit erred on the side of optimism, lt being the nature of the industry
especially never to underestimate. Sales,
however. fell fa.r behind expectations through
most of the year.
At one point automobile dealers had accumulated a two-month supply of cars, and
ended the year with 1,379,000 vehicles on
their lots, a 72%-da.y supply.
This was fa.lrly typical of some other segmpnts of industry also. The total of -manufacturers' inventories was especially high,
somewhere around 52 da.ys.
THREE

BIG SEGMENTS

Some retail inventories were less, however,
and the excess for the three big segments or
Industry-manufacturing, wholesaling and
retailing-was a bit more than 45 days as
the year ended.
This high rate of inventory accumulation
totaled ~135 bllUon, an Increase of more than
~14 billion !or the year. With sales prospects
now less encouraging than a yea.r ago, thts
will be dimcult to work off.
Analysts now figure that much of this !at
wlll melt like the winter snows and that by
mid-summer the economy will be in much
better shape. Not everyone agrees, however,
and the possiblllty exists that some !at will
be carried on into 1968.
Nevertheless, enough of the inventory accumulation is Uli:ely to be used up by midsummer to present the possib1llty of a new
aurge in production.
With th18 poesibtlity will come once again
the threat of inflation, followed by counterme-a.sures, followed by an inventory buildup,
followed by a slowdown. It needn't happen.
But it could.

Daylight Sa ring Time
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. H. R. GROSS
OY' IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

J.fonday, February
~Ir.

zo. 1967

GROSS. Mr. Speaker, on Febru, arr 8, 1967, I introduced H.R. 5063, to
amend' the Uniform T1me Act of 1966 to
provide tha.t dayl1ght saving time shall
be observed only from the first SWlday
following Memorta.l Day to the first Sunday following Labor Day.
The mall I have received indicates that
most Iowa.n..s--opponents as well as proponen ts of dayllght time-would accept

this compromise. If we are to have this
so-called fast time, it does not make a
bit of sense to me that 1t should start in
April and continue untll the last Sunday
in October.
The WHO radio and television stations in Des Moines have expressed editorial support fbr shortening the period
when daylight time is 1n · effect. Whlle
I question that most Iowans, do in fact,
favor daylight time, as stated by the stations, I am pleased to call to the attention of my colleageus the following editorial which was broadcast by WHO
radio and WHO-TV:
The State of Iowa should remain on Daylight Time for the purpose of uni!ormit)'
With the rest of the Nation, and because it
seems to be the desire or most Iowans.
Most people in this state now live in the
cities, and most city dwellers favor fast
time because it gives them more opportunity
!or outdoor work or recreation. But Dayllght Time should not be in effect for as
long as the federal law now requires, virtually six months a year. A sizeable part of
our population, including most farmers, view
Da.ylight Time as a handlcap. Farmers must
work whenever conditions permit, not by the
clock. Basically, they follow the sun. Th14
mee.ns that when a farmer wants to go to the
city to have an implement repa.J.red, or shop,
or attend a. meeting in town, Daylight Time
makes him one hour late. Often it makes
him one hour too late. Daylight Time in
the fall means rural youngsters hare to walt
for school buses in the dark hours of the
morning.
·
The Iowa Legislature should ask Congress
to shorten the period when Daylight Time
Js in effect. This would keE'p ita benefits
during the warm months most important to
outdoor work and recreation, but would Ininimlze the effect upon farmers and others who
oppose it.

Threat to Our National Freedom
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OP'

HON. JOHN R: RARICK
OF LOUISIANA

L"'i THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. Speaker, an outstanding jurist, member of the Philadelphia Bar Association, Mr. John B. Gest,
speaks out for individual American liberty. I insert his report in the RECORD
following my remarks:
Mr. RARICK.

THREAT TO OUR NATIONAL FREEDOM

(By John B. Oest)
On July 22, 1963, President Kennedy transInitted to the Senate, for advice and consent
to
ratitlcatlon,
the
following
three
Conventions:
Supplementary Sla.very Convention (Supplementary to the Slavery Convention of
1926). This provides !or the abolition of
debt bondage, serfdom. giving women in ma.rrta.ge for money consideration without the
right to refuse, and certain kinds of exploitation of children under 18.
Convention on Abolition of Forced Labor.
This provides !or the suppression of compulsory la.bol- as a means of political coercion
01', a.a a. punishment for expressing viewa
Ideologically oppoeed to the established political, social or eoonomic system, or as a
means o! ra.cial, social, national or rellgioua
discrlmlna tlon.
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Convention on Political Rights of Women.
This provides that women shall be entitled to
vote in all national elections a.nd shall be
eligible !or election to all elective national
bodies on equal terms with men.
In ht.s letter of transmittal, President Kennedy states that United States law is "already
in conformity with these conventions, and
ratification would not require any change in
our domestic legislation."
At the start we should emphasize the dil!erence between a UN declaration and a convention. A declaration, such as the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, is a mere recital of supposed ideals without purporting
to impose any obligation. A convention, or
covenant, or multilateral treaty (these terms
are interchangeable) is quite dltrerent. It
obligates each accepting nation to comply
with the terms of the convention. The
Human Rights Conventions can be accepted
in the future by any nation, be they hostile
or be they friendly to us.
One may seach in vain for any good reason
for ratification of these conventions. The
International Law Committee of the AssOciation of the Bar o! the City of New York
(recommending ratification) says "It would
appear that a treaty, at a minimum, must
have some relevance to the foreign or external
concerns and relations of the United States."
And in attempting to justify the conventions
it states that "The purpose of the Conventions from the point of view of the United
States is a foreign relations purpose--to encourage a particular pattern of behavior bY
other countries."
In President Kennedy's letter of trnnsmittnl, he also says: "There 1B no society sn
advanced that it no longer needs periodlO
recommitment to human rights."
Our recommenda.tlon !or "recornmltrnent"
would be for Senators to recall their oo.th to
support the Constitution to reread the Bill
o! Rights and to reflect on the self-evident
truths of the Declaration of Independence
that man is endowed by his Creator with certain unalienable rights, and th:l.t 1t is to
secure these rights that governments are Instituted among men.
So !a.r as concerns the Convention on PoUtioo.l Rights of Women. ellgibllity of woxnen
to vote and hold omce is a purely internal
and domestic matter !or each n.a.tton to de·
cide !or itself. CertaJ.nly "equality" wtth
men does not mean ldentlty of que.U1lcations. And there is no appe.rent "direct relationship to external affairs."
The Supplementary Slavery and. Forced
Labor Conventions also deal with huma.Il
rights which are domestic rather than external matters.
The whole idea of "internationalizing"
hum.a.n rights by conventions 1s a fallacy a.nd
against the plain meaning of our Constttu-;
tlon. Furthermore, the conventions all contain provisions under which any nation could
bring any other nation, including, of course.
the United States, before the World court
(International Court of Justice) in a. dispute
as to such nation's !ulflllment of its obUgn.·
tiona under the conventions.
The way !or our na.tlon "to encourage a.
particular pa.ttern of behay1or by other countries" is not to dislodged hUIIUUl rights fl'()lXl
their divine origin in created nature, a.nd to
debase them to the status of contra.ctua.l
obligations with other nations, many of
which nations have no sympathy with our
philosophy o! freedom. We should rather
hold high our herlta.ge o! freedom a.s an in·
extinguishable light to the world.
Our gravest concern 1s not !rom con.slderation of these three conventiona 1ta~~,!
alone, but from. the fact that they a.re ..-of a ma.ssJ. ve p:rogrnm o! the UN and 1~
agencies for interna.tlon.a.llzlng the entue
field of human rights.

1
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In 1948 John P. Humphrey, Director of the
Human Rights Camml.Bsion of the Economic
nnd SeclUity Council of the United Nations,
"-1\id:
"What th«: United Nations is trying to do is
re\·olutiona.ry 1n character. Human rights
u.re largely a matter of relationship between
the state and 1ndlviduals and, therefore, a
matter which has been traditionally regarded as being with1n the domestic jurisdiction of states. .What is now being proposed is, in effect, the creation of some kind
of supernat.J.onal supervision of this relationship between the state and its citizens."
The United Nations General Assembly, by
resolution adopted December 12, 1963, designated the year 19GB as Human Rights Year.
On Decembel" 20, 1965, the General Assembly
adopted a resolution renffl.rmlng the belief
that the year 1968 should be devoted to intenslfted efforts in the field of human rights
and stressing the importance of implementing the principles of human rights in the
UN Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and
the Declaration on the Elimination of all
forms of Racial Discrimination. The resolution then calls on members of the UN and
1ts agencies and related organizations to take
measures to prepare for Human Rights Year,
With special attention to the abolition of
racial disorimina tion and ln particular, the
J>Olloy of apartheid. It invites all member
atates to ratify, before 1968, the existing con\"entions concerning:
The abolition of Slavery and Slave Trade
and Forced Labor; Discrimination in respect
to Employment and Occupation; Equal Relllunerat1on for Men a.nd Women Workers;
~dom of Association and Protection of the
!tight to Orga.nlze; Discrimination in Education; The Orlme of Genocide; Political
JUghts of Women; and all forms of Racial
I>iscrimlnatlon.
The UN Resolution also decides to hasten
the conclusion of the draft covenants
conct-rning : Civll and Political Rights; Economic, Social
t.nd CUltural Rights; Elimination of Religious Intolerance;
and Freedom of
Information.
We have good reason to expect that many
of these conventions and covenants w111 contain clauses for compulsory submission to
the World Oourt (I.C.J.) of disputes not
aettlt-d by negotiation.
There 11 &ttacbed to the UN Resolution
an elaborate program o! the lluman Rights
Commission for "ceremonies, activities and
celebrations" to be undertaken in 1968 io
"dramatize universal respect for and observauce of human rights and fundamental freedom for all, without distinction a.s to race,
•ex, language or religion." The UN agencies
~11 be working feverishly to have these con'tenttons approved by the United States.
"rhen the whole fleld of natural rights, inCluding thOEe set forth in our B111 of Rights,
could breome contractun.l rights with other
nations.
As stated in the report of the New Ybrk
Clty B:u A.8.soc1ation Committee, "Under
the~e Conventions any signatory state apJ:l~rcntly can object to another signatory
lltate's treatment of tts own national even
though the national himself does not bring
~ claim ln an appropriate proceeding under
· 11 11:! own domestic law."
r l1 this prorrrnm were successful, it oould
Uhject our matters of rn.ce, religion, civll
tights. education, freedom o! speech, in fact,
nur most cherished human rights, to the
C1 ngcr o! disintegration by World Court deCil'5 1ons in disputes brought by unfriendly
l'tJwcrs.
t The UN Human Rights progrnm Js a threat
0 our nntloual freedom.
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Early Appropriations for Educatioa Pro- plans !or the next school year laid almost before the present one is ended.
grams Necessary fOI' School Planniug
School programs for fall must be
EXTENSION OF

R~1ARKS

OF

HON. WENDELL WYATT
OF OREGON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

li'Ionday, February 20, 1967

Mr. WYATT. Mr. Speaker, education
1s one of the most important aspects of
our lives. Our jobs, our future, and the
future of our children depend on the
quality, type, and extent of our education and training.
Federal aid to local school programs is
becoming an increasingly important
part of our educational system. While
local boards must maintain control over
their school districts, Federal money can
be, and is, used to upgrade and expand
our curriculum programs.
With the increase in Federal aid to
schools, however, the web of Federal bureaucracy has grown into a great tangled
net. The redtape and confusion over
where and to whom to apply for grants
and aid, and the strings attached to the
funds have reached an alltime high.
Some schools have waited as long as 2
years before they discovered whether
their requests had been accepted or
denied.
There is much that should be done to
streamline our Federal educational aid
program. And, as with charity, the
process begins at home-right here in
Congress. Working out legislative ideas,
amendments, and compromises 1s a
knotty and involved problem. In each
session it takes several months to work
out the details in committee on controversial b1lls. Only after the committee
reports on a bill may it go to the House
floor for a vote. Each year for the past
several years appropriations bills, bills
allocating money for Federal programs.
have been among the latest to pass out of
committee. Despite the present administration's policy of bulling its fiscal programs through Congress, and contrary
to much public opinion, the President's
budget is not necessarily the final say on
program funding. The House and Senate still have the final hold on the Federal purse strings.
· No one seeking Federal funds can
count on receiving money untll Congress
has finally · authorized the appropriation of funds from the Treasury. Therefore, schools cannot plan their programs
for the next fiscal year until after Congress has decided how much will be allocated for education appropriations.
This situation is extremely unfair to
school boards and local school administrators. To plan effectively for a coming school year, education officials must
have knowledge of which programs will
receive Federal aid. Even when the appropriations are passed it takes time for
the Education Department to distribute
the fantastic sum of over $3 b11lion to be
spent on education this next fiscal year.
Schools have to plan 1n advance. They
must have budget figures and curnculwn

roughed out in spring and -completed by
summer. For the past several years,
however, Congress has not passed on
education appropriations until very late
1n the year--September, or even as late
as October for some programs. This·
creates havoc for local school planners,
and utter confusion as to which programs will be funded. This is long after
those programs shoUld have begun or
been scrapped.
This fantastic waste of time, money,
and energy is a problem simply solved.
I have introduced a bill in the House that
would make it a rule for all House committees to have completed work andreported on educational appropriation legislation by the first of May preceding the
fiscal year for which the funds would be
appropriated. This would mean education money bills would come up for final
_passage in time for school officials to
soundly plan their programs. Wash:ington's bureaucracy has long since
grown out of hand. When we in Congress can help cut some of the delay and
confusion, it is our duty to do so. Education is such an important part of our
lives that I feel it is a necessity for the
House to pass my resolution. We owe
it to ourselves, our schools, our children,
and our Nation.

Maj. Edward F. Hinkle
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
\

OF

HON. THOMAS G. MORRIS
OF NEW MEXICO

IN TIIE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. MORRIS of New Mexico. Mr.
Speaker, very recently I was saddened to
learn of the death of Maj. Edward F.
~e of Truth or Consequences, N.Mex.
MaJ. Hinkle was one of the few remaining survivors of the famed Lafayette Escadrllle in France durtng World War I.
I would like to present my colleagues
with the opportunity to learn of this
courageous officer. Therefore, I am submitting this obituary which appeared in
the E1 Paso Times of January 22, 1967:
MAJOR HINKLE SERVICES PENDING

MEX.-Funeral
servces were pending Saturday !or Maj. Edward Foote Hinkle (ret.), 90, resident of
Truth or Consequenc.es who fiew !or the
Lafayette Escadrille in France during World
War I. ne died Friday.
Maj. Hinkle's body was turned over to the
University of New Mexico Medica.! School aa
requested 1n his wlll, according to French
Mortuary here. Following cremation, final
services will be held in Spring Groves Cemetery in Cincinnati, Ohio.
A member of St. Paul's Episcopal Church
here, Maj. Hinkle had no living survivors.
MaJ. Hinkle received the French cross of
the Legion of Honor !or his exploits in World
Wa.r I "Lafayette Escadrtlle," a contingent
of American pllota flying for France before
the Unlted States entered in the w~tr.
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, N.
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He considered the short hitch in the Esca.drille the high point of his 90 years. He had.
enlisted in the French Foreign Legion &t the
&ge of 40 to go into pllot tra.lning for the
legendary unit.
Born May 22, 1876, in Cincinnati, Ohio, he
was the son of a wealthy manufacturer. He
graduated from Yale University in 1899 and
studied architecture and design in the Ecole
de Beaux Arts of Paris, returning to the
United States in 1905 to set up architectural
omces in New York City.
He was also a globe-trotter who found himself ' in the hot spot of Bucharest, Romania.,
when World War I began in 1914. He went
from Romania to France as a freighter stowaway to support the French cause. He enlisted in the French Legion in 1917. After
more than three months in the Lafayette
Escadrille, flying the classic Nleuport and
Spad biplanes, he was grounded due to
chronic bronchitis caused by the severe winter in France.
Maj. Hinkle moved toT or C about 10 years
ago seeking relief from the recurrent respiratory ailment he had contracted in World
War I. Living in complete retirement, he
wn.s known here for his extensive library on
World War I and on Western fiction.

President's Message on Protecting the
American Consumer
SPEECH
011"

HON. JOSEPH Y. RESNICK
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. RESNICK. Mr. Speaker, the
Congress has received today a message
from the President requesting legislation
to effect truth in lending.
Truth in lending denotes exactly what
the title implies; namely, that those who
loan money to individuals or institutions
should be required to make absolutely
clear and as specific as possible the approximate annual rate of interest being
paid on that loan.
It would seem that such a simple and
forthright requirement would be unnecessary because it is diftlcult to believe
that lending would take place on any
other basis. But, unfortunately, this is
not the case. Mr. Speaker, unfortunately, some lending institutions today practice an evil and insldious practice that
obscures, to the unwitting as well as the
sophisticated, the actual charge levied
on loans. The essence of the problem is
not the amount of the charge or the
terms of repayment but the absence of
knowledge in the mind of the borrower of
the rate of interest he paid.
The failure to provide a reasonably
accurate percentage rate is widespread
to a degree that is shocking. This practice is so firmly ensconced in the very
fabric of our money system that it is incumbent on us all to support and vote
for S. 5, the truth-in-lending bill.
We have had for many years truth in
the securities market; we now have truth
in packaging; we have required the advertising industry to discipline itself in
its practices by requiring more truthful
conduct of its atralrs; and the Federal
Dnlg Administration under the admir-

able direction of Dr. Goddard has moved
the drug industry a long way toward
veracity in its claims of remedial prowess.
The truth-in-lending bill is similar to
action and precedents set 1n these other
important areas of American life. The
need for action in the lending area is
equally as important as past legislation
1n these other areas, because finance is,
by its very nature, a complicated and
baffling mechanical system. The individual is at the mercy of a complex and potentially deceptive system. Protection is
needed and warranted.
A very simple example of a problem
w111 illustrate strongly the reason for
positive attention to the truth-in-lending bill, so eloquently supported by the
President's message. Let us suppose
that a man borrows $1,000 for 1 year at
a stated rate of interest of 5 percent.
Because this is likely to be an installment
loan, he will be required to repay the
$1,000, plus interest in a series of 12 equal
monthly installments. With respect to
the principal, at the end of 6 months he
will have repaid $500. But there is no
reduction to account for this prepayment
of principal in the calculation of the interest paid on the entire loan. The
lending institutions make no provision
for the fact that $500 of the original loan
is no longer owed. Five percent on
$1,000 amounts to $50 a year. Fifty dollars a year is owed if the $1,000 is borrowed for an entire year, but in this example that I have set forth, $1,000 is not
outstanding for an entire year because
part of it is gradually paid off. The
point here is that this $500 which is repaid in the first 6 months is treated as
pa~ of the outstanding loan for the last
6 months of the year in spite of the fact
that it is no longer owed. This illustration boils down to the fact that on a
$1,000 loan repayable in 12 equal monthly
installments, there will be an average of
$500 outstanding throughout the entire
year. Five percent interest on an average of $500 outstanding amounts to $25
in interest charges. The lending institutions however charge 5 percent on $1,000
or $50 1n interest charges. The net result is that, although the stated rate of
interest is 5 percent advertised and noted
to the borrower, 5 percent on an installment-loan, as in this case, simply is not
true.
The approximate of "true" rate of interest is somewhat more than double 5
percent, somewhere between 10 and 12
percent, depending on the terms.
Mr. Speaker, this is not a very easy
thing for the average borrower to understand. Since Americans have taken out
$74.7 billion in some sort of installment
credit in 1966 and are innocent of the
fact that in.. the vast majority of cases
they are paying an interest load more
than double the load they think they are
paying, something must be done. Since
the lending institutions have not seen fit
to take the opportunity themselves to
inject a sense of discipline -and self-1mposed integrity, it is incumbent upon the
Congress of the United States to do this
for them. A continuation of the current practice is intolerable. There is
special need for action now since the explosion of credit both in total amount
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and in total number of people using
credit makes this kind of situation dangerous.
The positive advantages of action on
our part w1ll find many expressions. For
one, it should help institutions prevent
losses resulting from the faCt that a
number of loans which are intrinsicallY
bad may not be made when a truer rate
of interest is known by the borrower.
More effective competition by the lend~
ing institutions should result in manY
cases. Some lending organizations have
been more scrupulous than others in the
use of the lending charge. Some have
chosen to bury the actual load in com~
plicated discounts and varying payment
scheduled while others have been more
equitable and conscientious about their
lending activities. This legislation will
ferret out many of the abuses and place
all these institutions on an equal footing, thereby supporting a freer and more
competitive lending market.
The average borrowing consumer
should benefit from this legislation be~
cause the resulting increased competition
should be reflected in lower average interest rates. Finally, we will have a more
effective built-in barrier to excessive de~
mand expressing itself in unrealistic debt
loads on the shoulders of our felloW
American citizens. This should make
less likely violent swings in economic
cyclicality as there becomes less need tor
periodic liquidation of these unrealistiC
debts. In the final analysis, we w1ll be
relying on the individual consumer to
regulate his own debt-carrying capabili~
.
To those who would argue that this 1s
yet another government control, we
answer, you are correct, but no attempt
to regulate interest rates. Regulation
should be left with the States. Rather,
this is Government control of an abuse.
It is the elimination of the subterfuge, a
clever and unscrupulous deception of the
American citizen.
If the approximate . annual rate of
interest is such an embarrassment to the
lender, if the real interest charge borders
on the usurious, let the public know it.
If these men are operating under the
guise of integrity, stability, and respect
and this is not the case, let the publiC
know it. If there is an untruth involved
here, and I submit that this practice iS
an untruth, let the public know it.
I endorse the President's consumer
message which calls for the passage of a
truth-in-lending bill and I exhort mY
colleagues to contribute their support,
their efforts, and their votes for passage.

Monday Holiday Plan Favored by
Columnist
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. THADDEUS J. DULSKI
or

NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. DULSKI. Mr. Speaker, with per~
mission, I wish to include an article
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w1itten by Sylvia Porter, which appeared
in the Buffalo Courier-Express, Buffalo,
N.Y .• February 20, 1967, commenting on
the favorable aspects of a "Uniform Mond y Holiday Plan."
As a supporter of such leg1slat1on, I
a.m hopeful that the Committee on the
Judiciary will take expeditious action 1n
reporting this proposal to the ftoor of the
House.
The article follows:
MOJ'I."'DAY
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tra.r:Uy set on :May 30 to honor the Ct vil War
dead, was later broadened to honor all U .8.
war dead.
Hopefully, the Chamber's survey will spark
a new drive for federal, and later state, legislation to launch the Monday holiday plan.
A Monday holiday bill has been Introduced
before-and this bill surely will come up
again.
Whatever the outcome, I cRSt my own vote
!or the Monday holidays.

HOLIDAY PLAN FAVORED BY

COLUMNIST
(By Sylvia Porter)
This Wednesday, Feb. 22, we will celebrate
Washington's birthday. It'll cut the week in
half-meo.ning tha.t we'll either get nothing
out of the holldRy because it's too short or
we'll "chee.t" by stretch1ng it.
Since George Washington actually wo.s
born on Feb. 11--a.nd it was the adoption
of the Gregorian calendar by the colonies in
1752 which pushed it ahea.d 11 days--there's
no renson why the 22nd should be "sacred."
\Vhy not mo·ve this holiday to the third Monday in February so we could have a. welcome
3-da.y weekend?
ThiB July. the 4th falls on a Tuesday-e.
&lgnal for maRsive n.bsenteeib'm. on Monday
u.nd for tremendous losses to industry.
Since the Resolution o! Independence was
approved by COngress on July 2, 1776 and it
took another 17 days before all members of
Congress reported their a.pprovo.l, why should
the tra.c!itional July 4 date stlll be regarded
n.s sacred? Wouldn't it be better a.ll around
1! Independence Day always was on a MondaT?
This November, VeteraDS Do.y will fall on
n. Sa.turdil y. This proillisea to be a mess,
beca.use some wlll have time off on Friday,
some on Monday and many of us will have
no holida.y at all. But Veterans Day, which
originally m:u-ke<l the end o! World Wo.r I
h06tilitics, now hns been broadened to commemorate veterans of all wars. making any
set date historically meanlnglees. Wouldn't
it be more reasonable to sv.1tch it !rom November, which 1s loaded v.ith days o1f-to
the first Monday in April which has no
holldav.s?
or course it makes sense. In !o.ct, a major
U.S. Chamber o! Commerce survey last fall
reve:Ued that such a plan would be accepted
overwhelmingly by business and employes.
Under the "Uniform Monday Holiday Pla.n"
flll major U.S. holidays (except Christmas
nnd New Year's) would automatically !all
on Mondny.
To you, the employe, this would mean at
least five ertm three-d y weekends in 1967.
It would, in fact, crente a new kind of "vacationettc" between your regul:u: vacations.
To you, the bmlnessman, the- plan would
cut wid~preud absenteeism when a holiday
!alls, let's sny, on a. Tuesday or a Thursday.
It v.·ould slush C06tly shutdowns for single
midweek holidays. It would surely be a huge
finnnci:U boost to t£~<ns of thousands o! buslUef;ses connected v.ith the trnvellndustry because single-day holidays would become long
weekends In which millions could "go somepll'lce."
~
What then, is holding UR back?
A .first objection is that extrn three-day
weekends might increase our rate o! highway
.I:nt~hter on such holidays.
However, some
experts who have studied accident rates on
three-d:-.y holiday weekend11 cont.end that
despite nationwide press coverage of the
problem, uccident rn tea o.ctually are lower
tha.n during Ringle-day holidays wben drivers
nre nu;hing to get "there and buck."
A second bl~ objection. obviou::ily, is t-radition. Dut look ut the fo.c.ts. In addition to
the artlfictnllty of WuRhington's birthday,
Vetera.ns Dny und Independence Dny,
'I'hn.nksgl\·ing Day hns been chu.nged several
times over the years and Memorial Day, arbi-

Democracy: What It Means to Me
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRED SCH\VENGEL
OF IOWA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr.
SCHWENGEL. Mr.
Speaker,
some time ago a young man by the name
of Kent Dallmeyer was invited to write
and speak on "Democracy: What It
Means to Me." I heard this speech
given by this young man. It was so well
done I thought it would be worthwhile to
share with as many as I could, so I hereby include it as part of the Appendix of
the RECORD:
.
DEMOCRACY: WIIAT IT 1\.I&ANS TO ME
(By Kent Dallmeyer)
What is democracy? The word democracy
ia derived from two Greek words which mean
rule by the people. Is tt merely a word, or
is it more than that? Democracy is not an
institution completely, tt is an idea-a spirit.
\Vithout a feeling !or democracy in .the heart
and the soul, democracy cannot long survive.
Every Americ:l.Il !rom the time of his birth
ls given certain rights and re:o;ponsibilitles.
Every citizen of the United States ls guaranteed the right to llfe. Uberty, and the pursuit
of happiness. TI1e Constitution of the
United Stat:!s entitles each citizen to the
liberty and responsiblllty of shaping his own
ca.reer, equality before the law, universal surfrage, and education.
As an American citizen I have the right to
differ with the opinioDS of others, but I also
have the respons1b1Uty to respect their ideas.
It is my moral and civic responsiblllty to
obey the laws of this country until they are
changed through legislative action.
One of the greatest responslb111ties and
opportunities facing American youth is education. School gives an American the ndvantage of learning of America's character
and problems and of learning how to bring
these problems to their solutions.
Take p!'l.rt in America's affairs whlle you
are still a student.
_The general elections that are held give a
student an opportunity to have a hand in
deciding who the representatives of the people should be. By reading newspapers, magazines, and listening to the various news
media a student cnn become informed on the
various qualifications o! each candidate.
Once he has decided that he v.·tshes to support that particular party or candidate, a
student can help campaign for the candldates by taking surveys, putting up posters,
or helping get the citizens out to vot.e.
The United States is a count·y o! free men
nnd women where perRonnl Uberty is
cherished as n !undam ntal right. Unless
we keep alert. liberty can be easily lost. The
w:lrm natural enthusiasm of youth for a
le . cter can be n mon11ce to liberty.
It was the movements of misguided students under the influence o! older and more
cynical minds tl1nt provided the physicAl
J

force to make Hitler the tyrant o! Germany.
There are responsib111ttes about your home
and in your neighborhood that you can
assume.
School provides a student with activities in
which he can take part. A student is faced
with the decision of electing responsible
class officers who will represent his class and
school faithfully.
While you are still in school, try to learn
the why of our country. We know how this
country was made a democracy, but it is
more important to know the purpose for
having a democracy.
To assue each citizen llls inallenable right
to life, liberty, and the pursuit of h!lpp1nees
was the why behind the esta.15Ushment of
this democracy.
Do not think that you are too young.
Loyalty to principle, readiness to give of one's
talents for the common good, and the acceptance of responsibllity are the measures
·of a. good American striving to keep our
democracy strong and free.

Job Corpsmen Relate Values of Training
at Sly Park
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

liON. HAROLD T.

JOHNSO,~

oF cALIFORNIA
IN TilE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ft!Ionday, February 20, 1967
Mr. JOHNSON of California.
Mr.
Speaker, an article by Joe 'White appeared 1n the Placerville Mountain Democrat on January 5 describing the outstanding progress being achieved at the
Sly Park Job Corps Consen:ation Center
in the ElDorado National Forest. I have
been very highly impressed with the fine
job being accomplished by California Job
Corps Centers, and I think that Mr.
White's excellent article demonstrates
this very well.
Mr. Speaker, I include Mr. W!1ite's illuminating and encouraging article and
ask that it be included in the REcoRD at
this point:
Joa CoRPSMEN RELATE VALU"-S OF TRAINlNG ~ 1•
SLY PARK
·
lDY Joe White)
"I hope now people realize wbat the job
corps is," the young man said near the close
of an interview during which he a.nd another
corpsman explained why they were at the Sly
Park center and what it had done for t_l}em
during their time in service.
lie was seated in the omce of new center
director Bill COtter with Eldorado national
forest supervisor Doug Lelsz, deputy Jorest
supervisor Sam Hill, counselor Leo Lorenzo,
corpsman Dave Bingha:m and a M'ountn1n
Democrat reporter.
George Valenzuela. related how he had not
started school until the fifth grade and was
barely learning by the time ht> had reached
the loth. In the 11th, with the encouragement o! a teacher, he joined the job corpA,
he said.
He accepted the difilculty that he had experienced in school realistically, explaining
t-hat the teacher did not have time to gin
. individual attention to everyone and tended
to spend more t1me with the group that was
more advanced.
f'lnally, Valenzuela said, he met the teacher who suggested he join the job corps. She
told him that she dld not have time to go
into the field to teach him how to run a tra.ctor, to plow a straight furrow, or to learn
how to rend. And George wanted to len.rn.
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He is from Cypress, near Anaheim, and had
lived in southern California all his life. He
is now 20.
When he arrived at Sly Park, in September
of 1965, he was rated a level two reader, which
is practically a non-reader, and level one in
mathematics. He has progressed seven levels
in reading and is now doing fractions in
math.
·
Dave is also a high school dropout. He
joined the job corps in March of this year in
Laurel, Mississippi in order to "get off the
street." He also had an older brother who
was already in the volunteer organization.
The day he was interviewed he was a
happy 17 year old as he had completed the
mathematics portion of his training that day,
passing the level 16 test. He has progressed
from level five to level 11 in reading.
He said one of the most important things
he has learned at Sly Park is to "put in a full,
hard day's work." He also noted the problem
o! the slow learner in school, always "rush,
rush," he commented and the help he has
received since arriving at the center.
Quieter than George, Dave is a medic
trainee at the center, working in the dispensary, and when he leaves Sly Park he hopes
to join the Navy, continue his medical training or return to school.
He has also fought fires throughout the
state, however, including one on the Mendocino forest where he was almost trapped
when flames rushed down a hill and jumped
a fire line the corpsmen were helping to
build.
Understanding the purpose o! the job
corps program, Dave says that while some
think because they only receive $13.49 every
two weeks (after taxes) , money sent home
and funds saved, that it is not worth much,
he realizes everything he does is part of his
training.
He was discouraged when he first arrived
at the center, he said, but resisted suggestions of leaving when he noticed that those
who complained were stlll there. The program is voluntary and corpsmen may leave
whenever they want.
Job corps officials said that the two youths
represented two of three general types that
arrive at the camp. George is one of those
who worked from the time he arrived while
Dave is one who comes not really knowing,
but soon goes to work to learn.
The third type is one who just watches and
then leaves. Better screening processes are
eliminating more of these at the application
level, officials said.
The purpose o! the center is to give the
boys the tools they need to compete in the
world. Not the least of these is simply selfconfidence, learning that they are able to
work.
The two young men noted that they had
learned this during their stays at the center,
including a · two week stint working with
regular crews on the Pacific ranger district.
In fact, they said that their habit of rising
at six o'clock in the morning stayed with
them and they found themselves up and busy
when others were just coming to work.
This project and their fireflghting experience seemed to be the most vivid of the boys•
memories.
The firefighting took them
throughout the state, and as Dave commented, allowed him "experience that most
young men don't have a chance to get."
It also taught them the value of protecting resources as George noted fire protection was needed because fires cause
"timber to be wasted, mud slides and. no
protection for Wildlife."
Whlle he hopes to become a heavy equipment operator, George said that firefighting
appealed to him and it would give him a
ch:1.nce to move into equipment operation.
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He ls a fire crew leader and also a. corpsDollars and Cents and Rhodesia
men leader, a position that allows him to
wear a white helmet that signifies his posiEXTENSION OF REMARKS
tion among the corpsmen. He has shown
his responsibility and is one o! those who
OF
can be left in charge o! a crew with the
staff knowing the job will be completed when
they return.
OF CALIFORNIA
Corpsmen leader is one o! four ranks the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
youths can obtain. The others are corpsmen, specialist and senior specialist. For
Monday, February 20, 1967
promotion purposes, as well as for graduaMr.
YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, Mr.
tion from the center, the corpsmen are graded
in their job performance, skills ratings, per- Charles Bartlett's column in the Washsonal data and numerous other categories, ington Star of Saturday, February 18,
such as cleanliness, safety, cooperation, develops perhaps one example as to whY
punctuality, and personal appearance.
our Government has gone along with the
While not all the youths who enter the British Government in voting compulSly Park center progress as well as the two sory sanctions \ against Rhodesia. It is
who are interviewed, it is attitudes such
as they have that are the goal of the staff. very difficult for me to agree that our
Leisz commented that while there are industrialists like Edgar Kaiser ·would
many heartbreaks in striving to prepare the possibly back the actions taken by our
youths to work in the world, that the suc- Government in voting compulsory sanccesses make it worthwhile, and that every- tions against Rhodesia when to enforce
body connected with the center is satis- those sanctions will undoubtedly result
fied that all of the effort is valuable.
in war. Mr. Bartlett's column follows:
In its year and one half of operation, alDoLLARS-AND-CENTS AND RHODESIA
most 50 youths have graduated and returned
(By Charles Bartlett)
to school, obtained employment or joined
the miiltary and another 32 have advanced
A highly practical dollars-and-cents exto urban centers to apprentice in specific planation lies behind the failure of contrades.
gress to explode against the administration's
Many have dropped out, but the rate is support for the U.N. effort to isolate RhOdeclining, and as the purpose and function desia through sanctions.
ot the job corps is told by corpsmen who
The explosion was expected because the
have graduated, the dropout rate is expected sanctions are ·a risky and uncertain device
to decrease even more.
scarcely calculated to mollify American l.InIt is felt that perhaps some youths enter patience with the stumbling missteps of the
the jobs corps with a false impression of its newborn African nations.
operation (George expressed this view) and
But the surprise is that the Navy's plan to
this situation is being corrected.
land a U.S. carrier for a short refueling stoP
To help do this, George spent his Christ- at Capetown generated more heat and
mas holidays in the Los Angeles area explain- emotion in Congress in less than a. week thaD
ing the program to young men who might the sanctions against Rhodesia, an issue of
be interested in joining.
far greater significance, have inspired in five
_ He said that while there seems to be a weeks. Sputterings have been heard-a
misconception in this area of the purpose speech by Senator Eastland and some Inof the job corps, that in areas from which sertions in the Congressional Record-but
most of the corpsmen come, there is great no explosion.
respect for them.
Th~ crusade against the Rhodesian policY
"In east Los Angeles," he said, "where has been inhibited by a startling economic
many boys get in trouble, the people really fact. American investment in black Africa
respect a corpsman for they see him come has mushroomed so rapidly that it has come
back after he has made something of him- to dwarf the American stake in the six
apartheid nations occupying the southern
self."
In addition to all of the values that extremity of the continent.
Consider the figures for 1965, the latest
George and Dave pointed out, the staff mem- ·
bers noted others that are perhaps more available. The direct u.s. investment in tbe
southern six amounted to $606 m1llion
subtle and not as noticeable.
·
against $1.18 billion for the rest of the conLorenzo said the greatest were that they tinent. U.S. exports to the southern siX ran
learned tolerance, restraint and pride. Most to $488 million against $736 mllllon in sales
of them come from manipulative environ- to the rest of the continent. The U.S. exments, he said, where they have learned ports to Rhodesia were only $23 mi111on.
how to live more by their wits than by
The implication of these figures is thnt
work. Yet they soon become proud of hard U.S. business pressure on policy decisions
work and even work harder than others regarding Africa Will lean increasinglY
who are being pald for it.
toward a course of conc111ation with the
They also learn how to live with a large black leaders and against any step that
group of similar young men, to settle dif- might encourage the Smith government 1n
ferences without resorting to the violence Rhodesia. at the price of alienating the black
that many of them have learned, and they nations. Men like Edgar Kaiser. who operlearn how to respect the differences in the ates an aluminum plant in Ghana, have
personalities and temperaments o! their been warning the State Department that tbe
peers, he said.
consequences of such a step would be grave.
It is combination of all of these factors,
Similar business pressures, beginning to
those that the corpsmen and staff members make themselves felt in South Africa, ar~
mentioned, that 18 the goal o! the job corps, .expected to discourage the expansion o
the purpose that George expressed hope peo- "normal commerce" that the Rhodesians will
ple would now realize.
require 1! they are to surmount the sancAnd it should be noted that in closing. tions. The Vorster government is encouragboth of the young men stated that they ing investments in adjacent black countrieB
had one more thing to say, and that was 1n an apparent attempt to implement the
an expression ot thanks to the staff mem- Voerwoerd policy of establishing a modUS
bers for the help and understanding they vivendi much warmer tha.n mere coexisthad g1 ven them.
ence with the neighbors.

HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER
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In pursuing th1B policy, Rhodesia 1n 1ts funds !rom the last fiscal year. This freeze
FEARS UNFOUNDED
Present circumstances Will be an embar- order meant that approximately $30 million
However, the survey uncovered no serious.
rassment to the South A!rtcans. They can in federal funds whl.ch the state had accumu- dislocations 1n medical care, as had been
live much more gracefully with their neigh- lated July 1, 1966, 1s not available to apply feared by opponents o! the health plan, unbors 1! Rhodesia returns to the course o! to the normal construction program in ac- der which Social Security funds help those
gradual democratization entlsioned by the cordance with the plan developed.
over 65 pay hospital and doctor bills.
I am convinced that nothing 1s more im1961 constitution.
In Hawau. there's been no flooding of aged
Few in the U.S. government believe that portant to the economy of our state and to patients in the hospitals.
the sanctions Will cut Rhodesia completely the safety of the traveling public than the
Richard D. Da.vi, immediate past president
out of world trade channels. Althoug!l more improvement of highways. It is my urgent of the Hawaii HO€pital Association, reports
ot a.n inconvenience than a. hardshlp, they recommendation that you direct the federal about a five percent increase 1n the hospital
lnust inevitably cause the Rhodesians to freeze order be Withdrawn and that the State census as a result or Medicare.
P<>nder more intently whether the adventure o! Kentucky be permitted to proceed in an
He estimates the percentage will increase
orderly manner with the planning and con- -, in the coming years be<: a use there will be
1a worth it.
· .
As motor companies like Ford and General struction of highways.
more persons eligible for Medicare.
· Very respectfully yours.
t!otors shut down and more skilled laborers
He said the program has been functioning
HENRY \VARD.
tnigra.te to South Airlca, as the tobacco crop
well.
hncks up in the warehouses, and as the pace
Sister l\.1aureen, administrator of St. Franor investment slows, the mood to seek a solucis Hospital, attributes the smoothness of
tion short of insurrection is bound to grow.
the operation to "good brtefi.n g" by the Ha-.
A party in oppostion to the Smith cabinet is Medicare Program in Hawaii Meets Early waH Medical Service Association, intermediary
now being formed in Salisbury.
for the hospital phase of Medicare.
'Ifle Brttish constantly interject themSuccess
Will J. Henderson, head o! Queen's Hosselves as intermediartes between the Ameripital, said the lag in payments is improving
cans and the Russians, and the time mny
every
mouth.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
now be rtpe for the Americans to serve as a
H.M.S.A. reports it takes about 10 dnys to
OJ'
cle-congestant in the im}XlSoae between the
process a claim completely.
Ith0des1n.ns a.nd the British. All parties
While ".satisfied on the whole" with the
have been sitting tight, waiting for cracks
program., Henderson said "one of the real
OJ'
HAWAII
1n the wall to appear, since December. All
problems--as with all government agenciestleall.ngs are frozen in a climate of hatred and
is that we're not being reimbursed adeIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
12!strust.
.
quately."
Monday, February 20, 1967
President Johnson, preoccupied With VietHe said the formula for payment used by
nam, is disposed to leave the problem to the
Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, I Medicare actually covers only 87 percent of
British. However, thiB is an area in which believe my colleagues in the House will the charges and that the unpaid remainder
tb.e United States has influence and in which
ha& to be absorbed by the hospital.
resourceful diplomacy might work. The find it of interest to read how well the
The home care phase of Medicare, operated
medicare
program
has
been
functioning
61ngle !actor of Rhodesian chrome ore gives
here by St. Francis Hospital and by the
1n
Hawaii
during
the
first
6
months
the
Washington great cause to be anxious to end
Health Department's nursing branch on the
the stalemate. Support here for the Smith program has been in operation.
Neighbor Islands, Ls slowly building up.
teglme 1s not powerful enough to Inhibit a
St. Francis Hospital reports that home
In a recent article . appearing in the
by American . Honolulu Star-Bulletin, it was reported health aid has been added to the home care
OOnstructJ.ve intercession
C1!plomats.
that despite the initial complexities of services.
As lor the physician care under Medicare,
the new program, there has been no even
the doctors who led the opposition to
serious dislocation in medical care, and the
program, have few objections now.
Highway Construction
approximately $1,752,000 has been paid
Doctors report that .there's been little dl~
out in medicare benefits since last July. ruption of the basic doctor-patient relationI think this speaks well of the able ship.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
They, however, are still fearful that Mediadministration of the -program by our
o:r
hospital officials, and much credit for the care would be expanded to cover all citizens.
Many of them see Medicare as the foot In
smoothness of the operation must go to the
door to a. national health plan under
OJ' KENTUCKY
the Ha wall Medical Service Association which
the government would pay medical
for properly briefing the hospital admin- blll.s for all age levels.
l.""'l THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
istrators.
It
is
especially
interesting
to
Aetna
Life nnd Casualty, the administraltfonday, February 20, 1967
note, too, that doctors report that this tive intermediary for Medicare's medical care
M:r. WATI'S. Mr. Speaker, I am has been accomplished \\1th little dis- claims, reports a minority of doctors here
l>1nleased to present this letter for insertion ruption of the basic doctor-patient are doing the paper work for their aged
patients and receiving payments from the
the CONGRES.SIONAL RECORD:
relationship.
Medicare system.
HENRY WARD FOR GOVERNOR,
The article by reporter Tomi Knaefier.
Most of the doctors, 85 to 90 percent, are
.,.._
Louist,illc, Ky., February 6, 19C7.
which appeared in the February 9, 1967, billing the patients directly, which means
-ut:e PRESIDENT
issue of the Honolulu Star-Bulletin, is that it's up to tlle patient to collect from
The White H~e,
submitted for inclusion in the CONGRES- Medicare.
Washington, D.C.
One tricky detail in that system is that
c l!y DEAR MR. PRESIDENT; I am not only a siONAL RECORD at this point:
c:andtdate for the Democratic nomination for DURING FIRST 6 MONTHS HERE: $1,752,000 the patient can't be reimbursed until he
has paid his doctor in full for a particular
Vernor of Kentucky, but am a citiv.en of
PAID IN MEDICARE BENEFITS
ailment.
~entucky vitally interested in the welfare of
(By Tomi Knaefl.er)
An omcinl noted that this places a tremena ill state and am immediate past Commislittle
more
than
$1,752,000 was paid out dous financial burden on some patients with
A
~oner or the Kentucky Department of High- ln Medicare benefits in Hawali during the
big bills because they can't get reimbursed
ways.
first six months of the program, which began until they can show they've paid in full.
Itentucky succeeded, after a number of last July.
~e:u-s, in developing a program for the letThe breakdown includes: About $1,500,000
c ng Of highway contracts so that the work for hospital and home health care and some
°Uld
be
done
during
the
construction
sea$252,000
!or doctor care.
8
Abraham Lincoln
bon, Which runs !rom April through NovemGenerally, hospitals and physicians report
er. In order to accomplish this we hnd to the Medicare program in the State is runi>nvert finanoing from a fiscal to a calendar ning surprlsingly well, considering the comEXTENSION OF RE:MARKS
a:ar program. Under this plan, contracts pleXity of the ope-ratJ.on and the piles of addiOF
the let during the winter and early spring so tional paper work.
..,.. 1 ~~ construction can be stnrted beginning
The hospitals In Honolulu indicate they're
ac the construction season in April. To not running into the type of Medicare probOF NEW YORK
O\"colllplish this mellllt that we had to carry lems tho.t are confronting some institutions
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
th er from the previous fiscnl year some funds on the Mainland, such as overcrowding and
co att WOuld enable the department to let slow payments of claims.
Monday, February 20, 1967
0 racts during the winter and spring.
An Associated Press survey turned up scatMr. FARBSTEIN. Mr. Speaker, in
l..n~l.s
Kentucky program has been thrown tered reports of overcrowding caused by elth 0 contusion by the order of federal au- derly patients and some cases of delnyed pay- the February 10, 1967, issue of the East
Or1ttes which froze the carry-over federal ments.
Side News, there appeared an editorial

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA

HON. JOHN C. WATTS

HON. LEONARD FARBSTEIN
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written by the late Harry H. Schlacht
commemorating the birth of our great
President, Abraham Lincoln. The East
Side News 1s a weekly newspaper with
wide circulation in my congressional district and this particular editorial met
with much comment throughout the district when it was originally prepared. I
take pleasure in bringing it to the attention of this body.
ABRAHAM

LINCOLN

(By the late Harry H. Schlacht)
One hundred and fifty-eight years ago a
great soul beamed like a morning star on a
troubled world. In a log cabin among the
green-clad hills of Kentucky, and in an atmosphere that was similar in its humbleness
to the birth of Christ, the first cry of the
babe that was Abraham Lincoln fell upon
human ears. Like Christ, he lived for others
and sacrificed his all that humanity might
live in a better world.
Carlyle said that in Dante ten .silent centuries found a voice. In Lincoln America
found hers, a voice that pleaded and thrilled
and ultimately brought light and life to oppressed mankind. He was the great commoner of history. His homely, humble and
honest humanity carried him to the heights
of rare achievements. He was a child or the
people.
There is no accounting for genius; it has
neither ancestors nor descendants. Geniua
1s the child of necessity. Lincoln was a product of a crisis, and a crisis gave birth to its
savior. He was the personification of Americanism, a symbol of all that gives life and
strength to the nation.
His worth is reflected in every impulse or
his heo.rt, and in every act of his life, and
their splendor shone in one lustrous orbit.
In the firmament of llfe he moved in a circle
all his own, the course of which has never
been paralleled. Lincoln said that "our reliance is in our love of Uberty which God
has implanted in us." Our defense is in the
spirit which he prized as the heritage of all
men everywhere.
He plucked a thorn and planted a fiower.
He caused in human beings the hardness to
vanish, the pettiness and the cynicism to depart; and in their place he planted fiowers
of strength and power, love and human
kindness. He knew and obeyed the higher
sentiments of his soul. He traveled the upward trail, for he dedicated his energies to
the common good of manklnd.
To Lincoln, America. was not so much a
place as it was a people, not a creed nor a
dream but a breathing thing with a magnificent past and a great future. Lincoln at
Gettysburg was an immortal and soul stirring scene rich in solemnity and pregnant
with historical significance. Neither the
practiced hand of a Raphael nor the art and
sklll or a Praxlteles could adequately portray it ln its original setting.
His Gettysburg address is the fountain
spring of the American way of life. The
truths set forth in historic speech are the
fountain stones of free government. His
was the summation of American ideals, a
tla.mlng torch for the oppressed peoples or
the earth who seek the blessings of liberty.
"Four score and seven years ago our fathers
brought forth on this continent a new nation. conceived in liberty, and dedicated to
the proposition that all men a.re created
equal." These few words constitute the basis
of the entire history o! all mankind tor
human freedom.
"Now we are engaged in a great civU wa.r,
testing whether that nation or any nation so
conceived and so dedicated can long endure."
By these words Lincoln sought to emphasize
that the supreme question wa.s the survival
of populazo government. not only ours but
•any nation so conceived and so dedicated."
He cll.ma.xed hls speech with a plea tor Ian-

•

ing democracy in these words: "That from
these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave their
last full measure o! devotion." Then followed 14 histOric words: "That we here
highly resolve that these deo.d shall not have
died in vain."
This was a declaration of the eternal and
inalienable rights of man. Standing before
the graves of our fallen sons, he told his
silent witnesses and the world: "This nation,
under God, shall have a new birth of freedom-and that government of the people, by
the people, for the people, shall not perish
from the earth."
Today we are standing on the frontier of
the greatest period of our history. Our country is passing through another crisis. Liberty and the rights of man were at issue during Lincoln's day.
The same lssues.:face us in our present day.
Hea.r, Father Abraham, we shall not fall yo\L
The "Battle Hymn of the Republic,. 1B our
marching song. It still stirs our hearts and
steels our courage toward the task which
destiny has placed in our hands, as we march
forward to take our battle stations in our
present war.
SO, ln the beautiful words Lincoln spoke or
Washington, let us pay to him o'ur tribute:
"On that name no eulogy 1s expected. It
cannot be. To add brightness to the sun or
glory to the name of Washington is alike impossible. Let none attempt it. In solemn
awe pronounce the name, and in its naked
deathless splendor leave it shining on."
America needs the spirit of Lincoln. It
needs the rekindling of the love or liberty
which wm rebel against slavery and enslavement. The spirit of him must give the soul
or America its rebirth.
To every generation or Americans is given
the task of carrying forward the torch, of
passing on to each succeeding generation undefiled the heritage of America's traditiona tradition based upon the highest conception or mankind the world has ever known.
We are all the defenders ot our faith.
America united is America invincible.

Redwood National Park
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF MINNESOTA

Febnwry 20, 1967

pointed out in his message on natural resources, "If we do not act promptly, we may
lose for all time the magnifLcent redwoods
of Northern Oallfornia.."
The Administration. however, is preparing
some rather small plans for saving the
world's tallest trees. The Interior Department is still laboring over minor revisions o!
the blll it supported last year. Tba.t bill
would create a small park in Mill Creek. It
is not a sound plan because most of the trees
worth saving are already protected in twO
existing state parks.
Except for 7,000 n.cres of pure first-growth
redwoods adjoining one of these parks, the
lands to be purchased in Mill Creek have
been extensively logged. As a result, the
trees are second-growth and smaller, and
there is a considerable admixture o! other
trees. Mill Creek, is valuable as the watershed tor the existing state parks, but otherwise it is not really of national pa.rk qua.Uty.
The critical area is Redwood Oreek Valley.
It is not now protected in any way. It constitutes an adequate watershed. And it has
by far the best trees, many 300 feet high
and 2,000 years old. There are five ttmes
as many virgin redwoods tn Redwood ereek
as in Mill Creek. F'or $150 to $200 million.
approximately three times the cost of the
Administration proposal, a magnificent, 90,000-acre na.tional park embracing Redwood
Creek Valley could be acquired. This is a
plan soaled. to the grandeur o! the red woodS;
this is a national park worth flghting tor.
It is unfortunate that President Johnsoll·
Secretary of the Interior Udall and organtzatlons such as the Save-the-Redwoods League
are not where they belong-in the front une
of the struggle to establish a comprehensive
redwoods national park.
Their sell-defeating efforts to appease the
lumber companies by excluding most of Redwood Creek Valley ma.y fall if Governor
Reagen of California, who bas already obtained a three-month maratorium on actton
by Congress, decides to propose an even
smaller park than they envisage. In view o!
this po."'Btbllity, senator Kuchel of oalifornla and other conservation-minded Congressmen who have gone along with the inadequate Mill Creek plan in the past have
an obligation to re-ex.am..1ne their posi tton.
The redwood lumber industry is certain to
be united in opposition to any comprehensive park proposal. It these extraordinarY'
trees are not to be sawed into fencepo&ts•
thooe who believe in saving the nation·s
heritage will have to be equally united and
determined.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. FRASER.

Mr. Speaker, the February 19, 1967, New York Times published
an editorial which places in proper per.spective the various proposals to establish a Redwood National Park.
Congressman COHELAN has introduced
a bill which would accomplish the plan
advocated in the editorial. This bill
would preserve the best redwoods, which
are located in the Redwood Creek Valley.
I was proud to introduce a companion
bill to the one sponsored by Representative COHELAN. This proposal will cost
more money than some of the other propOsals for a Redwood National Park.
But the opoortunity to establish a national park scaled to the grandeur of the
redwoods should be seized before these
magnlficient trees are lost forever.
I include the editorial in the RECORD:

Reducing Poverty
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM L. SPRINGER
OF ILLINOIS
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Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, Ward
Quaal, president of WON radio and television in Chicago, was given a doctor o!
laws honorary degree at Northern Michigan University at Marquette at its midwinter commencement on Saturday, January 21.
ward Quaal has been a citizen inter.:.
ested in the future of not only Chicago.
but the entire country and the work
which he has done with WON demonstrates all o! this. His comments are
BIG TREES, SMALL PLANS
President Johnson has accurately de- especially timely and I am sure my r.olscribed a redwoods national park as a "last leagues will be glad to review the editochance" conservation opportunity. As he rial which was written and published in
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the Escanaba, Mich., Daily P~·ess on January 24:
-REDuciNG POVERTY

Wn.rd Quaal, an Ishpeinlng boy who made
gQou in a great big way as president of WGN,
Chicago, gave a. talk that must have stirred
llln n y persons when he was given a. Doctor of
Lnvs honorary degree by Northern M.lchigan
t.J:.u,crslty at 1\.larquette at its mid-winter
CQmmencement Saturday.
Qu:aal made an eloquent plea. for individual
trort us a. way to the good life in his comtne:ccement address. He said that although
Unemployment in America has fallen to a low
o: 4 per cent, the government provides more
n.nu more m~e-work projects to employ the
cHininlshing remnant of the jobless.
E:e expressed fear that Americans, softened
by the idea. that they are owed a. living "are
Steadily relinquishing control of their own
destinies through the acceptance of handouts ... There is plenty of work; our probletn is that we .are driving the workers from
the fields to the fireplaces."
This is a. plaint of many businessmen
anci they can document it in substantial delttee, we're sure, but the situation is not
black and white. Quaal WllS certainly mindfUI that the university which was honoring
h iln 'idth the degree has a. women Job Corps
Center on campus and that it has an imPt-esst\'e record for its job tralnlng program,
ita study of rural po\'erty, its other efforts
to lmprove the welfare of the publlc it serves,
'USing the resources of government to help
let a. floor under citizenship.
We belie\'e Quaal is substantially correct
\\'hen he says "many social reformers reformera are so devoted to their particular projects
that they assume balance of production and
consumption w1.ll be maintained tn the abBence of incentives." And, yet American
Collegians today look upon business careers
as sort of second best. They prefer the
academic ll!e, a role 1n government, profes81onal status, to a well-paid job in industry
ilthough the other elements of society and
he economy live lnrgely on industry.
ln the same week tn which Quaal talked
at Northern, Northern's President Dr. Edgar
L. liarcten told a Flint audlence of sales exec'l.lttres, "The liberal arts teacher whom so
lnany have written of as being the one to
\I.-hom business Bhould turn for their anawers, generally avoids. as the plague, the
of his students learning subject matter
or Prn.ctlcal use in the business world."
'rhe views of Quaal. and Harden are not
0
P.Posed. They are pertinent comments on
~~e relationship of the modern indlvidual to
e go\'ernment, and they indicate the difiiCU!ty Of defining the line where the go\'ern~ent ends its services to the indlvidual and
e !ends for himself. The essence of the
~terrn1na.tion, or course, is the quality of
~ 1 e Individual. IL he's a whizbang he
~Oesn't want the gonrnment holding him
ack 'idth tts welfare and assistance proRl'!Uns and 1! he's having trouble getting
&.long he wonders why the government
Uoesn•t do more for him.
k Quaal was opposed to the suggestion by the
ationa.l Commission of Technology, Auto~tion and Economic Progress that go> ern•-ent should guarantee a minimum income
"V D.ll Citizens.
The government official most immediately
~oncernoo. with this area. of welfare--John
W. Gardner, Secretary of Health, Education
~~d Welfare-would also settle for less than
e Union-proposed guaranteed annual wage
0
~ ncga.tl\'e income tax or some other device
ll.ssure a living income to everyone.
?arttner favors a standard national "~oor"
~r Welfare payments.
3 .. .\t the present time only 8 milllon of the
e Ol tn1ll1on Americana that the federal gov~~tnent cla.sslfies a.s poor are getting some
nc~ or welfare a.td. It costa an amazing
taso lll1111on a. year to spend the $4 bllllon
tht~t the poor receive, because welfare case

iclea.
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workers spend as mucp. as 90 per cent of
their time investigating eligibility for relief
to balk the chiselers.
But most of these 8 milllon are reported
unemployable-3 .5 million are too young,
2 milllon are too old, 900,000 a.re mothers
who can't leave their children, 600,000 are
disabled.
One of the brightest phases of the government's welfare efforts is its vocational reha.bllitation work. By spending $313 million it has converted 150,000 mentally or
physically unemployables into jobholders.
Eventually they'll pay back in taxes on their
earnings more than five times what it cost to
train them for employablllty. But there
are millions of unemployables who have not
bee-n helped yet.
The welfare need is for government programs which rehabllitate, much better to
· spend more on vocational training in order
to Cl'a()k the ring of unemployabillty, of poverty, of chronic welfarism that holds millions of Americans, than to continue a dole
that keeps them a.llve and impo>erished.

A New Year's Resolution: To Be Like
Chris Herter
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. F. BRADFORD MORSE
OF ldASSACF.rcrSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967 -

Mr. MORSE . of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, the entire Nation has been saddened by the recent passing of the Honorable Christian Herter. I have commented on the floor before on his outstanding contributions to American
statesmanship, but I want to call the attention of the House to an article that
appeared 1n the January 5 edition of the
Jewish Tlmes 1n which Emanuel Goldberg, assodate director of planning and
development at Brandeis University pays
his final tribute to Mr. Herter.
Under unanimous consent I Inciude
:Mr. Goldberg's article in the REcORD:
A NEW YEAB'S RESOLUTION: To BE LIKE

CHRIS HERTER
(By Emanuel Goldberg)
The weekend 1s when I usually pour out
600 mortal words for Jim Kahn and the
Jewish Times and during this past one I
plarui.ed to devote a column to some 1967
personal hopes and- aspirations for manklnd--pa.rtlcularly in the realm of Vietnam,
civil rights, the war on poverty, black power,
politics, higher education, and the llke.
Readers will be spared this.
When the news came on Saturday mornIng, just before New Year's eve, that former
Governor Herter had passed away the night
before in Washington, thoughts about him
preempted the entire weekend and my
:ta.mlly.
I have written before about Chris Herter
and don't want to bore readers with renewed
comments about this writer's four cherished
years spent on Governor's Herter's stair during the two terms on Beacon Hill.
But at a. moment llke this, when Herter's
jovial smile, incisive mind and deep humanity have left us forever, it is impossible to
tackle another subject.
OVer the weekend, we received a. telephone
call from a dear friend, a profoundly religious man, who expressed his own sorrow
about Chris Herter's passing and asked

whether there WaJJ ever much religious orientation in the Governor's life.
The thought had never occurred to me
before. I mentioned that the memorial sen·1ces for Mr. Herter in Washington and Boston were to be held in Episcopal Church settings and I knew that the Governor had
tolerance and respect for all religions.
But whn.t I was certain of was the hidden
albeit intense force of character-call it
moral drive or integrity, 1! you will-that
really dominated Herter's mind and vied
with his brilliance.
James Southwood, writing in the Boston
Herald, said it simply in his report:
"His tall, lean frame plagued him in his
youth and at the age of 71, Christian A.
Herter v:as crippled with arthritis and needed
crutches to support his siX-foot five-inch
body. His integrity stood alone."
Such men have always had deep reverence
but in Chris Herter's characteristically quiet
and restrained f.ashion, devotion was never
paraded nor personal beliefs obtruded on
others. All the same, anyone who even
casually reads the Herter obituary or was
fortunate enough to know him will surmlse
that the tall, stooped man walked humbly in
the vanguard of those who recognize the
Almighty an,d abide, day by day, by the highest, universal dictates of morality.
I treasure some hours spent last summer
with Governor and ll.1rs. Herter at their summer retreat home in Manchester, just before
he left for Geneva. for the 'Kennedy Round'
of ta.r1.ff negotiations. Chris Herter worked
in the public interest, as special international
trade negotiator, until the very end and if he
had to leave us now, it 1s consoling that he
had been cheered, the day before he died, by
Britain's announcement of the lifting o!
tariff restrictions among the Euro~an Free
Trade Association, the Outer Seven-bringing
nearer the Herter dream of free trade in the
world.
I'm glad also that Governor Herter's oldest son could state to the press that the
passing was 'very fast and peaceful' because
the sudden lllness of Mr. Herter two summers' ago had led to a. d.i.ftlcult recovery
period. Emphysema, as well as arthritis,
added to the problems'or later years.
When the immediate pangs of sorrow are
assuaged, Chris Herter's death should
strengthen all of us. President Sachar reminded us of the honorary degree which
Herter received from Brandeis in 1955 and
in the closing passage of that citation, there
were these words: 'Herter moved through the
jungles of politics without shedding principle or integrity.'
He also threw a shadow that has eclipsed
smaller men, selfish ambitions, and the pettiness of the day, and he did this in a way
that recorded, for all time, the fact that moral
and intellectual integrity can be viable instruments in public and human affairs.
A chief 1s gone and something of all of us
has perished with him. Truly, his likes will
not be seen for a long time.
But something has also been added: the
permanent inspiration of a Chris Herter that
transcends New Year's resolutions and prophecies.

· Dirksen Stands Out
EXTENSION OF REI\IARKS
OJ'

HON. ROBERT H. MICHEL
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

:4Ionday, February 20, 1967

'Mr. 1\fiCHEL. Mr. Speaker, as Senator DIRKSEN's Congressman, I was most
happy to read a short editorial 1n the
Peolia Journal Star under date of Febru-
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ary 15, 1967, characterizing our senior values. h1s unquestionable integrity, his
Senator as a "giant atnong men," and it devotion to democracy and to the instithrills me no end to see these accolades tution of public education are all hallcome to the Senator from some of those marks of his character.
who have taken a very long time giving
,Although our Buffalo community will
the Senator h1s due. The editorial miss him, we wish him abundant success
speaks for itself. Under unanimous con- and satisfaction in his new post.
sent, Mr. Speaker, I include it at this
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
point in the RECORD:
wish to include the tribute of Chancellor
Samuel B. Gould, Millard C. Browne, and
DmKBEN STANDS OUT
Arthur L. Bradford to Dr. Bulger preEverett Dirksen has done it again.
Instead at falling back on the standard sented in behalf of the entire State UniWashington dodge of howling that he was versity of New York, the Niagara Fronmisquoted, the senator from the grassroots tier Community, and the Buffalo State
just plain apologized tor some published University College to which Paul G. Bulremarks made ln "short temper" about Sen. ger has given graciously and generously
Case.
of his superior talent, insight, and
That's hardly a big deal, but it ls the kind
o! thing that makes him stand out from the leadership.
The tributes follow:
careful, spit-and-polish, nervous Nellies that
crowd the chairs o! "modern" pollttca.
Dirksen has emerged as "a, giant among
men" because he ls a MAN. SO many of
those on the political stage a.re too busy
polishing their carefully planned "images,"
wearing the same "uniform.'' to exude the
"competent and sincere" look, and avidly
studying the polls to see which way to part
their hair.
Among all the ping-ponging heads of the
mirror-watcher-poll-watcher set, a Dirksen
who stands on his own two feet, hls own 30plu.s years o! experlence, hls own unusual
manner of speaking, hls own basic good
humor, and his own rumpled and wrinkled
appearance wtth a "take tt or leave it"
aplomb does, Indeed, stand out from the
crowd.

Tribute Paid to Dr. Paul G. Bulger
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THADDEUS J. DULSKI
OJ' NEW YORX

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. DULSKI. Mr. Speaker, Dr. Paul
G. Bulger, who became president of the
State University College at Buffalo, N.Y.,
on July 1, 1959, left this post on February
15, to become associate commissioner for
higher and professional education 1n the
State education department at Albany.
More than 500 civtc leaders, alumni,
faculty, students, and staff, attended a
farewell dinner recently 1n Buffalo to pay
tribute to this outstanding leader 1n the
field of education.
Among the trtbutes to Dr. Bulger, expressing both regret at his departure
from Buffalo State and joy at his good
fortune, was that of Dr. Hollis L. Caswell,
president emeritus of Teachers College,
Columbia University, who likened Dr.
Bulger's life to "the American dream."
Here we have a boy-

Said Dr. Caswella. small town in New York State,
without exceptional opportunities, but a boy
provided chances by the community who
took advantage of them and moved ahead to
beoome a leader in the field of higher ed ucation.
born into

Dr. Bulger's achievements at the State
University College have left an indelible
imprint not only at the college but 1n
our entire Niagara Frontier community.
His faith 1n people, his deep sense of

CHANCELLOR SAMUEL B. GOULD, FOR THE STAT!:
UNIVERSITY or NEW YORK

I deeply regret that it is not possible for
me to be with you on this occasion in your
honor. It 1s an event of significance and certainly a fitting tribute to one who has become so much a figure in the Bufl'alo community, and in educational circles generally.
May I express to you my own and the State
University's gratitude for your years of outstanding service to the College at Buffalo and
to the University as a whole. You have
taken your campus through a period of remarkable development and have clearly enhanced its position of prominence among
New york State's institutions of higher education. At the same ttnie, your service to the
University has been varied and significant.
I have enjoyed our personal assocla.iion in all
of these activities, and am most appreciative
of all you have done for me.
We wish you wellln your new undertaking
which keeps you close to this State's higher
education developments. We look forward
to our new relationship with you as you take
up your statewide duties.
1\.ln.LARD C. BROWNE.' FOR THE NIAGARA
FRONTIER COMMUNITY

No one at Bufl'alo State University College
needs any onlookers from downtown to eval· uate Dr. Paul Bulger's contribution to that
busy, thriving, bursting campus in his seven
years as its president. But when it comes
to building bridges of understanding between the College and the community, let
me say at least this: I can imagine no better
interpreter, no stouter defender, no more impressive advocate a.nd no finer exemplar of
either Bufl'alo State or the State University
as a whole than Paul Bulger has been from
the first day he arrived in Buffalo.
And that, considering the fierce nature o!
the challenge he has bravely faced and
calmly tamed. Is no small compliment.
Starting in the wake o! the spu tn1k hysteria
and ending in the age of the undergraduate
riots--elsewhere-the Bulger Era at Buffalo
State had the mission not only of shepherding the College through a fantastic physical
growth but of transforming it simultaneously from a teacher's college into a liberal
arts university.
Not the least of the qualities he neededand demonstrated, happily, in ample measure-was the diplomatic poise to keep State
moving smoothly through ita · most hectic
growth period and developing steadily toward its full potential at the same time that
the other campus on Main Street was unavoidably attracting the major share of community attention during ita own troubled
transition from private status into the State
University's largest single unit.
To give Dr. Bulger a character reference
in terms o! the qualities that have impressed
us most down at The News would doubtless
be a.n exercise in redundancy tor those who
know him even better. But I'll stand on this

editorial comment about him when hlS
forthcoming departure was first announced:
"He could not have proved more right tor the
needs of the post (which he now leaves) and
the challenge of the times. He has presided
with superlative skill and vision over rapid
growth in student enrollment, physical plant,
curricUlum, community service and over-all
academic excellence."
And he has also been, of course, a rarely
human kind of human being-the kind who
makes more of a point of visiting the Buffalo
State locker room when its teams have lost
than when they've won; the kind who faces
outward ever ready to defend faculty and
student body against every disparagement
· but who keeps everyone inside constantlY
reminded that there's a lot to do and "no
time to waste." Paul Bulger, to me, 1s the
kind of college president who is well epito-mized by the fact that he keeps a former
student's portrait of "Youth" constantly before him in hls office-Just to "keep reminding me of why we're all here."
ARTHUR

L. BRADFORD

FOR THE COLLEGE FAMILY

Notable college presidencies have always
been marked by certain evidences of wtsdoiXl
and educational statemanship. In our own
complex age there are some very particular
hallmarks of high executive competence.
They a.re exemplified in Paul G. Bulger.
Primary among these qualities distinguishing the educational leader or first rank iS
faith in contemporary life and love of it.
Paul Bulger's faith 1n his own time speakS
clearly in all he does. The mid-twentieth
century 1s not for him a tangled stretch of
history somehow to be lived through, to be
endured. He believes in his age, he trusts
its best purposes and he plainly has joy in
its challenges.
A contemporary man, Paul Bulger holds a
philosophy of education that is organic. To
him the university is not a mere depositorY
of the intellectual treasures of the past
True, the past lives more excitingly in the
university than anywhere else. _,.But the university 1s also an enterprise o! the present
and the future. Not to do only what plainlY
needs to be done now, but also to conceive
what the public university ought to be doing
about the future to make sure that imagination runs well a.head of present problems
and strategies-such ls the genius of the superior executive hand. It marks the administration of President Bulger.
Great leadership in contemporary education 1s alert to guard and save human values
that in the process of explosive growth and
transformation are always imperiled and roa1
be lost. Getting and spending, building and
transforming call for elH.ciency, for executive
action that is crisp, timely, propelling. But
personal values, too, cry to be protected.
President Bulger always hears this call and
heeds it. In the rapid evolution o! Bufi'a.lO
State University College, Paul Bulger bas
chosen to involve the faculty in all the problema of policy, and in a common travail of
learning to foster its responsibillty and protect diginity. Amidst the proliferation of
facllittes and undertakings, to see people
first, to cherish the individual person-thiS
1s a sign of distinction in the contemporarY
presidency. Bulger's presidency bears thiS
sign.
Fina.lly, the awesome responsibntty for decision, the trusteeship of great resources, hU·
man and material, sometimes seem to tnvest
the admlnlstrator with an honor and an trnporta.nce that have historically rested wttll
the scholar and teacher. The administrative
commission, great or small, is sometiiiles
strangely misunderstood aa pre-eminence.
Paul Bulger knows better, By h18 honest
veneration or learning and hls insistence upon the centrality of the professor in the col ..
lege, he has shown a.n executive wisdom and
w1ll with which the people and the interestl
of a. university are secure.

-
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Preventive Surgery
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OP

HON. WILUAM S. l\100RHEAD
OJ' PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Speaker, fed-

erally assisted urban renewal programs
have greatly improved the. quality of
housing in my home city of _Pittsburgh.
But public money and public effort alone
cannot solve all the housing problems of
Pittsburgh or any other city.
We are beg1nn1ng to realize that the
task of revitalizing our cities "Will require
the concern a.nd participation of private
and public Institutions, of business and
civic leadership, and of all responsible
cittzcns.
Action-Housing, Inc., of Pittsburgh
has developed a plan to mobillze these
essential elements in the rehabllitatlon of
thousands of aging but basic~lly sound
houses in Pittsburgh's established neighborhoods. I think this plan offers great
hope not only for Pittsburgh, but for all
our cities.
One of Pittsburgh's fine radio stations,
RDKA, discussed the Action-Housing,
Inc., plan in a recent editorial. Under
leave to extend my remarks, I include the
editorial in the RECORD at this point:
PREVENTIVE 8UBGEBY

It does seem wasteful to walt untU a house
is a complete wreock before doing something
about it. But up to this point, demolltion
has been the chief approach to slum clearance. Action-Housing, Inc. has come up
~th another pla.n that looks very promlaing. OUr businessmen will have to cooperate to make the plan work, and. we hope they
'1\1.11.
It 1s estimated that more than one-hundred. thousand homes in Allegheny County
are in bad repair. Unless someone invests
lnoney to :flx them up, they will continue to
d.ecay, a.nd 1f they are not slum property
now, they w111 be eventually. As matters
stand now, the government w1ll then move
ln 1Vith an urban renewal program and tear
them down. In the past 20 years, hundreds
or m.llllons of dollars have been spent on
urba.n renewal in Pittsburgh, but we have
Only scratched the surface of the total housing problem. There must be a quicker and
cheaper way.
To try and find an answer, officials of Action-Housing have proposed to organize a
CO:tnpa.n.y that would rehabUitate thousands
o: old but basically sound houses. The comPany would start With a five-million dollar
bankroll put up by business firms and some
government-backed loans. The old houses
\\'OUld be reconstructed for sale to midd.le1nco:rne famUles. This 18 a pilot project, and
't.her~ 1s no guJh-antee that it wUl work. But
~tion-Housing thinks it wUl, a.nd it 1s in\'lting businessmen to give lt a try.
We like this plan because it has something
for everybody. For the investing companies,
~ chance for long-term profits and a new
lnarket for their products. For thousands
or fa.:tnJ.Ues, a chance to buy a good home in
an established neighborhood at a modest
Price. And for Pittsburgh and Allegheny
Cou.nty, a chance to solve the critical housing
Pl"Oblem on a massive scale.
b Success depends on the willingness of our
Uaincss leaders to invest in the lnitial pro~. We urge them to look at it very
Closely, It could be a golden opportunity to
blake Pittsburgh a finer place for everyone.

Crime Cures Take Time-The Public II
Impatient
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OJ' MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

},fonday, February 20, 1967

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, Washington citizens are understandably concerned about the crime situation here.
Like all members of the House Committee
on the District of Columbia I have received many letters asking the Congress
to take immediate and effective steps to
reduce crime in the District.
I concur in the need to take measures
to reduce District crime. Certain limited
steps can be taken right away. But I
hope the general desire to do something
which will have immediate effect will not
lead us to postpone the long-term programs necessary to make any really significant decrease 1n the crime rate. -~
Although measures such as a vast improvement in our schools w1ll probably
not result in much less crime within the
next year, it will have a cumulative effect
in the next several years and decades.
And let us not deceive ourselves into
thinking we can postpOne starting the
long-term programs simply because they
w11l not take effect for several yearsthis can only result 1n us having to postpone the time when our Capital will be
a safer city.
In connection with my remarks, I insert a column by W1lllam Raspberry
which appeared 1n the Washington Post
of February 19, 1967:
CRIME

CURES

TAKE TIME-THE
IMPATIENT

Is

PUBLIC

(By William Raspberry)
The report of the National Crime Commission-like that of the D.C. Crime Commission that preceded it--makes two essential
points.
The American people are genuinely a.nd.
justifiably alarmed at the growing rate of
lawlessness.
Nobody knows, over the short haul, what
to do about lt.
Members of the two Commissions share a
belief that a major reason for crime, particularly among young Negroes, lies in society's failure to implement its ideal of equal
opportunity.
Both talk a good deal, and in fairly specific
terms, about methods of destroying the roots
of crime-in poverty, injustice, poor schools,
unstable family life.
But so widespread 1s the alarm among the
American people-white a.nd Negro-that
such long-range measures are rather like
talk.lng about fire prevention to a man whose
house is in flames.
Americans are becoming increasingly aware
of this Nation's injustices. But they also
know that if equality became a fact tomorrow lt would. be many years before the effects of past injustices-including crime and
violence-began to disappear.
They want the fire extinguished now, a.nd
no one knows how to do it. .
Consider the major recommendations
among more than 200 made by the National
Commission. These include assuring "all
citizens full opportunity to participate in
the benefits and respons1b1litles of society,''
streamlining court procedures, revamping
the correctional system lnto smnll centers

I

located in the communities they serve,
launching a national campaign against organized crime, adopting measures to control
the sale of firearms, and vastly expanded research into new ways of dea.l!ng With crime
a.nd criminals.
All of these things take a good deal of
time, a.nd. few of them are likely to result
ln immediate and substantial lessening of
the problem.
There is woven throughout the report the
tacit recognition that when Americans talk
about the crime problem, and unsafe streets,
they are talking about Negro crime. No matter that crime is growing at a faster pace
in the white suburbs tha.n in the black
slums; no matter that white-collar crime,
including prtce-flxlng, costa the public far
more than it loses in hold-ups and muggings; no matter, even, that Negroes are far
more likely than whites to be the victims
of Negro criminals.
The alarm over the crime problem is over
what ••they," the miserable ghetto residents,
a.re doing to "us," the frightened middle
class.
The "us," in effect, turns out to be seven
of the 19 members of the COmmission who,
in what amounts to be a dissent, expressed
their worry over people going free because
courts have .. enlarged.'' the Bill of Rights.
"We do not suggest a departure froln these
underlying principles,'' the dissenters wrote.
"But there is a serious question, now being
increasingly posed by jurists a.nd scholars,
whether some of the rights have been interpreted and. enlarged by oourt decisions to the
point where they now seriously affect the
delicate balance between the rights of the
individual a.nd those of the society."
.
The seven conclude that a constitutional
amendment may be necessary to restore police interrogation and the use of voluntary
confessions to what they view as their rightful place in law enforcement.
But even constitutional amendments take
time. And. time, so it seems, is the essence
everyone is worried about.
What the whole commission seems to be
telling us is that in light of present conditions and in the face of vast numbers of
young people who soon will be reaching the
"dangerous" age, we had best be prepared
to endure a few more bad years.
Long-range measures begun now certainly
will help to ease the problems of the future
and. make it possible to control crime more
elfectively.
We have to begin immediately, however,
and on all fronts. Turning our cities into
armed camps by instituting repressive and
regressive police· measures obviously won't
work, as has been proven in those places
(like Watts) where it was tried.
What we must do is to institute enough reform to stop feeding new criminals into our
society, thus buying the time we need to
permit the long-range measures to .ta.ke root.
Don't be disappointed lf this Commission
has not put out the fire overnight. But lt
will be disappointing 1f something doesn't
start aWfully soon to stop adding new fuel
to the flames.

The Sierra Club's Ironic Tax Exemption
Case
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER
OJ' CALIJ'OR.NIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

},fonday, February 20, ·1967

Mr. YOUNGER. :Mr. Speaker, the
eolumn by James J. Kllpatrlckl" on the
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Sierra Club's tax exemption case, published 1n the Sunday issue of the Washington Star, illustrates the punitive control which can be exercised by the Federal Government over such organizations ·
as the Sierra Club.
The Internal Revenue Service has not,
to my knowledge, considered removing
the tax exemption from other organizations whose primary purpose is to lobby
for their organizations' use here in
Washington but because the Sierra Club
happened to put some advertisements in
the paper which were contrary to the administration's views, then a branch of
the Federal Government has endeavored
to bring the organization to time by removing their tax exemption. In my view,
this is rank discrimination and shows a
punitive disposition on the part of the
Federal Government against any organization or individual who opposes administration policy. Mr. Kilpatrick's
column follows:
THE SIERRA CLUB's IRoNIC TAx EXEMPI'ION
CASE

chambers of commerce, boards of trade and
the like. But the curious thing is that only
those organizations in sub-section (3) are
prohibited from devoting any "substantial
part" of their activities to "carrying on prop-.
aganda or otherwise attempting to influence
legisla tlon."
As a matter of administrative practice, the
ms seldom has sought to revoke the tax
exemption of an educational organization
under sub-section (3). Such an action requires a bureaucratic interpretation of what
is meant by ''substant ial," what is meant by
"propaganda," and what is meant by "attempting to influence legislation." The
words apparently mean what IRS chooses
them to mean, and neither more nor less.
In the case of the Sierra Club, the "overlying
fact" was that the club retained a legislative
representative in Washington. This was a
reference to white-haired Bill Zimmerman,
who occupies two tiny offices in a building
off Dupont Circle. His is perhaps the least
extravagant lobby in town.
With the Sierra. Club thus hobbled in
fighting the dams, the dam's supporters
lobby along their tax-exempt way. Both the
American Public Power Association (which
registered five separate lobbyists last year)
and the Central Arizona Project Association
have their exemptions under sub-section (6).
Their income is exempt from taxation willynilly.
What sense does it make to penalize the
S~erra Club while the massive lobbies go untouched? The American Legion, the American Medical Association, the Farm Bureau,
the Farmers Union, the National Councll of
Churches, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
the AFL-CIO, the American Truckers Association-all these are ta,;g;-exempt in one way
or another. Over the country as a whole,
thousands of small associations receive contributions or dues that never are challenged
!or tax deductibility. Does any one doubt
that in countless cases, these groups devote
some substantial _part of their time to influencing legislation?
The Sierra Club will survive. As one result
of all the publicity, its membership has shot
up since June from 34,000 to 47,000. It
proposes to fight the revocation ruling. But
the concept of equal justice under law surely
suffers under the capricious and untalr system that now obtains.

(By James J. Kilpatrick)
On June 9 of last year, the venerable Sierra
Club spent $10,000 of its members' money on
full-page newspaper ads opposing the Federal construction of two dams on the Colorado River.
On June 13, the Internal Revenue Service
lowered the boom: Commissioner Sheldon S.
Cohen announced that because of these ads,
the ms no longer would give advance as-surance that. contributions to the Sierra Club
would be tax deductible.
In October, the 89th Congress adjourned
with the dam fight still unsettled.
On December 16; the IRS made final its
tentative action Of June: uon the basis of
our examination, we have concluded that you
do not qualify (for tax exemption) under
the applicable provisions of the law. Therefore, we propose to revoke . . ." In a 23-page
letter, the IRS charged that a "substantial
part" o! the Sierra Club's activities was devoted to "attempting to influence legislation
by propaganda and otherwise, contrary to
prohibitions of the Internal Revenue Code."
Because of these highly-publicized actions
by the IRS, the Sierra Club received virtually
no voluntary contributions during the latter
half of 1966. The club's loss from this source
Government Class of Macomb Senior
approximates $125,000.
On February 1, a news release came !rom
High School
the Department of the Interior. The gist
of it was that the administration is withEXTENSION OF REMARKS
drawing its support of the Hualapai and
OJ'
Marble Canyon dams. Secretary Stewart
Udall said his revised development program
''will meet the needs of the region and represent the best possible uses of its resources."
0:1' ILLINOIS
The multiple ironies in this sequence of
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
events cry out tor congressional investigation. Founded in 1892, the Sierra Club has
Monday, February 20, 1967
spent most or its ille attempting to influence
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Speaker, recently
legislation. It has lobbied-to use the dirty
word-for Yosemite National Park; it lobbied I received letters from members of a
for bills creating the Forest Service and the government class of Macomb Senior High
Park Service. It has labored for Kings School in which they expressed their
Canyon, Olympic Park, Echo Park, and Dino- individual views on the war in Vietnam.
saur National Monument. It has been in the I felt that it would be of interest to the
very forefront o! every congressional move- other Members of the House to read
ment toward conservation for 75 years. Now
the Sierra Club has been clobbered for trying the thoughts of our younger generation
to save the Grand Canyon from the effects and, therefore, I am inserting 1n the
of the two proposed dams-and the dams RECORD some of the main statements from
each letter:
may never be built at all.
In all the wonderland of the U.S. Tax
I feel the loss of American boys. I feel
Code, few provisl.o ns contain fantasies more they are losing their lives for a. very unwonderful than Section 501 (c). The sec- worthy cause. I have read quite a few of
tion identifies 17 classes ot organizations the available articles on this subject, but I
whose income is viewed as tax-exempt. Sub- still feel that the United States has no
section (3) covers educational organizations, business in Vietnam. Would the results
such as the Sierra Club. Sub-section (6) rea.lly be so terrible 11 the United States
provides exemptions !or bus1nesa leagues, pulled out o! the whole issue? Could it be

HON. PAUL FINDLEY
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any worse that it is now with all these
boys losing their lives for no deflnite reason.
KATHY KITCH.

What is wrong with our war is the weapons
we are using. We have been told that they
are out-dated. If we are going to fight this
war, let's fight it right.
BETTSY MILLER .

I don't believe that the United States is
in the v.rrong by being in Vietnn.m, but it
seems to me that they could get this over
much quicker than the current pace. It 1s
quite evident we have the power. But whY
don't we use it? I should think there would
be an easier way or getting this war over
so our· boys would not have to die in great
numbers for a cause many know nothing
about.
MICH AEL HoFF.
How far can we let the Communists push?
Will they stop if we pull out or Vietnam?

These are a few of the questions we must
ask ourselves before we state that it is none
of our business what happens in Vietnam. It
is our duty to America and all that democracy stand !or to act now. True Americans
can't stand by and do nothing when a major
force overruns one country after another on
route to world conquest.
JAMES

HALL.

Any country having government difficulties
is perfect bait for the Communists and theY
waste no time swallowing it, in the process
the United States gets hooked as well because we must keep up our never-ending
fight against those Communists. Just hoW
many wars is it going to take to stamp out
Communism? From what I've heard from
very prominent figures, we could be still
shooting it out as much as 20 years from
now. Come on now-that 1s ridiculous.
RUTH FRANKLIN.

We are in Vietnam to build up the image
of the United States not to save the world
from Communism, not to end war. The
men who are fighting are doing it for what
they believe in-freedom, but the men who
are in charge of lt are trying to gain their
ends, but they don't have to die for someones lies.
JULIE GUMBART.

The only major gripe that I have concerning the Vietnam crisis ls the lack or substantial news that the p-ublic receives. What iS
needed is good, solid information that gives
enough of the background or the situation so
that you can understand the present one,
news that tells you why and tells you the
significance of the event.
RIJN LAT.

All I can see is that we are killing thern
and they are killing us and they have a. lot
more men to lose than we do.
JOHN Wn.ET.
If we are going to fight a war why don't we
get out and fight it? Communism has to be
stopped somewhere and Vietnam is as good
as any.
GAR"!' DANNER.

I think we should try to win more of the
South Vietnamese people to our side. we
could do this by g1 ving them more econorni"
al<t. We should attempt to give them as
much medical a.id as poeslble through our
hospitals. The more demonstrations we have
against the war the more encouragement 1t
gives the Communists.
ROBERT LoVELL.

We are just pussyfooting around, getting
our men k.!lled for no reason at all. We h&V8
to stop Communism before it starts and thi'
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ls the best place to stop lt because we are

n!ready tn there.
DAVID

SEARS.

TI1e thought of dying for my country or
auy other reason doesn't appeal to me exactly, but I know that fighting over there 1s the
only wa.y out. I don't plan to raise my family
under a government that thinks of itself
and not my family. The U.S. isn't perfect,
but it's the best there Is.
JOHN SPRAGUE.

I think we should be over there to stop
the progress or Communism, but not !or an
economical gain of our own. I don't understand why we llmlt our bombing so when
the Comnmnl...c;t forces aren't so lnx with
theirs.
PEGGY DERRY~

1 knov:. as most people should, that the
United States Is fighting for a cause in Vietnam. This cause, stopping the spread of
Communism, is of great importance not only
to the U.S. and its society but to the world.
Por I believe that 1! Communism ca.n be
halted in Vietnam it will help and be a gigantic step toward abolishing the increasing
CommuniStic spread. Right now, I am under
the impression that this war could go on
for years, and thousands of dead U.S. soldiers
Would be our only prize. We should put our
JX>werful and expensive military forces into
fun swing.
KEVIN SMITH.

a.Iways !ought to win, so why are we waiting? The possibility of foreign d~pproval
does not intimidate me. Many nations will
grumble, gripe, and condemn our action, but
no matter what we do, they usually do grumble, gripe and condemn. Our answer-if you
disapprove of our act1on, kindly disapprove
of our money.
JUDY NILLESSEN.

I strongly believe that our troops should
be there, fighting !or what this country was
created for in the first place-freedom and
independence. The only way that we can
assure ourselves that our freedom will be
preserved 1s by stopping the spread of Com·
munism.
-

against Communist agression toward South
Vietnam and that in the end we hope to
curb a.ll aggressions against the free world.
Our me~ a.re dotng a job v1tal to the United
States and the free world on the whole.
•

JANET McDANIEL.

I a.;n n<lt questioning anyone as to why
we are there, but rather what are we doing
now tha.t we are there. We are 1n a war no
It.atter what anybody says and to fight a war
rou can't fight hnlf as hard as you can but
rather you should fight twice as hnrd as
You ca.."l. You can't put everything you stand
for on a. thin line and not support and reinforce it, you must uphold and stand up for
}our conyictions. Wars cost money, integrity
and most of all human lives. Why not end
lt as q'.lick:ly and etrc-cti vely as we can, whlle
we can.
CRAIG FOXALL.

I thi~:k this war will prob:Lbly be going on
for several more years. More and more men
are being killed and in the several years more
V.ill be killed, but stlll the war goes on.
CINDY GILKERSON.

I think that enough of our men and boys

have been k11led or wounded since the fighting started. In my opinlon the Vietnam war
WOUld be short lived 1! the Unlted States
ould send 1n her full strength and finish
Off the war for gQOd..
REBECCA SOWERS.

United StateR is in a \'ery tricky
Position; 1! we go in and wipe out the
Cotr....mun1sts 1n Vietnam, they wlll call us
aggre3Sors and turn people against us; 1! we
go ahead and pull out, the Communists
Wo~ld say that the United States is a paper
tiger and humilate us in the eyes of other
nattons.
There isn't much u~;e of fighting U you
nre afraid to v.in.
Th

STEVE

RoE.

I lUll not a. historian, a pollt!cian, or a
•OC1olog1st; I a.m simply a concerned American.: I see America, bursting w1 th strength,
eapona, and determination, become shy,
Pinelc&e, a.nd stepped on. Americans have
)

return of a loved one. I! only everyone
would stand for what is right, ·liberty and
jU:Stice would prevail and we would be at
peace.
KAY LoSDYC~.

I believe we are in Vietnam to support the

right of dissent, right of free choice, and self
determination. We are stayhig in Vietnam
to protect that country from Communism.
If we moved out now, the Communists would
take over instantly.
LINDA TIMMS.

If the United States is going to fight a
war-fight a war! Either fight or quit.
RoGER LUCAS.

VICKY TATHAM.

The one thing that I can't understand is
why a nation o! our strength can't finish
off a war with a country the size of North
Vietnam. Another thing that I can't understand 1s why the United States 1s giv1ng
aid to countries which turn right around
and give aid to the Viet Cong. Even some
of our Allies or at least we call them allies,
are giving aid to North Vietnam and are
against our policy there.
BILL MCKEE.
I don't think we should get out of Vietnam, because we have to stop Communism
somewhere. We can't wait until lt has taken
over most o! the world then expect to stop
it in the United States.
NADINE \VISEMAN.

I know that we are over there to fight
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It is apparent the matter is not going to
get any better and only our skilled diplomacy
can end this conftict.
SUSAN ALBRIGHT.

I propose that we use all the conventlona.l
weapons needed to destroy all m111tary targets and even large cities such as Hanoi and
force them to surrender. Then we can go
1n and help the people with their government and other social needs.
GREG CARSON.

We are at wnr with North Vietnam and
her allies, why don't v.·e declare war on her?
I !eel more steps should be taken toward an
outlook to peace. Both sides should try !or
pence talks.
ROBERT FARRAR.

I know we have to stay and fight; it's the
American way. We want to keep these people free because we value freedom so much.
But let's not use more men than necessary
and try to get t.hls war over as quickly as
possible. · America's image 1s important to
the world. Let's not destroy it by being so
hesitant and afrnid. We've got to show the
world democracy is important, important
enough to die for.
·
LINDA FARNIOK. •

It would be unwise for us to leave Vietnam now, after spending so much money
and losing so many lives. But on the other
hand, what Is the use of spending if we can't
win.
MIKE HOUSTON.

Since we are fighting over there but apparently aren't getting a heck of a lot done,
why don't we step up the bombings in the
North, move our troops in there, and olean
them out. Don't get to thinking that I'm
one of those students who oppose the war.
I'm not, I would serve and fight 1f I get
drafted. But sometimes I wonder if some o!
the people in Washington would.
STEVE DoLBEARE.

I kuow I will not have to endure the terrors of combat, but I may spend endless
hours of anguish hoping and praying for the

I

Here we are the most powerful nation in
the world and we let this war pass slowly
and painfully on. One large bomb 1n the
right place could end this war and bring
our boys home. They've been through the
hell of war long enough.
VICKIE HALTERS.
The United States, in my opinion, is wasting valuable time, money and men in trying
to create a safer and more worthwhile world
in which to live. I feel that instead of gradually gaining power by fighting and having
our men killed one by one, we should gather
all of our military force and attack.
SARA. DERRY.

If I were the President I would withdraw
all of the troops because we really don't

have any business over there. I'm not saying
all of this because I don't want .to serve my
country, I think every able-bodied American
man should. What I'm trying to say is that
we should either stay and end it fast or get
out altogether and let them fight their own
war. I believe in fighting Communism but
not just fighting a war for economic
purposes.
RoN Lov.'DERMAN.
I think we are fighting !or a good ' cause
in Vietnam but I don't think we are making
any progress because we are afraid to bomb
important Communist areas. I think our
soldiers are dedicated to the work they are
doing. The solution most people give 1s just
pull out o! the war, this would help nothing
except to show that we are not as strong as
we used to be. The Communists would just
move to another area. and take it by force and
the same thing would happen again.
1\IlKE COBB.

The problem that concerns me the most
is that since we are over there to fight and
end it, why don't we do just that. Cut out
all this "hanky panky''. If you try hA.rd and
end the war now it will not only stop the
spread of Communism but also show the nations of the world that the United States
v.111 fight and help any other nation that ts
threatened with Communism.
ERICH WESTPHAL.

I beileve that the war should be steopped
up, this would show the Viet Cong thnt v:e
are serious in our intent. Also more money
should be spent to protect our boys and to
better equip them. I have heard that they
are poorly armed and badly clothed.
CARMEN SCHAXYFER.

I am very concerned about the U.S. policy
in Vietnam-that of playing cat and mouee.
I am beginning to wonder 1! the U.S. plans
or even wants to win the war. I! it d9es, then
why don't we fight a real war? This endless,
petty fighting 1s both discouraging and
wasteful. Why worry about 1f a. few countries approve or disapprove they 8.l'en 't even
fighting or supporting our efforts.
CAROL VrnA.
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Subversive Teaching in Our Schools
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES H. (JIMMY) QUILLEN
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 20, 1967

The Court, through a. series of dubious decisions, has opened one Pandora's box after
another. It has made law; it has abolished
law; it has altered the spirit of la.w; it has
created dangers which no society and no government a.re required to face.
Through it all, Congress by its silence, has
played the role of "accomplice."
Now, Congress has an opportunity and an
obligation to regain at least a. measure of
control over the legislative prerogatives
usurped by the Court. It can do so by approving the "Sense of Congress" resolution
intrOduced by Congressmen Wampler and
Quillen.
If it does not do this, then Congress will
have to share much of the blame for whatever evils derive from the Court's decisions.
And if it does not do this, Congress will have
admitted it is a. lesser "power" than the
Court.

the ZIP code are commendable. I am
proud to report that the people in our
Buffalo community are cooperating in
making use of the ZIP code. An editorial
which appeared in today's Buffalo
Courier-Express, Buffalo, N.Y., follows:

herent in the formation of every legally constituted State government transcends in importance the privilege of any individual to
public employment under that State govern•
ment; and
Whereas the decision of the Supreme Court
o! the United States in the case of Keyishian
against University of New York has virtually
destroyed a precious right of each State-the
right of self-preservation: Now, therefore, be
it

Vietnam: What Price Peace 7

Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent, I insert at this point
in the RECORD an editorial from yesterday's Bristol, Tenn.-Va., Herald Courier,
which comments on the concurrent resolution which Congressman WAMPLER
and I introduced last Wednesday.
I hope my colleagues and the readers
of the RECORD will give careful consideration to the position of the editorial, and
H. CON. RES. 206
join the gentleman from Virginia and I
Whereas the government of each of the
in introducing this resolution to state several -States undoubtedly has the right unthe "sense of Congress" in regard to the der our Federal Constitution to protect itself
recent decision of the Supreme Court against persons seeking to overthrow that
relative to subversive teaching in our government by force and violence or by. other
unlawfulmeans; and
schools.
Whereas our Federal Constitution provides
At the conclusion of the editorial, I am that
the United States shall guarantee to
also inserting the resolution in full.
_every State in this Union a republlca.n form
I would like to see immediate action of government and protect each of them
taken on this resolution, and I urge my against domestic violence; and
Whereas public employment by a State govcolleagues to join the gentleman from
Virginia [Mr. WAMPLER] and I in this ernment is not a. right guaranteed to a.ny individual under our constitutional system o!
endeavor.
goverrunen t; and
The material referred to follows:
Whereas the right of self-preservation in[From
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the Bristol (Tenn.-Va.) Herald
Cotuier,Feb.19,1967]
A TIME To ACT
Congress ought to give speedy approval to
a "Sense of Congress" resolution opposing a
recent Supreme Court decision which could
have the effect of opening the doors of public schools to teachers who are Communists.
But even if Congress rejects the resolution,
a valued service haa been performed by Congressmen William C. (Bill) Wampler and
James H. Quillen, who introduced the
measure.
"The states," they correctly declare in their
resolution, "have an inherent right to protect themselves against forces seeking to
overthrow the government."
Yet, in the face o! this Qbv1ous truth, the
Supreme Court has struck down a New York
state law which would ba.r subversives from
serving aa public school teachers. The Su·
preme Court said the state could not fire, or
refuse to hire, a person simply because he is
a Communist.
This is folly of the highest order. We fully
concur with dissenting Justice Clark that
"no court has ever reached out so far to destroy so much with so little."
Unfortunately, this is not the first time the
Court has wandered afield. It did so when
it upheld the notion of atheist Madalyn Murray that devotional service, with Bible reading, should not be permitted in public
schools. It did so when it struck down an
innocuous little prayer composed for use in
New York's schools. It has done so on other
occasions when, under the guise of uphold· /
ing rights guaranteed by one section of the
Constitution, it trampled on rights guaranteed by other sections.
The Court, 1n the past 15 years, has largely
ignored the precedents of past decisions,
which form the butlding blocks of la.w. It
has based its rulings not so much on what
has gone before as on the personal prejudices
of the majority justices. Along this pathway
lies chaos, for it tends to create government
of men at the expense of government of laws,
which has always been the foundation of the
Amertca.n system.
·
It ls already very late "!or Congress to reassert its role in that "separation of powers" written into the Constitution.

Resolved by the House oj Representative~
(the Senate concurring), That it is the sense

of the Congress that the decision o! the Supreme Court in the case of Keyishian against
University of New York (decided January 23,
1967) should be overruled in favor of the
right of self-preservation inherent in the very
existence of a legally constituted State government. It is further the sense of the Congress that each of the several States should
continue vigorous efforts to preserve our constitutional system, including the establishment or continued application of qualification standards for public employment designed to exclude from such employment
individuals who advocate or teach the overthrow of the government of that State by
force or violence, or other unlawful means,
a.nd individuals who knowingly belong to
groups or organizations which advocate such
overthrow.

ZIP Code Use Gaining Popular Acceptance
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THADDEUS J. DULSKI
OJ' NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
.Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. DULSKI. Mr. Speaker, the adoption of the use of the Post Office Department's ZIP code has had rough going,
although most of us will agree that its
basic concept is sound.
Increased efforts on the part of lndividuals and groups to ~ncourage use _of

ZIP CODE USE GAINING POPULAR ACCEPTANCJC

Buffalonians are co-operating with the Post
Office Department by making extensive u.se
of the zip code. Washington reports that
Buffalo is one of 28 communities which have
achieved a. rating of 60 per cent or better in
making use of that form of mailing address.
The city's rating of 65.3 per cent is somewhat
bettered by Rochester's and 10 other communities, Hyattsville, Md., leading with 78.5
per cent.
Apparently popular indifference to the ziP
code is steadily being overcome by the Post
Office Department's intensive promotion efforts along with the psychological effect o!
the force of habit.
The Department has its sights on the even·
tual introduction of .automatic scanners
capable of sorting a.t least a.U type-addressed
mall by zip code, there appearing to be no
equipment available to scan handwritten let·
ters. Until the automatic-scanning system
is installed, the zip-code number will con·
tinue to serve a.s a. variation of the zone nuro·
ber. Its use, however, is indicated for the
public as a progressive contribution to mod·
ernization of the postal system along lines o!
increased effi.ciency.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, at the in·
of the Foreign Policy Associa·
tion, I have written a short article enti·
tied ''Vietnam: What Price Peace?" for
the association's "Great Decisions" pro·
gram. The article has been released
across the country this week by United
Press International.
As .stated by the Foreign Polley Asso·
ciation, the article refiects my opinions.
since "FPA takes no position on foreign
policy issues."
The article represents the most up-to·
date summary of my though~ about tbe
war in Vietnam, and I have permis,sion
to reprint the entire article in the
RECORD: I
v~t.ation

What is the primary reason for our pres·
ence in South Vietnam?
Are we there to deter Chinese expansion·
ism? The belief that this is our primary aiiXl
is implicit 1n mo::;t of the discussion about
Vietnam. Although most Americans prob·
ably believe that China. was responsible tor
starting the Vietname$C struggle, China was
not the moving force.
In fact, if concern about China. is upper·
most in our considerations, a.n independent
communist state under its own leadership ill
the long run could prove to be a. buffer
against China. At the same time it must be
recognized that a communist Vietnam ruight
apply considerable pressure against her
neighbors, much as Cuba. ha.s actively prose'"
lytlzed in Latin America.
Some argue that we are 1n Vietnam to
prove that aggression in the guise of llbel'a..
tion wars will not be tolerated, any :more
than conventional aggression 18 tolerated-
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"V/ars of national liberation" cover a wide
spectrum of conflicts. It 1s unlikely that the
outcome of Vietnam will a1rect the struggle
in Guatemala. Generalizations about these
kinds of wars are dangerous and misleading.
The most convincing reason for our presence in Vietnam is our desire to help the
South Vietnamese. We would like to see
them free to determine their own future.
We know that a communist regime in South
Vietnam would make short shrift of those
committed to democratic values. We properly fear that such a regime would support
efforts to overturn neighboring governments.
But 11' our aim is to help the South Vietnamese, in fairness to them we must realistically appraise the chances of success without
imposing too high a level of physical and
social damage on their nation.
Thus there are compelling reasons to consider a settlement of conflict. In addition
to the uncertainties of gaining a "win.''
pressures exist for a settlement from within
the United States and from abroad.
Any settlement short of a "win" must permit the National Liberation Front to retain
something. Whatever they retain will pose a
threat to the continuation of any government in Saigon. The Vietcong are clearly the
most disciplined and most intensively organized political force in South Vietnam. Even
it stripped of a military role, they would be
a potent force. The prospect would remain
that they might from time to time revert to
terror or other tactics employing force or
Violence.
A settlement might provide internationally
enforced free elections for a period of at least
10 yen.rs. The enforcement of free elections
at the \"tllage, provincial and national levels
Inlght offer the best prospect for eroding the
political appeal of the communists.
Such a settlement would be fully compatible with the legitimate concerns of the U.S.
Whether or not this kind of settlement
COuld be achieved is unknown.
United States efforts to reach the bargaining table are being hampered by American
insistence on treating Hanoi as the primary
Party. Efforts to bomb Hanoi out of the
conruct or to the bargaining table compound
the diftlculty. The Vietcong are fighting in
the south because of a commitment to an
ideology shared with their brethren in the
North. Through our bombing we, in effect,
ask that the North Vietnamese abandon their
comrades in the south who have carried the
Ina.ln punishment of the war. This is unl"ealistic.
To the extent that North Vietnam influences the action of the Vietcong, an end to
bombing in the north would probably adl'ance prospects for negotiations. The bombing might be cut back to areas close to the
funnel to the Ho Chi Minh trail and near
the 17th parallel.
The United States should continue to increase its troops in South Vietnam whlle it
engages the Liberation Front in a dialogue
aimed at negotiations. The Vietcong will
settle only if settlement seems preferable to
continued fighting. Settlement prospects
Would not be advanced by stabilizing force
levels whlle we stlll have dlftlculty balding
Present ground. In the meantime we must
continue our efforts at the social and politlcnllevel.
There can be no doubt that any settlement
short of a "win" would involve large risks to
the future of South Vietnam. Yet these risks
Inay be far preferable to the uncertain and
trn.uma tic road which lies ahead 1! we continue our present course.
The U.S. has had to live with many unsatwactory solutions elsewhere in the world.
e "''Ould do better to press for the more
perfect solutions in those situations more
susceptible to our power and in which the
Weight of international opinion supported
the wisdom of our efforts.

University of Hawaii President Hamilton
Holds Freedom of Dissent Vital in
Search for Truth
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
o:r

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
011' HAWAII

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967
Mr. MATSUNAGA.

Mr. Speaker, we
are all aware of the controversies
swirling across the campuses and academic corridors of colleges and universities from one end of this great land
of ours to the other with regard to freedom of expression and freedom of dissent, and the attendant furors over socalled academic "disciplines." Although
it is essentially true that order is indispensable to freedom, this is not to say
that freedom depends on regimentation.
The president of the Univerfiity of
Hawaii, Dr. Thomas H. Hamilton, made
some thought-provoking observations on
the vital right to dissent in a recent talk
entitled ''A Position on Paradox," which
he delivered at the Honolulu Lions Club
golden anniversary banquet.
The Honolulu Sunday Advertiser
printed Dr. Hamilton's talk on its editorial page on January 15, 1967, and I
would like to bring his timely and perceptive remarks to the attention of my
colleagues in the House by submitting
the article from the Advertiser for inclusion in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:
RIGHT To DissENT HELD VITAL
(By Thomas H. Hamilton, p'resident,
University of Hawaii)
As I have noted' from time to time, any
good university is usually beset by controversy. It may be controversy about very
vital matters or it may be as sllly as childish
pouting about not being invited to the Rose
Bowl. But controversy there is sure to be
1! the university is worth its salt.
In times of considerable local, national or
international tension, perfectly well-meaning
individuals may lose sight of the central fact
that in order-to be true to its nature a university must permit within the broadest possible guidelines freedom of expression and
freedom of dissent. But it is also incumbent on the university, from time to time,
to restate its position and the reason !or it.
I should like to center this discussion
around four matters: the matter of principle, the matter of law, the matter of aesthetics, and the matter of effectiveness.
The matter of principle seems to me a relatively simple one, and applies not only to a
university but to society as a whole. It involves the recognition come by over many
centuries that no individual, no organization, including the government, from a practical point of view, can have a monopoly on
truth. In our more reflective moods our nation has recognized that if one eliminates
the freedom of expression, the freedom to
inquire, the freedom to question, one thereby diminishes the possiblllty that either the
present alleged truth v.1Jl finally be confirmed as indeed true or that it will be demonstrated false, and something true or at
least less false wlll replace it.
MUST SEEK TRUTH

This seems to me to be true throughout
our society, and we have very carefully built
into our constitutional and legal framework
protections for such questioning and such
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freedom. But it is even more relevant with
a university, for a university must hold the
seeking of truth, regardless of how difficult
the truth is come by, at the vrey center or
its activities.
This principle of freedom to express, to
dissent. to question. whlle not absolutely
unlimited, must be given a very broad range.
One can not consistently say we can question A but not B, or that Group A is qualified to question but not Group B. All of
this must be permitted even though at times
the results are for certain individuals both
unhappy and embarrassing. But this is a.
small price to pay for the assurance of a.
continuing healthy, democratic society.
'Perhaps no one has better stated the reason for this principle than John Stuart Mill
who said in 1854:
"If all mankind minus one were of one
opinion, mankind would be no more justffied in silencing that one person than he, if
he had the power, would be justl:fled in silencing mankind. Were an opinion a personal possession of no value except to the
owner, if to be obstructed in the enjoyment
of it were simply a private injury, 1t would
make some difference whether the injury
wa.s in:fllcted only on a few persons or on
many. But the peculiar evll of silencing the
expression of an opinion is that it is robbing
the human race, posterity as well as the existing generation-those who dissent from
the opinion, still more than those who hold
it. I! the opinion is right, they are deprived
of the opportunity of exchanging error for
truth; if wrong, they lose, what is almost as
great a benefit, the clearer perception and
livelier impression or truth produced by its
collision with error."
LEGALLY NOT AT WAll

Let us view the problem now o! freedom
of speech from its legal point of ,view. Here,
I think, we might as well take as an example the problem or freedom of expression regarding our policy in Southeast
Asia and Viet Nam. It may be, in view of
the facts, a ludicrous situation, but the fact
remains that legally we are not at war in
Viet Nam. Therefore, the measures which
might be tolerable and legal in time of war
can not be brought into play. There are
some who recognize this but go on to say
that, while dissent from our policy in that
part of the world may not be illegal, it is
immoral or unpatriotic and therefore
should be suppressed by the University. But
I fear that ~orality and patriotism are
differently interpreted by different parties.
And if such dissent is immoral and unpatriotic, then these same adjectives must be
applied to a certain number of men in Congress and certain eminent journalis"ts.
But the legal aspect of the matter goes
beyond simply a consideration of the dissent over Viet Nam. What legal authority,
in effect, does a university have over the
students which it enrolls? This is an extremely complicated legal question, and I
do not believe that all of the answers are in
as yet. Up until a few years ago it was assumed that the in loco parentis doctrine
still held, and in many colleges and universities a number of rules for the campus
were based on this assumption. You may
recall that this doctrine first was stated in
the Berea College case in 1913 and essentially said that the relation of the college to
its students was that of parent to child.
This particular opinlon contains the following statement:
"The school, its officers and students are
a legal entity, as much so as any family, and
like a father may direct his children, those in
charge of boarding schools are well within
their rights and powers when they direct their
students what to eat and where they may get
it; where they may go and what forms of
am~ement are forbidden."
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Four things need to be said about this.
Much of the difHculty with students on
American campuses stems from objections
to rules which do, in fact, have the in loco
parentis doctrine assumed either intrinsically
or extrinsically. Second, it is for various
reasons, it seems to me, a. doctrine Of very
doubtful wi3dom. Thirdly, it seems to me
highly unlikely that a court in 1966 would
render a similar decision. Finally, it can
hardly be said to apply to all of the students
involved on campuses in 1066 in any event,
for many of the students involved are not
minors and it would be a strange doctrine of
law that grants to a college or university
powers which are denied the parents themselves when a young man or woman has
reached majority.
RIGHT TO ENFORCE RULES

However, I am not implying !rom a legal
point of view that the University has no
power over the students which it admits; I
think 1t does. The state university, it seems
to me, has the right to make and enforce
rules needed to protect the fulfillment of his
educational !unction. It can properly eliminate those who can not or will not meet its
academic standards. And an activity which
disrupted a class, made laboratory work impABible, or study in the library diffi.cult would,
It seems to me, be quite properly suppressed
from a legal point of view because such
activity would interfere with the university
performing the function for which it exists.
But again, in my opinion, the college or university 1& on very questionable legal grounds
when it establishes and enforces rules that
cn.n not be related to the performance of its
ed uca tlonal mission.
Let us turn now to the matter of aesthetics, for there are individuals who say they
are quite sure that students as well as other
citizens have the legal right to express themselves freely within certain broad_ outlines.
Their behavior in so doing is neither immoral nor unpatriotic, but the way they do
it 1s 1n bad taste. I would agree that from a
per-.,.onal point of view some of the things
which have been done on the nation's campuses do, indeed, appear to me to be in poor
taste. But so do many other things in our
society, and yet I would not advocate that the
university or any other agency be permitted
to suppress those instances of bad taste.
BEATNIK5--19TH CENTURY

Taste is a highly subjective, personal matter on which there seldom is universal opinion, and which probably can not be leglsla ted.
And where there have been atempts to legislate it, such attempts do not come to 'ally
good end. The approach is going to have to
be through educational methods and not by
the making and enforcing of rules.
And I think some of these matters need the
airing of historical perspective. A great
scandal regarding college students in 1883
involved the fact that the senior class at
Amherst had voted that for graduation they
would shave off their benrds and graduate
clean-shaven.
The "Prl.ncetonlan," obviously aware that
the lack of a beard was the mark of a nineteenth century :aeatnik, wrote huftly:
"Those o! us without their golden c!rcle
can only conjecture whether all the hair elixer hns given out, or whether it ls an attempt
to look young, and thus seem the more precocious at graduation. The next step Will
probably be a decree that all must provide
themse-lves with a glass eye or cork leg."
We come, finally, to the effectivene--Ss of
the policy which the University is following
as opposed to other policies which might
possibly be enforced. It is the responsiblllty
or t.'1e administration to see that the maximum opportunity for the University to perform its central mission 1s always present.
It can never do this ideally for a number of
reasons. One never has enough space, enough
personnel, enough resources. But within th-e
limits imposed on it, this is the task o! the

adm1n1Btratlon o! a university. And a part
of this is to cause a situation to prevail which
1s suffi.ciently orderly that the learning process not be disrupted.
At the moment, under the present policy,
the learning process is not being disrupted
by free expression . This 1s true because the
students, recognizing that they have these
freedoms, are content to respect the major
function of the University and to arrange
their affairs so as to not interfere with this
learning !unction. But if one were to try
to suppress this freedom, then many students who have no interest at all in the substance of any particular dissent would indeed
have an interest in the fact that the right to
this dissent had been suppressed. And inevitably it would be far more difficult for the
University to go on etreotlv1:!ly with its central
mission.
UNIVERSITY IS HEALTHY

I do not pretend that the University of
Hawall, or any university, is handling these
matters with all of the effectiveness that
might be imagined. But I think our position
is reasonably sound, and the condition of the
University rather healthy. This seems to me
to be true, as I have said above, because the
position accords with the right principle, operates within the law, places the matter of
aesthetics in proper perspective, and gives
the greatest promise for permitting the University to perform its central mission
effectively.
One of the dl~>tressing things to me is the
statement made by our generation from time
to time about how irresponsible and foolish
youth is today. These words have a familiar
ring, for they were once applied to my generation. So may I ask that those of us who
are older please do not give up on youth.
Of course this younger generation contains
fools, irresponsibles, and those not so bright.
So did our generation, a11d I would guess
in about the same proportion. And it is not
unusual that many of the young fail to see
that over the years our genera tlon has made
some progress. Perspective orclinarily comes
with years, if at all.
I can not see the jW'Itice of blaming youth
for not being older. Most youth are deeply
concerned about a. world in which it does,
in fact, seem increasingly diffi.cult to live
whether yon are 18 or 50. Perhaps in time
this generation may be able to come up With
better solutions than we did. Opportunity
to test their thinking on campus and to correct misconceptions through discussion and
free expression should, we must hope, contribute to this end.

Sunny Side of Chicago's "Big Snow"
EXTENSION OF RETh.fARKS
OF

HON. BARRATT O'HARA
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. O'HARA of Illinois. Mr. Speaker,
Chicago will remember the big snow of
1967 for many years, and not the least
of the reasons wlli be the manner 1n
which it brought out the pest and the
noblest 1n human nature.
In the February issue of the Federation News, no ably edited by my distinguished constituent, Irving E. Klas, this
is the article }eading the editorial column:
A CITY OF HEROES

(The following statement by W1lliam A.
Lee, president of the Chicago Federation of
Labor and Industrial Union Council was
adopted by the CFL-IUC Executive Board

Fr..bruary 20, 1967

and was included in the minutes of tlle board
meeting held Monday, February 6, 1907:)
It was man against the elements.
Twice snow created the most stupendous
snarl ever experienced in our city, and twice
Chicago fought back-and won.
The job was done. by people . . . and
ma.chines . . . but mainly the skill, courage
and dedication of men and women threw
the snow and wind for a. loss.
We pay tribute to the tireless people in
the news media who kept the public alert
to the dangers and .Provided vital information.
There were the police, firemen and rna ny
others in and out of government who quietly performed feats of endurance under the
most trying conditions.
Several unions voluntarily set aside contract terms With management so people
could be supplied with food, fuel and all
other necessities Of life.
There were the truck drivers and operating engineers who manned the equipment
through long, cold nights a.nd days . . .
pitting their skill and will against the common enemy, and winning, twice.
We honor the men who guided vehicles of
publlc transportation and communication
. . • for hours and even days beyond the
call of duty--often in conditions of dangerwith unparalleled care and patience.
We praise the trained hands aud warm
hearts of those who tended the sick , the
elderly, the lost and the troubled-gl>ing,
too, so much of themselves.
Yes-these men and women of labor-in
all lines of work-in unlonp a.p.d the unorganized as woll..-brought Chicago back to
life.
The Chicago Federation of Labor and Industrial Union Council is proud to be part
of a community that cannot be defeated because its people wlll not be defeated.

"Courage, Generosity Overcome Fear.
Selfishness," is the headline 1n the South
End Reporter of February 1, 1967, over
the following news article by Feature
\Vriter Joyce Macey:
·
This is one wom.an·s story of h&r h:u-rowing experience during the height of lust
week's record snowfall. Her story, as told
to Joyce Ma.cey, is more frightening thr.n
same, less tragic than others and typical of
many of the experiences o! P..oselnnd area
residents who Will long remember Jan. 26-28.
1~67.

?1.1rs. Elmer Miller, of 14235 Lowe, Rivcrdn.le, left the South End Reporter last ThurHday, hoping to beat the storm and get home
to her husband and the comfort of her home.
Mrs. Miller ls a real estate and classlfiod representative on the newspaper.
She boarded the South suburban bus on
the corner o! 115th and Michigan. Approximately 60 people boarded the bus with Ruth,
all with the same Intention of ge-tting home
to a warm. house.
The bus dr1 ver managed to get the bus
to !24th and Michignn. The vehicle stayed
there, along with four other buses the remainder of the night.
A Jovial air filled the bus for the first !C'W
hours, as people tried to make the best o!
the situation.
One woman shared a loo.! of brell.d that
she purchased from Gately's Bakery, a.nd
another womnn had a bag of cookies. .
Ruth said, "I never thought a alice of
bread would taste so good."
Around 2 a.m. two men, who were Rof,e-land residents, stopped to warm up on the
bus. They had walked :from Dolton, tryinS
to reach their homes.
When the bus passengers hee.rd the stark
rea.lity of the storm conditions :from the two
men, that people were literally stranded. for
a.n indefinite period. of time, a. chilling silence
c.ame over the bus.
The thought o! keeping warm Wl\8 foremost in their minds, as the !uel in the bUJI
had Just about run out.
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The passengers decided to leave the shelter
0! the bus, and approach the several resi·
dences in the area on 124th and Michigan
for shelter.
Even making one phone call to worried
loved ones would have beel). a great relief.
"You could tell the people were home,"
l?.uth said, "They had been peering from the
drapery earlier, we could see them."
The doors remained closed to the bus passengers as they sought temporary shelter
from the few homes, that were not answering
door bells. In vain, the people trudged back
through the high drifts to await the early
morning.
Friday morning, it could have been about
10 a.m. Ruth had lost track of time, since
appointments were no longer important,
Jack ~llloneck, 27, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Miloneck of 12476 Michigan, approached
the stranded bus, and passed out ~igarettes.
He infoJ;ID.ed the chilled and hungry passengers, that his parents home was open to
anyone that needed lt. At one time, that
Fri. morning as many as 19 people, enjoyed
the hot coffee and biscuits that Velma
lllloneck prepared.
After a little warmth, some people decided
to attempt to walk home. Ruth Miller and
two other women, Mrs. Florence Gregg, and
Mrs. Marion Baxter walked over to the residence of Mr . .a.nd Mrs. Ambrose Piraino at
12340 :r.nchigan. Ambrose was once Circula- ·
tlon Manager for the South End Reporter,
and Ruth knew she would be turned away.
The three women spent the night at the
home. By this time it was Sat. morning.
Ruth managed to get to the train at 115th,
and somehow she got to Riverdale.

Editorial broadcast over WIND by
Edward Wallis, area vice president,
Points up how the big snow purified
Chicago's air. The broadcast follows:
Ant

PoLLUTION CoULD CREATE CoMMUNITY
OJ' RESPmATOllY CRIPPLES

We have referred many times to air pollution being a social disease. It is in fact,
lust that. It has been smothered ln secrecy
and buried by public indifference and kicked
around from pillar to post by industry in
general with the excuse ... it's not my
Sllloke-stacks--lt's the guy's next door.
Wen, we had the perfect opportunity over
the last snowstorm or three, to assemble statistics that might never have been possible
Without the storm. The Chicago Departlnent of Air Pollution found that almost
total elimination of the harmful gases that
Pollute the air, was in effect during the period
of January 26th through 29th; the exact time
that the metropolitan area. was snow-locked.
Consequently, the use of motor vehicles was
drastically reduced. The air pollution authorities say that durtng the snow-lock
Period, the total of all types of air pollution
Was reduced by 35% and that pollution from
motor vehicle exhausts dropped more than
90%. An interesting aspect of the department study showed, that there was only a
&light decrease in the amount of pollutants
caused by the fuel-burning process-industrial use of coal and the like. ·
Perhaps ln no other way than through a
record-breaking snowstorm. could we have
documented the deleterious effects o! carbon
monoxide from the motor vehicle-or separated the continuing effects of sulphuric diOXide, belched from the burning smokestacks. But the facts where there. Chicago
llvect through three plus days, of close to
totally pure air during the infamous storm
0 ! '67. It may have taken a snowstorm to
Prove it but now it behooves the State Legislatures ln Illinois and Indiana, to do soma.
th!ng about it. We look to these State
I..et· gislatures and the Congress, to enact laws
hat will guarantee un-polluted air. We do
not want to be swallowed up in our own
funeral canopy, of sulphuric dioxide. \

Plan Economic Development of Lowell
Area
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. F. BRADFORD MORSE
OP MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. MORSE of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, Lowell Technological Institute
in Lowell, Mass., has long played a lead·
ing role in the economic development of
the eastern Massachusetts area. Long
famed as our most outstanding school of
textile engineering, Lowell Tech has contributed mightily to the 20th-century
industrial revolution in our area.
Lowell Tech is continuing to exercise
this leadership and to seek new areas for
growth and development. Recently a
conference was held at the institute on
economic gi-owth at which time Presi·
dent Martin J. Lydon indicated Lowell's
willingness to assume leadership once
again in leading the Merrimack Valley in
industrial revitalization. More efforts
are planned in the future to determine
how best Lowell Tech can match the
skills of the available labor pool with the
existing job openings in business and
industry in the area.
Under unanimous consent, I include in
the RECORD two articles by Kendall Wallace of the Lowell Sun describing the
recent conference and LTI's plans for the
future.
PLAN EcONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF LOWELL
AREA
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explained that a Boston office for the newest
federal agency will be opened in the next two
weeks.
Linnehan, who is a native of Haverhill,
spoke of the importance of Route 495 to the
area and urged that efforts be made to bring
about the linking up of the roadway with
Route 95.
He pointed out that New England lags behind the nation's gr<YWth and urged that
the area attack· its problems together.
"The Merrimack Valley, Massachusetts,
and all of New England must be a place
where our young wish to remain, where our
workers are secure. where our children are
well educated, and where the other basic
requirements of life are met, and met well. ·
"It is well understood that if we are to attack our present problems, we must do it to.
gether. Our problems ignore city, county
and state boundaries and defy the well-intended solutions of ,single units of government," Linnehan stated.
The main speaker sa.id that what we want .
for New England's future is no different from
all other regions or their people. "We want
an end to poverty, to unemployment and
underemployment, to polluted air and water,
to inadequate schools, health facilities, recreational opportunities and transportation.
We want an economy which produces abundance for all, and a society which provides
the fullest opportunity for every human capability," he added.
He said that the New England Commission,
created through legislation similar to that
used to establish the Appalachian Regional
Commission in 1965, must find out where we
stand today and how we must equip ourselves to work toward the future effectively.
Linnehan pointed out that the commission
was formally designated in Washington last
March, at the request of the New England
Senators and Governors, led by Senator Edward M. Kennedy.
The governons of all six New England
states, along with Linnehan, make up the
commission.
The joint federal-state partnership for the
redevelopment of the New England region
will be paid for fully by the federal government far the first two years. Later the cost
willbe shared equally.
"The commission's general responsibility
is to co-ordinate a jolnt federal state effort
to develop the economy of the New England
states," Linnehan added.
·
"No one can look at th1s area or these six
states and suggest that our economic life is
in need of a massive federal program. But
no one can say that this region has the
promise of other areas or that our economic
problems will disappear with time. The obstacles to our growth and future development are varied and are complex. We do
have potentLals for growth, but we do have
in our presence persistent economic weak
spota that can continue to hinder our potential," he told the gathering.
Linnehan pointed out that New England
workers were highly specialized in their labor-but the dominant industries left. That
the waterways were once locli.l sources o!
power that were used for sanitation and now
are highly polluted and that our transportation networks were built with little regard
for the future.
Pointing out that New Englanders have an ·
essential characteristic for trying the novel
approach, Linnehan concluded by saying he
was confident that "this tradition will guide
the work ot the commission."

(By Kendall M. Wallace)
LowELL.-Lowell Technological Institute,
through its president, Martin J. Lydon, yesterday pledged to make available its facilities to lead the Merrimack Valley ln industrial revitalization.
Lydon, speaking at the opening of a near
nine-hour seminar . on Community Development and Business Expansion in the Merrimack Valley, announced that LTI stands
ready to assume the leadership role so necessary to the development of the region.
Plans are under way, Lydon said, to establish a. group within the LTI Research Foundation to assist communities in research and
development.
·
The :institute President said that the Nuclear Center at the school could mean as
much to Lowell as water power did 160 years
ago. "It could put Lowelf at the nucleus of
far ranging economic development," he
added.
With Community leaders and busine5smen
from throughout the valley present, Lydon
said that the school stood ready to serve
them in efforts to revitalize their communities.
"This is the kind of service we are designed
and able to perform", he stated.
Principal speaker at what is expected to
be the first in a series of seminars, was John
J. Linnehan, federal co-chairman of the
New England Regional Commission.
Linnehan was named to the post by President Lyndon B. Johnson only last month
and his appearance in Lowell was the first
in the entire New England region since being
LOWELL TEcH READY
sworn lnto the new position.
(By Kendall M. Wallace)
Linnehan, during a well prepared, but
brief addr.e ss to the gathering, spoke on
LOWELL.-There were a number of enlight·
ening speakers, a lot of exciting talk and
"The Future of New England."
In general terms, he outlined the goals of many encouraging words on the economic
the New England Regional Commission and growth of the Merrimack Valley at last week-
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end's seminar at Lowell Technological Institute.
It was our opinion, however, that the really
important words were not being spoken, but
only implied.
Although no one said it in so many words,
Lowell Tech 1s about ready to assume the
mantle of leadership that is so necessary in
leading the communities of the Merrimack
Valley into a new era of industrial growth.
At the general assembly, during coffee
breaks, at the noon luncheon. during the
main address and at the workshops, the feeling was there. Lowell Tech is ready, willing
and able to serve in the revitalization of the
area.
Its President Martin J. Lyndon, its faculty
and its aftlllated Research Foundation now
want to get deeply involved in the task of
creating not only a new Lowell but a new
Greater-Lowell.
The "new" Tech has already taken a big
step in its move to rebuild the area by
bringing to Lowell John J. Linnehan.
Linnehan Is about to become one of the
most important and powerful men in New
England in his role as Federal co-chairman
of the New England Regional Commission.
The commission 1s to serve as the focal
point for the revitalization of all New England and without its co-operation ap communities are going to find it harder to get
federal assistance.
Linnehan's appearance at the program
surely indicated to him that a lot of people
are concerned with the problems of the area
and want to do something about them.
This thought, which he no doubt took
away trom the seminar, won't hurt when
:federal officials are considering approval of
programs :for various New England communities.

Hawaii Viewed as "State of Love" by
Prospec_tive Resident
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
OF HAWAII

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, a
charming exchange of letters between
the Governor of Hawaii, the Honorable
John A. Burns, and Mrs. Loye L. Guthrie,
of Temple City, Calif., was printed 1n
the ''Letters of the Editor" column of a
recent issue of the Honolulu Star-Bulletin and I would like to share this delightful correspondence w1tfi my colleagues 1n the House.
Mrs. Outhrte, in writing to congratulate Governor Bums on his new term of
office, gave a unique description of that
friendly and genuine spirit of aloha
which pervades our islands and to which
visitors from all over the world respond
so warmly. Mrs. Guthr1e aptly defined
Hawaii as a "State of love" and said that
she, at last, was succumbing to the call
of the Islands and w1l1 shortly Join her
daughter, a "kamaaina"-natlve resident--of 6 months.
I Join 1n welcoming the Outhries to
HawaU and 1n extending my aloha.
The clipping !rom the Honolulu StarBulletin o! Saturday, January 14, 1967,
follows:

liAWAU Is A STATE 01' LoVE
The Star-Bulletin has received from the
Governor's otfice the :following exchange ot
letters:

"TEMPLE CITY, CALIP.

Febru.a1·y fO, 1967

enjoy life in Hawaii to the :fullest, and we
welcome you and extend our' own Aloha. I
hope you will not mind 1:f I give copies of
your letter to our newspapers, for 1t seems
to me the :feeling for Hawa11 and the human
warmth o:f your expression should be shared
with our people.
"With warm personal regards. May the
Almighty be with you and your always.
"JOHN A. BURNS,
"Governor of Hatcaii."

GOVERNOR BURNS: Why is It _:that a
traveler :from the U.S. will visit a foreign
country, wrapped in such a solid blanket o:f
pride in his own home town, state, etc. that
his eyes are blind to the merits of anything
in that country? Yet, long before Hawali
became a state, that same traveler would try
his level best, shortly after arriving in Hawall, to be as 'Hawaiian' in every way as was
possible, and he stlll does.
Save the "Savannah"
"Where in Paris, he will sl t back and
criticize its famous food, in Hawaii, dressed
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
in an Aloha shirt, he will choke down the poi
OF
1:f it kills him. In London, he complains
over the merest light rain, but in Hawaii Will
sit happily bare-footed in a cloudburst. In
OF NEW YORK
Rome, nothing he sees can compare with
'back home. • Even St. Peter's Oa thedral
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
often fails to measure up. But in Hawaii, he
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exclaims happily over every stick and stone.
Once again in his home, th.e Florentine vase
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Speaker, I have this
he brought back last year from Italy, at gTeat day received a letter from a prominent
expense, sits unheeded on the mantle while
he fondles lovingly a little brown coconut constituent, Frank 0. Braynard, deputy
mayor of Sea Cliff, Long Island, who is
shell he swiped from his last luau.
"To this puzzle I have given a good deal of also an executive of the Moran Towing
thought. Especially since the recent visit & Transportation Co., 1n which he
here of my daughter. She moved to Hawall states:
only 6 months ago; a normal, pretty 22-yearI am distressed indeed with the Pr.e sident's
old girl, raised in Southern California. She proposal to lay up the Savannah. I was
returned to us a radiant beauty, full of music, responsible :for naming this ship Savannah
joy and· health; spouting pidgin and sing- and have looked upon her as the one bright
song phrases lige a kamaaina I
"She blessed her home of 20-odd years with light in our dismal and much neglected
a happy aloha smile and fled back to 'her' Merchant Marine. As one of our tug captains said yesterday when he brought the
islands without a backward glance.
"What happens to people there, that hap- . Savannah into pier-They wouldn't rip up
pens nowhere eles on Earth? Well, many a pipeline after 5 years so why junk the
people will give many answers but my own Savannah?
answer 1s summed up in one word: love.
Mr. Speaker, Mr. Braynard has voiced
Love, manifested in a thousand ways through my sentiments and those of many of my
all the senses-and each person to visit there colleagues, I am sure. The rate at which
responds and warms to it instinctively. I
think that when the missionaries brought we have allowed our once proud merChrist's Word to the Islands, His love was chant fleet to decline is shocking and
already there and nothing through the years cries out for correction. Under permis·
has dimmed it. From now on, whenever I sion to extend my remarks I call to the
a masked to tell about Hawaii, this will be attention of my colleagues the following
my answer-that Hawaii is a State of love articles which appeared in the Friday,
which has to be experienced and cannot be
February 17, issues of the Daily News and
described.
''We have given up fighting the 'call' of the the New York Times:
WATERFRONT MOURNS MOTHBALL-BOUND
Islands and will be making them our perA-SHIP
manent home shortly. We are most happy
and proud that you will be our Governor.
(By Henry Lee)
Much aloha to you as you start your new
The world's only atomic merchant vessel.
tenn.
the 595-:foot nuclear ship Savannah, sailed
"1\fi's. LOYE L . GUTHRIE."
up the Hudson Riv~r yesterday. In the
waterfront co~ unity, there was . anger
The Governor's reply:
rather than joy. The 15,585-ton cargo liner,
"DEAR MRs. GUTHRIE: Your most charming which cost $40 millions to build and $3 miland perceptive letter of January 3, 1967, lions annually in subsidies, 1s scheduled to
shows our people and our State in a compara- go into mothballs this summer as a governtive light that is original to me. While ment ecoitomy meo.sure.
your viewpoint is especially kind to us, my
"She's not just a good-will thing," grumown experience leads me to believe there is bled Capt. Harry Hennessey as his tug, the
much truth in your suggestion that visitors Patricia Moran, helped berth the Savannah
to Hawali are far less critical of the material at Pier C, Hoboken, opposite 16th St.
surroundlngs they find that in other far-otr
"They have to give her a chance to prove
places they visit. I believe your conclusion herself and make money. They wouldn't
is sound_:_that our visitors are quickly con- rip up a pipeline after five years, so whY
scious of the attitude of our people and wish junk the Savannah?
to reciprocate, or perhaps to participate.
''It's just like dies('} before the break"You very aptly use the word love to de- through from steam-everybody was knocktermine the source of what we call Aloha, ing it, but it's here today and steam 1s
and I would agree that the love :for his fellow going."
man 1s the most important part of the won..Look at that beautl:ful s.hlp," keened Chief
derful Polynesian heritage we enjoy. I would Engineer Alfred Hatfield of the Patriclll
:further agree th&t something o:f the Divine Moran.
Inspiration was in the Hawaiian people be"Sometimes I think we're crazy I We throW'
fore the missionaries came.
away money on everything else. But we
"Your own attttude and the experience can't save the Savannah, and she's the ship
at your dAughter will certainly equip you to ot the :future."
"DEAR

HON. LESTER L. WOLFF
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Aboard the Savannah itsel!, Adm. John M.
board chairman of Amertca.n ExportIabra.ndtsen Line, whose wholly-owned subsidiary Ia the First Atomic Ship Transport,

wrn..

said:

"The whole future of the American merchant marine lies in high-speed. big ships
run by nuclear power, and the big advantage
of nuclear power Is fuel saving."
CHEAPER THAN OIL

Three such vessels even bigger and !aster
than the Savannah would cost $3.6 million
lesa to operate than o11-ftred ships of similar
speed and size, he estimated.
The Savannah's master, Capt. A. R. Block
Jr. of Cranston, R.I., whose !our gold stripes
are topped by an anchor surrounded by
Whirling atoms, spiked a waterfront legend.
"They aay the seagulls never come near the
Savannah," he aald.. "It's got nothing to do
With radiation. We have no smokestack, and
therefore no thermal drafts !or gull&, like
gliders, to ride on."
AN OLD SEA JOKE

Chief Engineer Fred Hirst. whose four gold
stripes are topped by a propeller and whirling atoins, joked:
"There's another theory-an old one--1!
the gulls don't follow you. you're a hungry
ship."
But, he quickly added, the Savannah Is
"the finest ship I've ever sailed in" during
30 years at sea.. and he thought mothballing
was for the gulls.
At 3:45 A.M. yesterday, the Savannah
P!l.8Se<l o.lf Fire Island., virtua.lly over the
remna.nts of her namesake, which have ln.ln
at the bottom of the Atlantic since 1821.
And maybe she was Jinxed right from the
beginning when they named her after the
Vessel which, in 1819, was the first ship to
cross the ocean aided by steam.
But the original Savannah was soon
chn.nged back to aall, because lt didn't .seem,
1n th068 da.ya, that steam was here to stay.
SAVANNAH

Is
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BACK TO A SAD WELCOME

PROTESTS GROW AT U.S. PLAN TO
WITHDRAW VESSEL

(By George Horne)
When the nuclear ship Savannah tied up
at Pier C in Hoboken yesterday, steamship
otnctals and relatives of the 64 members of
her crew crowded around the gangplank
Waiting to go abroad and talk about the subJect uppermost in their minds.
Although the costly ship, the only comlllercial vesael in the world powered by nuclear energy, is scheduled to make more voyages in the spring and summer, her future
1a in doubt because the Federal Government
haa announced that she wUl be withdrawn
later th1a year.
The homecoming of the ship from Mediterranean porta was like a wake. Her weicamera included members of a new "Save
Q,.lr Savannah" committee, which has been
formed among ship bu.lfa and maritime union. to mount a major campaign of protest
to the White House and Congress a.ga.l.nst
the wtthdra.wal.
John Rogers, an admiralty lawyer, and
Theodore W. Kheel, lawyer and arbitrator,
have been named co-chairmen of the comlllittee.
There hn.s already been a spate of protests,
1neluding several from members of Congress.
Another was In.llde yesterday.
The New York City Council on Port De'telopment and Promotion made public a
~legram to Presldent Johnson, urging him
rescind the lay-up order.
M yor IJndsay Is chairman of the council,
~d. Oommlssioner Herbert B. Halberg of the
...,.I>artment of Marine and Aviation is coChairman.
The council's message mn.kes clear the
•trong feeling among crttica of the Federal
Plan that the withdrawal of the vessel would.
destroy one of the country'• most e.lfective
&'eetures of international goodwtlL

The Savannah represents a planning and.
construction outlay aggregating $83-mlllion.
It was planned and built to demonstrate the
peaceful uses of atomic power, and haa been
visited by 1.6 million persons in her many
voyages to foreign ports.
At present she is being operated--at a
deficit-as an ordinary freighter under charter to First Atomic Ship Transport, a subsidiary of American Export Isbrandtsen Linea.
The message to President Johnson from
the council said that "considering the benefits in improving the image of the United
States," the cost of maintaining the ship was
''miniscule."
Copies of the message, which the councU
voted unanimously to send at a meeting
earlier this week, have been forwarded to the
state's congressional delegation, Mr. Halberg
said.
Mr. Halberg said in a statement that the
councll regretted that there was "no stronger
way of making its views known."
"We fervently hope," he aald, "that the
Federal omcia.ls when receiving the telegram
will realize that the council represents a
broad and deep spectrum of port interests
and is a body most competent. to gauge the
effects on the fate and future of shipping
and of the Port of New York, arising from
the retirement of the Savannah."
Mr. Kheel said last night that he was ready
to take an active part in the campaign for
the ship and was awaiting suggestions from
the committee.
·
In announcing the vessel's withdrawal, the
Maritime Administration of the Department
of Commerce, said she was running a deficit
of about $3-milllon a year. But experts have
said that this figure was too high and that,
in any case, the cost of laying up the Savannah might be half of this amount annually.
John M. Will, retired Navy Admiral and
head of the operating company, has urged
the Government to reassign the Savannah
to make demonstration voyages to the Orient, where she has never been shown.

especially willing to assist with the facilities for handling communications, transport, and logistical support for U.N.
peacekeeping operations. It ls essential
tbat these forces for preserving peace
have at their immediate disposal adequate materiel for conducting their
operations successfully.
All of these supporting measures are
directed at the final goal of a permanent
and impartial United Nations peacekeeping force-a goal which I believe to
be not only in the interests of our Nation,
but vital to world progress and peace. I
feel that this resolution ls a meaningfUl
and important step in the proper direction.

Infiltrating the Campus
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
O.J'

HON. JEFFERY COHELAN
O.J' CALI.J'ORNI4

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. COHELAN. Mr. Speaker, for several years I have been urging that we
establish a joint congressional committee to review the activities of the Central
Intelligence Agency and all other units
of the Federal Government engaged in
intelligence work. The shocking revelation that the CIA has, for a number of
years, been subsidizing the National Student Association ls further and persuasive evidence, it seems to me, of the need
for such a committee.
It may be that a Joint Committee on
Intelligence Activities would have approved CIA's financial support and use
of this leading student organization, alStrengthening the United Nations Peace- though I doubt it. But at least this
practice, and others like It, would have
keeping Operations
been subjected to the scrutiny and review
of a broadly based panel of elected repSPEF-CH
resentatives. The safeguards inherent
or
in such a continuing study and review
certainly be consistent with our beHON. GEORGE E. BROWN, JR. would
lief in democratic institutions and an
O.J' CALIFORNI.A
open society. It would certainly not be
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
inconsistent with our own national security interests and would, in fact, I beWednesday, February 8, 1967
lieve, advance them.
Mr. BROWN of California.
Mr.
My own feelings concerning the "imSpeaker, I take great pride in introduc- propriety and folly" of permitting the
ing a resolution to strengthen the peace- CIA to subsidize the National Student
keeping operations of the United Na- Association are well described by the New
tions. This resolution proposes to fur- York Times editorial of February 16,
ther the long-range development of the which I include for the attention and
United Nations as a more effective in- consideration of all Members:
strument for building and maintaining
INFILTRATING THZ CAMPUS
peace.
The impropriety and folly of permitting
Until such time as we can realize the the Central Intelligence Agency to sub61dize
existence of a permanent U.N. peacekeep- the National Student Association cannot be
ing force, individually recruited by that mitigated by post-mortem rationalizing. It
world organization, I wholeheartedly 1B absurd to suggest that, because the stuagree· with the immediate objective pre- dent organiza.lton was too impoverished to
take part in international meetings, the
sented in this proposal.
C.I.A. merely assumed the role of a benevoBecause of the swiftness with which lent patron of youth.
most crises erupt, and the immediate
It is not the business or the habit of intelneed for dispatching specially trained ligence services to underwrite indigent good
causes
Unless the beneficiary can be expected
and equipped peacekeeping forces, I am
in favor of the earmarking of special to pay o.lf the debt, directly or indirectly .
units by the U.N. member states to be It was more reprehensible for Washington
to let its intelllgence service jeopardize a
available for and readily placed under representative
voice of the nation's college
the command of the United Nations youth than it was for a few student leaders,
peacekeeping agency.
in secret agrement, to succumb to the
I believe that this country should be temptation.
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At least as serious has been the breach of
public faith by private foundations actlng
as go-betweens. The very existence of foundations is a privilege granted by the taxpaying public. The mandate that goes with
this tax exemption is to provide nongovernmental support for worthy causes, not to
serve as a cover for clandestine Government
operations.
The sordid episode has dealt another serious blow to the crediblllty of American students and scholars abroad. Faith in their
detachment already had been damaged by
earlier disclosures o! secret llnks between
the C.I.A. and some American universities.
A total ban on all C.I.A. underwriting of
collegiate activity is plainly long overdue.
It will be tragic 1! the present effect is an
undermining of the Nationa.l Student Association's total record. Often under fire from
the right, it has usually represented courageous liberalism. To discredit the organization because of the secret indiscretion of a
few of its leaders would sap the strength of
elected student governments across the
country and endow New Left extremists with
unwarranted power just when their hold on
atudents is crumbling.
More is needed now than a halt in C.I.A.
ambsidies to the N.S.A. or other academic
organizations. All such groups should open
their books and sources of funds to their
own membership and to public scrutiny. To
permit a few student leaders to · make farreaching policy decisions without consent of
the membership exposes them to pressures
and temptations far beyond the scope of
their political experience.
As for foundation activities, the penalties
for engaging in undercover activities should
be clearly established. The Patman investigations long ago made clear the need for
reforms, and the President has promised to
send to COngress this year proposals for
stamping out abuses in foundation practices.
Most important, explicit guidelines should
be laid down to regulate all policies of Gov·
ernment support of· international activities
of students and scholars. It is nonsense to
suggest that, because they arouse suspicion
abroad, public aubsldies should not be offered. VIrtually all nations offer such subsidy. The point at issue is how to provide
the funds, without perverting the purpose.
A first step should be to speed the divorce,
already suggested under the International
Education Act of 1966, of interna tiona! educational a.trairs from the foreign policy
branches of the Government. The Department of Hea.lth, Education and Welfare is
far better suited to aponsor educational exchanges tha.n the State ~partment, let alone
the C.I.A.
Beyond specific action, it is imperative to
understand that academic freedom may be
as severely threatened by secret covenants
as by overt political coercion. Democratic
lnstltutlons never thrive by using totalitarian devices to combat totalitarianism.

A Welcome to 1\tr. Bill Moyers
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LESTER L. WOLFF
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Speaker, we of Long
Island are proud of our good fortune to
have drawn Mr. Bill Moyers to this part
of our cou,ntry. From the onset of this
administration he has occupied an unusual position. One gains extraordinary
insight by being at the right hand of a
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Miss Steinem said she worked closely v.-tth
President, and I am sure that Blli Moyers has bad a. perspective of the events CIA agents on the program, but that few of
students who took those trips knew that
of the world that cannot be duplicated. the
the CIA was picking up the ta.b.
Seldom has the publisher and editor of
"I never felt I was being dictated to at all,"
any newspaper had this type of training. she said. "I found them (the CIA men with
Since we here in Long Island pay a great whom she worked) liberal and farsighted
deal of attention to the press, Mr. Moy- and open to an exchange of ideas .... They
ers' coming will add a dimension to our wanted to do what we wanted to do-p:resent
lives. Therefore, we have a feeling of a healthy, diverse view of the United States."
She was backed up by Dennis Shaul, angreat expectation with respect to his
coming career. And so I feel that I speak other spokesman for the organization, who
said:
"We had Minnesota. schoolteachers who
for all of the people of Long Island when
further right than Blll Buckley as well
I say to you that Washington's loss is were
aa members of Students for a Democratic
Long Island's gain.
Society. Nobody told them what to do."

What Are We Trying To Do to the CIA?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT L. F. SIKES
OF

FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ltfonday, February 6, 1967
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Speaker, the Wash-

ington Sunday Star of February 19 carried a sensible and needed editorial on
the Central Intelligence Agency. It is
entitled "What Are '\Ve Trying To Do to
the CIA?" I believe it should be reprinted in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
(The article follows:)
WHAT ARE WE TRYING To Do TO THE CIA?
It is just possible, if we all manage to
work ourselves into a wild enough lather,
that the current flap over the CIA can be
esca.lated to the point where it wlll destroy
the nation's intelligence organization. It
almost seems that this is what some of the
breast-beaters would like to do.
·
One day we have a disclosure that a student
organization has been receiving covert funds
so that young Americans can compete with
young Communists at world student meetings. Then, suddently, nothing will do but
that every traceable operation of the CIA
must be laid bare to publlc view, commented
upon in tones of pious horror; investigated,
sermonized, deplored a.nd punished, until the
terrible guilt of it all has been established for
all time, for a.ll the world to see.
And what, precisely, a.re we guilty of?
Why, of using our wits and available means
to complete in a battle just as real, dirty and
deadly serious as any shooting war in which
we could engage.
Confronted by adversaries who threw the
full power and wealth of the state into the
effort to mold and control world opinion, we
did not abandon the field to thern. Instead,
we devoted some public funds to seeing to It
that Americans could confront the totalitarians in the intellectual lists abroad, speaking their minds in representing the views of a
relatively free society.
It worked, incidentally. A wide variety of
Americans, most of whom never knew the
source of the funds backing th~j!m, proved
more than able over the years to hold their
own in confrontation with disciplined, professional COmmunist agents. They prevented
the takeover of numerous international organizations and established others which
have contributed substantially to the global
cause of freedom.
Consider, for example, the experience of
Gloria Stelnem, as interestingly reported in
yesterday's Washington Post. A New York
writer, Miss Steinem was director of something called "The Independent Research
Service," which took CIA money to send several hundred young Americans to World
Youth festivals ln Vienna and Helsinki in
1959 and 1962.

Bear in mind, except for such American
participation financed by CIA funds, these
festivals were completely dominated by Communists, all financed and controlled by their
governments.
Yet, says Shaul, "The Helsinki festival was a disaster from their point
of view, and I think we. can take a good deo.l
of credit for that."
Well now, why not? Is this really something that has to be apologized for? Who
is corrupted by such an operation? Who
would have paid the Americans' expenses if
the CIA hadn't?
"The CIA," says Miss Steinem, "was the
only (organization) with enough guts and
foresight to see that youth and student
affairs were important." And here, the
lady puts her finger on an important point.
Of course, it would have been better if this
sort of thing could have been done without
subterfuge. It is too bad that private funds
were not available for these purposes. It
would have been healthier lacking such private sources, for our government to have appropriated openly the necessary monies,
through the State Department, U.S. Information Agency or some other "respectable"
organization. Even though no such a.Iternative may have been available when these
programs were inltin.ted in the early 1950s, it
would have been advisable to switch them
away from CIA support as soon as that became possible.
No one, moreover, can possibly defend a.ll
the details of any one of these operations.
No doubt there have been messy procedures
which, when exposed, prove embarrassing.
There Is, one inevitably recalls, a saying
about making omelettes and breaking eggs.
What is beyond comprehension in all this,
however, is the monumental naivete involved in the apparent shock reaction to
these disclosures on the pe.rt of otherwise
knowledgeable people. A!ter all, what have
the outraged gentlemen supposed was going
on a.ll this time on the sprawling acres out
at Langley? Of a.ll the endeavors of the CIA,
the effort to create outlets abroad for the
expression of American opinion must surely
rn.nk as one at: the milder. This is not, be
it noted, a. tea party that we have been engaged ln. This is a viciously contested undercover war against shrewd, dedicated
enemies who happen to be quite unhampered
by nice-Nellie scruples. The need to press
this fight h.n.s all a.long been recognized by
the top leadership of. the country. The procedures that suddenly evoke such outraged
reactions were not dream.ed up privately by
the CIA. They were directed from the top,
and properly so.
The idea that an organization like the CIA
cp.n conduct its operations whlle restrained
by a sort of daisy-chain of clergymen, den
mothers a.nd liberal pollticlans-euch a notion is simply absurd. For our part, we hope
that the present hysteria w11l be calmed with
a rational inquiry conducted by responsible
and re-alistic men who have some knowledge
of the very serious problems involved. We
are inclined to suspect that they, and the
public, will end up concluding that the world
has nat, after all, ended-and that, in doing
a. job which had to be done, our intelligence
organization has not done too badly.
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Subversion by CIA
E..~TENSION

OF REMARKS
OF

HOfi. JONATHAN B. BINGHAM
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

1.-fonday, February 20, 1967

Mr. BINGI!Mf. Mr. Speaker, therecent disclosures of CIA financing of all
kinds of domestic, as well as foreign, acthities are not only shocking in themselves, but are unquestionably damaging
to the reputation of the United States
and of literally scores of American organizations whose integrity and indePendence have been brought into question.
There may be those who are saying
that the damage was caused by the unauthorized disclosures, but surely those
responsible for these farflung subsidies
must have known that they could not be
kept secret indefinitely.
One of the many tragedies of this affair is that ob\iously many of the organizations were entirely unaware of the
source of the support they were receiving, and even in those cases where a few
individuals knew the facts the vast majortty of the rank-and-file members did
not. Nevertheless, all have been tarred
With the same brush, or at the very least
embarrassed.
This mess-for it surely deserves that
term-once again emphasizes the need
for more effective supervision by the Congress of the operations of the CIA. In
May 1965, in testimony ·before the Joint
Committee on Organization of the Congress, I urged the creation of a joint
committee. to be named by the Speaker of the House, the minority leader of
the House, and the majority and minority leaders of the Senate, to provide the
necessary oversight of the CIA. I now
Urgently renew that recommendation.
Whether or not those of our colleagues
Who have been responsible for overseeing the activities of the CIA to date knew
of the CIA system of covert subsidies
Which have now been brought to light, it
Would seem clear that a new and broader
system of congressional supervision is
needed.
I include herewith a thoughtful and
cogent editorial on this whole subject
appearing in today's New York Times:
SUBVERSION BY

CIA

The disastrous effects o! the systematic
J>enetration of American educational, cultural and labor organizations by the Central
lntelUgence Agency dally become more lipparent. The strength of these organizations,
both tn the structure of American society
and in their relations with their opposite
numbers in other nations, always has been
their freedom !rom government domination.
Now, through the deviousness o! C.I.A. opernttons, thousands o! scholars, students,
Unionlsts and professional leaders discover
long after the fact that they have performed
unwttttng and undesired duty a.s secret
&.gents.
The integrity of pro-American positions,
honestly taken by groups and individuals in
the worldwide battle of ideas, has been undermined. The independence of America's
Private foundations has been brought into
question. In short, !a.lth in American institutions has been besmirched In a way that

would have eluded the reach o! any foreign
enemy.
It is no excuse to say that the C.I.A.'s decision to use a limitless range of philanthropic fronts to runnel Its funds into youth
groups, universities and other pljvate Institutions was designed to meet a very real
problem of the cold war: the need !or assuring that the Communists would not have an
unchallenged field in the youth congresses
and cultural conferences they were arranging-and subsidizing-on a global basis ten
and fifteen years ago. That problem should
have been met openly-by direct public subsidy.
It should have beeil. clear long ago to the
C.I.A.'s overseers in the White House that
the end effect of clandestine subsidies to
groups representative of the detachment and
diversity of a free society must inevitably
taint the genuineness of their detachment.
This would be true even without the charges
that have now developed of the assignment
of C.I.A. operatives to infiuence the policy
statements a.nd choice of officers of the National Student Association-a practice that
may have extended to other organizations as
well.
The health of a democratic society depends
on the certainty that is free institutions-its press, its educational and scientific bodies,
its publishing houses and television networks, its unions and business organizations-are truly free. That does not mean
government is barred from underv.rriting internationa.l exchanges or research study; it
means that, where such support is appropriate, it must be given openly through its
own public agencies.
The worst part of the current "mess is that
the very nature of the C.I.A., with its mandate for espionage and subversion all over
the world, rules out any thoroughgoing public inquiry into its activities. That means
some residue of suspicion is sure to remainboth in this country and abroad-no matter
how conscientiously the Cabinet Committee
appointed last week by President Johnson
seeks to formulate policies that will prevent
the C.I.A. or any other Federal bureau from
imperillng the "integrity and independence"
of educational institutions.
When a government finds it necessary to
set up an agency to fight subversion with
subversion everywhere, the tragic danger it
opens up is that among the people tt subverts
are its own. The defense against such weakening of America's institutional fabric must
rest with the President and Congress. Even
with the r~cent broadening of Senator Russell's watchdog committee, Congress is not
doing its part o! that job.
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by Soviet communism in 194:0, by Nazi
terrorism in 1941, and once more by Soviet communism in 1944, the Lithuanian
nation does not cry out from anguish
and almost unbelievable suffering nearly
as much as it sings joyfully a ringing
truth: freemen are always free in their
hearts and spirit and hope.
From this truth all people of good
will take rtch nourishment by the use of
which they can support human liberty,
and all tyrants and tyrannies take warning of their own ultimate demise.
Thus, Mr. Speaker, let Americans
pause reflectively and determinedly to
commemorate 1967, the 714th anniversary of Lithuanian national unity, and
February 16, 1967, the 49th anniversary
of the founding of the Lithuanian Republic.

Watchdog Over the CIA
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. WILLIAM F. RYAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, an excellent
editorial in the New York Times today
supports the proposal to set up a
gressional watchdog committee over the
CIA. I have introduced such legislation
in the past three Congresses. My bill
this year is H.J. Res. 305. The editorial
points out the danger of having a secret
agency of government over which there
is no effective congressional control. The
New York Times states: "When a government finds it necessary to set up an ·
agency to fight subversion with subversion everywhere, the tragic danger it
opens up is that among the people it subverts are its own. The defense against
such weakening of America's institutional fabric must rest with the President
and the Congress. Congress is not doing its part of that job."
In view of the revelations of the past
few days, I urge my colleagues to read
and ponder the following editorial:

con-

SUBVERSION BY CIA
The disastrous effects o! the systematic

Lithuanian Independence Day
SPEECH
OF

HON. GLENN CUNNINGHAM
or NEBRASKA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Speaker,
we Americans cannot console 1n any way
or in any words a valiant nation that .
has lost its freedom to the forces of
tyranny. But, Mr. Speaker, we can and
do extend our deepest gratitude to the
people of Lithuania for the magnificent
example they have set for us and for
other freemen the world over.
This example has many parts stretching across the centuries. Unified in
1253, annexed by Russia 1n 1790, proclalmed free again in 1918, and shackled

..

penetration o! American educational, cultura.l and labor organizations by the Centra.!

Intelligence Agency daily become more apparent. The strength of these organizations,
both in the structure of American society
and in their relations with their opposite
numbers in other nations, always has been
their freedom from government domination.
Now, through the deviousness of CIA
operations, thousands of scholars, students.
unionists and professional leaders disoover
long after the fact that they have performed
unwitting and undesired duty as secret
agents.
The integrity of pro-American poslt1ons1
honestly taken by groups and individuo.ls in
the worldwide battle of ideas, has been undermined. The independence of America's
private foundartions has been brought into
question. In short, faith in American institutions has been besmirched in a way
that would have eluded the reach of any
foreign enemy.
It is no excuse to say that the CIA's decision to use a limitless range or philanthropic fronts to funnel its !unds into youth
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groups, universities and other private institutions was designed to meet a very real
problem of the cold w;u-: the need for assuring that the Cominunists would not have
en unchallenged field in the youth congresses and cultural conferences they were
arranging--and subsidizing--on a. global
basis ten and fifteen years ago. That problem should have been met openly-by direct
public subsidy.
It should have been clear long ago to the
CIA's overseers in the White House that the
end effect of clandestine subsidies to groups
representative of the detachment and diversity of a. free society must inevitably taint
the genuineness of their detachment. This
would be true even without the charges that
have now developed of the assignment of
CIA operatives to influence the policy statements and choice of officers of the National
Student Association-:-&. practice that may
have extended to other organizations as well.
The health of- a democratic societ y depends on the certainty that its free institutions-its press, its educational and scientific
bodies, its publishing houses and television
networks, its unions and business organizations-are truly free . That does not mean
government is barred from underwriting international exchanges or research study; it
means that, where such support is appropriate, it must be given openly through its own
public agencies.
The worst part of the current mess is that
the very nature of the CIA, with its mandate
for espionage and subversion all over the
world, rules out any thoroughgoing public
inquiry into its activities. That means some ·
residue of suspicion is sure to remain-both '
in this oountry.r and abroad-no matter bow
conscientiously the cabinet Committee appointed last week by President Johnson seeks
to formulate policies that will prevent the
CIA or any other Federal bureau from imperilling the "integrity and independence"·
of educational institutions.
When a. government finds it necessary to
set up an agency to fight subversion with
subversion everywhere, the tragic danger it
opens up is that a.mong the people it subverts are its own. The defense against such
weakening of America's institutional fabric
must rest with the President and Congress.
Even with the recent broadening of Senator
Russell's watchdog committee, Congress is
not doing its part on that job.

Statement on the President's Civil Rights
P~ogram for 1967
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF KINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, President Johnson now has fastened our attention on the greatest piece of unfinished business in the field of civil rights
endilig racial discrimination in housing.
Adequate housing, like food, 1s a prime
necessity of life, not only for every individual, but also for the development of
sound families and sound communities.
Furthermore, as a practical matter, equal
opportunity for access to good housing is
usually necessary to provide equal access
to good schools or good jobs.
The nonwhite citizen who 1s denied
the opportunity to buy or rent a home
for his family that other citizens with
similar incomes can easily obtain may
suffer tripJe injuries.
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His family cannot live in a community
Atoms Versus Coal
with better schools.
He cannot live near places of possible
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
employment for which he may be
OF
qualified.
HON. WILLif\.1\1 R. ANDERSON
He 1s forced to pay a higher price for
the inferior housing to which he does
OF TENNESSEE
have access. These are burdens an
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
American citizen should not have to
Monday, February 20, 1967
endure.
Ending discrimination in housing
Mr. ANDERSON of Tennessee. Mr.
would mean that any fam11y, rich or Speaker, under leave to extend my re- poor, would be able to buy or rent what- marks in the RECORD, I include the
ever housing it could afford to pay for, following:
without regard to race.
· AToMs VERsus CoAL: A NEW ELEMENT OF CoMPETITION IN ELECI'RIC POWER PRODUCTION
To most Americans, this is no revolutionary right. It is perhaps the most (By Aubrey J. Wagner, Chairman of the
Board, Tennessee Valley Authority) _
basic and important right of all.
Let us therefore act now in this last
Last June, the Tennessee Valley Authority
major area of legal reform while the announced a decision to build its first, and
focus of public and world attention is the world's largest, nuclear power plant at
still on our national record in civil rights, the Browns Ferry site on Wheeler Reservoir
Northern Alabama.
to complete the job and assure its in This
announcement created much intersuccess.
est because of its advanced engineering, size
of the two nuclear units, each of 1,152,000
kilowatts capacity, and the fact that a nuclear plant would produce electricity at
lower cost than a. coal-fired plant. The announcement had an even deeper
significance, however: it marked entry of
a new form of competition in the electric
industry with important lmpllca.tions for
consumers.
True, other power systems in the United
States had purchased commercially competitive nuclear..;fueled generating plants ahead
of TV A. But they were well removed from
other fuel supplles, particularly coal: nuclear
fuels had a distinct transportation advantage.
In the Tennessee Valley, however, nuclear
fuels were competing with coal on coal's
home ground-in an · area where coal is
abundant and easily mined. The two stand
toe-to-toe, competing for TVA's iuture business, which will be considerable.
As part of its overall program to assist
economic development of the Tennessee Valley region, TVA has responsib111ty for providing an abundant supply of power at lowest possible cost. It provides power requirements for nearly 1.9-mlllion customers in
parts of seven states. Its sales to municipalities and cooperatives, to Federal agencies, and to a few .3/ery large industries
amounted to 77-billlon kilowatt-hours in
fiscal 1966.
Hydro-electric potential of the Tennessee
River has been essentially developed. For
15 years, the region's load growth has been
met largely by coal-fired, steam-electric generating capacity.

Joseph W. Mcintyre
SPEECH
OF

HON. WILLIAM H. BATES
OF

~SACErUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. BATES. Mr. Speaker, I wish to
commend my distinguished colleague,
the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
PHILBIN] on the well-deserved tribute
he has paid to the esteemed Joseph W.
Mcintyre, whose sudden death at the age
of 56 on December 11, 1966, was a great
shock to all of us. Joe Mcintyre, administrative assistant to Senator EDWARD M.
KENNEDY of Massachusetts, was one of
he ablest and most admired veterans of
Capitol Hill service.
It had been my privilege to know him
for most of the years since I first came
here in my present capacity. Joe was a
World War n veteran and, at the time
of his passing, a commander in the Naval Reserve; and during the years when
both were members of the fonner reserve
unit on the Hill, he was always an active
and interested participant in our weekly
meetings and contributed much to our
program.
But Joe Mcintyre will naturally be
more widely remembered for his service
with Senator KENNEDY and, before that,
with former Senator Benjamin A. Smith
ll, also of Massachusetts. His Washington career started as assistant to his fellow resident of Clinton, Mass., the late
Senator David I. Walsh and, after a
period of outstanding service in other
areas of government and private employment, resumed in 1951 when he returned
as administrative assistant to another
Clinton native, former Congressman
James G. Donovan of New York.
A warm and personable man of
marked ability and accomplishment,
Joe Mcintyre held the respect of people
1n all walks of life and on both sides of
the political aisle. I am grateful for
having known him, and my heartfelt
sympathy is with his fine family and
friends on his untimely departure from
our midst.

ONE-MILLION KWH INCREASE

Present generating capacity is 18-million
kilowatts, of which 4-mllllon is hydro, 14million steam. Capacity must be increased
by a million or more kilowatts each year to
keep pace with the area's growth. Almost
all the added capacity must be installed in
thermal plants. Addition of the Browns
Ferry plant will bring installed generating _
capacity to nearly 22-mllllon kilowatts by
1971.
But indications are that some time in the
1980's TVA wUl need a 50-million-kilowatt
system to meet requirements of the region!
Investments which TVA and local distributors of TVA power must make to provide
facilities for this huge system may well approach $11-billion.
During the last 15 years-a period of rising
costs-the unit cost ($jkw) of new steam
capacity was held about constant by taking
advantage of savings resulting from use of
larger generating plants and generating
units. In 1951, TVA was 1nstall1ng units
with ratings in the order of 125,000 kw. A
coal-fired unit now under construction at
(
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TVA's Pa.rad1se (Ky.) plant has a rated capacity of 1,150,000 kw.
A significant aspect or TVA's nuclear-coal
comparison in the Browns Ferry case iB the
demonstration that economies or scale-that
is, economies resulting from the large size of
the plant-are even more pronounced where
nuclear fuels are involved. Small nuclear
plants will not compete with fossil fuels to
the same degree as large nuclear plants.
Among large plants, however, the competitive picture is constantly changing. Even
though investment per kilowatt for la.rge
coal-fired steam generating units has remained about constant, substantial improvements have been made in lowering cost of
power they produce because of improvements
in heat rates and fuel costs.

a kilowatt-hour, including operation, maintenance and fixed charges.
Estimated investment costs, including
transmission, were somewhat lower for PWR
than the other two plants: $244-milllon for
PWR; $250 million for BWR, and $271-mil·
lion for the Cumberland City plant. How·
ever, the plants differed slightly in size, and
cost per unit of capacity was lowest tor BWR:
$116/kw for BWR, $121/kW !or PWR, and
$117 /kw for the coal-fired. plant.
SHORT CONNECTIONS NEEDED

Transmission system investment, as well
as transmission losses, will be less for a
nuclear power plant at Browns Ferry than a
coal-fired plant at CUmberland City, because of proximity of Browns Ferry to
loads which will absorb its output. For
SIZABLE SAVINGS REALIZED
the Browns Ferry installation, only short
Decision to build a nucleRr plant followed connections will be needed for the 500-kv
detailed engineering and economic evalua- transmission lines nearby. Site of the coal·
tion of bids on nuclear units and conven- fired plant would have required much longer
tional coal-fired units submitted in response lines.
The same site was not used for both plants
to TVA's invitation late last March. Comparison showed the nuclear plant-a boiling because, in this case, most economical site
water reactor (BWR)-will provide savings for a coal-fired plant was not the most ecoexceeding $8-m.illion a year over the coal- nomical site for a nuclear plant, and vice
burning alternative. This means a saving versa. For this comparison, the coal-fired
or some $100-million over the first 12 years plant site at CUmberland City offered the
of the plant's life. Savings of this magni- most favorable combination of coal transtude cannot be overlooked. They are es- portation costs and transmission line in·
sential to maintaining low electric rates in vestments and losses. For the nuclear plant,
fuel transportation costs are not nearly so
the face of generally rising price levels.
On the other hand, advances in methods significant, and most economical location is
or producing and delivering coal are con- clearly one with adequate cooling water
tinuing and could exert a major influence close to load requirements.
In addition to investment for facilities, a
on cost of power produced at conventional
steam. plants. Competitive factors could nuclear plant requires large initial expendiprovide a stimulus to such advances. We ture for the first fuel core-about $33·
expect for some years to come we will be million for a BWR unit and somewhat lower
Inaking economic comparisons between nu- ($25 million) for a PWR unit. The BWR
clear and coal-fired plants each time we core costs more because it is larger. But
it will produce more heat and actually costs
consider new units for the TVA system.
Thus. competition between coal and the less per unit of heat output than the PWR
unit.
One fourth to one-fi!th o! the fuel in
atom does not end with the TVA Browns
Ferry contract. It is just beginning.
the core will be replaced each year on
scheduled refueling dates. Expenditures for
FOR COAL, $120-MILLION YEARLY
fuel cores are reflected in fuel costs.
TV A's use of coal, now nearing 25-million
Proposals received by TVA for fuel oftons a year, will lncreRse over the next five fered
coal for a term of ten to 20 years and
Yea.rs to around 30-million. We will then a nuclear
fuel supply with a warranted cost
spend more than $120-million a year for
delivered coaL TVA is the nation's largest through fiscal year 1982. Fuel costs were
lower for the BWR than for the PWR or the
COal buyer.
TVA's decision to build a nuclear plant coal-fired plant. For the BWR units, they
ranged
from 1.57 mills/kwh in 1970 to 1.09
does not signify an end to dam building. mills/kwh
at the end of the 12-year fuel
This nation must husband its water sup- warranty period.
The weighted average fuel
Plies for many needs-for irrigation and cost over the 12-year period was 1.25 mills/
navigation, for flood control and recreation. kwh. For the coal-fired plant, weighted
Where these occur, economical development
or the power of falling water will be feasible average fuel cost over the same period was
mills/kwh.
and should be a part of any such project, 1.69
Operation and maintenance costs are
not only to provide low-cost electricity, but
somewhat
lower for a nuclear plant than a
to utllize a renewable resource in place of
eXhaustible mineral resources. It is simply coal-fired pla.nt because there is no coalhandling or coal-burning equipment.
gOOd conserva tlon.
Over the 12-year period in which cost of
But where waterpower could no longer
tneet growing power demands, TV A had to the nuclear fuel is warranted, the BWR plant
decide which type of thermal plant would would provide lowest cost energy-about 2.37
best serve its requirements. To help make mllls/kwh at the bus bar, compared to 2.83
this decision, bids were invited on two types mllls/kwh for the coal-fired pLant. This
or nuclear plants-one with boiling water difference-a twentieth part of a cent-reactors, the other with pressurized water sounds smo.ll, but considering the many bilreactors (PWR)-as well as equivalent con- lions of kwh the plant will generate, it
>'entional coal-fired units. TVA compared amounts to a saving of $100-million in that
costs of the nuclear units located at Browns first 12 years.
TV A will design, build. and operate the
Perry with cost of a coal-fired plant near
Cumberland City, Tenn. With present sys- plant. Site preparation is underway, but
tem capacity and projected power require- nctual construction must await a license
ments this site was determined to be the from the Atomic Energy Commission, a requirement for each nuclear plant constructed
best location for a coal-fired plant.
in the United States.
BWR POWER LESS THAN PWR
Nuclear power is not new to TVA. For over
Comparison of coal-fired and nuclear ten years, TVA engineers have been stationed
Plants showed power produced by the pro- at AEC installations throughout the country,
P.:>sed plant would cost about $3 m1llion less participating in reactor studies and develeach year for the BWR than for the PWR opments.
·
and about $8-mlllion less each year for the
This nuclear plant v.ill join other power
B\l!,"R than for the coal-fired plant. Cost production plants in providing an abundance
0 f energy produced by the BWR plant was
of low-cost electricity, as the region conestimated as well under a fourth of a cent tinues its economic development.
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Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Speaker, the striking parallels between monetary developments in the late 1920's and the present
are set forth in a challenging editorial by
Clarence K. Streit, editor of Freedom
and Union magazine, February issue.
He points to the largely neglected growth
in short-term claims on the dollars in
relationship with our dv:indling gold
supplies.
Text of his timely warning:
Tnn: To UNITE To END DANGER No 1-A
A

WORLD 1\{0NETARY CRASH

•

(Clarence K. Streit)
The No. 1 danger to freedom and peace-No. 1 in importance, imminence and potential Communist gain-continues to grow
ominously, while remaining alarmingly neg·
lected. This danger is that the world monetary system will crash through the fall of its
keystone, the dollar, with far worse consequences in economic depression and political
dictatorship than swiftly followed the fall
of the pound in 1931, when it was the
keystone. Since 1963 we have repeatedly
pointed in these pages to this threat, a.nd
told why it is nearer than the danger of
atomic war to which the public continues to
give much more attention. Let us note
briefly our previous major articles on this
monetary perU before turning to the worsen.
ing of it since we last dealt with it, and reasons why this may well accelerate in 1967 1!
the U.S. does not begin this year to turn the
tide by the policy we have long urged.
PAST WARNINGS OF MONETARY PERn.
In October 1963 we reprinted from Union
Now a 7-page play-by-play account-resulting !rom my experience in covering the 1931
crash for The New York Times-of "How
Atlantic Disunion Broke the Gold Exchange
Standard" then. It told the intricate story
of how the current political and monetary
situations combined to produce this crash as
a by-product-as unexpected as it was catastrophic-of the decision to open the Geneva
World Disarmament Conference in 1932 ..•
how the maneuvering of the major Atlantic
democracies to strengthen their position in
it as regards the military arms they deemed
most important to their national sovereignty
caused an overlooked monetary factor-the
short-term international debts essential to
world trade-to turn suddenly explosive and
wreck the world monetary system.
In November 1963 we ran an 11-page article, "The Danger to the Dollar . . . and
How to End it." It documented the "ominous" similarities I found between the current situation and that of 1931, and why I
believed that "the dollar is dangerously vulnerable as was the pound in 1931" from the
same two basic factors: Potentially explosive
short-term foreign debt and political maneuvering of the major Atlantic ames to
strengthen their position as regards the nuclear arms of national sovereignty. This ar. ticle also explained why the only certain way
to prevent another 1931 crash it to transform
the NATO alliance into a Federal Union with
a common currency, market, defense force,
foreign policy and citizenship. It told how
the U.S. could still avert disaster, despite the
obviously longterm nature of this transformation, by inviting its Atlantic allies to a
convention with a view to agreement on federation a..s their eventual goal, and on a time-
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table and democratic machinery for speecllng
the transition stages.
We recurred to thls subject in our March
1965 issue with an 8-page article, "The Monetary Menace-and Opportunity." In it I
held it to be more realistic to expect Communist strategy to aim at bringing on another monetary crash rather than at launchIng atomic aggression, since it obviously
could advance everywhere through another
depression with none of the fearful coot and
risk nuclear war involved. Lacking the
monetary power to hurt the dollar itsel!,
Moscow could hope to wreck it only by fostering disunion among the NATo allies who did
have this power, exploiting tensions and d.Jstrust between them and the U.S.A., and adding wherever it could to the strain on the
dollar.
I pointed out how effectively these aims
were being advanced by Moscow's policy of
allaying Europe's fear of war, and encouraging Washington to seek accommodation
with Russia rather than with France-while
also enoouraging Hanoi to escalate and prolong the Vietnam war. The article stressed
that the power the NATO nations alone have
to ruin the world monetary system by disunion also enables them to end this danger
enduringly by pooling their gold reservestotaling $32 billion, if united-behind an Atlantic Federation's currency.
FEDERAL RESERVE CHAIRMAN'S WARNING

Three months later William McChesney

chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board gave a world-resounding speech, which
we r~ in July 1965, under the title: "Are
We Facing a New 1929-31 Crash?" He
noted: "Some eminent observers have recentiy oompared the present with the period preceding the interwar economy, and have
warned us of the threats of another Great
Depression. We should take these warnings
seriously enough to inquire Into their
merits . . . And indeed we find disquieting
slm11arit1es .. ,"Among the latter he pointed
out:
"Then as now, international indebtedness
had risen as fast as domestic indebtedness;
Amertca.n bank credits to foreigners and foreign holdings of short-term dollar assets have
increased faster than in the closing years of
the earlier period. Then, as now, the [international) payments poeitlon of the maJ.n reserve center-Britain then and the U.S.
now-was uneasy, to say the last; but again,
our recent accumulated payments deficits
have far exceeded Brita-in's deficits of the late
twenties.
"And most Importantly, then as now, many
government officials, scholars, and businessmen were convinced that a. new economic era.
had opened, a.n era in which business fluctuations had become a thing of the past, In
which poverty was fLboU t to be abolished, and
in which perennial economic progress and
expansion were assured." He added:
"Economic and political scientists still
argue a.bout the factors that converted a.
stock-exchange crash into the worst depression in our history. But on one point they
are agreed: the disastrous impact of the destruction of the international payments system that followed the British deicsion to
devalue sterling in September 1931. At that
time, sterling was the kingpin of the world
payments system, exactly as the dollar is
today. . . . The fate of sterling shook the
entire world.
"To this day, the French, Belgian and
Netherlands central banks have not forgotten
that the 1931 devaluation of sterling wiped
out their capital; and much of the antagonism of those countries against the dollar as
an international reserve asset should be
traced to the experience of 1931 rather than
to anti-American feelings or mere adherence
to out-da.ted monetary theories."
~Martin,

DOLLAR DANGER DEEPENS

Since that courageous speech, which shook
the markets of the non-communist world, Mr.
Martin has not returned publicly to the sub-

ject. Certainly he would have, had he had
anything soundly optimistic to report. Instead the dollar has continued-despite all
the Administration remedies--to weaken, as
I testified at the Senate hearing March 23,
1966, on the resolution to call a. Convention
to explore the possib111ties of agreement on
Federal Union as the eventual NATO goal.
At the House hearing six months later I
stressed the dollar's further decline. Since
then the danger to it has continued to
worsen-more than public reports indicate.
PRESS OVERLOOK EXPLOSIVE FACTORS

The press in dealing with this situation
centers attention-as do too many official
policy-makers-on the decline in the gold
reserves of the U.S. and the continued deficit
in its balance of payments. These are both
important factors in the danger, but the
volatile, explosive elementr-it canndt be
stressed too much-is the total amount of
short-term claims on the dollar held in foreign nations. This factor is too seldom considered, or mentioned.
Whatever deficit there is in the annual
balance -of payments adds to this total-but
such figures give no idea of how great this
accumulating total has become, nor of its
ra.tio to the total gold reserve. U.S. repayment of any of this debt results in a corresponding loss or its gold-but this decline
does not mean that the total debt has also
declined, as one might assume. The fact is
that for years the total of short-term claims
on the dollar has been increasing while the
gold stock has been decreasing-with the
debt rising much more rapidly than the gold
has been falling.
The Federal Reserve Board gives the total
gold reserve every week; every month its
Bulletin reports the total outstanding foreign
short-term claims against it and how much
is held in each important nation. These
figures take more time to collect, and are
always two months behind the gold report.
Thus, the latest Federal Reserve Bulletin at
this writing-the December issue-gives the
short-term figures only down through October. It reports that in this one month of
October the debt total rose by $1 billion. This startling factr-it was not seasonal
for there was no such jump in October,
1965-becomes still more ominous when one
digs further and finds there was a rise in
October of hal! a billion in the short-term
claims held by Britain, whose pound is much
more vulnerable than the dollar and one of
its major sources o! danger. None of this,
so far as I know, caused a ripple in the U.S.
press; its eye was glued on the gold reserve,
which dropped in October a mere $45 millions. (Since October it has dropped $152
millions, from a total or $13,311 millions then
to $13,159 milllons on Jan. 11.)
RATIO OF GOLD TO DEET

Even courageous Chairman Martin's Federal Reserve Bulletin does not report, however, the ratio of U.S. gold to the total shortterm claims on it each month, or year. Nor
have I seen anyone else give this ratio, which
alone can reflect the worsening or the danger
to the dollar !rom both factors, and is the
simplest way of measuring the degree. One
can work out this ratio, however, from the
basic figures on gold and debt which the
Bulletin gives each month.
Here are Federal Reserve figures showing
the fall of U.S. gold and the rise in foreign
short-term debt convertible in gold, together
With the declining ratio of gold to such debt
that can be calculated from them:
Y~1r

u.s.
f!'O]fl

Abort-

tenndt>.ht

I

Ratio
of gold

(rnilllons)
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to debt
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lllti3--- -------------- 1006
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------·
1/i,
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1 Excluding dollar clnlms hlllll by th11 Intflmational
:Mon<'tary Funrl nnd other lntJ~mntional lnstttutlonR.
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Thus in the past nine years the loss of
gold (35 percent) has been accompanied bY
an even greater rise in short-term claims on
that gold (82 percent). Result: the ratio of
U.S. gold to the claims against it has fallen
by nearly two/thirds (64.5 percent), despite
all the measures taken to stop this.
WHERE DANGER LURKS

Clearly, as the ratio of gold to debt declines, so will confidence among the foreign
holders of these dollar claims that the "dollar is as good as gold." This confidence ts
essential to international business for much
of it is done through short-term dollars. At
some point, U the decline continues-thiS
confidence will turn to fear that Washington
will do. as London did in 1931 when faced
with a rising tide of foreign demand to convert their paper claims on it into gold--de·
value its currency suddenly, without warning, leaving its foreign creditors the losers
to the degree of the devaluation.
Fear of this will hit some sooner than
others, but will result in an increasing trend
to cash dollar's claims before it's too late.
This way of "playing safe" can well transform the trend into a run on the U.S. gold
reserve, and precipitate the crash of the
world monetary system.
In these conditions, the danger grows that.
as in 1931, a crash may be triggered inadvertently in the political maneuvering bY"
Bonn, London, Paris and Washington to
strengthen or retain their general power position. The tensions among them are increasing, and seem to me more bitter than In
1931 when I saw the powers to whom mone·
tary stab111ty meant most succumb to the
temptation to play with fire-and to t11e1r
consternation set ablnze a forest that w1ts
tinder dry.
1967 MAY BE "CRUCIAL"

This year has started badly iu both tht:be
regards. on the monetary side, the U.S. bal·
ance of payments deficit may well worsen.
That of 1966 is now expected to approximate
the $1.3 billion 1965 deficit, and would have
surpassed it painfully had not the Federal
Reserve Board's action in raising interest
r~Jtes attracted foreign funds and offset the
fact that U.S. imports rose twice as fast as
exports. Now that U.S. interest rates are
lower, an outflow of funds may occur. ThiS
would add to the payments deficit, as would
the continued rise in imports because of
Vietnam. Large orders already placed in A.sla
may speed loss of gold.
Robert V. Roosa, former Under SecretarY
of the TreasUTy warned on Jan. 18 of danger
that the payments deficit Will rise and "could
make 1967 a crucial year for the dollar, and
even for the standing and leaderehip of the
U.S. in world affairs." On Jan. 23 Alfred
Hayes, president of the New York Federal
Reserve Bank, voiced "deep concern" over
this deficit and asked that "urgent ' a ttention" be given to ending it.
RACE TO WOO REUS
On the political side President Johnson's
State of the Union Message on Jan. 10 doggedly stressed continuance of Vietnam po11·
cies that have contributed heavily to Euro·
pean dlstrust of his judgment, and concern
over their effect on the dollar. Though tl:Je
heart of the monetary danger lies in AtlantiC
disunion, he brushed off NATO and Western
Europe in three paragraphs more likely to
increase than lessen it. He continued to give
priority to East-West brtdge-bu1lding-a. policy that has led Parts and now Bonn to race
with him in wooing the Soviet satell1tes and
:Moscow.
They all show no awareu~s of the !t'ot
that the 1931 crash came amld conditions
far surpassing their fondest present hopes
for "detente." No one then feared Russian
attack; there was no need to build bridges to
the nations o! Central and Eastern Europe-all were tied to the West, none to Russla.all the world had renounced war in the Peace
Pact. The theory that the only compt."ll1ng
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reason for the tree- to unite 1s threat o:r war
got the fairest kind or test then, and exPloded. Already in 1931 swifter communicatlona had made the Atlantic democracies so
interdependent monetarily and economically
that they needed a common government to
govern these common concerns.
Thelr unawareness of this and their continued d.Lsunion led to the 1931 crash-which
aoon brought Hitler to power, replaced the
1932 Disa.rmament Conterence with arms
l"a.cing and produced World War n. No one
V>Ould deny that sin<:e 1931 the monetaryeconomic interdependence of the Atlantic
democra.ctee ha.s grown far greater. So too
have the consequences of their continued
ll!lawa.reness thn.t detente Ls doomed to disaster if not preceded by Atlantic Union.
NEGLJOC'T THAT ALARMS

The most serious example' of the general
neglect of the monetary danger may be
found in President Johnson's State of the
Union Message. It made no allusion whatever to the world monetary problem-let
alone the need for Union in thls area. The
President's position requires him, of course,
to lean backward to be reassuring and avoid
causing aln.rm when he touches on monetary
danger. But the need of maintaining world
COnfidence in the dollar also requires him to
Bho;v that he recognizes the importance of
the monetary problem by including it among
the major issues to which such a Message is
devoted.
His silence on it when so many in Europe
Bh!u-e the concern that Messrs. Roosa a.nd
l!ayes expressed was not reassuring, least o!
a.u ·to Europeans. Their continued confi<1ence that the dollar will remain "as good as
gold" 1a essential, and they have long
at.ressed that the chronic U.S. payments defiCit 1a a. major threat to this confidence. No
<1oubt the President wlll deal with the monetary problem later-but there 1s cause to
doubt that he wm deal with it adequately.
BEST CAUSE FOR HOPE

In this dark dawn of 1967 there is one
8trong ray of hope. It Ls the !act, reported
on. page 9, that the resolution to call a convention to explore the Atlantic Union answer
tobe the monetary and other dangers will soon
re-introduced in Oongress--a.nd has al~"&ady added to the impressive bipartisan
Btren.gth. it gained last year. Enough such
8U.PJ>ort should convince so Oongressionally~ded. a Pre!Sident as President Johnson
- t the time has come to explore the one
sure answer to Danger No. 1.

Tn"bute to James (Jimmy) Callan
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LESTER L. WOLFF
or

NEW YORX
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Air. WOLFF.

Mr. Speaker, on the
~\~~nlng of February 14, 1967, at Antun's
.. ~taurant 1n New York City, prominent

Citizens of the Greater New York food

~dustry gathered to pay tribute to the

emory of one of New York's most beloved and respected men within this large
~tor of the business world, James
inuny) Callan. The paramount purbose of this function was to set up schol~hips for the children of James Callan,
d I am happy to report that this en~~vor was a complete success and a tribto all who participated.
J ln the more than 20 years that I knew
inuny, I observed that he endeared him-

self to all who came in contact with him.
Serving as national sales representative
of the late New York Mirror for over 15
years, Callan was on the scene to aid any
humanitarian cause. No race nor minority was beyond his active support. A
genuine humanist, Jimmy was awarded
the highest honors by every religious denomination for his efforts. Although he
sought neither fame nor favor for his efforts, he earned recognition and respect
from every leader in our great State.
In the bloom of life, Jimmy was taken
from his family and friends while serving as sales director of the American
Broadcasting Co. This Nation and humanity in general was enriched by Jim.
A great loss has been su:ffered by his
passing.

Upward Bound
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM F. RYAN
OF NEW YORK
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Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, the Upward
Bound program under the Office of Economic Opportunity holds great promise.
One impressive example is Project
Double Discovery at Columbia University in New York City, which was developed by Columbia undergraduates and
is supported by the City and the State
as well as the Federal Government. This
project was described by Mary Kelly,
writing in the Christian Science Monitor
last August 25.
Another Upward Bound project was
the subject of an article by Lee Hickling
1n the Binghamton Sunday Press on
August 7. The article described Upward
Bound at Harpur College, the State University of New York at Binghamton.
, Mr. Speaker, OEO approval for 1967
Upward Bound projects at both Columbia Univer&ity and Harpur College is expected shortly. I believe that these two
articles show what this summer's Upward Bound students c.an expect:
DOUBLE DISCOVERY BoOSTS HIGH SCHOOLERS

(By Mary Kelly)
Ten Negro and Puerto Rican teen-agers sat
around a table at Columbia University.
Eight weeks or intensive summer work were
drawing to a close. Participants in Project
Double Discovery, these high schoolers are
said to have an extremely good chance of
getting into City University here.
The Double Discovery project was conceived by undergraduates at Columbia College in 1965 to help educate students !rom
poor familles who show "no sign of being able
to get into college themselves on the basis
o! present work or motivation."
The federal government helps pay the bill
under its Upward Bound program, but city
and state also contribute substantially.
This summer 300 high school students are
getting extra educational stimulus at Columbia University under Double Discovery. They
were chosen from among the 1,200 students
enrolled in City University's College Discovery program, who receive special help
during the regular school year. Those who
successfully complete their high school education will be admitted to a college in the
city university system.
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"Before this opportunity came, I was just
going to try to fin1sh high school and become
a factory worker,''
15-year-old
Clementine Warren told me. "With college
education, I think I can be a writer.
"I want to express my feelings about the
people I know best and how they are striving
to live."
Clementine 1s a Bronx girl who lived formerly in Harlem. Like others in the project
she WM being "unblocked," 1n the words of
Moe Deutsch, executive director 1n charge
of the summer program. With the authority
of 40 years' experience in this city's public
schools behind him, :Mr. Deutsch, principal
of PS 236, Brooklyn, said of the summer
group:
"They were !den tified in t)leir schools as
under-achievers with high potential. Upon
coming to Columbia they showed low as- ,
piratlonal hopes, but at the same time indicated promising ablllty."
Their eight weeks' course involved five
hours' instruction in the morning and a twohour study period in the afternoon !or five
days a week. On one evening a week students met for literary discussion. They lived
and slept in dormitories-girls at Livingston
Hall, boys at Hartley-in units of six, each
with a. counselor. Most of the counselors
were undergraduates from Columbia. College
or Barnard.
This opportunity to live on their own has
delighted the independent spirit of the students.
"It gives you a chance to decide things for
yourself-for instance how much starch you
want in your Shirts,'' said Larry Sinkler, a.
neatly groomed fourteen-year-old Negro
. wearing a blue shirt.
"Some of these youths show incredible
talent," commented P. Neugeboren, English instructor.
"I have taught classes of 30 to 40 students
in private and public schools," Mr. Neugeboren said. "I find this summer group are
all natively bright. They have a willingness
to learn. We write one composition. a day.
We rewrite everything we write.
"At first some of them were afraid to try
to write. I would ask for 300 words and they
would produce one short paragraph after a
struggle. Now their output Ls three or four
pages. Sometimes they relate what they
write to books o! the day. One young Negro
boy for instance compared his goals with
those in the biography of Malcolm X."
The students have an urge to read. The
busy well-filled room where counselors and
teachers conferred with individual students
had shelves lined with paperbacks.
A large bulletin board displayed the reports of the weekly .literary discussions. A
glance showed that among the books which
had provoked the interests of these teenagers were: "All Quiet on the Western
Front," "Cry, the Beloved Country,'' "Huckleberry Finn," "Lysistrata,'' "The Crucible."
At a lesson on new math, we met John
Maldonldo, born on the mainland or Puerto
Rican parents. He hopes to be an engineer.
"I've learned new methods !or working
out old problems,'' he said. "In the ninth
grade I knew equations but I didn't know
the law until now."
In the class in English taught by Julius
Trachton a debate was in progress.
"They're getting experience 1n how to
speak forcefully,•• Mr. Trachton explained.
"They are developing the ability to express
a point of view with conviction, to speak
persuasively. We've developed some experts
here."
The experts who smiled modestly at being
so described, had boned up on dance, fashions, Negro poetry, the New York Yankees,
etc.
In this group sat Larry (the boy of the
starched shirts) who hopes to serve in the
Peace Corps a.nd then teach in a. junior high
school.
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-x'm getting a break this summer," he rea...There are young people 1n Africa
who don't get this brea.k, &nd I'd like to help
them."

IIOiled.

BOUND AT HARPUR
(By Lee mckling)
"I wish school was like this," a 15-year-old
girl tol<l her counselor, after two weeks 1n the
Upward Bound program.
She &nd 49 other students who will enter
lOth grade 1n seven local schools this !all
are spending eight weeks, including four
weekends, going to school at Harpur College
this summer.
They are working while most of their classmates are on vacation because they were
picked for a new federally backed program,
aiming to interest them 1n going to college
and to get them more rE?&dY to go.
Flve of the group are good students, with
good school records. The rest, in general, are
not.
But their teachers and counselors and the
Upward Bound directors picked them, because they believed they had unused abilities
or special talents that should not be wasted.
A federal grant of $71,750 is paying most of
the cost of the experiment, one of a number
financed through the federal anti-poverty
agency, the 011lce of Economic Opportunity.
A pretty, 22-year-old college senior named
Barbara Gross, of Baldwin, L.I., 1s the main
reason the project 1s under way at Harpur
this summer.
Miss Gross had transferred to Harpur from
a two-year college on Long Island, spent a
yea.r at Harpur and dropped out for a year.
During that time she worked as a counselor
on one of the first Upward Bound projects,
a pUot program at Columbia University last
summer.
Her enthusiasm was ignited by the project
and its success with 150 New York City students. She decided to return to Harpur last
fall, and once on campus again, began urging
that an Upward Bound project be started 1n
Binghamton.
Craig Hathaway, an undergraduate who
heads Services for Youth, the student volunteer organization to provide social and educational help for young persons, liked the
Idea.
So dld a faculty member, Charles Z. Wilson of the Business Enterprise Department,
and the admlnlstrator 1n charge of federally
backed programs for the college, Associate
Dean Herbert R. Kells.
The college decided to apply through State
University for an Upward Bound grant, and
William B. Mullen, principal of Vestal mg:p,
School, agreed to act as director l.t the program won :federal approval.
The first plan was to take 25 New York
City students and 50 from Broome County.
The OEO cut out the New York City group
and approved the rest.
Mr. Mullen and college officials recruited a
staH' and started asking schools to suggest
candidates. By the 11rst weekend of last
month the program was starting with an
orientation day for student and parents.
Then the group settled down to three hours
a day ·o:f classes, concentrating on English
and mathematics, and a full schedule of other
activities ranging from swimming and guitar
lessons to discussions of current national
problems and experiments in the college science laboratories.
Each student goes home on alternate
weekends, and spends the rest of the time on
campus, llving in a dormitory, Digman Hall
which has been turned over to Upward
Bound for the summer term.
Miss Gross and a graduate student :from
Columbia., William Sales, supervise a sta.H'
of nine counselors. A group of teachers.
recruited mainly :from the schools the students attend, handles the morning classes
UPWARD
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and the counseling staff is 1n charge of most A Tribute to National Brotherhood Week
of the rest of the program.
The emphasis 1s on variety. Besides the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
time 1n cl8.S8, students 1n a typical day may
swim, play softball, hear a lecture on art.
OF
Join a group disoussing ..black power" and
civU rights agitation, dance 1n the dormitory lounge to popular records and see a
OF NEBRASKA
movie in the college theater.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Weekends are for trips. Each weekend
program is repeated, so the students who go
Tuesday, February 7, 1967
home one week will be in on the trip the next
Mr.
CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Speaker,
week.
So far groups have gone to Corning, where the cause of brotherhood has always had
they toured the Glass Center and say a sum- the blessings of many mllllons of conmer theater play, and to Cortland, where scientious, God-fearlng people the world
they saw a planetarium demonstration. A over. It also has been compelled etertrip to New York City is being planned, be- nally to labor against the forces of
fore the program ends Aug. 29, at the stuhatred, on the one hand, and apathy on
dents' nearly unanimous request.
The counselors, who are all Harpur stu- the other. Standing alone, the forces of
dents, are pleased and proud of the response hatred are unsubstantial and of no particular account. United, however, hato the classes and activities.
"It's amazing what these kids can do, how tred and apathy comprise a formidable
many interests they can have l.t they're ex- power, overwhelming to the cause of
plored," one woman counselor said.
brotherhood.
"I don't know what this is going to accomIt 1s of the highest importance, thereplish," another said. "I don't know what it's
going to be like when they go back to school. fore, that we celebrate, as an annual
event, National Brotherhood Week-a
But they're really enthusiastic now."
"It's not like school," one girl confided. tribute to the spirit of American democ"I don't know • • • in school It's a lot of dry racy, in the true meaning of the term.
stuH', and you have so much to cover all the
For in calling attention to the need for,
time. No one listens to you •.• they're aland the benefits to be derived from,
ways telling you what to do."
The Upward Bound counsel~s listen, as brotherhood, we strike a blow at apathy.
well as advise. A visitor can see the liking without which hatred cannot stand.
that has developed between them and their
Ours is a great country, surely capable
charges, who on the average are only fl. ve or of achieving even greater heights.
six years younger than the staff.
'•They relate to the counselors very well," have the wealth, the intelligence, the
1s the way Miss Gross puts lt. And they economic leadership, and a burning
spirit which cannot be denied except,
respond.
"They are starting to open up intellec- perhaps, by internal discord. That iS
tually."
what we must prevent, 1f we are to conOne, a Binghamton boy, is writing verse, tinue our national climb to progress and
a dozen or more poems a week. Some have achievement.
been printed 1n "The Upward Bound Chronicle," a dittoed newspaper the students are _ It is time, I believe, that we recognize,
publishing weekly.
at last, that the spirit of brotherhood 1S
Part of one, about the moon and titled not merely the frosting on the cake of
"Love Is Stone," reads:
democracy but the heart and soul of

HON. GLENN CUNNINGHAM

we

I love the night ~n its _hard, glaring expanse,
And the hard, shmy coms of evil
Dotting the black enamel finish
And the dark roads where people go.

They like the Harpur students they are
meeting, and are beginning to revise their
clothing and behavior styles on the colleglans' models
When they go back to school in the fall,
they will keep in touch with Upward Bound
through the teachers on the staH' this summer, who will a<:t as counselors during the
winter.
The student counselors expect to stay in
touch with their groups, too, and to o.trer
th:em tutoring and other help, if they need
it, with the aid of Services for Youth.
There are plans to bring the group back
for programs during the year at Harpurplays, lectures and so on.
If a new Federal grant can be obtained..
the 50 wm be between tlleir Junior and
senior years of high school.
If there is enough money, another group
will be started in a new Upward Bound proJect. It depends on whether the funds are
available in Wnshington and on how successful OEO Judges the program at Harpur
has been.
"Of course it's successful," Miss Gross said .
.. Anyo_pe can tell it ls. When they see our
reports, they'll have to give us the money."
Some of the students agreed with her.
.. I'm really looking forward to going back
to school," a boy admitted. ..I want to really
go to work this year-go out for football and
get good marks. I'm looking forward to
school."

.

'

democracy'itself.
Our national reputation 1s 1n large
part based upon our claim to being tbe
land of equal opportunity. If we are to
act in good faith, 1n this regard, we must
promote the cause of brotherhood at the
'
expense of p~ejudice ~nd apathy.
For so doing, the sponsors of National
Brotherhood Week deserve the approbation of all Americans concerned for the
reputation of our country 1n the eyes of
the civ11ized world.
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Dr. Stanley Wagner Delivers Opening
Prayer
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HON. HERBERT TENZER
OP NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. TENZER. :Mr. Speaker, I was
Pli\·lleged to act as host Congressman
today to Dr. Stanley Wagner, rabbi of
Baldwin, N.Y .. who delivered the opening
Prayer in the House.
Dr. Stanley M. Wagner has served as
rabbi of the Baldwin Jewish Centre.
Baldwin, N.Y., for the past 6 years, and
cunrently occupies some of the most imPortant pbsitions within the Long Island
Jewish community. He is president of
the Long Island Commission of Orthodox
Rabbis, first vice president of the NassauSUffolk Association of Rabbis <OrthodoxConservative-Reform), chaplain of the
Nassau County Jewish Committee on
Scouting, Boy Scouts of America, and
Jewish chaplain at the South Nassau
Communities Hospital. He also holds
Positions on the national executive
boards of the Religious Zionists of AmerIca and Rabbinic Alumni of Yeshiva
University.
Rabbi Wagner, ordained at the Yeshiva University's Rabbinical Seminary,
holds five other degrees of higher learning, including a doctorate in Jewish
history, having written a dissertation
entitled, "Religious Nonconformity in
Ancient Jewish Life." He served as an
Instructor for 4 years in the Department
of Ancient Languages and Literatures at
the University of Kentucky, while holding a pulpit in Lexington. In 1960 he
"-'as commissioned a Kentucky colonel
by the Governor o:.. the State in recognition of h1s outstanding eommunity servIce. He was also selected to appear in
the 1960 edition of Who's Who in American Education.
I know that my colleagues were inSPired by the prayer offered by Dr. Wagner and the message he brought to this
Chamber. Dr. Wagner describes the
House as the great "Chamber of Words,"
Words which when written into laws
Provided "equality and dignity for all
Americans."
Mr. Speaker, this theme, so eloquently
expressed by Dr. Wagner is worthy of
being accepted as the theme for the 90th
Congress.
I want to take this opportunity to
thank Dr. Edward G. Latch, the distinguished and beloved Chaplain of the
liouse for extending the invitation and
for making Dr. Wagner's appearance
Possible and to my colleagues for joining
1n prayer with a distinguished clergyman

pleased to do this because it brings an added
measure of public thanks to those named.
During the course of the ten years, the
people who have honored us all have been
from most walks o! life • . . business,
church, legislative, farm, education, ci\'ic
Mrs. LaMont Bell, Citizen of the Year in organJ..z&tlons and fraternal organizations.
One of the C1 tizens of the Year was a
Madison County, Idaho
woman, Mrs. Lola Webster, chosen for her
leadership 1n the creation of the ·fine library
facilities we have in Rexburg.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
This year's Winner, again, is a woman.
OF
A critical area 1n our nation's health is
mental health. Most of us know that, but
few of us do anything about it. Comparing
OF mAHO
our efforts and advances in mental health
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES as against our efforts and advances in such
things as a space program, we find that
Tuesday, February 21, 1967
while we are among the stars 1n space,
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, the we are still in the jungle in mental health.
United States 1s faced with vast social
One part of the overall approach to menproblems--this fact is known to everyone. tal health is the training of those who are
already
mentally retarded. In this one part,
Almost every day we can read of a new
perplexity, or an old concern making new &t least, Madison County is taking some
out of the jungle . . . thanks mostly
demands on our attention. At times, it steps
to the dedication of one woman.
may seem the easiest way to give up in
To summarize progress very briefly, as redespair.
cently as six years ago there was an informal
Yet every now and then a few indi- class for the retarded in a basement room
viduals attack a specific problem with in Rexburg. And the school district was
more dedication than resources a.nd providing some facilities and & teacher at
attain success out of all proportion to the Veterans Memorial Building. Now for
those considered educable, there are two
their numbers.
classrooms in connection with the school
The Upper Snake River Valley Asso- buildings
in Rexburg and regular classes
ciation for the Handicapped, better are taught by Mrs. Virginia Smith and Mrs.
known locally as "U Serve," is such an Edna Rytting.
effort. The president and guiding force
But there is another group, called trainof this organization is Mrs. LaMont Bell, · able but not educable . . . not adapted to
of Rexburg, Idaho. On January 29, Mr. & regular school atmosphere.
1962, Mrs. LaMont Bell had built-and
Gene Shumate, of radio station KRXK, didInmuch
of the work herself-a school room
1n Rexburg, 1n a radio editorial, an- back of her
house and provided tt for the
nounced the selection of Mrs. Bell as tra.inables. Then 1n 1964 the Association
Madison Connty Citizen of the Year.
of which she is president moved the classMr. President, other such groups are room to the Welfare Building behind the
at work, making steady progress in solv- LDS Tabernacle, and for the first time could
ing big problems. Many of them are led provide not only & classroom but a shop.
A Thrift Shop was set up, as a place to disby people like Mrs. Bell. Most of them play
and sell products donated to the school
do not get public recognition, but all aim and made by some of the children and the
at constructive solutions to the Nation's parents. From the profits of this Thr11t
social problems. Their efiorts, added Shop, from donations by individuals, busitogether, make a formidable assault in nesses and organizations, the Association last
an area where final solutions are few. summer purchased a building on First North
Street and rebuilt parts of it. It now has a
Mr. President, as a tribute to :Mrs. Bell Thrift Shop, a classroom, a workshop, fa.cilland all other volunteer social workers, ties for kitchen training an eventually a
I ask nnanimous consent that the radio recreation room. Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Ryteditorial honoring her be printed 1n the t1ng both take their classes to the building
for & period of training and recreation each
Appendix Of the RECORD.
And 1n the classroom are the trainThere being no objection, the radio day.
abies, instructed by Mrs. Delpha Jensen of
editorial was ordered to be plinted in the the
School District 321 faculty.
RECORD, a,s follOWS:
· Progress is being made-slowly but steadIn 1957,- a.s & part of the Editorial series, ily-toward a true sheltered workshop,
KRXK announce<l its first choice for Citizen which would provide a learning place for the
of the Year.
older handicapped.
The precedent booa.me & tradition and toThe organization that has pioneered this
night for the tenth straight y~ we a.galn work in Rexburg is the Upper Snake Ri\'er
have a pleasant duty.
Valley Association for the Handicapped,
Our reason for attempting to single out known better by the name U Serve. And
one person ea.ch year in Madison County the guiding force is the president, Mrs. Bell.
was not so much to repay as to tha.nk the Every member of the organization would
many individuals whose efforts make our agree that without her, the gOOd work would
not have been done by this time. Her work
world &better place.
It was &bout six year ago that the ten has consisted of 60 to 70 hour weeks, physid.lreotors of t.he Chamber ot Commerce re- cal labor, vislop.. persuasiveness and devotion.
I think & typical act came Saturday night
quested th.a.t the KRXK presentation be
made a.t the annual banquet, a.nd we an when the rains came and water from the

from south Nassau County, the Fifth
Congressional District, State of New
York.

HON. FRANK CHURCH
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street started running Into the building.
She and her husband worked untU 2:30a.m.
to check the flood and save materia.ls 1n the
storeroom.
It 1s not only with pleasure, but with a
deep sense ot debt, that I announce the
Madison County Citizen of the Year !or 1966
1a Mrs. I...al.1ont Bell.
Good-afternoon, everyone. Thanks !or
llstenlng.

Untimely Death in Montgomery Fire
Disaster
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN H. DENT
OJ' PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, recently a
most able legislative representative met
a tragic and untimely death in the Montgomery fire disaster. Sidney Zagrt was
a legislative counsel for the Intemational
Brotherhood of Teamsters and a veteran
of the Capitol scene.
It was somewhat fitting that Sidney
Zagri's funeral service should be conducted in the city of Washington in the
presence of dlsti.nguished members of
the Senate and ·House. Sidney Zagri fascinated by politics. Jle made his life here
by choice and he expended great energy
on Capitol H1ll for the passage of all general welfare legislation which marks the
last decade.
Sidney Zagrl was a man of great intensity, of unusual energy and of great
personal warmth. For him the work day
stretched from the moment he awoke
until late in the evening. He used his
gifts tirelessly in the service of his fellow
men. Caught up on the frantic and
hectic political scene, constantly traveling across the Nation on the business of
the union and the political action group
which he brought into being, fostered,
cherished and cultivated, he was always
1n constant touch by telephone with his
beloved family with whom we mourn.
It is typical of Sid Zagrt that when he
acquired a peaceful cottage as a summer retreat, he had to immediately turn
1t into a massive rebuilding project.
Thus, when a peaceful weekend occasionally beckoned, he could enjoy it all
the more because he could plunge into
the rebuilding plans for his cottage.
Those among his colleagues who worked
with Sid Zagri. found that they were expected to be available for long hours and
for weekends whenever what he called
the work required it. It was required
often. Those who got to know him well
under these conditions would try to percuade him to relax, to be satisfied with a
little less than perfection, and to cultivate the reflective arts of life. He always
rejected the suggestions by pointing out
half a dozen other projects which he had
not yet been able to get started upon.
Sid Zagri was proud that the political
action group which he organized within
the Teamsters Union was bipartisan effort. He saw the good qualities in men
with whom he often disagreed in principle and, because of this, he frequently

surprised the Senate or the House by
coming up with support for a. pet project
from persons who were barely on speaking terms with each other.
Sid used to ten the story that a professor of his in college warned him "I am
sorry, Sidney, but I am afraid you are
condemned to ~uc~s." What ultimate
success he would have achieved had he
been spared for longer days we shall
never know. But success he certainly
had achieved, even if he himself was not
yet satisfied. It is a remarkable achievement for a trade union lobbyist to be
eulogized in "Business Week" which is
the voice of big business in journalism.
Yet they published a story on Sid Zagri
praising him for the energetic and capable job he was doing on Capitol Hill under
far from easy circumstances. Sid Zagri's
own political philosophy he kept largely
to himself. He was far too busy for endless political discussion. But he worked
and fought always for the little man.
Hls idea of a true war on poverty was
to raise the minimum wage to $2 an hour.
He fought as hard as anyone for passage
of medicare assistance to the aged. He
saw many things which should be done
to make our society more equal, more
just and more gentle. And knowing the
way that these things could be done,
knowing how election victories are won
and how legislative victories are slowly
sculpted, he did not believe that he
should be allowed to spare himself. He
knew that he had abilities which are
denied to most men, resources of energy,
a keen mind, and an unparalled endurance. He never rejected an assignment
and gave of his best to everyone. When
the light burned at night in his offices,
he never felt any envy for those people
who went riding by bent on the desultory
pursuit of pleasure. There was "the
work" to be done. This task still lies
before those of us who have a time before
us to add our contribution to humane
and social reform legislation.

National Engineen Week
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH SCOTT
OJ' PlniNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, this 1s
National Engineers ·week, a time when
the Nation pays tribute to one of its largest professions. Engineers are putting
the physical sciences to work to solve
everyday environmental problems and
to fulfill human needs. Dm1ng this National Engin.eers Week we salute our
country's engineers who have helped
build our future through modern highways, electronic instruments and computers, research facllities, modern l;mild1ngs, and many other developments.
Engineering skills are behind every phase
of our life today.
"Engineering-For the Human Environment'·' is the theme of this 17th
annual observance. It calls attention to
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the increasingly vital role engineering
plays in our aspirations for clean air,
water, and land, and in the technological
advances that carry traffic and mass
transportation with greater efficiency,
safety, and dispatch.
"A noted authodty on environmental
pollution control and solid waste disposal practices has written an article for
National Engineers Week on solid waste
disposal problems. He is Wesley E.
Gilbertson, director of environmental
health for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and former Chief of the Office
of Solid Wastes, U.S. Public Health
Service. Mr. Gilbertson is a registered
professional engineer and serves as a
regional vice president of the National
Society of Professional Engineers and
chairman of that society's pollution
control committee. His article deals
with the challenge of solid waste disposal
problems to the engineering profession.
I ask unanimoUs consent that this article
be printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Sot.m WASTE DisPOSAL PROBLEMS TEsT
ENGINEERS' INGENUITY

(By Wesley E. Gllbertson, P.E .. Chief, Office
o! Solid Wastes, U.S. Publlc Health Service)
One a! the m08't crttlcal environmental
health problems of present-day society, one
whose solution wlll require great resources
and imaginative thinking by members o! the
engineering community, is what to do with
this Nation's ever-lncrea.slng burden of solld
wastes.
The very teohnologic:aJ. Ingenuity that
helped create our society and made it possible to produce and u.se things at an estonishlngly rapid ra.te, must now !ace the task
o! figuring out how to dispose o! the !rults
of our labor without endangering human
health and well-being or drastically marring
scenic beauty.
·
At the present time Am.erlca.ns are pillng
up some 800 milllon pounds a! Junk a.n.d. refuse each day on their a.J.ready ove-rly burdened trash heaps. For centuries the preva.Ulng practices o! solld waste disposal have been
to burn and bury, but with sudh mounta.tnous dn.Uy volumes, these methods are no
longer safe or a.coeptable.
CONTAMINATION

Although burning and burying may succeed 1n removing unwanted articles !rom
households, 1n.st1tut1ons and Industries, they
often produce massive environmental pollution and conta.mlnatlon. By esta.bllsh.lng
foul-smelling refuse dumps tn our midst and
scarring the countryside with junk, we contaminate the air we breathe, the ground we
Uve on, and the water we drink and bathe ln.
And we create a fetid breeding ground of disease, crawling With rats, mice and venntn.
For the services of collection and disposal
of solld wastes, Americans are paying an estl.ma.ted $3 billion each year 1n direct coots,
a figure second in municipal expenditures
only to expenses for schools a.nd roads. The
indirect costs, such as medical bills, the need
!or increased air and. water pollution a.ctlvltles, a.nd effects on land values, increase thls
figure beyond reckoning.
Appllcatlon of
newer and better methods o! solid waste
management will undoubtedly reduce these
excess.lve costs, but moet importantly, it can
a.lso remove major threats to our health and
welfare.
We possess at the present time much o! the
technological ab111ty needed to correct the
situation, a.nd it Is the job of the enginee-r
not only to play his traditional role o! bilng-
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tng sc:lentlflc knowledge into practical appllC:a.tlon, but additionally to help society make
Critical decls1ons that will determine whether
or not we are successful 1n meeting the solid
'9taste problem.
LEGISLATION

The rapid growth of the solid waste problem, coupled with what it will increase to
as the population expands and the per capita
l'olume of wastes itself increases, has triggered an overwhelming response throughout the country. The Congress reacted by
enacting legislation calllng for a comprehensive national program of attack on the
Problem. This legislation, the Solid Waste
Ilisposal Act, led to creation of the Office
Of Solld Wastes in the Public Health Service, charged to assist local, state, and nonProfit private agencies 1n developing and
C1emonstrat1ng new methods for the collection, reduction and elimination of our solld
~a.stea either by returning them harmlessly
to the environment or bringing them back
into the economy in ways that are not detri· lllentaJ. to man and his environment.
MANAGING WASTES

Th1.s task represents both a formidable
engineering challenge and one that will reqUire Herculean energies. Immense scientific acumen will be required to develop
Pta.ctical and noninjurious methods for managing solid wastes, simply because the vol'llln.es of these materials and their often
lla.za.rctous nature defies the imagination.
Correcting the situation will require:
Remortng some 20 to 40 million automobile
hUlks now rusting 1n automobile graveyards
throughout the country.
Dlspo6ing of nearly 30 billion glass bottles
&nd Jars thrown away in this country every
r~.

Disco;ering ways to reuse nondegradable
\\'a.stes, such as plastics.
Elimination or re-use of more than 20 bil11 on. pounds of paper and paperboard items
that Americans discard each year.
Development of methods for coping with
llea.rly 6 billion metal cans and con ta.lners
that are discarded yearly 1n the United

States.

Processing millions of tons of sewage
&ludge that contaminates streams and rivers.
Intercepting the enormous volume of 1ndUstria.I. wastes that are presently poisonIng the entire environment.
To an a.ge that has a.l.l but immunized
People against surprise at new technological
acb.ievement, it may be a painful reality that
"'e are now plagued by the solid waste problem. The impact of this situation has been
to arouse responsible persons to demand of
the engineering sciences new and bold apPtoacbes for the safe and salutary reductl.on, el1mlnatlon, or recycling of wastes.
Since the passage of the Solid Waste DisPosa.l Act numerous projects throughout the
Country ha>e received support :from the Office
or Solid Wastes. The ingenuity of some of
the projects being considered actually turns
the table on the problems posed by the
!-hreats inherent in many solid waste prob~en:us. In addition to avoiding and preventllg health, hazards, erosions of aesthetic valUes. and economic impa.i.rments, the solutions
lllay make specific and tangible contributions
to these very same fields.
ln one project being supported by the
O!nce of Solid wastes, heat from incineration
Ia being recovered to desalinate sea water, an
~!:-old problem o! man and one of increa.s:-l> importance. This Bame project is elim1ll!lting the wastes in a manner that conlorna to a1r pollution control requirements.
.\ Project such as this could satisfy all the
~qulrements for noninjurtous elimination o!
~a.stes and may additionally illuminate avellues toward solving a critical conservation
Problem.

uted over a Wide spectrum, Including the recovery of eroded, barren, and swampy areas
.by filllng them with reduced and compacted
wastes; and the extraction of marketable
products, such as tars, acids, alcohols and
building material products.
In addition to actual demonstration projects themselves, the Office of Solid Wastes 1s
providing assistance to state and local agencies for surveys of their needs and to plan
waste management systems. This planning
1s essential because of the economic :factors
and complexities imposed by our burgeoning
urban areas, 1n which a single area-wide
waste management agency is dictated by
practical problems.
At the present time our solld waste management · efforts are frustrated by lack of
planning between and within communities
a.nd political jurisdictions. The result of
this splintering 1s inefficiency and duplication of efforts.
Training and developing manpower to apply new solid waste technology is also an
important activity of the Office of Solid
Wastes program. This facet is being achieved
by awarding training grants to colleges and
universities and by training programs within
the Public Health Service. The Robert A.
Taft Sanitary Engineering Center at Cincinnati 1s a major facility for such training.
If any word can characterize the program
to resolve the Nation's solid waste problem,
it is eclectic. The very nature of the problem is so complex that it requires a vigorous
and comprehensive approach, soliciting support from specialists as divergent as those
from the aerospace to the trash hauling
industry.
Literally all engineering disciplines will be
required to bring their skills to bear in resolving the present situation and it is an
area 1n which the role o! the engineer will
increase in importance as we develop the
ability to arrest the threats inherent in our
amuent society.

The Job Corps
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. J. PICKLE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 9, 1967
~r. PIC~.

~r. Speaker, on February 6 and 7 a highly ~ignificant event
took place 1n Austin, Tex. I refer to the
conference of Job Corps Urban Center
contractors which was held at the Driskill Hotel and at the Gary Job Corps
Center near San M.arcos.
The contribution which the Job
Corps contractors are making to the
success of this phase in the war on poverty is as enormous as 1t 1s unprecedented-and Austin, as well as all of central Texas, was proud to play host to the
many industrial leaders and distinguished educators who gathered at the
conference.
Even more recent attention, however,
has been called to the Job Corps because
of a ~tudy of dropou~ by pollster Louis
Harris & Associates.
Boys and girls admitted to the Job
Corps centers are certainly nobody's
candidate for good citizen awards, and it
is realistic to believe that because of educational deficiencies and emotional
USES 0:1' WASTES
other projects being supported are investi- problems there could be a higher relatatlng possiblllt1es for uses of the wastes tion of "drop-out-ism" compared to, for
t.helllselves. These possibilities are distrib- example, colleges and high schools.
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I -believe the writer of the Washington
Post editorlal, ..Job Corps Drop-Outs,"
has successfully interpreted Mr. Harris'
number;s and percen~ in terms of human value, and I offer this editorial for
inclusion in the RECORD.
At the same time, I take particular
pleasure in submitting a news report
from the Austin American-:Statesman.
The article provides a capsule report on
the Austin conference and also includes
a fine appraisal of the industry-education facet of the program by Dr. Harry
Ransom, University of Texas ch.ancellor:
JoB CORPS' DROP-OUTS
The Job Corps bas no reason to be defensive about the study of its drop-outs by
Louis Harris and Associates.
Since the
COrps deliberately mixed youths from Southern countryside and Northern ghetto, reports
of racial hostlllty in the camps are not
astonishing. Since the study was limited
to the Corps' failures, it is not remarkable
that it found some more demoralized after
leaving the Corps than before Joining. The
Job Corps' retention rate is steadily improving. Up to last June, only 13 per cent of the
youngsters persevered to finish the advanced
level; in the next six months the figure rose
to 26 per cent. The Harris study ls the kind
of analysis needed to raise the retention
rates still higher.
The Office of Economic Opportunity was
much distressed to find that the Harris report was ln the hands of newspapermen.
l3ut the OEO makes a very great mistake in
its occasional efforts of this kind to shield
Congress and the public from the realities of
the war ·on poverty. Most Americans understand that Job Corps, for instance, has
deliberately chosen to work with very seriously deprived youths; too brilliant a success would suggest that the Corps was retreating from its original commitment to
deal with the bard core of adolescent unemployment. The OEO is engaged in slow
and difficult work of a highly experimental
nature. Public understanding of the failures, like the Job Corps' drop-outs, is as
important as public recognition of its
a.chie>emen ts.
BY UT's RANsoM-AssETs SEEN IN JoB CoRPS
(By Roland Lindsey)
The chancellor of the University of Texas
Tuesday morning told business and Job
Corps leaders here that the corps' ability "to
effectively make connections between industry and education 1s one of its greatest assets
and one of its greatest prospects."
Dr. Harry Ransom of the university was
the speaker at a breakfast in the Driskill
Hotel for the Job Corps urban centers contractors conference which began Monday
night. The
conference
will
continue
through the day.
Ransom, pointing to the joint role of
academic and managerial training, said the
Job Corps bas firmly indicated that education is a total function of citizenship, and
that business has no less place in education
than do academic studies.
Ransom said educators throughout the
country are watching progress made by Job
Corps centers, and suggested that the centers
will soon "get lessons from those the Job
Corps bas taught ...
The conference opened Monday night with
talks by Sargent Shrtnr, director of the
Office of Economic Opportunity, and by Governor John Connally .
In his rem9Jks, Shriver asked the business
leaders at the conference to study the problems of reducing costs and still providing
adequate Job Corps programs, attempting to
reduce the drop~ut rate of the corps, and
crcation of an "environment of learning ln
which confl.icts and tensions and the incidents produced by them are kept at a
minimum."
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. Shriver called the partnership of industry
and government a "vital dimension" of the
Job Corps program. He highlighted the fact
that the "new opportunity programs" are
being "designed with local initiative, the
funds are granted to local community agencies, both public and private, and they are
run by local men and women."
Connally Monday night called the Job
Corps "the best solution yet advanced to
meet the growing problem of the unemployable youth of our nation."
"And I say to detractors that until a better way is found, an imperfect Job Corps
is better than no effort at all," the governor
said.
Connally told the conference delegates that
"we must find ways of motivating the untapped minds that we are now losing through
educational dropout.
"It will take the best kind of partnership
effort of education and industry to meet the
task. But the frtiit of success can be a
new level of productive citizen that is a credit
to the highest purpose of both," Connally
said.
Connally and Shriver also attended the
Tuesday morning breakfast along with the
national, regional and Gary Job Corps
officials.
Two discussion sessions--one on cost effectiveness and the other on the placement
and effectiveness of Job Corps men and
women as employes--were held at the Driskill Tuesday morning.
Taking part in the discussion programs
were W. P. Kelly, acting director of the Job
Corps; Milton A. Fogelman, director of the
contracta division of the OEO; Robert Bell,
board chairman of Packard Bell Electronic
Corp.; Roger G. Bensinger, president of the
Brunswick Community Resources Division;
James G. Hodgson, director of industrial relations for Lockheed Aircraft Oorp.; and
Leonard E. Wright, president of Tradewind
Industries. The discussions were not open
to the press.
The conference left Austin about noon for
the Gary Center near San Marcos, for a
luncheon and tour.
A press conference is set for S p.m., then
a final discussion group on community relations and public affairs was slated for 4:
p.m. Charles B. Thornton, board chairman
o! Litton Industries, will then speak on
"What's In It For Us."
Shriver will end the conference with a
talk at Gary Job Corps Center.

Soviet Union Does Not Desire Peace in
Vietnam
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. SAM J. ERVIN, JR.
Or NORTH

CARO~A

IN THE SENATE OF 'THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, February 21, 1967
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed 1n
the Appendix of the RECORD four editorials concerning a speech made 1n
the Senate on Wednesday, February 15,
1967, by the distinguished Senator from
V.lrgin1a [Mr. BYRD], stating why he believes the Soviet Union does not desire
peace 1n Vietnam.
The first editorial was published in
the Southwest V1rgin1a Enterprise, o!
Wytheville. The editOr and publisher
1s James A. W1111ams, Jr.
The second editorial was published 1n
the Chicago Tribune of February 16,
1967.

The third editorial was published 1n
the Charlottesville, Va., Daily Progress
of Saturday, February 18, 1967.
The fourth editorial was published in
the Lynchburg, Va., Daily Advance o!
Thursday, February 16, 1967.
There being no objection, the editorials were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
[From the Wytheville (Va.) Southwest
Virginia. Enterprise, Feb. 16, 1967]
BYRD DOESN' T BUY THE ARGUMENT FAVORING
RussiA's DESIRE To END WAR

Yesterday afternoon Senator Harry F. Byrd,
Jr., delivered on the floor of the U.S. Senate
a speech that should be read by every American-that is everyone who is sincerely interested in the true picture of the bloody
Viet Nam war, and in the final analysis in
the future well being of the United States.
In simple language, but straight from the
shoulder shooting, the Virginia Senator told
the nation's lawmakers:
"I do not buy the argument being peddled
around Washington and in the United Nations that the Soviet Union desires peace in
Viet Nam. If this were indeed a fact, peace
could come quickly. Russia, not China, is
the main supplier of arms."
The Enterprise has been increasingly
alarmed at the obvious belief, or the advancement of the ideas that everything is
going to work out fine, and we can more
and more turn to Red Russia for cooperation and ald. Just where can be found the
proof in any concrete f~rm that the tiger has
suddenly lost all of 1i1s stripes? We are
talking not of the Russian citizens, but of
the dedicated leaders to the Godless atheistic Communism way of life and form of government. It has always amazed us that the
United States plays the "sucker" when it
comes to foreigners. Senator Byrd yesterday
issued a warning that the ..top brass'" in
Washington had better remove their ear
stoppers and wake up.
The speech of Byrd is factua.l, replete with
plain horse sense, a characteristic that is
apparently missing, if the ideas and decl.sions that are made by many of the top
federal leaders these day is used as basis of
what is common sense, and what is idealistic
dreaming.
The Senior Virginia Senator declared in
what we term as one of the most significant
speeches delivered on the Senate floor in
many moons, that he was "convinced that
the Viet Na.m war is dragging along to the
advantage o! both the Soviet Union and
Communist China.!' He said, "neither is
losin.g men in Viet Nam." But every week
approximately 1000 of America's finest young
men are slaughtered on the battle fields of
VietNam.
Byrd also wisely pin-pointed other facts-the Enterprise believes the entire population
of the nation needs to be alerted, and know
the truth. He told the Senators yesterday
afternoon:
"As to economic costs, the Soviet Union
spent two billion dollars in supplying equipment to the North Vietnamese during 1966.
The United States, however, spent 20 billion
dollars last year and will spend an equal
amount again this year . . . a long war in
VietNam ls advantageous to the Soviet Union
and to China.
"I am alarmed when I hear the argument
that is so frequently made in official quarters
that the Soviet Union would like to have
peace in Viet Na.m, but is prevented from
doing so by Communist China.
"No real effort is being made by the American government to obtain effective help for
the United States from the United Nations,
or from individUal members. In fact, those
American omcials most closely connected with
the United Nations state privately, if not
publloly, that of the 122 members of the
World organization-perhaps less than 30
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are sympathetic with the United States' action in Viet Nam.
"Has not the time come to remove the
restrictions upon the American military com-.
ma:o.ders in Viet Nam to permit air and naval
bombardment of meaningful military targets
in North VietNam?
"I have put this question to our military
leaders: If you were ordered to conduct the
war in such a way as to bring it to an early
conclusion with the least possible American
military casualties, would you follow present
operating procedures. The answer was NO.
The military commanders would remove the
restrictions on air and naval bombardment of
vital military targets in North VietNam."
[From the Chicago (Ill.) Tribune,
Feb. 16, 1967]
IF RussiA \VANTS PEACE
If Russia really. wants peace in Viet Nam,
there is a clear and simple way to prove it.
This, as Sen. Harry F. Byrd Jr. of Virginia
told the Senate yesterday, is. for Russia to
stop supplying war material to North Viet
Nam.
Russia, not China., he said, is the maiD
source of arms for the North Vietnamese.
If Russia were to cut off the supply, "that
in itself would bring the war to an end 111
a short time." Therefore, said Mr. Byrd,
"I do not buy the argument being peddled
around Washington and in the United Nations that the Soviet Union desires peace 1D
VietNam."
Sen. Byrd's logic is all the more inescapable if we accept the report issued after the
talks between Prime Ministers Wilson and
Kosygin 1n London. Mr. Kosygin, it was
stated, had urged the North Vietnamese to
stop sending supplies to the south in return
for a continued moratorium on United States
raids on the north. This proposal was
offered as evidence of Mr. Kosygin's sincerity.
According to this report, Hanoi did not
even reply, and our raids were therefore
resumed. If Russia continues to provide
supplies in spite of this apparent slap ill
the face, it will be proof instead that Russia
is determined to keep the war going. And
why shouldn't it be, after all? As Mr. Byrd
pointed out, neither Russia nor China. iS
losing any men in it, while United states
casualties are running at the rate of 1,000
per week.
All this is conveniently overlooked as the
United States 1s denounced anew for resUJXl·
ing the raids. Our detractors, domestic and
foreign, have persuaded themselves that we
are the villain, and they are going to let
neither facts nor logic deter them.
[From the Charlottesv1lle (Va.) Daily prog·
ress,Feb.l8, 1967]
RUSSIA AND THE WAR
Virginia's Sen. Harry Byrd is due thankS
for placing Russia and the war in Vietnam ill
the proper perspective.
Speaking to the Senate earlier this week.
Sen. Byrd declared that he does not buy th8
argument that the Soviet Union wants peace
1n Vietnam. He cited a basic fact that
China is supplying North Vietnam with small
arms and food; Russia 1s providing fighter
aircraft, heavy artillery, anti-aircraft weapons, surface to air missiles, radar, a steel
mill and most of the oil to move the Nortll
Vietnam-Viet Cong war machine.
If China were to withdraw its support, tll8
war effort would be hurt. But if Russia
stopped sending its vast amount of war ma·
teriel, the war would end in short order·
Those who are trying to take over soutll
Vietnam would have little left With which to
keep on trying.
The truth is, as Sen. Byrd pointed out.
that Russia and Red China both desire~
United States to continue shedding ita bl~
and treasure while they watch from the aidEY
lines. The $2 billion in equipment and suP..
piles that Russia sent to North Vietna.ID 18st
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Year was no doubt a drain on Russian reaources but hardly sufficient for Moscow to
&ive much thought to stopping the flow.
1! Moscow sincerely wants to }:lalt the
fighting it can do so quite easily--simply
halt the movement of ships, trains and
Planes loaded with supplies that a.re being
aent to Ha.noL The end would come quite
quickly.
(Prom the Lynchburg (Va..) Daily Advance,
Feb. 16, 1967]
SENATOR BYRD

1s losing men In the struggle while our

cas-

ualties are running at the rate of about
1,000 a week.
It is late in the day, but not too late to
face up to the realities of this conruct and
get on with the task of achieving a military
victory. At the moment we are fighting the
Reds' war, and it is little wonder that Moscow, Hanoi and Peking have no interest in
sitting do'Wll at the peace table or putting
their guns away.

ON VIETNAM

President Johnson has promised us a
."long, costly war'' in Southeast Asia before
'victory" 1B finally achieved.
While present U.S. policy doesn't delight
the "doves" to the extent of assuring an
ea.r1y pullout 1n South Vietnam, it promises
a frustrating stalement and no-v;In situation, complete with mounting casualties and
a staggering increase 1n costs.
Our senior senator doesn't buy this alter~tive.

In one o! the strongest statements on our
.o\sia.n dilemma yet made on the floor of the
U.s. Senate, Senator Byrd yesterday spelled
out 1n Unambiguous fashion what many
.\~nertcan citizens have intuitively felt since
the outset of this struggle:
.\ long war 1n Vietnam is playing directly
1.n.to the hands of the Soviet Union.
Senator Byrd has concluded--quite rightly, -.re think-that our government 1s sorely
Dlisjudging the intent of the Soviet Union
&nd tta threat to world peace. And he bases
tlua conclusion on an impressive array o!

facta.

''Too often do we hear from top officials
that 'lll·ere it not for Red China, peace could
be tta.lned 1n Vietnam • • . this ignores a
l.bsic fact: The SOviet Union, not China, 1.8
Ptov1d1ng the major military support for the
\Tietnam war. The Soviet Union 1s providing: MIG-fighter aircraft, heavy artillery
lVeapons, anti-aircraft weapons, the SAMS
<aurrace to air missiles), radar equipment,
a ~1 plant, most of the oil.
"Thus, ft.ll of the sophisticated weapons
&re being supplied by the Soviet Union.
China. 1.8 providing small arms and food for
~Ort.h. Vietnam • . . This ts important to
the North Vietnamese war effort-but it does
llot compare with the military aid being
•uppu~ by the sortet Union . • . H China
lVere to cease supp1y1ng the North Vietna!nese and the Viet Cong, the war effort of
tb.oae two groups would be hurt. But 1! the
Soviet Union were to stop supplying war
llla.terta.I, that in itself would bring the war
to an end 1n a short time."
liaa not the time come, the Senator asked,
to remove the restrictions upon the American llllli tary commanders in Vietnam to pernut air and naval bombardment of meaningfUl Dltlitary targets 1n North Vietnam?
8hOUid we continue increasing the number
or .American ground troops 1n South Vlet~l!n ret simultaneously prevent the military
Cotnznanders from hitting the important
lllllitary targets . . . ?
Senator Byrd said he put this question to
0
\lr lnlUtary leaders: I! you were ordered to
~nduct the war in such a way as to bring
lt to an early conclusion v.·ith the least pos&lble .American milltary ca.aualties, would you
rouow present operating procedures? The
'llawer 1s NO. The military commanders
OUld remove the restrictions on air and
ll&\'a.l bombardment of the vital military tar£eta.
\Ve are alarmed, a.a Senator Byrd ls, at the
frequent argument that Russia would like to
~ao;e peace in Vietnam but is prevent~ from
<>lng so by Red China. Balderdash I The
contribution being made by the Chinese to
tb.e wa.r effort is peanuts compared to the es~lnated $2 billion invested against us by the
\1ete last yea.r.
bel'hat "long, costly wn.r" LBJ promises us 1.8
\l.nd to be advantageous to both the Soliet Ulllon and Communist China. Neither

Fiscal, Monetary Policy Now Coordinated
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. AL ULLMAN
OF OREGON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1961

:Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to call to the attention of the Congress the excellent article by Business
Editor Hobart Rowen which appeared
in the Monday, February 20, edition of
the Washington Post. Effective coordination of monetary and fiscal policy by
the administration, the Congress, and
the Federal Reserve Board 1s absolutely
necessary for economic stability, and Mr.
Rowen outlines the degree to which it is
cun-ently being pursued.
Many of us who are involved in reading the economic "tea leaves" will find
the Rowen analysis useful and informative. As those interested 1n continuing
a growth economy know, it 1s often difficult to obtain authoritative information
on the policy decisions of the "independent" Federal Reserve Board.
The recent vote soundly defeating a
recommital motion to remove the historic 4~~-percent limit on long-term
Treasury bonds showed that this Congress will not tolerate high-interest-rate
monetary and fiscal planning.
_
Mr. Rowen says: ''It would be a mistake
to assume that because the Fed hasproperly-led the way toward 'easier'
money, the supply of money and its price
are now at desired levels. They are not."
A Government that financed the Second World War and the Korean confiict
at 1- and 2-percent interest rates, is currently paying 5 percent 1n the bill and
bond markets. The Congress must not
permit the money markets to "bottom
out" at these levels.
The article referred to follows:
FisCAL, MONETAllY POLICY NOW COORDINATED

On the economic news front, events sometimes sneak up on us. The record of fiscal
and economic decisions Isn't revealed with
the clarity of happenings on the battlefieldor even in the sports arena.
If Cassius Clay-forgive it, Muhammad
Ali-whips Terrell, the world knows about It
at once. A new speed record on the ftats ln
Utah-a 17-foot plus pole valut-that's easy
to absorb.
But how about the fastest tum-around
from a tight money policy to an easier money
policy? Try to get the average news editor
excited about that.
Yet, the Federal Reserve Board's change
of policy last fall was one of the sharpest
reversals of form in history, and the reason
1t hasn't had much attention until now 1.1
that it was done quietly, almost secretly.
Significantly, despite all of the talk of a
"deal" between President Johnson and FRB
chairman William McC. Martin-according
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to which the President's demand for a tax
increase was the ••pr!c.e" of an easier money
policy-the Fed moved toward that policy
well before it could have possibly known
with certainty what the President was going
to recommend on taxes.
As far back a.a Sept. 13, 1966, as the
recently-released minutes of the Fed's Open
Market Committee show, the monetary
authorities began to hesitate about their
then tough money policy.
Steadily, they moved toward liberalization,
until an "overt" seeking of monetary ease
was decided on during the Nov. 22 meeting.
This column can say with assurance that
the Presidential decision to seek a tax increase wasn't made until after New Year's
Day. Key advisers did not known before
then ''which way the cat would jump."
Thus, it is more logical and in keeping
with the known facts to suppose that President Johnson felt safe in mortng toward a
slightly tougher flsca.l policy, knowing that
the Ped wa.s easing up on monetary
stringency, than the other way around.
Actually, it 1B clear that the exchange
of intelligence by both he fiscal and monetary powers has been better in the past few
months than it was earlier In 1966. And
Fed Chairman Martin is the leader of a
five-man bloc on the Board now pursuing
monetary ease.
It is too ba.d that it took a near financial
panic in the late summer and fall of 1966 to
assure a co-ordination of fiscal and monetary policy.
But at least, it is here now, and one
should be glad for current favors.
What is eyen more essential ls the continuance and extension of an easier money
policy. It would be a mistake to assume
that because the Ped has-properly-led the
way toward "easier" money, the supply of
money and its price are now at desired
levels.
They are not.
Things look good by comparison with six
months a.go. But even the 5% percent
"prime rate" offered by the ChampionRockefeller Chase Bank in opposition to the
more prevalent 51~ percent rate is too high.
It is just a Ehade off from the historic
peak levels that had preva~led.
Many of the most sophisticated New York
money market m n think that inteerst rates
have come down "most of the way," and may
even have "bottomed out:•
This is one reas<>n why the Administration
1s almost desperately trying to get its tax
increase o! some 5 to 6 billion dallars. It
isn't so much that It would reduce the deficit
by that much (it ould) or help pay the cost
of Vietnam (it would by that much).
Put in most simple terms, It would be that
much less the government would have to
borrow-that much less pressure on the
money market-that much more prospect
that money rates would come down.
It will take a while, economic affairs being
hat they a.re, to sort out how things wm
actually happen. People will pay more attention to the prospective resignation from the
Bonrd of Governors in AprU of Charles N.
Shepardson, who runs into the "automatic
separation" c!ause of the Civil Service regulations (past 70 ye&rs o! age with 15 years of
combined civil and military service).
Will LBJ appoint a liberal to succeed the
conservative Shepardson (who fllls the requirements !or representation of the agricultural community?) Will he reappoint
Martin a.a chairman Of the Board?
My hunch ls that the President w111 reappoint Martin as chairman. He has three
years left of his regular term ns a member.
lui a 'lll·orld-wide symbol of fiscal integrity,
he's too aluable to lose. The only reason
for him to go would be failing health.
Shepardson is likely to be replaced with
a middle-roader, from the Dallas district, 1f
possible. That would leave J. Dewey Daane
as the lone coL.SeT\'at1ve at the moment.
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Daane, it should be remembered, was appointed by the late President Kennedy on
the assumption that he would satls1y most
New Frontier requirements. He has often
been a balance wheel between the more conservative and the more liberal members. But
his current role is a reminder that no president can be sure of making or re-making the
Fed in any image: Reserve Board governors
act with a. high degree of independence, and
a.re no more predicta.ble !rom their past
records than are Supreme Court justices.

Encouraging Industry To Curb Pollution

nity in which a business operates and be
exempt from taxation.
The co-operative arrangement between
the City of Buffalo and industries along the
Buffalo River to increase the fiow of water
in the rtver was cited by the Worthington
ofllclal, a New Jersey resident, a.s an example
of skill and know-how by which "many of
our great national problems" can be solved.
Unless positive inducements are offered to
industries participating in pollution-control
endeavors to develop realistic measures of
their own, it is inconceivable that the air
and waters of the land are going to be
cleansed to any considerable degree of industrial pollutants.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Bombing Protects Our Fighting Men in

HON. RICHARD D. McCARTHY

Vietnam

O:r NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Thursday, February 16, 1967
Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. Speaker, the
urgency involved in fighting air and

or

water pollution becomes more manifest
every day. It also becomes more and
more evident that we are not going to
have the cooperation of industries involved unless we provide tax and other
incentives for them.
Passing legislation to force these industries to exercise pollution control will
cause ill will on the part of the industries-unless the Government sees fit to
lift certain taxes and offer definite incentives thS~t would assure a profit for
industries practicing pollution control.
Along these lines, I would like to put
into the RECORD the following excellent
editorlal which appeared in the Buffalo
Courter Express:
To CuRB POLLUTION
Efforts to clean up pollution of air and
water by punitive measures against industries that a.re the sinews of the economy
obviously a.re self-defeating. As a consequence, the only road to sensible pollution
control is one of providing incentives by
which industries may profit from their participation in control programs.
The need for tax incentives to promote
the drive !or control of pollution was emphasized in a proper Ught by Frank J. Nunlist, president of the Worthington Corp., in
a. talk before the Purchasi.n g Agents Assn. of
Buffalo. One of the most significant points
he made was that industry itself would develop ways to fight all kinds of pollution once
tax incentives were applied as a means of
reducing basic costs.
Reductions in taxes for participating industries certainly would be preferable to the
general taxpayer, instead of the expense o!
maintaining the "large police forces" that
were envisioned by Mr. Nunlist as necessary
to apply any legislative measures that might
be adopted to enforce pollution-control laws.
As matters stand, it is possible that plant
improvements undertaken to control industrial pollution at ita source will add to an
industry's tax obligation, a. situation which
obviously is inimical to the interests of the
tax-collecting cOinmunlty as well as those of
the industry. As Mr. Nunlist intimated the
attitude of the tax assessor needs to be
changed so that the installation Of pollution-control equipment will be appraised as
a. contribution to the welf~e of the commu·
ENCOURAGING INDUSTRY

HON. WM. J. RANDALL
o:r MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. RANDALL. Mr. Speaker, nearly
every newspaper 1n America has made
editorial eomment about the recent
bombing pause and whether or not the
President was right in his decision to
resume bombing North Vietnam.
The metropolitan paper which serves
the Kansas City suburbs and west central Missouri which it is my privilege to
represent is the Kansas City Star. In its
evening edition of Wednesday, February
15, the lead editorial of that paper, entitled "The Time for Candor as Bombing Resumes," hits the naU squarely on
the head and is the best analysis of the
reasons for resumption of bombing we
have seen anywhere.
This excellent editorial points out that
the President had no alternative but to
reach the excruciating decision to resume
bombing. It points out that the enemy
violated the most recent truce even more
promiscuously than those of previous
holiday periods.
The point of the editorial which deserves greatest attention is when it states
the President wanted to sustain the hope
for peace as long as there was the..slightest basis by prolonging the halt as long
as possible. But when our reconnnaissance photographs showed the North
Vietnamese were funneling supplies south
at a rate five times greater than when
under bombing the President decided he
had to protect our fighting men knowing
so well there are more than 400,000
Americans embattled there.
The editorial quite properly concludes
the President must now be frank and
candid with the American people, and is
summa~ed by the thought that the
time for reticence has passed and the
time for candor has arrived.
The editorial follows:
THE TIME FOR CANDOR AS BOMBING RESUMES

Facts are with President Johnson in h1a
excruciating declslon to resume bombing
North Vietnam. Aa he explained, the
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United Sta.tes had no alternative. Like the
two halts in bomb raids during the Christmas-New Year season and the pause that
stretched out to 37 days a year ago, the latest
suspension of attacks on the North produced
nothing. It only enabled the Hanoi government to itensify re-supply efforts of it-s troop
invasion in South Vietnam.
Thus the latest hope for a move toward
negotiations seems to have faded. Prime
Minister Wilson's announcement that he has
a secret agreement with the Soviet Union on
how to end the war suggests only that the
door ha.s not been entirely closed. Nor, as
far a.s we can see, did the resumption of
the bombing in itself close the door. For Mr.
Wilson was speaking of reciprocal action bY
both North Vietnam and the United States.
And while we did, for a period, halt the
bombing-the U.S. condition ln his agreement--there was no evidence that Hanoi had
halted the fiow or arms, or the "murder in
the south," which would be Hanoi's quid pro
quo.

The North VIetnamese showed no visible
trace of interest in shifting from the battlefield to the peace table. Their side had
called for a. truce over the lunar new year,
and their appeal was accepted. Then the
enemy proceeded to violate the truce even
more promiscuously than it had done during such holiday periods previously.
As for the renewal of the bombing after
nearly a week, we assume the administration was convinced that peace talks were
beyond reach at this time. Much had ~>een
said about peace feelers and maneuvers the
past couple of weeks.
There were hints of "third party" contacts
between Hanoi and Washington, of a. possible moderation of Hanoi's position, of signs
of Communist interest in appeals by Pope
Paul and U Thant of the United Nations,
even of a go-ahead signal on negotiations extended by Peking to Hanoi. Then there was
the week-long visit by Soviet Premier Alexei
Kosygin as a guest of Britain, with the WUson report that Ca.me yesterday. But the
formal truce period, on which hopes were
centered, has disappee.red into history.
Even so, President Johnson would surelY
have prolonged the halt in bombing had he
not been forced to resolve h1s dilemma. IJe
wanted to sustain the hope for peace as long
as there was the slightest basts for doing so.
But he also had to protect the fighting
men of our six allies in Vietnam and of
the more than 400,000 Americans embattled
there.
The Reds were using the pause to strengthen their combat position. With no U.S.
bombers fiying, reconnaissance photographS
showed that North Vietnamese vessels and
trucks were funneling supplies south at a
rate five times greater than normal wa.rtiiDe
ratios. Bombing had been unable to stop
this infiltration, but it has slowed and reduced the fiow. The longer the bombing
was stopped, the harder it would have ~>een
to resume it. There would be pressures froiD
a world opinion that tends to ignore the
practico.l considerations of warfare.
The question in all minds is what happens
next. The early possibility of secret negotiations toward peace cannot be ruled out
entirely. But the Johnson administration
must recognize that the hopes Of many people for a. settlement have slipped away. In
these ctrcmnstances, it seems to us, President Johnson either should submit to congress the postponed report on Vietnam that
he mentioned in his sta.te-of-the-unton
message in January or speak directly to the
American people in full detail. The time tor
ofllcial reticence on the cootly war effort baS
passed. The time for maximum candor bY
the White House has a.rrt ved.
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Tribute to Chairman Emanuel Celler
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT TENZER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HQUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

.Monday, February 13, 1967

Mr. TENZER.

Mr. Speaker, on Sunday evening, February 12, 1967, I was
Privileged to attend the B'nai Zion testimonial dinner honoring the distinguished dean of the House of Representatives and chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee,
the
Honorable
EMANUEL CELLER.
Chairman CELLER received B'na1 Zion's
1967 American-Israel Friendship Award
at the dinner. The organization used
the occasion to announce the construction of a building to be named in memory
of the chairm.an's late beloved wife,
Stella Celler, to be a center for the care,
treatment, and education of retardates
1n Israel.
We know the achievements of B'nai
Zion 1n agricultural settlement, afforestation, medical service, and youth centers 1n connection with Israel's efforts to
absorb the persecuted and deprived Jews
of many lands and make them part of a
thriving democr.atic society. A few years
ago, this American fraternal Zionist organization turned its attention to Israel's
retarded children.
In "adopting" retarded children, B'nai
Zion has undertaken to ,assist Israel de\"elop a chain of .services for children
underprivileged by virtue of their mental
endowment. Israel's Ministry of Social
\Velfare has created a special service for
the retarded to provide total c,are for
these children.
B'nai Zion has forged a partnership
With Israel to bring about an expansion
of rehabilitation programs for the retarded. The number of children in the
care of I.srael's .service for the retarded
has risen by 270 percent 1n the past 5
Years. The goal of B'nai Zion has been
set at half a m1llion dollars for six new
bUUdings to expand the B'nai Zion home
at Rosh Ha',ayin fourfold. B'nai Zion
has most certainly found a cause worthy
Of its high ideals.
The selection of Chairman CELLER as
the guest of honor for the 59th annual
ll'nai Zion order day dinner w,as a fitting
one. The remarks of Wllllam H. Crook,
Acting Director of VISTA, omce of Economic Opportunity, 1n tribute to our beloved and respected "MANNY,'' set the
l:.one for the evening which brought together over 1,200 guests who admire and
respect the dean of the House. Under
Previous permission, I wish to include
Air. Crook's remarks at this point:
ltEMARKS OF Wn.LIAM CROOK TO B'NAI ZION
EMANUEL CELLER TESTIMONIAL DINNER, FEBRUARY 12, 1967, NEW YORK HILTON, NEW
YoRK, N.Y.
trr. Chairman, Congressman CELLER, distinguished Members of Congress and honored guests of B'Na.l Zion:
It is, of course, a great pleasure to be here
~th you tonight. I'm honored to add :Mr.
Shriver's voice and my own to the chorus
Of well-earned praise that resounds tonight
in behalf of an outstanding American whom
't;e have gathered to honor.

It would, I believe, be most interesting to
speculate for a moment on just how large
this already-expansive hall would have to be
if it were really to hold all of the countless
thousands who have very specific and very
personal reasons for wanting to pay tribute
and give thanks to our distinguished guest
of honor. And it would also be interesting
to speculate for a moment on the disparity
of that array.
Actually, it is probably just as well for
some of us that they are not, in fact, with us
tonight. For, if the truth be known, their
presence would make some of us less than
comfortable.
For the Army of those who owe thanks to
Emanual Celler is not exactly a black tie
crowd. Their ranks would include:
-every American who is or has ever been
poor;
-every citizen who has been inadequately
housed because of racial discrimination;
-every person who has been denied a job,
or a vote, or a courtesy, because of his race;
-every Senior cl tizen who has ever lacked
adequate medical attention;
-every American who once roamed the
world as a displaced person;
-every immigrant whose entry into this
promised land was eased by enlightened immigration laws.
Their ranks would include all these and
many more. And, in one way or another,
they would include every one of u.s. They
would include every American who has ever
benefited from any piece of humanitarian
legislation passed since New Deal days. And
his support has been the deciding factor in
many issues.
It is positively frightening to think of all
the enlightened legislation that would not
now be on the books i! the people of Brooklyn had not sent EMANUEL CELLER to Washington in 1923 and had not returned him
with heavy majorities in more than 20 elections since.
Congressman CELLER, Sarge Shriver asked
me to tell you just how sorry he was not to
be able to be here tonight to pay personal
tribute to your unparalleled record of accomplishment as a statesman-and as a human being. Sargent Shriver asked me to
bring you this message:
"I am deeply sorry to miss your gathering
tonight. For many months I had looked
forward to this evening: to the honor .I
would have had in speaking to you and sharing the privilege of honoring Congressman
Emanuel Celler.
"As a 'people of the book,' B'na.l. Zion has
ln its bloodstream the feeling of ca.re for one
another. Your organization continually fulfills the exhortation of the Mosaic law: to
care for the poor, the widows and orphans,
the handicapped and the sick.
"In hls long career in Washington, Emanuel
Celler has followed the example of Moses in
being a leader of community action. He has
been a poverty warrior ln the tradition of
Amos. He has fought for the oppressed as
persistently as Joshua.
"As the Prophets of Israel knew in their
day and as Congressman Celler knows in our
day, serving the poor Ls not charity, but justice. Down the years, Manny Celler has been
on the side of Justice. This has assured him
a place 1n American history. But more important, it has assured him a place in our
hearts."
To this I would add a thought that Ls,
I am sure, familiar to all of you:
"If I am not for myself, who will be for
me? But i! I am only for myself, what am I?"
I cannot think of a single living American
whose career better demonstrates his thorough understanding of, and belief in, Hillel's
golden rule of personal conduct than
Emanuel Celler.
I come to you tonight as a. representative
ot one of the most civllized of a.ll civilized
efforts-President Johnson's war on poverty.
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If I may I would like to give you an extremely brief report on the progress and
promise of that war. In the early stages
our drill sergeant counted a fast cadence
and some thought that the effort was out ot
step with the will and purpose of the country. People conditioned to success and prosperity were traumatized by the sudden
knowledge of 34,000,000 fellow human beings
living in subhuman poverty. The immediate
response of the country, while understandable, was not always commendable. Thousands reacted with suspicion, cynicism, and
irrational hostility. But that period is, I
strongly believe, fast coming to an end and
a new phase of public acceptance is beginning. The evidence for this are many, but
our time ls too brief to discuss them. More
than evidence, however, leads me to such an
optimistic affirmation-! base my prediction
that America, once aroused to human need,
will not close her eyes on the knowledge that
this country would have to deny her moral
character to turn her back on millions of
deprived citizens. The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, an Act that Congressman
Celler and others here helped to write, states,
"It is the policy of the United States to
eliminate the paradox of poverty in the
midst of plenty." It 1s as inconceivable that
this country would now renounce that bold
policy as it is that she would denounce the
Bill of Rights or the Emancipation Proclamation.
I am also happy to affirm that the particular arm of the omce of Economic Opportunity which I have the honor to direct,
is moving forward with deliberate pace and
enthusiasm. The tide of voluntarism in
America is running full. Dr. George Gallup
has measured the volunteer potential of this
country and concluded that millions of
Americans are now asking what they can do
for their country. Since its establishment,
VISTA has put 6,000 full time volunteers
in the field-men and women willing to work
at the poverty level among the poor. More
than 160,000 inquiries and applications have
come into our VISTA mall box. An additional 15,000 part time volunteers are now at
work on VISTA projects ranging from work
with the mentally retarded to living among
the migrants, Indians, and in the slums and
ghettos and forgotten places of Am.e rica. By
the end of the summer VISTA will have 50,000 part time volunteers at work in America-and we will have just begun to tap the
reservoir of citizen concern and compassion!
We are, in fact, already planning a program that could harness the voluntary time
and energies of at least 1,000,000 American
citizens. And what an Army that will be, Mr.
Congressman. When the world hears their
marching feet it will know our answer to
the Red Guards and understand again the
force of revolution-American style.
But I have talked too long. Really I came
here to say just one thing. A former rabbi
oi the 18th century once said, "If you want
to raise a man from mud and filth, do not
think it enough to keep standing on top and
reaching a helping hand down to him. You
must go all the way down yourself, dov.'ll
into the mud and filth. Then take hold of
him with strong hands and pull him and
yourself out into the light."
Mr. Congressman Celler, you have been
down amongst us hauling us out into the
light all your life. We thank you for it.

Mr. Speaker, the B'nai Zion affair
was indeed a success and was a worthy
tribute to our distinguished dean who
has served as a guiding light for Members of the House and a statesman among
his colleagues in this Chamber. I was
privileged to be present and to join 1n
this deserved tribute to our most distinguished Member.
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EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OP

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
OF

~ASSACErUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. PHILBIN. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to revise and extend my remarks and include therein an
article from a recent edition of the celebrated Worcester Telegram which has
reference to a recent testimonial, of the
Worcester area chapter of the Massachusetts Heart Association tendered to
the able, distinguished, outstanding
speaker of the Massachusetts House of
Representatives, the Honorable John F.
X. Darvoren, of Milford, Mass., in my
district.
On this occasion. Speaker Davoren was
presented the Heart Humanitarian
Award for his exceptional contributions
to the work of the Heart Fund.
AJ3 the very brilliant, young dean of
Boston College Law School, Mr. Francis J.
Larkin, of Milford, stated at the dinner,
Speaker Davoren has performed magnificent work for the retarded children
also, and, as we know, he has been associated v:ith many fine causes to which
he has brought strength and success in
finding viable solutions, effective remedies, and progressive techniques.
I heartily congratulate my esteemed
and dear friend , Speaker Davoren, and
his gracious wife and family, upon the
great honor conferred upon him by the
Heart Association, and I wish for h1m
continued, good health, success in all his
endeavors and objectives, and real happiness and peace with his family for
many years to come.
Speaker Davoren is a natural-born
leader of vision and courage, and it is not
surprising that he should stand out in
great humanitarian work, as in every
other field of forward-looking government in which he is so wholeheartedly
and significantly engaged. Such devoted and inspired leadership is one of
the greatest needs of our time.
The article referred to follows:
HEART AGENCY'S TEsTIMONIAL DRAWS
CITE DAVOREN

700 To

MENDON.-An estimated 700 persons attended a testimonial dinner honoring House
Speaker John F. X. Davoren of Milford at
Lakeview Ballroom last night.
The dinner, sponsored by the Worcester
Area Chapter of the Massachusetts Heart
Association and b1 the Milford Heart Fund,
honored Davoren for his contribution to
campaigns again.st heart disease.
Davoren was presented the Heart Humanitarian Award by Dr. Heinz Lorge, superintendent of the Worcester County Sanitorium.
"The citizens of Milford have been most
generous in their financial contributions to
Heart," said Dr. Lorge, "and it 1s to Mr.
Davoren, as the exponent of our cause, that
we are rendering tribute and respect. Mr.
Da.voren has always lent his name and considerable influence to the Heart Fund and was
personally co-chairman of the Heart Fund
campaigns during the years of 1958-1960."
LARKIN SPEAKS

Speaker at the testimonial was Francis J.
Larkin, associate dean of the Boston College
Law School and a member o! the new state
DemOCTate Advisory Council.

Larkin traced Davoren's interest in heart
association week. He said the speaker served
as state chairman of public affairs of the
Council of the Massachusetts Heart Association.
Larkin noted Davoren's "magnificent work"
as vice chairman of the Retarded Children's
Commission o! the Legislature and said this
commission was "the fundamental mainspring" for· much of the recent legislation on
mental retardation.
Larkin added: "In the case of our guest of
honor of the evening, we have a man who, in
his early age at St. Mary's Central Catholic
High SChool and later at Holy Cross College,
in the Pacific during which he served for five
years, receiving . several decorations for
bravery at the battles of Saipan and Tinian,
and in his early legislative years, showed that
he was a man of integrity, a man who never
ran out on either the principles in which he
believed or the people who believed in him."
Seated at the head table with Speaker Davoren and his wife were John J. Casey; Bennett Wilson, board chairman of the Worcester Chapter of the heart association; Mrs.
Mary Costantino; Dr. Walter Abelmann,
president-elect of the Massachusetts Heart
Association; Joseph Rosenfeld, honorary dinner chairman; Rep. Nathan Rosenfeld; Dr.
Lorge; Mrs. Rachel Chappell; Louis Bertonazzl. chain:nan of the Milford selectmen; Arthur 'Le Blanc, and toastmaster Joseph G.
Hyder.

Subversion by CiA
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BENJAI\UN S. ROSENTHAL
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Mr. Speaker, 1n
an editorial today the New York Times
discusses the very serious implications
of CIA subversion of supposedly free and
open institutions.
The text of that editorial follows:
SUBVERSION BY

CIA

The disastrous effects of the systematic
penetration of American educational, cultural and labor organization by the Central
Intelllgence Agency dally become more apparent. The strength of these organizations,
both in the structure of American society
and in their relations with their opposite
numbers in other nations, always has been
their freedom from government domination.
Now, through the deviousness of C.I.A. operations, thousands ot scholars, students,
unionists and professional leaders discover
long after the fact that they have performed
unwitting and undesired duty as secret
agents.
The integrity of pro-American positions,
honestly taken by groups and individuals ln
the worldwide battle of ideas, has been undermined. The independence of America's
private foundations has been brought into
question. In short, faith in American institutions has been besmirched in a way
that would have eluded the reacl:i of any
foreign enemy.
It is no excuse to say that the CJ.A.'s
decision to use a limltless range of phllanthropic fronts to funnel its funds into youth
groups, universities and other private institutions was designed to meet a very real
problem of the cold war: the need for assuring that the Communists would not have
an unchallenged field in the youth congresses and cultural conferences they were
arranging-and substdizing-<m a global
basts ten and fifteen years ago. That problem should have been met openly-by direct
public subsidy.
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It should have been clear long ago to the
C.I.A.'s overseers in the White House that
the end effect of clandestine subsidies to
groups representative of the detachment
and diversity of a free society must inevitably taint the genuineness of their detachment. This would be true even without the
charges that have now developed of the assignment of C.I.A. operatives to influence
the policy statements and choice of officers
of the National Student Association-a practice that may have extended to other organizations as well.
The health of a democratic society depends on the certa.Inty that its free institutions-its press, its educational and scientific bodles, its publishing houses and television networks, it unions and business organizations-are truly free. That does not
mean government 1s barred !rom underwriting international exchanges or research
study; it means that, where such support is
appropriate, it must be given openly through
its own public agencies.
The worst part of the current mess 1s that
the very nature of the C.I.A., with its mandate for espionage and subversion all over
the world, rules out any thoroughgoing public lnqulry into its activities. That means
some residue of suspicion 1s sure to remain-both in this country and abroad-no
matter how conscientiously the Cabinet
Committee appointed last week by President
Johnson seeks to formulate policies that will
prevent the C.I.A. or any other Federal
bureau from imperiling the "Integrity and
independence" of educational institutions.
When a government finds it necessary to
set up an agency to fight subversion with
subversion everywhere, the tragic danger it
opens up Is that among the people it subvertS
are its own. The defense against such weakening of America's institutional fabric must
rest with the President and Congress. Even
with the recent broadening of Senator RUSsells' watchdog committee, Congress 1s not
doing its part of that job.

Air Pollution Could Wipe Millions from
Earth
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. JOHN H. DENT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, it gives me
great pleasure and personal pride to pre~
sent to the House one of the winning
entries in the 42d Annual Oratorical
Contest sponsored by the Latrobe RotarY
Club, Latrobe, Pa.
This entry was entitled "The GraY
Enemy" was delivered by Vincent Quatrini, Jr., of Latrobe High School.
This subject is particularly timely and
of the utmost importance since the Na~
tion is beginning to realize the grave
consequences of allowing the present
conditions to exist as they are or even
worse to expand.
As sponsor of the antiair pollution
bill it gives me a personal interest in thiS
fine presentation of this selious subject
and I wish to share it with my colleagues
and ask that it be printed in the cow
GRESSIONAL RECORD and recommend its
reading to all Members:
AIR PoLL UTI ON COULD WIPE MILLIONS FRO]Id:
EARTH

NOTE.-Tod:l.y, The Bulletin 1S
P\lbl1sh1ng the final Winning entry ln the
(EDITOR's
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42nd Annual Oratorical Contest. SponISOred by Latrobe Rotary Club, the competition was held at Greater Latrobe Senior High
School. The :fourth-place entry, entitled,
"The Gray Enemy," was delivered by Vincent
Quatrin1 Jr.)
(By Vincent Quatrtnl Jr.)
Approximately :tour hours ago New York
as wiped !rom the :face of the earth. Millions of our friends, our relatives, and our
neighbors were k.llled. St. Lou1s, PhiladelPhia, and even nearby Pittsburgh a.re losing
thousands by the day. The enemy is not
the Russians, nor the Chinese--it 1s a suicidal
enemy--air pollution. A fairy tale? Today
it might be. But what about tomorrow or
the next day? Yes, this !airy tale is near
reality. We don't have to strain our memOries to recall an all out alert in New York
Oity just two months ago. Just two months
ago, a so-called smog blanket, termed as a
Change in wind conditions, created a temporary pollution. And temporary pollution or
permanent pollution-the fact remains that
lllillions of human lives were in a perilous
P<>sition.
In addition to the deaths this once problem, now crisis, ca.uses, it has a definite bearing upon heart disease and other respiratory
&.llments. Major D. Olmes Jr., president of
the PeD.D.8ylvania Tuberculosis and Health
Society Board. of Directors stated, "It 1a an
established fact that air pollution has many
adverse effects on the health of the exposed
I>Opulation." The disease attached directly
to the ef!ectB of smog 1s emphysema--a
Clogging o! the breathing passages until
5U1focatlon fina.lly results. Number o!
dea.th? The American Medical Association
revealed that emphysema, an ailment unhea.rd o! in earlier years, is runnerup in the
number of dee.ths per year. Imagine, it is
&econd in line only to the deadliest of diseases-cancer.
HEED WARNING

We heed the warning on cigarette pack&ges. caution: Cigarette smoking may be
hazardous to your health. But what have
,..e done to the air we normally breath? It
tnight not be filled with tar and nicotine;
however, the exhaust fumes of our automobiles, the sulfur dioxide residues !rom coal
burning, the debris from bnckyard fi.res--all
Pollute our air to a far greater degree than
Cigar fumes fill our lungs. What a.re we doing about it? Very llttle, my friends. Air
J)ollution is fatal. Look at nearby Washington County 1n the llttle town o! Donora. In
1948 the famoua---or infamous--Donora
atnog took the llves o! 20 people in that
locaiity o! the Mononga.hela Valley. Another
~lta.tnple 1s the London smog of 1952 which
eausect over 2,000 deaths and oa.sualties. And
~ho knows what city w1ll be next? Latrobe?
The National Council on Air Pollution
OJ>ened. itB sessions with grim predictions.
.\tnong them the !act that all ll!e on earth
COuld be ellmlnated unless air pollution 1s
brought under control. And this is no fairy
tale. Vice President Hubert .H. Humphrey
a.cidressed the council reiterating experts'
OJ>1nions on the need !or smog control. John
"W. Gardner, Secretary o! the Health, Education and Welfare Department warned that 1!
ltnmedlate steps were not taken the future
or the human race was in grave danger. The
Vice President, Secretary of the Health De~tmentr--these
voices are enough to
a'~:aken me. How about You? Do you want
to leave to your children n world where they
'9.'111 suffocate in their own gaseous wastes?
1 can see only one legitimnte argument
against an all out war on smog. Cost I I
•&ree that it is an expensive undertaking.
\\·hat worthwhile cause Isn't? If money
bothers you, Iet·s express its detrimental ef1ects ln dollar signs. The nntionnl estimate
1 65 dollnrs per person, in all-11 billion dollctrs. Or, in national figures, ·one tenth of
the national budget, and even this figure is
UlU81onary for we csmnot price the effect
lnlog hns on nlrport.A nnd turnpikes in the

number o! accidents. I feel that an element
with such great bearing on our national
economy deserves a top spot among national
expenditures.
I hope you are not among those who are
under the impression that 1! let alone this
problem wm go away. l!"tii, you are drastically mistaken. Thomas Williams, director
o! the Publlc Health Service's Air Pollution
Division defines most accurately why it won't
go away. He says, "Smog is a social diseasethe product o! people and their activities,
and llke a social disease, if not dealt with, it
only gets worse."
Let's get the ball rolling. We need a revamping o! our national li!e. I have presented conclusive arguments to prove there
is a war. And not enough is being done about
it. 0! the 7,300 communities that have the
problem o! air pollution, only 130 city,
county, and regional air pollution programs
are being conducted. And compared to t65
per person in damages only 35 to 40 cents 1s
being spent per capita for prevention. These
statistics amount to fighting the Vietnam
War with sticks and stones.
TV COMMERCIAL

Perhaps you ha.ve noticed the television
commercial, concerning &1r pollution_ n
puts forth a. really true to li!e comparison.
The advertisement states, "You can wash
your windows, or your ca.r, or even your halr,
but you cannot wash your lungs." Think
about it. Then do something about it. A
united ef!ort is the only approach. Everyone
must do something. It takes the dedication
of all United States citizens to destroy this
newest and deadliest enemy.
Los Angeles is a model !or our nation 1n
its growing struggle against &1r pollution.
This city began the war nineteen years ago,
developing a commission on air pollution.
And, by a recent decision of t.he Cali!ornl&
Supreme Court, industry now complies to the
orders o! the com.mission. To show how
definite they have become, 1! a person wishes
to paint his house this summer 1n Los
Angeles, he must use paint which meets the
requirements set by the county. Why don't
all the 7,300 communities aftUcted by smog
enforce such legislation?
How about Latrobe? Are we a bed o! germs
!or this social disease? A Latrobe Bulletin
editorial defined our district as "an area
tailored-made to be enveloped by a1r pollution." And through ef!orts o! the local paper,
Latrobe Boro Council initiated a study into
the immediate dangers. No results have yet
been disclosed but whatever findings are reported lt Will take the complete cooperation
o! all Boro citizens to make the study worthwhile and effective.
It 1s the strategy of teamwork and combined ef!ort, the knowledge of what the problem is and what to do about it, and a getthe-job-done attitude, nothing withholding,
that will defeat this mortal foe. Realize,
Americans, that your ll!e rests with the air
you breathe. Oxygen is one o! the mainstays
of life. We won our Independence, Two
World Wars, a Korean War, and a war on
water pollution. Let's not quit now. Let u..
aim both barrels at air pollution and defeatthe gray enemy.

Memo to the Council of Economic Advisers
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
011'

HON. ANCHER NELSEN
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. NELSEN. Mr. Speaker, I offer the
following item from the February 4 1ssue
of the Minneapolis Tribune for the bene-
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fit of the President's Council of Economic
Advisers:
An 11th grader summed up h.la economlca
course in a yea.r-end test: "'If your outgo exceeds your income, your upkeep will be your
downfall.

Fairplay for Veterans
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DAVID E. SATTERFIELD III
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. SA'ITERFIELD. Mr. Speaker,
when President Johnson sent his message on veterans' a.1:Ia1rs to the Congress
recently, I endorsed his proposals immediately in a report to my constituents,
The President's recommendations, with
few exceptions, endorse · the goals
have been striving for in the House Committee on Veterans' Affairs. This mutual
interest reflects, I believe, the desire of
the- people to fulfill the obligation of a
grateful nation to those whose sacrifices
1n the service of their country have
helped to preserve the freedom we cherish. We must move to fulfill our debt
not only to the men in Vietnam, but to
those who have met the call of our country 1n earlier wars. It was gratifying,
therefore, to note this same deep interest
expressed 1n a recent editorial 1n the
Richmond, Va., News Leader. Under
permission to extend my remarks, I include the editorial at this point in the

we

RECORD:
FAIR PLAY FOR VETERANS

President Johnson's message last week on
veterans' benefits unfortunately got lost in
the burial o! the astronauts, the news from
Peking, and the tribulations of Bobby Baker.
This wa.s a pity, !or the President's recommendations 1n thls area merit wide understanding and pubUc support. His program
would do much to relieve the sacrifices of men
1n Viet Nam and to improve the lite o! those
who live on military pensions.
The astonishing fact, as the President
pointed out, 1s that veterans, their dependents and their survivors now number nearly
94 million persons, or almost one out of every
two persons in the na tlon. The great bulk o!
them, of course, are now indistinguishably a
part of the c.tvllian population. Most of
them have used or waived their GI benefits;
they have outgrown or overcome the handicaps o:t military service. Yet 1.4 million veterans, widows and dependents are living on
m.1llta.ry pensions, and new thousands of
young men are moving to and !rom the Vietnamese conftict. A grateful nation owes
them fair and compassionate treatment.
In his messnge, Mr. Johnson recommended
a series o! measures to bring current benefits
more 1n line with pa.st procedures and with
current costs.
Men who serve In Viet Nam already are entitled to most o! the benefits earlier mnde
a.vallable under the GI Bill of Rights, but a
number o! gaps and inequities remain. Mr.
Johnson would bring the veteran o! the
Mekong Delta and Chu La.1 fUlly in line v.ith
the veteran o! Pork Chop Hill and Iwo Jimf\.
This would mean equal disab111ty compensation, equal death pensions :tor widows and
children. and enlarged educational benefits
:tor the boy who enters military service before
completing high school. One section o! the
President's blll would raise the monthly
college benefit for single veterans from •H>~
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to $130, with proportionate increases for
married veterans with children.
Another attractive feature of Mr. Johnson's
program would increase the amount of available Serviceman's Group Life Insurance from
lts present maximum of $10,000 to a new
maximum of $30,000. For veterans now on
the pension rolls, he proposes a general increase of 5.4 per cent in benefits, effective in
July; and he would see 1to it that no increases that may be voted in Social Security
benefits would operate so as to reduce a.
veteran's pension.
These are modest and reasonable steps.
Under the sometimes capricious operation of
Selective Service, many youngsters are
drafted into compulsory military service before they fully understand what education is
all about. Others volunteer, out of patriotism or apprehension, or because they see
career opportunities in the armed forces.
For all of them, the low pay, the long hours,
the lost years, the dangers and the hardships of military life never can be compensated fully. But the Congress can try-and
to its credit, the Congress has not done badly
by the serviceman and veteran in recent
years. Under the President's bill, the Congress would try a little harder to repay an
obligation that all of us owe.

Anniversary of Lithuanian Independence
SPEECH
o:r

HON. FRANK J. DRASCO
o:r NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. BRASCO.

Mr. Speaker, Lithumlia
has been a state for more than 715 years.
For the past 26 years she has struggled
bravely to regain the freedom she lost in
1940, when German armies invaded her,
and the Soviet Government forcibly annexed her territory.
It was 49 years ago, on February 16,
1918, that Lithuania gained independence following subjugation by Russia,
and the occupying German armies, during World War I, for more than 120 years.
Her freedom was almost immediately
challenged by the Soviet Union. She lost
some territory to the Soviet, but by her
heroic resistence she forced them to recognize Lithuania as a sovereign state in
1920.
Again, during World War II, she found
herself occupied by German armies and,
repeating earlier history, the Soviet
Union resumed a reign of oppressive occupation, which still continues.
There was an all too brief perlod-22
years--following her declaration of independence in 1918 when it appeared she
could continue as an independent nation.
She entered into diplomatic relations
with the major European powers, and
demonstrated a capacity, and ability, for
self -government. Many social reforms
took place in Lithuania during this
period, as well as improved transportation, education, and land reforms. Great
strides forward were taken, only to end
once more 1n disappointment and sorrow.
We must never forget the fight waged
by the Lithuanian people to reestablish
their complete independence. As Americans we enjoy the blessings of freedom,
and we shall continue to strive !or the
same blessings for all men. I extend my
warmest wishes to my many Lithuanian

friends here in the United States that
the day will come soon again when their
friends and families in Lithuania can be,
as we are, freemen.

Mrs. Kelly Fights Discrimination
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
o:r

HON. HERBERT TENZER
O:r NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. TENZER.

Mr. Speaker, in reading the February 10, 1967, issue of the
Jewish Press, I was most happy to read
an endorsement of H.R. 767, which was
introduced by my very dear friend and
colleague, Mrs. EDNA F. KELLY, of the
12th District, Brooklyn, N.Y.
To someone else, this column and the
editorial might have gone unnoticed.
However, because EDNA KELLY has had
a vital interest in religious freedom and
the dignity of man she has been fighting
discrimination of all kinds whether 1t
be race, color, or religion, for all her
constituents, in her district, in the State,
and in the Nation.
H.R. 767 would provide time off for
government employees to comply with
their religious obligations. At this
point, Mr. Speaker, I would like to place
in the REcoRD for the benefit of my colleagues the editorial mer~tioned above
and excerpts from a column urging its
enactment:
JOB DISCRIMINATION DESK

Since December 9th, 1966, the Jewish Press
has been publishing the Job Discrimination
Desk. It took a lot of courage to tackle
major corporations a.nd even the United
States Post Office, charging religious discrimination. But we had pledged ourselves to
serving the community by exposing any and
all forms of discrimination from the very
start. We felt that highlighting such infractions, action by our legislators would be
forthcoming. Our supposition was correct!
Last week a number of Senators and Assemblymen from the New York State legislature
met with members of our staff to discuss
ways and means by which they could help
write and develop legislation to make New
York State an even greater state than it
already is.
This week we received correspondence
from Congresswoman Edna. Kelly of the 12th
District in Brooklyn, who implied that our
Job Discrimination Desk column had captured her interest and as a result wrote a
piece of legislation that would help correct
any discrimination against government employees who must comply with their religious
obligations. (See Job Discrimination Desk
this week, page 3) •
We are eternally grateful to the New York
State legislators who have taken such great
interest in our Views, and to Congresswoman
Edna Kelly who has dedicated herself to
ellminatlng any form of discrimination, regardless of how subliminal it might be.
Joa DISC1UJ4INATION DESK
(By Sheldon David Engelmayer)
The Jewish Press, in an effort to susta.in.
fair play in employment practices involVing
Sn.bbath Observers, will accept complaints
from readers who feel they have been discriminated against because of their religious

practices.

Feb1'1tary 21, 1967
The Jewish Press Complaint Desk

will investigate all complaints and those

found to be valid will be processed in accordance with the laws of this state.

•

•

•

Any reader who feels they have a case for
the Jewish Press Complaint Desk should include all the information ln a. letter to the
Jewish Press Complo.lnt Desk, 2427 Surf Avenue, Brooklyn. N.Y. 11224. Do not phone.
Please include your home address and phone
number for our purposes.
CONGRESSWOMAN KELLY INTRODUCES FEDERAL
ANTIDISCRIMINATION Bn.L IN CONGRESS

For the past several weeks, this column
has been' dealing with discriminatory employment practices against the Sabbath Observer in the New York Post Office. The
Post Office is a federal agency and, therefore,
federal legislation is the only remedy.
Congresswoman Edna. F. Kelly (D.-N.Y.)
has introduced such legislation in the House
of Representatives. The bill, designated
H.R. 767, would provide time off for government employees to comply with their religious obligations. This bill, 1! passed,
would clearly solve the problem of the Sabbath Observer employed tn the New York
Post Office or any branch of the Federal Government.
A similar blll has been introduced several
times before in the halls of Congress. Opposition to such worthwhile legislation was
so great, however, that the blll died in committee and never reached the floor of Congress for a. vote. This must not happen
again.
We urge the readers of the Jewish Press
to fill out the coupon below and mall it to
House Speaker JoHN McCoRMACK, United
States House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Speaker, We support H.R. 767, and all
such legislation which would allow the Sabbath Observer to remain in the employ of
the Federal government without having to
compromise his religious beliefs. We urge
passage of H.R. 767, or similar legislation.
Name -----------------------------------Address --------------------- - -----------CitY---------------- State ________ ZiP----We are hopeful that the Congress and the
President will see the needs for such legis·
lation and that, with the help of the readers
of the Jewish Press there will soon be a. Federal Law prohibiting discrimination against
the Sabbath Observer in the Post Office or
any branch of the Federal Civil Service. •
H.R. 767
(In the House of Representatives}
A b111 to provide time off duty for Government employees to comply with religious
obligations prescribed by religious denominations of which such employees are
bona fide members
Be tt enacted by the Senate and llou.se o/
Re]YT'esentatives of the Untted States o/
America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstanding any other provision of J.a\V',

the head of each department or independent establishment in the executive branch
of the Federal Government and the Board of
Commissioners of the District of Columbl&
shall grant under regulations prescribed bY
the President with respect to the executive
branch and the Board of Commissioners
with respect to the District of Columbia, to
employees under their respective jurisdictions, to the extent com,patible with tl1 8
exigencies of the public business and the
performance of essential services, time oif
from duty (without charge to any leave
otherwise authorized by law and without
lose of compensation and other employee
benefits) to comply with religious obllgn·
tlons prescribed by religious denominations
of which such employees are bbna fide metedmbers. Any such time off shall be predlca
on a written answer employee concerned

February 21, 1967
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under appropriate regulations o! the authority concerned. Any denial of such time
off shall be predicated on a written answer
of the authority concerned which shall
state the reasons for such denial and shall
be transmitted to the employee concerned.

Mr. Speaker, I commend Representa- .
tive EDNA F. KELLY for her dedication to
the cause of civil rights and for her efforts to conect practi~es which have
l"esulted in discrimination against Government employees. I urge my colleagues to review and lend their support
to H.R. 76'l.

Posies or Progress?
EXTENSION OF RIDv1ARKS
OJ'

HON. ANCHER NELSEN
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February .21, 1967

Mr. NELSEN. Mr. Speaker, 1t 1s my
Understanding that joint hearings will
be conducted by the Public Works ComInittees of the Senate and House on President Johnson's ordered cutback in highWay construction funds and that these
hearings are scheduled to start on Febl"Uary 27 and run through March 2.
Many of my colleagues have introduced resolutions such as mine, House
Concurrent Resolution 86, expressing
the sense of Congress that the Federalaid highway program should be carried
on without delays or cutbacks. In this
connection I have noted an article by
commentator Paul Hope, entitled "CUts
Called No Way To Run a Road," which
appeared in the Washington Evening
Star on February 29, 1967. I include
this Paul Hope article at this point 1n
llly remarks so that his comments on
this situation may be brought to the attention of my colleagues before the
Scheduled hearings get underway:
CUTs · CALLED No WAY To RUN A RoAD
(By Paul Hope)
A congresRman complained the other day
that it won't be or much benefit to a person
killed in a highway accident that he enJoyed looking at "posies" before the crash.
What Rep. William C. Cramer, R-Fla., was
au worked up about was President Johnson's decision to curta.U federal spending
tor h1ghway construction, whUe at the same
tl.J:ne asking more funds for getting rid o1
lunk:yards and prettying up the landscape
along the roads.
It is becoming apparent that the highway
1Und cutback ordered last November is one
ot the President's more unpopular moves.
Not all are quite so caustic as Cramer but
hrotests are pouring in from governors, state
lghway officials, contractors and House and
S enate members.
Even Georgia's new governor, Lester Madd.ox, who hadn't been to the White House
Since the last time he picketed against federal racial policies, carried his protests
~gainst the road fund cutback directly to
he PTesident a few days ago.
Some complalnf\D.ts who have researched
the record have come up with what might
be called a presidential credlblllty gap on
h lghways.
bt In August 1964, whUe signing a highway
ll, Johnson said:
a "For much too long, the ma.n who owns
11~<1 dri~es an automobile has been treated
t e a stepchild. We require him to pay for
he highways he uses and we require him

to pay in advance. We divert his taxes to
other uses but we delay the building of the
roads that he deserves . . . . Eight years ago
we set out on a 16-year program to catch
up with ourselves-catch up through the
Interstate Highway System. . • . In every
respect it has met our hopes. It has put
more than one milllon Americans to work.
It is already saVing 3,000 lives a year and,
by 1972, it will be saVing 8,000 lives a year."
The way Cramer and others see it, those
words don't jibe very well with the $700
million cutba.ck ordered by Johnson last
November and his hint in January that an
additional $400 million reduction may be
in the works.
Johnson ordered the 17Y:z percent reduction (which opponents say actually works
out to a 25 percent reduction) as a move to
curb inflation.
There are some who argue that taxes
should have been increased last year to curb
lnfl..ation and that the road-fund curtailment was just another gimmick by an administration that didn't want to raise taxes
in an election year. ·,
The value of the cutback as an antiinflation measure is doubted by many. It
doesn't affect projects already under construction and by the time it does curb road
building some months hence it mat be that
the economy will need a shot in the arm
rather than a depressant.
Even if the cutback accomplished what
Johnson said was lts purpose, the opponents
claim lt still is a heck o! a way to run a.
road.
Highway officials figure that each mile of
interstate highway saves one life each year.
Cramer estimated the November cutback
could cost 200 lives.
Some other effects: Delays mean increased
construction costs. State highway departments, geared up to a certain level of work,
probably will have to discharge personnel.
Some road contractors may have to go out
o! business. And when the program gets
back to normal, skilled people w111 have to
be recruited again.
There also is a sneaking suspicion among
some opponents that the President is going
to use some of the funds taken out o! the
highway program to help finance Mrs. Johnson's beautification program and other Great
Society programs.
Actually, the law says that none of the
money that goes into the federal highway
trust fund (which comes from gasoline and
other taxes paid by highway users) can be
appropriated for purposes other than the
federal-aid highway program. But there apparently is nothing to keep the administration from "borrowing" whatever surplus
there might be.
Cramer, a member of the House Public
Works Committee, says it "seems clearly to
be the intention of the administration to
continue and to increase the highway cutback and to borrow the resulting cash balances . . . . The ad.minlstration has found a
way to divert highway user taxes to other
programs without congressional approval.
In other words, the opponents think the
President has pulled the road right out from
under the states, the contractors and the
long-suffering motorists.

leagues a sermon delivered by Dr. Walter
R. Courtenay, fror;n the pulpit of the First
Presbyterian Church, Nashville, Tenn.
This sermon was forwarded to me by the
Honorable L. L. Martin, of Macon, Miss.
The sermon follows:
DEPOSITORIES OF HOPE

(I Peter 1: 1-9, 13-16)
In seeking a title for today's message I
considered three words, cradle, reservoir, and
depository.
Cradle I rejected ~cause it
suggests infancy, helplessness and total de-·
pendence. Reservoir I put aside because it
suggests impounded water behind a manmade dam. Depository I kept because, like
a checking account, it suggests values placed
in reserve for later use.
The new year of 1967 has five depositories
that I would have you consider.
The first is ourselves. We are all experienced people, even though some of our experiences are memories that "bless and burn."
We all have knowledge of things as they are
and could be 1! we wished them otherwise.
In us there are ideals as yet unrealized,
dreams not yet fulfilled,.... and goals not yet
achieved. A new year is a good time for us
to think about our yesterdays and our tomorrows, to face up to what we are doing
to ourselves and for ourselves, and to decide
if we are using our talents, time and opportunities as wisely as we should. Surely this
is good time for us to set for ourselves targets
of accomplishment for the months ahead.
I think it can be said of most of us that
we live rutted lives, lives that follow the
ruts of the" customary, which again and
again prove to be the ruts of the casual way.
The past has taught us that it ls not easy
to leave the ruts that have determined our
direction and our movement, but to follow
ruts simply because they are there, or for fear
that the alternative will be worse, is contrary to all that is best in man.
I have never liked ruts, and I have known
many. In summer they used to fill the air
with dttst and the car with rattles. In winter they made me prisoner for many a Georgia mile. Often they represented the only
way, and one was compelled to use them.
But highway departments have created roads
to defeat the ruts, to give us new alternatives, and to make our progress richer in
freedom, safety and pleasure.
What highway departments have done for
roads, Christ has done for human ll!e as a
whole. He, too, is a road builder and a defeater of ruts. He offers all of us improved
highways to a better sel!hood, to improved ·
vocations, to richer associations, and to a
variety of ways whereby we may serve better
both God and man.
,
Not only do His signs on the highways give
us correct directions, but He also empowers
us in dally life to achieve what our hearts
desire. The roads the Master builds, and
bids you follow, will not reduce your freedom
nor overcharge you at the toll gates; rather
they Will encourage you to move ahead, remembering the rules of the road that bless,
and the laws that bring you safely home.
A second depository is our homes. Here
programs of improvement are always in
order, and here is where it is always wise to
open the doors and windows, and let in the
fresh air of God's larger world.
Homes are shapers of souls and destinies.
and the reshnpers as well. Homes never
Depositories of Hope
leave us as we used to be or are, but work
continuously to alter us for better or for
worse, and it takes a great deal of prayer and
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
patience, faith and forgiveness, love and
OJ'
laughter, to direct the changes homes are
constantly making in all of us.
Houses never become homes simply beOF MISSISSIPPI
cause they are newer, roomier, better located.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
and more tastefully furnished. Houses become homes only when those who dwell
Tuesday, ·February 21, 1967
therein become the wise custodians of hearts
Mr. MONTGOMERY. ~r. Speaker, I as well as rooms. Nothing is of greater worth
wish to ·c all to the attention of my col- here than love eVidenced, appreciation ex-

Hon. G. V. (SONNY) MONTGOMERY
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pressed, and pride-of-belonging raised' like a
scarlet banner above a castle tower.
Homes to be Chrifltian require the
presence of Him who began His ministry by
blessing a wedding. Homes, to be more than
occupied space, demand practices that help
a family become in truth a vital part of God's
larger household. Trite as it may sound, let
me reaffirm my conviction that without
Bibles read and valued, prayers offered and
believed, church life honored and used, facesexpressing affection, voices shouting encouragement, and attitudes manifesting goodwill,
no home can honor Him who has so marvelously honored homes. Wherever we find
a house that contains a Christian home we
find affection that expresses unity, togetherness that betokens love, and a oneness that
speaks of our loyalty to Him who would have

tribution the importance of salea.ble products,
and the necessity of profits. They, too, are
human, and selfishness is not an unknown
trait among them, but they at least know
that manpower and moneypower cannot be
wasted, poorly used or atupldly expended,
without dire results to the business being
operated. For us, as a nation, to continue
to support theories that are about as American as the Rtn>sian Constitution, amounts to
dereliction of duty on one of the major
battlefields of modernity.
I personally have great hopes for the system. It has blessed my life and has permitted me to be a greater blessing to others.
It has done more for the American Qhristian Church and church programs, as well
as for education, athletics, citizenship, improved social life, and the meeting of world
needs, than any system man has ever known.
'8 tilll~uo~ o~ SUlll~SJJqO A:q pauM.o asnoq A.taAa
Christian family.
All that we really need is a program to help
In recent years many of us have built our people understand it, appraise its virtues
and
contributions, and to see wherein it bas
snd moved into better houses, located 1n
lovelier surroundings, and better equipped to been basic in our nation's rise to affluence
express our personalities and meet our needs, and power. I have heard all the criticisms
but have we filled these new houses with men have aimed against the system, but the
better people? When all is said and done, fact remains that it has done more for more
surely a better :family is of more importance people than its creators ever dreamed would
be possible. To lose it would mean the rise
than a better house.
Christians, of course, may well have both, of a society that would be little more than
a
distant relative to the America we have
but let it be said that no Christian is worthy
of a. better house who is not vitally interested known and loved.
A fourth depository is our national heritin fllling it with a. better household.
A third depository is our national economic age. That there is a strong drift away from
system. We speak of it, as the Free Enter- the political concepts of the Founding Faprise System or the Profit Motive System, thers no Informed person can question. Our
and many today deny its value. Because of Constitution increasingly becomes a manthis the system 1s under heavy pressures, aged-document, and its managers see to it
pressures that would slnklt rather than press that their interpretations of it support their
it upward toward more productive levels. philosophy of what American society should
We must be concerned about what is happen- be.
More and more we become a people who
ing to the system simply because it is basic
to the welfare of all Americans and to the cannot differentiate between what is best
and what is merely popular. Going along
world at large.
Let it here be clearly stated that the system with the crowd is one of the clearest marks
is not :free from weaknesses and blemishes. of our decline. To be on the bandwagon, to
Being man-created, it bears in its fabric the support the so-called new, the different, simweaknesses of man, but as a sign once ply because it is new and ' different, is beshouted from an office wall, I say "to you coming one of the major problems of our
that while it may not be the best system time. In order to extend blessings to some,
in the world, it 1s far ahead of whatever is we do not hesitate to seriously limit the
freedoms of others. In order to enlarge the
in second place.
ranks of those who must of necessity ex~t is my hope that 1967 wlll mean a dechange votes for hflndouts, we move in
crease 1n the erosion of this system which. strange directions and talk as if our resources
has done· more for more people than any were inexhaustible and the recipients of our
other yet conceived. Not only has 1t blessed bounty worthy of all sacrifice. Some leaders
our people, and the world's people, far be- in Was!1ington constantly act like senile
yond man's worthiness, but it has done so grandparents who feel that their dependents
while granting maximum :freedom to the in- can do no wrong, especially if they vote cordividual, and releasing him from doing rectly.
obeisance before the whims of political misHere I pause to say that it Congress permanagement.
mits Adam Clayton Powell to retain his
For the past half century we have been chairmanBhip, and to retain his seat in Continkering with the system, and the system has gress without legal procedures, simply bemany times been faced with the fate of an cause of his color, it will be a disgrace to his
alarm clock in the hands of a small boy. It people who have worked so hard to achieve
is a. system that rewards the creative, the equality before the law. If Powell escap~s
aggressive, the 1talented, the industrious, and punishment, then no man has any right to be
the loyal. It tends to serve best those who sentenced to prison for wrongdoing.
serve best, while not :forgetting those whose
This situation is the result of what I call
talents are less and whose creativeness does V?te-ulism. A few years ago, tear of the
not lift them to life's higher echelons of com- disease of botulism swept our community, a
pensation. Under the system, all who are disease of the digestive system resulting from
willing to learn, to work intelligently and contaminated foods. But what about the
hard, will find in the system a source of disease of vote-ulism which creates all kinds
rewards.
of digestive problems in the body politic,
It is a system that will not work without vote-ullsm being an overdose of supconsiderate employers and employees, and port for programs which while worthy
a :fair distribution of the rewards of the sys- in concept are so often rotten in execution.
This is a good place to say that there Is a
tem. But. the system works best when
guided by business men who are themselves pluce in our system for head-start programs,
programs
of retraining workers in new skills,
successful in productive enterprises, men
who know the basic economic laws of the programs that reduce school drop outs, and
material world, yes, and the values of the salvage salvageable people for our nation's
spiritual world, and who understand not good, but even here the good programs tend
just the power of the dollar, but its value. to become vote getting procedures, under the
While I respect the views of many professors authority of the wrong people for v."rong
of economics, and of social planners, from reasons.
amongst whom come many who value the
I take great pride in my country. I would
aystem I defend this day, I trust to a larger serve no other. Her virtues far outnumber
degree business men who know firsthand her vices, and her successes are as Mt.
the problems of employment, production, dis- Ever~t above · the valleys of her failures.
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Given even a halfway chance, she wm yet
fulfill the dreams of those who gave her birtb.
In this new year I would urge you by the
quality of your citizenship, your scale of
values, and your Christian commi~ment, to
encourage those in' public office to give us
their best, and to write into the history of
the new year those principles that are both
Christian and American.
In our day there is much attention given
to those we now describe as the Deprived.
That there is in our nation a large group
of needy people we must admit, although not
many of us have any close-up contact with
them. I am not sure they are the deprived,
because that suggesto that someone has prevented their bettering their condition and
has forced them to be what they are where
they are. The emphasis on these people
today is great, and maybe it is well, but I
feel that we should not be so carried away
with this emphasis that we forget the otber
people, those who have created our industries, our businesses, our banks, our best
institutions and our vast philanthropies. I!
it be true that the emphasis in the past has
been lopsided on the sides of the Haves, let
it now be said that we are now In danger of
becoming lopsided in behalf of the Havenota. Let It also be said that the majority of
the Haves in America today were once Have.
nota, but by developing their abilities, by being creatively industrious, by taking advantage of the opportunities offered, they left
the ranks of the Have-nota to take their
places amongst those we now label the Privileged. In such a group members of unions
take their stand with business executives,
and employees stand side by side with employers. Those who are today the Haves are,
in the main, people who did not shirk the
sweat of self-improvement, nor failed to accept the challenge of the "\lpward climb. It
is as true today as it was in ancient Rome.
"The fault, dear Brutus, 1s not in our stars,
but in ourselves, that we are underlings."
Let us as a nation do what honest and
generosity demand to the end that our American heritage may live vitally in our children
and our children's children. Let us work
diligently for those who need help and
guidance that th y mny leave their levels
of gloom and stand in the light of better
days. Let us be compnssionate, but let us
also be wise dispensers of compassion.
The fifth depository of our hopes is the
church. What is the church supposed to
be save God's custodian of the grace vouchsafed to men through faith in Jesus Christ
.as Lordi What is our task save that of
telling our neighbor and the world of Him
who came , to give new and eternal life to
men! What is our task but that of interpreting for modern man the Book which
is God's message of hope to all mankind!
In a world of many books we have but
one. From it we draw our concepts of deitY
and dignity, good government .and good people, worthy men and worthwhlle programs.
From it we dr.aw the commission Christ once
gave to IDs disciples, admonishing them to
so live, so love, and so serve, that, through
them, their M:l.Ster would in time become the
Master of the world.
AJ3 we talk to men about our Lord, we must
not place Him lower than the Eternal son
of the Eternal Father, nor accord Him a.nY
worship save that of repentant men before
a sinless Saviour, nor walk in any path save
that which leads to the Father and to tbe
Father's House.
The New Testament task given to believing
men concerned evangelism, the bringing of
men and women tnto the closest possible
:fellowship with Him who saves. That is still
our task, and to say what many say today.
namely, that all social programs are evangel·
ism, and that what men need 1B better
eoclology rather than more New Testament
instruction, 1B to evade the final command·
ment of our Lord to men.
In many of the church's programs todaY
the name of Christ 1s absent, and men are
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not reminded that Jesus Christ came into
the world to save sinners. Sociology can
help us see the inequities in our society, and
sociology may well help us find answers to
:tnany of them, but from a New Testament
standpoint, sociology is not in any sense
equivalent to what the church calls the sal'Vation of men. Humanism, the mother of
:much sociological planning in our day, is a
de-Christianized philosophy. To teach men
to trust only themselves, and to trust no
other, is exactly what all communists teach.
If Christianity were not a continuing vital
force in America today, humanism would die
Within a decade. It is the church that enables it to live at all.
But what really is the situation in the
church today? At times she seems a cornucopia of confusion, a whirlpool that moves
in mighty sweeps, but moves not onward.
And why? Is it because we no longer trust
GOd as men once did? Is it because the Bible
is no longer the authoritative word from
above? Is it because we no longer feel that
tnen need a Satiour, and that that Saviour is
Christ?
Those who belittle the Scriptures and Jesus
Christ as Saviour would have us fall down
Rnd worship a Golden Calf, made by their
hands, which is for them a better symbol of
'Vtrility than either the Cross or the Open
SepUlchre.
Let me say here that picket lines will never
brtng in the Kingdom of our God. Sociology,
Poorly related to God and church, will never
heal the brokenness that is so basic in human
nature. To teach that our need today is gobs
or money spent by do-gooders under the authority of the Federal government is to contradict every teaching of the New Testament,
and every teaching of the historic church.
If sociology is our salvation we are a doomed
People.
The 1967 Confession of the United Presbyterian Church, given much publicity in our
co:tn:rnunity during the past week, is a case
in point. The Confession was created for
one purpose only, to give confessional standing to the social and racial programs of modern churchmen. Whatever words are used
to desclibe the reason for the Confession one
fact seems pertinent, it is nothing more nor
less that Fabian socialism in the clerical garb
Of the Presbyterian Church.
At the regular winter meeting of Nashville
Presbytery this month, we will be asked to
give our financial and personal support to
What is called Project Equality. Churchmen
'\l:ill be asked to sign a document promising
to confine their purchases to those concerns
Which carry out the Federal government's
Program of fair employment. One would
think that discrimination in employment was
the sin against the Holy Ghost. A man
lnight be a cheat and a liar, but as long as
he does not discriminate, he is acceptable.
Another man might be the epitome of integrtty, but because, for his own reasons,
he hires only white Protestant employees, he
ll1ust be treated as a leper. How absurd can
We become?
Yet, in spite of the confusion that surrounds us today, I have great faith in the
eventual rebirth of the Christian Church.
l'he pendUlum that now swings to the left
Will not always so swing. The church that
now goes overboard on every crackpot scheme
that men can contrive will not always prove
1ndtirerent to the deeper message of Scripture. The church which today refuses to
hear the only authoritative voice it knows,
and to follow the only tested rules we have,
'\Jtill one day hearken to the voice, and redec!.icate itself to the keeping of the rules.
Today everyone wants to be where the soCial action is. I want to be, and I want the
Church to be, where the spiritual action is.
Some contend that the spiritual action is in
Congress, ln the streets, and in protest meetings, but this I believe, that before any such
actions are spirttual and effective, men must
find a chapel, a kneeling bench, and a con- .

fesslonal, and there acknowledge Jesus
Christ as Saviour and Lord.
Answers are needed, and many are those
seeking answers, but as I see it, only those
who honor New Testament teachings and fulfill their directives will bring to our day
the answers that we need.
For a church dedicated to the study of the
Bible as God's voice, I wait. For a church
that sees its task as that of bringing men
into the presence of the saving Christ, I
wait. For the church that believes in prayer
and not the jingle-jangle-jazz of gongs,
drums and clashing cymbals, I wait. For a
church that does its duty to its own members, affirming to them the truth shared by
the Father, I wait. For a church that truly
believes in Him who alone can forgive our
sins, and encourages the rising generations
to be loyal to Christ above all else, I wait.
For a church that believes that God holds
the whole world in his hands, I wait! I wait!
I wait!!!
If the church continues as it is now mov-

ing, supporting every scheme men can contrive to convince men that their hope of
heaven depends upon governments, unions,
and the views of certain sociologists and
educators, it is doomed to fail. Even Twentieth Century man is a sinner in the need of
the redeeming grace offered him in Christ.
Men are not saved until they know Him
whom God did send, and .find in His love
their soUl's salvation.
If we persist in acting as if all evil were a
matter of social inequities, and that a poverty-free society is synonymous with the
Kingdom our Lord lived and died to establish,
we can only fall heir to a stronger form of
governmental bureaucracy, with diminishing
freedqms, and to find that the fruits of the
labors of the energetic are confiscated, not to
meet the needs of the worthy needy; meaning
those who would take advantage of all selfhelp programs offered, but the unworthy
needy, those who are content to live on the
welfare roles of a generous but careless nation.
Here then are five areas that need your
prayerfUl, zestful attentiOD; during this ne~
year, ourselves, our homes, our economtc
system, our national heritage, and the church.
A13 Christians, and as Americans, we cannot
afford to lose our interest in any one of
them, and least of all in Him whose life is
the light of the world, whose death means
our reconc111ation with God, whose forsaken
tomb is our strongest argument for eternal
life, and whose living presence alone can
help us triumph over all that decreases our
enthusiasm defiles our honor, and tends
to defeat both our faith and our good intentions.

Lessons I Have Learned From Masons
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Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, t~e
Imperial Council, Nobles of the Mystic
Shrine for North America, conducted a
breakfast on February 21 in the Regency Room of the Shoreham Hotel,
which is an annual meeting honoring
the memory of Frank S. Land, who perhaps more than any other one ,individual
did more to promote the DeMolay. At
this breakfast, William R. Henry, a member of the DeMolay, delivered an address
o:n. the subject "Lessons I Have Learned
From Masons." His address follows:

LESSONS I

A773
HAVE LEARNED FROM MASONS

Dag Hammarskjold once said, "working
at the edge of the development of human
society is to work on the brink of the unknown".
There are today throughout the world,
thousands of individuals who are working at
the edge of the development of human society. These men are working through chapters of the Order of DeMolay. Members of
lodges of Free and Accepted Masons are helping the young men of the world to a greater
understanding of their duties and responsibilities as members of society. They aren't
really working on the brink of the unknown.
for Freemasonry gives to young men those
virtues, those attributes, those qualities
which have stood the test of time.
Qualities which have molded human society and which, through these young men
will help make human society even better for
those who come after.
In any consideration of the contributions
others have made to one's development, it is
decidedly difficUlt to specify any one individual or group of individuals as those most responsible for the opinions or views adopted.
However, as I look back upon my life, I see
many results of my contacts with members
of lodges of Freema.sons. I do not know the
specific philosophy of Freemasonry, yet there
are instances of philosophic tenets which I
find almost universal, among Freemasons I
have known. It seems to me that the most
common philosophic tenet in those Freemasons I have had the pleasure of knowing
is the belief that people are inherently good.
When one sml:es at a child, a child will usually smile back. This is a simplified example
of the premise that people are basically trusting and good.
A more fundamental application of this
theory is that by treating others with honor1
and justice one shall be treated with honor
and justice in return. Honor, trust, and concern are the oils which help to lubricate the
human relationships and to make them more
productive and satisfying. Another phllosophic tenet I have noticed in Freemasons is
a deep personal belief in God. The members
of lodges of Free and Accepted Masons I have
known, have possessed a view of man's relationship with his God, which is raze in the
modern world. God to these men, is present
in everything they do and their commitment
to Him is a powerful force in their lives.
Peter Marshall once said, "If God is not in
your kitchen, then something is wrong in
your kitchen. If God is not in your work
then there is something wrong with your
work. If God is not in your life, there is
something wrong with your life." Masons
are men who show evidence of God in their
lives.
Still another area in which I have observed
Freemasons at work is in civic activities. I
-personally know Masons who are act! ve in
their lodges and their churches, their homes,
fraternal organizations, service groups politics, Boy Scouts and DeMolay. All this in
addition to holding down a professional 9 to
5 attachment at some commercial enterprise.
Sometimes I think it woUld be interesting to
take a. poll of several hundred Masons and
determine what percentage of these individuals are active in political life. I don't
mean activity as candidates alone, but rather
as candidates, voters, contributors, workers
and oplnlon leaders. The percentage of men
exercising excellent citizenship would be far
higher among -Freemasons than among any
other similar group.
Masons have concern for our nation's young
people. I don't think it was an accident that
every one of my leaders in Boy Scouts happened to be a Mason. For Freemasons feel
an obligation to help young men grow up to
be decent human beings, and these individuals demonstrate their concern in almost
every type of youth organization. I feel I
speak from experience when I say Masons
have taught me the fullest meaning of in-
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tegrity, of honor, of fidelity, of justice, of
concern and of responsibility. These lessons
I have learned by observing their excellent
example.
Masons are men in the best sense o! the
word. They are men who handle the problems they must face with honor and straightforwardness. A Mason lives a life in such a
manner as to leave a memory that is an inspiration to those young people who follow.
I have learned from Masons that life is lived
best by those who respect it and who consecrate their efforts to improving man's lot
here on earth. These men strive to aid
meaningfully in the development of human
society. But Masons aren't really working at
the brink of the unknown, for Freemasonry
offers to humanity the accumulation of centuries of experience in living life well.

New 3M System Produces Microfilmed
Heart Data From Telephone Signals
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Mr. KARTH. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following:
NEW 3M SYSTEM PRODUCES MICROFILMED HEART
DATA FROM TELEPHONE SIGNALS
Heart signals transmitted by telephone can
be recorded in minutes as microfilmed electrocardiograms with a. new electronic system
announced by 3M Co., St. Paul.
Developed by 3M research, the recorder was
shown tor the first time at the American College of Cardiology, Washington Hilton Hotel,
Washington, D.C., February 15-19, 1967, in
the 3M Co. te<:hnical exhibit, booths 121 and
122.
"With the frequent need for accurate
diagnosis of ECO recordings by heart
specialists located at points distant from the
patient, this system has been designed to
enable specialists to give a diagnosis quickly
by telephone or by closed circuit television,"
said Dr. Marsha.ll R. Hatfield, technical director of 3M's Microfilm Products Division.
"In addition, enlarged dry copies of the
Microfilm images can be made in seconds.
The original film can be dupllcated quickly
and inexpensively or can be used as the basis
for future computer studies and as an aid to
medical education," Dr. Hatfield said.
With the new system, heart data may be
acquired in the home, at a clinic or in a
hospital. It then can be transmitted to the
3M "1260" ECG Recorder for diagnosis by a.
specialiSt over direct cable lines, standard
telephone lines or data tran.smission lines
such as Bell Telephone's Data-phone system.
With proper scheduling, several hundred
ECOs can be recorded by the unit in a day.
Heart traces transmitted via telephone
lines are received at the "1260" recorder as
displays on the faces of cathode ray tubes.
An eleotron beam which forms the trace has
no inertia and forms a signal superior to
conventional pen-and-ink strip chart devices,
Dr. Hatfield said.
In addition to a monitor and the cathode
ray tubes, the "1260" recorder console contains a microfilm processor-camera which
photographs the image on the tube and completes the film processing in 45 seconds. The
microtllmed images can be viewed immediately on a reader, or enlarged dry copies can
be made in seconds on a reader-printer :for
the specialist to make a diagnosis.
By using multiple channel telephone transmission, the twelve leads of current produced

by the heart can be transmitted simultaneously and recorded on the "1260."
Film produced by the processor-camera is
mounted in a camera card, which is an electronic data processing card having a hole, or
aperture, in which the frame o:f microfilm
is mounted. Coded information such as
patient identification and a cardiological
diagnosis can be keypunched into the card.
Duplicates of the original card can be made
with 3M "086" copiers.
In addition to speed of transmission and
diagnosis, Dr. Hatfield cited the following
advantages for the system:
Time savings gained by eliminating the
need to cut, mount and store the data as in
conventional usage.
Space savings estimated at more than 90%
can be gained by storing the data on camera
cards and the recorder occupies about 1 / 20th
the space required by conventional strip
charts and associated records.
Cost savings of approximately 32 cents
per ECG. (The "1260" records the data at a
cost of 18 cents per card as compared with
50 cents in present applications).
Ease of retrieval.
Camera. cards can form the basis for future computer studies and as an aid to medical education.
Ease in reclassifying the file.
Availab111ty o:f records :for reproduction and
distribution to satellite locations.
With a minimum of system design, the
"1260" can be integrated with future ECG
computer diagnosis systems.
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Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Speaker, much

has been said about the need for increasing social security payments. On January 18, 1967, I introduced legislation tn
this body to establish a minimum Primary benefit of $100 per month. If any
Member of this House would like to hear
eloquent testimony as to why this increase is needed now, I urge him to listen
to this letter which I received today from
a lady 1n Union City, N.J. The letter
reads as follows:
Congressman DoMINICK V. DANIELS.
DEAR SIR: I agree Social Security benefits
.should be increased to $100 a month. I am
83 years old, live alone, what can I do with a
widow's pension. Yes, it helps, but with
rents and living costs so high, I must live
economically or the Uttle money I have will
soon be gone. What do I see ahead. All I
can say, I am glad I am as old as I a.m. there
i.s nothing to look forward to. Hope this bill
wm go through fast.
Respectfully,

Mr. Speaker, 1s this the best that rich,
affluent America can do for its senior
citizens? Something 1s sick deep inside
this abundant Nation when millions of
elderly Americans can gain only consolation from the fact that the years they
have remaining are few. I have taken
this floor to argue 1n behalf of the forgotten Americans who are ekeing out a
living on the tiniest kind of pensions.
Once again, I raise my voice to correct
this situation now.
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Mr. STEED. Mr. Speaker, the accomplishments of the upstream conservation program, being carried forward
under Public Law 566 of the 83d Congress, seldom receive spectacular publicity. But steadily an~ quietly this program is remaking the face of many of
our rural areas, saving the soil, providing badly needed water storage, and
preventing flood damage to roads and
highways.
I am proud of what is being accomplished under this work by the Soil
Conservation Service and the locally directed sponsoring organizations. As cosponsor of the 1954 law, I have kept in
close touch with its implementation.
The Fourth Congressional District of
Oklahoma, which I .represent, has always
ranked at the top in upstream conservation work.
Pontotoc County, Okla., stands near
the top of the list, with several projects
in varying stages of development covering almost the entire county except the
immediate plain of the main stream of
the South Canadian River.
On February 7 the Ada Evening News
took note of the transformation in the
following perceptive editorial, which I
enter here in the hope it will encourage
all who have faithfully given support to
this work since its inception:
[From the Ada (Okla.) Evening News.
Feb. 1, 1967]
WORK MOVES AHEAD FOR CoNSERVANCY
DISTRICTS
In the newspaper business, it is the continuing story that gets you in trouble.
You are inclined to pass it by, to rather
take it for granted.
There is an excellent ease in point in thiS
county. We refer to the programs being
conducted here in relation to upstrenm
flood control. ·
In the Clear Boggy project, in Sandy or tn
Muddy Boggy, a surprising amount of the
total acreage of this county is covered.
Particularly Sandy and Clear Boggy hnve
been forging stea.dily and quietly forward .
Granted, we had a certain amount of fallfare when they were in their initial phases.
And, it ls true there have been systematic
reviews of progress. But still we tend to
take for granted such a long-term or continuing situation. We lose sight of what hnR
happened.
"'
And, a great deal bas happened. The most
obvious aspect is ah economic one. The
various lakes and control measures in place
in this county have resulted in the expenditure of a great deal of money. It is !a.lr to
point out that these are funds not spent tn
lower Europe but here, right here in Ponto we
County, Okla. We are talking not about
hundreds of thousands of dollars. We are
talking llterally about millions of dollars.
And this is only part o:f the story. In
bottomla.nds along Clear Boggy and Sandy a.
great deal has happened. These lands are
being utilized Qlld developed where before
they were not. Landowners knew that anY
program was bound to be subject to regulnr
flOOding and so little was done.
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longer true. Landowners have
made heavy outlays in some areas. Great
~mprovement has been made. And even
more will be made.
There is a lot of dllfe.r ence in talking about
something and seeing things in place, existing, a fact. The presence of dependable
water storage has meant a great deal to
many people. Such water storage in recent
low-moisture years has been of great value.
But there are still other ramifications.
We do not believe any really systematic
attempt has yet been made to develop the
water potential of some of these reservoirs.
Rest assured, such attempts will be made.
Rest assured that such attempts will also
bear fruit.
Then there is the recreational aspect to
COnsider. For a large number of people, additional places :for wholesome outdoor recreation are provided. Here too, we believe
the surface has only been scratched. As
population increases, as pressure mounts for
such areas, we believe they will even further
demonstrate their worth.
And finally, and perhaps most important
or all, land and water have been conserved.
Land above the retention structures has
been placed under vegetative controls.
The structures themselves have held back
excessive runoff and the water is held a.nd
controlled on the land. Coil remains in
Place. It is not cut by the water and carried
away, lost to everyone.
There are still structures remaining in
the various districts. For one reason or another, these sites have not been cleared.
In our relatively short experience, we can
see already some of the dividends this program has yielded. In time, it should and
Will yield even more. It is to be hoped they
\IVUl be cleared soon a.nd the over-all programs can be completed.
Then the Soli Conservation Service, the
lOCal board members, the landowners in?ol ved can look back on a job well done.
They can know they have truly had a part
1n something that has changed e.nd improved
the face of the land. They ca.n know that
tb.ls state, this county, is better for what
they have done.
This 1s

IliO

The First Lady of Kansas Newspaperdom
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

In 1965 she was selected Kansas'
"Mother of the Year'' and later competed
for the national honor in New York.
Yes, Kansas is proud of "Mother
Mamie," and I am sure no one would
deny us this pleasure. Mr. Speaker, I
submit the article for all to enjoy:
HoNoR To DowAGER QuEEN
It was to be expected that Mrs. Mamie

"It Is Necessary"-Address by CongressPoised for Action

O.J' KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967

in the youth of America a greater awareness of the values of physical fitness.
The affair was hosted by former New
York Giant football star, AI DeRogatis,
now a Prudential executive.
South Side's team won the 1966 City
League championship with a record of
7-0. This was the school's first undefeated, untied season in its entire history. South Side was also co-State sectiona! champion, the first Newark school
to win this distinction in 21 years.
In addition, the team had the best defensive .record in the State, giving up
only 19 points during the 1966 season.
The overall team record since 1961 is
35-8.- 41, which is a tribute to Donato
"Pete" Del Guercio, who became head
football coach that year.
The 40-odd team members were each
given a trophy and Prudential presented
a ''Poised for Action" citation to the
school, a copy of which is attached.
I salute South Side High and the
Prudential company for making these
distinctive and valuable contributions to
the Newark community.

Boyd of Mankato, bowing to the newspaper
editor and one-time candidate for governor
who cited her for journalistic merit at
Lawrence recently, noted that his father, the
late Clyde M. Reed Sr., editor, governor and
U.S. Senator, was also one of her contemporarles.
Fact is, commented the 90-year-old
dowager of Kansas' best known newspaper
family, she has grown up with Kansas which
was only a teen-ager when they first met.
The former Mamie Alexander, born near
Humboldt and daughter of a newspaperman, married Frank W. Boyd in 1905, pubUsher of the Phillipsburg Review until his
death in 1947.
The Boyd men made it possible for her to
qualify for . the Willlam Allen Whlte Foundation citation, declared their mother and
grandmother, since they stayed home and
put OUt their newspapers While She Was dele- "POISED FOR ACTION" CITATION-PRESENTED
gated to represent them at editorial conferTO SouTH SIDE HIGH ScHOOL
ences and public meetings. Her sons, McDill
The Prudential Insurance Company of
(Huck) Boyd of Phillipsburg, one time Re- America presents its "Poised for Action"
publican candidate for governor, and Frank Citation to South Side High School to recog(Bus) Boyd of Mankato, former K-State nize the outstanding achievements of jts
basketball great, grinned at their mother's championship football team during the 1966
sallies. For Mamie Boyd has been an active season.
newspaperwoman all her working days.
.. .
,
.
She still writes for the Jewell County Rec- \
POlsed for Action is a phys1ca1 fitness
ord. She drives her own motorcar although program sponsored by the Prudential in coshe confessed she confines her do'-it-herself operation with the President's Council on
travels to Mankato and has for three years. Physical Fitness andthe National Football
And she still serves as the Boyd family's League .. Its purpose is to instill in the youth
official delegate, as she did at Lawrence.
of Amenca a greater awareness of the values
On another occasion, Mrs. Boyd moved of physical fitness.
into the front row of an audience at Abilene
Prudential salutes the South Side High
when Dwight Eisenhower was to dedicate School football team !or the high level of
a part of the Eisenhower memorial. She physical fitness, sportsmanship, and team
knitted complacently as Secret Service oper- spirit which it displ~yed in winning the 1966
atives strung ropes behind which spectators City League Champwnship.
were to sit to insure safety of the President.
ORVILLE E. BEAL,
Mrs. Boyd was well beyond the line. No
President, the Prudential Insurance
one expected her to move, not even the SeCo. of America.
cret Service. The ropes swerved precipiNEWARK, N.J., January 13, 1967.
tately outward for the sole purpose o! accommodating the first lady of Kansas newspaperdom.
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Mr. DOLE. Mr. Speaker, Kansas has
HON. PETER W. RODINO, JR.
always ranked high among the States of
or NEW JERSEY
this Union with respect to the number
L.'if THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
of prominent citizens it has contributed.
Monday, February 20, 1967
We are especially proud of the outstanding women our State has produced. One
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, the home
Whose talents and gracious ways con- office of the Prudential Insurance
tinue to capture the hearts of all, Mrs. Co. of .America and the South Side
htamie Boyd, of Mankato, Kans., can be High School are both located i.n Newark
found any day busily attending to the and in .my congressional district. I ascluties of her newspaper profession. A sume that one rarely comes into contact
:Young 90 years of age, she can find no with the other-except for special occatime to "take 1t easy."
sions. And last month one rare and very
In addition to her many accomplish· special occasion occurred when the
lllents in the journalistic field, as told in Prudential company honored South Side
the following editorial from the February High's championship football team with
13 issue of the Topeka Daily Capitol, she the "Poised for Action" citation.
has always found time to be in the forePoised for Action is a physical fitness
front of political and benevolent activ- program sponsored by the Prudential in
ities and organizations, and to help pro- cooperation with the President's Countnote the interests of her community and cil on Physical Fitness and the National
State at every opportunity.
Football League. Its purpose is to instill

woman Leonor K. Sullivan to Propeller
Club of Washlngton
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
01'

HON. LEONOR K. SULLIVAN
OF MISSOURI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mrs. SULLIVAN. Mr. Speaker, 1t was
a privilege and a pleasure for me as ranking member of the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries to speak to
the members of the Propeller Club of
Washington at their annual dinner last
week, held in the Willard Hotel. In my
remarks, I discussed the problems of the
American merchant marine which are
also the Nation's problems, and they are
serlous ones.
I also trled to explain how a Member
of Congress from an inland city which
cannot accommodate any ocean-going
shipping would consider these problems
important enough to the people I repre--
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1n the Congress to persuade me to
remain a member through all these years
of the Committee on Merchant Marine
and Fisheries and to become so deeply
concerned over the status of our American-flag shipping.
1\Ir. Speaker, because of the great importance of merchant shipping capability to national defense, I am, under
unanimous consent, inserting my remarks before the Propeller Club· of
"\Va.shington in the Appendix of the REcORD with the hope that many of the
Members of the House will have an opportunity to read of the alarming situation which has been permitted to develop
on the high seas:

~nt

SPEECH

BY CoNGRESSWOMAN LEONOR K. SULLIVAN, DEMOCRAT, OF MISSOURI, AT THE ANNUAL DINl'.'"ER
01' PROPELLER
CL'Cll
OP
WASHINGTON, FEBRUARY 14, 1967, AT THE

WII.LA.RD HoTEL
I a.lways enjoy being a guest at these a.ffa.il"s, but tonight you are making me sing
for my supper-and I must admit that in this
instance I enjoy that, too. Speech-making is

u.su"8.lly more work than fun, because of the
study which must go into the preparation
of one's remarks, but in this instance I have
been living for so many years with the subject
matter of our merchant marine as a Member
of the Committee of the House of Represente.tives which handles legislation in this field
that I am glad to have the opportunity of
th111 forum to share some of my thoughts
with you.
From time to time, interviewers ha>e asked me how in the world a. woman Member of
Congress from the heartland of the nation
got herself involved so deeply in the issues
of ocean commerce and deep-water shipping.
I live on the most majestic river in the world,
a river which bisects America and is usually
referred to in terms of the "mighty" Missis~
sippi-and it carries, let me tell you, a mammoth amount of water-borne commerce,
but as far as being "deep water"-well, that
1sn't exactly what the Mississippi is.
Our biggest worry around St. Louis is to
make it deep enough for the barges and tows
to get into port because, while the channel
is kept open by the Army Engineers, the
docking areas are frequently left high and
dry. So I certainly do not come from deepwater terri tory.
Thus my membership on the Committee
on Merchant Marine and Fisheries would
have to be explained on other grounds, at
le-ast originally. When I came to Congress
for my first term, it was not a. year noted
for sweeping Democratic gains in the House;
instead, 1953 marked only the second t1me
afte-r 1931 that the Republicans were able to
organize the House and elect a Speaker.
so, as happens in such situations, there were
not very many choice Committee assignments for freshmen Democrats. I had indicated my willingness to serve Without complaint on the Appropriations Committee that
year, or Interstate and Foreign Commerce-! wasn't going to be greedy and insist on
Ways and Means right off-but I ended up a
rung or two above the page boys, on a minor
Committee which had about as much hotllne importance to my District as the Joint
Committee on the Disposition of Executive
Papers. No, I'll take that back; the Joint
Committee on Disposition of Executive Papers would probably have had more importance to St. Louis because we have a very
large Federal Records Center there, fUll of exe-cuti>e papers only some of which are ever
'to be disposed of.
Nevertheless, as a freshman Member o! the
House, I took to heart the late Sam Rayburn's ad>ice to new Representatives that if
you want to get along you have to go along,
a.nd I went along. Of course, I bad no choice
1n the matter-there was no place else to go!

I assumfli I would eventually get off Mer-

chant Marine at the first blush of any
seniority, but in 1955 when I was placed on
the Banking Committee, I was also kept on
Merchant Marine and I found by then that I
enjoyed it and appreciated the importance
of the Committee's assignment and wanted
to stay on it.
All of which shows that the operations of
the seniority system in the Congress are
wonderful to behold. Lack of seniority put
me on this Committee originally in 1953;
seniority now, as the ranking Member of the
Committee, makes me your Valentine in
1967. As so often happens in Congress, the
more a. Member learns about issues which
come before a particular Committee, the
more of a partisan one tends to become on
those issues. I don't mean partisan in the
sense of party politics-most of us on the
Merchant Marine Committee, Republicans
and Democrats alike, see eye to eye on the
basic issues of maritime policy; but we are
strong partisans of a. strong American :flag
merchant marine.
This may lead some people to think we are
captives of the shipping industry. But as
many of those ·here tonight well know, we
tend to give the merchant shipping industry
a bad time of it for not doing more to spot~
light and dramatize the needs of that industry and the product it has to sell. Whenever an American :flag cargo vessel leaves an
American port less than full, or a liner fiying
the American fiag sails away from the U.S.
with empty staterooms, I feel that some
people are not doing their jobs and should
be ashamed of themselves.
Our annual export and import water-borne
foreign commerce ran to nearly 350 millions
tons in the most recent year for which we
have completed :tigures-1965-or more than
~30
billions, not counting Great Lakes
shipping. American fiag ships carried a
puny 8 percent of that, even including the
cargoes which, by law, have to go in American bottoms under the Foreign Aid
programs.
Considering that American ships are the
safest and the most reliable, operated by
well-paid American rreamen, keeping to
schedule with remarkable fa.lthfulness, and
considering the fact that the rates are the
same i:q nearly all cases whether the cargo
moves under American or foreign fiag, how
can we possibly explain or excuse a. lessthan-fully-laden American fiag ship? Perhaps I oversimplify-hard-headed businessmen, so-called, always say that women jtlst
don't understand such things-but I say it's
often a case of poor salesmanship and lack
of hustle. I have talked to many American
exporters and importers, and few of them
are even aware of how their cargoes move.
No one has made a strong enough representation to them to voice a preference for
u.s. :flag ships in scheduling their cargoes.
One of the importers in my home city tried
to do that and a lot of people in the business thought he was a little peculiar--one of
those super-patriotic nuts or something.
When I asked the Commerce Department to
furnish him with some sort of printed stickers he could attach to his orders abroad indicating he wanted the goods shipped American, there were all sorts of high-level conferences about it, but the Commerce Department finally gave up and said in effect,
that the problem was a little too big for
them-that the General Accounting Office
might not like it if they spent a few dollars
on such things. So we sold the idea to the
private lines, which should have thought it
up themselves anyway!
But what an ordeal my constituent went
through trying to get someone to pay some
attention to an idea to help the American
merchant marine.
I had the wonderful experience recen~y of
sailing to South America on one of our fine,
safe--but a little old by now-American
flag liners. I enjoyed just about every min-
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ute of 1t, except for the t1me we spent becalmed in 14,000 feet of water with no air
conditioning because one of the old boilers
suffered a breakdown and had to be fixed at
sea. But on the whole it was a fine voyage
and pure delight. However, one of the young
cadets aboard from the Merchant Marine
Academy-and I always make it a point to
get to know the officers and men on such a
trip--innocently asked me why anyone
would choose to go to South America by ship
when you could get on a plane and be in
South America in a matter of hours.
. People who have to be in South America in
a. matter of hours -should, by all means, fiy;
there is no question about it. But when a.
young man .serving on a passenger ship wonders out loud why anyone would choose to
go by ship, part of his vocational education
has been badly neglected. I trust that after
one voyage himself he finally had his answer-there is a~olutely no better way in
all the world to unwind and relax and recharge your batteries and enjoy peace and
tranquility-even in rolling seas--than a.
clear-the-cobwebs cruise on a good, safe,
well-run ship.
And if you're going to go by ship, then be
smart enough to go by the safest ships afloat!
We have taken action 1n the Congress to
control and regulate some of the fioating firetraps which gypsied out of American ports
carrying too many Americans to fiery deaths
at sea, but this is not to say that every passenger ship sai11ng from an American port
meets American standards of safety. They
don't, in a great many cases, American :flagships do-they must. The food niight not
always be as exotic on an American flag liner,
but you can be sure that it's pure and wholesome food and properly stored and prepared.
It is only recently that American shipping
lines have mentioned some of these vital
elements o:t superiority 1n their advertising.
I would hit the theme hard in every adthese are the safest ships afioat, and with the
best-trained personnel. Sea disasters are
rare; but when one happens, nothing ls more
horrible. It 1s more than just good luck
that our ships have had such fine records
for safety.
But unless something is done quickly and
effectively to reverse the trend which began
a.frer World Wa:r II, the great, wonderful
American :flag merehant marine is going to be
aut of business and off the see.s. The sh1p8
are fine, but they're getting old, and we're
far behind schedule in replacing them. ThiS
is not the fault o! the shipping lines alone.
it ts also the fault of the people ot t.he
United States, acting through their Govern~
ment. We have allowed. the merchant ma~
rine to slide downhill to the point now that
only 13 subsidized new ships are scheduled
foc construction a year-instead of the 50
or more we should be building each year tor
replacement purposes alone.
What differeru:e does it make? Well, for
one thing, we are bre-aking the law in treating the merchant marine in this step-child
manner. The law was written in 1936 and
never repealed. It says not merely that it
would be nice to build more ships, or a
good thing, or desirable, or important; tt
says, and these are the :fl.rst words of the
law: "It ts necessary."
Exactly what does the law say ".is necessary"? It statl's:
"It 1s necessary for the national defense
and development of its foreign and domestic commerce that the United States shall
have a. merchant marine sufficient to carrY
1t.s domestic water-borne commerce and a.
substantial portion o! the water-borne export and import foreign commerce of the
United States." (I wouldn't consider 8 percent substantial, would you?)
It furtht"l' &ta.tee that it 1s necessary for us
"to provide shipping service on all routes
essential for ma.lnta.tning the flow of sucll
domestic and foreign water-borne commerce
at all times" (but right now, with so mucll
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of our shipping tied up 1n. Vietnam-including many of our best cargo ships, along with

a lot of old "rust-buckets" from the reserve
fleet-there 1s sertous question whether we
ca.n hold on to routes elsewhere which were
built up so painfully over the years in competition with every other maritime nation).
It is also necessary, according to the lawnot merely deslra.ble, but necessary-that our
merchant marine be "capable of serving as a
naval and mill ta.ry a uxilla.ry in time of war
or na.tional emergency" a.nd tha.t it be
"owned a.nd operated under the United
States flag by citizens of the United States,
insofar as may be practicable, and be composed of the best-equipped, safest, and most
suitable types of vessels, constructed 1n. the
United States and manned with a trained
and efficient citizen personnel."
The laws says it is necessary that such
things be done, and says that it is the policy
of the United States to foster the development and encourage the maintenance of
such a merchant marine.
We aren't obeying that law now when we
authorize only 13 new ships a year. We are
keeping 1n service so many overage shipsships which should have been replaced-80
percent of our entire merchant fleet is 20
years of age or older-that 11 plain old age
doesn't force them out of service soon, the
threat a! drastic increases in insUrance rates
will certainly do so. This threat is ree.l, as
many of you know.
We have the framework in our existing
maritime policy. It takes only decisions by
Government to make it work.
Ocean shipping wUl not disappear, of
course--just our ships. This does not mean
that we lack the technological skill to build
faster, better, more competitive ships-just
that we don't see any value to doing so.
As a woman who keeps house and, except
for cooking, finds most of the chores dull
and tiresome, I was interested in a recent
Wall Street Journal article describing how
electronic wizardry will transform 111e in
tomorrow's homes. It predicted that sonic
cleaning devices and air filtering systems will
ba.nish dirt a.n.d just about eliminate dusting, scrubbing, and vacuuming. Combination freezer-microwave ovens w1ll make food
preparation even simpler than it is now.
Dish washing will be a thing of the past;
since disposable dishes will be made from
powdered plastic for each meal by a machine
right in the kitchen. Permanent-press clothing will do away with ironing.
Fascinating! And yet with the rapid ad·
vance of technology today, with which we
are all familiar, none of us really doubts that
these marvels, or others of slm1lar import,
\Vill come to pass in the next few decades.
We have the know-how and we are exercising it in all aspects of American li!e, including the frequently ma.llgned maritime industry.
I get a little impatient when I hear people
in high places who should know better refer
to backwardness in the maritime field.
One of our sta.1I members attended a
briefing given by high ranking officers of the
Army and the Navy concerning the proposed
Depa.rtment of Defense Fast Deployment
Logistics Ship Project, which they refer to as
F'DL. The briefing officer projected a chart
on a screen which purported to show the
tnuch quicker travel time by an FDL ship
from a. point in the United States to a trouble
spot overseas, compared with a "conventional" 20-knot merchant ship.
When questioned as to what kind of "conventional" merchant ship he was referring
to, he said he was speaking of the types of
tnerchant ships which would be newly constructed in the time frame of the 1970's.
To the best of my knowledge, very few, if
any, American liner companies today are
operating or designing new ships that are
llot capable of sustained cruising at speeds
or 20 knots or more. The newer vessels emPloy a high degree of automation and other

major refinements in cargo handling and
design. which even now, remove them from
the classification of "conventional."
Each generation of new merchant ship
embodies progressive advancement. The
more drama tic of these are vesesl concepts
such as the Lykes barge carrier and the
Prudential Lash ship-very large vessels
flexibly designed to carry numbers of standard containers, commercial type barges, and
with roll-on and roll-off features. The barge
carrier designed is built around conservative
service speed of 21 knots. But with alternate
machinery, ~his type of vessel can be produced to operate at 26, and even 30 knots.
The new challenger class vessels operated
by, or under construction for the United
States Lines provide large capacity for containers operating at high speeds in the North
Atlantic service.
American Export/Isbrandtsen Lines, working with United Aircraft Corporation recently
conducted a successful demonstration of a
container-helicopter delivery system. by
which powerful helicopters would load and
unload large vessels without need to resort
to shoreside terminal facilities.
According to the best information I can
get, the private American maritime industry
can properly take credit for these advanced
concepts.
The fact of their development negates the
image of a. backward industry resting on its
laurels while being spoon-fed doses of Government subsidy.
Through the insistence of our Committee
and its former Chairman, the late Herbert
Bonner, the Government took the initiative
with the development of the Nuclear Ship
N.S. Savannah, and rightly so, with. the
myriad of unknown factors and the large
development costs involved.
But now, when the Savannah has shown
herself as a feasible tool ot transportation,
she 1s about to be laid up. This proposed
action is coming at a time when one major
operator is ready to invest large sums of its
own money to prove its faith in the future
of nuclear power in commercial water transportation and when most American steamship operators are expressing great interest
in the potentialities of nuclear power in merchant ships of advanced design.
In the light of all these things, it seems
to me that it makes more sense from the
Government's standpoint to support the private merchant marine as an important part
of our national economy and national security as contemplated-as required-by the
Merchant Marine Act of 1936, as contrasted
with the proposal for 100 percent subsidization of a relatively small number of extravagantly expensive floating warehouses, the losa
of any one of which would perhaps immobilize an entire military campaign.
If the Department of Defense wants logistics speed, they can get it in new merchant
ships, as it always has in the past.
If it wants cargo handling capability, it
can get it in new merchant ships, as it always has in the past.
If it wants fl.exib111ty, which would include
over the beach or roll-on, roll-off capab111ty,
it can get it in new merchant ships-the
design possibilities are endless.
And it can get these things for considerably
less profitable, or politically embarrassing to
solutions.
The fact that we can do these things by
building up our merchant marine is only hal!
the story; to me the most important aspect
of it is that, in keeping with national defense
and national goals, we must do these 'thlngs.
In the words of the Merchant Marine Act,
it is necessary that we do them. We have
not repealed that law, except through
neglect.
I do not want to see our Nation made
dependent-ever--on the willingness of any
other nation's shipping to serve our needs in
time o! peril. We cannot depend upon any
other nation to do anything for us at any

time it it is inconvenient for it to do so, or
less profitable, or politically embarrassing to
it at home, or puts that nation in an untenable position with a feared enemy. After
all, when DeGaulle kicks our NATO troo:ps
out of France and consistently saps away our
gold as a way of proving to us that France
doesn't need us right now and intends to go
it alone again-for awhile, anyway, and when
India, which we are feeding, denounces our
activities in Vietnam; and other countries
let us know so clearly from time to time that
while their problems should be our problems, our problems are our problems onlynot theirs-we should know by now that, for
the long push, our real security lies as much
in our efforts as in any collective efforts, and
perhaps more so.
I am no super-nationalist/isolationistfar from it. But just as I think the time is
not yet when we can dismantle our Armies
and Navies and Air Force just because there
is a U.N. in existence, so also I think the time
is not yet, and may never come, when we can
safely depend upon Norway and Panama and
Britain and Italy and Greece and the Soviet
Union to provide us with the merchant
shipping we may need whenever, and under
whatever circumstances, we may need it. But
if we disregard the necessities as spelled out
in our merchant marine law-that's exactly
the spot we will be ln.
Thank you.

Auto Safety Standards
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DAVID E. SATTERFIELD Ill
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. SATTERFIELD. Mr. Speaker, as
one who was involved, as a member of
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, in the development of
the Traffic Safety Act of 1966, I have
been interested, nattirally, in first, the
motor vehicle standards announced by
the National Traffic Safety Agency and,
second, the public acceptance of those
standards. As a supporter of the bill
establishing the agency, it was gratifying, therefore, to note recently favorable
comment on the automobile safety
standards in a February 3, 1967, editorial, carried by the Charlottesville, Va.,
Daily Progress. In the assessment of
the Daily Progress, the requirements are
reasonable and "will provide more protection for the public." For the information of the Members of this body, who
share my own deep interest in reducing
the present traffic toll in our country,
I place the editorial from the Daily
Progress at this point in the RECORD:
AUTO SAFETY ST A.NDARDS

Federal standards for vehicle safety as announced by the National Trame Safety
Agency Tuesday will produce some alarm in
Detroit, which is understandably nervous
about the whole thing. The standards represented what appears to be a rather fair compromise both in what is required and in time
allowed to do the job.
The automobile manufacturers should be
able to meet the standards by the Jan. 1,
1968 deadline, for most of the devices and
safety features are already widely in use and
most of them are on a great many cars that
are being sold now. We do not believe Detroit ha.s anything to fear if it makes an honest and conscientious effort to comply with
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the specifications within the tlme allowed.
Both the NTSA and the public will be indined to be reasonable 1! the industry has
been asked to do too much In too short a
time.
There Is little doubt that the new safety
standards will provide more protection for
the public. How much of course remains to
be seen.
One of the requirements is seat belts, including a strap across the chest, for all occupants, not just for two in the front and
two in the back. Wbat appeals here is that
the extra passengers now in cars who do not
have seat belt protection are usually children
who should have that protection before anyone else. The problem now becomes one of
inducing the public to use the seat belts
regardless of for bow short a trip. Unfortunately this Is not something that can be
legislated, although progress can be made
with continuing education.
Other standards include energy-absorbing
steering systems, stronger windshields, fuel
tanks and door locks, better padding to proteet against protrusions, improved windshield wipers, protection in case of brake
failure and the removal of bright metal. that
can re:flect into the driver's eyes.
Nothing was said at this time about standards for tires and wheel rims and the provision of headrests on seats to protect riders
from neck injuries. It is expected howe'\·er
that the government will shortly announce
minimum standards for tires. The present
standards call for abolishing spinner hub
caps ·and other wheel protrusions that could
rip a pedestrian's leg to pieces.
The public v.ill be interested in what the
new safety features will cost for you may be
sure the public will pay the bill. The standards will add about $60 to 1968 car costs but
1t is hoped the industry will attempt to hold
down costs as much as it can. It should be
remembered some of these features are standard now on cars and that others represent
only replacement or re:flnement of features
already on cars or available as optional extras.
It will be many years before the large
majority of cars on the road will be equipped
with all the new requirements, but at least a
start 1s being made. Working together In
understanding and cooperation, the publlc,
the automobile industry and the Government
can make a significant contribution toward
reducing the nation's frightful death toll on
atreets alld highways.

Recent Gasoline Price Increase
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OY

HON. MICHAEL J. KIRWAN
o:r omo
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 21, 1967
Mr. KIRWAN. Mr. Speaker, I insert
Into the REcORD an article from the Wall
Street Journal and one from the New
York Times concerning the recent increase in gasoline prices.
Although I understand the increase
has already been effected generally east
of the Rockies, I thlnk: it 1s significant
that it has not yet been placed 1n effect
1n the five southern States or Ohio, and
at least one major firm has yet to announce any price change. It seems to me
that this raises a serious question as to
whether the prtce increase is really warranted, especially at this time when auto
sales are lagging and steel buying 1s falling off. Certa.1nly with the impact that
a;asoline prices have on the cost of llv-

o! every family, lt 1s most important
that the Government carefully review
this price rise to determine if some appropriate Government action is justified.
I, therefore, fully support the action
being taken by the Department of the
Interior, as outlined in these articles, to
consider the advisability of possible
measures to roll back the gasoline prices,
including the desirability of increasing
the oil import quotas and taking other
steps to expand the supply.
The articles follow:
1ng

[From the Wall Street Journal, Feb. 20, 1967]
INTERIOR AcENCY CONSIDERING STEPS To RoLL
BACK GASOLINE PRICE BoOSTs-TOP 0FFI•
CULS' NEW, TOUGH APPROACH WOULD INCLUDE HIGHER On.. IMPORT QUOTAS
WASHINGTON.-lnterior Department officials are seriously considering a broad array
of measures to roll back recent gasoline price
increru;es, including early and sharp increases
in oil import quotas.
If persuasion alld "appeals to patriotism"
fall, a high official said, "the other thing that
can be done 1s to increase the supply." Besides several methods of allowing increased
import6 o! cheaper foreign oil, he said, the
department could expand the supply by permitting greater production on public lands
and offshore fields.
Oil oom.pe.ny officials generally weren't
available or declined to comment on the Interior De-partment's reported deliberations.
Stanley Learned, president of Phill1ps Petroleum Oo., which was a leader in the price increases, sa.ld: "The Government justified. the
oil-import control program as essential to insure a heoa.Ithy oil producing industry in case
of war. This certainly would appear to be a
very inappropriate time for the same Government to toy with such an eesential defense program."
The tough taJk from top Interior officials
represents a decision to ovenide objections
of lowe-r-level aides who a.re said to be "industry oriented" and not inclined to tamper
with import rules.
The staff people argue, among other things,
that raising import quotas could hurt smaller
independent U.S. producers and re:flners while
aiding many of the major domestic producers, who a1so have extensive overseas crude
oil production facilltles. But th1.s appearn
to be a chance higher officials are will1ng
to take for the sake of price stability.
Sign.a.llng an unexpected willingness to risk
a politically hazardous intensification of
their wa.r of nerves v;ith the industry, officials sketched four specific short-term moves
and some longer-run actions that they could
feasibly take unless the companies at least
pe.rti.ally back o1f from their increases, intended to raise retail prices by one cent a
g:a.llon.
All the stepe could be averted, they hinted.
IJtrongly, 1! the refiners would rescind their
0.25-oent sha.re of the increase whlle permitting harder-pressed wholesalers, or jobbe'l"s,
to kee-p their 0.35-cent share and service station operators to retain their 0.40-cent portion. The full increase, officials said, would
cOE.t the public $750 million a year.
NO ••HARD DECISIONS'' YET
Whether the Government will ultimately
resort to allowing import increases and
whethet' they could be sizable enough to
sway the industry 1s stlll very much in
doubt, with the "hard decisions" yet to be
made._ Government officials harbor some
hope that the price increase will "fall o! Its
own weight" because the biggest companyHumble 011 & Refining Co., the major domestic unit of Standard on Co. (New Jersey)-hasn•t yet gone along with the incre-ase.
\\'"bile Humble hasn't made any prom.lses,
Interior officials say Its top executives told
them last week that "unless conditions
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eha.nged, they didn't intend to increase their
price." At last report over the weekend, a
Government man said, Humble was still holding the old price line "and we have no reason to think they will do otherwise." Moreover, In Ohio, Florida, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Alabama and Georgia, he said, many
dealers of various companies have either
rolled back their prices or not raised them
in the first place.
In Houston, Humble Oil said it had told
the Interior Department that the company
"had made no decision at that particular
time to increase gasoline prices but the company made no commitment as to action in
the immediate or long-range future."
Perhaps as important as the posted price
increases, officials said, ls that refiners generally have stopped chipping in to help local
dealers In "price wars." The lack of this
support, they reason, will make dealers "think
long and hard before cutting prices" against
competition and lends strength to the current price rise.
This complicates the whole price picture,
officials say, and they concede they aren't
sure bow their apparent goal of a refinerylevel rollback could be handled smoothly,
as many wholesalers are owned by refiners.
Because of this, too, they estimate, the re:flners would get half the benefit of the price
increase alld independent jobbers and dealers
would get the other half.
UNUSED IMPORT AUTHORITY
If any direct action is taken, the first step
almost surely would be to start making use
of the Defense Department's authority to
import 80,000 barrels a day of petroleum
products, officials said. This authority has
been going unused to avoid aggravating the
U.S. balance-of-payments deficit, which results from foreigners acquiring more dollars
than they return in all transactions.
The most logical way to reinstitute this
quota, officials contend, would be to add it
to the 46,000 barrels a day allocated to private
oompan1es. This would have to be done on
the basis of import shares in the base year
of 1957, they said, which means Humble
would be the biggest beneficiary. ~is wou.ld
also benefit Standard 011 Co. of CalifornlB,
they added, which operates in the West
Coast area where the current round of price
increases hasn't been applied.
While the Pentagon quotas cover all sorts
of petroleum prod_ucts, officials said theY
think they would work out ways to assure
that all the increase would be used only tor
gasoline. Caribbean vea. refineries could
provide enough gasoline quickly to fill the
added quota, they believe, and it's reasoned
the companies couldn't resist the opportunity to bring in the cheaper foreign products. Even use of the full '76,000-barrel-aday import quotas would be fairly small compared with U.S. consumption, officials said.
Officials declined to characterize the proposal as a threat, saying instead that since
the industry finds the gasoline supply limIted enough to support a higher price, it's
appropriate for the Government to use existing powers to bolster the supply and thUS
help fight price inflation. None of the po~
sible moves were discussed at last weeks
meetings with oil industry leaders, officialS
said, on the ground that the industry 1S
aware that such &teps are possible. If theY
had wanted to make threats, one official said.
it would have been possible to bring up "W
considerations." He didn't elaborate.
The second most likely move, o.fficials said,
would be to approve a request made last tall
by COmmonwealth 011 Refining Corp. 1Jl
Puerto Rico for an import allocation of about
14,000 or 15,000 barrels a day. For this to be
effective, officials said, they would stlll have to
be assured it would mean a net increase 1~
imports of gasoline; total product imports o
other companies would have to be reduced
to make room for OommonweQ.lth.
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Officials said other possible steps, though
hot necessarily in the order they might be
applied, include raising the estimate of total
tiomestlc production. In this way, the
formula limiting imports to 12.2% of the
tr.s. market would automatically allow a more
generous flow of foreign oil. "Some of the
Companies view the market demand as higher
than we did," an official said.
Granting Hess Oil & Chemical Corp., Perth
.A.tnboy, N.J., permission to import from a new
refinery in the Virgin Islands is being conSidered, too. While it isn't sure how soon
Iiess would be ready to act, officials said, such
a step would have the extra advantage of enlargi.D.g volume of a company reputed to be
"a price cutter." Moreover, they added, it
~Ouldn't hurt the balance-of-payments position because the Virgin Islands are U.S. terl'itory.
A Canadian plan to pump large amounts
or crude directly into the key Chicago refining and consuming area could play into the
Government's hands. While the impact
\llould be far in the future, U.S. negotiators
blight be more inclined to permit the pipeline's construction at a time when the
<1omestic industry is raising prices·. At the
least, outside observen reason, U.S. representatives, in talks scheduled for last Friday
but canceled because of the price "crisis,"
~Ould find it difficult to defend the domestic
industry against a big int!ux of Canadian
Cl-ude at this time.
.
PRESIDENTIAL PROCLAMATION

Without encountering any such diplomatic
<1i1Iiculties, the proclamation under which
Interior Secretary Udall regulates' oil imports
Could be amended by President JohnBon to
l>ermit extra imports when U.S. prices are
l'lsing. At present, the Presidential proclatnatton requires the Office of Emergency
l>lan.ning, a White House adjunct, to watch
l>rtce trends. But officials said this suggests
&.n. original intent that the limits weren't
<1estgned to help U.S. companies raise prices.
Perhaps the most sweeping move in its
eventUal impact, some strategists said, would
be to stop restricting oil output on Federally
Controlled land.8 according to llm1ts that
illle states impose on output under their
Ulisdiction.
'I'he percentage of capacity at which Texas
anti l..ouisiana authorities, for example, allow
~ells to operate 1s applied by the Federal
Government to wells on pubUc lan$ and off
the shores of those states, officials said. With
"bout 12% of U.S. oil production on the Fedtra.lly controlled lands, and with the states
~ holding output to a fraction of potentla.I, omctala fl.gure abandoning this "Federal
Polley could add greatly to supply.
,.,..:a.rtly because the impresslon was spread;:'tS' that the AdminJ.Btration was becoming
80ft• on price increases, and partly because
~the impact gasoline prices have on the cost
o,. llvtng, officials have decided they must
~ they are serious about the cUITent case.
,... ey also appear angry that the oil refiners
a ere, as one top official asserted, "just taking
<'-vantage of all the problems we've got"1llcluding massive milltary oil needs for the
~etn.am war-to put through a pric~ increase
"l...t'J ••just didn't need."
Oftl.cia.l.s cite figures showing the oil indus!?_~ 1966 had record profits and that
~-umgs 1n the first nine months last year
~ounted to a 12% return on equity invest"'-nt, up a.Imost steadily !rom 9.6% in 1959.
.~.u.e industry bases its case mostly on prices
~gg.lng" since 1957, officials said, which
sides appear to agree stemmed from
0
~·expansion of domestic facll.1t1ea after
Suez Canal cr1s1.s temporarily hampered.
1_
lloJ

-...uPorts.

aa.~e basic difference, a Government man
te._, Is that the industry .. looks ba.ck 10
fa. ll.rs" to a time when prices were unusually
1a ~?rable for it and the Interior Department
'tl.ttlOOk1ng at the last few years" of sizable
%lnA l'1.s1ng profits. Interior officials said they
\4 it hard to understand why the industry

1s raising prices at a time of seasotially slack

demand due to adverse Winter driving conditions and when inventories are heavy, two
factors that usually tend to depress prices.'
Taking part in meetings with major oil
companies last week, it was learned, was
Chairman Gardner Ackley of the .President's
Council of Economic Advisers, and Charles
F. Luce, Under Secretary of the I~terior Department .
[From the New York Times, Feb. 20, 1967]
STATES Is CONSIDERING GASOLINE IMTo CUT PRICE RISE-PLAN WOULD
SHIFT QUOTAS OF DEFENSE DEPARTMENT To
FORCE 1-CENT ROLLBACK
(By Edwin L. Dale Jr.)
WASHINGTON, Feb. 19.-The Government is
urgently considering measures to increase
imports of gasoline, thus adding to supply
and helping to roll back the recent cent-a.gallon price increase.
The Admlnistra.tion, through the Interior
Department; has publicly objected to the
price increase and appealed for a rollback.
Now it is considering action.
The increase was announced by all but one
of the major oil companies, the exception
being Humble Oil and Refining Oompany.
It applies east of the Rockies. According to
information reaching the Government, the
increase has taken effect at gasoline stations
in most of the territory concerned, exceptions
being five southeastern States and Ohio.

UNITED
PORTS

ALLOCATION OF QUOTA

Interior Department officials disclosed today that the addition to gasoline supplies
now being considered involved allocating to
private importers the Defense Department's
quota, now unused, for the import of refined
products. This would be limited to imports
of gasoline.
All imports of crude oil and refined products have been controlled by quotas since
1957. The Defense Department is not using
its allocation because it has decided to buy
domestically prQduced fuel to relieve the
drain on the balance of international payments.
The amount involved in shifting this
quota to private importers would not be
large-about ~0.000 barrels a day compared
with domestic gasoline consumption of 4.5
million barrels a day. But in this competitive market even small ,additions to
supply might affect the price.
PUERTO RICAN MOVE

A second move being considered would
permit imports of gasoline from Puerto Rloo
produced by Commonwealth 911 Refining
Company. The refinery 1s already built .a nd
the company has an application pending for
import of about 15,000 barrels of gasoline a
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for improved profits for jobbers and. retailers. But they say there is no case for an
increase in price by the refineries.
Apart from the three moves cited to permit an almost immediate expansion of gasoline imports, other, longer-range, moves are
also being examined.
Th~ most controversial, and potentially
the most far-reaching, would be to amend
the Presidential proclamation of 1957 that
established the oil import control system.
The proposed amendment would permit adjustment of the import quotas in light of
changes of domestic oil prices.
OFFSH;ORE POSSmn.rrY
This would be resisted bitterly by independent oil producers and their allies in Congress. The. "independents"--producers other
than the large companies-have long been
the stanchest supporters of the oil import
control program.
Another possib1lity, also controversial,
would be to increase production on the offshore oil properties owned by the Federal
Government. Up to now, the Interior Department has kept production by its lessees
on these lands in line with the fl.gures set
by Texas and Louisiana, the two states concerned.
·
Although officials declined to comment,
another possibility for increasing supply
would be to accept a Canadian request for
permission to construct a new pipeline for
Canadian oil into the Chicago area. Nego:tiations on this issue have been temporarily
suspended.
Officials believe there 1s still a good chance
that the price increase Will be rescinded,
with or without new Government moves.
They are particularly heartened by the decision of Humble, whose 10 per cent share
of the market is the largest, not to raise
'prices.
They are also heartened by the !allure of
the price increase to stand in some areas,
particularly the Southeast. Even New England appears uncertain, they said.

The Kee Report: Social Security
EXTENSION OF RIDt.1ARKS
o:r

HON. JAMES KEE
O:r WEST VIRGINIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967 ,

Mr. KEE. Mr. Speaker, under leave to
extend my remarks in the REcoRD. I include this week's public service television
day.
A third, and similar, move would be to per- and radio newscast, "The Kee Report."
mit imports of gasoline from the refinery The subject discussed is "social security":

of the Hess Oil Company in the Virgin IsThis is Jim Kee, bringing you The Kee Relands.
port.
The oil companies, one high official said,
The Congress is now considering a White
.. feel we won't do anything and they may
House proposal to authorize the most far
be mistaken."
The Government view is that the price in- reaching revision of the Social Security Syssince its adoption more than 30 years
crease Is not necessary in view of the record tem
ago.
profits of the industry and in view of retail
The plan offered by the President would
gasoline price increases of 4 per cent in 1965
increase benefit payments to retired workers
and 3.4 per cent in 1966.
on
the average of 20%. To offset the inThe companloo, in meeting with Government officials last week and in public state- creased cost, the contributions of botll emments, have argued that gasoline prices ployer and employee would rise gradually to
were depressed for years after 1957 because a maximum of 5% over the next six years.
of a.n excessive production build-up follow- During the same period, the wage base on
ing the Suez crisis in 1956. They believe a . which social security taxes are levied. would
be stepped up from the present $6,600 to a
further price "recovery" is warranted.
They have also said that much, 1! not maximum of $10,800.
In considering this drastic revision of the
most, of the increase of a cent a gallon will
help not their profits but the profits of in- insurance provisions of the present law, the
dependent oil jobbers and gasoline station Federal Government has two goals in mind.
retailers. The Government estimates that The first of these is to bring monthly paythe spilt w1ll average about 50-50, though ments to retired workers into line with present-day living costs. This is urgently necesit will differ by companies.
Officials concede that there is some case sary because prices have risen sharply in the
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three decades since the system was first of March 31, 1966, at page A1869. The gresses he will see :fit to take steps toreadopted.
Plowshare portion of it 11 reproduced move the Limited Treaty's inhibitions on
Many retirement plans operated by private below:
Plowshare. The pertinent portion of thP.
industry have also found it necessary to inPresident's message 1s reproduced below:
"HAVE-NOTS'' REALLY NEED ''PLoWSHAllE"
crease financial contributions in order to inI have instructed our negotiators to exerActually, what the "have-nots" really
crease benefits.
The second goal of the Government is to need-and which neither they nor the John- cise the greatest care that the treaty not
bring a measure of relief to the milllons of son administration yet have perceived-is in hinder the non-nuclear powers in their deelderly Americans who lack sufficient income the plowshare a.rea of peaceful atomic explo- . velopment of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. We believe 1n sharing the benefits of
to provide a decent living. This is a special sives.
The AEC is on the brink of producing scientific progress and we will continue to
problem of the second half of the Twentieth
act accordingly. Through IAEA, through
Century. There are twice as many citizens practical and economic devices and tech- EURATOM,
and through other international
today over 65 years of age than there were niques to put the atom's explosive power to channels,
we have shared-and will continue
50 years ago. More than five millic;m of these work for mankind. They a.re sorely needed to share--the
knowledge we have gained
elderly folks have yearly incomes either at for such massive excavation jobs as creating about nuclear energy.
There will be no baror below the poverty level. Because they a new canal supplemental to the congested rier to effective cooperation
among. the sighave no prospect of future employment, their Panama Canal. Other large-scale nuclear natory nations.
only escape from misery is an increase in excavation needs soon will be felt to impleI
am
sure
we
all
agree
that
a
non-proliferament such bold proposals as the Amazon
social security payments.
tion treaty should not contain any proviThe bill now being considered by the Basin project to turn into productive use sions
that would defeat its major purpose.
House Ways and Means Committee would vast South American swamps and · jungles The treaty must, therefore, cover nuclear
increase minimum benefits to retired workers and NAWAPA (North American Water and explosive devices for peaceful as well as mll1by nearly 60% from present levels. The new Power Alliance) to regulate and divert this tary purposes. · The technology ls the same.
mlnimum would be $70 a month for in- continent's rivers to meet burgeoning United A peaceful nuclear explosive device would.
dividuals and $105 for married couples. U States, canadian, and Mexican requirements in effect, also be a highly sophisticated
enacted into law, these higher payment& for water and hydropower. Much of south- weapon.
would mean a healthy boost for the more east Asia and other portions of the globe also
However, this will not impose any techthan 2 million elderly workers who now re- must depend on nuclear explosives for geo- nological penalty on the participating naceive the minimum. This new bill also pro- graphical face-lifting operations to reclaim tions. The United States is prepared to
vides an increase in special benefits paid to land and provide an economic base for peace- make available nuclear explosive services
citizens over 72 years of a.ge who have made ful societies.
peaceful purposes on a non-discriminaUnderground there also are splendid eco- for
little or no contribution to the Social Setory basis under appropriate international
nomic potentials dependent on peaceful nu- safeguards.
curity System.
We are prepared to join other
As a further aid to the elderly, this new clear explosives. It 1s estimated the world's nuclear states In a commitment to do this.
blll would allow retired workers to earn up supply of natural gas can be doubled by nuMore generally, we recommend that the
to $1,600 without reducing their monthly clear fracturing of impervious gns formations treaty clearly state the intention of Its sigbenefits. This is an increase of $15 a month deep beneath the surface.
natories to make available the· full benefit.S
These a.re but a. few examples of the great of peaceful nuclear technology-including
over the present minimum.
The revision now being made by the Ways future for peaceful nuclear explosives. The any benefits that a.re the by-product of
and Means Committee also envisions a change nuclear "have-nots" real loss from giving up weapons research.
in the tax laws to give relief to elderly nuclear dev-elopment lies in the Plowshare
workers in the lower tax brackets. In his area, not in weaponry.
message to Congress, President Johnson .
UNITED STATES SHOULD SHARE PLOWSHARE
pointed out that present regulations coverThe United States not- only should point The Honorable Jame~ A. Burke Receives
ing exemptions are so complex that many this out, but should take the creative initiasenior citizens a.re unable to figure out the tive of offering our Plowshare technology
the Fifth Annual Brotherhood Award
deductions to which they are entitled. To and devices on a fair-charge basis to any
correct this in the future, the Congress will friendly country needing and wanting them.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
probably enact a blanket deduction for They also could perform tremendous service
elderly wage-earners in the lower income in our AID programs for global elimination
OF
brackets.
of hunger and poverty.
Because of concern for the elderly, thereIn bilateral arrangements by which AEC
vision of social security was described by one officials retain physlca.l custody and control
OF NEW YORK
om.cia.I as the most effective anti-poverty pro- of the nuclear devices until exploded, the
IN
THE
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
gram this Congress can enact.
strict provisions of the Atomic Energy Act
Tuesday,~ February 21, 1967
of 1954 prohibiting turning them over to
others can be met. By using a dual firing
Mr. Gn..BERT. Mr. Speaker, I am
key arrangement whereby a U.S. custodian pleased to inform the Members of the
would first activate the firing circuit and the
President Accepts GOP Proposals
foreign oftlcial finally close it to initiate the House of Representatives that our disRefating to Plowshare Sharing
actual firing, the illnited te6t ban treaty's tinguished colleague, the Honorable
general prohibition against U.S. releases ot JAMES A. BURKE, has received the Fifth
radioactive material on foreign soU would be Annual Brotherhood Award of the MilEXTENSION OF REMARKS
technically observed.
ton, Mass., lodge and chapter of B'nai
OJ'

HON. JACOB H. GILBERT

HON. CRAIG HOSMER
OP CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Speaker, under
date of Aprll 1, 1966, as chairman of the
Committee on Nuclear A1Iairs of the
House GOP conference I made a special
report to that conference recommending
that the U.S. share its technology with
other nations on the peaceful uses of
nuclear explosives. It was pointed out
that the world much needs this ldnd of
activity, that the matter should be considered 1n the context of the nonproliferation treaty now under negotiation at
Geneva's 18-Nation Disarmament Conference and suggested that the existing
· limitations of the Limited Test Ban
Treaty on Plowshare events be eliminated. The report was printed in the
Appendix Of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD

B'rith. Each year three awards for outstanding citizenship are bestowed upon
those in the community who have earned
this distinction.
It comes as no surprise to me that our
distinguished colleague, Congressman
JAMES A. BURKE, was the recipient of one
of these awards. Those of us who have
had the opportunity to watch Congressman BURKE's record and had the privilege of serving with him in Congress
know he well deserves this recognition.
His record as a Member of the Massachusetts House of Representatives for 10
years, and as a Member of the U.S. congress, has been one of dedication and devotion to duty. He has· been a leader in
the :field of clvll rights, education, and
veterans programs. While 1n the Maschusetts public accommodation law and
I am pleased to note that the Presi- responsible for enactment of the Massadent, 1n his message today to the ENDC chusetts Public Accommodation Law and
has adopted tbis Republican position in was a strong supporter of the Massasubstance and hope that, as time pro- chusetts Fair Employment Practice Act.

AMEND LIMITED TEST BAN TREATY TO UNCHAIN
PLOWSHARE

However, as pointed out in my February 8
memorandum to you, the unrea.listic provisions of the limited test ba.n treaty preeluding release of any quantity of radioactivity-no matter how small or harmlessbeyond any national boundary now paralyzes
Plowshare use.
This restriction bears no reasonable relation to the purposes of the trea;ty. It even
bars releases over empty ocean water beyond
the 3-mlle Umit and thus we cannot proceed nuelea.rly with the second Isthmian
canal because of it. Until the ba.r is removed beneflts to mankind from most Plowllhare possib1llties will be denied unreasonably.
Here, again, 1s a fruitful a.rea for creative
ln1tiative being neglected by the administration and whlch only GOP sources presently
are initiating proposals.
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'I'h1.s honor bestowed upon him by B'nal

Milton; and the benediction by Monsignor

Ralph Gallagher, St. Agatha's Church, Milton.
l3'rith is richly deserved.
The public is cordially invited to attend.
I call the attention of my colleagues Refreshments
will be served.
1n the House to the following articles
Which appeared in the Milton Record- Mn.TON B'NAI B'arrH PicKS FoUR AS "MosT
Transcript of February 9, and the BosDEDICATED PERsoNS"
ton Traveler on February 10:
(By Henry Bosworth)
B'NAI B 'RITH HoNoRS FoUR WrrH BROTHERHOOD AWARDS
The Milton B'nai B'rtth Lodge and Chapter wUl hold their fifth annual Brotherhood
Awards Night on Wednesday evening, February 15, at 8 :30 p.m., at Temple Shalom,
ldtiton.
Michael Geller, Lodge President, and Mrs.
Jack Clouse, Chapter President, have today
llallled as this year's recipients o! the "Most
Dedicated Person" awards, four Greater Boston Citizens, all "Architects in Building a
Better Tomorrow" :
Congressman James A. Burke, Eleventh
Dist rict, Massachusetts.
At a time when people are inclined to view
. the "Politician" with a jaundiced eye, Congressman Burke stands out like a great beacon in the fog. A Congressman who goes to
his people personally more than any other
representative 1n that body, has lent his
great shoulders to all, regardless of color or
creed. He not only listens, but often, at
great expense to his health and finances, he
eases the load. Because he has helped our
legton, may his "stars.. continue to shine.
~~bin Epstein, President, City Bank and
.. ~ US1i Co., Boston.
r That Rubin Epstein has great compassion
or his fellowman is attested in the !act
that very few o! h1s financial and personal
contributions are publicly known. People of
~ faiths and color reaped the rewards of
.....'~bin Epstein's determination to satisfy
~ inner soul without faD.fare. As he jour~~ through life, may the Lord continue to
ol.Jlght the Way".
'tJ Dr. Harold c. Case, President, Boston
ntverstty, Boston, Mass.
It 18 an accepted fact that an institution
~t learning always reflects the personality of
t~ President. One need look no further than
e list of distinguished Alumni from Boston
~ni'\"erstty to realize what Dr. Harold C. Case
as contributed to our society. No college
1n this country has graduated more people
or as many ethnic and racial backgrounds
~han B .U . No President of any university
tlo.•~ore highly respected and beloved than
ti~ recipient. His guidance to the educaonnJ. security of our country has made Dr.
~~e one of the greater contributors of our
~e.

~abbi Jacob Hochman, Temple Shalom,
ton. Spiritual Leader (Deceased).
The true measure of a spiritual leader is
1
n the depth of his understanding, comJ>a.ssion and philosophy. Rabbi-Jacob Hochlllan had been with Temple Shalom for 13
~ara. Each year showed us a little more of
~ 8 understanding and one realized that he
as a man we could confide in. Each year
8
b.owed us a little more of his compassion and
0
ane rea lized that this man was meant to be
Spiritual Leader. Each year one heard
~ore of his philosophy and realized that here
as a good human being because his per8
c0llaUty and thoughts were good. The entire
0
lt llllnUnity is a better one for having had
a'bbi Hochman to guide us.
~ 'I'he joint committee headed by Mr. Murray
Itc1scr0 Lodge Chairman, and Mrs. Harry
t nne , Chapter Chairman, has completed arllangelllents for the evening and proudly an0
1' llnce that added to the list of outstanding
Cecipients are outstanding pn.rt1c1pants: The
tturry College Glee Club, Milton: Invocaon by Rev. Donald E . Tatro, First
~llgregattonal Church, 1\.filton; Presentation
~h awards by Rabbi Jerome Weistrop, Temple
nlolll , Milton; Posthumous award to Rabbi
~4Cob Hochman, Temple Shalom, Milton, by
"tl.bbi Sheldon Steinberg, Cong. B'nai Jacob,

J·

Four prominent figures will be honoredone posthumously-by Milton B'nai B'rith
as "architects in building a better tomorrow."
Named today as recipients of the lodge
and chapter's annual "Most Dedicated Person" awards and why:
U.S. Rep. JAMES A. BURKE (D-Milton) :
". . . a Congressman who goes to his people
. . . and . . . has lent his great shoulders
to all regardless of color or creed."
Dr. Harold C. Case, president, Boston University: " . . . his guidance to the educational
security of our country has made (him) one
of the · great contributors of our time."
Rubin Epstein, president, City Bank and
Trust Co., Boston: " . . . has great compassion for his fellow man . . . very few of his
financial and personal contributions are publicly known."
.
Rabbi Jacob Hochman, late spiritual leader
Temple Shalom, Milton: " . . . this man was
meant to be a spiritual leader . . . the entire
community is a better one for having had
(him) to guide us."
Names of the four winners were announced
by Lodge and Chapter Presidents Michael
Geller and Mrs. Jack Clouse.
AWARDS GIVEN ON WEDNESDAY
The wards will be presented at public invited ceremonies Wednesday, 8:30 p.m.,
Temple Shalom, Milton, Murray Reiser and
Mrs. Harry Kane are cochairmen.
Adding to the spirit of brotherhood will
be participants:
Rt. Rev. Ralph Gallagher, St. Agatha's
Church; Rev. Donald E. Tatro, First Congregational Church; Rabbi Jerome Weistrop,
Temple Shalom; Rabbi Sheldon Steinberg,
Congregation B 'nai Jacob, and the Curry College Glee Club.

The Plan To Share Our Tax Money
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL L. DEVINE
oF omo
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 21, 1967
Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Speaker, the Cin-

cinnati Enquirer on Sunday, February 19,
1967, ran an editorial on the efforts of
the Republican Party to institute a
Federal revenue-sharing plan. The editorial mentions the efforts of my friend
and fellow Ohio Congressman, the Honorable RoBERT TAFT, JR. Representative
TAFT has long been interested in revenue
sharing and is chairman of the Republican Party coordinating committee task
force on the functions of Federal, State,
and local governments. Under his direction, the task force developed the
revenue-sharing plan receiving so much
nationwide attention.
For the information of my colleagues,
I am submitting for the Appendix of the
RECORD the Cincinnati Enquirer editorial
of February 19, 1967, and exerpts from
the statement presented by Representative TAFT earlier this month before 8
joint meeting of the Ohio Senate Ways
and Means Committee and the Ohio
House of Representatives Taxation Com-
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mittee as printed on the Enquirer's editorial page of February 19:
THE PLAN To SHARE OUR TAx MoNEY
Congressional Republicans are making a
determined push for a Federal tax-sharing
plan whereby the 50 states will get a rebate
from federally collected income taxes-with
few or no strings attached.
Although the plan is not a new one (candidates and spokesmen of both parties endorsed the concept in the 1964 presidential
campaign), we believe the Republicans are
acting with timely constructiveness 1n trying to get some legislation implementing tax
sharing by the states. It is long overdue.
Furthermore, polls indicate broad public
support for Just such a plan.
A number of governors and state legislatures are in the process of studying proposals
to request Congress to act in the matter.
Ohio is one of these ·states. On February 6,
Rep. Robert Taft Jr., who last year headed a
Republican task force that recommended
adoption of the tax-sharing plan, testified on
the matter before a joint meeting o! the state
legislature's Senate Ways and Means and
House Taxation Committees. Elsewhere on
this page are excerpts of Mr. Taft's remarks .
to the legislators, ln which he gave sound,
well-reasoned arguments in behalf of the
plan.
As Mr. Taft mentioned, President Johnson,
at the height of the 1964 campaign, said the
Federal government "should help restore fiscal balance and strengthen state and local
government by making available for their
use some part of the great and growing Federal tax revenues over and above existing
aids." These campagin words were not followed by action; somewhere in the Great
Society lies burled this aspect o! state-Federal partnership.
Mr. Taft, who directed his remarks ln
particular toward two proposals, one of them
co-sponsored by Republican Sen. Stanley
Aronoff of Hamilton County, which call for
a minimum of 5% to 8% of income tax revenues to the states, said that amount is
"probably a little rich in view of the current Federal financial situation." The task
force last year recommended a sharing of 2%
of individual and corporate taxes, with an
annual step-up until the states' allocation
reached 10%. These variances of formulated amounts can be mulled over and
worked on until a reasonable, equitable percentage is reached. What is most iniportant
is that the principle of tax sharing be established, as Congressman Taft pointed out.
Joining with him in testifying at Columbus as a proponent of the concept was Dr. R.
Eric Weise, assistant professor of political
science at the University of Cincinnati, who
said a tax rebate to the states would permit
them "to exercise infinitely more fiexlbll1ty
in pursuing both national and state goals."
We couldn't agree more with Dr. Weise.
Under the present system of Federal
grants-in-aid the task of establishing priorities on publlc lmprovement programs is in
effect virtually pre-empted by the national
government. A local or state government
has little choice but to go along, usually on
a matching-fund basis, when a grant for a
particular program ls available-even though
there may be needs of far greater importance
in that locality or state.
Concomitantly, as matters now stand. public offi.cials often are forced to promote certain programs simply because one-half of the
necessary funds are available through Federal grants.
Tax sharing would alleviate these two related evils. Pl'iorlties for public improvement would be determined at the local or
state level-and by those offi.cials having best
knowledge of the immediate needs of the
area..
In the U.S. House of Representatives, about
40 GOP congressmen have joined Rep.
Charles E. Goodell of New York in introduc-
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ing bllls for tax sharing, as called for by
House Republican leader Gerald R. Ford in
his "New Direction" speech of January 19.
Congressm.a.n Goodell pointed out that the
President's budget for 1968 calls foc an increase of more than $2 bllllon in the grantsin-aid program so that a cutback there would
provide needed funds for tax sharing.
The GOP proposal would a.llocate 3% of
Federal income tax revenue for tax sharing,
to be raised to 5% over a four-year period.
Of funds allocated to a state 45% would be
earmarked for local communities and theremalnlng 55% could be spent in any way the
state chose. An estimated $2.2 blllion would
become available to the states under the
plan.
There are now more than 400 Federal aid
appropriations covering 170 separate programs admlnlstered by 21 Federal departments or agencies, 180 bureaus and 400 regional offices.
Whether the Republicans will be successful
tn getting a tax-sharing plan through the
Democrat-controlled Congress remains to be
seen. But a.ll Americans who are concerned
about ever-increasing concentration of power
in Washington and who worry lest state governments cease to have any real efficacy pray
that a step toward tax sharing will be adopted
this year.
IT CoULD MEAN
CASE J'OR A
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$250

MILLION FOR OHIO: THE
FEDERAL REVENUE-SHARING

PLAN

(By Representative

RoBERT

TAFT, Jr.)

I appreciate greatly the invitation to come
to Columbus to testify relating to SJR No. 4,

on revenue sharing. This resolution would
memorialize the 90th OOngress to adopt legislation requirtng a return to Ohio, and every
other state, of a portion of Federal income
tax receipts. Your proposal for 5% distribution of income tax collections could bring
in as much as $250 mlllion a year to Ohio.
Even more important it could nationally
stregnthen our Federal system.
The idea of requirlng such a sharing is not
a novel one. When lt originated, I don't
know, but back in the 103rd and 104th sessions of this General Assembly, there were
proposals made by va.rt.ous members and by
Governor DiSalle calling for such a policy.
For tnsta.nce, 1n the 104th, I recall HJR No.
44. It called for a 1% return o! Federal income tax collections to be used exclusively
for educational purposes. Unfortunately, no
such proposals have been acted on by the
Congress to date.
Meanwhile, the financial plight of the
state and local governments has de¥riorated
further untn just thia last week we bear a
caution from the governor of one of our biggest states that Congre.s s must act to preserve state governments from extinction.
A most important constitutional safeguard of our citizens against overpowering
Federal dom1nation could, thereby, be lost.
The direct responsibillty and participation of
citizens in government could be greatly reduced if not eliminated.
During the 1964 presidential campaign, the
candidates and spokesmen for both parties
endorsed the concept of revenue sharing
with a minimum of restrictions upon the use
by the states of the shared revenue. Only
guarantees against racial discrlmlnation of
programs financed by shared funds and a
guarantee of continued state financial effort
were to be imposed.
Unfortunately, the pledge to back revenue
sharing has been ignored.
Meanwhile,
widely used, the Federal grant-in-aid device
has continued to mushroom radically with
the restrictions and controls that ac<!ompany
it.
Last year, as chairman of a task forefl of
the Republican Co-ordinating OOmmlttee assigned to study this problem, I pa.rt1c1pated
in the preparation and issuance of a report
adopted by the committee. It ts entitled,

"Financing the Future ot Federalism: A Case
for Revenue Sharing."
AB 1s pointed out in that report, the
grants-in-aid device has progressed from 18
grants with a total of •126 m1lllon 1n expenditures in 1934, to 140 different programs with
expenditures in excess of •10 blllion ln 1964.
As the report states, "Typical of the grant
approach has been a steady increase in controls and restrictions tied to the money.
This has produced at one end an increase
in the national bureaucracy and at the
other a further demeaning of state and local
governments and their officials."
The proposal of our task force was very
similar to the proposed effect of SJR No. 4
now pending before these committees. It
called for sharing of 2% of personal and
corporate income tax collections, one half
to be divided on the basis of state of origin
and one half to be divided under a formula
which would take into account equalization ·
between states and other factots such as the
states' own efforts.
A brief history of revenue sharing would
be appropriate. The concept dates back to
pre-Constitution days. One of the earliest
instances was in the Northwest Ordinance
under which land was granted to states for
educational purposes and internal improvements.
An historic instance of such a distribution came later in the surplus disttlbution
act in 1836. President Jackson had a.ccumulated a $37 mlllion Federal surplus from
the sale of public lands and from customs
receipts. Havl.Ilg virtually el1m1nated the
public debt, he recommended and had Congress accept a proposal to distribute the $37
million to the states in four installments.
The State of Maine, with a typically frugal
Yankee atttiude, made a per capita distribution to its citizens of the Federal funds.
The fourth installment, however, was canceled by the Federal government before its
distribution because of a financial crisis, reflecting what could become a problem with
regard to any future revenue sharing unless
adequate safeguards are enacted.
While our task force report did n .o t specify it, either constitutional or other certain
prioritieS, excepting only national defense,
might be desirable. The sharing should come
from the top, not the bottom of the domestic
budget.
Later examples of revenue sharing were
the first Morrlll Land Grant Act of 1862,
and the second Morrill Act of 1890, grants
for agricultural experiment stations in 1887,
grants for agricultural extension programs
in 1914, and the whole series of qualified
grants-in-aid that began to bulld up in 1934.
These latter grants have assumed everincreasing degrees of control through more
precise definition of the aid to be provided,
through tighter requirements of conformance
to Federal standards, through state matching-fund requirements, and through review
and audit by Federal agencies. Depending
on point of view, some of these controls may
be desirable and necessary. Others have become arbitrary and stultifying.
Since 1961, particularly, such grant-in-aid
programs have increased the scope and activities of Federal grants and the restrictions
accompanying them in such new 1lelds as
elementary and secondary education, manpower training, mass transportation, regional
development, mental health, air and water
pollution controls, urban planning and aid
to the arts.
As mentioned, in 1964 President Johnson
gave revenue sharing considerable attention,
largely on account of the recommendations
of Dr. Walter Heller and Joseph A. Pechman
of the Brookings Institution. At that time,
President Johnson, just six days before the
presidential election, stated:
"At the state and local level, we see reapons1blllt1es rising faster than revenues,
while at the Federal level average annual
revenue groWth of some t6 billion provides a

comfortable margin for Federal tax reduction, Federal programs and more generous
help to state and local units.
"The National Government, as a constructive partner in a creative Federal state.
should help restore fiscal balance and
strengthen state and local government bY
making available for their use some part of
the great and growing Federal tax revenues
over and above existing aids."
The performance, for one reason or an·
other, bas not matched the promise. Vietnam expenditures offer a temporary but not
a total or logical answer, particularly when
the scope and costs of a number of restrtc·
tive grants-in-aid programs continue to ex·
pand. The open opposition of certain labor
leaders has materialized and may have had
some effect.
. . . Against this general background we
should review the arguments for revenue
sharing. They could be summarized as tol·
lows. It could.
Reinvigorate the Federal system by givlllg
state and local governments more control
over their public expenditures.
Provide closer and more co-operative re·
lationship between Federal, state and local
officials.
Provide broader and more flexible aid pro·
grams which could be designed to meet tJ1e
diverse needs of various sectors of the econ·
omy.
Give more reliance on direct Federal relationship.
Provide opportunity to work through neW
types of structure such as area-wide regions
and public-private administrative units.
Reward states and localities who are doing
the most to help themselves.
Give states and localities more dlscret!011
over their own spending.
Give some type of help to those states and
localities who through no fault of their own
are especially poor.
Perhaps, before acting upon your jotnt
resolution, you might want to consider some
comparative proposals aimed at the sallle
objective. Some basic differences between
the plans will have to be resolved. These
center around the following questions:
Should taxable income or actual taxes col·
lected be the basts for determining tbe
amount available for distribution?
t
Should the money be set aside in a trus
fund or be subject to annual congressiono.l
review via appropriati.ons?
What formula should govern distributi 0~
of the funds among individual stateS·
Should it be population or the source or
revenue, or what other factor?
How much of an equalization factor ill
desirable?
What weight if any should be gtven to
state and local tax effort?
Should part or a.ll have to be distributed
by states to local governmental units? d
The formula which you have propose~
wlth a minlmum of 5%, is probably a 1ittl 1
rich in view of the current Federnl flnanclB
situation, but it is important that the princl·
ple be established. When and 1f funds be~
come available, the figure chosen could xnettto
as much as $200 million a year or more 0
help in providing better services here in Oh1 ·
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of
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Speaker, we Arizonans are equally prou

Mr.
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We believe the attempt to attract more
or our past and our present. There is
one man on Capitol Hill who represents foreign visitors rather than restrict overseas
by Americans is rea.llstic. One of the
them both to us with honor and with trips
characteristics of an a.ftluent society, such as
dignity. Of course. I refer to the Honor- ours, 1s the desire to travel and learn about
able CARL HAYDEN, a most distinguished various cultures.
rnember of the U.S. Senate.
From the economic point of view, spending
Senator HAYDEN represents the past by U.S. tourists is a major source of dollars
because he served as our first U.S. Con- for many countries. This, in turn, permits
gressman when our State was admitted greater purchases of U.S. products than
would be the case.
to the Union. Thoughout the 55 years otherwise
other nations improve their standards
since he took his oath of office on Febru- of Asll ving
they too will desire to travel and
ary 19, his actions and words have learn about the "New World." We should
Inade Arizona proud of his service.
effectively exploit this curiosity.
I have been especially pleased to serve
The economics of the situation demand
\Vith him as a member of the Arizona that we do. For the so-called "travel gap"
delegation since 1952. His leadership, is a major component of our balance of payknowledge and integrity are standards ments problem and is growing proportioneach year.
any Congressman would be proud to ately
For example, it is estimated that the nahave as his guides. I wish h,im the best tion's
total travel gap ~ast year was $1.8 bilor luck and thank him for his tireless lion. The total balance of payments deficit
service, and his personal friendship.
was estimated at $1.5 billion. In other

Narrowing the Travel Gap
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
011'

HON. ED REINECKE
OF CALIFORNIA

lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 21, 1967
Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Speaker, tourlstnh is one of the great industries of my
ome State of California. Travel in the
'Ontted States by foreign visitors has a
great infiuence on the international bal~nce of payments. We now experience a
travel gap," in which far more dollars
are spent by Americans traveling over~ than by foreign visitors traveling in
~e United States.
Every effort should be made to in~rease foreign travelers in the United
tates. A recent editorial in the Journal
0t
Commerce of February 9, 1967, enCofurages greater support for the effort
0
the U.S. Travel Service.
I heartily concur that we need to do
flore to encourage visitors from foreign
~ds. Greater effort can be made by the
to vernment, as well as by the private
llrism industry.
For the information of Members of
Congress, here follows the editorial:

!Prom the New York Journal o! COmmerce,
Feb. 9, 1967]
GAP
l't \'1rtun.Uy unnoticed in President Johnson's
NARROWING Tllll: TRAVEL

t cent Economic Report was an indication

hat the administration plans to step up its

~~&ram to attract more foreign visitors to
a

shores as a means o! reducing the ba.lnce o! payments deficit.
In discussing the balance of payments
f:oblem the President sald, "The most satist_;tory way to arrest the increasing gap betra.een American travel abroad and foreign
'tl~el here 1s not to limit the former but to
a Ulate and encourage the latter. I shall
~~Point in the near future a specialindustry0 ~el"tl..nent task torce to make speclfic recr~endations by May 1, 1967, on how the
et era.! government can best stimulate fore gn travel to the United. States. After a
ti~etUl review of their advice, I shall ask the
a · Travel Service and other appropriate
ll~enctes
to take the steps that seem most
0 llllsing"
tb.l!I.:r. Johnson's move 1s welcomed even
ro~~h a substantial expansion of our ef14
•
in this field ha.s been long overdue.
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depends on many people and institutions.
Elected representatives and appointed officials, the executive, the legislative, and
the judicial branches all contribute to
the democratic process of government.
We all know that no one man is indispensible, but there are a few men who
are irreplaceable. Joseph W. Mcintyre
was such a man. ''Joe Mac" was a career
man; he made a career of service.
He was not a man in the public eye.
He worked for other men and for their
constituents. He served three U.S. Senators from Massachusetts, Senator David
I. Walsh, Senator Benjamin Smith, and
Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY, helping to
solve the problems of the people of Massachusetts. He brought with him years .
of experience, the element of compassion,
and a real understanding of the legislative process.
I extend my heartfelt sympathy tQ his
family and friends and join with his
many admirers in mourning the loss of a
good man and an outstanding public
servant.

words, 1! the trave1 deficit had been in equiliberium the nation would have been in a
surplus picture last year. We don't for a
moment think that the nation can get its
travel expenditures in balance--not for
many, many years at least. But we do think
that much more can and must be done.
Here are some more statistics to put the
picture in focus. Each year since 1960 the Elmer Winter Discusses the Responsibility
travel gap has exceeded $1 billion with the
of American Businessmen in Today' s
figures for the last four years over $1.5 billion. For 1966 and 1965 the travel gap exSocial Revolution
ceeded the total payments deficit.
Against this background, government
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
moves to cut into this deficit look sad inOF
deed. The government took the first step
to cut into the gap in 1961 when it established the U.S. Travel Service (USTS). Unfortunately, the Travel Service was not
OF WISCONSIN
given the tools to do the job. The act setIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ting up the USTS stipulated that the service
Monday, January 23, 1967
could not get more than $4.7 million in any
one year. This is a piddling sum b'y any
Mr.
REUSS. Mr. Speaker, an excelstretch of the imagination.
And the service has never even received lent article dealing with the social rethe $4.7 million. The most ever granted by sponsibilities of the businessman appears
Congress was $3.35 million in 1963. For the 1n the January issue of Kiwanis magapast couple of years the agency has received zine. The article, "A Businessman Looks
only $3 million annually.
at Poverty," was written by Elmer L.
This is considerably below what other na- Winter, president of Manpower, Inc., of
tions are spending. For example, Canada Milwaukee, Wis. It should be of interlast year spent $8.3 million; Ireland, $5.2
mllllon, the United Kingdom, $6.5 million est to all Members of Congress:
A BUSINESSMAN LOOKS AT POVERTY
and Turkey, also $6.5 million.
Mexico,
Spain and Greece also outspent us as did (By Elmer L. Winter, president, Manpower
France. When one considers the expendiInc., Milwaukee, Wis.)
tures as a percentage of gross national prodI recently ran across a guest editorial in
uct the comparison becomes ~ven worse.
US News & World Report by Allan Mcintosh,
The U.S. 1s not going to cut the travel publisher of the Rock County Herald in Ludeficit without spending considerable sums. verne, Minnesota.
At the present time the load is being carried
Mcintosh bemoaned the fact that he was
by private transportation (the bulk by the a "tired American" and went on to give a
airlines) . These promotional efforts by the number of reasons why he felt this way.
private sector with the help the USTS has Said he:
been able to give on its small budget have
"I am a tired American-choked up to here
done wonders. Since 1961 the number of on this business of trying to intimidate our
foreign visitors to the U.S. has more than Government by placard, picket line, and sitdoubled !rom 516,152 to an estimated 1,- ins by the hordes of dirty unwashed who
150,000 last year. This 1a a.n outstanding rush to man the barricades against the forces
showing, yet the travel deficit since 1961 has of law, order and decency.
grown from $1.2 billion to $1.8 billion.
"I am a tired American-weary of the
beatniks who say ~hey should have the right
to determine what laws of the land they are
willing to obey.
Joseph W. Mcintyre
"I am a tired A.merlcan-!ed up with the
mobs of sca.bby~!aced, long-haired youths
and short-haired girls who claim they repSPEECH
resent the "new wave" of America and who
OJ'
sneer at the old-fashioned virtues o! honesty, integrity, a.nd morality on which America grew to greatness."
Or MASSACHUSETTS
As I read Mcintosh's discouraging ediIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
torial, I started to question whetheT we in
this country can allow ourselves to become
Thursday, FebruaT1/ 16, 1967
"tired. Americans" because of the unpleasant
Mr. O'NEILL of Massachusetts. Mr. actions of a small minority ot young people
Speaker, the work of our Government who, 1n th1r dissent, are struggling to find

HON. HENRY S. REUSS

HON. THOMAS P. O'NEILL, JR.
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answers to many of the problems facing us
today.
I don't wish for a moment to ignore the
fact that some of our young people are presenting many serious problems. I a.m. as
distressed by their actions as anyone else.
On the other hand, I'd rnther take a positive
approach and try to meet these problems
head-on, to try to do something about them.
The businessmen of this country can and
must play a strong role ln the social revolution that is taking place today. They must
dig in and come up with meaningful and
pragmatic answers to the problems that face
us. They can't become "tired Americans";
they must become "encouraged Americans,"
satisfied that they are meeting their responsibilities as they move our country forward.
Fortunately, I can report that many businessmen are seriously concerned with matters beyond the profits of their companies.
These men are seeking new social goals.
Henry Ford II, chairman of the board of
Ford Motor Company, recently made a significant statement when he said: "To subordinate profit to broad social goals would
be totally irresponsible. On the other hand,
socially responsible behavior is essential to
the long-term growth and profitability of the
corporation. The cost of carrying out social
responsibilities may be considered as the
normal cost of doing business."
A survey by the National Industrial Conference Board confirms that trend toward
social responsibility of management. Over
80 per cent of the more than a thousand
firms surveyed have a public affairs function.
Near the top of the list of socio-economic
problems they consider important are air and
water pollution, poverty, civil rights, and
urban renewal. I believe strongly that the
businessmen of this country have the expertise, the will, and the desire to go beyond the
search for profits and solve some of these
problems.
Recently, as I was flying home from a business meeting, the man in the seat next to
me put down his magazine and said, "I have
just read that the government ls about to
spend another billion dollars to fight the
War on Poverty. As far as I'm concerned,
this ls money down the drain."
After thinking for a moment, I replied,
"I can't share your point of view. I happen
to believe that 1! there ls poverty in any
corner of this country, we, as businessmen,
had better do something about it. If we
don't, then, in all likelihood, the sooial planners will."
I suggested that we cannot sweep the
problems created by poverty under the rug,
nor can we say that poverty is no concern of
ours. I said that I believe the same creatJ.ve
ability and energy that businessmen have
displayed in organizing people for production and dlstribu tion can be redirected in a
new dimension-into social action, with an
efficiency and with an economy of motion
that would be the envy of every government
official.
Certainly we don't have to agree fully v.ith
the strategy adopted by the government in
fighting the war against poverty, but on the
other hand we cannot pass the buck and
say, "The war against poverty ls the government's war alone,'' or worse, pretend that
poverty does not exist. It does exist, and
like it or not, billlons of dollars are being
spent by the various government agencies.
We in business would do well to make certain that these funds are spent to the best
advantage. Here are a few suggestions as to
how the businessmen of this country can develop their own strategies to help wage the
war against poverty.
For example, in 1963 in my city, Milwaukee,
we formed the Milwaukee Voluntary Equal
Employment Opportunity Council to make
cert.a.in thart a.ll M1lwa ukee employers would
open their doors wide to all persons, regardless of their race, color, religion, or creed.

We recognized that merely signing a pledge
to provide equal employment opportunity
was nat enough. We now have in our council 165 employers who together employ over
200,000 people.
We have developed many programs designed to help our members hire, integrate,
and advance minority workers in their companies. We work closely with the schools
and the Urban League to help motivate our
young Negro boys and girls to get additional
training and prepare themselves to fill the
jobs of tomorrow. We are reviewing employment testing procedures to see if they discriminate against minority applicants. We
are taking a new look at the need for a high
school diploma for certain jobs.
In the past it has been the policy of industry to require job applicants to meet rigid
standards. With the shortage of qualified
workers, wouldn't good business practice require a rethinking of our hiring practices?
We can't say that we are doing our share in
offering equal employment merely by saying
we can't find competent minority applicants.
Possibly our past employment practices have
discouraged them from coming to our doors.
We need aggressively to seek out minority
applicants, to convince them that we now
have jobs for ~em. Our council members
recognize that it is the job of industry to
provide training for the unemployed. It 1s
our job to take them off of the relief roles
and restore their dignity.
We believe ln the voluntary method of
bringing about equal employment. We believe that we can move our community forward without the need for government action. The business leaders of Milwaukee
have chosen a "do it ourselves" course. We
recognize that this is the desirable way to
meet this problem, and that the effects can
~be far-reaching and lasting.
Many of the government programs in the
anti-poverty war require, eventually, job offers. Who ls going to provide these jobs?
The answer is, obviously, "By and large, the
employers-you and me." Let us make sure
that the many vocational programs given our
youngsters are properly geared to the future,
so .that we Will be training people for the
jobs of tomorrow.
Tens of thousands of young people are now
being trained 1n Job Corps centers. While
we may not like some of the things that appear to go on at certain centers, we must
recognize that we 1n business have a stake in
the training programs of these centers, and
that tomorrow and the next day and in the
years to come we Will have at our doorstep
thousands of young men and women who
have been traibed at these centers. Unless
we provide jobs for these young people, we
will be creating in them a deep sense of frustration and disappointment, feelings that
may quickly erupt into violence.
As to our schools, can we as businessmen
afford not to take an interest in them? We
can say that we like the school situation as
it has existed for years, and that we don't
want It to change. But minority groups are
not satisfied with segregation as it exists in
so many of our schools today, nor should we
be. Nor should we allow other educational
problems to remain unsolved.
Again, as part of our activities, we must
constantly review the school curriculum to
make certain that we are training some of
our young people along vocational Unes. We
must recognize that not all our young men
and women are college material. Also, we
need to develop technicians, office staff, service workers, and many others to help fill the
thousands of jobs that are going begging
across the country.
As we study our vocational schools, colleges, and universities, we must make certain that the doors of these schools are open
to members of minority groups. If we are to
train minority workers for tomorrow's jobs,
they must be given the opportunity for train-
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lng that will equip them to meet our everchanging industrial needs.
And let's make certain that the courses
offered in these schools are meaningful and
needed. It ls in our interest as businessmen
to participate in the planning of these
cm,trses. Let's make certain that we are
training people for jobs that are in short
supply, where a real need exists. We must
provide courses that are adequate, but not
overly difficult. For if enrollees drop out of
the courses, they may lose any sense of motivation they had.
We in industry must work much more
closely with school guidance counselors, particularly those in predominantly minoritygroup high schools, to make certain that they
tmderstand fully the jobs that are opening
up daily and that will be opening next year
and in following years. We must give them
new job information and job vacancy studies on a continuing basis. We must bring
them into our factories and show them the
changes that are taking place in technology.
They cannot guide young people in a vacuum.
We must provide them with the tools to do
a more sophisticated counseling job.
·we must be much more seriously concerned v.ith the high school dropout problem.
We must conduct research to determine whY
so many young people are dropping out o!
school in grades 7 through 12. We must
develop new and dynamic techniques to help
them to understand the importance of training for the jobs of tomorrow. Unless we dO
this these dropouts will be on the relief rolls.
. Can we as businessmen close our eyes to
the poor housing that ls provided for manY'
minority groups in our cities? Drive through
a Negro area, for example, a.nd ask yourself
if we oa.n expect the . Negro community to
be content, to have a sense of well-being.
considering the wretched places that manY'
of them have to live ln. Isn't it our responsibility as leaders In our communities to helP
remove from them all forms of blight? our
employees are our most valuable asset. can
we expect minority employees to be highlY
motivated. and job-oriented if their housing
is inferior, 1f they live in slum conditions?
Again, we come back to the fact that manY
of our young people have turned to protest,
to dissent, to picketing. We must ask ourselves, ''Don't we share some of the responsibility for their leaving the fold? What can
we do to change their attitudes?~
We find that some of our young people
have already drifted quite far toward an
anti-business attitude--one that defies easY
understanding, but one that may have B
deeper meaning for us. It is my feeling
tba.t 1f youth can see busirtessmen involved
in social action in a new dimension and on
an unprecedented scale, they wlll realtze
that they can put their trust and confidence
in us, and will look to us for leadership.
Yes, we must expand our concern for out
Y<?Ung people in their desperate search tot
new answers to the many new problems that
face them today. Again, helping them to
help themselves is a wide and challenging
area in which businessmen can take the leadWe have the expertise; we are the motivators.
the trainers, the leaders. It is our duty to
point young people in the right direction.
so that they will be well equipped to accept
the responslbiUtJ.es of tomorrow.
What can you do to help our young people
help themselves? Let me give you a page
from our company's book. We have been
seriously concerned with the dlftlcultles manY
teen-agers fac.e when they seek summer elllployment. In 1964 we organized Youtllpower, Incorporated, to serve as a job clearing
house. This project, a nonprofit venture created by our company, was staffed by the
youths themselves. We provided oftlce space,
equipment, advertising, telephones, and supplies, plus a paid director, The spirited response ot youth to a program in wh1c:G tbe1
can become Involved as sta.tr as well as clients
has been remarkable. We now operate
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'Y"outhpower in nine cities, and next year
hope to expand to twenty cities.
Though this program has paralleled government e1!orts to offer the same service, it
la not an attempt on our part to duplicate
l;hat government does. We believe in offering youth an alternative consisting of pri"Vate sel!-help as contrasted with government
largesse, well-meaning as it might be. I!
l"outh is to choose it must have this real,
live alternative.
I submit, business~en today have a golden
0 PP<>rtunity to guide America's millions in
the proper direction. Our minorities are
Pressing forward, looking for jobs and ad'Vantement opportunities as well as for better
housing, better culture, better education.
We must make certain that they find it all
"9;1thin the framework of the free enterprise
8 Ystem, rather than in the direction of soCialism or some other system. We must prove
to them through our very act and deed that
~thin our free enterprise system they have
the greatest chance for improvement and
Personal freedom.
What should determine the direction in
\\'hich we move? The same factor that dete tmines the direction in which we move to
d.estgn and sell products--namely, need. Toctj ay•s business frontiers lie in the fields of
0
b creation, training for higher skills, hous1ntg, transportation, ways of spending leisure
hne, and information about the world
around us. Another frontier, one that might
not be thought of, lies in the realm of closer
Personal relationships between the businesslllan and the rank and file of employees and
the citizens of the community. People every\\'here hunger for warmer, more meaningful
relationships with one another. It has been
~id that "the best relations are close relalons." Here, too, we must not abdicate or
h lc:te behind our desks, but recognize that
leaders must be pace-setters, that they must
set an example for others in order to build
a stronger society.
t Let it not be said that any businessman
to sweep the problems of his comuntty under the rug. Rather let him take
hia rightful position of leadership in his
~0 llUnunity. Let him wage his own war
gainst poverty by making himsel! heard in
his community-not in pious statements, but
~ answers to the many growing and serious
x;oblems facing the people of his country.
t him put as much thought, energy, and
:oney into solving these problems as he exh nets in building his own business. Let
~tn. Use his arsenal of good business judgllaent, advanced training techniques, and dyb llllc thinking processes to win the battles
etng waged in the social revolution going
0 11
around him.

.:;ed

Hope for Lithuania
SPEECH
or

liON. THOMAS P. O'NEILL, JR.
Or :MASSACHUSETI'S

lli THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16, 1967

S Air. O'NEILL of Massachusetts. Mr.
Sti.lleaker, on February 16, 1918, Lithuania
~ cceeded 1n casting off the fetters of exh l"nai domination which had plagued
er for more than a century. Through0
~\.. that protracted and painful period,
~ "' 1\lan1ans had steadfastly resisted
anUssian efforts to destroy their spiritual
cl d cultural heritage. Thus, when a
f1~~,0Cratic system of government was
·<Q.lly achieved, the country found it~lt readily able to adapt to the difficult
eqllirements exacted by such a system.

The lack of justice in our world is no
more clearly illustrated than by the callous and inhumane manner in which
Lithuania was once again, in 1939,
stripped of its sovereignty by the evil
ambitions of avaricious dictators.
The intense devotion to liberty which
has always characterized the Lithuanian
people has been in no way diminished
by the grim fortune that has befallen
their homeland. Those of us who cherish freedom eagerly await the joyous
day when their country is returned at
last to a rewarding destiny of peace and
liberty.

Oakland Coliseum Winner of Top Engineering Award
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF
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Its companion building, the circular arena.,
is designed for basketball, ice hockey, circuses and other large gatherings, with a
diameter of 420 feet and seating capacities
ranging from 11,000 to 15,000. It serves as
the home of the California Seals ice hockey
team.
A connecting exhibit hall has 50,000 square
feet of floor space and is directly adjacent
to the arena floor. The exhibit floor and
the arena floor can be used in combination
to provide 110,000 square feet of contiguous
exhibit space.
Competition for the Outstanding Civil Engineering Achievement is sponsored each year
by ASCE which invites its directors from all
over the country to submit recently-completed engineering projects in their area for
consideration. Selection of the winner a.nd
runners-up 1s made by eight editors of leading engineering magazines and confirmed by
the Society's Board of Direction. By honoring projects directly the top award recognizes
the part played by all who are associated
with them.

HON. GEORGE P. MILLER
OF CALIFORNIA

A Salute to Mr. Republican

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16, 1967

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. MILLER of California.
Mr.
Speaker, in my Eighth Congressional
District of CaUfornia a large sports complex including a coliseum and arena has
been recently completed. This project
represents sueh advanced engineering
techniques in its design and construction
that the American Society of Civil Engineers has conferred upon it an award of
merit as one of the outstanding civil engineering achievements of 1967. An article in the February 13, 1967, edition of
the Alameda Times-Star, which I am
pleased to insert in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD, sets forth the particulars:
OAKLAND

COLISEUM WINNER OF TOP
NEERING AWARD

ENGI-

The multi-million coliseum complex, built
as a joint project by the california city of
Oakland and Alameda County has been
named to receive an award of merit in the
competition to name the OUtstanding Ci v1l
Engineering Achievement of 1967. The announcement was made today by the Boord of
Direction of the American Society o! Civil
Engineers, the 58,000-member professional
society which sponsors the contest each year.
The Society 1s conducting a National Environmental Engineering conference in Dallas
this week.
The Coliseum Complex and the Hanford
Nuclear Power Plant in the State of Washington were runners-up to the St. Louis Gateway Arch which took top honors. The award
winners are representative of the wide field
of engineering endeavor encompassed by the
civil engineering profession.
On its individual merit the Coliseum Complex was judged unique in the design and
construction of its 420-foot diameter cablesuspended roo!, one of the largest structures
of this type ever built. Such a roof demonstrates a high degree of engineering skill a.nd
points the way toward greater use of this
type of roof construction in future projects.
The $30 million Complex combines an outdoor sports stadium, an enclosed arena, a.nd
a connecting exhibit hall, designed to accommodate both indoor and outdoor athletic
events, exhibitions, theatrical presentations
and public meetings.
The circular stadium, home of the Oakland
Raiders football team, 1s designed for baseball, football and soccer. It has an outside
diameter of 770 feet with a playing field
diameter of 490 feet. Seating capacity in the
encircling grandstands is 50,000 for baseball
and 53,000 for football.

OF

HON. GARRY BROWN
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 2, 1967

Mr. BROWN of Michigan. :Mr.
Speaker, I was very deeply grieved to
learn of the passing on February 11,
1967, of Clark W. MacKenzie, ''Mr. Republican" in Kalamazoo County. His
death at 86 ended six decades of activity
in Kalamazoo's political, business, fraternal, athletic, and academic communities.
I had known Mr. MacKenzie since my
undergraduate days at Kalamazoo College, where he was a close associate and
friend of the athletes and coaching staff.
His life, in my opinion, should be an inspiration to those who find it impossible
to pursue the cow·ses of higher education, for even though he never attended
Kalamazoo College, he was named to the
board of trustees at "K" in 1956, and was
a permanent honorary member of the
college.
He was an American of the :finest quality, who once said proudly that he had
not missed voting in an election since
he was able to vote in 1901. And his lifetime of devoted, faithful pubUc service,
of a rare kind, stands out like the Lincoln Memorial.
Last year, when it was necessary for
him to miss his first State Republican
convention in 65 years, he was elected an
honorary delegate to the convention by
county GOP members. In 1962 he was
named "Mr. Good American" at a testimonial dinner held in his honor.
In every sense, he was a great American and his outstanding services to his
community, State, and Nation w1l1 long
be remembered by a grateful people, not
only in his adopted city of Kalamazoo,
but wherever he was known.
I personally feel a great loss at his
passing, and I Join with his beloved family, his dear ones, colleagues, and friends
in mourning his death and I extend to
them my heartfelt sympathy.
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And, of great importance and im.paet
The memory of Clark W. MacKenzie
will long remain in our hearts. All of us I think, he has brought about a new sense
will miss him-one of Kalamazoo's Ir- of confidence to the business community
reflected in the demonstrated interest
replaceable men.
of national and foreign investors to undertake new projects.
I would make one further observation,
Dominican Republic
Mr. Speaker. What has taken place -1n
the Dominican Republic during the past
7 months shows again the wisdom
SPEECH
and remarkable foresight of the hard
OF
President Johnson made during
HON. CORNELIUS E. GALLAGHER decisions
those critical days in April of 1965. The
OF NEW JERSEY
Dominican Republic is back on the road
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
of constitutional government, political
stability and economic and social proThursday, February 9, 1967
gress, because the actions of April and
Mr. GALLAGHER. Mr. Speaker, I May 1965 preserved the option for the
had the recent good fortune to spend Dominician people to choose by free elecseveral days in the Dominican Republic, tions the men whom they trusted to guide
talking to high government officials and their natioh's destiny during the next
visiting different parts of the country.
4 years.
I had previously been there 7 months
It is time to salute President Balaguer,
ago to participate in the inauguration and
is the time, also, to salute President
ceremonies of President Balaguer.
Johnson
for having made a most dimBriefly, I would like to describe what I
found on my last trip and what I ob- cult decision with great courage and wisa decision that brought peace and
served to have taken place in that coun- dom,
tranquillity to the people of the Domini. try between my two visits.
Last July, Mr. Speaker, the country can Republic and Latin America, and
was gripped 1n the euphoria of success- which brought hope to the world. And,
ful elections and the inauguration of a perhaps most importantly, when the last
new president who promised political soldier left the Dominican Republic, it
lent new credence that the word of the
stability and economic recovery. _
United States 1s valid.
I found on my first trip optimism
about the future. But it was the heavily
qualified optimism brought on by uncertainty. The
Inter-American Peace
Valley Forge General Hospital
Force had remained in Santo Domingo,
and the people were not at all sure what
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
would transpire after the force was withOF
drawn, scheduled for 90 days after the
inauguration. The economy was left at
HON.
WILLIAM
J. GREEN
a virtual standstill, and the people
OF PENNSYLVANIA
wondered how successful their new PresIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ident would be 1n getting it moving
Tuesday, February 21, 1967
again. The forces of extremism-both
on the left and right-which had clashed
Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. Mr.
during the Garcia Godoy interval were Speaker, today 1s a time for reflection
quiet, but the people were unsure whether on the part of every American. The
they would emerge to clash 1n violence birthday of George Washington, the
and harass President Balaguer once the Father of our Country, affords each of
IAPF presence was removed.
us an occasion to consider, 1f only for a
The situation today, Air. Speaker, few moments, our heritage as citizens
clearly demonstrates the preliminary of this Republic and our commitment to
success which President Balaguer bas the freedom for which Washington and
had in achieving his immediate goals. other courageous men fought so valTo be sure, he has some way to go before iantly.
attaining the degree of stability which we
Valley Forge, just a few miles from my
all want to see 1n the Dominican Re- o--wn city of Philadelphia, symbolizes that
public. President Balaguer, being a heritage. I am honored, therefore, to
realist, would be the first to admit t)lat pay testimony here in the U.S. House of
he has a long road to travel.
Representatives, to Valley Forge General
But I found that what he has gained Hospital, which today observes its 24th
1n the initial phases of his administra- anniversary of senice to the military.
tion is impressive, and he deserves the
Valley Forge General Hospital is one
full credit for this in the eyes of the of the fine medical centers of the world.
world.
Founded in 1943, it was named to honor
He has established a degree of political the epic stand by American forces in
stability, which while not complete, is far their deep-seated zeal to win independgreater than those of us close to the ence and to proclaim liberty throughout
earlier situation had reason to hope for. the land. During the past 2.4 years, it has
Through his austerity program he has inscribed an enviable record of service
brought the operating budget in line with to the men who fought 1n World War II,
current revenues, and during 1967 he ex- the Korean conflict, and those who are
pects to achieve a modest current revenue fighting in Vietnam.
surplus which can be used in his developIn a sense, Valley Forge General Hosment program,
pital ls, 1n itself, a bulwark of freedom.
He has checked the rlse of living costs In providing the finest medical care and had no serious problems with labor. available to those who defend our coun-
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try, it testifies to our determination to
care for our own and to return them to
full participation in our society. It is,
indeed, testimony that we shall, in the
words of the late President Kennedy:
Pay any pr:lce, bear any J:?urden, meet any
hardship, support any friend, oppose any !de,
in order to assure the survival and the success of Uberty.

Therefore, I rise today to salute Valley
Forge General Hospital for the enviable
reputation it has won as an unsurpassed
medical center. I congratulate the Surgeon General of the Army, the commanding officer and his staff at Valley Forge
General Hospital, and wish them continued success and great strength in
their mission.

Tribute to Samwell Well Deserved
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. GEORGE P. MILLER
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ThursdaY. February 16, 1967
Mr. MILLER of California.

Mr.
Speaker, last week saw the retirement of
Mr. Philip R. Samwell as chairman of
the board of directors of Friden, Inc.
Mr. Samwell, for many years, brought
his great talents and enlightened industrtal leadership, which were so highlY
valuable to that corporation, to community projects for the benefit of all the
residents of the city of San Leandro,
which 1s v.ithin my district. I am.
therefore, pleased to insert 1n the CoNGRESSIONAL RECOR.D an editorial which
appeared in the February 2, 1967, edition of the San Leandro Morning News
honoring Mr. Samwell:
TRmuTE TO SAMWELL WELL DESERVED

or Commerce dt~
rectbrs' meetings are usually lively affairs-but tod.ay's luncheon gathering of the cba.lll~
ber board promises to be a super-special
event.
The occasion 1s "Phil Samwell Day," to
honor P. R. Samwell, who recently retired
as chairman or the Friden, Inc., Board of
Directors and who over many years haS
rendered outstanding service to San Leandro.
It is indeed fitting that the chamber's firSt
"special event" of 1967 should be devoted to
honoring Samwell Despite his many duttes
with Frtden, San Leandro's largest employer
and the greatest firm of its kind in the
world, Samwen bas found time to take an
active, civic-minded interest in the wen-being and growth of this city.
Today's cha.m.ber Se86ion wm technicallY
be another semimonthly meeting or the
chamber's Board of Directors. But it will be
far more than that--and the general membership of the chamber, as well as the general
public, is invited to attend. City officials,
headed by Mayor Jack D. M:altester, will be
on hand. To take care of the expected ca.~
pacity crowd, the locale will be the BlUe
Dolphin restaurant on the San LeandrO
San Leandro Chamber

~furtn~

.

Samwen was named Friden controller ill
October, 1945. During the next score and
more of years he advanced in position and
re-sponsibility. He b,a.s been a member ot tbt
San Leandro Manufacturers Assoctatioll
Board or Directors aa well as o.r the san
Leandro Chamber of Oommerce.
Salute to PhllSa.mwelll
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A Honse Standards and Condud
Committee Is Needed
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
o:r

HON. CHARLES E. BENNETT
OF FLORIDA
Dl THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Speaker, at the
direction of the unanimous action of the
House Committee on Standards and
Conduct in the 89th Congress, I spoke
tOday 1n the Rules Committee for the
adoption of a resolution, House Resolution 18, reconstituting the committee in
the 90th Congress. The gentleman from
Ohio [Mr. HAYS] was present when I
sooke; and I am told that earlier today
he spoke on the floor of the House about
this committee and about my testimony
Which I will include herein.
The charge has been made that the
Standards and Conduct Committee did
not act promptly in handling the Powell
Inatter. Congress and the country know
full well that the able gentleman from
Ohio succeeded in the last Congress in
Inaking it impossible for the House
Committee on Standards and Conduct to
£·xercise jurisdiction in this field by
'tripping investigat.ory powers from the
the bill which established the latter
committee. Now, as to the remaining
functions of the Standards Committee,
the committee did compile, with the asSistance of a 100-percent volunteer and
U.npaid staff, a list of all statutes and
resolutions dealing with standards and
conduct of House Members and emPloyees of the House; and as to recommendations as to the new legislation the
conuruttee report said:
The committee bas accumula ted a large
'tolume of material on the subject of standards and conduct of Government officials
but has found that in the limited period of
the life of the committee in the 89th Contress it is impossible prudently to recomtnend changes in existing provisions of law
Or to suggest new ones at this time. In the
Opinion of the committee such recommendations should be made after the full membership o! the House is available for comtnents, recommendations, and bearings.

Before I close. I would like to say that
from all I can find, the gentleman from
Ohio and his subcommittee did an excellent job in the Powell matter, once they
Undertook to enter the field. •They
Wanted an extremely long time to begin,
but once they got started they seem to
have done an excellent and speedy job.
Mr. Speaker, I insert in the RECORD at
this paint the statement I presented to
the Rules Committee this morning:
~TAT!:MENT OF CONGRESSMAN CHARLES E. BEN-

OF FLORIDA BEFORE THI!: HOUSE RULES
COMMITrEE ON LEGISLATION CREATI!'<G
liOUSE SE:LJ:CT COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS
.U.D CONDUCT, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1967
:!lr. Chairman, I deeply appreciate the opPortunity to appear before this Committee
in behalf of II. Res. 18 unanimously recomlllended by the House Select Committee on
Standards nnd Conduct, which had a short
Ure-from October 19, 1966 to January 3,
Hi67.
'rhe House Select Committee on Standards
a.n.d Conduct was directed by Congress to
lo<ETT

recommend to the House "such additional
rules or regulations as the Select Committee
shall determine to be necessary or desirable
to insure proper standards of conduct by
Members of the House and by officers or empleyees of the House."
In its report to Congress (House Report
2338, 89th Congress, 2nd Session), the Committee asked that the Committee be reconstituted because there was not sufficient time
in the closing months of 1966 to make such
recommendations and because such efforts
should be made wbile Congress is in session
so that the full membersbip of the House
could be available for comments, recommendations , and hearings.
The only new power asked, over what the
CommittE,>e had in 1966, would be the power
to make an investigation and recommend
censure on a. violation, by a :Member, officer,
or employee of the House, of a standard of
conduct wbicb bad been established by the
House by law or resolution previous to the
act complained of.
The comparable Senate committee now
operating has, incidentally, much broader
powers than are requested here, as it is not
restricted to recommending resolutions of
censure, but is authorized in broad terms to
recommend "disciplinary action to be taken"
(Sec. 2(a) (2) of Senate Resolution 338 of
the 88th Congress). It is believed that the
ability to at least recommend resolutions of
censure in a proper case ls necessary for three
reasons: First, to effectively handle any such
matter that may arise; second, to help the
Committee in getting the attention and assistance of the whole membersbip of the
House in drafting workable and practical
rules; and third, to reassure the public that
any improper conduct that may arise will be
adequately and promptly looked into.
I would like to call attention to the Washington Star article of February 2, widely
circulated by some Members in an effort to
show that the Committee on Standards and
Conduct should not be reconstituted.
A group of women reporters asked me to
appear before them; and they interviewed
me. I quickly sensed - that they felt this
Committee was being set up as a. "white
wash '· COmmittee. I felt that such an impression on the press would further unfairly
damage the image of Congress with the pubHe. In reply to a question expressing disbelief that any Congressman would be w11ling
to present to the COmmittee any matter at
all for investigation, I replied that in a case
fully substantiated by competent evidence
and reflecting on the Congress, it was my
belief thet 90 percent or all Members would
be \"Oiling to do so in a serious case publicly reflecting on Congress.
The article gaTe the impression that 90 %
of congress we're waiting to present existing
charges against other Congressmen.
No
othe:r article coming from this well attended
interriew gave such an impression as far as
I know.
Further. in answer to a question on how
narrow or broad the fields of study of new
legislation might be, I replied they could
cover "all matters of impropriety" co·vered
by legislation that might be introduced and
A-Ssigned to the committee !or study. The
article as printed implied to many readers
that the committee would have power to inestlgate charges under legislation not yet
enacted. This is clearly untrue because the
proposed bill would not allow any case to be
inTestigated unless it were based on a statute or resolution previously passed by the
House; and then only under the additional
safeguards set up in the proposed bill before
you.
As I stated in the first bearing of the Committee last year (and approved by the Committe-e); and I am reading from the minutes
of the Committee of October 20, 1966, what I
said: "I do not think a man's private life is
detrimental to the House. No one is perfect;
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and if he priTately bas weaknesses, it should
not be something that should be before tbia
Committee, as it would not reflect upon the
House."
Inaccurate press reports, and opponents of
the Com.mlttee, have alarmed some Members;
but the record of actual statements and
actions of the Committee and its Chairman give no grounds for any fear o! "witch
bunts" or snooping of any kind. In fact,
two complaints were received by the Committee during the adjournment (based on the
Committee's abU1ty to look into violations of
criminal law); and in both, the Chairman
refused jurisdiction because the complaints
were not in writi~g and under oath, as the
statutory history of the act required. Moreover, the full Committee would have to decide
such matters, within the statute which empowers it; and clearly the legislative history
as well as the terms of the statute rule out
any abuses of the Committee in such matters.
Such an investigation could be made only
upon receipt by the Select Committee of a
complaint based on competent evidence in
writing and under .oath, made by or submitted to a Member of the House and transmitted to the Select Committee by such
Member. Even when so formally presented,
the Committee would have discretionary
power not to act on the matter if it appeared
to be tri ial or otherwise improper. No
such resolution would be effective unless approved by the House.
I would think there would be a. very few
complaints about the conduct of Members of
the House, but if a serious case, reflecting
publicly on the House. were substantiated .by
evidence, it is my opinion that 90 percent,
or perhaps all Members, would be willing to
submit it !or consideration. The Committee
would not be a snooping Committee looking
into the private lives of Members. But
serious charges. fully substantiated, reflecting
on the U.S. House of Representatives, should
be looked into. Moreo\"er, the Committee
would devote its effort-s to preventing, rather
than penalizing and publicity.
The main purpose of this Committee is to
help improve the standards of the U.S. House
of Representatives and also the public confidence therein.
The public image of Congress demands
that the House establish a full, working,
thoughtful Committee working solely in the
field of standards and conduct. Sixty percent of those answering a recent Gallup Poll
said they belie>e the misuse of government
funds by congressmen is fairly common. O!
course, we know that such abuses are in !act
not common but we baTe seen a number of
such damaging polls showing the people·s
lack of faith in the integrity of Congress.
There is a need !or a vehicle in the House
to . achieTe and ILaintain the highest po sible standards by statute and enforcement
thereof. This can only be done after thorough study by a COmmittee whose primary
interests are in the field of ethics.
The House Se1ect Committee on Standards
and Conduct has wide support and adequate
precedent !or its reestablishment in the 90th
Congress. It was the Rules Committee
which brought the resolution to the floor in
the 89th Congress a~d gave the Select committee its fu"st opponunity to help lift and
maintain the st-andards of the House. This
was the first time in history that the House
of RepresentatlTes ever had such a Committee. Prior to tt.at the Senate Selecte Committee on Standards and Conduct was
established. A House Committee bas been
recommended by the Joint COmmittee on
the Organization o! Congress. There are
over 30 resolutions before the Committee
which call for a House Select COmmittee on
Standards and Conduct.
Mr. Chairman. I must add to this positive
statement in upport of reestablishing the
House Select Coiilln.ittee on Standards and
Conduct some comments concerning the re-
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cent action by the House Administration
Committee. ~ Subcommittee on Ethics and
Contracts was set up by the House Administration Committee apparently to kill the
Committee which I am supporting today before your Committee-supporting along with
dozens of other House Members.
I am not competent to look into the motives of this move, announced to the press
as an action to "obviate" the broader House
Select
Committee on
Standards and
Conduct.
However, I do believe that neither a subcommittee of the House Administration
Committee nor the mother, its full Committee, is in a position to do what the publlc
has a right to demand and is demanding.
In the first place that Committee has only
jurisdiction in the field of House accounts
and Federal elections matters.
According to the Rules of the House of
Representatives (Rule XI), the Committee
on House Administration can look into matters dealing only with elections, accounts and
other housekeeping matters. There is one
section of the rules which says the Committee can look into "Measures relating to the
election of the President, Vice President, or
Members of Congress; corrupt practices; contested elections; credentials and qualifications; and Federal elections generally."
The phrase "corrupt practices" in this section relates directly to elections, and cannot
be construed to deal with Congressional
ethics. The positioning of this phrase in the
midst of provisions relating solely to elections is clear evidence of the legislative intent to restrict this phrase to election matters. Moreover, even aside from that, a long
line of court decisions so restricts it. The
only interpretation this phrase has ever had
deals with elections.
The jurisdiction which the House Administration Committee does have is broad with
regard to the expenditure of House funds,
and I would assume for i.nstance, that bills
relating to nepoti.sm in the House. would
continue to be handled by the House Administration Committee while ones of general appllcation throughout the enUre federal employment would continue to go to the
House Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service.
Mr. Chairman, one of the main purposes
of the House Committee on Standards and
Conduct would be to reassure the public that
matters will be handled promptly in the field
in which it wUI have jurtsdictlon. Within
the past two years the Committee on House
Administration, by virtue of its supervisory
a.dminlstrative functions in House accounts,
has had knowledge of a number of situations
involving very questionable activity; and it
has failed to act promptly. There may have
been good and sound reasons for its failure
to act promptly; but the records of the Committee speak for what was actually left undone, and cannot be reassuring to the public
without explanation.
Illustrations of the slowness of the House
Administration Committee to deal with matters within thei.r jurisdiction are replete in
the hearings of the Special Subcommittee on
Contracts held December 19, 20, 21 and 30,
1966. For examples: The matter of not cutting of! the pay of Mrs. Y. Marjorie Flores
Powell when paid in violation of law (See
Pu.ge 44); and the matters of travel pay and
per diem costs (See Pages 16, 17, 22, 113, 114,
- 115, 191, and 193).
So despite the fact that there· may have
been good and sound reasons for these delays,
the publlc could not be reassured by any
action of Congress placing these new responsibilities in that same Committee, without
adequately documented and understood explanations of its past inaction. Moreover,
clen.rly any committee set up to do the broad
task of raising and maintaining standardR in
the House should be a nonpartisan committee, with equal membership between Republlca.ns and. Democrats. The House AdminlB-

tration Committee is, of course, not so constituted; as it should be for this purpose.
In conclusion, there is a need for the new
Committee on Standards and Conduct to be
established, a broadly based Committee, but
one devoted solely to the problems of raising
and maintaining the highest possible standards in the House of Representatives. The
House should come to grips with this need in
an effective manner and in an i.mportant
manner, and not just sweep the problems
under the carpet. We can do no less for
our country.
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There is a voice in every human soul that
cries out to be free . . . . America has answered this voice.
Courage is a priceless ingredient of character. The will to do, the will to overcome
all obstacles and finish the course, the
strength to cling to ideals, are based in courage. America has courage.
Thomas Paine once wrote, "Our great title
is Americans". Our citizenship in the United
States is our national character. Our citizenship in Ohio is our local distinction. By
the latter, we are known at home. By the
former, the United States of America, we
are known to the world. Yes, our great title
is Americans. Our great nation is America.

Long Live America
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF
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HON. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR.

Mr. ASHLEY. Mr. Speaker, it is with
a great deal of pride I report to you
today that a bright young constituent
of mine, Miss Jacque Miles, has recently
won first place in the Voice of.. Democracy contest.
The annual contest, sponsored by the
Veterans of Foreign Wars, is open to all
high school students in the Toledo and
Lucas County area of Ohio. I am deeply
impressed by the patriotism and love for
our country expressed by this young
American's essay and I call this winning
effort to my colleagues' attention:
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LONG

LIVE

AMERICA

Next to God, the most sacred word, to me,
in all the world, is America. When I hear it,
something inside of my heart begins to sing
and someti.mes tears come and fill my eyes.
I am not ashamed of those tears, for in that
one word-America-are enshrined all my
loves, my dreams, my hopes, and my faith.
America is a strong country. My ancestors
have left their blood on the greens of Lexington and the snow or Valley Forge, on the
walls of Fort Sumter and the fields of Gettysburg, on the sands of Okinawa and on the
bare and bleak Pork Chop hlll.
A million and more of my countrymen
have died for freedom . . . this country is
their monument forever.
These men will live on in the triumph of a
six year old as he reads aloud for the first
time . . . . in the ringing of the school
bell . . . . in the high school rendition of
"Stars and Stripes Forever" . . . . in the first
bite of peppermint ice cream on the fourth
of July. They live on in the fields of corn
and wheat . . . . in the mllling of the cattle
in the stockyards. They live on in the voice
of the young Jewish and Catholic and Protestant children as they pray and sing.
Carl Sandburg, a great American author,
wrote, "I know a Jewish fishcrier down on
Maxwell Street with a voice like a north
wind blowing over corn stubble in January.
He dangles herring before prospective customers envincing a joy identical with that
of Pavlova dancing.
His face i.s that of a man terribly glad to
be selling fish, terribly glad that God made
fish and customers to whom he may call his
wares from a pushcart." America answered
this mans call for happiness.
America offers freedom and opportunity
as no other land before has ever known.
America offers an education to you.
I 1 w1ll not ever doubt America, for if the
stars should doubt, they would surely fade
away-but I have tremendous and undying
faith in the nation that has made these
things mine.

OF MARYLAND

Mr. MATHIAS of Maryland. Mr.
Speaker, last month my hometown, Frederick, Md., observed its 150th anniversary as an incorporated city. Although
Frederick Town was first settled in 1746,
it did not become a corporation until its
charter was approved by Governor
Ridgely on January 14, 1817. Since then,
Frederick has expanded and grown from
a population of 3,640 in 1820, to 21,744
in 1960. Now, under the leadership of
Mayor John A. Derr, this historic citY
stands on the threshold of accelerated
growth as part of the Greater Washington metropolitan area.
To mark this sesquicentennial, tbe
Honorable Edward S. Delaplaine, one of
the city's most noted citizens and students of history, summarized Frederick'S
corporate history in an interesting article
which appeared recently in the Frederick
News-Post. I include his article in the
RECORD:
FREDERICK

CELEBRATES

ITS

150TH

BIRTHDA'Y'

(By EdwardS. Delaplaine)
Frederick is observing this month an 1Illportant municipal anniversary-the Sesquicentennial of its incorporation by the State.
One hundred and fifty years ago the Maryland Legislature not only made Frederick
Town a corporation but at the same t1Ille
officially changed 1ts name to "Frederick."
Frederick Town was laid out in 1745 on o.
tract owned by Daniel Dulany, the elder, and
was settled in 1746 by a group ot about 100
families led by John Thomas Schley, whO
built the first house in the community. More
than seventy years passed before the citizens
elected their mayor, board of aldermen, and
board of common council.
The city's original charter was approved bY
Gov. Ridgely on January 14. 1817.
The starting-point of Frederick's original
corporate llmits was "the 44-mlle stone on
the Baltimore and Frederick Town turnpike
road, about three quarters of a milP. from the
east end of Frederick Town."
The 45-mile stone is now, embedded ill
concrete at the corner of East Patrick Street
and Middle Alley.
In the past 150 years Frederick has grown
mostly to the north and west. The origin!ll
boundary llnes of the Corporation of Frederick were fixed by the General Assembly ill
1817 as follows:
"All the lots originally laid out as Frederick Town with all additions thereto, Including Bentztown. and Jacob and Mlcbo.el

/
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Buckey's dwelling house and tanyard, a.nd
Jacob Buckey's factory, a.t. the east end of
the town, and Stephen Steiner's dwelling
and tavern stand on the west end, and Jacob
Lease's on the north end of said town, also
Ramsburg's Mill, also the English Presbyterian Church, and the lots fronting on the
'\I.-est side of Bentz Street, from Ramsburg's
llill to the aforesaid church. both inclusi;e."
"Bentztown" was the section of Frederick
that grew up west of the bend on West Patrick Street and extended beyond Carroll
Creek for some distance largely as a result
of the business of Bentz's glove factory.
It was a popular name for th~ street for
Inore than a century.
Stephen Steiner completed his house at
the top of the hill on West Patrick Street
ln 1807. He erected it on land which he had
bought from George Ramsburg in 1799.
The Steiner house is one of the oldest
houses in Frederick. It was purchased by
the Frederick County Historical Society for
U2.000 in 1944, and was sold by the society
to the Frederick CiYic Club for $13,000 1n
19G2.
As th~ residents of Frederick look back
over the 150 years that have passed since
the Legislature established our municipal
COrporation, they can feel gratified by the
city's steady growth and improvement.
When the first Census was taken in 1820
P'tederlck had a population of 3,640. The
last Census of 1960 showed that the city's
J>opulation in one decade had jumped 3,602
to 21,744.
THE MAYORS OF FREDERICK

How many Mayors has Frederick had since
the Leg1slature incorporated it 150 years
Rgo?
It depends on how we count the l.1ayors
"ho aerved nonconsecutive terms.
Mayor I.Joyd C. CUller for instance served
three nonconsecutive times. Mayor Elmer
P. Munshower served two nonconsecutive
times. Incumbent Mayor John A. Derr served
from 1954 to 1958, and after the adminls~~:_t_ons of Jacob R. Ramsburg and E. Paul
~'llha, was elected 9€ain in 1966.
1.t Grover Cle;eland, after being in the White
0Use four years was defeated 1n 1888, but
8 taged a. comeback in 1892 and is considered
bo th the 22nd President and the 24th President.
h According to this method, Frederick has
ad 38 Mayors in the century and-a half
;~~tn the time of Lawrence Brengle, first
~ror of the city, to Mayor Derr.
This is a list of the City's Chief Executives,
~~tnpiled by Joseph F. Eisenhauer, 3d, who
~ the unusual record of having served
'Under eleven Mayors as their Executive Sec-

1950. Elmer F. Munshower, 1950-June 1,
1951.
Donald B. Rice, June 1, 1951-1954. John A.
Den, 1954-1958. Jacob R. Ramsburg, 19581962. E. Paul Magaha, 1962-1966. John A.
Derr, 1966.

Young Republican Leadership Training
School
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE HANSEN
OF IDAHO
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Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. Mr. Speaker,
I -was privileged Saturday night to attend
a meeting of the Young Republican
Leadership Training School at which
Gen. Curtis LeMay, USAF, retired, gave
the principal speech.
General LeMay's speech was so forceful, pointing out 1n great detail why we
are in Vietnam, what we are now doing
there, and what we should be doing, that
I commend it to all of my colleagues.
Under leave to include extraneous
material, General LeMay's speech follows:
YOUNG REPUBLICAN LEADERSHIP TRAINING

ScHOOL

I have looked forward to speaking to you
tonight for many reasons, but two really
stand out 1n my mind. First, because I have
not had the opportunity to speak to a group
of young and dedicated Americans since I
retired :from the Air Force a couple of years
ago. And second, because this is the first
time 1n my life that I have spoken to a
political audience. That was a. luxury I
could not afford during my days 1n the military. Since I have retired, most people now
realize I am no longer an official spokesman
for the Air Force or the Defense Department
and that I am now free to express my own
opinions.
I ch06e as my theme for tonight the topic
you have had under examination for these
last few hectic days-leadership. Certainly
about the specific qualities of po1ltical
leadership you are more knowledgeable than
I. But I belie>e I have some competence
to discuss the general qualities of leadership.
During my career in the military I have both
~ta.ry:
led and been led-and I ha..ve had considerLIST OF MA TORS OF l'REDERICK
able opportunity to watch men an_5i women
Lawrence Brengle, first Mayor of Frederick, react to both situations.
· ·
1 817. Hy. Kuhn 1n place of Lawrence BrenOver the years I have come to regard three
gle, resigned, 1818-1820. George Baer, 1820- aspects of leadership as moot important:
!,!323. John L. Harding, 1823-1826. George First, goals-articulating your objectives and
.Q.l olb,
1826-1829. Thomas Carlton, 1829- directing attention to them. Second, plan835.
ning-making arrangements to realize your
Dnniel Kolb, 1835-1838. Michael Baltzell, goals ·with the minimal expenditure of re1.. ~B-1841. George Hoskins, 1841-1847. Ma- sources. Third, measurement of progress-~9.8 E. Bartgis, 1847-1849.
demonstrating to the opposition-and, just
Ja.m.ee Bartgis, 1n place of Mathias E. Bar- as importantly, to your own personnel-that
th1 is, deceased,
1849-1850, James Bartgis, you are making progrPss toward your goal,
850-1856. Lewis Brunner, 1856-1859. WU- that your plan is sweeping to success.
~Iitn 0. Cole, 1859-1865. Jacob Engelbrecht,
All leadership, I contend, must be judged
.!_65-1868. Valentine
Ebert,
1868-1871. by its success in these three areas. How
... u.or:naa M. Holbruner, 1871-1874.
clearly bas the leadership stated its oblH Lewis H. Moberly, 1874-1883.
Hiram Bart- jective? Have they designed an efficient
~s. 1883-1889.
Lewis H. Doll, 1889-1890.
plan to realize it? Is the successful execuLe'\1.1s Brunner, ln place of Lewis H. Doll, de- tion of that plan being communicated
~eased, 1890-1892. John E. Fleming, 1892- effectively?
, 895. Aquilla R. Yeakle. 1895-1898.
These are the three big questions of leaderWuuam F. Chilton, 1898-1901. GeQrge Ed- ship. And rather than discuss them in a
r9a.rd Smith, 1901-1910. John Edward Schell, vacuum-let's put them in a specific frame
1():._1913. Le\\1s H. Fro.ley, 1913-1919. GU- of reference. Let's consider the questions
lner Schley, 1919-1922. Lloyd C. Culler, of leadership as they involve themselves in
1922-1931. Elmer F. Munshower, 1931-1934. one of our primary problems-Vietnam.
I will leave it to you to determine if we
t1nLloyd C. Culler, 1934-1943. Hugh V. Gitger, 1943-1946. Lloyd C. Culler, 1946- have set adequate goals in Vietnam, 1f we
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have a good and succe56ful plan, and what
progress we are making.
I doubt that t.Qere has e;er been a popular
war. Not with the men who have to fight
it, anyway. As a military man, I can tell
you that. But I doubt 1f there has ever been
a war more unpopular than this one. No
one is satisfied with the conduct of the
war. Neither the Doves nor the Hawks.
But it's a real '\l.'ar • • • and we're in it.
It's real to the more than 6,000 American
boys who have been killed there so far.
And it's ;ery real to their families.
It's a real war that-as far as we can tenis costing us $2 Billion a month.
It's a real war to over 400,000 American
fighting men who are there now. More men
than we bad in Korea. More men than went
to France in World War One.
It's real-and It's tragic-and it's necessary. \Vorse, it's no closer to successful conclusion than when we started five years and
6,000 men ago. Maybe e\'en farther away.
So what do we do . . . first, let's recall
how we got there. Then. let's see what we're
doing there, and why. Finally, the big question-how can we end it.
It is necessary first of all to undersbmd
that Vietnam is a part of a much larger and
longer war . . . a war between the Communists and what we call the Free World.
This larger and longer war was declared
by the Communists. It was declared by Karl
Marx before a single country had come under
Communist domination. It was declared by
Lenin. It was waged by Stalin. And it hns
been carried on relentlessly by every Communist leader since. It is waged by the
Communists according to _their own timetable and on battlefields of their own choosing. Although this war bas many facets, it
has but one objective: Communist control
of the entire world.
This is not my idea or your idea-l t is
their 1dea. 1t is not..my definition o! their
goal. It is the Communist definition. They
have stated it frequently and they believe
it. And I bellet'e it, too.
On the International scale, Communism
is not a political party-it is a way of life.
Their announced intention is to extend this
way of life to every corner of the world,
through guile if possible, by force 1f necessary. These are not scare -phrases. These
are strategic facts. And we must reckon
with them.
At the end of World War Two, the United
States was weary of war. We were the
strongest nation in the world and highly
optimistic about the future. We turned our
strength and optimism to post-war problems.
The rehabilitation of war-ravaged countries.
The relocation of displaced persons. The
application of wartime technology to peacetime uses to advance the world's standard
of living. We were _instrumental in putting
together the United Nations. We were confident that we could maintain world peace
through international cooperation.
As an American, I am proud that we assumed that kind of world leadership. But
with the ink not yet dry on the United Nations charter, Soviet military forces barr-icaded the Communist-occupied world.
They stripped Eastern Europe and Northern
China of their industrial machinery. They
set up puppet governments in tbe Eastern
European countries. The Communists we:e
following through on their on their announced plan of world domination. But we
somehow could not believe it. These people were our allies I I ! ! They were the
heroes of Stalin grad!
It took Sir Winston Churchill in his
famous Iron Curtain speech at Fulton, Missouri, to shock us out of our naive complacency. Clearly he explained the significance of Soviet actions. He warned of
things to come. And America listened. A
year later, when Greece was threatened with
Communist-supplied insurgents and Russia
was pressuring Turkey for control of the
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Bosporus, our passive reaction to Communist aggression ended. We spoke with a new
voice. We offered to the Greek and Turkish
governments military and economic aid.
The American President told the world of
our determination. Quote: "To help :free
people maintain their free institutions and
their national integrity against agressive
movements that seek to impose upon them
totalitarian regimes." end quote.
This was the TrUman doctrine and it
marked a major turning point for America. It announced our decision to defend
the free world against the expansion of Communism. It was a beginning.
But the Communists kept coming. In the
Spring of 1948, Czechoslovakia, the last free
nation in Eastern Europe, fell to a Commun1st coup. In June of that year, the Soviet
army blockaded Berlin. A year later, the
Communist Chinese forced Chiang Kai-shek
off the Asian mainland. And in 1950, North
Korean Communists invaded South Korea.
But there we stood firm. And our determination in Korea served notice to the Communist world that overt aggression would
not be tolerated anywhere. Our strengthand our willingness to use it--formed a
strategic deterrent against Communist aggression. That deterrent was maintained
by our unquestioned military superiority.
And that deterrent enabled us to prevent the
recurrence of any major overt aggression
after the Korean conflict.
Time and again, the Communists tested
our determination, to make sure our policy
had not weakened. In Lebanon, in the
Taiwan Straits, and in the Cuban missile
crisis. In every case, we demonstrated our
willlngness to respond directly and positively to aggression.
It was time for the Communists to adjust
their strategy.
Premier Khrushchev officially proclaimed
the new, preferred method of advancing
Communist control of the world . . . with
his endorsement of so-called "Wars of Liberation." His statement--with the immediate
encouragement from the leaders of Red
China-gave new impetus to the upheaval
then already in motion in Southeast Asia.
Normally, these wars of liberation take a
recognizable form. They are low intensity
wars fought by guerrillas-against the establlshed government--using techniques perfected in China against the Japanese and
later against the Chinese Nationalists.
The tactics involve a wide variety of engagements-some large, some small. There
are border incidents-hit and run raidssudden terrorist massacres-bloody ambushes-and a continuous flood of propaganda. The tactics work.
·
These tactics were used successfully in
Cuba-where they brought Castro to power-and elsewhere-but nowhere were they
more successful than when they forced the
French to withdraw from Southeast Asia
. . . creating a power vacuum still not satisfactorily filled and political chaos still not
fully stabilized.
To counter this growing threat, we developed a new military concept known as Flexible Response. In implementing this concept,
we put together a package of land, sea, and
airpower carefully adjusted and limited to
the given level of provocation. Not too little
and not too much. It stresses global mobility. And because world tensions and international politics are involved, direct and
specific control of all military action is re·tained by our national leadership in
Washington.

It is this policy of flexible response that
shapes our military activity in Vietnam
today.
And why are we there today? We are there
because we were askecl to come. First to
ad vise . . . then to assist . . . and now to
fight. We were asked by the Saigon government of South Vietnam which was under

heavy pressure from a war of liberation being
conducted by the Viet Cong-inspired, directed, and supplied by the Communists to
the North. It is important to understand.
this. This is not a civil war. It is not a
local war evolving out of local issues. It is
not a peasant revolt--any more than the Red
take-over of China was a peasant revolt. The
war in Vietnam is a typical and clearly
identifiable part of current Communist
strategy for world domination. It is a calculated act of aggression. It is an act of
aggression directed against you.. And your
brothers, and your sons, and your husbands
are fighting in Vietnam for you-against that
Communist aggression.
What are they doing? What are we doing
in Vietnam?
We are implementing our policy of flexible
response. Let's see what that means. FlexibLe response introduces several new features
to the use of American mill tary power. Traditionally, the ultimate goal of military
action is total defeat of the enemy. Even in
Korea, despite severe restriction on the use
of our air-arm above the Yalu River, there
were no holds barred within the combat zone.
Flexible response changes this approach.
Under this doctrine, military forces are
still expected to eliminate their immediate
adversaries. But only the precise increments
of force believed needed to achieve limited
objectives are committed to combat. The
military objective is restricted to halting
enemy aggression and punishing him enough
to make him willing to negotiate.
The underlying idea is to make it plain
that we could destroy the enemy if we wanted
to-and that he would prefer to negotiate a
settlement once our determination was clear.
Our leaders in Washington are attempting
to apply military power according to this
new concept. They establish carefully controlled. campaigns with limited. political objectives. They try to use military resources
to apply subtle pressures-employing military
power as a versatile and precise instrument.
They want to bring the enemy to the conference table--without damage to our image
in the mirror of world opinion.
Let us realistically appraise the results.
There are some positives. We have learned
to fight guerrillas . . . and to inflict heavy
casualties on a capable, secret, and swift
enemy. We have developed ways to employ
our superior technical and tactical weapons
to give us mob1lity and deadly striking power.
We have made it increasingly difficult and
costly for the Communists to operate. And
we have spent five years doing it.
Our objective has always been the same-to make it clear to the Communist that he
can't win-and from our vantage point of
obviously superior strength, to :force him to
the conference table through frustration and
exhaustion.
And what is the score at the five-year
mark?
·
Basically, I think it would be fair to say
that the Viet Cong have gotten stronger
. . . and we are the ones who are frustrated.
The long, drawn-out conflict has created dissention and dispute in America . . . and a
greater sense of determination and purpose
in North Vietnam.
Every American instinct makes us want to
jump in with both feet and get this unpleasant job over with . . . as quickly as
possible.
Traditional oriental patience makes them
willing to extend the struggle unto generation after generation, 1! necessary.
We are fighting the war with the commodity most precious to us . . . and held much
cheaper by the enemy . . . the live& of men.
And toward what objective? Negotiation.
I submit to you that it is not possibLe for
us to lose the war. We are too strong. But
it is more than possible for us to lose the
negotiation. And longer it is delayed, the
more likely we are to lose it. After all, what
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is there to negotiate?

The separation of
North Vietnam and South Vietnam and the
boundary between them has already been established by negotiation and the Geneva
convention. Any concessions to the Communists . . . any abridgement of freedom for
the people of South Vietnam . . . will reward. the Communists for their aggression.
We cannot allow aggression to be politically
profitable. This would encourage political
aggression in every corner of the world. I
think Communist aggression must result in
Communist disaster.
•
And you won't get that at the negotiation
table.
We must never forget that the world is
watching us in Vietnam. Our national leaders are very right about that. We have announced ourselves as the champions of free
people everywhere . . . the ally of every
country in the free world. And every country in the free world is watching to see just
what kind. of an ally we are.
Can we . . . and will we . . . join with
them to resist Communist aggression? To
resist it . . . and repel it. We are the only
force in the world capable of giving any
country the strength to remain free from
Communist domination.
The world is
watching us in Vietnam to see if we will put
our money where our mouth is.
It's just about that simple.
We are not engaged in a world-wide popularity contest with the Communists. In all
candor I must point out that the strong and
the rich are seldom the popular. They are
sometimes feared. . . . and sometimes resented, but they are usually respected-if
they deserve it. So I thank God that we are
rich and I thank God that we are strong.
Because, I know, that it is for those reasons
we are free. And it is our freedom and our
strength and our riches that offer hope and
encouragement to people everywhere.
So . . . how do we end the war in Vietnam?
The way to end the war in Vietnam is to
win it.
We must revi&e our objective. Instead of
negotiation, our objective must be to make
the war so costly for the Communists that
they will end it.
The Communists started. the war. The
Communists must end it.
We must fight the war from our strength.
We must fight it with the least cost to ourselves and at the greatest cost to the enemy.
We must change the currency in this game
from men to materials.
America's greatest strength in this military
situation is our air and naval power. we
must use it strategically. We must use it
decisively. We must use it now.
I also think it is important that we tell
the world about this change in objective--so
the world can correctly interpret our motives
and evaluate our results. And we will also
tell the Communists.
We will tell them that we are going to
destory increasingly costly targets in North
Vietnam. They can decide how much theY
want to pay. First, we must destroy the
ability of the North Vietnamese to wage war
and then, 1! necessary, their entire productive capacity.
We can pinpoint the targets we will hitand warn the nearby civil1ans in advance to
evacuate. In modern warfare ... with modern warning devices ... there is little element
of surprise in bombing raids.
Hanoi, for example, is ringed with far more
and far better anti-air-craft devices than
were ever in Berlin.
You will recall that North Vietnam is a.
rather recent arrival to Twentieth CenturY
technology and industry. Her resources, bY
our standards, are meagre and hard-earned.
They are more valuable to her, in manY
respects, than human life. And North VIetnam must be made to pay for this war with
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her dearest coins which are material things
and not human lives.
The harbor at Haiphong ... and the entire capaolty to receive outside supplies.
Eliminate it!
The power system that fuels every warmaking facility.
The transportation system . . . rails, rolling stock and bridges. Flat! Every factory
and every industrial installation, beginning
'\l:ith the biggest and best-and never ending
so long as there are two bricks still stuck
together.
The irrigation system on which food production largely depends. We must be willing
to continue our bombing until we have de·
strayed ev ery work of man in North Vietnam
1! this is necesa.ry to stop the wa1;.
We shall avoid the civi11an population.
And we shall warn the population. But we
Will destroy the capacity of that population
to slaughter innocent c1v111ans for political
gain.
I do not think it will be necessary to use
nuclear weapons to accomplish this task. But
I would not rule out any strength that we
have, 1.f the situation demanded it .
Admittedly, there is one big question unanswered. If we adopted this policy, would
lted China and Russia come directly into the
fight? I don't think so.
The possib1lity, or oourse, exists. But in
llly opinion, Red China has plenty of internal
trouble. And they don't have the weapon
strength to attack us. Yet! The longer we
de_Iay, the stronger Red China becomes-and
the more likely they might be provoked into
direct involvement . . . later.
Soviet Russia has indicated more than
once that she does not want to project herBelt into a showdown with the United States.
liot now, anyway. I think we should also
face the possibility that-should this strategy !aU-we might have to mount a land in~aslon. But that is very remote. In my
0 P1nion, the Communists would seek an end
to the war long before their country was deatroyect. The Communists are realists. Much
lllore so, I think, than we. They wlll not
continue on a course whose only reward is
total destruction.
And I believe that the course I suggest
'\J.iU end the war quicker-with less loss of
life on both sides. I'm sure it wm cost fewer
Axnerican lives. And those are my primary
concerns.
The policy I suggest wlll not result in coml>rotnlse at the peace table. And it will not
~eward the Communists for their aggression.
t Will encourage our allies in all parts of
t.h.e world. It w1ll bolster the determination
free men everywhere to fight for their
..reed.om.
But the end of the war in Vietnam will not
end the war with Communism. They have
8.lreacty probably developed the the tactic to
~)>lace Wars of Liberation. And we will have
'P<ordevelop a counter-tactic to oppose that.
· .. 11ke it or not .•. we ARE the leade-ra Of the Free World. We are the world's
0
lle hope to contain Communism and Comllluntst aggression-until it destroys Itself.
We must not fail that hope. We must not
~111n Vietnam. We must not faU our ames.
e must not fall ourselves.
\Ve must not fail the world.

?t

Lithuanian Independence Day
SPEECH
OJI'

HON. JOSEPH P. ADDABBO
OJ' NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. ADDABBO. Mr. Speaker, it gives
llle Pleasure to join with my colleagues

today in remarks commemorating the
49th anniversary of the rebirth of independence of Lithuania. We have never
recognized the incorporation of I.Jthuania into the U.S.S.R., and we should
not. This small nation, however, lives
under the oppression of the Communist
government of Russia, but her people
keep their identity and believe in freedom. I believe that one day they will be
free again.
We who enjoy freedom should take
time out and reflect upon the tragedy of
the millions of fellow human beings who
are not so fortunate as we. \Ve must
keep the torch of freedom alive for them,looking toward the day when they may
carry the torch again.
I have many constituents who came
from I.Jthuania and I am Plivileged to
count great numbers of them as my
friends. I know how they feel about
their homeland and their loved ones who
remain behind. To them and to all
Americans I say "we will not forget nor
abandon them."
~

•

Bombs Away

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, in my
opinion there is considerable feeling in
the United States that bombing of North
Vietnam was resumed too quickly following the recent 4-day lunar new year
truce. There is considerable feeling that
alternatives to the resumption were not
explored adequately in an effort to bring
about peace negotiations.
This kind of thinking is reflected in
the follo\\1ng editorial froni the February
15 Minneapolis Star:
THE BOMBING REsUMES AGAIN

That was an abrupt ending to the suspension of bombing of North Vietnam. We feel
it was too abrupt-that 41 hours and 17
minutes was hardly enough time for Hanoi
or Washington to exchange any meaningful
signals or intentions to end the fighting.
The Defense Department reported the
North Vietnamese used the four-day lunar
new year truce and the brief suspension of
bombing after that to bring forward new
supplles for Communist troops in the south.
Because of this, President Johnson said, and
because Hanoi failed to respond to pence
overtures, there was "no alternative" but to
resume the bombing.
We are inclined to think there was an alternative--<>ne that carried some risks surely,
but still was worth taking. This would have
been continue the suspension of bombing for
at least a week, to give U.N. Secretary General U Thant, Pope Paul and others a chance
to prove their claim that an end to the raids
would bring Hanoi to the peace table.
The brief suspension, then, has resolved
nothing. Its abrupt ending only strengthens
the argument of those who have been clamoring for a cessation of the bombing as the
only way to peace. It also, however, strengthens those who can point to Hanoi's !allure
to respond as further reason to "bomb them
into submission."
In the meantime, the search for negotiations goes on, with increasing attention
focused on the ablllty of the Russians to

budge Hanoi. With the growing estrangement between Moscow and Peking, Washington is expected to seek more Soviet help in
eliciting the right kind of signal from North
.Vietnam. One of the prices we will undoubtedly be asked to pay for that help is
a cessation of the bombing. We should be
prepared to take the risk that involves.

Calendar of Events at the National Gallery
of Art
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES G. FULTON
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. FULTON of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, it is a pleasure for me to place
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the calendar of events for March 1967 of the National Gallery of Art.
_
We are very fortunate to have this
outstanding gallery in our Nation's Capital where visitors to this city, as well as
the citizens of Washington, can go to see
the fine exhibits, enjoy fine tours, lectures, and concerts.
I am attaching the article from the
Washington Evening Star of Monday.
February 20, 1967, regarding the outstanding acquisition by the National Gallery of Leonardo da Vinci's portrait of
Ginevra de Benci. This fine example of
the work of one of history's great artists
makes a visit to the National Gallery
more than worthwhile when the painting
goes on view on March 17. March 17 is
the anniversary of the opening of the
National Gallery, and the end of the current 1-year celebration of the gallery's
25th anniversary.
The material follows:
NATIONAL

GALLERY

OF

ART

GETS

DA

VINCI

The National Gallery of Art today confirmed that it has purchased the Leonardo
da Vinci portrait of Ginevra de' Benci from
the collection of the prince of Llechtensteil,l
and Will put it on display next month.
European sources have placed the price of
the purchase, reported 1n yesterday's Star, at
between $5 and $6 milllon. The gallery. as
is its custom, gave no figure and its spokesmen evaded all questions on the point.
It is certain, however, that the price went
tar beyond the previous high for a single
painting, $2.3 million paid in 1961 by New
York City's Metropolitan Museum of Art for
Rembrandt's 'Aristotle Contemplating the
Bust of Homer."
SIX-MILLION-DOLLAR OFFER REPORTED

In the fall of 1965. Norton Simon, West

Coast industrialist and buyer of Rembrandt's
portrait of his son Titus for $2,234,000, was
reported to have ofi'ered the prince or Liechtenstein $6 mUllon for the Leonardo, a sum
also mentioned when Canada was attempting to buy the picture.
Simon, according to Time magazine, was
told then by the prince's brother that he
doubted that the prince would sell the picture for $10 million.
Until its sale to the National Gallery, the
portrait was the last Leonardo painting
known to be in private hands.
A spokesman for the prince denied the
sale yesterday, but confirmed it today. He
would not di.sclose the price.
The gallery said the picture was bought
through its purchase fund, made up entirely
o! private donations. It is assumed by art
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specialists that at least a good share of the
money came from Paul Mellon, president of
the gallery, and/or hls sister, Mrs. Allsa Mellon Bruce, the children of the gallery's founder, the late Andrew W. Mellon.
More lmportant is the fact that the gallery does have the picture and it will go
on view March 17, the a.nniversary of the
gallery's opening and the end of one year
of celebration of the gallery's first quartercentury.
The picture becomes the only fully acknowledged and mature Leonardo painting
in any American collection.
The Detroit Institute of Arts owns a figure
group from the workshop of Leonardo's
master, Verrocchio. Some attempts have
been made to attribute one of the figures to
the young Leonardo, but the attribution has
not been accepted by scholars.
The figure 1n question is linear in manner, more like Botticelli than Leonardo.
The same thing is true-although less
true-of a Madonna and child in the National Gallery now attributed, "Circle of Verrocchlo (possibly Leonardo) . ,.
Of the Ginevra de' Benci portrait, there
is no doubt whatever among modern scholars. There is also no doubt to the eye, according to everyone who has seen the painting, either in the prince's collection or in a
London special exhibition some 15 years ago.
Executed between 1474 and 1478, when
Leonardo was 1n his early 20s and already
an established a..n;tst 1n Florence, the portrait anticipates some of the effects achieved
almost 20 years later 1n the 1\!ona Lisa.
There is the same bemused detachment
in the face, the same beginnings of a mysterious smile. There 1s also the same sense
that the every air is a palpable, tangible,
paintable thing.
As in many of Leonardo's mature pictures,
the background is opened so that it can be
both immediate and distant. The spiky
leaves of a close-in tree frame the head of
the young woman. Seen 1n silhouette, they
could be the leaves of a juniper tree, her
name Ginevra being the Italian for juniper.
Beyond is a placid landscape of hills, trees,
a calm lake and what appears to be the
sea.
On the back of the wood panel on which
the 14% by 16%-inch portrait is painted is
an elaborate decoration, also painted by
Leonardo and consisting of a laurel branch
and a palm branch-traditional emblems of
homage-surrounding a sprig of juniper and
the motto, ''Virtutem Forma Decorae," Latin
for "Beauty Enhances Virtue."
NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART--CALENDAR 01'

EvENTs
:MONDAY,

FDRUARY 27,
MARCH

THROUGH
5

SUNDAY,

Painting of the Week: Whistler. The White
Girl. (Harris Whittemore Collection) {Gal-

lery 67, Tuesday through Saturday, 12:00 and
2:00; Sunday, 3.30 and 6:00.
Tour of the Week: The World of In!go
Jones: the Baroque.
Rotunda; Tuesday

thr9ugh Saturday 1:00; Sunday 2:30.
Tour: Introduction to the CoUection. Rotunda; Monday through Saturday 11:00 and
3:00 Sunday, 5:00.
Sunday Lecture: Art and Education in
Contemporary Culture. Guest Speaker: Ir-

ving Kaufman, Professor of Art, The City
University of New York, New York; Lecture
Hall, 4:00.
Sunday Concert: Rosine Nocera, Pianist.
East Garden Court, 8:00.
MONDAY, MARCH 6, THROUGH SUNDAY, MARCH 12

Painting of the Week: Gentlle dn. Fa.briano.
A Miracle of Saint Nicholas.
(Samuel H.

Kress Collection) Gallery 4, Tuesday through
Saturday, 12:00 and 2:00; Sunday, 3:30 and
6:00.
Tour of the Week: The World of Inigo
Jones: Festival and Theatre, Rotunda.; Tues-

day through Saturday, 1:00; Sunday, 2:30.

Tour: Introduction to the Collection. Ro-

tunda; Monday through Saturday, 11:00 and
3:00; Sunday, 5:00.
Sunday Lecture: Baroque Architecture in
England.
Guest Speaker: Rudolph Wlttkower, Professor of Art History, Columbia

University, New York; Lecture Hall, 4:00.
Sunday Concert: Leon Llshner, Bass,· Paul
Berl, Pianist; East Garden Court, 8:00.
MONDAY,

MARCH
13, THROUGH
MARCH 19

SUNDAY,

Painti-ng of the Week: Cropsey. Autumn
on the Hudson River. (Gift of the Avalon

Foundation), Gallery 65, Tuesday through
Saturday. 12 : 00 and 2: 00; Sunday 3 : 30 and
6:00.
Tour of the Week: The World of Inigo
Jones: Sir Anthony van Dyck. Rotunda,

Tuesday through Saturday, 1 :00; Sunday,
2:30.
Tour: Introduction to the Collection. Rotunda, Monday through Saturday, 11:00 and
3:00; Sunday, 5:00.
Sunday Lecture: The Inigo Jones Collection at Chatsworth: Guest Speaker: Thomas

S. Wragg, Librarian and Keeper, Devonshire,
Collectioris, Chatsworth, England. Lecture
Hall, 4:00.
$unday Concert: National Gallery Orchestra; Richard Bales, Conductor; Nancy Ellsworth, Violtn Soloist; East Garden Court,
8:00.
MONDAY,

MARCH
20, THROUGH
MARCH 26

SUNDAY,

Painting of the Week: Borgognone. The
Resurrection (Samuel H. Kress Collection),

Gallery 20, Tuesday through Saturday, 12:00
and 2:00; Sunday, 3:30 and 6:00.
Tour of the Week: The Exhibition of Festival Designs by Inigo Jones. Central Lobby,

Tuesday through Saturday, 1 :00; Sunday,
2:30.
Tour: Introduction to the Collection. Rotunda, Monday through Saturday, 11:00 and
3:00; Sunday, 5:00.
Sunday Lecture: Inigo Jones and the Stage
Designs of the Stuart Period. Guest Speaker:

James G. McManaway, Consultant in Literature and Bibliography, The Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington, D.C. Lecture
Hall, 4:00.
Sunday Concert: National Gallery, Orchestrma, Richard Bales, Conductor; Jose Echaniz, Piano Soloist, East . Garden Court, 8:00.
Inquiries concerning the Gallery's educational services should be addressed to the
Educational Office or telephoned to 737-4215,
Ext. 272.
All concerts, with Radio Picture of the
Week intermission talks, are broadcast by
Station WGMS-AM (570) and FM (103.5).
New exhibition: Festival Desigr1.3 by
Inigo Jones from the Collection of the Duke
of Devonshire at Chatsworth. Central Gallery. March 19 through April 23. Circulated by the International Exhibitions Foundation.
New publlca.tion: Catalogue.
Festival
Designs by Inigo Jones. 135 pages, 8%" x
10", with foreword by Roy Strong, 4 color
plates, and 125 black-and-white 11lustrations.
$3 .75 postpaid.
Print exhibition: Musical Subjects from
the Fifteenth through the Twentieth Century. Ground Floor, East Corridor.
Radio picture of the week: a History
of Western Paintings is the subject of the

third Radio Picture of the Week series
broadcast over Station WGMS during the intermission of the Sunday evening concerts.
Twenty National Gallery paintings, ranging
from the era of Ducpio to that of Picasso,
wlll be dlscused in chronological sequence
from February 5 through June 18. The talks
wU1 be rebroadcast on Wednesdays at some
time between 2 and 4 p .m. over WGM8-FM.
By ordering color reproductions, suitable for
framing, listeners can follow the course at
home. The reproductions, on 11" x 14.' '
heavy paper, come with printed resumes of
the broadcasts 1n a portfolio cover.
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To subscribe send your name and address
to Radio Picture of the Week, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., 20565. Orders
are taken only for the complete set of twenty.
$5.50 postpaid; checks payable to N.G.A.
Publications Fund.
'fhe Gallery is open on weekdays from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. and on Sundays from 2 p.m to
10 pm. Admission 1s free to the Gallery and
to all programs scheduled. The cafeteria is
open on weekdays from 11 am.. to 4 p .m. and
on Sundays from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Prompt and Accurate Information by the
Government
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
9J'

HON. DONALD RUI\1SFELD
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, FebruaT'JJ 2, 1967

Mr. RUMSFELD. Mr. Speaker, accurate judgment is predicated on ac-

curate information. Government, has
an obligation to present information to
the public promptly and accurately so
'that the public's evaluation of Government activities is not distorted.
Political pundits speak of the "credi- ·
bility gap~ ' in the present administration.
Indeed, this appellation is so widespread
that it has become a household wo;rd.
The Pentagbn's recent revision of aircraft and helicopter losses in Vietnam iS
but another example of the increasing'
information gap between the Government and the people. I am inserting
recent editorials in Chicago's American
and in the Chicago Daily News which
express the frustration of a confused
public:
[From Chicago's American, Feb. 7, 1967]
THE PENTAGON'S FAULTY FIGURING

After rechecking its arithmetic, the Pentngon has admitted it was slightly otr 1n calculating American aircraft losses 1n vtet
Nam. Instead of a total of 877 aircraft and
helicopter losses from both combat and non•
combat causes, we actually lost 1n excess of
1, 700 aircra.ft-or nearly double the pre¢•
ously announced figures.
Why the Pentagon fillAlly decided the
American public 1s mature enough to stolllach the full truth escapes us. But this is bUt
another 1n a long list of examples of how the
Johnson administration spoonfeeds the pub•
llc only information tt feels it will swallo'\\'
without discomfort. We'll be charita.ble and
assume the revised. figures were released ill
an attempt to close the credibillty gnp. aut
we hope we have seen the end of such figure
juggling, which has contused rather than enlightened the public, and has made official
Washington announcements about as be·
llevable as some of those exces.si ve commercial claimS on television.
[From the Chicago Daily News)
NEW STRAIN ON CREDxBILITY

In belatedly acknowledging that Amertcn.n
aircraft losses related to the Vietnam war
are much higher than previously admitted.
the Pentagon has again shaken public con·
fidence in its crediblllty. The discrepancY
between total losses of nearly 1,800 aircraft
and announced losses of 622 combat planes
is big enough to cause more tho.n a lifted
eyebrow.
The Pentagon's defense is tho.t it had con·
fined itself to reporting only those planes
lost in combat missions, either by ground
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or air fire. The Pentagon position is that
it followed this course because newsmen inQUired only about combat losses. But as The
Daily News' Wllliam McGa.mn has pointed
out, reporters can prove they did ask !or the
over-all data only to be greeted by official
silence until one of their numbers dug out
the actual figures.
Some sympathy can be mustered for the
Pentagon's desire to distinguish between aircraft destroyed in combat and those lost
from other causes. But it is a distinction
Without much of a difference. The so-called
noncombat losses run 2-to-1 higher than
combat losses and all of them are connected
in one way or another with war operations.
These include planes destroyed on the
ground by enemy saboteurs or mortar fire,
others downed while on transport or artilleryspotting duty, and those ditched by pilots
after running out of fuel.
The combat losses and the others must be
added together in calculating the war's cost
in lives and money. To try to cover up that
cost is an act of deception unworthy of a
government department that needs all the
PUblic support it can get to carry out its
<Umcult task. Americans are wondering how
Inuch more the Penta_gon is concealing.
The only way the Pentagon can put an end
to such doubts 1s to substitute candor for
coverup.

War Losses
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES H. (JIMMY) QUILLEN
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
.Monday, February 13. 1967

ing to win this war, but only to prevent the
Reds from winning it. So we fight with one
hand tied behind our backs. If we were free
to go all out as we would in a "regular war"
the operation could be more drastic and less
costly. That is the considered opinion of
the mllitary people.

Shaping Our Urban Future
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DON EDWARDS
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. EDWARDS of California. Mr.
Speaker, urban problems, of growing
concern to the Nation today, are now
within the jurisdiction of the Department of Housing and Urban Development. The future of urban areas were
discussed in an article by Secretary Robert Weaver of HUD, published in the
25th anniversary issue of Public Power
magazine.
_
Secretary Weaver, noting the necessity of "innovation, new ideas, and new
lines of action from every sow·ce," urged
the acceptance of responsibility for
solving urban problems by all segments
of the Nation, citing the potential contl1butions by the Rower industry:
And in this kind of responsibility, the
power industry-particularly the public
power groups with their basic commitment
to the public interes~cupies a strategic
position in this battle for urban living.

Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Speaker, thereI would like at this time to insert the
cent revelation that the looses of
our planes 1n Vietnam have been almost en tire article:
SHAPING OUR URBAN FUTURE
double of what we had been led to believe 1s a shocking disclosure.
(By Robert C. Weaver, Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development)
As I have said time and time again,
We can no longer withhold the truth of
In the next quarter-century the populaWhat is happening in the war from the tion of the United States will increase from
An\erican people, and we here in the its present 190 m.ilUon to 260 million. The
Congress should certainly be told the great mass of these people wlll be living in
our urbar. areas.
read status of our forces and supplies.
It is pa.rt of the mission of the year-old
In this connection, I include in the Department
Housing and Urban DeveloplU:coRD an editorial from the Kings- ment to lookofdown
that long and far from
Port, Tenn. , Times:
well-lighted corridor of the next 25 years and
WAR LossES
The recent figure on American plane losses
in the Vietnam war is more than just bad
news. It 1s confirmation of the fact that
ll<>:tneone in government had been persuading
the President-if be needed persuasionthat it would be better 1f all the harsh facts
about the war were sort of toned down so
as not to alarm people too much. This is
C8.lled managing the news.
It may be that ofllclals are really motivated
by the idea that it is in the public interest
not to hand out all the bad news. But those
Olficlals need not be surprised if people think
the :tnotive for such action 1s to avoid the
necessity of making explanations and to
avoid criticism. The government, that is to
say officials of government, are always inClined to believe that criticism interferes
"-ith the orderly conduct of business. Ali
one secretary of state was reported to have
8uJ.d to a reporter, "Why are you fellows
always trying to make It dl1Iicult for us?"
What such people fall to see is that if they
Want people to have confidence in them
they must have confidence in the people.
'I'he American people can stand the truth
even when it hurts.
And the truth is that our losses have been
high in Vietnam because we are not try-

try to perceive what our urban a.reas should
be by then. Nearly everything we do today
wUl a.ft'ect that future and that is particularly true since the nation is now committed
to making great expenditures in the next
10 years !or programs that will establish the
main directions in which we will move.
But the urban oommunlty is not something
you blueprint. It is something that grows ..
It 1s a place that must offer many choices,
many opportunities, many different kinds
of life. Diversity is the essence of urban
life.
Our cities have not been offering the kind
of choices that people seek. They have become centers from which the a.muent fiee,
and where the impoverished become trapped.
We have tried various means to correct this,
to improve housing, to redeem limited a.reas,
and to ameliorate the human problems in
our overcrowded sections. But blight e.nd
decay have continued to spread and the disadvantaged in large numbers remain in
our embattled slums.
ATTACKING URBAN BLIGHT

Now we are mounting a far greater, more
comprehensive attack on the urban problem
than any we have previously conceived. We
can no longer deal with the physical rebuild-
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ing of urban areas Without regard to the
human problems and the measures needed
for human betterment. They must be dealt
with jointly. We can no longer treat the
older central city and the outlying areas of
urban growth as 1f they were alien to each
other. They are, as we know, interwoven
in so many ways that the ills of one compound the difficulties of the other.
We know that there is no one answer, nor
any separate set of answers, but many answers that must be combined in a rationally
related effort to deal with the total urban
problem.
This is the meaning of recent legislation,
particularly the Model Cities program and
the Metropolitan Development aids that
were enacted in the 1966 Act. Here the
human and physical needs of our cities h:n•e
been brought into common focus, and the
comprehensive planned development of our
growing urban a.reas has been equated with
the need to revitalize our inner cities.
But these are not measures that will give
us the kind of urban life we seek through
public moneys and public effort alone. It
wlll require the ooncern and dynamic participation of private and public institutions,
of business and civic leadership, and responsible citizenry.
ROLE OF POWER INDUSTRY

- And in this kind of responsibility, the
power industry-particularly the public
power power groups with their basic commitment to the public interest-occupies e.
strategic position in this battle for better
urban living.
Today we have new and more powerful
program instruments to work with. As a
result of legislation enacted in the past two
years to achieve President Johnson's Great
Society objectives, we can now undertake
the type of comprehensive development and
redevelopment our urban problems require .
These new means include:
More effective measures, such as rent supplements and a more fleXible public housing program, to provide good housing to
those of low income. . . .
'
New means and new methods for the
rehabilitation of older structures and neighborhoods so that we can restore rather than
uproot established older parts of our
cities ....
New aids for urban beautification and
recreational space and facllities to improve
the qua.Iity of urban llfe.•.•
Measures not only to extend comp-rehensive
urban planning, but also put those plans to
work to meet the growing population needs
of urban areas . . . .
Measures to help land development, develop
new communities, provide basic public facllities, and create efficient mass transportation
systems for the exp-anding urban population.
Accompanying these measures has been a
strong complement of legislation to raise the
levels of health, education. employment, and
social adjustment of milUons of our poorer
people and bring them out of the ghettos
into the functioning llfe of our urban society.
We are ready to undertake simultaneously
a greatly expanded attack both on the problems of decay in our central cities and t-he
pressing growth problems of our expanding
metropolitan areas.
During the coming year, towns and cities
In all pa.rts of the country will be developing
plans to carry out comprehensive changes in
large sections of the urban community under
the newly enacted Model Cities program.
Through this program. all of the measures
cited above, for structures and people, and
many more as well, will be combined to deal
with the deficiencies both of the city and
the citizen stranded in these areas.
PUBLIC SUPPORT REQUIRED

This program wtll require not only Federal
:funds and support. Even more, it will depend
on full use of public- and · private resources
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by the community itself. It will call for
lmaginative support from the economic and
business community, as well as from social
and governmental bodies.
One of the first needs to redeem these dark
areas will be light and power-the light of
hope and opportunity and the man-made
light for living-the development of human
power and of the physical energy that can
bring better living to the people. We will
need, for instance, to illuminate the dark
back streets of crime and to provide well
lighted playgrounds and recreational areas
for long-"deprived low-income people. We
will need better, more livable housing,
equipped with the conveniences that modern
power can supply.
GRANTS FOR LIGHTING

We now have new programs to help meet
thees needs. We have Federal beautification grants for improved lighting of our
streets and public places. We have grants
for neighborhood facillties to serve the recreational and social needs of these neighborhoods. We have grants to develop recreational and park areas in these crowded sections.
We need the technological imaW,nation and
know-how of modern science and industry
to solve these problems in the blighted areas,
and we need them on a larger scale, too. The
Department of Housing and Urban Development has been actively enlisting this type o!
help from many sources, to develop answers
to the problems of mass transit, of sources
of employment and training, and of housing.
We welcome such ideas as the reapplication of electric power to urban transit needs,
or the development of utllity tunnels to better maintain the vital services that feed
the modern city.
Beyond these central city problems, however, lies an even larger one-the pressing
population growth going on in and beyond
the suburban hinterlands. And here again,
modem business and technology play a crucial role.
We already have a vast amount of comprehensive urban planning developed or under
way for these growing areas. And planning
for power 1s an essential part of planning
!or growth.
Under HUD's urball planning assistance
program, more than $100 million in planning
grants have been made for such planning
ln 190 metropolitan areas, in 5,500 smaller
urban localities, and for 38 State planning
bodies.
In the 1966 Act, we have gone another
important step further. That Act has authorized supplemen~l Federal grants to put
these plans into actual operation and construction. by helping to pay the local share
o! the cost of water and sewer systems, highways, hospitals, airports, open space, and
other public works and facilities.
It is these plans, too, wh1ch will determine
the future course and market for electric
power for the growing area.
•

we have yet achieved. We see this in the participation of private and business investment
in the renewal of our cities. We see it in the
pioneering undertakings in new community
development, such as Reston and Columbia
in the Washington-Baltimore area. We are
seeing it increasingly in the housing field.
where major suppliers and developers, such as
U.S. Gypsum, the America Plywood Association, and the National Forest Products As~
sociation, ar seeking breakthroughs to therehabilitation of good housing and the provision of good homes for low-income use·. We
see it in technological experiments that major corporations are carrying on in the field
of urban transportation.
We need this kind of massive effort to
make any real impact on our urban problems
and our future needs. It will involve many
solutions embracing many activities, many
levels of government, many forces both private and public.
We need innovation, new ideas, and new
lines of action from every source. Old patterns will not suffice. As President Johnson
has said:
"Our existing urban centers, however revitalized, cannot accommodate all the urban
Americans of the next generation. Unless
they are to be casual parts of general urban
sprawl, a new approach to their design 1s
required."
Revitalizing the urban areas offers both
challenges and rewards that are social and
intellectual as well as economic and finan~
cial. We enlist the' leadership of loc.al communities and oftlcials of locally-owned electric utllities in th1s effort which the President and the Congress have called the first
domestic concern of the nation.

SBA Loans Boost Local Economy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD D. McCARTHY
0.1' NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. Speaker, 6
years ago the Small Business Administration made a loan of $500,000 to the
Hercules Packing Corp, of Alden, N.Y.
Since that time, the company has added
100 new employees and more than
doubled its plant facilities and sales. It
has also been able to acquire a rubber
products plant in Conneaut, Ohio, with
more than 100 employees. Now the firm
is among the top 10 in its field of packing matelials, seals, bearing, ring, and
other products.
I think this is a :fine example of the
PLANNING NEW COMMUNITIES
The 1966 Act also for the first time au- SBA's cooperation with the private busithorizes Federal support for the development ness sector. It has helped the Alden
of entire planned new communities in these community, produced new jobs and
outlying areas, and this w111 call for pow- strengthened the economy.
er planning as well as many other types
Hercules' loan was made by the Midof planning.
land Capital Corp. under the SBA's small
A new town must grow in a relatively short business investment company-SBICtime from bush and vacant land into a full program in 1961. The firm is just one of
community with all the services that perhaps
100,000 people require. How do you finance an increasing number in the United
such a town, when there is no initial tax base States that are finding out that their
and no taxpayers or public services? These chances for success can be greatly enare questions that we hope the business hanced by the use of programs under the
community will help solve, not only as a SBA.
matter that affects the quality of our urban
Many small firms need assistance in
American .fUture.
one or several parts of their operations.
One of the most hopeful signs for our
urban future today is the growing concern SBA can give . these firms management
and participation of business and industry guidance, technical guidance, subcon1n the creation of a more livable, more pro- tractural opportunities-as well as :finanductive and rewarding urban economy than cial assigtance.
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Often, the SBA has brought a sliding
business to its feet again. Often, it has
taught a small business to expand to a
large business. I would like to take this
opportunity to commend the Small Business Administration-for each small
business aided by the SBA represents a
significant boost 1n the overall national
economy.

Charting the Course for America's
Merchant Marine
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ED REINECKE
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tues_d ay, February 21, 1967

Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Speaker, the
Newsday editorial of February 6, 1967,
points up the need for some kind of national maritime policy to give direction
to the Government's merchant marine
programs and subsidies.
Last year President Johnson announced in his state of the Union message that a new national maritime policy would be forthcoming. In his state
of the Union address thls year the President did not even mention the problems
of the merchant marine.
Mr. Speaker, the crisis in the merchant
marine is that there is no chart with a
course plotted. And the captain is asleep
at the helm. With the permission of the
House, here follows the editorial:
CHARTING A' COURSE

A ship's captain who didn't know his
d~stination would find it impossible to chart

a course to get there. Currently the admtn~
!stratton is proposing expenditures of $372,967,000 for a. Merchant Marine subsidy policy that has neither direction nor goals.
The subsidy program ls a continuation o!
a national policy dating back to the Mer·
chant Marine Act of 1936. Its purpose, .fn
general, 1s to assure the na tlon of a strong
Merchant Marine. It has not been a success. In 1935, a year before the Congress
enacted its well-intended Merchant Marine
legislation, 31.7 per cent or the nation's
waterborne foreign trade moved in American
ships. Last year, the U.S. Merchant Marine
carried only eight per cent o! that trade.
Some rethinking of basic policy is clearlY
demanded. A year ago, in his State of the
Union Message, President Johnson promised
to develop a. strong, new policy toward the
Merchant Marine. Last month, in his mes~
sage to the 90th Congress, the President did
not mention the Merchant Marine. That.
promised new policy has yet to be enun·
elated.
The delay is ensy to understand. The de·
velopment of a strong, effective policy involves a strenuous course of decisions; some
of them are money decisions of large dimen~
sion. The cost of creating a competitive
Merchant Marine could run into the billions
of dollars.
The first decision, therefore, is a basic one.
Is it in the nation's interest to spend the
money to make our merchant fieet com·
petitive? We ·think it is. The Russians noW'
have a fieet o! 1,422 large merchant ships,
and they are planning to spend $1 billion thiS
year to construct more. The U.S. has an ac~
tlve fieet of 1,040, and 160 of them are so•
called "l'U&t buckets'' reactivated from the
reserve fieet to meet the needs of the Vietnam sealift. We wm spend $143.000,000 to
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BUbsldlze the construction of 13 l!lhips th1l!l
!ear; the Russians have 395 on order or un<!er construction.
Adm. Emory S. Land, who guided the crash
Shipbuilding program during World Waz n.
has estimated that the approximately $4.2
bUUon that will be spent to build a super&on1c jet airliner would be enough to "largely rejuvenate" our merchant fleet. Therefore , 1! it is decld~ that the maintenance of
a competitive Merchant Marine is a wise national goal, the President is going to have to
Eet some carefully developed spending guidelines. To do that he is going to have to ha>e
a clear idea of the sort of tleet we wish to
develop .
, TOday's maritime technology offers many
a.ternatlves. It is possible to build nuclearPowered ships and so-called containerships,
~·hich transport sealed metal containers of
cargo that are easily handled and transferred
to truck or tra.ln. There are also sea. barge
freighters. which carry smaller vessels within
t!l.ezn. In addition, there are automated de'tices that reduce the manpower needed to
~ a ship or to load and unload its cargo.
n any shipbuilding program costs will be
cut 1! a series of similar ships are built becau.se the shipyards will be able to apply the
techniques of mass production.
An important element in a strong, new
lnll!'iti.me policy, therefore, will be deciding
the type and number of ships needed to pro~uce a competitive fleet. It will take some
r.udy to arrive at wise decisions. But pres~~t re-search and development appropriations
f a,~e been described by Adm. Land ·as "pitim.y small, almost negligible."
The present national policy toward the
~erchant Marine is a !allure. Its goals never
ave been clearly defined; its methods are,
~J best, cat<:~-as-catch-can. I~ is time, past
"lne, for a new policy. Developing it in~?lves a problem in navigation--deciding
.....here ·t~~: e want to go and how we are to get
"-'.~ere.

Electoral College Reform
Eh""TENSION OF REMARKS
OF

liON. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR.
or

J.~Ait YLAND

I:!i TliE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 21, 1967

11r. M:ATHIAS of Maryland. Mr.

~aker, the American Bar Association's

ent endorsement of direct popular
1ection of the President has spun-ed a
~Ua.ble public debate on many aspects
~electoral college reform. Some of the
"' Portant political questions involved
·~ discussed recently by Mr. Neal R.
~etrce, political editor of Congressional
~~arterly, ln a recent essay in the New
..'-ePUblic.
e In his thoughtful article, Mr. Peirce
JtPlored the implications of popular
~esid~ntial elections for the principle of
v aj~nty rule and for the influence of
~ artlcular minmity voting blocs. His
'IJ.?!l'Unents merit our consideration, and I
0
Uld like to include in the RECORD his
~ssa}·, from the New Republic of FebruE-

ry 11, 1967.

R:rpL Y TO PROFESSOR BICKEL: THE CASE
AGAINST TH1: ELECTORAL COLLEGE

l'"r'I'he proposal for direct popular vote for
c.. ~ldent, advanced by a special commission

~; the American Bar Association, was at28c~ed by Alexander M. Bickel in the January
~](ew Republic ( ..The Case for the Electoral
lege"). The ele<:toral college desen-N

pel'l>E"tua.tlon, Mr. Bickel thought, because it
magnifies the political power of minority
voting blocs a.nd urban party organizations
1n the nation's large, pivotal states.
Eve-n if this were true--and I suggest that
the case is grossly overstated--one might
qut'6tion whether partisan political considerations should come first in deciding how
the President is to be chosen. A better
criterion would be this: which election system best matches the standards of political
democracy, and which system best guarantees that the popular will not be frustrated?
The humpty-dumpty electoral college was
devised for a totally different age, for a
thinly populated, 18th-century union of
competing and jealous states where the
franchise was far more restricted than it is
today. Three times in the 19th century
(1824, 1876, 1888) the system caused the
man who won the moot popular votes to lose.
:Mr. Bickel suggests that "it has not happened sln<:e, and is not very likely to happen." But in three other presidential elections In this century (1916, 1948, 1960) we
have come perilously close. The popular will
could be thwarted again in 1968, 1972 or
1976.
1\lr. Bickel feels that the President, "while
a national lea.der," should be "a. particular
spokt'Sman for urban and minority groups."
Would be want a man in the Presidency who
had won the big states and thus the electoral college, but had been rejected by a majority of Americans? Compare such a position to Justice Douglas' in striking down the
Georgia unit vote system in 1963: "The concept of 'we the people' under the Constitution visualizes no preferred class o! voters
but equality among those who meet the basic
qualifications. The concept of political
equality, from the Declaration of Independence to Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, to the
15th, 17th and 19th Amendments, can mean
only one thing--one person, one vote." (The
15th Amendment prohibited the states from
denying the ballot be<:ause of race; the 17th
Amendment provided for direct, popular election of US senators; the 19th Amendment
ga'\"e women the right to vote.)
Some conservatives defend the electoral
college because they think it somehow preserves "states' rights." The obvious reply to
them is that there are many better ways to
strengthen the states-for one thing, by
modernizing our state legislatures and
getting the states to shoulder some of the
social re-sponsibU1ties many of them have
neglected for decades. Similarly, some
liberals would save the electoral college in
the misguided belief it gives their big city
allit'S some special advantage. One can answt>r that there are better ways of advancing
liberalism tba.n by perpetuating an undemocratic advantage-in the election of the President.
,
The Bar Association's report points out
that there is no way to guarantee the election of the popular vote winner other than
by direct popular vote. Any other system
can misfire. We '\"ote directly for every other
elected official in the United States, from
town selectman to gm·ernor and United
States senator. Why not for President?
But let us le-ave considerations of constitutional equality aside for the moment and
approach the problem as a. cynical politician
might.
Is it really true, that the present electoral
college system guarantees a special voice for
minority interests in the big cities, and that
a direct vote for President would change all
that? Whoever argues this stands on shifting sand. The ''backlash" potential among
big city minority groups could easily defeat
a liberal presidential candidate in the very
states he counted on before. Or a militant
right-wing pressure group, like the John
Birch Society and Its allies, could suddenly
seize the "s'\rtng" position in key states that
Negroes, Jews and a multiplicity of hyphen-
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ated Amerfca.ns have been said to occupy ln
the past. ThiS may already be true in California.
Carrying the thought of electoral college
backlash a step further, one wonders if Mr.
Bickel would view with equanimity the prospect of a George Wallace winning enough
electoral votes to throw the election into the
House of Representati>es. There, each
state-Alaska. and New York, Mississippi and
California alike--would have a single >ote,
and a. protracted deadlock might well result.
The Wallace strategy is to accomplish just
this, in the hopes of forcing one of the leading presidential candidates to sell out on
ciYU rights as a price of victory. How would
the interests of the urban minorities be protected in that event?
Mr. Bickel suggests that supposed urban
oYerbalance in the electoral college is proper
because conservative interests still occupy
unfair bastions of power in the nation's legislative districts. "The Bar Association proposal," he says, ''wildly overestimates the immediate impact of the apportionment decisions." He complains that the Supreme
Court "has never insisted on mathematical
equality of districts," or "tackled the practice of gerrymandering." One might share
his disappointment that the reapportionment decisions have not effected instant
Utopia in the state legislatures or the House
of Representatives, but the fact of the matter is that exceedingly tough Supreme Court
decisions are forcing virtually all the states
to reduce inequities in districts to the vanishing point. The Supreme Court underscored the point a few weeks ago by disallowing three states' distrtcting plans in one
day, one with a maximum population dertation of no more than 10.4 percent from average. Forty-six of the 50 states now have
legislative districts based substantially on
population. To be sure, gerrymandering
still exists. But it is practiced as freely by
the liberals (California and !.fichigan are top
examplt>s) as by the conserratices (as in
Texas and Ohio). We are told that "the
electorial college represents the only effective hold on power in the federal government that the urban population centers
have." Apparently that means that the college's lntest product, Lyndon Johnson, is
the big cities' only effective defender In
Washington. I doubt it.
Actually, the apportionment decisions are
only part of a basic transformation of the
American political landscape which has come
in the past decade. Dire<:t President-topeople contact through television, e\erincreasing population mobility, expanding
suffrage for Negroes, reapportionment-all
these are erasing the need for privileged preserves built into our political structure, or
the need for an e!ectoral college that is supposed to balance mysteriously the North·
against the South, big states against small,
or the good guys in the city against those
cynical rural sllckers in control of the legislatures and Congress.
Nor will minorit..tes lose their crucial, swing
vote power in a direct election system. The
newly enfranchised Negroes from Georgia and
Alabama. will be able to combine their >otes
with Negroes from New York, llllnois and
Michigan, and corutitute a formidable national voting b!oc that the parties will ignore
at their perU. As the population o! the
urban centers continues to multiply-and
no demographer now suggests any other
course-presidential candidates wlll surely
make a major pitch for the urban vote in
their campaigns.
There is no reason to belie>e that a direct
vote for President would make any significant
ditference in the way that presidential campaigns are conducted today, or in the relative weight of various groups. But it would
guarantee true democracy in presidential
elections, guarding against the travesty of a.
popular vote loser Winnlng the electoral col-
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lege vote and thus seizing the presidency.
Abolishing the electoral college would simply
confirm a direct relationship of the American
people to their President that most Americans think exists anyway.
(NoTE.-Mr. PEIRCE

NEAL R. PEIRCE.
is the political editor of

Congressional Quarterly.)

Can Gun Controls Cut Crime
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN D. DINGELL
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, pursuant

to permission granted, I insert into the
Appendix Of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
an article by Ray Vernon which appeared
in the Dearborn Guide of February 16,
1967, entitled "Can Gun Controls cut
Crime":
CAN GUN CONTROLS CUT CRIME

(By Ray Vernon)
The President has leaped into the legislative gunfight over crime, adding Administration heat to an already hot controversy.
No one is going to object to most of his
recommendations for curbing the rising
crime wave in the nation's metropolitan
areas. In essence, these hinge on devoting
more money and effort to improving the
entire criminal justice system, from lifting
pollee morale to providing better treatment
in correctional institutions.
But many in Congress object to his recommendations to impose strict regulations over
the ownership and use of guns.
The debate over guns centers partly on the
right of the private American citizen to keep
and bear arms, a guarantee that was written
into the Constitution.
Proponents of the Administration's measure, which has just been introduced by sen.
Thomas Dodd (D-Conn.), say this Constitutional guarantee is not absolute, that it can
and should be limited.
Their chief weapon, as written into the
legislation, would be required registration of
all guns, with the system to be administered
by a federal government official.
Opponents in some cases maintain that
the Constitutional guarantee rules out any
infringement on their right to keep and bear
arms. others are willing to compromise to
some extent, and support other measures al!'eady considered by Congress, but object to
strict federal control over all ownership and
use of firearms. They argue that such control is a local rather than federal police
function.
Is there really need for a federal gun control law, disregarding for the moment
whether such law would be unconstitutional?
There are now more than 20,000 gun control statutes on state, county and local lawbooks. Thirty-five states have constitutional
guarantees granting citizens the right to keep
and bear arms for pro~ection of home, person
and property.
·
Opponents and proponents alike agree tn
many cases that any new federal law to limit
a person's right to own a. gun would face
court tests because of these state provisions.
But look at that number again-20,0QO
existing laws on gun use and ownership all
over the country. Generally speaking, that's
a powerful lot of laws to Hve up to, no matter
what they govern.
Opponents of federal control maintain that
these laws generally provide enough control
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over guns and based on sheer weight of longtime member and former chairman
numbers, we're inclined to agree with them. of the Committee on International ComWhat really would a. federal law do?
Dodd-bill supporters claim it would make munications of the American Society of
guns harder to get, and therefore would Newspaper Editors, I wanted to share
decrease the number of major crimes. Op- with my colleagues the article in yesponents say this is not so-that it would terday's Herald outlining Mr. Herbert's
make guns harder to get only for the law- record and achievements by including it
abiding cititzen, leaving him without pro- in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:
tection against a criminal who wouldn't
JOHN R. HERBERT NAMED EDITOR OF THE
observe the law in obtaining a gun any more
.HERALD
than he would in using it.
George E. Akerson, President and Publisher
Leading the fight against the Dodd blll
is the National Rifle Association, an orga- of The Boston Herald-Traveler, announces
nization of 800,000 American citizens who the appointment of John R. Herbert, promiown and use guns in hunting, target shooting, nent newspaper editor and leader in the field
collecting, and 'for gunsmithing. This Asso- of international journalism as Editor of the
ciation. which does not represent the man- Boston Herald effective Monday.
Herbert has been Editor of The Patriot
ufacturers or dealers, but speaks for the average hunter or target shooter, has been widely Ledger in Quincy since 1952.
His international achievements are many
labeled as a powerful lobby.
Leading the fight for the Dodd bill now and varied. He ,is one of the North American
is the President of the United States-the newspaper executives who helped to restore
and to develop a free press in Latin America
world's most powerful lobbyist.
For that is the role President Johnson is with the fall of such dictators as Peron, Perez
now playing to the hilt in this debate. His Jimenez and Trujillo. Heading a special
recommendations on gun control are essen- committee named by the Inter American
tially duplicates of a measure Senator Dodd Press Association to bring technical assistcould not maneuver through the Senate over ance to La tin American . newspapers, Herthe last two years. So they're not new, and bert developed a program that the Ford
Mr. Johnson's spelling them out is only an Foundation underwrote with a $950,000 grant.
atteJ;npt to add Adininistration pressure for The organization, known as the Inter Ameritheir passage by a reluctant Congress repre- can Press Association Technical Center, Inc.,
senting cltitzens in all · comers of the of New York, elected him as its first president
and he now serves as Chairman of the Board.
country.
There's no doubt that inclusion of gun He also is a lifetime member of the Executive
control recommendations in a. special Pres- Committee of the Inter American Press Assoidential message to Congress will add to the ciation.
His leadership in bringing assistance to
pressure for passage. But it will also add
stiffening to the resistance to such a. Latin American newspapers has brought Herbert two top honors:
measure.
In 1962, Columbia. University conferred
The National Rifle Association proves this.
Since Senator Dodd began widely-publicized upon him the Maria Moors Cabot prize tor
hearings on his first gun bill about four years his work in the "advancement of internaago, the Association's membership has tional friendship and understanding in the
jumped several hundred thousand, and the Americas." The previous year he won the
rate at which new members are signing up Tom Wallace award, presented by the newspapers of Latin America. for "untiring efforts
is growing constantly.
When you figure that there are almost to promote greater assistance to Latin Ameri15 million licensed hunters in the country, can publications."
After the fall of Trujlllo, the Dominican
and an unknown number of farmer-sportsmen who hunt on their own land and there- Government presented him with its highest
fore don •t need licenses, you can see the po- civilian honor, the Order of Merit of Duarte,
Sanchez and Mella.
tential for new membership in NRA.
The Association is aiming for a. In1111on
In the Latin American field, Herbert
members by its hundredth anniversary in participated in the 1961 UNESCO conference
1971. With the help of Senator Dodd and in Chile to find methods to combat Uli teracY
President Johnson they should have no in the hemisphere; he was a. member of the
IV Seminar in Venezuela, sponsored by Hartrouble reaching this goal.
vard University and the North American ASsociation of Venezuela. to study the problems of that Latin American state; and he has
lectured at CIESPAL, a training school tor
J~bn R. Herbert Appointed Editor
Latin American professors of journalism at
Quito, Ecuador.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Herbert's international involvements, hoWOF
ever, have not been confined to the Latin
American field.
He is a long-time-member and former
OF MASSACHUSETTS
chairman of the Committee on International
Communications of the American Society of
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Newspaper Editors. As chairman, he played
Tuesday, February 21, 1967
a. key role in setting up the intensive tour be
Mr. MORSE of Massachusetts. Mr. and 11 other leading American editors made
the Soviet Union in 1962. During thiS
Speaker, yesterday the Boston Herald of
trip the editors had a stormy two and a half
announced the appointment of John R. hour session with Niktta Khrushchev durHerbert as editor. Mr. Herbert 1s a dis- ing which the then Soviet Premier anno'unced
tinguished member of the journalistic that the Russians had an anti-missile missile
community, now completing nearly 15 so accurate it "could hit a fly in space."
Having had a long, hard look at the Soviet
years of service as editor of the Quincy
Patriot Ledger, and I feei sure that he Union, the editors later sought permission
will continue to make his superb con- to mn.ke a similar tour of Red China. Herbert 1s heading these negotiations and altributions to the quality and freedom of though
the U.S. State Department has given
the press on the Herald.
permission for the trip, the Red Chinese
Because of Mr. Herbert's outstanding have so far refused approval.
accomplishments in the field of internaHerbert has served longer than any other
tional atiairs, as a leader in the Inter- editor as a. juror for the Pulitzer PrizeS
American Press Association and as a awarded annually by Columbia UniversitY·

HON. F. BRADFORD MORSE
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lris usual assignment as a. Pulitzer Juror ls
1n the field of international news coverage.
Herbert was graduated from Boston Unil'ersity, where he studied journalism. His
f.lma mater has honored him on many
OCcasions, the latest being a "distinguished
achievement" award when the 50th Annil'ersary of Journalism Education was observed by the University in 1966. He has
recei~ed a.n honorary degree from Suffolk
University for his leadership in the field of

Journalism.

He is a trustee of Thayer Academy in
Braintree; Director and Clerk of the CorPoration of the Quincy Cooperative Bank;
a Director of the Quincy-South Shore
Chamber of Commerce; Trustee of the Reuben A. a.nd Lizzie Grossman Foundation;
tnember of the National Alumni Council of
:BoSton University; member and past president of the Quincy Rotary Club; member of
the President's Advisory Council of Eastern
~azarene College; and a member of the International Press Institute of Zurich, Switzerland.
He Ls a. regular participant in the Tufts
College Assembly on Massachusetts Go erntnent.
Herbert was born in Boston and he lives
in QUincy. He 1s married and has two sons.
Ius older son, John A. Herbert, is with
8ca.ndinavla.n Airlines System in Europe and
his younger aon is a student at Columbia
'Un.i>ersity.
As an Editor, Herbert believes today's
"f;'orld challenges newspapers to present a
1\'ell balanced report on what is going on in
the world, the nation, the state and the local
COilununtty.
..Americans are scattered all over the v;orld
these days," he says, "some in the armed
forces., some 1n the Peace Corps, others on
buatness or governmental assignments. Editors realize there is no longer any such
thing as 'foreign' news. Rather, we have to
think about news from outside the United
States as International coverage, but this
kind of news can be very close to us here
in Boston. For example, the fighting in Vietllaln to many a Greater Boston young man
~e only as far away as his local draft
"But our interest in the world cannot stop

~ith the involvement of local people in its

COtnplexities; the atomic age imposes a re"Pon.sibility for all thoughtful citizens to be
concerned with an orderly world, 1f at all
Possible. Yet with this challenge in the
international field, a newspaper must keep
a c:l.OBe watch on the state and local scene
eo that readers may have an accurate a.nd
COtnplete news report."

Retired Air Force General, Ira C. Eaker,
Asks Some Questions of ltfr. Harrison
Salisbury, of the New York Times
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
or TEXAS
lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, January 26. 1967

Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
in the February-March 1967 edition of
t;!: Retired Officer magazine, a former
~ Force general, Ira C. Eaker, asks
SOd!rne pertinent questions of the associate
!.~~tor of the New York Times, Mr. Har~:wn Salisbury, concerning his trip to
oll.8ll()1.

~I commend thls article to the Memrs or this body as I know I for one

"Would have liked to ask some similar
questions of this gentleman. I would
be interested if he makes any reply to
the-m.
The article follows:
SOME QUESTIONS FOR MR. SALISBURY
(By Lt. Gen. Ira C. Eaker, U.S. Air Force,
retired)
(EniToa-·s NoTE.-Lt. Gen. Ira C. Eaker,
USAF-Ret., whose distinguished military career spanned more than 30 years of meritorious service, currently covers all phases of
the world military situation in h1s weekly
syndicated column !or General Features Corporation. The Retired Office normally does
not cover day-to-day controversial issues but
felt the importance of this issue to many
readers is such that we decided to publish
this one. It is reprinted with permission of
the general and General Features Corp.)
Mr. Harrison E. Salisbury, associate editor
ot the New York Times, recently completed a
mission to North Vietnam. Apparently the
purpose of his visit was to determine whether
U.S. bombers have deliberately or carelessly
struck populated areas and killed many ciilians, as Red propaganda has charged. The
Salisbury dispatches from Hanoi seem to confirm the Red charges since his casualty figures tally exactly with enemy propaganda.
Here are some questions for Mr. Salisbury
which appear pertinent, timely and responsive to his re<:ent enterprise:
Why do you suppose the Reds picked you
!or this mission? (They admitted you and
turned down some others.)
Are you qualified to assess bomb damage?
Can you tell whether a damaged house was
hit by a U.S. bomb, a falling SAM missile or
deliberately blasted by the Reds for propaganda. purposes?
Were you permitted to travel freely as an
experienced reporter would want to do, or
were your movements limited and circumscribed?
Your articles from Hanoi appeared to support the editorial policies of your paper
(critical of our presence, purpose and effort
in Vietnam). Was this accidental, fortuitous
or by design?
While in North Vietnam did you see our
soldiers, sailors and airmen who are prisoners o! North Vietnam? Did you make any
effort to do so? It you saw them, how did
they look't How have they been treated?
While in Hanoi did you ask your hosts,
Ho Chi J.finh, General Giap and associates
what their troops were doing in South Vietnam?
Since the North Vietnamese and Vietcong
have killed about 30,000 South Vietnamese
civilians and since only a few North Vietnamese civilians have been killed by our
bombs, what accounts for your especial concern for the North Vietnamese civilians?
Reconnaissance photographs I have seen
show enemy oil dumps, weapons storage and
antiaircraft and missile sites dispersed in
heavily populated areas. Did you see any
of these?
Since you have shown such concern for
civll1an casualties, can we assume you will
soon be going to South Vietnam to che<:k on·
the many reports of Vietcong atrocities
there? If so, will you please investigate this
report by an Army flyer recently returned
from a tour in Vietnam ?-"My helicopter
was searching an area for Vietcong, when
we came upon a. group of them in the edge
of a wood who were escorting about a hundred civilian captives chained together,
many of them old women and children. As
we approached, the Vietcong, apparently
feeling t~t their captives would hamper
their escape, shot all of them. They are not
nice · people, these Vietcong ..,
Is there a possibility that your mission to
Hanoi may encourage the enemy to prolong
his aggression? In that event would you feel
any gu.!lt for subsequent casualties?
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On your next m.Jsslon to Hanoi (you wlll
be wanted again as the Reds must be Jubi-

lant over your last eft'ort) will you ask your
hoots how much encouragement they get
from the U.S. critics of our Vietnam policies
such as the draft card burners, the college
sit-ins, the peace marchers · and the newspaper editorials (like a recent one in the
New York Times) which say that President
Johnson does not really want peace?
In retrospect, does it appear that your
dispatches from Hanoi aided the propaganda
effort of the enemy?
If your dispatches from Vietnam aided
enemy propaganda, how do you equate your
mission to Hanoi '\\"ith the efforts of Lord
Haw Haw, Axis Sally, Tokyo Rose and other
U.S. citizens or allied nationals v;ho voluntarily a1ded the propaganda e1Iorts of our
enemies in earlier wars?

Lyle Guslander Seb Hawaii Hotel Record
EA""TENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
OF HAWAII

IN TilE BOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesdlly, February 21, 1967

Mr. :MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, one
of the most dynamic and flamboyant
innkeepers in the Nation, Mr. Lyle Guslander, is planning the official opening of
-his beautiful new 300-room Holiday Isle
Hotel at Vllaikiki in April, and with this
opening he will be Hawaii's first and only
hotel operator to have inns on all the
major islands.
Much of the credit for Hawaii's overwhelming success as a \'acation paradise.
and as a rest and recreation center for
our Armed Forces personnel in Vietnam,
is due to such famous Hawaiian hospitality as is extended by Lyle Gu5lander
and his staff.
I salute Mr. Guslander, who is affectionately dubbed ..The Neighbor Island
Resort King/' as he continues to provide
better hotel and travel service for '\lisitors to our 50th State.
I believe my colleagues in the House
will enjoy reading about this "man for
all islands," and I am submitting for inclusion in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
the story on Mr. Guslander by Reporter
George \Vest, which appeared in the February 14, 1967, issue of the Honolulu
Star-Bulletin:
A MAN F'Olt ALL lsLAli."DS

(By George West)
On his desk in his small office in Waikiki,
there·s a sign that reads: •·If you don't ·
smoke, I listen better."
This is perhaps quite a happenstance !or
a man who once could not be separated from
his cigar.
His cigar and his boxer dog, Happy, v.·ere
among his chief Identifying marks-like the
late 0. P. Soares who was never seen wi'\hout
his ~hlte suit of linen.
The marks of identification are gone. Lyle
L. Guslander has doused the cigar for good.
Happy died some years ago.
But the Guslander that remains is still the
harried and flamboyant innkeeper that he
was when he arrived in the Islands in 1947 to
manage the old Nlumalu Hotel, where now
~Stands
the sprawling Bilton HawaUan
Village.
He still seems impatient to get to the next
place, or to the next assignment. He has
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come a long way. He is no longer a hotel
employee but a hotel owner and travel agent
of considerable influence.
SIGN NOTIC'm

When we talked with him 1n hls oftice a
few days ago, we whipped out a cigarette
and happily puffed away. It was only after
several inhales that we noticed the sign on
his desk.
"Oh, go ahead and smoke. It's all right,"
said Guslander, who, dressed that day in a
beige pullover sweater, looked like the athlete
who never foresook the college campus.
Guslander got the itch to go out on his
own in 1953 while he was manager of the
Moana and SurfRider hotels, which were
then owned by Matson Navigation Company.
He began with the Coco Palms Hotel on
Kauai. When he acquired it-with some
help from a rich Texan-it was in a state of
neglect and a dubious profit-maker.
Then he began to spread out, starting with
the Maul Palms, the Knoa Palms on the Big
Island and the Pall Palms on Oahu.
This was 10 years ago. He was already the
first to have hotels on all Islands. He was
considered quite a success then. They
dubbed him, "The Neighbor Island Hotel
Operator," or, "The Neighbor Island Resort
King."
Today he's still all of that and even more.
BETTER HOTELS

AI though he no longer has the Pall, Kona
and Maul Palms-he sold them to help finance the growth of his swank Hanalei Plantation on Kauai-he replaced them with
more elegant hostelries.
And what's more he's come back to Waikiki
this time as a hotel entrepreneur and travel
agent.
When the 300-room, Holiday Isle Hotel on
Kalakaua Avenue has its official opening on,
hopefully, April 1, he again becomes the first
and only hotel operator to have inns on all
islands.
Roy Kelley is the owner of the largest
number of rooms, but his empire begins and
ends in Waikikl.
One of Guslander's latest acquisitions was
the Royal Lahaina Hotel at Kaanapali, Maul,
a fashionable resort with an unequalled
ocean vista.
It cost more than $3.5 million to buy.
THE WINNER

There were several interested buyers.
One of them was reportedly the Hilton
people. When Guslander emerged the victor
over his more financially-powerful competitors, his friends in the trade considered his
success a feat of astuteness.
He has sometimes also been affectionately
referred to as, "The poor man's Conrad
Hilton."
·
When the poor man's Conrad Hilton took
over the management of the Royal Lahaina,
it had been, Guslander said, operating at a
considerable loss for about five years.
It is a different story today. It is operating in the black, although, as Guslander puts
it, "a small black figure."
"All that place needed was business," he
recalled.
It is getting it. Busin~ss has increased by
40 percent, with the help of Guslander's
travel agency, the Island Holidays Travel
Service. It arranges complete package tours
to the Neighbor Islands, for those who want
to golf, swim, surf, sightsee and relax.

ager, and Juan Acquinda, assistant manager.
"They're terrific," he said.
Another who ranks high in the Guslander
domain-beside the incomparable Grace
Buscher who's been running the Coco Palms
ever since it opened-is Jerry Glendenning.
Miss Buscher has often been credited for
the "phenomenal success" of the Coco Palms
which was transformed into a deluxe resort
from a rundown lodge.
FROM SCATCH

When Guslander put her in charge in the
beginning-taking her from an administrative job in a Waikiki store--she knew nothing
about the hotel business.
Glendenning is the man that the hotel
baron has chosen to oversee the new Holiday Isle. "He's a -real outstanding man,"
remarked Guslander.
"It's going to be a lovely hotel," he said as
he mused about the opening day. "It's
going to be a fun place . . . We're going to
have a dining room called, 'Gus's Steakhouse,' where you can have a $1.95 steak.
"And we're going to have a bar called
'Shipwreck Kelly' . . . no relation to Roy
Kelley, of course," said he.
Guslander had hoped to have the Holiday
Isle opened last December. Rains and difficulties with the piling work caused the
delays. But because of the heavy influx of
visitors, Guslander has had to rent some of
the rooms of the uncompleted hotel to cope
with the overflow.
About 75 rooxns have had to be rented
nightly.
Guslander is close to his new hotel. His
office is on the second floor of an adjacent
building. He works from this office from
Mondays through Wednesdays. The rest of
the week he checks in at his four Kauai
hotels to see how they are doing.
They include the Coco Palms with 200
rooxns (it grew from 24), the 50-room Waiohai, the 150-room Poipu Beach Hotel, a.nd
the Hanalei Plantation with 62 rooms. Then
there are trips also to the 115-room King
Kamehameha Hotel in Kona, and the 200room Royal Lahaina.
BOOMS, 1,077

The seven hotels add up to 1,077 rooms,
with a value easily in excess of $25 million.
From a staff of 150 persons 10 years ago,
it has grown to one of 450.
Today, too, Guslander is the most formidable competitor of the man who brougP,t
him to Hawaii-Walter Chlld, founder of
Inter-Island Resorts-which operates hotels
on all Islands except Oahu.
Right now, Guslander has no thoughts
about new hotels or other expansions. He's
not even looking toward the Pacific or the
Orient where tourist booms are foreseen.
"We have so much to do, and there are
too many opportunities here," he said. The
so much to do he speaks of includes finding
chefs and other culinary arts personnel for
the new hotel. The greatest shortage in the
industry-and a critical one-is in the culinary arts, said he.
Happy, the dog which was the inseparable
companion, is buried at Guslander's favorite
retreat, Coco Palms.

Setting the Record Straight on the
Gasoline Price Issue

TRAVEL SERVICE

The travel service is a subsidiary of Island
Holidays Resorts, the Guslander-owned company which operates the seven-hotel chain.
It was formed in 1958 and Guslander put
Mrs. Myrtle Lee in charge of it. She still
heads it.
With its thriving business, it has become
the second largest travel agency in Hawaii.
Guslander also credits the change at the
Royal Lahaina From red ink to black to the
managerial talents of Ron Barr, general man-

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ED EDMONDSON
OF OKLAHOMA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. EDMONDSON.
Mr. Speaker,
newspapers during the past few days
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have carried the story that the Department of Interior is threatening to increase imports of foreign oil in order to
force major oil companies to roll back
a gasoline price increase.
The logic of the Department of Interior spokesman is difficult to understand.
Most major oil companies would benefit from an increase in imports, because
they would participate in the profits
from these imports. They are not likelY
to be impressed by the Department's effort at persuasion.
The principal victims of an import increase would not be the big companies,
particularly if the result were to be a
rollback in price.
The real victims would be the small
companies and independent domestic
producers who do not have foreign oil
holdings and would not profit from the
import increases, plus the jobbers who
are scheduled to share in the 1-cent gasoline price increase, plus the dealers who
are a substantial part of American small
business and have long waited for their~
share of the increase.
These three groups~the domestic producers, the jobbers, and the retail dealers-would be the real victims of the
Department of Intertor's threatened Import increase, 1f it should be put into
e:trect.
I cannot believe the Department of
Intertor, with its responsibility toward
the domestic producers a fundamental
part of its charter, will actually carrY
out the threats about import increases
which have been printed in the press.
Commonsense will surely prevail.
Completing the record on this point,_
I want to make available to all Members
the views of two Oklahomans who are
recognized authorities on domestic oil
production, President Stanley Learned
of Phillips Petroleum Co. and President
F. Allen Calvert, Jr., of the Independent
Petroleum Association of A.mertca:
[A news release from the Phillips Petroleuxn
Co.]
THE STANLEY LEARNED STATEMENT
As a result of a story which appeared in

The Washington Post today, Stanley Learned.
President of Phillips Petroleum Company.
sent the following telegram to Under Secretary o! the Interior, Charles F. Luce, tn
Washington:
"The Washington Post this morning carried a story attributed to Interior officials
listing a series of possible Federal actions
that in their opinion could swell available
supplies of gasoline or the crude from whicb
gasoline is refined. I believe these acttons
will hurt the small businessmen of the oU ln..
dustry, help the large refiners, and have a
bad effect on the reputation of the Depart·
ment of the Interior.
"As to the increases in crude imports xnaY
I say that the Government justified the oil
import control program as essential to assure a healthy domestic oil producing Industry in case of war. This certainly would
appear to be a very inappropriate time tot
the same Government to toy with such an
essential defense program. In addition, sucb
action would further unbalance an alreadY
poor balance of payments position. Action
by the Interior Department to grant the Hess
Oil Company a quota for · its new Virgin
Island refinery or to Commonwealth Oil Re·
fining on its pending application to increase
gasoline shipments into the continental
United States without complete hearing and
consideration as has been required in other
similar applications will merely make a shazn-
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bles of the import control program and in- _
dicate a willingness on the part of the DePartment of the Interior to favor one imPDrter over others without complete understanding and vindication. Any further increase of imports of crude oU from Canada
V.ill further unbalance the U.S. balance of
Payments position, which is critical at this
tlm.e and injure the small independent producers.
''I assume that the Washington Post mis~derstood Interior officials who they state
challenged the 10 major oil companies' price
boost on the grounds the companies themSelves, rather than wholesalers and dealers,
Would get the lion's share of the increased
revenue' from the recent price increase.
Certainly there was no misunderstanding
on this point in our discussion with you last
Week.
"All of the large refiners run much more oil
than they produce In the United States and
an increase in oU imports would benefit
rather than penalize these large refiners. It
WoUld give them an opportunity to import
their cheap foreign production in lieu of
lltillzing higher priced purchased domestic
PrOduction.
"Inasmuch as most refiners are operating
at nearly full capacity either additional 1mPDrt quotas or additional oil from offshore
F'ecteral lands will not hurt the large relln.ers but instead will have the result of
Penalizing the small independent producers
and in most cases actually benefit the comPantes that the Government apparently
"-'~ts to take retaliatory measures against.
is By the suggested actions the Government
ne~oving most against the smaller oil bustl ses--the independent producers, and the
tl~bbers and dealers who are the chief benelaries of the recent gasoline price increase
llnd who need it to offset their higher costs."

ture, and not having the oU the nation will
need if it is to maintain a position of
strength as to essential energy supplies."
Calvert said the nation's independent oil
producers have been shrinking in numbers
since 1957 "due to extreme economic hardship
resulting in large part from depressed and
eroding crude oil prices," and added, "an
adequate crude oil price depends upon realistic petroleum product prices."
He said the petroleum industry generally,
and independent procedures in particular,
"far from contributing to inflation, have
been victims of inflation for 10 long years."
Calvert cited the following "10 tests"
which he said indicate that petroleum prices
"are relatively low" by any yardstick:
1. An hour's wage (based on the average
for all manufacturing industries) now buys
8.5 gallons of gasoline which is one-third
more than ten years ago and 10 percent
more than five years ago.
2. The biggest factor in the change in gasoline prices is Federal and State taxes which
have increased by 1.7 cents per gallon or 20
percent during the past ten years.
3. In terms of prices to the industry, exeluding Federal and State taxes, an hour's
wage now buys 12.5 gallons of gasoline, 40
percent more than ten years ago.
4. The industry's price of gasoline at servtee stations has been consistently low in
relation to the average retail price of all
consumer goods. Tod~y·s gasoline prices are
only two percent above the 1957-59 levels,
in contrast to an increase o! 15 percent in
the cost of living as . measured by retail
prices generally.
5. The average wholesale price at refineries
of the industry's four principal products
(gasoline, kerosene, distillate fuel oil and
residual fuel oil) also has been consistently
low in relation to the general level of all
!Pro
-wholesale prices. Wholesale prices for petro:rn the Independent Petroleum Associa- leum products are now 3 percent below the
tion of America Information Service]
1957_5 9 level, in contrast to an increase of
TRE ALLEN CALVERT STATEMENT
6 percent !or all commodities.
TuLsA, OKLA., Feb. 18.-A spokesman for
6. The average price of crude oU declined
the nation's crude oil producers today criti- by 22 cents per barrel, or 7 percent, from
Cized actions by the federal government 1957 to 1965. Upward adjustments since
'9\hich he said "are directed at preventing 1965 average only 3 cents or 1 percent.
Petroleum prices from reco,·erlng from se7. The price of crude oil, like the price
'Verely depressed levels."
' of petroleum products, has been consistently
F. Allen Calvert, Jr., president of the In- low in relation to wholesale prices generally.
dependent Petroleum Association of America, Crude oll prices are now 3.5 percent below
said nominal increases in some crude oil the 1957-09 level, in contrast to an increase
Prices in the past year as well as recent gaso- of more than 6 percent 1n the average wholeline price adjustments "were long overdue sale prices for all commodities.
&.nd followed almost a decade of price erosion
8. Crude oil prices are also low in relation
anct cost-absorption by the petroleum to the average price of other crude minerals.
Industry."
The price of these other minerals is 10 perlie declared unauthorized government op- cent above the 1957-59 level, in contrast to
Position to "any oil price restoration" ignores a decrease of 3.5 percent in crude oil prices.
se'Verely depressed economic conditions that
9. Crude oil prices are low in relation to
have brought on a 10-year drop in domestic costs. Average oil-field wages are 25 percent
ou and gas exploration, drilling and develop- above the 1957-59 level; the cost of oil-field
lnent.
machinery is up 10 percent; and the cost of
Calvert said the Department of Interior oil-field casing is 8 percent hlgher-vs. the
has been expressing concern as to declining 3.5 percent decrease in crude oil prices.
Oil exploration and drilling activity "for sev10. The "real" price of crude oil, expressed
er~I years," and added:
tn constant dollars has dropped by 60 cents
h In the past two weeks that Department per barrel. or 20 percent, during the past
as received a comprehensive report, pre- ten years.
Pared a.t its request, which pointed to price
COnditions as a major factor discouraging
Petroleum exploration and drilling in the
National Engineers Week
Past decade."
lie said Interior currently is conducting a
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
~road study aimed a.t identifying problems
tll'Volved in meeting greatly expanded peOF
rolet\m needs in the next 15 years. "To find
and develop new petroleum supplies on a
scale anticipated by the Department," he
OF CALIFORNIA
~aid, "is going to require expenditures of
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
llncts that couldn't possibly be generated
Under the industry's present depressed price
Monday, February 20, 1967
Structure."
Mr.
REINECKE. Mr. Speaker, this
lie said the idea of saving the consumer a
1
ew cents temporarily, "under the gulse o! week marks "National Engineers Week."
a.vo1d1ng inflation, is hardly worth the risk As a registered mechanical engineer, one
or not having the oil he wm need 1n the fu- of the few in Congress, I wish to call tbe
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attention of the House to this distinguished corps of professionals.
The engineer is a builder: He builds
bridges, buildings, roads and highways,
power systems, water reservoirs. He is a
designer: He designs computers, sound
systems, water control mechanisms,
spacecraft and rockets, ships and aircraft. The engineer is a scientist: He
explores the sea, the air, the earth, he
experiments with chemicals, explosives,
armaments, and fabrics. The engineer is
an explorer: He soars high into the
stratosphere, he burrows deep into the
earth, he sails under the polar cap, he
builds under the sea, and on the sides of
cliffs, and he harnesses the forces of
nature.
The engineer is the man who takes the
theory, the rough idea and translates it
into a reality. He dreams a little, and
builds a lot. He asks questions of nature, patiently and imaginatively. He
chips away at the great ore of unmlned
truth about our world.
The engineer is interested in how the
advances in science and technology affect
people: individuals, communities, nations, the world. It seems to be assumed
by many these days that technology and
the engineer is the enemy rather than a
friend of people. This is a shortsighted
view. In the Western World, the engineer and his skill has been the major factor in lifting the lot of most people to
relative affluence. The benefits to the
world are almost incalculable. It 1s in
those areas of the world where engineers
are scarce that poverty and suffering still
prevail.
•
The engineer has give:c. us electricity,
atomic power to light our cities, X-rays
for healing, radio communication, automobiles for transportation, clean air and
water, and a place in space.
Engineers have served our Nation in
every capacity. They have been teachers,
businessmen, civil servants, lawmakers,
military leaders, inventors, miners, artists, and ambassadors. One great engineer even became President, the late
Herbert Hoover.
Mr. Speaker, I trust that this week we
shall keep 1n mind the gratitude we owe
this Nation's professional engineers.
And may we take this occasion to encourage the education of more and better engineers. Our country needs them,
1 1f we are to build a better world.
Let us search our country for the
bright young men with creative ideas,
give them a slide rule and a good education, and let them go to work translating
dreams into a greater America.

The Dilemma of Our Wealth
SPEECH
OF

HON. RICHARD T. HANNA
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. HANNA. Mr. Speaker, George
Bernard Shaw, in a moment of typical
candor, once remarked:
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We have no right to consume wealth without producing it.

For 6 years Americans have been producing and consuming wealth on a scale
unparalleled in history.
In the last year American ingenuity
and know-how increased the output of
goods and services at a rate of almost $1
billion a week in comparison with 1965.
Our gross national product swelled from
$681 billion to $739 billion, or almost an
8-percent increase. This dollar rate of
growth was greater than the aggregate
dollar growth of England, France, Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, Germany, Italy, Korea, and
Japan.
With 2,200,000 more workers on the
payroll the ranks of the employed rose
to 75 million. Unemployment dipped to
a historic low of 3.7 percent. Not only
are more people employed than ever before, but those working are annually increasing their productivity. In 1966 the
rate of productivity per man-hour increased 2.8 percent. During the period
of 1961-65 productivity per man-hour increased at an annual rate of 3.6 percent.
Comparatively
speaking,
England,
France, Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands have a total working force that is
one-third larger than ours. Interestingly, however, the gross product of this
115 million working force 1s about onehalf the gross product of America's
workers.
Personal income for most Americans
has been keeping pace with the fastgrowing economy. For example, an
average family of four had from all
sources in 1965 a personal income of a
little over $9,000. Today, that same
family will have an income of more than
$10,000.
Americans are the world's greatest
consumers. It appears that the more we
have the more we want. It was not so.
long ago that ownership of a standard
black and white television was the goal of
most middle-class Americans. Today,
color television sets are the hottest item
on the market. Last year 4,500,000 TV
sets were purchased. Conservative estimates indicate that Americans will buy
more than 7 million sets in 1967.
Although there was a noticeable decline in auto sales in 1966, Detroit managed to make the year the second best in
history, and sales for 1967 are expected
to trail only slightly making it the third
best year in the industry's his_tory.
Our Government has been matching
the mood of the people it represents.
Federal Government spending for the
fiscal year may range anywhere from
$150 to $169 billion. The budget for the
succeeding fiscal year will in all probability be the highest in history. State
and local government budgets also "Stand
at an alltime high approaching an aggregate expenditure of close to $100 billion. Our Fede~al expenditure has been
refiecting our overall wealth. While the
expenditure has been most assuredly
going up, the momentum of the rate of
our increase in wealth has been absorbing
the cost. Today the average taxpayer
actually pays less to finance a higher expenditure.
Let us again consider our average fam. lly of four. In 1947, a family of four with

an income of $10,000 paid 18.6 percent of
that income in Federal taxes. Today,
the average family of four with an income of $10,000 a year pays 15.9 percent
of that income to Federal taxes. This
represents a percentage drop of 2.7 percent.
Certainly, the information I have just
related presents no startling revelations.
Certainly the membership of the House
of Representatives is well acquainted
with the state of our economy. Certainly
we all realize that at this point in history
the United States stands as the most
abundantly wealthy, technologically advanced society ever developed.
What about our wealth?
I have attempted to demonstrate that
the last 6 years have jettisoned our Nation into a position of material wealth
that is virtually staggering to the imagination. But wealth, as Shaw so aptly
pointed out. has no virtue in itself.
Wealth must be used to be meaningful.
No more meaningful use of wealth can
be made by a society than investment in
that society and that society's future.
In the last 6 years the policies of both
business and government have re:fiected
the important investment nature of
wealth. This wise approach toward investment has to a great extent been responsible for the continuity of our prosperity.
What have we been investing in? In
the private sector businessmen have
sparked the most dynamic element of a
healthy economy by spending billions in
capital investment and public improvement. More than $61 billion were spent
in private capital projects during 1966.
In the public sector, both government
and business have been investing in the
human being and the quality of his environment. Our Nation's schools, roads,
medical care, housing, water, natural
resources, are but a few of the many
areas that are beneficiary to the attention of a concerned citizenry.
Mr. Speaker, to this point I have largely been reviewing what has been, and
what I would hope would continue to be:
The public and private sectors of our
economy committing the necessary
wealth of our society in investment programs designed to overcome the many
obstacles still before us.
Our great wealth, however, appears to
be a double-edged sword. In reaching
our present economic pinnacle, our present level of wealth and standard of living we face the danger of forgetting the
severe problems that are still part of the
very fabric of our society. We face the
danger of having the dialog shift from
what we do with our wealth to how we
protect our wealth. We face the danger
of considering the dividends of investment in society to be too far in the future
to risk expenditures in the present.
The fabric of wealth has been woven in
a tortuous pattern throughout history.
Who is to amass, exercise, and distribute
wealth has long been at the critical core
of most of man's upheavals.
History teaches us that few societies
used their wealth to deal with the ever
present and prodigious public problems
of environment, crime, unemployment.
and the myriad other enigmas that have
plagued men from the beginning.
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Almost all wealth rotated to the verY
rich and highly positioned. This cer~
tainly is not an unusual phenomenon,
even in modern times. The rich rarelY
reinvested their wealth into the publiC
sector. In ancient Egypt, for example,
extravagant sums were spent in building
monuments for the dead. Approximate~
ly one-twentieth of the Egyptian popula~
tion labored 30 years to build each one of
the great pyramids.
All of those societies, and similar so~
cieties that manifest themselves today,
were and are constantly subjected to
chaotic internal disorder. Problems fes~
tered and be~ame more acute, more ag~
gravated. This cycle repeats itself dailY
in today's world.
I draw this analogy in history for the
reason that the 90th Congress stands at
a crossroads and historical perspective iS
critical. Shall we continue to consider
as a legitimate use of our wealth invest~
ment in our society's future, or shall we
stop, announce we can no longer afford
such concern and devote our energies to
preserving what we have?
I believe the answer is obvious. If we
are to expect to have a continually dY~
namic and expanding economy, resulting
in a society that offers the highest qual~
ity of life to all its citizens we must con~
tinue to invest. A nation as wealthy as
ours can afford and 1s obligated to dO
nothing less.
Problems - produced by our present
wealth, and problems that have grown
because they have not been dealt with
sufficiently offer us our investment port~
folio.
Investment in the education of all our
young, clean air and water, and the re~
plenishment of our natural resources de~
mand much, but offer much more. Urban congestion, blighted housing, diSposal and reusal of waste, efficient sanitation programs, recreational facilitieS.
efficient urban and suburban transportation systems, job retraining and efficient
crime control apparatus are probleillS
that require our concern, and more i.Illportant our financial investment in solutions that will make them issues of tbe
past.
How wealthy does a society have to be
in order for it to feel it can invest a portion of its wealth to deal with its problems? Our society is the wealthiest ill
history. Our gross worth is beyond mere
human comprehension, and even the
most conservative estimates predict tbalt
our worth will increase by another 6¥.1
percent over the next year.
I believe we can affft'ord to meet and
overcome the numerous and deepl1
rooted problems that face us. If a na ..
tion with our wealth refuses to, or can ..
not make such an investment, there iS
little hope for the future of the rest of
the world.
Exactly how much are we spending ~
dealing with these problems. Does 1
percent of our national output seem aJl
unreasonable investment in the future of
our future? At present the total ~ ..
penditure in meeting the problems tbEJ.t
have been mentioned here approach 1°
percent of our national productivit1·
America's total investment in educatioJl•
highways, natural resources, housing a.Pd
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urban renewal and welfare amounted to
about $71 billion last year.
In other words, Mr. Speaker, this most
important aspect of our economy, this
reinvestment element amounts to about
10 percent of our total national productivity. And what type of dividend are
we earning on this investment? Initially
we are earning hope; hope that the future will be even better than the present.
We are earning progress. Inroads are
being made into the problems of air and
water pollution, urban blight, city congestion, school dropouts, and the scores
of other areas that are receiving attention.
Eventually what is now hope and progress will be reality. If we make the investment now, future generations of
.Americans may live in clean, unpolluted,
uncongested cities. The word ghetto
!nay one day be nothing more than a
historical footnote. Birth defects, cancer, and perhaps even the common cold
Will be nothing more than terms in a
lnedical dictionary. And perhaps one day
even poverty and hunger will no longer
be the major elements in life for any
.American citizen.
I do not suggest that eventually our·
society will witness the ellmination of all
Problems. Men have sadly learned that
as a civllization progresses we encounter
new problems.
I am confident that the problems our
bOCiety now faces and will face will never
e our undoing. A society that 1s concerned about its present and its future
\lllllts endure and prosper.
Our heritage
rich in this tradition.
t1 Let us now agree that a futw·e generaon Will not write of America the John
Greenleaf Whittier p~sage "It might
have been."

Peace
EXTENSION OF REl\iARKS
OF

HON. WILUAM L. HUNGATE
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. HUNGATE. Mr. Speaker, I have
requested permission to insert in the
REcoRD the following prize-winning
essay on "Peace." This essay was written
~Y one of my constituents, Miss Sheila
. aldwen. a senior at Macon IDgh School
~Macon, Mo., and won the Macon Lion's
Ub Peace essay contest.
SHEILA CALDWELL's WINNING EFFORT IN
LIONS' PEACE CONTEST
CEniTOR's NOTE.-The following is the wln~g essay in the Macon Lions Club's Peace
C ay Contest. It waa written by Sheila.
a.Idweu, a senior in the Macon High School
~nd. has been copyrighted by the Interna~onal Association of Lions Clubs with all
ghts reserved.)
._.In my seventeen years I hnve heard the
Ord "peace" many times, but never have
1e seen peace in the world. I have heard
aloquent statesmen expounding on "a workl ble Plan for world unity", but never have
l1alVatchect such a plan in action. I have
tened to great orators loudly assurtng

people that "peaoe is attainable." IS peace
attainable? I think it is.
First we must ask ourselves this question:
What is peace and what requirements a.re
necessary for world peace? Webster defines
peace as: "the state of being free from wa.r
and civil strife." So far the world has never
achieved this state. Next we come to the
requirements essential for world peace. The
first requirement, of course, is the settlement of the Viet Nam War. Many plans and
strategies have been suggested for the peaceful end to this crisis. But today the end
of this war seems a. distant prospect.
Hanoi's refusal to have an unconditional
discussion makes the situation seem almost
impossible. They h-ave clearly stated to the
United States their terms for peace. These
are:
1. ·That the South Vietnamese Government must be overthrown;
2. That the Liberation Front, the creature
and agent of Hanoi, be accepted as the sole
bargaining representative for the South Vietnamese people.
3. That South Viet Nam be put under
the control of a coalition government formed by the Communists and from which the
South Vietnamese government would be
excluded.
·
Hanoi says also that these provisions MUST
be accepted before they will even agree to a
conference.
The United States has written a fourteen
point list of terms for peace in Viet Nam,
and they .say that these terms should be
accepted before settlement can be reached.
These terms are:
"1. The Geneva Agreements of 1954 and
1962 are an adequate basis for peaee in
Southeast Asia.
2. We would welcome a conference on
Southeast Asia or on any part thereof.
3. We would welcome 'negotiations without pre-conditions' as the 17 nations put lt.
4. We would welcome unconditional discussions as President Johnson put it.
5. A cessation o! hostilities could be the
first order of business at a conference or
could be the subject of preliminary discussions.
6. Hanoi's four point-6 could be discussed
along with other points which others might
wish to propose.
7. We want no U.S. bases in Southeast
Asia.
8. We do not desire to retain U.S. troops
in South Viet Nam after peace is assured.
9. We support free elections ln South
Viet Nam to give the South Vietnamese a
government of their own choice.
10. Tile question of reunification of Viet
Nam should be determined by the Vietnamese through their own free decision.
11. The countries of Southeast Asia can be
non-aligned or neutral if that be their
option.
12. We would much prefer to use our re&ources for the economic reconstruction of
Southeast Asia than in war. If there is pe-ace,
North Viet Nam could participate ln a regional effort to which we woul~ be prepared
to contribute at least one billion dollars.
13. The President has said 'The Viet Cong
would not have difficulty being represented
and having their views represented if for a
moment Hanoi decided she wanted to cease
aggressions. I don't think that would be an
insurmountable problem.'
14. We have said publicly and privately
that we could stop the bombing o! North
Viet Nam as a step toward peace, although
there hns not been the slightest hint or suggestion from the other side as to what they
would do 1! the bomblng stopped."
So at the present time, although many
people are working for a solution, the matter
is at a standstill, and many Americans and
Vietnamese die every day.
The United States Is in a dltllcult position.
We cannot withdraw from Viet Nam. We
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promised the Vietnamese a.id and we must
keep that promise. To break it would mean
all countries losing confidence, trust, and
respect for the United. States, and the United
States would lose much power. We do not
want to lose world respect by withdrawing
from the war. But we are losing respect
e.very day by accomplishing nothing ln the
way of a conference or compromise while
many of our men are killed daily. \l,'e must
force the Communists to discuss terms of
peace.
This is my plan for solving this problem.
We must tell Hanoi that, unless she agrees
to an unconditional conference the United
States will have to give them an ''either-or"
ultimatum. If the Communists still refuse
to talk peace. ~the U.S. must issue this ultimatum, stating that:
1. Unless Communist trooPS- are withdrawn from South Viet Nam, the United
States will use atomic warfare to accomplish
the removal of these troops.
2. If further Oommunist aggression continues, the U.S. 1s prepared to be invol'\'ed
in another world war, providing that this is
what is necessary to check the spread of
Communism into weakened and defenseless
oountries.
I think the Communists will accept this
ultimatum. Russia wants an atomic war as
little as the United States does. She wants
the United States certainly, but she wants
its fertile valleys, plentiful natural resources,
and rich metal deposits, not a burned mass
of fallout and atomic ruins.
An all-out atomic war would probably
mean the destruction of the world. Russia
is smart enough to rea.llze this and to a void
it. Once she realizes that she must "pick
on someone her own size," I think that
aggression will stop, at least for awhile.
But the spread of Communism is not to be
checked so easily. I think that issuing an
either-or ultimatum sim1lar to the one l'"e
gave Russia. during the Cuban crises, we will
at least be able to get Hanoi to a. peace conference, at which a compromise settl('ment
can be reached.
However, this is only a. small victory in the
battle for world peace. Mankind has been
striving for peace since the beginning of the
world, and never have we accomplished it.
We have had many good organizations to help
promote international good will and friendship, but these have all failed. To establish
world peace, therefore, we must first set up
a new, foolproof, organization; one that can
not and will not fail.
How can we make sure that this new organization will not fa.il? The answer is '\'ery
simple. Three of the main powers which
have tried to control the world failed, each
for a different reason. In this new world organization, which we will call the United
Peace Command, the faults and weaknesses
of the other powers will be corrected.
Let us look at these three powers and why
they failed. The Roman Catholic Church
ruled the world for centuries. It failed because it didn't have enough interest in world
politics. The League of Nations failed because it couldn't enforce the laws it made.
The United Nations is fa1ling because it does
not represent everyone. And by excluding
some countries the U.N. is having many problems. It is so busy trying to solve these internal problems, that it has little time to
settle any world difficulties.
Our new organization, the United Peace
Command, will be similar to our United Nations today and Our League of Nations or
yesterday. But there Will be the follo\"\"ing
major differences:
1. Every country in the world will automatically belong to the U.P.C. It will be
compulsory.
2. Every country belonging to the organization will have, not one, but a. specified
number of representatives.
3. These representatives will consist or:
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A. A specified n~ber of elected dlplo·
mats
B. A specified number of high religious
leaders
C. A specified number of industrial leaders
and business powers of each country
D. The highest political leader of the coun·
try (president, prime minister, etc.) must
attend one meeting each week at minimum
4. The representatives will elect a Commander·in·Chief of United Peace Command.
This man will be in charge of meetings and
things of this nature but will not have any
more power than the other representatives.
He will not have the power of veto and will
merely enforce decisions that the U.P.C. decides upon.
6. A three-fourth majority vote is neces·
sary for all major issues, a two-thirds ma·
jority for minor issues.
6. The U.P.C. will be a permanent organization. It will be in session all the time
and will not have a stationary headquarters.
7. This organization will be aet up on a
quorum basis, so that if one country is un·
able to attend, other countries can speak for
it.
8. The major and most important difference in this new power will be the world
pollee force. This will be a oomblnation of
the military powers of every country in the
world. including the army, navy and air
force, assembled as one unit, to help enforce,
carry out, and if necessary, fight for the
decisions made by the U .P.C.
There will, of course, be many other prob·
lems to be worked out in an organization of
this type, but this is the basic outline of the
United Peace Command.
With a strong, united force of countries,
world peace can be a reality and not just a
hopeless dream. But there is another very
necessary factor in the fight for world peace.
This factor is self-respect and without it,
nothing can be accomplished. This selfrespect involves not only pride in oneself,
but pride and respect for one's fellow man.
Man must learn to live with himself before
he can live with others. He must respect
himself before respect for others is possible.
And he must want "liberty and justice for
all", not for just a few. So the answer to
the age-old question, "Am I my brother's
keeper?" is an emphatic and united "Yes, I
am!"
Is peace, therefore, attainable? Will there
come a time when world unity is not just a.
remote possibility but a working reality?
Can people 11 ve together in harmony and
countries exist without fear of aggression?
The .answer most certainly is, yes. With
pride in oneself, respect for one's fellow man
and a strong, united force of countries defended and backed by the military strength
of the entire world, peace is attainable.

Ralph Kiyosaki Named Hawaii Superin·
tendent of Schools
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
. OJ'

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
OJ' HAWAII

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, one
of Hawaii's most able and distinguished
educators, Mr. Ralph Kiyosald, of Hilo,
has been named by the Hawaii Board o!
Education as the new superintendent o!
schools, and I take pleasure in bringing
this noteworthy appointment to the attention of my colleagues in the House.
The Honolulu Star-Bulletin featured
an article about Mr. K1yosak1 in a recent
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issue, and described h1s success story as tion community of Pa1a on December 11,
one in the true tradition of Horatio Al- 1919.
He was the second of six children of Hideki
ger. Born in the Maul plantation coma. Japanese-born commercial photo~
munity of Paia, and the second of six K1yosak1,
grapher.
children, Mr. Kiyosaki pursued his early
We went to school in Paia and later to Maul
education in Paia and at Maul IDgh High School, where he was the classmate of
State
Senator Nadao Yoshinaga, Maul County
School, then completed his woz;k for a
Bachelor of Arts degree in 3% years at Attorney Kase Higa, and other professional
the University of Hawaii. His graduate men in the Class of 1938.
He was a good student, winner of the
work later took him to Stanford and to American
Legion award for scholarship and
the University of Chicago.
editor of the class annual.
Mr. Kiyosaki·recalled, in the article, his
But a head injury (suffered when he fell
early days as an "all-American substitute from an automobile when he was 15) kept
teacher," and from that beginning in the him off the athletic field where his younger
field of education he has worked his way brothers later excelled. One, Tom, is now
to this position of high responsibility in athletic director and vice-principal of Far~
rington High School.
his profession.
Kiyosaki thinks his elder sister CherrY
This public-spirited citizen has served (Mrs.
Richard Sakakaida) really should have
on many important community service gone on to the university.
projects, and his imprint on our school
But in the Oriental tradition that was still
system is reflected in the many !nova- strong in the Nisei generation, he, the eldest
tions and improvements he has made in son, enrolled at the University of Hawaii in
the fall of 1938.
his quest for excellence.
For a professional educator, Kiyosaki'S
I have long been impressed by Mr.
education is something of a. paradoX.
KiYosaki's endeavors to promote educa- higher
as the result of the collegiate speed~
tional opportunities and improve the ed- upPartly
of the war years, he completed work on
ucational system in Hawaii, and it is his bachelor's degree in 3% "years, finishing
gratifying to see this true pioneer in the in December, 1941, then put in his "fifth"
field of education have his efforts soap- year for a teacher's certificate by the folloW·
propriately recognized by being named as ing August.
But he never found the time to complete
Hawaii's superintendent of schools.
The 6-foot, 2-inch educator is aptly de- the formalities for a graduate degree.
He took graduate work at the University of
scribed as a "big man in a big job," and
and later at Stanford and the unl~
we in the Island State can look forward Hawaii
versity of Chicago, and stlll has the dustY
to continued progress in our educational manuscript of the master's thesis he never
system under the enlightened admin- presented-a study ot the assessment of
istration of Superintendent Kiyosaki.
teaching effectiveness--around somewhere.
It was not until he wa.S wen into his cone~
The very interesting article by Reporter Jack Bryan, which appeared in giate career that he decided on the field of
the February 11, 1967, issue of the Hono- education.
He first planned to major in sugnr techlulu Star-Bulletin, follows:
nology, but dropped that idea. the year he enRALPH KIYOSAKI-A BIG MAN DESTINED FOR
BIGGER THINGS

(By Jack Bryan)
HILo.-Living with Ralph Kiyosaki the last
year or so has been like waiting for the other
shoe to drop.
His Big Island admirers knew bigger things
were in store for the talr educator.
And sure enough, the suspense ended like
the denouement of a. Horatio Alger novel
Thursday, when the Board of Education
named him superintendent of schools.
His neighbors, like K1yosak1 himself, re·
ceived the news with mixed emotions.
They're proud of him, and happy to see
him win the recognition they've long felt he
deserved.
But they hate to lose a true p1llar of the
community.
For Ralph K1yosak1 has been totally involved in the Big Island, his adopted home,
as he has been in the field of education.
He has long been at or near the top of the
most·eligtble lists for community service
projects.
Some made severe demands on his time
and energy.
For instance, he was the original chairman of the Hawall Redevelopment Agencythe urban renewal organization born of the
devastating tidal wave o! 1960 and charged
with the reclamation of the broad band of
Hilo bayfront hit by the wave.
And he chaired the second Big Island
Charter Commission in 1965-66, writing many
sections of the charter himself and guiding
the commission through a. forest of controversy.
The charter, hailed by political scientists
aa an excellent blueprint for government,
failed ratification by only 160 votes.
K1yosak1, a tall (6 feet 2% inches), solid
(220 pounds), intense man behind hornrimmed glasses, was born ln the Maul pla.nta-

tered school, and switched to engineering.
An old friend and adviser on Maul, ].l.fi'S·
Henry W. Baldwin, influenced him to switcll
to education.
Kiyosak1 was classified 4-F in his original
medical examination for the draft, because
o~ his eyesight and an underweight condition, and he was rejected when he sought to
enlist in the 442nd Infantry with his classmates.
The wartime transportation crisis alsO
ruled out graduate study on the Mainland.
AB early as 1939, reservations on civilian passenger liners were required a year in advance.
But, spurred by the late Dean BenjaJllill
Wist and Verne Sayers of the old Teacher's
College, he plunged into his professional
field.
After a. y&ar teaching a.t Lahaina on blS
home island, he became an intern supervisor, checking the work of his old classmates.
He reca.lls he was "a.n All-American substitute teacher" in those days.
It was in this capn.clty, in 1944, that glyosak.i met a registered nurse from Hono·
lulu named Marjorie Ogawa, who was working in the plantation hospital in Kohala on
on the Big Island. They were married tW0
years ln.ter.
Kiyoso.kl served as supervisor of practice
teachers at University Hlgh School and instructor of education until, in 1954, he def
cided. to get his growing family out o
Honolulu.
He investigated an offer as instructor at
the fledgling University of Hawaii :Elil 0
Branch, then housed 1n the venerable gilO
Boarding School.
But he didn't · like the prospects, and h 8
looked in on Ernest de Sliva, then Big r.sle
district supeTintendent of the Department of
Public Instruction.
De Silva. needed a field assistant in see·
ondary education. K1yosak1 took the poet.
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Five years later, in March, 1959, he was
named deputy superintendent, and a month
after that he was named supertntendent after
de Sliva's death.
,
He had, literally, a baptism of fire and
water.
Early in 1960, a lava fiow destroyed Kapoho
School in Puna, and in May that year a tidal
wave disrupted schools in Hilo for many
weeks.
But he met those emergencies and later
ones, and began building a rooord tha.t
ma.rked him for consideration of the State
superintendency as early as 1963.
Kiyosa.ki 1s no educational faddist; he dislikes "gimm1cks" but does not reject an idea
s1Inply because it is new.
For instance, he was dissatisfied with methOds of grading and reports, a.nd developed
the State's first uniform report card system
on the Big Island.
His district also pioneered in in-service
training a.nd teacher evaluation programs.
He encouraged independent thinking a.nd
experimentation, as for instance the Keaukaha Language Project, the brainchild of the
current district supertntendent, Harry
Chuck, in which English is taught as virtuany a foreign language to children more
at home with pidgin.
He also supported the "big room" teamteaching project of the late Kalanianaole
School principal Henry Gouveia, which won .
national recognition.
State legislators have long drawn on his
administrative faclllty in working up budgets
and wrtting legislation affecting the Deparlltnent of Education.
He helped work out program budgeting
back in 1960, leading to the. current lump
SUln budgets.
But he believes the crisis in education will
not be solved simply by more money, more
teachers, more training aids and gimmicks.
The new generation of students is considerably more sophisticated than those of a
Ciecade or so ago, he is convinced, and they
llluat necessa.rlly know more about space,
electronics, nuclear physics, and the new
sciences. The whole drift of educational
Philosophy hns, in fact, been toward the
OOldly obje<:tive scientific approach, he belle\'es.
And this has been at the expense of the
Inore personal subjects, the humanities.
He wonders whether this may be at the
root of the amoral trend of youth today, with
its manifestntions of juvenile delinquency
and ln.ck of involvement.
Is there time, in the normal school day
and normal year, for the student to absorb
both the hard facts of science and the
texnpering subjectivity of the humanities?
Are the schools using the right materials?
The right methods and personnel?
:S:iyosakiintends to find out.
For the moment, however, he is concerned
ll.ith running the Peace Corps Training
Center in Hilo and the usual problems of
getting rendy to mo\'e.
The Kiyosakis have four children, Robert,
19, a student at the Merchant Marine
~cndemy in King's Point, New York; Barbara,
J 8, a freshmen at the University of Hawafl;
0 hn, 17, who will graduate Hllo High School
~Is sprtng, and Beth, 15, a sophomore at Hilo

alleged activities of the Central Intelligence Agency is a matter of reasonable
concern to many Americans. What is
not so reasonable is the hysteria with
which these revelations have been greeted
in some quarters. An editorial appearing in the Jackson, Mich., Citizen Patriot,
February 18, 1967, reflects a mature reaction that is refreshing in an atmosphere that is so charged with sensation.
I am pleased to make these timely
views available to my colleagues as I believe it will help provide a balanced appraisal of this controversy. The editorial entitled "Students, CIA Rate
Praise, Not Probes" follows:

STUDENTS, CIA RATE PRAISE, NOT PROBES
The current to-do about the joint operations of the Central Intelligence Agency and
the National Student Association should
make Americans blush.
Not because of the covert nature of the arrangement, but because of the naivete that
shows through when such an association is
bared.
The typical American response is that of
the boy caught with his hand in the cookie
jar, and it is a reaction peculiar to people of
this country.
The Central Intelligence Agency is an espionage and counter-espionage organization
created to work unashamedly in the international, and consequently national, interests
of the United States.
Its work must be covert. Spies never successfully work in the open, and there would
be no point of having an espionage outfit at
all if it had to forgo the essential trappings
of the trade.
As for the CIA's connection with the student group, it should come as no surprise to
find that secretive spies had utilized the
available weapons of their trade to carry
out their assigned tasks.
The need for the association was brought
about by the Soviet Union and its satellites
who were pouring untold quantities of money
into the effort o! controlllng international
campuse3 of the free nations as well-the
United States included.
One reputable source reports the students
first approached the government for funds,
and the CIA thus gained its toe-hold.
How it got started is really not the point.
The point is that the CIA needed student help
on foreign campuses in order to obtain data
it felt useful for protecting the sovereignty
of this country.
That the students who knew of the plans
were in full agreement bolsters the CIA position. There is nothing inherently wrong
with students volunteering to help their
country any more than it is for non-students.
They were not forced into the union, nor
coerced into helping.
The only harm done by the arrangement is
the revelation it existed, for now the cloak
of anonymity is stripped from the individuals
and what may well have been an extremely
important listening post is lost.
While all o! the screaming for investigation is going on there is a tendency to lose
sight of one of the prtmary alms of the arrangement.
.qlgh,
American students overseas were able to
determine who was behind various movements on campuses back home, why a.nd how
Students, CIA Rate Praise, Not Probes they were orgnn1zed.
That information, fed into the Federal
Bureau of Investigation or other pollee agenEXTENSION OF REM:ARKS
cies, could, o.nd probably did, go a long way
0:1'
toward keeping foreign agents in sight, or
at least knowing what they were up to.
The sru:ne persons who are weeping a.nd
OF MICHIGAN
wa1Ung over the actions of the CIA overseas
are strangely silent about delving into some
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
campus groups in this country.
Tuesday, February 21, 1967
Time and time again reputable persons
:Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Mr. Speaker, who are in a position to know, including the
the current furor over the real and venerable spy-fighter, J. Edgar Hoover, have
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stated categortcally that this or that cam·
pus outfit was in the business of trying
to destroy the United States through subversion.
We are so naive as a nation that we yell
with surprise when the CIA-campus ties
overseas are brought to light, yet we tolerate
the same thing-in this country when it involves foreign powers and their, or our own,
students, J . . Edgar Hoover notwithstanding.
The citizens of the United States must accept the facts of life as they exist: CIA
spies are no different than other spies (except, we hope, more efficient), and the students they work with are patriotic volunteers.
In fact, the nation should cheer the students and former students who thought
enough of their country to help out. There
is nothing wrong with patriotism.

The Report on Crime
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JONATHAN B. BINGHAM
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
~Monday,

February 6, 1967

Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. SpeakerTaken as a whole ... this wealth of knowledge and adrtce tells the country what it
must now do to guarantee public order.

With these words, the Washington
Post this week recognized the value of the
report of the President's Commission on
Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice.
This distinguished Commission, aided
by hundreds of experts from various
fields, conducted a mammoth study of
crime in America and our system of criminal justice. Its invaluable report, based
on this study, outlines a national strategy
for attacking crime.
I congratulate the Commission for a
job well done and believe its findings and
recommendations should be given the
most careful consideraton by the Congress and throughout the country.
The editorial on the report, whch was
published on February 19 in the Washington Post, follows:
THE REPORT ON CRIME

this report has not conveyed the
message that sweeping and costly changes
in criminal administration must be made
throughout the country in order to effect a
significant reduction in crime, then it has
not expressed what the Commission strongly
believes." In the several hundred pages
preceding this sentence, the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice describes in detail this
country's obsolete and overburdened police,
court and correction systems.
Law enforcement in this country has fallen into a situation very similar to that of
the schools. The big cities have been changing, profoundly and rapidly, around the
schoolhouse, the courthouse and the pollee
station. But within those buildings not
much has happened, except the spread of
a pervasive pessimism as the old methods
cease to work effectively. Not enough money
has been spent on these particular bulldings,
but the essential trouble runs deeper. Pollee departments and courts, like schools,
are usually highly ingrown organizations.
New ideas and new technology are adopted
only very slowly.
"There is probably no subject of comparable concern to which the Nation is devoting
"I!
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so many resources and so much effort with so to reverse the present age priorities of
little knowledge of what it is doing," the the draft, make student deferments more
Commission observed. The Defense Depart- rational, and· greatly improve appeal
ment's systems studies can be applied to
police adminlstratlon. New communications procedures. I am glad to be associated
equipment, and new weapons like the non- with his efforts, and hope that these reclethal gun, promise safer and more efficient ommendations will receive wide considoperations. New methods of social analysis eration.
offer the country, for the first time, generally
In its lead editorial of February 13,
accurate information describing the true the Baltimore Sun commended Convolume of crime and the sources of crtmi- gressman ScHWEIKER for offering "exl'lality.
cellent suggestions aimed at making the
The best of this report is its powerful
demonstration that the crime rate begins draft both dependable and fair." As the
with children. Here the correctional system Sun concluded, "Congressmen interested
is not working at all: "The more serious the in improving the new law ought to look
first offense !or which a juvenile is arrested, into these proposals."
the more likely he is to continue to commit
The editorial follows:
serious crimes. . . ." The Commission obDRAFT DEFERMENTS
serves that, in addition to improvements in
Debate on the draft always gets around to
the police and court procedures, any realistic
attempt to reduce juvenile crime must in- student deferments. The present system is
clude deep changes in the schools and the unfair. Young men who can afford college
welfare programs. Crime, the report makes and post-graduate studies use the system not
\'ery clear, is not the work merely of a deviant just to delay induction, but to avert it. A
few; most Americans have committed crimes, series of deferments leads to marriage and
and not always trivial ones, without detec- fatherhood, a draft haven, or to arrival at a
tion. It is a characteristic of our society, and draft-secure age. That's not what the systo change the crime rates we shall have to tem intended, but that's what it results in.
According to "informed source'' leaks in
change, in some degree, that society. No
amount of efficiency within the pollee depart- Washington, the National Advisory Commisment will make streets safe, without many sion on Selective Service ls planning to recother changes in the governance of the cities. ommend gradual abolition of student deferThe worst of this report is the shocking ments. That would deal with the draft a void"additional view" written by four members ers in schools, but it would not allow conand concurred in by three others; it con- scientious young men to get an education bestitutes an open and explicit assault on the fore service-an education that would be an
Fifth Amendment. These gentlemen, in their asset to them and the military.
A better idea is advanced by Representapassion to catch criminals, appear to have
forgotten that tampering with the Bill of tive Schweiker, a member of the Armed ServRights promises far worse evils than random ices Committee. He suggests student deferrobberies and larcenies. But these seven ments that are just thatr-d..eferments. A
constitute, fortunately, a minority of the young man who was 1-A when he entered college would be 1-A when he got out, despite
Commission.
any new family status. Schweikcr would
Taken as a whole, standing beside there- have the draft take the youngest rather than
cent report of the District Crime Commis- the oldest 1-A's first. A 22-year-old college
sion, this wealth of knowledge and advice graduate who had been deferred since 18
tells the country what it must now do to would go into the 18-year-old pool at graduguarantee public order. It will not be easy, ation, just where he was when he got his
for these recommendations violate many en- deferment.
crusted and cherished traditions. They will
Schweiker has apparently given the whole
not be inexpensive. But the costs of crtmi- problem of the draft much study. He makes
nallty run far higher. There is the grevious several other excellent suggestions aimed at
cost in injuries to the victims of violent making the draft both dependable and fair.
crime. There is the hidden tax, the equiv- The basic draft law expires this June. Conalent of a sales tax of one to two percent, as- gressmen interested in improving the new
sessed on all retail trade by the high level law ought to look into these proposals.
of thievery. There is the incalculable cost,
as the Commission eloquently explains, of
the fear of crime; lt is a corrosive fear that
sets Americans against Americans to the
Hon. James A. Farley
great damage of the country. In this Commission's report, the country now possesses a
clear and authoritative guide toward a
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
remedy.
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Reform of the Draft-Proposals of
Representative Schweiker
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Mrs. KELLY. Mr. Speaker, I am indeed a most fortunate individual. The
HON. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR. reason I say this is because I am able to
consider among my closest personal and
OJ' JoriARYLAND
political friends a great American and
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
a great Democrat, Mr. James A. Farley.
Tuesday, February 21, 1967
I was most fortunate to have Mr. FarMr. MATHIAS of Maryland. Mr. ley serve as an honorary chairman on a
Speaker, as we await the report of the committee for my reelection to the U.S.
National Advisory Commission on Se- House of Representatives during the 1966
lective Service, many of us are proceed- campaign.
As the Democratic national committeeing with our own reviews of the present
draft system and its obvious deficiencies. woman from the great State of New York
One of the constructive critics of the and as a Congressman from the 12th Disdraft is the gentleman from Pennsyl- trict of that State, I am happy to work
vania [Mr. ScHWEIKER], who recently for the commonweal with the wise counadvanced a number of sensible proposals sel of Mr. Farley. I hope that we in this
OF
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Nation and in particular we 1n New
York State may benefit from his sound
judgment and loyal support for many
years to come. May we all work together 1n order to revitalize and rejuvenate the Democratic Party 1n New
York State, so that we may better serve
the public welfare.
At this point, Mr. Speaker, I would
like to place two articles 1n the RECORD,
which were prompted by Mr. Farley's recent visit with our President, Lyndon
B. Johnson:
·
FARLEY SEES L.B.J. WINNING 1968 ELECTION
James A. Farley, who has a pretty good
record in calling elections, said yesterday
that President Johnson is "bound to run··
in 1968 and that "he's bound to win."
Asked who would be the Repu blicnn
nominee, Farley said that "a.t the moment"
the front runners were Gov. George Romney of Michigan and former Vice President
Richard M. Nixon.
"It would be a great thing for the Democratic Party if either one was the nominee ,"
Farley said.
The former Postmaster General and former Chairman of the Democratic National
Committee made his comments at the White
House after a. call on President Johnson .
Farley is now 78 and board chairman
of Coca-Cola Export Corp. Stlll ram-rod
straight, he appeared to be in excellent
health and spirits.
Asked about the recent criticism of the
President by Democratic Governors, Farley
said that their comments surprised him .
Some of them owe their elections to the President, he said, and "they ought to show, in
my judgment, more loyalty to the Demoera tic Party."
As to the conduct of the Vietnam wur.
Farley said the President had given "great
leadership," and he noted that no President
has ever been repudiated whlle the country
was at war.
Jo'u.rley was not so optimistic about the
condition of the Democratic Party in New
York State. Questioned about its difficulties, he said "time won't permit me to tell
you what I think of that."
But he did criticize leaders of the Liberal
Party and of organized labor for falling to
support the party. He said he believed
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy (D-N.Y.) was working to rejuvenate the Democratic Party in
New York.
[From the Washington (D.C.) Evening Star.
Jan. 19, 1967]
JOHNSON WILL RUN IN 1968, FARLEY SAYS
(By Garnett D. Horner)
James A. Farley said today there is no
doubt in his mind that President Johnson
wm run again in 1968-and will be reelected
by a big majority.
The former postmaster general and veterun
Democratic campaigner, remarkably agile at
78, talked with reporters after conferring with
the President at the White House.
Farley said he and Johnson did not diRcnss
the question of running again. But, Farley
added, "he is bound to run and bound to
win." He also said that no president "was
ever repudiated as a candidate while the
country was at war."
Asked who he thought the 1968 Republican
candidate for president would be, Parley
said that at the moment he think3 It would
be either Michigan Gov. George Romney or
former Vice President Richard M. Nixon.
"It would be a great thing for the Democratic party if either one was the nominee."
he added.
Farley said he was "not disturbed" by poll!
.showing a big drop 1n Johnson's populnrit:f
during re<:ent months.
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Despite criticism of the President's Vietnam policy, he said, he thinks Johnson has
g1ven "great leadership" in the Vietnam war
and is convinced that a "vast majority of the
J>eople support our e1forts there."
He said he always had thought that Johnson came to the presidency better equipped
for the post than any president ln history.
And he said Johnson's administration had
gotten more significant legisla tlon through
Congress than any before.
Farley said he is sure the things the President "has done for this country" have the
support of most of the American people, and
that this will be demonstrated at the polls
next year.
Farley said he was surprised at the action
ot some Democratic governors last month in
blaming Johnson for Republican gains in the
Off-year elections last November.
''The things for those fellows to do," he
added, "is to realize they would not be where
they are but for Democrats and that they
shoUld be more loyal to the party."

Not all the free help the Governor hopes
to enlist is expected to produce such bad
news.
Mr. Finch, right after the election, persuaded a. Los Angeles businessman, H. c.
(Chad) McClellan, to set up a statewide
private job hunt for men on welfare. Now
the McClellan project--at no cost to the
stat&-represents the heart of the Governor's
welfare program.
- And shortly, Governor Reagan intends to
bring some 150 businessmen into government
for an intensive 32-week look at various state
opera ttons to see how they can be run better
for less.
Eventually, Mr. Finch predicts, the state
will enlist still other troops from the private
sector to help govern the state. "We've got
some things in mind," he says, "but I can't
announce them yet."
Mr. Finch also says the Reagan administration hopes, after the present university
budget-cut controversy dies down, to lure
academic personnel in to do research for the
state.
The Reagan administration hopes to pay
for most of these things with a combination
of free talent-donated by private industryGovernor Reagan Plans Citizen Involve- and foundation money.
The Governor even asked that state emment in State Government
ployees show up for work on holidays. On
Lincoln's Birthday, however, the idea. was
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
overwhelmingly rejected when fewer than
OF
200 workers out of 166,000 in the state went
to work. A similar resUlt is expected on
Feb. 22, Washington's Birthday.
OF CALIFORNIA
Governor Reagan is banking on involvement of the private sector in the busiIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ness of government as the one thing that will
:r.ronday, February 20, 1967
perhaps most distinguish his administraMr. RETh~CKE. Mr. Speaker, Gov. tion. It's what he means when he talks loftly
a "creative society."
R.onald Reagan of my home State of of Volunteerism
is a. basic tenet in the ReaCalifornia 1s pioneering in a plan for gan political philosophy.
He says he thinks
greater citizen participation in State government is best which is citizen-oriented.
government. He began by having three - He said so over and over in the campaign,
of the top accounting firms in California and his key appointments reflect this phiIna.ke a complete audit of State finances. losophy.

HON. ED REINECKE

'l'he audit did not cost the taxpayers one
cent. But it showed that under the preYious admini.stration the State governlnent was spending $1 million more a day
than 1t was receiving in revenue.
The Christian Science Monitor of February 15, 1967, carries an informative
article on Governor Reagan's plans to
draw more heavily on the talent and
~reaUvtty of the private sector of CallOrn.ia's citizenry.
Here follows the article, for the 1nforInation of House Members:
(From the Christian Science Monitor, Feb.
15, 1967]
l3'0'SINESS VOLUNTEERS: REAGAN REVIVES $1-A-

YEAR JoBs
(By John C. Waugh)
S...CllAMENTO, CALIF.-That old political
throwback-the dollar-a-year man-t.s try1ng for a major comeback ln Callfornla..
lteThe new Republican Governor, Ronald
acnn, hopes to dust him otr, remold him,
tes}lape him, refit him. refine him, and let
h1rn burrow deep lnto California state govel'nnlent.
Oo>ernor Rengnn and his running mate in
~he past election campaign, Lt. Gov. Robert
lnch, stood at podiums around the state IUld
Clreamed aloud of enlisting the private sec~ heovlly in the business of government.
ey dreame-d it woUld be cost-free to the
atate.
' In pa.rt it seems to be a dream coming true.
Even before he took office, the new Governor
Persuaded three accounting firms to audit
the state's finances. The three did so-free.
~ey Jmt finished telV.ng the Governor that
Cl ey find the state Spending $1 mlllion a
ay :rnore than it tnkes ln.

GRAND-SCALE TALENT AND PROBLEMS

His stat! and departments are sprinkled
with citizen types, mostly businessmen and
young lawyers with little past political experience, on leave from their jobs. It's
almost as if the whole government t.s on
temporary loan from someplace else, including the Governor.
- Mr. Finch thinks California Ls uniquely
suited to this kind of grand-scale experimentation with the private sector. It has the
priva.te talent on a grand scale and problems
on a. grand scale.
"All the environmental problems we face
are so vast today," he says, "that government alone can't hope to solve them anymore. It is not enough for a businessman,
for instance, now to say, 'I paid my taxes,
let government take care of it.' We've got
to break out of that bind, beginning with
the civil-rights problem. The private sector
has just got to assume a greater obligation."
Since Mr. Finch thinks civil rights is the
most pressing problem of a.ll, this is getting
major attention. It Is what the McClellan
drive to employ unemployed Negroes is all
about. It is why Mr. Finch is heading a Job
Opportunity Councll to try to retrain unskilled workers on welfare--most of them
.Negroes.
California's other major experiment with
the private sector-the plan to enlist a tenm
of businessmen to put state government under a microscope-isn't unique.
Washington a.nd Ohio have both done it
in recent years. Washington state brought ln
businessmen to study various departments
and recommend new ideas. The ploy wound
up saving the state $75 million to $80 mlllion
the first year and about $60 mlllion 1n recurrent years.
The same Chicago consUlting firm that set
up the Washington and Ohio plans-Warren
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King & Associates-has been called ln to
help California. Mr. King himself has been

snooping around the Capitol staking out
areas of potential study.
HOTEL MEN INVITED

Callfornla will launch its businessmen-intemporary-residence program within the next
month and a. half. Then for 32 weeks some
150 businessmen will spread out 1n teams
through Califoria. government looking for
ways to run things better and eave money.
Since California, for instance, beds down
more people than anybody else in the country, hotel me:q will come in for a look.
Sandy Quinn, a key Reagan aide, explains
it this way: "We will say to a. big hotel chain,
for instance, 'Look, you have a trouble
shooter who goes around to recommend how
you can improve your operations and save
money. Let us borrow him for 32 weeks.' ••
The state is also a major purchaser of
things. So purchasing experts from the outside will come 1n and tell the state how to
purchase better for less.
The Reagan administration met with more
than 100 corporation presidents and board
chairmen In Los Angeles 1n early February.
Those executive have since pledged among
them more than 100 of their top-level people
to the project--free of charge.
A big-name C"hairman to oversee the proJect will be picked shortly and will probably
spend most of his time for the ·next s1x
months in Sacramento coordinating the project. His salary: 50 cents probably.
Some things government does just don't
lend themselves to business methods. They
involve things more human and intangible
than cost control, quality control, and the
profit motive.
No matter what a. businessman wants to
do, he can't do much about hiring or firing
or moving around a civil servant. Business
measures can't define a needy child.
But the Governor's chief staff aide, Philip
M. Ba ttaglla, thinks some o! the things now
misslng in government but present in business can be fused 1n for a. more efficient
operation. And that's what he intends to
pay the new gang of dollar-a-year men to do.

"S 0 S: Help Save Our Past": A Proposal
by the Friends of the South Street

Maritime Museum
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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RYAN. Mr. Speaker. a very
imaginative proposal has been made in
New York City by a group called Friends
of the South Street Maritime Museum.
Peter Stanford, the chairman, has created considerable intere~t 1n this proposal which grew in response to an alltoo familiar situation in the Nation's
large cities-the threatened eradication
of the heritage of our past in order to
make way for the new.
New York City 1s preparing to tear
down its historic Fulton Fish Market.
There ls a series of historic blocks adjacent to this site where buildings and
wharves from the late 18th century re·
main intact. In this downtown waterfront area New Yorkers once watched
such exciting and memorable bits of
local history as the trial run of New
:Mr.
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York's first steam ferry, the building of
the Brooklyn Bridge, and the departure
of many adventurous individuals for the
gold rush.
In an effort to save this site, where
many present-day New Yorkers spend
time gazing and recalling the past or lolling on warm Sunday afternoons a way
from the rush of heavily populated areas,
it is proposed to turn this area into a
"living museum," of which the South
Street Maritime Museum would be an
integral part.
I wish to bring to the attention of my
colleagues an article by Emory Lewis,
which appeared in Cue magazine on
February llincluding a detailed account
of the project. The article follows:
[From Cue magazine, Feb. 11, 1967]
SOS:

HELP SAVE OUR PAST--NOBLE PLAN

at 12 Fulton Street. Both the restaurant
and the unusual shop are familiar and beloved tenants in Schermerhorn Row.
The next step is up to you. For one dollar,
you can become a member of the Friends of
the South Street Maritime Museum. Additional co~tribut!ons are, of course, welcome.
Send your monies and your support to the
Friends of the South Street Maritime
Museum, P.O. Box 3666, Grand Central Station, New York 10017. Or, 1! you prefer,
simply write them for more information.
Perhaps this preservation plan, 1! it becomes reality, might encourage several other
landmarks projects in the downtown area of
Manhattan.
Shall Old New York become merely a page
in a musty history book? If we act nowwhen these historic Georgian houses are still
available-we can assure a. living museum in
the downtown area for ourselves and our
children.
-EMORY LEWIS.

FOR FuLTON STREET

To preserve or to destroy? This is a
most pertinent question at the moment.
New York's architectural and historical heriArvid Paulson-Man of Letters
tage has been disappearing i:r;t this city at
a scandalous rate. We are--almost--a city
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
without an observable past. However, a
rare opportunity to preserve a bit of our
OF
priceless heritage is now available to New
Yorkers who feel a city should honor its
past as well as its present. This chance will
OF NEW YORK
not come again.
IN
THE
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
Nowhere in the city has such an unbroken
facade of Old New York miraculously surM~mday, February 20, 1967
vived as the blocks adjacent to the soonMr. KUPFERMAN.
Mr. Speaker,
to-be-discarded Fulton Fish Market. From
these historic blocks, in an area bounded by Arvid Paulson, my constituent, is worldFulton, Front, Beekman, and South streets, renowned as the translator of the works
New Yorkers once watched the trial run of August Str1ndberg. His translations
ot New York's first steam ferry, the build- are not merely by rote, but are a labor
ing of the Brooklyn Bridge, and the sailings of love, bringing to the English language
of the Yankee clippers on their fabled voyages to Hong Kong and the Gold Rush town · the true essence, as well as the content
of San Francisco. The houses were built and language of Strlndberg and other
in the period ranging from the- late eight .. Scandinavian authors.
The Scandinavian-American Bulletin
eenth century to 1811. Schermerhorn Row,
on the south side of Fulton, from numbers of December 1966 writes of Arvid Paul2 to 18, is particularly rich, architecturally. son as "The Scandinavian of the
These houses may all disappear when the Month," and I am privileged to bring
Fish Market goes. Or, miracle of miracles, this article to the attention of my colthey may become a metropolitan museum.
At the moment, a far-sighted group of leagues:
New Yorkers calling themselves the Friends THE ScANDINAVIAN OF THE MONTU: ARVID
PAULSON: NoTED AC"rOR AND MAN OF LETTERs
of the South Street Maritime Museum have
banded together to save these threatened
It has been said rather frequently, and
landmarks and open a. living museum (see with a great deal of justification, that the
model on this page) in this choice enclave. Scandinavian countries are fortunate in havThe growing number includes publisher ing so many cultural apostles a~tlve around
Bennett Cerf; landmarks expert State Sena- the world. Aside from the more or less oftor Whitney North Seymour, Jr.; Yachting ficial spreaders of the gospel of the excelpublisher C. R. Rimington; Edouard Stack- lence of Scandinavian arts and letters, we
pole, a former curator who brought Old have a large number of individuals who, beMystic, Conn., to national fame, and How- cause of their national background, through
ard Chapelle, curator of transportation at study or travel, or just a plain sense of
the Smithsonian. The Municipal Art So- identification, will go out and acquaint that
ciety, the State Legislature, and Governor sleeping giant, the Publlc, with the achieveNelson Rockefeller have all given their bless- ments of which the Northern peoples are
ings to this project.
rightly proud. And Sweden is indeed fortuThe museum must become a reality, not nate in having such an apostle in the man
only to save these architectural gems but at who has been selected as "The Scandinavian
the same time to present the city with a of the Month" for December.
SP.aport museum the equal of, say, the San
Reading the last line some readers may
Francisco Maritime Museum. This could be object and say that it 1s only August Strindan urban Mystic Seaport with vintage ves- berg who has an apostle in Arvid Paulson.
!:e!s tied up on the waterfront as well as Whether that is so or not, the reader mJght
colorful indoor exhibitions. There are now suspend Judgment until he has read this
.WJ.ilable and in fine condition proud trad- entire presentation of a man whoae entire
!ng and :fishing schooners and square-riggers life has been devoted to literature and the
built in the nineteenth century. The mu- theater. In any case, it will be agreed that
seum could also include restaurants and Arvid Paulson has done yeoman work for his
shops. Certainly that superb and venerable native land; the list of his roles on the stage
::e:~.food restaurant, Sweet's, at 2 Fulton
and or his translations 1s as long as a yard~.tre!t, should be included in the complex.
arm, and he has never tired in the effort to
_•.nd certainly the colorful curiosity shop of make Swedish and other Scandinavian lltera~.miable Louis Cohen, the Eagle Bag and
ture and drama better known In ever widenBurlap Company, which is chock-full of ing circles, circles which take in the entire
ivories, brasses, rugs, etc., from all over the English-speaking world.
globe, should be kept at its present location
Arvid Paulson was born ln the historical
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and progressive city of Helsingborg, and came
to the United States at the age of sixteen.
In those days teenagers had to toe the line,
and the young immigrant began work v.ith
the Swedish-American newspaper Svea in
Worcester, Mass., first as reporter and then
as editor for a b;rief period. There he appeared in amateur theatricals, but as his
ambition was for a professional stage career,
he realized this could only be attained by going to New York. After appearing there in
a number of plays in Swedish, he was during that time seen by the distinguished
acrtess Carlotta Nlllson in Charles Rann
Kennedy's The Servant in the House.
Through her he obtained a small but Important role_in The Beauty Spot, in which
he won acclaim from coast to coast.
In 1914 he joined the Washington ~quare
Players, an organization which later grew
into the Theatre Guild. He appeared in the
first Andreyev play seen in America, Love of

~~:~s i~e;~~~i~,t~~;~ea~~n~~;~~;~;t~e~~ l
plays, Elga and The Weavers. His complete
breakthrough as an actor, however, did not
come until the spring of 1917 when he received the plaudits of public and critics alike
for his performance in The Willow Tree. At
this time he was also producing and direcing a number or Ibsen and Strindberg dramas,
both in English and in Swedish, among them,
An Enemy of the People, In the Face of
Death, Slmoon, and The Stronger.
When the U.S. declared war on Germany
in April 1917, Arvid Paulson was the first
actor to volunteer and as a sergeant in the
Corps of Intelligence performed valuable
services in France and Germany. He returned to the stage, and also not long after
presented dramas in a new medium: radio.
On WGBS he gave two Scandinavian ploys,
Eyes that Cannot See by the Danish author
Albert Gnudtz:ma.nn, and Ibsen's Peer Gynt,
the latter in its world radio premiere. Paulson not only wrote the radio version but
acted the role of Peer, and directed the play.
which was given again over WEAF and, in
1932, over WOR, when he employed the
largest cast ever used on radio, and a. complete symphony orchestra. During his career
he has appeared in no less than seven Ibsen
roles.
In 1933 he appeared in Pigeons and People.
in whic.h. George M. Cohan had written the
part Of Tokem especially for PaulS<.n. TWO
years before Cohan had written the role of
Sa.kl with Paulson in mind, in his play A
Well-known.Woman, and in this performance
The Philadelphia Ledger gave Paulson unstinted praise. During the next decade or
so the theater-going public saw him in such
varied plays as The Bat, Madame President,
Electra, Ghosts, When We Dea<1 Awaken,
Macbeth, The Ghost Train, Mother Carey·s
Chickens, and Goin' Home. His last NeW
York appearance was in The Innocent Voyage, in which he acted the role of a Swedish
sea. captain, a role he spoke entirely in
Swedish.
Arvid Paulson has also appeared in anumber of motion pictures (during his earlY
years on the stage) . During the Second
World War he was asked to play one of t,he
leading roles in a classified motion picture for
the Anny. And it was Paulson who coined
that war poster slogan seen everywhere during the war years: "Loose lips might sink
ships."
F'ollowlng a very serious accident Mr. Poulson has in the postwar period concentro.ted
on the translation of Scandinavian plays into
English. And few men have been better
endowed nor had a more valuable back.~
ground for that particular task! Among the
Scandinavian authors it 1s Strindberg whO
1s his first love, and it is perhaps a rnre
occurrence in literature for a great "'Titer
to owe so much to one single translator.
For Paulson has not only been productive.
but hn.s also turned out translations of the
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highest quality, in regard to style and the
suitabillty of the translations to be actually
performed on the stage. Among hla Strindberg translations, most of which have been
performed on radio, television or on the
stage, are The Father, Miss Julie, The Great
Highway, Lucky Per's Journey, To Damascus,
The Ghost Sonata, and many others. His
translations have been collected in several
volumes, many available in paperback. Arvid
Paulson has also translated Letters of
Strtndberg to Harriet Bosse as well as
Strindberg's famous novel The Natives of
Hemso.
Another Strindberg novel, The
Scapegoat, wm appear in 1967.
But Paulson has not confirmed himself to
Strindberg, nor to Sweden. He has translated plays by BjOrnson, Ibsen, Alvilde Pryz,
Gustaf af Geijerstam, Hans Alin, Prince Wilhelm, and others. He was also the founder
and chairman of the Ibsen Memorial Comlllittee of New York, established at Ibsen's
centenary and reorganized later !or the purpOse o! having a bust or statue o! Ibsen
erected at Lincoln Center. Would that some
one would seize this idea and bring it to
fruition!
In recognition of his efforts in promoting
the cultural relations between the U.S. and
his native land Arvid Paulson has been decorated by the King of Sweden; he was also
the first to be a warded a gold metal by the
Swedish Academy !or translating Swedish
literature into a foreign language. Among
other honors to come to him are the Merit
Award of the Veterans of Foreign Wars and
an invitation to appear in readings of his
translations at the Library o! Congress.
During a visit in Sweden last summer he
was elected an honorary member o! Glllet
Gam1a Helsingborg, a distinguished social
8Jld cultural society in his native city.
Still going strong as what others may conBider a feverish pace, Arvid Paulson continues tO produce translations unrivaled in
their excellence and thus helps to bring
cl06er together two worlds of thought and
ideas-that o! the United States and that
or Scandinavia: The fact that they today
are very close indeed is due to the work o!
tnen like Arvid Paulson!
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th Mr. MOSS. Mr. Speaker, Secretary of
e Interior Stewart L. Udall wrote an
~teresting and informative article in the
anuary 1967 issue of Public Power. Entitled ''Future of the Federal Power Program," the article discusses present and
Projected plans to meet the electricity
needs of the Nation. Secretary Udall exPlained in the article:
~ 'I'he role of the Federal Government in the
auon·s electric power industry is chang1ng-but its gonl is not. The goal continues
be an abundant supply of low-cost power
or an our people.

;o

Citing the importance of joint action
arong electric utilities and the necessity
~h reliability, Secretary Udall predicted
.at in 25 years, the United States would
st1U "have the finest, most efficient and
lnost reliable power system 1n the world.''
- In one of his recommendations the
8 ecretary states:

The Commission (FPC) should have the
power to assure that the giant new EHV
transmission networks which are developing
throughout the land are best adapted to the
needs o! the regions they serve, and that they
do not become tools of discrlmlnation
against other utm ties or service areas.

The provisions of my measure--H.R.
2311-would enhance, substantially, the
orderly development to which Secretary
Udall refers. The entire article follows:
FUTURE

or

THE

FEDERAL

POWER

PROGRAM

(By Stewart L. Udall, Secretary of the
Interior)
The role of the Federal Government in the
Nation's electric power industry is changing-but its goal is not. The goal continues to be an abundant supply of low-cost
power for all our people.
In the past the Federal Government has
developed multipurpose river projects, sold
hydro power at wholesale to preference customers, and thus provided a. yardstick for
power rates and helped prevent monopoly.
We shall continue to develop new multipurpose river projects and sell power to
preference customers. But the !act is that
while electric loads are doubling every 10
years we are running out of undeveloped
river projects to meet preference customer
load growth. In the Columbia River Basin,
for example, the Bonnevllie Power Administration has assured hydro resources to meet
preference customer load growth only until
about 1980, and possibly not even that long.
BPA foresees a. regional need for a one milllon-kw thermal plant as early as 1973, and
a thermal plant that big or bigger each year
starting in 1975.
SHARING TECHNOLOGY

In the future Federal hydro will be used
more and more !or peaking, and as the good
hydro sites are developed, the Federal role
in the West more and more wll1 be to assure
access for all to new technology as compared
with actual provtslon o! the energy in the
past.
Fortunately, mounting pressures of load
growth are quickening the pace of new technology and new techniques in the power
field. Power pooling, both for planning and
operating purposes, is the natural outgrowth of these pressures. To encourage
establishment o! pools and to participate in
them in various ways increasingly is becoming one of the most important aspects of the
changing Federal role.
If each public agency or cooperative which
traditionally has relied heavily on Federal
multipurpose projects could supplement its
supply by building its own thermal plant,
the problem might easily be solved. But
this is not a practical solution. The most
efficient thermal plants are big-one million
kw and larger. Whether publicly or privately owned, few ut111tles acting alone can
finance, build and utilize the output of a
plnnt this size.
So the challenge comes into focus; how
to bring together publicly and privatelyowned utUlties to plan, finance, build and
share the benefits of the most efficient
generating plants and EHV transmlsslon lines
American engineers can design; how to integrate these large new plants and lines with
the valuable hydro peaking plants owned by
the Federal Government; nnd how to accomplish all of this in such a way that the
identities of individual systems, large and
small, public and private, are not destroyed?
PArrERNS EMERGING

I believe the patterns are beginning to
emerge, all over America but particularly in
the West.
Just this past summer the Interior Department helped to wor'k out a series of
agreements with members of a new planning
organization in the Pacific Southwest called
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Western Energy Supply and Transmission
Associates. WEST, as it is commonly known,
is now comprised of 11 private companies,
eight public and municipally owned systems
and three G&T cooperatives.
Under the auspices of WEST, two large 750mega.watt, coal-fired steam plants and over
1,000 miles of associated EHV transmission
are being bunt by utUities in the Southwest.
Additional steam plants are in the planning
stages. Public agencies wm share in the
output. Negotiations are seeking to provide
a. basis !or integrating WEST-sponsored
plants with Federal hytlro capacity.
Our agreements provide for water supply,
utilization of Indian-owned coal and transmission rights of way across Indian and
Federally-owned lands. For the first time 1n
agreements of this nature, the utUltles agree
to abate air and water pollution caused by
operation of coal-fired steam electric generating plants.
From the conservation standpoint, these
are very important stipulations. But equally
important, in terms of the Federal Government's changing role in the Nation's power
picture, we did not agree to the arrangements until WEST broadened its membership
to include additional public agencies and
three REA-financed G&T cooperatives. We
believe that consumer-owned utlUtles must
have the opportunity to participate in the
economies of large-scale generation and
transmission projects.
Regardless of their ownership-public,
cooperative or private-electric utillties have
one basic job: to serve the people in the most
economical, efficient and reliable way possible. Each system, each segment of the
industry, has a very important job to perform, and the benefits of new planning techniques, new technologly, pooling and interconnections must be available to all.
IMPROVED POOLING

Happily, the concept o! pooling of both
generation and transmission is being accepted in the industry. During the past five
years many significant pooling arrangements
have been consummated. TVA has reached
agreement with some 19 Southwest utilltles
for construction of 500-kv a.c. lines which
will ultimately increase the load-carrying
capability of both TVA and the combined
systems by 11f2 milllon kw. In the Upper
Midwest the Missouri Basin Systems Group is
a unique pool of over 100 preference systems
and the Bureau of Reclamation. In much
the same region we now have the Mid-Continent Area Power Planners (MAPP), which
is another pool consisting of private utilities
and some preference customers.
The Pacific Northwest-Pacific Southwest
Intertie is another example of the changing
role of the Federal Government in the Nation's power business. In that, the Nation's
largest single transmission undertaking, the
Bonneville Power Admlnistra tion and the
Bureau of Reclamation are joined by the City
of Los Angeles and a group of privatelyowned utilities in building !our giant linestwo 500-kv 1 a.c. and two 750-kv d.c.-that
will spread power benefits through 11 westtern states. Some 250 publicly owned systems will benefit to one degree or another.
In this instance, the Federal Government
is pioneering-along with the City of Los
Angeles and Southern California Edison
Co.-in direct current technology. To pioneer in technology wlll continue to be part
of the Federal Government's role.
INTERCONNECTIONS AND RELIABILITY

Eventually the entire Nation will be inter::onnected. In early 1967 we will move closer
to that goal, when the eastern and western
power systems of the U.S. and Canada will
be test-interconnected by the closing of three
230-kv interconnections and one 161-kv
interconnection in the Missouri River Basin
system (PUBLIC PoWER, Dec., page 38). U
serious problems are encountered, the ties
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wlll be reopened whUe the problems are resolved prior to going on a full operational
basis.
A total of 209 major public and private
power systems with capacity of nearly 245
mtlllon kw and 265,000 miles o! main transmJssion line will be tied together when the
interconnection ls operational. This capacity will represent about .W% of the
world's total a.nd will form the largest interconnected power system grid the world bas
ever known.
But while these interconnections 'Will represent an important step forward, we must
recognize that they are merely the forerunners to the stronger ties needed in the future. It must be a. national goal to beef up
these small interconnections until they are
as strong, for example, as the Pacific Northwest-Pacific Southwest Intertie will be.
The Northeastern blackout of November 9,
1965, marked a dramatic and rather sudden
change of emphasis on strong interconnections from economy to reliability, although
the former is still very important and strong
interconnections are essential to both.
Where the original National Power Survey
or the Federal Power Commission was heavily oriented toward the economies or scale,
it 1s now being updated with the emphasis
on reliability aspects of the Nation's bulk
power supply.
JLEGIONAL PLANNING

The blackout pointed up a lack of regional
thinking a.nd planning. While the Pacific
Northwest a.nd the Tennessee Valley have
~n planning their electric systems regionally !or many years a.nd several holding compa.nies in the north central a.nd southern
sta.tes have been doing likewise, power planning until recently has been a rather fractionated, company-by-company thing. For
t>xample, the Northeast power failure revealed
that the interconnected Northeast companies
ba.d no program for load-shedding or intersystem tie line tripping under emergency
conditions. Vital decisions a1fecting proper
tservice to one-sixth of the Nation were left
1n the hands of company dispatchers who
had only moments to consider them e.nd
whose control room instruments could not
be relied upon during those critical moments.
This was hardly a regional approach to
power pla.nning.
Regional power planning, admittedly, 1s
not easy. The objective, if each region is to
have the most reliable a.nd efficient electric
system that engineers can design, must be
that the many independent utility systems
ao coordinate their activities that they build
and operate their electric properties as
though they were, in fact, only one utility
system. By no means am I suggesting the
desirabillty of single ownership. Diversity
of ownership improves the conditions for political liberty and this is a goal we place
higher than emctenty and reliability. I belle\"e we can ha>e both.
We must plan and pool not only our gent>rating and transmission resources but our
ftnancial strength, our know-how and in some
cases our purchasing. We must provide mutual assistance-line crews, equipment, power
,~;upply-in time of emergency or catastrophe.
There will be complicated problems of engineering, economics, finance, law and politics.
Each utility, whether publicly or privately
owned, may have to forego the exercise of
part of its traditional sovereignty. The industry may ha>e to seek advice and assistance
from experts ln other disciplines, for example,
11ystems analysis experts from the space and
aeronautical industry.
While I would be the last to argue that
the best power planning for every region or
our country can be done in Washington, D.C.,
there are important and essential types of
planning that can be done on a National
1evel. The division of the U.S. into appropriate regions for power planning, the estab.liE.hment of criteria for reliable and emcient

system desJgn and operation, the encouragement of research and development work, the
coordination of the work of various regional
utlllty groups and studies of the advantages
ot interregional power transfers are examples
of power planning that perhaps can best be
done on a. na tiona! basis.
ROLE OF FPC

The Federal Power Commission, which took
the leadership in preparing the monumental
National Power Survey, probably is the most
logical Federal agency to provide leadership
in organizing the National e1fort. I suspect
that only a Federal agency could hope to
bring together on either a. voluntary or compulsory basis the many diverse and sometimes
antagonistic elements of our Nation's electric
utility industry.
The e1forts of the FPC are particularly
vital to the protection or the interests or
small public agencies through \\'holesale rate
jurisdiction which the FPC has, in the past
several years, exercised with vigor. The Commission's power to order interconnections Clln
also be a valuable tool in safeguarding the
small utility. But this, like other areas of
FPC authority, needs strengthening if the
agency ls to be of maximum e1fectiveness in
protecting the public interest in a.n era of
expanding technology and growing complexity ln the electric power industry. The
Commission should have the power to assure
that the giant new EHV transmission networks which are de'\'"eloplng throughout the
land are best adapted to the needs of the
regions they serve, and that they do not become tools of discrimination against other
utUities or service areas.
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per St. John River has been authorized as a.
Federal project, and we have $1.1 million for
advance planning. This project wlll contribute about 800,000 kw or capacity and
over one billlon kwh of energy. It will pro- _
vide between 75,000 kw and 100,000 kw of amill energy to municipalities and cooperatives in Maine who now pay from 15 to 21
mills per kwh for their power supply. And
while the first sbo>el of earth is yet to be
turned for this project, the Federal yardstick
is already being felt in New England. The
utmties there are now busily planning big
nuclear plants. pumped storage projects and
interconnections, all of which promise lower
costs of production. The Dickey-Lincoln
School Project could open the way for development of an EHV system in the region,
linking the hydro capacity of Canada's Maritime Provinces With New England and New
York. With EUCb a eystem there could be
exchanges of energy, great diversity gains,
improved rel1ab111ty and opportunities to tap
new resources, such as Churchill Falls in
Canada.
DUAL-PURPOSE PIONEERING

The Federal Government is helping pioneer yet another promising field, that of
gigantic nuclear-powered plants for the dual
purpose of water desalinization and steam
electric generation. We have agreed, subject
to Congressional authorization and appropriations, to join 1n the construction of
world's largest such plant at a site just off
the southern California coast. With the
Atomic Energy Commission and the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California.
we will participate in financing the desalting
part of the plant. The Los Angeles DepnrtNEW PATHS OF POWER PROGRESS
ment of Water and Power, the Southern
In the Pacific Northwest, where the Bon- California Edison Co. a.nd San Diego Gas and
nevme transmission system bas served as the Electric Co. will finance and build the electric
backbone grid for the Pacific Northwest Pow- generating faci1ities.
er Pool since World War II, some of the most
The $444-mlllion project is expected to
important decisions a1fecting the future of produce 150 m1llion gallons or fresh water
the Federal power program are in the mak- daily at a delivered cost of about 27 cents per
ing. That region ls just now beginning to thousand gallons and 1.800,000 kw of power
plan for the transition from an all hydro at costs competitive with alternative sources
power supply to one of hydro and thermal of power. The Interior Department is to put
combined.
up $57.2 m1llion toward capital and operatThe Federal Government-BP A in this ing costs for the desalinization features o!
ease-does not propose to build the necesthe plant and the AEC $15 million.
sary thermal plants. But BPA has the transI view Intertlor's participation as another
mission and the hydro peaking and the re- example of our leadership role by assuming
ser>es necessary to make thermal plants part of the risk 1n the application of new
highly efticlent and reUable. It intends to technoolgy. Never before has a plant of
make these services available, under appro- such magnitude been built, or even proposed·
priate arrangements, to non-Federal builders Interior is buying technical know-how bY
or thermal plants. BPA also proposes to participating in a large-scale operation frotn
share in the output of the thermal plants which we expect to learn much. At the
built by others, either through exchange ar- same time we expect this plant to contribrangements or direct purchase. In this man- ute significantly to both the water and powner BPA will be able to continue to serve the
load growth of preference customers a.nd in- er needs of the region.
Joint participation of so many agencies
dustry in the Northwest; depending on the
arrangements worked out, it could even con- permits a much bigger dual-purpose plant
tinue to supply a portion of private utllitles' producing vastly more steam at greatly lO'Wered steam costs. A project of this magni·
loads if they so desire.
Precisely how all of this ls to be accom- tude simply could not ha>e been put toplished is stlll to be determined. For public gether without the broad-based support lt
and private agencies there are important enjoys. Being part of a joint venture in thiS
legal as well as technical and operating prob- >a.st undertaking further is 1n keeping witll
lems. Administrator David S. Black has ap- the cooperative approach we urge on the Inpointed a. Task Force within BPA to work dustry, and which Interior intends to pursue.
There are many areaa o! the U.S. and
with representatives of a.ll the utilities in
the region in solving these problems {Public the world where both water and power are
Power, Nov, page 42}. He also has signed a in short supply. The marriage into a single
contract with a consulting firm, Battelle-· operation of facmttes to produce both water
Northwest, for a study of potential nuclear and power offers economic advantages to
steam plant sites in the Northwest. So here, both, and the e1forts of the Federal Governagain, the Federal Go>ernment is exercising ment in this tleld \\111 be intensified.
leadership and pioneering new paths of powA MORE BEAUT!Ft:"L AM!:RICA
er progress.
There is another and more subtle chalNEW J":llA IN NORTHEAST
lenge that our power programs must meet
While the role of the Federal Government in the years ahead. It is the challenge to
in the development of the West is legend, make the supplying of electricity to citieS
there has never been a Federal power pro- and farms compatible with a beautifUl
gram in New England. Rates in New Eng- America. The people of our country hnve
land are nearly 30% higher than in any always been practical, first-things-first, deother part of the country. But now the velopers. When most of the farms of Amer·
Dickey-Lincoln School Project on the Up- 1ca. ba.d no central station electric service
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and even the cities had unreliable and expensive service, our efforts were concentrated
on getting a reliable supply of low-cost electric power to every consumer. Now that
job, as regards today's needs, is pretty well
mastred-so much so that the public takes
lt for granted. But the public can be very
demanding and today there is growing inSistence that electric generating stations,
lines and substations be designed so as not
unnecessarily to mar the rural landscape or
clutter urban areas. Increasingly there is
PUblic insistence that new distribution lines;
and even some transmission lines, be placed
Underground in cities. Planning authorities
are requiring better air and water pollution
control measures at generating stations, and
attractive planning for substations in suburban and business areas. From now on our
Programs and policies will reflect this basic
concern for the protection and enhancement
JOf our environment.
In this connection, I have recommended
to the President a $30-milllon research and
development program over a fl.ve-x,ear period to advance the technology of placing
PDwer transmission lines underground. This
Proposed program grew out of the President's
instructions to Cabinet members to review
recommendations of the 1965 White House
Conterence on Natural Beauty for possible
Pederal implementation. I expect significant
reductions in the cost of placing lines underground to result from this effort, and look
forward to the cooperation of the entire
Utility industry and the manufacturers.
NEW METHODS
Finally, we must move into new methods
or electric generation. Geothermal steam
:tnust be put to work and the development
or fuel cells expedited. Other exotic forms
0
f energy must be explored: thermoelectric
generators, thermionic converters, magnetohYdrodynamics (MHD), the fusion reactor.
Solar energy research must be pushed.
llow well the Federal Government performs its role will help determine where our
~atlon's power system stands 25 years from
llow. W111 we then still have the finest, most
em.cient and most reliable power system in
the world? The answer must and will be
Yes, for such a system is vital to our National
- Security and the welfare of our children and
generations yet to come.

Rhodesian Prime Minister Sees the Ideal
in Separate Development
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. FRASER.

Mr. Speaker, many of

'Us Who have opposed the unilaterial dec-

laration of independence by the Smith
regime in Rhodesia have warned of the
danger that Rhodesia could become
~nother South Africa, with a rigid, deUrnanizing apartheid system.
The
Sll'lith government is the latest in a
succession of increasingly repressive
regimes which have governed Rhodesia.
It would be a tragic mistake if this group
or Illen, representing only 6 percent of
the total population in Rhodesia, were to
~btain permanent independence for
heir government.
The February 18 New York Times ret:>orts that Prime Minister Smith has
stated that "separate development" for
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the races would be "the ideal" 1n Rhodesia. He has expressed similar views
in the past about "separate development," a system which 1s very hard to
distinguish from apartheid. I include
the New York Times article with my
remarks:

problems and difficulties of being a policeman and the sacrifices our policemen
make in their public service. This short
speech was not written from any ivory
tower position but is down to earth.
The recent report of the President's
Commission on Crime, visionary as it
SM:Q:H STRESSES DIVISION OF RACES-RHO- may be, will not protect a single person
DESIAN S~ES THE IDEAL IN SEPARATE DEVEL- tonight, next week, or even next year.
OPMENT
Our policemen are the first line of deSALISBURY, RHODESIA, February 17-Prime fense against crime and deserve our supMinister Ian D. Smith said today that he port and full backing. They will always
believed some system of separate develop- have mine.
ment for the races would be "the ideal" in
The speech follows:
Rhodesia.
"Without separate development the African can live under the wing of the European," Mr. Smith said in an interview on
the Rhodesian radio. "But if the African
is expected, for example, to develop his own
areas, the tribal trust areas, then surely all
the greater need is to educate him."
Mr. Smith's government declared its independence from Britain in November, 1965,
rather than make constitutional provisions
for eventual rule by the country's four million Africans.
Mr. Smith's reference to the tribal trust
areas therefore was considered the most significant indicatiop. of thinking in the government.
Africans occupy land free in the tribal
trust areas, which make up about half the
area of Rhodesia and are occupied by about
60 percent of the African population.
Greater authority for the chiefs and complete African control of the tribal trust lands
apparently seem to be in Mr. Smith's mind.
He said he considered the chiefs more representative of the African masses than the
Africans who are elected to Parliament, but
stressed that there was no intention to raise
the qualifications for voting and thus decrease the number of African voters.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY TERMED AIM
"The evidence I have from Africans is
that they prefer to live according to their
customs, to live their own life in the same
way the Europeans do," Mr. Smith said.
"What they wish to have is equal opportunity, and this, I believe, is the main problem we have to face, to insure that the
African is given as good a chance in life as
the European," he added.
Mr. Smith made his comments about the
Africans while discussing a debate in Parliament on British Rhodesian relations.
Dealing with the possible declaration of a
republic, Mr. Smith said he would regret the
day such a step was taken. But he ~ald
it was increasingly difficult to argue agarnst
the ·main reason for declaring a republic
which he said was Britain's failure to recognize Rhodesia's independence.
However, he said, there was no need for
Rhodesia to become a. republic until the introduction ot a "new and lasting constitution." A commission was being set up to
advise on the constitution, he added.

WHAT Is A CoP?
It's awkward having a policeman around

the house. Friends drop in. A man with a
badge answers the door. The temperature
drops twenty degrees. Throw a party and
that badge gets in the way. All of a sudden
there isn't a straight man in the crowd.
Everybody's a comedian. "Don't drink too
much," somebody says, "or the man with the
badge will run you . in." . . . Or, "How's it
goin', Dick Tracy? How many jaywalkers
did you pinch today?" . . . And there's always the one who wants to know how many
apples you stole.
AU at once you've lost
you're first name. You're a "cop," "flatfoot,"
a "bull," a "dick." "John Law." You're "the
fuzz," "the heat," . . . you're poison, you're
trouble . . . you're bad news. They call you
everything, but never a policeman. It's not
much of a life . . . unless you don't mind
missing a Dodger game because the hotshot
phone rings . . . unless you like working
Saturdays, Sundays, holidays . . . at a job
that doesn't pay overtime. Oh, the pay is
adequate. If you count your pennies, you
can put your kid through college. But you'd
better plan on seeing Europe on your television set. Then there's your first night on
the beat. When you try to aiTest a drunken
prostitute in a Main Street bar and she rips
your new uniform to shreds. You'll buy another one . . . out of your own pocket.
You'll rub elbows with all the elite: pimps,
addicts, thieves, bums, winos, girls who can't
keep an address and men who don't care.
Liars, cheats, con men, the class of Skid Row.
And the heartbreak: underfed kids, beaten
kids, molested kids, lost kids, crying kids,
homeless kids, hit-and-run kids, broken-arm
kids, broken-leg kids, broken-head kids, sick
kids, dying kids, dead kids. The old people
that nobody wants, the reliefers, the pensioners, the ones who walk the street cold
and. those who tried to keep warm and died in
a three-dollar room with an unvented. gas
heater. You'll walk the beat and pick up the
pieces. Do you have real adventure in your
soul? You'd better have. You'll do time in
a prowl car. It'll be a -thrill-a-minute when
you get an "unknown trouble" call and hit a
back yard at two in the morning, never
knowing who you'll meet . . . a kld with a
knife . . . a pill-head with a gun, or two excons with nothing to lose. And you'll have
plenty of time to think. You'll draw duty in
a "lonely car" . . . with nobody to talk to
but your radio. Four years in uniform and
you'll have the ability, the experience and
maybe the desire to be a detective. If you
What Is a Cop 1
I
like to fiy by the seat of your pants, this is
where you belong. For every crime that's
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
committed. you'Ve got three million suspects
OF
to choose from. Most of the time you'll have
few facts and a lot of hunches. You'll run
down leads that dead-end on you. You'll
01' NEW YORK
work all-night stakeouts that could last a
week. You'll do leg work until you're sure
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
you've talked to everybody in California . . .
Tuesday, February 21, 1967
people who saw it happen, but really didn't.
who insist they did it, but really
Mr. WYDLER. Mr. Speaker, recently People
didn't. People who don't remember, those
I received a letter from Mr. Jack Webb ~ho try to forget. Those who tell the truth,
enclosing a copy of a speech entitled those who lie. You'll run the files until your
"What Is a Cop?" To my mind this eyes ache. And paperwork . . . you'll fill out
clearly and succinctly pointed up the a report when you're right, you11 fl.ll out are-

HON. JOHN W. WYDLER
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port v;hen you're v;rong, you'll till one out
when you're not sure, you'll fill one out listing your leads, you'll fill one out when you
have no leads, you'll make out a report on
the reports you've made. You'll write enough
-.·ords in your lifetime to stock a library.
You'll learn to live with doubt, anxiety, frustration, court decisions that tend to hinder
rather than help you: Dorado, Morse, Escobedo, Cahan. You'll learn to live with the
District Attorney, testifying in court, defense
attorneys, prosecuting attorneys, judges,
juries, witnesses. And sometimes you won't
be happy with the outcome. But there's
also this: There are over five thousand men
in this city who know that being a policeman is an endless, glamorless, thankless job
that must be done. I know it, too. And I'm
damned glad to be one of them.

LAWS A~'D RULES FOR PUBLICATION OF
THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
CoDE or LAws OJ' THE UNITED STATES
TITLE 44, SECTION 181. CoNGRESSIONAL
RECORD; ARRANGEMENT, STYLE, CONTENTS,
AND INDEXES.-The Joint Committee on
Printing shall have control of the arrangement and style of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, and while providing that
it shall be substantially a verbatim report of proceedings shall take all needed
action for the reduction of unnecessary
bulk, and shall provide for the publicatlon of an 1ndex of the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD semimonthly during the sessions
of Congress and at the close thereof.
(Jan. 12, 1895, c. 23, § 13, 28 Stat. 603 ·>
TrrLE 44, SECTION 182b. SAME; ILLUSTRATIONS, MAPS, DIAGRAMS.-No maps, diagrams, or illustrations may be inserted in
the RECORD without the approval of the
Joint Committee on Printing. (June 20 •
1936, c. 630, § 2, 49 Stat. 154 6 .)
Pursuant to the foregoing statute and in
order to provide for the prompt publication
and delivery of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD
the Joint Committee on Printing has adopted
the following rules, to which the attention of
Senators, RepresentatlYes, and Delegat~s is
respectfully invited:

1. Arrangement of the daily Record.-The

Public Printer shall arrange the contents of
the daily REcoRD as follows: the Senate proceedings shall alternate v.ith the House proceedings in order of placement in consecutive issues Insofar as such an arrangement is
feasible, and the Appendix and Dally Digest
shall follow: Provided, That the makeup of
the REcoRD shall proceed without regard to
alternation whenever the Public Printer
deems it necessary in order to meet production and delivery schedules.
2. Type and style.-The Public Printer shall
print the report of the proceedings and debates of the Senate and House of Representatl\'es, as furnished by the Official Reporters of
the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, in 7 ~-point type;
and all matter included in the remarks or
Epceches of Members of Congress, other than
their own words, and all reports, documents,
and other matter authorized to be inserted
1n the RECORD shall be printed in 6~~-point
type· and all rollcalls shall be printed In
6-polnt type. No italic or black type nor
words in capitals or small capitals shall be
used for emphasis or prominence; nor will
unusual indentions be permitted. These re&trictions do not apply to the printing of or
quotations from historical, official, or .legal
documents or papers ot which a literal reproduction is necessary.
3. Return of manuscript.-When manuN:rlpt is submitted to Members !or re,•iston it
ahould be returned to the Government Printtng omce not later than 9 o'clock p.m. in
order to insure publication in the RECORD isaued on the following morning; and lf all ot

S&td manuscript is not furnished at the time
specified, the Public Printer is authorized to
withhold it from the RECORD for 1 day. In no
case will a speech be printed in the RECORD ot
the day of its delivery 1f the manuscript 1s
furnished later than 12 o'clock midnight.
4. Tabular matter.-The manuscript of
speeches containing tabular statements to be
published in the REcoRD shall be in the
hands of the Public Printer not later than
7 o'clock p.m., to insure publication the following morning.
5. Proof furnished .-Proofs of "leave to
print" and advance speeches will not be furnished the day the manuscript is received but
will be submitted the following day, whenever
possible to do so without causing delay in the
publication of the regular proceedings of
Congress. Advance speeches shall be set in
the RECORD style of type, and not more than
six sets of proofs may be furnished to Members without charge.
6. Notation of withheld remarks.-!! manuscript or proofs have not been returned in
time for publication in the proceedings, the
Public Printer wlll insert the words "Mr.
---addressed the Senate (House or Committee), His remarks will appear hereafter
in the Appendix," and proceed With the
printing of the RECORD.
7. Thtrty-day Zimit.-The Public Printer
shall not publish tn the CoNGRESSIONAL
REcoRD any speech or extension of remarks
which has been withheld !or a period exceeding 30 calendar days from the date when
its printing was authorized: Provided, That
at the expira tlon of each session of Congress
the time llmit herein fixed shall be 10 days,
unless othei'W'ise ordered by the committee.
8. Corrections.-The permanent RECORD is
made up for printing and binding 30 days
after each daily publication is issued; therefore all corrections must be sent to the Publie Printer within that time: Provided, That
upon the final adjournment of each session
of Congress the time limit shall be 10 days,
unless otherwise ordered by the committee:
Prorided further, That no Member of Congress ·shall be entitled to make more than
one revision. Any revision shall consist only
1 of corrections of the original copy and shall
not include deletions of correct material,
substitutions !or correct material, or additions of new subject matter.
9. The Public Printer shall not publish in
the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD the full report or
print of any committee or subcommittee
when said report or print has been previously
printed. This rule shall not be construed to
apply to conference reports.
10(a). Appendix to daily Record.-When
either House has granted leave to print (1)
a epeech not delivered in either House, (2) a
newspaper or magazine article, or (3) any
other matter not germane to the proceedings, the same shall be published in the Appendix. This rule shall not apply to quotatlons which form part of a speech of a Member, or to an authorized extension of his own
remarks: Prorided, That no address, speech,
or article delh·ert>d or released subsequently
to the sine die adjournment of a session of
Congress may be printed in the CONGRESsiONAL RECORD.
10(b). Makeup of the Appendix.-The Appendlx to the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD shall be
made up by successi\'ely taking first an extension from the copy submitted by the
Official Reporters of one House and then an
extension from the copy of the other House,
so that Senate and House extensions appear
alternately as far as possible throughout
the Appendix. The sequence for each House
shall follow as closely as possible the order or
arrangement in which the copy comes from
the Official Reporters of the respective
Houses.
The Official Reporters of each House shall
designate and distinctly mark the lead item
among their extensions. When both Houses
are in Fession and &ubmlt extensions, the
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lead item shall be changed from one House
to the other tn alternate issues, with the indicated lead Item of the other House appearing in second place. When only one House
is in session, the lead item shall be an extension submitted by a Member of the House
in session.
This rule shall not apply to extensions
withheld because of volume or equipment
limitations, which shall be printed immediately following the lead items as indicated
by the Official Reporters in the next issue of
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, nor to RECOR~S
printed after the sine die adjournment of the
Congress.
11. Estimate of cost.-No extraneous matter
In excess of two pages in any one instance
may be printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
by a Member under leave to print or to extend his remarks unless the manuscript Is
accompanioo by an estimate in writing from
the Public Printer of the probable cost of
publ1shtng the same, which estimate of cost
must be announct>d by the Member when
such leave is requested; but this rule shnll
not apply to excerpts from letters, telegrams, or articles presented in connection
with a speech delivered in the course of debate or to communications from State legislatures, addresses or articles by the President
and the members of his Cabinet, the Vice
President, or a Member of Congress. For the
purposes of this regulation, any one article
printed in two or more parts, with or without individual headings, shall be considered
as a. single extension and the two-page rule
shall apply. The Public Printer or the Official
Reporters of theHouse or Senate shall return
to the Member of the respective House any
matter SUbmitted for the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD which 1s in contraYention of thiS
paragraph.
12. Official Reporters.-The Official Reporters of each House shall indicate on the manuscript and prepare hendings for all matter to
be printed in the Appendix, and shall make
suitable reference thereto at the proper plnce
in the proceedlnt;s.
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS FOR SAIJ!!
Additional copies of Government publlcntions are otrerro for sale to the public by the
Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing O!llce, Washington, D.C., 20402, at
cost thereof as determined by the PubliC
Printer plus 50 percent: Provided, That a discount of not to exceed 25 percent may be allowed to authorl7ed bookdt>alers and quantit1
purchasers. but such printing shall not Interfere with the prompt execution o! work tor
the Governmt>nt. The Superintendent of
Documents shall pre6Cl'ibe the terms Jllld
conditions under which he may authoriZe
the resale of Government publications b1
bookdealers, and he may designate any Go\'•
ernment officer his agent for the sale of Go~
ernment publications under such regulations
as shall be ugreoo upon by the Superintendent of Documents and the head of the respective departmt>nts or t>stabllshment of the
GoYernment (U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 72n.
Supp. 2).
CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTORY
The Pub~ic Print.er, under the direction o!

the Joint Committee on Printing, may prln
for sale, at n price sufficient to reimburse tll 6
expenses of such printing, the current congressional Dlrl'Ctory. No sale shall be mnde
on credit (U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 150, P·
1939). '
CHANGE OF RESIDENCE
Senators, Repr~entatlYes, and Delegate'
who ha\·e changed their residences will plen~
give information thereof to the Govemrnen
Printing Office, that their addresses mny bf
correctly ginn in the REcoRD.
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New York Retail Merchants
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THEODORE R. KUPFERMAN
OF NEW TOB.K

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, Februar11 22. 1967

Mr. KUPFERMAN. Mr. Speaker, I
had the opportunity of attending a
luncheon given for Members of Conness from the State of New York by the
Metropolitan New York Retail Merchants Association and the New York
state Council of Retail Merchants on
~bruary 3, 1967, at the Biltmore Hotel
~Illy district. ·
~~e luncheon had been arranged by
'"&.UIOrd A. Allanson, executive director
~! the New York State Council of Retail
ta~erchants, who has long worked in legACUative and other matters for the more
than 2,000 department stores and other
retau establishments which are members
Of the council.
A!nong other Members of Congress 1n
a t ten dance were: Congressman ABRAHAM
J. :MULTER, Congressman JAcoB H. Gn11tltT, Congresswoman EDNA F. K!:LLY;
llnd Congressman JOHN M. MURPHY.
Presiding at the luncheon was Lawrence Lachman, president of Blooming~e·s, the outstanding department store
~ the heart of my district. liis talk emPhastzed the relationship between theretauers and the public, which in many
lrays 1s a , relationship s1mllar to that
between the legislator and his constit-

Uent.
l

am happy to bring this talk to the

l t tentton of

my colleagues:

CoMca~:ssroNAL LUNcn~:oN,

BtLTKou:
F'I:BRUAJlT 3, 1967

Gimbel

Brothers, Lord & Taylor,
York, Martin's, Saks Fl!th
Avenue, Stern Brothers.
All of .these stores are well represented at
this luncheon. All o:r us also work with
the great number o:r the city's retail trade
organizations, chambers o! commerce and
other trade and civic groups on matte1'8 o:r
mutual concern. I should add that our
eleven stores are also represented on the
Boards of quite a number of these organizations.
The New York State Council o:r Retail Merchants represents more than two thousand
department stores and other retail establishmenta. It is m06t ably represented here
kdn.y by ita dynamic a.nd tl.relesa Executive
Director, Cli.tf Allanson, who I am sure needs
no introduction to the members of Congress
from the Empire State. You will be hearing
!rom Clitr today-here-in a matter of minutes.
I propose to spend my allotted ten minutes
to talk with you not about such vital matters
;..a Viet Nam or the Budget, or even taxes.
There are two subjects that I will mention.
I think we're on your side in respect to both
subjects. I hope you're on our side.
The first subject is jobs. The second 1s
your darling and ours-the consumer.
We in retaillng are for creating more jobs.
In New York City, there nre some 432 thousand employees in retail trade. Tbe department stores employ 52 thousand of this
number-not counting · seaaonal help--end
the eleven member atorea o! our Association
account for 33 thousand of the 52 thousand.
More Jobs are the Number One priority ln
this city. We want to manufacture more
jobs. We manufacture jobs when we succeed
in making a sale at a protlt--Jobs not only
in our own stores, but extending also to the
factories which manufacture the products
we sell; to the producers of raw and intermediate materlala which go into theee producta; to the transportation induatriea that,
through ua, ·carry the products to the marketplace; to the banking and insurance people, the advertising people, the media o!
communications and the host o! others who
have a hand in fac111tating the manufacture
and distribution of the products we sell.
And now to the consumer. We think we
know something about her--and him. Af~r
all, v.·e'n been dealing with him and with
her for a long time. Six of our eleven atores
have welcomed the consumer and aerv~
her--and him-for more than a century.
The other five have been in bualneM for more
than a half a century each. I couldn't begin
to estimate the bllliona upon billions of
customer transactiona which these elenn
stores have recorded over the year .. · . the
b1lliona upon bUllons of tlmee that consumers ha'Ye given these stores their cuatom
a.nd their conftdence--their vote, 1! you
pleuel
Associate Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
defined good will as the inclination to return
to t.he place where you have been well tz-eat~- On the buia of th.1a de6.nit1on the stores
in whoee behalf I apeak to you today have
customer good wW. And. they'Ve earned 1t.
They've earned tt by a policy which J'OU
have heard exprnaed or eeen 1n print,
hundred& of times. It'a atmple: The customer Ia alwaya right. We"re earned cuatomer good will by living up to the promlee
of that policy. We've earned customer good
w111 by tnating the customer fairly. We've
earned good will by gt'rtng ftlue. We"Ye
earned good will by making reta111ng an

Macy'~t-Ncw

HoTEL,

Illst.tnguished Memb~rs of Congress !rom
t.he city of New York: This is the first tlme,
~ ll'ly know'ledge, that we o:r retn.lling, the
lt'gE!fit industry o:r both the City a.nd State
0
~Me..,· York, meet as a group with you who
to ~sent us in Congress. Us--and I hasten
~
&dd-some eight million other New
orters.
p.q'rhe fault is ours. This year and in times
C t 1re have broken bread and exchang~
t~tlngs-and ideu-wtth the mcmbe1'8 of
n e State Legislature; but we have left to
~-~t1onru organizations the task of liaison
t.h you members or Congrell8. I am
:eaaec:t, and I know my colleagues---and
a rnpeutora are Ukev:iKe pleo.aed-that ~·e
te correcttng this error or om1881on.
~ t.&kc pleasure in 'Y."clcoming you here
't" ny in bchnl! or the Metropolltan New
rn.Of'k. Retail Merchants Aasociation and ita
h ~ber 11toree. I welcome you also on bek rcr or t!le co-sponsor of this luuclleon, the
e'Yi "York St a ~ Council of Retail Merchants.
41.'ro identlfy oursclvee further, my name ls
:e1,.,.rence Lachman. I am President of
OtJrntngdale's n.nd a. p!Ult president of the
11
Coetropoutnn AM<>Clatlon. Eleven stores
to ID.J>rlse ita memberahtp. They are known
'to IUl o:r you. In alphabetical order, these
hn rta a.re: Abercrombie & Pitch Oo., Abram & Straus, B. Altman & Co., B. Gertz

exciting adventure, by bringing to our customers the best that the United States and
the world have to offer-bringing the best
to them at prices which the customers
thought !air. We've earned customer good
wlll by tough and everlasting competition--aa
fine an example of competition as there is in
our competitive system.
We would not be in business today 1! we _
!ailed the customer in any of these respect&.
And when I say "we" I mean the ovcrwhelin11lg majority of retailers in the City,
the State, and the Nation.
Now, ple&Ee friends, don't get me wrong.
We're human beinGB, not angela. We have
our charlatans a.a what calling does not? We
can, and we have, overstepped. the line that
divides right !rom wrong. The very competition that protects the consumer also results, !rom time to time, tn practices that
are detrimental to the consumer's best Interests. We're all !or guidelines, we're for
rules of conduct, rules of !air play as between
competitors, as well as between retaUing and
the consumer. We have laws on the statute
books..--city, state and Federal-that are
useful in protecting the consumer.
On the other hand, I can assure you !rom a
considerable experience, and my colleagues
here can likewise assure you, that the American Consumer is far from the helpleee in:.
dividual which some in our contemporary life
are picturing her-and him.
The consumer is no more helpless than the
voter. And you know how helplesa the votera
are not!
We In retaiUng need the consumer's votenot once a year, or every two years, tour years
or six .years, or even fourteen yean u in the
case Of State Supreme Court Judges. We need
votes--recorded on a cash register, or in a
charge accoun~very minute of every day
our doors are open !or business. With ua,
it's a. continuoua election proce•.
We did not invite you here to urge you to
vote !or th1a and th.1a meuure, or to vote
against thla or that leglalatlve propou.I. But
I do ask your leave to make a few observations which may be appropriate :ror your
consideration of legislative proposals in the
months ahead.
The New Yor1c Ttmu carried a quote a
few weeks ago which ran like thla: "God
bless the consumer. He never had more
defenders a.nd sutrered more." The author
o:r that quote is Edward P. Larkin, of the
Public Service Commlasion.
I think you of the 90th Congress can
serve the consumer and retailing very well
by exam1n1ng tn that spirit legislative proposals affecting the consumer.
There are areas of ne~ for action by the
l"ederal government that affect the welfare
of our nation's cities and particularly of our
own city. We have our social problema in
New York ~ty, u who knows better than
you who repre.ent ua in Congreu. We hue
our cultural problema. But they are not our
problema alone. They are also problema of
the Federal government. Why? Money Ia
one reason. The Pederal Government annually receives bllllona in tax revenues from
the people who live and/or ••ork in the city
and from the bualneaa enterprtaea loca~
here.
II we are to contribute nen more to the
Federal and State and Clty talC revenues, we
need to reverse the proceu of deterioration
ot our great city. And we require the help
of the Pederal governmrnt. We need urban
renewal. We need better. and more, mau
transit. We need hel? in carrying the great
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wel!are load. We need assistance in creating the new and more sparkling and greater New York-this great city whose wellbeing is vital to the national interest. ·
In preparation :for this luncheon I did a
bit o:f homework by way of reading your
biographies in the Congressional Directory,
1966. I find that most o:f the members of our
Congressional delegation are lawyers. This
is, of course, understandable. There are a
:few others. One has a. master's degree in
economics, in addition to his LL.B. Another
majored in economies in college. A third
received a B.S. in engineering at West Point.
A fourth was a specia.l correspondent for a
New York newspaper. But none, so far a.s I
could see, has ma.de a career in retailing.
You are going to be asked to consider numerous legl.sla.tive proposals affecting consumers and therefore, retailing. Some proposa.la considered in previous Congresses are
apt to be revived in one form or another.
New ones wlll surely be a part of the fifteen
thousand or so bills that will be dropped into
the Congressional hopper in 1967 and 1968.
Your hosts here today have made reta.iling thelr li:fework. We think we know
something about the business and how it
can be made to work well. We think we know
something about the consumer. Since our
interests must be mutual, we offer our services, and those o:f our specia.lists, to consult
with you on matters within our special experience and competence. Please do not
hesitate to call on us. We'll give you the
facts as we understand them, and our best
Judgment.
Thank you very much, distinguished members o:f the New York City Congressional delegation. We have gotten to meet you peraona.lly. I hope this luncheon advances mutual understanding.

/

Menace of Overprotection
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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HON. E. C. GATHINGS
OJ' ABX.ANSAS
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1\tr. GATHINGS.

Mr. Speaker, the
Forrest City, Ark., Times Herald · of
Februa.ry 17, carried a most provocative
editorta.l entitled "Menace of OverProtection." This editorial was written by
Publisher Bonner McCollum and depicts
the dangers of the enactment of mult1pl1clt1es of laws, and as a result making
big government even bigger. As Mr. McCollum terms it. "a proliferation of restrlctive laws that are becoming much
more of a menace than the proliferation of package sizes and weights."
When hearings were held on truthtn-pa.cka.ging legislation 1n the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce last year it was my privilege to
testify 1n opposition to the legislation a.s
contained 1n bills then being considered
by that committee. The committee reported to the :floor of the House an innocuous bill which the House approved
and was subsequently agreed to by the
Senate. I commend the members of the
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce for strlklng out the more
objectionable features of the original
draft ol the legislation. The Federal

Trade Commission and the Food and
Drug Administration have adequate authority under existing laws to protect
full well the interests of the consuming
public. The original truth-in-packaging
blli is a search for an excuse to deprive
people of freedom of choice. It would
have placed additional hardships and
harassments upon the American people as well as the food industry.
On Saturdays I do the grocery buying
at my house. It is relaxing and a real
pleasure for me. I get enjoyment out
of spending money anyhow. I do not
recall an instance in many years of buying groceries where I was misled by a
label upon the package. The label clearly depicts what the package contains.
The net weight can be found on the label
even though it may be on the back of
it in some instance. It is not at all objectionable to me to find "6 cents off"
written across a can or jar 1n a store.
There is no deception because it means
that the price has been reduced by 6
cents from the regular price. Many
times that 1s the case 1n the introduction of a new brand, such as instant coffee, or the like. I know what
to expect from the name "Libby," "H. J.
Heinz," "Campbell,.. and "Maxwell
House." Those names mean a lot to
me. The companies that sell the particular product zealously guard the quality of the food or other items contained
in the package. Their reputation is at
stake. They are engaged 1n a highly
competitive business and seek to establish goodwill on the part of the buying· publlc.
Mr. McCollum's editorial is a thoughtprovoking, forceful, and timely article
on the so-called truth-in-packaging issue and it 1s incorporated below 1n its
entirety:
MENACS

or

OVERPROTECTION

Strenuous ef!orta were exerted in the last
Congress to push through the so-called
truth-in-packaging legislation. Many o:f the
objectionable features of the legislation were
moditled in the closing days o:f Congress,
much to the dissatisfaction o:f it.s sponsors,
who had hoped to impose far-reaching new
controls on the distribution system.
Supporters o:f truth-in-packaging laws feel
there are too many difierent sizes and weights
of packages. The in:ference 1s that consumers are incompetent to choose :for themselves,
in the :free market. the items that best meet
thelr needs. In short, the regulators and the
lawmakers want to protect them :from a proliferation of package sizes and weights.
Thta concern :for the consumara is rather
ironical. Nothing 1s proliferating :faster in
the n.a..tlon today than laws and regulations.
Between Congress and the state legislatures,
thousands of new rules and restrictions are
ground out by legislative bodies. Many are
unenforceable, unworkable and are a headache to enforcement agencies as well as lawabiding citizens.
The so-called fair packaging and labeling
proposal 1.s a good example of proli:feration
or restrictive laws that are becoming much
more of a menace than the proli:fera.tion at
package sizes and weights. After all there
are already laws on the books to protect the
consumer from m.iBrepresentatl.on. unsa.:fe or
shoddy merchandise. Further, 11 the consumer does not ll.ke the way a product 1.8
packaged, he doea not have to buy it. He's
given no such choice when a new law g~
on the .s~tute books.
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The House Will Be Judged With Powell
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
011'

HON. H. R. GROSS
OJ/' IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesda.y, February 22, 1967

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, how strong
1s the conscience of the House of Representatives? The Ame1ican people are
awaiting the answer, and I commend to
the attention of my colleagues the following editorial which appeared in the
February 19, 1967, issue of the Tampa,
Fla., Tribune:
Adam Clayton Powell and the American
people will learn this week how strong is
the conscience of the House o! Represen.tatives.
A nine-member committee (including
Florida's Claude Pepper) which has been investigating Powell's conduct wtll recommend
to the House whether the Harlem Congressman shall be denied his seat, or be seated
with some form of censure.
There are amply grounds on which to lock
him out.
The record shows multiple frauds bY
Powell against the Federal Government and
contempt :for its laws.
There is uncontradicted evidence of these
:facts:
Powell continued to carry his estranged
wife on his omce payroll, at $20,500 a year.
although she was residing in Puerto ruco
and a law effective in July, 1965, required
Congressional employes to work either in
Washington or in the Congressmen's home
state.
Between 1963 and 1965 Mrs. Powell did
about two hours' work a day, ln translating
Spanish-language letters, but :from then until she was taken of! the payroll last month
she did no work ·at all for her full-time salary.
In six years only four o! the monthly salary checks actually reached Mrs. Powell. The
others were deposited in Pow:ell's personal
account with a forged endorsement. .Mrs.
Powell said she never authorized this pra.cttce.
Although Powell was pocketing the checkS.
his 1965 tax return showed he excluded hiS
wi:fe's salary :from their Joint income on the
ground she was a "non-resident."
Powell and his current girl :friend, Corinne
Huff, who is on his omce payroll, used government-bought tickets to fly :from Washington to Miami en route to his Bimini hideaway at least 10 times in 1965 al;l.d 1966.
Other persons wtth no omclal position, including Powell's son, used airllne tickets purchased by Powell's sta.tf with government
:funds. No governmt-n t purpose was served
by these trips.
Although Powell wns invited to testify before the committee. he refused to answer
any questions except those concerning hiS
age, citizenship and place of residence. :ae
a,nd his seven lawyers contend that under tb8
Constitution the House can judge only hiS
legal, not his moral, qua.lifications.
He thus showed aa little respect :for tbde
Congressional oom.mlttee as he has exhibite
toward the New York courts in lltig'aition ovfll
a. deta.ma.tton suit a.ga.ln,st h1m.. Judges }lave
cited him foe- contempt tour times and be
faces a JaU term 1:f he ahowa his :face in bil
own district.
Powell's course o:f conduct oert.a.ln.ly con..
stitutes the "d.Lsorderly beh&vtor" tor wb.lcli
the House 1.8 empowered. by the Oonstttutto!l.
to punish or expel a member.
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Washington reports say most members of
the investigating committee a.re reluctant
to recommend that Powell be barred from
the house. They fear protracted lltiga tion
O'Ver the issue, and are fairly certain that
Powell's Harlem constituents wm promptly
send him back if an election is held for his
'Vacant seat. Then the House would ha'Ve
to deal w1 th the controversy all over again.
There 1s another factor we're afraid contributes to the reluctance to kick Powell out.
That is the potential re.1ct1on !rom Negro
'Voters across the nation. Republicans, who
'Voted solidly against seating Pov;ell pending
nn investigation, are said to be su1!er1ng
&ome uneasiness about how their stand might
at"ect the party in the Presidential election.
'I'he Democratic leadership plainly doesn't
ant to jeopardize its hold on the Negro >ote
by taking a tf>ugh a ttl tude toward Powell.
All the ertdence indicates that Powell is
no hero to the mass of Negroes. Demonstrations called in his behalf have generally
!lop~d; er.'orts to array civil rights leaders
SOlidly behind him have thus far failed.
But whether Powell can sway crucial blocs
o! voters next year is, of course, totally irtele\"!Ult to the issue before the investigating
COIDmi ttee and the House.
The question 1s simply this:
Is a man (of whatever color) who has
COtnmitted the acts charged to Powell fit to
help make the nation's laws?
The verdict of conscience can only be a
"ieorous No. American people will judge
r~ the House's action this week whether
it responds to the voice of conscience or that
Of expediency.

The Image of Crown Heights
EXTENSION OF RE:r-.1ARKS
OY'

HON. EDNA F. KELLY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 22, 1967
Mrs. KELLY. Mr. Speaker, I am sure

that those of us who reside in various
Parts of New York City have overheard
\1sf.tors to our city use the following
Phrase, "New York 1s a great place to
tlsit but I could never live there." Mr.
Speaker, I have lived tn New York City
~d in po.rticular the Crown Heights sec"-UJU of Brooklyn since 1928, when I mar~ed my late husband, City Court Justice
dwaro. L. Kelly. Since his death 1n
1942, I have continued to live and rear
lny chlldren there. I have been most
~rtunate to have represented this area
"'-the U.S. House of Representatives
-...1ce 1950. Crown Heights 1s just one
O! the many sections of Brooklyn, which
Compo.se the 12th Congressional District.
1 was most happy to read 1n the February 1967 issue of the Kehillah News an
article entitled, "The Image of Crown
~eights," which was written by Rabbi
tanfred Gans. The Kehillah News 1s
g~blished by the Congregation Machane
St Odosh, which is located at 1032 Carroll
t rcct, Brooklyn, N.Y. In this day when
f here 1s a fiight to the suburbs, 1t is reo~eshing to read that the many residents
h this area are proud of the ncighbore0 0d. It 1s an area rich with culture;
it~dowed "\\1th many recreational facilln~s, and an area which has been fully
egrated for many years.
, At this time, Mr. Speaker, I wish to
~ace 1n the RECORD the article by Rabbi
a.ns, Which I trust will benefit Members

of Congress and others toward a better
understanding of the people of Brooklyn,
N.Y.:
THE IMAGE Or CROWN HEIGHTS

"There is nothing permanent except
change." A mere glance at the history o!
mankind confirms the thought Heraclitus
expressed 2,500 years ago. While the principle of change can be applied to every facet
of human endeavor, beginning with man, to
civilization in general, this writing wishes
to concern itself with neighborhood changes;
particularly with Crown Heights.
Economic, social and anthropological factors, all have important impacts on neighborhood changes. The passing of time 1s
naturally accompanied by the aging of housing facll1ties. This fact has an influencing
effect on residents whose improved economic
status permits them to seek more modern
!acUities, particularly at a time, when the
supply has caught up with the demand. In
addition, growing families in need of larger
apartments, and the inevitable occurrence
of death, create vacancies, setting into motion a chain of population shifts with a resultant deterioration of the neighborhood
with each succeeding generation of residents,
until a once-fine neighborhood 1s turned
into a slum. The cycle 1s completed with the
ominous sound of the wrecking hammer,
heralding the construction of a new community, at which time the cycle can begin
anew.
However, in addition to the above factors,
a new, and perhaps more decisive one, has
been added: Integration! Prejudice and
fear are bosom friends, and the ramification
of the two 1s frequently manifested by a
panicky, mass exodus from a perfectly beautiful and desirable neighborhood. Residents
thus fieeing may pay double or triple the
rents which they paid previously with no
guarantee, that the condition which
prompted their exodus may or may not follow
'them into their new community. As a result of judicial and economic receut deT"elopments, even an ostrich wm have to admit
that the concept of the "Lily White" neighborhood, as well as the idea of sweeping the
Negroes neatly under the rug, are things of
the past.
Crown Heights is a neighborhood, much
like other residential areas-wtth an all important qualification.
Crown Heights is
unique because it possesses integral intrinsic
values 'Which transcend the attributes of
other neighborhoods: Its central location,
its parks and cultural facilities.
Isn't it a pleasure to be able to reach ,the
business heart of New York within twenty
minutes? It's because one lives in Crown
Heights!
Where can one ftnd the most beautiful
cherry blossoms, as well as fiowers in every
season? In Crown Heights, of course!
Where can one enjoy live, free concerts,
indoor or under the stars, or row on a beautiful lake? In Crown Heights, of course!
Where can one find a library with nearly
two million books, open every day of the
week, for students of all ages? In Crown
Heights, of course!
Where can children enjoy bicycling or
horEeback riding in a beautiful, scenic park;
ice skate or roller skate, visit the zoo, see
educational exhibits, all within a few minutes walking distance? In Crown Heighta,
of course!
When the leaders of Brooklyn decided to
erect a monument to the memory of President Kennedy, they selected Grand Army
Plaza, the entrance to Crown Heights, as the
ideal location.
With so many cultural and recreational
facilltics to otrer, Crown Heights, clearly, is
more than a neighborhood-it is an institution! The image of Crown Heights, reflecting at all times the positit'e attributes this
institution otrers, wlll result in nn inevitable·
and inexorable change-for the bettt"rl
Rabbi MANFRED GANS.
I
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Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Speaker, today,
on our first President's birthday, I have
introduced a proposal which would
abolish the electoral college system of
electing the'President and the Vice President of the United States. It would,
however, retain the electoral vote.
In creating the electoral college sys- .
tern, the authors of the Constitution intended that each State should choose its
most distinguished citizens as electors.
Once the electors had been selected, by
whatever means the State legislature desired, it was expected that they would
deliberate and vote as individuals in
choosing the President.
With the emergence of strong political
parties, it early developed that electors
were chosen to represent the parties.
Designation as a candidate for elector
by the party leadership was given as an
honor to those who had served the party
well. From 1800, independent voting by
electors almost disappeared. In the few
cases where electors have not voted !or
their party's nominee, they have normally given advance warning to the voters-as did the Bull Moose Republicans
in South Dakota 1n 1912 and the States'
Rights Democrats in certain Southem
States in 1948.
In response to pressure in favor of popular control, ' the practice quickly developed in the several States of choosing
electors by popular vote. Until 1800,
most State legislatures retained the function for themselves, but by 1804 the majority had provided !or direct popular
election. By 1832, direct election was
the rule in all States except South Carolina, which made the change at the time
of the Civil War. In the newly admitted
State of Colorado in 1868 and the reconstructed State of Florida in 1876, electors were appointed by the legislature.
Subject to certain constitutional limits.
the States retain the right to say who is
authorized to vote in these direct elections.
The practice of giving all the electors
to the party which wins the most votes
in the States-that 1s, the "general
ticket" system-Is also a product of the
early 1800's. At first, most popu1ar
election States provided that electors
should be chosen 1n districts siml!ar to
congressional dlstrtcts. Under this system, dlf!erent districts were able to return electors representing dUl'erent
parties. Dominant parties in State legislatures soon realized, however, that
they could furnish more electoral votes
for their candidate-and prevent minority parties from getting any votes-1! the
pr.rty with the most votes in the State
won all the electors.
From the start, the method of electing
the President has been a subject of debate and discussion. At the Constitutional Convention, a few key members,
including Madison, Franklln, and Gouv- ,
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erneur Morris, favored direct popular
election. others would have preferred to
see the President elected by Congress or
by State Governors. One of the main
arguments for the electoral college system was that through the provisions for
at least three electors regardless of population, it gave small States some protection against domination by large State8.
It was felt that if we were to preserve
our federal system of government, this
was an important consideration and this
argument may have gone far in swaying
the Convention. Another important argument was that it placed the choice of
President 1n the hands of persons presumably able, as the mass of the people
at that time were not, to become acquainted persona.lly with the various
· presidentlal candidates.
Bearing all these factors in mind, I
have introduced a proposal to abolish the
electoral college but retain the electoral
vote. My proposal would provide that
the electoral vote in each State be apportioned among the presidential candidates
in accordance with the number of popular votes they receive, so that each candidate who receives a plurality of the
popular vote wlll not receive the State's
entire electoral vote as he would under
the present system.
As I have stated, my proposal would
a.bollsh the electoral college, but would
retain the electoral vote. In each State,
the electoral vote would be apportioned
among the presidential candidates in accordance with the number of popular
votes they receive, rather than in accordance with the winner-take-all system which we have at present. The candidate with the most electoral votes
throughout the Nation would be elected
President if he received a certain percentage-usually 40--of the total electoral vote. In case no person received
at least 40 percent of the total electoral
votes, . the Senate and House sitting
jointly would choose the President from
the persons having the two highest numbers of electoral votes.
Mr. Speaker, it is my belief that adoption of my proposal would accomplish
the following:
First. Reflect more accurately the pop- ular strength of the various candidates,
and come closest to electing a President
by popular vote of the people whlle at
the same time preserving each State's
relative electoral strength in the election
of the President.
Second. Under most circumstances,
prevent the election of a candidate receiving a minority of the popular votes.
Third. As far as the present unequal
weighting of" States permlt.s, it would give
equal weight to individual popular votes
cast in pivotal States and in States where
one party is almost certain to win by a
v.-1de margin.
Fourth. Provide that accidental circumstances and fraudulent voting or
vote counting would be less likely to defeat the choice of the people.
Fifth. Through ellm1nat1ng the position of presidential elector, it would give
the voters a more direct voice than they
now have 1n the choice of the President.
·
Sixth. Strengthen the two-party system.

Seventh. Tend to help establish a more scribed the gift as "an endorsement of
equitable balance of power among the the conservancy's enduring phllosophy
States in presidential elections.
that conservationists and industry can
Whatever the virtues or disadvantages work hand in hand to achieve mutually
of leaving the control of voting quall:tlca- desirable goals, conceived for the public
tions to the States, there 1s reason to be- benefit." He called Bethlehem's gift "an
lieve that no amendment opening the impressive manifestation of its corporate
door to national control would be ac- good citizenship and its c6ntinu1ng efceptable to the necessary two-thirds of forts to serve the well-being of the great
the Congress and three-fourths of the Johnstown region, to the economy of
State legislatures. Division of electoral which it contributes so greatly."
Mr. Speaker, the public spirit disvotes in proportion to regular votes would
not threaten the power of the States to played by WJAC and Bethlehem is anregulate suffrage requirements. It would other tribute to the conservancy pronot alter existing State authority to de- gram. We look with enthusiasm and
excitement to the development of beautermine who may vote.
From the start, the method of electing tiful Laurel Ridge Park, one of whose
the President has been a subject of de- many features will be a h1k.1ng trall exbate and discussion, as I have previously tending the full length of the project. It
stated. It is my sincere hope that the will provide breathtaking adventure for
90th Congress wm see fit ·to effect this re- Pennsylvania resldent.s and other visitors
who Will come to take advantage of the
form. Thank you.
new accessibility to this region's incomparable beauty.
Gaining Ground in the Plan To Save a
• Mountain Range

Lithuanian Independence Day
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Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, earlier
this month I called attention to a national honor that has come to the Western Pennsyl vanla Conservancy 1n the
form of an award from the National
Wildlife Foundation.
Now I am happy to announce two important contributions to the Conservancy's plan to save a whole mountain
range-the blocking out of a.n area to be
known as Laurel Ridge State Park, which
w1ll extend for 57 miles from Johnstown
to Ohiopyle. WJAC, Inc., which owns
and operates WJAC-radio and WJACtelevision 1n Johnstown, and Bethlehem
Steel Corp., have each donated large
tract.s of land that will go a long way
toward completing the project that w1ll
pr~rve for public benefit one of the
most beautiful mountain ranges 1n
Eastern United States.
In announcing a gift of 105 acres, Walter W. Krebs, president of WJAC, Inc.,
praised the conservancy eJrort with these
remarks:

Mr. NEDZI. Mr. Speaker, FebruarY
16 marked the 49th anniversary of
Lithuania's rebirth of independence.
Men and women of Lithuanian blood
must wince when they observe new nation after new nation being admitted to
the United Nations every year whlle
Lithuania, with a background of hundreds of years of culture and historY.
suffers almost unnoticed under the Russian boot.
If a twinge of bitterness is felt bY'
them, it is understandable when we look
at the double standard of morality here
and abroad, a double standard whicb
sees thousands demonstrate against the
alleged wrongdoing of the democratic
United States while ignoring the proven
wrongdoing of totalitarian communtsrn·
Lithuania 1s not a make-believe nation.
It has a long and distinguished historY'·
dating back to AD. 1009. It; was tbe
first nation in Eastern Europe to elll·
brace Christianity.
Admittedly, Russian use of the tech·
niques of deportation, execution, and
colonization diminish chances of Lithuanian survival as a nation and as a people. But Lithuania has emerged froiil
seemingly hopeless situations in the past·
During the 120-year Russian occupation
of 1795-1915, there were five insurrections. And when the chaos of World
War I allowed Lithuania to break its
chains, its people formed a free and independent government. This government lasted 22 years until once ngaitl
Russia, in violation of treaty, invaded
and suppressed the nn.tion.
To people who care, the plight of
Lithuania is a stark reminder of RUSsian expansionism and oppression·
Among people who care, there is a strong
conviction that the people o! Lithuania.•

WJAC is pleased to participate in this
imaginative recreation and conservation
project. Thla park, when completed., will
certainly stimulate tourism in western
Pennsylvania. But, perhaps more important,
it will save a beautiful mountain range for
the benefit or future generations. Our contribution to th1s project is in keeping with
our public service responslblllty to the people
we serve and in accord with our desire to
see adequate recreation facUlties a.nd conservation areas developed throughout the
State.

When the Bethlehem Steel Corp. gift
of 1,200 acres was announced several
days later, Conservancy President
Charles F. Lewis said that the acquisition assw-es the success of the Laurel
Ridge Park project. RobertS. Waters,
Johnstown Conservancy director, de-
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like the other captive peoples, remain
nationalistic.
By our observance of Lithuanian Independence Day, we give notice to the
world of our awareness that there are
millions of people living in Eastern Europe who were subjugated by the Soviet
Union.
No matter how much men of good will
would like a permanent thaw 1n international relations, the history of the Soviet
takeover of Lithuania and its neighbors
must continue to put us on our guard.
Let us continue to pursue world peace,
but let us ·do it without 1llusions.
.
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Mr. NELSEN. Mr. Speaker, in the 89th
Congress, the Special Subcommtttee on
Conunercia.l Air Transportation for Serv1ce Personnel of the House Armed Services Committee recommended legislation
to Provide Government-paid transportation for servicemen traveling on emergency or convalescent leave.
Bclleving that this legislation is sound
and in the publlc interest, I am introducing it today, and I hope that it v.ill
receive early consideration in view of the
lllany fighting men presently in Vietnam.
Brie:t1y, this legislation would provide
Government payment of travel and
transPOrtation expenses for military personnel granted emergency leave because
or a. famlly illness or death. It would
also provide s1m.ila.r Government-paid
travel for armed servicemen traveling on
convalescent leave following wounds or
1U ness sustained in a. combat area. ·
The travel allowance would cover reasonable costs to and from a. military duty
station or medical treatment fac111ty.
lr. Speaker, I belleve this legislation
stands firmly on its own merits. The pay
0 f many servicemen is not nearly sufflcient to cover unforeseen emergencies
reqUiring heavy travel expense. It is a
.tnatter of compassion and in the American tradition to help those servicemen
Called home from distant places due to
a.U family emergency, such a.s the critical
lness of a chlld, or the death of a v.ife
or Parent.
More than this, the legislation 1s wise
1nr order to help rectify the present una1r travel treatment accorded to m111tary personnel o.s compared to members
or the Job Corps.
It has been reported that 8,546 Job
Corps enrollees were flown to their homes
t 1ll Past Christmas at Government exPense. and lt cost more than $1 mllllon.
~n 19G5, it was s1mllarly reported that
n3.G02 Job Corps men and women were
own home at a cost of some $1.8 milUon.
It our Government can afford this luxU.ry for youngsters not in the service of

their country, then it 1s only fair and
proper that we attempt to lighten the
emergency travel burdens of those who
bear the arms of the United States, and
who are increasingly compelled to risk
their lives in the service of our country.
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start, the contractors can no longer carry
them on the payrolls. In order to meet their
obligations, a great many experienced operators will have to go to other fielrts of employment.

Thus the situation caused by the reduction in highway funds is very grave
in our State. The progress of our interstate highway program has been one of
the most outstanding achievements of
Federal Highway Program
the past few years, and it would seem to
me that such a program should be conEXTENSION OF REMARKS
sidered a top priority one. I fail to unOF
derstand, therefore, why the President,
HON. DAVID PRYOR
in his move to reduce Federal spending,
has decided to delay the completion of
OF ARKANSAS
one of the most vital of our domestic proIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
grams. I sincerely hope that these funds
Wednesday, February 22, 1967
can be restored so that the interstate
Mr. PRYOR. Mr. Speaker, in recent highway network can be completed on
months the President has proposed a schedule.
cutback in highway expenditw·es. At
the outset, this appears to be to some
people a proper and valid way to reduce Ohio Honors Miss Mary L. Sweyer-100
spending but further probing into the
Years Old
overall result of such a cutback will
demonstrate that our highway program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
today is much too vital a project to curOF
tail at this time.
HON. CLARENCE E. MILLER
I am concerned over the decision of
the President to curtail the Federal highOF OHIO
way construction program. I am particIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ularly concerned over the effect of this
Wednesday, February 22, 1967
cutback in Arkansas, and would like to
direct the attention of my colleagues to
Mr. MILLER of Ohio. Mr. Speaker,
the following facts.
on this coming Friday, February 24, the
Before the White House announce- city of Lancaster, Ohio, will pause to
ment last year ot a $700 million reduc- honor the 100th birthday of one of its
tion in highway construction funds the most famous and gifted citizens; Miss
highway department of the State of Ar ... Mary L. Sweyer.
kansas had tentatively planned to exWhen a city celebrates its centennial,
ecute a $50 m1111on program for fiscal parades and gala parties are the order of
year 1967. In view of the proposed cut- the day. But for Mary Sweyer, this Friback it is expected that the reduction day will bring a. different ceremony-a.
may come to $25 m1llion in Arkansas- quiet gathering of appreciative friends.
$12lh million of Federal aid and $12~ And it should be this way. For a life
mlllion 0f State matching funds. The devoted to painting, music, and civic inhighway department has estimated that terests has left an indelible mark on this
every dollar spent on highway construc- great person.
Mary Sweyer was born on February
tion results in stimulating an additional
$4 in economic growth. In trying to 24, 1867, the youngest of six chlldren of
assess the adverse ecoriomic effect of the Sam and Anna. Catherine Lowrie Sweyer.
cutback on the economy of Arkansas the She was educated in Hocking County
highway department has, therefore, esti- schools. An aptitude for music was first
discovered and during her teens, Mary
mated a loss of $100 million.
I would like to submit the general com- was a. church organist. But the brush
ments of a group of Arkansas citizens and palette proved to be her real love.
Lancaster's great cartoonist, Richard
who have expressed their views regarding the effect of the cutback. Their Outcault-whose "Buster Brown," "The
views were contained in a. letter written Yellow Kid," and "Hogan's Alley" color
by Mr. J. R. Henderson, a planning and cartoons were dally features in the New
research engineer of the State highway York and other metropolitan newspadepartment, to Mr. Frank M. Potter, the pers-realized the potential of this gifted
general manager of the American Auto- woman and accepted her as his student.
mobile Club in Little Rock:
When OUtcault moved to New York, Miss
The bu)ing or heavy road equipment has Sweyer moved to Columbus, Ohio, where
prnctlcally come to a halt. The only trading she became a student of Jack Hussey,
in heavy equipment is v.ith contractors who who incidentally is still living in Columalready have contracts or who have small bus and is 103 years old. · ,
jobs, such a.s sodding. Most of the dirt work
As the years passed, Mary Sweyer's
on Arkansas River projects has been comreputation as an artist grew. She 1s now
pleted.
Practica.lly Rll equipment purchnses are affectionately known as "the Grandma
financed; so the loss of construction con- Moses of Lancaster." Her paintings have
tracts .menns that payments cannot be made been displayed in galleries across the
on equipment contracts. In many cases, this country.
will force small contractors out of business.
Mary sweyer's life has spanned the
The cutback in Federal funds has caused years that have seen Ohio grow into a
a layoff of a. great many equipment opera- great State. The years have forged a.
tors. Some of the operators have been carried on the payrolls during the Winter person of immense talent and wisdom.
months in antlcipatlon of new construction Her life has been one of giving--conwork after the first of the year. Because of stantly giving of herself that life for
the uncertainty as to when this work wm others might be richer.

~

~
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The principles that have guided Mary
Sweyer are principles we can well a.1Iord
_ to emulate. Indeed she is a great
American.
Thank you.

OF

trtc power and gas pipelines. These latter
proposals have appeal; but some o! them are
contestable on two grCYWlds: they would
greatly increase the already gigantic federal
bureaucracy, and they would undertake to
do what cannot really be done--protect the
consumer !rom his own folly.
On the major matters of credit and investment, the approach Is correct and potentially
helpful-full disclosure. That's !air assistance to any buyer who has the sense to
beware.

HON. FRED B. ROONEY

[From the Philadelphia Inquirer, Feb. 18,

uncommon men and women. May it always
so. For the future of America. rests not 1n
mediocrity, but in the constant renewal of
leadership in every phase of our national
life."
be

Consumer Protection
George Washington-The Uncommon
Man
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or
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Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Speaker, today we
honor an uncommon man, the Father of
our country, George Washington.
As we pay tribute to our first President, I think it f.s fitting not only to recall the words of his Farewell Address,
but also to contemplate the qualities
which led to W,ash1ngton's greatness.
Perhaps his most outstanding asset was
that he dared to be an uncommon man.
I would like on this day to call to the
attention of my colleagues and all Americans an editorial from the Greeneville,
Tenn., Sun entitled "The Uncommon
Man,'' and under unanimous consent I
include it at this point 1n the RECORD:
THE UNCOMMON !.IAN

Back in 1942, Henry-Agard Wallace said 1n
a. speech: "The century on which we are entering can be and must be the century of the
common man.''
That "common man" phrase was used as
commonly as is the "Great Society" phrase
today.
Mr. llerbert Hoover, our 31st President
didn't especially fancy the phrase, and after
taking a. look at the growing pressures toward conformity in our society had something to say about it. What he said bears
repeating today.
"In my opinion," said Mr. Hoover, "there
has been too much talk about the Common
Mn.n. It has been dinned into us that this
is the Century of the Common Man. The
idea seems to be that the Common Man has
come into his own at last.
"Thus v;e are in danger of developing a
cult of the Common Man, which means a.
cult of mediocrity. But there is at least one
hnpeful sign: I have never been able to find
out who this Common Man is. In !act, most
Americans, and especially women, v;ill get
mad and tight 1f you try calling them
common.
"This is hopeful because it 8hows that
mo t people are holding fast to an essential
!uct in American ll!e. We believe ln equal
opportunity !or all, but we know that this
includes the opportunity to rise to leadership--In other words, to be uncommon.
"Let us remember that the great human
advances have not been brought about by
mediocre men and women.
They were
brought about by distinctly uncommon people with vital sparks of leadership. Many of
our great leaders were, it is true, of humble
origin, but that alone was not th~lr
greatness.
"It 1.s n. curious !act that when you get sick
you want an uncommon doctor; 1! your car
breaks down you want an uncommonly good
mechanic; when you get Into war you want
dreadfully an uncommon admiral and an
uncommon general.
"I have n~ver met a. !ather and mothl"r who
did not want their children to grow up to be
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All of us are, in one way or another, consumers. The housewife shopping In the
supermarket, the man looking over the latest
models in autos or TV sets, the family making purchases in a department store--these
are among countless examples of consumers
in action. In the broadest sense, consumers
are the public-at-large.
It is, in etl'ect, the general public that
President Johnson was talking about in his
special message to Congress on protection for
consumers. Many of his proposals-concerning regulations !or natural gas pipelines and
electrical power distribution, !or example-are in the category of public safety measures.
Other recommendations--proposing Federal
standards for medical devices and X-ray
equipment-are safeguards of public health.
For consumers who borrow money--or
make purchases on credit-the President requests a. law requiring that interest charges
be clearly specified. Reputable business establishments and financial institutions make
a practice of providing this information to
customers but there should be efl'ectlve legA.l
protection against the shady, fly-by-night
organizations seeking to saddle the unwary
consumer with excessive interest rates and
hidden fees.
In the past, credit control bills have been
rejected by Congress-as they should have
been-because o! ambiguous wording and
obscure intent. Credit legislation should be
desl~ed to protect consumers, n::>t penalize
them.
Numerous other proposals of the President are deserving of action by Congress-Including measures to curb swindlers In real
estate ofl'erings, to prevent sale of dangerously flammable clothing and household articles, to modernize and improve meat inspection rules, and to guard against excess! ve
charges in the sale of mutual funds.
No law can protect consumers !rom their
own foolishness or poor judgment, but theY
have a. right to be accurately informed on
matters of cost and quality and snfety.

Mr. ROONEY of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, in his message on consumer
protection, President Johnson proposes
that the Federal Government step between the unwary buyer and the unscrupulous seller.
I believe millions of Americans would
welcome this kind of legislation. We
have long been telling the buyer to beware. Now we have an opportunity to
help him be wary.
To the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin,
the message 1s far from another "votegetting assurance that Big Brother will
guarantee a fair deal to one and all."
The editorial writer notes that the
strong arm of Federal law would be
thrust into areas such as consumer credit
and investments to provide the buyer
with fair assistance. He recognizes that
the proposed laws would be against the
thieving exceptions to the general rple
of honesty. And we all know there are
enough exceptions to warrant it.
Similarly, the Philadelphia Inquirer
observes that no law can protect consumers from their own foolishness. But
in the words of the newspaper, they have
a right to be accurately informed on cost,
quality and safety.
I ask that these perceptive editOiials
be made a part of the REcoRD:
[From t"he Evening Bulletin, Feb. 18, 1967]
H!n.PING

THE BUYER BE WARY

the consumer is an old and
alluring polltlcal gambit. President Johnson's special message to Congress In this
field cannot, however, be disml.ssed as merely
another vote-getting assurance that Big
Brother will guarantee a !air deal to one and
all.
It 1s more than that because of a.t least
two fields Into which Mr. Johnson would
thrust the strong arm o! federal la.w. These
are consumer credit, and such investments
as interstate land sales, pension funds, and
mutual funds.
These are all very big business, and In most
cases ~SCrupulously honest businesses. But
there are always sharpers. Concealed charges
In credit buying ca.n double the purchase
price. Shiny color photographs of a retirement land site can make a desert bloom in
the buyer's imagination-and only there.
Pensions can be fed back to a crooked management, and mutual !uncfs can quite legally
be rigged against the small Investor.
It is at the thieving exceptions to the general rule of honesty that the Johnson message is aimed. He proposes full disclosure of
credit charges and interstate land sales·, and
SEC regula tton of funds.
The message does not stop with these. Mr.
Johnson also v:culd put the federal government more deeply Into protecting the consuml"r on medical de•Ices, meat, 11nmmable
fabrics; and he would add controls on ~leeProt.t'~ting
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Mr. ZWACH. Mr. Speaker, in the
long and glorious military history of the
United States, our Nation has seen fit
to ele·vate nine of its greatest warriors
to the rank of General of the ArmY:
Ulysses S. Grant, Ph1111p Sheridan, \Villiam T. Shennan, John J. Pershing,
Dwight D. Eisenhower, Omar Bradley,
George C. Marshall, Douglns MacArthur,
and Henry II. Arnold.
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This qistrict's former Congressman recom- private landowners and concerned citiI note and call the attention of my
colleagues to one glaring omission from mended a Muscatine man for the post- zens to save our countrysides from the inmaster's
job last year, and we understand sanity of desecration and unplanned
this 1llustrious list, that of our first and that several
possible candidates for the posi- growth.
one of our greatest generals, George tion have been
investigated by postal inWashington, whose rank was only that spectors, but Washington remains strangely
This is what we are trying to accomof lieutenant general.
silent while the wheels of politics grind plish right now at Piscataway Park.
This park, across the Potomac River
Mr. Speaker, I think it is fitting and exceedingly fine.
Isn't it about time that Muscatine has a from Mount Vernon, has largely been
Proper for this body at this time to recthe success it is so far because of a dediognize the great military contribution postmaster?
cated coterie of private landowners, some
made by the Father of our Country.
of whom become very militant when
I wish to introduce the following joint
George Washington
frustrated by the slow-turning wheels
re.'>Olution expreSsing the sense of Conof government. These conservationgress that the President should postminded citizens ha.ve worked hard to
humously commission George WashingEXTENSION OF REMARKS
secure donations from nonprofit founton as General of the Army:
OF
dations of large parcels of land at
Rc8olved. by the Senate and. House of RcpHON.
HERVEY
G.
MACHEN
Piscataway. They began a. pilot program
rct~entatit•c& of the United State& in Congress
as:tembled, That it 1s the sense of the ConOF MARYLAND
in land preservation, a. partnership of
gress that the President should posthumthe private landowner doing his share
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ously comm1ssion George Washington, forthrough donation of land and scenic
Wednesday, February 22, 1967
Inerly a lleutenant general in the United
easements and the National Government,
Sta.tea Army and General and Com.ma.nderMr. MACHEN. Mr. Speaker, today, doing its share, hopefully, through purin-Chlef of the Army of the United Colonies,
aa General of the Army in the United States more than ever before, we are pon- chase of the essential acreage of the park.
dering serious questions about what our But so far the National Government has
Army.
not been the best participant in this
SEc. 2. The President is hereby authorized country has done with and to the ento take the action described in the first sec- vironmental heritage from George Wash- partnership, and it 1s this, too, that we
tion, notwithstanding any other provision ington's day.
should speak to today.
or law.
On this, his birthday, we must face
Mr~ Speaker, efforts to preserve the
the facts that we as a nation and as view from Mount Vernon began more
individuals have destroyed many of na- than 7 years ago and have resulted in
Postmaster Wanted
ture's gifts. The beautiful open spaces two acts of Congress. Still, those
and bountiful scenic vistas which char- Founding Fathers of the preservation
acterized our land in George 'Vashing- partnership of landowner and GovernEXTENSION OF REMARKS
ton's day in large part have been dese- ment are not able to decrease their efo:r
crated. Those small communities of rev- forts because the governmental partner
HON. FRED SCHWENGEL
olutionary war days have exploded into has not yet completed its share of the
0:1' IOWA
monolithic cities exuding air and water bargain. What remains to be done at
pollutants, burying open spaces with the Piscataway Park is the appropriation
L-.., TIIE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
developers' bulldozers, and paving the and purchase by the National Park ServWednesday, February 22, 1967
fields with superhighways and freeways. ice of several hundred acres at Piscatdr. SCH\VENGEL. 1\fr. Speaker, re- Today, as we joyfully pay honor on the away Park. Once this is accomplished,
cently I, along with several other Con- birthday of the Father of our Country, and for the sake of making this park a.
gressmen, introduced legislation to take we mourn the damage we have 1nfilcted reality it must be soon, once this is done
we shall be able to sit back and take a
the Post omce out of politics.
upon our environment since his day.
In Iowa many post omces have been
Many tributes, traditions, and memo- close look at how effective this pilot progoing without postmasters, apparently rials attest the esteem in which we hold gram has worked. I still have faith in
because of the 1nab1llty of the political the Father of our Country. But, Mr. it as a. new method of lnsurtng that
firures in the other party to agree on in- Speaker, I can think of no more fitting much of our naturally scenic areas will
memorial or tribute to George Washing- be saved from the bulldozer without the
dividuals to fUl those vacancies.
The situation is particularly acute 1n ton than the Mount Vernon estate com- gigantic expenditures tha.t otherwise
Muscatine. The pootmaster there died pllmented by preservation of the view would be required, but this preservation
May 31, 1966. To thl.s da.y an acting from Mount Ve1non across the Potomac partnership is a two-way street necessi~stmaster has not been named. This River at Piscataway Park. This project tating cooperation by both partners.
In closing, Mr. Speaker, I strongly
1s a living memorial and one which exemAO:S an intolerable situation.
On February 10, 1967, the Muscatine plifies the natural scenic virtues of our urge the Congress to act :flrmly and exJournal carried an editorial deploring land which we hold so high. To main- peditiously to provide the tools for the
this situation.
tain Mount Vernon and its view across National Government to meet its obligathe Potomac River in the same natural tions at Piscataway Park before it 1s too
The editorial follows:
state as when George \Vashington was late. We are already almost 200 years
POSTM:ASTl!:Jl WANTED
The postma.ater'a door at the Muscatine our President 1s a demonstration to the late.
Potstom.ce haa been closed for a.Imost nine people of the Washington metropolitan
Inontlul.
region and the country that we are
Why ha..a there been the long delay in mounting an offensive against further Mrs. Eliza Wagner 1OOth Birthday Today
n!Unlng a new postmaster? Or an acting desecration of our Potomac River, its
Po6 tJ:na.a ter?
shoreline and other naturally scenic
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Postmaater John n. Hendriks always kept
OJ'
~14 om.ce door open before his sudden death areas which we must perserve.
We
want
people
to
know
that
we
are
he night of May 31, 1966. He wa.a ree.d1ly
HON.
JOSHUA
EILBERG
accessible to anyone who wanted to walk in going to hold the line against the vicious
spread of unplanned and uncontrolled
O:r PENNSYLVANIA
,.,lth a complaint or a comment.
li In the montha since the death of Mr. development into areas of priceless natIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
endrlc.ka, the postmn.sters door to the urally esthetic beauty. The destroyer of
Wednesday, February 22, 1967
l>bo'Ubllc lObby hu remained closed-because green and open spaces must be put on
th the omce and title are vacant.
Mr. En..BERG. Mr. Speaker, as 1mnotice that their heydays are comi.ng to
The assistant postm:u~ter ha.a carried on an end. They should be warned that 1f portant & day as today may be to the his~e operational duties of the ofHc&-e1fclent- the local government 1s not capable of tory of our Nation, it 1s at least as imCI~· 9•e believe-but it 1s not within the jurls- meeting the responsibllities for planned portant to the district I represent and
ctton of the assistant postmaster to make
to one of the residents of that district for
rNiclea. Obviously the postomce can operate and sane growth, then the State goveznporartly "Without a postmaster or acting ernments will. And, 1f the States are a very special reason.
Today marks the 100th birthday of
POSttnnstcr-but problema of morale a.nd incapable, then it Is the duty of the Na~~rv~ce are bound to artse when the execu- tional Government to provide the mon- Mrs. Eliza Wagner, who lives at 3211
~e • otnce remains empty.
ey and the tools and enlist the help of Glenview Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

-------
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Mrs. Wagner has seen in her lifetime
a different kind of revolution from that
which secured our freedom. One hundred years ago, she was born on a farm
in the community of Holmesburg. Today, she still lives in Holmesburg, but
the area is far removed from farmland.
Around her has grown a city. The small
patches of lawn there today are just
enough to punctuate the ribbons of concrete streets and brick homes. Few
farms remain.
Obviously this phenomenon is not peculiar to Holmesburg, to Philadelphia or
to any other large city. It represents,
instead, a kind of modern revolution that
characterizes our present society.
Instead of being isolated today, Mrs.
Wagner is very much the grand old lady
of a thliving neighborhood. She is still
very active at home and in her church.
I am sure that Holmesburg Methodist
Church also is very proud of her.
Perhaps most important of all she retains a keen mind and an equally keen
interest in the affairs of Philadelphia,
Pa., and the entire Nation.
Mr. Speaker, I join in the tribute to our
great first President on this, his birthday.
But I would like to pay tribute also to a
great lady, Mrs. Eliza Wagner, on her
most significant birthday.

support his claim that the bombing in the
north has bolstered morale in South Vietnam
(at least the morale of the government and
army), and that it has hampered the movement of men and supplies from north to
sout'h. And as Mr. McNamara says, the effort of the North Vietnam Government to
have the bombing stopped is a further clue
to its effecti>eness.
Yet the kind of war in which we axe engaged must be won on the ground in South
Vietnam, as Secretary McNamara says. Our
aim is to assure the independence of South
Vietnam, not to destroy North Vietnam. It
would be possible to destroy North Vietnam
from the air and still not attain our objective. It would be possible, also, to destroy North Vietnam from the air and find
ourselves entering a much wider war, rather
than securing peace.
At best, the conduct of the war in Vietnam is difficult, requiring a discriminating
use o! our great military power. The sense
of restraint which Mr. McNamara shows, and
which President Johnson has repeatedly
stresEed, continues to be essential.

Social Security and Taxes
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MARTHA W. GRIFFITHS
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 22, 1967

An Exercise in Restraint
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE H. FALLON
OF KARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 22, 1967
Mr. FALLON.
Mr. Speaker, the
Baltimore Sun in a recent editorial
praises the restraint with which the administration bas conducted the bombing raids on-North Vietnam despite continuing attacks by extremists.
As the newspaper points out, President
Johnson and Secretary McNamara have
avoided the two obvious evils: fruitless
cessation or irresponsible escalation.
The sense of restraint which Mr. McNamara. shows, and which President Johnson
has repeatedly stressed-

The Sun notes-continues to be essential.

I have here the entire editorial for
the RECORD:
LIMITS ON BOMBING

The implications of Secretary McNamara's
discussion of our bombing operations in
North Vietnam are reassuring ln that they
promise a. continued exercise of restraint.
The real danger o! escalation exists in the
bombing. That is, some persons suggest that
if the present level of bombing in the north
ha.s been effective, the logical mO\·e is to do
more of it-escalating, if you will, until the
war is won.
This line of argument is countered by experience going back to World War II. Air
power ob\'iOU!:;ly is an important factor but
there is good reason to doubt that it is a
decisive factor--short or the use o! nuclear
weapons, which is unthinkable in Vietnam
under present circumstances. In the ea.se
of North Vietnam~ Secretary McNamara can

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Mr. Speaker, in
my mail, I recently received three letters
from vartous parts of the countiy, inc!uding my own congressional district,
pointing to problems of the married
working couple under social security law
and problems of the sirigle individual
under the tax schedules. Two of the
letters were written in response to a proposal of mine to amend the social security law to permit working couples to
draw benefits on their combined earnings.
With social security and taxes a basic
concern of the - Nation, I insert these
letters as an expression of views from the
people:
BUFFALO, N.Y.,
February 2, 1967.

Representative MARTHA W. GRIFFITHS,
House Office Building,
Washtngton, D.C.

DEAR ~1ADA1>1: Enclosed is a clipping from a
recent edition of the Buf!alo Evening News.
You seem to be the only member of Congress
to recognise this injustice. Congress passed
a. welfare measure and rai&ed the social security tax to finance it and gave working
couples the privileges of paying it twice. Actually we pay it four times because our employers contribute an equal amount and our
work must be worth the added cost to our
employers. If we live long enough to collect
we can only collect as two singles. This is
discrimination.
We meet with more discrimination when
dealing with the Internal Revenue Service.
The deductable items allowed are the same
as 1! only one of us was working. They act
as if it cost nothing to earn the extra income. For example an individual with two
jobs is allowed to deduct the cost of transportation to and from the second job. My
wife is a nurse and I had to fight with the
I.R.S. to get them to allow the cost of her eRr
from school to school w1 thin the system
where she is employed. Actually she has t!:>
have a. car in good condition to perform her
duties etnclently. The car has to be ready
a.nd able to go in any emergency. The I.R.S.
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will allow a deduction for each emergency
provided the mileage is duly recorded and
tabulated. Wben she started the job she
had been a registered nurse for 19 years and
had fioor, operating room, and industrial experience but lacked some of the academic
credits for certification and as a condition of
employment had to study certain courses at
the local university to make up the deficiency.
These costs were dis:l.llowed because sllc had
a. temporary certificate. The legal advice on
this was to pay it becauze fighting it was too
costly.
If a bureau of the government can can in:tlict arbitrary and unjust decisions on the
taxpayer knowing they are too costly to challenge we have lost some of our freedom. A
taxpayer should be able to petition the cou rts
at government expense for relief.
Sincerely yours,
NoRMA,;. 0. RoACH.
DETROIT, :MICH.,
February 4, 1967.

DEAR MRs. GRIFFITHs: In an article by Van
G. Sauter appearing in the Detroit Free Press
"Detroit" magazine, Feb. 5, 1967, entitled
"A trip into deepest poverty in the heart of
Detroit", he states, "this neighborhood is the
worst in Detroit. It has the lowest median
family income, $2,735. This is below the
recognized poverty level, .and nearly $1000.
below the next highest sub-community."
Doesn't anyone in Congress ever take a
look at Tax Schedules? On Tax Table A for
single persons, a. single person making $2735.
per year is required to pay $183. income tax.
With one dependent they would still be
asked to pay $76.
Why don't they use the poverty program
money to up the $600. exemption rate to
$1200, especially for the first personal exemption?
I know of a librarian who offered her services to the poverty program who was paid
$150. weekly to read to children. After three
or four weeks she admitted she had only
read to three children. This is a foolish
waste, the librarian was already making more
than she needed on her regular salary.
I have an aunt, a widow, living in a tiny
house, driving a. tiny car, sixty-four years
old and receiving her small pension, who is
asked to come down to the otnce every year
to have her income tax report examined.
On my approximately $2000. a year income
I have had to go down once to have mine
exainined. (I have been taking care of an invalld father who died last summer, and he
had enough income to take care of me) .
I have been working on a. book of photographs of old architecture of Detroit and
:r.nchigan, and have been into the slum areas
taking pictures. At one place, a little a\tto
repair shop, a. grimy llttle man came out
shaking his fists at me, hurltng oaths at the
government. Wben he found out I was not
a. government agent he calmed down and
said he was being hounded by ta.x collectors
who were insisting upon his keeping bookS.
He was not in a posliton to hire someone to
do it for him, and obYiously, from his broken
speech. he Wlls incapable of doing it himself. One look at him and his shop should
have been enough to satisfy any tax agent
that this poor man did not make In o. month
what his own s::tlary was paying him a daY
to "bug" these poor people. Why not call
your dogs off? A few salaries less to these
excess investigators of the poor would put
a great deal more money into the poverty
program.
The plight of the day-working woma u is
very bad. They average about $10. per day.
and, before their "bones" give out which
usually occurs soon after they reach the oge
of Fifty, they work five days a week. This
would amount to $2600. a year (helow poverty level). Many of t11ese women are siugle. and figuring but one exemption of $600 ..
$2100. would be their tax total. On the 1D66
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Tax Table they would be required to pay
8163. in income taxes. This represents over
sixteen days o! hard work for the single
woman. draining her health, for a government which would consider $163 a mere pittance on a congressina.n's expense account.
This is not only ridiculous, it 1B hoiTific!
One woman we had until a year or so ago
Was single, fi!ty, and paying $70. per month
for the cheapest one room apartment she
could find. I tried to figure out her finances:
840. rent per year, $780 for food, $130. carfare, $163. income taxes, would leave her the
grand tot.a.l of $687. per year for heat, light,
household and personal supplies, bedding,
doctors and dentists, not to mention clothes,
etc ~
She would have loved to have had a
T.v. set, but at that rate she would never
be able to save up in a lifetime of working
for even that small amenity. What does she
get out of llfe? No car, no home, no seculi ty, nothing she can call her own, nothing
but terribly hard work. How do they survive
at all, or why?
I wish something special could be done for
these women, but in the meantime I believe
'Uping the exemption ratee on income taxes
would be a step in the right direction.
Thank you for listeJ?ing.
Sincerely,
MARGARETHA WURST PETERSEN.
CoLuMBus, OHIO,
February 7, 1967.

llrs. MARTHA w. GRDTITHS,

Hou.~e Ways 'and Means Committee,

lVa.~hington, D.C.

HoNoRABLE AND DEAR MRs. GRIFFITHs: No
doubt, since the article written a week or so
ago by Edmond Le Breton for the Associated
Presa, which appeared in one of our local
ne.,·spapers, you have received volumes o!
correspondence regarding the unfairness of
SoCial Security Laws to the "fairer sex." I
a.zn sure 1! proper study were to be made by
Inany of us we would find this quite true.
But until those of us who have not yet
reached the time for evaluating our benefits
from Social Security, we are "bugged" by
'What to our way of thinking 1B also a very
serious "unfairness." I say "we" because this
topic has been discussed with many of my
!rtends who are also unmarried, have no
dependents, but still maintain a home for
ourselves and others.
I n ot h er wor ds ass in g1e i n d1 viduals, earnings sny in the e2 o.ooo bracket, the income
tax table shows the following:
Single taxpayer ____________________ $ 6 • 070
liea.c:1 of household_________________ 5, 220
Married (Jointly)------------------- 4, 380
So. while you debate the question of discrimination against the married beneficiary
Under Social Security, I sincerely trust you
l91U consider the single taxpayer who will
~ot be able to supplement her social security
enefita with those of her spouse. And you
Inight also bring to the attention of the ComInittee that a single individual maintaining
.. home should have the Head of the Household classification, since she has comparable
ll'laintenance expenses.
Respectfully yours
' MARm J. NERNY.
Columbus, Ohio.

Air and Water Pollution Legislation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ"

HON. EDWARD J. GURNEY
OJ" FLORIDA
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
lVednesdav. Februar11 22, 1967
Mr. GURNEY. Mr. Speaker, the
Shocking pollution of our waters and of

:n
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the air we breathe 1s the subject of increasing national attention. La.ws a.re
already on the books to compel action to
abate pollution of a.tr a.nd water, but
what is desperately needed 1s a. means of
assisting and encouraging industry in the
construction of these expensive and nonproductive facilities.
I am today joining my colleagues 1n a.
bipartisan effort by introducing legislation to apply a. 20-percent incentive
tax credit for the taxpayer who undertakes a construction program for air and
water pollution treatment facilities. The
credit would be applied to all costs of
the facility-buildings, improvements,
equipment, land, and machinery.
The taxpayer could amortize these
expenditures during the tax year or over
the next 4 years after the year of the
actual expenditure.
So that the efforts of private industry
will be consistent with State efforts and
more effective in cooperation with other
programs, the facilities claimed for tax
credit must be approved by the State
pollution control authority.
\Ve have, as a nation, come to the
point where action must be taken at
once to preserve our air and water.
Within 20 years the U.S. water use will
be doubled, but the available water will
increase only slightly. Water, as a. resource, is vanishing. The Public Health
Service reminds us that "polluted water
is nearly as bad as no water at allsometimes it is worse."
We have reached a near-crisis stage
because of such varied factors as the
growth of urban areas, the use of pesticides and detergents, and the increased
disposal of untreated industrial wastes.
The Public Health Service further tells
us that the amount of organic industrial
waste now going into our streams and
lakes is about double the amount of municipal waste. This is not to say that
America's industry has been lax in tackling this problem or in facing up to their
public responsibilities. Firms in the soap
and detergent industry transformed the
chemistry of detergents so that sewage
could be more easily broken down.
This is but one example of the type
of approach we _ought to be striving for.
, Instead of passing laws full of controls
and regulations we should be seeking a.
way to assist industry in their efforts
toward clean water and air. The burden on industry is a. heavy one. Facillties are costly and the investment is a
nonproductive one. Such apparatus re.
.
·
t
qUires ~gh and ~onproduct1ve opera ing
cost.s, pnmarily m the public interest.
Even greater problems exist in combating the pollution of the air. Air pollution strikes us even closer to home, since
everyone must breathe. In recent years
outbreaks of illness and death both here
in America. and in other countries attiibutable to unclean air has aroused
public concern. Over 7,300 areas, hous. ing 60 percent of the population, are confronted with air pollution problems. As
our population and economy expand, an
abundance of clean air becomes essential.
Unlike water, air once polluted cannot
be treated and made safe. Consequently,
efforts at keeping our air clean must
begin by curtailing the discharge of pollutants. This makes the need for a program of assistance to industry, such as

the plan I am proposing, even more
urgent.
In the interests of time and efficiency,
I believe tha.t the tax credit approach is
more effective than a. system of Federal
grants. It would enable industry, which
has already demonstrated its willingness
and eagerness to tackle the problem, to
begin work a.t once. Costly delay and
administrative redta.pe, implicit in any
Federal grant program, would be eliminate d.
I am hopeful that the growing support
for this legislation will continue and that
the Congress w1l1 take immediate action
to solve these pressing problems by enactment ora tax incentive program.

Support From Clergy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. JOHN M. MURPHY
OJ' NJ:W YORX
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, Februar11 22, 1967
Mr. MURPHY of New York. Mr.
Speaker. much has been made of religi ..
ous groups who oppose the war 1n Vietnam.
Some would have us believe that all
clergymen favor appeasement.
But an article in the Register, a. national Catholic newspaper, convinces me
otherwise.
A poll of 68,000 Catholic priests, says
the Register, though not completed,
shows a. heavy endorsement of a. strong
Vietnam policy.
And one priest, Father John F. Cronin,
S.S., calls it a. gross caricature to ignore
the many U.S. efforts to lessen East-West
tension and label our omcials as warmongers simply because they cannot produce an instant and honorable peace in
Vietnam.
The complete text follows for the
RECORD:
[From the Register, Feb. 12, 1967]
POLL LIKELY To INDICATJ: CATHOLIC PRIESTS•
SUPPORT OJ' VIETNAM POLICY Is HIGH
First indications of a national poll of
Catholic clergy are that as high as 80 percent or more will support a firm stand by
the United States in Vietnam.
All of the some 68,000 priests in this country were queried in the poll, sponsored by
the Free Pacific Association, which hns headquarters in New York .
It is too early, according to Father Daniel
Lyons, S.J., of the association, to give exact
figures on the number replying or the results.
But the trend of the poll to date shows heavy
endorsement for a strong Vietnam policy.
This was made known 1n the wake o! a.
two-day vigil in Washington by clergy and
laity, including Catholics, who want bombing ceased and immediate negotiations recognizing the Communist "National Liberation Front'' begun toward a U.S. withdrawal
from Vietnam .
In a major address to many of the 2.600
mass marchers, Father John F. Cronin, B.S.,
assistant director of the Department of Social Action o! the U.S. Catholic Conference.
spoke in defense of government omcials.
Citing the proposed Soviet-U.S. Consular
treaty, now before the Senate, continual attempts to lower trade barriers between East
and West, and pleas to Congress each year
for an adequate economic aid program for
poverty-stricken nations, Father Cronin said:
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"I believe that it is a gross caricature to
ignore such efforts and label our officials as
warmongers simply because they cannot produce an instant and honorable peace in Viet-

nam."
Lovers of peace, he said, may become so
preoccupied with Vietnam "that we lose
sight of other issues that make an enormous
difference in terms of world peace."
He listed some of these as" . . . the prevention of the spreading of nuclear weapons, the
establishment of nuclear-free zones in great
regions of the world, the lessening of Cold
·war tensions in Europe, the possibility of
more friendly relations between the U.S.
and the several Communist governments in
Europe, and similar opportunities to 'bring
abount the beginnings of trust and understanding ln the world."
A statement by U.S. Catholic bishops during their recent conference was repeated by
, Father Cronin. They called upon churchmen to make moral judgments-"not political decisions cloaked in the guise of morality," he said.
In this same context he said: " ... I consider it a political judgment, not a moral
decision, to Insist that a particular course of
action, such as halting the bombing in the
North, will lead to peace negotiations."
He cautioned clergymen against reacting
1n extreme ways to what they consider extremist points of view-that the truth more
than likely lies somewhere between or In
another direction.
. "I believe the clergy should strive to avoid
a guilt complex ln regard to our government
and its elected and appointed officials. The
Church has been attacked in the past when
its offi.cials have blessed weapons of war and
have almost automatically invoked divine assistance !or the armies of their nations.
"It is easy to react to this by going to the
other extreme and routinely going into opposition whenever our government finds itself in an armed conflict."
Posing the question of what the proper
role of the clergyman is in a highly disputed
public issue he said:
"It ls easy to don the mantle of the
prophet, and thunder, 'Let justice be done
even if the heavens fall.' But 1t is infinitely
more diffi.cult to give responsible prophetic
counsel in complex situations where no clear
solution is in sight."
Nearly 90 Catholics attending the two-day
meeting formally rejected Father Cronin's
opinions specifically taking issue with his
statement on distinguishing between moral
and political judgments.
Among those signing a statement drawn
up by the New York headquarters of the
Catholic Peace Fellowship were 46 priests,
4 Sisters and 37 laymen.

Hogwash Revisited
EXTENSION OF RE!-IARKS
OF

HON. H. R. GROSS
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 22, 1967

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, "Hogwash
Revisited'' is the title of an excellent,
hard-hitting editorial by William J.
C.iughlin in the February 20, 1967, issue
cf Technology Week. I thoroughly
agree with Mr. Coughlin when he says:
The men charged with the £ecurity ot
thls Nation either have consistently underectim.ated the capabil1ties of the enemy or
they ha e consistently lied to the American
people.

His editorial will not be greeted with
any pleasure by Defense Secretary Robert strange McNamara but I commend
it to the attention of my colleagues:
The fiscal 1968 budget provides for substantial funding for an anti-ballistic missile
system if the Administration decides one
should be built. Secretary of Defense McNamara has made quite clear his belief that
an increase in offensive strength is the best
way to offset both an increase in Soviet
ICBM's and deployment of a Russian ABM.
He may be quite right. He also may be
quite wrong. The di.ffi.cu~ty lies in the attempt to apply logic to a situation which, if
it occurs, will be both illogical and irrational-the w:e of nuclear ballistic missiles
in a war.
We are not gifted with the foresight to
know whether the decision to procure a U.S.
ABM system would be correct or incorrect.
We do, however, have hindsight and would
like to call attention to some of the things
we have said in the past.
In 1965, an arms control panel, opposing
Nike-X deployment, reported to the White
House: "In three years tim,", it may be possible, not only to see more clearly what
strategic threat the People's Republic of
China will and will not soon present, but also
what the response of both the United States
and the Soviet Union should be."
We commented editorially: "What we are
most likely to see in three years is a Soviet
anti-ballistic missile defense. If the Soviet
Union meanwhile heads off a U.S. ABM by
convincing a bunch of addle-pated dreamers
that the U.S. should tiptoe around such a
project for fear of unsettling some mythical
balll..!lce of power, then it has indeed pulled
cff a coup.
"Much of U.S. policy of late seems to be
based on a belief that the Soviet Union is
willlng to accept an inferior status in regard
to the number of offensive intercontinental
missiles deployed. Just where this naive assumption came from is unclear. There is no
question of present U.S. superiority in
ICBM's. But we !ail to recall any Russian
stating that the SOviet Union will continue
to accept this. To the contrary, indications
are that the Soviets are making every etrort
to close the gap."
Early in 1966, Dept. of Defense offi.cials declined to comment on the report carried in
this magazine that large new structures dotting the countryside around Moscow and
Leningrad were believed to house anti-ICBM
missile radars.
In mid-1966, when we reported that a buildup in offensive Soviet missile strength was
indeed under way, the Defense Dept. refuted
it.
Last month, President Johnson told Congress and the nation: "The Soviet Union has
in the past year increase<! its long-range missile capabilities. It also has begun to place
near Moscow a limited anti-missile defense."
In 1963, during the Senate debate on the
nuclear test ban treaty, when we reported
that U.S. missiles in their silos might be
vulnerable to electromagnetic effects of highyield Soviet warheads and charged the Administration with withholding this information during the debate, we were thoroughly
castigated in DOD. However, there has been
and is a strong effort to develop effective
shielding against just such effects.
Early this year, we reported that U.S. missiles might be vulnerable to X-rays from the
nuclear warheads of anti-missile missiles and
that corrective· action was being taken. We
now have the Federal Bureau ot Investigation dropping around to ask questions about
our sources.
This harassment does not intimidate us.
We !eel strongly that the nation deserves
honest reporting on one of the most vital issues in its history. This is a matter of national survival and if a decision is to be made
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not to build a U.S. ABM then it should be
made with knowledge of the consequences.
To date, the Administration has failed to
deal frankly with the American public on
this topic. In fact, every effort has bee-n
made to conceal the true state of affairs
while carrying on a dialogue with the Soviet
Union which to date has shown benefits only
for the Soviet Union.
More than six years ago, we reported that
Red China had undertaken a program to
develop a nuclear-tipped ballistic missile.
In mid-1963, we said editorially: "The U.S.
must concern itself with the possible development of nuclear missiles by the Chine-se." DOD continued to scoff at these
reports.
After the first Chinese nuclear explosion
in 1964, Secretary McNamara was asked
about the development of short-range missiles by the Chinese and replied: "It will be
years and years before they are able to develop those successfully." He acknowledged
last October they had fired such a missile.
We said editorially last fall: "It will be
exceedingly dangerous for the U.S. to underestimate Chinese capabilities in this field."
We warned then of a Chinese ICBM effort.
In his posture statement last month, Mr .
McNamara said the Chinese may launch a
long-range ballistic missile before the end of
Hl67.
We do not think the Administration record on this subject is a very proud one. The
men charged with the security of this nation
either have consistently underestimated the
capabilities of the enemy or they have consistently lied to the American people. We
will leave it to them to state which it is.
We will stand on what we said editorially
in 1965: "There is an axiom in business that
when you don't know what your competitor
is up to, the wisest procedure is to give him
credit for maximum accomplishment." We
hope the ABM decision will be made with
that philowphy in mind.

Estonian Independence
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDNA F. KELLY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES -

Wednesday, February 22, 1967

Mrs. KELLY. Mr. Speaker, for more
than 30 years in this century, Estonia
existed as an independent nation based
on democratic principles and social justice. The Estonian people were enabled
by the events of World War I and the
Russian revolution to declare their independence on February 24, 1918, ending
centuries of foreign domination. But
the prize of freedom was not that easilY
gained. Soviet forces invaded Estonia
in November 1918, and the valiant defense by the small nation was heralded
throughout the world. Finally, with the
aid of Finnish volunteers and a British
naval squadron, the Estonians succeeded
in driving out the Soviet aggressors. A.
peace treaty was signed between Russia
and Estonia in 1920 by which the Russian Government recognized Estonia de
jure and renounced all its claims to Estonian territory.
Tragically for the history of mankind,
Estonia was to be one of those nations
engulfed by the Soviet Union during the
chaos of World War n. Realizing the
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danger of mass destruction in resistance,
the Estonian Government concluded a
mutual ass~ance pact with the Soviet
Union which gave Russia. the foothold it
needed to draw the final curtain on
Estonian
independence. Yet
confronted with the colossal strength of the
Soviet Union, the Estonians had virtually
no alternative.
On the anniversary of Estonian indePendence the free world bemoans the
COntinued enslavement of the Estonian
People. We express our deepest sorrow
that their independence has not yet been
restored and extend our heartfelt moral
SUpport to their unending struggle for
its restoration.

pointed out that when an employee works would open the way for long-term
hard and gets a promotion and a trans- agreements.
The amendment would authorize the secfer-he usually sufrers financially.
retary o! Agriculture "to enter into agreeI think this 1s unfair and tends to pe- menta which shall be based on a conservanalize hard work, initiative, and ambi- tion plan With landowners, operators and
tion. I would like to see that this legisla- occupiers • • • to be carried out during a.
tion is passed-to ease the financial period not to exceed 10 years • • • providburden of the hundreds of thousands of ing far changes in cropping systems a.nd
"organization men," salesmen, engineers, land uses and !or the installation o! soil and
conservation practices and measures
accountants, and others whose employers water
needed to conserve and develop the son,
transfer them from one plant or office to water, woodland, wildlife and recreation rethe next.
sources" of the lands.

Conservation Law Change Proposed

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON!. E. C. GATHINGS
Reimbursed Moving Expenses

OF ARKANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD D. McCARTHY
0:1' NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 22, 1967

Mr. McCARTHY. :Mr. Speaker, when
a taxpayer's job requires a. move from
one place to another-the expenses inCUrred are often very high. And even
though an employer w1l1 frequently pro\ide part of the money needed-the emPloyee must pay taxes on these costs.
Because I feel the Government has no
justifiable claim on these moving costs, I
am today introducing a. bill to exclude reUnbursed moving expenses from taxable
income. The bill-originally introduced
by Representative JAMES A. BuRKEWoUld constitute an amendment to the
Internal Revenue Code. Under it, money
received from an employer for moving
PUrposes would be excluded from conSideration under the code as gross income of a. taxpayer.
The bill would not be effective unless
first, the taxpayer's new place of work is
at least 20 miles farther from his former
residence than was his former place of
~•ork; and, second, the taxpayer has been
employed by the party paying the exllenses for at least 1 year.
1 am proposing the blli because I feel
1t 1s impossible to consider reimbursed
lllO\ing expenses "income." The measUre has been approved by business, labor,
and tax authorities-and although 1t
'\\"OUld call for a loss 1n governmental
rte'"enue, the Government has no right to
he money 1n the first place.
b Included under expenses in the new
lll would be: Actual moving of househ Old and personal goods; temporary
storage of these; cost of traveling to the
new residence; meals and lodging necessary for the employee and his family,
anct temporary lodging up to 30 daysGO 1! the taxpayer 1s comi.D.g from a. U.S.
llossesston or another continent.
'Ibese extra costs rightfully belong
under the term "moving expenses" as
ihey are a part of what it takes to move.
t is the only realistic way to see tha.t the
taxpayer's moving problems are eased.
When I introduced this same bill last
~·enr in the House of Representatives, I
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Mr. GATHINGS. Mr. Speaker, an
editorial by a.n eminent agricultural
writer, Leland DuVall, appeared- recently
in the Arkansas Gazette which discusses
a bill introduced by my colleague, WILBUR
MILLS, H.R. 3929, and an earlier b111,
H.R. 1451, the author of which 1s Representative JIM WRIGHT, of Texas. The
legislation would amend the Watershed
Protection and Flood Prevention Act, as
amended. While I have not studied the
legislation and do not know whether I
favor it or not, Mr. DuVall's editorial with
respect to these bills is worthy of the
consideration of the Members of the
House. The editorial follows:
CO:>~SERVATION

LAW

CHANGE PROPOSED

(By Leland DuVall}
The restoration o! depleted resources, like
therapy !or wasted muscles, is a slow and
tortuous process and one problem that has
hampered the conservation program has been
a. lack o! long-term planning. Representative Wilbur D. Mills (Dem., Ark.) has proposed an amendment to the Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act (Public
Law 566) that would extend the time in
which conservation practices could be
pi nned and operated.
The proposal, known as House Resolution
3929. also would amend three other provisions
in the basic law in an effort to make the
watershed act more effective. The measure
has been referred to the Committee on Agriculture.
PL 566 is the law under which complete
land treatment and water m.ana.ge.Clent a.re
undertaken !or a specific watershed. The
Soil Conservation Service provides the technical assistance and other federal agencies
may work at specific assignments. The Soil
and Water Conservation District (or a. speci&l
organization set up by interested persons in
the watershed) ta.kes the initiative in asking
for the program by malting ita appeal
through the soil a.nd water conservation
comml..saion or a comparable agency at the
sta.te level. The pla.n may include flood-retarding structures on the m.a.1n stream or ita
trlbuta.rtes, channel improvement or similar
engineering work designed to control the
floodwaters a.nd protect the la.nd.
Landowners Within the we.tershed carry
the conservation program "a.ll the way to the
tops of the hills" so that the water 1s under
control from the time it falls until it haa
passed across the watershed end into a la.rger
stream or until 1t 1s absorbed or evaporated.
The present law, however, provldea only for
shon agreement. between the landowners
an<t tM government; the M1lle proposal

The proposal spells out details o! the
agreements but the key feature is the fact
that the contracts ca.n cover a period of as
much as 10 yea.rs.
This part of the amendment ha.s a precedent in the so-called Great Plains Program
where landowners in the semi-a.rid West
are permitted to enter long-term agreements
with the agency for work that cannot be
completed in a. short period. The advantage
here is that the rancher can plan a more
comprehensive conserva. tion program than
would be possible 1f h.l s agreement was on a.
year-to-year basis.
A watershed protection program obviously
is a long-term operation and Mills apparently ·
believes the projects could be more effective
if landowners knew in advance that they
would be able to participate for as much as
a. decade.
Another section o! the amendment would
permit local sponsors of a watershed project
to finance their part of the cost more easily
than is possible under the la.w as it now
stands.
Still another section would add ''water
quality" to the benefits considered when appraising a project.
The fourth part o! the amendment would
alter the procedure for obtaining approval
o! the program.
In general, the amendment would broaden
the scope o! PL 566, extend the period o!
co-operation between the landowner and the
government, ease the task of local financing
and Sll\OOth the path o! new projects through
the government maze.

Mount Vernon

EXTENSION OF REl\1ARKS
011'

HON. JOHN P. SAYLOR
OJ' PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 22, 1967

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, there are
a few, if any, places -within the area of
the United States where George Washington's birthday is not honored and his
memory revered. It appears :fitting to
comment on the progress that has been
made in preserving the beautiful area
across the Potomac River from George
Washington's home of Mount Vernon.
It has been a. great experience for me to
cooperate with so many patriotic Americans in this nonpa.rtisa.n effort to preserve a. part of the environs of Mount
Vernon. Perhaps no other place in the
country is so :fixed in the hearts of the
American people and this is manifested
each year with the well over 1 million
visitors who renew their acquaintance
with history as they explore and reexplore this grand evidence of our heritage.
In 1954 over 500 acres on the Maryland shore of the Potomac were offered
for sale. Within less than a year at-
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tempts were made to purchase much of
this area for an oil tank farm. Patriotic
individuals and foundations prevented
this development by purchasing lands
that would have been used for acthities
hardly consist~nt with the environs of
this national shrine. Throughout the
1950's the Mount Vernon Ladies Association, residents of Prince Georges County, especially those living in this particular area, sought to achieve the prese:rvation of this unique place. They attempted to use all the de\ices open to
the citizens of a local community to
achieve this protection. Because regional authorities and others did not
view the necessity for this preservation
in the same manner as did they and since
these auth01ities did have the power of
condemnation. preservation of the area could not be achieved at the local level.
It was in 1961, after having fought
many a. battle to keep the area in its
undisturbed state, that these people presented their case to Congress. It was my
great privilege to join the gentleman
from Colorado, Chairman WAYNE AsPINALL, and the senior Senator from New
Mexico, Senator CLINTON ANDERSON, in
introducing the bill authorizing the Piscataway National Park, which was signed
into law by President Kennedy on Octoher 4, 1961.
This measure was unique at the time
of its enactment and stands today as a
landmark representing the cooperation
of local citizens, private foundations, local government, State government, and
the Federal Government. The legislation provided that the park would consist of 1,114 acres of which 500 acres
were to be donated to the Federal Government. In addition, over half of those
living in the area have donated, at no
cost to the Government, scenic easements. This not only represented a considerable saving to the Government but
it allowed the Government to acquire an
asset that might not have been possible
without this important contribution.
Seldom has there been such public spir1ted cooperation in behalf of a national
shrine.
The State of Maryland and Prince
Georges County within that State is to
be congratulated for providing incentives for its citizens to contribute land
and easements in order to establish the
Piscataway Park. The State of Maryland pioneered tax reform legislation to
encourage the donation of these easements. Further, the county commissioners of Prince Georges County implemented this State action by passing a
new tax ordinance, which was without
precedence, to enhance the donation of
easements to the Federal Government.
The efforts of Congressman :MACHEN in
increasing the authorization and prodding the administration to get on with
the business at hand has been of signal
importance.
Despite these efforts, as has been the
case in so many instances, the problem
of escalating land values required an increase in the authorization of funds to
be appropriated. The increased authorization was passed by the House and
Senate without a dissenting . vote and
was signed into Public Law 89-513 by
President Johnson on July 19, 1966.

President Johnson has recommended this
year that $2.7 mill1on be appropriated
for fiscal year 1968 and that $1 million
be reprogramed Immediately in order
to initiate action toward the final completion of the obligation of the Federal
Government. The reprograming is \ital
to this completion of acquisition because
of the time element we are facing. I
shall not detail the many en·ors of omission on the part of the Department, nor
the failure to act with dispatch on the
part of the Congress, for hopefully, such
failures are behind us. There is but a
final step in the realization of what has
become a goal of the American
people. The final step is the actual appropriation of funds now twice authorized by the Congress, which would permit the Department of the Interior to
conclude its acquisitions.
The donations of land and easements
to the Government have a 5-year period
within which the Secretary of the Interior must certify that he has acquired
substantially all of the land for a national park. If he is unable to e:ttect this
certification then the easements and
lands revert to their former owners. As
a consequence, the task would then have
to be begun anew and all of these gifts
solicited again. Mr. Speaker, the deadline for the Department of the Interior
to act in behalf of ·the Government of
the United States is August 7, 1967. If
for any reason this becomes impossible
the Federal Government wlll lose land
and rights to land valued by the Department at $11 million. Perhaps an even
greater loss will be the loss of confidence
in the Federal Government by those who
have struggled for so long, those who
have given of their time and efforts, those
who have given lands, those who have
given rights to lands, and those who believe the oft spoken words that private
and local initiative should serve as a
necessary catalyst to Federal action.
If, at this late date, we are unable to
place a capstone on the efforts of so
many that have persisted so patiently
so long, then our attitude toward the
entire concept of natural beauty and
historic preservation must be redefined.
For, if we cannot as a people, through
our duly constituted institutions, save
Mount Vernon-pray tell, what can we
save?

A Governor Looks at the Proposed

Federal-Aid Highway Cutbacks
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES C. CLEVELAND
OF NEW HAMPSHmE

IN TilE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 22. 1967

Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Speaker, on
Monday the House Public Works Committee w1ll join with the corresponding
committee from the other body to start
4 days of joint hearings on cutbacks proposed by President Johnson in the Federal-aid highway program.
In the past few weeks, many of my
Republican colleagues on the Public
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Works Committee have joined me in my
criticism of these cutbacks, which would
amount to more than $1.1 billion. Now
that the hearings are about to commence,
I feel it is important to point out this is ·
certainly not a partisan issue.
Many of my friends and collea-gues
from the other side of the aisle in the
House of Representatives and in State
governments across the Nation have
made it clear that they share my deep
concern about this cutback in Federal
funds; that they also feel it is not only
unnecessary in terms of governmental
economy, but may actually be harmful
to the economies of many of the States
involved and to private contractors and
businesses in those States.
New Hampshire's distinguished Governor, the Honorable John W. King, who
has already announced he would testify
at next week's hearings, is just one of
the many members of the opposition
party who has publicly expressed his concern over the President's plan.
Indicative of his concern is a speech
he recently made on the subject to the
New Hampshire Highway Users Conference at its meeting in Concord, N.H. I
commend it to the attention of my colleagues as an indication of the problems
facing State governments if these cutbacks are enacted!
AnnREss BY Gov. JoHN W. KING, Ol' NEW
l!AMPSHmE, AT THE HIGHWAY USERS CONFERENCE, NEW HAMPSHIRE HIGHWAY HOTEL,
VVEDNESDAY, FEBRUARYl, 1967

Gentlemen:
I am genuinely pleased to be with you to-

night on the occasion of your annual meeting.
I am fully aware of the meaningful contributions made by your organization over
the years on behalf of all of us who utuize
our highways.
.
Because of your devotion to this cause
along with other interested organizations we
are now building across this country a highway system that rivals that of any 1n the
world.
We a.re spending enormous amounts of
money to do this. Here in New Hampshire
I think that few people fUlly realize that tn
state government our state highway department every year spends almost a.s much
money a.s all the rest of our state departments together.
In the present fiscn.l year our gross state
expenditures amount to $122.7 mUllan dollars. Highway expenditures account !or 51
million, or almost 50 percent of all state
spending.
And yet 1n the more than four years I
have been governor I cannot recall a single
citizen complaining that we spend too much
money on our highways.
I can understand this, because I believe
the people of New Hampshire share with rne
the conviction that there is no single area
of government that gives the taxpayer a
greater return for his dollar than our highway program.
All of us directly experience the benefits
of our highway program. every day of our
lives. We experience lt 1n time saved-in
money saved-in lives saved.
We experienced those benefits as we droYe
to this meeting tonight, and v.•c'll experience them on our way home.
Further than that, we have all witnest~Hl
the dramatic effect our new highways h :> \-c
had on our state as a whole.
They have been a Godsend to our recr ea tion business ln the North Country. TheY
have generated the development of scores
of new recreatlonn.I a.rens that proudly bo:.1st
only one and a. hal! hours' drive from nos-
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ton. No other single factor has had such pact on our economic growth a.s a state.
an influence in the rebirth and resurgence or And p&haps most of all, I am concerned beonr North Country that has taken place over cause well engineered highways play a key
the past four years.
role in our continuing battle against traffic
By the same token the construction or deaths.
This tremendous toll is rapidly reaching
these new highways has had a vital effect
on the explosive growth or our economy that proportions that make it one of the most
has made us the fastest growing state in urgent problems racing this nation today.
It is an enormously complex problem that
New England. The rapid access of product
to market 1B always one or the key factors will not lend itself to a simple solution.
I. was delighted with the passage of the
in the decision to locate a new industry, and
because of this, I am certain that our high- National Traffic Safety Act of 1966, which,
ways have been a tremendous boon to our ror the first time, brought the federal government into an area where federal action
economic upsurge.
1 Finally, our new highways are a key facwas urgently needed.
tor also in the continual battle to hold down
The State of New Hampshire is now acthe terrible toll exacted by traffic accidents. tively engaged in developing a program to
The figures clearly demonstrate that con- implement the federal legislation. We are
trolled access highways are safer than con- preparing legislation for the General Court
Ventional highways by a margin of at least to meet the National Highway Safety Agenthree to one. And so the fatalities and in- cy's standards.
At the same time we are developing a
juries that we are preventing with our new
highways are substantial and beyond any safety program for presentation to the National Safety Agency.
lllaterial price.
Federal funds to implement that program
It 1B because of these tremendously imwill
amount to 165 thousand dollars for
Portant factors that I have been deeply disfiscal
1967-244 thousand in fiscal 1968 and
turbed by President Johnson's reduction or
17.5 per cent in highway construction proj- a like amount in fiscal 1969.
These funds must be matched by a similar
ect-a announced in November and his announcement of January 11th that he is appropriation of state funds.
So w1 th the federal government about to
considering an additional cutback of another
12 per cent, or 400 million dollars, in federal allot us some 600 thousand dollars for traffic safety over the next three years at long
highway projects.
I am deeply disturbed with the impact of last we are on the road to realistically giving
these reductions in the economy of New this serious situation the attention it
liampshire.
deserves.
These cutbacks will mean substant;ial reIt is a program that is not only highly
<luctton.s of contractors' payrolls--substantial desirable, in my opinion, but one that we
reuuction.s in the purchase of equipment and must get into because of the penalties if
lllatertals, in trucking and transportation we don't.
and related services allied with the conThere is a clause in the Highway Safety
struction industry. It will result in further Act that states if our program 1s not acUnemployment in the construction industry ceptable our state will lose ten per cent of ita
that has already seen unemployment in- federal highway funds which could mean an
crease, due to the slowdown in the home annual loss of two million dollars, so the
building industry and the tight money avail- program is a must.
tble for all new construction.
By the same token it 1s also a must that
liere in New Hampshire the cutbacks wlll we continue our highway program, which
1 et-1ously affect New Hampshire road builders
is an integral part of our safety program at
-.,.ho are small firma and very vulnerable to the most rapid pace possible. I know your
llowdowna in the program. I have been in- conference shares my concern 1n both areas,
formed that 1f the cutbacks are sustained, and I would urge your full support of both.
at least two of our contractors will face
liquidation.
·
I am certain that these proposed curtalltnenta w111 have an equally serious impact
A Vietnam "Maginot Line" 7
on every one of the New England states.
Because of that I have- today written to
the governors of Maine, Vermont, Massa.chuEXTENSION OF REMARKS
•etta, Connecticut and Rhode Island to join
O:J'
~lth me in seeking ·an appearance in person
berore the House Public Works Committee
1n Congress to make the Congress fully aware
O:J' NEW YORK
or the impact of these proposed curtailments.
I have no doubt that President Johnson's
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
lnotivatlon in this action 1s the overall good
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or the economy and the na.tion.
And yet I am personally convinced that this
Mr. ROBISON. Mr. Speaker, I
~ a situation where alternate solutions must thought the idea of at least considering
e sought out. Certainly it deservea the the possibillty of sealing off the line bet1eepest study, and I am hopeful tha.t the
congresa will take a long second look at this tween North and South Vietnam-as an
alternative to the less than totally effecPropOsed action.
Congress has stated in the pa.st that it is tive air attacks on the Ho Chi Minh
ita int~nt to maintain a balanced, orderly, Trail-had merit when I first heard of
PharoPerly financed program, and contractors it, last year, and I accordingly inserted
\'e ma.de long term commitments for in the RECORD some mateiial in support
flanUI and equipment, relying on the stated of that idea.
llt~nt or the congress.
Since then, the situation has not
Stop-and-go or peak-and-valley construction always costa the owner more than a changed very much. Our air attacks
Planned a.nd orderly program, and in this continue and, though they have undoubtedly had their impact, the infiltracl\lle the owner is the publlc.
~It I am concerned with the welfare of our tion of both men and supplies from North
ew Hampshire highway contractors, and I Vietnam into South Vietnam obviously
~ttl, I am much more concerned with tfle continues, and we have had little success
lllPnct or these proposed cutbacks on the in reducing the scale of the conillct.
Renerai welfare of all or our people.
In the present impasse, there seems to
l> I am concerned because of the great imtlact of our highway system on our recrea- be a dearth of new ideas being conon industry. I am concerned with its 1m- sidered by either our people in the Penta-

HON. HOWARD W. ROBISON

gon and those in the State Department.
Pretty much, we merely keep on doing
what we have been doing, though at a
rising cost in dollars and lives, and it is
increasingly discouraging to have to
contemplate this as an effort that may
drag on for year after tragic year.
If there is anything new 1n the way
of strategy-military or diplomaticthat anyone has to offer, we most certainly ought to look at it. This 1s why
I was glad to see the following article
indicating some renewed interest in a
Vietnamese "Maginot line," as contained in the January 24 issue of the
Christian SCience Monitor, which-under leave granted-is set forth for the
consideration of my colleagues:
l\1ILITABY AsSESSES VALUE 011' VIET "1\iA.GINOT
LINE"

(By John Dillin, sta1f correspondent of the
Christian Science Monitor)
SAIGON.-The growing number of North
Vietnamese troops pouring into South Vietnam has spurred renewed interest in erecting a jungle "Maginot Line" across Vietnam's
17th parallel.
But the problems of building and manning
such a line are immense. And its effectiveness 1s doubtful.
In the past 18 months, North Vietnam's
war efforts in the south have rapidly multiplied. Latest American intelligence reports
indicate that nearly 100,000 northern troops
filtered through the jungles to the south last
year.
BARRIERS OBSTRUCTED

These northerners bolstered the sagging
morale of the native Viet Cong, carried in
crucial supplies, and enabled the Communist
forces to flesh out their ranks to 280,000 men.
If this northern infiux could be halted or
drastically slowed. the Viet Cong would be
dealt a staggering blow.
Most proposals !or an armed llne have
called for the erection of a solid barrier of
barbed wire and mines along the full 34
miles of South Vietnam's northern border.
From there, it is suggested, the line of men
and steel might be extended westward across
Laos, or southward along the mountainous
Vietnam border.
However, the extension across Laos appears to be impossible politically. And the
other extension, along Vietnam's long, western border, seems nearly impossible physically.
Without one of these extensions, the defense line across Vietnam's northern boundary could be flanked to the west via the
heavily traveled Ho Chi Minh TraU in Laos.
A look at a map of Southeast Asia shows
that the easiest blocking line would be one
extending directly across Laos to an anchor
point in eastern Thailand.
However, the eastern part of Laos is under the direct control of the Communist
Pathet Lao, one of three contending groups
in that tiny country, and under the Geneva
agreement of 1962-which has brought a
delicate political balance to the countrythe eastern area. is supposed to remain under the Pathet Lao.
To ram a defensive line across eastt>rn
Laos would clearly violate the Geneva
agreement and throw Southeast Asia into
new turmoil, authorities say.
According to one expert, "It would jnb
a dagger point at what 1s a very uneasy
balance of forces and governments in
Southeast Asia. It could unzip the entire
thing."
"North Vietnam's reaction and perhaps
Red China's would be incalculable . . . but
they probably would do something. They're
not going to sit there watching a neighboring neutralist country being used in this
way."
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Advocates of running a defensive line
into Laos contend, however, that Lao neutrality has already been thoroughly violated
by North VIetnamese infiltrators into South
Vietnam. Any American iine would only be
in response to this, advocates say.
The other possible defense line would
stretch along Vietnam's rugged, often illdefined, 862-mile western frontier.
The prospect of building a fortified line
along this tortuous path makes military men
gasp. The logistical and manpower requirements would send war costs spiraling.
Nevertheless, the infiltration problem remains a major one. Since lrust spring there
have been direct "invasions" by North Vietnamese divisions across the demilitarized
zone on the northern border. The traffic has
been especially heavy in the western part.
Several large, bloody battles have erupted
near the DMZ which drained manpower
reserves in the I Corps area and diverted
troops from pacification work. In these battles the North Vietnamese troops have been
at their best. With short, easy supply lines,
their men have arrived at the battlefront
rested, well-fed and well equipped.
In contrast, troops fighting farther south
often go into battle poorly fed, discouraged,
and with their ranks drastically tllinned by
disease.
Thus among military officials there is a
growing interest in denying North Vietnam
this erusy route to the. south, even 1! little
can be done to avoid circumvention by way
of the mountainous trails to the west.
There is a precedent for such a barrier in
Vietnam's history. In 1627, with civll war
raging between the northern and southern
halves of Vietnam, the Nguyen rulers in the
south ordered construction of a great wall
across the narrow plain at Dong Hoi, 40 roUes
north of the present DMZ.
Today, rather than a wall, military tacticians probably would call for a cleared
area some 300 meters wide running the !ull
length of the DMZ. One plan calls for the
cleared zone to be hea•·lly laced with mines,
strung with barbed wire, protected by artillery, and patrolled by perhaps two divisions of troops (30,000 men).

President's Consumer ·Message
SPEECH
OF

HON. DANIEL D. ROSTENKOWSKI
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday., February 16, 1967

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speaker, in b1s state of the Union message,

President Johnson said:
I hope this Congress will try to help me
do more for the consumer.

The President's consumer message is
his blueprint for constructing an en\ironment of greater safety and equity
for all Americans.
The message, and the proposals it puts
forth, will go down in history as the
broadest, fairest, and best coordinated
efiort to give to the American people the
protection they need in the complex .
technological and economic world of today. No group in our national life-the
family, the worker, the farmer, the businessman-will fail to benefit from the
protection contemplated in this landmark message.
Physical safety-to enjoy the comforts of modern technology in his home.

Economic equity-to enable people to
participate fruitfully in the great marketplace of our economy. In my judgment, the climate of opinion in this
Congress is ideally receptive to new efforts to help the American people in their
daily lives.
In the field of physical safety, there
are three proposals which merit special
attention. First, the establishment of a
National Commission on Product Safety.
Second, the establishment of a national
fire safety program. Third, a broadening amendment to the Flammable Fabrics Act of 1953.
Anyone who questions the necessity
for a National Commission on Product
Safety need only look at the fact that accidents occurring in and around the
home result in thousands of fatalities
and millions of injuries every year
throughout this country. The deaths
alone amount to almost half the number
of fatalities sufiered on the Nation's
highways each year.
A joint resolution to establish a National Commission on Product Safety
has been introduced in the Senate by
Senator MAGNUSON and Senator COTTON
and in the House by Congressman Moss.
As presently envisioned, the Commission
would consist of seven members, chosen
for their training and experience in
this field, and appointed by the President.
The Commission would conduct a
study of the protection consumers now
have against the hazards of household
products. The study would identify
specific products which are determined
to present hazards, examine the extent
to which self-regulation by industry is
working, look at the protection afiorded
by common law in the States, and review
Federal, State, and local laws aimed at
consumer protection in this area. In
the course of the study, proprietary information woUld not be disclosed. The
Commission would make a report to the
President and the Congress within 18
months, including any recommendations
for action. Certain products which
have undergone recent congressional
scrutiny would be excluded from consideration by the Commission. These
items would include motor vehicles,
products under the food and drug laws,
products under the Hazardous Substances Labeling Act, and Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act,
and the Federal Insecticide and Fungi ...
cide Act.
I would like to pbint out that the benefits of such a Commission are twofold:
The users of products would benefit by
being physically protected against the
hazards of some of the products of modern technology. Manufacturers and
businessmen, at the same time, could
look forward to some assurance that they
would not be subjected to a great variety
of different State and local safety regulations, which might make mass production for mass markets almost impossible.
A national fire safety program, the
second item I mentioned in the area of
physical safety, could do much to reduce the yearly toll in human and material loss suffered as a result of fires. I
would like to point out that what is con-
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templated 1s an expansion of existing
public and private programs, wherever
possible.
The proposed fire safety program would
have four major elements. First. Factfinding and research on the causes, the
frequency, and the severity of fires. Second. Education of the public on fire haz ...
ards, and education of firemen on techniques for :fighting fires. There would
also be included development of fire safety curriculums and courses for those who
must oope with fires. Third. An information and data service on all aspects
of fire safety. Fourth. Support for demonstration projects on improved ·meth.,.
ods for prevention and control, rehabilitation of people and property a1Iected bY
fires, and improved fire services.
The third item in physical safety is an
amendment to the Flammable Fabrics
Act of 1953. The original act was passed
in the aftennath of a spate of newspaper
stories about torch sweaters, and other
similar highly flammable items. The act
accomplished its limited objective, but
it did not affect the marketing of itelllS
of wearing apparel. At the present time,
about 3,000 people a year die from burns
involving clothing fires.
The amendments would authorize the
Secretary of Commerce to revise the
standards of flammability for wearing
apparel. FlammabUlty standards would
also be issued for interior furnishings if
such action was determined to be necessary. In addition, the Commerce Department, together with the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, would
study the causes of deaths, injuries and
property losses resulting from accidental
burning of furnishings and wearing apparel. Research would be conducted into
the fiammabllity of furnishings, fabriCS,
and materials.
Enactment of the great public-interest
proposals outlined in the President's message will help cement the growing part.,.
nership of all segments of our population for the benefit of the entire Nation.

State Bills Introduced To Control
Trading Stamps
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LESTER L. WOLFF
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 22, 1967

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Speaker, as I am
sure the membership is aware, I haVe
reintroduced my bill in the 90th Congress
to establish a Commission on Tra~
Stamps, in order to establish orderly control and regulation of this industry. Its
purpose 1s to eliminate the unscrupulous
elements and to protect the interests of
the consumer. The State legislatures are
rapidly becoming aware of this problem
and have begun to take action on it
themselves. The time to act, to insure
uniform Federal measures, is now.
Under leave to extend my remarkS.
therefore, I wish to include the following
articles, the first from Women's wear
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Dally of February 16, 1967, and the second from Supermarket News of February 20, 1967, which fully bear out my
contention.
The articles follow:
[From the Women's Wear Daily,
Feb. 16, 1967]
MICHIGAN BILL To CONTROL TRADING STAMP
ACT
LANSING, MicH.-State representative Lucille H. McCollough bas introduced a blll
to require trading stamp companies to redeem their stamps for cash as well as for
lllerchandise.
·
The bill is not considered as an attack on
stamps, but intended to provide greater protection for consumers. The bill would become effective Jan. 1.

A National Cemetery for New England
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES C. CLEVELAND
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 22, 1967

Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Speaker, for
several years I have fought vigorously
for establishment of a national cemetery
in New England. I have pointed out on
the floor of the House many times that,
while there are more than 100 national
cemeteries in the Nation, there is not one
in New Egland and never has been.
[From Supermarket News, Feb. 20, 1967]
I have pointed out that Arlington Na'I'RADING STAMPS, PACKAGING BILLS CONTINUE tional Cemetery, now the one closest to
To GET STATES' ATTENTION
New England, was still 250 miles from
Bills on trading st.a.mps, packaging and the closest point in New England and
COIU!umer protection macblnery at the exec- some 500 miles from such northern New
Utive level are under consideration in State England States as New Hampshire.
Legislatures.
This year I have reintroduced legisln West Virginia and Arkansas, stamp bills
lation to establish a national cemetery
have run into trouble.
in New England and my bill, H.R. 3744,
A rundown of latest developments follows.
Sn.lem, Ore.-House b111 1254 requires is now before the Committee on Interior
reta.ilers offering trading stamps to make and !:nsular Affairs. But the few short
&.'\"ailable a cash discount instead of mer- weeks since my bill's introduction, its
chandise 1f customers so desire.
necessity has become even more acute,
The discount would be equal to the cost with the announcement that burials at
or the stamps to the retailer.
Charleston, W. Va..-A blll requiring re- Arlington will henceforth be limited.
Mr. Kenneth Whipple, editor of the
demption of trading stamps in cash on cusDaily Eagle of Claremont, N.H., has
totner request has been defeated.
Another bill, introduced last week, would summed up the arguments for a New
brtng the State's packaging and labeling law England national cemetery in another of
1n. line, with the new Federal labeling and his perceptive editorials. I call his fine
l>!I.Cka.ging act. The bill would require liquid editorial to the attention of my colcotnmodities to be sold by liquid measure
or weight. Non-liquid commodities would leagues as another exhibit in the fight
be sold by weight. The measure wo,~ld ban for fairness to New England veterans:
irom packaging the words jumbo, giant and
Ull.

tr Little Rock, Ark.-House bill 189 to require

ading stamp companies to keep records of
the number of sta.mps distributed and dates
or issue, has been withdrawn.
The House had approved the measure and
:nt it to the Senate. It was never br!'ught
a vote in the Senate.
... A. Senate bill to outlaw stamps was recently
-.ereated.
A House blll wblcb would make stamps
8
1lbject to cash redemption has been det eated.
~
Albany, N.Y.-Legislatlon has been introduced 1n the Senate calling for the creation
~ & consumer protection division in the
ecutive branch.
The division's commissioner would be apPointed by the Governor.
,..,,The b111 was referred to the Finance com-.tttee.
A similar bill was introduced in the AsIIE-tnbly three weeks ago.
OooGovernor Rockefeller has called for $150,to establish mobUe consumer protection
ll.l:lcl eduactlon units, as outlined in a pro~atn under Attorney General LoUis J. Lef'OWitz.
The units would travel to various areas of
~eState which are not now easily accessible
l> coilBumer fraud services of the State Dea.rtxnent o! Law.
Oklahoma City.-swapping of trading
11
~pa may become possible under a blll inti 'Uoed in the State House of Representa.v~ last week.
ltolloUse bUl 663, introduced by Rep. Robert
co Pkin.s, Tulsa, would reqUire trading stamp
ot 1llPa.ntea to agree to the sale and exchange
l:l. their stamps as a condition to doing bust~ 1n the State. Stamps could be sold over
PUr counter by reta.llers as well as given with
Chases, for instance.

NATIONAL CEMETERY AT RINDGE?
Under this editorial title, some seven
months ago; we wrote in support of legislation introduced by Rep. James C. Cleveland
(R-N.H.) of New London and proposing a
national cemenery 1n New England.
Today, with word that Congressman Cleveland has introduced his bill, we renew our
support for such a move.
The argument cannot be set forth more
fairly, or more succinctly, than in Congressman Cleveland's own statement to the House:
"The right to be buried 1n a national cemetery, which we grant to all veterans, is being
denied in many instances today by the lack
of conveniently located facUlties.
"The great distance from New Hampshire
to the nearest national cemetery in Arlington, Virginia, almost precludes its use by
the veterans from the Granite State.
"We owe 1t to the veterans of New England
and their families to establish a new cemetery, appropriately located in our region,
so that their loved ones will be able to pay
proper tribute to their memories!'
At the same time the New Hampshire
Congressman renewed his suggestion, wblch
we strongly second, that consideration be
given to the Cathedra.l of the Pines at Rindge,
N.H.-a non-denominational, privately supported, international memorla.l to the war
dead of all nations.
Though there are well upwards of 100 national cemeteries in the natto.n, there haa
never been one in New England. Some 20
years ago the Army proposed one at Fort
Devens, Mass., but this proposal failed. to find
favor.
Last year the House Committee on Veterans' Affairs had under study the inequitable distribution of existing cemeteries and
the disparity between the number of persona
now eligible for burial and the avallab1Uty
of grave sites.

It's to be hoped that the 90th Congress,
through such committee or otherwise, wlll
pick up such study and carry it to its logical
conclusion.
For, as we wrote last year:
"It seems certain, whatever the course of
the war in Vietnam, that use of national
cemeteries and demand for their facilities
will continue to grow over the years.
"If the system expands, as it obviously
must, New Hampshire and New England
should not be ignored."
K.D.W.

The Powell Issue
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS M. PELLY
OP' WASHINGTON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 22, 1967

Mr. PELLY. Mr. Speaker, recently
118 New York Presbyterian parishes asserted that when the House of Representatives decided to investigate the qualifications of a Member-elect before
seating him that their action was camouflage, and another sign of white backlash.
This together with other slmlla.r statements by religious leaders and groups has
caused me great distress.
- However, when I received the following
letter this morning expressing differing
personal views of another minlster of
God, my faJth has been gTeatly restored.
Next week, Mr. Speaker, when the
House is scheduled to act on this matter
I intend to cast my vote on the basis of
what is morally right without regard to
race or politics.
The letter which I received follows:
To Episcopalia"M Who Are Members of the
House

of Representatives:

I address this to you a.s a fellow-Episcopalian to express my personal convictions concerning the action which the House of Representatives may take regarding the seating
of Adam Clayton Powell and his chairmanship o! the House Education and Labor
Committee.
I disagree with the position of the New
York Presbytery, announced in toda.y's New
York Times, reoommending that Mr. Powell
be seated and restored to bla chalrmansblp.
I oppose both such actions as not being in
the national interest.
I hope that this case will be decided on
the moral issues involved, and on the rights
and needs of the entire country, not just
those of the District wblch elected. Mr.
Powell. A Congressman, once seated, is a
national servant, especially 1f he chairs an
important committee.
Mr. Powell has violated the trust vested in
him both by bls District and by the Congress
v;blch gave him hi.s cha.trmansblp. He has
not fulfilled his responsib111ty to either
group and should, therefore, suffer the consequences o! bls failures. How can we call
for high moral standards a.mong taxpayers
and among our youth 1f our Representatives
violate so flagrantly the trust placed in
them? Congress needs to a.et boldly to restore the public's confidence in it.
I! other Representatives are violating the
law, they, too should be brought to light.
Do not let their misdeedJJ protect Mr.
Powell, nor let h18 misdeeds protect them!
We want justice to be tempered with mercy,
but we csnnot afford mild rebukea or a
whitewash!
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I am concerned that so many Negro leaders, especially clergymen, have come to Mr.
Powell's aid because he is the first Negro to
rise to such political power in America. I
think they are wrong in this stance; he has
hurt -their cause irreparably. They must
groom new leadership which will not betray
them.
I hope that your vote will be based on what
is morally right for the nation, - not on the
false issues of race and politics.
Sincerely yours,
The Reverend RICHARD UPSHUR SMITH.

Arizona's Need for Water
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. RHODES
OF ARIZONA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February

22: 1967

Mr. RHODES of Arizona. Mr. Speaker, since the beginning of the 90th Congress, I have received a number of inquiries from interested persons throughout the country seeking information
about Arizona's need for water and the
various proposals to furnish relief. The
following letter, I feel, answers most of
the questions about which people seem
the most concerned:
·

FEBRUARY 21 , 1967.
Mr. JOHN W. SLOCUM,
University Station,
Baton Rouge, La.
DEAR JoHN: I welcome the opportunity to
explaill what the Central Arizona Project
controversy 1s all about and hope that you
will discuss the facts with your friends.
Many persons have become alarmed during recent years that Congress might pass
legislation which would flood the Grand
Canyon. Their fears stem largely from extensive, nationwide publicity disseminated
by the Sierra Club.
Through its publicity, the club has warned
that the Grand Canyon would be "flooded,
ruined, destroyed, inundated" if the Central
Arizona Project were enacted by Congress.
Nothing, John, is further from the truth.
I love Arizona not only as my chosen home
but also as the most beautiful land in the
world. Foremost among its wonders is the
Grand Canyon where I often have stood lost
in the marvels of a creation that no man
could hope to duplicate, a creation no man
should ever b~ permitted to desecrate.
How could I or any other Arizonan or any
othre Congressman say that .he serves the
people if he peJ"mits our most magnificent
natural wonder to be marred by human
hand? The attacks on the project, then, not
only are baseless in fact but they are insults to the integrity of some of the nation's finest and most prominent legislators.
Last year, after hearing all witnesses, the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs of
the U.S. House of Representatives had this to
say about the club's "scare" publicity ca.m.paign:
"The American people have been given
false impressions as to the effect of the
proposed constructions. Articles such as
'Ruin for the Grand Canyon' in the READERS DIGEST and advertisements in leading
newspapers have painted a picture of devastation and ruin wholly unsupported by the
facts."
Arizona and most of the Southwest are in
desperate need of water. But we do not seek
our water in eKchange for the eeauties of
the Grand Canyon. Through the Central
Arizona Project, we have found ways to guarantee an adequate water supply while assur-
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ing continued, unmarred existence of the distorted literature leading people to believe
Grand Canyon.
the Grand Canyon would be flooded to the
Central Arizona. presently uses about 4.5 extent that water would lap over the rim!
million acre-feet of water per year. Rivers In truth, the 90-foot rise in water level along
and surface sources provide 1 million acre- the 13-mile boundary line would be scarcely
feet and underground pumping provides the perceptible to the tourist standing on the
remaining 3.5 million acre-feet. After use, rim. The river is not even evident to the
about 1.3 million acre-feet return to under- viewer from many of the m95t-frequen ted
ground lakes which leaves the area with an outlooks."
annual deficit of roughly 2.2 million acreLast year, after lengthy hea rings the Interior Committee concluded: "The dam will
feet.
As a result of this deficit caused by the do no violence to the scenic beauty of the
mining of water, our water table is dropping Grand Canyon National Park nor to adjacent
p ortions of the Colorado River" ·. . . and
disasterously low.
.
Last year, the U.S. Commissioner of Recla- that "the power and energy which will be
mation pointed out, "There are lands going produced is marketable on a long-term basis
out of production. There will be many thou- at competitive rates and will help to satisfY
sands of acres of additional lands going out the needs of the Pacific Southwest region for
of production even during the .10 years that 'peaking' power."
would be requj.red were this project authorOther bills· have been introduced to help
ized now and construction started immedi- provide water and power. !or the Southwest
ately."
including an exceptionally-workable and
In the town of Eloy, for example, it was worthwhile proposal by the Interior Comnecessary to drill a well 159 feet deep for mittee. Chairman, Honorable Wayne N. Aswater in 1958. Just six years later in 1964, pinall of COlorado. And, I might ask, hoW
oould anyone . question this distinguished
the water level dropped to 214 feet.
As the water level drops, the land itself gentleman's i.b.tentions, integrity and gen·
subsides. In 12 years the land around Eloy uine desire to serve the people?
settled 4.3 feet, causing deep crevices in the
Secretary of Interior Stewart Udall alSO
ground around the sinking land. It is much is intere.sted in the Central Arizona Project
the same as a piece of pumpkin pie that and has made a. proposal which would perhas lost its moisture causing the filling to mit our needs to be satisfied, in part, bY
pull away from the crust.
approving the aqueducts and with pumping
None of the water which we seek would be power to the obtained from a thermal plant.
used to develop new agricultural lands. In- Under this plan Hualapai Dam would be
stead, it would be used primarily to make up q.eferred. This, too, 1s receiving serious
for the loss of our underground water re- study by all concerned.
sources. It would assure water for municipal
No one has disputed that Arizona and the
and industrial use for the city of Tucson, entire Southwest is in desperate need of
wholly dependent today on sub-surface water. And, although our motives have
supply.
been challenged by one radical conservaNor do Arizonans have any wish to take tionist organization, thoughtful oonserva·
water from other water-hungry states in the tionists throughout the nation will assist us .
Colorado River Basin. Our problems and · this year in reaching a. workable and sa tisneeds are basically the same. In 1963 the factory solution. We welcome their advice
·
U.S. Supreme Court ruled that 7.5 million and respect their views.
As a result -or this desire to work together,
acre-feet of water per year be allocated to
lower basin states in the following manner: und-erstanding each other's problems, I axn
4.4 million for California, 2.8 million for optimistic that legislation can be enacted
,
Arizona and 300,000 for Nevada. The Central this year.
I hope this answers your questions. It
Arizona Project takes advantage of this allocation py bringing 1.2 million of these is only through a. candid exchange of inforacre-feet into the central portion of our mation that we can preserve our beautiful
heritage and resolve the problems which face
state.
The legislation which members of the Ari- the people of the Southwest.
Yours sincerely,
zona congressional delegation introduced
JOHN J. RHODES,
this year calls for construction of aqueducts
Member of Congress.
to convey water from the Colorado River at
Parker Dam and across central Arizona just
as water today is carried to Southern California.
'
The Voice of Democracy Contest
Our proposal includes £onstruction of only
one hydroelectric dam on the Colorado River
at Bridge Canyon on the Hualapai Indian
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Reservation. This dam would provide the
OF
power to pump the water into central Arizona and additionally raise revenue from
power sales to reimburse the Federal GovernOF FLORIDA
ment for expenditures advanced for the
. Project. The Hualapai (or Bridge Canyon)
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Dam is important as a way to fi~ance the
Wednesday, February 22, 1967
entire Project. However, as a multi-purpose
unit, it would also create a scenic recreation
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Speaker, each year
area unparalleled elsewhere in the country, the Veterans of Foreign \Vars . of the
and benefit the Hualapai Indian tribe.
United States, and its Ladies' Auxiliary,
When the dam is constructed and the conducts a Voice of Democraey contest.
reservoir filled to capacity, the normal level
of the river at the most extreme northwest This year over 350,000 school students
participated.
boundary of the Park will rise only 90 feet
I am very happy to note that the win~
within the inner canyon walls--more than
3,800 feet below the canyon rim. The depth, ning speech from my State was delivered
of course, would diminish progressively up- by David Mark Maloney of Tyndall Air
stream for a stretch of 13 otherwise inacces- Force Base, Fla. He is a resident of mY
sible ·miles of riverbed-at which point the
district and I am very pleased indeed tJ
increase would dwindle to zero.
ask that his speech be inserted in the
More than 91 miles of the Colorado River
within the Park would remain undisturbed. CONGR ESSIONAL RECORD.
Young Maloney and other winn i!1'J
At no point would the water enter the Pn.rk
c.ontestants from the various States will
itself.
come to Ylashington for final judging as ·
As stated in the respected National Wildlife
Magazine in February, 1967, "charges and · guests of VFW at the time of that orga~
counter-charges have been hurled with some nization's inaugural dinner on March 7.

HON. ROBERT L. F. SIKES
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The winning speech by David Mark
Maloney follows:
DEMOCRACY: WHAT IT MEANS TO ME

David Mark Maloney~utherford High
School, Panama City, Fla.)
The spirit of what democracy means to
me is captured in the words of Abraham
Lincoln, "I hold that while man exists it is
his duty to improve not only his conditions
but to assist in ameliorating mankind."
Democracy grants us these privileges. We,
the people under democratic governments,
are free to help ourselves. By this basic
characteristic of democracy we are raised
from the level of the feeble, the incompetent,
the inefficient, and directed by a democratic
Way o! life, the privilege of assisting those
Plagued by the unyielding forces of evil becomes a moral obligation.
Democracy views the God-given rights for
the masses and the individual on equal
terms. Thus I am free to defend my rights
Without fear of being stereotyped. As an
individual I possess the ability to promote
myself and alleviate those around me from
injustice. Only under democracy could this
be true.
Not only in foreign relations does democracy provide for ita subjects, but domestically as well. The basic b111 of rights is lndisPensible toward the liberty we enjoy. Without it, our country could not have gained its
Present state of authority, status or prestige
and this is but one fruit of democracy. Justice is for all-not the majority, the rich
or the powerful. Under democracy we live
our lives as we choose and we defend our
beliefs without the fear of prejudice, debauchery and the pressures of a highly de\7eloped society. The popular judgment is
allowed to be put into effect properly with
no faction holding too much power. Under
democracy decisions are made correctly because the wisdom, virtue and zeal of the
leacters are brought out through popular acclaim .
In this age of fantastic progress, democracy
has become more important than ever before.
Standing on the threshold of self devastation the world controlled by the organized
Chaos known as political relations, depends
upon democracy which remains as a lonely
sentry, guarding the free world against the
dangers of night.
On a smaller scale and more personal basis,
democracy means choosing· the college I wish
to attend, going to football games and yelling
for my team, or buying a product within my
Purchasing power.
The anathema of protest, of civil disorder
and disobedience, presently sweeping the
country, tramples freedom into the ground
and democracy cries out. In the words of
another, "Is life 80 dear--or peace 80 sweet?"
TOday I stand behind the policies of our nation not only because they are :right but
because it is my duty. I advocate the betterment of less fortunate people by means of
our own support because democracy dictates
it so.
Democracy means this to me, but in essence means the abi11ty for all to be free,
totally, absolutely, completely.
I By

' The Five DiSogra Brothers
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN M. MURPHY
OJ' NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 22, 1967

Mr. MURPHY of New York. Mr.
Speaker, on February 18, 1967, Richmond
County Post No. 248, VFW and Rich-

mond County Council, VFW, gave a testimonial dinner honoring Charles A. DiSogra, post commander, 1949-50 and
county commander, 1950-51; Michael
F. DiSogra, post commander, 1950-51
and 1955-57 and county commander,
1955-56; Camille R. DiSogra, post commander, 1952-53 and county commander,
1960-61; ·James V. DiSogra, post commander, 1958-60 and county commander,
1966-67 and Frank P. DiSogra, post
commander, 1966-67.
At the dinner I read a letter from William J. Driver, Administrator of the Veterans' Administration, extending his
congratulations. Each of the brothers
received a life membership in the Veterans of Foreign Wars and each- received
a statue of the Infant Jesus of Prague
from the Ladies' Auxiliary of Richmond
County Post 248.
Holt Meyer, borough planning director, read greetings and congratulations
from Mayor John V. Lindsay.
Hon. Heyman "Sandy" Rothbart presented each of the brothers with the Department of New York VFW plaque commemorating their long and faithful service.
The principal address was delivered by
Capt. George I. Garner, and I include
this address, as well as the response made
by Charles A. DiSogra:
ADDRESS OF CAPT. GEORGE

I. GARNER

1. Reading back through history we find
that in 1492 a Genoese namecr Christopher
Columbus discovered lands adjac.ent to our
mainland which opened up for settlement
and development the entire western half of
the world. A Florentine explorer by the
name of Amerigo Vespucci subsequently was
the first to see the mainland of the North
American continent. Although eminent
scholars still argue whether or not Amerigo,
did in fact, first discover the mainland, the
fact remains that he left his mark in the
form of his name on the entire Western
Hemisphere. · Another Florentine, Giovanni
Verrazano, discovered Staten Island in 1524,
in the course of an exploratory voyage along
the coast of North America. A permanent
settlement called Oude Dorp ("Old Town"),
was founded by Dutch settlers in 1661 near
the site of the present-day Fort Wadsworth.
Until this time it was an all-Italian show,
and I don't understand how the Dutch got
in the act, but not for long, as we are about
to learn b.ecause in this century Verrazano
has a big ferry boat and a great bridge named
after him, and Staten Island has discovered
the brothers Di Sogra five. I am indeed
happy to join with all of you in paying
tribute to the~ tonight.
2. In addition to being an active family
in civic endeavors since the 1930's, and ac·quiring splendid war records in World War II,
they all returned to their home community
to continue as civic leaders and veterans.
They were the first four brothers to be elected
to the office of county commander of Richmond County Post, VFW. As commanders
they led the VFW to new heights of achievement in the areas of membership,. influence
and service. Having taken an active, unselfish part in public affairs, for their strong
sense of charity, responsibility and integrity,
a characteristic of their total life.-the community must be pleased and gratified to share
in this auspicious occasion.
4. Each of the brothers DiSogra represent
all that is fine, high minded and meaningful
in the true American tradition. They rep'resent a new image that truly depicts the
ideals and purposes of all who are dedicated
to civic mindedness.
5. Tonight, it is my pleasure to make a
presentation to Michael who is my top civil-
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ian administrative aid and the most dedicated, loyal and hard-working civil service
employee I have ever known.
6. During the past twenty years-in addition to the many other elected and appointed
offices-Mike has been known as the welfare
and service officer for the VFW. During this
time he has rendered aid to thousands of
veterans, widows, and non-veterans who requested his assistance for advice, guidance
and help. Mike has always stressed the fact
that rehabilitation, hospital work, and service are the key to solving the many problems
of veterans and for better community understanding. He has always emphasized the
principle that is memorialized in the slogan
of the VFW "To honor the dead by -remembering the living."
Therefore, let us proudly salute a dedicated and able leader, Michael Francis DiSogra.
7. In paying tribute to Mike and his
brothers I might add despite other family
and business commitments, they found time
to serve, to work, to lead, and to shoulder
many burdens. These are the things that
mean the most, and these are the reasons for
the presence of their many friends assembled
here this evening.
8. And now Mike we come to your presentation. On behalf. of your many friends and
associates I am most happy to present you
with this "life membership card" in Richmond County Post No. 248, VFW, also I
would be glad to sponsor your membership
in my American Legion Post. Good luck and
God bless you.
RESPONSE BY CHARLES DISOGBA

The five Di Sogra brothers are greatly appreciative of this unbelievable testimonial
for our efforts over the past 20 years to aid
Staten Island veterans, their widows and
their families.
But as spokesman for 1\lichael, Camille,
Jim, Frank and myself we feel very humble,
but thankful to our God that He has given
us the wisdom and often the courage to
carry on when our hopes were dim and our
efforts seemed doomed to failure.
We feel we have given little more than
should be expected from other comrades in
arms. There are many veterans, who labor
tirelessly for the same cause as we have.
But what makes the Di Sogra's unique is that
they have acted as a team.
This teamwork did not come by extensive
planning. Each one of us had known the
ravages and effects of war and -experiences of
veterans of earlier wars. We had personal
knowledge that as soon as the hero of the
conflict took off his uniform, he and his
family were forgotten by those for whom he
gave so much for so little. He faced a
heartless world where the only future seemed
despondency and despair.
As brothers we dedicated ourselves to a
progra:tn of comfort and service, but we· realized that in unity there was strength and
so we decided that whenever possible we
would act as a team, rather than on an
individual basis.
During the more than a. fifth of a century, we have attempted to serve, thousands
of vet-erans and their families have come to
us for all types of help and advice. They
represented those who served in all wars;
from World War I to the present Vietnam
conflict. It we have aided but a small number, we consider our work rewarded.
In closing may I leave this thought:
The Di Sogra brothers will not be around
forever. But they hope that when they
leave, this God's earth they will have left a.
torch, which will be held high in a neverending effort ·to aid veterans, their widows
and their families. They will a.l.ways need
help, not charity, from the Government, veterans organizations and the more fortunate
"buddies" who also served their country in
time of need.
Thank you.
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Appendix
Foater Grandparents Take Love to
Retarded Children
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
01'

HON. JOHN 1\1. ZWACH
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

:Mr. ZWACH. Mr. Speaker, the State
of Minnesota has made significant strides
1n providing better programs to help· the
mentally retarded. One of the finest faCilities in the State is the Brainerd State
School and Hospital in the Sixth Congressional District.
Recently Mr. Les Sellnow of the
Brainerd Daily Dispatch wrote an excellent report on the foster grandparent
Project at Brainerd. The project 1s
SPOnsored by the Minnesota Association
for Retarded Children. Mrs. Vema
Geike of Nisswa, Minn., is the field superVisor, and Miss Margaret Klassen is the
Project supervisor.
Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my
remarks, I would like to have inserted
1n the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the following article which appeared in the Brainerd Daily Dispatch on February 2, 1967:
lh:rAB.DED

CHILDREN RESPOND--ACTING

GRAND-

PARENTS TAKE LoVE INTO STATE HOSPITAL

(ByLes Sellnow)
A group of area senior citizens is bringIng about some transformations at the
Brainerd State School and Hospital.
A little boy who sat in a corner in his
'\\'ard and wouldn't play or pay any attention to anyone or anything is suddenly a
Slniling, Jovial playloving young lad. A youngster whose face is scratched and
tllarked because he is in constant scraps in
his ward gives a 77-year-old man a tender
hug and a kiss on the cheek.
A little girl who was somewhat hyperactive
and would grab and clutch anything in
Sight now sits, much more demurely at an
afternoon tea party.
Another little girl who was extremely shy
now jumps and skips, laughs and shouts.
The reason for it all is the foster grandParent program which was launched at · the
lnstitution ln November.
The program, financed with federal funds,
1s designed to do two things; provide employment for senior citizens and offer some
needed love and attention for young mentally
retarded patients at the state hospital.
For five days a week these foster grandParents travel to the state hospital, spending two hours in the morning with one.
Child and two hours in the afternoon with
another.
Mrs. Verna Geike, Nisswa, is in charge of
the program and she says it is working admirably. Not only are the grandparents proViding the needed love and atention for the
Children, but the work is putting a new zest
Into the life of the older citizens.
"I'd say that 98 per cent of them have all
but forgotten about the money," she said,
"and are concerned mainly with their
Youngsters."
There are now 34 foster grandparents inVolved tn the program with openings for

several more on a runtime basis and another
six on a substitute basis.
"It is very gratifying," says Mrs. Anna
Duda, Brainerd, one at the foster grandmothers. "We might be growing old and
weak, but they need our strength and love."
Her afternoon child was very shy and
quiet when Mrs. Duda first met her. Now
she smiles, talks, hops, jumps and skips.
"I took her home with me one day," Mrs.
Duda says, "and she was a perfect lady.
Every day now she tells me lt is her birthday so I'll take her home for another birthday party."
The little girl and her foster grandmother
were ·part of a group around a table in the
patients' cafeteria in the rehabll1tation
building yesterday afternoon, having a tea
party.
One of the little girls twisted and turned
on her "grandmother's" lap, but appeared
to be completely under control. When she
was first taken over by her foster grandmother, however, she snatched cups, glasses
and everything else within reach from the
table.
Also in the cafeteria were Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Dennehey from the Motley area with
their boys for the afternoon.
Mrs. Dennehey's boy is a spastic patient
and spends much of his time in a wheelchair.
Mr. Dennehey's boy, who kept a grip on the
older man's hand, is also a wheelchair patient. It is an adventure for both boys just
to be pushed out of their rooms o.nd down
the corridors in their wheelchairs.
Mr. Dennehey had trouble with his forenoon boy when he first entered the program.
"He didn't want to come with me at first,"
he said, "and would hide under the table.
After about the third day though when
I arrived I say him watching out the window of the room and he started jumping
up and down, saying, 'they're coming,
they're coming.' "
One day Mr. Dennehey didn't make it to
the institution and the boy cried for his
"grandpa.'"
In a downstairs playroom in Building 8
yesterday, a group of the foster grandmothers played with, sat with, and talked with
their young charges.
The youngsters cavorted about, some of
them playing with little cars on the floor,
one riding a little merry-go-round with the
help of his "grandmother" and anothet
blowing on a mouth organ.
In a room upstairs 77-year-old John Peterson was playing with a ltttle boy whose face
is scratched and marked from many battles
on the ward. The boy was sitting on Mr.
Peterson's knee, draping some strips of cloth
around the older man's neck.
"He's really dressing me up today," Mr.
Peterson said. Suddenly the boy reached
up, clasped the man around the neck and
kissed him on the cheek.
"He's been a fighter in the ward," Peterson said. "When he does something wrong
here I just speak firmly to him and then he
comes over and gives me a kiss."
It is obvious that the older man has !armed
an attachment for the boy.
"This summer I'm going to take him home
with me so he can count the ducks. We've
got some big pine trees on the farm for him
to see, too,'' Peterson said.
A spry 77 years old, Peterson no longer
farms actively, but he and his Wife continue
to live on the farm.
Another boy in the room had a bunch of

keys on a string and was trying to uulock
every door and drawer in sight.
"All we're doing today is unlocking things,"
aaid his "grandmother," Mrs. Agnes Erickson,
Pequot Lakes.
Each day she brings him something to play
with.
"Yesterday it was that big purse over
there," she said. "He pretended it was his
suitcase. He must have some happy memories of a suitcase-maybe of going home for
a visit."
The youngsters in the. program, however,
have been home for few if any visits andreceive just as few at the institution from their
parents.
Any youngster who has frequent visitors is
not a part of the program, Mrs. Oelke points

out.

There can be little doubt in the observer's
mind that this little group of foster grandparents is dedicated to alleviate some of the
loneltness felt by these retarded youngsters.
Most of them echo Mrs. Duda when she
says: "The big problem is that there are so
many who need our help. It makes you wish
you could do more."
The story is not 100 per cent rosy all the
time. There are some frustrations and setbacks. One woman approached Mrs. Geike
with real concern in her voice yesterday.
"I lost my little boy for today," she said.
"He just wouldn't have anything to do with
me."
The youngster was in bed, she said, and
later she planned to return and sit by him in
an effort to restore what had been on the
verge of becoming a close relationship.
But the successes are there and it seems
apparent a.fter watching these senior citizens
at work that the successes are going to vastly
outweigh the failures.

Democracy: What It Means to Me
EXTENSION OF RE1\.1ARKS
OF

HON. ARCH A. MOORE, 'JR.
OF WEST VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Speaker, I insert
1n the RECORD a speech written and delivered by Mr. Richard K. Robinson of
Mannington, W.Va., which was judged to
be the best entry in the State 1n the contest held annually by the Veterans of
Foreign Wars. Young Mr. Robinson w1ll
participate in the final judging for a national winner here in Washington on
March 7, 1967.
I am deeply gratified that the West
Virginia winner is from the First Congressional District which I am privileged
to represent. This 1s the second time
since I have been a Member of the Congress that the winner from my State has
been from my district.
Each year, the VFW and its ladies
auxiliary conduct a Voice of Democracy
contest. This year over 350,000 school
students participated in the contest competing for the :fiv.e scholarships which are
awarded as the top prizes. First prize
A829
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is a $5,000 scholarship, second prize is

$3,500, third prize is $2,500, fourth prize
is $1,500, and the fifth prize is $1,000.
Needless to say, on behalf of the people of my district and the entire State
of West Virginia, we are rooting for Mr.
Robinson, wishing him every success as
he enters the final phase of this contest.
The honor and distinction which he has
already brought to our State make us
very proud indeed of him, and we hope
he will add to his achievement by emerging as the national winner.
DEMOCRACY; WHAT IT MEANS TO ME
On July 4, 1776, three millio~ American
colonists declared to the world that they
would not surrender their liberties to any
foreign power. John Adams declared, ..We
shall never submit." Almost two years later,
the colonists ratified the Constitution of the
United States of America, the finest document of its kind ever written. This Constitution, although purchased at a huge cost
ln money and blood, P.rovides America with
the backbone of its democratic system. And
with this, Americans have built the greatest
democracy of all. A country so strong that
it has withstood the test of time, and has
emerged victorious from a. number of smaller
conflicts and two world wars. In fact.
America was called, during the 2nd. World
War, the "arsenal Of demOCraCy."
I
This combination of patriotism, type of
government, the Constitution, and the American spirit is the true meaning of democracy.
Here we find the reasons which impel Americans to sacrifice everything, even life itself,
for their country.
It is the responsibility of every American
to carry on ~his great tradition. And what
better way is there to do this than to educate oneself in the happenings of the past,
present, and the future? James Madison
commented that," ... a people who mean to
be their own governors, must arm themselves
with the power which knowledge gives."
Each day, in my studies. I am witness to the
drama of history, the science of numbers, the
wonders - or chemistry, and the languages
which enrich this nation. I feel that I am
doing the best thing by staying in school
and by building a foundation of knowledge
for the future. In this way I will help not
only myself but I will also help America by
being able to make wiser decisions and to
understand, in a clearer way, the events
around me. We can, therefore, quickly see
that our responsibility to America is to striye
for a good education because education is
the bulwark of freedom.
But our education shoUld not end upon
leavmg the classroom or receiving a diploma.
Our search for truth and facts must be a
constant one. And we should use what we
have learned in maintaining our democracy.
We can do this by personal participation in
public affairs-by taking a keen interest in
topics of discussion and problems of community and state and by being tolerant and
reasonable. Americans should not sit idly
while problems of great importance are left
to the decisions of a few.
However . . . in dealing with new and
bold concepts we must also be cautious-for
in the words of the Declaration of Independence, "Prudence . . . will dictate that governments long established should not be
changed for light and transient causes." It
is the duty not only of this generation, but
also of subsequent generations, to guard our
Constitution and its purposes with an eternal
vigilance. We must not recklessly abandon
the wisdom of our Founding Fathers.
Never before in the history of the world
has one nation had so much power as this
great country. What America does will directly or indirectly affect the policies of every
government around the globe. This position makes it even more essential for us to

be active and vigorous in seeking a greater

America.
The time for rededication has arrived.
Let us all remember that democracy 1.s the
single type of government which requires
the courage ap.d perseverance that has characterized previous generations. The American doctrine was devised by brave men for
brave men. If the men are still brave, the
doctrine wil continue to be good. But not
otherwise. Think it over, Americans, and let
this generation promise to strengthen and
extend our democracy. But if we are not
willing to accept this challenge, then we had
better be thinking, deciding what we will
tell our children. What shall we say was
more important than democracy? They will
want to know.
·
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tageous to this part of Wisconsin should go
unchallenged, but undoubtedly there are
scores of other sections of states throughout
the nation which also have unfinished highways which would. be advantageous to them
were the concrete ribbons completed.
If government spending is ever to be
reduced it must start some place. Where
would you begin it? The space program,
poverty program, aid to schools, or highway
curtailment?

Crime in Washington
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT H. MICHEL
OF ILLINOIS

Appeal for Funds To Complete 1-94

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 23, 1961

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. MICHEL.
Mr. Speaker, the
Washington Evening Star on Monday,
February 13, 1967, carried a full-page ad
HON. ALVIN E. O'KONSKI
which included a letter to the President
OF WISCONSIN
of the United States from G. B. Burrus,
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
president and chairman of the board of
Thursday, February 23, 1967
Peoples Drug Stores. He also included
Mr. O'KONSKI. Mr. Speaker, • the an alarming list of losses due to burEau Claire Leader, Eau Claire, Wis., glaries and armed robberies in the Washrecently carried an excellent editorial ington metropolitan area sustained bY
appealing for funds for completion of Peoples Drug Stores in the past 56 weeks.
I have unanimous consent to have it
Highway I-94 in the western part of the
State. The editorial is a timely one, placed in the RECORD:
PEOPLES DRUG STORES', INC.,
with joint bearings on the Federal highWashington, D.C., February 9, 1967.
way cutback being scheduled for later
THE PRESIDENT
this month.
White House
As the editorial states, there is no rail The
Washington, D.C.
passenger service in west-central WisMY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I should like to
consin. This puts an increasingly heavy endorse the letter sent to you recently by the
burden on a very highly traveled and District of Columbia Clearing House Association respecting crime in the District o!
extremely dangerous road.
I am pleased to caU the editorial to the Columbia.
There can bardly be any dispute as to the
attention of my colleagues, and to have it
of the problem. The overall staprinted at this place in the CONGRES- magnitude
tistics on incidence of crime in the District
SIONAL RECORD. The editorial follows:
tell the story accurately, but it is possible
OP

.APPEAL FOR FuNDS To CoMPLETE I-94
Reduction in federal spending is always
an excellent goal for taxpayers, but it rarely
succeeds. This, obviously, is due to the
desire to curtail spending except when it
hits the taxpayers' own pet project.
If it were not for one factor, this could well
be the situation in the Eau Claire Chamber
of Commerce seeking :testoration of federal
funds to complete Interstate Highway 94
between Eau Claire and Tomah.
The one redeeming feature of the Chamber's appeal to our representative and senators is that there is no rail passenger service
in West Central Wisconsin.
The other factors cited by the Chamber,
delay will result in additional costs; the
route is a prime highway for students; that
driving hazards have been increased; is an
interstate route connecting with Canada,
and that the state is ready to let contracts
are all valid. But they could pertain to
many other sections of the nation which
have also had their highway construction
delayed.
The lack of rail passenger service looms
large in the contention of the Chamber that
an exception should be made in this case.
Bus and plane have taken some of the
burden off travellers, but without reliable
train service the private automobile has been
called more and more into use for trips to
Madison, Milwaukee and Chicago. This does
result in more and more travel over a section
of highway that is inadequate to say the
least.
That the rapid completion of the unfinished interstate section would be advan-

that the appalling signlfl.cance of those statistics may be blurred by their generality.
As I reallze only too keenly, "robberies per
thousand population" translates in to actual
robbers in actual stores jeopardizing the lives
of actual men and women. I attach a list
of the robberies and burglaries committed in
my company's stores in the District of Columbia metropolitan area since January 1,
1966. As you will see, in the past 56 weeks
Peoples Drug Stores in this area have been
the scene of 31 armed robberies and 62 burglaries, and the pace of these crimes is accelerating rather than abating.
The dollar loss to Peoples Drug Stores during this period-$116,000, none of it insured-is obviously heavy. But the threat to
the lives and well being of our employees and
customers is of a much more serious order.
Every crime listed in the attachment carried
the seeds of grave human tragedy, and in
some instances violence did indeed occur.
Just this past week the assistant manager
of one of our stores was kidnapped at his
Maryland home, pistol-whipped, and bound
and gagged by four criminals who forced him
to return to our District store so that theY
could gain entry to the store and the safe
and secure cash and narcotics. They left
him, still bound and gagged, in his car. The
very next day at another of our stores armed
robbers, at 8:40 in the morning, forced 7 of
our employees and 20 customers to lie on the
floor and robbed the store of cash and
narcotics.
Or consider our experience at a single
store. On November 6, 1966, that store was
robbed of $6.910.93. On January 8, 1967, the
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:manager of the store was accosted at gun
point by three robbers, forced to re-enter
the store, open the safe, and turn over cash
and narcotics. Upon leaving, the criminals
knocked him unconscious. On January 22,
1967, this same manager, upon opening the
store, was again faced by armed robbers who
forced him to open the safe and to turn
over cash and narcotics. Finally. on January 25, 1967, the police apprehended five
persons burglarizing the store. The manager and all employees tendered their resignations and it was necessary to close the
store permanently.
I cite these figures not because they are
unusual, but because I have no reason to
think they are not representative. Indeed,
the burden of crime has not fallen as heavily
Upon my company as upon others in our
community. We have been spared loss of
life, but there are families whose bread'W1nner has been cut down by robbers. We
are a large company, but there are small
:merchants to whom robbery and burglary
has meant financial ruin.
I, and those who share my anxiety, are
gteately heartened by your demonstrated concern about crime, both nationally and in
the District, where the federal government
has a special responsibility. While I do not
Pretend to be equipped to evaluate the particUlars of your legislative proposals or the
recommendations of the District of Columbia Crime Commission, certainly your policy
or & two-pronged attack upon both the
sources and the effects of crime should comllland widespread support. If disagreements
arise over particular ingredients of an anticrime program, it is my hope that in any
event those disagreements will not prevent
the Congress and the community from uniting in unstinting support of those measures
as to which there can be no reasonable disPute. The urgency of the problem surely
demands no less.
I am confident that the stockholders, employees and customers of Peoples Drug
Stores join me in pledging our cooperation
1n your efforts to give meaning in our comllluntty to the principle that, as you put it
to the Congress, "public order is the first
business of government."
Very truly yours,
G. B. BURRUS,

Peoples Drug Stores-Losses dtU to burglaries and armed robberies in the Metropolitan Washington area-Continued

JUNE
Store
No.

25
IJO
42
10
107
155
1:!9

146

-

JANUARY

1968

Durl;'(lary _------------- July

1

-~~~k~~::.~~~===========
-J~~---3_____ do_ ________________ July 6

Burglary or robbery

July
July
July
July
July
July
July

6
8
9
14
15
20
28

$25.75
339.00
202.62
174. 00
99.00
707.94
90.24
630.00
243.11
4, 020.81

8

-~~a~~::============·
== ===~~=====
_____ do _________________
Aug. 25

_____ do__________ __ ______ Aug. 27
_____ do___ ______________ Aug. 28
_____ do ________________ _ ___ do ____ _
_____ do ____________________ do ____ _

$1,913.86
180.29
82.93
1, 606.. 82
674.47
776.66
611.47
794.82

1966

$16.00
645.65
240.00
369.01
283.00
2, 405.31
1, 057.00

15 Robbery_----- ---- ---- Oct. 1
3 Burglary __ _______ _____ Oct. 6
90 _____ do_________________ Oct. 12
233 _____ do_________________ Oct. 13
'1:1 _____ do _________________ Oct. 17
133 Robbery_------------- Oct. 25

$1,012.52
1,003.35
283.00
149.51
160.23
5,800. 00

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

50.00

1, 484.15
92-l. 56
71.18

1966

19 6 6

77 Robllery -------------- Nov.
10 Burglary ______________ Nov. 9
15 _____ do _________________ Nov. 15
245 Robbery-------------- Nov. 21
42 Burglary _____________ _ Nov. 23
'1:1 ___ __do ____________________ do ____ _

Total

Date

DECEMBER

Burglary ______________
1 _____ do ___ _____________
70 _____ do . __ ------------1 _____ do ___________ _____
6 Robbery-------------ZT _____
Burglary_------------do ________________
3

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

163

40

-

2
3
4
9

$213.90
130.80
120.00
51.25
80. 00
119.46

$6,910.93
2, 148.82
2, 446.98
2, 538.76
485.92
955.68

Jan. 21
Jan.
26
Jan. '1:1

192.89

3,363. 86
2,283.1Jl

Robbery_-----------Jan. 31
28
Burglary
______________ Jan.

24

FEBRUARY

Total, 1966 ______ ----------

88,117.52

120

~

NONE

I

I

$250.74
252.87

MAY 1966

-~~1~~~~=~========== ~:~ !

3
6
11
16
22
23

-~~a~.::~============= ~:~: ~
JANUARY

$.536. {()
4,584.66

1966

130 _____
BurglllfY--------------1
Apr. 12
10
233
do ___________ _____ Apr.

Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

116,257.75

Rising Imports of Dairy Products
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF
MISSISSIPPI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. - ABERNETHY. Mr. Speaker, I
am concerned, as are many others about
the increasing volume of imports of dairy
products into this country. These imports are competing unfairly with
our domestic milk production and
thereby adversely affe.:!ting dairy farmers' incomes.
A few days ago I introduced a bill _designed to help alleviate this condition. I
recognize that passage of legislation of
this nature requires considerable time.
We intend to press hard for its passage_
However, the Congress has already
armed the executive branch with authority to deal effectively with imports adversely affecting a domestic industry.
The antidumping legislation and section
22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act
give specific direction and broad authority for the executive branch of our
Government to deal with the cur:~;ent
dairy import situation. ·I strongly urge
the executive branch to make use of such
in behalf of our dairy industry.
I was pleased to note that the Farm
Bureau has requested action under the
provisions of existing law. I hope Secretary of the Treasury Henry H. Fowler
and Secretary of Agriculture Orville L.
Freeman will take prompt action under
the authorities vested in their respective
Departments.
Mr. Speaker, insert in the RECORD at
this point copies of the letters sent by
Charles B. Shuman, president of the
American Farm Bureau Federatioh, to
each of these gentlemen:
AMERICAN

FARM BUREAU FEDERATION,

Washington, D.C., February 16, 1967.

1~ I

APRIL

'1:1 _____ do ____________________ do ____ _
237
75 _____ do_________________ Dec. 31

Robbery-------------Zl Burglary------- ------ 19 Robbery_------------15 _____ do__________ __ _____
42 Burglary ______________
2 Robbery_-------------

1966

Burglo.ry--------------1 FPb. 131
103 _____ do ___ ------------- ___ do __ -MABCH 1966:

1966

$3,749.30
567.24
149.41
585.65
668.94
1,046. 77
388.40
100.00
2,111.00
2, 600.00

150

$3,00()_ 00
2, 000.00

l'Warehou~.

OF

Robllery -------------- Aug.

Durglary _------------_____ do _________________
_____ do__________ ________
_____ do_____________ ___ _
_____ do _________________
Robbery _------------ l~urglary _------------Robbery ______________
Burglary_---- --------_____ do_ ________________
_____ do_ ____________ ____

2
3

HON. THOMAS G. ABERNETHY

2
6
8
9
16
19
20
23
24
25
26

No.

133 Robbery ______________ Feb.
25 _____ do_________________ Feb.

Total

5, 750.53

1966

SEPTEMBER
2!55
236
1
107
90
158
11
237
233
200
23

Date

Total, 1966-67___ ----------

...

Store

-

$2,219.42
3,531. 67
490.39

BUf!!'lary or robbery

1966

_____ do _________________
Burglary_------------_____ do _________________
_____ do _______________ __
Robbery ______________
Burglary______________
____ _do _________________

1967

Total

Date

Store
No.

AUGUST

President and Chairman of the Board.
Peoples Drug Stores-Losses due to burglaries and armed robberies in the Metropolitan Wash.ington area

FEBRUARY

1~
Burglary______________ June 12
217 ____ _do ____________________ do ____ _
5 _____ do_________________ June 24

18
75
89
133
25
gg
74
Hll
161
18
161

Peoples Drug Stores-Losses due to burglaries and armed robberies in the Metropolitan Washington ar_!a-Continued

1966

Burglary or rollbery

JULY
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191
151
27 _____ do ___________________ do ___ _
~t9 ____ _do________________ May 6
27 _____ do_________________ May 11
!:!a3 _____ do_________________ May '1:1

$1,614.37
2, 743.39
405.47
1, 793.61
25.80

881.72 ,

Hon. ORVILLE L. FREEMAN,

1967

-~~~~~============== -=~0-- ~-

75 _____ do ____________________ do. __ _
24
9 _____ do __ - ------------- Ja.n. 4
Zl Burglary_------------- Jan. 5
____ _do_________________ Jan. 7
(1)
n Robbery_------------- Jan. 8
82 _____ do_________________ Jan. 19
do_________________ Ja.n. 20
237 _____
_____ do ____________________ do ___ _
114
201 Burglary_------------- Jan. 21
77 Robbery------------- Jan. 22
75 _____ do_________________ Jan. 23
237 Burglary_------------- Jan. 24
77 _____ do_________________ Jan. 25
00 _____ do_________________ Jan. '1:1
17 Robbery ______________ Jan. 29

$6,035.04
60.00
2, 600.00
380.00
57.48 .
349.18
2,366. 72
1.188. 22
99.00
2, 291.85
171.34
4,047. 65
380.00
47.38
10.31
52. 78
3,003.28

Secretary of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: The American Farm
Bureau Federation, representing 1,703,908
member families in 49 states and Puerto
Rico, is seriously concerned over the rising
importB of dairy products and the injury
that may be caused to the U. S. dairy industry.
Imports in milk equivalent rose from 900
million pounds in 1965 to 2.6 billion pounds
in 1966. This dramatic increase has continued. and the U. S. Department of Agriculture now estimates that the 1967 import
level will exceed 3.5 billion pounds in milk
equivalent.
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A substantial part of these increased ~·
ports is in the form of butterfat-sugar mixtures which are designed to circumvent the
import quotas established under section 22
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
Increased imports also have been 1n the
form of a cheese very slmilar to cheddar but
imported outside of, and in addition to, the
cheddar cheese Lmport quota.
You will recall that on May 2, 1966 Farm
Bureau oppqsed the increased quota on
cheddar cheese which you had proposed to
the President. Although the Tariff Commission has made its report in regard to this
matter, no action has been taken or announcement made in regard to cheddar
cheese quotas. We recommend that an 1mmediate announcement be made that plans
to increase this quota have been canceled.
In addition, we recommend that section
22 be implemented to prevent the circumvention of existing quotas on dairy products.
For example, all butterfat, whether imported
in the form of butter, butter oil, or butterfat-sugar mixtures, should be covered by the
same import quota. Import quotas imposed
under section 22 are intended to prevent the
disruption of the farm programs involved.
Present quotas are not achieving this objective.
We belleve an immediate investigation by
the Tariff Commission is necessary to achieve
effective llm1tation of dairy imports ana that
you should call for such investigation under
section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act.
Very truly yours,
CHARLES B. SHUMAN,

President.
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION,

Washington, D.C., Feb1-uary 16, 1967.

Hon.

HENRY H.

FoWLER,

Secretary of the Treasury,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: The American Farm
Bureau Federation, representing 1,703,908
member families in 49 states and Puerto Rico,
is seriously concerned over the rising imports
of dairy products and the injury that may be
caused to the U.S. dairy industry.
Imports 1n milk equivalent rose from 900
million pounds In 1965 to 2.6 b1llion pounds
In 1966. This dramatic increase ·has continued, and current estimates of the U.S. De·
partment of Agriculture for 1967 are for an
import level of 3.5 bllllon pounds of milk
equivalent.
A substantial part of these increased imports is in the form of butterfat-sugar mixtures which are designed to circumvent the
import quotas established under section 22
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. Our in·
formation indicates that some countries are
selllng this product for export to the U.S. at
a price considerably below the price being
charged in their home markets. For example, products containing as much as 44 percent butterfat are being offered for export by
countries at a price of approximately 20 cents
per pound when the domestic price support
level for butter in such countries is as high
as 65 to 70 cents per-pound.
Under the U.S. Anti-Dumping statute (19
U.S.C. 160), the Secretary of the Treasury is
given the responsib111ty to investigate such
situa tlons to determine if a "class or kind of
foreign merchandise is being or is likely to
be sold in the United States or elsewhere at
less than its fair value."
We believe that the current situation warrants such an investigation and that Anti·
Dumping duties should be applied to such
imports if the findings justify.
Very truly yours,
CHARLES

B . SHUMAN,
Presid.ent.

Democracy: What It Means to Me
EXTENSION .OF REMARKS
o:r

HON. Pt1ARK ANDREWS
OF NORTH DAKOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. ANDREWS of North Dakota. Mr.

Speaker, the song "America" 1s more
than a patriotic hymn to Stuart J. Dogger, 17-year-old senior at North High
School in Fargo, N.Dak. The meaning
of its words served as the theme for his
essay "Democracy: What It Means to
Me," which won first award in the Voice
of Democracy contest 1n North Dakota.
I am sure that Stuart's family and his
teachers are proud of his achievement,
just as I am proud that he is a constituent of mine.
Nearly all the Members, I am certain,
are familiar with the Voice of Democracy
Contest sponsored nationally by the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United
States and its ladies auxiliary, and I
respectfully insert Stuart Dogger's essay
in the RECORD:
DEMOCRACY: WHAT IT MEANS TO ME
(By Stuart J. Dogger, Fargo, N. Dak., senior,
Fargo North High School, age 17)
The song, "America", is known to almost
all citi2lens in this great nation. The tune
is familiar. Everyone knows the words. But
do they understand? Within this song the
basic principles of America are set forth In
simple, but inspirational words. And with
understanding comes meaning and feeling.
So I find. For these words have given me
the basis with which to tell, what democracy
means to me.
"My country 'tis of thee, sweet land of
liberty, of thee I sing."
My country is America, America, the paragon of democracy. It is indeed a sweet land,
a land full of the bounty of nature, a land
rich in the fruits of the earth, and a land
majestic with wondrous beauty endowed by
heaven. This alone is often enough to swell
a man's heart With pride and love for his
country. But America is much more than
this. Overhead in the vast blue expanse an
eagle files. The very sky is his domain and
he is free to wander wherever his whims
may lead him. And here below, the earth
teems with people. And each man is an
eagle. Each man seeks, and it he searches
long enough, he finds what he is seeking.
For this land is great, this land is sweet,
this land is plentiful ... this land is AmerIca. The eagle is part of the sky, for that
Is where he lives. Every American is part of
America. America becomes a land of the
individual, but also a land of unified individuals, bound not by any force beyond their
will, but joined by common love for a gracious land, and a land wherein they are
free, a sweet land of liberty. And I rejoice
that I am an American. America, 'tis of thee
I sing.
"Land where my fathers died, land of the
Pilgrim's pride." Two-hundred years ago the
small voice of America cried out in the great
and frightening darkness o! oppression.
There was fear in the voice, but st1ll it cried
out. And as it pierced the gloom, a small
light fiickered into life. Though it is true
that what may be seen in the light is more
to be feared than the darkness, surely somewhere there is llgh t. And so our ancestors
lit the candle. A hand reached out to quench
the tiny flame, but was compelled to withdraw from the burning heat. In that
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moment tinder was found. The flame leapt
higher. A great bonfire now was started.
The heat grew, the light grew, and the fire
spread. Now the man who owned the restra.lnlng hand :followed its retreat. The
glowing spirit of our fathers was so intensified that never again could it be smothered.
But many paid the ultimate, and death fol·
lowed quickly. When the revolution ceased,
the ever-growing light revealed a body-lit·
tered, blood-soaked battlefield. But that
blood became the fuel, the everlasting fuel
of that eternal fire, the fire o! God-given
freedom. And :farther still in the dim re·
cesses of histOry, this fire had started. But
· it was hidden in the souls of men, men 1n
turn enshrouded in the darkness of oppression. For the Pilgrims were not allowed to
speak their hearts to God. The darkness
was too heavy and too great. And so they
fled, and when they could run no more, they
found a new land, the land of America, the
land of light at last. The fire of freedom
burned brightly and cast its warm glow over
all. And the salvation of the fire within
their souls was not :forgotten. With humble
hearts they turned their minds to God and
gave Thanksgiving amidst the abundance and
the plenty, and, above all, the freedom of
America, land of the Pilgrim's pride.
"From every mountainside, let freedom
ring." It is not enough just to be here 1n
America. Let us shout the greatness and
the Beauty o! our country. Let the world
know the joys and happiness we have, we the
sons of freedom. And if we do, let that
shout echo down every valley, roar down
every river, resound over all the hills and
forests, and, indeed, ring its glory from everY
mountainside. And let us not :forget that
freedom is of God. "Our fathers' . God, to
Thee, Author of Liberty, to Thee we sing.
Long may our land be bright with freedom's
holy light; protect us by Thy might, great
God, our King."

Wendell L. Willkie
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD L. ROUDEBUSH
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. ROUDEBUSH. Mr. Speaker, if he
would have liyed, Wendell L. Willkie
would have been 75 years old this month.
It does not seem long ago when the
chants, "We want Willkie, we want
Willkie," drowned out all other at the
Republican National Convention and
Wendell Willkie carried our party colors.
Willkie, with his large crop of black
hair hanging over his forehead, went
home to the small central Indiana town
of Elwood, Ind., to give his acceptance
speech.
Thousands of Indiana residents listened to his remarks with tears 1n their
eyes-because he was one of them. Willkie was a Hoosier.
He might have been flamboyant, he
might of been unorthodox, but he was
a great American.
.
He left his mark on our country for
all time.
He was a humble man, an honest man,
and a believer in American justice.
I am proud to take this time to honor
a great Hoosier and a great American.
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HON. RICHARD L. ROUDEBUSH
OF INDIANA
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Mr. ROUDEBUSH. Mr. Speaker, I
want to take a minute to pay tribute to
a great journalist, a great Hoosier and
a great American.
Louis C. Hiner was associated with the
Rushville Republican for 63 years. He
was 71 years old when he died last week.
:Mr. Hiner was a man who proudly
served his community, State and country. A small town like Rushville, Ind.,
needed Lou Hiner. His newspaper
nursed the town's ills, boasted of its victories and moaned its defeats.
He began his work on the Rushville
Republican when he was 9 years old
as a newspaper carrier. At the end of
his career he was editor and president.
Not only did Mr. Hiner leave Rushville
With a real newspaper tradition. But he
left two fine sons who will carry on his
tradition. His son, Lou, Jr., is the Washington correspondent for the IndianapOlis News. His other son, Richard, is
Sl>Orts editor of the Rushville paper.
To these sons and the rest of the family
I extend my sympathy.
Hiner was past president of the Indiana Republican Editorial Association
and a member of the Hoosier State Press
Association and founded one of the
State's first papers in the 19th century
at Rising Sun, Ind. Mr. Hiner's brother
was the late Allen c. Hiner, editor of the'
New Castle Courier-Times.
Mr. Hiner will be missed. But he will
be remembered by many Hoosiers and
they are all better off for knowing him.
The f ollo\\ing article appeared in the
Republican following Mr. Hiner's death:
Lom:s

C . HINER, VETERAN LOCAL NEWSPAPERMAN, DIES

Louis C . Hiner, 71, editor of The Rushville
Republican for the past 39 years, died suddenly at his home, 1023 North Harrison, at
3:30 o'clock Thursday afternoon.
Although he had been ill with a throat
ailment for the past several weeks, his death
Was unexpected. It occurred shortly after
he returned home following an examination
• at the Indiana University Medical Center,
Indianapolis.
Connected with the newspaper business
for more than six decades, Mr. Hiner began
his long career as a carrier boy for The RePUblican at the age of nine.
Later on he began J;lis employment here as
a reporter and sportswriter. Mr. Hiner was
appointed editor in 1928 and then was made
President of The Republican Co., Inc., in
April of 1950. He stlll retained both of these
Positions at the time of his death.
1ir. Hiner was one of the pioneer writers
of high school basketball in Indiana and he
also authored one of the state's first hardWOOd columns, "Hittin 'em and Missin' 'em,"
in The Republican.
Despite his declining health, Mr. Hiner
continued to come down to his desk every
Inorning. Wednesday was his last day at
the office.
A resident o! Rushville most of his life,
he lived briefly 1n Roswell. N.M., and Astoria,

Ore., where he also was employed on newspapers in his younger life.
He was born in Rushville on April 30, 1895,
the son of Robert J. and Clara East Hiner.
On May 13, 1916, . he was married to Rubye
M:. Isaacs, who died on October 15, 1946.
~fi'. Hiner was graduated from Rushville
High School in 1914.
Journalism was deeply rooted in the family's heritage.
His grandfather, William
Gregory, was a pioneer Hoosier journalist
who founded one of Indiana's first newspapers at Rising Sun during the 19th century. His two sons also are in the newspaper profession.
A past president of the Indiana Republican Editorial Association and a member of
the Hoosier State Press Association and Sigm.a Delta Chi, professional journalism society, Mr. Hiner was a member of the Main
Street Christian Church and the Rushville
Elks Lodge. He was a charter member of
the local Kiwanis Club.
Surviving are two sons, Louis C. Hiner, Jr.,
of Falls Church, Va., who heads the Indianapolis News Bureau in Washington, D.C.,
and Richard G. Hiner, R. R. 4, spot:ts editor
and assistant editor of The Republican, and
four grandchildren.
His brother, ·t he late Allen C. Hiner, was
once editor of the New Castle Courier-Times.
The Rev. Richard Merriman will conduct
funeral services at 3:30 p.m. Saturday at
the Wyatt Moore Memorial, where friends
may call any time, with entombment follo\\ring in East Hill Shrine Mausoleum.

The Need for Firearms Legislation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN M. ZWACH
OF MINNESOTA
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Mr. ZWACH. Mr. Speaker, everyone
recognizes the fact that crime in our
streets is rapidly increasing and has become a national disgrace. In an effort
to bring a halt to this blight, the administration has requested, and many of
my colleagues have introduced, firearms
legislation designed to make traffic in
guns more difficult for the criminal.
Mr. Speaker, in my estimation much
of this proposed gun legislation makes it
·difficult for the law-abiding citizen to
bear arms as guaranteed in the Constitution while it places very few actual
restrictions on their use by criminals.
I believe the greatest deterrent to crime
is the fear of punishment so I therefore
wish to introduce the following legislation which would impose a mandatory
sentence of 25 years in prison for anyone
using a gun that has been transported in
interstate commerce in the commission
or attempted commission of any robbery,
assault, murder, rape, burglary, kidnaping, or homicide.
The bill follows:
H.R.A bill prohibiting use in the commission and
attempted commission of certain crimes of
firearms transported in interstate commerce
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That who-

ever, during the commission or attempted
commission of any robbery, assault, murder,
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rape, burglary, kidnaping, or homicide
(other than involuntary manslaughter), uses
or carries any firearm which has been transported across the boundary o! a State, the
District of Columbia, or a territory or possession of the United States shall be imprisoned
for twenty-five years.

Cal Farley's Living Legacy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT PRICE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. PRICE of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
on February 19, the Panhandle of Texas
lost a friend, a man who was known
and loved by hundi·eds. Cal Farley was
fatally stricken while attending chapel
at his beloved Boys Ranch near Amarillo. Wes Izzard of the Amarillo Daily
News has expressed the loss we all feel
at the passing of Cal Farley in the following article:
CAL FARLEY'S LIVING LEGACY

(By Wes Izzard)
Three things there were that made Cal
Farley great.
He had a God-given insight into what
makes boys tick.
He had a powerful sense of dedication that
drove him to do something about those boys
in whom the ticking was off-beat.
And he had an instinctive grasp of the
mechanics needed to do this job on a big
scale-organization, salesmanship.

The world is full of men endowed with one
of these gifts. There are a few who possess
two of them.
But rare indeed il:j the man who has all
three.
Cal Farley was a persuasive man. It was
hard to say no to him.
He had a talent for making others see
the boy pro~lem as he saw it. This talent
was not cultivated. He took no courses in
salesmanship. He read no books on how to
influence others. It was just that his earnest
common sense and concern were eloquent
and unanswerable.
Those of us who knew Cal through the
years found him a warm and witty friend, as
well as a dedicated hero of the wayward boy.
He could have been a great sports writer, or
radio personality.
He attended the World Series several
times, and sent back to this newspaper stories
that rivaled the baseball tales of Ring Lardner. And some of the most colorful sports
broadcasting ever heard over an Amarillo
station was wrapped in the excited, knowledgeable voice of Cal Farley.
It is a time of shock for his friends. But
the mourning need not be for long.
While his quiet cotinsel will be missedperhaps desperately, for a while-his job was
all but finished. He had carried the building
of Boys Ranch to a point from which it can
go on indefinitely.
The region and the nation should be grateful that he was spared for this.
He has achieved an immortality that few
men attain. It lies in the regeneration o!
2,000 human beings who passed his way2,000 boys, some rebellious, some lost, some
just bewildered.
His infl.uence thus becomes a living legacy
that will go on through all generations to
come.
To repeat, Cal Farley knew boys. And as
he was wholly articulate on the subJect, his
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conversation and speeches teemed with quotable observations. Here are a few:
··A boy is the only thing God can use to
make a roan."
'"A good man dies when a boy goes wrong.''
"Who wants to hit a home run If nobody
1s watching?"
"Our nation is no stronger than the boys
who walk its streets."
··rr you want your child to love you, teach
him to mind.''
··rn most homes when you take the father
out you take out the police department."
"There's no new romance in milking a cow
at 6:30 in the morning, but it's a sure way of
getting your breakfast."
"Give a boy enough rope and he'll bring
home a stray dog at the end of it."

Statement by F. Allen Calvert, Jr., President of the Independent Petroleum
Association of America
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OMAR BURLESON
~

OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. BURLESON. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following:
STATEMENT BY F. ALLEN CALVERT, JR., PRESIDENT, INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA, FEBRUARY 21, 1967

The United States Congress should act immediately to investigate the threat of Interior Undersecretary Charles F. Luce, obviously acting at the direction of higher authority, to undermine the security-oriented
oil import program as a political power play
to prevent a partial and fully justified restoration in oil prices.
Actions threatened are questionable as to
achieving the ends sought as well as to their
legality. Congress has delegated no pricefixing authority to the Administration.
Lacking such authority, the Administration
proposes to misuse a law designed !or one
purpose and one purpose only-to preserve
the nation's security.
The actions proposed are illogical. They
would penalize domestic independent producers who by any yardstick have suffered
direly the past ten years, and whose participation in domestic exploration and drilling
is vital to our future oil supplies. The need
to find additional oil supplies in the U.S. is
well known to the Government.
In addition to the questionable legality of
these threats, and lack of assurance that
they would work, actions to increase foreign
military purchases of petroleum products
and import additional gasoline supplies
would aggravate our chronic balance of payments problem. in which oil imports already
are the largest adverse factor.
Such action is Inconceivable when government has at is fingertips !acts which
show that oil prices for a decade have been
going down while prices generally have been
going up. In addition, industry has annually absorbed higher wages, increased costs
for materials and additional taxes'. Ollis one
major industry that has not contributed to
inflation. Now that its prices are moving
toward nominal recovery, the industry is to
be politically horsewhipped.
Lastly, such actions would destroy confidence in a program which has been admirably administered by those responsible
for import regulations in the Interior Department.
The nation's security as to
petroleum supplies xnakes it essential to
maintain the integrity and· effectiveness o!
the import program.

When Should We Buy Antiballistic
Missile Defense?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT H. MICHEL
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker, our system of defense has recently been based
upon a so-called balance between the
United States nuclear capability and the
Russian nuclear capability. It has been
fairly clear as to what weapons systems
are on our side of the scale. Our space
satellites and our intelligence agencies
have attempted to give us a reasonable
glimpse at which is on Russia's &,ide of the
scale. We now know beyond a doubt that
an ABM defense is being deployed around
Moscow.
In the meantime the Johnson administration is taking a grave risk in timing
1n order to avoid the cost, and hopefully
the need, for such a defense system.
One thing is certain, we cannot place
the Nation in jeopardy by relying on just
the words of the Communist military
leaders. The balance can only be maintained by knowing for a fact that Russia is keeping any agreements which we
may reach. An inspection-type agreement would probably be necessary in order to have some reasonable assurance
that our Nation is secure.
Under unanimous consent I include an
editorial from the Peoria Journal Star,
February 21, 1967, in the RECORD at this
point. This edltorial gives an excellent
assessment of our present situation.
The editorial follows:
WHEN SHOULD WE BUY ABM DEFENSE?
The name of the game 1s strategic dominance.
That's the game we're playing in the world
today, mostly against the Soviet Union.
It's a simple game. The nation that has
strategic dominance can say, "This is the
way it is going to be." The other nations
must say "Yes sir," a.nd they must say it
quickly, before the dominant nation blasts
them off the face of the earth.
Right now, it's a tie between the U.S. and
the Soviet Union. We both have massive
striking forces, almost over-powering offenses.
But--and this is the point that is the biggest
worry to the Defense Department--the Russians are developing a.Ii. antiballistic missile
system. And we're not.
The argument, advanced by the State Department at a recent seminar for editorial
writers, is this: If the Soviets perfect an a.ntlbalUstic missile (ABM) system and we don't,
they can say "your missiles cannot get
through to destroy our country, and ours can
get through to your&-therefore you will do
as we say, and our first command is that you
do not attempt to build an ABM system."
And we will answer, "Yes sir."
If this possible disaster exists why don't
we build an ABM system immediately? Answer, by the Defense Department, because
they are so horribly, almost prohibitively expensive. How then can the Russians build
one? Because they are only building one
around Moscow-so far, at any rate.
Secondly, says the Defense Department,
1! we can delay committing ourselves till the
last moment, we can develop a superior ABM
system-and this is a method that has always
paid off. For instance, the English in World
War II produced a superior fighter plane to
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that of the Germans because they developed
one later.
We could, Defense says, order an ABM
system immediately. We have researched
them and are familiar with them, they say,
but we have not bought--we're stlll shopping
around. American corporations have the
know how and can go ahead when the President gives the word. But the question is,
when should we give the word?
The Soviet missile capability is going up .
Their ABM system, which will be effective by
1970, will protect the Soviet Union heartland. The U.S., even if it started now,·
couldn't have one by then. So the question
gets more pertinent every day. How much
lead time can we give the Russians?
Thus President Johnson worries and moves
closer to giving the go-ahead to ring the
COntinental U.S. with an ABM system even at
the staggering cost of $40 blllion.
Indeed, the President has asked Congress
for $375 million to get ABM going, using the
proposed Nike X system. He hedges by saying he will not give the construction order
unless he cannot reach agreement with the
Russians on a. ban of ABM systexns.
This ban, like all such agreements, is based
on the idea of keeping the one-to-one relationship. If you and I we say to Russia,
build ABM systems we'll still be tide to
strategic dominance, but we'll both be nearly
bankrupt trying to pay for them. Let's save
ourselves the money and agree not to build
ABMs.
But-and this is where the difference of
opinion in this nation comes to a focus-the
Russians already have started, indeed have
Moscow pretty well protected against any
missile attack. Secondly, how can we trust
them not to proceed covertly?
Congress itself leans toward buying the
ABM at once. Every year it hopefully appropriates some money for this defense system which could tip the balance ln strategic
dominance--but Defense Secretary McNamara refuses to spend it.
. The Defense Secretary, in addition to
thinking it best to wait till the last moment
to buy ABM, also leans toward the view that
we should build bigger misslles, ones that
will penetrate the Soviet ABM. And, he adds,
how about sticking some decoys on these
missiles to throw their ABMs into utter confusion? We'll get through somehow with
our massive power, says offense-minded McNamara..
Other top military strategists, however,
!ear we might not· have the power to deter
nuclear war or survive it, unless we have
an ABM system. They fear, too, that a deal
we make with the often-tricky Russians on
an ABM ban is a feeole basis !or our security.
This 1s the argument for and ~ainst antiballistic misslle systexns. More, much more,
will be heard of It in 1967. The matter of
ABM system is a roa tter of timing and trust-and in the end will be a judgment decision
by the Congress.

Chattanooga Center Honored
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. W. E. (BILL) BROCK
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. BROCK. Mr. Speaker, the problem of mental retardation, and the establishment and improvement of adequate treatment facilities, is a very real
challenge to any State government operating with limited revenues. The
work of the Orange Grove Center 1n
Chattanooga has been particularly note-
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worthy, and was recently recognized as
such by our Governor's planning commtttee. An editOrial in the February 14
1ssue of the Chattanooga Times tells the
story of this outstanding project.
Under unanimous consent I include it
1n the Appendix to the RECORD:
ORANGE GRoVE's MoDEL PROGRAM
The Governor's Planning Committee on
Mental Retardation in Tennessee has cited
Orange Grove Center here as the state's outstanding example of programs for the mentally retarded.
·
, _!;ity and county schools have contributed
significantly also to work among the mentally retarded. Both systems operate special
classes for the educable mentally retarded.
Special attention, however, was given the
fact that a higher percentage of both the
severely and educable mentally retarded are
reactted in Hamllton Oounty than in any
other part of the state. The committee's
evaluation of that fact gave a large measure
or credit to the excellent results achieved
at Orange Grove and the consequent stimulation of parents to seek help for mentally
retarded children they may have previously
sheltered in the privacy of the home.
Orange Grove Center director John J.
Barnes passed the credit on to the com~unity because it has had what he termed
the courage to attempt new teaching techniques and is willing to provide the support
and ha.rd work necessary to make these
techniques sucessful. ••
The state-wide recogn1tlon of what has
been done here should merely point the way
to how much more can be achieved. Orange
Grove is moving in this forward direction
'With plans for a $3.5 mllllon complex to be
fl.nanced jointly by a federal grant and local
COntributions. Having now been singled out
as a model venture of its type enhances the
&lr~y impressive credentials Orange Grove
oa.n put before the community when it begins
its campaign for the private support the new
oomplex will require.

Two Columna by Satirist Arthur Hoppe
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER
01' CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. YOUNGER. . Mr. Speaker, the
neat satirist, Arthur Hoppe, of the San
Francisco Chronicle, has wrttten two col~ns on modern subjects. The first one
,:~bie Jay Makes a Sacrifice," was pub~.ued on February 15, and the one
'Watching the China Watchers" was
PUblished on February 19.
'
The two columns follow:
ELBIE JA": MAKES A SACRIFICE
(By Arthur Hoppe)
B:owdy there, folks. How y'all? Time for
~nother tee-vee visit with the rootin'-tootin'
ay fa.mily--starring ol' Elble Jay, a kindly,
Rentle soul who loves peace so much he's
:min' to fight for it. Year after year after
,ear.
As we join up with ol' Elble today he's
havtn• a peaceful breakfast with his pretty
\Vl!e, Birdie Bird. And, my, he sure seems
to be enjoying the paper this morning.
Elbie: Everybody knows I'm a gentle, peace1r:>vtng man, Bird. And nobody who hints
~t I'm not is a dirty, mangy, lying, thieving,
gOOd •••

p Birdie Bird: Please, dear, stop eating the
ttaper. You know how it gives you indiges-

on..

Elbie: I can't help it, Bird. Imagine implying I'm not giving my all for peace.
Why, the no-good, low-down, double-dealing . . .
Birdie Bird: Which ' is it this morning,
dear, the VietCong or Bobby?
Elbie: Him and his fancy Parisian peace
feeler. Why, I've thrown away a hundred
better peace feelers than that. But look at
the space he gets. It makes me look bad.
Me I Well, like I keep saying over and
over, "We will go anywhere at any time to
talk to anyone in the cause of peace." My,
doesn't that bring a lump to your throat?
Birdie Bird: Yes, dear. And that reminds
me, you got another invitation this morning to come talk about peace.
Elbie: We will go anywhere at any time to
talk to anyone in the cause of peace. Who's
it from, Senator Fulbright again?
Birdie Bird: Hanoi.
Elbie: Oh.
Birdie Bird: Of course, you can't go there
to talk about peace. You might never come
back.
Elbie: (thoughtfully): Not come back?
Now, hold on, Bird. When I said we'd go
anywhere, I meant we'd go anywhere.
Birdie Bird: (paling): But Hanoi? The
enemy stronghold: Oh, Elbie, you couldn't.
It's too dangerous.
Elbie: (lifting his chin): We must ignore
danger when duty calls.
Birdie Bird: (wringing her hands): But it
could mean imprisonment.
Elbie: (grimly): And torture. Pulling out
your fingernails one by one, hanging you
up by the thumb bones, or even (shudder)
refusing to let you make a public speech.
Birdie Bird: (playing her trump card):
Just think of not being here for the '68
convention?
Elbie: (bravely) : Oh, no country ever
asked a greater sacrifice of a man. But
when I said we'd go anywhere, I know I
was speaking for all Americans. And when
your country calls, you got to go (picking
up the phone and smlllng nobly). Leastwise, I'm hoping that's the way Bobby's
going to feel about it.
Well, tune in again folks. And meantime, as you mosey down the windtn' trail
of life, remember what Elbie's ol' granddaddy used to say:
"To be a leader, you fir~tly got to make
a. heap of personal sacrifices. And secondly
you got to pick the right persons to sacrifice."
,
WATCHING THE CHINA WATCHERS
(By Arthur Hoppe)
With but a single question on everyone's
lips these days, I was fortunate enough to
obtain an exclusive interview with the distinguished China Watcher, Dr. T. Pettibone,
D. OCC. And you can rest assured that I put
it to him point blank.
No sooner had I caught my breath after
climbing the 17 flights to the stone turret
high above Capistrano Beach from which he
wa.t<:hes than I asked him point blank:
"Which side should we root for in China,
Doctor?"
Dr. Pettibone put down his telescope, removed his heavy bifocals and rubbed his
eyes tiredly.
"Always the same question," he said irritably. "Why don't you ask me about my work?
You think it's easy being a China Watcher?
Eight hours a day, 40 hours a week, peeping
through little cracks in the Bamboo Curtain.
A glimpse here, a glimmer there, once in a
while an inkling . . . ."
I said I was sure it must be trying,
but . . .
"And the smog!" he said . . "Most days I
can barely make out Catalina."
Yes, but as a leading China Watcher, surely
he must be able to tell a waiting public
which were the good guys and which were
the bud guys in the current power struggle.
"Oh, certainly," he said. "The forces of
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that dedicated Communist revolutionary, Mr.
Mao Tse-tung, whom we have feared and
hated for years are definitely the bad guys.
And, of course, the moderate, practical, getalong-with-the-world forces of Presiqent Liu
Shao-chi' are obviously the good guys."
Well thank you doctor, I said, putting on
my hat, I will advise a confused public to
root for the good guys.
"Good heavens!" he cried. "That would be
unwise. Should President Liu and the good
g':lys win t~ey would immediately 1Xlake peace
With Russ1a. The crack in the Sino-Soviet
bloc would be mended and they would be
able to devote their joint energies to supporting North Vietnam."
A catastrophe, I agreed. Then we must
root for Mr. Mao and the bad guys as a matter of practical politics.
"Most impractical," he said. "Our only
hope in Vietnam hinges on continued unrest in China. Mr. Mao appears to be winning and once he wins, the unrest will be
over."
Then to keep · the power struggle going, it
is clearly our duty, I said, to root for whichever side is losing at the moment. But it
would seem awfully odd to be always rooting
for the losers.
"Nonsense," said Dr. Pettibone with
digriity. "That's been bur State Department's
traditional China Policy for generations."
I thanked the noted China Watcher for
his incisive analysis and wise advice and in
parting I asked if he had any hints for distinguishing the Chinese good guys from the
Chinese bad guys in the future.
"Frankly," he said, squinting once again
through his battered telescope, "from here
they all look alike to me."

MMe Facts on the Gasoline Price Questioo
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Thursday, February 23, 1967

EDMONDSON. Mr. Speaker,
both the Members of Con-gress and the
public are entitled to read both sides of
the story with reference to the gasoline
price question and the reported efforts of
the Department of Intertor to force a 1>1
rollback on a recently announced price
change on gasoline.
During the past few days it has become
increasingly apparent that the principal
need for this price change is found
among the jobbers and service station
operators who will receive most of the
benefits of the increase.
It ·has also become increasingly apparent that the Department of Interior's
announced threat to increase petroleum
imports is not likely to have any real effeet upon the major oU companies--most
of whom control oil reserves outside the
United States and would actually benefit from import increases.
Some of the facts with regard to the
situation of the jobbers and the dealers
are brought out in the material which
follows-all of which has been brought to
the attention of the Department of Interior.
Surely the Department wUl revise tts
thinking with reference to the prtce
change in question, in view of the facts.
Following is a telegram sent to the
U.S. Department of the Interior by M. c.
Mr.
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Newsom, president of the North Carolina
Oil Jobbers Association:
FEBRUARY 22, 1967.
The published reports of your Assistant's
telegram to various petroleum companies
relative to the recent increase in the price
of gasoline is extremely disturbing. The increase Will result in an increase in margins
for thousands of jobbers, distributors, and
service station dealers who have been caught
up in a. deathly squeeze between higher costs
of labor and equipment and no improvement
in their operating margins. As a result they
have found it impossible ·to maintain pace
v.1th the ever-growing economy, and many,
particularly among the service station dealers, have closed their businesses. The jobbers and distributors in growing numbers
find it impossible to continue and either have,
or are ccntemplating, selling out to major
supplying companies.
The recent price increase amounts to only
approximately tbl'ee percent. Gasoline prices
have remained relatively stable during the
last decade in spite of the pressures of higher
wages, shorter hours, and increased social
security tax payments that have been required of employers. The jobbers, distributors, and service station dealers make up a
substantial part of the small business community of this country. It is inconceivable
to me that any department of the federal
government wishes to add to their burdens
and speed their demise, but any dls<:ouraging
note as to the recent price adjustment is
bound to have that effect.
I suggest that a study be made of the history of gasoline prices the petroleum marketing structure, and the beneficial effects of the
recent actions by some of the supplying companies. Criticism ~ which is not based upon
a studied knowledge of all pertinent facts
does not deserve to be called either intelligent or constructive. The price increase bas
been hailed by thousands of "Little People"
In the petroleum industry as their only hope
of continuing in business. Your department's hasty criticism does not indicate that
you have the concern for the small man that
we Democrats have historically claimed to
have had.
You are urged to reconsider your action.
I! you wish me to furnish you with facts and
data concerning the business operations of
jobbers, distributors and service station dealers that will aid you in seeing their true situation and the business dilemma in which
they have found themselves, and which the
prioe increase is designed to help solve, I
will be glad to do so.

Next following is a telegram sent by
Nebraska Petroleum Marketers, Inc., to
Charles F. Luce on February 11:
The oil jobbers and dealers of this country
must keep the recently acquired margin
increases in order to survive. ' Constantly
rising cost and overhead, brought on in part
by big government, bas all but extinguished
the life from petroleum retailers. This increase in · margin is the first since the mid
fifties.
Today gasoline is being sold for less than
It was 45 years ago-only the taxes have
continually increased.
In view of the fact that most all other
facets of our economy, except petroleum retailers, have bad increases in recent years we
are today urging in Nebraska petroleum retailers to ignore_any attempt that would have
the effect of reducing their margins.
We respectfully request an appointment
:for our representative to make a factual
presentation to you, which substantiates the
necessity of this increase.

Next following is a__telegram sent to
Charles F. Luce by Oklahoma Oil Marketers Association:
We urge that you do not discourage the
attempt by oil companies to provide a
slightly improved margin for oil jobbers of

35/100 of a cent per gallon. This is the only
increase the jobber has bad in more than
twelve years. During those twelve years you
are undoubtedly aware that the jobber's cost
of doing business have risen by more than
20 per cent. Consequently, this raise hardly
begins to compensate for these rising costs.
The jobber has already · absorbed far more
than his share of past inflation. The jobber
is a. small independent businessman-in
many cases extremely small. We urge you
to give him somewhere near equal consideration with other segments of our nation's
economy.

These are typical of expressions from
other State associations. Following is a
telegram sent today to Charles F. Luce,
Assistant Secretary of the Interior, by
the Society of Independent Gasoline
Marketers of America:
The Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America whose members operate
approximately 5,000 independent private
brand gasoline service stations in forty-eight
states urgently ask your reconsideration of
your request to major oil companies to rescind recently initiated price ·increases. We
are small business concerns and cannot continue to absorb increased costs such as recently enacted, F.L.S.A. coverage, Social Security, local, state, and governmental taxes
as well as high replacement cost of our equipment, insurance, etc. Statistics indicate that
the suggested one cent per gallon increase
would cost the average motorist only six to
seven dollars annually. However, it is definitely needed by each independent private
brand gasoline marketer to preserve his status in the market place and protect the livelihOOd of our members' approximately 25,000
employees. Further in the February 20th
issue of the Wall Street Journal it is indicated that in a move to pressure major oil
companies to cancel such retail gasoline price
increase, additional import quotas would be
granted for crude oil and/or finished product.
Action of this nature would without a doubt
further improve the position of the international major oll companies and enhance their
profits. Unless we are included in the group
to be granted an import quota, we vehemently oppose this action.

Following is a letter addressed to Acting Secretary Luce, dated February 16,

Colorado Service Station Association,
Inc.:
This association, representing over 1.500
major service station dealers in the State of
Colorado, would like to add its forces to that
of its jobber neighbors in supporting therecent increase in dealer tank wagon prices.
This stand may appear to be somewhat inconsistent with the usual policies expected of
a. dealer organization, however, in view of the
fact that the jobber occupies such an important place in the petroleum industry, any
move that will strengthen his abillty to cope
with the manifest problems facing both be
and the dealer segment, is in our opinion, a
favorable move.
Our dealers recognize that a healthy jobber
contributes to a healthy dealer and that
weaknesses on either level will lead to a deteriorating market. Here in Colorado, we
have proven that educated dealers and
jobbers can provide a stable market without
fear of gas wars.
We sympathize with your desire to maintain prices at historical levels, but we would
point out that these same historical levels
have been p3.rtially responsible for the reprehensible mortality rate in the service station
industry.
For years the jobbers have held the line on
prices. They have asked for relief and received none. Now, for the first time, the
major companies have passed on an increase
to be shared by this most integral segment of
the industry.
We urge you to join us in viewing this
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increase as long overdue and most welcome.
We would also remind you most respectfully
that even with the increase, today's motorist
will be paying about the same price for gasoline that he did ten years ago. The taxes,
however, have increased about :fifteen per
cent in the same period.

Following is a supplementary statement of the National Oil Jobbers Council
to the Assistant Secretary of the
Interior:
SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF NATIONAL OIL
JoBBERS CouNcn.. TO AssiSTANT SECRETAR~
OF THE INTERIOR, FEBRUARY 17, 1967
The recent increase in g~oline prices goes
largely to the nations 12,000 independent
jobbers, with 340,000 persons depending upon
them for their livelihood, and the 214,000
independent service station operators employing over 500,000 persons who are similarly affected. The jobbers, a.s a segment of
the American economy, have not received a.
margin increase in nearly a. dozen years.
Operating on the same mal'gln, in light of
the increasing C06ts of doing business during
this period, has put a strain on this segment
of petroleum distribution for which some
recourse has to be forthcoming.
Let's examine gasoline prices for the period
1957 to 1966. A gallon of regular gasoline
sold at ser.vlce station price (excluding taxes)
for 22.11 cents in 1957, and for 21.57 cents in
1966. This constitutes a decrease of 2.4% in
this period. During this same period federal
and state taxes on a gallon ·or gasoline went
from an average 8.85 cents in 1957 to 10.51
cents in 1966-an increase of nearly 19% ·
The federal tax alone went from 2 cents in
1956 to 4 cents a. gallon in 1960. While the
service station price of gasoline (the price
excluding taxes) decreased from 1957 to 1966,
the cost to the consumer rose 3.6%. ThiS
increase is entirely due to taxes. During
that period the jobbers margin remained the
same.
also, while other wholesale costs have gone
up (i.e. according to the wholesale price
index all commodities increased 9.5% in 1964
over 1955) , the tankwagon price of gasoline
(excluding taxes) decreased 8.4% in the same
period. The service station price of gasoline.
as compared to changes in the oonsumeT
price index, 1955-1964, decreased 6.8% while
all items increased 15.9%.
But, while the jobber's margin remained
unchanged for the period, he has had to contend with the increasing costs of business.
Wages and overtime rates have consistently
increased during the past decade, as have
employee benefits generally. For example,
Social Security payments by employers have
more than doubled since 1957, assuming
maximum payments. The rate itself bas increased about 100%. Also, Insurance ratesall types-have increased, those for vehicular
insurance increasing 87% and more. Fire
protection has increased 27% . Loan rates
have increased over 21% since 1957. The
recent ms ruling resarding semi-monthlY
tax deposits, to affect the jobbers soon, constitutes another increase in business costs.
Equipment costs have risen, truck prices having increased 21%. Land prices for service
station sites have increased in the past 10-12
years by 80% in many areas. The cost of
living has increased about 17%. All of these
factors, along with increased federal and
state corporation taxes, have placed the jobber, operating on unchanged margin, in an
almost untenable position. Aside from all
of these factors, the jobber has had to contend with increased competition from other
businesses. For example, large retail organizations, operating on the principle of onestop shopping, have established their own
gasoline outlets. The jobbers' share of commercial account business has steadily decreased. And in the course of his business
the jobber gets no volume discounts frolXl
his supplier, nor does he get any federal
subsidies.
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I!l the face of all these economic factors

polluti.n g industries, consult with them and La Follette, they worked with Harold
acting to his detriment, while operating on a then issue its own emission control levels,
10 year o!d margin, what has the jobber done to be applied where the states failed to adopt Groves on planning and drafting a new
to keep his head above water? First, he has similar or stronger restrictions. Also, the unemployment compensation bill, based
increased his emciency and kept his costs new measure would create regional air qual- on those of the twenties but with si~fi
down. Jobbers have attempted to increase ity commissions-representing all levels of cant improvements. Then they we;;t on
their profit picture by going into or expand- government-to deal with interstate pollu- to build support for the new bill's en1:-~g peripheral operations-sales of tires, battion problems not accountable to handling actment. The outcome was the 1932
teries and aooessories, tune ups and many by present local agencies. Some of the worst Wisconsin unemployment oompensa tion
other services. Jobbers have had to invest air pollution areas cover more than one state, law, the first in this country and the only
some of their capital in other activities where yet there are as yet no effective interstate unemployment compensation law passed
they could expect at least a fair rate of return programs operating.
on their investment. According to surveys
The President also asked for federally- before 1935, when the Social Security Act
conducted by the National Oil Jobbers Coun- assisted state inspection programs on the provided powerful incentives for State
cil over the past several years ( 1961-1965) the vehicle pollution control devices which will action in this field. On that Federal act,
jobbers profit averaged between 2% and be mandatory on all 1968 model cars. In too, Paul left his mark by helping to
4 % a.fter taxes. Jobbers are forced into other
California, a pioneer in this field, many such draft the unemployment "tax credit"
areas of investment aimed at improving their devices are proving to lose their effectiveness device.
fiaancial posture. This works toward further in use unless periodically examined.
Over the years, under .Paul's leadercentralization of sales by a few large refiners
Mr. Johnson, in fact, is as worried as a lot
Which in turn reduces the number of retail of scientific men that the sheer increase in ship, the industrial commission's unemcompetitors. The jobber is an independent the number of motor vehicles-the worst pol- ployment compensation department has
businessman, consumer oriented, who has lution source--may frustrate every control achieved a nationwide reputation for efachieved a high degree of e1ficiency. But em- . effort in the next decade or so. So he seeks fective and economical administration.
cieacy alone cannot overcome the increasing increased research funds to look into new He has also worked, for three decades,
COsts of doing business which have taken types of internal combustion engines-per- with administrators from other States,
Place over the past 10 and more years. Job- haps even totally new propulsion systems for to encourage better and stronger unembers need, and have needed, some increase in motor cars.
ployment compensation programs.
tns.rgin to remain positive competitive parAside from respiratory ailments and other
He has always championed responsiticipants in our eoonomy.
health threats, air pollution .is estimated by
The cost to the average passenger car own- the Public Health service to cost the nation ble State action, and Federal-State coer for this price increase- is about 55 cents a 11.5 billion dollars a year (it was only 7 bil- operation, v.ith a minimum of Federal
Inonth. Since the cost of gasoline, exclud- lion in 1960 and may go to 20 billion by 1975) . compulsion. Here · at home, under his
ing taxes. has actually decreased to the conAs one senator commented. the proposed guidance, \Visconsin's Labor-Manages~er during the past 10 years, this single
sharp increase in federal authority over air ment Advisory Committee has played a
iilcrease during that period amounts to about pollution, may evoke a squawk from the major role in keeping the law in tune
four-tenths of one percent a year. Compared states' righters. But clearly the protection o_f with changes in the State's economy and
to the wholesale price index and consumer our national environment against intolerable
Price index during this period, as noted above, poisoning has to make more effective ad- the needs of its citizens.
· Mr. Speaker, Paul Raushenbush rethis s:mall increase is almost unique.
vances soon-by whatever means necessary.
tired last month, after more than a third
We, in view of these facts, ask you to reCOnsider your request of the oil-industry to
of a century of devoted and inspiring
1'011 back prices.
service to the program and to the State
Wn.LUM A. FLUHR.
Chairm-an, Government Affairs Committee.

larger U.S. Role in Air Pollution Control

Paul A. RausbenbusL, Dean of Unemployment Compensation, Retires
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Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Speaker, environmental oollution is properly recognized as
a Pressing health problem. Air pollution itself is particularly a problemliterally it qtay soon become a life-ordeath problem.
On February 7, 1967, the Kansas City,
~o., Times discussed the problem directly and informatively.
Under unanimous consent, I place the
Times editorial in the Appendix of the
RECORD.

L!Ulcn U.S. RoLE IN Am POLLUTION CONTROL
Federal action alone cannot control air pollution, President Johnson told Congress in
h1s recent message on this subject. But that
isn't keeping L. B. J. from giving it an all-out
Texas try on stepping up the federal abatetnent role. His proposed Air Quality Act
or 1967 would give the secretary of health,
education and welfare sweeping new powers
to znove against air pollution. Heretofore the
government approach has been a mixture of
encouragement and threat, providing aid
grants for state and local pollution agencies
to set up their own programs, with the prosPect of federal enforcement action if they
don't. This plan just isn't getting the job
11one fast enough.
So the recommended new law would authorize the HEW department to designate

Swift Efficiency Marks K-9 Corps

OF

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

OF MISSOURI

of Wisconsin.
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Mr. LAffiD. Mr. Speaker, Paul Raushenbush is known, nationwide, as the
dean of unemployment compensation, to
recognize both his seniority and his many
contributions to the unemployment compensation program. He retired after 35
years of outstanding service as the director of the Wisconsin unemployment compensation program.
Paul helped to plan and to draft and
to secure passage of Wisconsin's pioneer
unemployment co.m pensation law. He
has helped to administer it, ever since.
:Mr. Speaker, without the leadership
and pioneering efforts in this field by
'Wisconsin, other States would not have
progressed as rapidly or as well as they
have. For the benefit of my colleagues,
I would like to give just a brief background of Paul I:taushenbush and his
career.
1\Ir. Speaker, Paul Raushenbush was
born in Rochester, N.Y. He attended
Amherst College, and then the University
of Wisco.rlsin. There he met and married
Elizabeth Brandeis, who has shared his
consuming interest in unemployment
compensation. As students and colleagues of John R. Commons in the
twenties, they absorbed his pioneering
ideas on this subject.
In 1930-31, at the request of Philip
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Mr. DULSKI. Mr. Speaker, as the rate

of crime in our country continues to
mount, more attention is being focused
on ways and means to combat it. One
of the combatants might well be the increased use of dogs in police work.
The importance and value of dogs are
emphasized by Lt. Thomas W. O'Neil,
commander of the Buffalo, N.Y., Police
Department's K-9 Corps, and I can agree
with him that his well-trained corps has
performed a real service in our city.
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
wish to include an interesting article by
H. Katherine Smith, which appeared in
the Buffalo Courier-Express on February
20, 1967, on the effectiveness of the patrolman with his dog.
The article, entitled "Swift Efficiency
Marks K-9 Corps," follows:
(By H. Katherine Smith)
No man can match the emciency and
swiftness of a dog in certain police jobs. Lt.
Thomas W. O'Neil, commander of the Buffalo Police Department's X:-9 Corps, and
Patrolman George E. Nelson, trainer of the
dogs, are in complete agreement on that
statement. The dog has two important advantages:
1. His keen nose enables him to find a
burglar hiding in a building or track an

I
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escaped prisoner or fleeing suspect over miles
of woods and fields.
2. The criminal or fighting gang, confronted by a dog, recognizes the large, strong
animal's potentialities for infticting pain, yet
cannot ascertain his intentions.
Obviously, the §ymbol K-9 stands for the
word canine.
K-9 Corps Patrolman Don Mix with his dog ,
Robbie, was passing a house late one evening
when the owner, who had just returned, told
the officer he suspected that an intruder was
in his home. Patrolman Mix and Robbie entered the house and in a few minutes the
dog tracked a burglar to a closet.
Satan, another K-9 Corps dog, tracked a
cur thief through heavy brush in South
Park and held him until his master made
the arrest.
When Patrolman Nelson was summoned to
a tavern that was selling Uquor after hours
he encountered a gang, 5CJstrong, and ready
for a fight. He sent his 120-pound German
shepherd dog, Big Mike, into the crowd and
the confusion and noise subsided instantly.
These are typical of the jobs our 13-dog
K-9 Corps does.
Patrolman Nelson has been training the
dogs since 1960, the year the K-9 Corps was
organized. He plans to double the number
of dogs in the near future. The next training session will be held in the spring in
Chestnut Ridge Park.
Every police officer who works with a dog
must volunteer for the job. He must own
his home, have a fenced yard, like animals
and be young and agile enough to walk for
miles following a dog on the trail of a suspect.
Before the start of training, the dog is required to live six weeks in his master's home.
During that period, the two are expected
to develop mutual understanding and affection. After seven weeks o! obedience training, the dogs are trained 40 hours a week in
search and attack for an additional seven
weeks. They are taught to obey 13 commands-but only when spoken by the master's voice.
At the command "get 'em" the dog attacks
the man he is pursuing. He holds the culprit's arm firmly in his teeth, biting through
the fiesh at the first move to escape. In
addition to verbal commands, the dogs obey
hand signals.
Our police decline ofl'ers of trained war
dogs.
''They are killers," Nelson said. "Our dogs
will hold their man with their teeth, but will
not kill him."
Several men of our K-9 Corps have young
chlldren. The dogs are gentle with the
roungsters of the household, but no neighbor or visitor is permitted to touch them.
Any of these dogs can be walked on leash by
his master through a crowd so dense that
he touches the people in passing. In such a
crowd, no one is bitten, no one is in danger,
and not a growl or snarl is heard.
Although usually hostile to other animals,
Patrolman Nelson's dog. Big :Mike, has de,·eloped a close friendship with Sassie, the
family cat.
With their masters, the K-9 Corps dogs
patrol the streets on eight-hour shifts. Big
Mike enjoys his job. The moment he sees
his master take his uniform from the closet,
l\1ike becomes eager and enthusiastic.
On one occasion, Patrolman Nelson took
Big Mike to North Collins to track a thief.
He and his dog have demonstrated their work
before local groups and in Cleveland.
Every dog of our K-9 Corps receives three
refresher courses each month . . Even without
-this precaution, the dogs remember their
training. Mr. Nelson discovered this when,
two days after an illness of eight months, he
exhibited Mike's work before a Boy Scout
troop. The dog functioned flawlessly.
Six centuries ago, dogs were used for public
protection in France. In 1899, the first training school for dogs in police work was established in Belgium. Germany, Austria, Hun-
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gary, Italy and England use dogs 1n police
wm~
·
The first American K-9 Corps dogs were
trained in England. With the exception of
New York City, which maintained a canine
corps from 1907 to 1951, most large American
cities use dogs as police adjuncts. In Buffalo,
the city provides the animals' food and veterinary care.
Our police accept donated dogs that meet
the department's specifications. They must
be large male German shepherds between
the ages of 1 and 2 Y2 • This breed is chosen
because of its keen nose, strength, intelligence and willingness to obey a master's
commands.
Patrolman Nelson has owned and trained
German shepherds for 20 years. Until 1960,
when he became trainer of the first dogs of
the local K-9 Corps, his work with dogs was
limited to training in obedience and for the
show ring.
He took a course in training German shepherds for police work from the trainer of the
K-9 Corps of the Rochester police.
Seven years' experience has convinced Lt.
O'Neil and Patrolman Nelson that the dogs
of our K-9 Corps perform a service of inestimable value in this city:

He sees a united government headed by
an elected President. Working with the
President are representatives elected by the
people who vote on proposed laws. Enforcing the laws is the Judicial branch of the
government which guarantees an accused
citizen the right of trial by jury and acknowledges that he is innocent until proved guilty.
He views democracy as manifested in the
hopeful faces of young children o.t school,
a public school supported by the government.
A child raises his hand and asks a question
knowing that the teacher will help him if
she can. All children have the freedom to
learn and to search for truth. When older
they may choose their life's work, that which
is best sui ted to them.
In the distance he hears the chimes of
many churches representing d11Ierent faiths.
There is a peaceful bond of friendship among
the people. In this America there is religious
freedom, freedom to worship as one chooses.
With this vision of democracy the soldier
dies in peace.
Through the years the soldier's vision has
become a reality. . However a democracy cannot stand unless its citizens are strong and
loyal.
Much can be done by my generation to
strengthen democracy.
First, we young
Americans must thoroughly inform ourselves
before drawing conclusions. We must de, velop our moral courage and denounce the
What Democracy Means to Me
evil actions of the irresponsible. We should
take a more active part in our government,
inform ourselves about candidates and issues
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
and then exercise our right to vote when we
OF
are eligible.
I want to do my part in preserving our
democratic society. I want to uphold the
OF NORTH CAROLINA
sacred truths of democracy. I want to be
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
able to say in truth that I have helped make
America what it is, the greatest democracy of
Thursday, Februar_y 23, 1967
the world-the land of the free and the home
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, I am of the brave.

HON. ROY A. TAYLOR

pleased that the North Carolina winner
in the annual VFW Voice of Democracy
Contest is one of my constituents, Miss
Lorna Frady, of Hendersonville.
Following is her prize-winning speech,
which I gladly commend to my colleagues:
WHAT DEMOCRACY MEANS TO ME

(By Lorna Frady)
Democracy is the absence of arbitrary class
distinctions or privileges. It allows me to be
free in thought, word, and deed; and to be
free from the shackles imposed by the rule of
one man or one society. It frees me to do
as I will within the limitations of the moral
and social requirements of society. In such
a society I am required to answer or confess
to no one except to myself and to my God.
I am able to fashion and create my own life.
My God has given me free will and knowledge
of right and wrong; democracy enables me
to exercise these gifts and allows me to make
my own choices.
Democracy is a feeling, a feeling that has
been experienced since the beginning of
time-man's inward urge to be free. As a
student I realize that democracy is an inherited obligation, a hard earned privilege
for which my forefathers fought and died.
It is a bitter cold day during the Revolutionary War. There has just been a crucial
battle. On the field lies a dying American
soldier. In the few brief moments before
death, the young man asks hlmsel! for what
cause he is giving his life. He Ls answered
as a vision enters his mind; a vision of America in the future, a free America upholding
democracy for all.
He sees a rich strong nation giving equal
opportunity to aU its citizens; a nati:m whose
ci ttzens are encouraged to develop their
talents and express themselves. Insufficient
funds will not hinder a man in this country.
For if he is willlng to work he may attain
his highest goal.

U.S.S. "Seminole" Does Shore Duty at
Children's Home
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES H. WILSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. CHARLES H. WILSON. Mr.
Speaker, the war in Vietnam is making
unique demands upon our Armed Forces
there. They are charged with the dual
responsibility of winning both the guerrilla war and the "other war," the struggle for the support of the Vietnamese
. people.
This kind of humanitarian service is
not confined to Vietnam, however. In
Los Angeles just recently, the sailors of
the U.S.S. Seminole, during their sh01;e
leave, visited the Children's Baptist Home
of Southern California. These fine
young men painted and cleaned the home
. and, more importantly, became close
companions of the children. I believe
that these men deserve our praise and
commendation.
As a tribute to the crew of the u.s.s.
Seminole and the wonderful service theY
performed, I insert in the RECORD the
following article from the Inglewood
News-Advertiser of October 20, 1966:
U.S.S. "SEMINOLE" DOES SHORE DUTY AT
CHILDREN'S HOME

(By Jean Durfee)
The Children's Baptist Home of Southern
California, 7718 Victoria Avenue, said good-
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bye to sailors of USS Seminole which has
been berthed at Terminal Island !or the past
three months while undergoing overhaul.
SHIP-SHAPE

Twenty-six members o! the ship's crew
have spent their liberty time scrubbing down
Walls and ceilings and painting them. as
Well as playing "buddy" to the children after
a day of hard work on their vessel, chipping
and painting from the waterline up, both inSide and out.
In addition to providing money-saving labor for the Baptist home, the Navy men
Played with the children much as a father
or older brother would-they played ball or
"rough-housed" with the boys, played checkers or some such game with the girls and
read stories to groups o! boys and girls.
JAPAN ORPHANAGE

With the help of USS Peidmont in carving
the wood and molding the metal, the crew
lllade and hand painted a plaque of their
Ship's emblem, which now hangs in the foyer
ot the home's administration building.
The crew o! Seminole is currently finanCially supporting an_ orphanage in Japan,
but wanted to contribute their time and
labor to a children's charitable institution
in this country.
The public affairs office at the Naval Station, Long Beach, contacted several similar
homes who would have been delighted to
have the assistance of Seminole's men.
The Baptist home was the nearest to Terminal Island and was chosen by the sailors
because the shorter transportation time
WOUld mean more time devoted to benefitting
the Children.
INTERIM .RESIDENCE
The Children's Baptist Home of Southern
California is an Interim residence for 50 to
70 children from broken homes, homes in
~hlch the parents cannot or will not care for
the child. The children attend the Ingle\Vood public schools during a period of adlustment, which may take from one to four
Years of counselllng, guidance and psychiatric treatment.
WANT ANOTHER SHIP
The child is then placed in a foster home
Under normal home conditions with a couple
licensed by the state.
The home is a non-sectarian, protestant
institution founded and maintained by the
.American Baptist Convention.
·
The overhaul work on USB Seminole is
nearing completion. She will be returning
to San Diego, her homeport, shortly.
The staff at the Children's Baptist home
~ope that another ship of the U. S. Navy will
dock" at the home. The crew? They are
already looking for a children's home in
San Diego.

A War Episode
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN R. RARICK
OF LOUISIANA

lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 23, 1967
-~r. RARICK.

Mr. Speaker, Feliciana
No. 31, Free and Accepted Masons
~f St. Francisville, La., will celebrate its
50th anniversary this August 27-

t

~ge

1817-1967.

_<:bartered in 1817 under the Grand
of Kentucky, its members have
l>layed a heretofore silent role in the lives
~d community history of the west F'lorda parishes.
Rich 1n the American tradition of indiVidual liberty under God, the contributions of Its votaries in the affairs of men
can be readily traced to the West Florida
t

~ge

Rebellion, West Florida Republic and
thence on into the liberation of our
neighboring State of Texas, whose proud
fiag contains the lone white star of the
West Florida Republic, called the Bonnie
Blue during the Civil war.
Yet the incident during the Civil War,
the Masonic burial of a Union gunboat
commander by a Confederate cavalry officer, is the most heartwarming episode of
all. The story involves Masons from the
States of New York, Indiana, and Louisiana. As a tribute to the sesquicentennial of Feliciana Lodge No. 31, I insert
the story, ''A War Episode," in the REcORD.

A WAR EPUiODE: THE SQUARE AND COMPASSES,
NEW ORLEANS, LA., JULY 1908
The publisher of this journal received an
invitation to be present at the celebration
of the fifty-ninth anniversary of the raising
to the degree of Master Mason of Bro. Wm.
Town, in Feliciana Lodge No. 31, in St. Francisville, La., on May 21, on which occasion
this brother was presented With a silver loving cup. R. W. Bro. Wm. W. Leake, a Past
Master of the Lodge and Past Grand Junior
Warden of the Grand Lodge, whose membership extended to fifty-five years, was likewise
remembered.
We availed ourselves of this courtesy extended us to pay a visit to this, one of the
oldest lodges in our state, and while we were
in that town, we were made acquainted with
an incident which transpired there during
the Civil War. It evidenced the strength of
-the bond of our brotherhood, which even the
strife and bitterness of that fierce struggle
could not weaken.
In this Incident, R. W. Bro. Leake was the
chief actor, and we 'Blade use of the opportunity of our personal meeting With him to
learn from his own lips some of the facts in
the case. They are of such nature that they
will prove of much interest to our readers,
and we take pleasure of recording them in
the columns of our journal so that they may
become acquainted therewith.
The town of Saint Francisville is situated
on the left bank of the Mississippi, about
fifteen miles above Port Hudson, the siege
and final capture of which, by the Federal
forces, is one of the important happenings
of that sanguinary war.
Among the vessels engaged in the investment of that stronghold of the Confederate
forces was the U. S. Gunboat Albatross, in
command of Lieutenant Commander J. E.
Hart. That officer died on board of his vessel, on June 11, 1863, while it was opposite
St. Francisville. He had been a Mason, and
among hls brother officers were also members of the Craft. It was their desire to bury
their Commander on shore rather than consign the remains to the waters of the river,
and a boat was sent to town under a flag of
truce to ascertain if any Masons were there,
with a view of securing a Masonic funeral.
There were at the time two Masons living
near the banks of the river, two brothers,
lla:tned Samuel and Benjamin White. The
first named was owner of the ferryboat, and
the other owned the steamboat "Red Chief,"
engaged in commerce with Red River. They
had come to the town some years before,
and, being Masons, had visited the lodge repeatedly, but retained their membership in
their mother lodge in Indiana. To them the
mission of the visitors was made known and
they answered that there was a lodge in the
town; that its Master, W. Bro. S. J. Powell,
subsequently Grand Master was absent, serving his state in the Confederate Army, and
its Senior Warden, Bro. W. W. Leake, acting
Master, was likewise engaged, but that he
was ln the vicinity and they would endeavor
to reach him and refer their request to him.
Bro. Leake's headquarters were in the saddle, but he was found and made acquainted
with the visit of these enemies and their
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request. He was also informed that the
Lieutenant Commander and the Surgeon on
board the vessel were Masons and would
vouch for the Masonic standing of the deceased Commander.
Bro. Leake replied that he was an officer
1n the Confederate Army. As a soldier, he
considered it his duty to permit the burial
of a deceased member of the army or navy
of any government, even if, as in the present
instance, there was war between that government and his own. As a Mason, he knew it
to be his duty to accord Masonic burial to
the remains of a Bro. Mason, without taking
into account the nature of their relations
in the outer world.
He called together three or four members
of the lodge (all he could find), was joined
by Bros. Samuel and Benjamin Whl,te and
met the funeral cortege which landed under
a flag of truce. The remains were carried to
Grace Episcopal Church cemetery, where
they were interred in the Masonic plot with
the usual Masonic funeral rites, Bro. Leake
officiating as Worshipful Ma.ster.
The death of Capt. Hart was communicated
at the time of its occurrence to his fatherin-law, Abram A. Van Vorst at Schenectady,
N.Y., by the Executive Officer of the U.S.
Gunboat Albatross, (in part), .as follows:
" . . . He was buried with Military and Masonic honors. The Episcopal service was read
by the Rev. Dr. Lewis, Pastor of Grace Church
of St. Francisville. A certificate of his burial
will be sent to you, and the remains can be
sent for by communicating with the Lodge
mentioned in the certificate.
"Respectfully,
"Signed, T. B. DuBois,
"Executive Officer, U.S. Str. 'Albatross.'"
[Non:-On the margin of this letter is
written: "Feliciana Lodge No. 31, St. Francisville, La., Wm. W. Leake, S.W., acting W.M."]
Brother Hart had been a member of St.
George's Lodge No. 6 of Schenectady. When
the lodge became apprised o~ his death and
the . manner in which his remains had been
buried, resolutions were passed in reference
thereto of which the following, in part, is a
copy:
"Resolved, That the thanks of this Lodge
are due, and we hereby tender them to our
Masonic Brothers of Feliciana Lodge No. 31
of St. Francisville, La., for their fraternal
kindness manifested at the funeral of our
deceased Brother. We recognize in their
generous conduct another evidence of the
universality of the principles of our revered
Institution and cherish the hope that these
fraternal bonds which bind all true Masons
together may become a powerful agency in
the restoration of the bonds of our common
Union.
"All of which is duly certified.
"(Signed) THOMPSON l>EALTRY,
[sEAL]
"Secretary."
A few years ago several letters passed between Bro. Leake and Bro. A. E. Hart, a son
of Capt. Hart, whose remains ·a re at rest in
our Southland. They exhibit a depth ~f
feeling and convey sentiments which we believe to be a fitting finale to this interesting
episode and we append them herewith:
COLORADO SPRINGS, CoLo.,
August 25, 1906.

Wn.LIAM W. LEAKE, EsQ.,
St. Francisville, La.
MY DEAR BROTHER LEAKE: The letter
which Brother J. R. Matthews sent to Brother E. P. Huffered, Secretary of Tejon Lodge
No. 104, of this city, has been given me, and
upon reading and re-reading "i.t, every line
is imprinted on my mind. I have read few
letters in my life which have so impressed
and filled me with emotions as this of his.
In it he said, "I'm sure that Brother W. W.
Leake will be delighted to hear from Brother Hart, and he will appreciate it, for he
is a zealous Mason and is now quite an old
man:•
It is my pleasure and delight to write
to you, and although forty-years have passed
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since father's death, and countless changes
have taken place since that time, yet the
love Of humanity and the ties of brotherhood have remained unchanged and unaltered and the honored grave in that dear
churchyard, in your city, is a testimonial of
kindness and brotherly love which cannot
be told of in words.
Brother Hart, a ·uttle boy of seven when
his father died, then tells briefly of himself
and family, and closes his letter with expressions of appreciation:
"To the Daughters of the Confederacy I
owe much, more than I can express, and
with a prayer that I, a poor sinner, may
be heard, ask God to bless them for their
loving kindness to me and mine. And to
you, Brother Leake, and my Masonic brothers, although you will say it was your duty
to do as you have done, I say this: it was
the seeds of Masonry and Religion planted
in 'good ground,' in the hearts of brave,
goodmen."
Fraternally yours,
A.
ST. FRANCISVILLE,

ELLIOT HART.

LA., September 2, 1906.

Mr. A. ELLioT HAR'I,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

DEAR Sm AND BROTHER: Your letter of the
25th. ult., teeming with sincere expressions
of gratitude for services rendered at the grave
of your distinguished father was very much
appreciated by me and by the members of
our Lodge.
I will take pleasure in communicating to
the Daughters of the Confederacy your gratitude and prayers for their loving kindness to
you and yours.
In 1863 our Lodge bad 50 members. Of
that number, only three survive, Brother W.
Town is 85 years old, and I have passed my
seventy-third year.
If you- should ever visit our sunny South
come to see us. The members of Feliciana.
Lodge will greet you as a brother and afford
you every opportunity to judge of the hospita.llty of our people.
Yours Fraternally,
W. W.

LEAKE.

On Sunday, January 8, 1956, the Special
Comml ttee on Burial Places of Past Grand
Masters of the Grand Lodge of Louisiana,
Hippolyte Dabezies, Chairman, and represented at the ceremony by a member of the
Committee, Past Grand Master, Paul B. Habans, unveiled a monument which briefly
cited the story of the burial and stated "This
monument is dedicated in loving tribute to
the universality of Free Masonry." The
monument covers the entire grave space of
Commander Hart and the former marker
has been used as a headstone. Among those
in attendance who took part in the ceremony
were Dr. Louis A. Legett, Grand Master of
Louisiana, Brother Eugene W. Baxter, Worshipful Master elect of St. George's Lodge
No. 6, Schenectady, N.Y., Mrs. camilla Leake
Barrow, daughter of Judge Leake and Grand
Secretary .Emeritus of the Order of Easter
Star, and J. R. Matthews, Past Master and
oldest living member of Fel1ciana Lodge.
The three principal officers of Feliciana
Lodge, Charles Allen Sheets, W.M., Joseph J.
Daniel, Jr., S.W., and James S. Ritchie, J.W.,
were also in attendance.

Democracy: What It Means to Me
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.

~ICHARD

BOLLING

OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 23, 1_967

Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Speaker, each
year the Veterans of Foreign Wars and

its auxiliary sponsors a "Voice of Democracy" contest. A best entry 1s selected among the subm.lss1ons in each
·state.
The winner in Missourl 1s William A.
Muir, of Kansas City, which I represent.
His essay is persuasive and well written. The future of our country may be
looked forward to with confidence, despite all the severe problems besetting u.s,
as long as the Mu1rs of America show
such a good grasp of democracy's meaning.
I place Mr. Muir's essay in the Appendix of the RECORD:
ME
A light glimmered on the vast, dark sea of
human suffering and with that glimmer a
theory was born-a. theory then, nothing
more--based on the assumption that all men
can rule themselves-that all men have the
God-given right to choose their own course.
Democracy had been born.
So was d-eveloped a limited concept of
democracy by the Greeks over two thousand
years ago, but only in the past two hundred
years has this concept, in a. more advanced
form, become a. reality in our country. Tolerance of the views of others, a sense of justice and the theory of mass education have
made this philosophy of government come
alive. Democracy has succeeded here despite
the minority of intolerant, unjust and shortsighted citizens who, unfortunately, may be
with us always. But so long as they are
the minority, democracy will remain the
most effective system of government that
mankind has ever known.
Democracy is proving itself today. It is
a stabillzing-an equalizing-force in American society. certainly, there are differences of opinion within a. democratic framework, but it is a virtue, not a. fault, that this
framework 1s flexible enough to allow these
disagreements. In the most recent Congressional elections the American people
tended to balance the base of power
throughout the nation. By voting as they
did they indicated that they _sought a less
liberal policy in the Federal government.
In contrast, the desires o! the people are
never discussed publicly in a country with
a. totalitarian government. Voltaire defended the right of free public speech when
he said, "I disagree with what you say, but
I shall defend to the death your right to say
it."
Ideally, injustice would not exist within
a. democratic system, but we see examples
of injustice in the newspaper every day.
AB Reinhold Niebuhr pointed during World
War n, "Man's capacity for justice makes
democracy possible, but man's inclination
toward injustice makes democracy necessary." Remember that democracy is not
perfect, for, not unlike other governments,
it can be no better than those who control
its machinery. Only democr~y. because it
is of the people, can utilize the best that
every individual has to offer.
As an American citizen, I do not choose
to let this form of government degenerate
because of my negligence and disinterest.
Instead, I firmly resolve to keep democracy
vibrant through my active participation in
its function. I do not choose to let others
have a greater voice in governing than I.
Rather, I prefer to exercise the sacred right
to vote, to serve my country's armed forces
willingly-in short, to give all of myself for
democracy.
You and I cannot allow others to destroy
neither the heritage for which thousands
have died or the future for which thousands
will live. Together we must lead others,
that they might take advantage of the opportunities that only democracy can give
them. For in reality is democracy any more
than hope for every man who seeks something better in life? Said Thomas Wolfe,
DEMOCRACY: WHAT IT }.lEANS TO
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.. So, then, to every man his chance--to every
man, regardless of his birth, his shining,
golden opportunity-to every man the right
to live, to work, to be himself, and to become whatever thing his manhOOd and hiS
vision can combine to make him-this, seeker, is the promise of America." This, too, 1S
the promise of democracy.

Sidney Zagri
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES C. CLEVELAND
OF NEW HAMPSHmE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Speaker, I was
shocked at the- tragic death of Mr. Sidney Zagri, chief legislative counsel for
the Teamsters Union, who died in a fire
in Alabama a few weeks ago.
While Mr. Zagri and I did not always
agree on specific issues, I had great respect for his integrity and ability. on
the numerous occasions when I discussed
legislation with Mr. Zagrt, I was always
impressed with his realistic approach,
his sincerity and dedication to the caUM
of the workingman and, 1n a broader
sense, the welfare of the country. I knoW'
that many of my colleagues join me in
my sorrow over his untimely death and
in extending regrets to his bereaved
family.
Last week,-Mr. William Loeb, publisher
of the Manchester Union Leader, NeW
Hampshire's statewide daily newspaper,
wrote a most perceptive and thoughtful
editorial 1n which he traced the outstanding but tragically short career of
Sidney Zagrl. I commend this editorial,
which follows, to my colleagues' attention:
SIDNEY ZAGRI,

1913-67

(By Wlllla.m Loeb, publisher}
Many of our readers understand the terrible shock of losing a beloved parent, relative, close friend or business partner and
associate from some utterly unexpected tragedy. One day you see the individual well.
happy and smlling-and the next day he 1S
gone.
The tragedy is heightened when such a.Il
individual is of most unusual talents, abilities, character and devotion to the highest
ideals of mankind. Such men and women
are seldom, if ever, replaced.
This was Sidney Zagri. chief legislative
counsel of the Teamsters Union, who was
burned to death in the horrible restaurant
fire in Montgomery, Ala.., the news of which
shocked the nation yesterday morning.
In the field of Washington lobbyists and
representatives for big business or labOr
unions, or church groups, Mr. Za.gri was most
unusual, in that he was a completely dedicated lndividual. To him the cause of the
plain men and women in the street, many of
them union men1bers, was a. sacred cause.
He was always on the side of the downtrodden and those who had fewer advantageS
than the rest of us.
Hours of work meant nothing to him, as
those who were associated with him, both 1Jl
an official capacity and as friends, long ago
learned to accept. A telephone call at anY
time of the night was a usual occurrence if
he was working on a particular problem at J
particular time. He always thought ever'!"
one else worked as hard as he did.
One happy, summer evening, at an occasion for which many congressmen and
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senators had gathered for dinner on the bal- security payments and veteran's pensions, is
What is happening now, however, is
cony of the Teamsters' Building overlook- like telling them to do wha~ we want or take
ing the Capitol, and for the showing of some this dry crust of bread and this glass o! absolutely frightening. All news outlets
films dealing with truck and auto safety, water . . Within the last ten days, President have taken up the disclosure of last week
this writer remembers Sen. Cotton jokingly Johnson has come forth with a political bait and now appear to be engaging in ensaying to A-ir. Zagri that when he, Mr. Zag- suggesting an increase in social security ben- thusiastic competition to see who can
ri, was as old as Sen. Cotton-at 65-he efits up from twenty to fifty per cent. And expose the most about our intelligence
Would feel differently about his approach now a few days later one of his aides says service. The Washington Post of Saturto life. Mr. Hoffa, who was sitting at Sen. that in order to maintain the present pay- day, February 18, 1967, is a good example.
Cotton's right, laughingly interjected and ments, without any increase, the debt limit No fewer than three separate front-page
&aid: "You don't have to worry about that, must be hiked to seven billion dollars.
senator. Sidney is never going to Uve to be
Why do they say that social security and articles appeared, associating the CIA
65, the way he works."
pensions are jeopardized? Isn't it simply to in one way or another with national and
Certainly Mr. Hoffa had no idea that his send a stab of fear into the hearts of these international groups. One article ampliProphecy would be fulfilled in such a terrible elderly people. The administration didn't fied the NSA story. Another tied busifashion.
say anything about cutting down on the ness leaders to the CIA's covert operaUnlike many reformers, Mr. Zagri was not luxury air travel of members of the admin- tions, and listed a number of foundations
a blue-nose. There was always a smile on istration and their families at government apparently used by the Agency to filter
his face and he loved a good meal. On one expense. They didn't say anything .about
OCcasion he was having a physical check-up cutting down on foreign aid. They didn't money into selected operations. Still anat the Lahey Clinic. When Dr. Robert say anything about retrenching and the dis- other article boldly announced that the
Crozier was setting up his diet and giving graceful waste o! money in the poverty pro- American Newspaper Guild has accepted
him his calorie count. Sid Ustened and gram. They didn't say anything about the nearly $1 million in CIA subsidies since
then said: "Why, doctor, I couldn't even get thousands and thousands of $25,000 a year 1961 for use in a broad international prothrough breakfast on that number of or more salaried government bureau<:rats, or gram.
Calories."
o! cutting down on their salaries. They
Not to be outdone, The Evening Star
This was a man who loved life and all didn't say anything about cutting down on of that date told of how a local Latin
its creatures. Unlike the narrow-minded lib- the foolish waste of money on the race to
eral who has no use for anybody except the moon. No mention was made of cutting study group was controlled by the CIA.
other liberals, or his conservative counter- down on the cost of the Great Society, Presi- It also gave priority coverage to the student association story. Since then, each
Part, Sidney Zagri was tolerant of people dent Johnson's pet scheme to get votes.
And if it wasn't such a serious proposition, day has brought Ol:lt new and detailed
and their faluts, but he never lost sight of
the fact that mankind has a Divine Destiny. we'd say to the elderly people, tell the Presi- disclosures.
From the days of his graduation from Har- dent, "we'll call your bluff," and see the
Mr. Speaker, I grant that the CIA
'Vard Law School, he did everything he could bureaucratic heads start rolling down the
from a practic8.1 standpoint. Understanding hill. When the heads of our government get makes good news copy. It is likewise obthe realistic Umitations which confront leg- so arrogant, so heartless and so belligerent vious that it makes an ideal target, since
1s1ators and erring human beings, he did his that they'll tell the elderly do this or do that, it has a history of silence in response to
best to do his bit to nudge mankind a little or we'll take your livelihood away, it is time attack and criticism.
fUrther along a higher path towards greater that the thinking men in Congress and voters
There must, however, be some self-imgoals than we have yet achieved.
all over the United States understand what
Mr. Zagri will not only be missed by his kind of people are running our government posed limit on the extent to which the
1'atnily and friends. He will be missed by the today. When we think of what the govern- activities of this agency can be protected
great causes for which he gave so generously ment has threatened to· do, we get a feeling from public disclosure. The people are
01' all his energy and talent&-and possibly, in our stomach like w~ have eaten some represented by the congressional committees that oversee the operations of the
tn the end, for which he gave his entire spoiled food.
lire.
Don't worry, you elderly people, we have CIA. Surely, they need not be exposed
faith that there are enough decent thinking for all-including those against whom
Americans still left in our government that they are directed-to see.
will not stand for any such action that has
Social Security and the Debt Limit
If some insist on categorically listing
been suggested.
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The CIA and the National Student
Association

OF WISCONSIN
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Mr. LAIRD. Mr. Speaker, on February 4, 1967, the Merrill Daily Herald, a

OF

HON. JOHN H. DENT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

newspaper in my congressional district,
IN THE HOUSE OF ·REPRESENTATIVES
PUblished an editorial entitled "Social
Thursday, February 23, 1967
Security," which commented on the publlc statements of some administration
Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, since the
Officials concerning the alleged impact revelation last week of the CIA's associaa failure to raise the debt ceiling would tion with the National Student Assohave on social security payments, vet- ciation, I have been shocked by the enerans' pensions, and other obligations of ergy devoted by many to disclosing other,
the Federal Government.
additional associations which the Agency
So that all of my colleagues might have has with various groups. At the outset,
an opportunity to read this editorial, I let me say that I do not want to believe
insert it in the RECORD at this point.
for one minute that the CIA has subThe editori~l referred to follows:
verted, distorted, or maligned either the
SOCIAL SECURITY
students of this country or our academic
Being 1n the newspaper business, we have and educational structure. The CIA's
been particularly interested in government involvement with NSA was a small reanQ politics for sixty years. About the sponse to a direct propaganda challenge
Cheapest political chicanery that we have from the Communist bloc. The funds
ever known was- when the Johnson adminis- granted to the student association were
tration this week asked for a seven billlon
not great when compared to the millions
dollar increase in the debt limit and if Con-·
gress did not grant it, it would put- the of dollars expended by the Communist
8 0cial security payments and veteran's penbloc to directly utilize students and student organizations for subversive pursions in jeopardy.
Sending this kind of warning out to elderly poses. This does not necessarily justify
l>eople, a large percentage of wllich are one our doing the same, but the cold realities
hundred per cent dependent on their social of this age do.

every group or association affiliated in
some way with the CIA, why not then
make it doubly simple and list the individuals involved, too. List the scores
of Americans here and abroad who give
selflessly, and without recognition, in this
defense of their country. List also the
hundreds of foreign associates who provide information and conduct operations,
whether for profit or conviction, in the
interest of the United States. Why not
open the book up wide, and expose the
soul of the organization established and
. maintained for the purpose of supplementing our national defense.
Mr. Speaker, one of the realities of the
cold war-indeed, all war and peaceis the system of espionage developed by
each nation for its own protection. The
everyday life of our opposition is nearly
clouded in secrecy. The intelligence activities of our opposition, therefore, are '
beyond our obvious gaze. Ours, on the
other hand, operating in a free society,
are quite naturally less free of discovery.
But this does not give every curious
entity or individual the unquestioned
obligation to illustrate, for all to see, the
mechanisms of our service. This information is dear to the national interest
and should be accorded proper regard
and handled with the utmost of delicacy.
The CIA expends tremendous amounts
of time and energy in penetrating the
opposition's intelligence network, but the
opposition can now do an effective job of
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penetrating ow·s for the price of a daily
newspaper.
Mr. Speaker, the necessity for covert
organizations 1n this world 1s a distressing reality. But, as I have repeated,
it is a reality. The CIA is subject to a
great deal of review and overview. The
people and institutions of this country
are amply protected with educated care
and yet, we are not willing to afford the
same degree of protection to an organization committed to our security. This
is an irony that smacks of irresponsibility. I hope it may be resolved before the
breach widens.

Small Business Development Program
Moving Along Well
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. JOHN D. DINGELL

development programs provided under
the Economic Opportunity Act, which
are now administered by the Small Business Administration, appear to be moving along quite well.
Small Business Administrator Bernard
L. Boutin, in a letter dated February 20,
1967, reports:
You wlll recall that I indicated last month
that we would have a much more meaningful
report on the new SBA Economic Opportunity
Loan Program after our first full quarter of
operation. I am delighted to provide you
with the enclosed detailed summary of our
operations since President Johnson signed
the 1966 Amendments to the Economic Opportunity Act early in November.
There are two aspects of this compilation
that are of particular interest: first, Economic
Opportunity Loan applications are now being
processed in every State; and second, the
total volume of the anti-poverty Title IV
loans from 1964 through October of 1966
was 2,476 loans, totaling $25,296,230. You
w111 note that the new program has produced
478 loons totaling $5,249,912 in three months
(November and December 1966, a.nd January
1967). I am personally gratified a.t our initial success, and I pledge that our efforts to
improve and expand the program will continue.

Februa.,·y 23, 1967
Upward Bound Program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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HON. RICHARD BOLLING
OF MISSOURI
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Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Speaker, one of
the worthwhile efforts in our beginning
skirmish against poverty is the so-called
Upward Bound program. The Office of
Economic Opportunity has recently begun to announce funding of these local
programs that will begin this summer.
Last swnmer an Upward ·B ound program
benefited about 50 youngsters in my
home of Kansas City, Mo. I place in the
Appendix of the RECORD this appealing
and well-written story by Mr. Pearman
of the Kansas City Times which was
published last June 30:
ARTICLE BY ROBERT PEARMAN

Fifty high school boys a.nd girls a.re spendOJ' MICHIGAN
ing the summer where some had hoped, but
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
few really believed, they would ever be--on a
college campus.
Monday, January 23, 1967
For the most part at home they llve beMr. Speaker, the detailed summary to tween the river and 3~ street and next year
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, I . am
pleased to report that the smaJl business which Mr. Boutin referred 1s as follows: they will be juniors at Westport, Lincoln,
Manual and Northeast hlgh schools.
Starting June 19 and lasting through Au·
EOL I
EOL ll
Total
gust 12 they wm live a.nd work and play on
the ~mpus of the University of Missouri at
Kansas City. Sixty students are attending
Nomber of loans ___ •• ------•••••••••••• __ .·--_ ••• .: •••••••••••••••••••••
'n7
251
1, 982,110
Rockhurst under the same poverty war pro3, 267,802
Dollar volume.-------------------------------------------------------gram, labeled "upwa.rd bound."
Donald Tindall, 16, who was elected presiEOL It
EOL ns
Total
dent of the group, gave up a summer Job to
study and live on the campus. He is paid $8
a week like the others out of project fundS.
Number
Percent
Percent
Number
Percent
Number
Sometimes, he says lt doesn't stretch. But
he's sure he is doing the right thlng.
Type of business:
"I'll be working the rest of my life a.ny·
Retail.-----------________ •.•••••._
86
39.5
37.9
41.0
189
103
Wholesale
_________________________
8
3. 5
19
•. 0 how," said Donald, who wlll be a junior at
11
'-•
Manufacturing ____________________ _
12
5.3
11
23
'-8 Manual next fall.
110
48.5
210
~.9
39.8
100
Service __ ------·---------.--------"I know I'm getting a break here," he said.
11
37
7.8
26
10.4
'-8
Other----------------••••• --------"And I wanted to take a.dva.nta.ge of it."
Bace:
The U.M.K.C. project was funded by an
99
43.8
176
36.8
Mlnort ty ------ _-------- _______ ----77
30.7
63.2 $85,000 grant from the Office of Economic
56.4
302
128
174
69.3
Whl te •••••• ----- •• --- •••• __ ••••••••
Type of loan;
Opportunity (poverty war). It provides for
Direct. ____ ------ ____ • ___ ---- _____ _
M.ll
90.3
7D.3
~
20li
199
Guarantee •• ---- ___ ----. __________ _
44
9.2 a staff of 22 persons to work wlth the boys
15
11.li
6.6
29
Participation-bank.. _______________ _
and
girls ln the summer sessions a.nd on
6.3
9.2
30
7
3.1
23
B u.'li nesses:
Saturdays through the a.ca.demic year.
1M
34.3
75
33.0
R9
35.5
New------------------------------Basically the program is designed to en·
152
64.5
314
65.7
67.0
162
Existing •• ------.-----------------courage the students who have the intellec·
tual equipment but lacked the money or
t Business loans to individuals whose income does not provide basic needs.
moti va tlon or both to go on to college.
I Business loans to individuals having experience, education, or training that indicates strong managerial ability
Thelr work on the campus begins with
vbo cannot meet the basic requirements for regular SBA loans.
physical exercise at 6:30 in the morning.
What does running a mile have to do with
I was the sponsor of the provision 1n portunity loans are now available to
the Economic Opportunity Act Amend- eligible persons throughout the country, gett~ng ready for college?
"It's a. short range type of tangible goal,
ments of 1966 under which this program and the volume of loan applications and
they are going to see," said Jack
was switched from the omee of Economic approvals is increasing. Thus, 1n only something
McNally,
who conducts the physical educaOpportunity to the SBA. Under OEO, a little over 3 months, SBA has picked up tion program.
economic opportunity loans were avail- this program and turned it into an efIt is a varied group of students who parable only in 44 selected communities fective antipoverty operation.
ticipate in Upward Bound at U.M.K.C.
throughout the country. I thought it
Meanwhile, I am also pleased to be in- Some are from the Northeast area, some are
was unfair that many small businessmen, formed by OEO that it .has made a from the central core a.nd others from tbe
·
both those in business and those who de- $115,850 grant under the small business West Side.

'-•

A BIND THAT TIES
sired to start out on their own, who did development centers program to help fiYet they have three things in common .
not live in these communities, were ex- nance, during the next 6 months, the
cluded from the program. Additionally, operation of a SBDC operation in Detroit, That is why they were selected.
They come from homes that meet the
it was my contention that SBA would be Mich. The funds wm be used by TAPstandards to qualify for programs under the
able to greatly reduce the administrative total action against poverty-to encour- war
In school they were not
costs of the prpgram, which, under OEO, age and assist target area residents to doingonas poverty.
well as thelr teacher thought theY
were running about 20 cents for each enter into or to improve their businesses. could, and they were not particularly motl·
dollar of loans.
I am sure that TAP will find SBA most vated to go on to college.
I think that the SBA has done an out- willing to cooperate in its endeavor to
"Por the most part they don't see college as
standing job in rapidly implementing assist worthy persons in this target area .a. reallty for them," Donald F. Cheadle, director, said.
this expanded program. Economic op- of 158,808 residents.
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"The purpose of the program is to provide
them a setting 'in which they can become
Interested in going on to school and the
training to be successful once they are there."
Cheadle says that he is learning, too.
Some students he has found are one thing
on paper and something else when you see
them work.
Cheadle encourages almost all enthusiasm
ll.lld spontaneous action. When the group
became miffed over a headline in the Uni-versay newspapers that referred to them as
..POOr students," the group elected to start
their own paper and Cheadle agreed.
It Will be called "The Bounder."
COUNSELOR TOLD HER

Vickie Venable, 16, of 416 South Cypress, a
lUn.ior at Northeast first learned about the
Program through her student counselor.
An effort was made not to advertise the
Program. Upward bound was looking for
students who didn't want, or d·i dn't think
they could, go to college. Vickie was one or
the.:n.
"I didn't think I could go because my famUy couldn't afford it," she sa.ld. "I had an
Older brother and an older sister and they
cUdn 't get a chance and I didn't think I
could go either.
"I just didn't want to come out here at
first. I didn't like leaving my friends all
summer. But now I like it here. I'm getting
:tnore interested in things."
\?ickie hopes to find a career where she
C3.n have something to do with math and perhaps be a secretary.
"I'd thought about it (college) but I never
thought I could get to go, because I knew my
f:un.tly couldn't atrord it," said Floyd Curry,
15, or 2302 Bellefontaine, a junior as Lincoln
next tn.ll.
FEARFUL OF CHANCE

Re wants to be a construction engineer.
"Bt:t I didn't think I had a chance," he
satd.
The mornings are spent mostly in academic
~Ork. The mathematics instruction, Floyd
Bald, is doing him a lot of good.
The Upward Bound program was the sublect o! sharp debate in the protracted argu:tnents over the city's applications !or povertyfunds.
1Wss Loretta Johnson, representative of
Poverty area 2, voted against Upward Bound
\\'hen the matter was brought before the
liuman Resources corporation.
"We don't want the Upward Bound pro!rram. We don't want any part of it," she
8atd.
A TASTE OF HONEY

"Vte don't want to give children this little
'taste of honey only to be taken away when
the summer ts over."
Actually the exposure to the collge campus
W'.J.l continue on Saturdays throughout the
W'.nter until the project ends next June.
"Taste of honey," or not some of the
8 tudents are giving up something for a
Chance to participate in Upward Bound.
..This lady told me that I would be giving
\1~ some things, and I am," said Eddie Her~~dez . 16. of 2341 Holly, who will be a
JI.Ulior at Northeast in the fall.
"Sure I miss not having a summer job, and
f;aying basketball at the Guadalupe CenB r With my friends and the Mexican fiestas.
Ut I just told her that I would give up
atnythlng. r know that I need to come to
his school now."
Eddie wants to go to college and be an
:._ngtne-er, but there are seven in his family.
.qe thought he might pea good enough bas~etbaU player to get an athletic scholarship,
ut he concedes he ts, perhaps, too short.
LIKES

rr NOW

Irene Carrlllo, 15, of 2125 Belleview, a
lunlor at Northeast next fall, was afraid o!
gotng to school, she said.
..The thought of going to college frighten-

ed me," she sa.ld. "But now that I'm here
I like life on the campus.
A part o! the program ts aimed at showing
the students the part of the city that many
of them have never seen-the public library,
the city museum, the Nelson Gallery.
For some of the 50 on the campus this
summer at least, or ideally for all of them,
Cheadle and hls statr hope that the "taste of
honey" will whet the appetite for the jar.

The Carrier "Roosevelt"-A Crewmember' s Reaction

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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HON. JAMES C. CLEVELAND
OF NEW HAMPSHmE
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Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Speaker, 2
weeks ago the U.S. Aircraft Carrier
Franklin D. Roosevelt steamed out of
Tablebay Harbor, Capetown, South Africa, leaving great controversy in her
wake.
I am sure my colleagues have read the
numerous press reports regarding the
Roosevelt's 3-day stay there. I am sure
we are all familiar with the reasons, both
official and otherwise, given as to why
her crewmembers were not allowed shore
leave at Capetown, where they were
scheduled for what would have been their
first major port shore leave after 8
months of combat duty off Vietnam.
While views both official and unofficial, were plentiful; and while many
columnists and commentators discussed
in great detail the diplomatic reasons
and results of the move, there has been
little said about the reaction of crewmembers to the whole affair.
Thus, I was pleased this week when I
received a most interesting and informative letter from a member of the Roosevelt's crew, Ralph J. Cutting, who is also
a constituent of mine from Concord,
N.H. CUtting's letter showed great insight into the many problems faced by
the Roosevelt in Capetown, concerning
crew morale- and diplomacy.
I feel it 1s one of the most perceptive
- comments on the situation I have come
across since the decision was made not
to allow shore leave to the crewmembers.
Because it is such an important adjunct
to the volumes already written, I am
inserting it in the RECORD and recommend it to the attention of my colleagues.
The letter follows:

u.s.s. "F. D. RoOSEVELT,"
FPO, New York, February 10,1967.

Han. JAMES C. CLEVELAND.
DEAR Sm: I debated writing you about
this subject, but since there are very few
"New Hampshire" boys on this ship, I feel
that you deserve to know the truth about
the Capetown incident, and from a competent
source.
The Roosevelt had been at sea for over two
weeks when she pulled into Capetown for
three days of well-deserved liberty. As you
probably know, Capetown is a most convenient port stop because it is in line with the
shortest possible route home from Viet Nam.
Also, many consecutive days at sea cause
boredom and restlessness, and therefore liberty ts also a morale factor. It was a clear-
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cut, concisive fact that the Roosevelt would
pull into Capetown for three days and this
was acknowledged by Port Authorities 1n
Capetown so we all were lookiri.g forward to
it. 0! course, as in the past, we sailors
would respect the laws and customs o! the
foreign country which we are visiting.
In India, an American sailor would consent to give a cow the right of way on the
street. We had been to Japan where there
are many strange customs, so the apartheid
policy of South Africa. was just another policy which the crew could only be gracious
-enough to accept.
The day finally came when the "Rosie"
pulled into Capetown, and a port had never
looked any better than Capetown looked at
this moment. Thousands of people lined
the pier, anticipating the departure of 3700
men, and waiting to show us the warm hospitality that we had heard so much a.bout,
but almost refused to believe. Now it is
reality, and the people of this great city had
opened up their hearts to us and offered us
the enjoyment of their own city.
Suddenly, the word was passed that there
would be no liberty. The crew was stunned,
completely stupified and the people were
hurt, disappointed, and humiliated. What
was the cause of this sudden turn-about?
Was the American government being overly
cautious or maybe radical in explaining that
the racial policies of the two countries were
incompatible and that liberty would be
granted on an integrated basts only? Weren't
these facts taken into consideration beforehand? What could be more frustrating than
3 days restriction on board ship whlle it was
moored at one of the greatest ports in the
world; at least, it's the best I've ever seen.
However, the entire crew took it ln stride as
we are used to setbacks, even though the
setbacks are rarely of this nature. Also, we
could at least look forward to returning to
the states.
One consolation which eased the burden
imposed upon the crew and the people of
Capetown was that the ship was open to
public visiting. This proved to be a tremendous success as many thousands of visitors flocked aboard to view a great novelty,
the U.S. Aircraft Carrier Franklin D. Roosevelt, the greatest and most versatile ship
in the U.S. Navy. It was indeed obvious that
these people were impressed with the jets
and other planes fJ,board. The airman had
worked long, hard, hours in the previous
two weeks in getting the "birds" in the best
possible shape and had also given the flight
deck and hanger bay an immaculate appeararnce. Many other crew members had painted
the exterior of the ship to give it a most
presentable appearance for a 21-year-old
carrier.
· The people of Ca~town and others, who
had driven from as far away as Johannesburg, had invited many sailors to imp,romptu
gathering and dinner at their homes.
Dances, parties, ':l.nd many other types of
social gatherings had been organized by these
gracious persons. This crew had never seen
such hospitality a.t any other port. Although
the situation was a pathetic one, these
people brought much goodwill to the ship
and to the crew as they proved to be extremely friendly as well as genuinely interested in the ship and the United States Navy.
We were pleased to be able to escort the
people around the ship, bec-ause we felt very
proud o! our accomplishments o! the past
six months of Viet Nam. Ironically enough,
·our visitors had a great deal more to show
us, but "they could only speak of it with a
feeling of dismay .
Sir, I hope that I have been helpful in
giving you an account of the Capetown incident. I am not complaining or rebelling
against U.S. foreign policy but I believe that
this incident was a damaging blow to u.s.South Africa relaitonships.
As we continue our long trek homeward to
the states, I wonder it our friends and loved
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ones will remember that we have been gone
for eight months, defending the freedom of
their lives, and receive us with as much
graciousness and admiration as the people of
Capetown.
Very respectfully yours,
RALPH

CYNSN

904-45-fJ7,
Yeoman)~ CR Div.

J.
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Relating Federal Educational Legislation
to the Needs of Mankind
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. PRICE of illinois. Mr. Speaker,
Dr. George S. Reuter, Jr., of Southern
lllinois University, Edwardsville, TIL, has
prepared a study of Eastern Baptist College at St. David, Pa. Because of national interest 1n education and because
of the study's contents, I include, under
unanimous consent, a part of the first
chapter, entitled ''Relating Federal Educational Legislation to the Needs of Mankind," 1n the RECORD:
RELATING FEDERAL EDUCATIONAL LEGISLATION
TO THE NEEDS OF MANKIND 1
INTRODUCTION

We are in a moral crisis that is ever changing, but all changes reveal one constant factor. The moral life of mankind is continually in the embarrassment of realizing that
the absolutes of Biblical and rational
norms-which enjoin responsibility for the
neighbor's welfare--can never be perfectly
fulfilled. either by the use of or abstention
from any of the instruments of community
or confiict. Yes, we should deplore war as
contrary to God's intention for His children.
Christians should never lose their capacity
to care, and they should express to the responsible national leaders their desire that
nothing be neglected that might bring about
a "meeting of the minds" that would promote a peaceful, honorable, and just solution of the current crisis in Southeast Asia.
Finally, we should be concerned about eradicating the causes of war and planting the
roots of peace wherever possible. U.S. Senator Wayne L. Morse of Oregon stands high
in this area, but, unlike most statesmen, he
also is a glan t in promoting needed Federal
legislation in the realm of public education.
This article is thus dedicated to the proposition of reViewing the major issues involved
in relating the educational needs of mankind
to the Great Society via democratic philosophy.
We are living, in Sir Winston Churchill's
phrase, amidst "a security which is the child
of terror and a survival which is the twin
brother of annihilation." Leo Rosten has
said: "We must learn to meet fanaticism with
courage, and idealism with great care, for
we must be skeptical of what is promised
even by virtuous men, but has not been provided." Yes, in these hectic days that try
men's souls, when the fundamental principles of brotherhood are being openly
fiotlted by the politically oriented Communists, we often think of the strong man of
mythology whose strength was renewed every
time he touched Mother Earth. By the same
token, our strength is renewed and our courage goes forward when we make contact with
free people.
Footnotes at end cxf speech.

Our Founding Fathers did not bestow upon
us a system of freedom, finished and fine.
Rather, they set us upon the road that leads
toward freedom; they lighted a lamp for us,
and they gave us a Constitution as a vehicle; but it has been up to those Americans
who came after them to make the long
journey. The failure of imagination, the
torpidity, the placid indifference of many people to the social challenges of our day is not
likely' to be overcome without extending our
structures. It is thus imperative that we
initiate and maintain a sane dialogue in the
academic community.
The good citizen finds the causes of our
social disturbances and contributes his best
efforts toward eliminating them. The time
bas come for Christians of this country to
lead the greatest demonstration in history.
By careful planning and effective teaching,
we must demonstrate against the forces of
lawlessness, indifferent citizenship, and moral
deterioration. We thus must testify to our
profound love of our Nation and humanity.
Yes, we who count ourselves in the company of the Judaeo-Christian tradition believe that faith in a sovereign God "who
bringeth princes to naught and maketh the
judges of the earth as vanity" is a source of
immense and incalculable wisdom. A country which knows that there is a Lord whose
majesty dwarfs the pretensions of even the
most powerful nation is one which may not
be destroyed by its own vanity. Or, expressed in another manner, if there were
only 1,000 people in the world, under the
percentages that now eXist, there would be
60 Americans and 940 people representing
the balance of the world. Those 60 Americans would possess half of the income, the
other 940 the other half. Five , hundred of
the 940 would never have heard of Jesus
Christ. More than 500 would be hearing
about Karl Marx, Lenin, Stalin, and current
Communist leaders. The 60 Americans and
about 200 others of the 940 throughout the
world would be relatively well off, but most
of the others would be uneducated, poor,
hungry, and sick.
Never has there been greater need for this
kind of unselfish neighborliness. As Christians, we welcome new knowledge, and work
in the world in attempting to include love.
Yet, the American families spend at least
$850.00 annually for military defense, but
less than $4.00 per year- to share their faith
with the other people of the world. Sometimes in middle-class America we pretend
that life is nothing but achievement and
well-being is everything, but then the
.. Brookses" and the "Gowsters" come into
focus, because they_ are found in our cities.
The Gowsters are public school students who
terrorize the teachers, refuse to study, speak
a dialect of their own, and consider "whitey"
the enemy. The Brookses are trying hard
to get an education, and get along well
with the whites, which is one reason the
Gowsters hate them.
The academic community may try to hold
itself apart from the fear, despair, and disorder of the times. It may, unwittingly, contribute to the /turbulence, or it may overtly
try to help distinguish the landmarks by
which a course can be steered through present oversized dangers and alarms.
To avoid catastrophe in our world, the
United Nations is at work helping to channel
both know-how and capital from the rich
industrial countries to the poor undeveloped.
Of every 20 U.N. employees, 17 are engaged in
these programs of social progress and economic growth.
'l'HE DIGNITY OF CHALLENGE

Today, as ever, we need light and challenge.
Long ago Christ came into a generation
which needed these. Under his influence he
persuacted a little group of ordinary men to
take the light they possessed and put it on
a candlestick, and then came the revolutionary consequences. We must not do less than
this in our time.
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Christians are recognizing the challenges
and problems. Dr. John R. Rice, one of the
greatest Bible scholars of our time, has said:
"I think that desegregation was inevitable
sooner or later." Inherent in the idea of
equality before the law is the concept of
equality of opportunity. This we commonlY
refer to as free enterprise--the right of every
indiVidual to choose his trade or calling. his
right to engage in fair competition, and to
succeed or fail in accordance with hts skill,
training, experience, incentive, and desire.
Reinhold Niebuhr has exercised vast influence on American .s ocial and political
thought as he has attempted to show hoW
the Christian view of man is able to account
more satisfactorily for the heights to which
he (man) can aspire and the depths to which
he sinks. America will continue to progress
in dignity and freedom so long as our people
cherish liberty, justice, truth, honor God
and continue to take positive steps to help
all people secure these conditions.
It is important to remember that most of
the world is nonwhite. If we had a sample
of 100 people that would accurately represent
in proper proportion a ' cross-section of the
population of the globe, we would have one
from Australia, New Zealand, or the South
Pacific; five from the U.S. and Canada; sl:lC
from the U.S.S.R.; . eight from Africa; nine
from Latin America; fourteen or fifteen from
Western Europe; and fifty-six from Asia.
Historically one of the greatest single
events of this decade will be the political
liberation of Africa. This continent is about
four times as great in area as the United
States, fifty per cent larger than U.s.s.R.
and larger than all of North America. It
is almost 5,000 miles long and 4,500 mileS
wide. It has an area as large as the u.s .•
Western Europe, India and Red China combined. Ninety-seven percent of the two
hundred and forty million people are of African origin and they speak seven hundred
languages
or
dialects.
ApproximatelY'
eighty-five percent of the people cannot read
or write, and sixty-two million of the eightythree million children of school age are not
in school. The average annual income of
$132.00 per person is less tahn that of an:V
other continent.
Our unwillingness to take more initiative
in Africa is all the more remarkable because
it is the one area of the world in which the
United States has more freedom of action
and fewer constraints on its foreign policymaking than 1n any other. The administration seems to have accepted as applicable
to Africa, the Kennan-Lippmann thesis on
the limitations of U.S. capacity to influence
·the direction of aJrairs in distant areas of the
world.
As the African leviathan rouses from }lis
slumber to shout his resentment against the
tyranny of his former colonial masters and of
the whtte man, he knows that at the same
time he is overwhelmed by the necessity of
striding, in a mere decade, from a condition
of prtm.itive illiteracy into a technological
culture which is unbelievably complex and
sophisticated. He has neither the time nor
the desire to develop the political institutions
on which government, or the consent of tbe
governed, can be based. Regardless of tbe
time or the complexity involved, he is . determined to take his place under the sun.
One result of our policy of self-abnegation
is that the desire of the newly independent
states to widen their relations, and to dilute
the influence of their former colonial masters, is being ignored, and the conditions tot
their continuing dependency are being nurtured. This promotes the image of neocolonialism and African "stooge" govern'"
ments ripe for national liberation, as propagated by Communist China and radical na~
tionalist African states, such as Ghana.
EDUCATION AS A TOOL FOR PROGRESS

Benjamin Franklin once said: "An Investment in knowledge pays the best tn-
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terest." Also, Edmund Burke o! England
noted: "The public interest requires doing
today t!le things that men of intelligence
and good will would wish, 5 or 10 years
hence, had been done." People are thus
free to the P:r:tent that their productive
a:nd creative activities are unimpeded. The
etl.ucator must find the causes of our social
<iisturbancea and contribute his best efforts.
Our remarkable phenomenon of today, esPecially of the last two decades, is the increasingly high value American society has
Placed on knowledge-the production, acqUiSition, and dissemination-and thus on
the inquiring mind. The refreshing new
l>alue judgment is apparent on many levels.
Education today, more than ever before,
hns the responsibility for preparing indiViduals with the inner strength and intellectual understanding to enable them to
coPe with life in an age pressured not only
by constant and rapid change but also where
instant annihilation of whole populations is
an ever-present possibility.
Pope John XXlll said it rightly: "Beloved
ChUctren, must we repeat and exalt the
hlinciple of human solidarity and rememer and preach loudly the duty of those
communities and individuals who live in
Plenty to reach out to those who live
~~-want?" America is the richest Nation
~tory has 'known, yet milions of our people
are trapped in the dead-end street of poverty
:hro':lgh ill~teracy, lack of basic skills, racial
'4lscruninatwn, broken homes, age, and ill
h ealth.
We Americans find it difficult to realize
that hunger stalks the wdrld. Let us conBl<ier our neighbor to the South as just one
e~a.mple. It is estimated that only 50,000
Of Haiti's 4.500,000 people are actually wage
earners. The annual per capita income of
liaiti is only $75.00. Population density
there is greater that in India or China--430
kel'sons per square mile. The life expectancy
Only 35 years.
! lt.!ore than half of the world's people sufer !rom chronic malnutrition, and the hunger problem is getting worse. If drastic
~easures are not taken soon, it is estimated
, at the diet of two out of every three peo&·e ln the world will deteriorate. The reason
not hard to guess. It has taken 100,000
Yeal's for the world's population to reach its
f~;sent level of three billion people. In
or :.rty-five years, between now and the end
,..., this century, three billion more people
"ul be added.
Lloyd Boyd-Orr once said: ". ·.. hunger is
~e worst politician." - You can't digest Karl
~on a full stomach. There are two other
gs that must disturb Christians. The
0
a ne is that the mass of the hungry, are, by
~d. large, the so-caJJ,ed "colored people."
1 <i the mass of the well-fed are, · by and
aarge, the "white people." Also, the well-fed
~e normally Christians. We find nothing
,:roly Writ that links obesity with sanctity.
Oday•s war on poverty is attacking pov6
Where it starts. We are recognizing that
t[ ertca's great system of free public educae~n is the most important ingredient in her
th ormous economic growth and power, hence '
e ~urrent war on poverty is geared to wipe
0
e Ut lnherited poverty, by making certain that
a.~ch Child has a real educational opportunity,
u d ~y helping those who missed out on edcation to make up the deficiency.

;}1

THE DIGNITY OF LIFE

~ Perhaps the Old Testament character,
trehemtah, provides a relevant Biblical muse ~tion of tension. Nehemiah, you will re0~41· was the highly placed Jew in the court
~ Artaxerxes. the fifth century B.C. Persian
asanarch. Nehemiah returned to Jerusalem
Cit ~overnor to lead in the rebuilding of the
ev Ys walls, which had been lying in ruins
lll. e~ since Nebachadnezzar destroyed them
c 86 B.C. While the construction was proE.'ed.ing, Nehemiah's enemies, certain non-
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Jews, gathered round the city, ridiculing his and masculinity. For a hundred years the
efforts and, threatening to attack.
system has decreed that he takes the worst
Later, in our own Nation, Abraham Lin- jobs, the worst education, that he not be
coln's fight for human rights was generated able to give his family as gOOd a home and
in Alton, nunois, from the spirit of the great neighborhOOd as a white man of the same
martyr of freedom, Elijah P. Lovejoy. Since status. Then he sees a Negro woman marrythat time, many pioneer trails have been , ing a man of the race that has oppressed
developed in this area. A modern lady for him, and it's impossible for him to believe
this current critical era is Lena Horne. She that it was a purely personal decision. In
has written one of the best autobiographies fact, he is unwilling to concede her the
of this age. It is about one of the greatest right to make such a decision."
Later about a friend: 10 "Perhaps, he
ladies in history. This worthy book comes
at a very appropriate time. Yes, the excellent wanted to see 1f they could learn to see
book, "Lena," provides the background and me as he saw me-as a woman first, a Negro
understanding of the non-white problem. second. If they could do that, then maybe
The world is a cynical old place, but now and they could see him as a man and all of us
then our faith is restored when fortune as individuals."
Still later about her future husband: 11
smiles in the right direction. "Lena" is not
only the true story of one of the greatest "The thing I noticed first about Lennie was
Americans who is known, admired, and loved not the color of his skin, but the fact that
around the world, but it has great depth in he was a musician. They were the ones,
the areas of psychology, sociology, and human white and Negro, with whom, all my adult
relations. The greatn~s of Miss Horne is life, I had been able to be easy. and relaxed.
recognized in all walks of life, but one proper Music was, and perhaps still is. the area of
setting for her is found in "One Blood." 3 my life where the question of. color comes
The principles of the book, "Lena," are these: second and the question of whether you play
1. Right to Equality: s "I was never taught good or not is the one you have to answer
by them that I was not as good as any white as a test of admission into society."
7. Right to Christian Ethics: u Whenever
person and I figured if this was true for me
it was true for all other Negroes as well." I made a general statement of belief or com2. Right to Safety: 4. "What I remember mented on some injustice that did not diclearly was the surge of fear that was almost rectly involve me, I felt as if I were reacting
palpable in our car, and the sudden, shock- like one of Pavlov's pups, responding not being change in my mother's mood from one cause I chose to, but because I had been
of holiday to one of terror. It was the first conditioned to do so, whatever my true feeltime I had ever experienced fear like that. I ings." Later 13 "It would be equally false for
was to learn more about it in the South as I me to attempt a role like Jimmy Baldwin's
on the one hand or Dick Gregory's on the
grew older."
3. Right to Human Dignity: ~> "I suppose it other. I had to go on being me. And that
meant
that I must find ways to contribute
seems a small point, but to me it seemed a
denial of my right to share a group activity to life as it was happening now-to the
with my associates. For in school here, as in cause-without losing my self in it, without
other Southern schools, I was set , apart by being false either to it or to me."
my color and my Northern accent."
A BRIGHTER TOMORROW
Later: 8 "There was talk about me for
Our supersonic flights, our explorations of
months in Hollywood and it finally culmi- matter, our Early Bird satellite have provided
nated in a protest meeting. I was called 'an us with new dimensions of human togetherEastern upstart' and a tool of the NAACP ness, but at the same time, they have proand I was forced to get up and try to explain vided us with the possibility of new dimenthat I was not trying to start a revolt or sions of manipulation and tyranny.
steal work from anyone and that the NAACP
A world that is already three billion in
was not uSing me for any ulterior purpose." population, and racing toward six in the
7
4. Right to· Ohristian Love: "But when I predictable future, thus must be viewed in
was young, there was nothing at all mili- something other than white skins or residtant about the church. The people used it ing within the three-mile limit of the coast
as a refuge, if not from life, then certainly line of the U.S. Either we must choose to
from the white man. It was a pacifier. shrink from this prospect in fear because of
And it was also the one place where the its immensity, or we can strive to underwhite man never, never interfered with the stand it and realistically plan toward it in
lives of Ne61'oes. He could trust the minister the kind of world in which we hope to surto keep them happy, and in turn, the church vive.
made the white man happy. It assuaged
So long as lawyers, public officials, and
his guilt to see the happy, docile Negroes State courts in the South continue to distort
going to Church on Sunday, apparently con- the process of public power so that Negro
tent with their lot."
citizens may not enjoy the legal equality
5. Right to Domestic Happiness: s "Negro promised them or exercise the liberties aswomen, no matter what their age or back- sured them by the Constitution, Federal auground or understanding of the problem, thority must continue to make itself felt.
have to be terribly strong. They cannot reThe U.S. Supreme Court's reapportionment
lax, they cannot simply be loving wives waiting for the man of the house to come home decisions in June, 1964, rank as one of the
from work. They have to be spiritual most far-reaching series of decisions since
sponges, absorbing the racially inflicted the beginning of judicial review, and few dehurts of their men. Yet, at the same time cisions will help public education and social
they have to give courage, make him know welfare more. The Court, utilizing the
that it is worth going on, worth going back "equal protection of the laws" clause of the
14th Amendment, embraced a one-man oneday after day to the humiliations and dis- vote
principle.
'
couragements of trying to make it in the
Finally, in these hectic days that try men's
white man's world. It isn't easy to be a
sponge and an inspiration. It doesn't leave souls when the fundamental principles of
enough room for love to develop. You both democracy are being openly flouted by many,
our Nation, after carefully considering the
beco~e victims of the system you're trying
to fight. The strailr on a marriage is in· historical philosophy. must move ahead educationally in 1966. With a wise educational
credible."
6. Right to Personal Happiness: 9 "When a program suggested by · President Johnson,
Negro woman marries a white man it is yet America can expect Senator Morse, "Mr. Edanother put-down of the Negro man. It ucation of the U.S. Senate," to once again
wounds his already deeply wounded vanity give the imaginative and progressive leadership necessary to guarantee to all mankind
~equality education so needed in this critiFootnotes at end of speech.
cal era. After the Congress has responded,
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there is just no predicting the extent of what
Christian America. can do.
~A report prepared by Dr. and Mrs. Reuter
1etr U.S. Senator Wayne L. Morse's Sub-

Committee on Education, January, 1966.
2 George S. Reuter, Jr., August M. Hintz.
and Helen H. Reuter, One Blood (Exposition
Press: New York, 1964), p. 39.
• Lena Horne and Richard Schlckel, Lena
(Doubleday and Company: Garden City, New
York, 1965), p. 117.
• Ibid., p. 24.
I Ibid., p. 31.
• Ibid., p. 137.
' Ibid., p. 84.
I Ibid., p. 82.
• Ibid., p. 205.
lO Ibid., p. 143.
11 Ibid .. pp. 193-194.
:u Ibid., p. 233.
1.3 Ibid., p. 287.

Inner Space
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. J. PICKLE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 23, 1967

:Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Speaker, a. Texas
State Highway Department core dr1ller
routinely bored a test hole in Williamson County, Tex., in 1963 and not-soroutinely discovered the newest and one
of the most significant caverns in the
Southwest.
The cavern-hidden until its discovery
by the highway crew-is located 1n the
Comanche Cretaceous formation from
the Mesozoric Era. Estimated at about
100,000 years old, the limestone cave
was hollowed out, according to geologists,
by the actions of an ancient sea which
once covered the southwest area of the.
United States.
The significance of such a discovery,
1n my opinion, should not be minimized.
Spelunkers and paleontologists who
have entered the cavern have discovered
the remains of prehistoric mastadons,
camels, horses, Glyptodons, and Sabertooth tigers.
And while these remains are estimated
to be only 10,000 to 20,000 years old, the
cavern itself has provided vital information to paleontologists and geologists
about the climate and landscape of this
area during the ice age.
There is no doubt that the cavern will
yield more prehistoric evidence as more
and more of the subsurface rooms are
explored and charted.
Aside from the scholarly aspects of the
discovery, the cave-Inner Space, which
is operated by the Georgetown Corp.has become one of Texas' prime new
tourist attractions.
Sculptured by nature for uncounted
thousands of years, the colorful world
below ground is filled with exotic cones of
incrustations.
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Just how much time was required for in some countries. The time is not far
nature to form the breathtaking shapes off, however, when the financial aid
found within the colorful rooms below other countries give their athletes will
result 1n the United States being pushed
ground is anyone's good guess.
Nature's work, however, has produced farther and farther down the final Olyma wonderous profusion of cave forma- pic standings.
tion-not only stalactites, stalagmites, · With the Post Office Department procolumns and ft.owerstones common to viding only the vehicle from which revemany caves-but also cave pearls, and a nue may be realized; the United States
fantastic array of rare "soda straws" and can easily have the best of both worldshet1ctites, such as are found only in caves amateur champions and adequate financing.
of exceptional beauty.
When you stop to realize that during
And while I do not claim to be an
authentic spelunker, I have had the op- this Olympiad France financed its Olymportunity to visit firsthand these under- pic effort to the tune of more than $60
ground passages, and I found the ex- million and Canada is giving $10 million
a year toward her Olympic participation.
perience to be fun and educational.
the U.S. budget of only $4 million seems
small indeed.
Therefore, :Mr. Speaker, it 1s my hope
that this Congress w1ll seriously consider
Stamp Urged To Finance Olympic
this legislatidn and give the U.S. Olympic
Program
Committee the support it needs and deserves.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Mr. Speaker, I include with my reOF
marks statements and tables prepared
by Arthur Lentz, executive director of the
HON. EDITH GREEN
U.S. Olympic Committee:
OF OREGON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mrs. GREEN of Oregon. Mr. Speaker,
I have again this year introduced a bill
to authorize the Post Office Department
to issue a semipostal stamp to assist in
financing the American participation in
the Olympic games. It is H.R. 633.
Essentially, the bill authorizes the Post
Offi.ce Department to issue a special
stamp which would sell for 10 cents.
Five cents of the price would be the
postal value of the stamp and · would be
for Post Office revenue. The other
nickel would be turned over to the congressionally · chartered U.S. Olympic
Committee.
·
The Olympic games have become more
than a battle between contestants to
show physical prowess. Victory 1n the
Olympics has become a symbol of national prestige.
It 1s for this reason the tin cup financing used by the United States 1n its
approach to the Olympics has reached
the proportions of a national disgrace.
The committee must rely on inconsistent donations for financing all its
activities.
Approximately $4 million is needed by
the Olympic Committee for each Olympiad. Over the last few years, income
has little ·more than equaled expenditures, making any type of athletic development program impossible.
Out of 30 sports categories in the Summer Olympics, the United States can expect to :finish near the top in only 15.
According to Olympic Committee statistics, Americans can expect their athletes to finish near the bottom in five
categories.
The United States has always been
proud of its showing in the Olympics.
We have always been proud that our
athletes are not professionals, as they are

AN AN,U.YSIS OF OLYMPIC DEvELOPMENT NEEDS

One of the most painful revelations e:x:perienced in recent years is the realization
that the United States no longer can depend
upon superior success in a. few Olympic sports
to obtain or maintain international prestige
as a strong, forceful nation. The purposeful
drive of the Soviet Union and the concerted
efforts by other nations to utllize athletiC
prowess as support for their ideological goalS
is slowly: but surely diluting the United
States' image in the world.
To the many emerging nations in particU"
lar, prowess in all sports is taken as an indi·
cation of national vitality and, unless the
United States demonstrates that it can e:x:cel
in anything it attempts, it stands to lose the
respect of those who look to our way of life
as the one to emulate.
Time was when victories in track and field
swimming and diving basketball and figure
skating were·sufficient 'to establish the United
States as the top athletic nation. Now, witll
30 sports on the Olympic summer and winter
games programs, with more than 200 chru:n"
pionshlp possib1llties, the proportion of U.s.
s-qccesses is meager indeed.
Let's take a look at the record:
Since 1948 and through 1964, the United
States has topped all others in men's track
and field, men's basketball, swimming and
diving, and figure skating, consistentlY·
Intermittent success has been achieved Ul.
rowing, shooting, welghtllftlng and yacht·
ing. From then on, there's nothing mucll
to brag about.
Consider the international rankings com·
piled from actual perfetrmances in tne
Olympic Games since 1948.
These international ranklngs were de·
termined by the usual informal point scori.Ilg
system popular with sportswriters, t.e.,
awarding seven (7) points for each first place
won and, in sequence, five (5) for second
place, four (4) for third place, three (3) ror
fourth place, two (2) for fifth place, and
one (1) for sixth place. The points thUS
earned in all events of a specific sports class!·
ficatlon then were tallied and the nations
ranked in order o1 total points earned. ThiS
procedure was followed in each of the sports
classifica tlons on the program.
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[Legend: (•)-denotes tie for posit1on. o-.did not place for points, X-did not compete. EL-ellminated in pregames regional competitions.)
Total medals

Sport

U.S. ranking

Remarks
Gold

Silver

Bronze

61

37
3

27
3
0

1948

1952

1956

1960

1964

------------------1--- ----------------·--·1---j·-----------'= ------A. Uiletles--.. L ___ ------------ - - - ----------------------

8
li

11
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
5
0
31
21
0
0
0
17
6
0
6

0
2
2
1
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
3
5
0
21
18
0
0
0
12
4
0
4

1
5
1
7

4

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
2

3
X
0
*2
*4
4

0
7

1

3

1

3
0
X
0

1

7

X
0
6
8

-to

*6
4

*3

•n

X
8
15

6

3
__ ___ 9__
--------------2
4
2
*3
*1
X
1

5
4
0

16

14
0
0
0
4
4
0
6

1
*7
1

1

,..

1
3
1
2

1

1
4

0
0
0
7
6
0
X

EL

5

7

9

-------3
3

*1

1

8
X
1
2

*9

2

X
2
1

EL
1
1

-------- -------- -------- --------------------------------·---4
li
7
0
4
X
1

1
*4

1
4
X

l
'"5
12

- 0

1

2

3

2
2

0
*3

0
4
0
0

0 1m hold raUng.
Can be contender.
Never has lost a game.
Armed J.<'orces hold key.
Needs inteilsive program.
Oan improve rating.
Needs intensive program.
Can be cont.l.'ndcr.
Nceti~ intensive program.

no.

Do.
Do.
9
Do.
*7 Not on 1968 progru m.
. 3 <:an improve rating .
*1 Can hold rating.
1
Do.
EL . Needs inten~ive program.
1 Can hold rating.
1

no.

Can improve rating.
Do.
*9
Do.
4 1\fust regain former drive.
6 Cau improve rating.
10 Needs intensive program.
1 eau hold rating.
9

5

WINTER GAMES

-

lril! ! !~!~li!l! ! !il !l lilil
-

------!- ---- -1- ----- -!- :;:;;;;

;;;::I

'

-

:; :;~

Need~ intensive progriUlli
Do.
Can reach top in 19M.
Needs intensive program.
Can Improve raUng.

no.

::::::1: -----I

Needs intensive program.
Never has dra·wn entries.
Can improve rating.
Do.
•
Needs intensive program.

'

RECAPITULATION
Can bold top rating

Can contend for medals

Athletics- W.
Canoelng-w·.
Eqne..,trian-l\1'. a111l \'f.
Modern pcut.athlon-l\1.

A.U!Ictics-:M:.

liasketball-M.
lto~·tng-M

~boottng-1\f.
~w~ming aud diving-1\-L
~}'·unmiu~ and diving-\\' .
.~.aehting-.M. and W.

Figure skatlng-M. aml W.
Skiing (alpine)-1\1.
SkUng (alpine}-W.
Speed skatlug-M.

-

Best effort during 1948--M

Needs intensive program

5 gold medals in 1!152.•
2 gold medals, 1 silver in 1948.
7th place individual sc.ratch race 1948.
Bronze medal in foils in 1900.
4th place foil<;, 1948, 1952, 1956.
lith place individual all-round 1956.
3d place team all-round 194M. ,
Eliminated in regional playoffs 1960 anu 1964.
4th place individual clu."" 1964.
Wou championship in 1960.
Sport started in 1964.
Rest individual 14th in 19G().
5th place in jumping 194!:1.
1 gold, 2 bronzes in 1\1-ll!.

What has happened-what is wrong? Actuauy. we've made no concerted effort,
except to concentrate on what we term
POpUlar sports.
True, we have kept ahead of the rest of
the world in these tradi tiona! sports of ours
by improving virtually every phase. Look
Only to track and field and to· our emergence
as a power in long-distance running, an area
never before explored with planning and
dedication.
It is a sad commentary that the United
States has the best athletic potential in the
World but falls to put it to overall use. It
has the best economy; it has the best diet;
lt has the most leisure time. Yet we never
gi\'e to the other sports on the Olympic program the same dedication, the same im-

portance, or the same support that our
favored sports have enjoyed.
Given the same dedication, the same importance, and the same support, all of our
Olympic sports efforts would be crowned
with success.
What makes a sport great? First, it must
have a wide base of participation. From
that wide base of participation springs a
more competitive effort, with tb,e ultimate
being a higher peak of achievement. This is
a fundamental law of physics: the broader
the base, the higher the apex. The more
participants, the greater the competition,
and through this, the greater the end product. As Baron de Coubertln so aptly stated,
"The stress and strain, the buffeting and bat-

Can tmpro'Ve 1964 ratfng
Voi1Pybal1-M.
Vollcyba.Jl-W.
Water polo-l\.f.

Wrestling (frec~ytlo)-M .
Weightli!tlng- M.
Speed skating-W.

tering of keen competition. will produce the
better individual."
Next, the sport must have adequate facilities, it must provide the best coaching and
instruction. and it must attain a national
importance which will motivate every
youngster to participate in it and strive for
Olympic excellence.
Again, let's take a good look at all of our.
Olympic sports from a national standpoint.
Why are we successful in so few sports on
the Olympic programs? What is keeping so
many more from Olympic standard?
Is it lack of facilities? Is it lack of an
extensive national program? Is it a lack
of motivation? Is it a lack of adequate instruction? Let us look at all of our Olympic
and Pan American sports from this viewpoint. How do they rate?
From ratings made through the past five
years by qualified national and international observers from studies conducted at
the request of U.S. Olympic Committee, here
is the picture:
(The ratings are based on the number of
individuals involved, on the extent and
range of national programs. the availability
of proper facilities, the availability of high
caliber coaches and instructors, rankings in
international competition, and, finally, public acceptance of the sport itself.)
POINT TABLE

Five (5) points-Excellent.
Olympic and World standards.

Equal

to
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Four (4 ) points-Good. Adequate, but
more time and effort needed.
Three (3) points-Average. Holds promise but needs vigorous management and direction.
Two (2) points-Poor. Needs expansion
and financial support.

Good-21 to 26 points.
Average-15 to 20 points.
Poor-8 to 14 points.
Very weak-1 to 7 points.
Nonexlstent--0 points.

One (1) point-Very weak. Planning and
support badly needed..
None (0) point-Nonexistent. Holds no
promise at present.
RAN KINGS

Excellent--27 to 30 points.

Analysis
Participating
base

Sport

Arrltery-M.
&__ W.I
--~---------------------------------Ath
____________________________
- ________ -- __

5
5
2
5
5

letic.s-~L

~~~t~f::::=.-:.2~==================================~:=====
I\aRkethall-M _ ------· ----------"------------- -----------

'-------- _- - -- --- ___ ____- - ___ __ ___-- __ _____ _
Boxing-~!------ - --- ----- ____ ____ ------ - ____________ _____

2
2
2
2
2

D~ketball-W

g:=~=~ ================================ == ==========
~~~~t~~-=~c&-w=====================================
l<"leld
hock:ey- M__________ - ------------------------------

3

4

2
2

3
3

3

4

1

1
3
3
3

2

0 ymnastics-.1\L __ - ---- ------ --- -- - ------- - - - --- - --- ---G ymna.<~tics-W
- --------- -- - -______
- - --- -________________
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Poor
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Olympic Rport I.Jut not on program.

Oddly enough, these ratings without much
variation parallel the actual performance in
Olympic Games competition.
It is clear then what we must do to improve a sport, to raise it to Olympic level.
For some, it may be only the establishment
of more fac1Uties. For others, it may mean
a lend-lease in reverse, that of bringing to
this country the master instructors in those
sports in which we are not up to Olympic
standard. But whatever the reasons, let us
give to all sports the same emphasis, the
same opportunity to excel, that we have so
generously pruvided the sports of basketball, track and field, swimming and diving.

2

Hiathlon- M.
Bol>::;leddlng- M.
Luge-M.& W.
!:<ltiing (Nordic)-M.

I

Only on Pan American Games program .

The Governor of Pennsylvania Pays a
Tribute to Brooklyn
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH L. CAREY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Th71-rsday, Feqruary 23, 1967

Mr. CAREY. Mr. Speaker, on February 4, 1967, a group of distinguished persons gathered to pay tribute to outstand-

ing leaders in Brooklyn, N.Y. Among
those honored were our distinguished
colleague, now retired, Representative
Eugene Keogh; Mr. Patrick Scanlan, tbe
editor of the Brooklyn Tablet; and Dr.
Paul D. Shafer, a notable educator and
president of Packer Collegiate Institute.
On that occasion, the Governor of
Pennsylvania, the Honorable Raymond
P. Shafer, addressed the gathering and
joined · in the tribute being paid to his
brother, Dr. Paul Shafer. I am pleased
to submit the address of Governor Shafer
for printing at this point in the RECORD:

Febn.t.anJ 23, 1967
THE GOVERNOR
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o:r PENNSYLVANIA PAYS

A

TRIBUTE TO BROOKLYN

I am deeply grateful for this opportunity
to be with you tonight.
·
You have done the Shafer family a double
honor.
First, by adding my brother's name to your
E:au of Fame, along with the names of these
clistingulshed men of Brooklyn.
Second, by inviting me here and permitting
Ine to share this fine event with you.
·By honoring these men tonight, you honor
the excellence of their individual citizenship
that has made Brooklyn a better community.
They have achieved excellence in the most
di!ficult of times, when many men settle for
Inediocrtty.
Men and nations have become great only
"i'i'hen they have shown a. true understanding
that there first must be excellence.
What is excellence?
It is that state of being, which is as diffiCUlt to possess and achieve, a.s it is rare.
It is that elusive quality which perpetually
&ives men hope that they and their world are
Perfectible.
It is the individual's pride that he will
settle for nothing less than the best that is
1n him.
Sadly, our history is filled with failures to
seize those rare moments when excellence
can be achieved.
And most of these failures occurred because there was among · the people a. willinghess to settle for mediocrity.
Our world today has taken us one step
further. The willingness to settle for mediOCrity could possibly destroy us.
And that very fact, which each of us lives
~ith daily, has made our world a stranger to
istory. For there is no lesson to warn us
or total destruction. There has always been
survival.
This fact brings us to the brink-a brink
"i'i'here we must now find a. new resolve in our

atfairs.

~

I suggest that resolve should be a. quest for
excellence that begins in the soul of each
lnan, spreads through his community, his
hatton, and his world.
in The fact that you are here tonight honorB g excellence is abundant evidence that
rooklyn is engaging in that quest.
C I found exciting proof of this in John La
Orte's letter inviting me here.
B John enclosed a. pamphlet of the Better
rooklyn Committee, which contained this
slogan:
"A better world begins with Brooklyn.
Now is the time to start with ourselves."
&I This, my friends, is not just a provincial
oga.n for Brooklyn. It is for all the comllluntties of the world.
It recognizes the critical problem of our
c:lay, regardless of location on the globe.
And that problem is that men and women
lllust first be responsible and creative clti~ens in their own communities before they
attempt to meet their responsibilities to the
~orld.

There is nothing more important today, as
far as I am concerned, than the re-establlshtnent of a sense of community in our
People.
Too often this sense is diluted, or destroyed, as we rush toward urbanity.
tl Too often there is an impersonal coagulaon of human needs in the massiveness of
1tau.
Too often the spirit of individualism is
"i'i'eakened, or lost, through indifference and
apathy.
The American Dream has been a great
~eatn because our people have kept alive
ell' faith in the perfectibility of man.
We must keep that dream alive. And we
~ill do that by doing what the Better Brook..~n Committee suggests: "Start with our""'lves."
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And to do that we must re-evaluate where 1shed the arsenal of weapons with which
we are in that drea.tn.
this Congress seeks to battle the problems
Our land we have conquered from ocean of our time. · to ocean.
It is with a heavy heart indeed that I
Our world we have shrunk to a. matter of
add my ov:n voice to those of my disminutes, not miles.
Our resources we have wasted because we tinguished colleagues who are privileged
adjusted too easily to abundance.
to serve the great Commonwealth of
Our science we have allowed to speed too Massachusetts to express my own perfar ahead of our social abil1ty to solve the sonal sense of loss and to extend my
problems it creates.
deepest sympathies to the surviving
Our idealism we have allowed to diminish
so its flames are not exciting the souls of family.
Joe was a true 'professional in every
men still trapped by brabarian minds that
have the modern mechanical capacity to de- sense of the word. Although he contributed distinguished service in other
stroy.
OUr dally lives have become overwhelmed
areas of Government from time to time,
with the thousand and one distractions that his career was focused primarily in the
make it easy to escape the real issues before Senate and always among members of
us.
For the first time in history, man is con- the Massachusetts delegation. He began
fronted ·with a world that can·t expand any- in 1932 on-the staff of the late Senator
more, except for those who want to ride in David I. Walsh. He had worked for
Senator Benjamin Smith prior to the
space ships.
And we are a long . way from building a · election of Senator KENNEDY 1n 1962.
space ship that can replace Noah's ark.
In spite of differing political affiliaSo, men are now confronted with them- tions, Joe was always able to discern the
selves and what they really are-not what need for close cooperation in certain
they can escape to be.
·
They can destroy completely or live in a areas and his helpfulness and understanding at such times were invaluable.
world of communities that exist in peace.
Walter Lippmann more than a decade ago His service, in the highest traditions of
told us this would be the American burden. any public office, were :B:rst and foremost
"For America," he wrote, "is now called to to the people of his beloved Commondo what the founders and the pioneers al- wealth. Certainly I had more than one
ways believed was the American task: To occasion to value his judgment as well
make the New World a. place where the
ancient faith can flourish anew, and its as his generous cooperation.
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
eternal promise at last be redeemed.
"To ask whether the Americ'an nation will and the entire United States, bas indeed
rise to this occasion and be equal to its lost a valued and esteemed public serdestiny is to ask whether Americans have vant.
the will to live. We need have no morbid
doubts abovt that."
We will be able to carry this burden only
Joseph B. Grogan Retires as Chief of
if the citizens of our communities are willing
to be creative and responsible--the kind of
Police in Athens, Ohio
citizens you honor here.
Thank God, that you here tonight are part
EXTENSION OF ~EMARKS
of a. community that knows if the American
OF
Dream is to live, then, we must begin where
a better world starts-within ourselves.
Thank you.
o:r omo

HON. CLARENCE E. MILLER

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

The Late Joseph W. Mcintyre
SPEECH
o:r

HON. SILVIO 0. CONTE
OF MASSACHUSETI'S

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. CONTE. Mr. Speaker, it is rare
indeed in the history of this or any legislative body, that a subordinate staff person is so possessed of the qualities of excellence that he commands the respect
and admiration not only of those for
whom he works, but of all who come in
daily contact with him.
Yet, such a man was the late Joseph
Mcintyre of Massachusetts who, at the
time of his sudden and untimely passing
1n December, was Administrative Assistant to the senior Senator from Massachusetts, Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY.
Such were Joe Mclntryre's talents and
capacities that he is mourned by all who
shared in the dedication, the deep and
unwavering commitment, and the energies that were flagged only in death. He
is mourned by men of both bodies and
both parties and his passing has dimin-

Thursday, iebruary 23, 1967

Mr. MILLER of Ohio. Mr. Speaker,
perhaps one of the most difficult areas
of public service today is that of a police
officer. The hours are long, the pay poor,
the risks encountered numerous. The
rewards of having done a job well come
with the knowledge that the people of the
community recognize and appreciate the
sacrifices of a policeman.
It is with this thought in m~nd that I
ask the Members of Congress to join ·with
me 1n honoring a man who has devoted
half of his life to police work.
On January 21, Chief Joseph B. Grogan
of the Athens, Ohio, Police Department
retired after serving as chief for over 25
years. The story of J. B. Grogan's tenure as police chief is the history of the
Athens Police Department. When Chief
Grogan took the reigns of the department, it employed less than a half dozen
officers with one old cruiser. Today the
Athens Police Department has 16 uniformed officers, three cruisers, two
motorcycles and radio communications
with every on-duty patrolman, whether
in car or on foot.
Joseph Grogan began his career as a
policeman with the Ohio State IDghway
Patrol. During his 7 years' service, he
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rose to the rank of sergeant, and was
commander of the Athens post of the
patrol from 1936 to 1940. He is a member of the Ohio Chiefs of Police Association, the Fraterp.al Order · of Pollee,
Knights of Columbus, and Elks.
The problems of the department under
Grogan have been unique. Athens is a
city of 16,000 residents with a university
population of 15,000 students. The untiring efforts of Chief Grogan have cemented a remarkable union between the
"town and gown." Serious crime in
Athens during the past quarter century
has been practically nonexistent.
On Tuesday February 28, 1967, the
people of Athens will honor Chief Grogan
for his years of service. That day has
been proclaimed ."Chief J. B. Grogan Day
in Athens."
Honest, efficient police work has been
the product of Chief Grogan's efforts.
Let us stand and be counted among
those who salute him today.

The 50th
1

Anniv~sary

of Vocational
Education Act

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILUAM L. ST. ONGE
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 16, 1967

Mr. ST. ONGE. Mr. Speaker, on February 23, 1917, President Woodrow Wilson signed into law the Smith-Hughes
Act which was the first national vocational education legislation in the United
States. Today marks the 50th anniversary of that event, and it is with a
great deal of pleasure that I take official
note of this in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.

the passage of t\le Health Amendments
Act, which established title n of the
George-Barden Act, and included practical nurse training as an added provision
of it.
The National Defense Education Act
in 1958 added title III to the GeorgeBarden Act and authorized $15 million
a year to train highly skilled technicians.
This title was initially established for
4 years, but now is a permanent part of
the vocational education legislation. The
Area Redevelopment Act--ARA-of 1961
provided a 4-year program to train and
retrain unemployed or underemployed
persons in redevelopment areas. This
was followed the next year by the Manpower Development and Training Act,
which offers training similar to that provided by the ARA, but broader in scale
and not limited to redevelopment areas.
The increasing interest shown by the
Congress in this field culmina ted in the
Vocational Education Act of 1963, which
authorizes substantial Federal grants to
the States to assist in the development
of new vocational education programs
and to maintain, extend, and improve
those already in existence. These programs, designed to meet present and future employment opportunities, are opEm
to all persons who can benefit from training or retraining, whether enrolled in
school or not. The act does not include
provisions for training for professional
occupations, or those requiring a higher
degree.
On this 50th anniversary, I wish to especially praise the competent manner
in which this program has been administered in the past, and to extend my appreciation to all those individuals who
have worked so hard to make it an efficient and successful operation. Without this sincere devotion to the goals of
vocational education the remarkable
achievements of the past would not have
been possible.
I particularly wish to congratulate the
Connecticut Vocational Association, its
executive board and all its members for
the distinguished service rendered by this
organization in the field of vocational
education in Connecticut over the past
half century. If helped make possible
greater and better service to the people
of Connecticut not only in the improvement of vocational education, but also
in the development of research in this
field, in bringing about a ·greater degree
of skilled manpower, and in helping to
keep unemployment at a minimum. For
this they deserve our recognition and appreciation on this 50th ·anniversary of
the first national Vocational Education
Act.
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I would, therefore, take this OPP<Atunity
to pay tribute to that small nation of one
and a half million people.
Twenty-seven years ago, Estonia lost
her freedom and independence. But
this small nation possesses a devotion to
liberty and a strong hope of eventual
independence.
The world is much concerned with the
issue of colonialism. The ugliest aspects .
of colonialism by force can be seen in
the takeover of Estonia and the other
captive nations of Eastern Europe. For
27 years Estonia has not known freedom
but for those years, the Estonians have
fought and prayed and hoped that the
bright promise of 1918 might be realized
once more.
As a nation opposed to all forms of
enslavement, the United States has never
recognized the Soviet Union's sovereignty
over Estonia. .It is our position todaY
that the rightful government of Estonia
must be established .at the will of the
Estonian people as manifested in a free
and open election.
It is a tragedy that on this day, while
the Americans of Estonian descent are
free to celebrate the anniversary of their
ancestor's Declaration of Independence,
the citizens of Estonia must remain
silent, for there can be no open commemoration within that brave nation.
To those Estonians held in bondage
within their own country and to those
Americans of Estonian nationality, let
me say that we will not forget Estonia
a~d her fight against oppression.

Mainly for Seniors
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH L. CAREY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REl"RESENTATIVES
The first 50 years of the National Vocational Education Act have more than
Thursday, February 23, ~967
fulfilled the hopes of the tlriginal legisMr. CAREY. Mr. Speaker, on Feblation, and it is with justifiable optimism
ruary 5 an article by Jack Leahy, enthat we anticipate a second half century
titled ''Mainly for Seniors," appeared in
of accomplishment. I believe that.a brief
the New York News. This article desummary of the important congressional
scribes the outstanding work of the war
action in support of vocational educaon p<>verty foster grandparents program.
tion will indicate the remarkable growth
and the leadership being demonstrated
of ·this vital and dynamic program.
by Assemblyman Stanley Steingut · in
The original Smith-Hughes Act estab, seeking to have the program extended
lished an annual grant of $7.2 m1llion to ·
to many more disadvantaged elderly
the various States; and api)ortioned $3
Americans.
million for agricultural training, $3 milMr. Speaker, I think that Mr~ Leahy's
lion for trade and industrial and home
article will be of interest to my colleagues,
economics education, $1 million for
and· include it at this point in the
teacher training, and the remainder for
RECORD:
,
the Federal costs of administering the
MAINLY FOR SENIORS: A PROGRAM FOR YouNG
act. Almost 30 years passed before ConAND OLD
gress took further action, when in 1946
Estonian Independence
(By Jack Leahy)
the George-Barden Act was passed. This
Children are the chief beneficiaries of one
authorized an annual appropriation of .
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
of the best conceived programs of the 'federal
$28.5 million to be allotted to the same
Administration on Aging. Under its Foster
OF
programs as the original act, but with
Grandparents plan, the Administration
the addition of education for distributive
HON. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI
trains and hires persons who are over 60
occupations.
years old to work with neglected and deOF ILLINOIS
prived youngsters.
In 1956 Public Law 84-1027 added the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Initiated in 1965 under a contract with the
fishery trades and industries to the vo~fonday, January 23, 1967
Offi~e of Economic Opportunity, the procational categories of the George-Barden
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Speaker, tomor- gram is still in its infancy. But it alreadY
Act, and authorized an annual approincludes more than 30 demonstration projpriation of $375,000 for vocational educa- row, the 24th of February, marks the ects around the country, involving some 2,100
tion in those fields and in the distributive 49th anniversary of the Declaration of senior citizens and almost 4,000 children who
occupations. The same year witnessed Independence of the Republic of Estonia. -are mentally retarded, physically handi-
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capped, emotionally d.!sturbed, orphaned or
Otherwise dependent.
The job of the Foster Grandparent is to
Provtde these boys and girls with the comPanionship and the attention that more :fortunate children normally enjoy. For seniors
subsisting on low incomes, the program creates new wage-earning opportunities and
gives those participating a Vital sense of dignity and usefulness.
"The Foster Grandparent program is a
Ptoven success," asserts Assemblyman Stanley Steingut, who is chairman of the Joint
Legislative Committee on Child Care Needs
ot the State of New York. "What we must
now do is step it up, expand it on a vast
Beale through increased federal grants.
"We must have federal involvement because our states a.nd cities have just about
reached the saturation point as far as taxes
are concerned. Despite this, we must also
Btudy the possibility of a permanent, statesponsored program along these lines because
the problems of our underprivileged young
&nd old are so acute, particularly in the
llllnority areas of New York City."
At present, a $314,000 federal grant is financing a Footer Grandparent demonstration project conducted by the Catholic
Cb.artties Oounseling Service of the Archdiocese of New York. Institutions utilizing
the talents o:f 114 seniors employed in the
ProJect include the New York Foundling
liotn.e and Hospital, the Cardinal McCloskey
liome, the McMann Memorial Shelter and St.
Agnes Hospital.
Pour hours a day, five days a week, Foster
Grandparents :feed youngsters, play with
them, read to them, chat with them-do all
the things that any natural grandparent
1VOUld do. They are not assigned to routine
cluties which are normally performed by the
regwar staff CY! a.n institution.
Assemblyman Steingut's interest In the
Pr<>gram was indirectly stimulated by a series
ot political seminars which he has been conclucttng for seniors at the Madison Club, 4016
Church Ave., Brooklyn. At nearly every
llleettng, ideas for possible part-time job opPortUnities have been discussed.
"Older people have deep roots in the comlllUnity," says Steingut. "And they have
very definite points of view about legislation
"97hich they feel would be beneficial, not only
to themselves, but also to the younger
generation.
"The Foster Grandparents program is a.n
illlportant aspect of this but it is only part
Of the picture. At our Golden Age forums,
1Vorthwhile suggestions have been offered
about tra.m.c control, about housing, about
libraries, about the 1l.ght a.ga.inst narcotics
&.ddiction, about a wide scope of social needs.
"Thanks to advances in medical science,
Oldsters are more numerous these days and
they have beconie more vocal in their delll.ands for political consideration. Their
VOice is the voice of experience and it behooves us to listen."

Public and Parochial School Shareholders
Luncheon
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SEYMOUR HALPERN
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. HALPERN. Mr. Speaker, I wish
to bring to the attention of my colleagues in the House a noteworthy exPeriment in corporate shareholding undertaken by 104 high school students in
~ew York City.

At the invitation of the A. S. Beck
Shoe Corp., students from 73 New York
City public and parochial schools attended a high school shareholders luncheon meeting recently. The object was
to stimulate interest among our junior
citizens in American corporate enterprise.
An outline of this highly inventive
program, together with appropriate
commentary, is included herewith for
the RECORD:

0oMMENTS
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THE A. 8. BECK HIGH SCHOOL
SHAREHOLDERS PROGRAM
..We believe that A. S. Beck's proposal has
merit as a practical business experience 1n
giving these students a.n active role in corporate operations of the company and in fostering better understanding of economic
problems."
MAURICE D. HOPKINS,
ON

Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Office of High Schools, New York City.

"Thank you for your kindness in informing
NEw YoRK, N.Y., February 13.-0ne hun- us of this program which seems to have educational
value for our schools."
dred and four high school students-the
Rt. Rev. Msgr. EDWARD M. CoNNORS,
outstanding pupils from 73 New York City
Associate Superintendent oj Schools,
public and parochial high schools-today
Archdiocese of New York.
took part in one of the most unusual meetings of a shareholders group ever held by an
"Best wishes for the success of your proAmerican publicly-owned company.
gram."
~
They were the participants in the first
Rabbi Dr. ABRAHAM N. ZuaoFF,
annual IDgh School Shareholders luncheonSupervisor, Yeshit.'a University High
meeting at the Biltmore Hotel, sponsored by
Schools.
the A. S. Beck Shoe Corporation "to stimulate interest among high school students in
"Thank you for allowing us to participate
the American free enterprise system:"
Each of the students was presented with in this fine program."
Brother FRANCIS CURRAN FSC,
a share of A. S. Beck common stock, listed
Guidance Director, LaSalle Academy.
on the American Stock Exchange, and then
they listened to Henry G. Riter IV, Vice Pres"Thank you for allowing Walton IDgh
1dent, Market Development Division, of the School to participate .in this worthwhtle
American Stock Exchange, explain how the program."
stock market operates.
HERBERT J. KLEIN,
In the Beck program, which had the enChairman, Accounting Department,
dorsement of the New York Public Schools,
The Walton High School.
the Archdiocese of New York and the
Yeshiva University IDgh Schools, each high
"Thank
you for your interest in t'he youth
school was asked to select one outstanding
student to be a participant. In co-educa- of today. Such programs as yours are a
tional high schools an outstanding boy and wise investment in our youth and I know
an outstanding girl student were · chosen. they gain from such things and are better
Of the 104 students, 54 were girls and 50 able to contribute in society."
Sister THOMAS MARIE.
were boys.
Guidance Counselor, Aquinas High
In mnay respects today's session was Uke
school.
a typical company meeth;tg-and in many
other respects it had little resemblance to
"I know they will both profit from the
the more staid annual get-togethers.
Few companies provide as sumptuous a experience with American business · which
you
lire affording them."
luncheon for their stockholders and none
JAMES v. TAGUE,
could boast of such a large group of young
Principal, Part Richmond High School.
stockholders-the youngest was 14 and the
oldest 18 years of age. And a "coke" bar, set
"May I complement you on this civic
up for before-the-meeting refreshment, was minded act."
an unusual, too.
WALTER JUDELSON,
"The future of the free enterprise system,
Chairman, Account Department, Mon·is
upon which was built America's greatness,
High School.
lies with the youth of America," Saul Schiff,
Beck President, told the students. "With
firm belief in this principle, our company
"The best of luck to you in this wo~thorga.nized the High School Shareholders Pro- while activity."
HAROLD BARON,
gram to stimulate the interest of high school
Chairman, Accounting Department,
students in the techniques of our economy
Lafayette High School.
and the financial world which is responsible
for the smoothness of the economy's operation." He congratulated-the students stating
"Thank you for affording this opportunity
"You all have a right to feel you have taken for orientation to our American Business
the first important step toward responsib111ty System for our students.''
in our society by being a credit to your
MURRAY WEINMAN,
schools and your families."
Principal, William H. Maxwell Vocational
Greetings were brought by Maurice D. Hop- High School.
kins, Assistant Superintendent of Schools,
Oftl.ce of IDgh Schools, New York City; The
"An activity of this kind will serve to
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward M. Conners, Associate provide a better understanding of the funcSuperintendent of Schools, Archdiocese of tioning of our economic system."
New York, and Rabbi Dr. Abraham Zuroff,
KENNETH M. ALLEN,
Supervisor, Yeshiva University High Schools.
Student Organization Adviser, The High
All had endorsed and ~ooperated in the pro-school of Science.
gram.
In addition to the share of Beck stock,
"Thank you for this excellent opportunity
each student received an information kit
containing the program, background facts on to help us teach our students the fundaBeck, a booklet on questions and answers mentals of finance.
Sister JEAN MIRIAM,
about the stock market, and Beck's last anCounselor, St. Pius V. High School.
nual report. This material is expected to be
helpful when the students present a report
;,Exciting program. We appreciate this
to their classes of their shareholder experopportunity of being able to bring our school
iences.
Gil McDougald, former Yankee baseball- program closer to the business community :•
Mn.TON R. ScHULMAN,
star and World Series hero, former head of
the A. S. Beck Youth Foundation and now a
Chairman of B'UBiness Education Departsuccessful businessman, was the toastmaster.
ment, Andrew Jackson Hfgh School.
•
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"We feel that the A. S. Beck Shoe Cor·
poration should be commended for ita generosity and for ita attempt to stimulate the
interest of high school students and increase
their knowledge of American business ad.minlstra tion."
WALTER

R.

SCHOFF,

Acting Principal, The New York School
of Printing.

"We feel that this Is definitely worthwhile
for the students and for the future of our
business system."
CAROLINE

Acting Principal,
High School.

D. SCHNEIDER,
Theodore Roosevelt

Fifty Years of Vocational TrainingMilestones Through the Years
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON .. DONALD J. IRWIN
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. IRWIN. Mr. Speaker, back in
1917--a hati century ago--VVoodrow
VVilson and other men of vision saw the
need for a program of assistance to vocational education.
In that year, the Smith-Hughes Act
was passed which provided an annual
grant of $7.2 million to ~e. States: ~3
million for agricultural trammg, $3 mlllion for trade and industrial and home
economics education, $1 million for
teacher training, and the rest for Federal
costs of administering the. act.
In the ensuing years, it has become
obvious that while VVilson and his associates had the vision to start a program
of assistance to vocational education,
their vision was not broad enough, flexible enough, or rich enough to meet the
needs of today, much less the needs of
tomorrow.
Thus, there have been further mile·
stones in the struggle to meet these
needs. In 1946, for example, the GeorgeBarden Act came along and authorized
annual appropriations of $28.5 million to
be divided among the same categories as
the Smith-Hughes Act, with the addition of education for distributive occupations.
Ten years later-in 1956-Public Law
84-1027 added the fishery trades and industries to the vocational categories in
the George-Barden Act. It also author·
ized an annual appropriation of $375,000
for vocational education in those trades
and industries and in the distributive
occupations.
The Health Amendments Act of 1956
amended the George-Barden Act by adding title n, which specified practical
nursing for inclusion under the act, with
a $5 million appropriation annually. The
title originally was for 5 years but in 1961
it was extended to June 30. 1965, and since has been made permanent.
Another milestone came in 1958 when
the National Defense Education Act further amended the George-Barden Act by
adding title m and authorizing $15 million annually to train highly skilled technicians. That title also has since been

made permanent, although originally
passed for 4 years.
Still a further milestone came with the
passage in 1961 of the Area Redevelopment Act which provided for the training or retraining of unemployed or underemployed persons in redevelopment
areas, authorizing $4.5 million a year
until 1965 for training purposes.
In 1962, the Manpower Development
and Training Act authorized a total of
$951 million -for a 4-year program of
training similar to that under ARA, but
broader and not limited to redevelopment areas.
Then the Vocational Education Act of
1963 came along and it cannot become
obsolete because the machinery for keeping it flexible and up to date was built
into it.
For the first time, all the new programs
were meshed with the old, so that all became coordinate parts of the whole.
And at long last the emphasis was
placed on the quality of educatioz:-with
wise choices by the students, With the
training of teachers, with the supply of
materials and equipment, with research
on problems and a search for solution.
Thus it is that vocational education
has really come of age.
Thus it is that throughout the country
new and expanded vocational education
programs are underway, bringing job
training for Americans into harmony
with the industrial, economic, and social
realities of the present day.
In my home State of Connecticut, vocational educators have rendered distinguished service back to the day the first
program of assistance was enacted.
Today, a half century later, vocational
educators in Connecticut remain alert to
ways to provide still further improvement in instruction and the development
of research to bring about still better
ways of providing vocational education.

New Peace Offers Reported
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS M. PELLY
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. PELLY.

Mr. Speaker, it was
hearteniilg to read that Arthur J. Goldberg has cautioned against yielding to
false despair in regard to peace. talks.
Speaking at a conference on world problems at New York University he said:
The door is still open.

Meanwhile, a spokesman for Hanoi,
Mai Vah Bo North Vietnamese representative in' Paris has reaffirmed his
Government's willingness to enter into
talks with the United States if American
bombing attacks against North Vietnam
were unconditionally and permanently
halted.
Certainly .a Ho Chi Minh will talk we
will stop fighting.
All I can say is, VVhat is Russia doing
about this situation? Does she want this
war stopped or not?

The blood, Mr. Speaker, is on her
She is 1n a position to arrange
an armistice any time she wants, instead
of supplying Hanoi with vast quantities
of war material.
'
hands.

President's Landmark Message on
Veterans
EXTENSION OF RElVIARKS
OF

HON. W. J. BRYAN DORNOF SOUTH CAROLINA •

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. DORN. Mr. Speaker, editorial
comment in the ;Nation's press was rapid,
and for the most part, highly laudatory,
for the fine message sent to Congress the
last day of January by the President concerning veterans ben eft ts.
Veterans organizations and some of us
in the Congress, have worked for years
for legislation which is embodied in the
text of the President's message. It was
pleasing to see that the National Legislative Bulletin of the American Legion,
datelined the day after the message
was sent to Congress, was high in its
praise, and recognized that the programs
that had been adovcated by the Legion
were at least near reality.
I am pleased to insert into the RECORD
the comments from the American
Legion's National Legislative Bulletin,
February 1, 1967:
PRESIDENT SENDS CONGRESS LANDMARK
MESSAGE ON VETERANS

On more than one occasion in recent years,
as the readers of this Bulletin know, The
American Legion has criticized the Administration for its failure to support some of our
major legislative objectives and for attempts
by the Bureau of the Budget and other
officials to eliminate or curtail certain
phases of the veterans' program. For the
past three months we have expressed to the
Congress and to the President our dismay
that legislation was not enacted last year
to improve the pension and compensation
programs and remove inequities in the treatment of Vietnam era veterans. At the request of the National Legislative Commission
in memorandums and by other means, many
of our readers have likewise expressed their
strong feelings on this subject to the President and to their Congressional representatives. These expressions have helped to generate activity here this week which is of
major significance to The American Legion.
Yesterday, January 31st, the President sent
to the Congress a special message in which
he proposed a "Vietnam Confiict Servicemen
and Veterans Act of 1967" containing siX
major objectives:
First, to remove the inequities in the treatment of veterans of the present confiict in
Vietnam.
Second, to enlarge the opportunities for
educationally disadvantaged veterans.
Third, to expand educational allowances
under the G.I. Bill.
Fourth, to increase the amount of servicemen's group life insurance.
Fifth, to increase the pensions now received by · 1.4 million disabled veterans.
widows and dependents.
Sixth. to make certain that no veteran's
pension Will be reduced as a result of increases in Federal retirement benefits, such
as social security.
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Vietnam Era Veterans-For those veterans
v;ho have served on or a.!ter August 5, 1964.
t.be President recommended:
Disabillty compensation at full wartime
rates for all veterans.
Disabil1ty pensions for veterans and death
pensions for widows and children.
Special medical care benefits, including
medicines and drugs for severely disabled
veterans on the pension rolls.
$1600 toward the purchase of an automobile by veterans with special disabilities.
Education-The President proposed improvements 1n the educational benefits under
the new G.I. Bill (P.L. 89-358) as follows:
An increase in the educational assistance
allowance from $100 monthly to $130 for a
single veteran. For married veterans with
Children the present $150 monthly educational assistance allowance would be increased by $10 a month for the second child
a.nd $10 a month for each additional child.
The President also recommended legislation
to provide full G.I. Bill payments to educationally disadvanta9ed veterans so that they
can complete higll school without losing
iheir eligibillty • • •.
Insurance--The President recommended
an increase in servicemen's group life insurance, from a maximum of $10,000 to a
minimum of $12,000--with higher amounts
8Caled to the pay of the serviceman-up to
a maximum of $30,000.
Veterans of Prior Wars-The President
Proposed a 5.4 percent increase in pensions
for 1.4 million veterans, widows, and dependents. The increase would be effective July 1,
1967. The President also proposed that necessary safeguards be enacted to assure that
no veteran will have his pension reduced as
a result of increases in social security or
other Federal retirement benefits.
The proposals outlined by the President in
his message are estimated to have a first
Year cost of $175 mlllion. He said that to
"assure the continuing soundness of these
Programs" he is directing the Administrator
or Veterans Affairs, in consultation with
leading veterans groups, to conduct a comPresensive study of the pension, compensation and benefits system for veterans, their
ta.mrues and their survivors, and to recommend to him by January 1968 "proposals to
assure that our tax dollars are being utilized
most wisely and that our Government iS
meeting fully its responsibllities to all those
to whom we owe so much."
The President also included in his mesaage a recommendation that Congress enact
legislation to provide certain benefits to ciVillan employees of the Government on duty
in hazardous areas.
The President indicated that he wanted
Prompt consideration by the Congress of the
measures he proposed and said they "serve
notice to these Americans-in and out of
llnifonn-that we wlll never let them down.
The Congress, the Executive Branch and the
American people have accepted that obligation of honor to those who have fought and
continue to fight in the defense of freedom."
The National Legislative Commission commends the President for his message and for
the proposals he has recommended, many
Of which would substantially satisfy our
Convention mandates. It would be premature to speculate on what will happen next
8.tld we await the introduction of legislation
that will spell out the details. In remarks
on the floor of the House yesterday Congressman Olin E. Teague (Tex.), Chairman
0 f the House Committee on Veterans' Affairs, commended the President and said he
was in full agreement with the proposals.
lie said he had scheduled immediate hearings on this legislation and predicted that
the President's recommendations will be apProved by his Committee and passed by the
Congress. A number of other members of
Congress commented favorably on the mesaage including Congressman Carl Albert
(Okla.) , the Majority Leader of the House.

Senator Jennings Randolph (W. Va.), Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Veterans' Affairs, also expressed gratification at
the President's recommendations. He said
he is confident that significant advances in
benefits can be achieved. Congressman E.
Ross Adair (Ind.), ranking minority member of the House Committee on Veterans'
Affairs, agreed that the message contained
a great ·number of worthwhile proposals.
He said the recommendations represent a
change in attitude on the part of the White
House and that most of the proposals have
been sought in past years.
We are also pleased with the President's
recommendations and are encouraged with
that portion of the message in which he
gives recognition to the fact that war veterans stiJl retain their identity and have a
special place in the Great Society.
Today, National Commander John E.
Davis sent a telegram to the President commending him for his landmark message and
expressing appreciation for the program he
has recommended to the Congress.
As the President's message reached the
Congress the Senate Committee on Finance
reported S. 16, a blll to provide additional
readjustment assistance to the veterans of
service on or after August 5, 1964. This blll
introduced by Senator Joseph M. Montoya
(N.M.), with 67 co-sponsors is similar to S.
3580 of the 89th Congress. It would provide
disability compensation at wartime rates under all circumstances; pension for nonservice-connected disability and death; burial allowance; certain medical care benefits such
as drugs and therapeutic devices and automobile allowance of $1600 for certain seriously disabled veterans.
The American Legion and its Auxiliary are
quick to protest when the rights of war veterans and their dependents are jeopardized.
We should be equally as prompt to express
appreciation when our Government acts to
accomplish our legislative objectives. While
the proposals contained in the President's
message do not fully satisfy our Convention
mandates we believe they are a long step in
the right direction.
It would not be inappropriate for our readers to express their appreciation of the recent action by the Pesident and the Senate
Committee on Finance. We will continue to
keep you advised of developments on these
important matters as they occur.

Norman Thomas, CIA Agent
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WATKINS M. ABBITT
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. ABBITT. Mr. Speaker, last week,
I took note of the revelation in the press
that the Central Intelligence Agency was
subsidizing the National Student Association. I did this by questioning the
policy of feeding so much taxpayers'
money into an organization so often
identified with radical left-wing positions. This week, there is more of the
same. The current revelation is how
CIA through the tax-exempt J. M. Kaplan Fund, delivered more than $1 million
to a Socialist labor research organization
headed by Mr. Socialist himself, Norman
Thomas. Sacha Volman, another Socialist, reportedly convinced Thomas to set
up the research organization and helped
direct its activities.
All of this is very interesting here in
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February of 1967 in the light of an editorial appearing in the Richmond NewsLeader on October 27, 1965. The astuteness of the editorial staff of the NewsLeader speaks so eloquently for itself
that I need add nothing here, except that
the conclusions of the editorial-which
I offer for inclusion in the RECORD--were
strongly denied at the time by :Mr.
Thomas. Mr. Thomas still denies knowing of the CIA source of his support, but
adds that it was his duty to know. ''I
acknowledge my own stupidity," he is
quoted as saying. I can only suggest to
Mr. Thomas that he could relieve that
"stupidity" by paying more attention to
non-Socialist writing such as is found in
the News-Leader. I can also suggest to
the CIA, as I have befort=>, that they stop
subsidizing left-wing causes. It is inconceivable that the information which
that organization was created to gather
cannot be obtained by a better method
than by such heavy financing of organizations like Mr. Thomas' Institute for
International Labor Research.
The News-Leader editorial follows:
NORMAN THOMAS, CIA AGEN'l'
Mr. Norman Thomas courteously disagrees
with our columnist, William F. Buckley, Jr.,
on the issues paramount in Santo Domingo.
In our Forum today, he takes Mr. Buckley to
task. The pamphlet he has sent is an orthodox performance of the school of thought
that asks, why let cynical and corrupt generals rule, when cynical and corrupt socialists
are willing and able? In short, it iS a defense
of the anti-Communist purity of former
Dominican President, Juan Bosch-who no
doubt was the kind of President Mr. Thomns
six times aspired to be in the United States.
No notice need be taken here of these
sentiments. However, it is certainly curious
Mr. Thomas is so vehemently opposed to U.S.
intervention in the affairs of the Dominican
Republic. The pamphlet which he sends
with his introduction is published in New
York by the Institute for International Labor
Research, an organization of which he happens to be chairman. The secretary-treasurer is one Sacha Volman, a Romanian
refugee now a citizen of this country. The
Institute is a tax-exempt "educational" organization.
Slightly more than one year ngo, this
socialist outfit came under fire in tax hearings before a committee of the House of Representatives.
Together with unspecified
grants from Harvard and Brandeis Universities, the Institute received in 1963 $395,000
from the J. M. Kaplan Fund of New York,
also a tax-exempt fund.
A story in The New York Times on September 3, 1964, revealed that the $395,000
was by far the largest grant that the Kaplan
Fund had made that year, according to its
tax report. At the same time, the Fund reported that it received a mysterious sum of
$395,750, identified only as "Receipts Not
Reported Elsewhere." Was this evidence of
an in-and-out transaction?
At a stormy House hearing chaired by Representative Wright Patman, representatives
of the ms testified that Kaplan Fund had
not had its tax-exemption revoked because
the foundation was being used as a "conduit" for CIA funds. The inescapable conclusion is that the CIA funnelled $395,000
into Norman Thomas' socialist Institute for
International Labor Research. Moreover, indications were that similar financial arrangements .had been in effect for a number of
years. The question is:. What for?
Well, the Institute for International Labor
Research has been interested in the Caribbean revolution for quite a while. J. M.
Kaplan, organizer of the Fund, is a wealthy
financier. former president of the Wflch
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Grape Juice Company, who spent a decade 1n
Latin American sugar-producing countries.
In the late Fifties, Kaplan, through his taxexempt foundation, organized an ambitious
propaganda organization in Costa Rica: The
Institute of Political Research. Principals in
this operation were the Romulo Betancourt
gang-Jose Figueres, Haya de la Torre, Juan
Bosch, and Sacha Volman. When Trujillo
was assassinated, the shop moved to Santo
Domingo.
Rumors abound that when Juan Bosch returned to the Dominican Republic, his election was bought and paid for by the CIA,
using well-established techniques of buying
and intimidating an ignorant and illiterate
populace. At any rate, the first thing that
Juan Bosch did was to turn the direction of
state-planning activities over to the American, Sacha Volman. To do the job, Volman
set up a private organization, Inter-American
Center for Social Studies. Like magic, funds
materialized from the Ford Foundation and
the Parvin Foundation of California. According to The New York Times, funds also
came from the Agency for International Development--the foreign aid branch of the
U.S. State Department. Although the story
had been given out by the Bosch government
that the socialization of the Dominican Republic had been entrusted to Sacha Volman
because he was an "anti-Communist," the
same Sacha Volman was the first person
kicked out of Santo Domingo after the coup
of September, 1963, because of his Marxist
ideas.
So on the one hand Sacha Volman is
secretary-treasurer of the Norman Thom~s
group, which received $395,000 from the CIA,
and on the other he is director of the Bosch
regime outfit, which was supported in part
by U.S. foreign aid. In both cases, the intention was the same: to impose an anticapitalist ideology on a defenseless nation by
U.S. government intervention. The explanation, of course, is that the halls of U.S. policy
are filled with contending factions, interventionists all. Mr. Thomas would prefer to
have all the intervention on his side.

"Where Do Grandpas Come From?"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH L. CAREY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, F.ebruary 23, 1967

Mr. CAREY. Mr. Speaker, I want to
share with my colleagues a very fine
article on the antipoverty foster grandparents program. The article, entitled
"Where Do Grandpas Come From?" is by
Dorothy Brant Warnick, and appears in
the January issue of the St. Anthony
Messenger, a nationally circulated Catholic family magazine. Miss Warnick
describes the foster grandparents program in considerable detail, and her
assessment of its worth is emphatically
affirmative. She quotes a local project
director as saying that the entire program "is an excellent combination of a
group of children with a tremendous
need of someone to help them, and a
group of old people with an equally great
need to help someone."
Mr. Speaker, the foster grandparents
program has so far only been operated
on a pilot basis, but it is already helping
to win the war on poverty in 35 communities. This program is of potential
benefit to tens of thousands of disad-

vantaged little children and senior citizens, and I hope that it can be extended
to meet more of this need.
Mr. Speaker, I include Miss Warnick's
article from the St. Anthony Messenger
at this point in the RECORD.
WHERE Do GRANDPAS CoME FRoM
RECIPE: a) Take one child, mix him up
a bit, separate him from home and parents,
toss him with strangers. b) Take one elderly person, slice his income, let him stew
in idleness. c) Fold in a new plan and stir
well.
.
This rather remarkable combination of ingredients is being tested in the Foster Grandparents Plan, sponsored by the Federal Office of Economic Opportunity ( OEO) .
The new program is designed to benefit two
classes of persons. First, infants and young
children classified as unfortunate, abandoned, dependent, neglected, abused, helpless or otherwise needy, who are living in
ins ti tu tions.
Second, the plan gives extra income to
elderly Americans, 60 or over, whose income
leaves them in a poverty status. They are
able to supplement their income with approximately $25 a week in a job that comes
naturally, and in which age is no deterrent.
As one man put it, "You are never so old
that you have forgotten how to hold a
child."
Funded as !} one-year demonstration project, it was given its first grants, amounting
to $2,670,941, on August 29, 1965. The benefits reached 1,217 grandparents and 1,643
children. (The number of. children :r;nay go
as high as 2,500, because of the regular turnover in patient load.)
In these pilot programs the government
is trying to reach all categories of children.
The home in St. Cloud, Minnesota, is involved
with retarded teenagers; Akron, Ohio, with
children who have gone from foster home to
foster home because they are unable to adjust to adults; Tampa, Florida, with chro~
cally ill children in hospitals and sarutariums; and New York City with crippled
children in an orthopedic hospital. Hopefully, foster homes will eventually be found
for many of these children. Some will be
returned to their own homes.
So successful has the program been in the
initial 22 cities that it is already being ex1
panded to include 38 new projects.
SOLVING TWO

PROBLEMS AT

ONCE

Sargent Shriver, Director of the Office of
Economic Opportunity, said, in announcing
this expansion, "Thousands of men and
women over 60 are unemployed, many because of their age. They are able and eager
to work and urgently need additional income, yet doors of business and industry are
shut to them. They have skills, wisdom and
experience as well as generous supplies of
love and understanding that can greatly
benefit unwanted, neglected infants, as well
as retarded and emotionally disturbed children."
The entire program, as one of its directors
describes it, "is an excellent combination of
a group of children with a tremendous need
of someone to help them, and a group of old
people with an equally great need to help
someone."
There was never any doubt as to the
children's needs. In many homes, the staff
was simply too pressured to give more than
custodial and physical care, feeding, bathing
· and changing the children. And in the
minds of the children, who hadn't had a visitor for six months, there was no doubt about
what was needed.
In the beginning, there was apprehension
as to whether or not~- these elderly folks
would want to work, would be able to work,
and would be faithful if given the opportunity to work.
The results were surprising. Not only were
these grandparents eager to have something
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to do, but they have proven themselves
physically able to be so faithful that there
has been little absenteeism. In fact, one of
the biggest problems is that they arrive !or
work too early and want to work longer than
they should.
W. E. Gursch, Director of the project at
the Denton State School with 1,750 retardates
in Texas, explained, "Our foster grandparents were scheduled to work four hours
a day, five days a week. We soon found
some of them so enthusiastic that they
wanted to work seven days a week so that
the child would nqt regress in their
absence."
HEALING THE CHILD'S OUTLOOK

"The response of the children is even more
heartwarming than the joy of the grandparents in this work," added Gursch. "Soon
after the appearance of the Foster Grandparents, many of the children began to
change. They lost some of their apathetic
look."
In all the cities 'where the program is in
effect, stories are told of the improvement in
the children-simple tales of less crying, less
spilling of food at mealtime, less whining.
Children have begun using a spoon to feed
themselves for the first time; some are beginning to talk; others are making the first
steps in toilet training. There are tales of
fewer temper trantrums, fewer behavior
problems, less pouting and sulking.
In Honolulu, project director Kiyoshi
Matsukuma told of one "non-verbal child
who burst out the word 'mama' in a tearful
situation to everyone's surprise, disbelief and
joy." Another boy, with suicidal tendencies,
had a dangerous habit of running into moving cars. After two months with his grandfather, he stands on a street and has learned
to walk within a marked crosswalk for
pedestrians.
At the outset, there was some suspicion
about this new plan. Senior citizens ques'j;ioned whether or not there was some "gimmick." Who would hire people who had been
retired, people in the age group 60 and over?
However, announcement of the plan in the
n~wspaper, over the radio and television
brought such response that almost immediately, the program was oversubscribed. One
area had over 600 applicants for only 39 positions!
TRAINING FOR UNDERSTANDING

A training program was given in all the
cities to help the older .folks be more confident in an already familiar and loved role.
No new skills were introduced in the training.
Instead, the "grandparents" were brought
up to date on the newer techniques of child
care, and shown films such as "The Trusting 2's and the Terrible 3's," which they could
relate to their own experience with children.
There were story-telling sessions, instructions
in crafts, and field trips to such places as day
nurseries and treatment centers.
One thing was dl.fferent about the training, however.
Grandparents were led to
understand the meaning and effect of institutional placement upon young children
when they are deprived of maternal care.
In some special cases, extra training was
necessary in the handling of retarded and
emotionally ill children. Perhaps the most
important task of all, though, was to prepare
these elderly people for the rejection they
might receive from the children.
In Cleveland, Ohio, Florence Hangach,
project director of the program sponsored
by the Catholic Charities bureau there, put
it this way, "Children who have been hurt
by adults, as many of these children have,
are inclined to lash out at any adult figure,
and the grandparents might come in for a.
share of this rejection. We realized this
would be difficult .for them, and felt it was
necessary to prepare them to handle children
who might be unwilling to cooperate with
thls preparation, many of whose grandpar-
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ents found it difficult to hear a. child say,
"I hate you," in responBe to love.
Perhaps even worse was the shock o! handling other "speciaJ." children. In Honolulu,
for example, the majority of the children
assigned to the foster grandparents are in
the range of profound mental retardation.
Their I.Q.'s fall below 20 and they also have
Physical handicaps, such as cerebral palsy
and epilepsy.
One warm and articulate grandmother"'
Mrs. Kutova, reacted with shock and horror
to the children she had been hired to care
for.
"When I first saw them, I couldn't breathe,
I was so touched," she said. "For a couple
or nights afterwards I couldn't sleep. But,
that first day, when they asked for volunteers, I volunteered. I don't know why I did
it, for they frightened me. Oh, those big
heads!" she exclaimed. "But now I see no
U.gllness anymore. They are not ugly. "Their
faces are very beautiful. That's the change
that has come over me after just a short
While."
PERSONAL ATTACHMENTS
The love the grandparents soon realize for
the children in their care works both ways
and is vividly portrayed by a heart-warming
tale from Fort Wayne.
Two-and-a-half-year-old Jimmie was to
be moved from the Nursery to the Toddler's
Soection. His grandma, who had had him for
about a month, was given her choice as to
Whether she wanted to follow him or remain
in the nursery. She elected to remain.
However, it was soon apparent that she
\Vasn•t happy. She seemed depressed and
\Vas not her usual self. After about ten
days, she asked to be reassigned to Jimmie.
When she went into the Toddlers' room,
Jinunie looked at her with apparent disbelief.
lie was so excited he could scarcely get to
~ feet but, once up, he jumped with delight before flinging himself into her outstretched arms. Then he pulled her to a
l'Ocking chair and placed her in it, climbing
into her lap where they rocked and sang and
held on to each other.
On another occasion a bus bringing the
Older folks to an institution broke down.
'When the children ran to the gym, where
they usually spent their time with their
g"l'andparents, no one was there.
Nothing satisfied the youngsters-not a
beloved supervisor, whom \.hey had known
berore the grandparents came, not the record player, nor the books, nor their usually
favorite games.
When the grandparents finally arrived,
there was a wild rush to greet them. Cries
or, ''Were you hurt?" We thought you
Weren't coming!" echoed through the building, All the rest of the day the youngsters
kept asking, "You will be here tomorrow,
\V\Jn 't you?"
liere were children, accustomed to the
llorma.Ily warm, relaxed and loving conditions
or an institution which always had cared for
them, showing their extreme concern and
need for someone who is all their own.
These strong attachments are perhaps one
great failing of the plan. But when a child
is moved to a home-his own or a foster
home--he has a fa.mlly to take the place of
the grandparent. As for the grandparents,
knowtng the child has been placed and now
has such a family is usually enough to make
llp for their loss. Filling empty arms imlllediately with another needy child helps to
SOften the blow a little. Still, as Dr. Howard
P. Chase, one of the pediatricians in the
Clinical Research Unit of Colorado General
liospital puts it: "Separation is harder for
the grandparent than for the child."
A NEW START FOR OLDSTERS
Aside from this, the opportunity to perform work so pleasant and actually be paid
!or it is almost too good to be true. It gives
these "senior sitters," as they have been
Called, a new dignity, a new purpose in life.
The sad story of empty and useless lives

was told again and again by these people, now
delighted at the chance to have something
to do. "I'd rather wear out than rust out,"
said one happy man. "I was just sitting
around getting old,'' said a silver-haired soyear-old-woman. "Now, I'm getting younger
every day." No one at her hospital questions
that statement when they see her riding a
bicycle through the underground tunnel at
Central Colony in Wisconsin.
To say that these senior citizens are also
enjoying an opportUnity to be "independently wealthy," as one Cleveland woman put
it, is a vast understatement.
One couple in Wisconsin is saving the
money the wife earns to pay for a cataract
operation for the husband; another widow
is able to pay the taxes on her home now
instead of having to borrow ;money; a 65- ·
year-old man l.s proudly showing off his new
glasses, and still another elderly gentleman
visited a son he had not seen in a long while.
In some cases, sons and daughters were
skeptical about their parents• ability to
handle a job. Some felt the work would be
too d11Iicult !or their mothers or fathers.
But, one daughter says now. "Although
I kriow it is not all that easy, it sounds like
play to hear mother talk about her Job, and
about · that little girl she loves so much.
You·d never believe it was work. She is feeling so much better now too and is so alert
and happy."
Her mother replied, "I am happy, it is
so much better than just sitting around
watching television all day. I have some
place to go, something to do. I feel useful and needed."
HELPING THE PROFESSIONALS
Staff members at the host hospitals welcome their new helpers. Ruth Johnston
directs the program in Akron, Ohio, where
foster-grandparents work with youngsters
with severe emotional problems, and where
progress is discouragingly slow. "The entire
staff of the agency, administration, social
workers and child care are all pleased with
the program" she says. "The social workers
report that the children are happier and
more approachable from a case-work point
of view. Child Care department reports that
they a.re easier to deal with in the group,
that they eat, sleep and play better, and that
the atmosphere in the child care unit has improved."
Rewarding friendships are arising in some
cases between the child's parents (where
there are parents in the picture) , the institution and the grandparents.
"We don't want the foster-grandparents
relationship in any way to threaten or become deterimental to his relationship with
his natural parents," said Dr. Tong-su Kim,
project director at Morganton, North Carolina. Grandparents working in Dr. Kim's
program periodically write informal letters
to the parents, telling of their activities with
the child.
Critic ism of the program? There is none
at all in most cities-unless you consider
needing and wanting more grandparents a
criticism. Unless you feel wishing more
grandfathers participated is criticism.
One boy who saw no need to crl ticize was
asked, "What did you like best of all the
things you saw at the farm today?" "My
grandma" was his reply.
What will happen at the end of the first
year set aside for the pilot program? No one
has the answer yet. Reverend Edward J.
Camille in Cleveland, Ohio, said hopefully,
"Maybe we will be able to keep some of the
grandparents. Maybe someone will be interested in hiring these people with experience. Maybe the government will continue
to fund the program on a regular basis.
We just don't know."
The grandparents don't know either, and
they are worried. "What is going to happen after the time is up?" was not a surprising question from one grandmother. Her
next question disclosed her reason. "Will
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I be able to see my child if the program is
discontinued? Will I be able to come to
ylsit my little girl?" she asked.
Here was evidence of the tremendous feeling this grandmother had for her grandchild.
Here was concern, not for her Job and the 1ncolne from it, but for the child she had come
to love.

Homebuilding in Northern New Jersey
Still Suffers
SPEECH
. OF

HON. WILLIAM B. WIDNALL
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967

' Mr. WIDNALL. Mr. Speaker, while
there have been hopeful signs in the past
few weeks suggesting a potential turnabout for the housing industry, the situation still remains serious. In northern New Jersey, including my own district, spot surveys point to a significant
lessening of activity, with building permit requests down from the year before.
Most of the recent newspaper stories on
the change for the better in the construction field are making their comparisons with the final months of 1966,
and not with the prior year or 2 years.
If these comparisons were made, the
problem, and the continuing need for
governmental action, would not be dispensed with so lightly.
I have recently received a communication from the president of the Builders' Association of Northern New Jersey,
Richard T. IDggins, discussing What he
and his association members believe is
still a crisis situation. Mr. Higgins
points out the side effects of slowed construction activity: Loss of business for
l}.omefurnishing dealers, appliance manufacturers, nurseries, garden shops, and
similar businesses servicing the homeowner's needs; loss of tax revenues; the
potential loss of skilled workers who
drift off to other fields, and who in the
best of times are in short supply for the
industry.
In addition, he suggests positive steps
that could be taken, including more
FNMA assistance, the appointment of a
Presidential factfinding board to deal
with the problem in all its ramifications,
and the possibility of special loan funds
for builders caught in a tight credit
squeeze. I believe the views expressed
by the Builders' Association of Northern
New Jersey, symptomatic of problems
nationally, deserve the careful consideration of responsible Federal officials.
I include at this point the letter from
Mr. Higgins, and a recent speech by the
president of the National Association of
Home Builders, Leon N. Weiner, on the
1967 housing outlook:
BEm-HIGGINS REALTY ASSOCIATES, INC.,
Saddle River, N.J., January 1, 1967.

Congressman Wn.LIAM B. WmNALL,
The Congressional Housing Subcommittee,
Washington, D.C.

Re Home construction.
DEAR Sm: Those of us serving the public
through home construction have seen over
the past decade many changes wrought in
the climate of our industry as a result of the
Federal government's manipulation of Fiscal
Regulations. Our Industry, as you know, har
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For the year as a whole, we expect to see
What are we to do? I believe the governbeen used to restrict the economy as well as
to bring it out of the doldrums of recession. ment must recognize the seriousness of the production of about 1,150,000 units, barely
The technique, which is common knowledge, immediate situation and act now. The bal- better than in 1966, but we shall end 1967 on
is simply the tightening or loosening of credit ance of the one plus billion F.N.M.A. Special an upturn.
The need, actually, within the next year is
requirements. Today, however, the results of Assistance fund should be spent now. The
the last year's restrictions have gone beyond four billion dollar expansion on F.N.M.A. more on the order of 2 million units, and
the intended objective. It would appear that credit should be put into the field. The quickly will grow larger.
Home building's recovery will depend , of
the building industry has been singled out as President should be called upon to appoint a
a target for restrictions, and for a year now fact finding board immediately to study and course, on several things: an increasing
availability of mortgage credit; a reasonably
we have felt the sting of an oppressive bur- solve the problem.
den that has been so strong that unless some
In considering the difficulties of the hous- healthy national economy; implementation
of
housing legislation already enacted by the
a.dditional action is taken, I believe a calam- ing industry, thought should be given to
ity within our industry could occur. This is setting up an emergency loan plan that Congress; and Federal governmental actions
true in spite of all the optimistic talk that would be available to developers and per- based on an adequate u~erstanding of
haps it could be done through the Small housing's impact on the soCial and economic
we read today.
· What are the facts? We all know that the Business Administration.
structure, and its responsiveness to the
Gross National Product is at an all time high
Builders, for example, who have large proper melding of monetary and fiscal
and that most every industry is enjoying tracts that are not FHA financed are policies.
prosperity. The demand jor homes is cer- oftentimes forced to install sewerage treatWe also must have strong action at other
tainly present but the administration has
ment plants and complete water systems. levels of government to remove such imshown only a token interest in the plight of They find it most ditlicult to finance these pediments as outmoded local building codes
the builder; a plight which they alone have improvements. Furthermore, because of the and zoning and other local regulatiOD$ which
created either through a mistaken appraisal scarcity of actual funds through federal unreasonably and capriciously restrict the
of the effect of their action upon our condi- grants to municipal authorities, it puts the use of land. One more impediment we shall
tion, or through a deliber~te act of sacrific- burden on the individual builder to com- have to cope vfith is a growing manpower
ing the builder in order to hold back infla- plete the syst.em before turning over a single shortage induced by the flight of skilled
tion.
house. This, consequently, makes it most workers to other industries after necessarY
But what are they doing not only to the ditlicult for the individual to maintain any layoffs from home building in 1966.
building industry but to the national eco- kind of liquidity in the beginning of a job.
We are seeking ways and means to stabilize
nomy? Briefly, they have caused the home Something should be done to correct this the flow of mortgage credit in the future.
building industry to come to almost a grind- type of situation. The towns want the We intend to thrust aside outmoded coning halt when, in fact, I am sure they wished sewers but the obstacles in financing them cepts which seriously retard the housing of
only for it to be restricted. To prove this, are horrendous. A loan for such public type the American people as an anti-inflation
just review the latest picture. As of Octo- improvemen~ would help everyone since it device.
ber, 1966, F.H.A. starts nationally have might eliminate the need in the community
We believe in a more balanced approach
dropped 44%; Savings and Loan Institutions for some future grant.
of managing the economy throu!!h coordlin New Jersey report that their new commitAnother type of condition that might nated fiscal and monetary pollcy which glvet
ments for housing starts are off 50%; the warrant some emergency assistance is a sit- adequate priority to housing problems.
Newark and Camden offices of F.H.A. show a uation where a builder may have a large inWe shall be watching closely the operations
decline in starts of about 60%. In a survey ventory in land with some small first mort- of the Department of Housing and Urban
ma.de through our association just this week gages on the land, and yet the equity may Development. Despite the fact that we supin contacting building inspectors in 10 spot warrant some secondary financing which is ported creation of the Department, it dld not
towns, we found building permits down over not ordinarily available.
respond effectively to the plight of either the
60%, from the last quarter of '65. The most
In another type of case, a plumbing con- home seekers or the home builders in 1966.
serious declines have all been in the last tractor reports that he has two defaults on Implementation of Congressionally-approved
eight weeks.
substantial notes given him. He has dis- housing programs is a must in the coming
Lumber dealers and material suppliers are counted these notes and is now in a tre- year.
universally afra.id because not only have mendous bind to get the cash in order to
The Congress recognized the serious houstheir own lines of credit been cut, but be- make good on the notes. Time is all that is ing needs o! lower income families in the
cause builders are not receiving adequate fi- needed. A loan might be warranted.
past year and authorized $1 billion · in Fednancing and consequently are not paying
In conclusion, may I say that the builderal National Mortgage Association special
bills without serious delays.
·
ing industry 1s a resilient one and if given assistance funds to enable the industry to
Bankruptcies have been cropping into the the help needed, It will bounce back with cope with those needs. However, the Depicture. In Rockland County last month vigor to the benefit of all Americans.
partm.ent has released only $250 million of
two large tract builders went under.
Respectfully submitted.
the Congressionally-authorized funds. We
Is all this good for the nation's economy?
BUILDER'S ASSOCIATION OF
shall continue to press for the release of the
Is this the way to stop inflation ?-No!
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY,
remainder.
Plants that might locate in New Jersey will
By RICHARD T. HIGGINS,
At the same time, in this period of rising
not act if they cannot house their employees
President.
personal income for a yast number of Amerproperly. Home furnishings dealers, appliican families, we note that more and more
ance manufacturers, nurseries, garden shops,
HOUSING OUTLOOK FOR 1967
are making sound and wise investments in
new service industries, and the myriad of (By Leon N. Weiner, president, National new homes. Throughout the year we shall
other tra.des that reflect the home owner's
be engaged in a major campaign of market
Association of Home Builders)
needs will soon show the harmful result of
A better year is in prospect for both home development to the end that a larger share
the present policy.
of consumers' disposable dollars shall wisely
And what about the normal income tax buyers and home builders during 1967. We be spent on the potential of better living
revenues received through corporation profits are entering a new and prolonged period of through better housing.
and withholding taxes? Will they not repre- higher family formation, rising incomes, and
The industry pledges itself to utilize neW
sent a tremendous loss to the economy? increasing demand by the American people
and advanced technological building techEven the sales tax income in New Jersey will for better living through better housing.
The
legacy
of
last
year's
troubles
will
conniques,
the better building materials whicb
be a substantial loss to our state.
Approximately 270,000 workers in New tinue to beset us for a time, but basic are coming on the market, and the refined
Jersey, or one in ten of the gainfully em- changes are in sight. Underlying this pros- land planning information to the end that it
ployed are in the building industry or allied pect of change is the hope of better under- will deliver the best possible environment for
field. Will they have to be absorbed in the standing of the industry's problems on the better living.
balance of the economy? Last year statistics part of Government.
The nation's economic policy makers
show that the average worker was employed
only 41 hours weekly. Will they be able to failed in the past year to recognize the significance
which housing holds in the coun-.
absorb the building trade workers, I wonder?
Public Service by Television Stations
And what of the loss to the building industry try's economic and social scheme. That
and Advertising Council
of the skilled worker who may be forced into failure, whether mistaken or deliberate on
other fields? His loss may be irretrievable. the part of those in high office, led to a series
We know even under normal conditions that of policy actions and omissions which reEXTh""NSION OF REMARKS
the lack of skilled workers is a major problem sulted in the undue deprivations suffered
OF
both
by
the
home
builder
and
the
hometo our industry.
In a.ddition, the buying public and the seeking public.
It is apparent that the slowdown in housReal Estate business are suffering from this
OF NEW YORK
tlght money tremendously. Many realtors ing activity will continue into the early
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
are going out of business and the buyer of months of· 1967 before there is a turna home is having to pay 6 or 7 points to get ·about. But a turnabout is clearly in the
Monday, February 20, 1967
a mortgage (that is, if he can get it). Fur- making, certainly no later than mid-year,
Mr. KUPFERMAN'.
Mr. Speaker,
thermore, those people who might move up to and the second half of the year will be better
than the first six months.
better homes are not buying at all.
Robert L. Hutton, Jr., my constituent, iS

HON. THEODORE R. KUPFERMAN
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Vice president of promotion and advertising of Edward Petry & Co., Inc., a
lllajor television station representative
With offices in my district.
He has supervised an advertising camPaign designed to demonstrate that teleVision stations represented by his comPany in cooperation wjth the Advertising
Council, which latter organization is
celebrating its 25th anniversary, have
done an excellent job in presenting free
advertising messages for some of the
major public service areas such as
lllental retardation, forest fire prevention, American Red Cross, community
Chest, and so forth.
My colleagues will be interested to
know that the television stations which
have contributed this free time for public
Service messages, present a cross section
of the country. They are:
KOB-TV, Albuquerque, N.Mex.
WSB-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
KERO-TV, Bakersfield, Calif.
WBAL-TV, Baltimore, Md.
WCIA-TV, Champaign, Dl.
WGN-TV, Chicago, Ill.
WFAA-TV, Dallas-Fort Worth, Tex.
WHBF-TV, Davenport, Iowa-Rock
Island, Ill.
WHIO-TV, Dayton, Ohio.
KWGN-TV, Denver, Colo. ·
KDAL-TV, Duluth-Superior, Minn.
MiWNEM-TV, Flint-Saginaw-Bay City,
ch.
KGMB-TV, Honolulu, Hawaii.
KPRC-TV, Houston, Tex.
WJKS-TV, Jacksonville, Fla.
KARK-TV, Little Rock, Ark.
KCOP-TV, Los Angeles, Calif.
W!SN-TV, Milwaukee, Wis.
lvt;KSTP-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul,

mn.

'WSM-TV, Nashville, Tenn.
V WTAR-TV, Norfolk-Ne.wport
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K'WTV, Oklahoma City, Okla.
KMTV, Omaha, N~br.
WDBO-TV, Orlando, Fla.
WMBD-TV, Peoria, Dl.
WI!C-TV, Pittsburgh, Pa.
KPTv, Portland, Oreg.
WJAR-TV, Providence, R.I.
'WROC-TV, Rochester, N.Y.
K.CRA-TV, Sacramento, Calif.
KUTv, Salt Lake City, Utah.
KFMB-TV, San Diego, Calif.
KTNT-TV, Seattle-Tacoma, Wash.
'WTHI-TV, Terre Haute, Ind.
K.VOO-TV, Tulsa, Okla.
KARD-TV, Wichita, Kan.
p 'WBRE-TV, Wilkes- Barre- Scranton,
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The statement of the work they have
done and the free time given, as prePared for me by Mr. Hutton follows:
l"J!:An. 1967 PEI'RY

TELEviSION CAMPAIGN: A
AiAJOR DEPARTURE IN REPRESENTATIVE An'VERTISING-F'E.ATURES PUBLIC SERVICE CoN'lltiBunoNs OF STATIONS

This month, Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
1a.unches an advertising campaign which, for
~ first time, features the contributions in
44Lle donated to specific public service cam~gns by a select list of Television stations.
e campaigns featured are eleven of the
lnost important sponsored by the Advertising Council. The contributing stations are
those represented by the Petry Company.
!.~YJ>ical headline reads: "12,092,724,000 Re~ders To Help Prevent Forest Fires".
beveloped in cooperation with the Council,
and timed to coincide with, and recognize,

the Council's Twenty-fifth Anniversary; the
Petry campaign wlll spell out the total number of TV impressions delivered during 1966
by the Petry-represented stations in aggregate to such Council campaigns as: Savings
Bonds; Mental Retardation; Forest Fire Prevention; American Red Cross; Traffic Safety;
Radio Free Europe; Peace Corps; Keep America Beautiful; U.S.O.; United Funds-Community Chest; and the U.N.
In announcing the theme of the campaign, Martin L. Nierman, President of the
Petry Company, stated: "During the twenty
years the Television Department of this Company has been in existence, our month-tomonth advertising on the front covers of,
and in preferred positions in leading publications has stressed the flexibility, the impact, the saturation value, and the other
strong selling points of the Spot Television
Medium. This year we felt that a change
of pace was in order, and that our client stations should receive a salute for their many
unsung contributions to the field of public
service communication. The Twenty..Fifth
Anniversary of the Advertising Council
seemed an appropriate time to give this salute. We hope this year-around full color
dramatization of our client stations' efforts
in the field of public service will serve to
spotlight in some small way the magnificent
job which the Television Industry as a whole
is doing in this area".
The individual advertisements do not
neglect Spot Television's role as 1967's major
advertising medium. Each will carry either
the phrase, These leading stations "know how
to serve as well as sell" or "they believe in
serving as well as selling".
Modern interpretative art work for the
campaign is in four colors and is being ere,.
&ted by Alan Dale Bogorad. The campaign
was prepared by Wesley Advertising under
the supervision of Robert L. Hutton, Jr.,
Vice President of Promotion and Advertising for the I>etry Television Division.
Computation of TV impressions delivered
on behalf of each campaign is achieved by
taking the total number of announcements
donated by a station to a certain campaign
during the year 1966, and applying it to the
station's "homes delivered per quarter hour"
and to the Viewers-per-home figure for the
market.
In conjunction with the campaign, a Report is being prepared which will summarize
the contributions made in homes delivered,
total home impressions and dollars worth of
time, by the Petry-represented Television
stations, to each of the Council campaigns
featured in the series. Copies of the report
and reprints of the advertisement will be
sent to the ofticials of· interested Government agencies, members of _appropriate Congressional committees, executives of the task
force advertising agencies involved, and, directors of the Advertising Council, as well
as to national advertisers and agency media
people.
For Further Information: Robert L. Hutton, Jr., Telephone: 212-688-0200.
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tains several thought-provoking points.
Two such points are the following:
The Johnson administration has been at
such pains to play down the Soviet Union's
involvement in the war that most Americans
are not fully. aware of its massive scope.
What needs remembering is that the Russians can force Hanoi (though not necessarily
the Viet Cong guerrillas) out of the war
whenever they want to badly enough.

The column was written by Mr. Ernest
Conine, who has served as head of the
Los Angeles Times Moscow bureau. He is
a very able observer and writer whose
views command respect.
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
submit the article for inclusion in the
RECORD:
PORTRAIT OP A PEACEMAKER?

(By Ernest C~nine)
The world has been treated to some breathless word pictures o! Premier Alexei Kosygin
sitting anxiously b}L his telephone in London,
awaiting word of Ho Chi Minh's willingness
to take "one small move" toward peace talks.
As Prime Minister Harold Wilson later told
the House of Commons, after Kosygin's return to Moscow, peace "was almost within
our grasp."
But, alas, the word fr..om Hanoi was negative. Uncle Ho would not agree to any peacemongering moves of his own in exchange for
getting the bombing stopped and negotiations started.
Although it all happened behind closed
doors, it can be assumed that the idyllic portrait of Kosygin going to bat for peace in
Southeast Asia is accurate-as far as it goes.
Surely, however, the picture of Kosygin the
earnest peacemaker .would be more persuasive
if there was any evidence that the Soviet
Union is willing to use its considerable leverage to force a halt or a slowdown in the
fighting.
..
What needs remembering is that the Russians can force Hanoi (though not necessarily the Viet Cong guerrillas) out of the
war whenever they want to badly enough.
They have only to cut off the flow of arms
and supplies to North Vietnam, and Ho
would soon have no choice but to leave the
VietCong to their own devices. He could not
maintain his forces in ·the south nor continue
large-scale help to the guerrillas.
The Johnson administration has been at
such pains to play down the Soviet Union's
involvement in the war that most Americans are not fully aware of its massive
scope.
In the past 18 months, according to the
most conservative estimates, the Russians
have sent well over $500 . million worth of
strictly military aid to North Vietnam, and
only recently promised an additional $800
million worth.
In addition to the well-publicized MIG jet
fighters and SAM anti-aircraft missiles, the
Soviets have provided massive numbers of
conventional anti-aircraft guns, radarl artlllery pieces, trucks, pontoon bridges, gasoline and oil, and even bicycles.
The men and materiel which move down
Kosygin: Portrait of a Peacemaker?
the infiltration routes into South Vietnam do
so then, in considerable part, by courtesy of
the Soviet Union.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
By contrast, Red China has contributed
OP
'tess than a quarter as much to Hanoi's war
effort, and this has been limited mostly to
food, small arms and ammunition:
OF CALIFORNIA
North Vietnam could continue to fight
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
without Chinese aid, if it had to, but the
present scale of warfare could not be conThursday, February 23, 1967
tinued if the aid flow were stopped or maMr. LIPSCOMB. Recently there has terially slowed.
The reasons for Moscow's reluctance to
been much discussion of the possibilities
of peace in Vietnam and also of the issues twist Ho's arm are not hard to guess.
· Heading the llst is the fact that, while the
which underlie a possible peace.
Soviets may want peace in Vietnam, they
A column which appeared in the Los want post-lighting influence even more.
Angeles Times on February 19, 1967, con- They can have it only by staying on good

HON. GLENARD P. LIPSCOMB
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terms with Hanoi; and pushing Ho Ch Minh
to the peace table, ready or not, 1s hardly the
way to win friends and influence Communists
in Southeast Asla.
Until and unless the Russians oome to
value peace more than influence, their peace
overtures may well come to nothing-and the
war may in fact produce the direct U.S.Soviet confrontation which both sides have
sought to avoid.
It should be noted that, by and large, shipments of missiles and other Soviet weapons
have moved overland to North Vietnam
across China.
·
If the Chinese force a rupture in SinoSoviet diplomatic relations, however, they are
expected to halt these shipments. The Russians then can use this as a good excuse to
start squeezing Ho's supply line, or they can
begin shipping the weapo~ by freighter to
Haiphong-despite the clear danger that this
will lead the United States to bomb and
blOckade that port.
Unfortunately, there is absolutely no reason to doubt that Kosygin will opt for the
latter, quite perilous alternative.
All things considered, the portrait of
Kosygin the peacemaker is a little premature.

If a Job Is Worth Having
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LEONOR K. SULLIVAN
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE ·oF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967
Mrs. SULLIVAN. Mr. Speaker, on
Thursday night, February 16, 1967, the
first event ever held in the Visitor Center
of the Gateway Arch of'the Jetrerson
National Expansion Memorial took place
in St. Louis. It was the awards banquet
sponsored by Downtown St. Louis, Inc.,
in connection with the 1967 Salute Week
Honoring Women Who Work.
Salute Week is an annual event begun
7 years ago by Downtown St. Louis, Inc.,
an organization consisting of the 400
business firms actively engaged 1n promoting and advancing the central city
area of St. Louis. It was my great honor
in 1963 to be designated as one of seven
outstanding workingwomen of St. Lou1s
in ditferent fields of interest and activity.
Two years ago, Downtown st. Louis,
Inc., in addition to designating outstanding St. Louis workingwomen, inaugurated a special award, National Outstanding Worklngwoman. The first recipient was Lucille Ball. Last year, this
honor went to the National Broadcasting
Co.'s United Nations correspondent and
commenta t or, P aulin e F re d e ric k · Thts
year I was deeply honored to receive this
national award.
I'IRST EVENT HELD IN SAARINEN GATEWAY ARCH
I am not sure yet which was the
.
.
greater thrill for me-receiving such
flattering recognition from people I represent in the Congress of the United
States, or attending a dinner held in the
most breathtaking and imaginative
architectural achievement in the United
·t tural
States and one of the true arc h 1 ec
gems of the entire world, the soaring,
spectacular, stainless steel arch designed
by the late Eero Saarinen as the theme
of the Jetferson National Expansion
Memorial.

The first major piece of legislation
which I introduced and which became
law was the bill to authorize Federal
expenditures for the Jetrerson National
Expansion Memorial. The memorial itself originated many years earlier · in an
agreement between President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt and Mayor Bernard
F. Dickmann of St. Louis.
THE NEED TO INSTILL INCENTIVE AND
MOTIVATION

Mr. Speaker. in accepting the National
Outstanding Working Woman Award
from Mr. Harry F. Harrington, president
of Downtown St. Louis, Inc., I discussed
a subject which weighs heavily on every
Member of Congress at this point in our
history. It is the problem of instilling
and developing and encouraging motivation in our young people, particularly,
and in many other workers to give to
their jobs-to their work-the best that
is in them.
We have provided opportunities for
training, for education-up to and
through college and graduate schooland for the breaking of all barriers to
individual achievement for those who are
motivated. Our concern is over those
who fail to take advantage of their opportunities. How do we reach them?
How do we inspire them?
Mr. Speaker, I have tried to develop
this theme in my remarks and because
of the ·w ide interest I know exists in the
House in this problem, I am including in
the Appendix of the RECORD, under unanimous consent, the text of my speech,
as follows:
1' A JoB Is WoRTH HAviNG(An Address by Congresswoman Leonor K.
Sullivan ln accepting the award as National Outstanding Workingwoman for
1967, sponsored by Downtown St. Louis,
Inc., the first public event held in the
Visitor Center of the Gateway Arch of the
Jefferson National Expansion Memorial,
February 16, 1967)
Standing here tonight ... in this place ..•
where once was desolation, and before that,
dirt and grime and dreary shabbiness, and
where now is soaring beauty and an unbelievable engineering achievement which lifts
the soul . . . standing here among so many
who have worked so hard to accomplish this
majestic miracle of the Gateway Arch • . .
standing here on what is Opening Nightthe debut, the premiere, the grand unveiling
of this hall~nd standing here under the
circumstances in which I am here, receiving
an honor I shall always cherish . . . I say
my thanks to each one of you, but I say a
prayer for, and breathe my gratitude to, one
who is not here, except in my heart and in
the memories of long-time friends.
Two days after St. Valentine's Day, and a
little more than 16 years after my husband's
death, I think of John Berchmans Sullivan,
as I do often. but particularly tonight.
, He was a Congressman, and a good one, a
I dedicated, COnscientious servant Of hiS constituent.<> and of his ~untry. Because of his
example, I was insptred to try to follow his
footsteps into a congressional career· because of his fine reputation, I was able 'to do
so-to win my first election on the basis of hls
record so that I could begin then to start
earning a career on my own record. For a
long time, l had refused to marry John because he would not give up politics as a career
and I disdained and thought I despised polltics; then hls profession became mine, and I
learned why he felt it to be one of mankind's
highest callings for those whose hearts and
minds and energies are dedicated to decency
and public service.
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A KEY TO THE PORTALS OJ' MEAlfiNGFUL LIFE
IN SERVICE TO OTHERS

My carrer in congress, which my husband's career made possible for me after
his death, has brought me much honor, including this one tonight which 1s the best
kind of honor-from those who know me
best and know my limitations as well as any
talents which I might possess. Primarily,
however, my husband's legacy to me was
a key to the portals of a rich and meaningful life in service to others.
John Sullivan was beginning his fourth
term in the United States House of Representatives when death suddenly intervened
16 years ago. ·I am now beginning my eighth
term. With twice as many years of Congressional service and seniority, in a. different era of our national history a;nd under
different conditions of public awareness to
our national needs, I have thus had manY
more opportunities than John did to influence national policy and to achieve legislative goals. But, as I stand here tonight, and
think back to what he did achieve, particularly for St. Lo.ui&-things we are so proud
of as a city; things we tend to take for
granted, such as the smoke control ordinance
which he drafted for Ray Tucker's Committee; such as this site, the Jefferson National Expansion Memorial, which greW
from the compact he helped Barney Dickmann to draft and "sell" to Franklin D.
Roosevelt; sue}). as the Housing Act of 1949
which he worked for and voted for in the
CoRgress and which provided the first Fed-.
eral authority for our spectacularly revived
Downtown-when I think of these things, I
see my own role in Congress more as a continuation of his .than a thing apart.
WHAT IS IT LIKE TO SERVE IN CONGRESS?

One cannot inherit a Seat in the United
States House of Representatives, of course;
in all the history of Constitutional Government in the United States no one has been.
or can be, appointed to it. Unlike the senate, for instance, it is an office which one can
reach through one route only-a general
election. Once elected, you cannot claim tbe
Seat as your own for more than two years.
at which time you must run again. To advance to seniority on Committees, you must
win re-election consecutively every two
years, Without a break, or you must start at
the bottom of the seniority ladder again.
Even when you reach the pinnacle of Com·
mittee seniority, however, your political partY
colleagues can set you back down for reasons of their own, but that's a rare and un·
usual punishment seldom meted out, at least
until very recently.
What is it like to serve in Congress? Power
and prestige come slowly-painfully slowlyunder the seniority system. But from the
very first days of one's first term., until tbe
last hurrah of defeat, retirement, or death
in office, the workload is cruelly heavy and
never-ending. There are no "working hours"
as such-no set calendar specifying the
months in which we are to remain in session, or the days we convene or hours we
meet. However, unless the House and senate mutually agree on a joint resolution permitting a recess, we must meet at least everY
three days, not counting Sundays, from the
day we convene in January until we adjourn sine die when a Session's work is fi•
nally done, in August, or September, or octo·
ber, or November, or December, or-as hilS
sometimes happened-the morning of the
day on the following January when a neW
Session must by law begin.
WHEN CONGRESSIONAL LIFE WAS SIMPLER

Some Members still in the National LegiS•
lature can remember when their duties were
simpler. In those days they took office 111
a new Congress on March 4 following elec·
tion or re-election, but did not meet for the
First Session of that Congress until the fol·
lowing December, nine months later. Thel1
they stayed in session only through May or
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June, adjourning over the November election
to m.eet a.ga.in for the lame duck Second ses-Sion in December for a period of three m.onth.s
or less. Thus, out of a two-year term., Membel'S were in Washington perhaps nine
Inonths altogether, passing the necessary apPropriations bllls, enacting the rivers and
harbors bill, and, after a pleasant social
season, going home. With that kind of
8chedule, Washington was seldom hot for
the Congress, and Congress seldom made
things hot for the country. Most of the
Jokes about Congress-and they were constant-ridiculed the Members for their unhurrted and unproductive attention to largely invisible, or at least unexciting issues and
Problems. While the Mayor of Chicago was
ll:l.ak.ing a political reputation based on his
Prom.1se to punch England's King George
in the nose if he ever dared tO come to the
\Vindy City, one of the Alabamans did equally
'Nell on publicity in his bailiwick by threatening to do the same to the Pope if he should
com.e to the United States.
An entire session could be devoted to debate over a farm. blll which most city folks
COln.pletely ignored, or to a tariff bill which
few ordinary citizens had the least interest
in.
But in the 28 years since World War II began in Europe, Congress has been in almost
continuous session year-around, and everything we do, or discuss, or contemplate doing
or discussing, is today a matter of llfe-orCleath economic concern for innumerable indUstries and all associated with them, and
1s of intense importance to millions upon
IllUlions of other citizen& who also have a
atak.e in the outcome or a. deep personal 1n\lolvem.ent in the issue.
CITIZENS ENMESHED IN RED TAPE

Purtherm.ore, regardless of whether the
lrouae is meeting or is in recess or has adlourned, the work of a Congressional omce
continues with unbroken intensity, for we
e&ch deal with the myriad problems of hundreds of thousands of constituents who each
Year collectively experience millions of separate encounters or coUisicms with governlllenta.l regulations, policies and decisions.
C>tten the results of these encounters of citlt.ens and government are ba1Illng or disastrous for the individual. It might involve a
lervtcem.an or worker or veteran or retiree or
'taxpayer or importer or farm.er or merchant
or m.anutacturer or teacher or student or
clergym.an or social worker or lawyer or doctor or accountant or-it might be you-who
1a enmeshed in, or overwhelmed by, Governmental red tape. Members of Congress
learn how to unravel it, and can unravel it
frequently, because of our Constitutional
Powers over the purse strings of the bureauc~cy. Therefore, most of us spend much,
not most, of our working hours untying
thase bureaucratic knots and pursuing eluSive justice for the harried or helpless cititens caught in the clutches of big governlllent.
to Then we proceed to pass further legislation
t tnake government even bigger-seemingly
o fashion more strings of frustration and
Clespair about the citizen's life.
We do not set out, of course, to make the
Citizen's lot harder, and thus our own work
~! unraveling the dtmculties more exhaust~g.
We add new laws because we think or
hope or feel-or sometimes even know for
SUre-that what we do makes sense for the
J>eopie we represent and for the country anq
t he causes in which we believe.
SOLUTIONS BEGET NEW PROBLEMS

But we are the first to realize that we are
~t possessed of all knowledge and wisdomat we are fallible human beings who can
~ake mistakes and that the solutions we
e'Vise for the problems which confront our
Country are not necessarily perfect ones. For
~e have learned that each solution we put
0 l"Ward for any problem begets new prob-

lems in its place. We can only hope that the
new problems are not as bad as the ones
they replaced. Generally, that Is true, bu1i
not always.
Yet tt is a fascinating Job 1n an exciting
atmosphere of furious and unrelenting activity, and we are never bored. When we
have self-doubtS about our achievements,
which is often, people back home invite us to
meet with them and they tell us what fine
jobs we are doing-sometimes--and that restores our splrlts and sends us back into the
legislative ba-ttles refreshed and ready once
again to devote. 12 to 16 hours a day, every
day, to our tasks. This flattering event tonight will give me encouragement for months
to come. For those of us in Congress whose
family circumstances make it possible to devote the endless hours and oomplete concentration to the work, each of the many
small victories we score each day in be-half of
constituents beleaguered by the bureaucracy
1s a delicious triumph, and each legislative
issue we face and dispose of serves to give us
a small sense of statesmanlike achievement.
BRINGING US BACK TO REALrrY

But the next day, for the price of a fivecent stamp, a constltuen.t quickly brings us
back to earth with an indignant letter questioning either our patriotism or sanityusually both. Even the rai81ng of postal
rates never seems to discourage this kind of
assauJt upon our self-assurance, and undoubtedly that's a good thing, because we
are so deeply involved in your lives, in so
many ways, through the things we do for you
or to you, that we need frequent reminders
of our human fallibllity.
But we also need an occasional kind word,
as I said, and tonight you have handed me an
encyclopedia of them. I am deeply grateful, and, naturally somewhat overcome. Like
so many of you here, I am a working woman
in a predominantly male working environment. While the laws guarantee us equal
opportunity for employment and equal pay
for equal work, we know-we have always
known-that we have to work twice as hard
as our male colleagues in order to prove that
we are not coasting on our sex, and we have
to be twlce. as careful in our conduct merely
because we are so visible. Far from being
d.lsadvantages, however, these requirements
upon the working woman working with and
alongside men are really great assets. For
they spur us on to do our best always--in
order to be sure not to close the door of
opportunity to other women seeking similar
careers.
WOMEN MEMBERS OF CONGRESS WORK HARD

Not every woman who has been elected to
Congress has been a world-beater, a legislative wizard, but the effectiveness of the women members, on the whole, has bee:n far out
of propo_rtion to our numbers. No one in
the Congress, male or female, has a sharper
mind or a better grasp of economic issues
than Martha GritD.ths of Michigan. A onetime Missouri girl, who is the only woman
ever to serve on the House Ways and Means
Committee and the Joint Economic Committee; no one male or female knows more
about education issues than Edith Green
of Oregon; no one on or off the Foreign Affairs Committee, Republican or Democrat, is
as knowledgeable about Africa as Frances
Bolton of Ohio, who, in her eighties, is still
trim and fit and does Yoga headstands, a.nd
has done more to give nursing a professional
status than any American. There are now
two women on the House Appropriations
Committee, one from each party, and they
got there because of ab111 ty. Edna Kelly of
New York, Dean of the Democratic Women
in the House, and a Member since 1949, 1s
chairman of the Subcommittee on Europe.
Her insight and knowledge and almost
intuitive ability to spot insincerity and
chincanery as a UN. delegate had the late
Ambassador Adlai Steven&an marveling at
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her vast ab111tles.

Senator Margaret Chase

Smith, who again in this Congrees 1s the sole

woman Senator, can, and sometimes does,
make admirals and generals quake. And just
don't let the men ever forget that she was
·t he first Sena~or to stand up to and condemn the excesses of McCarthyism and she
took the vengeful consequences without a
whimper.
CONSCIOUS OF MINORITY STATUS

Those women Members of Congress I have
mentioned by name and those I have not all
hold in oommon the Willingness to do their
very best in a terribly demanding and exhausting job-asking no special favors because they are women but instead working
tWice as hard to do their jobs in a manner
which is a credit to women. I know we all
feel that way. We are deeply conscious of
our minority status--comprising only 2¥2
percent of the House, and 1 percent of the
Senate. We form. no "bloc" on legislation, for
we dit!er on many issues. But we are 1n
agreement that equal opportunity for women is far from achieved in politics as in most
other professions, and must be worked for
and earned by the continuing good examples
of those who have been fortunate enough
to make their way in. any tough and competitive field.
There may be a moral in this-I hope there
is, particularly today, when opportunities
are now opening up everywhere. In every
field, for qualified people; yet filling vacancies with employees who are willing to work
hard and anxious to succeed and advance
seems to be . such a great problem to every
employer.
How do we instill an incentive in those to
whom opportunity beckons to give a little
more than the job description may actually
call for-to devote thought as well as time
to an assignment, to recognize in one's self
a kind of ambassador for your age or race
or religion or sex?
IF A .JOB IS WORTH HAVING-

I! a job 1s worth having-worth applying

for and accepting when ot!ered-then it is
worth one's best et!orts in that job. Many
jobs, I know, are not challenging, not exciting, not even remotely interesting. But,
often, the lack is in the worker, not the job.
Som.e of us find, or have found in our working careers, that even adding up a column
of figures, and dividing and multiplying and
extrapolating and doing all of the other
magic thlngs which can be done with omce
equipment, can challenge you to high performance, and to an enjoyment of a skill_
which others might consider excruciatingly
dull a.nd boring.
Some young lawyers can get fun out of a
real estate title search; others, when called
upon to do routine tasks yearn only for the
courtroom stage, perhaps not realizing that
the best courtroom lawyers are those who
research every facet of a case from Dullsville
to Exhaustion.
One of my favorite people 1s a. former
neighbor of mine in Arlington, Virginia, a
service wife, who tackles every household
task with a curious mind. Can it be done
easier, safer, quicker, cheaper, better? I am
sure you have heard of her-her name is
Heloise Cruse, and she translated her enthusiasm for intelligent homemaking 1nto
one of the best features in hundreds of
newspapers.
- .

LITl'LE TIME FOR soCIAL LIFE

In the case of women Members of Congress, there 1s much about the work which
gives us--the handfull of women Members-all of the joys and satisfactions one can
possibly get out of any job. Yet we seldom,
if. ever, have time for any of the glamorous
sooial life which swirls around omcial
Washington; we are in pur offices from early
morning until late evening, and on weekends, too; we are at tile beck and call ~f
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anyone from our districts with a five-centstamp or the price of a. telephone call, phu
all those, of course, who come to Washington.
and who we are always delighted to see and
talk to, even i! it may mean lots of extra
chores; we are enlisted into every crisis of
many of the problem families 1n our home
districts; we pore over complex bills which
may never come up for a vote, or work
diligently on amendments we may not have
a. chance to offer; we attend endless committee meetings and hear interminable witnesses tell us why we should or should not
support some technical piece of legislation
we may not fully understand-thus forcing
us to study and restudy the issue so that we
do understand it; we are always, in a sense,
1n an election campaign because everything
we do and everything we say and every vote
we cast can be used against us in perhaps
distorted form; we read until our eyes redden with weariness, and then keep reading
to try to make sure we know what we're
imposing on the American people when
we pass new legislation.
Many of our male colleagues work just as
hard and just as conscientiously, but I would
say that on the average the majority of the
women do far more of this than the majority
of the men. In addition to a responsibility
to our entire constituencies, we also feel a
respo~iblllty to ourselves and to each other,
and to all of the women whom we represent
and who root for us as women and believe
in women's abilities, and, so we try to live
up to that ideal through our dedication to
our tasks.
HOW TO INSTILL INCENTIVE TO EXCEL
I like to see women doing that in whatever
field they are in. . I know it is not an exceptional thing among working women. I have
seen it often. That is one reason I am so
proud to be one of them-one of you-and to
receive this honor as a working woman.
If only-if only-we could find the waythe key-to instill in several millions of airless and drifting youth in this country some
of this incentive to excel in work assignments, or at least to pull their own weight,
and earn their pay, and thus to derive satisfaction from the challenges of working well
with one's head and hands. This is a subject which concerns me deeply. 1 don't have
ready answers-just questions, and lots of
them. But I feel that much of the sickness
of our society rests in the acceptance of work
mediocrity. Service is too often not service
but sullenness and neglect of the customer's
needs and wishes.
Next to the tragedy of the skilled older
person whose health has failed and who cannot work at a job which gives him real joy
and a sense of accomplishment is the tragedy
of the young worker, who has been given an
opportunity to acquire the skill to perform
that same work, but treats the opportunity
with scorn and glides by with the least
amount of effort as long as he can get away
with it.
As a working woman who has worked all
my life and who has found challenge in every
work assignment, and fun, too, I resent those
who scorn work values.
There is no bill I can draft and introduce
in Congress which would force people to
like hard work. I wish there were a shortcut
to job motivation. The only one I can think
of is a personal one-to-one movement of
making job satisfactions contagious-by all
of us who find our jobs interesting and perhaps even exciting, making an effort to tell
youngsters about the pleasures to be derived
from doing any job a little better each timenot for the boss's benefit, but for the worker's pleasure.
"MOONLIGHTING

FOR

YOURSELF ..

Very few people today are actually forced
by economic necessity to stay mired in a
.. dead-end job which gives absolutely no satisfactions, no opportunities for advancement,
no outlet for creativity. Many are bound,
however, by custom or habit or pension con-

sideratloDS to jobs they hate. I do not counsel such people to quit and go hungry. But
with so many avenues !or training and education now available to every citizen of any
age, I do say to those who have lost their
zeal for the jobs they hold but whose paycheck they undoubtedly need: start "moonlighting" for yourself-at night school, or by
correspondence course, or by pursuit of a
hobby you already enjoy and which can,
through perserverance and effort, become
perhaps a happy way to make a living.
I used to marvel at the changes which
occurred in the outlooks and personalities of
some of the people who came to the Comptometer school, when I was the training
director for Felt and Tarrant-people who
were insecure and despondent in their jobs
and then proceeded to learn a new skill or
enhance an old one to the point where they
could feel secure in their abilities. Once
th~t happened, and they knew that if they
didn't like one employer they could quickly
find another who would pay them at least
as well, they may have have kept on working
for the same firm. But the sure knowledge
that they didn't have to if they didn't find
it pleasurable to do so gave them such a
psychological lift that they began to see
pleasure in a job which had formerly seemed
routine. I have seen the same thing happen
again and again as a Member of Congress
when I was able to direct people into some of
the many training opportunities available to
them. So it isn't just the job which determines whether a person is going to be happy
or miserable in work: in most cases it is the
person's own attitude and feeling of adequacy. Knowing how to do something well
makes all the difference in the world and if
there are financial rewards which go with
that, all the better.
MAKING DEPRIVATION OBSOLETE •
If au of this has little relationship to all
of us here tonight--as I suspect--nevertheless I have brought these thoughts with me
tonight to share with you because they form
a continuing pattern of worry for me in trying to help make poverty and deprivation
obsolete. I am searching for help in trying
to help those who are searching for an
identity and a purpose.
The billions we have spent in the War on
Poverty have not been wasted-not the vast
majority of the funds-but the results are
slow to rise to visibility. It is a war which
must be won-because our survival as a
middle-clasa na.tion depends upon it. Middleclass-values are unknown to millions, yet full
participation by all in the gOOd life which
this wonderful country can provide depends
upon-hinges upon-an appreciation for
manners and morals a~D.d ambitions of middleclass society. If we can only-through the
effort of . labor and of business, through
community effort and through government
at every level and through the schools and
the churches and the individual efforts of
every citizen who has instilled in himself,
or had instilled in him, the motivation to be
proud of what he works at--if we can only
utilize these resources to demonstrate what
the individual can do for himself by doing
a better job of work than he has to do for
mere economic survival, perhaps we can see
an eventual solution to the poverty cycle.
CONGRESS IS ALERT TO SUGGESTIONS AND IDEAS
You have honored me for what I do and
how I do it--:.my work. As I said, I love my
work, and that, of course, makes my job its
own reward. But I appreciate deeply your
appreciation for the manner in which I
occupy my time and effort. Because of my
Congressional seniority, there are things I
can do, or help to do, to make this a better
country, and so I am always alert to ideas
and suggestions which I oan pursue in the
Congress. Tonight, I have raised questions.
Do you have any answers for me which I can
use? Will you share them with me?
In the past 14 years in Congress, my most
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suooessfullegislative goals have grown out of
this give-and-take, of raising questions oabout
how to meet unanswered problems. When
answers do present themselves, from friends
and constituents willing to share ideas--or
even just ready to answer my questions with
other questions which lead me to find possible .answers-there are paths which can be
followed and bills which c:a:n be written and
government agencies which can be contacted
and brought tnto the picture, and there are
results which can be achieved.
This is the pathway membership in Congress can open--exciting avenues to a better
tomorrow. I.t is, believe me, a wonderful
way to make a living!
As one working woman to the working
women of Downtown, Inc., I say again, thank
you for everything.

In Tribute to Washington
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR.
OF MARYLAND
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. MATHIAS of Maryland. :Mr.
Speaker, as we pay tribute to George
Washington today, it is appropriate for
us also to consider the history and future
of the city which bears his name. When
Washington, D.C., was founded as the
Nation's Capital, many statesmen had
great hopes that this city would become
the foremost city of America in every
way. Unfortunately, those hopes have
not been fulfilled, and cannot be until
Washington becomes not only the seat of
our democratic government, but also a
model of democracy.
In accord with the spirit of Washington's birthday, I would like to call to the
attention of the House the following
letter, which I received this week from
Mr. David Carliner, president of the
Washington Home Rule Committee:
WASHINGTON HOME RULE
COMMrrrEE, INC.,
Washington, D.C., February 20, 1967.

Hon. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR.,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MATHIAS: For George
Washington's Birthday, we who live in the
city named in his honor want the right to
share in the decisions of our local govern- ·
ment. As a member of the Cormnittee on the
District of Columbia you can help us to gain
this right. In doing so, you wlll stand with:
James Madison, who said that "a municipal
legislature for local purposes, derived from
their own suffrages, will of course be allowed" (the residents of the Federal District.)
Thomas Jefferson, who referred to the
formation of a "town legislature" in the "10Mile Square for the Federal Government."
John Adams, who called upon Congress to
secure to the District of Columbia a "long
course of prosperity and self-government."
Andrew Jackson, who reminded Congress
that "it is not necessary that (the people ot
the District of Columbia) should be deprived
of the privileges of self-government."
William Henry Harrison, who declared that
"the people of the District of Columbia are
not the subjects of the people of the United
States, but free American citizens," and
that the people of the District of Columbia
should be afforded "a free and safe exercise o!
the functions assigned to general government
by the Constitution."
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James Buchanan, who urged Congress to appeared under the aegis of the State
allow the people of the District of Columbia University of New York. This institua. seat on the floor of the House of Repre- tion and its president, Dr. Samuel B.
sentatives.
Andrew Johnson, who asserted the right of Gould, and the editor of University Rethe citizens of the District of Columbia. view, Mr. George W. Bonham, are to be
through their locally elected government "to complimented for the quality and diverregulate . . . purely local question(s) as to sity of their magazine, which is sure
them may seem best suited to their interests to become a valuable addition to educaand condition.
tional thought.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who assumed that
One article in the first issue of the
Congress would grant to the District of Columbia government "broader powers of local quarterly is of particular interest. Written by Harold Howe ll, the U.S. Comcontrol over purely local atrairs."
Harry S. Truman, who advocated moving missioner of Education. it is called "The
"toward a greater measure of self-govern- New Shape of Education." Commisment" and requested that Congress "draft sioner Howe points out a transition of
Home Rule promptly."
purpose which the university in America
Dwight D. Eisenhower, who said "the time is necessarily undergoing, as a result of
is long overdue . . . for applying the principles of local self-government to the Na- two developments: unprecedented numbers of students, and an enormous intion's Capital."
John F. Kennedy, who sponsored home rule crease in the amount of knowledge to be
legislation to "vest in the residents of the disseminated.
District the fundamental right of selfThe Commissioner further discusses
government."
the emerging importance of vocational
Lyndon B. Johnson, who pleaded with education. An obvious though often igCongress that "the restoration of home rule
to the citizens of the District of Columbia nored fact is now finding acceptance:
the fact that an academic higher eduInust no longer be delayed."
The Seventh Congress of the United States, cation is not the answer for every stuWhich in 1802, with 12 members who as dele- dent, but that there exists a definite
gates to the Constitutional Convention had and vital need for modern vocational
Clrafted the United States Constitution, es- education in Ametican society.
tablished the first elected municipal govCommissioner Howe's article follows:
ernment in Washington.
THE NEW SHAPE OF EDUCATION
The 16th, 30th, and 41st Congresses of
the United States, which in 1820, 1848, and
(Harold Howe II)
1871 respectively made modifications but
"One of the great phenomena of the hucontinued ln effect municipal government man condition in the modern age," Walter
chosen in elections by the voters in Wash- Lippmann said recently, "is the dissolution
ington and Georgetown.
of the ancestral order, the erosion of estabThe 39th Congress of the United States, lished authority . . . ' Because modern man
\Vhich in 1867 provided that suffrage in in his search for truth has turned away
local elections in the District of Columbia from kings, priests, .commissars and bureaushall not be barred to any person by reason crats. He is left, for better or worse, with
or race or previous condition of servitude. the professors."*
The Senate of the United States, which
Assuming that by his choice of the word
In the 81st, 82d, 84th, 85th, 86th, and 89th professors, Mr. Lippmann assigns to higher
Congresses passed legislation to provide self- education rather than to education generally
goV"ernment for the District of Columbia.
the task of picking up where kings and
The House of Representatives of the United commissars faltered, it is ~y to understand
States, which in the 89th Congress declared the skepticism he implies in "for better or
"the intent of Congress to make available worse" about the ability of ohr colleges and
to the inhabitants of tl\e District of Colum- universities to do the job. I think it would
bia . . . a form of local self-government as be impossible to find another time when our
they themselves shall democratically es- · institutions of higher education had to contabUsh . . ."
front as many problems as they do today.
The Committee for the District of ColumThe search for quality education is, of
bia of the House of Representatives, which course, a constant. We may assume that the
in the 80th Congress in 1948 favorably re- monks at Oxford in the 12th century conPorted a bill to provide for an elected gov- vened occasionally to consider whether they
ernment in the District.
were emphasizing alchemy at the expense of
We ask you in the spirit of the American Latin. Today we worry about the proper
heritage of democracy to give us who live in balance between teaching and research and
the capital of the United States the right bemoan the "plight of the humanities." Huto elect the omcers of our municipal gov- mans seem to be blessed or cursed with an
ernment anr'l. the power to legislate upon infinite capacity for doubting the value of
our local a.ft'airs.
their labors; it is almost certain that no
We ask this of you on the birthday of one will ever devise an educational program
that patriot who achieved for you, and for of such excellence that it cannot be im'Us, our independence from rule by others. proved upon.
But today in the United States we are
Respectfully yours,
pursuing our quest for quality at the same
DAVID CARLINER,
President.
time that we are trying to cope With two
relatively new problems in higher education.
The first is the quantitative demand for
higher education. Just before World War
The New Shape of Education
II, only about 1.4 mlliion Americans attended
college. By 1948, this figure had increased
to 2.4 million. Today our colleges and unlEXTENSION OF REMARKS
versities enroll about 6 Inillion students and
OF
expect to have . approXimately 9 m11Uon by
1975. The clear question this rapid increase
in enrollments poses is whether we can even
OF OREGON

HON. EDITH GREEN
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Mrs. GREEN of Oregon. Mr. Speaker,
a new publication in the field of higher
education, the University Review. has

•From an address on "The University and
the Human Condition" delivered by Walter
Lippmann before a convocation sponsored by
the Center for the Study of Democratic
Institutions in May, 1966.
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maintain the academic standards we have
now, let alone raise them.
The second outstanding problem of modern higher education is the astounding in- crease in the amount of knowledge we have
gained since World War II as a result of
scientific discovery, improved tools of scholarly research, and more rapid foriDS of communication between researchers in every
discipline. The proliferation of what we
know forces us to investigate whether we
can inculcate knowledge more efficiently
than we do now, as well as to decide which
portions of our store of knowledge are most
important for a modern student to assinlilate.
Finding solutions to these two new probleiDS, while we continue to seek quality, will
force a number of changes in our traditional
modes of conducting higher education. The
character of the changes I foresee inspires tn
me a quiet optlmlsm about the future of
American higher education, for I believe the
necessity for re-examining the tried and notso-true Will finally rid us of some harmful
educational practices and dogmas.
First of all, as our colleges and universities try to find room for all the students
knocking at their doors, I think the institutions themselves will begin to take a hand
in dispelling the cloud of social snobbery
that has long enveloped the college degree.
Parents and students both will come to
recognize that "higher education" can
signify a variety of learning programs fol- loWing secondary school-technical education of various sorts, for example--and that
it need not mean a bachelor's degree program. Part of the appeal of college education in the past has been its expense: tuition
and board fees have put it beyond the reach
of many American families.
Thus a college education carried with it
a pocketbook prestige that had nothing to do
With the intrinsic merit of the educational
product. Aluminum once cost more than
gold; now that any housewife can buy aluIninum pots and pans, we appraise the metal
in a more rational fashion. And as a combination of local, state, and Federal programs
plus such relatively new institutions as junior and community colleges put higher education within the reach of more and more
of our citizens, we will, in an analogous way,
begin to• weigh the value of a college education to the possessor, not to the beholder.
A college degree will become what it should
always have been: a symbol of personal attainment, not of social and economic pedigree.
This new attitude toward higher education
will, I believe, have two practical consequences: first, Iniddle- and upper-income
youngsters who have neither the ability nor
inclination for college studies will be free
to choose some other kind of continuing education without feeling that they have let
the folks down; today, the social pressures
surrounding college education keep many
youngsters plugging away at a puzzling and
uninteresting learning routine j;hat has little
relevance to their capacitie.s. Though an
American auto mechanic's son can realistically aspire to be a Inillionaire, a millionaire's
son cannot confess his desire to become an
auto mechanic. Mark Twain demonstrated
that the prince can be as much a prisoner
of his circumstances as the pauper; a new and
more realistic view of higher education Will
extend personal freedom up the econoinic
and social ladder as well as down.
The second practical consequence of scraping the social veneer off the honest furniture
of education Will be to restore vocational
education to a place of respect and esteem.
Ever since John Henry Newman and other
Victorians began denigrating "utilltartan
studies" during the height of the Industrial
'Revolution, educators and the general public
have accepted the view that an education
which forthrightly teaches a youngster how
to make a living is somehow second-rate.
Yet Newman's own education was vocational:
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philosophy, theology, Greek, and·ancient his- ligent use of their time as well as of the
tory unquestionably sound less utilitarian undergraduate's four years. Classes will bethan lathe-turning or short-hand, but no come periods of inquiry during which
other program of study would have been as teacher and students assume a. common
U$eful to a prospective clergyman and scholar stock of information and explore its implications, rather than simply repeating that
of church history.
By saying this, I do not mean to espouse Information to each other. More and more
a false egalitarianism and equate liberal edu- we will come to question the need for regucation with vocational training. The two are lar, formal classes at all. The really bright
different, and a certain kind of intellect Will student may meet with his professors only
prefer one to the other. The point is that two or three times a term, to report progress
our present educational system--college- on an individual project and discuss proboriented from -the first grade-has in the past lems he has encountered in completing it.
recognized only one kind of intelligence, has This will give the professor more time to
assumed that no other kind exists, and has work with the slower student who requires
attached a social stigma ·to vocational educa- a greater amount of personal attention.
Such a diminution of required class-time
tion. As a result, vocational programs hnve
been regarded as consola tlon prizes for the would not only permit each teacher to serve
a.lso-rans, rather than as alternate routes to more students; it would also place a much
helping students investigate their capacities. greater degree of responsibility on the stuVocational programs across the country are dent for his own education. He could take
under-financed; they offer little diversity, advantage of the leeway granted him for
provide meager educational content, and individual study by exploring at his own
often train students for "careers" that be• speed matters that interest him, and in the
gan to vanlsh with the invention of the drop- process he would build habits of intellectual
·forge. Once we accord vocational students and personal discipline for a lifetime of
the same degree of human dignity that we learning. Or he could spend most of his
now reserve for college-bound students, we time playing bridge in the student union
Will take their education seriously and stop and come to grief five months later on the
wasting so much young ablllty, as well as final examination. The choice would be
writing a premature finis to so many young his, and unquestionably a new freedom for
students would produce some academic
dreams.
The second of the two major contemporary casualties.
problems facing higher education is the
But success in life is largely a. matter of
·~owledge explosion."
How will dealing the intelligent use of one's personal freewith the expansion of knowledge alter our dom. It may be that by girding the college
colleges and universities? First, the very student 'round with such safeguards as refact that there seems to be so much to quired class attendance, we retard the desqueeze into the traditional four-year un- velopment of his sense of personal respondergraduate curriculum will make us more sibility. Colleges must remember that most
careful in our choices of what to include and students, in addition to trying to remember
what to reject. We will be forced to rec- whether to use red litmus paper or blue to
ognize to how great an extent our college detect an acid, are also trying to frame percourses are designed in the light of what sonal attitude toward religion, sex, civil
Dwight MacDonald has called "the cult ot rights, liquor, Viet Nam, and a career. Each
the fact." This quasi-religious attitude dic- one is picking his own way across that sometates that if you can date it, weigh it, count . times wonderful and sometimes frightening
it, or associate it with the reign of a mad landscape that divides puberty from adultHapsburg, it ought to be on the final exam- hood. Learning to make one's own decisions
ination.
is a. necessary part of that journey. By the
We make too little distinction between time he graduates from college, every student
fostering those habits of mind which are should have been granted the opportunity
the real goals of education-inquiry, evalua- to start walking under his own power. In
tion, trained skepticism, a capacity for intel- restricting those opportunities, American
lectual wonder and artistic delight--and be- colleges run the risk of producing the oldest
tween transmitting information, which is the children in the world.
raw material of the learning process. Our
So far in this discussion I have not meneducational programs supposedly train the tioned the physical dimension of the new
mind to handle information, to select from shape of education: the expansion of facUa body of data and to arrange facts in pat- lties and the different arrangements of physiterns that will yield a point of view; but cal and personnel resources that will be rewhat they often do, in my opinion, is to place quired to accommodate the numbers of
a premium on memory pure and simple. Our Americans seeking a. higher education.
examination procedures should give the
Perhaps the most noticeable recent devellaurels to the student who understands, not opments in providing facilities for American
to the one who remembers.
higher education are the establishment of
Re-evaluating our courses and educational two-year junior and community colleges, and
techniques to stress the training of the in- the expansion of state-supported colleges and
tellect rather than of the memory Will also universities. At the end of World War II, the
lead to a more effl.cient, intelligent use of United States had about 450 junior colleges
the professor's time and capacities. Our enrolling 150,000 students. By 1963, the
present classroom procedures often reduce number of institutions had increased modthe teacher-presumably a person whose estly to 573, but their enrollments had quadprofessional expertise extends beyond an rupled to 618.000. In 1950, one of each two
ability to read aloud-to little more than an college students attended a. private instituecho of the textbook. No wonder we have a tion; this year only 33 percent do so, and
teacher shortage. To quote a speaker at the it is expected that this percentage will drop
October convention of the American Council to 25 percent by 1975.
on Education, "Just as we confuse reading
These statistics point up the new role of
with the literary experience and the record state and local governments in assuming reof history with the meaning of history, so sponsibility for broadening educational opdo we substitute scientific data for the spirit portunity. It is only within the last two decof Science." Any reader who attended that ades that we have come to appreciate the
convention may recall that the speaker was close relationship between the educational atthe U.S. Commissioner of Education, a man tainment of a community's citizens and the
notoriously given to repeating himself.
quality of its social, economic, political, and
When we begin to view teachers once cultural life. Comparatively wealthy states
again as guides in the learning process-as such as New York and California have taken
participants in, as well as moderators of, the the lead in developing scholarship and buildinformed conversation that advances gen- ing programs to put a higher education withuine education-we shall make a more intel- in reach of every capable youngster.
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But other states-not so fortunate in their
educational and political leadership, or lacking the tax resources to convert that leadership into bricks, mortar, and faculties-will
need proportionately more help from Washington to provide the ed.ucational facilities
that state progress requires. And New York
and California will need financial aid to continue the remarkable programs they have
established. In this matter it is clear that
we must devise new formulas for federal cooperation with states and localities, for many
current federal programs-particularly those
affecting higher education-widen the gap
between the states.
Fiscal prudence and public accountability
dictate that federal research contracts must
go only to institutions With the scholarlY
faculty and research competence to deliver
the caliber of investigation required . . Private
sources of support for education-foundations, for example-have much more freedom
to gamble; but even they demand well-conceived experimental projects, and these are
usually designed by the hest minds at the.
best institutions. Thus both private and
public dollars tend to make the rich institutions richer and, perforce, the poor ones
poorer.
·
We must develop intelligent ways of channeling public funds and of attracting private
resources to the paupers among our colleges.
The Federal government is already trying to
do this by earmarking funds under Title Ill
of the Higher Education Act of 1965 for "developing institutions" . . . colleges that need
sharply increased financial support to bring
their academic programs up to a. desirable
minimum of quality. For the first two years
of its operation, this Title provided $37 million. Even so, that sum will not go very far
when divided among the hundreds of colleges
which could probably qualify for assistance
under the terrll.s of that Act.
In trying to suggest new formulas for federal-state cooperation in higher education.
I am reminded of an idea. advanced by a.
consultant at the 1965 White House Conference. on Education. He pointed out that
much of the Federal money for experimental
proposals in elementary and secondary education was bound to go to those school districts that had the best planning staffs:
small, understaffed and underfinanced districts could be expected to produce the least
substantial proposals.
The consultant's suggestion was simple:
give the most money to the · districts that
put. forth the weakest proposals.
Such a procedure, reduced to its essentials,
rewards lack of ability. It also calls up the
rather droll picture of school superintendents
quarreling With each other and With the
Office of Education about whose proposal has
the least merit: "Say, Bill, that's a really
third-rate idea; I wish I'd thought of it."
But despite the possibilities for low humor
that this device would yield, it has a kernel
of validity. In an analogous way, we must
find out how to use Federal funds to support
higher education in those States that can
least afford to help themselves . . . while at
the same time taking care not to reward a.
state for deliberately refusing to allocate a.
pr~per ~hare of lts resources to colleges and
un1 vers1t1es.
The expansion of publicly supported higher
education is without doubt one of the major
developments in American academic life in
our time. While some opservers have hailed
this expansion as an extension of genuine
democracy throughout our society, others
have interpreted it as a fatal blow to our
private institutions.
.
I do not see public higher education in
this grim light. But I do concede that many
private institutions will have to appraise
their educational goals and resources with a.
new realism. They will have to concentrate
their strengths in a few fields of their own
choosing and ru;otutely reject new educa-

.I
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programs that might dl.lute their
physical and human resources.
As they set about this appraisal, private
institutions should recognize that their independence from political control gives them
a freedom which public institutions do _not
enjoy. This freedom must seem a mixed
blessing at times, especially to the college
president who wishes he could ask a reasonably sympathetic legislature for funds
instead of having to cajole dollars from
sometimes apathetic alumni. Yet this liberty to refrain from responding to every public demand gives the independent college a
freedom to experiment, a freedom to develop
its own brand of excellence and thus preserve diversity in American higher education.
But there is no question th~t from the
standpoint of numbers, the publicly supported institution represents the wave pf
the future. The State University of New
York expects to increase its full-time enrollment from 110,000 today to about 265,000
Within eight years. Its success in mastering
the problems incident to providing quality
education in quantity will undoubtedly help
share public institutions in other states.
Thus New York, by its energetic action in
higher education these past few years, has
claimed for itself both the rewards and the
heavy obligations of leadership.
t~onal
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Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Speaker, on
January 29, 1967, Pennsylvania Supreme
Court Justice :Michael A. Musmanno,
Who is chairman of the Americanism
Committee of the Department of Pennsylvania, Veterans of Foreign Wars, made
a speech at his home post, Vesle Post
No. 418, McKees Rocks, Pa. Several
friends of mine in the VFW have asked
tne to have this speech · printed in the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD_, and I have
unanimous consent to have this done.
I may say that I have noted in the newsPapers that Musmanno's proposed constitutional amendment was approved by
Vesle Post No. 418 and later by the Allegheny County Council of the VFW.
Justice Musmanno's speech follows:
The Supreme Court of the United Stat'es,
in a decision known as the Keylshian decision, has, by a vote of 5 to 4, declared unconstitutional certain laws of the State of
New York which prohibited the appointment
or, and authorized the discharge of, school
Ofilcials and teachers who advocated the overthrow o! our government by force and violence. Under this ruling, a Communist who
has been taught in Moscow on how to blow
up school houses, assassinate the President
Of the United States, members of Congress
nud the Supreme Court itself, may not be
Cle!lied a job in the schools of the United
States where he may teach the doctrine that
the government of the United States should
be destroyed by armed might and physical
turbulence.
This proposition is frightening to contemPlate, and it is no wonder that Justice Clark,
speaking for the dissenting four Justices,
declared that what the one-man majority of

the Supreme Court has done, has been to
sweep away "one of our most precious rights,
namely, the right of self-preservation."
Self-preservation is the first law of nature.
It is that law which imparts strength to the
lion, horns to the steer, speed to the deer, and
wings to the birds Similarly, the States of
the Union have passed laws to keep Communists out of the schools so that the children
may not have their wings of knowledge
clipped and may not have their brains
washed in Communist propaganda which
leaves them helpless before the buzzards
seeking to make a carcass of our American
way of life.
Justice Brennan, speaking for the one-man
majority, says that there should be no laws
that "cast a pall of orthodoxy over the classroom.'' I have no fear of orthodoxy in the
classroom but I fear a classroom atmosphere
which may breed Alger Hisses and Benedict
Arnolds.
Orthodoxy has many meanings in religion,
but we are here not dealing with religion.
We are speaking of orthodoxy with regard to
the laws and the ideals of our country.
Orthodoxy in that sense means soundness
and wholesomeness. Honesty, obedience to
one's parents, respect for the laws of the
land, opposition to violence,-these are all
orthodoxy. Should a teacher be allowed to
teach that thievery is desirable, that treachery to one's parents is laudable, and that the
overthrow of the government by force and
violence is necessary? What reason can support the striking down of laws enacted by the
Legislature to protect children from Communism, when our soldiers in Vietnam are
fighting to protect those same children from
Communist enslavement?
How can anyone argue that a Communist
has the right to advocate the destruction of
our Government by bombs, steel and fire
when all of America's might, wealth, re~
sources and blood are today committed to
protecting ourselves--our very lives, to say
nothing of our dignity and right to worship
God-from Communist annihilation. Most
of the calami ties of the world and mankind
slnce the end of World Wax I have been due
to Communists. There would have been no
World War II if Communist Russia had not
allled itself with Nazi Germany to destroy
Poland, and thus break open the dikes of unrestrained, sanguinary war.
Those who argue that a Communist has
the right in a schoolroom to advocate the
Communist doctrine of violence should reflect on the following incontrovertible bloodfreezing realities:
President John F. Kennedy was killed by
a Communist who learned how to kill in a
Communist school in a Communist country;
The 6,664 Americans killed in Vietnam
were shot with Communist bullets;
The 37,738 Americans wounded in Vietnam have been mangled by Communist bullets, grenade al'l.d bayonet;
The 33,629 Americans killed in Korea were
done to death by Communist violence,
which, according to the Keyishian decision,
may be advocated in a schoolroom stopping
short only of the advocate exploding bombs
in the classroom.
The American people today are being bled
in taxes because of the necessity to fight
Communism-a bleeding, we are willing to
undergo so long as we have the right to live
as free men.
Were it not for Communism and Communists, the world would be a rose garden
breathing the fragrance . of peace, prosperity
and happiness for all peoples, because God
has provided enough for His children.
In Vietnam we are fighting on the basis
that the more Communists are put out of
action, the better chance we will have to
attain peace and to live in that rose garden.
It is somewhat illogical, therefore, to say
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the least, that while we are pouring money
and blood to reduce the number of Communists, school teachers may be allowed to

teach a hate program that will make more
Communists.
The Keyishian decision is one that needs
to be changed by constitutional amendment,
just as the Dred Scott decision was changed
by constitutional amendments. I, therefore,
recommend to the Veterans of Foreign Wars
of the United States that it sponsor and
actively support an amendment to the Constitution of the United States, reading:
"Nothing in the Constitution shall abridge
the right of the States to determine the
qualifications of persons teaching in educational institutions within the borders of
the respective States."
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Mr. CAREY. Mr. Speaker, Max Blustein, a 76-year-old New Yorker forced
into retirement by heart trouble 12 years
ago, knows the war on poverty is not
being lost. That is because he is helping
to win it. Max Blustein, who was born
in Russia and got his high school diploma
at the age of 69 from P.S. 139, is working
5 afternoons a week as a "foster grandparent" to a little boy named Joseph in
New York's foundling hospital. And Max
Blustein is the subject of an excellent report on the foster grandparents program
by Edward Sullivan, which appeared in
the December edition of The Sign, a national Catholic magazine.
Mr. Speaker, the foster grandparents
program is another achievement of community action in the war on poverty.
And with the support of Congress, its
tremendous promise can continue to
grow. As Mr. Sullivan says:
The Office of Economic Opportunity hopes
the grandparents' project will demonstrate
that low-income senior Americans can be a
major new resource of responsible workers
for communities and social agencies. They
are already being used to assist foster
mothers (San Francisco), help teachers (Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.), penetrate language barriers (San Antonio, Tex.), bring Operation
Headstart preschooling into the homes of
disturbed children (Charleston, S.C.) and
teach youngsters falling between foster
homes about adult relationships (Akron,
Ohio).
'

Mr. Speaker, like hundreds of other
foster grandparents in 35 communities
across the country, Max Blustein has
enlisted in the war on poverty at $1.25
an hour, and he is claiming victory. In
a letter to President Johnson, Max called
foster grandparents "the. best idea you
ever had."
Mr. Speaker, I include Mr. Sullivan's
fine article, entitled "Brighter Life at
Both Ends," at this point in the RECORD:
BRIGHTER

LIFE

AT BOTH

ENDS

Don't get tlie idea that Max Blustein is
an old codger. At seventy-six, he still lets o1f
more warmth and light than, say, any twelve
sloe-eyed teen-agers raised on television and.
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pizza. The trouble is that when pious allusion is made to senior citizens, it stm evokes
an image of shabby, checker-playing, tobaccospilling old gaffers or doddering old ladies.
But as science and improved sanitation have
extended life, they have also extended vitalIty, and Grandpa Max, for one, is drawing
the extra dividends. "Don't feel sorry for
me," Max keeps saying. "I'm not lonely. I
am happily married to the best wife in the
world. I've got friends, and I enjoy myself-except, well, most of the time, anyway."
He means he likes to feel, well, useful. As
long as the tobacco-spilllng image continues
to libel twenty milllon Americans, they are
going to be sequestered in third-rate jobs.
Golden Age Clubs, out of harm's way, out of
sight. It's a waste. In energy alone, they
signify more avallable man-days than were
needed to win World War II. What's more,
here are twenty million peopie who have already proved the answers to simple questions
that baffi.e most of us every living day. And
they are predictable. They are no longer on
the make.
Take Max. Washed out of the New York
laundry business in 1955 by a heart attack,
he flapped around on the beach for a while
but then swam off in new directions.
First, he thought about his wife. (He's
still ln love.) "If I'm retired, she should be,
too. So I share her housework. It's only
fair, right?"
Then he went to school, for the first time
in his life. There were no schools for poor
lads like him in Russia, where he was born.
At sixty-nine, he received his diploma from
P.S. 139.
Then he tried the Golden Age Clubs around
Rego Park, where he lives. "They're a very
good thing, really. I like to make friends."
And there's his own family-five grandchildren. As a grandfather, he never thought
he'd turn professional, but there's enough of
Max to spill over.
One day he saw something in the paper
about President Johnson's "foster grandparents program:• That's all it said. Max
wanted to know more. He believes in going
to the top. He WI'ote to President Johnson.
The White House promptly replied: The
President appreciates your interest and suggests you contact Catholic Charities, NeVI
York, et cetera. Nowadays, five afternoons
a week, Mix is "Grandpa" to Joseph, a handsome, two-year-old boy, currently resident in
the New York Foundling Hospital, which is
not really a hospital but a child shelter.
Like 77,000 other institutionalized American
children, Joseph needs extra Visitors, extra
attention, extra T.L.C. The Great Society is
now subsidizing it, at $1.25 an hour.
With chubby little fist in hancf, Max is today exploring parks, riding buses, picnicking, visiting stores and museums, playing
games, bird-watching, spinning yarns, destroying ice cream sundaes, answering Joseph's first m1111on questions-and getting
paid for it. A dollar and a quarter ·doesn't
sound like much, but think of the fringe
benefits: to plant ever-blooming perennials
in the garden of childhood, the glad-tobe-ali>e feeling of being useful again, and
enough laughter per week to make an old
man's eyes water.
More about Max later, but suffice it for now
that foster grandparents are not lonely, old
fogies necessarily reaching out for children
from their own insufficiency, nor are fostet
grandchildren wallowing in neglect. It's a
free exchange of gifts. It is being introduced in those institutions where alert staffs
are doing everything they can in the human
dimension and want to do more. They need
help.
Max Blustein is one of thousands of senior
Americans--not necessarily grandparents
themselves-mustered for foster-grandparent
duty in the War on Poverty. There are many

kinds of poverty. There is the poverty of the
disconnected ch11d-not visited enough, innocent of the outside world in the important
learning years, some days so aching to belong to someone that it hurts. There is also
the poverty of old age in a youth-or.lented
society-families grown away, declining
health, loneliness, really material poverty as
savings and social-security checks are
watered down With the ever-shrinking dollar. Most of all, there's the by-passed,
vacated feeling of not being a useful part of
the world you helped make. Yet, both the
very young and the very old have a need to,
well, function in their respective roles. The
foster-grandparents scheme helps them interact upon each other. Wrote Grandpa
Max in a follow-up letter to the President:
"It's the best idea you ever had."
They are not nurses' aides or baby-sitters.
They are full-fledged grandparents. What's
that? Well, a grandparent is the kind of
parent that always has time for a child,
reacts with equanimity, confidently answers
any question, and introduces the very young
to qualities like wonderment, silence, and
wisdom. That's why they're called grand.
In the postwar fragmentation of fru;nlly
patterns in favor of the small connubial
unit, millions of American youngsters are
growing up without any d_omestic experience
of fully bloomed maturity. Sixty youngsters
at New York Foundling, and thousands elsewhere, are luckier than legions of suburban
kids: they are guaranteed pre-selected,
Grade A grandparents-who actually chose
to be their grandparents.
"I asked for a ball-player," says Kurt
Scheunert, a walter in the better New York
restaurants twenty-seven years, before he
retired. "Of course, Carl wasn't much of a
ball-player at two-and-a-half, but," he
Winked, "now, at three, he's beginning to
bat and throw a little."
Carl is also learning table manners, selfreliance, mutual trust, and friendship. Kurt
Scheunert, passing seventy, married and with
no grandchildren, lives in an upper East Side
settlement reserved to seniors. Every afternoon, he swings off the Second Avenue bus
for grandpa duty at Foundling with a new
spring in his step. "I feel like I'm getting
healthier every day."
Said a foster-granny: "Now I have something to get up for in the morning. The
sweetest sound I hear every day is my alarm
clock."
No one under sixty need apply. Applicants
must also come from the lowest third of
aging America's income scale-under $3,000
for a family, $1,800 for an individual. They
are screened, medically examined, and
trained for two weeks. Said a supervisor:
"One of the most striking things about the
grandparents is their on-time dependablllty."
They also report daily on what they did with
each child: talking together, ~ames, music,
outings, refreshments, walking, reading, et
cetera. How did the child react, the mimeographed form wants. to know. Happy? Active? Quiet? Typically, the file at New
York Foundling contains Max's report that
Joseph one day "woke up a bit restless, but
we had a great time, and I'm afraid he cried
when I went home."
The Office of Economic Opportunity hopes
the grandparents' project "Will demonstrate
that low-income senior Americans can be a
major new resource of responsible workers
for communities and social agencies." They
are already being used to assist foster
mothers (San Francisco), help teachers (Fort
Lauderdale, Florida), penetrate language
barriers (San Antonio, Texas), bring Operation Head Start preschooling into the homes
of disturbed children (Charleston, South
Carolina), and teach youngsters faillng between foster homes about adult relationships (Akron, Ohio). In hospitals and childcare centers around the country, children
who used to cringe in corners, insist on being
canied everywhere, or surrender to tantrums
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are now discovering that childhood is supposed to be fund. A hospital for tubercular
children reports children trying harder to
recover, and it hopes to cut convalescences in
half. In Cincinnati, a brain-damaged girl
who could not move at all now turns her
head toward the voice of her foster grandma-and smiles.
And of course, in Tampa, Florida, a seventy-seven-year-6ld foster grandfather married a foster grandmother.
In the very big cities, with their reservoirs
of old folks, foster-grandparent rosters are
easily filled. One hundred and twenty qualified applicants are on a waiting list to fill
openings in the 114 aslgnments allowed New
York Catholic Charities, though the same
agency sorely needs grandparent applicants
for Cardinal McCluskey Home in less urban
White Plains.
The majority of foster grandparents are
female, a condition the OEO would like to
bring into better "balance: "Some identification of the child with men is particularly
important to young children who, in institutional life, are often surrounded by
women."
"When I first met Joseph," recalls Max, "of
course he shied away from me. I think I
would, too. But a lollipop sweetened him
up. Now, it's •m, Grandpa,' all the time.
"I brought him to the zoo, and everything
to him was a horse. Now he also knows the
difference between 'boy,' 'girl,' 'man,' and
'lady.' So we walk down the street, and he
says •m, lady,' 'Hi, man.' He's a. good boy,
my Joseph.''
Boys and girls at the 312-child Foundling
(they're all under six) all share some of the
by-products of the foster-gra.mps relationship, but they understand that it is a one-toone arrangement.
"Why can't I have a grandpa, too?'' a child
Will sometimes ask Max.
"Because you hav~ a. family that visits you
frequently," he explains.
"Oh," they -say, with tiny little oh's.
Max recalls that when he first reported
for gramps duty, about six months ago, he
was advised to steer clear of a little girl With
an intense fear of men. Any man. Max
understood and went about his business,
glancing in her direction once in a while.
Sometimes he noticed that when he was
gamboling with other youngsters, she would
glance at him, too--but then turn away.
Then one day, she screamed. A windowwasher had suddenly appeared at her window, inadvertently startling her. Wailing
and sobbing, she dashed into Max's arms.
He took over from there.
"You know, I keep thinking: wasn't it e.
great thing that somebody was there at that
exact instant to reassure her?"

City-Suburb Cooperation ··
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FLORENCE P. DWYER
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mrs, DWYER. Mr. Speaker, I should
like to call to the attention of Members
of the House a very interesting example
of oooperative action among local leaders in Kansas City, Mo., and the neighboring communities in the metropolitan
area.
The Committee for Area Legislative
Cooperation for the Counties of Cass.
Platte, Clay, and Jackson has submitted
to the Missouri General Assembly a
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seven-point proposed area legislative
program, representing legislative needs
of the highest priority.
The program was widely endorsed by
officials of government, labor, business,
professional, and community organizations throughout the four-county area.
The proposals deal with a wide range of
subjects including hospital and medical
care for indigents, higher education and
medical school branch, an expanded
State highway planr home rule for local
government, increased aid to schools,
law enforcement, and revaluation of real
Property. Substantial background information was presented for each of the
recommendations in the 72-page report.
This example of concerted action re:flects a collaborative spirit that can lead
to other practical methods for areawide
cooperation, such as those proposed by
the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, of which I am a
member.
The example set by leaders in the
four-county Kansas City area is particularly encouraging at this time when
we are so much concerned with the resolution of differences between the central
city and the suburbs ill metropolitan
areas. Much is now being said about
strengthening local governments and
strengthening the States role in urban
affairs, but one obstacle to effective State
legislative action has been the failure of
the central city, and the suburban areas
to reach agreement on important issues
before submitting proposals to the State
legislature.
Hopefully, we shall see more instances
o! interlocal agreement on State legislative priorities. I am sure there are
some good examples in other areas.

Speech of John C. Dotson, W~nner of
VFW's Voice of Democracy Contest in
Tennessee
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES H. (JIMMY) QUILLEN
OF TENNESSEE
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ltionday, February 20, 1967

Mr. Qun..LEN. Mr. Speaker, it gives
great pleasure to insert at this point
1n the REcoRD the speech by John C.
Dotson of my hometown of Kingsport,
Tenn., which won the Tennessee competition for the VFW's Voice of Democracy
contest.
This is the second straight year that
a Young man from Kingsport has won the
COntest in Tennessee·, and I wish John
the success that David Russ had last
Year-the national championship.

me

DEMoCRACY: WHAT IT MEANs ro ME
(By John C. Dotson)
Throughout the world are the peaceful,
tranquil cemeteries--cemeteries that a.re the
final resting place of millions who fought and
died for democracy. Their guns a.re silent
now, their battles done. They paid the full
Price for our democratic way of life.
Life. What is it about? Throughout our
lives most o! us are in a struggle. Some are
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much more aware of this than others. The lisher of the Parsons Sun and another
most basic, apparent drive is survival. Above of our prominent citizens and journalists
all else we seek to 11 ve. But most o! us who delivered .the following address
pursue higher goals than just self-preservation. To live life as each of us decides we February 10 at Kansas University in
should-to find happiness-is our fondest Lawrence. The occasion was noteworthy
as Mrs. Boyd celebrated her 90th birthwish.
Democracy-the principle of equal rights day and received the William Allen
and opportuni-ty-is the greatest system of White Foundation's award for journalgovernment under which we are assured life, . istic merit. I commend this well-deliberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Any- served t1ibute to the attention of my colone with any effort can survive. But greater leagues:
than this, democracy allows us to attain
This is the day and this is the occasion
those things beyond basic necessity. Each
man in this society is limited in his accomp- when we gather to honor a Kansas editor
lishments only by the extent of his deter- in the name of William Allen White, the
mination, his innate ability, and his desire most famous Kansas editor of. all and a.
to improve himself. To the industrious and legendary figure for eternity in journalism
to those with a strong spirit of will, the at home and around the world.
This is a special day and a special ocpossibilities are practically unlimited.
Democracy is the grandest heritage of all. casion in this series of annual eventcBut what many, tragically many persons are coming just one yea.r short of the lOOth
ignoring today is their obligation to democ- anniversary of Mr. White's birth.
On this day we will honor a newspaper
racy-its demand for compensating responsibility. It has been said that the gallant personage who was a contemporary of Mr.
words of Patrick Henry, "Give me liberty or White, who is only nine years younger and
give me death!" have been reduced to "Give is the first of her sex to receive the Wilme liberty," and altered further to say simply, liam Allen White Foundation's Award for
Journalistic Merit.
"Give me." But it must be remembered that
HONOR MRS. BOYD
in exchange for the rights of democracy we
must return sensible use Of its fredom. One
This would have to be Mrs. Frank W.
of the greatest threats to our democratic Boyd of Mankato and northwest Kansas.
system today is the lack of respect for the Mamie Boyd, that's who. No one else.
law. Laws, which are actually the foundaYour humble speaker approaches this task
tion of our government, must be obeyed. gingerly with the gnawing knowledge that
If we do not like a law we should work for
whatever he says about this remarkable womits repeal through the elective process and an, two or three times as much must be
not disobey, covering with the euphemism- omitted because of · the schedule imposed
civil disobedience. Also we are coerced to upon us by the day's events.
use our right to vote. This right is the greatFor what other Kansas journalist's life
est privilege of all. It allows us to rule our- spans the lengthening years from Jim Lane
selves. We have a great responsibility too, to Jim Ryun, from Carry Nation to Debbie
to impress upon those around us the marvel- Bryant? .
ous freedoms of democracy. Its rights of
For what other Kansan has led such ~ a
religion, of speech, of assembly, and the pre- satisfying life for so long and still, at the
cious rights of privacy and individualism. age of 90, is as busy as ever and writing
And finally, the greatest responsibility of all. wistfully of the days when she will grow
We should be willing to pay the tull price for older?
And surely no other practicing journalour freedom and the freedom of others.
Around the world the guns of our fathers ist in this state has functioned !rom the days
and grand!athers are silent, and the old of the Washington hand press and handset
enemy is gone. But today, there a.re new type through other methods o! production
enemies. Am. I willing to die to save de- to the offset process that is coming into vogue
today.
mocracy? Are you?
None but Mamie Boyd, and here we n.re
Democracy to me means the freedom to
survive and to seek higher goals with equal gathered to pay tribute to her, inadequate
rights, opportunity, and hope. But democ- though that tribute may be.
racy, to allow its very existence, carries with
ONLY ONE LIKE HER
it an obligation from me. To me, it- means
There is only one Mamie Boyd in all of the
that as willingly as I accept its freedom, I
broad sweep of our beloved state. Only one,
must hold its principles high and uncompro- with her unfailing kindness, her un1lagging
misingly fight for this indeed perishable energy, her devotion to ·high principle, her
herftage.
deep philosophy that has guided. her and
her brood safely through trial and tribulation, her sparkle that delights friends and
those who are strangers but briefly in her
Tribute to Mrs. Frank W. Boyd
presence.
All of this, and still a working newspaperwoman at the age of 90 contributing two
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
columns a week to a Boyd paper, the Jewell
OF
County Record in Mankato.
To begin at the beginning in this study
of perpetual motion, accelerated rather than
OF KANSAS
slowed by passing years, time flashes back
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
to Friday, December 13--of all days--1876.
On a farm nea.r Humboldt, on the fringes of
Tuesday, February ·21, 1967
the Kansas Balkans, Mamie Alexander was
Mr. SKUBITZ. Mr. Speaker, it gives born and she has been making light ever
me great pleasure to join all Kansans in since of the ill omens associated with Friday
paying tribute to Mrs. Frank W. Boyd, the 13th.
She was one of a family of 12 children.
who has brought honor to our State and
to the profession of journalism through There were 10 daughters and two sons. Her
her warmth, exceptional talent, and her father, Joseph McDill Alexander, moved his
to Welda, in Anderson County, a few
outstanding dedication to civic respon- family
years later. He was to serve two terms in
sibility. Her efforts are deeply embedded the
Kansas House of Representatives, inciin the history of our State and her dentally, as a Populist in the tumultous
achievements cause us to swell with political days of the 1890's.

HON. JOE SKUBITZ

prtde.
The following tribute was paid to Mrs.
Frank Boyd by Mr. Clyde M. Reed, pub-

ENROLLED

~

COLLEGE

After working her way through Garnett
High School, her thirst for knowledge was
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only heightened. Family finances did not
match her dream a.nd other measures were
necessary. Whereupon Mamie Alexander
sold her two-year-old heifer for the then
munificent sum of $17.50 and was off to
Manhattan and Kansas State College, set
for a year's schoollng in an era when inflation and Ronald Reagan had not yet left
their marks upon higher education.
Her wardrobe consisted of what she called
one good dress, and two calico numbers for
work. Calico she needed for work, too, since
one of her jobs in college was with a haying
outfit that paid her 25 cents a day.
Through her father's influence--he being
the associate editor of a county seat newspaper-Mamie Alexander got a job in the
college printing omce for the next school
year. This work brought her 10 cents an
hour and more importantly, lEd. to a romance with Frank W. Boyd, also working
as a student printer for the same princely
wage.
_
Mamie and Frank were engaged to be
married by the time of graduation from
Kansas State in 1Q02. He went to Ph1111psburg as editor of the Phill1ps County Post
for $5 a week. She remained in Manhattan
as a teaching a..ssistant to do postgraduate
work.
Misfortune then overtook her. Consumption struck, a.nd doctors directed a change
of climate. Colorado was the place, they
said, and off to Colorado went Mamie Alexander. Life was lonely 1n strange surroundings for the stricken Kansas girl, and was
made bearable only because Frank Boyd had
a railroad pasS, as did all newspaper editors
in that day, and was able to visit her on
weekends after an overnight ride on the
Rook Island from Phillipsburg.
Ten months in Colorado brought no improvement. Rather her condition worsened.
PROMISED A CURl:

"Western Kansas is better for T.B. than
Colorado," her betrothed kept telling her.
"You come home, we will get married and I
will cure you 1n western Kansas."
Marriage followed on August 15, 1905, and
the Boyd newspaper legend began to take
root in northwest Kansas. She gathered the
news and Frank picked up the ads and put
out the paper.
Eighteen months later, the pure, bracing
air of this _u nspo1led commonwealth had indeed cured her illness. Her lungs were
healed, and the Boyds looked forward to raising a. family.
"I left the oft:lce at 6 p.m. one evening,"
she has written, "and at 6 a.m. the next
morning our eldest son McDill was born."
He was to learn the business early. His
mother bundled him into a baby buggy and
pushed lt along on her news-gathering
rounds. "I locked the buggy and let the
Wind rock McDill while I went in and got
the news."
McDill Boyd soon had a. type case of his
own, and with a. stick on his lap learned th_!!
ways of Gutenberg. Six years later the second son, Frank W. Boyd, Jr., came along
and "the Boyd Family of Newspaper Folks
was complete."
HAD FOUR PAPERS

The pattern of newspaper life 1n Phillipsburg was the familiar story of county seat
journalism in the early days. Phillipsburg
could boast of four newspapers. The Boyds
purchased the Post for $5,000 soon after McDill Boyd's arrival, through negotiation of a.
note at the bank. Cash and credit transactions were supplemented by trading subscriptions and advertising for butter, eggs,
smoked ham, buttermilk and what Mamie
Boyd labels as "garden sass." Stomachs
were kept full even 1f the baiik account was
anemic. Mamie Boyd remembers them as
glorious days-because we were "so happy
and so poor."
Death took Frank Boyd Sr. in 1947, but
the Boyd family newspaper enterprises, well

grm.mded by his thorough training, continued to prosper. The two sons, McD111 a.nd
Frank Jr.-better known as Huck and Buscarried on the business with their mother,
and indeed have expanded it.
OPERATE SIX WEEKLIES

While not acquiring newspapers at quite
the rate of Lord Thomson, the Boyds today
own and operate six northwest Kansas
weekly newspapers-all of them flourishing
as sturdy products of this state's journalism.
The Boyd empire consists of the Phillips
County Review at Phillipsburg, the Jewell
County Record at Mankato, the Hill City
Times, the Burr Oak Herald, the Jewell Republican and the Ellsworth Reporter.
Three third generation Boyds are now active in the business-two sons and a daughter of Bus- Boyd-and the Boyd tradition is
destined to continue many years.
Meanwhile, for 65 years, Mamie Boyd has
had a hand in practically everything that
has gone on in Kansas-a helpful and useful
hand. She is, in the truest sense, a Citizen
of Kansas--and Citizen is spelled with a
capital c.
She has been as busy in Kansas as in
Mankato and is known on Kansas Avenue in
Topeka or Douglas Avenue in Wichita as on
Main Street in Mankato.
WON MANY H(>NORS

Honors have poured in on her with the
gentle yet continuing force of a spring
breeze. She has been cited in Kansas and
from one end of this country to the other.
She has one of three gold medalllons for 50
years of service in journalism a warded by
Theta Sigma Phi, national journalistic sorority. She holds the McKinney Award, the only
one of its kind, given by the National Newspaper Association in 1966, to "a newspaper
editor and publisher who long has served
her community and state with distinction."
She was the first to receive the distinguished
service award in journalism at Kansas State
University where, incidentally, she was the
first woman to be president of its alumni association and a dormitory was dedicated in
her name on January 14, 1961. Only two
weeks ago the Native Sons and Daughters
of Kansas gave her an engraved sliver tray
for 50 years of service to an organization of
which she iS a founder.
Mamie Boyd was an organizer and is now
honorary president for life of the Kansas
Press Women and in 1966 was elected honorary president of the Kansas Press Association, perhaps the first such officer it ever
had and possibly its last.
Her activities are like those items in a.
sale b111-far too numerous to list in full
here. Suft:lce to say, they cover the whole
broad spectrum of community, state and national interests.
NAMED TO STATE BOARDS

Not the least of Mamie Boyds' distinctions
is that she has received appointments from
five different Kansas governors. Governor
Landon named her to the Kansas State Park
Board, Ratner to the State Textbook Commission, Carlson to the State Advisory Commission on Institutional Management, Arn
reappointed her to that commission and
Avery selected her as a member of the Committee on Status of Women.
Possibly no other Kansan ever has served
under five different governors, but then as
was said before, there has never been another
Kansan like Mamie Boyd.
For years, even when tiihe would have
sidelined many others, Mamie Boyd continued to log thousands of miles annually in
driving herself about the state. Only when
she has reached 87 were members of the
family successful in persuading her to give
up solo cross-country trips, convincing her
that no person of her age should risk getting
mired in a Kansas snowdrift. But she still
drives her own car in Mankato.
No accounting of Mamie Boyd's life would
be complete without reference to her knit-
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tlng, because seldom Is she seen without
needles and a ball of yarn in her hands.
She orga.ni2ed a Phillips County Red Cross
knitting class in World War I and conservative reckoning is that if all the yam she has
knitted since then were tied end to end it
would reach to the moon and back with
enough left over to tle into single wraps all
of the Boyd papers that have ever been
printed.
Out at Manhattan, where she sits on the
front row at Kansas State basketball games,
they say she never misses a purl even when
errant warriors of the court happen to fall
into her lap.
For the mere youngsters in this assemblage, those anywhere from 70 years of age
on down, the recipe of Mamie Boyd's blooming longevity happily is no secret. It is
available to all with her blessing.
HAS SIMPLE FORMULA

That formula is simply stated in these
words: "When I work, I work hard: when I
sit down to relax, I sit down easy, and when
I worry, I go to sleep."
Few have said it better.
"It is magnificent to grow old if we keep
young in spirit," Mamie Boyd wrote recently
in the Jewell County Record. (As an aside,
she maintains three annual scholarships for
young women studying journalism at Kansas
State, K.U. and Wichita State, one important
means of attaining that end).
"Time has stolen roses from my cheeks,
turned my hair to silver, taken some of the
sparkle from my eyes," she said in a. touching column written on her 90th birthday.
"But time," she went on, "is my ally.
"I am in perfect health, no aches or pains.
I extract my vitamins from Kansas sunshine
and wholesome food • . •
"I awake each morning after eight hours
of dreamless sleep and find myself in possession of a new day-new worlds to conquer,
new adventures.
"God willtng, I will continue to read, exchange my thoughts with my friends; watch
the mental and emotional antics of my fellow men: see the beauty of the clouds, the
leaf, the landscape and the crops; marvel at
the stars on a clear night; 90ntinue to work
as my strength will permit and thank God.
who made and loves us all, for the privilege."
Here, dear friends, is a human being of
great depth, for how many could have written as did she, on that same 90th birthday,
these poignant paragraphs:
"I have had the love a.nd understanding
of my sons and their families, and many
good friends. They have cushioned my loneliness. They have eased my heart-hurt and
lightened my sorrow .•. I have strength
to face life alone.
"For a time I wanted to go with my family
everywhere they went--perhaps hoping to
suck the vigor of youth from their vitality.
It can't be done.
LIKE TO BE NEEDED

"Gradually it dawned on me that my sons
and their families had to lead their own lives,
that their families were complete without
me. Yes, I know I was always wanted but
not needed. There is such a difference . . .
Women like to be needed. I have accepted
the fact that my children's lives, like an
everwidening stream, have left the narrow
cove of mine behind . • .
"I have overcome the feeling of not being
needed, having shaken it off like a discarded
garment. I have lost myself in my work and
my memories. It has been said: 'God gave
us memory so we could have roses in Decem·
ber.' I have great arm loads of roses, and I
clutch them tight when loneliness threat•

ens ••."

Who could have said that but Mamie Boyd,
a most extraordinary woman of Kansas who
at the age of 90 and still going strong receives the 1966 Award for Journalistic Merit
from the WilUam Allen White FoULdation,
the highest honor this orga.n1zatlon can be·
stow upon a journalist of its state.
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War on Poverty
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, January 23, 1967

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Speaker, unfortunately we sometimes tend to stereotype the war on poverty and assume that
its benefits are limited to certain groups
or certain areas. Nothing could be
further from the truth. The war on
Poverty benefits the poor-all the poorand helps them to help themselves.
An excellent example of what I mean
Was described by Margaret Anderson in
an article appearing in the Chicago
Heights Star, on November 24. Miss
Anderson's article was entitled "Bulging
Classes Reflect Eagerness of Migrants,"
and it told how the war on poverty is
bringing new opportunity and new stature to the migrant workers who are
seasonally employed in suburban Cook
County.
Mr. Speaker, Miss Anderson shows that
the war on poverty is being won among
a decidedly disadvantaged but frequently
forgotten group of Americans, and I ask
to include her article at this point in the
RECORD:

(From
BULGING

the

Chicago Heights
Nov. 24, 1966]

CLASSES REFLECT
MIGRANTS

(Ill.)

Star,

EAGERNESS

OF

(By Margaret Anderson)
A new educational program by the Illinois
lllgran t council is providing a glimmer of
hope for migrant workers who would like the
stability of remaining in the same spot and
1n the same job for an extended period o!
time.
The program, designed basically to teach
language skills, started September 26 with
&.bout 40 students. But since that time, the
number of students has swelled to about 137
and the location has had to be changed three
times to accommodate the increased enrolltnent.
Students attend classes four hours a night,
five nights a week and the program's head
teacher, Mrs. Chloe White, said the students,
'.lrtthout exception, have been "not just~
ing but eager to participate."
"They're just marvelous people--their
Whole disposition is fun," Mrs. White said.
"They are a joy to be with.
"One thing I love about them is that they
are very industrious people-they are inter~
ested in paying their own way and want to
COntribute," she added.
"Since I've been teaching-and I haven't
tnis.sed a night yet-I've received a sack of
cabbages, some tomatoes, squash, a plate of
tacos, and a 38-pound pumpkin," she said.
"My husband carved it-it was huge-and
We used it for a party after school.
"The students range in age from 16 to 70
and they rarely miss a class," Mrs. White
said. "In fact, I sometimes can't even get
them to take a break."
The six night classes are being held at the
Unitarian-Universalist Community church
1n Chicago Heights. These classes, broken
into varying language abilities, are held
from 5 to 9:45 p.m. with a 15-minute break.
Two daytime classes are held at St. Paul
Catholic church, 25th and Butler, in Chicago
lieights.
Some o! the students qualify for a small
Stipend which is paid migrant workers !or
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attending suoh a sohool. Many also hold Franklin's in the south suburbs and a second
outside job&-some for as long as 12 houn area office in the northwest suburbs. Funds a day.
·
come directly to the council from the OEO
"OVer haJf ·o! the students a.re American in Washington.
citizens-many o! whom were born and
"I believe this is partially responsible for
raised in Texas," Mrs. White said. "Yet, I the progra.m.'s success," Franklin said. "We
don't have one who has an eighth grade ed.u- have no delay in implementing our ideas.
cation and some have never been to school We have had to more or-less play it by ear
at all.
and change things to best suit the needs of
"They have all paid taxes--but they the students. We have been able to do this
haven't had the basic benefits of being citi- within certain guidelines.
zens,-t' she said.
"Another reason for the program's success
George Franklin, area co-ordinator for the is the staff-the administration has done a
program, said the classes are funded directly very good job in the field of recruiting,"
from the omce o! Economic Opportunity in Franklin said.
Washington and are supervised by the llliMrs. White agrees that the teaching staff
nois Migrant council.
is unusually talented and enthusiastic.
"The classes started September 26 in an There are eight regular teachers, some of
upstairs room of st. Paul's church and at whom work part-time in the six classes.
that time we expected an enrollment of be- There also is a substitute teacher who works
tween 20 to 30 people," Franklin said. "But , when called.
4.0 people showed up the first night and by
The regular teachers are Julian Jimenez of
the end of the week about 75 had turned up. Chicago Miss Marilyn Salzman of Chicago,
"We then started looking for additional William' McCarthy ot Oak Lawn, Mrs. Judy
space, which we were able to find at Sunny- swanson of Lan.Bing. Pedro Luna of Park
brook elementary school on Glenwood-Lana- Forest Boyd Tolbert of Park Forest, Leonard
ing road." he added. 'We had four classrooms Butler' of Blue Island and Miss Marcia Diaz
there and this gave us breathing space for of Chicago.
a while.
Abel Govea of Country Club Hills is the
"Then, because of an enrollment increase substitute teacher.
and because of the distance between the two
school sites, the group had to find another
location, " he said. "At this point the Unitarian church offered its building as 15th and
In Memoriam: Dr. Bernard B. Fall \~
Scott and this provided space for all six
night classes."
Last week day classes were started at St.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS .:·
Paul for persons who work at night and would
.
OF
like to learn English during the day.
The program is broken into three areas-language arts, pre-vocational training and
community living.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES j
The language arts phase includes basic
:.:j
reading and writing skills needed to move
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into any labor market.
The pre-vocational training gives students
Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, the
an indication of what kinds of jobs are death of Dr. Bernard B. Fall in Vietnam
available, and what preparation is needed on February 21 was a tragic loss, not only
for employment as well as how to get a job. for his immediate family but for the
The community living phase of the study
is needed because the students' background is many who respected him as a distinmostly rural and they frequently lack an guished young author and scholar.
Dr. Fall was one of those rare individunderstanding of life in an urban community. This part of the curriculum tells what uals blessed with the ability to keep in
contributions the commun.tty can make to- sharp mental focus both the abstract and
ward the students and vice versa.
conceptual aspects of events and their
"We are not pushing nor forcing people to particularistic, human elements. For him
leave the agricultural fields," Franklin said.
"We offer basic adult education along with the transition from the campus to the
pre-vocational and community living so that battlefield was one relished and easily
a person who is-unfamiliar with other types made. He was equally at home in the
of work can make a choice of t~taying with the company of scholars and with our GI's
in the field.
migrant stream or leaving it.
"We give people an opportunity to choose
His death during a military operation
by increasing their knowledge," he added. north of Hue is indicative of his strong
''For many it has opened avenues that weren't conviction that in order to know what is
seen before-the possibility, for example, of happening one must be on the scene, exsettling into a · metropolitan area and having
to make a commitment to stay for a period of periencing events as the participants are
experiencing them.
time.
Although I often did not agree with
"For many it has offered the possibility of
getting a job outside the migrant a.rellr--8. Dr. Fall's assessment of the Vietnam sitjob which will have some stability and some uation, I respected his abilities as a
future in it.
writer and historian.
"For others, it offers the possibility of pickIn 1965 it was my privilege as chair·ing up educational skills which are missing
man of the Foreign Affairs Subcommitor deficient," he added.
"The program has extended a glimmer or tee on the Far East and Pacific to invite
hope for stability to its students," he said. Dr. Fall to testify on the Sino-Soviet
"This is something which quite possibly the conflict. Although he was given only
people had in them but a catalyst was needed short notice, he graciously agreed and
to bring it out."
gave a very interesting and informative·
Instructors include certified ·teachers and presentation.
other persons selected for bi-lingual ability
Later, when the hearings were revised
or for their interest or previous involvement
for my book, "Sino-Soviet Rivalry: Imwith agricultural workers.
Franklin said he feels the program's suc- plications for U.S. Policy," Dr. Fall again
cess is due partly to the fact that there is went to considerable time and trouble to
a minimum amount of red tape involved.
rewrite and update his statement. He
The Illinois Migrant council, the super- also was helpful in offering suggestions
vising agency, operates two area offices- for improving the format of the book.

.''l
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In order to acquaint my colleagues further with the life and works of Dr. Fall,
I am inserting at this point 1n the REcoRD
the story of his death and his obituary
as they appeared in the New York Times
of February 22:
BERNARD FALL KILLED IN VmTNAM BY A MINE
WHILE WITH MARINES
(By R. W. Apple, Jr.)
SAIGON, SoUTH VmTNAM, Feb. 21-Bernard
B. Fall, the writer and historian of the strife
tn Vietnam, was killed today by a Vietcong
mine while on patrol with American marines.
Dr. Fall, a 40-year-old professor of international relations at Howard University, in
Washington, had written seven books about
Vietnam. The most recent, "Hell in a Very
Small Place: The Siege of Dienbienphu," was
acclaimed by reviews when it was published
by Lippincott last month.
He had often written of the subtle iron1es
of the battle for Indochina and his death
conformed to the pattern he had discerned.
He was killed about 14 miles northwest of
Hue, along a desolate stretch of seacoast
known as "The Street Without Joy." He
bad chosen that phrase as the title of one
of his major books and had dedicated it to
''those who died there."
Capt. Henry C. Stackpole of Guilford,
Conn., an information officer at Danang, said
Dr. Fall dined with Lieut. Gen. Lewis W.
Walt, the Marine commander, on Friday.
Later, Captain Stackpole said, Dr. Fall asked
"where the action was."
- The captain told him of three Marine
Corps operations that were under way south
of Danang. Dr. Fall, as was his habit,
pressed for details, and Captain Stackpole
mentioned a fourth operation northwest of
Hue.
"Why, that's my area!" the scholar replied. "That's my home ground. I'll go
there."
A Marine photographer was also killed
When the mine went off, an American In1litary spokesman said. Two Marine combat
photographers were wounded by shrapnel
and evacuated.
FAMn.Y IN HONG KONG
The Vienna-born professor, who came to
Vietnam in December for research on yet
another book, was also contributing to
American and European periodicals during
h1s stay here. He had written a number of
articles for The New Republic in recent
weeks, as well as critiques for The New York
Review of Books.
He is survived by his wife, Dorothy, an
American citizen, who has been living in
Hong Kong, and two sons and a daughter.
A spokesman for the Un1ted States In1ssion said that it "deeply regretted the death
of this outstanding scholar of Vietnam."
Dr. Fall bad been criticlz~d by many officials as "an apologist for the French" and
as an exponent of a defeatist attitude toward American involvement here.
A well-built man of medium height, Dr.
Fall spoke with contempt of those who wrote
from the safety of the United States about
Vietnam and the men who are fighting here.
BOTH GENERALS AND G.I.'S
More than a year ago, during an earlier
visit, he accompanied members of the newly
arrived United States First Calvary Division
(Airmobile) on an operation in the Central
Highlands. When the troops arrived at a spot
be knew well, he gathered them around him
and recalled the destruction of French Mobile Group 100 in a battle there years before.
His books were on the shelves of senior
American officers and in the tents of a surprising number of G.I.'s.
This pleased Dr. Fall almost as much as the
increasing acclaim he had recently won, and
be made no effort to hide his delight. He
told a friend recently of having seen all of
his works lined up on the desk of a sen1or
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general, and, without pause, pulled from his He went to the United States for the first
briefcase copies of favorable reviews of his time in 1951 as a Fulbright scholar and
books.
earned a master's degree in political science
"My ambition," he said, "is to be the fore- from Syracuse University.
most military writer of my generation."
VISITED NORTH VIETNAM
The remark was typical, for Dr. Fall was
In 1953 be came to Indochina and accoma man of enormous enthusiasm as well as
powerful intellect. Confronted by a dinner panied French forces 1n the field, covering
party whose members seemed unaware of the areas north of Dienbienphu behind enemy
niceties of World War II, he would launch, lines. After earning his doctorate at Syrawithout embarrassment, into a penetrating cuse, he returned to Indochina and spent
and detailed analysis of, say, the Maginot several months in North Vietnam.
He won the George Polk Award for outLine.
Among Vietnam specialists he had a repu- standing interpretive reporting in 1966, and
tation for total recall. He could supply on a was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship to
moment's notice the precise order of battle help finance his trip to South Vietnam last
for both sides at Dienbienphu, North Viet- year and this.
Dr. Fall had retained his French citizennamese infiltration rates for the last two
years or the bomb tonnage dropped by United ship, but had recently told friends that he
intended
to apply for American papers as
States planes on North Vietnam in a given
soon as he returned to the United States.
week.
He cut a dashing figure, dressed in shorts He had hesitated to do so, he said, in the
and a sports shirt open to the middle of hope of gaining an entry visa for North Viethis chest and wearning specially tinted sun nam, but had been turned down repeatedly.
Dr. Fall was the ninth combat correspondg1asses. He had begun to grow a small goa tee.
IDs tools were a talent for languages and ent to die in Vietnam since the intervention
of
American ground forces here, and was
an ability t6 dig out telling detail. He spoke
French, English, Polish, Russian and German by far the best known. His death took place
and sometimes managed a few words of Viet- in circumstances strikingly similar to that
namese. He was conscious that his English of the noted photographer Robert Capa, who
was not as elegant as it might be, and he was killed by a land mine in the Central
spoke with admiration of Joseph Conrad, W:ho Highlands in 1953.
wrote English with facilitY' although Pollsh
FAVORITE OF DOVES AND HAWKS
was his mother tongue.
In the debate over American involvement
br. Fall maintained in the basement of his in Vietnam, few experts were so often quoted
Washington home an astonishingly extenapprovingly, and out of context, as was Bersive filing system on Southeast Asia.
He said he had conducted hundreds of nard B. Fall. Doves favoring a softer policy
interviews and read thousands of documents were pleased by his insistence that the war
to develop the vignettes with which he spiced was not the product of unilateral aggression
his account of Dienbien!)hu. In a typical by North Vietnam. They were appreciative
passage, he wrote of the last day of the 1954 when he asserted there had been blunders in
battle in terms of a rifleman who "wore an United States policy in Southeast Asia and
extensive bandage around his waist, leaving when he charged, as he did in the Feb. 9
a bloody print on the ground every time he New York Review of Books, that the United
States had a tendency to escalate just when·
shifted position."
Dr. Fall was skeptical in his attitude to- the·outlook for a solution seemed most hopeful
and that President Johnson had ignored
ward American participation in the war. He
felt that President Johnson had failed to peace cues from Hanoi.
Hawks favoring a firm.er policy were pleased
articulate his goals, and he wondered aloud
whether the United States would be willing by his view that the commitment of American combat forces to Vietnam was necessary
to persevere here.
In "Street Without Joy," he wrote of a to prevent the military collapse of the Saigon
Government.
French Operation launched against the
Mr. Fall was born in Vienna but spent his
Commun1st Vietminh on July 28, 1953. He
formative years in France. HE! fought with
considered it an instructive example. The the maquis, the French underground, against
French deployed 30 battalions against a
Vietminh regiment the 95th. They killed the German occupiers and was awarded &
medal by France after the Liberation.
more men than they lost, but they failed
Although he had been living in the Un1ted
to trap the enemy and they were eventually States since 1951, he retained his French citiforced to withdraw their troops to fight else- zenship. His French passport gave him more
where.
freedom of movement than an American passFAR GREATER FIREPOWER
port, and he was able to travel to Hanoi
Dr. Fall pointed out later that American long before any American correspondents did
troops were faced with similar problems. so.
But he also noted that the allies had far
A SENSE OF FOREBODING
greater firepower than the French. He agreed
No one could have made so many trips, siX,
with the thesis that the Vietcong could to the war zone without a sense of forebodnever win a purely m111tary victory.
ing. This he confided to his editor, Stewart
Sensitive to allegations that he had been Richardson of Doubleday, last November.
soured on Indochina by the experience of his "He had a premon1tion," Mr. Richardson said
countrymen, he wrote in his most recent yesterday. ''He felt that something might
book: "If the trite phrase 'telling the truth happen and he told me: 'My wife knows where
without fear or favor' has any meaning, it everything is.' "
can in all fairness be applied here."
He was under contract to do another book
The book suggested that the Un1ted States on Vietnam for Doubleday. He was also to
might have avoided its present travail if it send articles to The New York Review of
had acceded to a French request for air sup- Books and The New Republic.
port at Dienbienphu. He laid the blame for
A report that he had been engaged by the
the American refusal at the feet of President Rand Corporation to interview Vietcong
Johnson, who was then the minority leader prisoners and defectors and report on their
of the Senate.
attitudes was denied yesterday by an official
However, Dr. Fall savagely criticized the of Rand, a Santa Monica, Calif., nonprofit
French military and political authorities for organization that does research for the De~
their major policy decisions.
fense Department and other Government
His own career ga VEj him a backdrop against agencies.
which to evaluate t'he struggles for domiHis books and articles were storehouses ot
nance in Southeast Asia.
enduring information. Many an Am..erica.n
He served in the French Underground from officer got his first real appreciation of the
1942 to 1946 and worked as a research ana- agony of Vietnam by reading Mr. Pall'S
lyst for the Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal. "Street Without Joy: Indochina at War,"
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published in 1961. Mr. Fall's material was
mostly gathered first hand in 1953-54 when
he li't'ed ·in Hanoi and accompanied French
forces on combat operations.
Bernard Fall was born in Vienna Nov. 11,
1926, the son of Leon and Anne Seligman
Fall. He was a student for two years at the
University of Paris and later studied at the
University of Munich.

Vietnam and Glen Aubrey-"Something
That Just Has To Be Done"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOWARD W. ROBISON
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. ROBISON. Mr. Speaker, in December 1966, the New York Times published a front-page story of the impact
ot the conflict in Vietnam on a small
American community. Chosen as the
locale of the story was Glen Aubrey,

N.Y.

The community was chosen by writer
Murray Schumach for his story as the
result of a chance visit to the general
store there during last November's election campaign, when Mr. Schumach was
COvering Gov. Nelson Rockefeller. The
Writer became intrigued with the fact
that nearly an entire generation of the
community's young men had been
drained off by the manpower demands
of Vietnam and our other areas of comtnitment.
It was a good story, pointing up very
Well the deeply felt effect of the war, an
etrect heightened by the intimacy of a
small community where few are
strangers to others. Though the village is one I represent, it could have
been in scores of other areas of the count~. for the involvement, the compasston, the simple cou,rage and determination of the people is characteristic of the
best that is in the Amertcan people.
Yes, Glen Aubrey could be nearly any~~ere in America, but I am very proud it
IS m the area I represent.
.
I believe my colleagues will be interested in the article, which follows:
Is IN VIETNAM
(By Murray Schumach)
GLEN AUBREY, N.Y.-For this hamlet of less
than 250 persons the war in Vietnam is very
close and very big. Nearly every unmarried
male of draft age lias been drained from the
cluster of homes among these wooded hills,
Where the only shots are from the guns of
deer hunters.
On kitchen walls are marked maps of Vietnam. Women meet at one another's homes
to wrap packages for servicemen while their
hubands are in factories in Binghamton or
Ealdicott.
.
Gone are the young men who used to build
stock racing cars in Croft's garage; shoot
Pool at the Octagon Inn; guzzle soft drinks
at Holden's, where grocery and post office
huddle under the same small roof. Vietnam
is as pervasive as the mortgage or the leafless
trees.
Eighteen-year-old David Roy Lee, who had
Just passed . his physical, was restless and
empty-handed as he walked beside Route 26,
the only paved street here, some 20 miles
northwest of Binghamton.
UPSTATE HAMLET'S HEART
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"It don't bother me if they call me soon,"

he said, "I'd just as soon go. Everybody else
is in. I can't see holding myself back."
Dennis Ellerson, home on his last l~ave before he takes off for Vietnam as a mechanic
with a helicopter outfit, spends the chill days
among the elms, pines, maples and oaks,
hoping to get a deer. About Vietnam he
speaks in the flat, measured tone of the
area. But to this tiny community-it is too
small to be a village-it is like the loss of a
generation.
The impact is made more
poignant because the hamlet is so tightly
knit the boys in service might as well be
from the same family, making the people
feel both sad and proud.
SMALL

TOWN

ADVANTAGES

"It makes everybody closer," says Mrs. Kate

Holden, the postmistress. "We all have a
common interest.
When anything goes
wrong people will help out. I know people
say that in small towns everyone knows
everyone else's business and that's no good.
But sometimes it is good."
This community strength emerged when
James Dean was hit in the spine by shrapnel
while on patrol in Vietnam. Jimmy was born
here, as was his younger brother, Ronald.
His parents were divorced when he was young
and his mother, Helen, had worked in factories in nearby towns. Jimmy, though only
5 feet 8 inches and 145 pounds, was a football star and four-letter man at Whitney
Point Central School.
As soon as Mrs. Dean learned her boy had
been sent to Walter Reed Hospital, the town
began taking up a collection. In one day
$600 was taken up so that Mrs. Dean could
go to Washington and live near her son for
a week.
At Whitney Point Central, the football
team was preparing to meet its traditional
riyal, Sidney. The team dedicated the game
to. Jimmy, beat Sidney 44-13.
Every man on the team autographed the
football and sent it to him, with a note from
the coach, Bill Stearns, saying:
"We hope that in some way this ball will
help you in your struggle to get back on your
feet."
More than 200 letters from the community
and from the school poured into Walter Reed
within a few days.
·

brush. The explosion broke bones in his
hand. He forbade his parents to go to the
hospital.
"What upset him most of all," said his
father, Harold, "is when he was saying goodby to all his buddies when they went to
Vietnam and he was left behind."
At the home of Bernard and Dorothy
Hodges, a tape had been received from their
son, Robert, who is-in Pleiku. They chuckled
as his slow speech brought understated
comments about his life.
"I find," said Mrs. Hodges later, "that I'm
always reading about Vietnam these days: I
don't like it, but I can't keep away."
At the grocery-post office, Judy Brady, the
teen-aged sister of Robert, who is in Vietnam, was very reluctant to talk about her
brother. He and Jimmy Dean had been very
close and had volunteered together.
·
But she said:
"When Jim was wounded I wrote to my
brother and told him about it. He has never
mentioned Jimmy since then in letters to
me. I know he wrote to Jim in the hospital.
His mother told me."
When asked how the departure of so man~
young men affected the social life of the
girls left behind in Glen Aubrey, she replied:
"The boys from here didn't date the girls
from here. They used to say they knew us
so well it would be like dating your own
sister."
No young man is allowed to go off into
service without a party. The Saturday before
he is due to leave is the night for the celebration at the Octagon Inn. This eight-sided
building is supposed to be more than 100
years old and is shrouded in lore But the
ground floor, a few steps down is ·a bar and
restaurant with the pool ta.ble.
EVERYONE IS THERE

For the party, the women of the town cook
up a gigantic smorgasbord. Tables are
pushed off the floor and the juke box becomes
the dance band. Even men and women who
don't drink and dislike the inn, turn out
for this party. Everyone contributes a dollar,
and the purse is donated to the departing
soldier.
NO APPARENT FEAR

Though Glen Aubrey ·is known to be
strongly Republican, the people here,
whether they have sons in service or not, beNEIGHBORS ON PHONE
lieve President Johnson is right in his VietMrs. Dean showed the football and the nam policy. The subject came up one day
pile of letters the other night after she re- when half a dozen women were at the home
turne<i from work to the little apartment she of Mrs. Edward D. Welch, putting writing
rents upstairs in an· old two-story house. paper, gum, magazines, cookies shaped into
Her other son was in Syracuse, where he was Christmas trees, candy, nuts, sausages, into
to take his physical. Periodically, the tele- packages for the servicemen from Glen
phone rang and neighbors inquired about Aubrey.
Jimmy.
"We don't consider Vietnam a political
She said: "You don't know what $600 issue, said one.
means to the people here.
And I can't tell
Another said: "Whoever's in the White
you how much the football and all these House knows more about this than we do."
letters meant to ' Jimmy. But people here,
A third said: "This is something that just
they understand what has to be done. No- · has to be done."
·
body has to ask."
A fourth: "Not many of our boys go to
She stopped to turn the football, studying college, but we don't have any who would go
the names.
to college just to get out of service."
"There hasn't been one boy here has asked
Reservists here seem to have no fear of
for a deferment," she said. "When it was being called up again. Allen Grow, who was
suggested to me that I ought to ask for a discharged a year ago from Okinawa after
deferment for Ronnie after Jimmie was hit, two years in the Army, is now in the Reserves.
Ronnie was very angry when I talked to him. He is now a carpenter.
He said if his brother went then he should
"If they call me back again," he said, "I
go."
couldn't kick. I went once, I could go again.
She then said wearily: "I wish sometimes I don't see where we could possibly back out
I'd had them fi. ve years apart. But you of Vietnam. I'd sure hate to have to have
can't help but be proud of them."
Johnson's decisions."
The next evening Ronnie was told he
The night before, the subject of Vietnam
would have to come back for another physi- had come up at a Bible study and d.i scussion
cal. His mother was elated. The youth group at the Baptist church, the only church
said: "I don't feel good about this. Jim in t9wn. It has a regular congregation of
went, I wanted to go too."
about 'JO persons, according to the Rev.
Richard I. Slater, pastor of the church. He
PRIDE OF TOWNSPEOPLE
The stitY pride of tb.e people of this town also drives one of the school buses to Whitney
showed itself in Donald croft when he was Point Central.
"I don't quite remember how we got around
wounded while on maneuvers in Fort CarS<':a,
Coloriu:lo. A bomb had been left in some to it," recalled Mr. Slater, "but we wondered
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if God was letting the United States spend its

soung manhood in Vietnam as a judgment
on our Godlessness/'
At Whitney Point Central school, which
has an enrollment of 1,967 from kindergarten
through high school, the vice principal,
Osmer Brooks, who has been there for 30
years tried to appraise the situation at Glen
Aubrey.
"They have a very strong sense of community obligation," he said, "even for a small
town."
On his desk was a copy of the school's 1966
Year Book, "Maroon and Gold." On the page
before the section about sports is a poem
.selected by the students who edited the
book. It was A. E. Houseman's "To an
Athlete Dying Young,'' it reads, in part:
And silence sounds no worse than cheers
After earth has stopped the ears.

Dr. H~ttie~Grossman Receives Highest
Award of the Eloy Alfaro International
Foundation of the Republic of Panama
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM F. RYAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker,· it has been
my pleasure to learn that Dr. Hattie
Grossman, a distinguished constituent of
mine, has been awarded the highest
honor of the Eloy Alfaro International
Foundation of the Republic of Panamathe Eloy Alfaro Grand Cross and Diploma. Dr. Grossman was presented
with this award for her tireless devotion
and effort to promote the ideals of the
foundation on January 29 of this year at
her home in New York City.
Dr. L. Lester Beacher, deputy American provost and chancellor of Philathea
College, London, Ontario, Canada, delivered the invocation and benediction.
He acted as master of ceremonies and introduced Dr. Herman A. Bayern, American provost, who made the presentation
speech conferring the Eloy Alfaro Grand
Cross and Diploma on Dr.· Grossman,
L.H.D.
.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to call attention to the highlights of the proceedings
during which Dr. Grossman was so highly
honored, including the remarks of Dr.
Bayern, the investiture by Dr. Beacher,
the acceptance speech of Dr. Grossman,
as well as the translation of the diploma
from Spanish to English by Dr. Henry
Eroesz:
.ADDRESS BY DR. liERMAN A. BAYERN, PRESIDENT
OF THE GENERAL ELOY ALFARO AsSOCIATION,
INC.

(A nonprofit New York State membership
corporation whose chief aim and purpose Is to provide scholarships for qualified students from South America, who
the directors of said Association feel will
be developed into the future leaders of the .
Latin American countries)
Dr. Grossman, Judge Paul P. Rao, Dr.
Beacher, Dr. Eroese, Baron Von Blomburg,
Deputy American Provosts, Ladies and Gentlemen.
We are gathered here this evening, in
Testimony, First of our faith in the ideals
of American Democracy; Secondly, in our de-

votton to the cause of universal education
and peace as the bulwark of these ideals; and
thirdly, because of our confidence in the cooperation of all the peoples of the Western
Hemisphere in the preservation of human
freedom and peace of all the peoples of the
world.
You, Dr. Grossman, have been unanimously
voted the highest honor of the Eloy Alfaro
Foundation of the Republic of Panama-The
Eloy Alfaro Grand Cross and Diploma,
"In recognition of your outstanding service
to mankind and in the field of culture and
education, as a dedicated private citizen in
behalf of all worthy endeavors and causes,
too numerous to mention herein; and in
further recognition of your untiring anq
sacrificial efforts toward the establishment of
international and universal brotherhood; and
finally, because all your merits and accomplishments come squarely within the framework of the aims, ideals, and principles and
purposes of the Eloy Alfaro International
Foundation of the Republic of Panama."
But because many of you may not be fully
aware of the background of the Foundation,
I would like at this time describe it to you.
This Foundation was authorized by Decree
issued by the then President of the Republic
of Panama, on January 22, 1949, to perpetuate the memory of General Eloy Alfaro:
martyred ex-President of Ecuador, a movement which has been devoted to the task
of encouraging the study and propagation of
the liberal ideals and principles, for which
this great Ecuadorean statesman and leader
fought during the period of more than half
a century ago.
This Foundation, named after the soldierpatriot, statesman, martyr, the former President of Ecuador for two terms, at the turn
of the century, is for the perpetuation of
justice, truth and friendship among peoples
and nations, and serves to promote the moral
values, with personal Integrity, for which
General Alfaro devoted and laid down his
life.
President Al\aro, (1842-1912), established
in Latin America, many schools, colleges and
universities, as well as hospitals and other
welfare institutions; and furthered cooperation· and unity among the countries of the
entire Western Hemisphere. Under his
leadership, at a later date, the Congress of
Ecuador passed laws separating Church and
State.
Whenever there was a threat to the peace
in the Western Hemisphere, he was the
dynamic leader who brought about the
peaceful settlement of such disputes, at the
conference table.
General Alfaro sowed the seeds for Pan
American understanding and cooperation.
In 1907, he called a Peace Conference in
Mexico City, 1n which the United States
actively participated, for the purpose of trying to weld together all the Americas, and
to preserve for the Western Hemisphere, the
Pan American unity of freedom-loving peoples that would be the perpetual harbinger
against the attempt of any form of despotism
to plant the tyrants' heel on even the tiniest
portion of the soU of our Pan American nations, which Dr. Castro and the Soviet Union
have actually accomplished in Cuba, 90
miles from the shores of Florida, in violation
of the Monroe Doctrine.
Were General Alfaro alive today, he would
be a zealous supporter of the work and program of the United Nations, the Organization of the American States, Inter-American
Defense Board, and all other agencies created
by the United States Government, for the
purpose of helping our friends in Latin
America t.o solve their problems, and promote
peace for the entire Western Hemisphere.
This great Ecuadoran statesman, and dedicated leader would have left no. stone unturned to assure, for all the peoples of the
world, that hope and peace and good will to
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all men that is our common heritage, from.
our Common Creator.
The philosophy of General Alfaro, was
based principally on services to his fellow
human beings, to education, and to the
cause of international peace.
As I omcially notified you, the Board of
Dignitaries unanimously voted you its
honor-the Eloy Alfaro Grand Cross and
Diploma, in recognition of your selfless devotion to all worthy causes, and because all
your activities come within the framework
of the aims and purposes of this Foundation,
and that is why the Ruling Body of this
Foundation grants you, Dr. c&rossman.
Among the elite and select group of Americans who have been similarly honored in
the past have been the late Presidents, Herbert Hoover, Franklin D. Roosevelt, John F.
Kennedy, the late General of the Armies.
Douglas MacArthur, President Lyndon
Baines Johnson, Vice President Hubert H.
Humphrey, former President Harry S. TrUman and Dwight D. Eisenhower, Speaker of
the House of Representatives the Honorable
John W. McCormack, F.B.I. Director J. Edgar
Hoover, Judge Paul P. Rao, Dr. Marie L.
Fetsch, Governor Averell Harriman, Senators
Javlts, Kennedy, Mansfield and Dirksen,
Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller, Lieutenant
Governor Malcolm. Wilson, Attorney General
Louis J. Lefkowitz, Comptroller Arthur
Levitt, Speaker of the New York State Assembly Anthony J. Travia, Senators Earl w.
Brydges and Joseph Zaretsk.i, Dr. Charles A.
Brind, Honorable Charles J. Tobin, Cardinal
Francis Spellman, General Manuel J. Asensio, Associate Judges of the New York State
Court of Appeals, Keating and Scileppi, and
former Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals,
the Honorable Albert Conway, who typifY
the calibre of men and women who heretofore have accepted this high honor from thiS
Foundation.
It now gives me great personal pleasure
and it is an honor for me to call on Dr. L.
Lester Beacher, Deputy American Provost.
Vice Chancellor of Phllathea College, Canada, and an outstanding eye specialist who
pioneered and developed contact lenses, more
than 42 years ago, to carry out the determination of the Board of Dignitaries to invest
you, Dr. Grossman, with the Eloy Alfaro
Grand Cross and Diploma.
Dr. L. Lester Beacher, as Vice Chancellor
of Philathea College, Canada, then announced that Dr. Hattie Grossman had been
voted the Honorary Degree of Dotcor of Humanities and she would be the Convocation
Speaker some time before June, 1967. nr.
Beacher then invoked the "Blessing of Divine
Providence on all present and then he prayed
that the Lord Bless Dr. Grossman and her
family, and keep us all and give us in this •
generation throughout the world, and our
country, peace, forever more. Amen.
Dr. Henry Eroese, Deputy American Provost, well known Art Director, Delegated
Representative of the Sovereign order of
Saint John of Jerusalem, Knights of Malta.
"who heretofore several years ago honored Dr.
Grossman, with the decoration of this famous and ancient order, translated the
Diploma:
TRANSLATION OF DIPLOMA BY DR. HENRY EROESE
As a former recipient of this award, I now
will translate from Spanish to English, the
Diploma, granted you, Dr. Grossman, by thiS
Foundation.
"Thus One Goes to the Stars" Eloy Alfaro
International Foundation. Recognizing the
special value of the services rendered bY
Hattie Grossman, in support of the objectives
of this Institution, she has been awarded
the Cross of the Eloy Alfaro International
Foundation.
In witness whereof, this Diploma, with the
seal of the Foundation, is presented in the
City of Panama, Republic of Panama, on the
veinticince de Junto de mil novecientos sesenta of sels."
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(Signed by the officers of this Foundation,
the three sons of the late Ambassador and
Captain Colon Eloy Alfaro, the Grandsons
and Sons of Ambassador Alfaro, all graduates
of the West Point Academy.)

Mr. Speaker, the acceptance speech of
my distinguished constituent, Dr. Hattie
Grossman, follows:
ACCEPTANCE SPEECH OF DR. HATI'IE GROSSMAN
Judge Rao, Dr. Bayern, Dr. Beacher, Dr.
Eroesz, Baron von Blumberg, Representatives
of the late President E1oy Alfaro, Knights and
Dames of Malta, and Honored Guests.
I feel that I have hardly earned such a
distinction, in view of the fact that I learned
that other recipients were so honored, Presidents, Vice Presidents, Generals of the United
States Army, Diplomats, Religious Leaders,
and others outstanding humanitarians, including our own Governor o! the State of
New York, Honorable Nelson A. Rockefeller,
and his Eminence, Cardillal Francis Spellman , to name but a few of such outstanding Americans.
This is, indeed, breathtaking.
In recognition of this high award, I must
Offer my heartfelt and deep appreciation to
Dr. Herman A. Bayern, the American Provost
Of the Eloy Alfaro International Foundation
of the Republic of Panama, and his Deputy
American Provosts, for bringing me this in8Piring occasion, and I pray that my further
etrorts will justify this signal honor.
In the course of human events, each of us
tries in his or her own way, to do what we
can, to make this a better and happier
World for all mankind, and, in this respect,
I am thankful that God has made me ever
conscious•of our need to help in any way we
can to better conditions for everyone, both
in our own beloved country and the rest of
the world.
In conclusion-may I quote from the
famous blbical words of the wise Koheleththe son of King David: "Vanity of Vanityau is Vanity," which he applied to all material things that we gather in life. But of
~hose things that are of the making of the
eart and soul-such possessions are truly
the gifts of God, which we should ever be
Proud to display.
If my humble deeds have earned such reWards from you, then I pray the God Lord
~U spare me for many years to carry on this
abor of love. For this award, please accept
b Y abiding thanks.
I am rather proud to join this select and
elite company of those distinguished re~ipients, who have been honored in the past.
Shall regard it as an inspiration to accelerate
lily efforts in carrying out the high ideals and
~rinciples of the Eloy Alfaro International
01Uldation of the Republic of Panama. ,

LAWs AND RULES FOR PUBLICATION OF
THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
CODE OF LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES
TITLE 44, SECTION 181. CONGRESSIONAL
lb:coan; ARRANGEMENT, STYLE, CONTENTS,
Am> INDEXES.-The Joint Committee on
Printing shall have control of the arrangement and style of the CoNGRESSIONAL REcoan, and whlle providing that
1t shan be substantially a verbatim rePort of proceedings shall take all needed
action for the reduction of unnecessary
b.ulk, and shall provide for the publication Of an index of the CONGRESSIONAL
fh:coRD semimonthly during the sessions
Of Congress and at the close thereof.
(Jan. 12, 1895, c. 23, § 13, 28 Stat. 603.)
TITLE 44, SECTION 182b. SAME; ILLUSTRATIONS, MAPS, DIAGRAMS.-No maps, diagl"ams, or illustrations may be inserted in
the RECoRD without the approval of the
Joint Committee on Printing. (June 20,
1936, c. 630, § 2, 49 Stat. 1546.)

Pursuant to the foregoing statute and in
order to provide for the prompt publication
and delivery of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
the Joint Committee on Printing has adopted
the following rules, to which the attention of
Senators, Representatives, and Delegates is
respectfully invited:
1. Arrangement of the daily Record.-The
Public Printer shall arrange the contents of
the daily RECORD as follows: the Senate proceedings shall alternate with the House proceedings in order of placement in consecutive issues insofar as such an arrangement is
feasible, and the Appendix and Daily Digest
shall follow: Provided, That the makeup of
the RECORD shall proceed without regard to
alternation whenever the Public Printer
deems it necessary in order to meet production and delivery schedules.
2. Type and style.-The Public Printer shall
print the report of the procee~ings and debates of the Senate and House of Representatives, as furnisheti by the Official Reporters of
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, in 7Y2 -point type;
and all matter included in the remarks or
speeches of Members of Congress, other than
their own words, and all reports, documents,
and other matter authorized to be inserted
in the RECORD shall be printed in 6Y2-point
type; and all rollcalls shall be printed in
6-point type. No italic or black type nor
words in capitals or small capitals shall be
used for emphasis or prominence; nor will
unusual indentions be permitted. These restrictions do not apply to the printing of or
quotations from historical, official, or legal
documents or papers of which a literal reproduction is necessary.
3. Return of manuscript.-When manuscript is submitted to Members for revision it
should be returned to the Government Printing Office not later than 9 o'clock p.m. in
order to insure publication in the RECORD issued on the following morning; and if all of
said manuscript is not furnished at the ttme
specified, the Public Printer is authorized to
withhold it from the RECORD for 1 day. In no
case will a speech be printed in the RECORD of
the day of its delivery if the manuscript is
furnished later than 12 o'clock midnight.
4. Tabular matter.-The manuscript of
speeches containing tabular statements to be
published in the RECORD shall be in the
hands of the Public Printer not ~ater than
7 o'clock p.m., to insure publication the following morning.
5. Proof furnished.-Proofs of "leave to
print" and advance speeches will not be furnished the day the manuscript is received but
will be submitted the following day, whenever
possible to do so without causing delay in .the
publication of the regular proceedings of
Congress. Advance speeches shall be set in
the RECORD style of type, and not more than
six sets of proofs may be furnished to Members without charge.
6. Notation of withheld remarks.-!! manuscript or proofs have not been returned in
time for publication in the proceedings, the
Public Printer will insert the words "Mr.
---addressed the Senate (House or Committee). His remarks will appear hereafter
in the Appendix," and proceed with the
printing of the RECORD.
7. Thirty-day limit.-The Public Printer
shall not publish in the- CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD any speech or extension of. remarks
which has been withheld for a period exceeding 30 calendar days from the date when
its printing was authorized: Provided, That
at the expiration of each session of Congress
the tim~: limit herein fixed shall be 10 days,
unless otherwise ordered by the committee.
8. Corrections.-The permanent RECORD is
made up for printing and binding 30 days
after each daily publication is issued; therefore all corrections must be sent to the Public Printer within that time: Provided, That
upon the final adjournment of each session
of Congress the time limit shall be 10 days,
unless otherwise ordered by the committee:
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Provided further, That no Member of Con-

gress shall be entitled to make more than
one revision. Any reVision shall consist only
of corrections of the original copy and shall
not include deletions of correct material,
substitutions for correct material, or additions of new subject matter.
9. The Public Printer shall not publish in
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the full report or
print of any committee or subcommittee
when said report or print has been previously
printed. This rule shall not be construed to
apply to conference reports.
lO(a). Appendix to daily Record.-When

either House has granted leave to print (1)
a speech not delivered in either House, (2) a
newspaper or magazine article, or (3) any
other matter not germane to the proceedings, the same shall be published in the Appendix. This rule shall not apply to quotations which form part of a speech of a Mem~
ber, or to an authorized extension of his own
remarks: Provided, That no address, speech,
or article delivered or released subsequently
to the sine die adjournment of a session of
Congress may be printed in the CoNGREsSIONAL RECORD.
10(b). Makeup of the Appendix.-The Appendix to the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD shall be
made up by successively taking first an extension from the copy submitted by the
Official Reporters of one House and then an
extension from the copy of the other House,
so that Senate and House extensions appear
alternately as far as possible throughout
the Appendix. The sequence for each House
shall follow as closely as possible the order or
arrangement in which the copy comes from
the Official Reporters of the respective
Houses.
The Official Reporters of each House shall
designate and distinctly mark the· lead item
among their extensions. When both Houses
are in session and submit extensions, the
lead item shall be changed from one House
to the other in alternate issues, with the indicated lead item of the other House appearing in second place. When only one House
is in session, the lead item shall be an extension submitted by a Member of the House
in session.
This rule shall not apply to extensions
withheld because of volume or equipment
limitations, which shall be printed immedi·a tely following the lead items as indicated
by tl:].e Official Reporters in the next issue of
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, nor to RECOR!lS
printed after the sine die adjournment of the
Congress.
11. Estimate of cost.-No extraneous matter
in excess of two pages in any one instance
may be printed in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD
by a Member under leave to print or to extend his remarks unless the manuscript is
accompanied by an estimate in writing from
i(he Public Printer of the probable cost of
publishing the same, which estimate of cost
must be announced by the Member when
such leave is requested; but this rule shall
not apply to excerpts from letters, telegrams, or articles presented in connection
with a speech delivered in the course of debate or to communications from State legislatures, addresses or articles by the President
and the members of his Cabinet, the Vice
President, or a Member of Congress. For the
purposes of this regulation, any one article
printed in two or more parts, with or without individual headings, shall be considered
as a single extension and the two-page rule
shall apply. The Public Printer or the Official
Reporters of theHouse or Senate shall return
to the Member of the respective House any
matter SUbmitted for the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD which is in contravention of this
paragraph.
12. Official Reporters.-The Official Report~
ers of each House shall indicate on the manu~:~cript and prepare headings for all matter to
be printed in the Appendix, and shall make
suitable reference thereto at the proper place
in the proceedings.
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REPRESENTA~~TH

RESIDENCES IN
OFFICE

WASHINGTON

House OtHce Building,
Washington, D.C. 20515
[Streets northwest unless otherwise stated)
Speaker: John W. McCormack
Abbitt, Watkins M., Va ___ _
Abernethy, Thomas G.,
6278 29th St.
ADDRESS:

Miss.

Adair, E. Ross, Ind _______ -4000 Mass. Ave.
Adams, Brock, Wash _____ _
Addabbo, Joseph P., N.Y --Albert, Carl, Okla ________ -4614 Reno Rd.
Anderson, John B., IlL ___ _
Anderson, William R.,
3006 P St.
Tenn.

Andrews, George W., Ala ___ 3108 Cathedral
Ave.
Andrews, Mark, N. Dak ___ _
Annunzio, Frank, IlL ____ _
Arends, Leslie c .. IZL~-----4815 Dexter St.
Ashbrook, John M., Ohio __ _
Ashley, Thomas L., Ohio __ _
Ashmore, Robert T., S,O __ _
Aspinall, Wayne N., Colo ___ The Towers Apts.,
4201 Cathedral
Ave.
Ayres, William H .• Ohio ___ _
Baring, Walter S., Nev ____ _
Barrett, William A., Pa ___ _
Bates, William H., Mass ___ _
Battin, James F .• Mont_ __ _
Belcher, Page, Okla ______ _
Bell, Alphonzo, Calif-----Bennett, Charles E., Fla ____ 3421 Rusticway
Lane,
Falls Church, Va.
Berry, E. Y., s. Dak ________ ua Schotts
CourtNE.
Betts, Jackson E., Ohfo ___ _
Bevill, Tom, Ala _________ _
Biester, Edward G., Jr., Pa_
Bingham, Jonathan B.,
N.Y.

Blackburn, Benjamin B.,
Ga.

Blanton, Ray, Tenn ______ _
Blatnik, John A., Minn ___ _
Boggs, Hale, La __________ _
Boland, Edward P., Mass __ _
Bolling, Richard, Mo ______ 307WarrentonDr.,
Silver Spring, Md.
Bolton, Frances P. (Mrs.), 2301 Wyo. Ave.
Ohto.

Bow, Frank T., Ohio ______ -4301 Mass. Ave.
Brademas, John, Ind _____ _
Brasco, Frank J .• N.Y -----Bray, W1lliam G., Ind _____ _
Brinkley, Jack,
Brock, W. E. (Blll), Tenn __
Brooks, Jack, Tex ________ _
Broomfield, William S.,

Ga--------

Mich.

Brotzman, Donald G., Colo_
Brown, Clarence J ., Jr.,
Ohio.

Brown, Garry, Mich ______ _
Brown, George E., Jr., Calif_
Broyhill, James T., N.a ___ _
Broyhlll, Joel T., Va ______ _
Buchanan, John, Ala _____ _
Burke, J. Herbert, Fla ____ _
Burke, James A., Mass ____ _
Burleson, Omar, Tex _____ _
Burton, Laurence J., Utah_
Burton, Phllllp, Calif-----Bush, George, Tex ________ _
Button, Daniel E .• N.Y ----Byrne, James A., Pa ______ _
Byrnes, John W., Wis ______ l215 25th St. S.,
Arlington, Va.
Cabell, Earle, Tex _______ ,;;_
Cahlll, Wllliam T., N,J ____ _
Carey, Hugh L., N.Y ------Carter, Tim Lee, Ky ______ _
Casey, Bob, Tex __________ _
Cederberg, Elford A., Mich_
Celler, Emanuel, N.Y ------The Mayflower
Chamberlain, Charles E.,
Mich.

Clancy, Donald D., Ohio __ _
Clark, Frank M., Pa _______ 220 C St. SE.
Clausen, Don H .• Calif----Clawson, Del, Calif-------CleVeland, James C., N.H---

Oohelan, Jef!ery, CaZi/-----1202 Longworth
House omce Bldg.
Coll1er, Harold R., IZL----Colmer, Will1am M., Miss-Conable, Barber B., Jr.,
N.Y.

Conte, Silvio o., Mass ______ 5619 Lamar Rd.,
Washington 16,
D.C.
Conyers, John, Jr., Mich-Corbett, Robert J., Pa ____ _
Corman, James C., Calif __ _
Cowger, W1lliam 0., Ky ___ _
Cramer, William C., Fla ____ 6215 Beachway
Dr., Falls Church,
Va.
CUlver, John C., Iowa _____ _
Cunningham, Glenn, Nebr _
curtis, Thomas B., Mo ____ _
Daddario, Emilio Q., Conn_
Daniels, Dominick V .• N .J __
Davis, Glenn R., Wis _____ _
Davis, John W., Ga _______ _
Dawson, William L., Ill_ __ _
de la Garza, Eligio, Tex ___ _
Delaney, James J., N.Y ---Dellenback, John R., Oreg-5911 Onondaga
Rd.
Denney, Robert V., Nebr __ _
Dent, John H., Pa ________ _
Derwinski, Edward J., Ill __ _
Devine, Samuel L., Ohio __ _
Dickinson, Wllliam L., Ala_
Diggs, Charles C., Jr., Mich_
Dingell, John D., Mich----Dole, Robert, Kan.s.:. _______ 6136 Beachway
Dr., Falls Church,
Va.
Donohue, Harol<l D., Mass __
Dorn, W. J. Bryar:, S.C _____ 2030 Laburnum
St., McLean, Va.
Dow, John G., N.Y -------Dowdy, John, Tex ________ _
Downing, Thomas N., Va __ _
Dulski, Thaddeus J., N.Y __ 347 Cannon
HouseOtnce
Building
Duncan, John J., Ten"''---Dwyer, Florence P. (Mrs.),
N.J.

Eckhardt,Bob,Tex _______ _
Edmondson, Ed, Okla _____ _
Edwards, Don, Oalif-------9201 Foz Meadow
La., Potomac, Md.,
Edwards, Edwin W., La____ •
Edwards, Jack, Ala _______ _
Eilberg, Joshua, Pa _______ _
Erlenborn, John N., rzz_ __ _
Esch, Marvin L., Mich ____ _
Eshleman, Edwin D .• Pa ___ _
Evans, Frank E., Colo _____ _
Everett, Robert A., Tenn __ _
Evins, Joe L., Tenn _____,.. ___ 5044 Klingle St.
Fallon, George H., Md ____ _
Farbstein, Leonard, N.Y --Fascell, Dante B., Fla _____ _
Feighan, Michael A., Ohio_
Findley, Paul, IlL ________ _
Fino, Paul A., N.Y --------Fisher, 0. C., Tez __________ Calvert-Woodley
Flood, Daniel J., Pa _______ The Congressional
Flynt, John J., Jr., Ga ____ _
Foley, Thomas s., Wash __ _
Ford, Gerald R., Mich _____ 514 Crown View
Dr., Alexandria,
Va.
Ford, William D., Mich ___ _
Fountain, L. H., N,O _______ The Westchester
Fraser, Donald M., Minn __ _
Frelinghuysen, Peter H. B., 3014 N St.
N.J.

Friedel, Samuel N., Md ___ _
Fulton, James G., Pa _____ _
Fulton, Richard, Tenn ___ _
Fuqua, Don, Fla·- --------- .
Galifianakls, Nick, N.a ____ _
Gallagher, Cornelius E.,
N.J.

Gardner, James C .• N.O ___ _
Garmatz, Edward A., Md __ _
Gathings, E. C., Ark ______ _
Gettys, Tom s., s.a ______ _
Giaimo, Robert N., Conn __ _
Gibbons, Sam, Fla _______ _
Gilbert, Jacob H., N.Y ----Gonzalez, Henry B., Tex ___ 200 C St. SE.
Goodell, Charles E .', N.Y ___ 3842 Macomb St.

Goodling, George A., Pa ___ _
Gray, Kenneth J., IlL ____ _
Green, Edith (Mrs.), Oreg_
Green, William J., Pa _____ _
Gri.tfiths, Martha W.,
(Mrs.), Mich.
Gross, H. R., Iowa ________ _
Grover, James R., Jr., N.Y:.._
Gubser, Charles S., Oalif--Gude, Gilbert, Md _______ _
Gurney, Edward J .. Fla---Hagan, G. Elliott, Ga _____ _
Haley, James A., Fla ______ _
Hall, Durward G., Mo ____ _
Halleck, Charles A., Ind __ _4926 Upton St.
Halpern, Seymour, N.Y ---Hamilton, Lee H., Ind ____ _
Hammerschmidt, John
PaUl, Ark.
Hanley, James M., N.Y ___ _
Hanna, RichardT., Calif--Hansen, Geor~e V., Idaho __
Hansen, Julia Butler
(Mrs.), Wash.
Hardy, Porter, Jr., Va _____ _
Harrison, William Henry,
Wyo.

Harsha, William H., Ohio __
Harvey, James, Mich _____ _
Hathaway, W1lliam D.,
Maine.

Hawkins, Augustus F.,
Oaltj.

Hays, Wayne L., Ohio _____ _
Hebert, F. Edward, La _____ 26 Cockrell S~ .•
Alexandria, Va.
Hechler, Ken, W. Va ______ _
Heckler, Margaret M.
(Mrs.), Mass.
Helstoski, Henry, N .J-----Henderson, David N., N.C-Herlong, A. s., Jr., Fla ____ _
Hicks, Floyd V., Wash ____ _
Holifield, Chet, Calif-----Holland, Elmer J., Pa _____ _
Horton, Frank, N.Y ------Hosmer, Craig, Calif------Howard, James J., N.J ____ _
Hull, W. R., Jr., Mo _______ _
Hungate, William L., A-!o __ _
Hunt, John E., N.J _______ _
Hutchinson, Edward, Mich_
!chord, Richard (Dick),
Mo.

Irwin, Donald J., Conn ___ _
Jacobs, Andrew, Jr., Ind __ _
Jarman, John, Okla ______ _
Joelson, Charles S., N.J ___ _
Johnson, Albert W .• Pa ___ _
Johnson, Harold T., Oaltf __
Jonas, Charles Raper, N.O __
Jones, Paul c., Mo ________ l l l l Army-Navy
Dr., Arlington,
Va.

Jones, Robert E., Ala _____ _
Jones, Walter B., N.a _____ _
Karsten, Frank M., Mo ____ _
Karth, Joseph E., Minn : __ _
Kastenmeler, Robert W.,
Wis.

Kazen, Abraham, Tex ____ _
Kee, James, W. Va ________ 544116th Ave.,
Hyattsvtlle, Md.
Keith, Hastings, Mass ____ -4517WetherillDf·•
Westmoreland
HillS, Md.
Kelly, Edna F. (Mrs.), N.YKing, Carleton J., N,Y ____ _
King, Cecil R .• Oalif------Kirwan, Michael J., Ohio __
Kleppe, Thomas s .. N. Dak_
Kluczynski, John C., IlL __ _
Kornegay, Horace R., N .a__
Kupferman, Theodore R.,
N.Y.

Kuykendall, Dan, Tenn __ _
Kyl, John, Iowa __________ _
Kyros, Peter N., Maine ____ _
Laird, Melvin R .• Wis _____ _
Landrum, Phil M., Ga ____ _
Langen, Odin, Minn ______ _
Latta, Delbert L., Ohio ___ _
Leggett, Robert L., Calif __ _
Lennon, Alton, N.c _______ _
Lipscomb, Glenard P.,
Calif.

Lloyd, Sherman P .• Utah __ _

Appendix
Weirton Chapter Establishes West Virginia Professional Engineers Society
Record in Observance of National
Engineers Week-Theme Is Engineering for the Human EnvironmentSenator Randolph Speaks on Air
and Water Pollution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JENNINGS RANDOLPH
OF WEST VIRGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, February 24, 1967

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the
best attended meeting of the West Virginia Society of Professional Engineers
or any of its chapters was sponsored February 21, 1967, by the Weirton chapter
1n the Millsap Community Center. The
dinner meeting, with 360 persons present in observance of National Engineers
Week, emphasized the theme of the February 19-25 period, "Engineering for the
liuman Environment."
The Weirton chapter is comprised of
members from 10 industries in the area.
"rh.ey were joined for the event by engineers and oiDcials of 20 additional industries in the Ohio Valley, plus representatives of the cities of Weirton, Wellsbtn-g, Wheeling, Follansbee, and New
Cumberland, W. Va., and Toronto and
Steubenville, Ohio, as well as the West
Virginia Air Pollution Commission, and
the West Virginia-Ohio Industry Comlnittee for Air Pollution Abatement.
William M. Smith, president of the
Weirton chapter and pollution control
engineer for Weirton Steel, was the
toastmaster. Among the distinguished
guests and participants were George A.
Stinson, president of National Steel
Corp., of which the Weirton Steel ~o. is
a major division; John G. Redline, executive vice president of Weirton Steel;
J. Hayden Harris", a Weirton Steel vice
President; Fred M. Tucker, manager of
Pollution control services, National Steel
Corp.; Mayor Frank Rybka, of Weirton;
and Jay E. Henry, of Charleston, president of the West Virginia Society of
Professional Engineers.
Special guests were State Agriculture
Commissioner Gus Douglas, of Charleston, and Samuel Kusic, of Weirton, members of the West Virginia Air Pollution
Control Commission, and Carl Beard,
executive of that commission.
Jack Galbraith, plant manager of the
Signode Corp. of Weirton, was the chapter's general chairman of its National
Eng'...neers Week observances and of the
committee for the banquet. A member
of the committee was James D. O'Roark,
Weirton Steel's manager of engineering
serv:.ce and maintenance, the chapter's
"Engineer of the Year" last year. He
Was succeeded to that title by Edwin J.

Smith, director of research and developNational Steel Corp., and a highlight of the meeting was the designation
of Mr. Smith, who made an appropriate
response when presented. Rev. G. Ousley Brown, D.D., of the Cove United
P ~·esbyterian Church, spoke the invocation and the benediction.
It was my privilege and responsibility
to discuss national and local -problems
of air and water pollution and national
legislation for their control. Mr. Stinson, president of National Steel Corp.,
and a cherished friend, introduced me,
and also made penetrating remarks on
the efforts of his organization to abate
pollution with large suins of private investor funds committed to this purpose.
Prior to the formal gathering I counseled with Thomas C. Millsap, long a
leader in this industry and in community progress, who was unable to attend. I also regret that C. G. Tournay
was not able to be present.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Appendix of
the RECORD with these remarks the text
of my speech, and to insert at an appropriate place in my address a statement
by the president of Weirton Steel Co. on
its air and stream pollution control facilities since 1951 and its projected
facilities.
There being no objection, the remarks
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
men~

SPEECH BY U.S. SENATOR JENNINGS RANDOLPH,
DEMOCRAT OF WEST VmGINIA, TO BANQUETMEETING OF WEIRTON CHAPTER, WEST VmGINIA SOCIETY OF PRoFESSIONAL ENGINEERS,
WEmTON, W. VA., FEBRUARY 21, 1967

It is particularly appropriate that your
chapter has Weirton as the site of this meeting to discuss problems of air and water
· pollution. For this area not only offers the
kind of topographical, industrial and meteorological conditions that accentuate the
problems of environment pollution; it also
presents an example of the kind of modern
and enlightened industrbi.l management
which will be required to solve the problems
of air and water pollution.
Thus, while President Johnson singled
out Weirton as one of the critical areas of
air pollution, in his recent message on the
"Air Quality Act of 1967," 1t should also
have been noted that· the Weirton Steel
Company has been one of the leaders in the
installation of modern pollution abatement
facilities for both air anc water.
I commend a recent statement by Weirton
Steel's President C. G. Tournay in which he
said that the company is "aware of t.he accelerated interest by the public in air and
stream pollution control and we are not only
continuing but are accelerating our efforts
to completely resolve a problem that is of
concern to us all." Weirton Steel, he explained, has expended more than $15 million for air and water pollution control devices since 1951 and plans considerable additional capital expenditures to effect total
pollution control. I will make available at
the conclusion of my remarks, the text of
the Weirton Steel statement which I commend.
Those persons who assisted President
Johnson in the preparation of his message

tt? Congress on air pollution and inftuenced
hlS inclusion of the comment concerning
Weirton should have consulted Doctor Robe~t M. White, the administrator of the Envuonmental SCience Services Administration
U.S. Department of Commerce, which in~
eludes the Weather Bureau. They and the
President would have received pertinent
facts from Dr. White. We of the Senate
Public Works Subcommittee on Air and
Water Pollution heard Dr. White testify on
February 8 concerning "air lids, otherwise
known as air inversion" and concerning "reduce4 atmospheric ventilation."
We learned from Dr. White that government investigation and records prove that
the Appalachian valleys of Pennsylvania and
W:est Virginia-including, of course, the Ohio
R1ver Valley-are among the country's worst
areas of poor atmospheric ventilation and
pollution dilution. Trouble areas, in which
the President included Weirton-but did not
relate any part of Weirton's problem to
atmospheric conditions-usually have peculiar weather difficulties.
Dr. White told us:
"First, the horizontal wind speed is reduced much below its average level and air
pollutants are not moved away from their
source as quickly as usual. In such light
wind conditions the pollutants seldom travel
away in a straight line, but often double
back on their sources, gradually :filling up
the area with more and more pollution.
"Second, within these high pressure areas
a large mass of air gradually descends, warming as it descends and creating a temperature lid. This lid, or invasion, as we call it
technically, is a layer in which the temperature increases with height instead of decreasing, as normal.
"In addition to these large-scale meteorological effects there are local situations, usually created by major topographic features
such as mountains, that can reduce the
average ventilation or dilution of an area.
The best known of these is probably southern California. The San Joaquin Valley in
California and the Appalachian Valleys of
Pennsylvania and West Virginia are other
examples.
"Through studies of the winds, inversion
frequency, and the movement of high-pressure centers, a general picture of the atmospheric ventilation potential of the United
States is beginning to emerge. Qualitatively,
the zones of reduced atmospheric ventilation
are in the eastern part of the country during
the fall, and the reduction in the western
part occurs in the winter. Areas of the
greatest persistency of these conditions are
southern California and Appalachia."
So, our air pollution problems in this areas
and almost all of the Ohio Valley, as well
as th~e of the Kanawha Valley, are vastly
complicated by atmospheric conditions. Our
pollution control and abatement efforts are
more difficult and more costly in the valleys
of Appalachia than many of us realized.
The Ohio Valley mirrors the challenge
which we face in the Nation at large-the
same forces which have brought our Nation
to its present unparalleled economic and industrial strength now threaten the quality
of life which this strength has made possible.
This fact was dramatically pointed up in
recent hearings before our Subcommittee on
Air and Water Pollut10n by Dr. Ivan L.
Bennett, Deputy Director of the Office of
SCience and Technology, Executive Office of
the President, when he stated that "The
existence of man and of all the biological
universe, the so-called biosphere, which
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sustains his life and makes it pleasant by
bringing delight to his mind and his senses.
is threatened as never before in history."
Because of the great bounty of this land
of ours, we have been slow in realizing that
our natural resources are not unlimited. It
was not until the settlement of the free lands
of the West that we began as a Nation to
think seriously abOut the conservation of
our land resources under the administration
of President Theodore Roosevelt.
Similarly, with the great industrialization
and urban expansion of World War n and
the decade following, we began to realize
that our rivers and streams were limited in
their capacity to carry the wastes of our
civilization. Now, after some two decades
during which the signs have been ever more
evident, we have come to realize that even
the air around us has passed the llmlt of
its capacity to cleanse itself of the byproducts of urban-industrial civilization.
Thus, air itself, the most essential of our
natural resources, must be utilized with
efficiency and co:r;t.served with prudence.
Tonight, I shall discuss some of the conclusions which the Congress has reached
with regard to the problems of air and water
pollution and some of the areas of further
inquiry in which we are now engaged.

This brings me to one of the areas of
continuing concern of the Subcommittee on
Air and Water Pollution, chaired by the able
Senator from Maine (Mr. Muskie). I refer
to the question of financial incentives and
their relationship to effective and efficient
investment in plant and equipment. This
is a complex area, because it involves the
relationship of the technology of in-process
treatment, the relative merits of enforcement
versus emuent fees or other "dis-incentives,"
and the amount and type of public contributions considered appropriate for private
enterprise.
There is, I believe, some difference of opin-·
ion on this question between officials of the
Administration and many of us in the Congress. OUr committee report last year
strongly urged that attention be given to
the issue of investment incentives for both
air and water pollution abatement facilities.
I am a cosponsor this year of three bills in
the Senate which would provide several alternatives of accelerated depreciation or tax
credits. There are task forces in both the
Department of HEW and the Department of
the Interior studying the problem, and I
have urged that the Administration come
up with recommendations this year.

WATER POLL'L"TTON

Air pollution, in many respects, presents
.a more complex and more critical problem
than does water pollution. For we have the
same relationship to air that a fish has to
water. Though we can avoid the pollution
of a stream, a fish cannot. By the same
token-tmless we wear gas masks-we cannot avoid the pollution of the air around us.
And there is no known or foreseen method
which is technically and economically feasible to wash or cleanse the ambient air once
it has become polluted. Obviously, we must
control air pollution by controlling it at
the source of emissions.
We gain some measure of the scope of the
problem when it is noted, according to .a
recent report of the National Academy of
Sciences that the emission of principal pollutants to the atmosphere over the United
States totals approximately 125 million tons
annually. But this figure offers no indication of the complexities created by local
v.a.riations, the technological problems of
controlling certain types of emissions, or the
difficulties created by established patterns
of activity in transportation, industry and
energy production that involve huge amounts
of capital and important segments of our
economy.
The possibilities of disruptions in industry and dislocations of the economy must
not be taken lightly. And despite the severity of the problem, we know that action
on the scale required will not be accomplished unless incentives are made available
and sanctions are used wisely.
To date, our goals have been limited. We
have concentrated on individual pollutants,
their weights, their amounts, and their observable effect. There have been developed
specific emisison standards to control indidividual sources of contamination. Ordinances have been passed to reduce smoke.
Abatement action has been taken against
specific pollutors. These were necessary
steps, but they are not sufficient even to
keep pace with pollution, much less to improve the quality of our air. We must direct
our attention to the concept of air quality.
We must also refine our concept of a.ccepta.ble health standards to eliminate not
only those conditions which are reflected in
the dramatic increase of hospital admissions during pollution emergencies. We must
look also at the gradual erosion of health
due to the daily exposure to pollutants at
less-than-critical levels. Although we will
never have the kind of c.ertainty of knowledge developed in the controlled conditions

The Water Quality Act of 1965--adopted
after two and a half years of Congressional
effort--represented one of the major steps in
a national effort to face the challenge of
limited water resources.
Prior to enactment of this legislation, our
primary concern was with the reparation of
past damage and deterring the advance of
pollution. In 1965, however, we turned the
corner-to faoe tomorrow's needs as well as
today's crises.
That Act was not the final answer to the
problem. But it did provide ua with two
important instruments for the establishment
and implementation of a. national water
policy: first, it created the Federal Water
Pollution Control Adm.lnistration directly
responsible to a Cabinet level Secretarynow the Secretary of the Interior-and
armed the new agency with the mandate to
consider all aspects of water pollution control and abatement; secondly, the Act of 1965
provided for the establishment of water
quality standards, designed to stimulate cooperative Federal-State and local water
resource planning, and directed at the improvement as well as the repair o! water
quality.
I emphasize that the Congress did not
authorize a nationaL sta.ndard of water
quality. It authorized a national policy ot
water quality enhancement, based on local
and regional water uses, with the provision
that the States be given the opportunity to
develop standards based on the application
of scientifically established criteria..
In order to strengthen Federal participation in the pollution abatement effort and
to stimulate our States and cities, the Congress last year enacted legislation . which
will greatly expa.nd the Federal financial
commitment to water pollution control.
The Water Quality Amendments of 1966,
which were enacted unanimously by both
bodies of the Congress, authorize $3.4 billion in Federal funds over the next :rqur years
for the assistance of municipalities in the
construction of sewage treatment fa.oillties.
It represents a major advance in the field
of water pollution control.
In addition, the legislation last year authorized $50 million for a demonstration program o:r 50 percent Federal gran for the
construction of joint municipal-industrial
treatment facilities. lit is - our hope that
this demonstration program will prortde
some guidel:ines for Federal aa.sista.nce to industry in this field.

ADt POLLUTION
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of the laboratory, we now have sufficient
knowledge as a basis for the establishment
of public policy and guidelines for action.
The proposed Air Quality Act of 1967, now
pending before the Subcommittee on Air and
Water Pollution, would authorize the establishment of emission control levels for those
industries which are nationally significant
sources of air pollution. Such standards
must, of course, be applied with an understanding of the technological and economic
problems involved. But national emission
standards are, I believe, essential, not only
to insure the desired ambient air quality,
but also to insure equal competition among
plants within the same industry and to prevent States from soliciting new industries
by inadequate or non-existent State pollution abatement standards.
The Air Quality Act of 1967 also recommends the esta.blishmen t of Regional Air
Quality Commissions for pollution abatement in interstate regions. There are some
70 large interstate metropolitan areas where
such problems exist.
In this connection, it is factual to comment that on December 20, 1966-more than
a month prior to the President's air pollution message to the Congress-significant
meetings were held in Parkersburg, West Virginia., and Steubenville, Ohio, under the
auspices of the Ohio-West Virginia Industry Committee on Air Pollution Abatement.
The group includes representatives of 3!
major industries with plants on both sides
of the Ohio River from East Liverpool, Ohio.
to Huntington, West Virginia.. It was announced at the December 20 meetings that
the group would propose to the Ohio and
West Virginia Legislatures measures authorizing the creation of an Ohio-West Virginia
Air Pollution Abatement Compact-an interstate agreement. The chairman, your
own Fred E. Tucker of Weirton, said the
compact was drafted in accordance with the
intent of Congress and the provisions of the
Federal Clean Air Act. The legislation h:J.S
been introduced in the Legislatures both at
Charleston and in Columbus and is pending
there.
In a telegram to Chairman Tucker on De~
cember 18, 1966, I commended the committee.
its actions, and its proposals for interstate
Compact legislation. I noted, however, that
the legislature must be free to work its will
on such Compact measure, both as to forlll
and content. And I said that I will be
among sponsors in Congress for legisation to
sanction such an interstate compact if the
legislatures of Ohio and West Virginia. agree
on it. I do not share the pessimistic vieWS
of some of my colleagues on the value of
compacts between the states.
I hope that the legislatures of West Vir~
ginia. and Ohio will ratify an effective compact. But if they do so this year, it will be
only the second interstate air pollution compact to come to the Congress since the Clean
Air Act of 1963. In conjunction with our
hearings on the Air Quality Act of 1967, our
committee will therefore, explore not only
the concept of the regional air quality com~
mission, but other institutional devices
which might offer prospects for more effective
control of int.ersta.te problems.
Monumental as the task is of achieving
improved air quality, we have the actual ot
potential technological and economic re~
sources to do the job. We are, I believe, at
the point of several significant and exciting
technological breakthroughs, a.nd I am confident that many others lie just beyond the
horizon if we mobilize our resources tor this
ptupose.
I have in mind, for example, pllot pro~
grams which are now going forward on the
liquefaction of high-sulfur coal, in which a
fuel oil is produced with no sulfur content,
a coal char with seven-tenths of one percent
sulfur content, and the sulfur is recaptured
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!or commercial purposes. Though expert& ginla, the Congress would perhaps not need
di!rer at the present time concerning the to act on Federal standards for air and water
economic feasibility of the process, it seems quality.
likely that it is only a. matter of time before
"As legislators," Senator Randolph continsuch questions are resolved.
ued, "we must recognize that these large
In the field of auto exhaust pollution, expenditures for cleaning our air and water
Secretary of HEW Gardner, recently promul- and for the beautification of America do not
gated standards for the control of evapora- result in any financial return to industry.
tive hydro-carbons only a few weeks after a On the contrary, they result in substantial
feasible device was demonstrated by a major costs."
oil research firm.
The combination of the precipitator in the
More recently, during our subcommittee's open hearth and the wet scrubber on the
field hearings last week in Los Angeles, we basic oxygen furnaces in the "Mill of the
were given a demonstration of what appears Future" will eliminate by the end of this
to be the first feasible device for the control year in Weirton the plumes of brown smoke
of nitrous oxides. Such advances will, I be- referred to in President Johnson's air pollulieve, be forthcoming with increasing fre- tion message on January 30.
Mr. Tournay commented that "installation
quency as we gain momentum in the field of
pollution abatement.
of the massive, non:.productive pollution conThis is, of course, a field in which your trol facilities has been done on a voluntary
society and professional engineering in gen- basis in cooperation with local and state
eral have a place of preeminent importance. governments."
He added that "air and stream pollution
The challenge of improving the quality of
our urban-industrial environment is one of control is not limited just to the operations
the truly important tasks of our time. It that produce brown plumes of smoke, but
should enlist our best resources of intellect touches virtually all operations in the steeland imagination, for the quality of life on making process."
In the coke plant, he said, phenol disthis planet is at least as important as determining what lies on the far side of the moon. charges are controlled by the most advanced
phenol
recovery plant in the industry. The
Scientists and engineers, more than any
other professions, are responsible for the phenols, if permitted to enter the Ohio River,
great strides in technological development would be a potential cause of a medicinal
that we have experienced in recent decades. taste in drinking water. Also in the coke
It now rests primarily with your professions plant, all 294 coke ovens have been equipped
to help augment the state of the art to with knife-edge self-sealing doors to reduce
improve the quality of our environment- black smoke.
At the blast furnace department, all four
and thus the quality of life which will give
meaning to the advancement of technology. furnaces have been equipped with a complex system of dust control including dust
STATEMENT RELEASED SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11,
catchers, gas washers, precipitators and Ven1967, BY WEIRTON STEEL Co., DIVISION OF turi scrubbers. Water from these installaNATIONAL STEEL CORP., WEIRTON, W. VA.,
tions is transferred to two large clarlfyers
CONCERNYNG ITS AIR AND STREAM POLLUTION
where the solids are removed before the water
is discharged to the Ohio River.
CONTROL
FACILITIES SINCE 1951 AND ITS
PROJECTIONS
The company has installed rotoclones,
Weirton Steel Division of the National Steel cyclones and a chemically-treated wet water
Corporation has spent approximately $15 system in the sinter plant to reduce dust
Inlllion on air and stream pollution control emissions.
At the Strip Steel Department, all confacilities since 1951, it was announced today
by C. G. Tournay, President. He ade\,ed that tinuous pickling lines have been equipped
with
wet scrubbers to completely ellmlnate
"considerable additional expenditures will be
Inade in order to effect total pollution con- acid mist. The waste acid produced by these
lines is collected and hauled to lagoons
trol."
''Even prior to 1951," he said, "Weirton where it is neutralized and contained. This
Steel Division had begun a systematic step- installation alone has an operating cost of
by-step program of pollution control, and more than $1,50().- per day.
In tLe Strip Steel tandem mills, construcsince that time the program has advanced as
rapidly as technological development of con- tion has been completed on a highly complex oil recovery and water purification systrol equipment would permit."
The latest control facilities to be installed tem in which waste oil, after repeated use
on
the mills, is pumped to a new oil recovery
at Weirton are on the ":Mill of the Future''
Which 1s scheduled for start-up later this plant where oil is reclaimed and reused in
Year and will combine basic oxygen furnaces, company operations.
vacuum degassing and continuous casting.
Similar controls for acid mist elimination,
Effluent from the basic oxygen furnaces oil recovery, and the recirculation and conW'lll be removed in a wet scrubber, resulting tainment of chemical waste are also in opin· a clean stack on the operation which will eration in the Sheet Mill and Tin Mill demeet all existing control requirements. Over partments.
50 million gallons of water per day will be
In addition to these in-plant controls, farequired to operate this mill. Ninety percent cilities have also been provided for stream
of the water will be recirculated through a pollution control at the coal preparation
complex filtering and clarifying system. As plant. Here water is constantly recircula{ed
a result, water returned to the Ohio River and cleaned for reuse at the plant and no
Will meet the most stringent requirements for discharge of "black water" is permitted from
Water quality.
the operation.
Another important step in the Weirton
Mr. Tournay said these facilities are only
Steel program was taken nearly two years
ago when the huge electrostatic preciptator a portion of the total equipment installed by
Weirton
Steel to control air and stream
was placed in operation on the No. 13 and
No. 14 open hearth furnaces. The unit re- pollution.
"Pollution control," Mr. Tourney. added,
moves efHuent from discharges of the furnaces by means of electrically charged plates, "is not a new problem at Weirton Steel. The
company has realistically faced the probcleaning 7,500 tons of air per day.
The precipitator was first activated on lem for more than 20 years and has made
April 30, 1965 by U.S. Senator Jennings Ran- s.teady progress with its step-by-step prodolph of West Virginia who, on the occasion, gram.
stated: "I! all industrial management offi"We are aware of the accelerated interest
cials were as progressive and as civic minded by the public in the problems of air and
as are those of the Weirton Steel, and if all stream pollution control, and we are not
state and local officials were as conscious of only continuing but are accelerating our eftheir responsibilities in the field of pollution forts to completely resolve a problem that is
control as are those now serving in West Vlr- of concern to us all."
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liderstate Raid Proves Need for Nationwide Coordination of Fight Against
Crime
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SEYMOUR HALPERN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Mr. HALPERN. Mr. Speaker, recent
disclosures that the Department of Justice has begun a nationwide attack upon
the kingpins of organized crime in the
United States should bring cheers from
all Americans.
It has long been apparent that no single State's efforts are sumcient to crack
down on these overlords of crime whose
strength and mobility seems to grow
daily.
Only by the announced plan to create a
thing squad of investigative experts
from the FBI, the Internal Revenue
Service, the Bureau of Narcotics and the
Labor Department, under the overall
supenision of the Justice Department's
Organized C1ime Section, can we hope to
blidge the barriers of State lines in our
fight against the underworld.
It is interesting to note that steps
in this direction were taken by the District Attorney in Queens County, N.Y.,
last year, when these same Federal agencies worked with his investigators and
assistants to help carry forward a wideranging investigation of organized crime.
On February 23, 1967, the Long Island
Press published a story disclosing how
District Attorney William Cahn, of Nassau County, N.Y., joined Florida authorities in a raid on a large North Miami
bookmaking operation.
As further evidence of the effectiveness of coordination between the States
in the battle against crime, I offer the
Long Island Press account of this joint
operation:
LONG ISLAND

DA

LEADS

:MIAMI RAl:D

ON

BOOKIES

MIA::.-.II.-Nassau Dlst. Atty. William Cahn
led Miami authorities last night in a raid
on a $100-million-a-year bookmaking operation here.
The raiding party confiscated records showing that $250,000 in "layoff" bets were taken
over the telephone in a one-hour period
before police broke into a plush North Miami
home.
Arrested was Martin Kane, described as the
Miami area's kingpin bookie and a top lieutenant of Gil (The Brain) Beckley, who was
arrested earlier this month in New York in
a Cahn-directed bookmaking roundup.
The raiding party included Cahn, Dade
County State Atty. Richard Gerstein and
Norman Levy, Nassau County assistant district attorney in charge of the rackets bureau.
The men were armed with a search warrant
obtained in :Mlami as a result of information
given to Gerstein by Cahn.
Cahn flew to :Miami Monday to present
evidence to Gerstein uncovered in an investigation which led to the arrest of nine
other alleged members of the ring in the
metropolitan New York area about two weeks
ago.
The ring's headquarters allegedly were in
Long Beach.
Kane was booked at Dade County Jail on
charges of bookmaking and operating a gam-
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bUng establishment. Bail was not immediately.
The officers said Kane's wife and three
children were in the home during the raid,
and that Mrs. Kane shouted "28" into an intercom when she opened the front door and
found officers there.
The officers broke down a door in the home
and found Kane attempting to flush betting
slips down a toilet, authorities said. Betting
records and an extensive rotary telephone
system were confiscated.
Cahn described the raid as a "vital step"
in breaking up the ring, which he said handled "layoff" bets for other bookies in order
to spread the risk and avoid heavy betting
losses. He said he plans to confer with district attorneys in several other cities, and
that New Orleans is next on his agenda.
Cahn said when the New York arrests were
made, that his evidence included a winning
bet made by a well-known college football
coach on his own team through one of the
bookmakers. He refused to identify the
coach, but said he came to Miami because
the bet was made here.

Concern for the Nation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT L F. SIKES
OF FLORmA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. SIKES. Mr. Sl>eaker, I have before me a letter from Rev. Joseph P.
DuBose, Jr., which I find very impressive.
Reverend DuBose is pastor of the East
Hill Baptist Church in Pensacola, and I
know of his very fine work for his charge
and his country.
His letter shows the type of interest in
government which is so badly needed
throughout our country today. I am very
pleased to submit it for reprinting in the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:
EAST HILL BAPTIST CHURCH,
Pensacola, Fla., February 12,1967.

Hon. RoBERT L. F. SIKEs,

House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR Sm: As a citizen of this great nation
and a veteran of World War II, I am greatly

concerned about several Supreme Court decisions. Likewise, as a minister of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, responsible for a book
membership of 2200 people, I need some factual answers for the flock under my care;
therefore, I am turning to you, a responsible
leader, for the answers. I respectfully request you to answer the following questions,
in view of the recent Supreme Court ruling,
and please grant me an early reply. Reference is made to that ruling as defined in the
Times and Democrat newspaper, January
24, 1967, Orangeburg, South carolina, as
herein quoted:
"WASHINGTON .-The Supreme Court ruled
Monday New York State may not fire public
school tea~hers-or any other civil servants--solely because they are members of
the Communist Party."
This ruling sets a precedent which alarms
me, both as a citizen and as a veteran of
World War III Incidentally, Paul Harvey
nnd the U.S. News & World Report, February
6, 1967, page 8, likewise reported the stated
decision.
My questions are as follows:
1. In view of the known fact that just a
year ago we were told the Communist objective was to infiltrate our colleges and universities, why then has the Supreme Court,

through its ruling, opened the door for
them? How is the American educational
system to be protected from Communist inftl tra tion?
2. College young people are generally influenced by their professors. I have three
degrees and have attended three colleges
and one seminary, and I know where of I
speak! The Communist professor who will
teach either high school or college students
will make every effort to bend them toward
communism.
I have no objection, as a citizen or a minister, to the teaching of communism in our
schools as a subject, if it is taught by impartial and dedicated American teachers
whose objective will be to acquaint the students With other types of government but
not "convert them into Reds"!
You speak of academic freedom; pray tell,
what kind of academic freedom Will future
generations have if these professors in our
centers of "brain-power-potential" convert
sufficient students to their "Communist way
of life"?
3. Inasmuch as we know that wherever
communism goes it divides nations, i.e. Korea, Vietnam, CUba, Berlin, etc., why in
Heaven's name--after the youth problem
in California at Berkeley-does the Supreme
Court make it possible for a repeat performance throughout the U.S.A.? Why open up
the possibllity of dividing the loyalty of our
youth further when there is already enough
of that as illustrated in the "Berkeley College affair" and in the Canada Draft Dodge
traffic?
4. Since we know from history, experience,
and Communist literature that communism
is bent on world domination which is communism, why offer them through this decision an additional foothold on this continent and in the United States-of all
places--in our institutions of learning
where we are framing future leaders? A
beachhead has already been established in
CUba, resulting in reported trouble in South
America because of that base of Communist
operation.
5. Is it nothing that our own flesh and
blood are dying to overcome in Vietnam
what the Supreme Court is permitting to
be propagated in their homeland, namely, a
Communist takeover beginning in the field
of learning?
"A U.S. spokesman said 6,978 have been
killed in action in Vietnam and another
1,564 have died from non-hostile causes.
"Another 39,997 have been wounded and
485 Americans are listed as missing or captured." (The Pensacola Journal, Pensacola,
Florida, January 27, 1967.)
Do these facts mean nothing to you when
you talk of academic freedom?
"The spokesman said in the week ending
Saturday (January 21, 1967) 844 Americans
were killed, wounded or captured. He said
123 were killed in action, 716 others wounded
and five listed as missing or captured." (The
Pensacola Journal, Pensacola, Florida, January 27, 1967.)
6. Are there no limits to freedom? I am
free, but not free to run the stop signs or
stoplights, nor am I free to enter legally
into your home without an invitation or
your permission 1
7. In view of what we know about con).munlsm, Will the Supreme Court decision
lessen or increase the progress of communism in "the land of the free and the home
of the brave"?
8. The decision was 6-4; is it democratic
to impose on 200 million people a decision
carried by a one man majority?
9. What would be the proper channel for
the peqple of this nation to appeal the decision? Have we lost "the check and balance
system of government" so proudly taught
by history and civics teachers of bygone
days?
10. Can it be that tax-paying citizens are
denied the right of self-preservation?
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11. On the basis of the reported injustices
reported in the "Congressional Record, Senate", January 25, 1967, pp. S897-8906, resulting from the Miranda Decision, and having made this decision making possible a
Communist takeover in the field of learning,
is the strength of this great nation not being
destroyed?
I realize that your high position and
weighty responsiblllties are beyond comprehension; nevertheless, I would not want to
see our nation repeat some of the mistakes
of history. It has been said, "If we do not
profit by the experiences of history, we w1ll
repeat the errors of history."
Again, I would appreciate a response to
this letter so as to alleviate some of the fears
of our people. In keeping with Paul's instructions to Timothy in I Timothy 2: 1-2,
this congregation will remember you in its
prayers as you seek to perform your duty
under God on behalf of the citizens.
Sincerely yours,
JOSEPH P. DuBosE, Jr.

My Privileges as an American
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. AL ULLMAN
OJ' OREGON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 20, 1967

Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, last fall
I had the distinct privilege of participating in the annual essay contest conducted by the Albany, Oreg., Veterans
Day Committee. One of the features of
that contest was the public reading of
the winning essays from the various high
schools in the area. It was my pleasure
to read "My Privileges as an American,"
by Miss Susan McLain, a junior at Central Linn High School.
There have been published reports
throughout the United States that a
growing number of our young people are
not aware of the values represented in
our constitutional protections. I feel
that Miss McLain has eloquently written
for those who are aware of those values,
who know how difficult it was to achieve
them, and how important it is to protect
them in the future. She, and others like
her, will be careful custodians of America's tradition of individual liberty.
I am pleased to have Miss McLain's essay placed in the RECORD at this point:
MY PRIVILEGES AS AN AMERICAN
Susan McLain, Central Linn High
School, 11th Grade)
The other night I had a dream, not really
a dream but a nightmare. Although the details aren't vivid, I wlll try and relate the
story to you. Our family and people we
know were in a city (it seemed like tall, dark
factories loomed all around) attending a
church. All of a sudden the doors burst
open and about 12 soldiers in dull, gray suits
marched in and seized everyone. I was in the
nightmare land of a dictatorship country.
where freedom of religion is not a privilege
and where even a minute offense is considered
a major crime. I can sense the terror now
that struck my heart as I saw our family and
friends being separated and loaded on busses
to be taken away. Although it was only a.
dream, I've never had such a great fear as
that night when I could actually feel my
freedoms being taken away. 'Ib.is terror
was something new to me. People I thought
were my friends spied on me and I couldn't
trust anybody. I was always terrified when
(By
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I saw "the soldiers." In just a dream I sensed
all these feelings-feelings of having no freedom or privileges at all, feelings that I will
never have to actually have in the country
in which I live, America, land of freedom and
opportunity.
I am happy I live in America and am able to
enjoy the rights and privileges that I do.
I feel the most important of our privileges is
freedom of religion.
Over half of the
original thirteen colonies were founded on
the principle that men should be able to
worship aa they see fit. Religion has been
the actual basis for our country and will continue to be the foundation as long as our
country is a democracy.
Another important privilege I enjoy as an
American is freedom of speech We as peoPle can have a say in our government and
how it is run. We can participate in government aifairs by voicing our opinions or
beliefs. We can also praise government officials for their accomplishments or criticize
them when we feel they have made bad
decisions.
A third privilege I have is freedom of the
Press. This benefits me as a student because
I can read dliferent articles and books that
Other people have Written and I am able to
base my own opinions on pertinent issues of
tOday. This right of American people is one
Of the first privileges we were able to enjoy
When our country was founded. Long before our actual government was set up, the
light of free press was enacted. This is
also one of the "privilege stepping stones"
that will eventually lead me to be a responsible citizen of the United States.
My right to vote is a privilege I am looking
forward to. Many people in our country
abuse this privilege and take it for granted.
They do not realize that this right had to
be won and should never be taken lightly.
Being able to vote is another way in which
I can have an actual say in government
affairs.
One of the other great benefits I am able
to participate in, is the right to get a education. I can choose any field of schooling
I Wish and pursue it to my satisfaction.
Arter getting this education I can choose a
\"ocatton to my liking and ful:fill my potential
in this career.
I ha~e the right to join a political party
or my choice and participate in its activities. I can campaign freely for any candidate who meets my own requirements.
We also have the right to trial by jury.
Although I hope I never have to use this
Privilege, it is always there in case I do.
This right helped set up our government
laws and made them more just and unprejudiced.
I enjoy the benefits of our modern America,
the medical developments, communication
advancements, and transportation improvetnents. I can keep up to date on the current events and cultures of our day, and I
can better prepare myself for the time when
I Will be a mature citizen of the United
States of America.
Truly the privileges and rights I have as
an American today are numerous, unique
and diversified, but my greatest privilege is
to Be an American.

The 49th Anniversary of Estonian
Independence
EXTENSION OF RE:MARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS J. !'.1ESKILL
OF CONNECTICUT

IN

THE

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. MESKILL. Mr. Speaker, FebI-uary is a particularly meaningful month

for Americans-we celebrate the birthday of our Founding Father, George
Washington, and the man who preserved
our Union, Abraham Lincoln. It is also
a historically important month for Estonians who celebrate the 49th anniversary of their independence today.
But unlike us, our Baltic neighbors
must celebrate this national holiday with
a heaviness of heart, for their homeland
is once more under the domination of an
oppressive foreign power. The Nazi occupation of World War II brought to a close
the 21 years of independence enjoyed by
Estonia and set the stage for an equally
heavy domination by the Soviet Union
which exists to this day.
During their all too brief taste of freedom, Estonians demonstrated their ability to govern themselves in the finest
democratic tradition. Therefore, today,
let us join in a sofemn pledge to support
their quest for self-determination by
continuing in a strong refusal to recognize the incorporation of Estonia and
the other Baltic States into the Soviet
Union.

It Is Time for the Treasury To Take a
Stand Against Municipal Industrial Development Bond Financing
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HENRY S. REUSS
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 6, 1967

Mr. REUSS. Mr. Speaker, by coincidence yesterday, February 23, as the
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury,
Stanley S. Sw·rey, was speaking to the
Federal Bar Association here in Washington on the evils of States and localities using their privilege to issue taxexempt bonds to subsidize private industries, the city of Middletown, Ohio, was
preparing to issue the largest municipal
industrial bond issue ever, $82,500,000,
to subsidize the Armco Steel Corp. This
single bond issue represents nearly onesixth of the 1966 total of all municipal
industrial bond issues recorded by the
Investment Bankers Association.
The recordbreaking Armco Steel Corporation municipal industrial bond issue
graphically illustrates the remarks of
Assistant Secretary Surrey thatMore and more this practice is being used
by financially strong corporations that are
fully able to obtain funds through normal
channels.

Armco Steel Corp. is listed on the New
York Stock Exchange.
The huge bond issue also nicely illusti·ates another feature of the growing
abuse of the tax-exempt privilege. It
is being issued by Middletown, Ohio, a
prosperous, already-industlialized community. The bond issue in no way benefits an underdeveloped area.
Assistant Secretary Surrey's disapproving remarks follow by 8 months similar remarks by Treasury Secretary
Fowler. Nevertheless, no Treasury action has been taken to forestall the continued growth of municipal industrial
development bond issues-giant or oth-
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erwise. We in Congress, who have introduced bills to end this abuse, continue
to await a Treasury report on our bills.
No report has been forthcoming in the
past 2 years.
There follows excerpts from Mr. Surrey's speech in which he discusses municipal industrial development bonds,
and from an article in the February 23
issue of the Daily Bond Buyer which describes the Middleto~n municipal industlial bond issue.
EXCERPT FROM REMARKS BY HON. STANLEY S.
SURREY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, BEFORE THE FEDERAL BAR AsSOCIATION
BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS CONFERENC~
ON
TAXATION
OF
AFFILIATED
CORPORATE
GROUPS, MAYFLOWER HOTEL, FEBRUARY 23,

1967
I would like first to mention the tax-ex- ..,.
empt industrial development bonds issued
generally by local governments or agencies.
These are rapidly growing in number and
amount-in 1960, $41 million were issued
while in 1966 the issues appear to top a half
billion. Since 1963 the total out.standing
has more than doubled. Since the prime
security, indeed usually the only security,
behind these bonds are revenues derived by
the issuing local agency from the sale or lease
by it of a plant or other industrial facility
to a private corporation, the bonds are sold
on the credit of that corporation. The rents
for the plant or the yearly installments of
the sales priced are fixed to meet interest
payment.s by the issuing agency and amortization of the principal of the bonds. The
corporation is thus borrowing from the public but the red seal of the local issuing agency
stamped upon the bonds imparts to it a tax
exemption for the interest. As a result, the
interest rate obtained by the corporation will
be below the market rate that would otherwise apply. More and more this practice
is being used by financially strong corporations that are fully able to obtain funds
through normal channels. Their turning,
however, to these industrial development
bonds makes them accomplices with the local issuing agencies in an arrangement that
distorts the tax-exemption privilege and
forces the Federal tax system improperly to
support their financing. Indeed, the position
of accomplice is often forced upon the local
agency under the threat of locating the plant
elsewhere. This is a far cry from the original use of these bonds for corporations willing to enter areas of high unemployment but
lacking capital of their own, a situation close
to those in which financial assistance 1s now
granted by the Economic Development Administrntion.
As the 1967 Report of the President's
Council of Economic Advisers states:
"Through the use of these (industrial development) bonds, localities have passed
to private industries · the benefit of the
exemption of their interest from Federal
tax, in many cases without assuming any
real obligation for repayment of the bonds.
This questionable practice is becoming increasingly widespread, and the lack of any
obligation by the locality authorizing the
bonds permits proliferation without limit.
The use of the Federal tax code in this fashion is inefficient and inappropriate."
One wonders at the lack of self-restraint
on the part of the corporations and localities
here involved. Clearly, the rapid spread of
this practice as other States and localities
must unwillingly adopt it in self-defense can
only end in a chaotic situation that will
hamper the financing of the genuine needs
of State and local governments. If all localities were to use these bonds they would
both weaken the market for their traditional
tax-exempt issues and also fail in their original purpose to influence plant location. Indeed, a lower interest cost for their financing
will simply become a fringe benefit for corporations no matter where they locate.
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dividend payments to foreigners by overseas
subsidiaries).
.
The attempt to reduce our gold loss has
also involved the adoption of domestic
measures which many people would oppose
were it not for the crisis, such as relatively
high short-term interest rate sand various
forms of discrimination against foreign suppliers of goods and services.
Besides all these points, it should be noted
that every measure which reduces our gold
outflow simultaneously reduces the supply of
dollars available to other countries.
Devaluation of the dollar, or raising the
prise of gold which is the same thing, bave
been rejected by our government and by
most students of the problem for excellent
reasons which need not be repeated here.
Yet, the amount paid to the gold producers is a key factor in the problem. In
our economy, whether it be in the free sector
or in the governmentally managed sector, a
Proposal To End the Gold Crisis
rise in price almost always results in greater
production and is normally the mechanism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
by which output is stimulated. Conversely,
(with certain short-term exceptions, as in
OF
agriculture) a failure of prices to rise when
production costs go up usually results in
lessened production.
OF NEW YORK
We cannot expect the snpply of gold to
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
increase adequately when we fail to increase
the return to gold producers in line with
Thursday, February 16, 1967
costs.
Mr. KUPFERMAN. Mr. Speaker, my changing
submit that a general rise in the price
good friend, Simeon H. F. Goldstein, au- of Igold
is not the only method of increasing
thor, civic worker, student of finance, the return to the mining industry.

[From the Daily Bond Buyer, Feb. 23, 1007]
MIDDLETOWN IssUE
In. Ohio, the city of Middletown issued
$82,500,000 of industrial building revenuebonds in behalf of the Armco Steel Corporation, whose lease payments to the city on
the industrial building being financed are
the pledged security for the bonds.
The Middletown bonds were sold by negotiation to Eastman Dillon, Union Securities
& Co., and associates at an interest cost of
4.54 per cent. Reoffering for public subscription was made of $34 ,655,000 serial bonds at
yield scaled from 4.10 per cent in 1970 to
4.35 per cent in 1978. The balance of
$47,845,000 term bonds are due in 1992 and
are priced to yield 4.50 per cent.

HON. THEODORE R. KUPFERMAN

and real estate broker, has his office in
my district. He has lately given thought
to our gold crisis and as a New York City
dweller looked into a question which normally concerns those in the gold mining
States.
His conclusions on the subject, as reported in the Commercial and Financial
Chronicle, is ~ntitled "Goodby to Gold
Crises," and I believe they deserve serious consideration by my colleagues. I include the article in the Appendix of the
RECORD, as follows:
GOODBY TO GOLD CRISES

(Proposal of modified subsidization of the
gold mining industry is advanced to restore
confidence in currency which the author
claims could not be achieved by creation
of a new monetary unit or system, or by
outright devaluation. Mr. Goldstein explains
how his proposals differ from, and are superior to, the Canadian Subsidy plan and
to other measures of monetary reform.)
(By Simeon H. F. Goldstein)
There have been few times since World
War II during which the free world did not
face either of two great difficulties. During
the earlier post-war period, there was a dollar shortage in most countries outside of the
United States. In recent years, un the other
hand, the U.S. has faced an almost continuous loss of gold.
What dreary alternatives these two conditions have been!
A dollar shortage inhibits international
trade, and creates poverty, resentment, revolution and international wars (except that
it may be ameliorated by foreign aid).
The lo~s of gold is a condition which cannot continue indefinitely without irreparable
harm to our own economy. Mor~over, the
major steps taken to meet this crisis involve
a sacrifice of important long-term objectives
{because of the immediate urgency of the
problem). Thus, while constraints, including
the "Interest Equalization Tax", and the
limitations on foreign lending by U.S. banks,
save much gold today, they do so at the expense of reduced interest income tomorrow.
Similarly, our government's request that U.S.
corporations finance their overseas capital
requirements by borrowing abroad, necessarUy me.ans higher future interest outgo (or

DIFFERS FROM CANADIAN PLAN

I propose a limited and modified form of
subsidy, for increases in gold production. It
would differ, in very significant respects, from
the typical commodity subsidy, and would
bear little resemblance to the plan now used
by Canada for its gold mining industry.
I suggest that Congress appropriate some
particular sum as the total subsidy for increased gold production.
Anyone owning or controlling land in the
U.S. or in its ps:>ssessions, from which gold
can be extracted, could submit a bid for a
portion of the subsidy. The bid would involve an offer to produce a given quantity
of gold from land which did not produce
gold subsequent to some cut-o.tr date, or an
offer to produce an additional quantity above
that produced during some recent period-in
return for a subsidy per ounce specified by
the bidder. The lowest bidders (subject to
limitations outlined below) would receive
contracts.
Let us assume that the amount of the subsidy is to be $50,000,000. I use these figures
merely for illustrativepurposes. Let us further assume that the bids line up as follows:
Numher of ounces

Suh~idy
per I Amount of
ounce
subsidy

2,000,()()() __ _. ---------------

$.~
ij

3,000,()()()______ -- --------.--

7

4.000,()()1) ______ - ----------

H

5,()()(),()()() ____ ---------------

9

l,OOO,()()(J ____ --- ---· ------- _

$.'i, 000.000
1:!,000.000
:.!1, 000, 000
3:!, 000, ono
4.'i, 000, ()()()

The three lowest bidders, between them,
would absorb $38,000,000 of the subsidy, and
would receive contracts for the entire amount
which they propose. - The fourth bidder
would receive a contract for 1,500,000 ounces
at $8 subsidy per ounce.
Bids would probably be received, among
other sources, from mines in Alaska and in
our Vlestern states, which were shut down,
not bec:1use they lacked gold, but because
it was uneconomical to produce it at $35
per ounce. Perhaps they would also come
from abandoned placer workings.
Bidders should be permitted to stagger
production over a number of years. subject
to some maximum period to be announced

in advance.

This would greatly reduce their
costs. Among the reasons for this are the
fact that less machinery needs to be installed, and less housing and community
facilities need to be provided for the workers, if the job can be spread over a longer
time.
.
Producers should be permitted to depreciate the entire capital investment required
for this extra production, over the period
which it is produced.
It might also be provided that no one
group could receive more than a certain
percentage of the total subsidy. This would
lessen the impact on the program of an
accident or a labor dispute which might
cause a shut-down of an individual producer.
It would also avoid encouraging monopoly.
WHERf IT DIFFERS

This plan differs from the typical governmental subsidy, because of a number of
features which are designed to foster the
maximum amount of additional production
for the taxpayers' dollar.
First, the subsidy would be limited to increases in production.
Secondly, the amount of subsidy would
be determined by sealed bids, rather than
by legislative or administrative action.
When public officials set up a subsidy progrc.m whose beneficiaries include only a
small number of voters, there is usually a
strong temptation to hold the rate down
to a level which is politically palatable.
This may be so low that it is not an adequate incentive to really increase production-and yet any such program costs the
government money. Under our proposal ,
however, the amount of subsidy would be
whatever will be needed to get the gold into
Fort Knox-no more, and no less.
What would happen after the production
contracted for through the subsidies has been
completed? Would there then be · another
such program? This can only be determined
in the light of conditions at that time. It
may be noted, however, that the additional
capital invested for this program, and written
off over its term, would still presumably have
a remaining potential useful physical life,
and therefore might be likely to be available
for production at a lower cost in competitive
bids upon any renewal of the program ( 0r,
perhaps even at the $35 per ounce rate).
ADVANTAGES

This plan has three advantages over the
proposal to create a new world unit or system.
The essential element in any workable currency system is confidence.
A new world monetary arrangement migllt,
perhaps, inspire sufficient confidence to
attain its objectives. But, then again it
might not. No one really knows what would
happen.
History indicates that there are few nreas,
if any, in which governments (even dictatorships) have had less success, than in attempts
to command confidence in a currency which
the public did not trust.
The trust which the publlc places in gold
is not a matter of caprice or co-incidence.
The experiences of our own generation have
re-inforced the conviction of many persons,
based on history, that gold is more reliable
than pledges of governments.
Confidence feeds on itself. In fact, that
tendency is so strong that once our governme_nt demonstrates that it can add to its
gold holdings at will, by adopting and carrying out this plan, it is quite possible that it
may not even need to engage in a "second
rouncl" of subsidies, because it will have
proved-not promised-that the dollar will
not be devalued. However, regardless of
whether a subsequent subsidy program will
later be needed or not, there can be no question that the addition of gold to our national
reserves will increase confidence ln the
dollar.
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other matter not germane to the proceedings, the same shall be published in the Appendix. This rule shall not apply to quotations which form part of a speec~ of a Member, or to an authorized extension of his own
remarks: Provided, That no address, speech,
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to the sine die adjournment of a session of
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must be announced by the Member when
such leave is requested; but this rule shall
not apply to excerpts from letters, telegrams, or articles presented in connection
with a speech delivered in the course of debate or to communications from State legislatures, addresses or articles by the President
and the members of his Cabinet, the Vice
President, or a Member of Congress. For the
purposes of this regulation, any one R;rticle
printed in two or more parts, with or without individual beadings, shall be considered
as a single extension and the two-page rule
shall apply. The Public Printer or the Official
Reporters of tbeHouse or Senate shall return
to the Member of the respective House any
m atter SUbmitted for the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD which is in contravention of this
paragraph.
12. Official Reporters.-The Official Reporters of each House shall indicate on the manucript and prepare beadings for all matter to
be printed in the Appendix, and shall make
suitable reference thereto at the proper place
in the proceedings.
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Burton, Phillip, Calif-----BUsh, George, Tex ________ _
Button, Daniel E., N.Y ____ _
Byrne, James A., Pa ______ _
Byrnes, John W., Wis ______ 1215 25th St. S.,
Arlington, Va.
Cabell, Earle, Tex ________ _
Cah1ll, William T., N.J ----Carey, Hugh L., N.Y ------Carter, Tim Lee, Ky ______ _
Casey, Bob, Tex __________ _
Cederberg, Elford A., Mich_
Celler, Emanuel, N.Y ______ The Mayflower
Chamberlain, Charles E.,
Mich.

Clancy, Donald D., Ohio __ _
Clark, Frank M., Pa _______ 220 0 St. SE.
Clausen, Don H., Calif----Clawson, Del, Calif-------Cleveland, James C., N.H __ _

Cohelan, Jeffery, Calif-----1202 Longworth
House Office Bldg.
Collier, Harold R., IlL ____ _
Colmer, William M., Miss __
Conable, Barber B., Jr.,
N.Y.

Conte, Silvio 0., Mass ______ 5619 Lamar Rd.,
Washington 16,
D.C.
Conyers, John, Jr., Mich __
Corbett, Robert J., Pa ____ _
Corman, James C., Calif __ _
Cowger, William 0., Ky ___ _
Cramer, William C., Fla ____ 6215 Beachway
Dr., Falls Church,
Va.
Culver, John C., Iowa _____ _
Cunningham, Glenn, Nebr _
Curtis, Thomas B., Mo ____ _
Daddario, Emilio Q., Conn_
Daniels, Dominick V., N.J __
Davis, Glenn R., Wis _____ _
Davis, John W., Ga _______ _
Dawson, William L., IlL __ _
de la Garza, Eligio, Tex ___ _
Delaney, James J., N.Y ___ _
Dellenback, John R., Oreg-5911 Onondaga
Rd.
Denney, Robert V., Nebr __ _
Dent, John H., Pa ________ _
Derwinski, Edward J., IlL-Devine, Samuel L., Ohio __ _
Dickinson, William L., Ala_
Diggs, Charles C., Jr., Mich_
Dingell, John D., Mich ____ _
Dole, Robert, Kans ________ 6136 Beachway
Dr., Falls Church,
Va.
Donohue, Harol<: D., Mass __
Dorn, W. J. Bryru:, S.C _____ 2030 Laburnum
St., McLean, Va.
Dow, John G., N.Y -------Dowdy, John, Tex ________ _
Downing, Thomas N., Va___
.
Dulski, Thaddeus J., N.Y __ 347 Cannon
House Office
Building
Duncan, John J., Tenn ___ _
Dwyer, Florence P. (Mrs.),
N.J.

Eckhardt,Bob,Tex _______ _
Edmondson, Ed. Okla _____ _
Edwards, Don, Calif-------9201 Fox Meadow
La., Potomac, Md.,
Edwards, Edwin W., La ___ _
Edwards, Jack, Ala _______ _
Eilberg, Joshua, Pa _______ _
Erlenborn, John N., IlL __ _
Esch, Marvin L., Mich ____ _
Eshleman, Edwin D., Pa ___ _
Evans, Frank E., Colo _____ _
Everett, Robert A., Tenn __ _
Evins, JoeL., Tenn ________ 5044 Klingle St.
Fallon, George H., Md ____ _
Farbstein, Leonard, N.Y --Fascell, Dante B., Fla _____ _
Feighan, Michael A., Ohio_
Findley, Paul, IlL ________ _
Fino, Paul A., N.Y --------Fisher, 0. C., Tex __________ Calvert-Woodley
Flood, Daniel J., Pa _______ The Congressional
Flynt, John J., Jr., Ga ____ _
Foley, Thomas s., Wash __ _
Ford, Gerald R., Mtch _____ 514 Crown View
Dr., Alexandria,

va.

Ford, William D., Jl.!ich ___ _
Fountain, L. H., N.c _______ The Westchester
Fraser, Donald M., Minn __ _
Frelinghuysen, Peter H. B., 3014 N St.
N.J.

Friedel, Samuel N., llfd ___ _
Fulton, James G., Pa _____ _
FUlton, Richard, Tenn ___ _
FUqua, Don, Fla _________ _
Galifianakis, Nick, N.c ____ _
Gallagher, Cornelius E.,
N.J.

Gardner, James C., N.C ___ _
Garmatz, Edward A., Md __ _
Gathings, E. C., Ark ______ _
Gettys, Tom S., S.C ______ _
Giaimo, Robert N., Conn __ _
Gibbons, Sam, Fla _______ _
Gilbert, Jacob H., N.Y ----Gonzalez, Henry B., Tex ___ 200 0 St. SE.
Goodell, Charles E., N.Y ___ 3842 Macomb St.

Goodling, George A., Pa ___ _
Gray, Kenneth J., IlL ____ _
Green, Edith (Mrs.), Dreg_
Green, William J., Pa _____ _
Griffiths, Martha W.,
(Mrs.), Mich.
Gross, H. R., Iowa ________ _
Grover, James R., Jr., N.Y __
Gubser, Charles S., Calif--Gude, Gilbert, Md _______ _
Gurney, Edward J .. Fla ___ _
Hagan, G. Elliott, Ga _____ _
Haley, James A., Fla ______ _
Hall, Durward G., Mo ____ _
Halleck, Charles A., Ind ___ 4926 Upton St.
Halpern, Seymour, N.Y ___ _
Hamilton, Lee H., Ind ____ _
Hammerschmidt, John
Paul, Ark.
Hanley, James M., N.Y ---Hanna, Richard T., dalif __ _
Hansen, George V., Idaho __
Hansen, Julia Butler
(Mrs.), Wash.
Hardy, Porter, Jr., Va _____ _
Harrison, William Henry,

·-

Wyo.

Harsha, Willlam H., Ohio __
Harvey, James, Mich _____ _
Hathaway, William D.,
Maine.

Hawkins, Augustus F.,
Calif.

Hays, Wayne L., Ohio _____ _
Hebert, F. Edward, La _____ 26 Cockrell St.,
Alexandria, Va.
Hechler, Ken, W. Va ______ _
Heckler, Margaret M.
(Mrs.), Mass.
Helstoski, Henry, N.J _____ _
Henderson, David N., N.c __
Herlong, A. S., Jr., Fla ____ _
Hicks, Floyd V., Wash ____ _
Holifield, Chet, Calif-----Holland, Elmer J., Pa _____ _
Horton, Frank, N.Y ------Hosmer, Craig, Calif------Howard, James J., N.J ____ _
Hull, W. R., Jr., Mo _______ _
Hungate, William L., Mo __ _
Hunt, John E., N.J -------Hutchinson, Edward, Mich_
!chord, Richard (Dick),
Mo.

Irwin, Donald J., Conn ___ _
Jacobs, Andrew, Jr., Ind __ _
Jarman, John, Okla ______ _
Joelson, Charles s., N.J ___ _
Johnson, Albert W., Pa ___ _
Johnson, Harold T., Calif __
Jonas, Charles Raper, N.C __
Jones, Paul C., Mo ________ 1111 Army-Navy
Dr., Arlington,
Va.
Jones, Robert E., Ala _____ _
Jones, Walter B., N.C _____ _
Karsten, Frank M., Mo ____ _
Karth, Joseph E., Minn ____ Kastenmeier, Robert W.,
Wis.

Kazen, Abraham, Tex ____ _
Kee, James, W. Va ________ 544116th Ave.,
Hyattsvme, Md.
Keith, Hastings, Mass _____ 4517Wethertll Dr.,
Westmoreland
Hllls, Md.
Kelly, Edna F. (Mrs.). N.Y _
King, Carleton J., N.Y ____ _
King, Cecil R., Calif------Kirwan, Michael J., Ohio __
Kleppe, Thomas S., N. Dak_
Kluczynski, John c., IlL __ _
Kornegay, Horace R., N.C __
Kupferman, Theodore R.,
N.Y.

Kuykendall, Dan, Tenn __ _
Kyl, John, Iowa __________ _
Kyros, Peter N., Maine ____ _
Laird, Melvin R., Wis _____ _
Landrum, Phil M., Ga ____ _
Langen, Odin, Minn ______ _
Latta, Delbert L., Ohio ___ _
Leggett, Robert L., Calif--Lennon, Alton, N.C _______ _
Lipscomb, Glenard P.,
Calif.

Lloyd, Sherman P., Utah __ _
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HON. W. R. POAGE
OJ' TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. POAGE. Mr. Sp~ker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcoan, I include the following address by
Secretary of Agriculture Orvtlle L. Freeman to the annual meeting of the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, Civic Auditorium, San Francisco,
Calif., February 22 1 1967.
The address follows:
My remarks today wlll be three-fold .
First, a report on the new era in agricul·
ture which the Nation is entering in this
seventh decade of the 2oth Century; second,
a brief analysis of some of the largely-unrecognized forces that are causing urbanlUra.~ imbalance in our Nation; and, finally,
a request that NRECA, which has done so
tnuch for America in the past, lead a sweeping rural renaissance to shape its future.
I last attended an NRECA convention in
1963 . . . four years ago. Four years is a
short time, scarcely a pause in one man's
llretime. Yet the world is a very different
Place. Great men have passed from the national scene; others have taken their places;
great issues have been decided; new ones
are fast upon us. And nowhere is this dizzy~ pace of change more evident than in
agricUlture.
1 . A NEW ERA IN AGRICULTURE

Agriculture is a very different industry today from what it was in 1963, or even a
Year ago. Witness with me the changed
dimensions of this industry as it enters a
new era in 1967:
1. Food surpluses have disappeared, and
an end to surpluses in cotton and tobacco
1s Within our grasp. At long last we are
able to produce for use, rather than for
s torage. Surpluses. other than temporary
oversupplies caused by weather variation,
can become a thing of the past as we rely
increasingly on reverse acreage and improved
technology instead of top-heavy stocks.
2. Farm income, both gross and net, has
1ncreased markedly. Last year gross farm income was the highest in history and national
fe t fa.rm income was the second highest. Net
!lcome per farm, also at the highest level
1n history, topped $5,000 last year, up 70
Percent from 1960.
D 3. Demand for agricultural products in the
nited States and the world is strong and
remain so for the foreseeable future.
xports during 1966 totaled some $6.9 billion and will surpass $7 billion this year.
4. The free market, much praised but little
Utilized during the fifties, is now freer of
government controls than it has been in
d.ecad.es. The government, for all practical
PUrposes, is out of the market.
5. The "graduation rate" of smaller farms
ln to the "adequate-sized" category has accel;rated in recent years. Since 1959, nearly
oo.ooo family farms graduated into the
Uo.ooo-a-year or larger gross income class.

:ill

The living standards of these farm families
have risen accordingly.
·
All of these items represent striking progress, of course. But having acknowledged
the advances, let me also emphatically express my dissatisfaction with the fact that,
despite the steady progress of the past six
years, the farmer's income still Zags behind
that of other Americans.

On a per capita basts, the farmer's income is $1,700. Other Americans average
$2,610 per capita.
Farm prices, though up last year, have
been down the last few months, and today
·are less than the 1947-49 average. At the
same time, food costs are 35 percent higher.
This the farmer bitterly resents--and
properly so.
This discrepancy must be corrected-. It
must be corrected because it is unfair to the
farmer and therefore wrong. It must be
corrected because 1! farmers don't get a !air
return commensurate with the other segments of society, we will lose our best farm. ers. If that happens, the entire Nation, not
just the farmer, will be hurt.
This Monday, some 400 farm, commodity
and other leaders, representing more than
50 organizations. conferred with me in Washington on the ways and means to correct
this discrepancy, to bring commercial agriculture further into the mainstream of
American economic prosperity. ·
President Johnson, describing himself
whimsically as an "unsuccessfUl part-time
rancher," met with these farm representatives at a White House 1uncheon, where he
expressed once again his determination that
this Nation should accomplish parity of income for its farmers.
Just before I left Washington late yesterday to fly to San Francisco, President Johnson telephoned to say he was so pleased with
his meeting with farm leaders and so impressed by the Farm Polley Conference itself
that he wants me to make it an annual
event.
The President called the Conference "successful and constructive" and said he was
impressed with the sincerity of the recommendations made by farm leaders who participated. He said he looks forward-and
certainly I look forward, as well-to continuing the dialogue with farm and commodity leaders at this highest level.
.
The Presidential directive is in keeping
with statements President Johnson made to
farmers and ranchers attending the Conference. He told them: "I want to appeal to
the farm industry in advance to give us your
suggestions, your ideas, your counsel, and
. your patience."
His instructions to told annual farm policy
conferences will mean that all segments of
farming and ranching and all commodity
groups will be heard directly at the White
House. At the same time, they will receive
direct and up-to-date reports on what the
Government is doing to carry out farm
programs.
The Conference discussions were open.
The comments and suggestions had the
sound and the meaning and sincerity of the
"grass roots." The President recognized
this.
The Department of Agriculture already
has begun a careful study of the recommendations and proposals offered by farmers, livestock producers, and commodity
groups at the Feb. 20 meeting.
I need not tell this audience that the

President is also deeply interested in the
supplemental financing program for rural
electric and telephone cooperatives. Again
this year this Administration is strongly supporting legislation to accomplish this purpose. We should not underestimate the
difticUlties of passing this legislation, given
the present composition of the Congress and
the powerful opposition to its enactment.
But passage is vital 1f we are to continue
the same wide-ranging, progressive rural
electrification program that has meant so
much to the development of this Nation in
thepast. ·
I shall not belabor this point, since it ha.s
been covered in such detaU by previous
speakers. Suffice it to say that rural electric cooperatives are being called upon to
serve some 150,000 additional consumers each
year. Rural power requirements will triple
in another two decades. These needs, plus
those of rural telephone cooperatives, will
require an estimated $11 billion in new
capital during the next 15 years. This is
more than double the amount provided in
Congressional appropriations over the past
15 years. I speak from hard-earned personal
experience when I say that supplemental
financing is the only way to obtaln the bulk
of this additional required capital. There
is little or no likellhood that Congress will
appropriate such vast sums for rural power.
2. THE FACE OF THE FUTURE

So far, I have reported to you only on the

status of agriculture, still the mainstay of
~anomie life in rural America, stlll the most
important single industry in our national
life. I know that agriculture is a subject of
prime interest to everyone in this hall, and
the source of livelihood for many of you.
But I knoW also that members of NRECA,
and for the most part, other residents of
country and small-town America also are
deeply concerned with the urgent need !or
accelerated rural development. You have
proved this by past actions, in what Clyde
Ellis calls "a continuing crusade for a better
America."
Since 1961, rural electric and telephone
systems have sponsored nearly 2,100 projects
which created some 180,000 new jobs in rural
America. To this extent, you have already
shaped the future-for 1f you had not acted
to obtain these jobs in rural areas, there is
little doubt that many, if not most of them,
would have been gone to already-booming
metropolitan areas, where most of the new
Jobs in the past decade have already landed.
Let's take a closer look at this matter of
new job locations in the United States, because doing so points up a fact that is too
often overlooked.
Over the past 15 years, 13.6 million new
jobs were creatt>d in the national economy.
But during this same period, the population
and the number of people holding jobs in
rural America remained about the same.
Now, obviously, new jobs were added to rural
America-you helped add many of them. But
out the back door, rural America lost about
an equal amount of jobs, so that the total
number of jobs in areas classified "rural"
remained almost the same.
And so, as a practical matter, those 13.6
million new jobs went to areas classed "urban" in the census.
The forf"going is merely one indicator of a
deep-seated, chronic, and increasingly serious problem facing the entire Nation. It can
be described as a rural America starved for
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opportunity; an urban America increasingly
starved for open space. We have lost our
urban-rural balance.
Let me give you another indicator. We all
know that the country-to-city population
shift has been going on for a long time. Bui
few of us are aware Just how far it has progreased. As of today, 70 percent of our population-roughly 140 mllllon out of 200 mllllon
America~llve on that 1 percent of the
continental land mass classified as "urban."
The other 60 million of us rattle around in
the other 99 percent of the land classed as
"rural."
And as the old saying goes, "we ain't seen
nothlng yet." Mark the second hand on your
watch •.. now. Keep looking at it and mark
again when 12 seconds have passed. Sometime in those 12 seconds another person was
added to U.S. population.
The U.S. Census Bureau can predict with
some accuracy future U.S. population trends.
It has prepared four estimates, each dependend on different variables, ranging from a
high estimate of 356 million Americans to a
low of 280 million in the year 2000, Just 33
years from now.
In previous talks on Agriculture/2000, a
series of exploring the future of rural Amertea, we have relied on one of the more conservative estimates, 800 milllon-which 1s
100 million more Americans than we have
with us today.
To gain an insight of what this means, I
hope you'll try a little experiment while
you're in San Francisco. Go up to the Top
of the Mark Hopkins, or the Fairmont, and
look out over the city. You'll be gazing down
on the Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area encompassing San Francisco, oakland, and adjacent communities. You won't
see all of it, but you'll see most, if the
weather cooperates.
Multiply what you see by 33 times.
Enough more Americans to populate 33 cities
o! this size will be With us in the Year 2000.
And then, 1! you Will, think this one over.
According to present estimates, about 4 out
of 5 of these new Americans will be settling
in areas like the one you're looking at--and
other heavily urbanized areas-and only 1
out of 5 will settle in predoinlnantly rural
areas.
By the turn of the century, if present
trends continue unchecked, San Francisco
will have become part of a super megalopolis
stretching from here to the Mexican border,
600 miles to the south, and containing 40
milllon people. This strip city-there will
be 4 other strips like it-Will house 174 million Americans on urbanized land ranging
in density from 660 to 2,600 people per square
mile.
·
These five super-strip cities and other urbanized areas will be located on less than 9
percent of our land area. Residents Will get
up earller, spend more time breathing their
neighbors' car exhaust, and return home
later. Superhighways and mass transit systerns will soak up increasing amounts of urban land in a frantic race to keep the city
moblle. If past trends are an indication,
crimes of violence Will increase as urban life
becomes increasingly more depersonalized
and hopeless for the disadvantaged.
Nor can we count with any certainty on
being rescued by technology from such a
reckless concentration of people, vehicles,
and industry. The number of automobiles
is increasing at a rate twice that of U.S. population. By the year 2000 we shall have an
estimated 200 million cars in the U.S.nearly 3 times as many as today. With this
many mobile pollution sources crowded into
9 percent of the land area, even the most
stringent anti-pollution ordinances will do
litle more than preserve the status quo, if
that.
Pollutants produced by industry,
sewage plants, and land development will
increase apace.

This is one face of the future. It is a.
prediction, of course, and a prediction isn't
necessarily a blueprint. But 1f this 1s the
kind of America we want, then nothlng additional needs to be done. Th1s is the kind
of America we'll have, given a continuation
of present trends.
But the future 1s not immutable, not In
America, not 1! you share the belle! of that
perceptive visitor to our shores, Alexis de
Tocqueville, who observed, more th.an a century ago:
" . . . in the (American's) eyes, what 1s
not yet done is only what he has nqt yet
attempted to do."
We can have another kind of an America,
1f we care enough:
We can have an America of 300 million
people living in less congestion than 200
milllon llve in today, With new industry
dotting rural America., providing the Jobs .
where the people want to Uve.
We can have an America with parity of
opportunity-in agriculture, in educ.ation,
ln community facilities and in Jobs-an accomplished fact.
This is the kind of America/2000 I believe
in, and it's the kind you believe in, too.
You have proved this by your actions in the
past.
But 1! we want this, if we really want our
population and the jobs to support them
more widely dispersed over the land, then a
decided and determined effort to modify the
future is needed. This latter course of
action is the one that the Secretary, and the
Department, of Agriculture have been pursuing for six years now.
I shall not recite the accomplishments of
this six years of eft"ort. We started from
zero in this whole field of building a viable
rural economy, and suffice is to say, we have
made some progress. Of prime importance,
I think, i.s not so much what we have done
but what we have learned. Let me outlin~
a few of the salient ideas I think are important in rural development.
Local involvement

The first is local involvement, as trite and
as self-evident as that sounds. With it, all
things are possible. Without it, all of the
Federal and state programs in the world
can't help much. A community that
doesn't want to be helped can't be helped.
This 1s basic, and this local involvement is
what our Rural Area Development committees and Technical Action Panels have been
attempting, with varying degrees of success,
to stimulate. I urge much more of such
effort on your part. Local electric and talephone cooperatives are particularly wellequipped to provide the local leadership
which is the key to building a new rural
America.
The 'Larger community

We could call the second basic thing we've
discovered a "concept of the larger community." We've found that the formal
political subdivisions of county, township
and municipality are being replaced by
functional boundaries determined 1n practice by the commuting distance to jobs, the
availability of services within driving range
and other factors relating to present-day
transportation and communication. No one
has decreed these larger boundaries. The
people in rural areas have set them themselves by everyday use.
In practice, this concept reminds us that
development efforts limited to the resources
of one county, or one town, which do not
take into account the larger functional community, fail to realize their full potential.
Conversely, if the larger functional community is considered, exciting and meaningful development can be accomplished.
By combining resources, multi-county
areas can compete with large metropolitan
areas. They can hire the trained technical
and planning people needed to combine
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their own resources with Federal and regional development programs to get quick
but meaningfUl results.
Facilitiu

Third, we've learned the value of com~
munity facilities. The REA, the NRECA
and local cooperatives electrified the countryside. We knew, even back in the thirties,
that electricity was a prerequisite for rural
development. We've learned in the past few
years that a safe, central source of water is
jusi as important-that community fac111ties, including cultural and recreation facilities, help get plants and jobs to rural areas,
and that industry looks long and hard at
local education and health facilities when
they're making ,Plant location decisions.
And so the Department is doing ita best to
help provide the water and sewer systems
and recreation facUlties for rural areas, just
as we continue with you the fight to get
adequate power. At the same time, other
Federal agencies are involved ln helping local
communities upgrade rural education.
The final thing we've learned, and the
subject on which I shall devote the remainder of my time today, is this:
We have learned that the primary reason
rural areas are lagging behind urban areas;
the primary reason that we face the threat
of an America/2000 of congested, clogged
strip cities, is that we lack any widely-accepted national
balance.

policy

on

rural-urban

Without such a policy, the issue of
whether we want widespread -dispersal of our
people over available land or continuing enlargement and impaction of presently urbanized areas simply does not ente~: into the
decision-making process of Federal, State,
and local governments, or private industry.
Here's what lack of such a national policy
means in cold, hard reality, and this is just
one example:
A Department of Argiculture study undertaken several years ago showed that out of
$28 billion expended in prime military contracts, 23 percent went to one State alone,
California. It is estimated that this public
expenditure created some 1.2 milllon jobs
in the State. During the following fiscal
year, Call!ornf.a received 60 percent of the
$6.3 billion Defense research and development funds. All this to one State alone,
and wlthln that State, the contracts went
primarily to urban areas. During the same
year the total amount of public monies expended for job creation in rural areas under
the old Area Redevelopment Act was $267
million--or less than 1 percent of the
amount expended on prime defense contracts that year.
This disparity, surprisingly, caused practically no public comment at the time, and
has caused little comment since. It stlll
exists.
This is not to say that the only consideration in awarding contracts should be development of rural areas. But I do' think it
ls legitimate to ask whether this kind of
expenditure, while serving the national defense need, which is primary, might also be
tooled up to serve the larger national interest
a:t the same time. Consideration should be
given to this.
Stating the problem, of course, ts easier
than solving lt. But efforts are being made
now to ha.mmer out a national policy on
urban-rural balance, and questions like these
are being asked more and more frequently:
"What is a desirable maximum size for an1
one metropolitan area?
What are the'-Teal social costs, ultimatelY
borne by the taxpayers, of a continuing de"'
population of rural areas and an increa.stng
impaction of urban areas?
What can the private and publlc sectors do.
working together, to answer the needs of a
rural America starved for jobs, and an urDall
America starved for space?"
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Questions like these are being asked not
only by those traditionally concerned with
l"Ural development. They're being asked by
urban observers, too. One such observer ts
author J.P. Lyford who, in his monumental
study of the New York City slums, "The Airtight Cage," had this to say:
"Why, for instance, must huge concen~
trat1ons of unemployed and untrained human beings continue to pile up in financially
unstable cities that no longer have the jobs,
the housing, the educational opportunities,
or any of the other prerequisites for a
healthy and productive life? Why do we
treat the consequences and ignore the causes
of massive and purposeless migration to the
city? Why are we not developing new uses
for those rural areas that are rapidly becoming depopulated? Why do we still instinctively deal with urban and rural America as
1! they were separate, confi.lcting interests
~hen in fact neither interest can be served
independently of the other?"
As or today, th.e se are questions without
effective answers. As of today, no nationallyrecogruzed, responsible and articulate orga~
lUzation or spokesman in the private sector
0! our national life is bringing these deep
and fundamental issues before the public.
The Nation badly needs such a spokesman.
It needs more: It needs a strong, resource~
ful, and effective national organization to
support the passage and funding of pro~
cra.tns. tn the U.S. Congress which will make
a znore rational balance of our population
POSSible.
The NRECA is such an organization.
I know at this very hour you are engaged
in a great and vital struggle to decide the
future course of rural electrification.
I know that your resources, great as they
are, are already deeply committed in the
course of this struggle.
But I urge you to commit yourselves even
fUrther-to take on this additional assignlllent a.ild to make the additional effort nec-

essary to

win.

You have the capacity, the leadership, and
the know-how to do it.
You will find in rural America. vast reserVoirs of yet-untapped support for this new
effort.
In tapping this support, you will win new
allies for the battle in which you are presently engaged.
You should do it. YdU can do it.
You have electrified the countryside-both
Utera.Ily and figuratively-in the past.
I hope, and in the larger sense I know,
that you will do no less in the future.
Thank you.

Leat We Forget-Estonia
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN R. RARICK
OP LOUISIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
:Monday, February 27. 1967

Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, February
24 Inarked the 49th anniversary of the
Declaration of Independence of the Re~Ublic of Estonia. Free Estonians in the
Ilited States and about the world com~emorate this event-not with joy a.nd
appy exuberance a.s one might expect,
b ut rather in sadness and heartache in
1onely exile.
·
thTheir flicker of hope, their destiny,
eir last chance rests with America.
We of tbe United States can well benelit from the trials a.nd tribulations of

these.gallant people in our national policies of appeasement and coexistence
with the Communist Party of Russia.
Estonia stretched .f orth the hand of
friendship and reconciliation in many
treaties and agreements with Soviet Russia: A treaty of peace in 1920, the Kellogg Briand pact in 1928, a Nonaggression and Peaceful Settlement of Disputes
Treaty in 1932, and a treaty that defined
aggression in 1933.
Mr. Speaker, the Communist Party
that pilots Russia repudiated every
agreement. Estonia-by trying, by trust
and faith-was the loser for having attempted to negotiate differences. The
treaties and agreements by Communists,
then as now, are but mere scraps of
paper, used for their gain but never
representing their bond.
When Estonia declared herself a democratic republic in February of 1918 she
was recognized as a nation by all Allied
Powers, as well as other countries. And,
in November of that same year she was,
without great protest, invaded by the
brutal forces of Communist Russia 1n
complete violation of all treaties and international law, violating Russia's previous declaration whereby Estonia was
recognized as a free state.
Fourteen months later Estonia succeeded in gaining a written · treaty of
peace whereby "Russia unreservedly recognizes voluntarily and for ever all rights
of sovereignty held ,by Russia over the
people and territory of Estonia."
Unprecedented terror, brutality, and
mad fear was turned upon the citizens
by the Communists to force submission,
silence, ·a nd compliance. Arrests and
murders of untold numbers became a
daily occurrence. Prisons were so
j:ammed with political prisoners that new
torture chambers had to be hastily built.
The overwhelming number of those arrested were never heard from again, disappearing without a trial, a hearing, or
an explanation.
Many Estonians recall the horror of
the nights of June 13 and 14, 1941.
Thousands upon thousands of innocent
men, women, and children were dragged
from their beds, carried away at gunpoint to railway cattle cars to be delivered to slave labor camps in the most
secluded areas of the Soviet Union.
Mothers and dads were separated from
their children and delivered to "special
camps" never to regain contact with one
another.
The order for this family purge was
signed by Gen. Ivan Serou, top-ranking
Communist of the NKVD and GPU of
the Soviet security police, only 13 days
after the Soviet Union had signed the
so-called mutual assistance pact with
Estonia-which was then not occupiedand had pledged not to violate Estonian
national integrity and independence.
During World War II, Estonia established that 7,926 persons had been arrested in 1 year of Communist occupation. Of those taken into custody by the
Communists, only 1,950 were ever accounted for. These occupy mass graves
scattered about Estonia. Included were
the bodies of 206 women. All had been
murdered by Communist security police
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nape shots, hands bound behind
their backs. The unaccounted 5,900 arrested were sent to forced labor camps
in the Soviet Union, or were murdered in
the Soviet Union, never to be heard from
again.
By June 1941, those deported into the
Soviet Union totaled 10,205. More than
1,100 were unaccounted for and missing.
The Nazi occupation ended in the fall
of 1944, when Communist troops reentered Estonia. Arrests, murders, and deportations resumed. To escape Communist terror 75,000 Estonians fled their
country in advance of the Red army
occupation.
Another· large kidnaping of Estonians was e1Jected by the Russians on
March 22 to 25, 1959. Thousands of
peasants were seized and carted o1J to
Siberia as an e1Jort to frighten those
remaining into agricultural collectives.
All told, the known Communist brutality
consumed 10 percent of the populace of
Estonia.
By savage brutality, Estonia ·as well
as Latvia and Lithuania were converted
to Communist puppet fronts for the
Soviet.
Today, her government does not speak
for her people. The enslavement of
formerly free peoples, the destruction of
constitutional governments by the ruthless dictatorship of the communistic
international conspiracy under its blueprint for world domination continues as
one of the great tragedies of our time.
This wanton destruction of freedomhideous and terrifying-must never be
forgotten nor these facts silenced.
We salute these proud people who continue the struggle 1n heart and mind for
individual liberty and . the restoration
of the national identity that is rightfully
theirs. We, as free Americans, must recommit ourselves to a firm conviction
that the struggle of the free Estonians 1s
ours. For we acknowledge that so long
as any peoples are denied their Godgiven right to individual liberty and selfdetermination no free people can be truly
safe in any land.
using

Why the War on Poverty Is Turning Into
a Rout
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

:Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, the
editor of the American County Government magazine, Mr. Bernard F. Hillen'b rand, wrote an article on "Why the War
on Poverty Is Turning Into a Rout,"
which article was published in the
February issue of the American County
Government. He makes some very definite recommendations as to what can
be done to improve the situation with the
war on poverty which, in my opinion, are
recommendations the Congress and the
Appropriations Comnilttee should take
to heart. ·
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His article follows:

WHY THE W A& ON POVERTY Is TURNING INTO
A RoUT
(By Bernard F. Hillenbrand, editor)
We would like to take our turn at guessing
why the War on Poverty is beginning to look
like Napoleon's retreat from Moscow.
In the first pLace there is nothing wrong
with the Poverty War's general, Sargent
Shriver. He has performed magnificently.
There are very few men in public sel'vice who
are more energetic, more imaginative, or,
above all, ;more dedicated to helping the poor.
sargent Shriver has shown a capacity to perform under fire that is amazing. We have
watched him close-up for nearly three
turbulent years now and he can fight like
the devil without losing his cool.
The trouble is not with either the general or hls soldiers. The trouble is with
overall strategy. The poverty fighters have
fought everybody but poverty. We would
like to list what we observe to be the underlying strategy of the War on Poverty and
why we think it is in error.

A NEW POWER STRUCTURE

1. First Fallacy. The poor are poor because

they have been deliberately held down by
the local "power structure," so the first order
of business is to "organize the poor into a
counter-power-structure."
Endless effort has been spent organizing
the poor to fight something or other. It is
not true that the War on Poverty effort has
prompted street riots. Unfortunately, this
erroneous idea has been given wide currency
in the public mind to the detriment of the
whole effort.
Certainly it is a fundamental concept of
our democracy that all groups have a right
to organize in support of their ideas. The
difficulty has arisen with respect to the false
identification of "enemies."
Most of the officials we know are trying
their level best to do something about poverty-and they were doing this long before
the phrase "war on poverty" came into use.
It's instructive to remember, for example,
that the idea and even the phrase "war on
poverty'' started at the state and local levels
in North Carolina. While it is true that
most of us have not begun to undersand the
magnitude of the problem nor the extent or
the discontent among the poor, it d~ not
follow that all "non-poor" are enemies of
the poor.
To use aJl. analogy, the impact of the War
on Poverty in many communities has been
the same as would have been the impact
upon the British in World War II if when
America entered the war as a "Johnny come
lately" we had opened a fight with our
British · all1es instead of our German
enemies.
We believe that with some ugly exceptions
the great mass of American citizens and
officials alike are sincerely committed to an
intense effort to break the cycle of poverty.
LOCAL INCOMPETENCE

2. Second Fallacy. Looa.l government is incompetent to administer poverty programs
and ' so locally elected officials must be
ignored and by-passed.
In fairness to this concept it must be admitted that local governments have not genemlly instituted imaginative programs such
as the Job Corps. Perhaps this is because it
is reported to coet in excess of $9,000 per
trainee to get these school dropouts quallfl.ed
to fill Ininimum-wage jobs. Moet communities find it difficult to .raise the $400 per year
it costs to keep a student in grammar school.
Remember that the poverty law provided
tha.t there would be 90 per cent federal
against 10 per cent local matching, which
after two years would revert to 50 per cent
federal against 50 per cent local. With our
knowledge of how sooial program costA; escalate, is it any wonder that local officials

were not enthusiastic about starting programs that might have to be discontinued in
two years? We se now the ugly results of
the forced federal cutbacks in funding.
We evaluate these problems not to pass
blame but to find new ways of making the
poverty programs more effective. Here are
some of the ideas we think will do just that.
1. The poor should be ma.ssively involved
in helping themselves to escape poverty, but
the actual administration of programs should
be under the direct control of the electorate
through their elected local representatives.
We have suggested that there be a mechanism for a dual veto by the poor and the
public officials. We would have an advisory
group composed of a majority of the poor
who would both generate new ideas for programs and have veto power over programs
proposed by the officials. By the same token,
public officials would have veto power over
proposals by the advisory group and in all
cases would have direct responsibility for
program administration and accounting for
funds.
This, of course, is exactly how the President and the Oongress administer the program nationally. For some reason, however, we are nat allowed to follow these
sensible procedures locally but are instead
forced to play a senseless charade. The
poor are participants but have very little
influence. The officials are participants but
have very little power.
In effect, the Office of Economic Opportunity has established its own system of local
government and we do not think it will
work.
2. The end product of the federal program
should be to multiply state and local program and financial involvement on a coordinated basis.
Until now the emphasis has been upon independent federal programs and the distribution of federal dollars. This is largely
competitive rather than supplementative of
local effort.
THE OEO EXPERUMENT

At the national level the idea is to use
OEO as a vehicle for experimentation utilizing the entire resources of all the federal
departments. Ultimately OEO will be an
even smaller agency as the successful experimental programs are woven into the fabric
of other agencies. In effect OEO is to coordinate and therefore multiply the effectiveness of existing programs.
This needs desperately to be done at the
local level, also. Why, for example, should
OEO establish its own administrative structure at the local level when we already have
and existing and workable system supported
by the majority of local citizens? The support and involvement of these same citizens
is also a prerequisite to any kind of successful program on a sustaining basis.
Perhaps the dirty little war in Viet Nam
will at last generate a la.sting domestic good
if it forces us now to re-evaluate the War
on Poverty and other domestic programs.
With the the redirections indicated here
we believe that it will be possible to attract
much more effective support from local citizens and public officials for turning the poverty rout into a smashing victory.

"Mol~e

Achievement"

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
011'

HON. TOl\1 RAILSBACK
OF n.i.INOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
~fonday,

February 27, 1967

Mr. RAILSBACK. Mr. Speaker, I am
proud to insert in the RECORD today an
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editorial from the Moline Daily Dispatch
which congratulates my hometown of
Moline, Ill., for winning a National Distingushed Achievement Award for its recent cleanup, paintup, flxup campaign. I would like to add my congratulations to the residents of Moline for their
community spirit and efforts and take
this opportunity to tell you briefiy about
our city.
Moline, a leading farm implement
manufacturing center, is located on the
Mississippi River where it is linked by
several bridges to Rock Island, East Moline and cross-river Davenport, Iowa.
Comprising an extensive metropolitan
area known as the Quad Cities, these
four communities are separately incorporated and maintain their own business
districts, but there is a strong rapprochement between them stemming from both
proximity and history.
This was the land of the Sauk and Fox
Indians, who were virtually exterminated
in the Black Hawk war. This, too, was
the area where an inconspicuous Negro
servant spent 2 years with his master.
In later years he was to sue for his freedom, taking his case to the U.S. Supreme
Court. The result was the famous Dred
Scott decision, the implications of which
hastened the country into the Civil War.
Moline was laid out in 1843, 4 years
before John Deere decided to locate his
plow factory there. The town was on
the Mississippi, with steel readily available by boat from Pittsburgh· and st.
Louis, and waterpower for Deere's mills.
When Moline incorporated as a city in
1872, much of its 4,000 population had
come there because of the expanding
Deere plants.
Implement making is the chief concern of the city today, although it possesses an underpinning of some 90 other
industrial concerns.
Moline received this Achievement
Award because of the excellent participation of civic groups and citizens during
the cleanup campaign last spring, as
is noted in the Dispatch editorial:
MOLINE ACHIEVEMENT

The Dispatch congratulates all those responsible for the "distinguished achievement award" that was presented to the City
of Moline for its 1966 clean-up, paint-up,
fix-up campaign.
This campaign, under the leadership of the
Chamber of Commerce and the chairmanship
of Vern Kester, was rated as one of the 24
best carried out ln the nation last year.
This was no small achievement, considering the scope of the contest, with hundreds of cities entered. And the numerous
civic groups, school pupils and other individuals participating in the program share
in the credit.

•

We are confident that the sponsors of this
annual oampaign will not rest on their
laurels, and will press on with vigorous programs in the future. "Clean-up, paint-up
and fix-up" is a good goal for every community.

We read about and review a great
many Federal, State, and local beautification and urban renewal programs. In
every case, however, key to the success
of these programs is civic pride, enthusiasm, and participation. These elements were exhibited. in the Moline campaign. To this lntlative and communitY
response, my hat is off.
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Why We. Fight in Vietnam

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ"

HON. L. MENDEL RIVERS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

!Jf.onday, February 27, 1967
Mr. RIVERS. Mr. Speaker, if the
People are to understand the war in Viet-

nrun, we must have help from the communications media, especially the broadCasting industry because of its wide
coverage.
Unfortunately, few broadcast stations
have answered this clear call to duty.
One that has answered, however, 1s teleTision station WBTV of Charlotte, N.C.
WBTV is owned and operated by the
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.,
Whose president is Charles H. Crutchfield. I have known Charlie Crutchfield
for many years and I must say that his
dedication to public service is nothing
new; rather, it 1s typical of him. I feel
that special commendation is due
Charles Crutchfield and the Jefferson
Standard Broadcasting Co.
Their broadcast presentation is entitled "Why We Fight in Vietnam." It
is based on Col. Hugh A. Murrill, U.S.
Army, retired, whose explanation is as
good as anything I have heard in Wash1ngton or anywhere else. I am today
Placing in the REcoRD a summary of
Colonel Murrill's remarks so that others
may share his wisdom.
The summary follows:
WHY WE FIGHT lN VIETNAM

(By Col. Hugh A. Murrlll, U.S. Army, retired)
(NOTE.-Much has been said and written
about America's role and commitment in
Vietnam. Nowhere, though, have I seen as
lUcid and concise a.n explanation o! why
we fight as that given by retired U.S. Army
Colonel Hugh A. Murrlll.
(This booklet contains the basic points
'Which Colonel Mun1ll made in a 30-minute
interview program with our late public e.f1atrs director, Alan Newcomb. The program
"9/as produced and broadcast by WBTV this
tau.
(I believe that every American who is interested in-and concerned about-this country's involvement in Vietnam will find
Colonel Murrill's comments must reading.Cha.rles H. Crutchfield, President, Jefferson
Standard Broadcasting Company, WBT-AMF'M. WBTV, WBTW Jefferson Productions,
Charlotte, North Carolina.)
I. The Red Chinese Blueprint for Southeast Asia.
n. A New Method of Indirect Warfare.
III. Three Dangerous Delusions About
Vletnam.
IV. Communist Use of Laos and Camboclia.
V. The Stakes in Vietnam.
VI. Chinese and North Vietnamese Capabllities.
VII. The Strategy o! Victory in Vietnam.
The war in Vietnam is the least understood
or au of our wars. In the 4 other wars in my
llretizne our people knew who we fought, why
"9/e fought, what the stakes were, and were
U n i t ted behind the government in a. clear na1onaJ purpose.
In the case o! Vietnam our government has
Permitted the uninformed. the misinformed
llnd other naive victims of Communist propaganda to spread doubt and confusion at
~ozne and abroad and to encourage the enemy
~Vietnam.
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OUr government has not 'm ade unmistakably clear:

Who our real enemy is
Why we fight
How the future security of the U.S. is deep·
ly involved.

As a result we have a dangerous lack of
unity and national purpose.
We are not fighting 1n Vietnam for the
Vietnamese alone. We are fighting there to
prevent a. Red Chinese take over of more than
3 million square miles of territory and 600
million people of S.E. Asia.
The militant Communist Party of Red
China is the master mind and the power
behind the attack on South Vietnam. Ho
Chi Minh, the Red dictator of North Vietnam, is their agent and has been a Moscow
trained Communist revolutionary for over 40
years.
The war in Vietnam is not a civil war. It is
a war of Communist aggression and the first
step in a. far reaching plan of conquest in
South East Asia.
Chinese foreign policy objectives up to now
have · been subordinated to domestic objectives--the strengthening of the Communist
government and the economic growth and
industrialization of the country.
The Chinese Communists are now determined to extend their dominance and con·
trol of S.E. Asia to Singapore and the Straits
o! Malacca.
South Vietnam is the immediate test battleground for a. new method of guerllla war·
fare and political subversion by which Red
China. hopes to take over one country after
another.
In Vietnam, China operates behind a. mask
designed to create the world impression that
the attack is a. civil war-not aggression from
the North. President Johnson hinted at this
in his policy statement of April 7, 1965:
"We are there (Vietnam) because there are
Country

Population
(millions)

Sout.h Vietnam_- --- ---- --- -Oru:nbodia __ -----------------

Laos_______ -----------------Thailand __________________ :_
BurInn_____________ ._________ _

M ulaya_ _____ - ---------- __ -- _
'

great stakes in the balance. Let no one
think that retreat from Vietnam would end
the conflict. The battle would be reneu.Jed
in one country and then another."
"Over this war--and all Asia--is another
reality-the deepening shadow of Communist
China."
"The contest in Vietnam is part of a wider
pattern of aggressive purpose."
If this blue print of aggression is made

clear to the American people, we will understand why we now fight in Vietnam for the
long range security of the United States.
THE RED CHINESE BLUEPIUNT

Let's look at- the map and see:
What the Chinese Communists want
How they expect to get it
How their success would endanger the U.S.

Lest this plan of take over seem too bold
and far reaching, let us remind ourselves how
Russia, under Stalin, took over one by one
8 countries of Europe after World War nHungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Estonia, Latvia. and Lithuania
through the device o! Comm.unist Coalition
governments backed by the Red Ar'my and
followed by the liquidati.on of all opposition.
That we were slow to understand and react
has proven to be tremendously costly to us.
The Chinese plan of aggression combines
subversion, propaganda and indirect military
action in a new and extraordinarily deceptive
formula.
Red China has an immediate and pressing
need for food and living ·space. She has 750
millions of people in an area about the same
as the U.S.-4 times as many per square
mil~and increasing at the rate of 15 mlliion
or more per year. She has been-and isshort of food and sees the relatively landrich, !ood-rich, rice bowl of S.E. Asia within
her grasp.
South Vietnam is the key to the first phase
o! her pla.n:

.Area (sqnare miles)

1~

Comment
'

66,000 ~1~ N.0.).--------------------- Rice surplus.
69,000 2 X B.0.)---------------------- 50 percent forest.
3
91,000 3 X S.0.)---------------------- 60 percent forest.
85 percent illiterate.
30
200,000 (4 X N.O.)-------------------- 4,000,000 Chinese.
60 percent forest.
Rice surplns.
24
260,000 (5 X N.O.) _------------------- Teak-silver.
Rubber.
Rice surplns.
814 128,000•• ----------------------------- Over 3,0001000 Ohin<'se.
Rubber-Tm.

immense tram.c, would virtually cut .the Free
World in two and completely upset the balance o! power in the Pacific, making it a
Communist lake.
China's next objective-one which has already been under attack-would be the fabulously rich islands of Indonesia extending
3,000 miles from the Asian mainland beyond
New Guinea to the threshold of Australia.
Indonesia in its 575,000 square miles has
the richest undeveloped resources of any
country except Russia and the U.S. and is
5th in population-over 100 million people.
It has Oil, Rubber, Tin, Coal, Iron, Nickel,
Gold, Silver, Diamonds, Platinum, Tungsten
and Sulphur, with an enormous potential for
Hydro-Electric Power to exploit these richesnot to mention tea, sugar, coffee, pepper,
palm oil and coconut products.
The Phlllipines (30 Million) and Japan
(97 Million) would fall into the Chinese bloc.
Australia and New Zealand, a land area
as large as the U.S. with only some 13 million
people to defend them, would be cut off from
ahead.''
Twelve thousand ships a year drop anchor the free world.
A NEW METHOD OF INDmECT WARFARE
in Singapore and 10,000 more in Indonesia,
To accomplish this conquest o! S.E. A.s1a
Chinese control of the Straits of Malacca
would permit them to cut off or control this t~e Red Chinese have de vis~ a new method

If the U.S. can be forced, tricked or maneuvered out of Vietnam and neighboring Thailand, China would be free to drive down the
Malay Peninsula-with its 38% Chinese population-just as the Japanese did in 194J.-42.
This would give them the rubber and tin of
Malaya and the great port of Singaporenow 80% Chinese.
Singapore~ the greatest port in Asia, once
England's 100 million dollar Naval base, dominates the vital Straits of Malacca, 600 miles
long, 60 miles wide and a sea lane more 1m·
portant to the U.S. than the Straits o! Gibraltar, the Suez Canal and the English Channel because it is the shortest nad safest route
linking the Pacific and Indian Oceans.
My friend Francis Dra.ke, Military Editor
of one of our great magazines, tells me that
98% of the vast trade of the Orient goes thru
the Straits carrying blllions o! dollars of
goods to and from world markets.
On almost any day 200 ships pass thru the
Straits "in a. line so continuous that one
ship steams under the smoke o! the one
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of subversion and indirect warfare which formation-has created three dangerous deca.n be carried on at the least risk and cost lt:.sions about Vietnam:
to themselves.
Delusion No. 1-That the war in Vietnam
The Mao Tse-Tung policy for Red China - ever was. or is, a civil war of rebellion against
regards forc.e as a legitimate instrument of the South Vietnamese government.
policy. "Power," says Chairman Mao, "comes
Delusion No. 2-Tha.t Ho Chi Minh, the
from the barrel of a gun." However, the Red Dictator of N. Vietnam, is a "patriotic
Mao Tse-Tung plan of s,ubversion and "Wars nationalist."
of National Liberation", permitting a ComDelusion No. 3-That we ca.n a.nd should
munist take over without large scale conven- "Negotiate" with the Viet Ocm.g.
tional war or the risk of Nuclear retaliation,
These three delusions are the basis for
involves an intricate plan of propaganda, much of the confusion and doubt about
Communist organization, infiltration and Vietnam, at home and thru out the world.
guerrilla warfare difficult to combat by conBefore getting at the truth about each of
ventional means.
them let's review briefly the history of VietThe Red Chinese tactics involve these nam.
HISTORICAL SKETCH
successive steps.
1. The creation of a Communist Party (not
It will be reoalled:
generally called the Communist Party) with
That French Indo-China, occupied by the
reliable leaders as a working tool within the French jar orer 70 years, was made up of
country under attack.
Laos, Cambodia plus what is now N-S Viet2. A secure base area on the border of the nam but then known as Tonkin (North)
country under attack-in either a Commu- Annam (Middle) and Cochin China (South).
nist controlled or neutral country. The base
That Japan occupied Indo China, 1942-45,
not only provides th supplies and infiltration and that after the Japanese surrender in
groups but permits attack and safe wtih- August 1945, the French returned in 1946.
That Ho Chi Minh organized the Commudrawal.
3. The political build up of a plausible nist Vietnam Independence League and
"National Liberation Front" or "Peoples fought the French for 8 years, to victory at
Revolutionary Party" (never called the Com- Dien Bien Phu in May 1954.
That the Geneva agreements of 1954 cremunist Party). This build up is accompUshed by clever propaganda and organiza- ated N and S .Vietnam as Independent states,
tlon-"Asia for the Asians," "Drive Out the dividing Vietnam as a whole at the 17th
Foreign Imperialists", "Drive Out the por- Paralld--the Communist northern portion,
rupt Puppets of the Barbarous American Im- N Vietnam-the non-Communist southern
perialists" "Land for the Peasants" or what- portion, S. Vietnam.
That S. Vietnam thus became a Republic
ever rallying cry wm appeal to 'the most
in October 1955 and for the first time, a
people.
Organization is accomplished by small separate country.
That Laos was made an independent kinggroups or political agents backed by guerrilla gangs, by persuasion, intimidation, kid- dom in 1949. and Cambodia a kingdom in
1953;
hence the French Indo China War was
napping and the seizure of family hostages.
4. The next phase includes sabotage of largely in Vietnam.
Government projects, hospitals, schools, fire
Now lets consider Delusion No. 1-that the
protection, police stations and the murder war in Vietnam is a CiL'il War.
Actually the war in .Vietnam is a war of
of local officials-anything to discredit the
Government in power. Hit-and-run guer- Communist aggression launched by N. Vit!tnam., ~ked by China, to take over the rice
rllla war now begins.
5. Finally, when Communist infiltration is lands and people of a neighboring country.
The directing force behind the effort to
complete with agents and cells in every village and the guerrUlas are strong enough to oonquer S. Vietnam is the Communist Party
fight as companies, battalions and regiments, of N. Vietnam-the Lao Dan (workers) Party
under Ho Chi Minh, a veteran Oommunist
all out "Civil War" is begun.
Key leaders, mill tary technicians, specially Revolutionary of 40 years service.
The hard pore of the Oommunist guerrilla
trained in sabotage and guerrilla tactics at
Chinese schools, arms and equipment are to forces attacking S. Vietnam known as the
be supplied-and have been supplied-by the Viet Oong were trained in the North and
Chinese. The cost-as well as the risk--of ordered into the South by the Central Comexporting revolution, of fighting by proxy, mittee in N. Vietnam.
Military operations in the South are the
y.et controll1ng the revolutionary forces, is
cheap compared to the cost of direct military direct responsibility or the North Vietnamese
Military
High Command under General
action.
Vietnam is the first proving ground for this Nguyen Glap whose guocrilla forces defeated
Mao Tse-Tung plan of aggression. Ho Chi the French in 1954.
The hardcore of the Viet Cong forces are
Minh-the Red dictator of N. Vietnam-is
Mao's agent and N. Vietnam; a Chinese satel- regular army units of the N. Vietnamese
Army--some 46% of all combat battalions as
lite.
.
If they are permitted to take S. Vietnam, of August 8, 1966.
Supporting the main force units are Disthe other small countries of the rice bowl
area will quickly follow-Laos, Cambodia, trict level units of several companies which
Thailand, Malaya and Burma.
can assemble quickly as a battalion. Below
In S.E. Asia there is already a great poten- and supplemental to these units are part
tial 5th Column of 15 Million Chinese resi- time village-based guerrillas who work at
dents of the various countries wanted by their regular jobs part time, but who are emRed China.
ployed for ambushes, raids, sabotage and as
military informants. Most of the men of
DANGEROUS DELUSIONS ABOUT VIETNAM
these village units were forced into service
In a recent broadcast from Hanoi released
of the Viet Cong by kidnapping, intimidato the world, Ho Chi Minh said (among other tion, threats and family hostages.
things)The National Liberation Front (NLF) and
''The barbarous U.S. imperialists have un- Peoples Revolution Party-actuall;r one and
leashed a war of aggression in an attempt to the same--are screens behind which Ho Ch1
conquer our Country-But under the firm Minh directs the political and guerrilla war.
and wise leadership of the National Front for
Th.e key element of the Viet Cong war
Liberation in South Vietnam, army and.peo- effort is an elaborate organization in Hanol
ple, closely united, fighting heroically, have called the Central Researc:Q. Agency divided
scored very glorious victori~s and are de- into six main sections: Organization, Admintermined to struggle to complete victory to istration, Espionage, Communications, Re·
liberate the South."
search and Training. A special section is reThe persistence, adroitness and unscrupu- sponsible for intelligence, organization and
lous brazeness (of Communist) propaganda- operations in Cambodia and Laos.
and the inadequacy of our own counter inAn elaborate system of infiltration by land
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and sea for men and supplies is maintained
extending thru Cambodia and Laos ignoring
the neutrality of both countries.
An increasing number and variety of modern weapons have been captured bearing
m~nufacturers' markings "Made in China"the same types and calibres used by the
Army of N. Vietnam.
The clear and impressive evidence or N.
Vietnamese aggression and Chinese backing
has been compiled by the State Dept. and
published in a 64-page booklet in February
1965-"Aggression from the North".
South Vietnam is not fighting a civil warit is fighting for its independence as a country against an elaborate campaign of terror
and armed attack organized, planned, directed and supplied through the Communist
Party of N. Vietnam, as the first step in the
Red conquest or S.E. Asia.
HO CHI MINH-VETERAN REVOLUTIONARY

Delusion No. 2-Th.a.t Ho Chi Minh, the

Communist Dictator of N. Vietnam, as a "patriotic nationalist"-the George Washington
of his country.
Let's look at his record.
Actually Ho Chi Minh-a man of many
aliases--born as Nguyen Ai Quoc-has been
a Moscow trained Communist Revolutionary
for over 40 years.
Born in Annam, 1890-94, he went to Europe as a cook on a passenger ship. He
worked in Paris in 1918 as a photograph retoucher and became a founder member of
the French Communist Party.
In 1923 he went to Moscow as a delegate
to the Communist International ' Peasants
Party Congress. He remained in Moscow
three years in training in Communist methods of guerrllla warfare, sabotage a.nd subversion.
In 1926 he was sent to Canton, China as
assistant to Russla.n Agent Michael Borodkin
and operating from Canton, formed the Vietnam Revolutionary Youth League which later
became the Vietnam Communist Party.
In 1930 he instigated premature revolts
against the French, which W6re crushed.
Ho Chi Minh and other top Reds were arrested in Hong Kong and he was condemned
to death by the French, but saved because
the British refused to deport him as a
political refugee and because he had become
a Russian citizen. He served 13 months in
prison.
He later served with the Chinese Army in
China and formed the Vietnam Independence League or Vietminh, portraying himself as a "patriotic nationalist" as a screen
for its Communist leadership.
In 1940 Ho Chi Minh went into Vietnam
for the first time in over twenty years, again
portraying himself as a patriot against the
"Colonial fascist occuppler" (The French)
and led another uprising in the western
provinces which was crushed by the French.
Ho Chi escaped to China.
Following the fa.ll or France in 1940 the
Japanese took over control of Indo Chtna..
After the Japanese surrender in 1945, the
French returned to Vietnam in 19-16 to
reoccupy the countcy.
Ho Chi Minh, having gained control of
the peasants and promising to "drive out the
Foreigners", proclaimed Vletnnm an Independent Republic.
When the French returned, he did not
then feel strong enough to fight them. He
negotiated an agreement making Vietnam a
Free State within the French Union. He
regarded this merely as a device to gain tJ.me
to further organize and strengthen hiiJ
Vietminh forces.
In late 1946 Ho Chi Minh's guerrillas treacherously attacked and murdered French men.
women and children in aJl towns of the
North (Tonkin). Alternate fighting and
negotiations-always used by Ho to gain
time and tactical advantage-continued untU 1949. By this time the Chinese communists had , gained control of Southern Ohina
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up to the border of Vietnam and Ho Chi
Minh could count on a.id and a. secure base
on Chinese held territory. .
After 5 more years of bitter guerrilla. warfare, the French fortified outpost of Dien
Bien Pbu fell to Chinese trained General
Giap's Vietmlnb forces. The French government fell and the political-minded Prime
Minister Mendez-France went to the Geneva.
Conference determined to end the war.
Under the terms of the Geneva Agreements,
Vietnam was divided at the 17th ParallelKorea style-and N. Vietnam made an independent communist state under Ho Chi Minh.
By this time Ho Chi Minh bad been a Communist agent for over 30 years and bad fought
the French for over 24. As the Chief Agent
or the Chinese in S.E. Asia, Ho Chi Minh fully
expects to take over all of Vietnam.
Ho Chi !.!inh's record of treachery, intrigue and ruthlessness against the French
has few, if a.ny, equals in modern history.
He evidently believes that his trump card
lllay be the fa.ilure of the U.S. political leadership to make clear the stakes in S.E. Asia
and to instill into the American people the
Patience and staying power to support a
long war of resistance to a Communist take
over in S.E. Asia.
Delusion No. 3-That we can and should
negotiate with the Viet Cong (a major obJective of Communist propaganda).
TheN. Vietnamese-and some of our Sen. ators-sa.y that we must "Negotiate with the
Viet Cong". Lets see who the Viet Cong
' a.re-.a.nd the possible results of negotiation.
The Viet Oong are not, and have never
been, S. Vietnamese rebels.
They are the field Army and skilled agents
of the Communist Party of N. Vietnam and
Communist Cblna.
At the time of the cease fire agreements
at Geneva in 1954, Ho Chi Minh bad his
Vtetminh guerillas in Cambodia, Laos and
8. Vietnam and agents (5-10) in virtually
aU Villages of S. Vietnam.
In a.cc.ordance With the Geneva agreements
lro Chi Minh transferred many of the military uruts loyal to him toN. Vietnam. However he left thousands of trained agents
&nd guerillas in the South with orders to hide
tb.etr arms, to build up stores of ammunition and to go underground awaiting orders.
The mission o:f this highly organized 5th
OOlumn was to discredit the temporary government of s. Vietnam and was an immediate
Violation of the Geneva. Agreements.
liBBy 1956, N. Vietnam had become estabhed as a. Communist dictatorship under
lro Chi Minh, but With little economic prog~ss and a. considerable amount of suppressed
terna1 trouble.
South Vietnam--on the other hand-With
U.s. economic aid, had made relatively great
Progress in rice production, land reform, rubber output, and the beginnings of industrial
development, and had established Itself as
a free republic.
N In view of the Communist dictatorship in
· Vietnam and its rigid cont:r:ol of the peoPle, and the discovery of their 5th Column
~n the South, the government of S. Vietnam
id not regard itself obliged to take part in
elections tba t were not free and which would
lP"eatly favor N. Vietnam in any plan of uruon
or the two Vietnams. They declined to bold
them.
(Neither S. Vietnam nor the U.S.
signed the Geneva Agreements.)
In 1956-1958, with Chinese aid, Ho Chi
tUnh reorganized and strengthened the Viet
Cong in the South by sending down highly
il'ained agents, technicians, and unit leaders
ra..tned tn the north, and better arms and
~Uipment.

In 1957 they reactivated their entire sub\'ersive 5th Column in the South and began
to try to bring about the collapse of S. Vietnam through terrorism and sabotage.
They could not pretend to be fighting
&&a.Jnst colonJalJsm because tt was gone, nor
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for land reform because it had taken place,
How did this build up of Viet Cong forces
and land was plentiful in s. Vietnam. They in tbis undeclared war take place in the face
simply created chaos and fear.
of bombing and over 5,000 Viet Cong casualIn May 1959 the Central Committee of the ties per month?
Communist Party of N. Vietnam decided to
The answer lies in the violations of the
launch a guerilla war on S. Vietnam. An neutrality of Laos and Cambodia and the
tntenslfled campaign of terror, enforced re- use of the demilitarized zone as a buildup
cruiting and propaganda was begun.
area., by N. Vietnam.
The peasants were main victims of the
The boundary line between N. and S. VietViet Cong drive. Some 85% of the people nam is only about 40 mlles across and could
lived on the land and in 6,000 villages.· In easily be controlled. N. Vietnam has gone
one year alone over 4,000 village bead men around it through Laos and Cambodia.
and their families were murdered. Pollee
Events in Laos, which bas borders on fit•e
stations, remote medical clinics, schools-- countries including China, are particularly
any constructive outpost of the S. Vietna- instructive evidence, not only of the long
mese government was attacked and de- range planning of the Chinese and N. Vietstroyed. (According to our State Dept. re- namese but also bow they make and break
port, even as late at 1964, 436 Government international agreements to further their
officials were murdered and 1,131 kidnapped.) purposes.
Viet Cong agents--Communist cells of 5- NORTH VIETNAMESE AND CHINESE USE OF LAOS
10--were put in almost every vlllage. Half
Laos is now the safe neutral base and
time guerillas were organized by districts and
provinces in companies of 50 which could transit area used by the Reds for the inflltration
of men and supplies into S. Vietnam
assemble quickly as a battalion. The Regular
Guerlllas, whose leaders were trained in the shielded by its cloak of neutrality.
The Viet Cong use Laos for attacks on S.
North in special schools run by the Chinese,
and subversion against Thailand
and many veterans of the 8 years war agatnst Vietnam
the long border-particularly in the
the French were organized into battalions along
northeast provinces of Thailand.
generally of 3 provincial companies, each of
100-150 men.
Laos
Tactics for Viet Cong guerillas are pre700 miles long-over 90,000 square miles
scribed by N. Vietnamese General Giap, Head (3 times the state of S.C.) with only 3 milof the Peoples Army of N. Vietnam, in his lion people-no railroads. 50% mountain
handbook-"Peoples War-Peoples Army".
forest. Only 500 miles of roads-the rest
1. "Guerillas must control a base, prefer- Jungle trails. Sparsely settled. People over
ably on friendly or neutral territory, on the 85% illiterate. Borders on China (250 miles),
border of the area under attack."
• N. Vietnam (700 miles), S. Vietnam (250
2. "Communist agents and leaders must miles), Cambodia (200 miles), Thailand (1000
educate and mobilize the whole people."
miles).
3. "GuerrUlas must first get along with
In 1962, preoccupied with the Cuban crisis,
food and weapons captured from the enemy the U.S. urged a ••coa.lltlon Government" in
so as not to tax supply lines from the rear Laos and became a signatory to the "14 Nabase."
tions Declaration of Neutrality of Laos",
4. "Guerr1llas should attack only when sure signed at Geneva. (Both China and N. Vietof outnumbering the enemy by about 10-1." nam signed.)
5. "It is necessary to grasp firmly the
The Coalition Government was of 3 parstrategy of long term resistance and inflnite ties--Neutralist, Nationalist and Communists
patience. Thousands of small victories ac- (Pathet Lao.) The bead and organizer of
cumulate to a great success and final vic- the Patbet Lao (1950) was the "Red Prince"
tory."
Soupbanouvong, half-brother of the neutralEvery facet of the Viet Cong activity in 1st Prime Minister Souvanna Phouma.
B. Vietnam is controlled by the Central ComAs with all Communist Coalition Governmittee of the Communist Party of N. Viet- ments, the Pathet Lao soon took over. The
nam. 't'he VietCong themselves take no in- Red Prince persuaded his half-brother to
dependent action.
join forces. As a result, the Pathet Lao conThere is an intricate organization from troll all of the Northern and Eastern areas
the Central office inN. Vietnam down to the bordering on China, N. Vietnam, S. Vietnam,
villages of S. Vietnam designed to insure the Cambodia and N.E. Thailand. They can take
utmost cooperation and timing of political over the remainder at will, but it suits Comand milltary actions.
munist purposes to have Laos stlll called a
Those who talk of negotiations with the "neutral" under the unenforced pro>icionR
Viet Cong simply do not understand Com- of the 1962 Geneva. Agreement.
munist organization and methods.
Thus they gained their "sa.fe base" in a
Similarly, any inclusion of the Viet Cong "Neutral" country on the border of the oounin a "Coalition Government" for s. Vietnam try under attack-all under the shield of
would be the same sort of surrender and sell legality of an agreement that was made to
out as we were deceived into accepting in Eu- be broken.
Cambodia
rope-and after World War II in Hungary,
Rumania, Poland, Czechoslovakia and BulA French protectorate for 90 years (1863garia etc., and later in Laos in 1962.
1953) slightly larger than S. Vietnam--69,000
All these are now Communist controlled. sq. miles, 50% forest, under populated--only
COMMUNIST VIOLATIONS OF GENEVA AGREEMENTS AFFECTING THE WAR IN VIETNAM

In February 1966, U.S. Defense and State
Department statements of the strength of
the Viet Cong in S. Vietnam were:
Hard core-trained units, 36,000; village
and district guerillas, 70,000 (up to 80,000),
total, 105,000.
The increase in Viet Cong forces since
that time has been: Jan. 1, 1966, 232,000
total; July 1, 1966, 271,000 total; Aug. 8,
1966, 282,000 total.
And of this total which includes 117 combat battalions, 46% were Regular Army of
N. Vietnam units.

As of September 22nd, Ambassador Goldberg stated to the United Nations that 17
Regular Army of N. Vietnam Rt>glments were
operating Jn B. V1etnam.

6 million. Sihanou.k, the Premier and tormer King (1941), believes that the Chinese
wiU control an of S.E. Asia, and has broke-n
relations with the U.S. and direct~d Cambodia's policies toward the Chinese.
Cambodia is a water-land inflltration

route, supply, and base area for the Viet
Cong.
Men and supplies come down the east coast
of Vietnam in small c.raft to Sibanoukville.
thence through Phnom Penh to Kratie and
down to the S.W. border of Vietnam in the
Mekong Delta area.
For O'\'er 100 years Cam.bodia bas had
border disputes with Vietnam (then Annam)
and Tha.iland. Due to the nature of the
mountain-forest country and the poorly defined eastern border, Sihanouk could not
control Vlet Cong use o! these areas if he
wanted to.
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Obviously the U.S. cannot continue to
respect the borders o! Laos and CambOdia
and permit them to serve as 1nfiltrat1on
routes and base area sanctuaries for hit-andrun guerilla operatioru; of the Viet Cong.
OUr memories--all too short regarding
Communist tactics---should store away the
record of the "Coalition Government" and
the made-to-be-broken agreement on the
independence and "neutrality" of Laos.
THE WAR IN VIETNAM-AND WHAT IT MEANS

N. Vietnam-A Communist peasant state
of 17 million has insufficient agriculture land
to feed her people and finds it difftcult to
import food to make up the deficit. Her industry is small. Her people are underpaid,
underfed and overworked and even the constant propaganda campaigru; of their Communist government cannot gloss over their
hardships.
If the bombing of N. Vietnam is extended
to economic targets, power dams, irrigation
systems, canals and factories as well as\ to
ports, oil storage depots and communicatioru; systems, the economy of N. Vietnam
m:ust collapse.
So far, the U.S. operations have been
closely controlled and for severely limited
objectives. We shouid not continue these
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what we are doing is not working. It costa
us too much and N. Vietnam too little. Restrictions on too many -areas permit concentration of anti-aircraft defenses in the target
areas. Consequently, our losses are too high
for what we are accomplishing.
In a country crisscrossed by mountains,
rivers and canals and dotted with rice paddies, swa.rn.p.s and jungle, these opentions
take time--even for the best trained troops
and best leadership.
The war will be one . of many small successes--few large spectacular victories or
cities captured.
This is a new kind of war for the United
States, and requires patience and persistence.
If we are to have the national will to see it
through and are to avoid being sold out by
opportunistic politicians seeking political advantage, the people of the U.S. as a whole
must understand the real issues, what is at
stake and why we must defend our world wide
interests.
I venture to suggest that the President of
the United States should organize an all
out national effort to bring the people together in understanding and unity on Vietnam:
-that he make clear our vital interests
in preventing a takeover of the small countries of S.E. Asia,
-how we propose to prevent it.
So far his actions have been better than
his words-but he has given the dissenters
a free hand in creating doubt and confusion
and Vietnam has been subordinated to other
political programs creating disunity rather

What started as a guerilla war in 1959
launched by N. Vietnam to take overS. Vietnam has now become an undeclared war of
aggression.
S. Vietnam, supported by the U.S. is fighting for its life against N. Vietnam supported
by Red China.
restrictions.
China -regards the war as a testing ground
THE STRATEGY OF VICTORY IN VIETNAM
for her plan of conquest !or S.E. Asia and
will be reluctant to see N. Vietnam stop
The U.S. troop buildup in S. Vietnam has
been in progress for 18 months. In that time
short of victory. N. Vietnam and Ho Chi Minh regard ~c we have been building airfields, bases, hartory in S. Vietnam as vital. Victory would bors' and installations at the rate of over
give them access to the rice surplus areas $40,000,000.00 per month.
More troops will now be released to clear
of S. Vietnam and would remove a rival
country on the Southern border and would out the Viet Cong and restore safety for a
bring Laos and Cambodia under N. Vietnam greater number of the 6,000 villages of
S. Vietnam where 12 million people live.
control.
For1the United 'states Vietnam is a crucial
From here on the life of the Viet Cong
test of leadership in the Free World. A mili- will be harder.
tary victory by N. Vietnam, a third rate
However, guerrilla wars are generally long
. Communist peasant state, is unthinkable.
wars and Vietnam will very likely continue
Premature withdrawal of the U.S. as a as a hit-and-run guerrilla war.
result of negotiations rewarding Communist
The key to . N. Vietnamese tactics is the
aggression or under conditioru; which could , statement of Ho Chi Minh:
be coru;trued as a Communist victory would
"It took us 8 years of bitter fighting to
wreck America's position in Asia.
defeat the French.
The Americans are than unity.
NEGOTIATIONS
It would destroy belief in U.S. pledges to stronger. It may take us 10 years."
40 nations all over the world-now our allies
One final word about negotiations, the fa~
Ho Chi Minh and the Chinese believe that
-and they would be forced to reconsider their best chance of victory 1s political-not vorite subject-however vague it .may be-of
their positions and relationships. Such military-because the political leadership of many prominent Americans.
A famous secretary of the British Ministry
withdrawal would lend new force to the Chi- the U.S. may fail to restCYI'e unity, undernese Communist belief that militant aggres- standing and national purpose to support a of Defense once said:
"Negotiations can have one of three pursion pays and would undermine the will of Long war.
poses:
other free countries to resist the~
They think that the war can be won in
"One is to reach agreement for agreements
If we demonstrate unwillingness or inabilWashington and in New York (United Nasake; the second is to have your own way or
ity to stop Red China now when she is not
tions) if not in Vietnam.
as
much of it as you can; and the third is to
a nuclear power, what shall we do 5-7 years
The N. Vietnamese and Chinese may well
hence when China has the bombs and the be more encouraged by the evidence of gain time.
intercontinental missile system to deliver doubt, disagreement and division within the
"If the p1,1rpose is agreement for agreethem?
U.S. than by any reports of U.S. planes shot ments sake, negotiations can become merely
a desire"'to save face, to help you out of a
down.
CHINESE AND NORTH VIETNAMESE CAPABILITIES
So far, this has been a very cheap war for difficult situation, to let the other side have
The present militant and aggressive policy
of Red China is the great problem in S.E. the Chinese and N. Vietnamese. The cost to their way while preserving some shreds of
Asia. If the Chinese plan of aggression by the U.S.: approximately 15 billions in the your own dignity. This type must be recog"Peoples Wars of Liberation"-by undeclared year ending July 1, 1967; approximately 20 nized for what it is-Surrender."
We cannot afford this type of negotiation
guerrilla warfare--can be neutralized, the billions in the year ending July 1, 1968.
We cannot a/JCYI'd to have them drag the on Vietnam.
Reds will have to rely on peaceful means of
Result!ul negotiations in ~'letnam are
infiltration, subversion and persuasion-and war on indefinitely, which they can do very
these tactics have not proven successful in simply 1! permitted 1x> infiltrate 200 men a likely to come only when the N. Vietnamese
day---6,000 per month-thru Laos and Cam- and Chinese see their military and political
Europe, Asia or Africa.
bodia.
organization there being systematically deChina is both strong and weak.
Our basic problem then becomes:
stroyed and are convinced that the process
She is strong because almost every 4th
How
to
encourage
the
small
nations
of
S.E.
will continue.
person in the world 1s Chinese-and by 1980
Until that time, the vague but constant
probably one in three will be. She is strong Asia to participate more broadly in oollective
talk of negotiations merely serves to encourbecause of her revolutionary intensity and plans and action for their own security.
How to end the war reasonably quickly age the enemy to continue their guerilla
the control of her people and the long range
war in the hope of eventually gaining by netenacity and patience with which she pur- with.o ut creating a wider war.
Our
major objectives:
gotiations what they are unable to take by
sues her objectives. She is strong in con~
To
stop
the
infiltration
otmen
and
supplies
force.
ventional warfare on or close to her borders.
thru
"Neutral"
Laos
without
a
Korea
type
un~
Her capablilty for supporting military operaI hope that the President may find it wise
declared war there.
tions outside is weak. · •
. to lead the crusade for understanding and
To
stop
infiltration
through
Cambodia.
China is weak because she does not have
unity on Vietnam.
nuclear weaporu; or the means to deliver (This is easier because Thailand is on our
them. She is weak because of food short- side.)
To roll up S. Vietnam from the South,
ages and rising population, primitive agriculwhere 80% of the people live on 20% of the
ture and backward industry.
Rural Youth Provides Example
land-largely
in the Mekong Delta, clearing
China knows that the event of direct intervention in a war with the U.S., her develop- out the Viet Cong and then protecting the
ing Atomic Centers at Paotow-n/w o! Pek~ villages with specially trained S. Vietnamese
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
lng with Plutonium reactors; Lanchow- troops and administrative units.
o:r
To hit N. Vietnam harder, to raise the cost
s/w of Peking-large electric power source
and uranium production; and Lop Nor Weap- of aggression and convince the Communist
ons Testing Center) would be the first targeta that they cannot afford to carry on the war.
OF MINNESOTA
It is inevitable, that yet untouched ecoof retaliation.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The destruction of these facilities and her nomic and indmtrial targets in N. Vietnam
basic industrial plants would wreck her pro- shall be released /fYT' air attacks which have
Monday, February 27, 1967
gram indefinitely and her land forces would been rigidly controlled and limited largely to
Mr. ZWACH. Mr. Speaker, 1n this
communications routes, oil depots and missile
have no means of getting at the U.S.

HON. JOHN M. ZWACH

It u most improbable that China
templates such a risk.

con.:_

sites.

Except for the destruction of oil storage,

day when we hear and read about young
men burning their selective service
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cards, or of bewhiskered, unkempt young
people rioting, picketing, lying in, and so
forth, and when many of us see countless
signs of young people rebelling against
authority or responsibility, it is my great
Pleasure to present a much brighter pic~
ture of young American boys.
The Future Farmers of America or~
gainzation in Minnesota, sparked by the
enthusiasm and cooperation of the State
FFA Executive Secretary W. J. Kartes~
maki, have raised over $150,000 in the
Past 14 years.
This money-not a single tax dollarwas raised by hundreds of boys to pro~
vide for a speech therapy building lo~
cated at Camp Courage on Cedar Lake
in Wright County, Minn.
Camp Courage is the only camp in our
State for crippled children and ·adults.
In addition, this camp is provided without cost to the campers.
Over 750 campers used the facilities in
1966, with 141 of those in the speech
therapy section alone.
Over 225 FFA chapters have assisted
in paying for this building and equipment, and have provided over 2,000
"camperships" to crippled and handicapped people. For example, the FFA
set a statewide goal of $26,500, of which
$10,000 was earmarked for camperships.
Mr. Speaker, these young men-rural
boys--were not burning up draft cards,
they were not flouting the law, they were
busy gleaning cornfields of the dropped
ears of corn, they raised and sold hay,
they put on choir concerts, they sold
subscription to farm magazines, they
gathered and dried pine cones, and they
were busy for a good cause.
Thousands of people will be the direct
recipients of many of the finer things in
life because a group of young people
cared. One Ulustration may prove the
Point.
A 16-year-old junior in high school
had such a speech impediment that
only her mother could understand
her. But after getting the free 5-week
therapy exercises at Camp Courage, she
returned home and continued the exercises she had been taught. This girl has
since won a regional speech contest, become a cheerleader, and has graduated
from the university as a trained speech
therapist.
My deepest congratulations are extended to the youth in the FFA who proVide us today v.ith the shinning model
of what our young people can do who
Will accept the responsibility,
The entire camp.-consisting of 19
building~is owned and operated by the
Minnesota Society for Crippled Children
and Adults. It has recently become winterized so that it may operate the year
around.
While over 225 chapters in the State
have taken part in providing this unit
to the total camp and in providing free
''camperships," I would like to list these
chapters who efforts have been brought
to my attention this winter, in my district: Grove City, Montevideo, Minnesota, Eden Valley, Litchfield, Paynesville,
Ortonville, Annandale, Walnut Grove,
Elk River, Willmar, Princeton, Renville,
BUffalo, Hector, Clinton, Wheaton, Fairfax, Kimball, Sanborn, Echo, Dawson.

Congratulations also to those many
more FFA boys and chapters who have
also participated but without public acknowledgment.
Mr. Speaker, since last week was Future Farmers Week, I would like to commend these boys by reprinting two editorials which appeared in newspapers in
the Sixth District.
"The Future Farmers?" was published
in 0. B. Augustson's West Central Daily
Tribune, and "A Worthy Organization"
appeared in James Wermerskirchen's
Pierz J-ournal.
Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my
remarks, I would like to have inserted in
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD these two editorials:
THE FUTURE FARMERS?

This is Future Farmers Week when we
salute the young men 1n this state and
national organization. Nationally the move~
ment has 445,000 members of which some
14,000 are in 2'78 chapters in Minnesota. The
movement is dedicated to some splendid
ideals and goals. The members are students
who plan to farm, to enter agricultural colleges or work In some occupations of some
farm connection.
We are intrigued with the theme for this
week. It is "Agriculture--Strength of America." That is a good slogan. But it encompasses a lot. Of course the food producing
industry is the most important a nation has.
One can do without most anything but
food-we all must eat. And any nation with
a strong, productive and bountiful agriculture can progress, become great and survive
when other nations, less fortunate, make no
progress or succumb.
That definition is basic. What we are more
interested in just now is what the changes
are now and are to be 1n the farming family.
What that farming family has been given for
its most needful work and what will happen
to it tomorrow. Truly farming has never
been paid for what it should have received
for its produce and its effort. Agriculture
has always provided food, cheap to the American society. It has. actually subsidized the
high btandard of living of the American
people.
Farming has always been treated by a total
buyers market--the what-will-you-give-me
market, the open market, if you please, which
always like to pay lE'SS, rather than more.
So agriculture from its beginning, has been
kicked around except perhaps during times
of war and its unusual demands for food
and when everyone else grew fat with profits?
Future of farmers? What is the outlook?
Rosy? Not so. Even at present, last Saturday farmers brought bred sows to market to
see 1f this gesture would result in higher
prices to come. Desperation, one might even
call it. Today-bred cows are scheduled to
be also marketed. · For the same p1..1.rposes.
More desperation.
All this predicated on some thinking of
supply and demand which economic principle has been a joke 1n the past. For one
knows fuli well that the market price was not
fixed by the demands CY! hungry mouths so
much as the demands of the buyers at the
market place. And those buyers have always
been the well organized group and armed
with all sorts of manipulation.
Future Farmers or Future of Farmers?
Guess it may not be so much all the talk of
efficiency as it is the control of the market.
When that control of the market is absent,
more and more small farmers are going to be
shoved off the acres. Bigger and bigger
farm.s, a smaller number of farms. And
when the farms of this nation wind up in
relatively few hands-then watch out--there
will be something like NFO with a vengeance
just llke the few, big boys in industry decide

/
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what the public is going to pay for their
product.
That could be the continuing trend_ And
if it is, Main Street should be an alarmed
observer.
A WORTHY ORGANIZATION

That most worthy organization, the Future
Farmers of America will receive well-deserved
recognition during the week of February 18
to 25. Writers, commentators, officials and
others in all walks of life, will pay tribute
to one of the most important groups ot
young people in the country-the young people who in years to come will bear the heavy
responsibility of providing the food and fiber
so sorely needed by a world confronted with
the pros:Pect of famine, unless unprecedented breakthroughs are achieved in food
production.
Each year the significance of Future Farmers of America Week grows. The message
that the young farmers of tomorrow endeavor to impart to the nation during their
"Week" is simple. They seek to, "Inform
(the) public of the (the) importance of
agriculture to America, (the) value of good
citizenship development, and (the) role of
Future Farmers of America in this effort".
There was a time when the nation was
predominantly agricultural. Raising food to
eat absorbed the efforts of a majority of the
people. Gradually, as agricultural technology improved, fewer and fewer people were
required on the land to produce food. One
farmer now feeds scores of other people-people who have moved to the cities where
they produce all the other necessities and
1uxuries of our age except food.
There is only so much land; thus as populations increase, those who are engaged in
agriculture will bear an increasingly heavy
responsibility to their fellow men. It is indeed a privilege to pay homage to the FFA.

Cedar Falls Youth Is Iowa Winner of VFW
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Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to note that the Iowa winner of
the annual Voice of Democracy Contest
sponsored by the Veterans of Foreign
Wars of the United States and its ladies
auxiliary is a resident of the district I
have the honor of representing.
He is Stephen J. Rapp, of Cedar Falls,
and the text of his winning speech follows:
DEMOCRACY; WHAT IT MEANS TO ME

In the cold winter of late 1966 and early
1967 most of a nation sits, and watches, and
waits.
From Maine to Hawaii most of us, ..if you
have noticed and 1f you think about it, seem
a. little tired. Many are merely satisfied;
almost a.s many think we have come too far;
a.nd a few don't really care.
But what is there to be tired about or satisfied about?
True, America has come a long ways in the
last few years. In changes during this last
decade we have seen the definition and the
usage of democracy enlarged, and we have
seen the opportunities under it widened. We
have seen what was rapidly becoming a seeond place educational system move to become
a. first place one. We have Witnessed the
guaranteeing after centuries of certain in~
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alienable rights to a great portion of the
Haugerud: Less Fat for Foreign Aid
population. We have watched attempts to
alleviate much of the unnecessary and wasteEXTENSION OF REMARKS
ful human want from our nation and other
nations. We have seen a soaring national
OF
and world economy bring our nation and our
planet to the highest overall living standard
in history. And we have viewed attempts to
OF TEXAS
insure peace and avert nuclear holocaust by
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banning certain nuclear tests.
And because of these many and relatively
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rapid moves many feel democracy has been
Mr. CABELL. Mr. Speaker, recently
overfulfilled or simply fulfilled.
But how can anyone feel when he looks at Dallas had the pleasure of being host to a
that that remains to be done that we have ·very articulate and well-received official
come anywhere near fulfillment?
of the Department of State. The HonOne may be tired but one can hardly be orable Howard E. Haugerud, the Deputy
satisfied.
Inspector General of Foreign Assistance,
How can one be content when still in our
own nation and other nations millions can- addressed a convocation at Bishop Colnot receive the education necessary to lege and also a joint noon luncheon of the
achieve the full measure of their abilities? Lions and Rotary Clubs. As you know
How can one be satisfied when twelve per Mr. Haugerud's office inspects and evalcent of the nation, because of color of skin, uates military assistance, economic ashave as the late President Kennedy put it . sistance, and Peace Corps programs all
one-half the chance or less of living in a over the world; and he has a unique opdecent neighborhood, of holding a good job, portunity to be constantly aware of the
of attending a college or a un,tversity, of, in
short, a ttain1ng those things many of them relative successes and failures of the varmay need or deserve?
. ious programs. His talks, as well as his
How can one be complacent when we still appearances on television and radio, were
have Harlems. and Watts, and Appalachias, enlightening and gave many of the citiand Calcuttas? When one-third to twozens of our area a better insight into
thirds of the world is in need of food and these undertakings. A great many of our
clothing?
people were delighted to leam that we
How can we sit back when thousands in had a realistic and no-nonsense man
our country seem to be more and more turning away from democracy and toward violent such as Mr. Haugerud as a watchdog
methods? From rallies for killers in Ala- over these far:fiung programs. During
bama, to "Black Power" riots in Cleveland, his visit he was interviewed by Mr. Mike
to midn1ght blasts in our own small Mid- Engleman, one of our very :fine editorial
western city.
writers on the Dallas Morning News. Mr.
How can we feel fulfilled when destructive Engleman's story is one of the most sucwars continue to 'Wage? When the United cinct and penetrating analyses of the
States continues to sell arms to all parties IGA office that has come to my attention,
in the explosive Middle East? When fighting
becomes the only alternative in Africa, Indo- and I recommend it to Members of Congress and to other readers of the RECORD.
nesia, and Viet Nam?
Under unanimous consent I include in it
How can we be satisfied?
Democracy to me means something that the Appendix of the RECORD.
doesn't lend itself at all to satisfaction. to
HAUGERUD: LESS FAT FOR FOREIGN AID
complacency, to fulfillment or to tiredness.
(By Mike Engleman)
And it is this flexibility that has preserved
Until late last May Howard E. Haugerud
it and that can preserve it. This flexibility,
in the hands of the people, is something had a quiet, but exhausting job. Then
that was missing in that score of civilizations Haugerud's relative anonymity came to a
and systems that met their falls and their sudden end.
On May 23, Secretary of State Dean Rusk
winters.
Our democracy was founded by men con- unveiled the activities of the Otfioe of Insidered radical because they weren't satisfied spector General of Foreign Assistance in his
with a. government that ruled without the report to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
people's consent.
The ofiice, explained Rusk, had saved the
The new Americans weren't content with a
little area between the Atlantic and a frontier taxpayer "many millions of dollars...
Haugerud
is Deputy Inspector General of
drawn in the Eastern mountains.
In the early 19th century many throughout the ofiice. Although the office chief is J.
the nation were not at all complacent about Kenneth Mansfield, both he and Haugerud
have the same rank (assistant secretary of
the institution of slavery.
~
With the advent of the Industrial Revolu- state) and both make the same salary
tion millions were not content with long ($27,000). This is because one of them is
work weeks, terrible conditions, and child usually out of the country. Each averages
165,000 air miles a year (always traveling
labor.
.... The population was not at all happy at the economy class) inspecting the far-flung work
beg1nn1ng of this century with merely a of our foreign-assistance missions.
Their small, 40-man office {which spends
national outlook.
And the people were not satisfied with only a third of its budget each year) has
second place that we seemed to be moving earned an impressive record since it was
created upon the urging of Congress in 1960,
toward earlier in this decade.
Democracy is not something static or im- with successes like:
Discovering that an undersea cable be·
mobile, but rather something that is based
upon and grows from the change advocated tween Tunis and Sicily built with U.S. assistby its citizens--citizens who are never satis- ance for NATO has yet to carry its first
fied--citizens who see the problems and are message.
Causing cancellation of a $40-million dam
not too tired to act upon them.
But most of those citizens and most of my in Taiwan.
Causing elimination of a $7-million telegeneration in these cold months now tiredly
and contentedly, sit, and watch, and wait. commun1cations system in Korea.
Arranging fQt' $5 million in U.S.-owned
Problems abound, but few seem dissatisfied.
That upon which democracy is based seems German marks, which were lying idle in
to be dying. Maybe our winter is finally Libya., to be put into interest-bearing bank
here.
accounts.

HON. EARLE CABELL
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In this interview, Mr. Haugerud discusses
the little-known operations of his office and
the new concept in government economy it
symbolizes.
Question: Mr. Haugerud, what is your general impression of this nation's foreign-air
program?
Answer: By and la.rge, I think our people
do a very good job in our foreign-aid programs. There are exceptions, of course, but
there a.re generally caused by conditions
that exist in countries where we try to work.
During the past three and a. hal! years
of inspecting our various missions around
the world, I have been tremendously 1mpressed by the quality of people working in
our foreign-assistance programs. They are
a dedicated lot.
Could you estimate how much your office has saved for the taxpayer since its
inception?
We have been unable to come up with a
figure we believe to be honest. News reporters have had figures ranging from $50 to
$300 million.
Would it be correct to guess that Congress'
dissatisfaction with growing waste in foreign
aid gave birth to your office?
No question about it. The Foreign Relations committees of Congress were very angry
in 1961, and they wanted one office they could
put their finger on and ask what was being
done to remedy these situations.
For this reason Congress gave us a powerful club. When the ofiice of inspector general
was established by the Foreign Assistance Act
of 1961, we were granted authority to suspend any part of or all of any foreign-assist·
ance project which we had inspected, after
first giving written notice to the secretary of
state, whom we report directly to . .
Only our office or the secretary of state can
order the project resumed after it has been
suspended.
Isn't it unusual for an executive office to
have this life-or-death authority?
Yes. To my knowledge it is uztique in our
government.
Apparently it is this authority that makes
your office so suc;cessful in cutting the fat
from our aid programs. Why don't the inspector general offices of other federal de·
partments, like the Department of Agriculture, have this same power?
I'm not competent to commep.t on how
other departments operate. But I do know
that without the authority we had given us
by Congress, our work would be much more
difficult. This concept might be useful in
other agencies, but this is something Con•
gress has to decide.
In the case o! our office, our responsiblllties
and authority are clear-cut and everyone who
reads the law can understand them. The
agencies that we service know that a number
of powerful congressional committee chair ..
men are vitally interested in our work and
are aware of our recommendations.
These men hold the purse strings and can
be very tough on an agency if they believe
the agency is not operating with maximum
economy .and efiiciency.
Most executive offices have much larger
staffs than yours. Why is yours so small?
Ken Mansfield and I were on the hill for a
number of years. There, the congressional
committee staffs are small compared to tbe
executive staffs and we are used to working
in that kind of atmosphere.
We're both bugs on getting together a top,
small staff, working hard and knowing what
everybody's doing.
Your office is still young. Isn't It the tendency in Washington for new offices to balloon in size over the years?
Yes. I think this is probably a part of hu·
man nature. In some foreign-assistance ef·
forts I occasionally run across a project that
seems to be doing little more tha.n perpetuating people in their jobs. These situations are
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quickly remedied, however, when they are
brought to the attention of top management.
We hope this doesn't happen to us. There
have been some pressures from the hill to
enlarge. We've been told, "I! you can do so
much with 40 men, why not have 80 and
Eave twice as much money?" There is some
merit to this view, but we feel the drawbacks outweigh the advantages it might
have.
Does the President's talk about turning off
lights and saving paper clips really promote
much economy in government?
One of the factors that has been intensi"ely helpful to us in being able to tighten
Up various foreign-assistance programs is
President Johnson's continuing personal inSistence on maximum economy and effective-
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Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, DecemMr. WATTS. Mr. Speaker, each year
the Veterans of Foreign Wars conduct a ber 20, 1966, the General Assembly of
"Voice of Democracy" contest. The win- the United Nations Organization adopted
ner for the Commonwealth of Kentucky Resolution 2232 cxxn censoring the
is Mr. Raymond Raisor, son of Mr. and United States of America for what it
Mrs. Arthur Raisor, of Frankfort. I assessed as colonialism in the countries
ness.
take great pleasure in calling his winning of American Samoa and the U.S. Virgin
Turning off a few lights in the White House essay which is entitled "Democracy- Islands. The basis for its concern is set
tnay not take very long, but the implication Whatlt Means to Mc,"to the attention of forth as disruption of territorial integis not lost on those who are spending our
rity by military bases and installations
my colleagues.
money overseas.
The word democracy is an ambiguous one. in contravention of the relevant resoluThere has been a great deal of comment
The
lately on what appears to be great quantities To many different people it can mean many tion of the General Assembly.
Of U.S. goods ending up on the black market different things. Thomas Jefferson saw a United States abstained in the record
or in the hands of the Viet OOng in Viet democracy as "Equal and exact justice to all vote. All votes of the Soviet Union were
men Of whatever state or persuasion, reli- cast in favor.
Na.m.. How's this happening?
I think the sheer volume of materials gious or political;" to Abraham Lincoln it
Soviet Russia is now pressuring the
going into Viet Nam make some of this in- meant "government of the people, by the United Nations Committee on Colonialevitable. In the past we tried to depend to people, for the people."
However, when I hear the word democracy, ism to include Puerto Rico within the
a great extent on the Vietnamese to handle
these commodities. They just did not have in my mind's eye, three pictures are made. aforesaid resolution as a colonial territhe experience and capability to do so. Now The first is that of a voting booth, for it is tory despite a 1953 resolution by the then
our military is taking over this function and through direct popular vote that even this General Assembly to the contrary.
we have seen some improvement in the past nation's highest officer is reduced to an emThe obvious intent of the Communist
ployee of the voters. Secondly I see a
months.
manipulators is to remove Puerto Rico
As you know, our ·commodity-import pro- pamphlet, perhaps covered With ideals completey separated and apart from the ideals of from the protection of the United States
gra.zn will probably run to more than $500
lU1111on. These are the items that are im- a democracy, but nevertheless pointing out and remove our military installations.
Ported by Vietnamese businessmen for sale that in a democracy a man has the liberty According to their past performance we
to the public at prices fixed to help stabllize to express his deepest feeling, whether or can expect riots and bloodshed in Puerto
the economy. I speak now of commoditi.es not they be in agreement with democracy. Rico to soften up public opinion for the
such as roofing, cement, machinery, drugs, Certainly this does not include the right to planned takeaway.
fOOd stuffs and other items needed for day- say or do anything one wishes, for this is
Where is our voice in the U.N. organian absence of liberty and democracy. It
to-day consumption by the populace.
zation to ur~e colonialism or even slavery
would
include
the
right
to
protest
or
demonMany times the diversion of these goods
charges against the U.S.S.R. in its ochas been exaggerated by the press and tele- strate and on the other hand would include cupation and its military installations in
\'islon reporters because of our marking sys- a police force, strong enough to protect all
tem. Heretofore, the AID handclasp has citizens, yet not so strong that it becomes Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, Hungary,
been stenciled on or attached to all com- brutal. The third picture I see is the most Poland, East Germany, Upper Volta,
Do these
lUodities wbether they were by grant, loan lmporta.nt, but it is merely the picture of Byelorussia, and Uk.rainia?
or import for sale. This led many reporters people standing face to face with their ideals. people have free elections? Is their terI
visualize
different
classes
and
races,
workto believe that each time they saw the handritorial integrity not violated by Soviet
clasp on an item for sale it was a part of ing together, for to pretend there were no military installations? In fact, could
racial or class disputes in the most perfect
the black market.
not the U.S.S.R.-controlled by a ComWe have now recommended that AID sten- society man can create would be foolish. munist mmority-be indicted as a colocil below the handclasp the notation, "This But I see these races and classes working
ltem imported to be sold," on those items together, with each man recognizing his nial authority over the people of Russia?
What a great hypocrite--this Bolshevik
imported for sale. Th1.s will clearly identify companion as a man and nothing else.
Yes, I recognize democracy ideally, as a Communist regime of the Soviet Union.
them as goods to be sold and not grant or
dream, a dream that has been shared by man
loan items lost to the black market.
I urge our Members and news media to
How much in American goods is lost to the since the beginning of clvllization, corre- get the true message to our people as to
sponding much to the solution ·he is offered
Vc and the black market?
who is the aggressor in international
This is a ditncult question. I can't, in good to his most inner problems, a dream in which unrest and colonial government. Throw
conscience, give a figure that would be ac- there is a land where the least can stand the international light on the Commubeside the greatest and be counted as the
curate.
nist Party of U.S.S.R. It stands selfWould you say it was a 10th of all our same.
This is what we, as members of a demOc- accused when the facts are known.
hnports?
I ask General Assembly Resolution
I don't want to use figures I can't substan- racy, must strive for. What must I do, and
my generation do to reach this dream? As 2232 <XXI) and the column in the
tiate.
Woodrow Wilson said, "stand face to face
We have run checks on specific commodi- with our ideals, renew enthusiasms, reckon Washington Post for February 24,
ties being moved between Saigon and the again duties, to take fresh view of alms and 1967, be here reproduc€d for the reacting
'' a.rtous provinces. In ronny cases the losses fresh courage for their pursuit". My genera- of all fellow colleagues:
0

f items like I mentioned earlier have been
heavy. We ll.ave just completed another such
Check after ha 1ng made a number of recomlll.endattons a ye-ar ago and we find the situ·
atton much improved.
'I'hese losses must 'not only be attributed
to the black market, but also to the Viet
Cong and diversion at the province level by
l OCal officials.
Let me emphasize that, altho~h we have
made progress, no one is satisfied. All the
agencies involved are constantly working to
tighten up our lines of supply.

tion must stand behind the ideals of a democracy and certainly be prepared to fight
to defend them. And we must, by all means,
exercise our greatest right as citizens, the
right to vote. It is my opinion that the
youth of America have the strength, fortitude, and determination to come closer to
our dream so that, in the words of WoodroW
Wilson. "America will come into the full
light of the day when all shall know that she
puts human rights above all other rights, and
that her fiag is the fiag not only of America,
but of h"L~manlty.''

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RoUNDUP, 21ST REGULAR
SESSION

Subject of resolution: American Samoa,
Antig:ua, Bahamas, Bermuda, British Virgin
Islands, Cayman Islands, Cocos (Keeling)
Islands, Dominica, Gilbert and Ellice Islands,
Grenada, Guam, Mauritius, Montserrat, New
Hebrides, Niue, Pitcairn, St. Helena, St. KittsNevis-Anguilla, St. Lucia, St. Vincent.. Seychelle3, Solomon Islands, Tokelau Islands,
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, Turks
ana Caicos Islands and the United States
Virgin Islands.
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. Date adopted: December 20,1966.
Vote: 93 in favour, none against, with 24
abstentions (recorded vote).
.Docuxrumt numbers: Committee report to
Assembly: Fourth Committee Report A/6628;
resolution as adopted by Assembly: 2232
(XXI).

.

TEXT OF RESOLUTION
The General Assembly, Having considered

the question of American Samoa, Antigua,
Bahamas, Bermuda, the Brl:tish Virgin Is·
lands, Cayman Islands, Cocos (Keeling) Is·
lands, Dominica, Gilbert and Ellice Islands,
Grenada, Guam, Mauritius, Montserrat, New
Hebrides, Niue Pitcairn, St. Helena, St. Kitts·
Nevls·Anguilla, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Sey·
chelles, Solomon Islands, Tokelau Islands,
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,
Turks and Caicos Islands and the United
States Virgin Islands,
Having examined the chapters of the re·
por1i of the Special Committee on the Situa·
tion with regard to the Implementation of
the Declaration on the Granting of Inde·
pendence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
relating to these Territories, 1
Recalling its resolutions 1514 (XV) of 14
December 1960, 1654 (XVI) of 27 November
1961, 1810 (XVII) of 17 December 1962, 1956
(XVIII) of 11 December 1963, 2066 (XX) of
16 December 1965 and 2069 (XX) of 16 De·
cember 1965 and 2189 (XXI) of 13 December
1966.
Deeply concerned at the information con·
tained in the report of the Special Commit·
tee on the continuation of policies aiining,
among other things, at the disruption of the
territorial integrity of some of these Terri·
tortes and at the creation by the administer·
ing Powers of Inilltary bases and installations
in contravention of the relevant resolutions
of the General Assembly,
Deploring the refusal of some administer·
ing Powers to allow visiting missions of the
United Nations to these Territories,
Conscious that these situations require the
continued attention and the assistance of
the United Nations in the achievement by
the peoples of these Territories of their• ob·
jectives, as embodied in the Charter of the
United Nations and in the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples,
Aware of the special circumstances of geo·
graphical location and economic conditions
concerning some of these Territories,
1. Approves the chapters of the report of
the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Dec·
laration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples relating
to these· Territories;
2. Reaffirmt.ng the inalienable right of the
peoples of these Territories to self-determi.
nation and independence;
3. Calls upon the adininistertng Powers to
implement without delay the relevant reso·
lutions of the General Assembly;
4. Reiterates its declaration that any at·
tempt aimed at the partial or total disrup·
tlon of the national unity and the territorial
integrity of colonial Territories and the ea.
tablishment of military bases and 1nstalla·
tion in these Territories is incompatible
with the purposes and principles of the
Charter of the United Nations and of Gen·
era! Assembly resolution 1514(XV);
5. Urges the administering Powers to al·
low United Nations visiting missions to
visit the Territories, and to extend to them
full co-operation and assistance;
6. ·Decides that the United Nations should
render all help to the peoples of these Ter·
ritories in their efforts freely to decide their
future status;
7. Requests the Special Committee to con.
tinue to pay special attention to these Ter·
ritories and to report on the implementation
1 A/6300/ Add.9, chapters XIV-XIX; A/6300/
Add.10, chapter XXII.

sembly at its twenty-second session;
8. Requests the Secretary·General to con·
tinue to provide all assistance in the imple·
mentation of the present resolution.
Recorded vote: Against: none.
Abstaining: Australla, Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Fin·
land, France, Greece, Iceland, Italy, Japan,
Luxembourg, Maldive Islands, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Nicaragua., Norway, Portugal,
South Africa, Sweden, Thailand, United
Kingdom, United States.
Absent: Barbados, Botswana, Gambia,
Guyana, Malta.

[From the Washington (D.C.) Post, Feb. 24,
1967]
PUERTO Rrco PROBE URGED IN UNITED NATIONS
UNITED NATIONs, N.Y.-The U.N. Commit·
tee on Colonialism is being pressured by
the Soviet Union to investigate Puerto Rico
as a colonial territory, Robert H. Estabrook
of The Washington Post reported yesterday.
Tazania endorsed the Soviet move. The
24-member cominittee previously has called
Puerto· Rico a colonial possession of the
United States, despite a 1963 resolution by
the General Assembly recognizing th'.\t the
island had exercised its right of self-deterini·
nation.
The Colonial Committee also ls discussing
British Caribbean territories any plans to
include the American Virgin Islands. Brit·
ain has disclosed Antigua, St. Kitts Nevis·
Anguilla, Dominica, St. Lucia., Grenada and
St. Vincent will form the new West Indies
Associated States. with self-government and
the right to secede.
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Mr. ADAIR. Mr. Speaker, a member
of the Canadian delegations to the International Commission for Supervision and
Control in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia,
Mr. Theodore B. Blockley, has recently
written of his experiences in Hanoi. This
article provides a wonderful insight into
the plight of the North Vietnamese many
of whom are not in accord with Ho Chi
Minh's Communist government. It also
provides an excellent commentary on the
futility of the "troika" arrangement provided for in the 1954 Geneva Conference.
Finally, the article points out how North
Vietnamese aggression was so serious as
early as 1957 that the author predicted
that the South Vietnamese Government
would be forced to call upon the United
States for assistance. Therefore, I commend this art.cle from the winter issue
of Modern Age to all who would like to
gain a somewhat di1Ierent perspective on
the war in which we are now engaged.
The article follows:
THE ORIGINS OF CRISIS: HANOI, 1957
(By Theodore B. Blackley)
The mounting intensity of North Viet·
namese sabotage, subversion and guerrilla.
operations in South Vietnam, and the apparent inability of the Cominission to inhibit this attack, raise the very real possibility that defensive measures undertaken
by the South Vietnamese Government may
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••• calling upon the United States
for assistance. So began a study entitled
"Legal problems related to the lmplemen·
tation of the Cease Fire Agreement for Viet·
nam in the event of South Vietnam's adher·
ence to SEATO," which I wrote for the
Canadian government in 1957. At that time
I was serving in several capacities on the
Canadian delegations to the International
Commissions for Supervision apd Control
in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia; among
them, that of Legal Advisor to all three
Canadian Commissioners, as well as Senior
Political Advisor to the Commissioner for
Vietnam. On several occasions I served as
Acting Leader of the Canadian Delegation to
the Vietnam Commission. On my return
from service in Indochina I subinitted my
resignation from the Canadian Foreign Serv·
ice and six months or so later brought to an
end almost ten years of service in the Cana·
dian Department of State for External Af·
fairs. The studies, reports and dispatches
I wrote in 1956-1957 repeatedly referred to
the possibility that unless certain action
were taken Vietnam migbt well become the
casus belli of World War III.
Now that, as it seems to me, Communist
hopes of victory on the battle·field in Viet·
nam begin to fade (unless, indeed, the Rus·
sians or the Chinese decide to take the
plunge), the ground is assiduously being
prepared for a Communist victory at the
conference table. The 1954 Geneva Conference was, in effect, almost solely concerned
with France's extrication, with as little lOSS
of "face" as possible, from a position which
France had come to regard as untenable
(which, indeed, it moot probably was). so
it would appear· to be the object of Communist strategy to cast a new Conference, in
the public mind in the United States as in
the r~st of the world, in the context of pro·
viding a means for Atp.erican withdrawal
from a similarly untenable position into
which (so the propaganda. runs) bact-at
any rate, unfortunate--decisions had sucked
the country. The success of this propa·
ganda effort appears to be regarded as in·
evitable by Communists, Marxists, pro.com·
munists, pro·Marxists-however one maY
designate those who ardently desire (as diStinguished from those who may quite gen·
uinely fear} the failure of American policY
in Southeast Asia--anti·Americans of everY
stripe whom I have been encountering in
Britain, elsewhere in Europe, and in the
u.s. itself.
The fact is, however, that there is no real
identity, or even similarity, between the
former French position in Vietnam and the
present American position. France was a
defeated and discredited colonial power. The
United States, on the other hand, has been
called on by a. very large majority of South
Vietnamese to help them escape the Communist yoke. And America is being militar\ly victorious.
Although I am fearful that any unfortunate North Vietnamese who came into con·
tact with me, openly or clandestinely, dur·
ing the period of my service with the Inter·
national Commission may, as a consequence
of what I say here, suffer torture and death,
I must reveal that many of the North Viet·
namese whom I met expressed the hope that
one day the Americans would "again" lib·
era te them from tyranny and oppression.
(The previous liberation, in their minds,
was from the Japanese.) I felt compelled
to try and convince those who expressed thiS
hope that whatever happened in the future.
their deliverance could only come from their
own acts; nor, at this 11Jne, does it seexn
likely that U.S. policy Inight "escalate" to-ward the objective of freeing the North Vietnamese from their cruel masters.
On all sides, in America itself no less than
in Europe, one again encounters urgings for
a "return to Geneva''-to the Geneva. Accords (1954) relating to the Cease Fire 111
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Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos-as though
here were to be found the means of unravelling the whole tangled skein of all Vietnam's troubles, and America's arising out of
its commitments to the South Vietnamese.
Senator Fulbright recommends a new attempt
to apply the Accords both in their spirt t
and in their letter. (But what was their
Bplrlt and their letter?) The London Observer demands a renewed effort to make the
~greements really work. (But did they ever
really" work, and could they "really"
'Work?) other voices are raised to suggest
that the International Control Commission
'WOUld-!! the Americans would only let it
function--serve to protect South Vietnam
from the equally pernicious American and
Communist drive to dominate.
(The technique of bracketing the Americans With the Communists in this fashion,
of equating "coca-colonialism," as it used to
be called, with the employment of Russian
troops to suppress the Hungarian revolt, has
served the Communists well in Europe. It
is in the glib patter of every Gaullist youtheven as he sips his Coca-Cola. Now it is
being used by the Party faithful to muddy
the waters in any consideration of the Vietnazn problem.)
Before commencing an account of some of
lny experiences in North Vietnam, I must
Point out some of the serious fiaws in the
Cease-Fire Agreement and in the constitution
Of the Commission. These :flaws were such
~to paralyze any real achievement by the
lXllllission. After man ths of trying to
'Work: in this context, to play my part in seCurtng, narrowly, compliance with the Agree~ent, and broadly, a climate of peace in
ietnam, I began to feel like a man cond.enmed to carry water in baskets to a con~eration. By comparison the labors of
lsYPhus were an enormous accomplishment;
~ least he rolled that stone to the top of
e hill during the day: we in the Commls~n budged it hardly an inch. Finally, one
. Y I found myself scrawling three words
over and over again on the writing pad in
1!0nt of me; frustration, futllity, fraud! For
!!!~ these three words sum up the functlon;ea-or rather, non-functlonlng-o! the InCoInational Commission for Supervision and
lltrol in Vietnam.
p There was constant frustration in every
t l'Ocedural move in the Com.mlsslon. Evenua.uy, when one had painfully gotten a
fl'Oblem formally before the Commission
or consideration and had shown beyond
l>ossibllity of challenge the facts of a case,
~nd then had secured a reluctant decision
d Y the Oommlsslon, the decision was renered futile by the North Vietnam governlnent. One day-that was the day of my
~rawling "frustration, !utllity, fraud"-1t
1 awned on me that the Com.mlsSlon was beng USed as a front behind which the Com~'llnl!lts were mounting their assault on
c.ln South Vietnam. That was the day I ded~ to go home.
It 1a my first opinion that the 1954 Agree~ent "-·as deliberately conceived so that the
0
r IDmisslon set up by it should not have the
~lllotest possibility of achieving even so
UCh aa the Korean Commlsslon. By reason of its "troika" composition the dratts~n of the Agreement intended that the
b tnml.ssion should be stymied from the very
~ginntng; but 1!, by any miracle, all three
& etnbers-Indla,
Poland, and Canadahouid agree, they should have no power to
act. The word "Control" in the Commis~n·a fUll title was the height of irony-the
n. lllmlssion had no control over anything,
ot even its own transport.
to The miracle of agreement did happen once,
tny knowledge, in the Commission. "Esbionage, sabotage, and subversion" was the
tie of a unanimous report I finally man~ed to have the Legal Committee of the
tnmlssion &dopt. When the Report was
Put before the plenary session or the Com-

mission, the Polish Delegate repudiated it,
the Polish Legal Advisor, poor chap, was recalled, the Indian Delegate (the Chairman)
"withdrew" Indian support, and the Indian
Legal Advisor had his knuckles severely
rapped by New Delhi, and was shortly recalled.
Then there was the Father Vinh case.
Father Vinh was a doughty, stiff-necked
catholic priest in his late seventies who had
been illegally, under the provisions of the
Agreement, arrested and detained by the
Communist North Vietnamese authorities on
trumped-up charges, not the least important
juridically being the allegation that he had
stolen a bicycle (the Vietnamese have a wonderful sense o! humor). For months, and
through repeated changes of individual
membership of the Commission, we wrestled
with the Father Vinh case. Finally, I persuaded the Indian Chairman that in this
matter the North Vietnamese omcials had
been rude to him, whereupon he decided that
the Commission should call upon the North
Vietnamese to produce Father Vinh before it,
and he put pressure on the Polish Delegate
to give his reluctant concurrence. The very
next day the North Vietnamese authorities
blandly informed the Commission that
Father Vinh had escaped from the concentration camp. The Canadian Delegate commented that he had doubtless escaped riding
a stolen bicycle down the jungle trails; this
produced gales of laughter on the parts o!
Indians, Poles, and Vietnamese alike, until
the Canadian Delegate expressed his conviction that indeed Father Vinh most probably
has escaped, not merely from confinement
and the suffering or the camp, but from
all the sorrow of this world. Subsequently,
we received secret information that Father
Vinh had been "executed" the very day the
Commission adopted the resolution !or his
appearance before it. There were hundreds
of cases like Father Vinh's in the Commission; there would have been thousands had
not the Canadian Delegation recognized that
interventions on behalf of individuals in
North Vietnam constituted, in fact, sentences
of death !or them.
In view of the Commission's sorry record
of failure in its two-fold role of protecting
each section o! Vietnam from the other,
pending unification in accordance with the
genuine will of the people of Vietnam, and
of protecting individuals entitled to protection under the terms of the Cease-Fire Agreement, anyone who suggests that it could do
any better in the future under the same terms
of reference must be utterly disingenuous, incredibly ignorant, or downright pro-Communist.
When I was sent out to Vietnam to serve
on the Comm.iss.ion I was already familiar
with its problems, from my service as Head of
the Southeast Asia Section of the Far Eastern
Division of the Canadian Department of State
for External Affairs. From my reading and
general study I had developed a very lively
respect for the Communist triumvirate, Ho
Chi-minh, Pham Van Dong, and General
Glap. Subsequent personal acquaintance increased. my admlra tion-my appalled admiration-for these men. They are among the
most impressive men I have ever met, and I
have been acquainted with Premiers, Presidents, Princes, Generals, Admirals, and Air
Marshals. I had also met the late President
Ngo Dinh Diem (at a time when he was in
the political wilderness) on several occasions,
and had had discussions with him lasting
several hours. For him I had conceived not
merely a profound admiration, but also arespect and, indeed, affection and sympathy.
My grief .at his death was comparable to my
grief at the death of the late President Kennedy. It presented no problem to me to
bring to my job on the Commission, in accordance with my instructions from my
seniors in External Affairs, complete impartiality in the dlscha.rge of what we conceived
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to be a judicial !unction. This was still the
Canadian attitude as late as 1958. We were
instructed to lean over backwards in order to
keep contention with the Indians, and even
the Poles, to a minimum. It was obvious
that neither the Indians nor the Poles had
any sort of comparable instruction to "get
along with" the Canadians. While we were
frequently ready to stretch our interpretation
of the Agreement very broadly in order to
accommodate the Indians and the Poles, it
was very, very rare for us to meet with any
reciprocity. For example, we Canadians were
able to persuade the French and South Vietnamese to give up the persons of several
assassins who had murdered, allegedly on
purely political grounds, Vietnamese &nd
Frenchmen, not only in Vietnam but also in
France itself. (I class among the more esoteric of my life's activities my Commission
conferences with Chairmen and Secretaries of
Assassination Committees.) But I was never
able to prise out of the Communists' hands
one single human life such as Father Vinh's,
aga.lnst whom even the North Vietnamese did
not go to the ludicrous extreme of accusing of
murder. It 1s st111 a matter o:! great 80rrow
that I was unable to save a single soul.
Oommunlst "correctness" 1s stressed no less
by the North Vietnamese than by their "elder
brothers," Russia and China, so that it was no
surprise to me to be very formally greeted at
Hanoi Airport by a reception committee composed o! vari<YUS middle-ranking omcers of the
government, as well as members of my own
delegation and of the other delegations. The
surprise came later as our cavalcade of cars
leaving the airport crossed the railroad track
which runs along one side. Working on the
railroad right or way was a group of the
prettiest women and girls I had ever seenforty or fifty of them, guarded by soldiers
with fixed bayonets. The group was hauling
ballast, shovelllng the broken rock and raking
it into place between the sleepers and ra.tla,
and doing all the usual "navvy" work aseociated with track maintenance. In answer to
my query, I was told by the Chief of Protoool
who was riding be.side me that these were
prostitutes being ,.re-educated." I mentally
contrasted Communist "re-education" of
prostitutes With South Vietnam's-where
they were undergoing training in sewing,
cooking, etc. This was the first difference
borne in on me between the free South and
the Communist North. In its way, revealing
enough.
Shortly after my arrival I was tendered a
reception which was attended by many of the
North Vietnamese leaders. Assigned an
escorting "political" m111tary officer who
who spoke very good English and impeccable
French, I spent a large part or the evening
trying to duck him, and to get into conversation alone with Vietnamese civilians, or
young fighting-men army omcers. My chance
came at last when I left my escorting omcer
pinned down by the British Consul-General
and the French R~gu6 General (Jean Saintenny). I managed to slip off with three
young P.A.V.N. ("People's Army of Vietnam")
majors one of whom, I had noted when he
was presented to me, wore the "Hero of Dien
Bien Phu" Medal-North Vietnam's equivalent of the Congressional Medal of Honor.
My recognition of his high decoration greatly
pleased all three of the majors. Building on
"this goodwill-! served for close to fifteen
years in the Canadian and British Armed
Forces-! turned the conversation to political matters. In an effort to convince me of
the nobility of the ideals of communism the
"Hero of Diem Bien Phu" referred to the
recent conduct of his Chief, Colonel Ha Van
Lo (you may guess what our irreverent nickname for him was), Head of the North Vietnamese Liaison Mission with the International Commission.
Colonel Ha Van Lo, to whom I had already
been introduced at the airport, was standing
across the room regarding us with a baleful
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stare. He looked like a character actor out got up and tried to leave the hotel to go
or Hollywood Central Casting. A former and see what was happening, but the armed
mandarin, he had a long, thin, cruel, basilisk North Vietnamese guards prevented me from
face-quite the most frightening I have ever leaving. The next night, as I walked around
seen. Colonel Ha Van Lo, said the young the "p'tit lac" I learned that a score or so
major, had had a captive turned over to him . of "cadres"-junior Communist officials--had
recently. The captive was his own brother, been dispatched, at the cost of close to two
an officer in the South Vietnamese Army who hundred killed among the local populace.
had been kidnapped by North Vietnamese However, I was grimly assured , it had been
agents in the South. Colonel Ha Van Lo had worth the doing-the surviving "cadres" were
then proceeded personally to torture his own behaving a lot more circumspectly than bebrother to death-not too quickly--extract- fore .
ing a great deal of useful information during
Another night a voice came out of the
the proce.ss, said my admiring informant. darkness and asked me, ·first, "Vous etes
Didn't that prove whwt a magnificent thing Canadien?", going on to ask whether I had
communism must be, to m.a.ke a man do that ever been in the United States, did I like
to his own brother? Fortunately, before I the United States, did I like American jazz?
had a chance to be undiplomatic, my escort- Receiving affirmative answers to all these
ing officer came hurrying up to reclaim his
questions, the questioner next asked 1! I
charge, saying "Qu'est ce que c'est le com- would like to go to a jazz session. I said I
plot?".
should, feeling very much afraid that this
Colonel H.a Van Lo's opposite number, the was an agent provocateur, but deciding to
Chief of the South Vietnamese Liaison Mis- take the chance. The next night, according
sion was Oolonel Nam. Nam had been a to instructions I had been given the previous
senior officer in the Vietminh, but was not a evening, I followed my interlocutor by a most
Communist, and as soon as a non-French, devious route to the door of a small shop.
non-Communist government had been set up Slipping inside, I found a replica of an
in the South, he managed to slip away and American, and Canadian, ice-cream parlor
join it, as, of course, did many of the old of the '20's, complete with round marbleVietminh. However, he was a marked man, topped tables, round, tWisted-Wire chairs, and
and he knew it. He would quite dispassion- tall sundae glasses. I was quite astonished
ately say to me--we became very good to discover that various sorts of ice-cream
friends-that he hoped he would die bravely concoctions were available, and that m.ifk
when the Vietcong caught him, as they did. was being drunk. When my guide noticed
When his poor shattered body was dumped my hesitation-milk in any form in Southin front of his home in Saigon, no reporter east Asia is highly suspect-he indicated a
or photographer found the story of sufficient great stack of canisters at theend of the
interest to give attention comparable to that shop, behind a counter, marked UNICEF.
given the victims of atta.cks on Vietcong These containers held powdered milk from
vlllages. I find it a strange phenonemon which the confections had been made, as
th31t so much concern ha.s been expressed well as the straight milk drinks, and I
regarding the rough treatment which has smiled wryly to think of the vicissitudes
sometimes befallen the Vietcong, their asso- through which these canisters had passed.
ciates or sympathizers, and so little compas- Sent, I suppose, originally to feed the chilsion been manifest for the Vietcong's victims. dren of South Vietnam, by some means they
As a lesser example of this dual morality had passed into the possession of the French
or double standard, all concerned with the at Dien Bien Phu. Captured by the VietICC seemed to take it for granted that mem- mlnh, some North Vietnamese quartermaster
bers of the Commission and the staffs should had probably fiddled them to this clandestine
be severely restricted in their movements in ice-cream parlor.
The jazz session was supplied by a magNorth Vietnam, but accorded almost untrammeled freedom of movement in South Viet- nificent record player-American-which was
nam.
When I first went to Hanoi the tended by the proprietress of the ice-cream
Canadians were restricted to a three-block parlor, one of the m01>t beautiful women I
area around the hotel where they lived and have ever seen. She was a Vietnamese, or
the office btiilding in which they had their possibly metise, much taller than the average,
delegation headquarters. on the other hand, pregnant, and carrying herself like a queen.
in SOUth Vietnam the Poles-Communists- With her was another stunningly beautiful
were allowed to go to Cap St. Jacques, and, so woman-a veritable Valkyrie, with ashfar as I am aware, had the free run of Saigon. blonde, streaming hair, a high complexion,
In my early days in Hanoi the only diversion and splendid carriage. This, I was told, was
for Canadians was to go for a post-prandial a Russian woman, who had smuggled the
walk around the "p'tit lac," an artificial lake records, cut in Russia secretly from Voice
With a beautiful pagoda within the three- of America broadcasts (this was at a time
block range from the Commission hotel. It when "decadent Western "Inusic" was banned
appeared to be the only place in Hanoi where, in Russia), across the trans-Siberian raHfor foreigner and native inhabitant alike, way, and down across China.
a modicum of privacy was possible, and the
Covertly I looked over the clientele. The
park surrounding the lake was filled every majority were Vietnamese youths-no girls.
evening with silent crowds moving round and Then there wa.s a sprinkling of older Vietround the lake. The first night, walking namese men and WOillen, and half a dozen
alone, I joined this promenade. Out of the or so 1'rallies"--deserters from the French
darkness came ·voice saying softly, "Bon soir, Union Forces. Europeans of one nationality
M'sleu," "G'-night, Mister Canada.
At first, or another. All presented the true jazz adI would turn my head in the direction from dict's rapt devotion to the music-there was
which the voice had seemed to come, in order very little conversation. All the youngsters
to return the salutation, but I woUld only were drinking milk-a.gain, I was told, in
encounter inscrutable faces, seemingly un- North Vietnam one demonstrated one's symaware of my presence. Soon, I learned to re- pathies by what one drank-milk, 1! one wa.s
ply looking straight ahead, without seeking pro-American, wine, 1! pro-French, Chinese
to discover who was endeavoring to address beer if pro-Chinese, vodka if pro-Russian.
me. After I had been in Hanoi a while I
After I had become friendly, secretly, with
learned that it was possible to hold complete a number of North Vietnamese, each new
conversations this way-the person or per- encounter was a frightening experience, !or
sons talking with me remaining some dis- fear the new a.cquainba.nce was an agent
tance to the side and alternately moving provocateur. Although there was a real posforward or dropping back, usually screened sibillty of being "framed," or even murdered
by four or five friEm.ds-ell of us falling silent (as were more than one ot my colleagues
as newcomers approached.
on the Commission), I became really close
One night, after returning to the hotel and friends with a group ot young Hanoi Uni·
retuing to bed, I heard gunfire. I hastily versity students.
-
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My meetings with this group would be
in this wise; the group would cluster around
a park bench at the edge of the "p'tit lac"
which had been inched into the darkest
spot in the park between two glimmering
light bulbs-the authorities were having
great difficulty with Hanoi's power-house.
Shielded by members of the group, I would
slip onto the bench, and the boys would
then cluster round and screen me from the
passers-by. From these young men I learned
that the whole student body of Hanoi University had been expelled and was being sent
to work in the fields, With a complete new
undergraduate year being brought in from
the country. The high school graduates of
Hanoi-also a rebellious lot--were being left
to "cool off," and no graduates from the big
city schools were to be taken into the university that year. The wholesale expulsion
of the university students occurred because
of a protest by some twenty or thirty students over some issue which, since I do not
remember it, one must presume was not of
much consequence. The protesters themselves had disappeared; it was generally surmised that several, 1! not all, had been executed. The expulsion order applied even to
the graduating mediool class--two or three
of my friends were~ members of it-despite
the fact that North Vietnam was desperately short of doctors following the recent expulsion of the French doctors of the Institut
Pasteur.
The expulsion of the French doctors, along
with the whole "Delegation-General de la
France"-a.s the French diplomatic mission
was called-resulted from an episode refiecting great credit on the French and little on
the representatives of my own country. My
then chief, the Canadian Delegate, was transferred to another post after I had been in
Hanoi some time (resulting in one of the
occasions when I was the Acting Leader of
the Canadian Delegation). We were giving
him a farewell party, and I went over to his
residence to see that all was in order. This
was at the time of the Hungarian revolt.
The residence stood in its own extensive
grounds, surrounded by a garden which had
run rank since the departure of its former
French owner, all surrounded by a very high
wall. OUtside the gate was a North Vietnamese military post With armed guards; inside
was a Canadian military post, with unarmed
guards. Having gone through the gate and
walked up the long dark drive--a rather eerie
business through the bushes and trees
planted by a vanished French satrap--I
gained the villa and was entering it. The
villa was built in the standard Franco-Vietnamese fashion-like Chinese boxes, one
Within another; double outside walls, rour
or five feet apart, with window openings set
opposite one another. As I stepped across
the dark space between the outside wall and
the inside door, a man stepped smartly forward out of the shadows, causing me no
small fright. I tensed, ready to fight fiercelY
for my life (one of the Canadian delegation
had been assassinated only three or four days
before). Instead of attacking me, the man
clicked his heels, bowed from the waist, and
announced his name--a Doctor So-and-so--a
Hungarian name, and in heavily accented
English he sa.ld he wished to see the Canadian Ambassador. I said he'd better tell me
his business, and in double quick time or
I'd call the guards inside the villa. He demurred, but I assured him I was the Canadian Ambassador's principal advisor, and
he'd better hurry up and speak his piece. It
turned out he was the leader of the Hungarian Aid Mission to North Vietnam. TheY
had all demonstrated their support of the
revolt in Hungary at a party at the Hungarian Embassy; support ln which they'd
been joined by the Ambassador, but not bY
the First Secretary. The Ambassador had
now disappeared, the First Secretary was tn
control, the . Aid M:Lss1on-1nclud.1ng thelt
wives and children-were under house arres~
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and had been ordered back to Hungary via
Peking and Moscow-and they feared they
Would not get past Peking, where the men
Would be murdered and the women and
Children turned adrift. He begged for asylum
from the International Commission, or from
the Canadian Delegation. I told him. to return to his place of concealment while I weri.t
and got my chief. Returning With him., I
Presented the Hungarian who repeated the
account he had just given me. The Delegate
became very agitated (he reproved me afterWards for not calling the guards and handing the m.a.n over Without troubling him),
regretted he could do nothing to help, held
out his hand and Wished the Hungarian
''Good luck." To my admiration, the Hunganan bowed again from the wa.tst, clicked
his heels, and ignored the outstretched hand,
saying, "I will not take your dirty hand. It
1s too easy for you to pass by on the other
Bide and leave my wife and children to die ...
The Delegate turned on his heel, leaving me
to rid him of the embarrassment.
Two or three days later the dipl~matic
CO:tnmunity in Hanoi was electrified to learn
that the French-who, legally, had no diplomatic status whatever in Hanoi-had
given the Hungarians asylum, after they
had been turned down by us Canadians, the
British, the Indians-the only non-Comlllunist missions, besides the French, in Hallo1. Three or four days after that the North
Vietnamese declared the whole French Mission "persona non grata" and told them to
get out immediately. A day or two after
that I went out to the airport to take o.ff
for Saigon myself-things were getting a
llttle too much for me to stomach'in Hanoi
8.lld I felt the need to breathe the free air of
Saigon.
One of the things I had most strongly opPosed on the Commission was the granting
or transport facillties on the Commission's
Private airline to omcials and agents of the
North Vietnamese government, and I had
flna.uy insisted that the Commission adopt
the policy that none but Commission peraonnel were to be carried on Commission
Planes except under the most extraordinary
Circumstances. This day, on my arrival at
the airport, I was approached by a highly
exctted Indian Army major, who complained
that the Commission aircraft was full of
Prench Mission personnel who had been
given passes by the Canadian transport omcer. Sure enough, as I climbed into the
Plane-an old Boeing Stratocrulser-I was
lllildly annoyed to see a good two-thirds of
the seats occupied by French men, women,
and children. I began to expostulate with
the senior French omcer on board, saying
flna.Ity, "After all, you French have your own
atrcrart, why do you 1Ul up ours?" In rePly, the Frenchman pointed to their aircraft,
lVhich was being loaded with crates by North
\?ietnam army personnel, and said, "We have
decided to take all the delegation furniture
....,_th us-we've grown tired of leaving our
8tU1f behind."' I began to protest at this
lllantfest absurdity when suddenly a great
llght went on in my mind. Whereupon I
turned to the Indian Army transport omcer
8.ll.d said gravely, that this constituted one
ot those exceptional sets of circumstances
lVhich the Commission resolution had contemplated might arise and that, by providing transportation for the French Mission
Personnel we really were helping the North
\?ietnamese government to get rid of the last
\'estiges ot French influence. I was sure that
he, as an Indian, would want to fac1litate
this, and at any rate I knew that his chief,
Alnbassador Parthasaratl, certainly did. The
Indian major, barely convinced, went away
lll'Uttering. A little later, the French MisSion plane ahut its doors, taxied out to the
end ot the runway and took o1f. Soon after,
our aircraft llkewtse closed its doors, and its
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captain allowed me to taxi it out for the the great gates, and the crowd in the courttake-off, which he proceeded to do with me. yard erupted into the crowd outside, and all
Every one sat tense and silent as, in com- turned and scattered, bowling over many
pany with the French plane, we flew to the police and soldiers who, miraculously, reLaotian border. The moment I came back frained from opening fire (although we had
into the passenger cabin and notified them had rifle fire in Hanoi previous nights.)
that we were across the border and would
The last I saw of the marvelous old Vietsoon be in Luang Prabang, all the French namese da.m.e, she had kllted up her skirta,
people leaped to their feet, embraced one nimbly dodged two or three soldiers or poanother and me, and broke out champagne licemen, jumped into a pedicab, for which
from their flight bags. The few Vietnamese she must have arranged beforehand, and
on board looked on in astonishment, as we careened o.ff down the street, rounding a
proceeded to have a celebration that lasted corner on two wheels while a policeman who
for the whole ot the rest of the journey to had been pursuing her in another pedicab
Saigon. Some days later I read a news item lay sprawled in the street, the operator of
announcing the arrival in Australia of the his vehicle, either deliberately 01' accidentalwhole of the former Hungarian Aid Mission ly, having -upset in trying to round the
to North Vietnam.
same corner.
During Chou-en-Iai•s state visit to Hanoi I
Mercifully, only two or three truckloads
was invited, as Acting Leader of the Canadian of prisoners were borne o.ff in the pollee
Delegation at the time, to attend the numer- vans. All efforts of the Commission subous receptions which were accorded him. At sequently to ensure these luckless ones were
the first of these I was singled out by Ho Chi- not punished for attempting to exercise their
minh as the only person at the reception, berights under the Geneva Agreements went
sides the guest of honor, Chou, with whom he without success. Their fate was a mystery
conversed. In the course of the evening I to us.
had. two long talks with him, and two with
The Canadian Delegation spent hours
destroying thousands of petitions from
Chou-en-la1.
people
in North Vietnam who clearly came
Early next morning I was roused by the
delegation omcer of the Day who informed within the . provisions of the Agreements,
me a crowd had gathered at the delegation so that there would be no chance of the
omce building, and that part of them had petitions falling into the hands of the North
forced their way into the building courtyard, Vietnamese authorities, for them to take
despite the effort of armed. North Vietnamese punitive action which the Commission was
guards, and unarmed Canadian soldiers, to quite unable to prevent. To give the ID ·
keep them out. I pulled some clothes on diana their due, I was told by some of thehl
hastily and was driven to the building. The that they had done likewise with petitions
crowd, which I estimated at over a thousand addressed either to their delegation or to
and growing rapidly, only let the car through the Commission itself, for which the Indians
when the orderly omcer called out "C'est M. furnished the Secretariat.
Finally the day came when I could stand
l'ambassadeur canadien."
Going through a postern in the main gates my assignment no longer, and I marched in
to
the new Delegate and told him so. He
of the carriage-way into the building courtyard, I found around two hunrred Viet- assured me I would be ruJ.n1ng my career if I
namese milling about, with the Canadian insisted on "packing it in" but I assured him
soldiers expostulating With them, trying to I had lost all taste for a career that involved
persuade them to leave, and anxiously keep- such fraud as membership of the Internaing them from swarming up the staircases tional Commission for Supervision and Coninto the omces themselves. I went up to a trol in Vietnam. Incredibly enough, some
half-way landing on one of these staircases of my friends in Hanoi were able to glve me
and in my best military parade ground voice a farewell pe.rty-partly because they inbellowed for silence, and immediately a cluded among their number one who was a
silence did fall over the former hubbub. I Party member--Communist Party member,
then singled out an 1mptessive looking Viet- that is, of course. The next day was per~
namese matron to act as spokesman, and I haps one of the most terrible of my life and
one I shall never forget, nor shall I rememasked her to tell me what the demonstration ber
my failure to act without feeling great
was all about. She told me the rumor had regret.
On .my return to my hotel room I
quickly spread about town the previous eve- found one
of my friends there. How he
ning and night that the Canadian Delegation had got in was
a mystery I never solvednow enjoyed cordial relations with the Com~ . there were Vietnamese guards all over the
munist authorities and that the Canadians place to prevent the local people having any
would now be able to ensure the issuance of contact whatever with us. He begged. me
exit permits to those, entitled to them under to empty my trunk, and to hide him 1n it
the Geneva Agreement, who had been denied and to take him out with me. In tears, he
them by the North Vietnamese government. told me that he had no ration card, because
"So," she finished quite simply, "I knew he was the son of an ofticial under the
there would be thousands coming for them French-sponsored regime, that in spite of his
today so I came early for mine, as have these pals g1 vlng him everything they could sps.re
other people."
from their own food he was gradually starvIn the meantime truckloads of armed ing to death. He was not the first North
police and soldiers had been a.rrtving out~ Vietnamese I ha.cl discovered. in my quarters
side, and struggles were developing as they and in my omce, bu.t the others had been
tried to seize people in the crowd. Stepping people I had never laid eyes upon before,
on to an outside balcony, I again let a bellow and although it had been painful to threaten
out of me and-under other circumstances it them with ~e summoning of the Commuwould have been ludicroU&--arrested these nist pollee 1f they did not lea.ve-£ince there
activities all at once. Then I shouted to the was nothing I could do for them-it was not
crowd; ''Que vous ~tes fous, fous, fous"- comparable to the downright horror I felt
"How mad you are . . . to come here" con~ when I had to threaten this youth, beside
tinuing, in French, "The Canadian Delega- himself in an agony of imploring, with the
tion can never never, never help you-it does sa.me action.
not want to help you. The Commission can
-The nex.t day I arrived in Se.igon, and the
never help you-it does not want to help day a.fter that landed in the hospital with.
you. Never come near this building again, anthrax. Many weeks later, I stumbled o.ff
nor go near the Commission building. And the plane back in Ottawa, where my "extretell everybody else so. Now, run, run, run- mist" views about what,was going to happen
and get away as fast as you can."
in Vietnam met with a very frosty reception.
As I cried out the last words I signalled · Some months later my diplomatic career was
to the Canadian soldiers who swung open at an end.
I
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Press Comment on Rhodesia
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, since
becoming interested in the U.N. action
in forcing sanctions against Rhodesia,
I have been amazed at the overwhelming disapproval of our country's action
in joining England not only as expressed
by individuals but by the press. I just
received the following letter from W. L.
King of James W. Rouse & Co., of Washington, D.C., as follows:
I have read with a great deal of interest
your very strong and able address to the
Congress on the Rhodesian and South A!rican situation and appreciate your sending
me a copy.
The impression that we have, after visiting South Africa, is identical with yours and
I think you are so right in every statement
you have made. I feel sure you will find
enough support in Congress to bring about
an improvement in our country's position.

Attached also are excerpts from many
papers in the United States showing the
disapproval of the press of our country's
action against Rhodesia:
PRESS CoMMENT ON RHODESIA

The Newark (New Jersey) Star-Ledger
January 3 criticises Ambassador Goldberg's
justification of United Nations action against
Rhodesia. It suggests that if there is a
question about the status of the Rhodesian
Government it is either a domestic Rhodesian question or a question for Britain
and Rhodesia. The demands !or action
aga.inst Rhodesia were not based on any
charges of international aggression. The
complaints are about purely local action. If
the United Nations has a right to intervene
in Rhodesia because or charges that the public is not properly represented in the Government, it should look around at dozens of its
own members, some of which are governed
by dictatorships, even by foreign dictatorships.
The Charleston News and Courier January 4 referS to the irony of the British
Queen's message of congratulation to Cuba
on their national day in contrast with her
Prime Minister's belligerent attitude toward
the peaceful regime of Premier Ian Smith
in Rhodesia.
A column in the Yakima (Washington)
Eagle January 4, concludee by asking if the
people of the United States are ready to finance a U.N. invasion of Rhodesia, and probably South A!rica, and to water their soil
w1 th the blood of our young men. This Is
the savage reality of the reported pledge by
anonymous Washington officials of "continued support for Britain's sanctions".
The Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch January 4
describes the British-Cuban trade deal as an
aid to world communism and suggests that
the British fiout the support the United
States has biven them in their fiimsy case
against the Rhodesian independence movement of Ian Smith and arouse serious questions of their position in the free world
struggle to contain communist expansion.
Never have we had a better excuse to relieve
ourselves of our involvement in the Rhodesian trade embargo, which we joined at
Britain's urging.
The Portland Oregonian January 4 makes .
a sim1lar comparison and suggests that it
is time the United States made it cleBl" to

Britain and others that it will not for ever
play the perennial patsy.
The Milwaukee Sentinel January 4 says
that the principles Britain so sanctimon.tously invoked in getting the United Nations to
call !or economic sanctions against rebel
Rhodesia are forgotten in the case of CUba.
It makes no sense for the United States to
be joined in trade sanctions against Rhodesia.
The Jackson Clarion-Ledger January 4
notes that former Secretary of State Dean
Acheson's objective diagnosis of the U.N. role
in the Rhodesian affair probably will not
bring about a change in the United Nations
position against Rhodesia, but it should make
a deep impression on fairminded Americans-enough, we hope, to arouse public opinion
in this country and prevent U.N. zealots from
dragging us into another war which could
never be justified legally or morally.
The Miami News January 5 quotes a
Ghanaian editor, Mr. Henry Tompson, as
saying that "Rhodesia's A!ricans are just not
capable of taking over the Government, not
even partially. If they did suddenly find
themselves in power, the result would be
chaos. They would take over and it would
be like another Congo massacre . . . Smith
is doing a job and he seems to be doing it
well, though I don't know how long he can
hold out against the aims of Britain and
the desires of African nationalism."
The Chattanooga News-Free Press January 5 says that the United States foolishly,
dangerously, unnecessarily and immorally
joined Britain in cracking down an economic
boycot on peaceful, stable, would-be friendly
and definitely anti-communist Rhodesia.
The Portland (Maine) Press Herald January 5 refers to the State Department in one
of its moments of Machiavell1an madness
agreeing to back Britain in its effort to overthrow the Ian Smith regime in Rhodesia 1!
Britain would not criticise our South-east
Asia policy. Now it is suggested that if the
Cuban deal goes through, we shall lose some
of our enthusiasm for economic sanctions
against Rhodesia. It's about tlme Foggy
Bottom came to its senses; if we did the right
thing and backed Rhodesia, that might persuade London to turn its back on Havana.
The Monroe (Louisiana) World January 6
says it is tlme !or Congress to put an end
to the utterly indefensible action of the
United States in joining in an effort to prevent a nation from attaining its independence. Such action by Congress is expected
to be forthcoming soon after it convenes.
It could break the Rhodesian blockade.
The Indianapolis Star January 7 suggests
that President Johnson's Executive Order
putting the teeth of criminal law in an embargo of most trade with Rhodesia, while
not a surprise, is incomprehensible. The
editorial notes that the Rhodesian Government, in contrast with most of independent
A!rica, has demonstrated full ability to
maintain stabllity and order under very
adverse conditions imposed from outside.
The Lubbock (Texas) Avalanche-Journal
January 7, referring to the Executive Order,
says that President Johnson has signed the
papers necessary to put into effect this
shameful mistake. Questions are expected
to be raised in the up-coming session of
Congress. They should be loud and clear.
The Dothan (Alabama) Eagle January 8
describes American support for Britain
against Rhodesia as a game of "idiots' delight".
The Phoenix Republic January 8 say that
nowhere in Goldberg's doxology was he able
to answer former Secretary of State Dean
Acheson's recent criticism that U.N. policy
towards Rhodesia is an Ulegal intervention
under the Charter. No wonder. For there
is simply no defense of the U.N. transgression of the first commandment of the U.N.
obliging all members to refrain !rom the
threat--repeat, threatr-or use of force
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against the territorial integrity or political
independence of any state.
The ·Petersburg (VlrginlA) Progress-Index
January 9 says that it Is hard to find a
single reason in law, morality or power politics !or the Executive Order cutting off trade
with Rhodesia.
The Boston Traveler January 9 says perhaps there is some logic to our position in
this strange set-up. But !rom this corner
it's invisible.
The Lynchburg News January 10 does not
believe that the people of this country in
the majority would support Mr. Goldberg's
vote for U.N. sanctions against Rhodesia.
And, it continues, we are extremely skeptical
about the Congress supporting it. Certainly,
we would have no respect !or a member of
Congress who woUld support it.
The Richmond News Leader January 10
suggests that Mr. Goldberg's position on the
Rhodesian question rests upon historical
myth, not upon historical reality. This is
pipe-dream stuff; but it is the best he has
to go on. A national policy so based cannot
command respect.
The Chicago Tribtme January 11 notices
that the British sponsored resolution establishing sanctions against Rhodesia makes
every member country specifically responsible for all shipping registered under its fiag,
no matter who happens to be operating it.
Curiously enough, this rule does not seem
to apply to Britain hersel!. Britain has consistently maintained that it is not responsible for British ships which carry supplies to
North Vietnam.
The Cumberland (Maryland) News January 12 comments that President Johnson has
embarked on a dubious course by imposing
through Executive Order the sanctions
against Rhodesia requested by the United
Nations. One can only conclude that the
President has involved the U.S. in a futile
undertaking that can lead only to failure
and embarrassment for all concerned.
The Foreign Editor o! the Arizona Republic remarks January 12 on a report that Prest~
dent Johnson signed the Executive Order Imposing sanctions on Rhodesia "with great reluctance". The Foreign Editor comments
that Mr. Johnson's reluctance can be well
understood. The President must have realised he was putting his signature o! approval to one of the silliest government acts
in recent history. Britain had no business
whatever to bring the Rhodesian issue to the
U.N. and the U.N. had no business to discuss
it. President Johnson would have done better to "file and forget" the U.N. Rhodesian
resolution.
The York (Pennsylvania) Dispatch Janu~
ary 14 suggests that to describe Rhodesia as ·
a threat to international peace Is the biggest
joke of the U.N.'s history.
The Memphis Commercial Appeal JanuarY
15 notes that one of the incongruous features
of American foreign policy is Washington's
support of Britain's effort to cut off trade
with Rhodesia. Our tampering with Rho·
desia's internal affairs Is questionable. But
to back British Prime Minister Harold Wilson's government in this instance Is a
crowning irony.
The Monroe (Louisiana) News January 15
says that Congress is expected to call on
President Johnson to reverse his stand on
Rhodesia. The President should re-explore
the issues involved and should announce to
the world that sanctions against a small.
harmless, non-threatening, independent nation are wholly unjustified.
The Indianapolis News and the Phoenilt
Republic January 16 commend Senator Paul
Fannin's recent speech criticizing U.S. support of economic sanctions against Rhodesia.
The News says it is to be hoped that the
senator's remarks draw considerable attention in Washington. In so effectivt-ly countering the arguments of the demagogues In
the United Nations, he has injected a note
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ot sanity Into the Rhodesian controversy.

tiona against the country, shoUld jar the
world body to its sanctimonious teeth.
The Clarion (Pennsylvania) News January 25 compares the imposition- of sanctions
against Rhodesia with Western trading with
North Vietnam. It comments that there
may be good reasons for this topsy-turvy
deallng but they are impossible for most of
us to understand.
The Manchester (New Hampshire) Union
Leader January 16 has a long article by Frank
J. Johnson, Foreign Editor of the American
Security Council, who has recently returned
!rom a visit to Rhode.sia. The article is
entitled "Our Tragic Rhodesian Error" and
concludes that Western policy towards Africa
has been a record of one tragic error compounded upon another. Before the final
peak of madness is reached, before we may
find ourselves "plunging headlong into an
insane war against people who are among
the best friends we have in the world" there
should still be time !or men of goodwill to
address a. last appeal to the leaders of the
West in London and above all in Washington,
and to say "Gentlemen, think again!" Johnson notes that Britain could not, and would
not, resort to mandatory sanctions against
Rhodesia were it not !or the support o!
Wa.Shington. It seems incredible that a
United States G<>vernment determined to
oppose communist aggression by force in
Vietnam could be so singularly 111-advised
as to support a policy likely to involve the
U.S. in a war in Africa against our most
reliable friends. It is pa.tticularly incredible
because the consequences o! a U.S. victory
could. well be the extension of Communist
1n1luence or control over the wealthiest and
most strategic portion of Africa. Johnson
found that many U.S. representatives in
South Africa. and Rhodesia who were willlng
to speak frankly disagreed with much of
Washington's policy.
The Baltimore Sun January 15 reports
that American policy towards Africa. is !acing
a severe challenge in Congress this year.
Its focus is American support for the mandatory economic sanctions imposed by the
United Nations Security Council against the
white minority government in Rhodesia.
From the office of Senator Eastland comes
word that his Judiciary Committee plans
hearings on the legal basis for the Administration's policies.

The Republic says that the senator has
courageously and skillfully pointed out where
our blindness may lead us in Southern Africa.
Now it remains .f or his Congressional colleagues to insist that Washington abandon
this reckless policy.
The Muncie (Indiana) Star January 18
also applauds Senator Fannin's speech and
says the action against Rhodesia is a bag
of trouble. The U.S. should put it down before it explodes.
The Dayton (Ohio) News January 16 deSCribes the application of mandatory sanctions against Rhodesia as contrary to American principles and the U.N. Charter.
The Phoenix Republic January 18 reports
a memorial sponsored by seven senators in
the Arizona Senate asking the President and
the Congress to recognize the Republic of
RhOdesia as an independent nation. The
Inemorial noted that Great Britain "has
grievously failed" to apply a single sanction
<lestroo by the United States against Cuba
or Vietnam, although they are deadly communtst enemies.
The Birmingham News January 21, together with other newspapers, reports a
speech in the Senate by Senator Harry F.
Byrd, Jr. asking why peaceful Rhodesia
should be boycotted and nothing be done by
the United Nations to prevent open trading
'W1 th North Vietnam.
The Phoenix Republlc January 21 has an
arttcle by Ralph ne Toledano pointing out
that Section 5 of the U.N. Participation Act
negates the United States Constitution. The
article commends the courageous action o!
ltepresentative James B. Utt of California
in sponsoring a resolution directing the Prest·
dent to ignore the economic sanctions voted
by the U.N. Security Council against indePendent Rhodesia.
The Ode~a (Texas) American January 21
COmmends Mr. Utt for seeking to set aside
the Executive Order about which there is
not a single shred of legality. For the action is meddling in the affairs of other nations. If there is any breach of the peace
it is that which is threatened by the U.N.
&.nd its members.
The Charlottesvllle Progress January 21
says that the reasons given by the World
~ealth Organization for abandoning two
ea.lth projects in Rhodesia are patently
\\'eak. A spokesman for WHO is quoted a.s
:-Ying that lt was a "practical impossibility"
work with Prime Minister Ian Smith's
goverrunent because lt is not legal. The
Spread of Crime in the Suburbs
newspaper comments that Mr. Smith's government 1s indeed not legal in the eyes of
:tnuCh of the world, but it ls a functioning
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
government regardless of its legality and 1s
OF
yo-eu able to engage 1n talks with WHO.
'Legal" is a fran excuse to deprive the
'\\'Oinen and children of Rhodesia of addiOF MARYLAND
tional medical care that they might receive
IN THE HOUSE OF_REPRESENTATIVES
to deprive the entire nation of benefits
t result !rom any degree of success in
llfonday, February 27, 1967
!'educing malaria.
Mr.
GUDE. Mr. Speaker, in light of
The Sa.nta Ana Register January 22 has an
article by Representative James B. Utt ex- · the Crime Commission report and the
Plaining his Resolution calllng for the nul- recent articles on crime in the District
~ftcatlon of United Nations sanctions against of Columbia, I feel the latest article aphOdesia..
pearing in the February 26 edition of
The Augusta (Georgia) Herald January 24 the Evening Star, by James Welsh, de~efers to a series of remarkable statements serves wide. attention by being made part
Y leaders of Rhodesia's black African maJority. Special reference 1s made to a meet- of the RECORD. The article entitled
~g of the Counc11 of Rhodesian Chiefs on "Crime Is Growing Up in the Suburbs"
tFua.ry 11 whieh expressed "deep satls!ac- points out the fact that the ever-increasing rate of crime is not confined to the
~~.. with the present government, urged
ume Minister Ian Smith "to stand firm geographical boundaries of the city of
like a. rock" against pressure by the U.N. and Washington, but spread to the entire
Pledged to the government the Chiefs' full Washington metropolitan area. Under
to-operation in "working toward a constitu- the leave to extend my remarks in the
OnaJ system which would represent all the
RECORD, I. include the following:
People of Rhodesia., black and white." This
CRIME Is GROWING UP IN THE SUBURBS
endorsement, says the editorial, by the lead(By James Welsh)
ers of Rhodesia's black mlllions, who w11l
8'\Ul'er the most from economic harm that
On Friday evenings, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J.
1a caused by the U.N.'s 111-considered sane- Mullane usually attend the :tUm-lecture pro-
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grams at the National Geographic Society.
On Friday two weeks ago they returned ·to
their home in a pleasantly wooded section
of Fairfax to find the doors wide open, the
rooms rifled and about $700 missing.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar F. Brasseur, With their
infant daughter, recently drove their 1966
Valiant into an Annandale shopping center.
Within the 10 minutes they spent in a. furniture store, someone stole their car.
A young Prince Georges County school
teacher, Kathleen Jones, came home from
work one day to find her Suitland apartment burglarized and two TV sets stolen.
A Kensington apartment project had five
apartments looted in one afternoon.
In a Silver Spring branch bank, Mrs. Ann
Taylor, a teller, handled $2,727 to a man who
appeared to be pointing a gun through a
paper bag.
These were not headline cases. Except for
the bank job they didn't get into the papers
at all. They are the dally routine of crime
in Washington's suburbs.
Police investigated, but could promise little. So far, no one has been apprehended
in any of the crimes, and except for the car,
which was severely damaged, none o! the loot
has been recovered.
To the victims the crimes came with varying degrees of surprise. Some were downright amazed.
"I can tell you I was stunned,'' said Mrs.
Sallie Scott, whose Kensington apartment
was looted of about $800 in jewelry. "I had
no idea this kind of thing would happen in
this neighborhood."
It is happening, all right, in neighborhood.s _
throughout suburban Maryland and Virginta.
Crime, once considered the plague of the
city, has come to the suburbs. Its rate of
increase not only is outstripping the population growth, but in some parts o! the suburbs, and in some crime classifications, it
is going up more swiftly than in the· District of Columbia.
In 1966 the number of serious crimes in
Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties,
Alexandria, Arllngton and Fairfax was 11 percent higher than the year before and nearly
triple the number in 1960. They were occurring at a rate of 160 a day, or better than one
every 10 minutes.
Each suburban family statistically stands
one chance in ten of being victimized in a
serious crime this year. The total dollar
losses for all suburban crime wlll run in the
tens of mlllions.
Washington's suburban crime is both
homegrown and imported.
It is as close as the neighborhood thief,
the embezzler, the gang of bored, destructive
teen-agers and the man with the twisted
mind who hangs around the parks and
wooded spaces, and exposes himself before
children.
It also comes from :farther away. It comes
around the Beltway, across the Potomac River
bridges and over countless other roads !rom
the city.
It comes, too, from New York, Philadelphia.
and other breeding places o! the highly professional criminal who knows that in the
suburbs the pickings are high and the pollee
protection is stretched thin.
"We're getting hit much harder," said a
Montgomery County detective, "partly because of the good transportation. They can
be in and out of here in a hurry.
"And then. too, it's because there are a lot
of well-to-do people here. Hell, every time
we get publicity about Montgomery County
being one of the wealthiest counties in the
country, it seems we get an upsurge in
crime."
SUMS UP srruATION

In Prince Georges County. st&te's Atty.
Arthur A. Marshall summed up the orime situation this way:
"We're no longer small or Isolated. We
have all the crime you might expect 1n a
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community of 580,000 people. It wasn't long
ago we considered an armed robbery an outstandingly serious crime. Today we have at
least one armed robbery a day, sometimes
three or four."
Marshall's county, fastest-growiiig in the
area, also has. the fastest-growing crime rate,
even topping that of the District.
,
This is not to say there is more crime in
Prince Georges than in the District. But
the gap is closing.
Last year Prince Georges police counted.
more than 20,000 serious crimes. That
worked out to 36.2 for every 1,000 persons
living in the county. The District rate was
46.2, significantly higher.
But, just as significant, the difference was
smaller than it was in 1960, when the Prince
Georges rate was 16.5 and the District rate
was 29.7 per 1,000.
·
Montgomery's crime rate also more than
doubled, from 14.1 to 31.7 per 1,000 in those
six years.
Northern Virginia crime rates are up, too.
But though the figure for Alexandria, 39.9
per 1,000, stands highest among the suburban jurisdictions, the increase in Alexandria.
Arllngton and Fairfax County has not been
as steep in recent years as in suburban Maryland and the District.
JUVENILES INVOLVED

and adults being charged with shooting out
thousands of dollars in plate-glass windows
and street lights.
RESISTS MEASUREMENT

With the proliferation of shopping centers,
sho_plifting has become a major problem, and
juveniles are at the root of much o~ it. Said
Montgomery's Capt. Leahy: "More than the
half the shoplifting can be traced to teenage girls, and most of them are from good
families."
But once again there is no way of knowing
the full extent of the problem.
Actually, crime in its entirety resists careful measurement. Nobody knows how bad
it is, either in the city or the suburbs.
The records compiled by suburban police
departments and courts aren't nearly so
sophisticated as the finely detailed report
compiled by the D.C. Crime Commission,
and even the commission acknowledged its
inability "to explore every facet" of crime.
Many crimes simply go unreported. The
D.C. Crime CommiSsion estimated this as one
in five. In the suburbs it could be just as
high.
The resident manager of a Silver Spring
apartment project, plagued by vandalism in
the last six months complained:
"We just don't report a lot of this. We've
had fires, broken windows, storage rooms
broken into. If we reported all the damage,
our insurance rates would go up."
Then came the night a couple of weeks
ago when the bathhouse of the project's
swimming pool was gutted by fire. That one
was reported. It was obviously arson.
A suburban Maryland detective spoke
frankly: "We're finding that many businessmen are giving up reporting bad checks,
at least the run-of-the-mill bad checks.
They're absorbing the losses."
Vice, organized and unorganized, is another
shadowland. It hardly shows up on the
annual suburban crime reports. one Prince
Georges County official, rolling his eyes upward, said: "We don't have any vice. We
don't make any vice arrests; therefore, we
don't have any vice."

Juvenile delinquency forms a critical and
hard-to-define part of the suburban crime
problem.
Young people are responsible for a definite
fraction-one estimate is 20 percent--of what
police call serious crime, especially in the
categories of housebreaking, larcency and
auto theft. And an alarming number of
youngsters appear to be involved in other
delinquent acts, the most troublesome of
which is vandalism.
Last year in Montgomery County, for instance, officers in the juvenile bureau processed 3,726 violations known to be committed
by boys and girls under 18. Other Montgomery police records show 4,664 reports of
vandalism. Police know most of the destruction was caused by juveniles, but the
WHITE-COLLAR CRIME
juvenile bureau's. statistics can show this
only marginally because in most of the vanEqually slippery is the whole area of
dalism cases, no one saw what happened.
"white-collar crime." Charges of consipiracy
According to Capt. John Leahy, head of the and corruption in the field of real estate
bureau, the total of 3,726 known delinquent zoning have filled the air in Virginia and
acts in 1966 was down several hundred from Maryland in the last year. And in suburban
the year before. But he added: "Destruction Maryland recently several lawyers have been
of property is getting more serious all the jailed, indicted or investigated for the alleged
time." '
misuse of nearly $1 million in real estate
Already, 1967 looks like a banner year for settlement funds.
·
delinquency. "This January," said. Leahy,
With this kind of activity, most law en"waa the damndest month we"ve ever had- forcement officers agree, the known offenses
housebreakings, runaways, vandalism." So represent but the top -or the iceberg. Said
far February is about as bad.
the National Crime Oommission report:
"Arrest, oourt or prison statistics furnish
In Prince Georges County, much the same
situation prevails with the delinquency curve little information about the frequency and
distribution of these offenses or about the
steadily upward.
County police records show 2,886 juvenile characteristics of the offenders."
And so, for their reports and comparisons,
violations in 1960. By 1965 the number was
up to 8,256. Last year it hit 11,009 with the police fall back on what is more easily
measured-"crimes
against persons and propabout one in four cases resulting in arrest,
and this year so far it is higher than ever. erty." What they call serious crimes, or Pa4-t
"We had a January that was just like June," I offenses, boil down to homicide, rape,
e;a.ld Lt. Wayne M. Mllllgan, head of the Juve- assault, robbery, burglary, larceny and auto
theft. As already noted, these are the crimes
nile bureau.
Vandalism comes in different forms, hitting police are certain are soaring in both Washington
and its suburbs.
individual neighborhoods with peculiar force
But within these broad categories, patterns
for a time, then slackening off.
Last year, in the Lake Barcroft area of vary markedly from community to commuFairfax County, the rage among juveniles nity.
From a purely physical point of view, the
for a time was to deface automobiles with
spray paint. In McLean, they were breaking suburbs remain much safer than the District.
picture windows.
This would be difficult to get across to the
Window breakage, egg-throwing and other dozens of store and bank employees in the
kinda of vandalism got so bad in North ·suburbs who have been shot, pistol-whipped,
Arlington in December that citizens pres- beaten, shoved around and threatened in a.
sured county official into blostering the police steadily mounting wave of holdups and exforce and installing adequate street lights. tortion plots..
In the Potomac-Rockville area two weeks ago,
Still, murder is committed in the suburbs
a month-long wave of what police called at but one tenth the rate as in the District.
"senseless vandalism" resulted in five youths Considering the population increase, the
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chance of getting murdered in the suburbs
has dropped since 1960. In the District it
has about doubled.
In the suburbs, reported rapes are about
half the number reported in the District. As
with mU.rder, nearly half the rape cases occur
in Prince Georges County. In Fairfax
County last year the reported rapes and
attempted rapes were about twice as many as
in more populous Montgomery County.
But in the suburbs it is "the crime against
property" that is mushrooming· at the swiftest rate. And of these, the most conspicuous
problems are armed robbery and burglary.
In Montgomery County in 1960 police reported 28 armed robberies . They reported
86 in 1965 and 119 last year.
The number of robberies in the last six
years has more than doubled in Fairfax
County. It has tripled in Alexandria, gone
up nearly five-fold in Prince Georges County.
Banks are getting hit with increasing frequency, some repeatedly. "Here they come
again," shouted an employe of a Landover
Road bank one day last year, and sure
enough the holdup men who robbed the bank
not long before were back again.
BOLDNESS rNCREASES

Some suburban banks have taken full precautions against holdups, with good results.
Citizens Bank of Maryland, for instance,
uses camera equipment and tells people
about it with signs on the front doors. None
of its branches was hit last year.
And so the holdup men turn to the other
banks and savings and loan associations.
All other things taken equal, they prefer
locations near the Beltway and other good
roads. And lately, some of them have grown
increasingly bolder in forcing employes to
help them rob their banks.
Two weeks ago, in what could be called
a city-suburban bank job, a man abducted
the manager of a Washington bank near his
Prince Georges County home, warned him
his family was being held, forced him to rob
the bank and released him on a. road in
Fairfax CoWity. The bandit escaped with
$16,000.
Other prime holdup targets in the suburbs
include liquor stores, drug stores and supermarkets, and the late-hour grocery and dairy
stores, especially those in isolated places.
Peoples Drug Stores, hard hit in the last
year, recently bought full-page newspaper
a4S urging a full-scale attack on crime and
carrying a. list of 97 armed robberies and
burglaries at Peoples stores in the last 13
months. 56 took place in the District, 41
in the suburbs.
But for all the recent sharp rise and the
natural drama of the armed robbery, the
typical crime of the suburbs is the burglary,
or housebreaking.
"The housebreakings have gotten to be
our biggest problem,•• said capt. David Eike
of the Fairfax County police department.
"They are kUling us," acknowledged one of
his men.
VIEW BORNE OUT

Figures bear them out. Last year Fairfax
County had 2,709 reported burglaries, nearly
1,000 more than the year before and nearly
six times more than in 1960.. For all the
suburbs put together, burglaries last year
totaled more than 13,000, triple the 1960
number. District burglaries topped 9,000.
..Our biggest problem," said Eike, "is with
the apartments. It's not one particular part
of the county; it's all over. Many of them
are hit in the daytime when no one is home.
These burglars work fast. They · grab the
stuff they know they can get rid of-'IVs,
watches, cameras, guns. They are strictly
professional."
People least likely to become a. burglar's
target are th.o se who live in single-family
homes in modest-income neighborhoods.
Apartments have brought about distinct .
changes in neighborhood patterns and
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habits. There are still inquisitive people
Who look out windows, but they can't be
sure that what they see is unusual. Much
of apartment living is depersonalized.
"You can get a complaint in a high-rise
apartment building or an ofiice building,"
said Arlington Inspector William E. Bell,
"and the people can't tell you if the person
Who came out of the apartment or ofiice
right across the hall belongs there or not."
In the Silver Spring police station, Detective Lieutenant H. A. Treadwell leafs through
a pile of police reports and recites about the
same thing.
"Here's one-a television, a camera, jewelry
and a bedspread. The bedspread obviously
Was to carry the other things. Criminals·
go right down the elevators like that. Nobody knows who they are. People open
doors for them.,.
The big, expensive homes in communities
like Bethesda also are an inviting target.
Montgomery police last year broke up the
activities of one gang that periodically drove
down from Philadelphia to hit Western
Montgomery County homes. Bethesda detective Gabe Lamastre describes how they
Worked:
.. These were early-evening burglars, and
they got into houses mostly through back
doors. A man down here would case a
neighborhood, and then four or five of them
Would drive down in one car. They'd hop
out to work over the neighborhood while the
driver cruised. They'd burglarize about half
a dozen homes each time."
:MOBILITY FACTO:a

Last year, in a special survey using 1964
figures from the Washington area, the FBI
attempted to measure what it called "the
· :tnobllity factor" of crime. It concluded that
for all criminal acts except tra.fiic violations,
15.3 percent of the persons arrested in the
Washington metropolitan area were not restdents of the communities where they were
arrested.
The Maryland and Virginia suburbs, according to the FBI analysis, were particularly
Plagued by the mobile criminal. It said 31.
Percent or those taken into custody for serious crimes were nonresidents of those comllluntties, and it added the assumption "that
a greater proportion of unsolved crimes are
collllnitted by mobile offenders."
What the FBI study did not pin down, even
for crimes in which arrests were made, was
exactly where the criminal came from. To
Ja:rnes Vorenberg, head of the stafl' that put
out the National Crime Commission report,
this is the biggest and most important questlon concerning crim~ in the suburbs.
"We know all too little about suburban
crime," he said. "Mostly we don't know
'Where it comes from:•
The police can guess, and especially in the
h.ia.ryland suburbs, the guess is that ·much of
the crimes comes from over the District line.
"I'd estimate that up to 90 percent of o'Ur
l'obberies are committed by persons from outBide the county, and for housebreakings I'd
Bay 75 percent," said Montgomery County
l>OUce superintendent James S. McAuliffe.
"They come from the District, from Prince
Georges County, from Baltimore, from all
over."
But even within individual counties, varia~lons exist. Said one Montgomery detective:
In Bethesda, now, you just don't have local
~Ods. They all come in from outside. In
•vneaton, though, they have their own boys,
and they don't take a back seat to anybody."
Prince Georges County has a number of
~ri:tne-infested slum areas, mostly near the
.&JtStrlct line, and the District Une itself runs
·for miles, much of lt adjoining the troublePlagued area of the District east of the Anacostta River. These factors, county officials
say, are responsible for the fact that the
Prince Georges crime rate is the fastest growing in the area.
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"Most of our trouble," said Detective Capt. partment, are undermanned and the situaRobert Hill, "is within the area about 2 miles tion is not improving.
'
from the District line. Most of our detectives
National police standards call for large
keep busy right there."
built-up communities to maintain mor~
Where the robber and the burglar are likely than one police officer for every 1,000 populato move around, other types of criminal tion. Altogether, Washington's five suburstick fairly close to home. This goes for most ban communities have less.
sex criminals, police say. They dismiss the
Their authorized police strength last year
idea that a significant number of rapists come averaged 0.88 men per 1,000 population,
to the suburbs from the District or any place about the same as in 1960. Their actual
else.
strength was less than that, because of reIn talking about the causes of the high- cruiting problems.
flying crime rate, most of this area's police
FACTORS CRITICAL
and prosecutors turn eventually to the atTwo other factors critical to any hopes
titudes of the courts and the public. Some
of stemming suburbia's rising crime rate are
of the police are bitter.
"Look," charged one high-ranking Mary- the strength of suburban police departland police officer, "all you have to do to ments throughout the country, suburban
understand this is sit in these courtrooms departments in this area are now about 130
and watch the criminals get turned right men, or nearly 10 percent, under strength.
Considering their populations, Arlington
back to the streets. They get off through
leniency and they get off through technicali- and Alexandria enjoy more police manpower
than
their suburban neighbors. Montties."
In a quieter way, an Arlington police offi- gomery has an authori.z ed force averaging
one man per 1,000 residents. The weakest
cial said:
"They seldom try a man on whether he's forces are in Fairfax County, with an actual
guilty or innocent any more. They try on strength of 260 men to protect a population
whether there's been any error on the part of 379,000, and in Prince Georges County,
with 344 men for 568,00U.
of the police."
Because of pay averaging less than $8,000
The consensus among suburban officials
boils down to this: Because of the Supreme a year, because of the suburban costs of livCourt's recent decisions, police are hampered ing, uncertain hours, declining status and opsomewhat in gathering evidence and in get- portunities in other fields, fewer qualified
ting confessions. And the courts bend over men are applying for jobs in these departbackwards to protect the rights of defend- ments. The District's problem, on this score,
of course, is even worse.
ants.
The attitude of the public toward crime
SENTENCES STIFFER
Unlike District lawbreakers, people accused is a source of cynicism to many suburban
of crime in the suburbs can't count on heavy police officers. Said one:
"People in the suburbs invite crime. They
court backlogs and such practices as "judge
shopping" to get off lightly. And although leave doors unlocked and keys in their cars.
some judges, notably in Montgomery County, The merchants spread their goods around,
are criticized for giving light sentences, the and they don't hire enough personnel. And
criminal who is eventually convicted in a a lot of people just plain don't cooperate
suburban court of a serious crime like armed with police. They don't get involved."
But some of this may be changing for the
robbery generally can expect a very stiff senbetter. Recent criminal incidents have made
tence.
believers
of many suburbanites, particularly
But this doesn't mean that a high percentage of persons charged with serious victims. Said Mrs. Mullane whose Fairfax
crimes in the suburbs are convicted. The home was burglarized while she and her
husband were at a National Geographic lectrend seems to be going the other way.
Few figures are available on conviction-to- ture:
"One of our neighbors told us afterwards
arrest ratios in the suburbs. Montgomery
County is the exception. Figures show that she saw some strange men down in the woods,
but
she didn't say anything. That won't
in 1960 the -rate of convictions for serious ·
crimes was 47 percent. By 1966 it was down happen any more. We've all been discussing
to 16.6 percent, then rose last year to 20.6 this. We're reporting strangers to the police.
We're watching out for each other."
percent.
A Bethesda detective added:
One reason cases collapse is that witnesses
"I think many people are wising up out
get discouraged. They must appear at a preliminary hearing, before the Grand jury and, there. Either they've been victimized, or
if the defense lawyers keeps getting continu- they know somebody who has, and they're
ances, any number of times in later court looking out for each other more. I think
sessions.
a lot of people are getting mad about
"We're seeing more and more continu-. crime."
ances," said Warren Davis, assistant commonwealth attorney in Fairfax County. "I'd say
nine out of 10 cases are continued the first
Democracy: What It Means to Me
time, 60 percent the second time, and 30
percent third. We find witnesses try to cooperate, but it's tough for them. There are
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
no public ftl'nds to compensate people for loss
OF
of wages."
Many times it's the person bringing a
charge who loses heart. State's Atty. MarOF NEW YORK
shall in Prince Georges County lost a childIN THE HOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
molestation case on the third continuance
not long ago when the child and her parents
Monday, February 27, 1967
·couldn't be found.
Mr. PIRNIE. Mr. Speaker, each year
"We know what happened," said Marshall.
"They got sick of putting the child through the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the
this experience again and again. It's under- United States and its Ladies' Auxiliary
standable, although it means the man who conduct a Voice of· Democracy contest.
assaulted the child is free to assault more School students across the country are
children."
invited to participate in this contest.
Two other factors critical to any hopes
of stemming suburbia's rising crime rate are This year more than 350,000 responded.
I am particularly enthusiastic in my
the strength of suburban police forces and
the willingness of the public to help prevent support of this vefY worthy endeavor becrime.
cause I feel it does much to promote
All of Washington's suburban police de- patriotism in our young people.

HON. ALEXANDER PIRNIE
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It is my pleasm·e to report that this
year's winning entry from New York
State was prepared by a resident of my
congressional district, Miss Lenore A.
Burneko, of Rome.
Miss Burneko is a student at St. Cyril
Academy, Danville, Pa. In eloquent
terms, this fine young lady has expressed
what domocracy means to her. I am
pleased to call this moving essay to the
attention of my colleagues:
DEMOCRACY: WHAT

IT MEANS TO ME

It was quiet once, except for the occasional
rhythm of a passing herd of buffalo, a.nd
that gently harmonized with a. soft west wind
playing in a wild corn field. Then one day
a sweeter song filled the land. The young
soprano voice came clear and fresh to every
ear. The ladles stood proud and the gents
tipped their hats whenever she passed by.
It was a melody never heard before, yet
touched o!' something ancient.
The delicate chant possessed men's hearts,
and blood did flow in fiery defense, her verse
echoing endlessly within men's souls. And
so, along profluent river beds, past fruitful
fields of wheat, through narrow mountain
paths the song wound her proud but simple
way.
Enrapturing is her voice; magnificent is
her message foc Democracy 1B her name.
But now, in what times men call modern,
the dissonance of progress and the discord
of misunderstanding has obscured the crystal tones. In desperation the singer struggles to be heard, though her song stands
alone in loveliness.
Where can we hear her still? Who dare
carry on her words?
President Kennedy knew where to listento the voices of our youth; to the student of
light who gives the meaningful, sincere, and
undlstorted definition of democracy as being
not freedom, but the freedom to do what 1s
right.
You 11sten also. Listen to the school boy,
who, being nursed on the familiar strains of
the Pledge of Allegiance, lifts h1B voice innocently to preserve a nation. Listen to the
high school student who proclalma. the brtllia.nce of democracy in his earnest search for
truth. Listen to the unashamed striving of
these students to maintain the simple privilege of living justly with one another. And
listen to the deep reflection of concern in
their young voices as they ask uncertainly
with Walt Whitman, "How can I pierce the
impenetrable blank of the future?"
They know full well, however, what must
be done 1f they are to inherit the "priceless
heritage." President Eisenhower'S words
did not go unacknowledged when be spoke
on liberty in An Open Letter to America's
Student3: ..... The price of keeping it," he
wrote, "Is untiring alertness. Liberty 1s
ea.slly lost."
Yes, liberty 1B easily lost, a.nd the young a.re
easily d1.scouraged. They find that those
who sing this song often stand alone, but
they a.re American enough to take it.
So, listen for the song of Democracy, or
better stlll, seek her out; then join joyously
the chorus in praise of yesterday and in
determination of tomorrow.

Soviet Armed F orcea Day in Waabington
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN R. RARICK
OJ' LOUISIANA
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Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, I cried
last night, in memory of fellow Amer-

icans who gave their lives in the cause
of liberty and for our country. I prayed,
"What will ever become of these United
States?"
The revolting spectacle of our top military generals and admirals engaged in
hospitality with Communist soldiers and
agents here in Washington constitutes a
mockery to every uniformed fighting
man. And some of these same command
officers had, just weeks ago, forbid their
battle-weary troops to socialize in South
Africa because of segregation.
The gala occasion was for the Communist Russian Armed Forces Day celebration at the Russian Embassy right
here in the National Capital. A great
victory for the image of world communism, and not a shot fired. But what
about the image of our national leaders
to the folks at home?
Noted dining and honoring the Communist military apparatus were Gen.
Jack Thomas of the Air Force, General
Johnson, Chief of Sta1f, General Taylor,
Adm. David McDonald, Admiral Rittenhouse, and Vice Adm. Lot Ensey, and a
host of lesser lights. In fact, according
to the local society page coverage, some
700 were in attendance. Are we to believe they merely compared their campaign medals and toasted the revolution?
I do not impugn the integrity of these
military leaders as I realize they were
probably in attendance under orders.
But have they considered the damaging
effect upon the men under their command caused by their presence and the
purpose they lauded? With our people
already suspicious about the war progress, they will now be more divided than
ever. By their indiscretion these men of
high rank have wreaked more havoc on
the "peace through victory" effort than
all of the preacherniks and peace marchers combined. Just ask mom and dad,
"Do you want to give your son to the
command and at the mercy of leaders
who cavort with Communists and praise
the great record of the Red army?"
And what do you think would be the
retort from Johnny Doughboy somewhere on the frontline 1n Vietnam?
Some might even wonder 1f all this Communist socializing by our high command
in Washington, which is now come to
light, could have any explanation as to
why our boys are not permitted to v.1n
in Vietnam.
I do not know your feelings, but as
for me, these generals and admirals have
disgraced our flag and trampled under
foot the faith and confidence of the
people of our land. By association, their
uniforms are now stained with the innocent blood of the millions of victims
who have fallen under the aggression of
the Red army.
The damage has now been done.
These admirals and generals must be
given no out. They must either resign
for the good of America or be removed
from command as unfit. An investigation must be immediately instituted into
the Pentagon leadership and the State
Department so that our people are clearly
advised as to who set up this program
and who is calling these devastating signals. It may resolve that the next political election wUl be Americans versus
Communists, if tt is not ther. too late.
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It is all up to you, mom and dad-Mr.

Citizen on the Street-you are now the
frontline strength of America.

Frank Fisher
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Mr. ROUDEBUSH. Mr. Speaker, last
week one of Indiana's outstanding circuit
court judges died at the age of 51. I
want to take this time to pay respect to
that man.
Judge Frank Fisher, Vermillion circuit
judge at Newport, Ind., was all things
to his county. He gave wise advice to those in trouble, counseled people
with legal problems, and was a fair and
just judge.
But most of all Frank Fisher was a
great American. He believed in the
American way of life and lived it.
To the people of Vermillion County,
Ind., Frank Fisher was the represent- ..
ative of our republican form of government. And he carried this burden well.
Frank Fisher had just been elected to
his fourth term. He was an outstanding civic leader; recipient of the Silver
Beaver Award, given to Boy SCout leaders; a 33d degree Mason and Potentate
of the Zorah Shrine at Terre Haute.
Frank Fisher earned his fame the hard
way. He was born at Rosedale, Ind.,
and had worked his way through school.
He gained his legal education by reading
law in a Terre Haute law office.
This man died at an early age. But he
gave his community more during his 51
years than most communities received
from a dozen men in positions of leadership.
I offer my sympathy to his wife, his
family, and his thousands of friends.
Probably the best tribute that can be
given to Frank Fisher is the follov.1ng
column written by Editor George L.
Carey of the Daily Clintonian at Clinton,
Ind. Carey had been a close friend of
Fisher's and wrote this in his column
"Between the Lines":
How slender the thread of our lives I
Yesterday, Judge Frank Fl.sher had
reached the high point of a successful life.
He was one of Indla.na's most respected and
popular judges. He had just been elected
to a new term which would carry blm near
retirement age. He had received the highest
possible honors from the Masonic bodies, tbe
Boy Scouts of America a.nd other groups. He
was starting his term as Potentate of Zorah
Shrine, the climax of a decade of hard work
to achieve this honored office. The best years
of his life lay ahead.
Today, h1s thousands of friends mourn
h1B death.
Frank Fisher was probably the best friend
I have ever had. Although our interests and
our paths had diverged a bit in recent years,
there was a time when we were virtually in·
separable. I think either of us would have
endangered h1s life for the other • . . and
I expect, were the cards down, we would
have today. Maybe it was because we kne'\1V
the hard times together that we were euch
close friends. Perhaps it was because I
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knew the deeper side of his nature that I
respected the judge so much.
He was a self-made man in the best American tradition. Today, were he to start his
life over again, he would undoubtedly have
been classified as "disadvantaged." He would
have been a joy to generals in the War on
Poverty. For Frank knew poverty oncestark, hard poverty, when a can of pork and
beans eaten in the back room of his little
office was a treat.
He was born with no silver spoon in his
lll.outh but determination in his heart. He
gained his legal education the hard way,
reading law in the office of the late Attorney
Frank Miller and attending the now-def-unct
Voorhees Law School at Terre Haute. The
chances are today, he might never be able
to gain a law degree at all, for requirements
have changed and it is harder for a young
lll.an to get a start. Frank Miller, whose
heart was as big as all out-of-doors, took
the ambitious, motherless young man under
hin Wing and gained his undying love.
I remember Frank when he first came to
Clinton, just a few months after I had bought
an almost-bankrupt Cllntonian on a "nickle
and a prayer," He was no more than 21
Years old and looked younger. He and an
associate set up their little office on Blacklll.an street and settled down to starve out the
depression. They almost literally starved.
'I'hb e going was too rough for his associate,
ut Frank stuck it out.
lie went into politics and :folks laughed
at the idea of a mere boy, almost a stranger
at that, taking on an old party wheelhorse
{or the nomination for prosecutor. They all
a.ughed except Frank. He just drove his
battered old car all over the county and
knocked on every door in it. When they
counted the votes he had won the nomination and later the election as prosecutor.
Then came the war and another of the
~appointments he sometimes met with.
~e had earned an R.O.T.C. commission as
~econd lieutenant and several times asked to
t e Called to active duty. Each time he was
Urned down because of juvenile TB sca.rs
on his lungs. FlnaJly, he was honorably discharged. . . • only to be drafted later as a

Private.

He was bitter but not discouraged.

He

~Plied the same political ability he appl1ed

everything, to regaining his commission.
lie got it back, the hard way; he was even
crect.lted with "lost" time and he emerged
frotn the army a captain. Later he became a
Colonel in the reserves.
H •.::w men have had greater pol1tical ability
--.a. Frank. He made friends more easily
~~anyone I have ever known and he kept
etn.. Because he liked them and they liked
him, hundreds a! democrats voted for the
~tla.unch young republican in every election.
e always "ran scared" a.nd he pounded every
ctoar 1n the country during the campaigns.
:r always thought he could have gone on to
COngress but he enjoyed being judge.
"'-Perhaps he enjoyed it because he had a
~e legal mind and was a firm but kindly
J\J.ctge. He was so greatly respected among
the legal profession that an unusual number
o:r cases were venued to Vermlllion county
~rotn elsewhere. His concern with juvenile
~linquency was intense, as was his interest
Young people in general.
Somehow he never lost his youthful out1Ook. He worked with Boy Scouts !or years,
hiked weary miles with them and "slept 1n
the lll.ud" with them. He received Scouting's
highest honor, the Silver Beaver.
'l'h1s same intenSity a! service he gave to
~t;atemal orders and :received in return the
~ghest honors they could bestow. He was
a. 33rd Degree Mason, a past otflcer in many_
loctges and a popular member o:f a dozen.
The tragedy of his ll!e was probably the
!act that he was cut down while starting his
Year as Potentate o:f ZOrah Shrine at Terre
lia.ute. Being Potentate means a lot more
tb.a.n just serving as "president" a! a group.

A Shrine Potentate is almost a potentate in
fact as well as :fancy.
He works a dozen years to achieve the
honor; he handles a large and complicated
business and he enjoys many honors and
privileges, some of which extend into his
later life. Frank was denied all that he had
worked so hard to achieve.
But he was not denied, in his rather short
life, things that many men never achieve.
He had thousands of friends. He was heaped
with honors. He was respected in his profession and above all he was loved. He faced
life with a laugh and quip. He had a story
for every oe<:asion and a kindly word for
every man. But he was a man of deep convictions, deep intelligence and great understanding.
He will be sadly missed.

What Democracy Means to. Me
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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ture, and studying the Constitution. Walt
Whitman summed up high school quite well.
"Polltlcal democracy as it exists and practically works in America, even with all its
threatening evils, supplies a training school
for the making of first class men; not of gOOd
only, but of all."
Joe's thoughts go not only to the past
but to the future as well. He hopes for the
day when he may teach his sons and daughters of democracy. He longs for the day
when he may become a full partner in
democracy!
And so, as a high school senior, I realize
that in just four months I could be a green
clad marine on my way to Viet Nam.
Democracy suddenly takes on a new and
greater meaning. I, like Joe, reallze that
democracy is more than a bicameral legislature. It is a total way of life. It is all
religions. It is many peoples working side
by side. It is the freedom to go or stay. It
is the freedom to speak or to remain silent.
It is the right to vote or not. It is the responsibility to use these freedoms Wisely.
Democracy is our way of ll!e.
This is what democracy means to me.
What it may mean in fifty years, if there 1s
a democracy, is up to you!

OF WYOMING
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Chaplain of the Year

Mr. HARRISON. Mr. Speaker, I am
very proud of a young constituent of
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
mine, Mr. Robert E. Brown, of Gillette,
OP'
Wyo., who has distinguished himself by
becoming one of the winner-s in the VetHON.
H.
R. GROSS
erans of Foreign Wars voice of democOF IOWA
racy contest.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
To be a winner in this contest, in
Monday, February 27, 1967
which over 350,000 students competed, is
indeed laudable.
Mr. GROSS. :Mr. Speaker, it 1s a
Robert E. Brown's speech 1s quite pleasure to note in the CONGRESSIONAL
thought provoking; accordingly, I am RECORD that the award of "Chaplain of
having his comments inserted in the the Year'' has been given to Col. James
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD SO that others A. Connett, who is presently serving as
may share his perceptive ideas on post chaplain at Fort Myer, Va.
democracy:
The Reserve Officers Association of the
WHAT DEMOCRACY :MEANS TO ME
United States selected Colonel Connett
Dateline: VietNam 19ii7
for this honor and the award was made
OUr story today concerns an American.
Three months ago, he was just a typical col- at the annual banquet of the Reserve
lege student. At this instant, he is a G.I. Officers Association in Washington, D.C.,
last Friday evening, February 24, 1967.
stancling watch in the Yah Drang Valley.
Our story is about democracy as seen
The Fort Myer Post, official publicathrough the eyes of a boy, a student, in Viet tion of that Army installation, has the
Nam. A word taken for granted for eighteen following to say of the long and disyears W. now given a different and new conception in this nineteenth. We wonder what tinguished career of this veteran officer:
he thinks about. We wonder what democracy means. Let's join our green clad marine
and listen to his thoughts on this day.
Joe knows what democr~cy means. Now,
he has seen land that is deprived o:f it. He
mused to himsel:f, "Democracy is like our
health. When we have it, we take it !or
gran ted. When we lose it, or see someone
else without good health, we then a_ppreciate it. And so it is with democracy."
To the Vietnamese, democracy is only a
promised thing, to be free at last from the
seemingly endless war. To have the Viet
Cong gone forever. That is what democracy
will mean in South East Asia.
Joe's thoughts wander back to college, at
least what little he saw of it in three months
there. Democracy was just an ideology. We
could discuss it, argue it, and condemn it,
and protest it, and burn our draft cards
when someone tried to spoil it for us.
Democracy was llke "war". We talked about
1t endlessly. Everyone agreed that it was
necessary but no one wanted to do anything
about, for, or with it.
In high school we didn't yet know everything about anything but we were learning
about leadership, conducting a mock legisla-

Colonel James A. Connett, Post Chaplain,
has been named 1966 "Chaplain o:f the Year"
by the Reserve Officers Association o:f the
United States.
Colonel Connett was selected for the honor
by the National Awards Board of the organization for his "major contributions to the
welfare of personnel of the Armed Forces
during the past year."
A native of Flora, Ill., Chaplain Cornett
was graduated from McKendree College,
Lebanon, Ill. and ordained as a Methodist
minister. A veteran of both World War II
and the Korean conflict, he served during the
war with the 42nd (Rainbow) Infantry Division and was assigned to the 25th (Tropic
Lightning) Infantry Division in Korea.
He has also completed military schooling
at the Advanced Course of the Chaplain's
School and at the Command and General
Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
Before coming to Fort Myer, he was assigned to Headquarters, second United
States Army, Fort George G. Meade, Md., and
prior to that served with the U.S. Army
command in Frankfurt, Germany, where he
was spiritual advisor to the largest Protestant congregation in Europe.
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Aside from his duties at Fort Myer, he
also serves as the chaplain 1n charge of
Arlington National Cemetery.

Congressman Poff States the Case
for Small Tax Court
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

hats. He 1s the tax collector. He is the tax
assessor. He is the accuser. If the taxpayer
has made some error, he initially decides
whether lt was accidental or fraudulent. It
is not fair to the taxpayer that so many
potentially confticting functions should be
combined in one person. Neither is it fa.lr
to the tax collector.
I earnestly hope that the Congress can be
persuaded to give sympathetic consideration
to this proposal this year.

OF

HON. JACK EDWARDS
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Letler From Vietnam

ALABAMA
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Mr. EDWARDS of Alabama.

Mr.

Speaker, several Members on the Republican side of the aisle have introduced
legislation to protect the interests of the
average American taxpayer through the
means of a small tax court.
Congressman RICHARD POFF, Of Virginia, has very effectively stated the case
for this proposal in his newsletter to his
constituents of February 20, 1967.
His statement deserves the attention
of all of us, and I include it here:
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she has to her own people 1s far and above
that which she has to the world. The United
States has turned her back upon her own
to endeavor to make the world smile upon
her. Is it any wonder the Armed Forces
find it d11Hcult to retain people when right
around them, they see their comrades-inarms being stabbed ln the back? Something
smells and the butt of the joke is here in
Vietnam!

Statement of Congressman James H.
Scheuer on the Need for a National
Institute for Criminal Justice
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HON. JAMES H. SCHEUER
OF NEW YORK
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Mr. BOB WU..SON. Mr. Speaker, like

many of my colleagues, I frequently receive letters from our young fighting
men in Vietnam, charged with the task
of defending freedom, often at the cost
of their own lives. Seldom, however,
have I received so poignant an indictment of this administration's indecisive
and contradictory position there than
these searching comments from a young
Navy :tlier. He writes after watching the
massive movement of Vietcong supplies
into the south under the sanctuary of
the Tet truce. I ask my colleagues to
refiect carefully on this young man's
letter, which I feel speaks for itself:
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SCHEUER. Mr. Speaker,

the
Federal Government 1s spending more
today on fighting tooth decay than it is
spending on the fight to lower the Nation's crime rate. The Federal Government is spending more for research into
SKALL TAX CoURT
the uses of coal in fiscal 1967 than it is
Well, it's t1me far the tax ma.n again. The
spending on research into the spiral.lng
old dea.dl1n.e draws near and all of us have
increase in crimes against society in this
been struggling ma.nlully and woma.n!ully
country. Our national crime rate 1s a
with the Form- 1040, the W-2's and the
matter of great concern to all Americans.
&eratch pa&. Wha.t the verd.iot will be re·
ma.1ns to be seen for each of us. Some of us
In 76 percent of all crimes in this counwlll find tha.t we owe additional taxes. Othtry no apprehension of the criminal 1s
ers, nwre fortunate, will find that they are
made. In many cities in the United
entitled to a refund. But for some of us a
States, both large and small, people are
dispute will .arise with the Internal Revenue non. Bos WILSON,
afraid to go out of their houses at night.
Service and when th.a.t happens we're 1n House of Representatit,es,
Mill1ons of Americans have in a very real
trouble. We're not so much 1n dan~ o! Washington, D.C.
sense lost not only their valued right of
pl.mishment in the physical sense but we a.re
DEAR MR . Wn.soN: The opportunities a
in danger' of penalty 1n the economic sense. service man has to write his senator of some freedom of movement, but -have also
More importan>tly we are in danger of becom- incident which recently occurred in the field come to fear the very environment 1n
ing involved a.lmost interm.ina.bly in the 1s rare, for in most cases, these incidents which they live.
cement-mixer processes of the present sys- are verboten. However, the incident of
I have introduced in this Congress a
tem of tax appeals. The present system, it which I am to comment is of such a nature
bill to create a National Institute for
eeems to me, has been geared pr1ma.rlly to that I don't feel it can be ignored.
Criminal Justice and Senator EDwARD M.
oontrovent.es in which the big taxpayer is inLast evening, while on station off the
volved. The big taxpayer who finds himself coast of North Vietnam, observing the "cele- KENNEDY has introduced an identical bill
1n a dispute with the Internal Revenue Serv- bration" of the Chinese New Year, between in the Senate. The purpose of this Inice has a problem, but in nature and conse- ta•oo• N and Dong Ho, I observed liter.a.lly stitute would be to provide for the Jusquence it is not the same as that of the small hundreds of trucks moving south with their tice Department a research arm comta.xpaym-. The big taxpayer can a.trord the valuable cargo of supplies to enable the Viet
expense of attorneys and court costs a.n.d 1lll Cong to wage war against the south. This parable to the National Institutes of
the other expense incidental to litigation. act alone was enough to annoy me, but when Health. This Institute would have a.s
He ca.n. afford to take the IRS to court. An I learned this morning that the truce had its primary task the job of assisting State
eyeball-to-eyeball confrontation holds few been extended, I almost became enraged. · It and local law enforcement agencies,
tenors fat him.
isn't enough that we allow the enemy a. safe courts and correctional institutions 1n
On the other hand, the little taxpayer often area around his headquarters in Ha.noi, but the prevention and control of crime.
1s confronted with an impossible dilemma. we then have to allow him some free time This assistance would be given in the
His claim for a refund or the deficiency as- in which he can resupply his troops so they form of support and coordination of resessment the tax collector has made against may more effectively carry out their acts of
him 1s sometimes too small to justify the terrorism in the name of "the-people", de- search activities in the area of crime
cost of litigation. But it ma.y, particularly feating all the work done for months to stop prevention and control.
1f it 1s a claim for a refund, be too big to traffic between north and south, but we have
The National Institute for Criminal
ignore. So, the little taxpayer is put to the the gall to give them more time in the midst Justice would be authorized to spend $100
decision whether to dig down in his pocket of all this, by extending the truce, to carry million over the next 3 years to coordiand bear thef3e expenses and run the risk more war-making materials. Is it any won- nate research of four types. The first
of losing his case, or simply to forget about der the world looks upon the United States
it and mark it all up to experience. I have with a. questioning eye? Why would any type of research would involve the selecintroduced a bUl which I hope will spare nation want U8 as an ally? Do you wonder tion of police personnel. What type of
man makes a good pollee omcer? The
the little taxpayer this harsh dilemma. It why de Gaulle ran?
second type of research concerns discov·
will establish for the first time since the in·
As a Navy pilot, I only go to war to return
come tax law was written a Small Tax Divi- to the comfort of the carrier; however, for ery of better methods for tra1n1ng po·
sion in the Tax Court to which the small those Americans, of which there will be hun- lice and correctional personnel. The
taxpayer can repa.lr and where he can obtain dreds, killed so that some do-gooder in Washprompt, de11nl.tive and final disposition of ington may make-the-light-to-shine-more. third type of research would be to enthe claim which he makes or have the de- brightly-upon-his-countenance, I feel very courage the development of police equipficiency judgment pending against him set· sorry. I suppose there was a time when an ment in tune with our 20th century techtled once and for all.
American could take pride 1n his country's nological capabllities. Finally, the InI a.m constrained to believe that this legis- action, but today, I am ashamed of what the stitute would conduct basic behavioral
lation would promote better personal rela· United States 1s doing in the name of
research on the more effective involvettons between the taxpayer and the tax col- humanity.
The responsibillty of the United States to ment of the public at large in public
lector. The Internal Revenue Service agent,
through no fault of hta own, wears several the world is very great, but the responslb111ty safety programs.
Mr.
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The research budget of the National
Institutes of Health 1s over $1.3 billion
this year, while the budget of the Justice
Department for crime research is only
$7.2 m1lllon. This means that the Federal Government 1s spending over 180
times a.s much on research in the health
area as it 1s spending for crime research.
Unfortunately, the sad comparison does
not end with health research. The research budget of the Department of Agrtculture this year is approximately $139,468,000, 19 times greater than the amount
spent on crime research and the Department of Interior research budget of $129,707,000 1s 18 times greater than the Federal budget for crime prevention and
control.
We must reverse this trend and revise
our list of priorities. We must bring the
fight against crime into the 20th century.
Our law enforcement personnel are still
largely dependent on 19th century weapons and procedures to fight the sophisticated techniques of the 20th century
crimlna.I. The possible application of
space-age science and communications
technology to pollee work 1s boundless.
Yet the practical a.pplioa.tion of this advanced science and technology to pollee
Work is undoubtedly one of the most
neglected aspects of current public safety
Programs,

Two recent incidents in my South
Bronx constituency are indicative of the
need I am citing here today, In one incident an innocent bystander was wounded
in an exchange between police and a
holdup man. In another incident a 12Year-old boy was shot by a. policeman
While trying to escape from a. stolen car.
In both of these very unfortunate incidents the patrolman was only doing his
duty, but the result in each case wa.s a.
very serious physical injury, a.s well a.s a.
Potential riot-producing situation. It 1s
unlikely that either of these serious inJUries would have occurred 1f the New
York poltce had had at their disposal a
!run that would stun or temporarily disable, but not k111.
The saddest part of these two incidents
1s that neither 1s unique nor isolated.
Innocent bystanders and youthful otrenders are a.11 too frequently the unfortunate victims of a. deadly weapon used
in the pursuit of the public safety. We
owe it to our patrolmen on the beat and
to the citizens who walk our streets to
Provide our pollee with the best possible
equipment with which to do their job.
It 1s inconceivable that a. nation which
1s about to land a. man on the moon at
the cost of untold billions of Federal tax
dollars cannot provide its law enforcement personnel with more efficient weapons than they use today.
The application of space-age technology 1s by no means limited to law enforcement personnel alone. Over a recent weekend New York City wa.s victilnized by a. series of ta.xlcab holdups, a
· common event in many American cities.
It is well within our current technological capa.bllitles to provide taxicabs with
an instant emergency detection service.
We also have within our current ca.pac1t1es the a.bllity to provide law enforcement agencies with instantaneous identification ot fingerprints and with imme-

diate data on stolen automobiles via
closed circuit television. These are only
a. few small examples of the potential applications of current technological advances to police problems.
But the problem of crtm.e in this coun~
try requires more than the development
of better weapons and better police methodology, as important as these are. The
National Crtm.e Institute would also carry
out an extensive program of behavioral
research into the causes of crime, into
the effectiveness of various means of preventing ctime, and into cost-benefit techniques for reducing recidivism among
those released from correctional institutions.
Every survey I have made of my own
congressional district in the south Bronx
has shown that neighborhood security is
the most critical concern of the residents
in this area. This anxiety is not unique.
People in our major cities across the
country as well a.s in rural areas live in
fear of becoming the targets of unrestrained criminal activity.
Police chiefs throughout the country,
in response to my recent inquiry, have
stated that the lack of adequate research
funds is a universal deficiency. Most of
our State and local governments have
virtually no funds to devote to research
activities and where funds do exist the
lack of coordination 1s virtually universal. Criminologists, sociologists, and
jurists have likewise pointed up the lack
of adequate funds for the large-scale research and demonstration projects that
are needed to provide us with better information into the causes of crime a.s
well as for testing existing theories of
how to prevent criminal activity.
I am gratified that the President's
Crime Commission ha.s so convincingly
documented the need for research in the ..
crtm.e prevention area. Their report is
certainly a major advance in our understanding of the current problems in
crime prevention and control. I am also
gratified to see that the President has
presented us with the blueprint for a.
major attack on crime in the streets in
his recent crime message to Congress.
Congress ha.s already taken an important
step in this area with the passage of the
Law-Enforcement Assistance Act of 1965,
which wa.s definitely a. step in the right
direction.
Grant-in-aid programs to local pollee
departments, however, wm not solve the
problem of inadequate research into
weapons technology and criminal behavior. No one would ever have expected
State and local grant-in-aid programs to
produce a. Manhattan project, a.. supersonic transport, or a Telestar satellite.
Why then should we place the enormous
burden of the types of research that I
have discussed today on our State and
local governments?
The Nation! Institute of Criminal Justice would provide the basic research
tools, the funds, and the expertise to
improve the work of those involved 1n
reducing crime. Communities across the
Nation are desperately looking to the
Federal Government to attack this problem which can only be solved with the
commitment of substantial Federal funds
and strong Ff!derallea.dership.
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University of California Commemorative
Stamp
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS
OF CALIFORNIA
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Mr. HAWKINS.

Mr. Speaker, a few
weeks before his dismissal, former President Clark Kerr, of the University of
California, proposed the issuance of a.
commemorative postage stamp in recognition of a. century of achievements by
the university. His proposal addressed
to the Postmaster General follows:
To the Postmaster General of the Unit~d.
States:

We propose that a commemorative stamp
be Lssued to honor a century of achievements
by the University of California. March 23,
1968, w111 m.ark the hundreth anniversary o!
the founding of the institution now generally considered the most d.lstingq!Shed public
university in the world. We respectfully
submit that this occasion merits the national and world-wide recognition that a
United States commemorative stamp would
give it. The reasons are many:
1. SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO :MANKIND

It has been said that the research la.boratories and scientific achievements of the
University of Call!ornia are doing more to

preserve the free world than any other single
institution in America. Under the dlrection
and scientists, the
major portion of the nation's reseal'ch in
atomic science is being conducted a.t the
University's Uawrence, Livermore and Los
Ala.m.oe Labortories.
Ever since Dr. Ernest Lawrence conceived
and built the world's first cyclotron in his
Berkeley campus laboratories in 1930, the
University has been the world leader in the
development and use of high energy accelerators and in research in nuclea.r physics generally. In the University's laboratories have
been discovered 12 out of the 14 synthetic
elements, including plutonium, the a.tomic
energy fuel. The laboratories' research effort extends broadly over the entire range of
nuclear research inclu.d.lng the properties of
matter, the application of radioactive substances to problems in biology, medicine and
related fields, and a.pplled resea.rch directed
toward peaceful and m.llitary uses of nuclear
of University faculty

energy.
The agricul tura.l research programs of the
University are in large measure responsible
for the fact that California's agriculture productivity leads the nation and the world.
The University is credited with discovery of
the methods of sterUizatlon on which the
modern canning industry is based.
At two major medical centers, the University of California has been a leader in research on eye diseases, neurological a.nd brain
disorders, and in the development of prosthetics. The University's Virus Research
Laboratory and Medioa.l Centers have made
important advances in the detection, treatment and control of ca.ncer.
In other vital areas of research, the University of Call!ornla is in the forefront of
research seeking answers to the mysteries of
smog, salt water conversion, space science,
oceanography and photosynthesis. The UC
Institute of Tra.nsporta.tion and Tratnc Engineering has developed modern saJety devices
!or highways. vehicles, and commercial
a.irlines.
The University o! Call!ornia is a leader in
international traJ..ning and service. Annually,
more foreign students a.re enrolled at the
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campuses of the University than at any other
educational institution in the United States.
The University was a pioneer in developing
overseas assistance programs on behalf of the
Federal Government. For more than a decade the University has carried on programs
to build medical education facilities In Indonesia, business schools in Italy, agricultural
education in Chile, and 15 other international education operations.
The University's Lick Observatory houses
the second largest telescope in the world and
has pioneered astronomical research.
2. ACHIEVEMENTS AND HONORS

Twelve members of the University of Oalifornia. faculty and staff have been awarded
Nobel Prizes, more than at any other university in the world.
The University of Oall!ornia leads the nation in the membership of its faculty in the
National Academy of Sciences. Currently 97
members of the :faculty have been honored
with Academy election, considered the highest honor that can come to an American
5Cientist.
One hundred members of the University
staff hold membership in the American
Academy of Arts and Science, the nation's
second oldest learned· society. This number
is surpassed only by Harvard, America's oldest educational institution.
In 1966 the University of Cali!ornia at
Berkeley was judged by the American Council on Education as "the best-balanced distinguished university in our country" for
graduate studies. This study, based on surveys of 106 major universities, rated faculty
in each of five general divisions: humanities,
social sciences, biological science, physical
sciences, and engineering.
More than 500 University of Oallfornla.
scholars and scientists have received Guggenheim Fellowships since the award was
establlshed. In 1966, the University received
50 Fellowships, the greatest number of a.ny
university in the United States and Canada.
Members of the University staff have received the Enrico Fermi Award, Atoms for
Peace Award, The Research Corporations Scientiflc Award, Pulitzer Prize, National Medal
o! Science, National Academy of Science
AgassiZ Medal, The Pasteur Medal, The Albert Lasker Basic Medical Research Award,
The Hodgkins Prize of the Smithsonian
Institution, the Gold Medal of the Royal
Astronomical Society of London, a.nd hundreds of other na tiona! e.nd in terna tiona!
awards and recognitions.
Students of the University rank high in
the receipt of the highly competitive National Science Foundation Fellowships, the
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships, Fulbright
Awards, National Defense Foreign Language
Fellowships, and United States Public Health
Service predoctoral fellowships.
The nation's top high school graduatesthe Winners of the Na tiona! Merit Scholarships-recently named the University of
Callfornla at Berkeley flrst choice among all
publlc Institutions. Similarly, among publlc
institutions, the University is the first choice
of outstanding college graduates who have
won the highly prized Woodrow Wilson
Fellowships.
In addition to its a.cademic achievements,
the University is a leader in extracurricular
student activities. In a given year, University of California teams have won national
championships in football, basketball, gymnastics, rugby and soccer. In other years
the University of California. Band has been
judged the nation's outstanding collegiate
orgaD.ization, and its campus newspapers
have won national competitio~.
3. A l1NIQUE PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF HIGHEll
LEARNING

The University of C6.11forn1a, with 87,000
full-time students, is the largest university
in the United States. lts nine ca.mpus organization has become a. model foil proving

that quallty can be preserved while enrollment grows in pace with an expanding population. The University has doubled in size ln
the past eight years, and 1s building for a
student enrollment of 273,000 students by
the year 2000.
The University of California leads all other
public and private universities In the number of doctorate degrees awarded. In 1964-65 U.C. awarded 1,048 doctorates. It was
followed by Columbia University with 616.
In a ten year-period, 195tH56, the University
led all other institutions in awarding 6,258
Ph.D degrees.
Notwithstanding that it is a public institution, the University of California is among
the five institutions with the largest endowments in the nation. The University leads
all public institutions in the nation in private support received annually from gifts
and endowments. These achievements attest to the publlc confidence and support
which the University has earned in its first
century of service.
The University of Ca.Ufornia Extension, a
statewide continuing education service, is the
largest educational organization of its kind
in the world. More than 200,000 students
are registered annually in more than 6,300
courses, conferences, leCture series and other
cultural and intellectual programs.
•• DISTINGUISHED SONS AND DAUGHTERS

The achievements and accomplishments of
alumni are a practical yardstick In mea.suring the contribution of an institution to society. The 280,000 former students of the
University of California contribute to the
state and nation in almost every field of
human endeavor.
Among living alumni are Cb.ief Justice
Earl · Warren, United Nations Deputy Secretary-General Ralph Bunche, Atomic Energy Commission Chairman Glenn T. Seaborg, Secretary of State Dean Rusk, Secretary
of Defense Robert ' McNamara, Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare John Gardner, Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz, Ambassador to Italy G. Frederick Reinhardt, a.nd
former CIA Director and AEC Commissioner
John McCone.
The Ust of distinguished alumni ln every
field of accomplishment is illustrated by noting a few of the men in education (John Oswald, President of University of Kentucky,
and Kenneth Pitzer, President of Rice University), business (Arjay Miller, President of
Ford Motor C<>mpany; Paul L. Davies, Chairman of FMO; Edgar Kaiser, President of
Kaiser Industries; Edwin Pauley, President
of Pauley Petroleum!; Rudolph A. Peterson,
President of Bank of America; Robert L. Gibson. President of Libby, McNeil a.nd Libby;
and Reese Taylor, President of Union 011
Company), a.nd public affairs (Professor and
former ambassador J. Kenneth Galbraith;
former ambassador Henry F. Grady; journalist William R. Hearst, Jr.; General James
Doolittle; Galo L. Plaza, former President of
Ecuador; author Irving Stone; cartoonist
Rube Goldberg; writer Robert Penn Warren; and architect Willlam W. Wurster,
among hundreds of others).
5. A DESCRIPI'ION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA

Fortune Magazine once described the University of Caltiornia as the "General Motors
of higher education" and added: "Of all the
institutions that organize people--nations,
communities, factories, exchanges, famllles-none 1s so intimately and so generally
linked with all the world's work as a large
university. The University of California has
all the range and diversity of the United
States; to look at it is not to see simply e.n
institution, but a !~tate, a region, a nation
and .a culture."
University President Clark Kerr, in an address on March 20, 1961, put 1t this way:
.. The University o! Ca.llfornia is not engaged
1n making ideas safe for students. It is en-
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gaged in making students sa.fe for ideas.
Thus it permits the freest expression of
views before students trusting to their good
sense in passing on these views. Only in
this way can it best serve Amerlcan
Democracy."

South Dakota's Voice of Democracy
Winner
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BEN REIFEL
OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 27. 1967
Mr. REIFEL. Mr. Speaker, each year

the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the
United States and its Ladies Auxiliary

conducts a Voice of Democracy Contest.
This year over 350,000 school students
participated 1n the contest competing
for the five scholarships which are
awarded as the top prizes. The contest
theme was "Democracy-What i:t Means
to Me."
I am very proud to inform you that
the winning speech from my State was
delivered by Margaret Hasse, of Vermillion, S. Dak., a resident of my district. I insert her speech 1n the Appendix of the RECORD.
The winning speech by Miss Hasse
-follows:
WHAT DoES DEMOCRACY MEAN TO

ME?

The Ministry of Truth was startingly different from any othe::r object in sight. It
was an enormous pyramidal structure of
gUttering white concrete, soaring up, terrace
after terrace, three -hundred meters into the
.air. Picked out on its white face in elegant
lettering were the three slogans of the Party:
War Is Peace; Freedom is Slavery; Ignorance
is Strength.
George Orwell's 1984 1s the great modern
classic of "Negative Utopia"-Not a. drama.
of what life might be ••. but a nightmare
of what lt ls becoming.
The world of 1984 1s one in which eternal
warfare ls the price of bleak prosperity, in
which the Party keeps itself in power by
complete oontrol over man's actions a.nd his
thoughts. As the lovers Winston and Julia
learn when they try to evade the thought
Police, and then join the underground opposition, the Party can smash the last impulse of love . . . the last flicker of individuality.
Let America beware: 1984 1s more than a
satire of totalitarian barbarism. Its message
is intended for democracy, too.
"But the United States?" he protests vigorously. "Why in America, democracy offers
me many freedoms. And Americans tolerate
people whose opinions or race ls different.
We speak our own thoughts. I am able
to thrive under my equal opportunity I I
can develop freely to my fullest capacity I
Democracy!" he repeats reverently.
Whose voice is speaking?
Probably the echoes of an average American. An average American who doesn't quite
remember the words to the National Anthem
and who 1s often negligent about displaying
the stars and stripes. You might find him
at home on election day.
Oh, but he's neatly dressed and a lawabiding citizen.
I can tell you who he is not. He is not
an atheist or a Jew. He's not Japanese, not
a beatnik, not Mexican, nor an ex-convict.
He's not a Negro.
Yet this average American stated patriotically: "We tolerate minorities"-(with a
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White cross of the Klu Klux Klan.) "We
thrive under equal opportunity"-(with a
'No Jews Allowed' sign.)
"We have the
Power to develop freely to our fullest extenl;"-(with 'dirty Injun' on . our lips.)
Freedom is Slavery: the Party's slogan
stands before us.
Perhaps I sound unpatriotic, but then
Illy intentions have been misinterpreted. I
only intend not to laud democracy as something it isn't. And it is not a perfect government, wholly unblemished by flaws. The
government is constructed with peoplePeople who have faults, petty dislikes and
short-comings as is the nature of human
beings .
What then does democracy mean to me?
I believe democracy to be the best attempt
on earth at a government by the people,
Characterized by tolerance toward minority,
freedom of expression and regard for the
dignity of the individual with equal opportunity for each.
Because democracy allows for a man to be
a nonconformist and a thinker, as no other
government permits, the tragedy of "Freedom is Slavery" portrayed in 1984 will never
engulf the United States.
The hope can be realized by recognizing,
as Orwell's book teaches us, the danger with
Which all men are confronted today: the
danger of a society of automatons who will
have lost every trace of individuality, of
love, of critical thought.
The hope is when Americans know that
democracy is not perfect because man is not
- Perfect, but that this form of government
attempts perfection in freedom, equality,
responsiblllty and rights.
The hope is when Americans know that
democracy has succeeded remarkably well.

Anniversary of Estonian Independence
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD RUMSFELD
OF U..LINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, February 1, 1967

Mr. RUMSFELD.

Mr. Speaker, Feb-

ruary 24 marked the 49th anniversary of

the declaration of independence of the
n.ePublic of Estonia. On this day in
1918, the people of this historic land
Proclaimed a free democratic republic,
and during the First World War success• fUlly defended themselves against both
German and Soviet offensives, which reSUlted in the renouncement of all claims
to the territory of Estonia. The nation
then set to the task of expanding her agrlculture and industry and promoting
trade with other nations. In the atmosPhere of freedom, the people of Estonia
lllade great progress.
Then came World War II, and in violation of existing treaties the overwhelming military might of the Soviet Union
and of Germany alternated in occupying
this land and depriving its citizens of
their freedoms, culminating in the forced
1nco:rporation of the country into the
U.s.s.R. The United States and other
Western countries have refused to rec01Plize this annexation.
Although the people of Estonia have
been silenced and cannot openly comIllemorate this memorable day in the history of their country, we know that they
continue to hope and work for libera.tion.
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And we who cherish the principles of where a clearly positive so{u.ce of ignition did
freedom and justice must continue to not result in a fire. In one such instance an
share these hopes to restore the inde- elect:rtc light bulb was shattered, exposing
the mcandescent element to the oxygen atpendence of these people and the neigh- mosphere
without starting a fire.
boring Baltic nations that have fallen be(2) Our successful experience with pure
hind the Iron CUrtain.
oxygen atmospheres in Mercury and Gemini

Administrator James Webb's Statement on
the Apollo Accident
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 27, 1967
Mr. TEAGUE of Texas.

Mr. Speaker,
on February 25, Mr. Webb, in releasing
the third interim report of the review
board investigating the Apollo tragedy,
issued a statement highlighting a number of the key findings which have been
made to date in the investigation. The
significance of this statement makes it
important that all Members of the Congress and the general public be encouraged to read and understand the findings
of this board composed of industry,
NASA, and university representatives in
their attempt to make all of the facts of
this accident public at the earliest possible date.
NASA Administrator Webb's significant statement on the status of the investigation to date follows:
E.
1967

STATEMENT BY JAMES

WEBB, FEBRUARY

25,

NASA is releasing today a third interim report on the work of the Apollo 204 Review
Board resulting from the two days of meetings with the Board by Deputy Administrator
Robert Seamans at Cape Kennedy. These
meetings took place on February 23 and 24.
This statement and Dr. Seamans' third
·interim report have been reviewed with Chairman Clinton Anderson and Senior Minority
Committee Member Senator Margaret Chase
Smith and with Congressman George M111er.
In continuation of the Senate Committee's
review of the Apollo 204 accident, Senator
Anderson has announced that the Senate
Committee will hold an open hearing on the
preliminary findings of the Board and actions to be taken by NASA at 3 p.m., Monday, February 27.
In addition to the information set forth
by Dr. Seamans in his three interim reports,
I have had the benefit of a review by three
members of the Board-the Chairman, Dr.
Floyd Thompson, Astronaut Frank Borman,
and De-partment of Interior combustion expert Dr. Robert van Dola.h. This included
the preliminary views of the Board as to
the moot likely causes of ignition, the con~
tributing factors in the rapid spread of the
fire, the inadequacy of the means of emergency egress for the astronauts, and the need
to recognize tha.t all future such testa be
classified as involving a higher level of
hazard.
The following emerges from the prelim~
inary views of the Board and the Board's
preliminary recommendations:
( 1) The risk of fire that could not be controlled or from which escape could not be
made was considerably greater than was
recognized when the procedures for the conduct of the test were established. Our experience with pure oxygen atmospheres included not only the successful Mercury and
Gemini flights but a number of instances

our experience with the di1ficulty of storing
and using hand-held equipment under zerogravity conditions, and our experience with
the di1ficulty of making sure before flight
that no undiscovered items had been dropped
or found their way into the complex maze of
plumbing, wiring, and equipment in the
capsule, led us to place in the Apollo 204
capsule such items as Velcro pads to which
frequently used items could be easily at~
tached and removed, protective covers on wire
bundles, nylon netting to prevent articles
dropped in ground testing from being lost
under or behind equipment in the capsule,
and a pad or cushion on which, in the
planned escape exercise, the hatch could be
placed without damage to the hatch itself
or to the equipment in the spacecraft.
While most of these were constructed of lowcombustion-potential material, they were not
so arranged as to provide barriers to the
spread of a fire. Tests conducted in an
Apollo-type chamber since the accident have
shown that an oxygen fire in the capsule will
spread along the surface of Velcro and along
the edges of nylon netting much faster than
through the material itself.
(3) Soldered joints in piping carrying both
oxygen and fluids were melted away, with resultant leakage contributing to the spread
of the fire.
(4) The bursting of the capsule happened
in such a way that the flames, as they rushed
toward the rupture and exhausted through
it, traveled over and around the astronauts'
couches. Under these conditions, and with
just a few seconds of time available, the
astronauts could not reach the hatch and
open it.
(5) This fire indicates that a. number of
items related to the design and performance
of the environmental control unit will require the most careful examination and may
require redesign.
Astronaut Borman, in commenting on his
reactions to the conditions surrounding the
Apollo 204 test and the subsequent knowledge he has gained as a result of serving on
the Review Board, stated to Dr. Seamans,
Dr. Thompson, and to me that he would not
have been concerned to enter the capsule
at the time Grissom, White and Chaffee did
so for the test, and would not at that time
have regarded the operation as involving
substantial hazard. However, he stated that
his work on the Board has convinced him
that there were hazards present beyond the
understanding of either NASA's engineers
or astronauts. He believes the work of the
Review Board will provide the knowledge
and recommendations necessary to substantially minimize or eliminate them.
Dr. Thompson, Astronaut Borman, and Dr.
von Dolah have returned to Cape Kennedy
and are proceeding with the work of the
Board. This will require several weeks to
complete.
Chairman George Miller, of the House
Committee on Science and Astronautics, has
announced that as soon as the Board's work
is complete, the Committee's OVersig.h t Subcommittee, chaired by Congressman Olin
Teague, will conduct a complete investigation of all factors related to the accident and
NASA's action to meet the conditions disclosed. Chairman Teague spent Friday and
Saturday at Cape Kennedy with members o!
the Manned Space Flight Subcommittee, of
which he ts also Cllairman, reviewing progress
in the Apollo program. Dr. Seamans, Dr.
·George Mueller, and I will report further to
him at 10 a.m., Monday, February 27.
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of doubts and queries, suggesting that the
opinion of the Juridical Department of the
United Nations should be obtained concerning them. As no reply was received, a further
note was sent under the date of 13 May 1966,
insisting that the clarifications asked for be
given. You were then pleased to reply on 21
June 1966 stating that you did not consider
well-founded the doubts raised by the Portuguese Government, adding, however, that you
could not make known the legal opinion given
by the competent department o:! the United
Nations Secretariat, seeing that the latter
could only pronounce itself publicly lf a request were addressed to it by one of the principal organs of the United Nations.
4. In the face of this reply from you, and
always out of a desire to have its doubts clarified, the Portuguese Government sent to the
President of the Security Council on 29 July
1966, a note in which it repeated the previous
questions and also formulated others which
had suggested themselves in the meantime,
and requested that the Security Council,
which 1s undoubtedly one of the principal organs of the United Nations, should obtain
from the Secretariat the juridical opinion
which Member Governments individually apwinning speech:
pear not to be authorized to receive. A comDemocracy-what it means to me. How do
munication of six lines was received from the
Compensation to the Province
you express it? I mean, without the trite
President
of the Security Council on 8 Auphrases and ten-dollar words; for describing
of Mozambique
gust 1966, merely stating that the subject
Democracy in those terms is very like throwwas going to be brought to the notice of the
ing cream pies at the Statue of Liberty-you
members o:! the Council for consideration. In
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
only cover up the most beautiful part about
view of th1s the Portuguese Government waitOF
each: the fact that they are concrete and
ed, and only on 20 September 1966, not having
simple realities.
received any reply, addressed a further note
This is not to say that Democracy 1s simto the President of that Organ, underlining
ple--far from it. For it is a product of
OF CALIFORNIA
once more the doubts the clarification of
two centuries of men trying to fit the gears of
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
which might be said to be of interest to all
individual minds into a workable machine.
Member States as well as to the United NaMonday, February 27, 1967
It 1s to say that Democracy is real, and must
tions Organization itself. No further replY'
be thought of as such.
Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, on the was received.
The word Democracy has been placed on
3d
of
February,
1967,
the
Minister
of
5. You will recall that the main points
a pedestal. But the idea of Democracy has
been taken for granted. Perhaps it 1s this Foreign Affairs of Portugal, A. Franco of doubt which a study of the problem had
occasioned
to the Portuguese Government
paradox which is most indicative of De- Nogueira, addressed a letter to the Secmocmcy's greatness. Let me describe retary General of the United Nations, were very simple, as proposed. In substance,
further what I mean. Take an average day with a request that the letter be cir- the Portuguese Government expressed a deln my life. After attending school, I am free culated among the Security Council. sire to know the following: (a) Since the
Council was composed of fifteen members,
to work on the student newspaper, debate
team, yearbook, on an athletic team, chess This letter not only states the difficulties and seven abstentions were needed to prewhich
Portugal
envisions
in
enforcing
vent the approval of a resolution (provided
club, or any combination of these. Instead
of this, I may work for a small salary and the compulsory sanctions on Rhodesia, on the other side none of the permanent
members
had cast a "veto" or a majority
the chance to earn some of my own support. but also raises questions as to the legality
I can attend a meeting of our church group, of the Security Council resolution, and vote had not been verified against the resoor a session of th eTeenage Town Meeting also presents a. demand for compensa- lution) is it to be understood, in view of
Organization, where I ca.n discuss the prob- tion to the Province of Mozambique for Article 27 of the Charter, that a resolulems of the community with fellow residents. the loss which they have suffered as a tion is considered valid when all the five
permanent members or even only some o!
This
1s
exercising Democracy-making
result of the imposition of sanctions them have cast votes of abstention? (b)
choices and living by their consequences.
against
Rhodesia.
Since the freedom of the seas and the free
I do each of these things, aside from
access to it by landlocked countries is laid
The letter follows:
going to school, because I choose to do them.
Education is the only restriction upon me,
1. I have the honour to acknowledge re- down in international conventions, and
and it makes perfect sense, for, as Thomas ceipt of a Note of 17 December 1966 in since the above-mentioned resolutions of the
Je.fferson said in describing a democracy; which Your Excellency informed me of the Security Council are clearly a denial of these
•'Error 1s tolerated where reason 1s left free approval by the Security Councll on the principles, could the Security Council deto combat it."
16th of that month of resolution S/RES/232 liberate and legislate against international
Without education, we could not have ( 1966) concerning Rhodesia, and asked for conventions? (c) Seeing that various Organs
the most basic freedom of Democracy-the information. regarding the measures which of the United Nations have discussed the
freedom which distlngiushes it from all other the Portuguese Government may have problem of Rhodes.ls., and that the United
forms of government--the right to be wrong. adopted in conformity with that resolution. Kingdom took the initiative to place it before
The most frequent criticism my genera- Likewise, I have the honour to acknowledge the Security Council on more than one oction incurs is that we are too individualistic, receipt of your Note dated 13 January 1967 casion, and further that the British delewe are unwilling to accept authority, and in which the same request is reiterated and gation actively participated in the debates
that we are so enthusiastic about our own a reply is requested by 15 February 1967 and .and in the voting, ought the matter still to be
ideas that we fail to see that many of them to which also you have annexed a question- deemed as being of the exclusive competence
are incorrect. This problem can happen only naire which you would like to be fllled up of the United Kingdom or does it henceforth
in a democracy, since in a democracy man and returned on a monthly basis, con- fall under the international jurisdiction?
has the prerogative of expressing his opin- cerning the imports and exports from and (d) Seeing that the Security Council has
ion, no matter how far out in left field he is. into Rhodesia indicated ln the above- treated the entire problem in the light of
Chapter VII of the Charter and decided to
Just as I have the right to choose my own mentioned resolution of 16 December last.
ways of activity, so do we all in a democracy
2. The above-mentioned resolution of the act in terms of Article 42 thereof, and that
decide upon our own approach to life, limited Security Council is an expanded version of it has entrusted to the armed forces of a.
in that we must respect the right of others. the resolution which, also on Rhodesia, was single State the execution of certain coercive
U we ever let our approach to life be desubmitted to the vote of that organ of the measures, ought such forces, in view of Article 43 of the Charter, have a national or an
termined by someone else, however, the United Nations on 9 April 1966.
individual and his government, the Democ3. As Your Excellency will recall, I ad- international status? In case those forces
racy, will disappear from the face of the dressed to you in connexion with this last should retain this national status and in
earth.
resolution, a letter dated 27th of that month, the event of their taking any acti~n which
But I have much confidence in this gen- in which I placed before you in the name of may result in a dispute, or be o.ffensive to
eration. In 1936, the teenage generation the Portuguese Government a certain number the interests of third-party States, which 1S
was assailed for its lack of concern. Our
generation will never be called diffident. We
may exercise the right to be wrong quite
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
often, but at least that main limb of Democracy will never fall off from disuse. Ours is
01'
an active, involved, practical breed.
Now we can give Democracy the status of
the "American Dream," as the last generaOJ' MINNESOTA
tion did. We can use baroque verbiage and
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
high-sounding words to describe Democracy.
But place Democracy above the individual;
Monday, February 27, 1967
put the idea above its actual practical apMr. FRASER. Every year, Mr. plication, and we will separate the ideal from
Speaker, the Veterans of Foreign Wars the attainable, and the real strength of
of the United States and its ladies auxil- Democracy will be lost.
Instead, let me be speclflc in describing
iary conduct a Voice of Democracy contest. This year's theme is "Democracy: Democracy. Democracy strikes me as being
the system of civtlization in which each huWhat It Means to Me."
approach to life is respected and not
Tile contest winner from Minnesota is, man's
infringed upon by his fellows.
I am proud to say, a resident of my disAs high-school students, we can help keep
trict. He is 18-year-old John O'Brien our democracy free by using the free choice
son of Mr. a.nd Mrs. Donald O'Brien, 310 granted us under it. As long as we do this,
West Minnehaha Parkway, Minneapolis. the merits of this noble experiment called
John, a senior at St. Thomas Academy, Democracy, will continue to be seen by the
Mendota, Minn., is a member of his merits of its application. Thank you.
school debating team. Here is his prize-

Democracy-What It Means to Me

HON. DONALD M. FRASER

HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER

February 27, 1967

Minister for Foreign Affairs.

I have the honour to inform Your Excellency that as a result of the carrying out of
a number of measures envisaged in the
resolutions of the Security Council, voted
UPon on 9 April and on 16 December 1966,
the eoonomy of the Portuguese province of
tloza.tnbique is suffering severe financial and
economic losses which the Portuguese Govel'Utnent estimates at about £10 mlllion
sterling, up to the end of the year 1966.
Annexed hereto you will find particulars or
this amount by various items. The PortUguese Government reserves to itself the
l'ight to document all the items indicated,
at the appropriate opportunity.
2. In terms of, and for the purposes of
Article 50 of the charter, the Portuguese
Government wishes that consultations
should be initiated between . the Security
Council and the Portuguese Government in
order that the modalities for paying the
COnJ.pensation to which the province of Mo2an.J.blque has a right, may be agreed upon.
3. I therefore request you kindly to place
the foregoing before the Security Council for
~ts consideration. I may inform you that the
0
rtuguese Government will be awaiting a
reply With the urgency which the matter
C8.1Ia for.
I avail myself of the opportunity to convh~ to Your Excellency the assurances of my
lghest consideration.
(Signed) A. FRANco NoGUEIRA,
Minister for Foreign Affairs.

tossEs

sUFFERED BY THE PROVINCE oF MoZAM~IQUE AS A RESULT OF THE MEASURES TAKEN
AGAINST RHODESIA

1966
(a) Loss of receipts from normal traffic,
lass or compensation from the Beira pipeline, failure to fulfill contracts drawn up and
signed for exports from Rhodesia:
~ln.J.popo Line __________________ £2,418,000
~rt of Lourenco Marques______
492, 000
P ira Line_____________________ 2, 838,000
Ott of Beira___________________
957, 000
~

Subtotal -----------------<1d.itional losses---------------

6,705,000
1, 341, 000

Total --------------------- 8,046,000
(b) Foreign trade including imports and
le~orts·.
~tnPorts ----------------------- £850,000
lports ----------------------900,000
Grand

to~---------------
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the entity or organism to which an appeal
lllld a claim should be made?
6. Your Excellency will recognize the close
relationship between the above-mentioned
Problems and the resolution of 16 December
concerning Rhodesia. On the other hand
You will agree that such questions are abSOlutely relevant and also that it is extremely
Useful to all, that authoritative replies
Should be given to them. You now ask that
the Portuguese Government should state
'\lthat measures it proposes to adopt in the
execution of the above-mentioned resolution; but the reply to this will inevitably
have to be considered in the light of the
answers given to the points listed above.
'I'he Portuguese Government considers itself
entitled to clarification and it cannot be
called upon, in matters of such extreme
graVity, to pronounce itself without knowing
au the implications of the position which it
0 Ught to adopt. Therefore, the Portuguese
Government trusts that clarifying answers
'Will be provided with the urgency the case
· reqUires.
I avail myself of this opportunity to con'tey to Your Excellency the assurances of my
highest consideration.
(Signed) A. FRANco NoGUEIRA,

9,796,000

ESSA
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROY A. TAYLOR
OF NORTH

CAROL~A

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, perhaps
the most significant scientific development since World War II has been the
data explosion. The collection, quality
control, communication, analysis, processing, storage of retrieval of information is underway today on a scale that
numbs the imagination, The volume of
technical informatjon is doubling every
decade.
·
The effective use of data in understanding the environment is one of the
aims of an important new scientific
agency known as the Environmental
Science
Services
AdministrationESSA-of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Within the past few days, President
Johnson has publicly congratulated
ESSA on its achievements during its
period of development. He stated, as he
had earlier in announcing Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1965, "that the reorganization would permit us to provide
better environmental information to
vital segments of the Nation's economy.
ESSA's accomplishments are bearing out
these predictions." Improved environmental information is available because
of the establishment of ESSA's Environmental Data Service--EDS.
This service provides an integrated
attack upon the problems of collection
and dissemination of climatological,
geodetic, seismological aeronomy and
space data. In EDS, ESSA has fashioned from many data centers previously scattered among several organizations
one service which permits the application of modern technology to the
processing, storage, recall and summarization of all forms of environmental
data. It is making possible the previously unattainable goal of one-stop
service to the multitude of interests
needing many kinds of environmental
data.
Although it is not generally realized,
archived scientific data grows in value
with the passage of time. The institution of the data bank is one whose service seldom stirs the popular imagination,
yet serves our Nation exceedingly well.
In ESSA, the Environmental Data
Service has three major centers: the National Weather Records Center and the
National Geophysical Data Center at
Asheville, N.C., and the Aeronomy and
Space Data Center in Boulder, Colo.
A number of international data centers are now gathered in the Environmental Data Center. a significant testimony to this institution's scope and
capabilities.
ESSA, through this Service, assists
practically every area of the national
economy-and the private citizen. It is
the kind of service which typifies the best
in government--accurate, complete, and

quickly available. Its importance to our
national life can hardly be overestimated. It is gratifying to me, as I am
sure it was to the President, to know that
the Environmental Science Services Administration, which has accomplished
so much for our Nation in such a short
period of time, has among its components
this outstanding and vital service.

University of Iowa Celebrates Its 120th
Anniversary
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRED SCHWENGEL
OF IOWA'
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Mr. SCHWENGEL. Mr. Speaker, on

Saturday, February 25, the University
of Iowa celebrated its 120th anniversary.
On February 25, 1847, Iowa's first Governon, Ansel Briggs, signed a bill which
created the first public institution of
highe~ education in Iowa.
While students did not enter the university until 1855, the step taken by the
Iowa Legislature and endorsed by the
Governor in 1847 was historic. The State
of Iowa has a wonderful reeord in the
field of public education. We have the
highest literacy rate of the 50 States.
While I was a member of the Iowa Legislatuse, I served as chairman of the education committee of the Iowa House.
During that time I became closely acquainted with the University of Iowa.
My two children are graduates of the
university.
The University of Iowa has served the
State well. It has provided the State
with the bulk of its dentists, doctors, and
lawyers, as well as with many of its leaders in the business community. It has
had extremely able leadership. The late
Dr. Virgil Hancher and the present president, Howard Bowen, have done an .outstanding job and have kept the Umversity of Iowa among the top schools in the
United States.
Today I salute the University of Iowa,
its president, faculty, and students. May
it continue to be a leader in the field of
higher education.
Mr. Speaker, on Saturday, February
25, the Iowa City Press Citizen carried
an article about the founding of the University of Iowa. It is an interesting story
well worth reading: .
Gov. Ansel Briggs, Iowa's first governor
signed "An Act To Locate and Establish a
State University" Feb. 25, 1847, making the
· University of Iowa 120 years old today.
The governor's signature came just five
days after the bill establishing the university was introduced into the First General
Assembly and only 59 days after Iowa became
a state. This speed, however, wasn't continued and it was eight years, 1855, before
the first students entered the university.
The story of the legislative action establishing the university was drawn by Bruce
E. Mahan, whose association with UI and
the General Assembly goes back more than
a generation, from the Journals of the House
and Senate !or that session of 1846-47.
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As a former " state representative and a.
dea~-emeritus of the university, Mahan related the story first to legislators who vi.s ited
here about 10 days ago, then retold it to
another group in Des Moines.
Establishment of a. university, it might be
thought, would be an act of such obvious
wisdom that the measure to do it would sail
through the legislature without a halt. Dean
Mahan's account makes it clear that this was
not so, that the blll survived two efforts to
kill 1t, one by "t abling it and the other by
adjourning the General Assembly as well as
journeys into and out of committees.
The day-by-day account, as compiled by
Dean Mahan, goes like this:
Saturday morning, Feb. 20, 1847: House
File 130, the act to establish the university
introduced into the House and given its first
and second readings. It was referred to the
Standing Committee on Schools with Instructions to report Monday, two days hence.
Saturday afternoon: Rep. Watson from the
Committee of Schools reported that the conmittee had considered HF 130 and that, after
careful examination, the committee directed
him to report the bill as amended. Upon
motion of Rep. Lyon the House proceeded
With consideration of the b111.
The first vote came on a motion by Lyons
to lay the bill on the table, defeated by
10 yeas to 22 nays. Had this motion been
approved, the bill would ha.ve been k1lled.
Rep. Leffingwell then moved the previous
question, the amendments, and the vote was
in the affirmative with no rollcall asked.
Copies of the blll as it stood then were
ordered to be printed for the House.
Monday morning: Another effort to kill
the bill, as well as other pending legislation
failed in a 20-11 vote against a. motion to
adjourn when HF 130 came up for consideration. The bill then was ordered to the
Committee of the Whole House for the afternoon session.
Monday afternoon: The bill was considered
1n committee of the whole, which subsequently arose and reported HF 130 without
amendments. The names of the 15 trustees
were added.
Then the House rules were suspended and
the bill was read for the third time. The
bill then was approved 21-11, a.nd the chief
clerk was directed to request concurrence
of the Senate in HF 130.
The Senate that same Monday afternoon
ha.d HF 130 read a. first a.nd second time,
then referred the measure to its committee
on schools.
Tuesday morning: The senate considered
the bill in committee of the whole, reporting
progress made.
Tuesday afternoon: Consideration was resumed in committee of the whole, which
reported the bill, with amendments, to the
Senate. One amendment was defeated, but
others were approved and when the rules
were suspended for a. vote on HF"130, as
amended, it was passed, without a roll call
· vote. The secretary was directed to notify
the House.
'
Wednesday morning: The Senate reported
its passage of the bill as amended and asked
the concurrence of the House in them. A
motion to amend the amendments was tabled
and the House voted to concur in the Senate
amendments, thus completing legislative action except for some forrhalitles.
Wednesday evening: The Committee on
Enrolled Bills of the House reported "that HR
130 was correctly enrolled and the speaker
signed the b111.
Thursday morning: The Senate received
this message from the House-"Mr. President, I present for your signature 'An Act
to Locate a.nd Establish a State University,'
the same having been signed by the Speaker
of the House."
The president of the senate signed the
measure, sending it on to the governor a.nd
Briggs signed 1t later that day, making Feb.
25 the anniversary date of the university.

That same afternoon, the House and the
Senate adjourned.
Mahan points out that the First General
Assembly was considering a number of other
measures rn those final five days, too. "They
were busy as birddogs," he said.

Democracy-What It Means to Me
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
- OF

HON. LEE H. HAMILTON
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 27, 1967
Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, each
year the Veterans of Foreign Wars and
its ladies auxiliary conducts a "Voice of
Democracy" contest in which high school
pupils are challenged to relate what democracy means to them.
A composition by Richard A. Cline,
Madison, Ind., was adjudged the winning
entry in Indiana this year.
With the theme, "Democracy-What
It Means tp Me," Richard has described,
with eloquence and insight, the experience of democracy.
And he closes his excellent essay with
a request-one that could well serve as a
pledge to all of us charged with responsibllities in government:
I have only one request: That we live up
to the freedom, the democracy, that our
forefathers have put into our trust. There
is nothing more I can ask-it is in your
hands.
The text of Richard's winning essay
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yet when the time came, he applied hls
democracy to lead the world first to victory,
and then to the lofty goals of freedom and
peace. Wilson said, "In the wrong handsin hands upracticed, undisciplined, democracy is incompatible with government."
Democracy, he was saying, must have flexible qualities. If it is to survive, it must be
used properly to meet today's challenges.
However, democracy cannot adapt by itself.
Today's youth-tomorrow's leaders-must
meet the challenge of a changing world, a
changing democracy. We must face the responsib111ties together, hand in ha.Iid. We
must have the ability to restrain ourselves
from doing the wrong thing-from going
With the wrong crowd. We must find better
ways of expressing ourselves than throwing
army recruiters off our campuses and burning our draft cards. As Wilson stressed, democracy is organized self-restraint. Too ba.d
we don't realize that democracy gives us the
freedom to discipline ourselves, for if we do
not, we may find ourselves disciplined by
others.
Democracy, then, means and is many
things. It has been used as a reason for
results. Its greatest result is Arilericayoung America like the young child, was fas- ·
cinated by the bits of wonderment that
floated by its gasp. Yet that young nation,
seemingly fragile, showed surprising strength
and stamina when challenged.
A man who was challenged a.nd met his
responsibility was Adlai Stevenson, who once
said, "Government in democracy cannot be
stronger or more tough minded than its people .... It cannot be wiser than its people."
Man a.nd nation, Stevenson believed, are
the developers of democracy, a.nd democracy
has plenty to ask of you and me. It asks
awareness, flexibility, self-restraint, strength,
and responsibility.
I have only one request: That we live up
to the freedom, the democracy, that our forefathers have put into our trust. There is
nothing more I can ask-it is in your hands.

1s as follows:
DEMocRACY-WHAT IT MEANs roME
Have you ever stopped to consider what a
gift you have in your hand? Look a. t your
right hand. Go on-wiggle your fingersgrasp an object. How like humans to casually take for granted this amazing tool
which serves us so faithfully all of our lives.
Democracy can be compared to our hands.
Just as our hands mean more to us than ten
fingers, so does democracy mean more than a
word or a concept. The importance of democracy is not in the concept, but in its
usage. Anyone can look the word up in the
dictionary-"Political, legal, or social equality." This is democracy? No, democracy
cannot be defined like so many other terms.
It has many intangible qualities that a text
cannot bring out-qua.lltles that you a.nd I
experience every day.
Because of democracy, we can do many of
the "little" things other people cannot--go to
school, with the freedom to speak out without fear. We have the freedom to own our
own homes, and live our own lives-the freedom to take interest in civic action programs
a.nd current events. We have the freedom to
worship as we desire, and the freedom to extend the hand of friendship to strangers.
While the printed word is static, the expertenced democracy is constantly changing.
The youth, who experience that democracy,
change just as rapidly. Look at the clothing
fashions or hair cuts of yesterday as compared to the mini-skirts and moptops of
today. But has democracy become a principle of the past? It is in the hands of the
youth of today to preserve our democratic
, way of life---our responsib111ty.
·
In preserving that democracy, we must
realize that its flexibility is necessary for its
existence.
Application of democracy was a purity of
purpose in the hands of Woodrow Wllson.
No man despised war more than Wilson;

International DeMo lay Week
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD T. HANNA
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 27; 1967

Mr. HANNA. Mr. Speaker, I wish to
call to the attention of the House that
the week of March 12 to March 19, 1967,
is DeMolay Week. During the period
we join in saluting the young men of the
Order of DeMolay and in expressing our
grateful appreciation of the fine examples set by these young leaders in contributing to the welfare and character of
other young men in the city, thus aiding
1n the development and leadership of tomorrow.
.
The Order of DeMolay is a character
building organization composed of young
men 14 to 21 years of age, who are seeking to prepare themselves as better leaders and citizens for tomorrow by
developing these traits and strengths of
character of all good men.
The organization was founded by
Frank S. Land during the year 1919, at
Kansas City, Mo., and now has more
than 2,500 chapters located all over the
free world.
All the DeMolay members of La
Mirada Chapter, sponsored by La Mira~a Lodge No. 778 F. & A.M., will observe
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the period of March 12-19 as DeMolay
Week in celebration of their 48th anniversary, so as to exemplify to all citizens
here and elsewhere their many activities, and in some small way show recognition to their many senior DeMolays.

Seeds of Patriotism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. Speaker, I call
to the attention of my colleagues the
patrtotic editorial by Mr. James M. Nellany, news director, WNAR, Nonistown,
Pa. This award-winning editorial was
aired on Washington's Birthday, 1966, as
a public service of the Alan Wood Steel
Co., in my district:
SEEDS OF PATRIOTISM

I t was a dismal cold day and the snowcovered ground, although dotted with many
campfires, hardly compensated for any similarity to a bed for footsore and wearied
soldiers.
Dawn was raising its cold and foggy head,
and here and there, a scrawny mongrel dog
scraped the frozen earth looking for a stray
crumb to satisfy the cravings of its hollow
innards.
Groups o! soldiers started stirring, awakened from sleep by the brisk cold wind that
Whipped through their tatterred breachcoats
and added to the ever-present pain of frostbitten toes sheltered only by tattered rags
Wrapped around even more tattered boots.
This was the scene General Washington
surveyed as he stood in front o! his headquarter's tent with his faded blue coat
Wrapped tightly around his gaunt body. His
heart was heavy, his body tired, his head bent
low upon his chest.
These were his men. He was their leader.
These were the men who followed him after
eXhausting battles 1n the pursuit of liberty
to a place called Valley Forge. Here they
Would rest !or the battles that lie ahead.
llere they would battle the freezing elements
With only the heat of their zealous hearts to
warm them throughout the long cold winter
ahead..
The general dropped on one knee and joining his hands in prayer asked God 1n his
1llfinite mercy to look over the physical and
also the spiritual welfare of these patriots
Who would endure such suffering for a cause:
FOr a cause inspired by the first seed of
independence that was triggered at IndePendence Hall, Philadelphia: By the first
shot fired and heard around the world at
Concord: By the resistance offered British
regwa,rs at Lexington: By the witholding of
fire until the whites of the enemy's eyes
Showed at Bunker Hill.
Here huddled around him were shivering
emacitated patriots with the blood of In-- dian-fighting pioneers running through their
Veins: Men, who although cherishing life
Would fight and die to preserve freedom.
Most of these men, he knew, were fam.ilia.r
With the inspiring words of that fiery speech
by that great patriot that had been branded
1n the heart and soul of each God-fearing,
freedom loving colonial patriot.
lie could still hear those words . • . those
history making sentences that someday in
the future would inspire others to fight for
and preserve what these men here were dying
to create.
It was only like yesterday but the words

kept ringing ... and ringing ... and ringing
through his mind.
"Gentlemen may cry, peace, peace, but
there is no peace. The war is actually begun: The next gale that sweeps from the
north will bring to our ears the clash of
resounding arms: OUr brethren are already
in the field: Why stand we here idle? What
is it that gentlemen wish? What would they
have? Is "life so dear, or peace so sweet, as
to be purchased at the price of chains and
slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God! I know not
what course others may take: But as for me,
Give me liberty, or give me death!.,
A smile crossed the gray lips of the commander-in-chief. Suddenly his body was
warm, his stomach filled and his cold heart
suddenly became alive as his blood tingled
through his frail body. His dampened spirits
awakened and as he raised his head to the
heavens his bright eyes thanked God that
he was part of this sacrifice for free men who
cherished life, liberty and freedom and would
lay down their lives to preserve it!
Before him he saw a nation being born.
A nation molded by freezing men who had
faith in God: Faith in their fellow-man and
the faith and foresight to preserve for future
generations a freedom that could be gained
and retained only through sacrifice, hardships and the desire to live as free men.

Estonian Independence
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLEMENT J. ZABLOCKI
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, on
February 24, Estonians in the United
States and elsewhere in the world celebrated the 49th anniversary of the Declaration of Independence of the Republic
of Estonia.
·
In Estonia itself, however, the event
was not commemorated. For Estonia is
no longer a free and independent nation.
Rather it is a constituent state of the
Soviet Union.
·
Freed from Czarist control in World
War I, Estonia lost its independence at
the inception of World War II as aresult of the Ribbentrop-Molotov Agreement of August 1939.
Together with the peoples of the other
Baltic Republics, Latvia and Lithuania,
Estonia was forcibly incorporated into
the Soviet Communist empire.
The event is one which will live in infamy for the rest of recorded time. The
brutal denial of popular right to selfdetermination which the Soviets 1mposed on Estonia has never been surpassed in history.
It is a fitting tribute to the courage
and determination of the Estonian people that they have never ceased to hope
for a better and free tomonow. Theyin their hearts-celebrate Estonian independence daily.
Estonia--and its fate-should be constant reminders to us that some nations
prowl the world as predators, seeking to
devour whole peoples. These nations
must be stopped, as the United States
is stopping the aggression from the
North in Vietnam.
Estonia also serves as a reminder of
the kind of world we are- attempting to
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b~ld: A world in which small, weak na-

tions can exist in security and independence even if they exist in geographical contiguity to large and powerful
countries.
Mr. Speaker, on this 49th anniversary
of Estonian inde~ndence it gives me
great pleasure to join with our EstonianAmericans and Estonians everywhere in
paying tribute to the independence of
their homeland and the glorious history
of their people.

Salesmen of Democracy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GLENN R. DAVIS
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. DAVIS of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, each year the Veterans of Foreign
Wars of the United States and its auxiliary conducts a Voice of Democracy contest. This year, over 350,000 school
students participated in the contest
competing for five scholarships which
are awarded as the top prizes. The contest theme was "Democracy-What It
Means to Me."
Wisconsin '\\inner was a very person- .
able young man from Wauwatosa in the
Ninth Congressional Distrlct named
Peter Henschel. I am pleased and proud
to insert at this point Mr. Henschel's
winning speech entitled, "Salesmen of
Democracy":
~ OF DEMOCRACY

(By R. Peter He:Dschel)
When the fifty-five men went to Philadelphia in 1787, they had a dream. It was with
great courage and conviction that they
hoped to form an enduring basis of government for the nation which had been a-borning and whose future destiny and greatness
existed only in their minds as a visi9n.
These men agreed and disagreed-there was
argument and counter-argument. There
was anger and there was calm thought.
There was prayer and there was blasphemy.
Finally there was compromise, the final
product of their toil being the Constitution
of the United States or Americar-a profound
composite of their highest judgment and
aspirations.
These fifty-five men had done a superb job
o! selling their ideas. Their ~eographica.l
origins and their social and economic backgrounds influenced their judgment on the
views of their fellow patriots.
The Constitution having been completed.
an arduous task lay ahead: These "Salesmen
of Democracy" had to sell their product to
the people whom they represented. A man
must have confidence in the value o! the
product he is marketing. These fifty-five
men had much faith in the Constitution, yet
they knew that it takes much more than
faith to sell a concept.
Despite the many handicaps they had to
overcome in communication and transportation, Madison, Franklin, Hamilton, and their
colleagues, sold their product to the people
of the young nation.
In the intervening years since 1789, many
events of great political importance have
occurred. Systems of government have risen
and fallen. Yet in this time period, The
Constitution or the United StaWf; has remained the most prominent expression 0:
the American Ideal of freedom and justice.
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Yes, the years have confirmed the Founding
Fathers faith in their product.
For nearly two centuries, this Constitution
has been the efficient framework within
which a free and vibrant people have been
able to realize their fullest potential.
In every period of our history, outside
forces have tried unsuccessfully to weaken
our democratic structure. During times like
these, past generations of dedicated Americans, including our fathers and grandfathers,
have reaffirmed their faith in democracy and
their devotion to country. Many Americans
have given their lives so that others might
be able to pick the fruits of a bounteous
nation. In war and peace, they have dedicated themselves to solving the problems of
a growing nation. In science, industry, and
the arts, men and women have found the
democratic framework a stimulating atmosphere for their free quest for knowledge.
In order for our nation to continue resisting destructive influences, my _generation
must also be willing to re-affirm its faith in
democracy. Our men in Vietnam are fightIng to preserve free choice, and our students
are sharpening their minds and skills in
order to deal with the problems of an increasingly complex society. Despite the
overwhelmlng loyalty of the majority, a minority of young Americans are evoking a
genuine concern by their apathy and inane
dissension.
The youth of America have a vital obligation to the country that has provided them
with so many opportunities. Recently I
heard a group of young people sing this song
whose words convey the feelings of a patriotic segment of my generation.
"America, America, shall we tell you how we
feel.
You have given us your riches,
We love you so."
How can youth show America how it feels?
How can the youth o! America express their
appreciation for the riches of opportunity
and fulfillment that this country has provided? We, the youth of America, can participate, actively, in civic aJfairs. We can
become operating members of the brain trust
so vital to the success of our nation.
The future of America lies in the hands
of my generation. It is an awesome responsibillty, but the obligation has been accepted
by generations before us. The commitment
1s now ours. Of the many duties in this endeavor, the most vital to America'~ future
lies in salesmanship. We must believe in our
nation enough to go out and sell its principles to those outside our domain and to
the apathetic within, so that future generations will have the drive to sustain the "voice
of democracy."
To sell America to American youth and
American youth to America-this 1s the opportunity and challenge to the youth of this
country and to this-our nation.

Apollo Accident Review Board
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
since the tragic accident resulting in the
death of Astronauts Grissom, White, and
Cbaft'ee on January 27; 1967, over 1,500
individuals from NASA, industry, universities, and other Government agencies
have been involved in the broadest and
most . thorough accident investigation
eve.r undertaken in this country. Col.

Frank Borman, one of our outstanding
astronauts is a member of this board and
a number of other astronauts are working on various phases of the accident investigation. To date, .three interim reports have been issued by the review
board reenforcing the belief that NASA
1s taking the most self-critical position
possible to assure that causes and remedies in this situation will be found and
corrective action applied as soon as possible. The interim reports to date have
made clear that NASA will make public
all the information surrounding the accident. Included below is a list of the
members of the review board and the
basis of operation of this board based
on the memorandum published February 3, 1967, by Deputy Administrator
Robert Seamans:
MEMORANDUM FOR THE APOLLO 204 REVIEW
BOARD OF THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE ADMINISTRATION, FEBRUARY 3, 1967

1. The Apollo 204 Review Board was established on January 28, 1967, in accordance
with NASA Management Instruction 8621.1,
dated April 14, 1966, to investigate the Apollo
accident which resulted ln the deaths of Lt.
Col. Virgil I. Gr~om, Lt. Col. Edward H.
White, and Lt. Cmdr. Roger B. Chaffee on
Launch Complex 34, on January 27, 1967. In
order ·to reflect the current Board membership and to provide further guidance to the
Chairman in the conduct of his duties, this
memorandum supersedes that of January 28,
1967.
2. The Board will report to the Adminis-

trator of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
3. The following are hereby appointed to
the Board:
Dr. Floyd L. Thompson, Director, Langley
Research Center, NASA, Chairman.
Col. Frank Borman, Astronaut, Manned
Spacecraft Center, NASA.
Maxime Faget, Director, Engineering &
Development, Manned Spacecraft Ctr., NASA.
E. Barton Geer, Associate Chief, Flight
Vehicles & Systems Division, Langley Research Center, NASA.
_
Col. Charles F. Strang, Chief of Missiles &
Space Safety Division, Air Force Inspector
General, Norton Air Force Base, California.
George C. White, Jr., Director, Reliablllty
& Quality, Apollo Program Office, Headquarters, NASA.
John Williams, Director, Spacecraft Operations, Kennedy Space Center, NASA.
Dr. Robert W. Van Dolah, Research Director for the Explosive Research Center, Bureau
of Mines, Department of Interior.
4. George Malley, Chief Counsel, Langley
Research Center, will serve as counsel to the
Board.
5. The Board wlll:
a. Review the circumstances surrounding
the accident to establish the probable cause
or causes of the accident, including review
of the findings, corrective action, .and recommendations being developed by the Program Offices, Field Centers, and contractors
involved.
b. Direct such further specific lnvestiga·tlons as may be necessary.
c. Report its findings relating to the cause
of the accident to the Administrator as expeditiously as possible and release such information through the Office of Public Affairs.
d. Consider the impact of the accident on
all Apollo activities involving equipment
preparation, testing, and fllght operations.
e. Consider all otner factors relating to
the accident, including design, procedures,
organization, and management.
f. Develop recommendations for corrective
or other action based upon its findings and
determinations.
g. Document its findings. determinations,
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and recommendationS and ·submit a final
report to the Administrator which will not
be released without his approval.
6. The following ampUfies and documents
the verbal instructions given to the Chairman, January :;!8, 1967:
a. The chairman shall establish such procedures for the organization and operation
of the Board as he finds most effective; and
such procedures shall be part of the Board"s
records.
b. Board members shall be appointed or
removed by the Deputy Administrator after
consultation with the Chairman as necessary
for the Board's effective action.
c. The Chairman may establish procedures
to assure the execution o! the Chairman ·s
re~ponsib111ty in his absence.
d. The Chairman shall appoint or designate such representatives, consultants, experts, liaison officers, observers, or other omcials as required to support the activities of
the Board. The Chairman shall define their
duties and responsibilities as part of the
Board's records.
e. The Chairman shall keep the Deputy
Administrator advised periodically concerning the organization, procedures, and operations of the Board and its associated officials.
f. The Chairman shall assure that the
counsel to the Board develops and maintains memoranda records covering areas of
possible litigation.
7. The Board may call upon any element
of NASA for support, assistance, and information.
ROBERT C. SEAMANS, Jr.,
Deputy Administrator.

Lithuanian Independence
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAI'rlES M. HANLEY

o•

NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. HANLEY. Mr. Speaker, this
month we celebrate the 49th anniversary
of Lithuanian independence. As we
have in past years, so also do we in 1967
commemorate the bravery ·and dedication of these oppressed peoples.
The Lithuanians are a proud nation
with a rich history. It has been their
misfortune, however, to have suffered at
the hands of many foreign aggressors.
The future looked bright for Lithuania
in 1918. They had finally thrown oft' the
yoke of 123 years of czarist Russian rule,
and in consonance with President Wilson's call for self-determination for all
nations, they declared their independence. The labors of tnternation deceit,
however, caught up with them once
again, and their ancient oppressors soon
took advantage of Lithuania's military
weakness. In 1940, they fell prey to the
aggressive appetite of the Red tyrants in
Moscow, and they have endured bardship, privation, and forceful enslavement
until the present.
Mr. Speaker, we wh.o enjoy the fruits
of liberty cannot aft'ord to forget the
plight of our brothers in Lithuania, for
in their land we see a frightening reflection of the true nature of Communist .
designs.
I commend the Lithuanians and oft'er
my deepest prayers for their freedom.
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Harry l\1. Johnston, Reporter
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. BOB CASEY
or

TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

.Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. CASEY. Mr. Speaker, it is a time
of sadness for our country when the
career of a great and distinguished reoorter is cut short in the summer of his
life.
Those of us privileged to know Harry
M. Johnston, who died February 3, 1967,
in Atlanta, Ga.: mourn his loss deeply.
He was my friend for nearly all of his
brief 48 years, from our days at San
Jacinto High School in Houston, through
his early years as an able and dedicated
reoorter on the Houston Press and city
editor on the Houston Post. His warm
friendship, his counsel and advice, I shall
always cherish. He was a great journalist, one who took pride in his work and
lived by the tenets of his profession, and
it was heartwarming to me to read the
many tributes from those who knew him
well.
Mr. Speaker, on behalf of the people
of Houston, .whom Harry loved so dearly
and served so well for so many years, I
extend our deepest sympathy to his
lovely \\ife, "Bucky," their daughter,
Miss Sydney Johnston, and their son,
Harry M. Johnston m. and all their
loved ones. All of us share the great burden of your loss with you.
Mr. Speaker, so that my colleagues
may know the measure of this man, and
the great esteem with which he was held
by those within his profession, I reSPeCtfully call their attention to the following articles:
rFrom Time magazine, Feb. 17, 1967]
A

L!Tl'ER F'aOM THE PUBLISHER, JAMES
SHEPLEY

R.

''Harry Johnston's death diminishes the
South." Thus one of the nation's leading
e<iitors, Eugene Patterson of the Atlanta
Constitution, saluted Reporter Harry Johnston, who died at 48, of emphysema and
Pneumonia, in his fourth year as chief of
Tx~o~a:'s Atlanta bureau.
Editor Patterson published his warm tribute to Johnston in the Constitution, an<1
stnce It says so much so well about the
Problems confronting a conscientious craftsInan reporting on the troubled South, we
quote from it here as a shared salute to the
tnemory of a colleague: "He was no angry
liberal in the ideological sense. He was in
fact a pretty conservative fellow. But he
did not llke to see little people pushed
around. It was that simple with him. He
didn't care what color the little people were.
He held in utter contempt those political
P<>ses designed to conceal social brutalities
in a region that deserved better leadership,
nnd he didn't scare."
Another one of Harry's admirers on the
Constitution, Publisher Ralph McGill, said:
"He covered the South honestly and well.
There 1a too little reporting of the type he
did. We here miss him as a friend and a
reporter of the first rank."
Harry was born in Texas and worked on
the HoWJton Post from 1938 to 1954, with
three years out for Army duty in World
War n . A oomba.t correspondent with the
rank of Staff Sergeant, he covered the cam-

paigns in The Netherlands and Germany
with the 84th Infantry Division and won
the Bronze Star. He was City Editor of the
Post when he joined TIME as a correspondent
in the Washington bureau 13 years ago.
From 1957 to 1959, he put in his first tour
of duty in Atlanta. His other positions on
the magazine included bureau chief in Ottawa, deskman in New York and Deputy
Chief of the TIME-LIFE News Service.
"It was good for the South," Patterson
wrote, "that he ran TIME's Atlanta bureau,
because here was a man who had an affectionate understanding of the Southern
people and an implacable determlnation not
to temporize with their mlsleaders.
"It never bothered Harry that the South·
ern people did not yet understand the worth
of what he was trying to do for them. He
was one of the band of native news writers.
who had both sense and guts, and who devoted their lives to the hard business of
drawing the picture clear in the South.
Soft-hearted, hard-nosed and level-headed,
Harry Johnston served us all in his toobrief years."
(From the Atlanta Constitution, Feb. 6, 1967]
HARRY JOHNSTON, SoUTHERNER

(By Eugene Patterson)
Harry Johnston's death diminishes the
South. He was one of those writers who
cared enough about the region and its people
to fight. He fought the forces of prejudice,
hypocrisy and baseness that have so often
misled the goodly people of the South, of
which he was one.
A Texan, Harry loved the South, but more
important, he knew it. He looked with a
clear eye at the race-clouded politics of his
homeland, and the unworthiness of much
that he saw put an anger in him.
He was no angry liberal in the ideological
sense. He was in fact a pretty conservative
fellow. But he did not like to see little
people pushed around. It was that simple
with him. He didn't care what color the
little people were. He held in utter contempt those political pose-s designed to conceal social brutalities, in a region that
deserved better leadership, and he didn't
scare.
He was city editor of the Houston Posta straight, honest, tough professionalbefore he joined Time magazine more than
a decade ago. It was good for the South that
he ran Time's Atlanta bureau, because here
was a man who had an affectionate understanding of the Southern people, and an implacable determination not to temporize with
their mlsleaders.
He found them, named them, faced them
and exposed them-not with editorial compo·
sition but with hard, reporter's fact. No
spade was called by any other name.
Rugged, skeptical and irreverent, he maintained hls native Southern compassion for
the born bungler and the minor rogue; he
filtered their follles through a booming bass
laughter and held th.e m in high affection.
But he was hard as nalis when be went on
the trail of the truly mean, the deliberately
meretricious. He despised them and named
them with a cold contempt because he loved
the people they were willing to use.
It never bothered Harry that the Southern
people did not yet understand the worth of
what he was trying to do for them. He
gloried in combat a.nd scorned cheap honors.
To him, it was only important to get behind
the cardboard settings and flush the S<:oundrels out of the wings.
He was one of the band of native news
writers who had both sense and guts, and
who devoted their lives to the hard business
of drawing the picture clear in the South.
Soft-hearted, hard-nosed and level-headed,
Harry Johnston served us all in hls too-brief
48 years. One of the very good men iS gone.
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[From the Houston Post, Feb. 5, 1967]
HARRY JoHNSToN, FoRMER PosT Crry Eorroa

DIES

'

The body of Harry M. Johnston, Time-Life
bureau chief in Atlanta, Ga., and former city
editor of The Houston Post who died in
Atlanta late Friday, Will be brought to Houston for burial.
Settegast-Kopf Funeral Home will have
charge of funeral arrangements .
Johnston, who was 48, died at 10 PM
Friday in Atlanta's DeKalb General Hospital
Where he was admitted about seven ho~
earlier.
His wife, Mrs. Lanetta (Bucky) Johnston
said it was thought that he had recovered
from a seige of influenza, but his condition
worsened and he was taken to the hospital.
Cause of death was not determined, she said.
Born in Austin, Johnston came to Houston
during his childhOOd. Hl8 father, the late
Harry M. Johnston Sr, was news editor of The
Houston Post when he died in 1927. Mrs.
Harry M. Johnston Sr, hls mother lives at
1110 Sheffield in Houston.
His grandfather, R. M. Johnston, was one
of The Post's founders and its editor-in-chief
when he died in 1925.
'
R. M. Johnston moved from Georgia to
Texas after serving as a drummer boy in
the Confederate Army. Later, he became
active in Texas politics, holding the position
of Democratic national committeeman for
several year and being elected lieutenant
governor.
The elder Johnston was a leader in Houston's development and one of the men instrumental in the planning and execution
of the Houston Ship Channel.
Harry M. Johnston was graduated from San
Jacinto High and the University of Houston,
where he also studied for a master's degree.
His first newspaper job was with the Houston Press in 1937. A year later he joined
The Post. He was appointed assistant ctty
editor Aug 1, 1946, and city editor Feb 2.
1947.
Johnston entered the Army in 1942 and was
assigned as a combat correspondent to the
84th Infantry Division for World War l l
service. He served in the European Theatre
and was chief of the division's public information section. He was awarded the Bronze
Star and was discharged as a staff sergeant
in 1945, when he returned to the The Post.
As city editor, he directed The Post's coverage of the disastrous Texas City explosions of
1947. He was one of the youngest big-city
editors in the business_ at the age of 28.
While a Post reporter, Johnston instigated
a. grand jury investigation of 13 unsolved
murders, two of which he actually helped.
to clear.
He joined Time, Inc, in 1954 as a correspondent in the Washington bureau, and
went to Ottawa as bureau chief in 1955.
Two years later he was made chief of the
Times-Life Bureau in Atlanta. Later he went
to New York City with Time, Inc, then to
Washington, DC, and back to Atlanta three
years ago as bureau chief.
In addition to his wife and mother, he is
survived by two children, Miss Sydney Johnston, an Atlanta school teacher, and Harry
M. Johnston rn, who is studying law at
New York University; a sister, Miss Mary Elizabeth Johnston of New York City, head of
the research department of Fortune Magazine, and a half-brother, L. H. Fuqua of
Galveston.
Turner Funeral Home in Atlanta will forward the body to Houston.
[From the Houston Post, Feb: 7, 1967}
HARRY M. JOHNSTON

Harry .M. Johnston, who was Time-Llfe bureau chief in Atlanta at the time of h1.a
death Friday, was a third-generation newspaperman, born into a family renowned in
Texas journalism.
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His grandfather, R. M. Johnston, was a
:rounder of the Houston Post and its editorin-chief when he died in 1925. His father,
Harry M. Johnston, was news editor of the
Post.
Third in his line, Harry M. Johnston was
a ·lifelong newspaperman-as student, soldier and career man. A graduate of San Jacinto High School, he was a Houston Post
reporter or assistant city editor throughout
his student days at the University of Houston, and he was a combat correspondent in
the European Theatre in World War II.
As a reporter, he instigated a grand jury
investigation of 13 unsolved murders and
helped solve two of them.
After the war and at 28, he became city
editor of the Houston Post-one o:r the
yoUngest editors of a big city dally in the
country. Within his first year as city editor,
he directed the memorable coverage of the
Texas City disaster.
.
From 1954 until his death, he had been
connected with Time-Life, Inc. in Washington, in New York, and as bureau chief in
Ottawa and Atlanta. But there are still
many Houstonians who remember him as
city editor of the Post as a vivid newscaster
on KPRC. as a Houstonian and as a friend.
ms death at 48 cuts short a distinguished
news career.

Foster Project Aids Children,
Grandparents
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAI\1 J. GREEN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, one of the most imaginativeand heartwarming-aspects of the war
on poverty is the foster grandparents
program_ This 1s the program which
matches lonely older people who subsist
on poverty level ineomes with equally
lonely little children in public and private institutions. The "result 1s love and
joy in the lives of both the foster grandparents and the youngsters, as well as
greatly needed additional income for the
elderly participants.
In Philadelphia, an enormously successful foster grandparents project 1s
being operated at St. Vincent's Hospital
and the city welfare department's Callowhill Child Center. This project was
the subject of an article by Alfred P.
Klimcke, which appeared in the Philadelphia Inquirer on October 9, and I
would like to share his observations with
my distinguished colleagues.
Mr. Speaker, I include Mr. K.limcke's
article at this point in the RECORD:F-OSTER PROJECT AIDS CHILDREN, GRANDPARENTS

(By Alfred P. K.limcke)
Once upon a time, about ntne months ago:
Mrs. P., 66, was a lonely widow with plenty
of time on her hands and not enough money
to make ends meet.
Johnny was an 18-month-old foundling
who coUldn't walk or feed himself. He had
been classi.fled as mentally retarded.
Mr. J. 70, was just plain tired. IDs back
ached. His Wife was long dead, and his
children were grown and living out of town.
Sylvester, almost 3, was seriously disturbed.
He just sat and sta.red into spe.ce. At night
he had to wear a heavy brace on his skinny
young legs.

Today the world is quite a different place
for all four of these people, and for many
others like them, because of an antipoverty
program known as the Foster Grandparents
Project.
Mrs. P. is still ~ widow, and Johnny is still
a foundling. But it is clear now that }le is
not retarded. He runs and Jumps and snuggles into the bosom of Mrs. P. She beams
and clucks her tongue at him.
Mr. J. is stm a widower, and Sylvester still
has to wear his brace. But he won't let anyone but Mr. J. put it on for him. Sprawled
out on the floor with Sylvester, Mr. J. says
his back just doesn't ache him any more.
The .foster grandparents do not take their
charges into their homes, although many
would dearly love to. They travel five days
each week to one of seven institutions in
which the children must live.
There, for four hours daily, they feed, care
far, play with and just generally love grateful
children who have rarely experienced affection or personal attention. Each "grandparent" is assigned two children.
At st. Vincent's Hospital a nurse pointed
to an infant being given a bottle by its foster
grandmother. "He used to cry all the time,"
she said. "There was no one to pick him up.
We were all too busy."
In a recreation room at the City Welfare
Department's Callowhill Child Center, William T. Bowe, 79, of 69th and Haverford sts.,
sat surrounded by a bevy of happy youngsters.
"I know it's added a few years to my Ufe,"
he told a reporter, pretending to take a nibble
of a cookie offered by Arthur, his "special
favorite" little boy.
Bowe had several children of his own once,
but they are all dead now. "This has done
something for me," he said. IDs words
trailed off.
"I hope it's done something for the children . . . Heck, I know it has because I have
to brace myself when I come through the
door or they'll bowl me right over," Bowe said
with a broad grin.
Mrs. Lulu Freeman, of 528 N. 58th st., who
has several great-grandC'hildren of her own,
won't tell her actual age but doesn't deny
that she is the oldest foster grandparent in
Philadelphia.
"It's taken lots of loneliness out of my life
as well as helping me financially," she said.
"I'm here every day long before I'm supposed
to be because I just love it."
Mrs. Pauline Culmer, of 1855 N. 21st st., is
61, but she said her work with the children
"makes me feel lots younger."
Mrs. Culmer takes special p:ride in Clarence,
now almost 3, who was seriously disturbed
and withdrawn when she first met him in
January. He couldn't talk then but now he
can sing songS.
"I teach him a few words, but he forgets
them," 1\Irs. Culmer srud as Clarence climbed
into her lap. Clarence can now feed himself
and play with other children-"even fight!"
:Mrs. Culmer declared.
Many of the children may never have real
foster or adoptive homes because they are retarded, or emotionally disturbed. But one of
the most tangible results of the program bas
been a substantial reduction in the number
of children doomed to life in an institution.
A sadly smiling foster grandmother whose
once ''retarded" little girl had recently been
placed in a foster home explained away the
small miracle quite simply.
"All she needed was a little love to bring
her out," she said.
Foster Grandparents is the only antipoverty program designed exclusively for
older people. Participants must be 60 or older with a "poverty bracket" personal income
of no more than $1500 a. year. They are paid
$1.25 an hour, plus carfare.
Philadelphia was one o! 22 cities in which
Foster Grandparents was inaugurated as a
pilot program last January. It is now under

way in more than 35 cities.
Children cared for are all 5 or under and
long-term patients or residents of two city
welfare department agencies, three hospitals
and two children's shelters.
In addition to the pleasure the elderly derive from the children, many warm friendships have developed among the 83 oncelonely foster grandparents themselves.
There is a long waiting list for the program,
and some foster grandparents have had to be
dropped for one reason or another. It is a
hard blow.
One foster grandmother got the news Friday that her income was too high for her to
participate any longer.
"Well," she said with a long sigh, "I'll find
something else to do. I can't give up being
useful to somebody ever again."

Highway Fund Cutback Hearings-Will
They Be Credible 1
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN P. HAMMERSCHl\liDT
OF ARKANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. HAMMERSCHMIDT. Mr. Speaker, today, Mr. Alan S. Boyd, SecretarY
of Transportation, appeared before the
joint House and Senate Public Works
Committee and gave testimony. In his
oral testimony, Mr. Boyd stated that no
State highway construction program
had been affected in any way up to the
present. This testimony is not in agreement with the judgment of our Arkansas
State Highway Department as is 1llustrated in the following letters of Mr.
Ward Goodman, director of the highwaY
department; and Mr. J. R. Henderson,
head of engineering, planning, and research for the Arkansas Highway Department.
It appears to me that States such as
·Arkansas, who have been judicious and
prudent in taking full advantage of the
congressional intent of the Federal-Aid
Highway Act of 1956, are the ones to
feel the first serious impact of the cutbacks. It further appears that Mr. Boyd
must be in error in his statement that
no State had been affected up to the
present time by the deferral of funds.
Arkansas has already been forced to
cancel some major programs includin.g
a very substantial amount of paving
contracts using $10 million in Federal
funds and a $23 million contract for a
bridge project at Memphis.
The following two letters will give additional illustration of the effects on
Arkansas, as a result of the cutbacks.
This first letter is from Mr. J . R. Henderson of the Arkansas Highway Department, Little Rock, Ark.:
DEAR

CoNGRESSMAN

HAMMERscHMIDT:

I

have your letter of February 15, requesting
information on the effect in Arkansas of
the cutback in Federal-aid highway funds.
Some points that we consider important
in an overall assessment of thls situation are
set out as follows: .
A. The volume of Federal-aid obligations
which the State originally planned for fiscal
year 1967 came to about $50-miillon.
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B. The reduction in the anticipated volume or obligations made necessary by the
national $700-m.illion reduction, announced
in November, may reach $25-m.illion in Arkansas, comprised or $12~-milllon o! Federal aid and $12~-m.illion of State matching
funds.
C. In the past, we have estimated that
each $1 spent on highway construction
Stimulates an additional $4 in economic
growth. Therefore, a general appraisal of
the economic effect on Arkansas through
unemployment, loss in material and equipment sales, and investments in uncompleted
Projects may approach $100-m.illion.
D. From interviews with a sample crosssection of Arkansas con tractors and heavy
equipment dealers, the following general
comments were obtained concerning their
feelings on the cutback in the Federal-Aid
Road Program:
1. The buying of heavy road equipment
has practically come to a halt. The only
trading in heavy equipment is with contractors who already have contracts or who have
smau jobs, such as sodding.
2. Practically all equipment purchases are
financed; so the loss of construction contracts means that payments cannot be made
on equipment contracts. In many cases,
this wl1l force small contractors out of
business.
3. The cutback in Federal funds has
caUsed a layoff of many equipment operators. Some of these operators have been
earned. on the payrolls during the winter
.tnonths in anticipation of new construction
Work after the first of the year. Because of
the uncertainty as to when this work will
start, the contractors can no longer carry
them on the payrolls. In order to meet obliga.tions, a great many experienced operators will have to go to other fields of employlllent.
4. The consensus is that the problem is
l'ery grave, and if some relief is not forthcoming, many companies whose primary
~Usiness is connected with road construeIon Will have to fold up. The economic
tffects will be great in Arkansas.
The Arkansas State Highway Department
has 280 qualified contractors on its "invitation to bid'' mailing list. No estimate is
avauable as to how many of these contrac~rs, or how many construction workers, will
affected by the Federal-aid cutback.
N Mr. Charles Lang, Editor of Construction
ews, which covers Arkansas, Louisiana, 1\IisSlssippi, Oklahoma, and Western Tennessee,
Was contacted today, and he stated that he
~0 had given considerable time and thought
this problem but has been unable to come
Up With any specific number of contracts
and workers that would be affected.
On the basis o! averages, we estimate
;hat the impact may be presented in the
0 llowtng terms:
Federal-aid Primary work delayed: 25
ProJects or 65 miles, or 468,750 man-days of
'\IVork.
Federal-aid Secondary work delayed: 42
Prrojects, or 185 miles, or 378,000 man-days
o work.
1\Ian-days of work not done may be equated
~th man-days of unemployment caused by
e cutback-nearly a million men unemPloyed for one day, or 10,000 men unemf~oyed for fourteen weeks, or almost three
Is ousand men unemployed for a year. There
now no reservoir of employment demand
1tn Arkansas to absorb unemployed construeton workers. The drop in building, starts
;'hich preceded the cutback in highway
Unds by several months had freed all the
~nstructlon workers which the Arkansas
ver Programs could pick up.
i We "feel that relief is needed in Arkansas,
n. ordPr to offset the adverse economic ef-

fects being caused by thls Federal-aid highway cutback.
Very truly yours,
J. R. HENDERSON,
Engineer, Planning and Research.

This second letter is from Mr. Ward
Goodman, director of the Arkansas State
Highway Department, Little Rock:
DEAR CoNGRESSMAN: First, I would like to
congratulate you on having been appointed
to the very important Publlc Works Committee in the House. This is a distinct
compliment to you and our State and will
strengthen an already strong Congressional
Delegation.
I am very pleased that you are taking the
initiative in trying to get information concerning the effect on Arkansas of the recently
announced freeze, or cutback, in Federal Aid
Highway Funds.
I Intend to attend the hearings on March
1st and lend my support to the American
Association of State Highway Officials who
are making a statement; however, our Legislature is in session and it is anticipated that
our Budget Bill may be presented at about
that time which will, naturally, necessitate
my remaining in Little Rock. I am on the
Executive Committee and helped draft the
American Association of State Highway Officials' statement, which makes me well aware
of what it states. I am for it, except that
I feel it is not strong enough.
When the announcement was made in
November, we were in a state of shock because we had managed our funds in such a
manner and had planned our projects so well
that we were going to set an alltln;te construction record for the fis<:al year 1967. The
cutback in Federal Funds from the approximately 40 Million Dollars, which we had
anticipated, to 29 Million Dollars without
prior notice was bad enough, but the fact
that we had a.ocumulated a carryover o!
about 12 Milli<m Dollars from previous apportionments which we intended to let on
projects during this fiscal year is terrible.
This 12 Mtllion Dollars had been prudently
reserved so that we could let a great number
of paving projects on the Interstate System
on which the grade was almost complete, as
well as another contract of a;pproxlmately
23 Million Dollars on the Memphis Bridge
which had been scheduled for sometime in
the Spring. These paving projects and the
Memphis Bridge project were immediately
cancelled.
We could not quarrel with the purpose of
the cutback; this is, the Vietnam War and
curbs o.a inflation, but the Highway Commission and the people of Arkansas were
most disappointed in the decision to cut
back the Federal Aid Highway Funds and to
freeze the carryover. This had greatly curtailed the construction program for the
remainder o! this fiscal year and creates uncertainty for the future. We certainly cannot pace ourselves for the future because we
don't know what the future holds. Frankly,
we can't depend on what we thought were
firm commitments.
In our public hearings and press releases
prior to the cutback, we had informed the
public of the planned highway improvement
projects that we intended to let this fiscal
year. we now find ourselves with only
approximately 3.8 Million Dollars in Federal
Aid IDghway Funds that can be obligated
over the six months period from January 1,
1967 to June 30, 1967. This, according to
our planning is only a drop in the bucket
since we had intended to let approximately
30 Million Dollars worth of work in this
period. All of the Interstate projects hAve
been deferred and many of the Primary and
Secondary jobs. A list of deferred projects,
many in your Dlst.rict, a.re as follows:

A913
JNTKRSTATI!: PR01.ECTS

Job
No.
11739

11763
11764
3646
6869

6883
8Gl3
1417

High· way

Job name

4c0

Junction 1-55-St. Francis levee (West
Memphis).
Highway 38-Illghway 75
surfacmg.
40 Highway 75-8hearervllle surfacing.
30 Prescott-Boughton Rd.
30 C~ark Qounty line-Highway 67 renemg.
30 Midway-Social Hill surfacing.
40 Russell ville-Atlrlns surfacing.
4c0. Brasfield·Robe Bayou surfacing.
40

Junctio~

PRIMARY PROJECTS

2686
1650

167

8525

65

9447
9463

62

11

Arkansas River bridge abutment and
substructure (Pend teton).
Thornton bypass.
Damascus-Bee Branch.
Fayetteville loop.
Berryville-Green Forest.
URBAN PROJECTS

Forrest City bypass.

11724
2596

2ii36
2MO

MO PAO grade separation

82
65

3til8

71

4500

5-lO
67
i

(McGehee).
Crossett reconstruction.
Pine Bluff Expressway.
Forest Ave.-Dudley Ave. (Teurkana).
Highway 71-Highway 45 (Fort Smith
loop).
White River Bridge-Diaz (Newport).
Lake llamilton-Orand Ave. (Hot
Sprlngs) .
Little Rock East-West Expressway.
SECONDARY PROJECTS

(Numerous jobs are ready to let oo contract
over the st.ate when funds a.re a.va.ilable.)
From the foregoing list of projects you ca.n
see the effects on our ·highway transportation system. Ma.ny of the projeotl; a.re in or
around urban areas where rtght-o!-way ()()8t;s
increase rapidly due to urbam. growth a.nd
development; therefore, ea.oh dia.y that these
projects are delayed, cost of the project will
continue to increase. Also, cost to the rood
user continues to increase due to oongeeti.on,
roadway ha.za.rds, and incroo.sed vehicle operating oost; therefore, it is imperative that
highway improvemE!nt.s in and adjacent to
our urban centers and communities be initiated at the earliest po&<rible date.
You will also note !rom the tabulation of
projects that most Qf the Interstate jobs involve surfacing contra.cts. This involves approximately ten million dolla.M worth of
surfacing that 1s needed. at this very moment
to complete gaps between sections that are
now open to traffic so .aa to provide continuity of interstate travel, and also to prevent
erosion and loss of in vestment in oom.pleted
grading oontraot.s that are lying idle and
exposed. to weather. In faot, we would anticipate that if these five surfac1ng projects
were delayed, it would oost at least $500,000
to restore these road beds to the originally
constructed section. Also, there are some
major bridge oontmots that should be let to
contract in the near future since footingS
and piers for these bridges are now und&
construction and would be useless to the
traveling public if the remaining contra.cts
are not executed and implemented in an
effort to make the facilities usable at the
earliest possible cta.te.
The Tourist Industry is considered to be
one of our most valuable assets. Many o!
our Federal-aid Secondary Highway projeots,
which are too numerous to mention, were
planned. to be construoted to serve recreational M"eaS, scenic a.ttra.ottons, and Wurlst

centers over the State. Of course, the cutback and freeze has essentially elim.inated
this progrnm..
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The above comments apply only to . the its Board of Directors met a.t a. corner table
planning phase a! the curta.iled program and in the President Tavern for want of any
do not refer to the operation effoots, such as other quarters. He began his activity as a
slack in equipment purchases, layoff of member of the Education & Publlclty Comequipment operators, loss 1n material sales, mittee, later serving as its chairman. He
became a Director in 1964. When TGF Secreand reduction of oontractor personnel.
It has been indicated in some quarters tary AI Schoening left the city in 1964, Pisthat labor rates for highway work are exces- arro filled out the year in his place. The folsive and profits to contractors are more than lowing year he was elected to a full term. In
customary for big business. We in Arkansas 1966 he was chosen TGF President, succeedhave not experienced this condition. Our ing Ted Rogowski, who stepped down after
labor rates are low in comparison with some two terms.
Joe was a contributor to "The Gordon
of the ather trades, such as building, that I
know. We have on file, a flnancl.al statement Garland" and served as chairman of the Book
Committee.
He wrote and designed the TGF
for each contractor that does business with
the State and from the examination of these, streamside poster, one of the club's major
and from talking with the contractors, I do conservation education tools, and wrote the
not believe that their profits are more than information booklet "To Preserve A Sport."
Plsa.rro was born in Trenton, N.J., and haB
is a fair share to anyone in a legitimate business. Our unit prices !or work in the high- lived in Manhattan since 1955. A former
newspaperman,
he is Associate Director of
way field have not gone up any more than
the overall ooonomy increase. I do know Public Relations for the National Council of
this; if the cutback is not restored there will YMCA's. He has written for magazines, ra~
be !f!!Wet.r contractors to share in the profits, dio and television. During World War II he
served three years with the Army in North
1! any.
Ark:an&as is in desperate need of relief Africa and Italy.
An avid trout fisher since his early teens,
from the cutback in our Federal-aid Highway
Program. We were one of the hardest hit Joe has fished in his home state and New
states due to the fact that we were keeping York, as well as in Maine, Vermont, New
abreast and spending all available Federal- Hampshire, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
aid funds, pa.rttcularly on the Interstate Colorado and Call.fornia. His chief ambition
System, and as a result we only have a small for TGF is to see it grow into a vital, infiu~
amount of funds remaining to spend until entlal force in the movement for preservation and improvement of trout waters and
the beginning of the new fisoal year.
Your help is urgently needed and will be a strong voice for conservation of all sport
greatly appreciated. If I can supply addi- fishing resources.
tional information, please advice.
The program for the annual meeting
Yours sincerely,
of the group, of interest to all fishermen
WARD GOODMAN,
Director of Ilighways.

So, you can see Arkansas has already
been affected by the cutback in highway
funds. In January, Arkansas did not
award any highway construction projects
or bids. The February awarding did not
include any Federal aid to highway
funds, nor will the March letting.
In view of the foregoing information,
it appears the presentation by Secretary
of Transportation Alan Boyd to the Joint
Public Works Committee may not have
been complete.

Theodore Gordon Fly6shers
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THEODORE R. KUPFERMAN
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 20, 1967
Mr. KUPFERMAN. Mr. Speaker, on

and others interested in conservation
and protection of our natural heritage,
follows:
THEODORE GORDON FL YFISHERS, FIFTH ANNUAL DINNER AND PROGRAM, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1967, BILTMORE HOTEL, NEW YORK
AFTERNOON PROGRAM.
Annual Business Meeting, 1:30 P.M.
Election of Officers and Directors.
Revision of By-Laws.
Other Business.

Bowman Room
2:15 P.M.-Program Opening Remarks, Joe
A. Pisarro, President, TGF.
2:20 P.M.-Program by Federation of Fly
Fisherman, Gene Anderegg, President, FFF.
3:00 P.M.-Panel Disc11.ssion: ''The Threat

to the Future of Trout Fishing by the Population Explosion."
Panel members

Moderator: Clare Conley, Managing Editor
of Field and Stream Magazine.
Ben Schley, Chief, Public Use, Bureau of
Sport Fish & Wildlife; Chief, Federal Hatchery Program, U.S. Department of Interior.
Ernest Schwiebert, Architect; Author of
"Matching the Hatch" and numerous articles
on angling and trout flies; Renowned angler.
Orthello L. "Wally" Wallis, Aquatic Biologist, National Park Service, Department of
Interior;
Pioneer
in
sport
fishing
management.
Lee Wulff, Author, conservationist; Foremost authority on Atlantic salmon fishing;
Motion picture and TV Producer; creator of
Wulff Dry Fly series; inventor of fly-fishing
equipment; Angling innovator.

Saturday night, February 18, at the Biltmore Hotel in my district in New York
City, I had the honor of taking part in
the fifth annual dinner and program of
the Theodore Gordon Flyfishers.
On that occasion the guest of honor
was the ranking minority member of the
House Interior and Insular Affairs ComOpen discussion will follow panelists' presmittee, the Honorable JoHN P. SAYLOR, entations.
4:30
P.M.-FUm showing: "Fly-fishing for
of Pennsylvania, whose talk was very
Boneflsh," with Joe Brooks and Curt Gowdy.
well received.
EVENING PROGRAM
The Theodore Gordon Flyfishers group
5:30 P.M.-cocktails, Madison Room.
has as its president Joe A. Pisarro, whose
7:00 P.M.-Dinner, Bowman Room.
biographical sketch is included in the
Curt Gowdy, Master of Ceremonies, Host of
fall-winter issue of Random Casts, the ABC-TVs
"American Sportsman," well known
organization's publication:
radio/TV sportscaster.
OUR PRESIDENT
Joe A. Pisarro joined TGF in 1963, when
total membership barely nudged thirty and

Congressman John P. Saylor, of Pennsylvania: "The House Scenic Rivers Bill and its
importance to fishermen."

Drawing fer Raftle Prizes.
Presentation of Theodore Gordon Flyfishers
"Salmo A ward!'

Film Showing: Premier of "Labrador
Trout," with Lee Wulff and Curt Gowdy.
9:30 P.M.-social Hour.
THEODORE GORDON FLYFISHERS TROPHY TROUT
POLICY
Trout waters designated Blue Ribbon or
Trophy Trout shall be protected and managed
as follows:
1. Angling with single hook, artificial lure
only.
2. Maximum of two trophy trout takehome limit; trophy size to be determined by
growth capablllty of designated water;
3. All other trout to be returned to water
in Trophy Trout sections;
4. Put-and-take trout waters to remain
open year round; any angling method permitted.

The Right To Know
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD RUMSFELD
OF n.LINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, February 1, 1967
Mr. RUMSFELD. Mr. Speaker, management of the news is repugnant to a

free society, for it can deny to the citizenry the knowledge necessary to make
informed judgments. As Government
continues to grow and to expand its infiuence it becomes increasingly important that the right to know be 'pro~
tee ted.
I submit two editorials which express
concern with official suppression of the
truth. The Washington Star defends its
recent publication of the facts surround ..
ing the Apollo I tragedy.
The Chicago Tribune editorial expresses the concern of a public condi ~
tioned to Government news manage~
ment.
The editorials follows:
(From the Washington Star]
NASA AND THE TRUTH
A number of correspondents, quoted in
today's Letters to the Editors column, have
expressed shocked disapproval over the publication by The Star of a story concernlng
the deaths of the three Apollo astronauts.
The story in question, which contradicted
the official NASA version that death was
merciful and instantaneous, was admittedlY
distressing. It also was the truth.
Had the space agancy officials clamped an
effective lid of secrecy on the content of the
tape recordings, the matter would have
ended there. Had they taken the press into
their confidence and asked that, for the sake
of the astronauts' families, the agonizing evidence be withheld for the present, that con~
fidence should have been respected.
But NASA did neither. It embarked, tn~
stead, on an active attempt to mislead the
press and the public by issuing its own ver~
sion of what the tapes contained: One un~
identified voice cried out "Fire In the
cockpit," and a moment later telemetry in~
dicated the men were dead.
The impllcation of the NASA story was
that no fire extinguishing apparatus or quick
escape mechanism-neither of which was
present on the Apollo !--could have saved
the men. The implication of the truth iS
that if the spacecraft had been equipped
with a. means of blowing open the hatch.
Grissom, White and Chaffee might have had
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a chance. NASA's motive tn attempting to
distort the truth may have been to protect
the familles of the astronauts from undue
mental anguish. But it also served the
function of protecting NASA by heading off
criticism of the agency, and it did so by deliberately misleading the press, Congress and
the public.
The story of those final seconds of agony
and the evidence of the futile struggle to
escape was, unquestionably, unpleasant to
read. Gathering this news, writing it and
PUblishing it was no less painful. But it was
the obligation of the reporter, whose alle~ance is to truth.
[From the Chicago Tribune]
NEWS MANA<n:l\IIENT AS USUAL
The new assistant secretary of defense for
PUblic information is no improvement over
his former chief, Arthur Sylvester, who has
resigned.. The Senate armed. services comlnlttee, nevertheless, has approved. the nomihation of Phil G. Goulding for the job, deSpite his admission that he adheres to the
Sylvester concept that the government
"sometimes" has the right to withhold information in the interest of nat~onal security.
That is a convenient excuse !or continuing the whole of Sylvester's allied body of
<toctrtne. Sylvester announced that the government has "an inherent right to lie to
sa\"e itself" and that ••news is part of the
arsenal of weaponry" available to the President. At a Saigon briefing of correspondents,
he was quoted. as tel!ing his auditors that he
regaroed the press as ''handmaidens of government," adding, "Look, if you think any
American official 1s going to tell you the
truth, then you're stupid. Did you hear
that?-stupld.''
Goulding contended that he did not mean
that government officials have a right to lie,
but "national security" offers a wide blanket.
lie also said that Secretary of De!eme Mc~amara favored candor on the part of his
~ubordinates in their appearances before congressional bodies-a statement that we do
hot belie>e, from past appearances of members or the joint chiefs of staff, other departlnent otnclals, and McNamara himself.
I! there 1s a right to lie in dealing with
the pubUc, tt is a right monopolized by the
JIO\'ernment and allowed to no one else. Try
1Ying on your income tax return and the
government will send you to jail. Try evading the detailed census inquisition and you
"9t'Ul get in a jam. The go>ernment is the
servant of the people, and lt has no ordained
right to delude them. Unfortunately, the
l>eople w1.ll have to content themselves in the
Understanding that go>ernment falsehood
b.a.s become chronic and that they must take
&llrthing emanating from Washington with
a J>eck or salt.

What Democracy 1\feans to 1\Te
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JULIA BUTLER HANSEN
OF WASHINGTON

D: nrE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, February 27, 1967

Mrs. HANSEN of Washington. Mr.

sr~_aker, each year the Veterans o! For-

~;s.u Wars and 1ts auxiliary conduct a
o1ce of Democracy essay contest for
~JJh school students. Mr. Bruce Zagar
~Vancouver. Wash .• a resident of my
tnct, won the Washington State com~1tion this year. I am pleased to 1nsert
excellent speech, ''What Democracy
~eans to Me," 1n the CONGRESSIONAL
G.l:COJtD :

WHAT DEMOCRACY MEANs TO ME

(By Bruce Zagar)
Have you ever observed a. towering building that majestically looms over a large
metropolis; a building so straight and tall
that it seems to actually pierce the heavens
themselves? Democracy is like that towering
building to me. It is the privilege or every
American to be an occupant in this building
of Democracy.
The foundation was laid by our forefathers.
The settlers at Jamestown in 1607 were the
first to hammer a nail into the footings, but
it took many other workmen and long hours
of tedious labor to construct this building.
Nath~n Hale gave his all to continue its construction; Abraham lincoln's nail prevented
two sections of the building from separating,
and our soldiers in Viet Nam, today, are driving nail after nail into the framework. The
foundation was not easy to lay and many
people have died in their efforts to establish
a sturdy base. The privilege to drive still
another nail into the framewol'k of progress
lfi part of what Democracy means to me.
The cornerstone was hewn in Philadelphia
in a building called Independence Hall in
1787. Benjamin Franklin and James Madi•
son were two of the architects that designed
this expanse of a building. In the event that
the ground beneath the building settled, the
Bill of Rights was established to insure the
safety of the occupants. The duty to protect these rights at all costs is another part
of what Democracy means to me.
The building began its upward ascent with
only thirteen stories. Now there are fifty
coupled together by the strongest ties of
men and blood and their bonds.
The populace soon became aware or the_
greatest of bargains. All they needed was
a ticket to enter this building and a love of
freedom and democracy, and their tickets are
only stamped on every election day.
Unfortunately, there are those vagrants
who believe they own passes in this building
and that all they have to do ls avoid the
ticket collectors-these people never vote.
What they fail to realize, though, is that
their tickets never seem to expire, and he
who votes always gets the better room. The
privilege to have my ticket stamped on every
election day 1s another part of what Democracy means to me.
People from a.ll walks of life and from
many countries live in this building. Some
are just moving in, others have lived here
!or many years, for this building is certainly not empty. Each occupant is a girder
in the construction of the building, and the
duty !or me to establish myself as a girder
in a story is still another part of what
Democracy means to me.
The occupants in this building speak many
different languages. Their customs and
viewpoints differ, but they have the right to
read any literature they so desire. They
have the right to their own pohtical beliefs
and the freedom to worship God in any manner they so choose. In this building the
poor farmer need not be ashamed to live
next to the rich banker, for all occupants pay
the same rent. But the unique thing about
this building is that the poor farmer has the
opportunity to become prosperous. This opportunity to better myself without restraint
is another pe.rt of what Democracy means to
me.
George Washington was the first of 36 contractors to manage this building; two people
from e-ach story are elected to govern the
building, and nine other men are chosen to
regulate the growth of the building and the
validity of the contractor's decisions. It is
part of my duty to see that only the qualified
people represent my story.
From the windows of this building we can
see this wonderful land we call America. We
can notice the hustle and bustle of a crowded
city stree·t in contrast to the sullen stillness
of a mountain meadow. We oo.n see a bU8J
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seaport with lts over-crowded harbor ln
comparison to a farmer tilling his field on
the open prairie. Furthermore, we can observe the sun setting through the smoggy
mist of a large metropolis in comparison to
the brilliant, glowing sunset as seen from
atop a lofty cliff.
This building belongs to each and el"ery
American. It is the privilege and duty of
each occupant to see that this building
keeps xeaching upward. Ohl God grant
that nothing will ever hinder the progress of
this building, for this is what Democracy
means tome.

Resolution To Establish April 9, 1967, as
Bataan Day in Observance of 25th
Anniversary Commemorating ·the Fall
of Bataan
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JEROME R. WALDIE
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 27, 1967
Mr. WALDIE. Mr. Speaker, I join
with the members of the Fil-American
Association of Pittsburg, Calif., in my
congressional district, in its request that
April 9, 1967, be declared the 25th anniversary of "Bataan Day'' in memory of
the many loyal and devoted FilipinoAmericans who fought and died in the
hills of Bataan to preserve freedom in
the world during World War n. Therefore. I include in this extension of remarks a resolution passed by this association requesting the city council of
Pittsburg, Cali!., to declare April 9, 1967,
as "Bataan Day"-:
F'IL-AliiiERICAN ASSOCIATION, INC.,

Pittsb-urg, Calif.
RESOLUTION REQUESTING THE HONORABLE CITY
CoUNCIL, CrrY OF PI'ITSBt:'RG, CALIF., To DECLARE APRlL 9, 1967, AS "BATAAN DAY"

Whereas, The Fil-American Association of
Pittsburg was organized and chartered as a
non-profit civic organization under the laws
of the State of California, Charter No. 342378,
on August 8. 1957, and 'IX"'hose membership
are mostly veterans of the Battle of Bataan;
and
Whereas, ''Bataan Day" stirs our thoughts
with the sad memory of laying down the
arms of the courageous spirit of FilipinoAmerican troops in the Battle of Bataan at
tbe time of national distress or tb,e United
State-s and the Free World during World War
n; and
Whereas, "Bataan Day'' brings back those
days when the mutual friendly relationship
between the Filipino and American people
was sealed in blood by the Filipino-American
Troops in the hills or Ba taan; and
Whereas, "Bataan Day" 1s now a part or
the United States Armed Forces' history
commemorating the valiant delaying stand
made by the Filipino-American Troops
aga.in.st the forces of enemy aggression in
order to gain time for re-grouping of the
U.S. Forces in the Far East; and
Whereas, "Bata.an Day'' marks the beginning of building _up of the U.S. Forces in
the Far East to show ~ the Free World
that this Gre&.t Republic will defend
democracy anywhere, anytime; and
Now, therefore be It resolved, That the
Fil-.Alm"rica.n Associl;'tion of Pittsburg, ca.uforn1a, -res}X'Ctfully requests the Honorable
City Council, City of Pittsburg, to pro-
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claim April 9, 1967 as "Bataan Day"
in observance of the 25th Anniversary, commemorating the Fall of Bataan; and be it
further
,
Resolved, That the S~retary of the
Association be and is hereby directed to furnish copies of this resolution to the attention of the Honorable County Supervisors, Contra Costa. County; the Honorable
Governor of this State, and the Honorable
Members of the Senate and State Assembly
to respectfully request likewise to declare
April 9, 1967 as "Bataan Day"; and be it
fUrther
Resolved, That copies of the same be
forwarded to the Honorable U.S. Senators
Thomas H. Kuchel and George Murphy, U.S.
Senate, and the Honorable Congressman
Jerome R. Waldie, 14th District, Contra Costa
County, House of Representatives, Washington D.O. for whatever action as may be
necessary in the premises.
This resolution was duly adopted during
the regular monthly meeting of this Association assembled on January 28, 1967 at
the City of Pittsburg, California, a quorum
then being present.
PATRICIO UBARRO,

President.

DAMASO K.

Secretary.

Attest:
BASCO,

A good early start is not "coddling." What
parent thinks he is pampering his child
when he takes him to a dentist? Or when
he helps him get a summer job? Or when
he makes sure the child gets to a school or
a wholesome recreation center, or gets his
shots from a good doctor, or gets the special
care he needs if he has a handicap to overcome?
Many of the wide-ranging proposals of
the President would attack problems of the
young which The Plain Dealer has called to
public attention, and in ways we have recommended.
Juvenile Court here does need centers to
diagnose, treat and rehabilitate delinquent
and predelinquent children early.
Mentally retarded children need more
trained staff ~t places like the Broadview
Center.
More poor children should get chances
to finish school, learn work habits, acquire
skills and become self-dependent and selfrespecting.
A rigid stop-spending stance is usually
expensive in the long run. It makes sense
only if one can forget children who need
help. We are among those who cannot forget
them.

Roy A. Roberts
On Building Good Adults
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HON. CHARLES A. VANIK
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Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Speaker, occasionally, a community is fortunate
enough to have a citizen so outstanding
1n ability and dedication that the community is forever enriched. Such was
the case with Roy A. Roberts, retired
chairman of the board of the Kansas City
Star who died February 23, 1967. And
Kansas City, Mo., with which his life is
inseparable, is forever in his debt. He
gave national stature to the Kansas City
Star. He helped to make newspapering
an admired and desirable profession.
His advice and guidance helped make
Kansas City a better place for us all.
And his counsel was sought by Presidents
and others of national stature. As for
myself, I respected him as a community
leader and admired him profoundly as
a friend. Under unanimous consent I include an editorial appearing in the
Washington Post of February 25, 1967,
ln the Appendix of the RECORD:

Mr. VANIK. Mr. Speaker, concern for
this country's heirs, our children, is para-

mount.
To the Cleveland Plain Dealer, the
President's message on children and
youth reflects the proper kind of concern
in words that are compassionate and logical.
The paper urges support of the President's measures.
A rigid stop-spending stance-

The editorlal concludes-is usually expensive in the long run. It
makes sense only if one can forget children

who need help. We are among those who
cannot forget them.

We in this Chamber, I need hardly add,
are among them, too.
I ask that this editorial be reprinted
in the RECORD in full:
[From the Plain Dealer, Feb. 13, 1967]
How To BUJLD GooD ADULTS
President Johnson put compassion as well
a.s logic in to his message to Congress on
children and youth.
He asks Congress to help children get a.
decent start toward health, literacy, hope,
decency and useful adulthood.
As long as this affluent nation still has
14Y:.J million boys and girls, 16 and younger,
inadequately fed and housedAs long as millions, from babyhood to
school dropout age, are a.ffiicted by physical
handicaps, mental handicaps, lack of medical and dental attentionAs long as millions of them live in a nochance atmosphere, short-changed by life-this nation cannot snap shut its purse and
its heart againSt them.
Head Start 1B a demonstrated success.
It has lifted children out of homes where
they were walled in by poverty, gloom and
neglect and has opened their mlnda and
mended their sick bodies.

ROY A. ROBERTS
Roy A. Roberts, long editor and president
of the Kansas City Star, made his personality
one with that or his newspaper and embellished a tradition of editorial vigor for
which his region became famous. He was a
journalist who differed greatly from his two
contemporaries--Henry Allen and William
Allen White. The Allen and White influence
was chiefly exerted in their personal writing
and on the editorial page.
The Roberts impact was primarily through
others. He made the Star and the Times
newspapers famous !or aggressive newsgathering policies. His staff members were
notable for their independence and for their
attention to serious news. He was at the same
time the friend and confidante of public men
who were foremost in national affairs. After
his career as a reporter, writer and editor
he turned his talents to the administrative
tas.ka of a great newspaper property. But
his interest in the news never diminished.
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The old Star was a veritable training
ground for American literary greats who
made their name in the East. But Roy Roberts never heard the call of Eastern cities.
This was due, in part, no doubt to the fact
that the Kansas City Star's enlightened policies gave him and other good newspapermen
adequate rewards on the paper. But it was
also due to his identification with his region.
He recognized shrewdly enough that no positions elsewhere could offer him the stature,
the influence, the reputation and the rewards
he obtained from being "Roy Roberts of the
Kansas City Star."

Johnson's Triumphs
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOSEPH G. MINISH
PF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. MINISH. Mr. Speaker, I should
like to commend to the attention of the
membership a thought-provoking article
on our foreign policy achievements by
Ernest Cuneo that appeared in the Newark, N.J., Star Ledger of February 25,
1967:
WHEN ARE THEY GoiNG To CouNT
JOHNSON'S TRIUMPHS?
(By Ernest Cuneo)
Ken Strong was one of the greatest, if not
the greatest, football player that ever lived.
He could out-kick, out-pass, out-run, and
out-smash any back in the league. Every
other player in the league held him in respect approaching awe-all but one. That
one was Ken Strong himself. For him, every
play had to be perfect. He whiplashed his
line, he railed at his backs, but time and
time again, he drove his teams to tremendous victories. Whole stadiums, opposition
as well as followers, gave him standing ovations as the big fellow trotted disconsolately
off the field-disconsolate because he had
not satisfied the demon of Herculean perfection which plagued him from within.
President Johnson is a lot like Ken Strong.
But there was extended to Ken Strong an understanding which is not extended to the
President; for if it was said of Ken Strong
that he drove his team without mercy, it was
also added that he drove no man more pitilessly than himself. It might be that this
is the price o! being All-American.
There's one thing else that the President
has to face which neither Ken Strong nor
previous Presidents experienced, and it isn't
the terrific punishment. Terrific punishment is part of the jobs o! fullbacks and
Presidents, and as that other Southwesterner, President Harry s. Truman, declared,
"If you can't take the heat, stay out o! the
kitchen." But what Lyndon Baines Johnson faces, which Ken Strong dldn't, is a
rigged scoreboard. His opposition just
doesn't register his touchdowns as he scores.
For example, sundry sages and philosophers all but threw fits when he sent an army
into the Dominican Republic. He was called
everything from a rambunctious cowboy to
a cunning dictator. Diplomatic doom was
predicted south of the border for a century
to come. What happened? The American
Army has been and gone, and the Dominican Government is both the most stable and
democratic since the '20s. But the same
violent critics who hailed JFK's confrontation of the Russians off Cuba in the missile
crisis refuse to rack up a score for LBJ in
the Dominican Republic.
The scorekeeping has been even worse in
the Pacific. As in the Dominican Republic,
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Washington's philosopher-In-residence has
intoned, fallaciously, that traditional U.S.
policy avoids land wars in Asia. The fact
is the U.S. held the Philippines for 50 years,
and at last report the Philippines were still
land and still in Asia. To imply that the
U.S., then or now, would vacate the Philippines is sheer nonsense. Indeed, General
MacArthur fought a land war to regain them.
Further, the U.S. took part in suppressing
the Boxer Rebellion at Peking, and maintained armed forces on the Asiatic mainland
up until 1941. Indeed, it was made more
than adequately plain to Tokyo before Pearl
Harbor that the U.S. would not allow Japan
to thrust further southward into Asia without war by land and sea.
~rudgingly, the President's opponents adtnit that it is accepted in Asia now that the
U.s. is a bulwark against Communistic exPansion. But the same intellectuals who
hailed JFK for making a stand in Cuban
Waters are unwilling to admit that LBJ's
stand at Vietnam made Indonesia again
reasonably safe for the emergence of democ:ta.cy. Nor, of course, do they mention the
Communist reversal in Ghana.
But the incredible incredibility gap is that
LBJ is accorded not one bit of recognition
for the fact that he remains firm while Red
China has broken apart. When the Russians rose against the Romanovs, it was
hailed as a great victory by Germany and a
deadly blow to the Allies. When the Ger:tnans revolted against the Kaiser, it was
hailect as a great >ictory by the Allies. But
When the Chinese revolt against 1\.!ao Tsetung, incredibly, the scoreboard fails to reglater even a partial victory for the firm policy
Of LBJ in Vietnam.
Popularity has nothing to do with this
lssue. Outside of New York, few sportslVriters liked the Yankees, but all were fair
enough to print scores when they won.

Elmira Star-Gazette Supports Committee
Recommendations on Adam Clayton
Powell
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOWARD W. ROBISON
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967

1U~r. ROBISON. Mr. Speaker, since the
mg of the report "In re ADAM CLAY'l'ON PowELL" by the select committee
Pursuant to House Resolution 1, the
Members of this body have been receiving
~Onsiderable advice from the press and
,~m their constituents how to vote on
nednesday.
I Plan to support the committee report
&nd the resolution. I have so stated to
Illy district news media, and I have
Praised the members of the select comInittee under the able leadership of the
~ean of the House, the gentleman from
ew York [Mr. CELLER].
I was pleased tt.erefore, to find that
Illy attitude was confirmed by the edi~rial J?O~icy of the Elmira Star-Gazette
0 . Elmtra, N.Y .. in the congressional distnct I represent. I believe my colleagues
rn~y also be interested in the editorial,
lich appeared in the issue of February
Under the permission granted to me
ebruary 20, I include it in the Appendix:

!'{
P·

POWELL

Is DEFLATED

'VI'IHOUT BEING

MARTYRED

<1 'I'he House committee has acted wisely in

eaung with Adam Clayton Powell.

I! Powell doesn't emerge in the commit-
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privileged to hQst a luncheon with this

tee's recommendations smelling like a rose, committee here in the Speaker's Dining
neithe-r is he given the mantle of undeserved
Room where John and I, with other
martyrdom.
The committee agreed to suggest to the Members, expressed our appreciation for
full House that the erring congressman be the efforts of this, our Nation's oldest
returned to his seat, that he be censured and voluntary health association.
that he surrender a portion of his pay to
Mr. Speaker, every member of the
make up, at least in part, for what has come NTA's board of directors, dedicated to
into his pocket from the salary his estranged eradication of tuberculosis, give of their
wife was supposed to receive and, accord~ng own time in this endeavor, and their exto her testimony, didn't:
·
Whatever the House does to Powell is cer- pression, it seems-to me, provides a partain to strike resentful sparks from this ticularly eloquent expression of their
deep respect for John Fogarty's concerns
bombastic defier of the law.
The angry chorus started by Stokely Car- and efforts. Theirs is a respectful tribute
michael when Powell was booted out of his to the late John E. Fogarty on behalf of
committee chairmanship will be taken up by the patients atHicted with tuberculosis
others who feel that the Harlem clergyman- and other respiratory diseases who will
playboy-legislator is being persecuted be~
suffer less as a result of his contributions
cause of his color.
That chorus, in fact, was sung at Columbia to the health of our country.
Mr. Speaker, under unanimous conby James Meredith and 29 other law students, who allege that racism was a key issue sent, I insert the National Tuberculosis
in the House action in Powell's unfragrant Association resolution in the RECORD at
affairs.
this point:
It is a chorus, by the way, in which Sen.
A RESOLUTION BY THE" NATIONAL ~ERCULOSIS
Edward 11.1. Brooke of Massachusetts isn't
ASSOCIATION, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, FEBRUlikely to Join. Like Congressman Powell,
ARY 3,1967
Brooke is a Negro. The difference between
On January 10, 1967, at the age of 53,
tllem is vast. Sen. Brooke is as much as
credit to tbe Senate as Powell bas been a Congressman John E. Fogarty was the
victim
of a fatal heart attack. · His untimely
reproach to the House.
Some will chide the House select com- death is most sincerely regretted by everyone
mittee for failing to throw out Powell, claim- who has compassion for the ms of his feling it lacked courage to meet an important lowman or who has seen the manifold benefit which resulted from his efforts. He
issue head-on.
·
The committee was not lacking in courage. worked indefatigably for better health for
Neither was it lacking in judgment. Powell those who were sick or disabled. His comwill be denied an opportunity to posture, to passion drove him to extraordinary efforts
get off the bombastic and infiammatory ora- and the results of those efforts have benetory in which he is so accomplished and en- fited millions of the living both in the
gage in highly lucrative barnstorming United States and around the world, to say
nothing of benefits to those yet unborn. His
expeditions.
The case offers something beside criticism rejection of the impossible meant the transof Powell for the consideration of the Con- forming of the impossible into the realized.
gress and of the people who elect its mem- His vision of the potential of medical research deservedly earned him numerous
bers.
That's the simple question of ethics which plaudits from citizens from all parts of the
country.
Powell and some of his backers have raised.
Tuberculosis workers and, more importantIt's proper that they should raise it and ly, those who sufiered the ravages of this
t-ssential that the criticism that Powell 1s once hopele-ss disease, have never had a more
being punished while others equally guilty of compassionate friend. His approach to
shady doings go unmolested be taken seri- health was bi-partisan; when there was hope
ously in the legislature.
that a new drug, streptomycin, had the
If it is not, and if Powell and his suppromise of being an effective tuberculosis
porters can truly show that there's a double treatment, Congressman Fogarty carried forstandard in dealing with members who are ward, in collaboration with the late Republiunfaithful to their trust, the Congress will can Congressman Frank Keefe, an appropriadiminish its stature and deserve the criticism tion of $3 million to make the drug more
that will be poured upon it.
readily available to those in need. He followed carefully the medical progress against
the disease. His conviction that more could
and should be done prompted him to order
National Tuberculosis Association Mourns the Surge-on General of the Public Health
Service to convene a Task Force of experts to
Loss of the Honorable John E. Fogarty, plot carefully a program for the eradication
of tuberculosis. He carefully followed the
of Rhode Island
implementation of the recommendations
which emanated from that Task Force ReEXTENSION OF REMARKS
port during the brief years allowed him.
OF
His deep interest in the conquest of tuberculosis was further de-monstrated on two
separate occasions when he stated his convictions at m~tings of the NTA, and at a
OF WISCONSIN
meeting
of the Northt-ast Tuberculosis ConIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ference. The totality of his interest in the
health of his fellowman and his understandMonday, February 6, 1967
ing of newly emerging health problems was
Mr. LAIRD. Mr. Speaker, the board evidenced by bis taking time from a busy
of directors of the National Tuberculosis political campaign to present the keynote
Association at its recent midwinter addrt-ss to the NTA-PHS Task Force on Emmeeting adopted unanimously a resolu- physema and Chronic Bronchitis only four
tion expressing deep regret at the loss of short month& a.go.
None who was pri>ileged to know him
the late Congressman John Fogarty. The
resolution was presented by a constituent f~iled to be impressed by his deep feeling for
fellowman. Even though his counsel
of mine, Mr. T. A. Duckworth, in his ca- bts
was sought by President.s and other greats
pacity as chairman of the National Tu- ·he
was never too busy to listen to the most
berculosis Association's Committee on insignificant. All of us have lost a dear and
Cooperation with Federal Agencies. Just >a.lued friend. His example will continue to
last September, John Fogarty and I were spur us tc;> even greater effort.

HON. MELVIN R. LAIRD
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Now therefore be it Resolved, That this
Board of Directors, representing all the volunteers and workers in tuberculosis associations throughout this nation, express to
Congressman Fogarty's wife, Lulse, and to
his daughter, Mary, our profound regret at
the loss of our good friend, and our deep
sympathy to them in their bereavement.
NATIONAL TuBERCULOSIS AsSOCIATION,
SYDNEY JACOBS, M.D., President.

Needed: Good Jobs-Not Promises
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mondayr February 27, 1967

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following report to
my constituents:
NEEDED~

GOOD JOBS-NOT

PROMISES

sneakily imply I am opposed to jobs in private industry. I have personally encouraged
private enterprise to provide jobs and to make
them full time at decent wages. Apparently,
however, it is unable or unwilling to provide
enough such jobs for the hard core unemployed without some governmental cooperation. And I am not willing to remove our
government, which we have elected, from
the responsibility of protecting us whenever
it becomes necess ary from starvation, exploitation, deceitful adveortlsing, monopolies, discrimination , and exorbitant prices. Good
jobs irs the a n swer to most of our problems,
not relief. But not to provide either is
criminal.
A massive attack on the basic causes of
poverty and insecurity is long overdue. We
have made a beginning in such programs as
Head Start, the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act. Fair Employment and Housing laws , tuition-free community colleges,
on-the-job training programs, Teen Posts,
Neighborhood Youth Corps, adult education
classes , and the Neighborhood Adult Particip ation program. We now need to strengthen,
expand , and coordinate these and many other
services. And above all we · need to locate
Neighborhood Service Centers in every neighborhood where people can get in one place
all the information they need about the
various programs as well as help, from some
sympathetic person, in obtaining the benefi t s and services they need.
Poverty is t he overriding factor that underlies Negro life. While 80 % of the poor are
white, over half of all Negroes live in poverty
or deprivation. Any program to reduce poverty. therefore, has vital and direct bearing
on Negro life in general.
The best attack on poverty is not to ignore
or alleviate, but to prevent it. Such an
approach involves full time employment at
decent wages for all who are willing and able
to work , plus assurance of an income
(through social security and other programs)
for those who because of physical disability,
old age, etc., do not work on jobs at decent
wages . This approach recognizes the essential dignity of individuals to earn a living,
to live i n a decent environment, and to
achie'\'e their full potential in llfe.
This approach supports the belief that it
is the concern of government not only to use
its taxing, monetary, lending, and other
powers in behalf of big corporations, but also
to help human beings, including the most
disadvantaged among us, to live better.
If to support this approach and to advocate these beliefs is "rabble-rousing" or injurious to the public welfare, then it is time
for us to reexamine our national goals, and
to determine if in a growing economy that
spends $2 billion monthly on "saving" a
country in southeast Asia we can afford to
ignore 30 million persons living in poverty
and 8 million on public assistance here at
home.

South and East Los Angeles are literal
islands of poverty and deprivation that have
grown more depressed over the past five
years . . . the quality of housing deteriorated sharply while rental costs rose . . .
purchasing power of the average family
dropped nearly $400 . . . a fifth of the men
were neither in school nor in the labor force
. . . unemployment rate over 10 % . . . welfare cases have increased since August 1965
. . . Such are the actual conditions.
But look at these random news bits which
attempt to tell us how prosperous we are:
Unemployment in Los Angeles County down
to 4.5% . . . Industrialist H. C. McClellan
(in charge of State Jobs for Minorities program) expresses satisfaction over progress in
Watts . . . Over 18,000 curfew area Negroes
have been hired, he says . . . Unemployment
cut nearly 50% since 1965 riots . . . Gover·
nor Reagan promises jobs in private
industry . . .
In calllng attention to the potential for
danger that lies in the real conditions, and
in demanding action instead of vague promises to correct them, thereby removing the
causes of violence and disorders, I have been
accused by some of "rabble-rousing" and
"encouraging people to riot."
The truth of the matter is I have merely
quoted U.S. Department of Labor and the
U.S. Census reports, and on the basis of these
facts demanded what we should do before
frustration turns into anger and this erupts
into another summer of disorders. No responsible citizen living in the area, as I do,
and an elected public offi.cial, could honestly
do otherwise.
Disorders can be prevented but not by
making false claims as to the actual numbers
Bury Ugliness
who are being given jobs, as Governor Reagan
is doing, and destroying anti-poverty programs, sabotaging equal employment, and
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
cutting off spending on vital programs to eduOF
cate, train, and employ people.
Those who accuse me of stirring up trouble by telling the truth are generally the
OF TEXAS
same people who oppose essential govIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ernment spending and fair housing; they are
the people who vote against school bonds to
.Monday, February 27, 1967
educate our youngsters and then complllin
Mr. CASEY. Mr. Speaker, President
when teenagers get into trouble. They are
the hypocrites who talk about "law and or- Johnson's suggestion that telephone and
der" but look the other way at the economic electrical wires could well be buried inand political exploitation, the poverty and stead of strung on poles has struck a
hopelessness that prevail in our low-income particularly responsive chord in Houscommunities. They are the demagogues who
say "people want jobs, not- relief" and then ton, Tex.
Look down the great avenues in Washsupport cuts in welfare budgets without proington, says the Houston Post, and see a
viding jobs.
Governor Reagan and his jobs chief McClel- vista: as unmarred as the designer
lan are not telling the truth when they dreamed.

HON. BOB CASEY

February ·27, . 1967

Look down almost any Houston street,
the paper continues, and face "a narrowing passage fenced on each side by
poles and wires."
Houston is not alone. As the paper
notes:
Ideally, every American city should be as
free as the nation's capital from this ugly
corseting.

I offer its editorial for the RECORD:
[From the Houston Post, Feb. 12, 1967]
BuRYING UGLINESS

The beauty of Washington-the nation's
capital-is unmarred by telephone poles and
power lines. L'Enfant's great avenues sweep
untrammeled to their end.
The Houstonian looking down almost any
long Houston street faces a narrowing passage fenced on each side by poles and wires.
The poles are often made more grotesque by
the bunch of transformers and tumors of
equipment.
Ideally, every .American city should be as
free as the nation's capital from this ugly
corseting.
In his pollution message to Congress, President Johnson asked federal help on remedies for this visual pollution of the land:
"Webbs of wire carrying power and communications services mar the landscape . . .
A promising alternative to this clutter-the
earth's depths beneath us--has received only
passing attention. But it can provide a locnt1on for the arteries a modern city must
have--the wires, pipes, tubes, passageways
and parking spaces.
"Subsurface excavation is difficult, slow
and expensive . . . Obviously we must develop cheaper and better methods. I recommtmd a program for research to develop
rapid and low-cost excavation technology.
"The beauty of cities and rural areas can
be protected and enhanced by placing utility
transmission lines underground . . . I have
directed the secretary of Interior to initiate
a co-operative research program with industry to find solutions to . . . these technicnl
problems and to seek ways to reduce the cost
of placing utlllty lines underground."
As a city just beginning to dig tunnels,
sink parking lots and bury power lines,
Houston can make the most of ~y techniques or tips the researchers can produce.
No single measure of city beautification could
do more for Houston.
No celestial city, no dream landscape,
could be beautiful if it could be seen only
through an irregular screen of public utilities.

Estonian Independence
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES J. HOWARD
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE; OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. HOWARD. Mr. Speaker, last
Friday, February 24, marked the day,
exactly 49 years ago, when more than a
million Estonians established an independent, peace-loving nation dedicated
to the betterment of their children's
lives and fulfillment of their fathers'
dreams.
History records for us the tremendous
progress the small nation accomplished
despite the years of depression that hit
Europe and despite the constant threats
of her greedy neighbors. EStonia's economy grew steadily between 1920 and 1939
and considerable achievement was made
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in the arts as well as in the growing field

was fairly and objectively carried on
of industrialization.
with the result that in the volumes
In a short period of time the Estonian recording the hearings both sides are
nation had shown that it could reach fully and, I think, fairly presented.
great heights through democratic selfIn the current issue of Newsweek I find
government and had rightlfully earned an article that is shocking to my sense of
decency and that illustrates how cruelly,
its place in the community of nations.
However, secret pacts between Nazi unfairly, and inhumanly this thing can
Germany and Communist Russia, the be carried.
so-called nonaggression pacts between
The article follows:
the two mightiest aggressors of modern
A SHADE OF DIFFERENCE
Europe, soon led to a Soviet sphere of
There was a time, and not too long ago,
influence in the Baltic States. Military when Ronnie van der Walt was one of the
arrests and mass persecutions followed golden boys of South African boxing. He
and Estonia was overrun. During the was tough, he was willing, and--of course-first year of Soviet occupation, there was he was white. And if, at 29, he had not
made it to the top, his record showed
a manpower loss of over 60,000 men of quite
only eight defeats in more than a hundred
all ages and classes. Ten thousand of fights. A stiff left-hooker, Ronnie once
these were removed in a single night as knocked out W1llie Lucllck, the current
a part of the well-synchronized Commu- South African welterweight champ and a
nist plot. Another 60,000 Estonians who contender for the world title. But then, a few
resisted Soviet collectivism and fought weeks ago, just before Ronnie was to square
in the underground for reestablishment off against Blackie Swart at Cape Town's
arena, the bout was called oti.
of their beloved homeland were deported Green Point
name was inked out of the probetween 1944-49. By that time the Ronnie's
gram. Wall posters with his picture were
Communists had added another reluctant torn up. "If he had fought that night,"
member to its growing empire.
says the promoter, "he would have been fined
But despite 27 years of displacement, or gone to jail."
It was the end of the line for Ronnie as
the mighty spirit of the fighting Estonians remains unbroken. I was deeply a big-time prizefighter in apartheid-ridden
moved by the volume of mail I received South Africa. The reason: the South African
Government had pronounced him "Colfrom Estonian-Americans from every ored"-a
person of mixed blood-and therePart of our Nation when I joined my fore unfit to mix it up in the ring with
colleagues in supporting House Concur- white men.
rent Resolution 416 in the 89th Congress.
For Ronnie, who sees himself as a ''real"
There is much to be lea1ned from the South African, it was the wickedest and
tragic events of 1940 and it is important lowest punch he had ever taken. True, he
for all Americans to focus upon the pain- was from Cape Town, where 300 years of
ful lessons of the past as we reaffirm our racial mixing have produced the so-called
Cape Coloreds, and Rachel, his wife, was
COmmitments to the democratic nations listed
Colored. But Ronnie himself had
of the world today. The free world can- gone toasall-white
schools and eaten in whitenot remain quiet while men are denied only restaurants. And he had fought protheir liberties, while families are mas- fessionally for twelve years as ' a white man.
sacred and cultures destroyed-all this to After proudly pointing out that be was the
create more monuments to the living grandson of Johannes van der Walt, a great
Afrikaans wrestler, he added: "They can't
death that is communism.
just cut me down like a bloody tree . . .
Let us hope and pray that the Esto- For
God's sake, I am a white man."
nian people will one day soon see the reThe government, whose race laws require
creation of a free state and once again that all South Africans carry identity cards
enjoy the freedom which is democracy's labeling them as White, Bantu, or Colored,
disagreed. Its decision was based on an
lifeblood.

What Apartheid Did to a Golden Boy
of Boxing
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BARRATT O'HARA
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, January 25, 1967

Mr. O'HARA of Illinois. Mr. Speaker,
as a delegate to the 20th General Assembly of the United Nations and as chairman of the African Subcommittee of the
Committee on Foreign A1Jairs of this distinguished body, my position in indignant
opposition to the system of apartheid
that obtains in South Africa is well
established.
The subcommittee that I am privileged
and honored to chair last year conducted
the most thorough and far-reaching investigation of apartheid that ever has
been conducted, and I am happy to say
that, while my own convictions were
:strongly on one side, the 1nvestiga tion

inspection of Ronnie, Rachel and their two
children made by their local Race Classification Board. One man there, Ronnie recalls.
"walked around us peering at us from every
angle like you do when you buy an animal.
He said nothing, just looked . . . The children didn't understand. But Rachel cried
when we got outside. Man, I did too." Ronnie soon got the letter telling him he had
been reclassified as Colored.
Tragic Absurdity: In the South African
Parliament, voices were raised in protest,
and the English-language Cape Times remarked that "the tragic absurdity of writing race discrimination into law could hardly
be better illustrated." But Interior Minister
P.M.K. Le Roux insisted that the ruling on
Ronnie would stand. "He has never been a
white person,'' sniffed Le Roux. Then with
logic reminiscent of the Mad Hatter's tea
party. the minister added: "And I do not
believe he will ever beCome one."
That meant that 1! Ronnie should stay tn
South Africa, be could only box against
other Colored men, for a few paltry dollars
a match. "I love this country," says Ronnie.
''But I got to be free to box. My kids have
got to be free." And so Ronnie van der
Walt-former white man-will sell his
poultry farm outside Cape Town. pull up
stakes and leave the country. "I will settle
in England," be says quietly, "where I hope
people wm accept me tor what I am."
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TCOIC: A Boost for Many

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF MlNNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, the twin
cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul have.
embarked recently on a voluntarily supported community education program.
The name of the program is the Twin
Cities Opportunities Industrialization
Center. Its purpose, in the words of a
recent editorial page article in the Feb17 Minneapolis Tribune, is "to give
a quick boost to men and women who are
unemployed, or employed in unskilled
jobs and have not been able to qualify
for better jobs ...
TCOIC, even though new, has a great
potential for service. One of its chief
problems, as is so often the case with
untried ventures, is shortage of cash.
-"The Tribune's account catches the
spirit of "what may be the noisiest, most
ambitious, most experimental educational effort in the Twin Cities":

rurur

TCOIC- A NoisY, AMBITious, NEw KIND oF
VocATIONAL ScHooL
(By Miriam Album)
About 6:15 p.m. the lobby of the old red .
stone building at 517 Marquette Av. begins
to fill with people hanging up coats, darting
around to greet :fellow students and confer
with instructors, and moving down a narrow
hall or up the stairway to classrooms that
once housed bankers.
They're engaged in what may be the noisiest, most ambitous, most experimental educational effort in the Twin Cities. At any
rate, it is the newest, and it is attempting
to otier a kind of training program new in
this area. One of its distinctions is that
"minority group, people are in the majority.
This institution, identified as TCOICTwin Cities Opportunities Industrialization
Center-is now in its sixth week of classes.
It aims to give a quick boost to men and
women who are unemployed, or employed in
unskilled jobs and have not been able to
qualify for better jobs.
The wide-open admission policy, lack of
tuition, and prospect of job improvement
are bringing in applicants for whom more
traditional vocational training has seemed
unattainable.
Visit a class in "personality development"'
and you begin to get the idea. Conrad Balfour, of radio and Dale Carnegie experience.
now a job development specialist for TCOIC.
runs this show, and he makes it a gay one.
with the students as participants.
They give quickie speeches to their classmates, gaining self-confidence and learning
to express themselves effectively. They are
responsive to shifting discussion topics.
With good humor they go along with Balfour's calculated stunts and appreciate his
sensible advice, such as, "Don't carry a chip
on the shoulder . . . If you're good at the
job, you'll be wanted ... We all need a little
courage."
The atmosphere i& friendly, alert, informal.
The decibels rise as voices from other classes
come through and over the thin partitions.
Several trainees unobtrusively have brought
in soft drinks--they missed dinner. A couple
came in late-it was the best they could do
with job and bus schedules. Someone leaves
for a session with a counselor.
Next class is "minority group history," and
Milton Williams. by day a vocational coun-
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selor at the St. Paul Rehabilitation Center, and clearing up of slums, admirable goals
is talking about Africa. He presents a mix- to be sure.
But -there is more to the crime problem
ture of exaggerated cliches (cannibals, jungles, etc.) which he disproves, of accurate de- than that. What about "soft" rulings by
scriptions of the land and people, of sophis- the courts-rulings which lean so far backticated bits of anthropology, history and eco- ward to protect crlmlnals that they leave
little protection for criminals' victims? A
nomics.
Across the hall, Lillian Anthony, director few members of the commission did take
of training, is holding a class on "family re- cognizance of these rulings, advocating a
lations," considered especially helpful for the constitutional amendment, if necessary, to
perspective of a group with more-than- make law enforcement more effective. But
average family, home and income problems. the majority members were more concerned
These, along with "basic educatlon"---es- with cabbages and kings.
Meanwhile, in Washington, D.C., which
sential reading, writing and calculatingconstitute the "feeder" courses, taken by en- President Kennedy wanted to be a model for
rollees before they get into training for speci- the nation before the world, crime runs
fic vocations. The "feeder" classes are to help rampant. In his syndicated column, David
orient them to school work and help them Lawrence emphasizes its magnitude. Mr.
be more effective in applying for employ- Lawrence says:
ment and performing future jobs .
"Within the past three weeks, for instance,
Adding to the cheerful hubbub on the letters have been addressed to the President
main fioor are vocational classes on the bal- and other government officials by the Discony--drafting, office machines, secretarial, trict of Columbia Savings and Loan League,
key punch, pre-health and pre-electronics, so the Peoples Drug Stores and the Washington
far.
Clearing House Association, a banking
Fleldbility is the keynote of TCOIC. New group. All narrated the same familiar
trainees keep starting. (Nearly 200 are now story-namely, the toll that crime 1B taking
enrolled and more are waiting for the day- in Washington in both business and resitime and St. Paul schedules not yet staffed.) dential life.
Trainees go at their own pace.
"The head of the Peoples Drug StoresInstructors switch gears to help trainees which operates a chain of stores in the areaof varied background, sometimes backing up said in his letter to the President that in the
to fill subject gaps, using advanced students past 56 weeks these have been the scene of
to help the new ones, pushing some ahead 31 armed robberies and 62 burglaries. The
quickly to on-the-job training in industry. Peoples Drug Stores suffered losses totaling
Right now what the Twin Cities OIC needs more than 116,000 dollars, and employees of
most to succeed 1s money. To get the pro- the stores have been kidnapped, pistolgram started, about $103,300 was contributed whipped, beaten, bound and gagged by
in building space, furniture, equipment and criminals robbing the stores of cash and
services; about $23,000 "seed money" given drugs. In one store, there were so many
by business firms; $11,000 raised by button attacks that all of the employees resigned,
sales and sma.ll donations have trickled in and it had to be closed permanently!'
from churches, civic groups and individuals.
The Crime Commission's long-range proBut more cash 1B needed now to meet the posals are goOd, but some sort ot crimeJJayroll and expand the instructional staff for stopping activity is needed right now. The
the waiting applicants.
problem can not wait for the curing of every
social ill that besets us.

The Crime Commission's Report
Estonian Independence Day
EXTENSION OP REMARKS
o:r

HON. JAI\tES H. ( Jlr.tl't1Y) QUILLEN
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 27, 1967
Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Speaker,

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GLENN CUNNINGHAM
OF NEBRASKA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 21, 1967
the
Johnson City, Tenn., Press Chronicle
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Speaker, tomade some interesting comments on the day our hearts are heavy as we recall
recent report of the Crime Commlssion the poignant memory of the lost indein an edltorial!Q yesterday's paper, and pendence of Estonia. The brave EstonI have unanimous consent to include ian people awaited through dark centhis article in the RECORD for the infor- turies of foreign subjugation the opmation of my colleagues and the readers portunity to regain their individual and
of the RECORD:
national freedom. That opportunity was
WHAT ABoUT HERE, Now?
finally afforded them by Russian preocThe President's crime Commission has cupation with its internal struggles at the
lssued a formidable report. It 1B nonpar- time of World War I. On February 24,
tisan, and it represents the best efforts of 1918, the Estonians declared their insome of the nation's leading authorities, in- dependence.
cluding three former presidents of the
By the fall of that year they were
American Bar Association.
The commission believes that crime 1B again under siege by the Russian invadcosting the United States, by a conservative ing forces. With the aid of a few allies,
this small nation valiantly fought to preestimate, about $20 billion a year.
Moreover, the report says that crime Is serve its independence, resulting 1n the
much more extensive than most of us think withdrawal of Rtussian troops.
The
it is because many crimes are not even peace treaty signed between Russia and
reported.
Perhaps never before has there been such Estonia on February 2, 1920, insured Esa comprehensive assembling of facts, figures tonian sovereignty and territorial inand trends-information on au aspects of tegrity. The treaty did not represent the
the problem. But when it comes to offering true intentions of the Soviet Union vissolutions, the commission is not very,speclfic. a-vis Estonia as evidenced by a stateIts emphasis is on eradication of ghettoes ment by Lenin at the time:
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We do not want to shed the blood of workers and Red Army soldiers for the sake of a.
piece of land, especially since this concession is not forever.

The Soviet concession was indeed not
forever. Russian Communists continued
throughout the 21 years of Estonian independence to try to undermine the government through espionage and underground activities. The advent of World
War II enabled the Soviet Union to reoccupy Estonia, terminating its brief historical respite from foreign subjugation.
In order to solidify its control over Estonia the Soviet Union has resorted to
mass deportations and terrorist techniques.
Our hearts go out today to the Estonian people who have withstood such cruel
suffering and who have retained an indomitable spirit. We add our prayers
to theirs for their liberation from Soviet
enslavement.

President Johnson, Secretaries Freeman
and Weaver Call for Smalltown-Rural
America Development and Progress
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
o:r

HON. JOE L. EVINS
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. EVINS of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker,
I have been a longtime proponent and
advocate of accelerated growth and development of our small town and rural
areas, not only to create a better life
for our people in these areas, but as a
corollary to a direct approach to the solution of some of the problems that plague
our major cities and metropolitan areas.
It iS encouraging to me to note that
President Johnson has advocated
strenghened programs in our rural and
smalltown areas to provide opportunities in these areas and thereby reduce
· the problems of our cities. It is also most
encouraging to note that two of our major cabinet level departments have found
a common ground and agree on the importance of smalltown and rural development.
In this connection, Hon. Robert C.
Weaver, Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, and Hon. Orville L. Freeman, Secretary of Agriculture, 1n separate speeches recently emphasized the
necessity and 1m.qortance of strengthened programs iii our smalltown and
rural areas.
I am gratified by these statements, believing we are moving in the right direction-and we should encourage this
trend. Because of the great interest of
our colleagues from all sections of America in these programs and because of the
interest of the Nation generally in improvement of our cities, our towns and
our countryside, under unanimous consent I include these speeches by Secretary Freeman and Secretary Weaver 1n
the Appendix of the RECORD.
The speeches follow:
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OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT:
COMMUNITIES OF TOMORROW

(Address by Secretary of Agriculture Orville
L. Free~an at conference on rural poverty,
sponsored by National Association for
Community Development, Marriott Motor
Inn, Twin Bridges, Arlington, Va., Jan 30,
1967)
We are now seven years into the seventh
decade of the Twentieth Century, poised at
a point in time when fundamental, widespread and irreversible change in the fabric
of the United States is occurring daily.
Thirty-three years ahead of us lies the
dawn of a new century. And if that date has
the ring of the far-distant future, it might
be well to rec&ll just how short a period
three decades really is.
We are equidistant in time today from the
year 2000 and the year 1934, the second year
of the New Deal. Rural America then, as
now, was in crisis, but of a different ordera crisis highly visible, affecting almost the
total rural population, and part of a larger
economic crisis affecting the entire Nation.
The Nation responded to this crisis, creating agencies and programs to conserve the
sou, to bring electricity to the countryside, to
bring agricultural supply and demand in
balance, and a host of other measures which
fundamentally altered the condition of
American llle.
What we did then profoundly affected
What we are today.
Now, 33 years later, we face crisis of another order-just as acute, just as widespread
as the crisis in the thirties, but with this
fundamental difference: Today's crisis in
rural America 1s a hidden crisis, largely in'Visible, and largely overshadowed by other,
IDore spectacular problems at home and
abroad.
DIMENSIONS OF THE CRISIS

The dimensions of the crisis are well
known to all of you who are deeply involved
1n rural development. They consist of too
little of everything-jobs, income, education,
and services-in rural America, and a continutng one-way flow of people from country
to city, damaging to country and city alike.
The crisis is neither simple nor easy of
solution. It is complex, multi-faceted, and
feeds upon itself. Less economic opportunity in rural America means fewer jobs; und.eremployment means a lower tax base; a
lower tax base means poorer community faCilities and ·education; crippled education
and facUlties bring the problem full circle
by discouraging industry from locating in
ntra.I areas.
The result has been a rural America with
space to spare, but starved for opportunityand paradoxically an urban America with
opportunity for the many, but starved for
space for her residents to move in, to enjoy,
to breathe.
Rural residents have roughly half the number of doctors per 100,000 people as city peoPle; a third of the number of dentists. The
atnount of underemployment In rural America is equivalent to 2.5 mffiion unemployed.
6.8 mllllon rural homes are in need of repairs
and 30,000 rural communities need improved
Water and sewer systems. The educational
ach1evemen t rate is some two years behind
that of urban America and the dropout rate
1s 7 percent higher than in urban areas.
THE CITY TODAY

An unplanned policy of exporting rural
Problems to the city has drawn urban America into the rural crisis. For the affiuent of
the city, the unchecked migration means
Jnore crowding, higher taxes, more hours
consumed in commuting as urban sprawl
Continues unabated. For migrants already in
the teeming ghettos, further immigration
IDeans less opportunity and rising despair.
One urban observer put it this way: "Our
cities exact too much from those who live
in them. They are not only increasingly exPensive places in which to live or work; more

and more, the price of city living ls being paid
by a sacrifice of fundamental personal freedoms:" The author of these words 1s no
agrarian fundamentalist; he is Mayor John
v. LindSay of New York City.
THE CITY TOMORROW

By the turn of the century, 1t present
trends continue unchecked, Mayor Lindsay's
New York will have become part of a super
megalopolis stretching from present-day
Boston south to Washington, D.C., and containing 56 million people. This strip city,
and 4 other strips like it, will house 174 million Americans on urbanized land ranging in
density from 660 to 2,600 people per square
mile.
Residents of these 5 super strip cities and
other urbanized areas will get up earlier,
spend more time breathing their neighbors'
car exhaust and return home later. Superhighways and mass transit systems will soak
up increasing amounts of urban land in a
frantic race to keep the city mobile. If past
trends are an indication, crimes of violence
will increase as urban life becomes increasingly more depersonalized and hopeless for
the disadvantaged.
Nor can we count with any certainty on
being rescued by technology from such a
reckless concentration of people, vehicles and
industry. The number of automobiles is increasing at a rate twice that of U.S. population. By the year 2000 we will have an estimated 200 mi111on cars in the U.S.-nearly
3 times as many as today. With this many
mobile pollution sources crowded into 9 percent of the land area, even the most stringent anti-pollution ordinances will do little
more than preserve the status quo, if that.
Pollutants produced by industrT, sewage
plants and land development, will increase
apace.
This 1s the world we're building, simply
by allowing present trends to continue to
their logical conclusion-for powerful, yet
unplanned, foroes are tending in the direction of even further imbalance.
CENTRALIZATION FACTORS

1. One of these is tradition. The farm-tocity migration has been under wa.y for a hundred years or more. Cities have traditionally offered better wages, education, community facilities, and cultural activities than
rural areas. Both the city and the countryside have undergone tremendous change in
recent years, and now many rural communities offer as much as the central city . . .
and a great deal more that the urban complex cannot offer. Yet the tug of traditional
thinking is strong, both on the average citizen and on those who make the plant-location decisions.
2. A second factor encouraging centralization can be summed up as, "them as has,
gits." Those areas which already have industry attract more, and this in turn attracts
even more. The sprawling electronics complex in Southern California is an example.
Although overcrowding, increased taxation
and snarled transportation in urban areas
are making rural locations increasingly attractive, the lure of established commerce
still is a powerful force.
a. A third factor is negative, but quite possibly more important than the other two
combined: We lack any accepted national
goal in rural/urban balance. We have never
seriously asked-let alone answered--questions like these: "What is a desirable maximum size for any one metropolitan area?"
"How much weight should be given to rural/
urban balance in the location of government
facilities and awarding of contracts?" "Are
more Federal incentives desirable to encourage rural development? If so, how much?"
"What are the social costs involved ln this
unplanned population shift?"
In the absence of a national policy in this
matter, decisions in industrial locatlOI.l , government installations, contract awards, and
government program expenditures all tend
to favor urban areas.
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A continued unplanned stacking up o!
more people in urban areas, at the expense Of
rural areas, 1s a national drift that bodes m
for the future. No one planned it this way·
like Topsy. "It just grew." Nobody really
wants an America of super strip Cities, dotted
with explosive and squalid ghettos. It is not
too much to call such a drift "national
idiocy," and it does no good to otrer palliatives
and pills to cure a disease which has literally
assumed epidemic proportions.
THE NEW AWARENESS

Working against this centralizing drift ·
fortunately, 1s the fi.ickering beginning of ~
national awareness of the relationship between urban and rural problems, and a growing commitment to meeting the problems in
rural America, rather than exporting them.
Author J. P. Lyford, in his book on the
New York slums, "The Airtight Cage," articulates this new awareness by asking: "Why,
for instance, must huge concentrations of
unemployed and untrained human beings
continue to pile up in finahcially unstable
cities that no longer have the jobs, the
housing, the educational opportUnities. or
any of the other prerequisites for a healthy
and productive life? Why do we treat the
consequences and ignore the causes of massive and purposeless migration to the city?
Why are we not developing new uses for
those rural areas that_ are rapidly becoming
depopulated? Why do we still instinctively
deal with urban and rural America as if they
were separate, conructing interests when in
fact neither interest can be served independently of the other?"
The President, speaking last September in
Dallastown, Pennsylvania, said: "Not just
sentiment demands that we do more to help
our farms and rural communities. . . . The
welfare of this Nation demands it . . . Must
we export our youth to the cities faster than
we export our crops and our livestock to
market? I believe we can do something
about this."
We can:
Urban America, according to its spokesmen, can easily absorb one trUllon dollars
to make existing cities liveable. Certainly
we should bend every etrort to make them
liveable. But at the same time we should
devote much more to building rural America
than we have done in the past, to head otr
even more virulent attacks of urban decay
occasioned by uncontrolled growth in the
future. Doing this will cost less and get
better results.
AGRICULTURE AND

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Basic to any discussion of this rural development is agriculture-because a healthy
agricultural plant provides an underpinning
to support the rural economy. This basic
resource is in a very d11ferent position today
than it was 5 years ago, or even 12 months
ago:
1. Food surpluses have disappeared, and
an end to surpluses in cotton and tobacco
is within grasp. Our reliance now is on
stored acres and improved technology to produce for need, rather than on stored commodities.
2. Farm income, both gross and net, has
increased markedly. Last year gross income
was the highest in history and net income
was the second highest. In the 6 years since
1960, $31.8 billion more in gross income has
been pumped into the rural economy, over
and above what would have been earned had
1960 levels continued.
3. Demand for agricultural products is
strong and will remain so for the foreseeable
future. Exports during 1966 totaled some
$6.9 billion and should surpass $7 blllton
this year.
4. The free market, much praised but little
used during the fifties, is now freer of government controls than it has been in
decades.
5. Our commodities are moving in the
world market at world prices, because of an
aggressive public and private market devel-
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opment program and because of pricing policies designed '(;o meet competition.
6. Of great slgnifican.ce is the accelerated
graduation into "adequate size" class by
fa.mlly farms in recent years. One measure
of "adequate size'' 1s gross sales of $10,000 a
year or more. Since 1959, nearly 200,000
farm families have moved into that class.
But let me be emphatically cle&- at this
point: Despite steady progress the last 6
years, the farmer's income still Zags tar behind that of other Americans.

on a per capita basts, the farmer's income
Other Americans average $2,610
per capita.
Farm prices, though up last year, have
been down the last few months, and today
are less than the 1947-49 average. At the
same time, food costs are 35 percent highef'.
This the farmer bitterly resents--and
properly so.
This discrepancy must be corrected. It
must be corrected because it 1s un!a.lr to
the farmer and therefore wrong. It must be
corrected because if farmers don't get a fair
return commensurate with the other segm.ents of society, we will lose our best farmers. I! that happens the entire Nation, not
just the farmer, will be hurt.
In addition, more financing and technical
assistance, both publlc and private, should
be extended to farmers presently i1) the "lessthan-adequate" size, to allow those farmers
to expand operations and to ~ake advantage
of modern technology. In other words, we
should continue to keep the door open for
those who wish to remain in commercial.
agriculture.
Yet there are many operators who do not
wish to expand, or lack the capacity to, because of age, physical disabil1ty, grossly inadequate resources, or other limitations. It
Is critically important that there be a place
for these farmers in rural America also-for
urban America has no place for him.
Take the case of a man 45 years old whose
farm has failed. The small town where he's
done his modest shopping has no job for
him, nor are there any within commuting
range. And so, in a. desperate search for
work, he moves to the city.
He has no money, so he doesn't have much
of a choice in housing . . . he settles in the
decayed heart of the city. His 11mited education puts him out of the running for a
job. ms limited skills are useless in the
city • . . for who needs a man to plow a
straight furrow in an asphalt field?
He is one of thousands . . . all disenchanted, all strangers in a strange land.
Fa.mllies break asunder; children are infected
With the virus of the ghetto and yet another generation 1s crippled. This is the
human cost we're talking about.
It is true that our farm commodity programs have helped the less-than-adequate
farmer-to an extent. From 1959 through
1965 the class of farmers with gross incomes
below eiO.OOO yearly increased their per farm
net income by some 19 percent. Their offfarm income, with greater job opportunities
in recent years, increased some 30 percent.
Yet their earnings are far from adequate,
and it is unrealistic to expect the farmer with
"40 acres and a mule" to enter the mainstream of commercial agriculture.
Commodity programs are not welfare programs; they do not provide the whole
answer.
Certainly programs are necessary, and certainly they should be improved. Yet those
who stake all their hopes on just one set
of solutions for rural America perpetuate a
cruel and dangerous illusion. Rural development must proceed on more than one track.
We can offer a place in the countryside to
thoee who, for one reason or another, do not
ftnd a rewarding place in commercial farming, or who wish to farm part time and supplement their Incomes with outside employment.
Is $1,700.
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ministration of every program if that sucNEW TOOLS
The need for such a second track has cess is to come-as we know it must • . .
Every
program will be thoroughly evalucalled forth an array oi Federal programs
to help rural America. A partial list in- ated . . . where there have been mistakes,
cludes the Food and Agriculture Act of 1965, we will try very hard to correct them."
Such an evaluation is taking place today
the Rural Water Systems and Sanitation Act,
the Housing and Urban Development Act, in the Department of Agriculture, in other
the Appalachian Regional Development Act, Federal agencies, and in many of the States I
A RISING TIDE OJ' INTEREST
the Manpower Training and Development
Act; Elementary and Secondary Education,
President Johnson has a deep and abiding
and the Public Works and Economic Devel- interest 1n rural development. In recent
opment Act. Local rural development com- Executive Orders, including Number 11307;
mittees, local Resource and Conservation issued last fa.ll, the President made this inDistricts and local leadership give us an ap- terest unmistakably clear:
paratus to use these tools.
1. He directed Federal agencies to coordiSo far, we have accomplished a great deal. nate their boundaries for Federally-assisted
USDA made more rural housing loans during planning and development districts with
the past 3 years than in all the prior years existing state planning boundaries, to elimsince the program began in 1949. In the first inate confusion and overlap.
6 months of 1966 alone, grants and loans
2. He directed the Secretary of Agriculfor rural sewer systems totaled $13 milllon ture and the Director of the Budget Bureau
and helped 46 communities. Today, nearly to review all existing programs with Cabinet
30,000 farmers are engaged in marketing and other Federa.l oftlcia.ls to insure that
recreation for profit. Since 1963, construc- rural. areas receive a.n equitable share of
tion has begun on 256 small watershed proj- existing Federal proga.m benefits, and to subects-the largest number of any similar mit proposals for admin1strative or legisperiod in the 12-year history of the program. lative changes needed to obtain such equity.
Measured against what had gone before,
3. And he gave the Secretary of Agriculaccomplishment has been great. But meas- ture responsibility within the Federal estabured against what needs to be done, it 1a lishment for identifying agricultural and
apparent that we have only scratched the rural development problems which require
surface.
the cooperation of various Federal departBut we are making the attempt:
ments, so that these programs may be better
In my Department, the old county-by- coordinated, and dupllcrutlon eliminated.
county and agency-by-agency approach 1s
These are a few of the recent Federal acgiving way to State and county Technical tions that bear directly on the problems o!
Action Panels, made up of experts in many rural America.
disciplines, and keyed to multi-county deBut this is a. big, diverse country a.nd Fedvelopment. Where local. leadership is ag- eral actions alone won't solve rural America's
gressive and strong, the panels provide a problems. This is a point which cannot be
ready source of technical aid; where it is stated too strongly. Nobody in Washington
lacking, Technical Action Panels seek to can pre-package a cure for the ills of rura.l
stimulate and involve local leaders in find- America, ship it out to the country, e.nd exing answers to local problems.
pect it to work. The Federal Government
This new approach points up a basic has literally hundreds of programs which
change in Department thinking. Since its can work, but making them effective takes
founding, and until very recently, the De- local initiative, local leadership and local
partment has been almost exclusively con- planning.
.
cerned with agriculture-keeping its records,
We have learned that where this local
researching its problems, conserving its soil, leadership exists, e. pipeline through which
and educating its constituency in scientific to channel our development efforts e.lso
farming. All o~ these functions are still exists. Without it, development efforts are
necessary and are still being performed. But ineffective.
in the past 6 years the Department has begun
We have also learned the lesson of planto address itself to the problems of the ning on a multi-county basis. It 1s diffi.other rural Am.ertcar-;-an America where pov- cult for every single rural community to offer
erty is ingrained, opportunity is lacking, and a. full set of community services of the calibre
basic community growth facilities are some- needed for sustained growth.
times nonexistent.
But a group of counties, usually with a
These problems, which are essentially small or medium-sized city e.t its center
human and economic, have been approached within easy commuting range, can provide
within the existing agency framework, and the framework needed to make Federal and
it has taken some basic reorientation on the State programs effective. When united for
part of all of us. In 1961, for instance, planning purposes, the people and governnearly all Farmers Home Administration ments of such a functional. community can
loans went to farmers. During fiscal 1967, assess the area's needs and determine the
farmers will receive about 50 percent of the combinations of internal and outside reFHA loans, and nonfarm rural residents 50 sources essential to spark growth.
percent. This doesn't mean farmers are
The multi-county approach is being taken
being short-changed, since the total dollar by a number of States, including Kentucky,
amount loaned to farmers is higher this year Iowa. and Georgia, among others. The Apthan in 1961. It does mean more resources palachian Regional Commission and other
and a new priority for the problems Of the regional groups are exploring this approach.
small farm and nonfarm people in the Its effectiveness is becoming increasingly
countryside.
apparent.
Another important ingredient' in rural deAchievement of our development objecvelopment is a re-evaluation of the adminis- tives will take planning, dedication, hard
trative machinery we need to accomplish work, and some baste re-thinking of longthe job.
cherished folkways.
President Johnson pointed up the problem
Planning 1s paramount. Building bigger
in his State of the Union address when he and more sprawling strip cities can proceed
said: "(We) are making and breaking new without real planning; but upgrading the
ground. Some (of our programs) do not yet communities we have now-and building
have the capacity to absorb well or wisely all new communities-<Iemands it.
the money that could be put into them. AdFinally, of course, we have learned that we
ministrative skills and trained manpower are need to know a great deal more about rural
just a.s vital to their succes~ as dollars, and America and Its problems than we do now.
I believe these skills will come. But it will To find answers to these questions, and to
take time and pa.tience and hard work. Suc- come up with effective solutions, President
cess cannot be forced a.t a single stroke. Johnson has established a Committee on
So we must continue to strengthen the ad- Rural· Poverty, which I a.m privlleged. to
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cha.ir, a.nd a National Advisory Commission

on Rural Poverty. chaired by Governor
Breathitt of Kentucky.
.
And while the COmmisslon and COmmittee are seeking answers, the Department, 1n
cooperation with other Federal Departments,
the states, local government, and volunteer
groups, wm be pushing its own rural deVelopment programs at an ever-increasing
te-mpo. In 1967, among other actions, we
W'ill:

1. Provide $33 million in Economic Opportunity loans to help 13,000 low-income

fa.mru.es and some 390 cooperatives composed
of low-income families.
2. Provide $435 million in rural housing
loans for 48,000 families.
,
3. Help finance about 200 community recreation centers in rural areas.
4. Finance $304 million in loons and grants
for construction or improvement of some
1,700 central water and waste disposal systems in rural areas.
5. Assist 10 additional local groups with
Resource Conservation and Development
Projects.
6. Approve construction of another 63
mUltiple purpose small watershed projects
With 45 reserToirs.
7. Help 8 ,500 additional rural land ov;ners
With 1noome-producing recreational developments involving 150,000 acres of land.
8. SuperVise harvest of another 12~~ billion board feet of National Forest timber,
Prortding 700,000 man years of employment,
sharing $40 million of revenue with local
governments for roads and schools.
9. Reforest 280,000 acres of timber lands,
hnprove timber stands on another 440,000
acres, and bulld another 295 recreation sites
1n the National Forests.
THE MATTER OF CHOICE

What we in rural devlopment are all fundamentally concerned with, it seems to me, is
the matter of choice--of offering alternatives
to enr-larger cities in the future. President
Johnson put it this way:
"History records a long hard struggle to
establish man's right to go where he pleases
&.nd live where he chooses. It took many
centuries--and many bloody revolutions-to
break the chains that bound him to a
Particular plot of land, or oonfined him
"Within the walls of a particular community.
"We lost that freedom when our children
are obliged to live someplace else ... if they
"'ant a job or 11 they want a decent
education.
"Not Just sentJment demands that we do
lllore to help our farms and rural commull.lties ... the welfare of this Nation demands
1t."
I believe that we can choose what kind of
an America. our children will inherit 33 years
!:_om now. for we are not the blind pawns of
4
ctte, but rather the shapers of our own
destiny.
-n.~- believe that we as a nation should grasp
~ chance to shape our destiny-grasp it
htbere and now, without further delay-before
e chance for choice eludes us
Thank you.

lh:~A.llKS

BY ROBERT C. WEAVER, SECRri'AllY,
DEPARTMENT O.P HOUSING AND URBAN DF\'EL0~!.'7, TO TB.E NATIONAL ADVISORY Co:Mli.UssiON ON Rt:RAL POVERTY, WASHINGTON,

D .C., FEBRUARY 17, 1967
The Department of Housing and Urban DeTelopment was created primarily and fundatnentally to direct a new response to the need
for reVitalizing and rebuilding the cities and
~rban areas. Nevertheless, this Department
involved in the problems of towns and
6lna.ller population areas to a greater extent
than is generally re<:ognized. And some of
our newest programs (Model Cities, MetroPolitan Development, New Communities) can
~-re a substantial impact on rural poverty.
great as the task is in our cities, their
Problems will never be truly solved unless

we also solve the problems of the towns a.nd
smaller areas.
The living conditions of Americans living
on farms and in rural areas remain among
the major unmet challenges of the nation.
It is by now well documented and widely understood that half of all the families whose
incomes fall below the poverty level are living in rural areas. Too many rural families
live in homes of such poor condition that
they actually endanger health and safety.
Too many live in homes that need major
repair, or are without adequate sanitary or
heating facilities.
Meeting the challenge to remedy these conditions is more than a question of housing.
And it is more than a responsibility that
falls upon any one Federal department or
agency. Logically and legally, there is required here a cooperative effort that is parallel to the concentrated and cooperative effort that 1s being amassed to meet the nation's urban challenges.
The problems of poverty, both rural and
urban, are more visible and urgent today
in a. society of amuence and high productiVity than they have ever been before. Just
over a year ago, the Department of Housing and Urban Development was created
primarily and fundamentally to direct a new
response to the need for revitalizing and
rebuilding the cities and towns of this
nation.
As part of this mission, this Department
and its predecessors have been involved in
the problems of towns and smaller population areas to a greater extent than is generally recognized.
This Administration recognizes that we
need thriving, healthy rural areas just as we
need thriving, healthy cities. And as great
as the task is in our cities, their problems
will never be truly solved unless we also
solve the problems of the towns and smaller
areas.
President Johnson, in a speech last September, observed that history records a long,
hard struggle to establish man's right to go
where he pleases and to live where he
chooses.
"It took many centuries and many bloody
revolutions," the President said, "to break
the chains that bound him to a particular
plot of land or confined him within the
walls of a particular community. We lose
that freedom when our children are obliged
to live someplace else, that is, if they want
a job or if they want a decent education."
In the United States today, we must examine poverty against a background that
reYeals relative affluence for most Americans.
\Vithin that affluence, however, there are
reyea.led geographic differences that relate
to poverty. For example, in 1964, the median
income for suburban families was $7,770
while in central cities, it was $6,700, but in
areas outside metropolitan centers, the
median income was $5,210.
It is true that the most visible and pressing problems of the poor are in the central
city slums and ghettos, but it is also true
that large areas of poverty remain outside
of the larger cities--and they are far less
''isible to the observer, and perhaps therefore less compelling as a national social
problem.
The characteristics of poverty in both
rural and urban areas tend to be similar,
though not identical. In both, for example,
:the poor are often elderly, unemployed,
under-employed, poorly educated, female
heads of families, members of minority
groups, poor in health or disabled.
One major difference, however, 1s that the
rural poor, more often than the urban poor,
live in areas whose economic or resource
bases are defective as sources of earned income. This can be seen in such areas as
Appalachia, or in some areas around the
Great Lakes, where mines may have been
worked out, or in other areas where timber
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stands have been exhausted, or ln many
parts of the na.tion~perhaps particularly ln
the South-where agriculture has been
mechanized.
The point to be made in this discussion 1s
that even where the personal handicaps of
the rural poor can be overcome--say, by jobtraining-the poor themselves may still be
left in areas where there are few opportunities for their new skills.
It has long been public policy that Federal and state assistance would concentrate
a significant portion of its resources to serving the people where they are. Thus there
have long been programs of aid to supplement diet, improve education and health
services, provide training in home-making,
farming and non-agricultural skills.
The Department of Housing and Urban
D..evelopment, and its predecessors, have concentrated on improving community facilities
including housing.
Federally aided low-rent public housing
has been one of the most substantial efforts.
For rnany years, rural counties and small
towns have made substantial use of this
program.
At the end of fiscal year 1966, four-fifths
of the localities haVing public housing projects were, in fact, in the smaller cities and
towns. Of the nearly 2,100 such small localities, there were 968 that were in places of
less than 2,500 population. Of course, many
of these public housing efforts in small population areas have contained a small number
of family units when compared with publio
housing in cities. Still, even in terms o!
units, this smaller city program has been
substantial.
To show the extent of this effort, a cumulative accounting of the decades of publlo
housing showed that at the end o! 1966,
there were almost 200,000 units approved or
bullt in smaller cities and towns.
It is worth noting that in low-rent public
housing for rural communities, the questions
of operating expense and management are
often cruciaL Projects too small, or dispersed over wide areas, may be unable to
attract competent management or may show
high costs of management per unit.
We have found it necessary, therefore, to
require local authorities requesting very
small programs to demonstrate that they can
be managed economically. In many cases
we encourage cooperative arrangements for
centralized administration.
A typical characteristic of the older and
smaller communities is the high proportion
of elderly, low-income persons and families.
Therefore, many of the public housing projects in rural areas have in fact been projects
for the elderly. Another elderly program
which applies here is the direct loan program of 100 percent loans made by HUD to
nonprofit sponsors at a three percent maximum interest rate for 50 years. This housing is for older people with incomes too high
for public housing, but too low for the private housing market. Another private housing program for persons in this income
group, and which is applicable to rural areas.
is the 221(d) (3) below market interest rate
program. The relati'\'ely new rent supplement program, which provides a subsidy for
the low-income family's rent, and which en•
courages private building of low-income
housing, applies to rural areas as well as
small cities and towns and in fact funds
have been allocated for rurally-located projects.
The dimensions of the nation's housing in·
adequacies were documented in the 1960
census. It showed that one-fourth of all
the rural, non-farm families were living in
substandard housing, and in that same
group, among those with incomes less than
$4,000 a year, about half were in substandard housing.
Aside from housing, however, this Department has undertaken r. va.rlety of substan-
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t1al efforts in helping the smaller communities-far more effort than 1s perhaps widely
understood.
Many of our major programs, such as
renewal, have been widely utilized in smaller
communities, and other prog:rama are, in
fact, specifically and some almost exclusively
directed to smaller communities.
In urban renewal, for example, more than
70 percent of the cities with projects have
populations under 50,000.
Even more directly revelant are these
other programs:
-In the dozen years of our planning assistance program, operating through state agencies, 87 percent of the local communities
that were aided had fewer than 25,000 persons, and half o! them were under 5,000
population. Abeut 30 percent were under
2,500.
-The public facility loan program Is directly related to smaller towns, 95 percent
of those aided were communities of fewer
tha.n 10,000 persons. And in fact threefourths o! the loan approvals were in communities of under 2,500.
-The program of advances for public faclllties planning gives first preference to
communities with fewer than 5,000 persons
and in fact almost halt of the projects for
which advances were made in 1965 were in
such communities.
·
Special mention should be made of our
relatively new program o! gra.nts for water
and sewer facllities. As of last October,
about three-fourths of the projects granted
were in the smaller cities and towns. It
should be noted here that we have an agreement With the Farmers Home Administration,
Department of Agriculture, that it will serve
towns below 5,500 in rurally-oriented areas
while we serve towns o! any size in either
urban or urbanizing areas and our grants
have gone, in fact, to many small towns down
to 500 population.
It should be clear from these examples that
this Department is making a significant contribution to small as well as large communities to help them develop comprehensive
planning and development, public facllities
and housing.
In the search for feasible techniques to
raise the productiVity of people in deprived
areas, the Department 1B cooperating with
other agencies in several experimental and
demonstration projects.
One of these e1forts 1B to help Indians.
Together with the Bureau of Indian Afra.irs,
the Deparment of Labor and the omce of
Economic Opportunity, we have entered into
sell-help programs to proVide better housing for Indians through procedUres that permit job training and experience.
We are also participating in the Thderal
Development Committee for Appalachia and
making our programs available to the fullest
extent possible to assist inter-agency efforts
to improve the economy of Appalachia.
In both Florida and New Jersey, we have
cooperative demonstration programs under
way to improve the housing and economic
conditions of farm workers.
Major responsiblllty for the substantive
programs in improVing education, health.
training and personal betterment lies with
other departments and agencies. But the
Department of Housing and Urban Development is assisting.
The Department is cooperating with the
Department of Health. Education, and Welfare on a Task Force on Concerted Services.
This task force is encouraging special efforts
to make social services and education and
tn.inlng a vallable to occupants of selected
low-rent housing projects who have demonmated particularly serioWJ problems.
The concerted services approach 1s one
technique that 1B considered useful in ra1Bing
the capacity of low-income persons to cope
with the problems of an urban enviro~ent.
Migration from rural to urban areas 1s one
clear area of responsibility for this Depart-

ment. In this connection, we feel that some
of our newest programs can have substantial
impact.
For example, the Model Cities Program will
involve communities assessing their own
problems and w~king out programs for solution which we can assist both by concentrating presently available urban aid funds and
by drawing upon new funds that we can
make available. These supplemental funds
can be used for wholly new projects that
might have been overlooked by the community before, or perhaps were not possible
before. It is entirely conceivable and even
likely that one of. the problems of a given
model city might well be to help its newly
arrived residents wi~h either or both physical
and social improvement efforts.
We will also make certain that among the
target neighborhoods selected for the concerted efforts possible under the Model
Cities program there will be some of the
smaller towns and communi ties 1n various
geographic areas of the nation.
Other titles in the same legislation authorize two other new programs that might also
have an impact on the problems of nonurban low-income families. These are the
legislative sections dealing with metropolitan
development and new communities.
It is the intent of the Metropolitan Development section to proVide special incentives in the form of supplemental grants to
metropolitan areas to carry out development
actiVities in relation to comprehensive planning. The expectation therefore is that
the coherence that can be brought to metropolitan development will enhance the living conditions of all those liVing within the
1
area, whether rural or urban.
Finally, the legislation enables us to help
in the private development of entirely new
communities, as one means of adapting to
the growing population. These new communities might rise from areaa where there
had been no community at all before, or
perhaps where there had been small communities that were not economically Viable.
In either event, the prospect is for new comm~nities that could offer new and significant facilities for the persons who had lived
there before, or 1n the surrounding areas,
both for places to live and places to find
employment.
Each of these new programs offers important opportunities for localities to analyze
their problems and to concentrate their resources for dealing with them.
We cannot, in candor, suggest that either
the new or the continuing programs of the
Department of Housing and Urban Development are now dealing comprehensively with
the problems of the rural poor any more
than they are solving fill the problems of
the urban poor.
But we do feel that there has been a substantial amount of important work done and
with the new programs being developed,
there 1s the expectation that it will now be
possible to undertake a great deal more than
was possible before.
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va tion system established by the 88th
Congress. That day will mark the beginning of an important new wildland
classification effort that will not be
completed until statutory protection.
within the wilderness system, is provided
for all our federally owned lands which
how qualify for inclusion in the wilderness system but are not yet a part of it.
The 9 million acres set aside as wilderness by the 88th Congress is a skeletal
wilderness system, only a bare beginning.
Members will recall that the 1964 Wilderness Act gave immediate protection from
commercial development and other intrusions only to those portions of the
national forests then already classified
as "wilderness," "wild.'' and "canoe"
areas, and that it called for affirmative
congressional action to finish the job of
establishing a truly adequate and representative wilderness system. Within a
10-year period, -the Forest Service, the
National Park Service, and the Bureau
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife are to
offer the Secretaries of Agriculture and
the Interior their recommendations for
the designation of wilderness areas
within the national forests--using the
primitive areas as nuclei of proposed
new wilderness system units-and the
units of the national park and wildlife
refuge systems. These recommendations, following review and possible revision by the departments and the President, are to be presented by the President
to the Congress for its consideration.
The first such wilderness system addition proposal to run the gauntlet of administrative public hearings and departmental review and reach the Congress
is one proposing the establishment of a
143,000-acre San Rafael Wilderness
Area in the Los Padres National Forest
in California. While this proposal, introduced in this body by our distinguished colleague from California's 13th
District, Mr. CHARLES M. TEAGUE, falls
somewhat short of the acreage citizen
conservationists believe essential to protect valuable habitat of the rare California condor, yet it is a -. marked improvement over the Forest Service's
preliminary wilderness proposal for the
area. We should proceed to add the
San Rafael Wilderness Area to the national wilderness preservation system.
In my own State of Michigan I have
watched with pride the work of citizen
conservation groups as they have banded
together and formed a united front to
urge the executive agencies and the Congress to move without delay to add to
the wilderness system those federally
owned lands in Michigan which meet the
Preserve Our Wilderness Area
definition of wilderness as found in the
1964 Wilderness Act. While Michigan
now cannot claim a single official wilEX'I:ENSION OF REMARKS
derness area, we are looking forward to
or
seeing the wilderness portions of not
HON. JOHN D. DINGELL
only Isle Royal National Park and SeOJ' MICHIGAN
ney, Huron Islands, and Michigan IsIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
lands National Wildlife Refuges in our
State protected within the wilderness
Monday, Februarv 27, 1967
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, those system, but also the wilderness acreage
of us who sponsored the Wilderness Act within other Federal areas such as the
of 1964 are looking forward with great newly established Pictured Rocks Naanticipation to the day when the first tional Lakeshore and the recently acwilderness area 1s added by Congress to quired Sylvania Tract ln the ottawa
the 54-unit' national wllderness preser- National Forest.
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The enthusiasm of Michigan conser'Tationists for this wilderness-designation procedure was summed up by the
editor of The Detroit News in a December 12, 1966, editorial, which is inserted
here for the information of my colleagues:
PRESERVE OUR WILDERNESS AREA

Taking advantage of a new law, the In'teo:ior Department has begun efforts to give
Isle Royale National Park in Lake Superior
t.dded protection as a wilderness area.
The idea is to prevent this pa.rk and others
like it throughout the nation, from being
tradually civilized with roads, picnic areas,
camping sites and resort facilities. As an
Official national park, the area could be alte-r-ed by department order; however, as an
Ot!ictal wilderness area, it would be protected
in its natural state forever by direction of
Oongress.
The News has a special feeling for Isle
Royale. It was the late Albert E. Stoll Jr.
Who, as our ' outdoor writer, foresaw the
island's potential and prodded officialdom
Until it was made a national park in 1931.
The rocky, heavily-wOOded island, with its 30
lakes, trout streams and naturally balanced
P<>pUlatlon of wolves, moose, beaver, fox and
l:rnx, is a hiker's and naturalist's paradise.
So, too, is the less well-known Seney National Wildlife Refuge, a 95,000-acre wetland
area northwest of St. Ignace in the Upper
Pl'ninsula. This swampy reserve is best
known as a breeding ground for Canada
geeae, but its spruce and cedar forests proTide cover for some 226 species of birds.
Both the Isle Royale and Seney areas still
a.r.e 1n genuine Wilderness condition, crossed
only by nature trails and inaccessible to cars
fUll of litterbug tourists whose devotion to
:nature is measured in the number of birch
trees they can strip.
A hearing on the Isle Royale project is
J)la.nned for next month and another on
Se-ney Re-fuge is expected later in the year.
:Both deserve support as an enduring investlllent in the future of Michigan.

Full, Strong Ethics CommiHee Needed
in House
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES E. BENNETT
OF FLORIDA

L'l THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 21, 1967

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Speaker, the
Rouse Rules Committee is now hearing
d.iscussion on legislation to establish a
Select Committee on Standards and Concuct in the House of Representatives.
~ere are over 40 resolutions pending in
e Rules Committee to establish a full,
bipartisan committee to make a thorough
and thoughtful study into congressional ethics, which the House of Representatives need and our constituents are
demanding we have.
~ Opposition has developed in the last
.. ew weeks to the establishment of a full
~ittee in this field, which the House
d for a brief period 1n the dying
lllonths of 1966, by the setting up of a
~Ubcommittee on Ethics and Contracts
tee the House Administration Commit. This would not be a full and billartisan effort toward improving the
standards and conduct of the House.
'I'here have been many editorials 1n the

news media in support of a House Select
Committee on Standards and Conduct.
I include in the RECORD a sample of editorial support from across the country:
[From the Washington (D.C.) Post,
Feb. 23, 1967]
CHOICE FOR THE HOUSE
The House Is asked to choose between putting up a big red "Ethics" sign and cleaning house. Representative Charles E. Bennett of Florida is laboring indefatigably to
convince his colleagues that they should set
up machinery to expose and punish shabby
practices. The Adam Clayton Powell scandal has given them a powerful .incentive to
fix reasonable standards of conduct and to
insist upon vigorous enforcement. But the
lure of the old-no-evil tradition is still
strong, and many seem to feel that a shallow
pretense of doing something will suffice.
This prl'tense has taken the form of a subcommittee on ethics within the House Administration Committee. The HAC has been
dominated by the do-nothing boys who could
not smell a scandal right under their noses.
Its belated efforts now that the public is demanding action can only be regarded as a
diversionary move designed to head off Mr.
Bennett's drive for a watchdog that could
bark and bite instead of just wagging its tail.
No doubt the choice will be a difficult one
for many legislators. They are notoriously
reluctant to acknowledge the need for scrutiny of congressional conduct. But let them
beware of the public concern over standards
of conduct on the Hill in the light of the
Powell and Bobby Baker cases. A vote for
a_mere pretense of reform that would change
nothing may well resUlt in an invitation
from home to take a fresh look at the problem !rom the vantage point of a private citizen.
[From the Tampa (Fla.) Tribune,
Feb. 13, 1967]
THE ETlUCS-SHAMMERS
Bouncing the high-living Adam Clayton
Powell from his position of power in the
United States Congress appears to satisfy
lavrmakers in Washington that their house
of ethics is in complete order.
Developments in both the House and Senate discourage those who hoped to see the
lawmakers establish and enforce standards
of conduct for their members.
After Rep. Sam Gibbons of Tampa. led a
successfUl revolt against Powell on the Education and Labor Committee, the House set
up a Special House Ethics Committee. With
another politically courageous Floridian,
Rep. Charles Bennett of Jacksonville, as its
chairman, this committee could have enforced standards of conduct for the Congressmen.
But the House limited the usefulness of
the ethics committee by denying it any real
authority. The committee died at the end
of congress. Efforts to revive it now appear
stifled by the creation of a new sub-committee on ethics in the House Administration
Committee. Its purpose, Bennett charged,
is to sweep the "dirt under the rug."
In the Senate, ethics proposals were offered as amendments to a Congressional reorganization bill which is being developed to
modernize the entire Congressional administrative machinery. Presented by Sen. Joseph S. Clark, D-Pennsylvania, they would
have prohibited Senators from accepting
gifts worth more than $100 and woUld have
barred both Senators and Senate employees
from participating in joint ventures with
lobbyists. Clark's plan met swift death.
Senator John J. Williams, Delaware Republican, argued that Senate action now,
while charges are pending against Senator
Thomas J. Dodd, Connecticut Democrat,
might be construed as implying that the
Senate believed existing laws on the subject
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are inadequate. (Senator Dodd is accused of
accepting improper gifts.)
The Bobby Baker case came up in the discussion, too, and fresh as it shoUld be in
their minds, did not seem to suggest that
the Senators could do with some new rules
or .better enforcement of present ones.
The1r swift and tlecisive rejection-37 to 22of the Clark amendments implies a strange
reluctance even to admit the need for
change.
While the Congressional reorganization
bill might have seemed to some Senators to
be the wrong vehicle to carry the ethics
proposals, there has been no clear-cut statement that thes proposals win receive any
.better consideration in any other form.
That is what discourages the public.
Bennett said the new ethics sub-committee in the House "won't do anything unless
the public forces it to." The Jacksonville
Congressman added that he did not believe
the public would put up with such sham.
Congress needs forceful reminding that
bo~h its houses should set high standards of
leglSlative propriety. That reminder can
come only from the public that still pays
Adam Clayton Powell's happiness bills
t~rough his continuing salary and perquiSltes as a Congressman.
[From the St. Petersburg (Fla.) Times, Feb.
10, 1967]
TOWARD CONGRESSIONAL REFORM
The Senate took a significant step this
week and then faltered .slightly.
a surprising 70-18 vote, senators ga;e
thetr support to recommendations for an
e:rtensive reform of congressional operatwns-the first such proposals in over two
decades.
However, when it ca.me time to record Its
sentiment on amendments prohibiting
Bobby Baker-type pitfalls in dealings with
lobbyists, the Senate balked.
It is hoped that such hesitation is not indicative of a general lack of courage to tackle
long-delayed vital reforms.
Fox two years the Joint Committee on Reor~ani.zation of Congress has been studying
ways to improve and modernize the machinery of government.
At the heart of the matter is reform of the
customary workings of the committee system. That the Senate-a thoroughly tradit~on-conscious body--eould sense and appreClate the need for change is a· good sign.
Under the reorganization plan committl'es
would:
Conduct business during a five-day week
instead of Tuesday through Thursday;
Have access to budget and fiscal information gathered gO\'ernment-wide on all agencies and departments;
Retain a "review specialist" to keep track
of laws enacted by Congress within the committee's jurisdiction;
Open most- hearings to -the press and
public;
Receive more advice from professionals and
specialists;
Be called into session by a majority vote
rather than by the chairman only.
Perhaps the most crucial change concerns
the new and ineffective House Committee on
Standards and Conduct. Until this year the
members of the House have stoutly resisted
such self-policing.
They may still be resisting it.
Rep.
Charles Bennett of Jacksonville claims that
the House is shirking its responsibility by
forming another committee to move counter
to a strengthened et.Aics unit which he hoped
to head.
Members of the Congress will have misread
the mood of the country--stirred up by the
conviction of Baker and misconduct charges
against Adam Clayton Powell-it they think
they can sidestep the issue.

:s::r
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It's time for Congress to bring itself up to
date. Reform and reorganization are both
overdue.
(From the Washington (D.C.) Post, Feb. 7,
1967]
ETHICS PuSHER PoWELL
It is ironic indeed that Adam Clayton
Powell should be giving the House of Representatives ita first real ethics committee.
Of course, the Harlem Congressman-elect
had no such intention, and the House itaelf
seems rather shamefaced about the matter.
Nevertheless, its leadership is said to be in
agreement that there is no feasible alternative. Having voted overwhelmingly to com.pel Mr. Powell to stand aside while his fitness to hold a seat in the House is investigated, that body cannot now reject machinery
designed for inquiry into possible Inisconduct
on the part of other members without exposing itself to charges of discrimination and
gross inconsistency.
There seems to be agreement also that the
new ethics committee will have to be something more than the hollow shell that the
House created last fall just before its adjournment. The fact that the committee was
denied both funds and authority to act and
that it expired with the 89th Congress is
suffi.cient ip.dication that the House was
merely shadow-boxing. Will it attempt to
repeat that performance in the face of the
new challenge? To do so would be incredible
folly. ·
We think the House should set up a full:fiedged ethics committee with all possible
speed. It would be highly desirable to have
the committee in being before the special
committee of nine makes its report on Mr.
Powell on Feb. 23. With such a watchdog
group functioning under a broad mandate
to investigate misconduct on the part of any
member, a powerful argument could be made
for permitting Mr. Powell to take his seat,
with perhaps a reprimand for the reproach
he has brought on the House in the past.
In any event, it is important to give the
prOposed new ethics committee broad powers
to investigate and report its findings for pro.tection of the innocent~ well as punishment
of the guilty. The Powell case .demonstrates
that Congress must step in when one of its
members shocks the concience of the country.
It would be infinitely better if each House
made a routine practice of inquiring into any
substantial complaint of Inisconduct before
a scandal could arise.
Many citizens will be watching to see
whether the House leaders have the courage
to take advantage of the great opportunity
that the Powell case has given them.
[From the New York (N.Y.) Post,
Feb.7,1967]
ON ETHICS IN THE HOUSE
The House Rules Committee is confronted
with the task of clearing the way for a special
committee to establish-and enforce--rules
of conduct for Congressmen. With the case
of Rep. Powell (D-N.Y.) still pending, the
committee ha.s no more urgent assignment
than ruling on rules.
One of the things that have made the
Powell case such a mockery is that there are
no rules.
An ethics committee headed by Rep. Bennett (D-Fla...) functioned briefiy and ineffectually last session, not because of any
shortcomings of Mr. Bennett but because it
had no real power and no time to operate.
Now Bennett and more than a score of his
colleagues have proposed establishment of a
new panel; it is these proposals on which
the Rules Committee and the House must
act.
A special impetus to action is provided by
the findings of the Harris Poll published in
this newspaper yesterday. It reported that
a majority of Americans favored Rep. Powell's
ouster from his committee chairmanship.

But it also found that "solid majorities ·of
both groups !Negroes and whites] believe
ethical standards on Capitol Hill leave something to be desired."
They do. Mr. Bennett's resolution is not
the strongest proposal that could be made
on procedures. But it is a beginning.
[From the Wall Street Journal (New York),
Feb.27, 1967)
THE LARGER ETHICS ISSUE
Now that a special House committee ha.s
decided what to do about Adam Clayton
Powell (seat him, censure him and soak him
with a fine), the lawmakers are beginning
to consider a larger question: What to do
about the ethics of House members generally.
Up to now the argument has centered
mainly on selection of a policing agency. The
House Administration Committee, getting
the jump on everyone else, has already set up
an ethics subcommittee and will soon ask
the House for the money to run it.
This step, however, is less than satisfactory to Rep. Charles E. Bennett, a Florida
Democrat. Mr. Bennett has been arguing
that the first need is an enforceable code
of ethics, since no policeman can be very
effective ,without a workable law to guide
him.

Beyond that, Mr. Bennett points out that
the Administration Committee long has had
the power to oversee committee spending, an
area where Mr. Powell has been accused of
a number of irregularities. Yet the committee did nothing of consequence until
others called attention to the activities of
the New York Democrat.
In the circumstances, Mr. Bennett contends it would be "an affront to the American public" to entrust the ethics-enforcement job to the Administration Committee.
With the support of quite a few other legislators, he is urging that the House instead
establish a separate ethics group.
Whether Mr. Bennett is right or not,
neither he nor his colleagues should lose
sight of the real issue. What matters most
is not who does something about ethics but
that, at long last, someone does it.

Congressman Horton Salutes Rochester
Chamber of Commerce and Notes
Bishop Sheen's Speech
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK HORTON
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 27, 1967
Mr. HORTON. Mr. Speaker, today, I

am pleased to invite the attention of my
distinguished colleagues to significant
events which are taking place in my
home community of Rochester, N.Y.
Another year has passed, and Rochester has continued to grow as few other
cities have grown. Recently, the members of the Rochester Chamber of Commerce gathered to take stock of the year
which has passed and to set their ambitious goals for 1967.
The honored guest and main speaker
at the chamber's 79th annual dinner was
a man who represented one of the most
significant events in Rochester during
1966.
That man is the Most Reverend Fulton
J. Sheen, the new bishop of the Roman
Catholic Diocese of Rochester. Last
November, Bishop Sheen, who had head-
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ed the Roman Catholic Church's office
of the propagation of the faith in New
York, was installed as the new bishop.
He replaced the Most Reverend James
E. Kearney, a man who had endeared
himself to thousands of people during
his more than 30 years as leader of
Rochester Catholics.
On the same dais that evening were
two of the men who have made Rochester industry the envy of the Nation. Mr.
Gaylord C. Whitaker, chairman of the
board of Graflex, Inc., was present as
the outgoing president. He was succeeded by Mr. J. Donald Fewster, treasurer of Rochester's world-renowned
photographic manufacturer, Eastman
Kodak Co.
I present here today excerpts from the
1966 annual report of the Rochester
Chamber of Commerce, including the organization's 1967 program of work.
Theirs is a great record of achievement
and a great plan for progress.
Preceding the chamber's 1967 program
of work, I should like to share with my
colleagues letters written by Mr. Whitaker and Mr. Fewster which are contained in the annual report. They are
reprinted below:
THE RoCHESTER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
DEAR CHAMBER MEMBER: In 1966 we continued our efforts to improve the Rochester
Chamber of Commerce as an organization, its
program of service to the community and the
beneficial results in our efforts to xnake Rochester and Monroe County a better place in
which to live, work and raise a family.
Perhaps the organizational highlight of the
year was that our Chamber became one of
the few accredited Chambers in the nation
and one of only three in New York State. In
addition, we did succeed in making our theme
"Involving Individuals in Tomorrow" a reality by having over 3,000 people involved in
over 200 committees and their activities.
The Chamber building has been made an
even more important Civic Center during the
year by having more groups hold their meetings and have their offices here. In this
manner we have more nearly achieved the
goal George Eastman had when he bull t the
building in 1916.
To all those who have helped make this
year a success I sa.y thank you. It is only
through your support and that of the staff
that we have been able to accomplish that
which we have. Your help and continued
support is sincerely appreciated.
Yours very truly,
GAYLORD C. WHITAKER,
President, 1966.

THE ROCHESTER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
DEAR CHAMBER MEMBER: You will find the
Trustee approved Chamber Program of Work
following this letter.
The Program of Work Committee, headed
by Chairman Arthur M. Richardson, has developed a very fine statement highlighting
five of the many activities to be undertaken
by the Chamber in 1967. These five areas
are important to every Chamber member and
affect most things that business people do.
Therefore, all Chamber members should be
active through the Chamber and as individuals to activate these five points of the program; Constitutional Revision, Employment,
Housing, Inter-Governmental Relations and
Urban Renewal.
As I undertake the position o! Chamber
President, I hope that you will continue to
give the same support and cooperation you
have to my predecessors. With your help we
can make this an even better community in
which to live and work.
Sincerely,
J. DONALD FEWSTER,
President, 1967.
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PROGRAM
CHAMBER OF

COMMERCE
THEME: "INVOLVING INDIVIDUALS IN
TOMORROW"

Living up to its theme, greater individual
participation, friendship among its members
and mutuality of purpose were achieved by
the Chamber in 1966. Over 3,000 individuals
participated in excess of 200 separate activities and projects of importance to business
and the community.
One of the major new steps for the Chamber was calling for certain tax abatement
programs to encourage enlarged efforts of
private initiative to solve problems of housing and employment.
Additionally, the Chamber broadened its
program of promoting better understanding
and appreciation of the business system
through discussions, articles and programs
like the Congressional Action Alrcade held
this year, and the Cpllege-Business Symp~
sium being planned for 1967. Major actiVIties benefitting our members during the
year have taken place in five major areas.
THE 1967 PROGRAM OF WORK

Rochester and Monroe County have entered
into what may be the most challenging period in tl;leir histories.
Business leadership should be a vital force
in this period and the Chamber of Commerce
is the only business organization that represents all segments of the commercial, indu~
trial, service and professional groups withm
Monroe County. The theme: "Business lead·
ership for the community's future" can only
be meaningful if it results in the total com
lllltment of management's time and effort
to bring into reality the programs and pro·
P<>Sals developed by the Rochester Chamber
or Commerce and highlighted in this docu:tnent.
.
The Rochester Chamber of Commerce
should be the focal point for the discussion
and solution of vital community problems.
It is imperative that the best qualified peo·
Ple, from whatever business or profession
they come, serve in capacities of l~adership
and action strirtng for needed solutions.
Parochial action and special interest can
no longer achieve the type of results required
for the area's future. Maximum participation by as broad a. cross section as possible
is necessary to achieve mutually beneficial
and satisfactory solutions to the problems
now facing the area.
The following five major points highlight
the detailed 1967 Rochester Chamber of
Commerce Program of Work to be undertaken
'With the theme: .. Business leadership for the
community's future."·
4

I. Constitutional revision

The drafting of a new Constitution for
New York State is a. primary Chamber goal
for 1967. The present Constitution is so
complex, has been amended so many times
and is so outdated that a complete rewriting
is the only solution. The Chamber will aggressively work for the adoption of improvements in the State Constitution with particular emphasis on improvements affecting
the governmental and business climate.
II. Employment

The shortages of all types of personnel !or
local employers continues to plague the
area. As the overriding problem faced by
au, the Chamber will seek to develop a cooperative program with representatives from
an segments o! the business and professional
community to meet this problem, to conserve present employees, and to recruit personnel to meet local needs. Special emPhasis must be placed on helping smaller
firms to find needed personnel thus helping
assure their continued growth and location
in this area. In addition, lt is planned that
the College recruiting program, "Project OpP<>rtunity," will be expanded to meet the
needs of more local firms and groupa.

lli. Housing

One of the key problems affecting most
others is the shortage of adequate housing
for families now here and for individuals
needed in the labor force. Zoning problems,
land costs and more coordinated planning
for the entire area will need the best leadership and abilities to secure adequate solu·
tions. Full efforts will be put forth to de·
velop the necessary supply of housing, par·
tioularly in the lower and middle income
brackets throughout the city and suburbs.
Joint efforts with other organizations and
Chamber groups will seek to develop a community-wide attack on this problem.
IV. Inter-Government relations

A problem of paramount importance and
concern to the business and professional community is the elimination of duplicate ~ov
ernmental services and overlapping jurisdictions. Greater cooperative efforts and
action between the City of Rochester and the
governmental units within the county will be
sought. Studies of alternate courses of
action seeking reduced governmental expenses and increased income Will be undertaken. Oonstructive action will then be
taken through all possible means to assure
the adoption of the most equitable and economic solutions to the problems involved.
These efforts will include public information
meetings, direct governmental contact and a
position explanation through all available
media.
V. Urban renetoal

The Chamber is tremendously concerned
with cleared areas in downtown Rochester
lying undeveloped. Early construction of
private facilities, their return to the tax rolls,
and the construction of governmental facilities are imperative. We, therefore, will seek
the progressive implementation of the urban
renewal program of the City of Rochester and
rebuilding of the cleared areas of the city.
The orderly and rapid redevelopment of the
core city is a mandatory part of the revitaliz·
ation of downtown Rochester and the improvement of its business activity.
The Chamber's major emphasis in 1967 will
be to develop action oriented programs led
by men and women from the business and
professional community committed to seeking solutions to the many problems facing
the rapidly growing and dynamic area in
which we llve.
Program of Work Committee: Arthur M.
Richardson, Chairman; Angelo C. Costanza;
Alfred L. Davis; Robert W. Miller, Allen H.
Neuharth; H. Sheldon Smith, La.Roy B.
Thompson.

Mr. Speaker, since his installation just
a few short weeks -ago, Bishop Fulton
Sh~('J) has taken the Rochester community into his heart. I was present at the
installation ceremonies at Sacred Heart
Cathedral on that day in November, and
know firsthand of the intimate relationship which this great man has already
established with the people of Rochester.
He is sought after, quoted and admired by members of all the religious
communities of the city. Yet he goes
about his workday with a simplicity and
dedication which immediately is passed
on to anyone who comes close to him.
In his first direct contact with the
business community at the chamber of
commerce dinner, Bishop Sheen immediately established the sam~ rapport with
his audience. Today, I w1sh to present
the speech which he gave that evening.
There is a message in it for all of us:
SPEECH OF MosT REV. FULTON J. SHEEN
When I was invited by the president of
the Chamber o! Commerce I was told there
would be a dinner, and I hardly go anywhere
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without having to talk, and it reminded me
of the early days of Christianity when some
martyrs were sentenced to the llons in the
Coliseum. Some lions had been starved for ·
about two weeks. When released from the
cage, they bounded out across the Flavian
sands, were about to precipitate themselves
upon the poor Christians when the Christians reached out their arms, put them
around the llon's necks, and whispered something· in the lions' ears. And the llons instead of eating them went back to the side
of the arena.
They then ordered other lions released
that had been starved for five weeks. Out
after the prey they leaped. For the second
time the Christians reached out their arms
put them around the lions neck, whispered
something in the llon's ear and the second
group went over the joined the first. The
Emperor was furious. He sent for the Christians. He said, "What are you doing with my
starving lions?" They said, "Nothing, we
just whispered something in the lion's ear."
"I know," said the Emperor, "but what do
you whisper?" They said, "After this meal
you have to give a speech."
WHEN WE FAILED

Now this subject which was announced by
the toastmaster, "When We Failed," I must
explain. The "we" are the catholics in the
church. And I'm just going to tell you some
interesting stories about how we failed, be-·
cause they're helpful, the lessons involved.
Every now and then, there are crises that
come in history. The word "crises" is taken
from the Greek word "krisis", which means
judgment. For example, if I do not eat I
get a headache. The headache is a kind of
a "krisis" or judgment on my failure to obey
a natural law.
And so there are . various judgments that
have happened to the church in history.
There were three crises that I am going to
mention. One is religious, the other was
social, and the other, secular. The first crisis
the church faced was the religious one.
In the 16th century, we became very rich.
There was the accumulation of lands and
there was also the breakdown of morality
among the priests and religious. And then
there came a. reformation-a "krisis", judgment and we humbly beat our breasts and
said, "Yes, we poor weak mortals failed to
be all that we should have been."
At the time of the French Revolution
there was a. very intimate union between the
monseigneurs and the seigneurs. Between
the altar and the throne. And when there
came a great social disturbance, we recognized that the accusing fingers were right.
And then in our times we faced another,
when we became a. kind of a fortress--just
defending ourselves against the attacks of
others.
INFLUENCE OF JOHN XXlli

And the judgment came in the form of a
fat, happy, jovial man called John XXIII
who changed everything. And so it has happened in history that every now and then
there are disturbances. There is never any
great change without a disturbance and
there never was a. conversion without it.
Saint Paul was disturbed by grace. He was
knocked from his horse by it. Christ was
the great disturber. He disturbed everyone
He met.
Whenever there begins to be any regeneration of society, there comes these disturbances. They are not bad, they sometimes
may be very good. They may be even violent.
Our Lord said the Kingdom of Heaven iS
won by violence and only the violent shall
bear it away. But the violence of which He
spoke was not the sword, that violence, that
points outward to neighbor. Peter did that,
remember when he hacked ofl the ear of the
servant of the high priest, and proved himself an excellent fisherman. but that was the
best he could do with a sword. The Lord
told him to put it back into its scabbard.
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But the violence that the good Lord brought
is the violence which we turn, which we turn
the sword into ourselves to cut out our egotism and to cut out our selfishness.
And this was one of the lessons which we
learned in history and sometimes those who
bring us to our senses are abrasive. Sometimes the principals can be obnoxious. But
the principals may be right. That was one
of the lessons that we learned and we had
to learn it the hard way.
"COMFORTABLE PEW" MENTALITY

Then we learned another. We came into
a social crisiB. It was a social crisis which
we found expressed in many books that have
become popular in our time like "The Comfortable Pew", "The Suburban Captivity of
the Churches", and other such titles like
"The Requiem of a Parish"'. We lived for
many years in this mentality-that all the
pastor has to do is take care of his parish.
The bishop, a.ll he has to do is care for his
diocese. And we were shaken out of a.ll of
that by the Vatican Council when we could
sit alongside of men from all over the world.
Believe me it was something to sit alongside
of, as I was on one of the commissions, some
of the men !rom Africa who came out of bush
homes where there was not a single wheel,
and to sit down with those men in the commission where only Latin is spoken and then
to go out and hear them speak perfect
French, Italian and English. You began to
realize how big the world was. And how
quickly men can be educated.
And so the Vatican Council attacked this
narrowness. And they told the Bishops that
you are not consecrated for a. diocese you are
consecrated for the world-tor the world.
It's only secondarily you are in a diocese and
you are there only for Jurtsdictional reasons..
PLEDGES HELP TO POOR

And so we began to develop a social sense
o! responsibility toward everyone. When we
began to put up big churches, luxurious rectories and other ed.1.fices. we began to be very
conscious of 250,000 people who slept in the
streets of Bombay every night, of the 12
mllllon lepers there are in the world. And
we began to see socially that we are part of
a tremendous community and a wonderful
humanity-and that we had to do something
for them to help them. And so I hope to do
something here along those lines for all of
these people that belo~ to our social community and so we are ordering in the Diocese
of Rochester that whenever a school, a rectory, a convent, a church-any building is
put up, any construction or reconstruction.
that there will be a graduated percentage of
that money that will be given to the poor of
the city the poor of this diocese and to the
poor of the world. In other words we are
recognizing we are part of the world, part of
the community. We've learned something
from the mistakes that we have made. One
day a pig and a chicken were walking along
a road, a. country road and they looked at an
advertisement on a billboard that said, "Ham
and Eggs" and the chicken said "Isn't it
wonderfUl what we do for the American
people?" Pig said, "It's alright for you, you
make only a contribution but I make a total
commitment."
So maybe its an idea. that's worth passing
on to a whole community. That it may be
that a certain percentage of all of the bless ..
ings that we receive, industrially and personally, were passed on to the poor of the
world and particularly our own here.
And then finally there is such a thing as
a. secular crisis. We failed simply because
we were not very much concerned with the
world. For example, we did not have an
ecumenical spirtt. Not particularly interested in sitting down with the rabbi and
Dr. Hill-now we are. But we were not.
Our studies were a bit abstract, sometimes
left a kind of an application and left vacant
an application to the concrete and to the
persona.l.
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And then there came the change in the as your president has just said when he anVatican Council where we were told to get nunciated his program-urban renewal, housout into the world. This is where we save ing, and employment. This is greatness.
our souls. We carry some sanctification of This woUld take any pimple off the fair nose
ours out into this world. And so it may very of Rochester. Let the people of this country
well be that what we have learned and that look out on the greatness of this city as I've
can be passed on is the lesson of tangib111ty. seen it and I know it and I have known you
The tanglb111ty that Christ brought to this to be.
earth that when He just not only touched
Sometime ago an English-Angllcan minthe diseased, and su1Iertng and the blind and ister-priest came to this country from Engthe deaf, but He actually, as Matthew put land and he was at a meeting in Washington
it, bore our ills and our sickness as it they and they gathered together a lot of boys off
were His own.
part of the inner city into a room that had
You know, there are certain things that we been used for forty years by a number of
can never, never learn, except by touch. Its prayer women. They gathered there for
the third and the greatest intimacy of love. prayer but this young minister brought a lot
The only way that you can ever learn to love of Negro lads and Puerto Ricans and so forth
lepers is touch them. Really crush them. and this woman came in and said, "What are
Then they become yours. So we were told you doing here? Get these niggers out of
that ·about the world. Get into it. But be here I" And he said, ''Don't you think our
holy.
Lord loves everybody?" And she said, "Don't
bring Christ into this."
VISIT TO A LEPER COLONY
DISTURBANCE CAN MAKE US GREAT
I remember one day going to a leper colony,
in Baluba in Africa, I brought with me 500
I tell you we belong to the greatest civllizasilver crucifixes about that high and was tion in the history of the world our western
going to give one to each leper. The first Hebraic-Christian civillzation.
And our
leper that came up to me had his arm off civ111zation is great not because we are white
at the elbow. He held up his stump, and but because we are Hebraic-Christians. And
he had a rosary around his right arm. And as long as we keep this great and beautiful
he held up his right hand.
tradition, we will continue to be the great
It was the most noisome, fetid, foul, vol- civilization of the world. So in the past we
cano of corruption I ever saw in my life. have failed but we've learned some lessons
And I held that crucifix above it and then and we trust too, that the great prestige of
I dropped it into that pit and pool o! disease this chamber and of this organization of this
and it was immediately swallowed up.
city will continue now to recognize that
And then suddenly, there were 501 lepers maybe when there is anything that for the
in that camp--501-and I was the 501st and moment disturbs our peace, that it can make
the worst ·or all. Because I'd taken this us great.
symbol of love and charity and refused to
Somebody says to me for example "Your
identify myself with a man who was a thou- not as holy a priest as you ought to be." Well
sand times cleaner on the inside than I was. I can react to that and say, "How dare you
And then the thought came to me-what I talk to me like that!", or I can get down on
had done-and I took it out and pressed my knees and say, ''You're right, you're
hand to hand a.nd so on, shall we say, !or the right." When you d1sturb me it will make
other, well, the other 500 lepers.
me better and I thank you for it. And so my
TOUCH THE POOR
friends, this is our choice--our greatness. We
And so when there is poor in a community, have two symbols. The symbols that divide
the only way we can know is the way that the world and will divide the world for the
we were taught at the Vatican Council, touch next hundred years. One of the symbols is
the clenched fist a. gesture that turns the
them.
Go out among them. Put a coat on a hand of man which was meant to be an inback. Put a shirt about a shoulder. Sit strument of art into that which most closely
down at a table and you will begin to feel resembles the claws of a beast. And the
one. It's one of the most exhilarating ex- other symbol, the folded hands, we cannot
periences that there is in the world. To be protect, they are too weak to protect.
able to sit down with people of that kind and
UNCLENCH THE FIST OJ' HATE
to realize that maybe on the inside they are
They can only supplicate. They can only
tar better than we are. And this is what pray. Ten Gothic spires, aspiring heavencan always be done, by a great, great com- ward for the souls of men. And by and
munity such as this.
through those folded hands may the race of
I am one of your latest citizens. I am one Cain be brought beneath the cross where
ot your proudest. Paul boasted of his Ro- there is the man enfurled upon it like a.
man citizenship, "Citis Romanus sum." I wounded eagle. And by and through our
am a Roman citizen. So I can say "Citis charities, our prayers, our housing, our helpRocensus sum;"-(That's Rochester in ing unemployment our urban renewal may
Latin). So I can say I am a citizen of Ro- those clenched fists, as it were, open-andrechester.
lease the hate. And when the hate is gone
ROCHESTER-ATHENS OF THE UNITED STATES
out of the world those hands which were
nailed
by hate, take themselves from the
You know at the present time, my dear
friends, all the eyes of the United States are cross and fold themselves together not in
on Rochester. They are. And they're not Judgment but in embrace-that all the world
looking at our greatness for the moment. may know how sweet is the love of God.
They are not conscious that this is the Athens
of the United States--the technological city
of the world. What do they see? They only
see a. pimple on our nose. That's what they're
Tax Incentives for Home lmprovementJ
looking at. A pimple on our nose that we
Will Create Work, Boom the Economy
could cure with a little bit of ointment of
humility, and kindness, and charity. Just
think what we do tor the world. Here ls a.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
city thai practically clothes much of the
OF
United States. Most dental offices are in
some way touched by the city of Rochester.
Duplication, precision-we photograph AmerOJ' TEXAS
ica.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
We help teach America music. We have
trained the doctors o! the United States.
Monday, February 27, 1967
This is tremendous.
Mr. CASEY. Mr. Speaker, every level
There are enough brains here in this hall
to change any city within a year or two. And of government has long been concerned
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over the disgrace of urban blight spreading across our land.
We have spent billions fighting the end
result, without attacking the cause.
This Congress can strtke a crippling blow
at the cause of urban blight by giving the
people a tax incentive to repair their
home and rent property.
I have long advocated that Congress
adopt this approach, and reintroduced
in the 90th Congress a bill, H.R. 358,
outlining what I consider would be an
effective program. Let me explain
briefly the provisions of my bill. It
would permit a taxpayer to deduct a
maximum of $750 dwing a taxable year
for expenditures made to repair or imProve property used as his principal
residence.
In addition, H.R. 358 would permit
the owner of rental property to amortize
over 60 months the expenditures made
for repairs, replacements, or improvements intended to increase the livability,
utility, safety, or value of property.
Those improvements or additions which
would increase the total amount of :floorspace used for dwelling pw·poses would
not be deductible.
There will be, no doubt, profound arguments against such a tax incentive
on the basis that it will cost the Federal Government heavilY in revenue.
'I'his, I would like to discuss later. But
first let us examine a few statistics that
J>Om't vividly to the need for sound 9:nd
constructive approach to the prevention ·
of blight, rather than spend heavily on
slum clearance programs after the fact
has occurred.
In the last survey of housing in this
country, made in 1960, we had a total
of 58.2 million units of housing.
The shocking fact was discovered that
10,952,000 housing units were classed ~
substandard as defined by the Public
Housing Admiltistration. These units
were either classed as dilapidated, or
lacked hot piped witer, :flush toilet, or
both, inside the structure for the exclusive use of the occupants.
It was further noted in this census
that 826,259 owner-occupied units were
classed as dilapidated, and that 501,352
units classed as dilapidated were standing vacant.
The need for action in this field is evident. To me, it is our great~t tragedy
that in this day and age, millions of our
People must live in substandard housing.
But there 1s more involved here than
deep sympathy for those who dwell
Without the creature comforts you and
I take for granted.
We are faced with an economy showing the danger signs of stagnation. Production 1s down in many major industries, layoffs are occurring, and the consumer, hard pressed for his dollar, is
Passing up purchases he would have
:tnade a year ago. This Congress, not
long ago, was faced with a similar situation. It passed the investment tax
credit program, which boomed the economy. It also took note of the plight of
the self -employed, and passed tax incentive legislation to assist them to pro\ide their own pension program. Why
not now give some thought to the harried homeowner, the perennial forgotten
Inan? He crunes on his shoulders the
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heaviest tax burden, for he must finance lng permits where neces.sary will brlng
his schools, his city government, county additional revenue.
government, special district agencies, h1s
These are factors that should and
State, and last but not least, the opera- must be considered in any discus.sion of
tion of his Federal Government.
the "loss" of Federal revenue such a tax
This Congress and the respective deduction ·would generate. I repeat
States spend millions each year in un- again, in my judgment, the tremendous
employment benefits. We have enacted growth 1n job.s, the boom in our economy
and funded vast programs of job train- generated by enactment of this b111, the
ing, retraining, and placement to help shot in the arm it would give to local and
some of our people find productive State government tax revenues, would
niches in our land.
more than offset any initial los.s to the
And yet, we are reluctant to enact Federal Government.
legislation that will create more jobs,
Mr. Speaker, there is growing support
boom the economy, and give a modest in favor of this legislation across the
form of tax relief to the one individual country. It comes not only from the
who deserves it most and, at the same property owners directly involved, but
time, strike a major blow at the cause of from tho.se men farsighted enough to see
urban blight.
the beneficial effect such legislation will
To those who would argue that the have in opening vast new markets, in
cost of such a tax incentive would be pro- creating new jobs, new opportunities,
hibitive in terms of Federal revenue~ I and last but not least, in beautifying our
ask merely that they consider the fol- Nation through the prevention of urban
lowing:
blight and the creation of slums.
In 1960, $13.1 billion was spent for
I strongly urge my colleagues to look
residential additions, alterations, main- closely at thJ.s legislation, .and to join
tenance, repair and replacement for both with me in an effort to bring out of this
owner-occupied and rent property. It 90th Congress a constructive and wholehas dropped drastically 1n the ensuing some program of giving our home and
years: 1961, $13.8 billion, of which $6.1 rent-property owners a tax incentive for
billion was for maintenance and repairs· repair of their property.
1962, $11.3 billion, of which $5 billio~
was for maintenance and repairs· 1963
$11.7 billion, of which $5.1 billio'n wrui
Roy A. Roberts
for maintenance and repairs; 1964, no
figures available; and 1965, $11.4 b1llion,
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
of which $5 billion was for maintenance
OF
and repairs.
We have witnessed almost a $2 billion
HON. WM. J. RANDALL
drop in this market in 5 year.s. In my
oF Mrssomu
judgment, enactment of H.R. 358 would
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
send this market soaring to an all-time
high, and the additional tax revenue
Monday. February 27. 1967
generated would more than offset the
Mr. RANDALL. Mr. Speaker, 1n the
cost of the tax deduction granted to the 3 days which have elapsed since the passhomeowner.
1ng of that great newspaperman, Roy
Let us examine where the money goes, Roberts, editors of leading newspapers
,so you can see the potential growth in all across our land have commented
new job opportunities, the demand for about the life and work of their colleague.
_products and services.
Our papers in Washington have conIn 1963, of the $11.7 billion total-56 tained editorials. Papers large and
percent of the expenditure-wa.s for ad- small all along the eastern coast have
ditions, .alterations, and replacements. noted the passing of a man they loved
The remainder, 44 percent, was for and respected.
maintenance and repafrs, broken down
One of the men who knew him best
as follows: 3 percent, heating and air is his successor as president of the
conditioning; 6 percent, plumbing; 3 Kansas City Star, Riehard B. Fowler.
percent, roofing; 2 percent, fiooring; 19 On Saturday, February 25, in the Kansas
percent, painting; and 11 percent, all City Times, which 1s the morning edition
of the Kansas City Star,.. . Mr.
._
Fowler in
others.
In addition to what this legf.slation a. two-column editorial on the life of his
would do to benefit these industries, let · longtime associate writes in a way that
us aLso consider the impact on the local demonstrates the great affection all of
government.
his associates at the Star had for their
We spend billions in various forms of former managing editor, president, and
aid each year, to help local governments chairman of the board.
solve problems and initiate and comAs one of the members of the Missouri
plete local projects, ostensibly on the delegation who has the honor to reprebasis that the local government can no sent a portion of metropolitan Kansas
longer afford to solve such problems. City, it is my privilege to request consent
Nearly every major city and every State .for this well-wrttten editorial to be prels seeking sources of additional tax reve- served as a. part of the CONGRESSIONAL
nue. It stands to reason that, once di- RECORD.
lapidated .and substandard housing 1s
Any further comment 1s surplussage..
upgraded through repairs, it will be The editorial glows with a warmth llke
assessed at a higher valuation for local the great newspaperman of Kansa.s City.
tax purposes. It stands to reason that
The editorial follows: "-those .areas having local .sales taxes will [From the Kansas City Times, Feb. 25, 1967]
benefit heavily from increased sales of
RoY A. RoBERTS oF TBE &ru
merchandise, such as wood, paint, air
(By Rlcha.rd B. Fowler)
conditioning and plumbing supplies,
Until a few days before his death ao,
roofing materials, and so forth. Build- Roberts telephoned The Star editorial omce.
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almost every day. Weakened and short of future of the people who inhabit it. Through
breath from illness, he was still driven by ateadlly advancing age and lnfi.rinlty he
the compulsion to know everything that was talked about the unfolding future of the
happening in Kansas City or the world. His space age. Frequently he told friends a.t the
last call came last Tuesday in the final cri- star that his greatest regret was in the
tical stage of his illness.
knowledge that he would not live to see the
AB he knew the end was close a.t hand he fantastic events of 20 and 40 years in the
read The Star, other newspapers and mag- future.
az1nes voraciously. Ideas fC>r gOOd stories
Running through the writing and thinking
continued to flow from him. The day he of Roy Roberts was a warm, human feeling.
knew he was going back to the hospital for Talking to a reporter about a. story on some
the last time he telephoned a suggestion for human tragedy, his eyes sometimes filled
a major feature story idea that had been with tears and he would stop a minute to
missed by all of us. Four years after his re- regain his voice. Time and again he a.dtirement !rom the direction of The Star he monished star writers to always consider the
wns still the consummate newspaperman.
feelings of others. He was frequently critical
After he returned !rom Washington to be- of public officials but he was 1nca.pa.ble of
come The Star's managing editor Mr. Roberts writing a. mean story.
carried a. heavy load of executive duties. The
This was the Roy Roberts who came
responsibility expanded when he became pres- through to hundreds of thousands of readers
ident, editor and general manager. A pro- of The Star. In his active years, other thoucession of major business problems crossed sands of Missourians and Kansans knew the
his desk. He went through trying times.
Roy Roberts who mingled in the crowds, the
But the whole weight of problems and ebulUent splrit, the back-slapper with the
duties could not suppress the great buoyant nnw.ner of a. complete extrovert and the
splrit, the man of compelling ideas, the ir- probing mind of a. rare thinker. At any
repressible reporter.
given large gathering, he circulated with
He belonged to the age of great individual- purpose. He talked to people on all the great
istic newspaper pubUshers and editors, men concerns of the day and probed incessantly
known as much for their own powerful per- for ideas.
sonn.lit1es as for their roles with newspapers
For as long as he could move among
that provided them with a torum.
people, Roy Roberts encountered stories and
Mr. Roberts recognized the importance of ideas wherever he went. Any day he was
many minds In the production of a newspaper likely to return !rom a downtown luncheon
and he emphasized the value of organization. calling for a reporter to take the story that
But it was as Roy Roberts, the individual, who he had found.
came through to the people of this part of
Great editors and great reporters live genth'e United States. It was the same man who erally in a world of churning excitement.
was known intimately to two generations of The sense of drama that animates a cub
American newspaper people. In varying reporter on his first story is never lost. In
degrees he knew all the Presidents from this rare quality, few of the great and near
Woodrow Wilson to Lyndon Johnson. Many great could equal Roy Roberts. Through his
cabinet members through changing admln- dramatic world he explored fantastic ranges
istratlons opened their doors to Roy Roberts, of human activity-even when he had to give
talked !rankly with him and listened to him. most of his time to the deluge of business
So did the political leaders from across the problems that beset a large newspaper.
country, the great thinkers and the great
His love !or the drama of politics grew
rascals.
from his own experience. Over a half cenAnd no matter how pressing his executive tury and more he followed it from the clash
duties, reporter Roberts found the time to of early bosses In Kansas City through the
mingle in this world of great decisions and legislative halls of Topeka and Jefferson
to write the stories !or the readers of The City to the high temples of the political
Star. His stories were classics of clear, lllu- world 1n Washington. When he was still a.
minatlng reporting, animated by the in- washington correspondent he was well
imitable Roberts style.
known to the ever-changing array of cabinet
For more than 40 years he covered the members, senators, House leaders, bosses and
national polltical conventions of both poUt- other political movers from across the counlcal parties. If any other reporters equaled • try.
his convention reporting this writer has not
At an instant's glance he could see the
seen their stories. Roy Roberts Ignored all possibllltles of a llttle human story in a
the tangle of convention speculation and conversation with a taxi driver or the girl
crosscurrents by which many reporters and at the cigar counter. He was 1n a constant
commentators confuse the public, as well as succession of conversations wherever he went
themselves. Instead, he looked through the among people.
smoke fllled rooms to assess all the !actors.
Ahead of most men he sensed the import
When he got the big picture, he told The of any shift in economic trends and he was
Star readers what was happening and what off to interview the top economists in Washwas most likely to happen in the end. His ington and the leaders of finance 1n New
power of analysis was so widely recognized York.
that his hotel suite regularly became a
Roy Roberts never let anybody forget that
gn.thertng place for other newspaper men he was "a big country boy from Kansas'' but
· asking, ''What do you make of it, Roy?"
his world of human drama extended around
This ablllty to analyze major political the globe. As early as 1927, his flrst year
events required an intimate acquaintance
as managing editor, he took off !or Moswlth all the human urges that cause men cow to get a tlrst-hand look at the Soviet
to do whatever they are going to do. He leaders and the rising power of communism.
knew their ideals and deals, their dreams He went many times to the major European
and greed, their obligations to other political capitals, made an extensive tour of Asia, and
powers and the ominous rumbllngs that visited parts of Africa and Australia. In all
politicians sometimes hear from the grass countries he probed everlastingly for inforroot..q,
mation. He talked to the heads of governMr. Roberts was int~ately acquainted ments and their chief advisers. He picked
with the causes for cynicism furnished by the minds of Americans, Britons and other
many professional poUtlclans. He wrote Europeans. He went among the natives of
about them quite frankly. But through all the cities that he visited. Wherever he could
his writing ran a. strong vein of contldence break the language barrier, he was the same
in the baste strength of the American form Roy Roberts, shaking hands and opening seof government. He had contldence in the rious, probing conversations.
ultimate good sense of the majority of people
No one could ever hope to measure the 1mwho nnimate the democratic system.
print that Roy A. Roberts made on The Star,
His Innate optlm1sm carried beyond the any more than it is possible to diagram the
present American scene to the world and the imprint of Willla.m Rockhill Nelson on h1.l
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very Independent young reporter named Roy
Roberts. In both cases there 1s no question
of a deep and lasting influence of the kind
that is developed and handed on !rom generation to generation.
Times change and In many ways the management of another generation has been
changing The Star. But the basic principles
learned from close association with the Roberts mind and leadership continue even
though some men or the oncoming generation may be only half aware of it.
All who knew Mr. Roberts were tlred by his
burning conception o! the high standards
and ideals essential to a great newspaper.
Most of the top editorial executives today
have stood beside him 1n battlea against
what he and they considered dangerous political forces. He and they went to battle
without pausing to worry about the consequences.
His example has left a deep sense of obllgation to give readers of The Star the story and
the deeper meaning of events everywhere.
He has left with others the scope of his exciting world. It extends from the side streets
of Metropolitan Kansas City to the Kansas
!arms or the Ozark hills. It may be In Salina
or Sedalla, In Jefferson City, Topeka, or WashIngton. The trail of human action leads out
to London, Paris, or Moscow, on around the
world to New Delhi, Jakarta or wherever an
inspired reporter has eyes to see.
No one who worked directly with the Roy
Roberts of other years could ever forget his
constant stress on good writing or his incessant demand for the kind of investigation
that bores under the surface to come up with
the real story. Those who worked with him
on editorials absorbed his conception of a
good editorial as one that took a. strong, clear
stand and produced the fa<:tual information
to support it. No one who worked with him
could ever rest easy with a set of platitudes.
For the generations of Star people who
knew him well, the passing ot Roy Roberts
brings a sense of loss that goes even beyond
strong personal attachment. · They llved
with him through an era that was given
special meaning by the presence o!. Roy
Roberts. And now the era has ended.
We Star people who have carried the responsiblllty for the last four years know very
well what Roy Roberts would say to us today:
"now, stop talking about the past and go out
and produce the best damn newspaper in the
United States."
• A great future for The Star was his drenm
through the last days or his ll!e. To the
degree that The Star llves up to his ideals
this newspaper will stand as hls memorinl
through future genemtions.

Council for Christian Social Action Issues
Manifesto on Combating World Poverty
EXTENS10N OF REMARKS
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JJ!onday, February 27, 1967
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, the prob-

lems of poverty which beset two-thirds
of the world's population should be of
major concern to all of us.
The Council for Christian Social Action of the United Church of Christ, in
conjunction with several other religious
groups, has recently opened an office for
international development in Washington, D.C. It 1s their desire that the ''Nation's conscience may be aroused and its
commitment to development may be renewed."
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I commend their program to the attention of the other Members of the
House:

lateral development strategy and decisionmaking which are responsive to the realities
of power which the poorer nations confront.
The churches of America are called by the
JUSTICE AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPllriENT: A
God of justice whom they worship to become
MANIFESTO FOB AMERICAN ACTION IN THll:
wholeheartedly involved in the struggle
STRUGGLE AGAINST WORLD POVERTY
against world poverty. The churches bear
The moment has come for a renewal of ., special witness to the claims of justice.
American commitment to international de- They testify to the meaning of sacrifice.
Telopment. Public indifference and govern- They know that repentance and reconstrucInenta.I retreat must be overcome. New at- tion are the active agents of reconciliation.
titudes, new policies, and new actions are Their social witness and their worldwide
required.
ministries are summoned to a determined
The poverty of two-thirds of the human effort to expand the American contribufamily is the starkest economic f.act of our tion to international development and to
til:ne. It is more than a material condition: strengthen the processes o! international coIt is a moral outrage. The sufferings and the operation between the richer nations and the
dt"gradation of the poor have been made in- poorer nations.
tolerable ln our generation. The nations toThe churches can do much to arouse the
gether now possess the technological capacity American public and to inspire an effective
to ll!t the burden of poverty from the backs new constituency on the issues of world pov0! every people. Everywhere poverty has be- erty. Yet the churches must not act alone.
come a seedbed of social and political revolu- They must work together in the fullest postion.
sible ecumenical fellowship. They must join
Bellevers in a prophetic rellgious faith their efforts with those of governmental leadInust discern the will of the God of justice ers, business, labor, and farm groups, citi'Who is Himself active 1n the very midst of zens' organizations, foundations and univerthe revolutions o! the disinherited. As the sities. And they must work in company
gap between the rich nations and the poor with religious leaders and others from the
nations tragically expands, the imperatives developing nations in order that they may
o! that faith cry for justice and !or compas- think and act from an authentically intersion. These imperatives a.re not merely in- national perspective.
ner attitudes. They call for action. They
It is not generosity or sacrifice alone whlch
Confront the United States with special force impels us to speak to the issues of world
because it is of all nations the richest and poverty. The interdependence of national
the most powerful. This nation has done economies is now so far advanced that the
InUch to develop the science and technology prosperity of every nation is fatefully tied to
'Which proTide the promise of triumph over that o! every other nation. The develop"World poverty and whlch has persuaded us to ment of the new nations is as necessary for
launch a war on poverty at home. But our Americans as it is for them. The peace of
'tery a..f!luence tends to mUffie the cries o! hu- the world is also at stake. Although peace
Inan need and to stifle our response to them. cannot be secure without a rule of law, no
We in the richer nations a.re failing to ful- rule of law can succeed unless it is estabfill our obligations to the two b1llion chll- lished upon foundations of political and ecodren of God who are poor, our brothers and nomic justice.
Sisters who bear His image and are beloved
We pledge our support to the following
a! Him as much as any one o! us. We are policy priorities which we commend to the
falling morally and we are falling politically. United States Government and to the Amer'I'he policies of the United States Govern- ican public. We believe that these priorities
Inent reflect tws !allure. As the costs o! in- reflect critically important claims of justice
ternational development have mounted, the in the present relationships between the peoExecutive has proposed and the Congress has ple of the United States and the peoples oj
\>oted successive decreases in the Ainerican Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
COntribution. During the Marshall Plan
POLICIES PRIORITIES FOB INTERNATIONAL
(1948-53), the U.S. gave two percent of its
DEVELOPMENT
grOSs national product as economic grants
1. Adequate aid: allocation of at least 1%
for European reconstruction. ~ BY contrast, o! the GNP (gross national product) for
the U.s. 1n 1967 was providing only 0.3 per- governmental development assistance and a
cent to all of Asia, Africa, and Latin Ainer- total public and private allocation of at least
ica primarily for loans rather than grants. 2% of the GNP.
It is true that aid to Europe and economic
2. Increasingly multilateral: channeling of
and technical assistance to the developing a. larger proportion of developnrent assistance
llations have called forth unprecedented through the United Nations and other multifuncts from ·t he United States Government lateral agencies such as regional development
and have made substantial contributions to institutions.
human welfare. Yet it is also true that dis3. Less burdensome terms: an· increase in
Illusionment and apathy have overtaken the proportion o! grants and low-interest
United States development policy at the very and interest-free loans in the distribution of
t1Ine that the wisdom o! experience is ripenStates development funds.
Ing, the fruits of scientific study are becom- United
4. Long-term planning: Congressional auIng genuinely significant, and the opportu- thorization of long-term assistance for
lllties for acceleration in development are periods of up to fl ve years in order to
l'ising. It 1a particularly unfortunate that facilitate development planning.
the shrinking of Ainerican vision and sup5. Elimination of "buy American" rePort comes at a time when bitterness and quirements: removal of purchase restrictions
despair are growing in the poorer nations.
which prevent more economical procurement
'I'he inadequacies of United StateS devel- in other countries and which hinder indusopment policy are not only financial. There trial progress in the developing countries
1s a failure to come to terms with national- themselves.
ism and With the ideological and political
6. Global commodity agreements: negotia\>ariatlons of fundamentally nationalist revo- tion of effective international commodity
lutions. There is a failure to understand agreements
to stabilize export earnings on
development problems from the inside out-as the leaders and peoples of developing na- primary products from the developing
tions themselves must face those problems. countries.
7. Freer trade: liberalization of tariff
'I'here is a failure to get beyond the donor's
Preoccupation with dollars and with "Ameri- policies and positive trade assistance to excan know-how'' to the nurturing of indige- pand the access of the developing countries
noua leadership and institutions upon which to markets of the developed countries.
a. Freedom from hunger: a more subauthentic national development must dePend.. There is a failure to forge those struc- stantial mobilization of Ainerlcan agricultural
technology !or a ma.ximum effort to
tures or international Va.de and of multi-
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help developing countries improve their
food production and to increase fOOd reserves to meet emergency needs.
9. Removal of cold war restrictions: elimination from aid legislation of prohibitions
on food and other humanitarian assistance
to countries which may be engaged in trade
with certain CommUnist states.
10. Family planning: a more substantial
program of helping developing countries in
their efforts to confront the problems of
rapidly expanding populations with education and health facUlties for family
planning.
11. Education for development: a commitment to world literacy and to the educational resources and instltutic;ms indispensable to the progress of economic and political
development.
12. Private groups: the fostering o! co_ operatives, labor unions, trade and related
associations, community action groups, and
other organizations in the developing countries which nurture leadership and democratic processes and which help to insure
that economic assistance will be of lasting
benefit.
THE RESPONSIBn.rry OF THE CHURCHES

The churches must recognize that the
powers of government are more decisively
involved in the struggle for justice in human
life around the world than are the programs
of the churches themselves. Just as there
has been a. shift from charity to justice in
the evolution of domestic welfare policy, so
the churches must not permit their own
philanthropy, as generous as that may be, to
distract attention from the issues of justice
which are at stake in political decisions.
Yet the churches must do more than address resolutions to questions o! governmental policy. When the issue is justice to
the poor, the ancient demands o! faith compel the churches to engage their own people
and funds courageously and sacriflcally in
the struggle. We affirm the following as
special tasks of the Ainerican churches.
1. Interpretation: To interpret the issues
of justice and o! policy in international development to the membership o! our
churches and to the general public, to the
end that the nation's conscience may be
aroused and its commitment to development
may be renewed.
2. Mobilization: To give leadership in the
formation of a sustaining constituency within the Ainerican public which 1s informed
and committed on the issues of international
development.
3. Corporate witness in decision-making:
To bring the corporate witness of the
churches to bear upon the processes of executive and legislative decision-making in
matters of foreign aid and trade, population
policy, food assistance, and agricultural development.
4. Continuing study: To engage in a continuing process of study and education with
regard to the fundamental assumptions and
motives of international development and
the effectiveness of alternative policies and
programs in their responsiveness to human
need.
5. Direct participation: To increase the resources and effectiveness of the churches'
direct participation in world service and development projects.
6. Style of life: To manifest a style of U!e
as persons and as institutions which·does not
cater to our own indulgences at the expense
of our neighbors' necessities.
7. Ministry of lay groups: To magnify the
ministry of the laity 1n such fields as farming, teaching, business, labor and health
programs by increasingly enlisting these vocational groups in education and action programs for international development which
are appropriate to their competence and influence.
8. Development as vocation: To inspire
and nurture careers 1n international devel-
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opment as special callings worthy of our
finest men and women.
Approved by Committee for International
Development, 19 January, 1967, New York,
N.Y.
Adopted by Council for Christian SOcial
Action, 30 January, 1967, Cleveland, Ohio.
ALAN GEYER,

Director oflntenuzticmal Relations.
L. MAYNARD CATCHINGS,
.Associate for International Development.

Scouting and Congress
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Oli'

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, a recent
survey leaves no doubt that the Boy
Scouts of America has had a pronounced
impact on the Members of Congress.
The gentleman from Ohio [Mr. BROWN]
is to be commended for the thoroughness with which he conducted this survey in observance of the 51st anniversary
of the Boy Scouts.
Of the 523 male Members of Congress,
328--77 percent--have been in:fiuenced
by membership in or service to Scouting.
This total includes 177 who have been
Scouts only, 60 who have been leaders
only and 91 who have been both.
Twenty-six,
including
Congressman
BLATNIK, of Minnesota's Eighth Distrlct,
have been Eagle Scouts. Two have won
the Silver Buffalo Award, nine the Silver
Beaver and two the Silver Antelope.
Four of the 10 Members of Minnesota's Congressional delegation have been
involved in scouting. For several years
during the 1930's, I was a member of a
troop in southeast Minneapolis.
Scouting's influence on Congress is not
limited to male members.
Of the 12
women Members, one has been named an
honorary Boy Scout and another has
served as a Cub Scout den mother.
Following is the State-by-State list
of Senators and Representatives who
have, at some point in their lives, been
active in some phase of Scouting:
Scout denoted by (S); Leader denoted by
(L); Scout and Leader denoted by (S & L).
ALABAMA

Senator John Sparkman (D), S & L.
George Andrews (D), S.
John H. Buchanan, Jr. (R), L.
William L. Dlck:lnson (R), S.
Robert E. Jones (D), L.
Armistead I. Selden, Jr. (D), S.
ALASKA

Senator E. L. Bartlett (D), S.
Howard W. Pollock (R), S.
ARIZONA

Senator Paul J. Fannin ( R), S.
Senator Carl Hayden (D), L.
John J. Rhodes (R), S.
Morris K. Udall (D), S & L.
ARKANSAS

E. C. Gathings (D), S & L.
Wilbur D. Mills (D), S & L.
John Paul Hammerschmidt (R), S.
David Pryor (D), S.
CALIFORNIA

Senator Thomas Kuchel (R), S & L.
Senator George Murphy (R), L.

Alphonzo Bell (R), S.
George E. Brown, Jr. (D), L.
Del Clawson (R), S & L.
Jeffrey Cohela.n (D), S.
James C. COrman (D), S.
Don Edwards (D), s.
RichardT. Hanna. (D), S & L.
Craig Hosmer (R), S.
Harold T. Johnson (D), L.
Robert L. Leggett (D), S & L.
Glena.rd P. Lipscomb (R), S.
John F. McFall (D), L.'
Wlllia.m S. Mallliard (R), S.
Bob Mathias (R), S.
John E. Moss (D), S.
Ed Reinecke (R), S & L.
Edward R. Roybal (D), S.
H. Allen Smith (R), S & L.
Burt L. Talcott ( R) , S & L.
Charles M. Teague (R), S.
John V. TUnney (D), L.
James B. Utt (R), S.
Lionel Van Deerlin (D), S.
Jerome Waldie (D), S.
Bob Wilson (R) , S.
J. Arthur Younger (R), L.
COLORADO

Wayne N. Aspinall (D), S.
Frank E. Evans (D), S & L.
Byron G. Rogers (D), S.
Donald G. Brotzman (R), S.
CONNECTICUT

Senator Thomas J. Dodd (D), S.
Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (D), S.
Robert N. Giaimo (D), S.
W1111a.m L. St. Onge (D), S. & L.
DELAWARE

Senator J. Caleb Boggs (R), S & L.
William V. Roth, Jr. (R), L.
FLORIDA

Senator Spessard L. Holland (D), S.
Charles E. Bennett (D), S.
Dante B. Fascell (D), S.
Sam M. Gibbons (D), S.
James A. Haley (D), L.
Edward J. Gurney (R), S.
A. Sydney Herlong, Jr. (D), S.
Claude Pepper (D), S & L.
Paul G. Rogers (D), S.
Robert L. F. Sikes (D). S.
J. Herbert Burke (R), S.
GEORGIA

Jack Brinkley (D), L.
John J. Flynt, Jr. (D), S & L.
G. Elliott Hagan (D), L.
Phil M. Landrum (D), S.
Maston O'Neal (D), S & L.
Robert G. Stephens, Jr. (D), S & L.
Fletcher Thompson (R), L.
W. S. (Bill) Stuckey, Jr. (D), S & L.
Benjamin Blackburn (R), S & L.
HAWAn
Senator Hiram Fong ( R) , S & L.
Spark Matsunaga (D), S.
IDAHO

Senator Frank Church (D), S.
George V. Hansen (R), S.
James A. McClure (R), S.
ILLINOIS

Frank Annunzio (D) , L.
Leslie S. Arends (R), s.
Harold R. ColUer (R), S.
Edward J. Derwinski (R), s.
John N. Erlenborn (R), L.
Robert McClory (R), L.
Roman C. Pucinski (D), S.
Thomas Railsback (R). s & L.
Dan Rostenkowski (D) , S & L.
Donald Rumsfeld (R), s
William L. Springer ( R) , S.
Sidney R. Yates (D), S.
Senator Charles Percy (R), S & L.
INDIANA

E. RossAdair ( R) , S.
John Brademas (D), S & L.
William G. Bray ( R) . S.
Lee H. Hamilton (D), S.
Andrew Jacobs, Jr. (D), s.
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Richard L. Roudebush (R), S & L.
Roger H. Zion (R), S & L.
IOWA

Senator Jack Miller (R), S.
John C. Culver (D), S.
John Kyl (R), L.
• Fred Sch wengel ( R) , L.
Wiley Mayne (R), S.
Neal Smith (D), L.
KANSAS

Senator Frank Carlson (R), L.
Senator James B. Pearson (R), 8.
Bob Dole (R), S.
Chester L. Mize (R). S.
Garner E. Shriver (R), S & L.
Joe Skubitz (R), L.
Larry Winn, Jr. (R), S & L.
KENTUCKY

Senator John Sherman Cooper (R), 8.
William H. Natcher (D), S.
W1lliam Cowger (R), S.
Frank A. Stubblefield (D), S.
John C. Watts (D), S.
Gene Snyder (R), S.
LOUISIANA

Hale Boggs (D), S.
Speedy 0. Long (D), S.
Otto E. Passman (D), S.
Joe D. Wnggonner (D), S.
Edwin E. Willis (D), S.
:MAINE

Senator EdmundS. Muskie (D), S.
William D. Hathaway (D), S.
Peter N. Kyros (D), S.
MARYLAND

Senator Joseph D. Tydings (D), S.
Samuel N. Friedel (D), S.
Hervey G . Machen (D), S&L.
Charles McM. Mathias, Jr. (R), S.
Rogers C. B. Morton (R), S.
Clarence D. Long (D), S.
Gilbert Gude (R), S&L.
MASSACHUSETTS

Senator Edward Brooke (R), S.
William H. Bates (R), S.
Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr. (D), L.
MICHIGAN

Senator Robert P. Griffin (R), S&L.
Garry Brown (R), s.
Elford A. Cederberg (R), S.
John D. Dingell (D), S&L.
Gerald R. Ford (R), S&L.
William D. Ford (D), S.
Edward Hutchinson (R), S.
Lucien N. Nedzi (D), L.
Philip E. Ruppe (R), S.
WilliamS. Broomfield (R), S&L.
MINNESOTA

Senator Walter F. Monda.le (D), S.
John A. Blatnik (D), S.
Donald M. Fraser (D), S.
Joseph E. Karth (D), S&L.
MISSISSIPPt:

Thomas G. Abernathy (D), S&L.
G . V. Montgomery (D), S.
MISSOURI

Senator Edward V. Long (D), L.
Thomas B. Curtis (R), S&L.
Durward G. Hall (R), S&L.
W. R. Hull, Jr. (D), L.
Will1am L. Hungate (D), S.
Paul C. Jones (R), S&L.
Frank M. Karsten (D), S.
Willlo.m J. Randall (D), s.
MONTANA

Senator Lee Metcalf (D), S&L.
James F. Battin (R), S.
Arnold Olsen (D), L.
NEBRASKA

Glenn Cunningham (R), S&L.
Dave Martin (R), S&L.
Robert V. Denney (R), L.
NEVADA

Senator Howard W. Cannon (D),
WalterS. Baring (D), S.

s:
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NEW HAMPSHIRE

Senator Norris Cotton (R), S.
Senator Thomas J. Mcintyre (D), L.
Louis C. Wyman (R), 8.
NEW JERSEY

Senator Clli!ord P. Case (R), S.
Senator Harrison A. Wllllams, Jr. (D), L.
Cornelius E. Gallagher (D), S.
John E. Hunt (R), S & L.
Joseph G. Minish (D), S.
James J. Howard, (D), S.
Charles Sandman (R), S.
William B. Widnall (R), 8 & L.
NEW MEXICO

Senator- Clinton P. Anderson (D), L.
Thomas G. Morris (D), 8.
E. S. Johnny Walker (D), S & L.
NEW YORK

Senator Robert F. Kennedy (D), S.
Hugh L. Carey (D), L.
Barber E. Conable, Jr. (R), S & L.
John G. Dow (D), S & L.
Thaddeus J. Dulski (D), S & L.
James R. Grover, Jr. (R), S.
Seymour Halpern (R), S & L.
Prank Horton (R) , S & L.
Carleton J. King (R), L.
Richard D. McCarthy (D), 8.
Robert C. McEwen (R), S.
Abraham J. Multer (D), L.
Richard L. Ottinger (D), 8.
otis G. Pike (D), S & L.
Odgen R. Reid (R), S.
Joseph Y. Resnick (D), S & L.
Howard W. Robison (R), S & L.
John J. Rooney (D), S.
Henry P. Smith i l l (R), 8 & L.
SamuelS. Stratton (D), S & L.
Herbert Tenzer (D), L.
John W. Wydler (R), S.
Theodore R. Kupferman (R), L.
NORTH CAROLINA

Senator B. Everett Jordan (D), L.
James T. Broyhill (R). s.
L. H. Fountain (D), S.
Nick Galifianak:ls (D), S.
David N. Henderson (D), S.
Walter B. Jones (D), S.
Charles R. Jonas (R), S. Horace R. Kornegay (D), S & L.
Alton Lennon (D), S & L.
Roy A. Taylor (D), S & L.
Basu Whitener (D). s.
James C. Gardner (R), S.
NORTH DAKOTA

Mark Andrews (R), S.
Thomas S. Kleppe (R), S.
OHIO

John M. Ashbrook (R), L.
Jackson E. Betts (R), S & L.
Clarence J. Brown, Jr. (R), S & L.
Samuel L. Devine (R), S.
William H. Harsha (R), S.
Wayne L. Hays (D), S & L.
Delbert L. Latta. (R), S.
D. E. "Buz" Lukens (R), s&L.
Clarence E. Miller (R) S.
William E. M'inshall (R), S.
Charles A. Mosher (R) , L.
J. W1Uiam Stanton (R), s.
Chalmers P. Wylie (R), S & L.
.Robert Ta!t, Jr. (R), S.
OKLAHOMA

Senator Fred R. Harris (D), S.
Senator A. s. Mike Monroney (D), S.
Carl Albert (D), S & L.
Page Belcher (R), L.
Ed Edmondson (D) • s.
John Jarman (D), L.
Tom Steed (D), s & L.
OREGON

AI Ullman (D), L.
John R. Dell en back (R) , S.
Senator Mark Hatfield (R), S & L.
PENNSYLVANIA

Senator Hugh Scott (R). S.
William A. Barrett (D), S.
Edward Biester (R), 8.
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Frank M. Clark (D) , S & L.
Robert J. Corbett (R). S.
Daniel J. Flood (D) , S.
James G. Fulton (R), S.
Albert W. Johnson (R), L.
Joseph M. McDade (R), S.
Thomas E. Morgan (D), S.
Fred B. Rooney (D), S.
John P. Saylor (R), S & L.
Herman T. Schneebeli (R), S.
RichardS. Schweiker (R), S & L.
J. Irvin Whalley (R), L.
L. G. Williams, (R), S.
Joshua Eilberg (D), S & L.

Henry S. Reuss (D), S & L.
Vernon W. Thomson (R), S.
William A. Steiger (R), s.
WYOMING

Senator Gale W. McGee (D), S.

The Legality of Reclassification of
Selective Service Registrants
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

RHODE ISLAND

OF

Senator Claiborne Pell (D), S.

HON. JOE L. EVINS

SOUTH CAROLINA

Senator Strom Thurmond (R), S & L.
John L. McMillan (D), L.
L. Mendel Rivers (D), S & L.
Albert W. Watson (R), S.
Senator Ernest Hollings (D), S.
SOHTH DAKOTA

E. Y. Berry (R), L.
Senator Karl E. Mundt (R), S.
Ben Reifel (R), L.
TENNESSEE

William R. Anderson (D), S.
William E. Brock III (R), S.
John J. Duncan (R), S & L.
Richard H. Fulton (D), S & L.
Ray Blanton (D), S & L.
Dan Kuykendall (R) , L.
TEXAS

Senator Ralph Yarborough (D), L.
Omar Burleson (D), S.
Earle Cabell (D), L.
Bob Casey (D) , S & L.
John Dowdy (D), S & L.
0. C. Fisher (D), L.
Ellgio de la Garza (D) , S & L.
Henry B. Gonzalez (D), S & L.
Wright Patman (D), L.
J. J. (Jake) Pickle (D), S.
W. R. Poage (D), L.
Graham Purcell (D), L.
Ray Roberts (D), S & L.
Olin E. Teague (D), S.
Richard C. White (D), S & L.
James C. Wright, Jr. (D), S & L.
Abraham B. Kazen, Jr. (D), S.
Robert D. Price (R) , L.
Joe R. Pool (D), S.
UTAH

Senator Wallace F. Bennett (R), S.
Senator Frank E. Moss (D), S.
Laurence J. Burton (R), S & L.
Sherman P. Lloyd (R), S & L.
VERMONT

Robert T. Stafford (R), S.
VIRGINIA

Thomas N. Downing (D), S & L.
Porter Hardy, Jr. (D), S & L.
John 0. Marsh, Jr. (D), S & L.
David E. Satterfield, i l l (D), S.
W1111am C. Wampler (R), S.
William L. Scott (R), L.
Senator William B. Spong, Jr. (D), S & L.
WASHINGTON

Senator Henry M. Jackson (D), S •
Brock Adams (D). S.
Thomas S. Foley (D). S.
Lloyd Meeds (D), s & L.
Thomas M. Pelly (R), S.
WEST VIRGINIA

Senator Robert C. Byrd (D), S.
senator Jennings Randolph (D), B.
Ken Hechler (D) , S.
James Kee (D), S.
Arch A. Moore, Jr. (R), L.
John M. Slack, Jr. (D), S.
Harley 0. Staggers (D), L.
WISCONSIN

Senator William Proxmire (D). S.
Robert W. Kastenmeier. (D) • 8.
Glenn R. Davis (R), L.
Melvin R. Laird (R), B.

OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. EVINS of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, the matter of the legality of reclassification of selective service registrants is
a matter of current public interest and
concern. Testimony in this regard has
been given by Selective Service officials
appearing before the Subcommittee on ·
Independent Offices and Housing Appropriations, and the matter· also is under
review by the House Armed Services
Committee. The American Bar Association Journal in its February issue discussed the legal aspects of the issue in
some detail. In view of the interest of
this subject to my colleagues and to the
Nation generally, I have unanimous consent that this article be reprinted in the
Appendix of the RECORD:
THE

LEGALITY OF RECLASSIFICATION OF
SELECTIVE SERVICE REGISTRANTS

(By Maj. Charles W. Schiesser, JAGC, U.S:
Army and Capt. Daniel H. Benson, JAGC,
U.S. Army)
(NoTE.-In this article, the authors answer criticism of some draft boards that
reclassified students who participated in
demonstrations against the Vietnam war.
The authors examine the duties of draft
boards and explain how the reclassification
system works, and they contend that 1t is
incorrect to say that the reclassified students are being "punished" for their
conduct.
(The opinions and conclusion presented
herein are those of the authors and do not
necessarily represent the views of the United
States Army or any other Government
agency.)
Abraham Lincoln once observed that the
power to raise armies was "given to Congress
by the Constitution without an 'if' ".1 Congress has the power to raise armies by conscription.~ both for the prosecution of a war a
and for a peacetime - army,4 and it may
subject to military service those who are
unwilling as well as those who are eager to
defend their nation.' It is within the power
of Congress to call everyone to the colors,
and no one under the jurisdiction of the
United States, whatever his status, is exempt
from mllltary service except by the grace of
the government.•
There have been numerous attacks on the
constitutionality of our draft laws, primarily
on two general grounds: ( 1) it has been
urged that the entire theory of compulsory
milltary service l.s unconstitutional, and (2)
it has been urged that specific draft laws
lacked validity because of a denial of certain
constitutional rights. AB one commentator
noted:
"The case materla.l on draft law is voluminous. It is but natural that, under our
form of government, laws allegedly derogatory of Uberty should be contested by litigation and thus subjected to the most searching Judicial scrutiny."'
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In every case, the constitutionality of the
law has been upheld. 8
In the Universal Military Training and
Service Act,8 Congress declared that " . . .
an adequate armed strength must be achieved
and maintained to insure the security of this
Nation" 10 and the " ... in a free society the
obligations and privileges of serving in the
armed forces and the reserve components
thereof should be shared generally . . . . " u
The act is a comprehensive statute, designed
to provide a fair and efficient procedure for
marshaling the manpower of the nation
through the operation of the Selective Service System. AB Lt. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey,
Director of Selective Service, has pointed
out:
"Selective Service is one of America's oldest institutions-even though the term
'Selective Service' was not used until World
War I and the modern conception of Selective Service d11fers greatly from the devices
used for manpower procurement in colonial
times." 12
One of the most significant aspects of the
Selective Service System is the authority
given to local Selective Service boards.
Local boards, under appropriate rules and
regulations prescribed by the President, have
the power within their respective jurisdictions to hear and determine, subject to the
right of appeal, all questions or claims with
respect to inclusion for or exemption or deferment from training and service.'s The
local board has the authority and duty to
make classification and reclassification determinations as to each registrant. Substantial controversy has arisen recently ooncernlng the exercise of this classification and
reclassification power.
CLASSIFICATION

It is the local board's responsibility to
decide the class into which each registrant
shall be placed, and in making that determination the board must consider each
registrant as available for military training
and service until such time as his eligibility
for deferment or exemption is clearly established to the satisfaction of the board a
Thus, a deferment-even a student deferment--is not a matter of right but is a
matter of legislative grace, 16 and the burden
is upon the registrant to show that he
should not be deemed available for immediate military service.10 In reaching their decisions, the local boards are selecting a large
segment of the nation's military personnel,
and they must act for the benefit of the national welfare rather than primarily from
the viewpoint of an individual registrant's
personal interest or preference:u These
factors are often submerged in much of
the current discussion and debate about
classification and reclassification of registrants.
Classification is an essential step in the
process of induction, 18 and unless an appeal
is taken to a Selective Service appeal board,
the local board's decision on a registrant's
claim for deferment is finaV 11 It is again
emphasized that the burden is upon the registrant to establish his eligibility for deferment or exemption from military training
and service to the sa tisfactlon of the local
board, 211 and the courts cannot review the
correctness of a board's action if there is
any evidence or "basis in !act" to support
the decision of the board :n unless it is shown
that the board's action was arbitrary and
capricious, based on bias or prejudice, or
that the registrant was denied a procedural
right and such denial was actually prejudicial to his substantial rights. 22 Judicial review may be granted or withheld, as Congress
sees fit,l!3 and jurisdiction to review the findings of local boards is not conferred upon
the courts by the act or any other statute.M
Consequently, the scope of judicial review
into the administrative proceedings of the
Selective Service System is very limitedFootnotes at end of speech.

"the range of review is the narrowest known
to the law" l!tl__and the courts do not sit as
"super draft boards".26
It is within the context of these rules and
holdings that the entire classification process
must be evaluated if an adequate understanding of the issues inYolved is to be
obtained.
Local boards enjoy a wide range of discretion in gathering and sifting the evidence
upon which they base their classification
decisions, and just as they perform a different function from that performed by a
court of law or equity, so also the character
of the evidence they may consider differs
from that considered by a court. It must
be remembered that local boards are not engaged in civil litigation, nor are they conducting criminal trials. Rather, they are
administering the program by which our
armed forces acquire needed manpower. The
lawyer who is unfamiliar with local board
procedures may be surprised by the degree
of freedom from strict rules of evidence
which the local boards enjoy.
The classification process is not an ad_;
versary prooeedlng between board and registrant in which the slightest misstep mechanically penalizes the registrant.27 Selective
Service registrants are not treated as though
engaged in formal litigation assisted by
counsel,28 nor must they make their points
with the board in the fashion required of
a well-trained lawyer.:!!~ Indeed, when a registrant makes a request in writing, no matter how ambiguously or unclearly the request is stated, if it indicates a desire for a
procedural right, it must be construed in
the registrant's favor. 00 The board is required to receive and consider arguments and
evidence presented by the registrant fully,
fairly and with reasonable patience.~ 1
At the same time, however, the local board
may go far beyond the usual rules of evidence applicable in a courtroom or in an
ordinary administrative tribunal in gathering and evaluating the information which
it needs in order to make its classification
determinations. A board may consider evidence from many other sources than the registrant himself and act on matters within
its knowledge whether in evidence or not. 32
A board may make a personal investigation
through a welfare or service agency,:t:l and
it may utilize an advisory panel on matters
regarding Which it needs specialized information.36 A board is entitled to survey
its registrants in light of world conditions,:Ja
and in so doing it need not keep elaborate
records of matters discussed or its considerations in making or changing a classification,
nor record its thoughts and motives. 36 Of
course, objective evidence is controlling on
a board where exact proof is possible, but
in searching a registrant's conscience and
motives, a board may attach great weight to
his credib111ty and even to his demeanor at
a personal appearance before the board--so
much so that these factors may be decisive
in a given case,37 A local board is not required
to swear witnesses or allow representation
by counsel,as nor is it required to call witnesses or search for evidence beyond what is
presented by the registrant,:~~~ although, of
course, it may do so in its discretion. The
board has the same right to evaluate the
testimony of whatever witnesses it does hear
as a trial court, 40 and it may properly indicate on the written record that the veracity
of a registrant is in question.'1 Many subjective things may be taken into consideration by a local board; for example, claims
for successive deferments on di1ferent
grounds may form a basis for questioning
a registrant's sincerity, although they do not
necessarily disqualify him from consideration for further deferment. 42 As might be
expected, when uncontroverted evidence
places a registrant prima facie within his
claimed exemption, a denial of the exemption solely on the basis Of suspicion or speculation ls not warranted, 43 and thus while a
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local board is not required to overcome by
evidence of its own a presumption of thP.
validity of a claim,•• neither is it free to act
arbi trarlly.
·
The rules stated above are not by any
means exhaustive, nor can they be taken as
finally settled. Manifestly, given the current war in Vietnam, the constantly increasing draft calls and the continuing protest
regarding this nation's involvement in keeping the world's peace ·a s well as maintaining
our own security, it can reasonably be anticipated that considerable litigation will develop in connection with Selective Service
cases. The old rules may well be altered, or
applied in new ways to new situations. But
the above stated concepts should at least
serve to indicate broadly the general system
of operation in classification determinations.
They do indicate that civil or criminal trials
are not being conducted by the Selecti\'e
Service System, and that a far di1ferent purpose is being served.
The local boards may be open to criticism.
but it should be informed and realistic criticism, based upon the true context of Sele<:tive Service operations.
RECLASSIFICATION

There is perhaps more misunderstanding
about the matter of reclassification than any
other subject concerning the operations of
the local boards. It is being charged by various groups and individuals that some Selective Service boards have "punished" nonconformist registrants, "convicted" them without benefit of a fair trial and "sentenced"
them to induction and service in the Armed
Forces for their participation in demonstrations and related antiwar activities. It is
true that a local board is entitled (and is
under a positive duty) to respond to information ooming to its attention regarding the
conduct of any of its registrants. It is also
true that the board's response may ultimately result in induction, after reclassification.
of a registrant. And it is true that, as outlined briefiy above, the local boards will not
duplicate or even attempt to duplicate trial
court procedures in responding to information regarding tlleir registrants. But given
all of these things, it does not follow that
the local boards have acted either unfairly
or unconstitutionally.
A local board of the Selective Service System is not empowered to adjudicate fine
points of constitutional law, for that is no
part of its legitimate function. Nor is a
local board engaged in the business of passing upon the most appropriate methods of
protest to be ut111zed by students who are
disturbed about the prospect of having to
help in defending the nation. It is the task
of the local board to raise manpower for a
significant part of our Armed Forces by administering the statutes that require all eligible male citizens to render military service.
In accomplishing its proper business, the
local board may re-evaluate whether its prior
determinations are stlll valid, as to each and
every registrant, in light of any and all new
or changed circumstances or conditions. In
the process, the local board will sometimes
determine that a prior classification was tn
error or is no longer valid for a partlculor
registrant. The local board has a duty to
reclassify a registrant who has been given
a deferment when that registrant falls to
carry his burden of establishing to the continuing satisfaction of the board that his
temporary deferment is in the best interests
of the nation.
Of course, in the usual situation. a local
board wlll reopen a case and reclassify n
registrant only when he submits evidence
of changed circumstances and files a written
request for a reopening of his classification.
But the local board may determine whether
to reopen and reclassify on its own motion,••
and it may do so even in the absence of new
evldence,'6 unless an order to report for induction has been issued.'7
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It is expected that litigation will arise in

CONCLUSIONS
It is a hard fact that a student registrant
must accept the risk of the natural and
probable consequences of his acts of "protest" or "demonstration" as embodied in the
thinking of the members of his local Selec- ·
tive Service board when they review his conduct in the light of their statutory duty to
determine whether deferment should be continued. If the local board determines that
the student registrant's deferment is no
lor!ger in the best interests of the nation,
then deferment will be terminated and the
student registrant will have to embark upon
the fulfillment of his statutory obligation to
render military service.
The classification and reclassification procedures do not constitute "trial", "conviction" or "punishment" in any sense. If
classification or reclassification brings about
a result that is viewed by the student registrant as punishment, that is a private, subjective matter. Undoubtedly there will
always be some individuals and groups who
regard any military service on behalf of their
country as a punishment of sorts, but private views are not at issue. The issue is
whether the local boards are in any way
violating the laws or the Constitution solely
by discretionary reclassification of student
registrants. It is submitted that they are
not.

some volume from the local boards' reclassification of various "student demonstrators".
On the basis of the prior case . holdings, it
appears likely that the courts will sustain
the reclassifications if the sole basis for the
attack is that the student registrant in question had a "constitutional right to protest".
Surely no one would question the right of a
citizen freely to express his views, but what
is involved in a local board reclassification
proceeding is the privilage (not the right)
of an individual who is under a statutory
duty to render military service to continue
to postpone that duty while he seeks to complete a part or all of his education.48
An enormous variety of subjective factors
must be considered and weighed by the local
board as it seeks to determine whether the
national interest would be be served by the
Particular students continuing deferment.
Not the least of these factors is the extent
to which the student registrant's conduct indicates that he is sincere in his desire for
completion of his education w1lling to abide
by the laws of this city, state and nation
While in a student status, and actually making progress in a satisfactory manner toward
completion of his education. Deans of colleges and universities certainly take into account a student's conduct, on and off campus, in d_etermlnlng whether the student
should continue his course of study; it is
no less reasonable for local boards of the
1 Quoted from a speech by Charles Evans
~lective Service System to do the same.
It may be unfortunate if the student reg- Hughes, 24 CASE & CoM. 373 (1917).
2 United States v. Williams, 302 U.S. 46
lstrant happens to disagree, in a particular
situation, with the standards of the mem(1937).
3 United States v. Nugent, 346 U.S. 1 (1953);
hers of his local board concerning the kind
of conduct that is acceptable as indicating Billings v. Truesdell, 321 U.S. 542 (1944).
satisfactory progress in his education and
4 Bertelsen v. Cooney, 213 F. 2d 275 (5th
Probable success in completing it, yet the Cir. 1954), cert. denied, 348 U.S. 856; Richter
burden of proof, first, last and always, is on v. United States, 181 F. 2d 591 (9th Cir. 1950),
the student registrant. There is no burden Cert denied, 340 U.S. 892; Warren v. United
of proof at all on the board. Consequently, States, 177 F. 2d 596 (7th Cir. 1949), cert.
as between the student registrant and the denied, 339 U.S. 963.
5 Billings v. Truesdell, 321 U.S. 542 (1944).
board, the burden of establishing a pattern
8 E.g. Korte v. United States, 260 F. 2d 633
or conduct indicative of probable academic
success and resulting probable benefit to (9th Cir. 1958), cert. denied, 358 U.S. 928;
the nation if military service is further de- United States v. Palmer, 223 F. 2d 893 (3d
ferred is in the final analysis on the student Cir. 1955, cert. denied, 350 U.S. 873; Imboden
registrant alone, not on the local board.
v. United States, 194 F. 2d 508 (6th Cir. 1952),
The authors are aware of no instance in cert. denied, 343 u.s. 957.
7 DUGGAN, THE LEGISLATIVE AND STATUTORY
Which any registrant has been reclassified
lllerely because Of hiS expressed disagree- DEVELOPMENT OF THE FEDERAL CONCEPT OF
lllent with either the principles of the Selec- CONSCRIPTION FOR MILITARY SERVICE 119
tlve Service System generally, or national (1946).
8 E.g., United States v. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163
foreign pollcy specifically, where his expresstons of disagreement may reasonably be con( 1965); Selective Draft Law Cases, ;l45 U.S.
S1dered as an exercise of free speech. This _ 366 (19!8); Klubnikin v. United States, 22'7 F.
Includes the distribution of leaflets, the 2d 87 (9th Cir. 1955), cert. denied, 350 U.S.
carrytng of placards, picketing, speaking and 841; Kramer v. United States, 147 F. 2d 756
like forms or communication.
{6th Cir. 1945), cert. denied, 324 U.S. 878.
9 62 Stat. 604 (1948), as amended, 50 U.S.C.
To the best of the authors' knowledge,
It ls only when these activities have been App. §§ 451-473 (1952).
10 50 U.S.C. App. 541 (b).
cnrrted on ln such a manner as actually to
Interfere with the operations of the Selective
n 50 U.S.C. App. 451 (c).
12 HERSHEY, OUTLINE OF HISTORICAL BACK~n·ice System directly that reclassification
as OCCurred. For example, the "student GROUND OF SELECTIVE SERVICE 1 (1948).
13 50 U.S.C. App. 460(b) (3).
demonstrators'' in the widely publicized
14 32 C.F.R. § 1622.1(c); Tyrrell v. United
cases at Ann Arbor, Michigan, in October of
~65 crowded into the public area of a local States, 200 F. 2d 8 (9th Cir. 1952), cert
a.rd office and then sat or stood for almost deniedj 345 U.S. 910.
1z George v. United States, 196 F. 2d 445
an entire afternoon while engaging in singlng, chanting, hand clapping, shouting, (9th Cir. 1952), cert. denied, 344 U.S. 843.
~mping and loud talking, which made it
16 Swaczyk v. United States, 156 F. 2d 17
ca J>Ossible for the local board personnel to
1st Cir. 1946), cert. d-enied, 329 U.S. 726.
re rry on their work and hindered other
11 Local Draft Board No. 1 v. Connors, 124
b gtstrants in the transaction of legitimate
F. 2d 388 (9th Cir. 1941).
Usiness with the local board. In view of
·
18
this interference with the operations of the
Knox v. Umted States, 200 F. 2d 398 {9th
local board, many of the boards with which Cir. 1952 ) ·
19
those Michigan "student demonstrators" are
50 U.S.C. App. 460(b) (3); Local Draft
re-gistered gave further consideratum to Board No. 1 v. Connors, 124 F. 2d 388 (9th
\\'hether the continued deferment of such cir. 1941) ·
students was in the best interest of the
~E.g., Prieto v. United States, 289 F. 2d
natton. In so doing, the local boards recog- 12 (5th Cir. 1961); Pickens v. Cox, 282 F. 2d
nized the difference between unlawful inter- 784 {lOth Cir. 1960) ~ Swazyk v. United States,
terence With the operations of the Selective 156 F. 2d 17 (1st Cir. 1946). cert. denied, 329
Service System and lawful, peaceful protest U.S. 726.
2 1 Witmer v. United States, 348 U.S. 375
constituting the exercise of free speech. The
former led to reclassification; the latter did (1955); Dickinson v. United States, 346 U.S.
not.
389 (1953); Cox v. United States, 332 u.s.
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442 ( 1947); Estep v. United States 327 Us
114 ( 1946).
,
..
~'2 E.g., Atkins v. United States 204 F 2d
269 ( 1~t~ Cir. 1953), cert. deni;d, 346 u.S.
818; Wtlhams v. United States, 216 F. 2d 350
(5th Cir. 1954); Swaczyk v. United States
156 F. 2d 17 (l_st Cir. 1946), cert. denied:
.329 U.S. 726; Umted States ex rei. WOOdward
v. Deahl, 151 F. 2d 413 (8th Cir. 1945).
23
Estep v. United States, 327 u.s 114
(1946).
.
24
United States v. Grieme, 128 F. 2d 811
(3d Cir. 1942).
25
United States v. Blalock, 247 F. 2d 615
(4th Cir. 1957).
00
Witmer v. United States, 348 U.S. 375,
38G-381 ( 1955) ; United States v. Tamarkin,
260 F. 2d 436 (5th Cir. 1958), cert. denied,
359 u.s. 925.
27
United States v. Greene, 220 F. 2d 792
(7th Cir. 1955).
28
United States v. Derstine, 129 F. Supp.
117 (E.D. Pa. 1954).
29
United States v. Hagaman, 213 F. 2d 86
(3d Cir. 1954).
30
United States v. Derstine, 129 F. · Supp.
117 (E.D. Pa.l954).
:n E.g., Niznik v. United States, 173 F. 2d
328 (5th Cir. 1949), cert. denied, 337 U.S. 925.
32
Harris v. Ross, 146 F. 2d 355 (5th Cir.
1944).
23 United States ex rei. Lawrence v. Commanding Officer, 58 F. Supp. 933 (D. Neb.
1945).
:u Eagles v. United States ex rei. Horowitz,
329 U.S. 317 ( 1946); Eagles v. United States
ex rel. Samuels, 329 U.S. 304 (1946).
35 Tyrrell v. United States, 200 F. 2d 8 (9th
Cir. 1952), cert. denied, 345 U.S. 910.
36
Ayers v. United States, 240 F. 2d 802
(9th Cir. 1956), cert. denied, 352 U.S. 1016.
37
Witmer v. United States 348 U.S. 375
(1955); White v. United States, 215 F. 2d 782
(9th Cir. 1954), cert. denied, 348 U.S. 970.
38
United States v. Capson, 347 F. 2d 959
{lOth Cir. 1965), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 911;
United States v. Sturgis, 342 F. 2d 328 (3d
Cir. 1965), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 879; Imboden
v. United States, 194 F. 2d 508 (6th Cir. 1952),
cert. denied, 343 U.S. 957; Harris v. Ross, 146
F. 2d 355 (5th Cir. 1944).
39
Rase v. United States, 129 F. 2d 204 (6th
Cir. 1942.)
0
'
Dickinson v. United States, 203 F. 2d 336
(9th Cir. 1953), rev'd
other grounds, 346
u.s. 389.
.n United States v. Alvies, 112 F. Supp. 618
(N.D. Calif. 1953).
~ Witmer v. United States, 348 U.S. 375
(1955); United States v. Peebles, 220 F. 2d
114 (7th Cir. 1955); Taffs v. United States, 208
F. 2d 329 (8th Cir. 1953), cer,t. denied, 347
u.s. 928.
63
Dickinson v. United States, 346 U.S. 389
(1953); United States v. Wilson, 215 F. 2d 443
(7th Cir. 1954).
""White v. United States, 215 F. 2d 782
(9th Cir. 1954), cert. denied, 348 U.S. 970.
' 11 Ayers v. United States, 240 F. 2d 802
(9th Cir. 1956), cert. denied, 352 U.S. 1016;
Smith v. United States, 238 F. 2d 79 (5th Cir.
1956); Tyrrell v. United States, 200 F. 2d 8
(9th Cir. 1952), cert. dented, 345 U.S. 910;
United States v. Schultz, 150 F. Supp. 303
(N.D. N.Y. 1956), aff'd per curiam, 243 F. 2d
349 (2d Cir. 1957), cert. denied, 354 U.S. 921.
46 Bradshaw v. United States, 242 F. 2d 180
(lOth Cir. 1957); United States v. Harper, 141
F. Supp. 425 (M. D. Ala. 1956); United States
v. Adamowicz, 119 F. Supp. 635 (N. D. Ill.
1954).
' 7 After issuance of an order to report for
induction, the local board cannot reopen
classification proceedings except for a change
in circumstances over which the registrant
has no control unless the reopening is requested by the Director of Selective Service
or the State Director of Selective Service.
48 Here our discussion is confined to student deferments, as distinguished from other
kinds of deferments, because the student deferment is what is pri.m.arily involved in the
case of "student demonstrators".
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Congressman Horton Commends Achievement of Wayne County Soil and Water
Conservation District

Soil Scientist, % year; Malcolm Siefer, Soil
Conservationist; Clifford Burkholder, Conservation Technician; George James, Conservation Technician, % year; David Lockwood,
Conservation Technician, .7 year.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.
Cooperative Extension Service.
New York State Conservation Department.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Wayne County Board of Supervisors.
Wayne County Vo-Ag. Teachers.

OF

HON. FRANK HORTON
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, February 27, 1967

Mr. HORTON. Mr. Speaker, I recently received the 1966 Annual Report
of the Wayne County Soil and water
Conservation District, a part of the 36th
Congressional District which I have the
honor and privilege to represent in Congress. It is a brief but impressive accounting of the contribution made by
the district to the preservation and protection of our natural heritage.
The men and women who so generously give their times and talents to the
direction of the district and the capable
and skilled technicians who assist the
farmer-cooperators in practicing sound
land use are all deserving of high praise.
They are my constituents, I know many
of them personally, and I am proud of
their accomplishments and dedication.
So that my colleagues, Mr. Speaker,
may share the reason for my sentiments
on this occasion, I take pleasure in having included with my remarks the text
of the district's report:
WAYNE CoUNTY SoiL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT, SoDUS, N.Y., 1966 ANNUAL
REPORT, 22ND ANNIVERSARY

FOREWORD

The Wayne County Soil and Water Conservation District was organized in July of
1944 when the Wayne County Board of Supervisors passed a resolution making it the
fifteenth district in New York State.
Beginning in 1944, the District was assisted by personnel assigned by the Soil Conservation Service and other Federal, State and
local agencies. Early in 1945, conservation
plans were being prepared for interested landowners and groups of landowners and soon
various conservati<>n practices were being
performed according to the conservation plan.
Land use is changing With fewer farmers
expected to produce more of the commodities
needed for our expanding population. This
allows the need to use and conserve our dim.inJ..shing soil and water resources. The change
1n the agricultural picture and the fact that
many new cooperators are nonresident owners
poees a real challenge to the district.
With the aid of assisting agencies, the district Will oontinue to offer assistance in planning land use and conservation measures to
all users of land in Wayne County.
DISTRICT ORGANIZATION

Name, Title, .A1fillation, Expiration of term.
Roland R. Orbaker, Chairman, Farm Bureau, 12-31--69.
Leon
VanQuekelberg,
Vice-Chairman,
Farmer at Lg., 12-31-68.
Roy Heit, Member, Grange, 12-31-67.
Marion Crane, Member, Supervisor, 1281-66.

Charles Hack, Member, Supervisor, 12-31W.
Avery Arnold, Secretary, Extension.
Georgia L. Heise, Clerk treasurer, Employed, % yr.
_
Mabel Fletcher, Clerk treasurer, Employed,

%yr.

COOPERATING AGENCIES

Soil Conservation Service.
Technicians Assigned: Samuel Braucher,
Work Unit Conservationist; John Neeley,

· OTHER COOPERATING AGENCIES

SOIL SURVEY
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1966 financial statement-Continued
$255.00

Survey stakes___________________
Agricultureal Department Wayne
County Extension Ser\'ice dues __
Wayne County Extension Service
4-H scholarshlP--------------W. C. Cottrell, transportation of
trees ------------------------New York State Soil Conservation
District, association dues _____ _
District directors (mileage and per
diem) ----------------------Mileage and expense (clerk's) ___ _
Frank Kelly, travel expense _____ _
George W. Serman _____________ _
Wayne County ASCS Committee,
snow removaL _______________ _
Petty cash _____________________ _

6.00
30 . 00
393.00
145.00
469.00
41.40
75 . 00
42.06

Twenty-two square miles of soil survey
were completed this year bringing the total
82 . 00
to 402 square miles or 67% of the county to
86 . 25
date.
122.72
Miscellaneous -----------------These soil facts are useful in urban planning as well as agriculture. Even better use ,
Total expenditures________ 5, 216. 14
can be made of them when the entire county bas been mapped and published in report
Balance on ..hand Dec. 31,
form. The maps and terminology will be
1966 ------------------- 2,580.55
translated into terms meaningful to the proFINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
fessional planner, farmer or lay citizen. The District receives :financial a.s.s istance
This type of information is being relied
upon by more and more local planners, zon- from two sources. The Wayne County
ing authorities, builders and others. Long Board of Supervisors appropriated $3,200
used primarily as guides to farmers in grow- and the cooperators contributed about
ing their crops, these diagnoses of soils, $1,800. The Wayne County Agricultural
charted in detail on reference maps, are Stabilization and Conservation Service re·equally useful in showing whether a given imbursed the Soil Conservation Service
piece of land is suitable for buildings, un- $4,963 for technical services making it posdergrQ.und sanitary systems, for streets or sible to employ an additional te<:hniclan
during the summer months.
highways or for other essential facilities.
The following is a partial list of the DisIf not suited to such uses, the soil surveys
tell planners, landowners and developers trict goals for 1967:
100 new cooperators.
whether the soil properties, water-table level,
70 conservation plans.
slope and other factors indicate the land may
1,000 ac. cover crops.
be used to better advantage for agricultural,
150 ac. forest tree planting.
recreation or wildlife purposes.
100 ac. strtpcropping.
1966 accomplishments
1,000 ft. diversion ditch.
The following is a partial list of accom100,000 ft. tile.
plishments for 1966:
30,000 ft. open ditch.
/
New cooperators, 24; to date, 553.
15 ponds.
Conservation plans, 39; to date, 479.
200 conservation plan reviews.
Conservation plans brought up to date, 5.
La.nd<>wners assisted, 360.
·
Interim Reports on the Apollo Tragedy
Landowners applying practices, 226.
Requests for services, 482.
Consultative services, 122.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Conservation crop rotation, 1447 ac.
OF
Cover crops, 2097 ac.
Ponds, 5; to date, 274.
Adding fish to ponds, 8; to date, 113 ponds.
OF TEXAS
Open ditch, 4 mi.; to date, 200 miles.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Pasture improvment, 151 ac.; to date, 3860

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE

ac.
Strlpcropping, 38 ac; to date, 3438 ac.
Tile drains, 17 mi.; to da.te, 439 miles.
Tree planting, 120 ac.; to date, 4640 ac.
Wildlife improvement, 8 ac.; to date, 464 ac.
Woodland improvement, 104 ac.; to date,
2383 ac.
Di\·ersion ditch, 0.2 mi.; to date, 16 miles.
Assistance is available in many other practices. The District is cooperating with the
Wayne County Agricultural Stabilization'and
Conservation Service and the Soil Conservation Service in setting up a plan for the new
.. Greenspan" park for the Village of Newark,
N.Y.
•
1966 financial statement
JI..ECEIPTS

Balance on band Jan. 1, 1966 _____ •2. 152. 31
Tree transportation______________
589. 50
County appropriation____________ S, 200. 00
Received from cooperators_______ 1, 832. 27
Other receipts _______ -----------22. 61
Total receipts_____________

7, 796. 69

EXPENDITURES

221.00
Refunds ---------------------·- 253.95
Suppliessalary
----------------------Clerk's
__________________ _ 2, 321.73
169.67
Social securitY-----------------Withholding tax _______________ _
281.05
New York State tax _____________ _
18.40
202.91
Insurance ----------------------

Monday, February- 27, 1967

Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
three interim reports have been issued by
a Review Board on the Apollo accident.
The first was issued on February 3, 1967,
followed by two additional reports on
February 14 and February 25. Each one
of these reports represents progressively
more information as it 1s generated by
members of the Review Board supported
by over 1,500 people from industry, universities, NASA and other Government
agencies. It is clear from these reports
that NASA has undertaken to identify
all of the facts involved in the accident
and make them public at the earliest possible time. With this in mind, the three
interim accident reports are included below as part of the continuing activity to
assure that all information obtained
from the accident by NASA be made a
matter of public record and subject to
public review:
[From the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Washington, D.C., February 3, 1967]
MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. James E. Webb, Administrator.
From: Robert C. Sea.m.a.ns, Jr., Deputy Administrator.
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Subject: Report on Apollo 204 Review Board
Discussions.
I spent yesterday a.t the Kennedy Space
Center with the Apollo Review Boo.rd a.nd
other key personnel involved in the current
investigation of the causes and circumstances of the Apollo 204 accident.
First, there has been no determination of
the specific cause of the fire that resulted in
the deaths of Lt. Colonel Grissom, Lt. Colonel
White, and Lt. Commander Chaffee. The retracing or possible, and then of probable,
chains of events in such a.n accident is a.
complex task that is demanding the comPlete attention of the Review Board headed
by Dr. Floyd Thompson, of the assistants
and consultants to the Board, and of many
of the elements of government, industry, a.nd
llniversities involved in the Apollo program.
The Board is taking full advantage of the
extensive taped data available as well as records made prior to the accident, the present
OOndi tion Of the spacecraft, and the reports
Of those involved in the test. All the physical evidence and data. concerned with the
test were impounded immediately following
the accident. This was to assure that no
Pertinent information would be lost and that
no actions would be taken except in the full
context of all the data. available.
As I have stated, the preliminary review of
this information has not provided any direct indication of the origin of the fire; the
Preliminary analyses point to the conclusion
that a clear Identification of the source of
1gnttton or of its possible source will depend
Upon detailed step-by-step examination of
the entire spacecraft and its related test supPort equipment.
At present, the spacecraft is still mated to
the unfueled launch vehicle at the pad.
liowever, it is being prepared for removal to
our industrial area where it will be disassembled and where experts in many technical
and scientific areas can work with the physical evidence. Prior to disassembly of the
damaged spacecraft, an undamaged and
nearly identical ( #014) spacecraft will be
Used to establish the conditions existing prior
to the accident. The 014 spacecraft was
flown, from the North American plant in California to Cape Kennedy on February 1.
The current plans are to go through a
Parallel, step-by-step disassembly process,
first working on the undamaged vehicle and
then repeating as closely as possible the proCedure on the damaged vehicle.
In addition to analyses of recorded and
Physical data and equipment, the Board is
defining a series or investigative tasks and is
a&signtng these to teams for execution. For
example, a team is charged with the chemical
t.nd spectrographic analysis of damaged elelllents aimed at identifying the propagative
hiatory of the fire. Another is working on
!'elating the propn.gation history to the fiamlnabiUty characteristics of the spacecraft materials. Another is dealing with design analYses and experimental tests to help establish
Possible ignition sources. As work progresses
ana a pattern of information emerges, additional tasks, analyses, and reviews will unCioubtedly be instituted by the Board.
From information now available to the
noard, I had an opportunity to learn more
about certain specific aspects of the simulated mission and the test sequence itself
tha.n we had previously had before us in a
Clearly related pattern.
At 6:31:03 pm EST the fire was first detected_ The mission was holding at T-10
lnlnutea. Up to thia time there had been
~y minor di.mcultiea with the equipment.
... .u.e purpose of the hold was to provide an
0
PP<>rtunity to improve the communications
between the spacecraft and the ground crew.
'Up tO th18 time the cabin pressure, the
cabin temperature, and the oxygen suit supPly temperature were nominal. The oxygen
late or fiow into the su1ta had shown an in~~eaae 4: seconda prior to this time but we
~ve not been able to relate thia to the
acctdent.

Lt. Col. White was the only astronaut instrumented !or heart rate and respiration.
His heart rate had shown an increase 40
seconds prior to this time, but at 6:31:03 his
heart was at the normal level for him when
in a relaxed prone position.
The spacecraft was operating on external
power. Earlier in the day, at 9:30a.m. EST,
the system for transfer from external
(ground) power to simulated internal
(spacecraft) power hs.d been tested, and
operated normally. The fuel cells in the
service module were not in use, and the
so-called internal power was being supplied
by batteries having the same characteristics
as the fuel cells but located external to the
spacecraft. If the accident had not occurred, the transfer from external to simulated internal power would have taken place
on resumption of the count.
At the press conference on Saturday morning, Apollo Program Director S. C. Phillips
was asked whether the spacecraft was on
internal or external power when the fire
occurred. At that time he did not realize
that the spacecraft was still on external
power since he had in mind primarily the
eyewitness reports. Subsequent examination of the data has established the above
power supply sequences. There is no evidence up to this time that the source of
power whether simulated internal or external was related to the accident.
Lt. Colonel Grissom was the command
pilot, sitting in the left seat; Lt. Colonel
White, the senior pilot, sitting in the middle
seat; and Lt. Commander Chaffee, the pilot,
was in the right seat. In the event of
emergency, the procedure is for the senior
pilot (White) to reach high over his left
shoulder to actuate the inner hatch release
handle. The command pilot (Grissom),
after lowering the center headrest, aids the
senior pilot in lifting the inner hatch and
removing it to the floor of the spacecraft.
The main duty of the pilot (Chaffee) during
this procedure is to maintain communication and 'assist in the removal of the inner
hatch 1! needed. From the following data.,
you will note that the CfeW appeared to follow the correct procedure.
-At 6:31:03, Pilot Chaffee reported that a
fire eXisted in the spacecraft. At about this
time Senior Pilot White's heart rate started
to increase. At 6:31:04 the inertial platform in the capsule gave an indication of a
small amount of motion which may have
been caused by movement of the crew. At
6:31:05 the cabin temperature began to rise.
At 6:31.09 senior Pilot White repeated the
previous report saying that there was a
fire in the cockpit. At the same time the
cabin pressure commenced to rise and a
larger amount of motion was indicated by
the inertial platform. This means that the
crew were commencing their emergency
egTess procedure.
At 6:31:12, or nine seconds after the first
indication of fire, the cabin temperature
started to increase rapidly and pilot Chaffee
reported that a ba'CI. fire existed in the cabin.
Also at this time pilot Chaffee increased the
illumination of the cabin lights and actuated the entry (internal) batteries. No
other intelllgible communications were received although some listeners believe there
was one sharp cry of pain. Loses of radio
signal occurred a few seconds later.
The oxygen supply to the astronaut suits,
which had been holding nearly constant,
pressure and temperature started to fluctuate at the time of signal loss. At 6:31:17 or
fourteen seconds after the fire was first detected, the cabin pressure reached a level o:f
approximately 29 psi and the cabin ruptured.
One and one-hal! minutes after the start
of the fire, the ground power was switched
off. Various command module systems continued to operate on the entry (internal)
battery power until about 12:30 am EST on
Saturday when the batteries ran down.
The otncial death certificates for au three
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crew members list the cause of death as
asphyxiation due to smoke inhalation due to
the fire.
I would like to emphasize that this report
is based on preliminary information. This
informaton has not as yet been extensively
analyzed by the Apollo Review Board under
Dr. Thompson. Since the data were recorded at a number of dtiferent stations the
time sequences may not be perfectly ~yn
chronized, possibly giving rise to errors of
one or two seconds.
During my meetings with the Board a
number of other items of information were
discussed but I believe that the data I have
outlined include all events having a significant bearing on an understanding of the
accident.
ROBERT C. SEAMANS, Jr.
[From the National Aeronautics a.nd Space
Administration, Washington, D.C., Febru~
ary 14, 1967]
MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. James E. Webb, Administrator.
From: Robert C. Seamans, Jr., Deputy Administrator.
Subject: Further report on Apollo 204 Review Board Activities.
On February 10 I met with the Apollo 204
Review Board at KSC to discuss their progress in the investigation of the Apollo accident.
The Board now has 21 panels ·established
and operating, each With a specific assigned
task, each chaired by a Government employee, and each reporting to a specific
Board member. A detailed Review Board activity schedule has been established a.nd is
reviewed daily to ensure that milestones are
being met or that scheduled adjustments
are made as early as necessary. This permits close coordination and integration of
all the necessary activities, analyses, and
studies.
In order to speed up the investigative effort, the Apollo 012 spacecra!t is being
mapped in detail, using a 3-dimensiona.l coordinate system to which all physical spacecraft elements can be referred. Complete
photographic coverage is being mainta.lned,
color film being preferred since it permits
more,.ready identification of components and
their condition. Each photograph is crossreferenced to the master grid.
The Board has implemented a data control
system that permits a. visual display, aga.inst
a time-line background, of each step of the
investigation. As spacecraft systems are examined and as their utilization in the 204
test is established, these are noted o.nd
color coded: at a glance, one can determine
whether a system might have caused the
accident or has proven to be non-contributory, and also whether a particular analysis
is still underway or completed. This method
of data control focuses on the critical areas
requiring the greatest attention.
I reviewed at some length the work and
procedures of the panel that is investigating
the origin and propagation of the fire.
While their work is far from complete, I am
satisfied that the procedures they are following are well worked out. When thiS
work is completed, it will give us as clear
a view as can be obtained from the evidence.
The panel has begun by examining each possible combustible within the spacecraft, its
distribution and characteristics, and its
proximity to each possible ignition source.
such combustibles include both solids and
liquids. At each step o:f spacecra.ft disassembly, panel members are carefully removing both damaged and undamaged
materials !or microanalysis which, in turn,
permits the identification of the material
that was burned. This a.llows a reconstruction of the· final location o:f all combustibles
in the spa.cecra.ft and wUl point up irregularities in this distribution 1! any exist. The
physical evidence thus fa.r examined points
to the following:
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First, it appears the fire had considerable
variation and directionality, since damage
1n the spacecraft indicates differences of
intensity and timing. For example, an
aluminum tubing handle has a hole burned
through it indicating a temperature at that
point of at least 1,400° F, while its nylon
hinge within two inches of the melted spot
is relatively undamaged indicating a temperature there of less than 500° F.
Second, there is evidence that the fire
may have had more than one phase, but this
1s d.i.fficult to prove since the last phase
would obscure the evidence of the earlier.
One hypothesis, supported by the cabin
pressure history, assumes a small, low-grade
fire whose heat was at first largely absorbed
by the spacecraft structure and that was
burning at the time of the first crew report;
that fire may have continued for as long as
ten seconds. A more intense fire may have
then developed, causing the rapid increase
1n cabin pressure. This fire was probably
then extinguished by the depletion of
oxygen.
other peculiarities require further analysis. These deal with the ruptures in the
spacecraft and the role of the fire in burning through into the space between the
inner and outer hulls.
At this time, there has been no determination as to the source of the ignition itself.
Additional information relating to the
progress of the accident has been identified
and is being analyzed. A recording from an
onboard bio-sensor that appears relatively
undamaged is 1n the process of being read
out at this time. Additional work to interpret all J)a.ckground sounds on a high fidelity
recording obtained over the S-band link is
being carried out in the hope of gaining
further information on the course of the fire.
I also reviewed with the physician who heads
the medical analysis panel the condition of
the personal effects, suits, and equipment of
the crew as well as data available on their
actions during the course of the accident. It
1s now clear that all three suits were burned
through, though the extent of suit damage
varies; the command pilot's received the
greatest exposure to flame and the pilot's the
least.
Spacecraft disassembly is proceeding with
great care; for example, a false floor with
plexiglass viewing ports has been installed
to permit continued examination without
the danger of disturbing physical evidence.
Current plans are for the final removal of
the spacecraft to the industrial area by the
end of this week. Detailed plans for the continued disassembly of both the command
module and service module are in preparation
and will be reviewed and approved by the
Boa.rd before further work is undertaken. It
1s important to note that no single spacecraft element is touched or removed for
analysis Without full Board approval and
evaluation of its possible effect on any o!
the other on-going studies or analyses.
RO»ERT C. SEAMANS, Jr.

[From the National Aeronautics and Space
Adminlstration, Washington, D.C., Feb. 25,
1967)
MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. James E. Webb, Administrator.
From: Dr. Robert c. Seamans, Jr., Deputy
Administrator.
Subject: Interim report of the Apollo 204
Review Board.
On February 22, 1967, I hea.rd a presentation by the Apollo 204 Review Board at
Kennedy Space Center o! the significant
information developed to date and of their
tentative findings concerning the circumstances of the accident. The Board also discussed preliminary recommendations. These
tentative findings and prellmina.ry recommendations will serve as guides for those
interim decisions to be made in the conduct
of the Apollo Program prior to the completion
of the Board report. I also reviewed the

status o! the investigation and o! spacecraft
disassembly, and followed up on items previously noted in earlier reports.
The spacecraft has been removed !rom the
launch vehicle and is now housed in the
industrial area.. There detailed disassembly
continues under careful supervision, each
action being undertaken in response to a
speciflc Board directive. This disassembly
is far from complete, but a number of the
major systems have been removed and a.re
being checked for further verification of the
part they played during the fire, the effect
of fire on the equipment, and the evidence
that analysis might add to the overall picture
being built up of the accident. The heat
shield has not yet been removed, nor has
sufiicient internal equipment to permit full
view from inside of the entire pressure hull,
and a large number of tests, checks and
analysis are continuing at NASA, university,
and industrial facilities around the country.
At present, the Board has over 1,500 individuals, from nine government agencies and
departments in addition to NASA, from
thirty-one industrial groups, and from several universities, directly participating in
the review_ and analysis. The Board currently estimates that its report will be completed by the end of March. The Board is
developing procedures to assure that an
orderly and rapid transition of the personnel
under its control from the current ac<:ident
investigation to redesign, qualification, and
test effort where required can be made.
In my last report, I noted that an intact
on-board biosensor recording was being ana.lyzed for poosible additional information;
this analysis is now complete and provides a
little more than one second's additional information and duplicates data already examined that was available from the telemetry
recorded during the test a.nd subsequent
&eeident. The S-band recording also mentioned in the previous report has been completely analyzed by the Bell Laboratories,
including computer reconstruction and comparison, but no significant new information
could be derived therefrom.
The Board has not identified the source o!
ignition at this time. Ignltton sources that
have been under review include: possible
chemical reactions, such as those in the onboa.rd batteries or in the air pUl'ifler o! the
environmental control unit; po68ible spontaneom combustion of certain materials used
in the spacecraft; and possible electrical
phenomena, such as electro-static spark discharges, electrical arcing, or wiring overheating from shorts or malfunctions.
Ex.a.m.ina.tion of the environmental control
unit lithium hydroxide and of the batteries
indicates these were not the source of ignition. Tests of the combustible materials
used in the spacecraft show that at least a
400" F temperature would be necessary for
spontaneous combustion, and that no such
materials could have been subjected to that
temperature except by the malfunction o!
some other part of the spacecraft systems.
An electrical malfunction is therefore :re·
garded as the most likely souree o! ignition.
While not wholly ruled out, electro-static
discharge is deemed unlikely in that all reasonable concentrations of :flammable vapors
that could have been present in the space-craft were not sensitive to this type at
sparking ignition.
By the time it has completed its final report, the Board expects to have significantly
narrowed the list of ignition sources that had
a relatively high possib111ty of contributing
to the initiation of the fire, but the possibility exists that no single source will ever
be pinpointed.
A good deal o! the work involved in tracing
the histOry of the fire after ignition has been
completed. The Board has considerable confidence in its present theory as to the initial
location, propagation mechanisms, a.nd phasing of the fire. This hypothesis, and some
of the supporting evidence, is summarized
as follows:
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Present evidence indicates that the tire
had three distinct phases. The fire originated in the left, or command pilot side, in
the front corner o! the spacecraft, near the
fioor. It probably burned for several seconds
without being noticed by the crew or recorded on instrumentation. Because it was
below the couch level it was not visible at
this stage; because the crew were fully suited
and breathing oxygen from the environmental control system rather than from the
cabin, it was not smelled or heard. The left
front corner shows the evidence o! highest
heat and longest duration of the fire, and
the witnesses watching the television monitors place the first appearance of flame in
that corner (the television camera was
mounted outside the spacecraft, looking in
through the window in the hatch) . The
first crew report o! fire was at 6:31 :04, EST,
-indicating the fire had become visible. Because the metal structure of the spacecraft
absorbed the initial heat, the fire did not
initially cause an increase in cabin pressure.
By 6:31:12, the fire had spread and become
intense, igniting various materials along the
left side of the cabin. Flames were hot and
smoke-free, rising along the wall and
spreading across the ceiling. The cabin
shows heavy damage in this area but little
smoke, indicating that the oxygen in the
cabin had not been depleted at this time.
The fire spread and fed on nylon netting
(installed to prevent objects from fioating
into equipment cre\·ices while in zero-g),
Velcro fastening material (used to fasten
equipment in the spacecraft interior), and
the environmental control unit insulation.
The cabin pressure began to rise rapidly at
this time as the atmosphere became heated.
At approximately 6:31:19, the internal
pressure had risen to an estimated 36 pounds
per square inch and the sealed cabin ruptured. This first puncture of the pressure
vessel was a long tear in the floor on the
right, or pilot's, side o! the cabin. With
the high internal pressure released, cabin
gases and fi.ames flowed both over and under
the couches toward and through the hole,
moving from left to right. This was the
second phase of the fire. Flames passed
through the hole into the air space between
the cabin pressure shell and the surrounding
heat shield; these fiames then escaped
through access hatches in the heat shield
and partially enveloped the outside of the
spacecraft for a moment. The short duration, left-to-right, flame motion is evidenced
by heavier damage on the left than right
side of equipment and wiring on the fi.oor, o!
the couches, and of the front panels.
With the rupture of the cabin and the
rush o! flame and gas outside, the oxygen
content of the cabin atmosphere was quickly
reduced and the fire smoked beavily, laying
a film of soot on many interior surfaces.
This third and final phase of the fire wa.s
also characterized by continued localized
burning. The environmental control system uses a water/glycol coolant that leaked
from burnt or burst pipes. Both high and
low pressure oxygen lines were connected
with solder joints that fail at temperatures
below 4000F. The glycol mixture from the
cooling system, acting as a fuel and supported by the fiowing oxygen from the failed
lines, caused continued hot burning in the
left corner and melted a large hole in the
fioor there.
' The Board noted that the underlying design approach tn Apollo was to control the
known risk of fire-on the pad or in orbitby isolating and rendering safe all possible
ignition sources. The experience in flight
and in tests prior to the accident had suggested that the probability of a spacecraft
fire was low. Continued alertness to the
possiblllty of fire h8.d become dulled by
previous ground experience and six years of
successful manned missions. Ground testa
at the pad were classified as especially hazardous only when propellante or pyrotech•
nics were involved, and d11ferent procedures
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and safety precautions are taken in handllng
or working under such conditions. Potential ignition sourees inside the spacecraft
had been treated sa as to be considered safe;
net ther the crews nor the test and developlllent personnel felt the risk of spacecraft
fire to be high. The Apollo 204 accident
now proves this assumption to have been
"-Tong.
The assumption Qf ignition source safety
led to the use of several solid combustible
lllaterials within the spacecraft, including
nylon and polyurethane foams. From the
Point of view of possible fire, these materials
Were distributed within the cabin without
breaks specifically designed to help localize
fire it it occurred.
The Board noted that, in the event of a
fire emergency, the time and effort required
to open the hatch was too long, and that pad
elllergency procedures were focusd on proPellant hazards and did not include pro'tisJ.ons to meet spacecraft fires.
The principal prelimlnary recommenda.tlons of the Board are designed to assist the
Administrator in making his decisions concerntng the continuing Apollo program effort
Prior to completion of the Board review.
'I'hese are:
That combustible materiaJs now used be
replaced wherever possible with non-flamllla.ble materials, that non-metallic materials
that are used be arranged to maintain fire
breaks, that systems for oxygen or liqUid
CO!llbustibles be made fire resistant, and that
ruu fia.mmab111ty tests be conducted with a
lllockup of the new configuration.
That a more rapidly and more easily operated hatch be designed and installed.
That on-the-pad emergency procedures be
l'e'\'ised to recognize the possibility of cabin
fire.
In addition, the Board has drawn attention to a number of components, subsyste.rn.s, techniques, and practices which it feels
can be improved to increase crew safety and
llliss:lon reliability. These include findings
on the environmental control system solder
lolnts, location of w1rtng, electrica.l equip!nent qualification and design, and the de'Velopment of checkout procedures.
An important area of Board attention has
been that of the cabin atmosphere. The atlnoaphere and pressure selected for the sUit
and the cabin, before launch and in orbit,
ha'Ve a very important relation to spacecraft
design, hatch type, crew physiology, launch
Procedures, and mission capability. The
:8oa.rd. dld not recommend a change in the
'Use or pure oxygen in the suit for either prelaUllch or orbital operations. The Board did
!lot recommend that cabin atmosphere for
Operattona in space be changed from the
CUrrently planned 5 psi pure oxygen but did
~'ecommend that the trade-oft's between one~ two-gas atmospheres be re-evaluated.
... ue Board specifica.lly recommended that
rressurized oxygen no longer be used in preaunch operatioll.8.
.
RoBERT C. SEAMANS, Jr.
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· La., Potomac, Md.,
Edwards, Eawin w., La ___ _
Edwards, Jack, Ala _______ _
Eilberg, Joshua, Pa _______ _
Erlenborn, John N., IlL __ _
Esch, Marvin L., Mich ____ _
Eshleman, Edwin D., Pa ___ _
Evans, Frank E., Colo _____ _
Everett, Robert A., Tenn __ _
Evins, JoeL., Tenn ________ 5044 Kllngle St.
Fallon, George H., Md ____ _
Fa.rbstein, Leonard, N.Y __ _
Fascell, Dante B., Fla _____ _
Feighan, Michael A., Ohio_
Findley, Paul, IlL ________ _
Fino, Paul A., N.Y --------Fisher, 0. c., Tez__________ Calvert-Woodley
Flood, Daniel J ., Pa _______ The Congressional
Flynt, John J., Jr., Ga ____ _
Foley, Thomas s., Wash __ _
Ford, Gerald R., Mich _____ 614 Crown View
Dr., Alexandria,
Va.
Ford, William D., Mich ___ _
Fountain, L. H., N.c _______ The Westcheeter
Fraser, Donald M., Minn __ _
Frelinghuysen, Peter H. B., 8014 N St.
N.J.

Friedel, Samuel N., Md ___ _
Fulton, James G., Pa _____ _
Fulton, Richard, Tenn ___ _
FUqua, Don, Fla _________ _
Galiflanakts, Nick, N.c ____ _
Gallagher, Cornelius E.,
N.J.

Gardner, James C., N.C ___ _
Garmatz, Edward A., Md __ _
Gathings, E. C., Ark ______ _
Gettys, Tom S., S.C ______ _
Giaimo, Robert N., Conn __ _
Gibbons, Sam, Fla _______ _
Gilbert, Jacob H., N.Y ----Gonzalez, Henry B., Tex ___ 200 C St. SE.
Goodell, Charles E., N.Y ___ 3842 Macomb St.

Goodling, George A., Pa ___ _
Gray, Kenneth J., Ill_ ____ _
Green, Edith (Mrs.), Oreg_
Green, William J., Pa ______ _
Griffiths, Martha W.,
(Mrs.), Mich.
Gross, H. R., Iowa ________ _
Grover, James R., Jr., N.Y __
Gubser, Charles S., Calif--Gude, Gilbert, Ma _______ _
Gurney, Edward J., Fla ___ _
Hagan, G. Elliott, Ga _____ _
Haley, James A., Fla ______ _
Hall, Durward G., Mo ____ _
Halleck, Charles A., Ind ___ .f.92CS Upton St.
Halpern, Seymour, N.Y ---Hamilton, Lee H., Incl ____ _
Hammerschmidt, John
Paul, Ark.
Hanley, James M., N.Y ---Hanna, RichardT., Calif __ _
Hansen, George V., Idaho __
Hansen, Julia Butler
(Mrs.), Wash.
Hardy, Porter, Jr., Va _____ _
Harrison, William Henry,
Wyo.

Harsha, William H., Ohio __
Harvey, James, Mich _____ _
Hathaway, Willlam D.,
Maine.

Hawkins, Augustus F.,
Calif.

Hays, Wayne L., Ohio _____ _
Hebert, F. Edward, La _____ 26 Cockrell St.,
Alexandria, Va.
Hechler, Ken, W. Va ______ _
Heckler, Margaret M.
(Mrs.), Mass.
Helstoski, Henry, N .J-----Henderson, David N., N.c __
Herlong, A. S., Jr., Fla ____ _
Hicks, Floyd V., Wash ____ _
Holifield, Chet, Calif-----Holland, Elmer J., Pa _____ ::..
Horton, Frank, N.Y ------Hosmer, Craig, Calif------Howard, James J., N.J ____ _
Hull, W. R., Jr., Mo _______ _
Hungate, William L., Mo __ _
Hunt, John E., N.J _______ _
Hutchinson, Edward; Mich_
!chord, Richard (Dick),
lifo.

Irwin, Donald J., Conn ___ _
Jacobs, Andrew, Jr., Ind __ _
Jarman, John, Okla ______ _
Joelson, Charles S., N.J ___ _
Johnson, Albert W., Pa ___ _
Johnson, Harold T., Calif __
Jonas, Charles Raper, N.C __
Jones, Paul c., Mo ________ uu Army-Na'fJ
Dr., Arlington,
. Va.
Jones, Robert E., Ala _____ _
Jones, Walter B., N.C _____ _
Karsten, Frank M., Mo ____ _
Karth, Joseph E., Minn ___ _
Kastenmeler, Robert W.,
Wis.

Kazen, Abraham, Tex ____ _
Kee, James, W. Va ________ 644116th Ave.,
Hyattsville, M4.
Keith, Hastings, Mass _____ 4617Wetherll1Dr..
Westmoreland
Hills, Md.
Kelly, Edna F. (1\:lrs.), N.YKing, Carleton J., N.Y ----King, Cecil R., CaZif------Kirwan, Michael J., Ohio __
Kleppe, Thomas S., N. Dak_
Kluczynski, John c., IZL __ _
Kornegay, Horace R., N.C __
Kupferman, Theodore R.,
N.Y.

Kuykendall, Dan, Tenn __
Kyl, John, Iowa _________ _
Kyros, Peter N., Maine ____ _
Laird, Melvin R., Wi.! ____ _
Landrum, Phil M.,
Langen, Odin, Minn _____ _
Latta, Delbert L., Ohio __ _
Leggett, Robert L., Calif-Lennon, Alton, N.a ______ _
Lipscomb, Glenard P ..

Ga-----

Calif.

Lloyd, Sherman P., Utah __ _

Appendix
Howard University Celebrates IOOth Anni~
'Versary-Fonner West Virginia Governor Atkinson Graduate of HowardPast President Mordecai W. Johnson,
Former Minister in Charleston
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JENNINGS RANDOLPH
OJ' WEST VIRGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STA~ES
Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President,
IIaward University is celebrating its
1OOth anniversary this week. It has
been brought to my attention by West
~irg1nia's widely known journalist, Jim
:aOmstock, editor of the West Virginia
A illbilly,
that former Gov. George W.
.o.tkinson, of our State, was graduated
from Howard University Law School.
After graduation and after an active periOd in the practice of law, he served as
a Member of the U.S. House of Representatives from 1890-91 before being
elected Governor for the term 1897-1901.
Dr. Mordecai Wyatt Johnson, former
~award University president, was pas1 r of the First Baptist Church in Chareston, W. Va., from 1917-26. From
Charleston, in the latter year, Dr. Johnson came to Washington and assumed
the Howard presidency and served that
~titution until his retirement in 1960.
.a.uere are other distinguished West
Virgiruans who have had close ties with
ll~ward University, but I felt it approl>nate to mention Governor Atkinson
~d Howard's longtime effective leader,
.&Jr • Mordecai Johnson.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that my anniversary telegram of
Congratulations to Dr. James Madison
~abrtt, Jr., president of Howard Un1+~rs1ty, be printed 1n the Append,ix of
o.ue RECORD.
There being no objection, the telegram
Was ordered to· be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
·

Dr

FEBRUARY

Pr · ~AMES :MADISON NABlUT, Jr.,
lV eS'I.dent, Howard University,
ashington, D.C.:

27, 1967.

li I Wish to extend my congratulations a.s
'll.l.Ctward University celebrates its looth a.na.n'V&rsa.ry. The School has served the area
~ the Nation well a.nd I send my best

c hes as the institution begins its second
or constructive activities in the field
0~ntury
education.
JENNINGS RANDOLPH.

The IOOth Anniversary of the University
of Illinois
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM L. SPRINGER
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, the
University ·of Illinois is 100 years old
today.
It has been a century of achievement.
An illustrious alumnus, James B.
Reston, of the New York Times, has
written: "Anniversaries, rightly used,
are the benchmarks of history."
Like all great institutions the University of Illinois means many things to
many people. Those marking its cen-tennial benchmark do so for widely
varying reasons. The University of
Illinois is notedFor. its role in the history of higher
learning in this country. Starting as a
land grant college with three faculty
members and 72 students it has grown
into one of the Nation's top 10 universities with 42,500 students on three campuses and more than 6,500 teaching and
administrative officers.
For the high quality of its instruction
at both the undergraduate and graduate
levels, reflected by the success of its
alumni in all walks of life and by the
number of students from other schools
who choose it for their graduate work.
Illinois ranks fourth among the Nation's
universities in the number of doctorates
a warded. In the American Council on
Education's recently published Assessment of Quality in Graduate Education,
the University of Illinois, among the
more than 100 major institutions surveyed, was one of only nine which excelled in three or more areas of graduate
study.
For 1ts excellence in research. The
teamwork of Illinois chemistry and
chemical engineering produced such
achievements as nylon and the synthetic
sweeting agent, sucaryl. Three Illin1
have won Nobel Prizes: Edward A. Daisy
for his identification and synthesis of
vitamin K: V/endall :M. Stanley for the
isolation ' of crystalline viruses which
play such an active role 1n so many animal and plant diseases, and Vincent du
Vigneaud for his synthesis of the mammary gland hormone, oxytocin. Engineering research at Illinois helped make

railroads safer and contributed to the
development of all-channel television
antenna. The university's Betatron was
one of the :first "atom smashers" to be
used in treatment of cancer and other
sci.en~i:fic research. The University of
Illm01s ranked sixth among American
universities for research activities in
1966 with an expenditure of $44 million.
Currently, 1,700 projects involving more
than 3,000 professional researchers · in
~~ition to graduate students and ~h
mcians, are in progress.
For i~ pio!leering work in agriculture.
The umversity's Morrow plots are the
oldest :field experimentru plots in the
United
States. Illinois
researchers
helped develop hybrid corn and the
modern soybean. They have been in
the forefront in the development of new
ideas in animal husbandry, dairy production and manufacturing, horticulture •. poultry science, agricultural engineermg, farm management and agricultural economics. A distinguished alumnus, a constituent of mine and no
stranger to my colleagues in the Congress, is Charles B. Shuman, president of
the American Farm Bureau Federation.
For its preeminence in the arts and
humanities. The Urbana campus has
the largest university art department in
the country. The Krannert Center for
the Performing Arts, now under construction, will offer superb facilities for
opera, orchestra, choral groups, theater
and dane~. Renowned illini, present
and past, mclude Sculptor Lorado Taft;
the dean of American historians Allan
Nevins; Lincoln biographers Ja~es G.
Randall and Paul M. Angle; Carl Van
Doren, who won the Pulitzer Prize for
his "Benjamin Franklin," his brother
the Pulitzer Prize winning poet, Mark
Van Doren, and authors Gerald Carson
.. Robert Lewis Taylor, William Maxwell'
Daniel Curley, Stanley Elkin, Jack Gel~
ber and many others.
For tJ:e w~alth of its physical resources.
The umvers1ty library is the :fifth largest
of all American libraries and largest of
any State university.
Complementing
the 71,000 seat Memorial Stadium, dedicated in 1924, is the mammoth new Assembly Hall, one of the Nation's largest
indoor arenas. The new Chicago Illint
Union at the Medical Center and the
buildings planned and under construction at the Chicago Circle Campus are
examples of the expansion still going on.
For its contributions to business and
industry. Corporation presidents who
graduated from Illinois include Leslie B.
A941
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Worthington, United States Steel; William G. Karnes, Beatrice FoOds; Harry
0. Bercher, International Harvester, and
Arnold 0. Beckman, Beckman Instruments. William B. Greene of BarberGreene Co., manufacturer of paving and ma.terta.l handling machinery;
Herman C. Ktannert of the-Inland Container Corp.: Harold Boeschenstein of
Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corp., and
Robert L. Latzer of the Pet Milk Co.,
· are Illini who now serve their respective
firms as board chairmen. Cll1ford F.
Hood, retired president of United States
Steel, and Collett E. Woolman, late president of Delta. Airlines, a.re other products of the university.
For the prowess of its athletes in various fields of sports. Such names as the
immortal Harold (Red> Grange; his
famed football coach, Bob Zuppke;
George Halas, owner-coach of the Chicago Bears who lettered in three sports
at Dlinois; George A. Hu1I, lllinois athletic director from 1896 to 1935, and an
around athlete Lou Boudreau are wrtt
large in the history of the "Fighting
Illini." Avery Brundage, president of
the International Olympic Committee, is
an alumnus. Dlinois ranks second in the
alltime statistics for the number of
championships in all Big Ten sports. Recent Illin1 football teams have won three
Rose Bowl victortes.
Henry T. Heald, a. former president of
the Ford Foundation, wrote recently:
It 1s impossible to rank universities on any
exact ba.sls, but no one would question that
the University of Illinois 1s one o! America's
great institutions of higher learning; one of
stgnUlcance not only to the state which supports Jt. but one of consequence on the na.tlona.l and lnterna.tiona.l _acene.

Among its alumni, lllinois claims 19
members of the National Academy
of Sciences, three founding members of
the National Academy of Engineering,
and 12 members of the American Academy of Al'ts and Sciences. The university is, in 1967, of a size and importance unima.gined by those who took part
in its establishment in 1867.
The university's centennial year begins today with the marking of the 100th
anniversary of Gov. Richard J. Oglesby's
signing into law on February 28, 1867,
legislation passed by the Dlinois General
Assembly providing for the establishment
of the "nlinois Industrial University" in
Champaign County at a. point halfway
between the cities of Champaign and
Urbana.
Under the able leadership of Fred H.
Turner, dean of students and director of
the centennial, the university bas
planned a yearlong series of observances
to be climaxed by the lOOth anniversary
on March 11, 1968, of the formal ceremonies marking the inauguration of the
new institution.
It is of significant interest that the
University of nlinois is the land-grant
institution in the State of the Union
where the idea of the land-grant colleg~
or university ortginated. Furthermore
the Land Grant Act of 1862, under which
the national system of land-grant institutions bas been established, was signed
into law on July 1, 1862, by a President
from Dllnois, Abraham Lincoln.
But the history of the University of
Illlnois really precedes its foundation in

1867. As early as 1848, Jonathan B.
Turner, of Jacksonville, Ill., corresponded with John Blanchard, president
of Knox College, then one of several prtvate colleges operating in the State, and
made known his plan for establishing a
State industrial and agricultural university.
In February 1853, the lllinois House
and Senate adopted joint resolutions requesting Federal aid for a national system of agrtcultural and industrial un1versities and in 1854 forwarded the resolutions to Oongress where they were read
in the House and Senate.
Justin Morrtll, for whom the Land
Grant Act is popularly named, entered
the House of Representatives in 1855 as
a Representative from Vermont. Almost
immediately after his election, he introduced, unsuccessfully, a blli calling for
the establishment of a national agricultural school, to be chartered on the same
basis as the national military academy.
In 1857 he introduced yet another bill,
which incorporated the essential features
of the resolutions earlier put forth by the
Dlinois Legislature. The blll was passed
by the House and Senate but vetoed by
President Buchanan in 1859 on the
grounds that it was unconstitutional.
Finally passed and signed into law in
1862, the act provided for the granting
of 30,0<H> acres of public land for each
Senator and Representative in Congress
of each particular State, "for the · endowment, support, and maintenance of
at least one college where the leading
object shall be, without excluding other
scientific and classical studies--to teach
such branches of learning as are related to agrtculture and the mechanic
arts, in such manner as the legisla,t ures
of the States may prescribe." Thus Illinois' Jonathan Turner, while not the
author of the btll to which the present
University of Illinois owes its existence,
was nevertheless instrumental
in brtng1ng about the establishmen•'" of the State
university; he is stlli known today as the
"father of industrtal and agricultural
education."
As required under the terms of the
Morr111 Act, the state of nunois a.ccepted its provisions on February 14,
1863. Four years passed before the
State acted to brtng the new type of
State institution into reality.
The two decades previous to the passage of the Land Grant Act of 1862 had
been marked with growing dissat1sfaction with the colleges of the day, classical
1n course, basically prepartng for the
ministry or for the professions, and fall1ng to meet the needs of the growing
numbers of sons and daughters of workers and artisans, who felt the need for
a type of education where agrtculture
and the mechanic arts might be taught,
and while not excluding other classical
and literary subjects, might better prepare the young people of the day for the
demands of a faster moving industrtal
world.
It might be interesting to contemplate
just what might have been in the minds
of the young people of lllinois on February 28, 1867, when Governor Oglesby
signed the blll establishing the new Jn...
stitutlon. Was their dream of an opportunity for higher education of a new
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type about to be realized? Was ·an this
talk about a new institution within their
financial means just talk? How could
the proposed new university ever be
readied for them, when it was known that
in Champaign-Urbana there existed a
partially built building, just one, to house
the new university; there was no board
of trustees, there was no faculty, there
was no course of study?
Yet in the 12 months and 11 days from
February 28, 1867, to March 11, 1868, the
one building was completed and ready,
the Governor had appointed a board of
trustees, this board had hired a regent,
and two additional teachers, had adopted
a course of study, and 72 students had
been registered between March 2, 1868,
and March 11, when the formal openi.Jlg
was held.
The students of 1867 and 1868 had
little more than hope and promises on
which to base their educational dreams·
Their reasons for optimism must have
been severely strained as they watched
the. plans develop. Students of everY
generation have their problems, but the
students of 1967 have much more on
which to base promising opportunities
than did the students of a hundred years
ago
.
The
Tilinois Industrial University of
February 28, 1867, had one poorly buU!t
building. Today the three campuses o
the University of nlinois occupy 179 major and 456 other buildings on three camtpuses, with 152 major buildings a
Urbana-Champaign, 13 at the medics.!
center in Chicago, and · 14 at Chicago
Circle, the total value of these buildings
being about $425 million. _ The three
faculty members of the first year have
grown to about 5,000 at Urbana-Chaiilpa.ign, 600 at the medical center, and 700
at Chicago Circle, and in addition to the
more than 6,000 teaching and adminlstrative officers, there are 8,500 nonacad emi c empl oyees en ga ged in various1
duties connected with the operation o.~
the three campuses. The 72 students
have grown to a total full-time student
body of over 29,000 at Urbana-Cha!Il'"
paign, 2,500 at the medical campus, and
11,000 at Chicago Circle, and in addition
some 4,500 students are taught part tiiile
in extra mural classes. The one pitifully small academic unit has becOIIle
an organization of 15 colleges and schoOlS
at Urbana-Champaign, five at the medical center, and eight at Chicago Circle.
And the library, which did not exist when
the university was opened now has more
than 5,700,000 items, and is exceeded onlY
by Harvard and Yale among universitY
libraries.
With a physical plant which is modern
and ever growing, with a large and diStinguished faculty, with a library adequate for any reference or research, and
a choice of courses almost without restrlct1on, the student of 1967 is placed
in the promising position of almost no
11mitation on his educational opportunitY
as the university enters its Centennial
Year.
In the last 100 years 19 men ba,·e
served as President of the United State!
and the State of lllinois has had 20 GoV'""
ernors. During that time only 12 men
have served as president of the University of Illinois. All of them left theil'
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mark on the university but none, in my
judgment, has coped so successfully with
such complex problems as the present
Chief administrator, Dr. David Dodds
IIenry, who has been the president of the
tJrJverslty of Tilinois since 1955. His
Predecessors and the dates of their adIninistrations were: John Milton Gregory, 1867 to 1880; Selim Hobart Peabody,
1880 to 1891; Thomas Jonathan Burrill,
1891 to 1894; Andrew Sloan Draper, 1894
to 1904; Edmund Janes James, 1904 to
1920; David Kinley, 1920 to 1930; Harry
Woodburn Chase, 1930 to 1933; Arthur
IIiU Daniels, 1933 to 1934; Arthur Cutts
Willard, 1934 to 1946; George Dinsmore
Stoddard, 1946 to 1952; and Lloyd Morey,
1953 to 1954.
The University of nlinois has proved
to be an influence far greater than the
short tenure of its existence would seem
to demand. It has sought to educate,
1n the most profound sense of the term.
:For, ''education is a high word," as Cardinal Newman wrote in his Idea of a
'University. "It is the preparation for
knowledge, and it is the imparting of
knowledge in prol>ortion to that preparation." This university has achieved a
QUality of excellence in preparing for,
and in imparting knowledge; and the
Stoic philosopher, Epictetus, spoke wisely
1n saying, "Only the educated are free."

The $135 Billion Spending Budget
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
OF VIRGINIA.

I:r-i THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,

1 ask unanimous consent to have printed
1.n the Appendix of the RECORD an editonal entitled "What's $135 Billion?"
~.Uhllshed in the Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
4
,ews of recent date.
There being no objection, the editorial
lrras Ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
a.s follows:
$135 BILLION?
, llow does one go about trying to explain
l:Iat how much money is involved in the
135 billion spending budget that President
0
hnson asked the Congress to approve?
ta. 'I'h1a 1s a sum which the average person or
lt ltJ>aye-r &imply cannot understand because
1a virtually i.mpooslble !or the mind to
~a.llze just how much money $135 blllion
tn Ually is . . . Simple arithmetic shows that
a e sum of $135 billion breaks down to
~,?roXirnately $375.000,000 !or each o! the
3lttli)
days or the year. Broken down further,
$l~eans our government plans to spend some
ap .400.000 per hour or, in a final analysis,
~roJtitnately $-l.281 a second.
or ~ow. $4:,281 is a sum of money which most
for l.l8 can understand. It's a year's salary
lll.o tnany people; it's the cost of a new auto~lle for others, while to still others it is
su.
than enough to purchase a whole year's
ou~~1! of groceries for a large fam1ly with~
"-U\ving to do much bargain shopping.
th~ M.281 also happens to approximate
'911 th
era.l income tax that a married man
19 a. taxable inoome o! some $20,000 during
66
lV1! • &.nd who files a joint return with his
~ Will be forced to cough up to Uncle
• · . Just to keep his Federal Govern~
WHAT's

!

ment in spending money for a single
second . . .
Necessi~ies always come before luxuries,
but what this budget proposes is that the
people sacrifice even some of their necessities
to permlt the Federal Government to maintain its peacetime luxury spending programs,
and this is where we think Mr. Johnson's
budget needs to be sharply reduced.

Message on the Capital
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD l\1. FRASER OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, today the
Washington Post published a good editorial about needed changes in the government of the Distrtct of Columbia.
It properly gives credit to President
Johnson for major achievements in improving the D.C. government. Referring
to the President's message on the District
of Columbia, the Post states:
This message 1s the work of a President
who has done more than any of his predeces~
sors to bring modern, democratic city govern~
ment to Washington. U only its most im~
mediate aims can be reached, the city will
be endowed this year With a far more effec~
tive government and next year its citizens
will be voting for at least one local official.
The final destination remains, of oourse, full
home rule and the President reiterates his
support of it.

I include the full text of the editorial
in the RECORD:
MESSAGE ON THE CAPITAL

Reforming Washington's city government
is exceedingly difficult, as a practical matter
of politics, because no six of its citizens have
ever been able to agree on any one course or
action. Some urge immediate reorganization
of the city government, leading eventually to
home rule. Others oppose home rule, but
think that the city ought to be represented
in Congress. Still others, mainly Congressmen, see nothing wrong with Washington
but the crime rate.
In his Message on the Nation's Capital,
President Johnson has done his best to recon~
cile these warring reforms. He proposes to
move on several projects at once. In the
hope of achieving general support, the Prest~
dent proposes some reorganization, some
representation in Congress, and some crime
legislation.
The most immediate improvement con~
ta.ined in the Message is the abolition_of the
three~man Board of District Commissioners.
Replacing them with one Commissioner and
a Council will give a unity and authority to
the District Gover~ent thAt it has sadly
lacked. It Will end the use of military officers to govern a large civilian population;
this violation of Amertca.n tradltl.on has been
particularly damaging because it has lett a
brigadier general in charge of the city's urban
renewal and freeway construction programs.
The MeMa.ge does not make clear the man.
ner in which the Council is to be chosen.
Presumably the President will appoint the
Councilmen but it would be greatly in the
public interest 1! he were to appoint them on
the basts o! advisory elections, by ward,
throughout the city.
The largest hole in the Message is its silence on the School Board. The Federal
judges have not done a satisfactory job, over
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the years, in making these appointments; the
law urgently needs to be changed. If we
ca:n~ot have an elected Board, then the Commlssioner ou?ht to appoint it. Under the
present practH~e, the Federal judges have all
of the authonty and none of the res
sibility.
pon~
As for the f~ra~o of the overlapping independent agencies _Involved in the city's gov~
ernment, the President only hints at chan
later. But it is important for the w£I~!
House to understand that the effectiveness of
its new Commisi:roner depends heavily upon
a general oonsolldation of operating powers
now scattered through literally dozens of
agencies.
The concept of the elected, non voting delegate to Congress would not be a wholly unmixed blessing. Although the delegate
would become inevitably the chief political
figure in the city, he would have no author~
ity in running it. But despite this_ danger,
the delegate bill deseTVes support. It repre~
sents a beginning of genuine local politics in
Washington; the city is better off voting for
anything than voting for nothing.
The Constitutional amendment giving the
city full representation· in Congress is an~
other matter. It would be as dl.fficult to push
through Congress as home rule itself and, of
the two, home rule promises the greater
benefits.
This Message is the work of a President who
has done more than any of his predecessors
to bring modern, democratic city government
to Washington. If only its most lmmedia.te
aims can be reached, the city Will be endowed
this year with a far more effective govern~
ment and next year its citizens will be voting for at least one local oftlcial. The final
destination remains, or course, full home
rule and the President reiterates his support
of it. But the campaign for home rule has
been going on !or decades without achieving any result. The President now proposes
to make a small beginning, but a solid and
tangible one from which large-r gains can
later be reached.

Weather Studies Linked to Air Pollution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. KARL

E~

MUNDT

OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. MUNDT. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in the
Appendix of the RECORD some significant
research-information which has come to
light linking the problem of air pollution
to our country's efforts in weather modi·
fication.
Dr. Richard Schleusener, director of
the Institute of Atmospheric Sciences at
the South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology, in Rapid City, S.Dak., in a.
talk before the Rotary Club of that city,
outlined some of the significant facts developed by his people through their
weather modification research. I think
this type of double dividend from our
research efforts is most helpful, and I am
of the opinion that efforts such as those
of the Institute of Atmospheric Sciences,
under or. Schleusener's direction, should
be encouraged.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
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elfects of air pollution?" He asked rhetori· which does not fear Red China, nor one that
Cally.
does not believe that the American mllltarY
Since there is evidence at hand to suggest presence in Vietnam is vital to their security.
Preliminary studies have given sufficient
The United States is deeply commltted and
indication that air pollution has an effect on that pollution may tend to produce drought
precipitation to warrant more intensive it is Schleuseners opinion that the problem its defeat--since that 1.s wha.t a. unilateral
study and Rapid City might well serve as the is of sufficient importance to merit initiation withdrawal would amount b>-would ha ·e
base center for such a study, Rapid City Ro· of a substantial research effort to identify incalculable effects on its position as a great
tl1ese etrects.
world power, and on its neighbors.
tartans were told Thursday.
He went on to point out South Dakota is
Hanoi and Peking have made it clear thnt
Dr. Richard A. Schleusener, director of the
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences at the an area in which it is advantageous to study they regnrd the Vietnam war as a test case
South Dakota. School of 1-fines and Technol- this problem. In the first place, air over for "national liberation" wars throughout tbe
ogy, cited the_possibility of the study in dis· the Dakotas and this region is relatively under-developed world. It doesn't folloW
cussing the relationship of people, pollution clean even though there is evidence for atr that there won't be more "wars of national
pollution here.
liberation" 1f the United States hold on 1n
and precipitation.
"This permits us to compare the relatively Vietnam, but we may expect a rash of such
Schleusener said there is growing evidence
clean
a1r
here
with
higher
pollution
concenwars 1! it fans. Two of stgnificance--J.n
that a!r pollution can have a significant ef·
feet on precipitation processes. While avail· trations in other parts of the United States." Malaysia and Thailand-are now in the
Another
advantage
ls
experiments
can
be
making.
able evidence 1s not conclusive at this time,
It justifies concern that air pollution could conducted in parallel with the present proBecause the Vietcong haven't won in Viet·
gram utillzing many of the same techniques nam-and given the patience, the courage
act as a. drought producer.
".There are two mechanisms by which air procedures and equipment.
and the responsible sense of world lender·
A further advantage is the influx of tour- ship pOs.~essed by the United States, theY
pollution might effect precipitation in this
way. The first mechanism would involve the ists into Rapid City in the summer time pro· cannot win-there 1s in Southeast Asia to·
additional condensation nuclei from air pol- vides something of a "time machine." The day, a new feeling of hope.
lution. This would tend to divide the avail- tourist influx doubles the number of auto·
MU.ITANT AGGllESSIVENESS
able atmospheric water into a. larger number mobiles and increases the population to three
It is hope coupled with fear that the u.s.
of smaller cloud drops, and thus make it to four times the normal winter population.
"Thus we have in Rapid City a change in may tire of the war 1n Vietnam, or be hood·
harder for Mother Nature to produce rain.
The second mechanism involves the effects automobile numbers and population during winked at the conference table as it wo.s at
several
months which during the normal the Geneva Conference on Laos in 1962. BUt
on precipitation from the activation of the
lead particles produced from automobile ex- growth period of a city would take decades." over·riding all of these lesser :fears 1s the
Schleusener expressed hope that research fundamental concern about China . . . and
haust."
Southeast Asia's fea.rs are valid fears based
Schleusener described experiences in the support for such studies can be obtained.
In closing, the research director stressed on past experience, present threats and ruresearch program being carried out at the
School of Mines which indicated clouds the importance of a1r pollution control to ture expectations.
The vital changes to American Asia. polloY
which grow in the relatively dirty air on the South Dakota. He said as greater publlc
warm side of a cloud front contained small awareness of air pollution problems develops which have occurred slnce were not dictated
in
other
areas,
South
Dakota
will
be
in
a
by a wish to interfere, but the demonstrable
cloud droplets as compared to clouds which
formed in the cooler, cleaner air behind such better competitive position to attract indus- m111tancy and aggressive intent of regtonnl
try
and
people.
Communism.
fronts.
"For that reason South Dakota can look
On one day in July of 1965, a light airplane
ASIANS UNWORTHY?
used by the institute made 22 penetrations forward to ·new opportunities because of the
Peking-backed revolutionaries are pre·
of clouds tn a warm sector ahead of a cold desire of the people to get away from crowded paring for revolutions in Malaysia and 1ll
front before sufficient ice formed on the industrial cities and get into a region of ThaHand where they now have hundreds o!
plane to require descent to lower altitudes. cleaner air where the sun shines without men under arms in the northeast.
Following the passage of the front, only 12 sh1n1ng through layers of smog."
A Malayan "Liberation Army" has been
But, he warned:
penetrations were possible on the first mis·
"With these opportunities come a respon· formed and one of its leaders, an Indian
sion and six on the second before descent
was required to melt the lee. In the latter slb111ty-to keep our air clean. This means named P. V. Sarma, who was expelled !rom
two mtsslons, icing was of the clear lee va· the citizens of this community must be will- Singapore 1n 1952, 1s now living 1n Peking.
ing to take the necessary action steps which which for the past two years has been overtlY
riety and accumulated at a htgh rate.
"Evidence suggests the difference between will ret~P,n the clean air we presently have publtclzing the intention to move into a
these two days may have been produced by and prevent the deterioration of its quality." new phase of armed revolt in Malaya.
He recalled the slogn.n "Capital o! the
Another wing of the same orgo.ntzatioil·
tbe absence of air pollution in the cleaner,
Clenn Air Country" has been proposed !or with a nucleus of 1,500 Indonesian-trained
cold a.lr,H Bchleusener observed.
Rapid
City.
guerrillas,
has, according to the :MalnysiOJl
While South Dakota is generally consld·
''I trust appropriate action will be taken Government, passed the point of no retut 11
ered free of pollution, Schleusener said recent studies indicate strong evidence for sub- to merit a continuation of this title," in its preparation :for a.rmed revolt in tlle
Borneo State of Sarawak. Yet another
stantial pollution effects in Rapid City. Schleusener concluded.
Peklng·backed revolt 1s under way in northd
First evidence came from a rese~ch flight
ell.!!tern Th.nlland. That Peking ahoul
made across country by a Cal1!orn1a. firm with
openly proclaim its support for the ao-ca.ll~
measurements made at intermediate points
including South Dn.kota. High atmospheric U.S. Presence in Vietnam, in World's In- "Thailand llbern.tlon front" may be justlfl
by Thailand's own involvement with tbtl
pollution resulting from automobile exterest, Enormously Worthwhile
United States in the Vletnn.m war.
haust were · found in the coastal a.reas of
heavy industrial population but there were
By what right does Peking 6eCk to o~er;
also indlca.tlons of substantial pollution efthrow the legitimate Mo.laysln.n govcrniXlent·
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
fects in South Dakota.
Would you advocate leaving Mnlaytda to be
or
Because of its relationship to pre"clpitadestroyed by a Peking·aided revolt? Are n0-·
tion studies being ca.rrted on at the institute,
tlons somehow unworthy or a~tsto.nce
Schleusener aald hls sta.ff has made addiagainst aggression simply because tll~Y are
OF CALD'ORNIA
tional measurements for verification.
· Asilln?
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
"We found as many as 100,000 effecti\"e
MA'l'TERS "IN HAND"
tee crystals per 11 ter from lead particles from
Tuesday, February 28, 1967
Today things o.re very different. Despite
automobile exhaust when activated by tosome errors committed by the United state:
Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, on Feb- in
dine. This compares with a. normal backVietnam in the early 1900's, there is a v!l!le
ground count of effective lee nuclei of about ruary 17, :Mr. Denis \Varner, southeast body of expert knowledge in Vietnrun. '111
0 to 10 per liter.
Asia correspondent for the Reporter war is no longer being lost, though thi8 ~
.. These measurements emphasize the fact maga.zlne. addressed the Commonwealth the perilous reality o! the situation tV:
substantial air pollution from automobile Club of California on the subject "U.S. years ago.
exhaust exists here in Rapid City," he as- Presence tn Vietnam!' Excerpts !rom
There 1s no "secret" about the condltf 0 0S
serted.
his address as published 1n the Common- necessary to break the present stalemate::
Schleusener expresed concern over whether wealth of February 27, follow:
SOuth Vietnam, only two m.n.tn requtrernen ·
either of the mechanisms iiescribed, or a
One 1.8 to provide sufllcient mllitn.ry strcng~
"U.S.
Pll!:'sENCE
IN
VIETNAM,
IN
WORLD'S
INcombination of them, could negate any beneto keep mo.ln force Vietcong and Nor e·
~T,
HAs
BEEN
ENORMOUSLY
WORTH
ficial effects which might be produced by
Vlet.nrunese units away :from reLativelY ~
WHILE''-W
Aif.NXll
efforts at cloud modification under the prescure and. densely populated rural ar~e
(From address by Denis Warner, southeast This the Un1ted Stntea ha.s 1n hand.
ent research program at Tech.
,.
Asia
correspondent,
the
Reporter
mo.gagtne)
"Are we going to be in the position of
second 1s the provision of sufficient t.n~.. ,.
attempting to increase raln!all a.rt11tcally and
With. one pOS&ible exception, there 1s not nous forces to protect local adm1nistrat1u-:finding our efforts are being nulll11ed by the one country in the Southea.at .Asia region wh1le they go about their task of rceto:r1Ill
SCHLEUSENER REPORTS TO RoTARY: Am POLLU•
• TION LINK TO WEATHER STUDY EYED

HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER
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rural government n.nd convincing the peasants that whAt they have is worth defending.
I understand the dangers of war and I
am conscious of the needs foc restraint
bt:.t . . . I believe the United States cannot,
a!l.d must not, abandon its task simply because it has proved so dl..fficult. ·
Today things are very different. There 1B
a vast body of expert knowledge in Vietnam.
The w::u- is no longer being lost, though this
waa the perilous reality of the situation two
Years ago. Towards the end of In.st year the
No:-th Voietnamese concentrated about five
div!.sions of regular troops in and around
the ta.ctic:l.l area of the 17th parallel.
DEEPER FOXHOLES

Their obvious hope was to launch a major
o~cnsive through the two northern provinces
or South Vietnam. The offensive couldn't
get otr the ground. The Vietcong and the
N"::>rth Vietnamese fight with skill and courage but. they cannot match the Americans
1n fire power and set piece battles. They
have tried a.ll manner of tactics. They have
dug their foxholes deeper and narrower In
futile e~orts to counter the American fireJ)'lwe-r. They often attempted to move into
clo:;e quarters fighting, but even this rarely
6ttcceeO.s.
REPEATED DEFEAT

. 'l'he North Vietnamese are in a. major
dUemm.a.. Though the indigenous Vietcong
have the capa.billty of reverting to smaller
g-".:1errma type actions and of mingllng in~nsptcuously with the rural population, this
not really practicable in the case of the
~rthemers, who a.re increasingly vital to the
tal e!fort.
As alien fish in the peo.sant ocean, they
111ou.td be easily detected and extremely vulnerable. Short of halting the flow of reinforcements along the Ho Chi Minh trail and
'llithdmwing into North Vietnam with all the
COnsequences this would have in the SOuth,
or Pe<rr..aps of crenting a diversion in Laos by
an attack on the Mekong valley, further
•tr-oJ.tntng Hanoi's resources, the North Vletllarnese forces have nowhere eJ.se to go in
B<:,Uth Vietnam except into repented defeat.
tn P.or 200 million Southeast Aslo.ns, not to
ention a. few Australians and New Zea1
~nders, what the United States is doing in
t Utheast Asia today is no less important
~n the task it so magnificently performed
Europe two decades ago.
~ou brought stabUtty o.nd undreamt of
~ro:~perity to Europe and saved it without
~Ubt from Stalinist control. Today you
t ld out. to th06e who live in this troubled
eglon the same prospect of security and
~t'Osperlty. We IrlllY cavil and criticize but
r e Who live and work there also bless you
<:it' it.
UNITED STATES BUYS TIME

to Already

your stand in Vietnam hns helped
Po· v.·iden the Sino-Soviet split beyond the
1
nt or no return. And thia in turn ha.s
~den to the frustrations that are now cona Ising China.. It provided a framework
~ln&t whlch Indonesia.'s anti-Communists
th nagect to prevent a Communist takeover
lo.~re. And this, ln turn, brought to an end
1 .<1onesla's dangerous confrontation with
~layaia.

r>r It h:...s th wa.rt.e d those who would use "wars
tll ltatlona.I U~ra.tion" to isolate and destroy
~ frtenda of the United Stn.tes and ultlte.r lety the United States Itself. In the tn\·o est;a o! us all, lt ha.a been enormously
tthwhlle.
~ -iWEJlS

TO WRI'ITEN QUESTIONS FROM FLOOR

or ?Uestlon.

(Gol. J. H. Bollng) Slgntflcance
hterual struggle tn Red China.?
tll~nRwer. Can only speCulate. Mao decided
no<A.t only by revolutionary alarm waa there
t-4!1~ to get Chinese people to do immense
n:. ItS required. More level headed Chinese
try~ bunt widespre-ad orgn.nlzation he's now
Hag to destroy.

Question. Will Chinese drive for conquest
of Asia. continue no matter who is in power?
Answer. I fear so. Billion people in China.
lack resources they .see in Southeast Asia..
Question. Do Mao's opponents dUier with
his expansionist policies?
Answer. No--it's hard to pursue hard-line
internationally with so many internal problems. But it could work opposite way.
Qusetion. Should Nationalist China. invade
Red China. now?
Answer. No!
Question. (Esmond Schapiro) Proof that
South Vietnamese people want us to fight
there?
Answer. Proof?-no. Evidence?-yes. See
little evidence of hostility toward American
presence outside Vietcong controlled areas.
·Question. (J. Ha.rt C1inton) Bombing of
North Vietnam solidifying support for Ho
Chi Minh?
Answer. Initial bombing did, and encouraged Russians to give more ald. But stopping bombing now would not undo this.
And supplies must be stopped or hampered.
Question. U.S. troops fight and win guerrllla war?
Answer. No, but can provide protection for
Vietnamese people, who can fight and win.
Question. (E. L. Merica.) Are there foreign
policy changes U .8. might make in Asia.?
Answer. Ha.s m:lde mistakes but must carry
on. Wisdom acquired by hard experience.
Change tactics rather th:l.n pollcy.
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the history of the American college· the socalled liberal arts tradition and th~ advent
of pro~essional education and of graduate
~ducatwn; and, more immediately, to the
Juncture at which we find ourselves in
higher education today, With reference to the
broad types of social transtorm.ation th t
occurring in our cities.
a. are
It is important to note, at fl..rst, that the
American college was founded as an agency
of aristocratic prerogative, and that its intent was the perpetuation of social or class
prerogative. As we look at the 17th and 18th
centuries, we see that our oolleges were almost inevitably founded under religious auspices. But the religious aegis was at once
a. matter or very clear class prerogative, even
if evangelically committed. It was essenti~lly a matter of aristocrntic and class commltment.
The American popular .adventure and experl_ment in higher education did not occur
u':ltll the 19th century. It was coincident
Wlth the. very broad social and demographic
changes 1n 19th century America, largely the
result of the emigration to America. of millions of people who were without the social
prerogative and class privilege that higher
education in the America had originally perpetuated. The tremendous transformation
of higher education in the 19th century
came a.s a result of pressures, particularly in
the great metropolitan complexes; and although these were equally affirmed in the
founding of land grant colleges (which remained a kind of grass roots level egali tarianism), still the great transformation occurred in the cities of the 19th century when
new peoples took at face value the egalitarian
The Orientation of Higher Education
dream ·in the sense that the new world acToday
corded it to them.
I think it is important for us to recognize
this because if you look at the pattern of
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
19th
century higher education (and, 1nciOF
dentally;lt is in this tradition that New York
University and other metropolitan universities were founded), one finds that in meetOF NEW JERSEY
ing the response or new peoples, higher eduIN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES cation becomes less and less aristocratic, less
and less liberal-arts oriented (except nostalTuesday, February 28, 1967
gically), less and less a. haven for aristocratic
Mr. CASE. Mr. President, at a time social prerogative. It became more and more
when the demand for higher education a. modern university (not unlike its 19th century British red-brick university counteris grov.ing so rapidly, we must be no less part)
which had as its primary purpose the
concerned with the quality than with extension of opportunity to a. new people.
the quantity of instruction our colleges It became significantly, if you will, profesand univers~ties are to provide.
sional or vocational education. It was no
Is higher education in our increas- accident that medical education and legal
in America., which were born in the
ingly urban society miented to the needs education
became the great havens to which the
of that society and of the students of to- cities
poor sent their sons and thereby acquired
day and tomorrow? Dr. .Frank M. Cor- middle class gentility and that these were
dasco, professor of education at Mont- originally vocational or professional schools
clair State College, in New Jersey, has which only in the last half century have
made some interesting observations on come under the auspices of a. kind of univerthis question. Dr. Oord:asoo, who is also sity protection.l
I would like to make this point very clear.
visiting professor of education at the
because, in my own mind, it is a point that
City University of New York, delivered gives
us extraordinary clarification for some
his paper on "Higher Education in the of the challenges that we face in higher eduMetropolis: Old Challenges and New catioQ. today. Nineteenth century American
Postures," at New York University. I education evolved to meet its needs, to meet
ask unanimous consent that the text be the needs of a new people who were primarily
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD. concerned with the acquisition of those skills
would afford them, in a. seemingly
There being no objection, the paper which
egalitarian context, new opportunity. These
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, people
were professionally and vocationally
as follows:
oriented. The immigrants in this city made
HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE METROPOLIS: OLD their sons professional people. They m:lde
CHALLENGES AND NEW POSTURES
them engineers and physicians and teachers
(By Dr. Frank Cordasco, professor of educa- and lawyers, and only incidently, gentlemen.
tion. 1\.Iontcla.lr State College; educational
consultant, migration divtslon. Common1 In this connection, I do not believe that
wealth of Puerto Rico; visiting professor Abraham Flexner's study of medical educaof education, City University of New York) tion (Medical Education in the United States
This paper Will discuss higher education and Canada, New York, 1910) drove the
tn the metropolis and the relationship of schools to university affiliation, but rather to
vocational orientation to current tendencies a reformation of those abuses which seriously
and to the selection of life's work or to the thrt>atened a professional adequacy. Prelife style that college students acquire. Ref- eminently, the medical schools were the citaerence wiU be made to several broad areas: dels of outrageously affi.rm.ed vocationalism.

HON. CLIFFORD .P. CASE
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As 19th century education undertook this
kind of professional and voca tiona! transmutation, the liberal arts tradition died. Its
ars moriendi was written a long, long time
ago, even though we have individuals who
pretend that it is still alive-academicians
like Jacques Barzun and Gilbert Highet,
whose books on teaching have little rele•ancy to the public school of America, b'ut
greater relevancy to the aristocratic schools
that were operating in Edward Gibbons' 18th
century England. The graduate school in
America in the 19th century had a vocational orientation. Anybody who has looked
at the founding of The Johns Hopkins University in 1876 sees very clearly that the
foundation of this university was not truly
within the German mold that we have come
to believe formed its genesis.s The graduate
school as it evolved in America. with particular reference to President Daniel Colt Gilman's Hopkins, was preeminently a graduate
school which undertook the extension of academic respectability to professional schools,
to research and to the utilitarian needs of a
burgeoning America.
If you are willlng to accept what I have
said, and I think it is historically sound, I
think we are better able to look at some of
the challenges that we face ~ay. The
American college, particularly within the last
thirty or thirty-five years (dramatically, in
the large cities). has become much the haven,
not of individuals who are using higher education as a. means of social escalation (because for all intents and purposes the immigrant in American society has disappeared
and has been replaced by the central-city
poor who are truly poor and from whose
poverty there is little or no escape) but a
place where parents, who have only recently
entered the middle class or who at best have
a second-generation middle class identity,
entertain vicariously the social identity and
economic aspirations of their children.
E!jXl Kelly said somewhere that it is not
only the kids who drop out of our elementary
and secondary schools, but those who remain in the secondary schools who should
be equally characterized as dropouts, because
1n reality they have no where to go upon
graduation. National figures that I recently
saw suggest that 12 percent of our high
school graduates are without employment.
But what about their university or college
counterparts? I would suggest that, for the
university or college counterpart of the
public school dropout who manages to remain in college and not become a dropout,
there is no place that he can go upon graduation unless he is professionally oriented or
vocationally directed. The irony is that
what developed in 19th century America,
whose colleges became places for the acqUisition of vocational sk:l.lls, remains under
continuing and better attack today. The
School of Education of New York University,
a professional school, which recently celebrated its 75th anniversary might also be
writing its epitaph, ii I read correctly the
directions in which certain developments
have gone; for even New York University
(which has become very respected and is no
longer the citadel of poor immigrants' children) has become the citadel of middle
class prerogative.
Others have spoken about the extension
of broad patterns of public education, not
unlike the extension on the European continent and particularly in the Soviet Union.
The result has been schools that are not
only technical institutes but schools which
include broad areas of pre-professional prepa.ra tion. I think these are the directions in
which society would want us to move and
needs to move. But very ironically, the
university is moving away from this direcll I have developed this point in Daniel Coit
Gilman and the Protean Ph. D.: The Shaping
of American Graduate Education (Leiden,

1960).

tion. In that more and more today, we see
the virtues of liberal a.rta education being
exalted. I do not knt>w why. Historically,
such an education has been dead a . long
time. Clergy learned Latin and Greek in the
18th century because lt was part of their
professional education. It remained nostalgically the identity of the gentlemen in
the 19th century; it has little or no identity
in today's world, yet it remains. When I
was an undergraduate at Columbia College,
in the bitter days of the depression, I recall
the eminent classicists Professor Gilbert
Highet and Professor Moses Hadas talking
about the magnificent thought processes
that one could discern in Euripides and other
Greek tragedians, while at the same time
social fascists and members of the Young
Communist League were quarreling outside
the university halls. I think this strange
kind of irrelevancy pervades education today.
I see in this lack of vocational orientation the
demise of the college as a. pre-professional
school, largely abetted by the illusory direction that academicians are permitting themselves to take.
I would like to relate this (sardonically,
perhaps) to the acquisition of middle class
gent11ity. I think that what made New York
University (and other metropolitan universities) great universities was the presence
of the individual who saw in the metropolitan university the c~ance to acquire those
skills which he could bring back to society.
He not only saw in his university training
the means of social escalation, but he saw,
too, the opportunity to extend social service.
An interesting experiment would be to chart
alongside one another, tpe influence of the
great Columbian colossus to the north of us
(which largely in the early decades of this
century remained the citadel of the socially
advantaged) and the influence or-New York
University); to chart one alongside the qther
in terms of what they gave back to the city
and to society relative to what they took
away. I think New York University would
unquestionably come out in front. But I
think if we began a kind of concomitant
assessment, starting some twenty years ago,
New York University and its sister to the
north would be pretty much the same.
What I am suggesting is that the great
catalyst in American society that largely
made college life, that made higher education, a socially-oriented and professionally
and vocationally-oriented education, has disappeared. We have serious cause for regret
that the normal schools have become state
colleges and then universities, for in the
process they destroyed one identity, and have
yet to acquire another.
It is interesting, in this connection, to
note that wherever education was afforded
the Negro in our society, the Negro, almost
of his own needs and because of the little
opportunity afforded him, gravitated toward
professional education. The Negro found his
contribution amongst his own people as an
attorney, as a teacher, as a physici.a n. The
Negro never deluded himself with the. middle
class anodyne of a liberal arts education that
was going to serve the gentllity of a. bourgeois affectation. Perhaps, he rejected an
identity that was repugnant because it had
been denied him. The great animus of Negro
social protest is not Dr. Martin Luther King
who appears amongst the Negroes as a veritable Moses who gives the Negro vigorous
ideological commitment; rather, it is the
virtual extinction of economic opportunity
within our society, with Its automation and
new technology, that causes the Negro the
frightened kind of respoJ;l.Se we currently see
him making. Perhaps the Negro is in the
mainstream of American life and we in our
middle class vineyards have largely deserted
it. I think the situation is a matter of such
peril that I cannot help but extend, in a
way, the apprehension and alarm that other
members of the academic community are
frentically registering in a. multiplicity of
strident tracts.
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"Public education is totally irrelevant to
the society that it serves." That statement is
not mine; it is Dean Earnest Melby's, one of
the great educational luminaries who served
a.t New York University for many, many
years. In a sense, one can extend the statement by saying that higher education is out
of touch with our times, and it is out of
touch with our times because of the thesis
which I have attempted to advance. The
university has become, in its major commitments, the affectation and extension of middle class prerogative in a people who have
largely lost the kind of tremendous hope
and catalytic force that lnltially characterized the restless transmutation of a society
in the search for opportunity, and for public
service. If the metropolitan university is a.
great urban institution in community service, that service will be best achieved in its
professional schools and in the undergraduate colleges which are unashamedly professionally oriented.

Lloyd Oki Is Hawaii Winner in VFWSpeech Contest
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Ol!'

HON. SPARKM. MATSUNAGA
Ol!' HAWAII

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, each
year I look forward to learning of the
results of the Voice of Democracy Contest, a very praiseworthy project sponsored by the Veterans of Foreign Wars
and its ladies auxiliary. The contest not
only stimulates classroom discussions on
the meaning of democracy, but it also
provides an opportunity for students to
compete for educational scholarships
ranging from $1,000 to $5,000. More
than 350,000 students participated 1n
the contest this year~ and the winners
from each State have been invited to
our Nation's Capital for the final judging on March 7, 1967.
The State of Hawaii is represented this
year by Lloyd :Masao Ok1, of Honolulu.
Lloyd's winning essay, entitled "What
Democracy Means to Me," reflects an
awareness of the responsib111ties as well
as the privileges of living in a democratic
society, and 1s a tribute to the democratic environment that Hawaii has always provided for the development of its
young citizens.
I am pleased to submit Lloyd Masao
Oki 's speech for inclusion in the CoNCRESSIONAL RECORD:
WHAT DEMOCRACY MEANS TO

ME

(By Lloyd Masa.o Oki, Honolulu, Hawali)
In 1944 Aldous Huxley humorously termed
democracy "the right to say 'no' to a boss."
Shallow though it may be, this undeniablY
js a. meaning for democracy, but the latter
means so very, very much more.
Democracy connotes freedom, the ability
to exercise the rights of free speech; to worship God in any Church of one's choosing;
to be tried fairly in any court o! law. It
permits newswriters the priceless gift of free
press; it allows people to peacefully assemble at times and places o! their choosing;
it sanctions the people's right to petition the
Government for a redress of grievances.
But democracy st111 means more than thi&.
It provides families with a Christian environment through which God and man ca.n
become one; it enables individuals to walk
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down streets v;ithout having to worry about
a pair of eyes continually watching for the
&lightest faux pas; it fosters maturity in an
atmosphere conducive to our Western way
of life. Democracy means choosing friends
on your own-taking part in the activities
you most enjoy-and growing up to become
a worthy and honorable citizen of these, our
fifty states. ,
Not only does democracy affect the external
relationships we have with others, it also
exerts a strong, positive force on our very
being. At an early age we learn to respect
the opinions of others, and to honor their
customs, strange though they may be. We
simultaneously develop an appreciation for
the invaluable gifts bestowed upon us at
birth.
Democracy, we discover, is a costly gift,
and many times exacts the ultimate sacrifice of a man. "Greater love ha.th no man
than this, that a man lay down his life for
his country." Indeed, truer words have
never been spoken, for even now, our loved
ones are fighting and dying in Vietnam.
Their actions, however, are not a unique
trait of the 1960's, for their fathers, grandfathers, and great-grandfathers may have
participated in such confl.icts as the Battle
of Lexington in the Revolutionary War; Shiloh or Gettysburg in the War between the
the States; Verdun and the Marne in the
devastating First World War; Dunkirk, Normandy, Guadalcanal, or Iwo Jima in World
War ll; and Pork Chop Hlll in the Korean
War. They paid dearly so that we, the living, may enjoy a democracy they themselves
'never knew.
We at home must pay a price, too, and
that is "responsibility." We should share
the wealth we so abundantly possess with
others less fortunate than ourselves, for our
American democracy has been cast in to the
role o! a. kind, understanding, and generous
nation whose actions could significantly alter the course of world history.
But most of all democracy means hope
for the future. A world of peace and harmony-where hunger and disease are merely words in a dlction.nry-where man's inhumanity to man is all but forgottenwhere man can Jove and be loved for all
time to come.
Yes, democracy means a. lot of things
to me it means my very life!

The AID Medical Team in Vietnam
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
OJ' VIRGINlA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, February 28, 1967
~rr.

BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
the New Republic magazine of February 18,' .i.967, contains a letter to the
editor from a young medical doctor,
Michael D. Reynolds, a member of an
AID medical team in Vietnam.
Dr. Reynolds' home is in Richmond,
Va., but, llke many other dedicated
Americans, he is now laboring far from
home, giving of h.imself to fight "the
other war" in Vietnam-the nonmilitary
war which attacks hunger, poverty, and

disease.
Dr. Reynolds' letter 1s not long, but it
1s an eloquent rebuttal to thOBe critics

who, in their enthusiasm, picture the
Vietcong as helpless innocents and the
Allied forces as villains. Dr. Reynolds
writes of the civilian patients treated at
his hospital-of the villagers and the
children deliberately wonnded by the
Vietcong terrorists for political reasons.
He v..-rites:
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Office of Education Centennial
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CARL D. PERKINS
OF KENTUCKY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

People whose families have been killed
~uesday, February 28, 1967
accidentally by Allied arms are difficult to
find but those whose families have been
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker this
kill~d deliberately by the Viet Oong work . week,· we pass a significant miles~ne in
with us every day.
the history of education 1n the United

I know that all Virginians and all other States. We mark on March 2 the lOOth
Americans can be proud of the work anniversary of the U.S. Office of Educathat Dr. Reynolds is doing. I think J:e tion.
deserves to be heard. I commend hiS
This agency, which events have proletter to the attention of Senators and pelled into the forefront of the national
ask unanimous consent that it be print- effort toward quality, is undergoing a
ed in the RECORD.
change keyed to match the transformaThere being no objection, the letter tion within the public schools 1n their
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, intensifying search for education adequate to the times.
as follows:
NHA-TRANG, SOUTH VIETNAM.
A year ago, President Johnson spoke
SORRY 'BOUT THAT
of the quality of conntry we are trying
sms: Although I cannot supply the sta- to build. In his message to the 89th Contistical information you request in your gr~ss on new civil rights legislation, he
January 7 note ("Sorry 'Bout That") I can, said:

as a. member of one of the medical teams in
Vietnam supported by AID, report a few personal observations, which, cast into numbers
and multiplied by the entire country, would
provide the raw material for such information.
Civilians injured by Allled troops (mostly
in automobile accidents) are seen occasionally at our hospital. They are greatly outnumbered by patients such as these:
1) Villagers (mostly women and children)
wounded by mortar shells deliberately fired
into their hamlet by the Viet Cong, because
the people refused to favor the communist
side. (The number of these patients may
have been reduced by the . Viet Cong threat
to kill all the injured who sought help from
the government.)
2) Children burned by a phosphorus grenade thrown by a communist terrorist who
wanted to dissuade their parents from voting in the national elections.
3) Members of the Popular Forces shot by
the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese, because the Popular Forces are able to recognize an invasion of their homes by foreign
troops and persist in defending them.
Also relevant to the question of civilian
casualties are the facts that refugees fleeing
Allled troops are nonexistent, refugees fleeing
battle zones are not common, but refugees
froxn communist control are numerous.
People whose families have been killed accidentally by Allied arms are difficult to
find; those whose families have been killed
deliberately by the Viet Oong work with us
every day.
Regarding the degree of concern for the
lives of civilians of the tarious contestants
in Vietnall)., it is noteworthy that the communists have killed 100,000 of their countrymen since coming to power. This figure will
undoubtedly be improved upon lf they seize
control of the entire country, since six percent of the population of South Vietnam
fled there expressly to avoid llvlng unde'r red
rule, and all the overt anti-communists 1n
VIetnam are in the South.
If you are truly concerned about the welfare of the Viet people, let me suggest that
you will do more good by dona.ting drugs
and supplies to hospitals here than by cr1t1c1zing the rest of the country for helping
one of our few good anti-Chinese allies.
MICHAEL D. REYNOLDS, M.D.

We are engaged in a. great adventure-as
great as that of the last century, when our
fathers marched to the Western frontier.
Our frontier today ls of human beings, not
land. If we are able to open that frontier,
to free each chlld to become the best that
is in him to become, our reward-both
spiritual and material-will exceed any that
we gained a century ago through territorial
expansion.

. The Office of Education has, as a result of massive educational assistance
programs enacted in recent years, been
assigned a major role in this conntry's
effort to afford quality education to all
children. The thrust of recent educational aid programs for the children of
poor families assures that the Office of
Education must assume responsibilities
for leadership in educational innovation
and improvement.
It would be simple for a Federal agency to retreat into the obscurity, and into
the security, of an identity as a statistical storehouse ready to provide the
latest headcount on students, or to report annually to Congress on the number
of square feet 1n the Nation's schoolhouses.
In an age, however, when world conditions compel the United States to asstune a world leadership role in the
struggle for human rights, it 1s no less
essential that Federal leadership on the
domestic front shall devote 1ts attention
to development of individual potential.
Nowhere is the opportunity greater than
in the education of our children in
schools to afford them equal opportunity
to do their best.
That is why the Office of Education is
involved 1n the issue of racial segregation and the overlapping issue of inferior
education of the children of poverty.
Not to be so involved would be to ignore
inequities that have multiplied because
they have been ignored too long 1n the
past, particularly during most of the
century during which the Office of Edu-
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cation has progressed to its new level of
maturity.
Under title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965, a billion dollars a year is flowing into new
educational programs to strengthen education
in
poverty
neighborhoods.
Under title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, which prohibits Federal assistance
for programs that discriminate as to
race, color, or national origin, schools
are required to end discriminatory practices in order to receive Federal funds.
These recent legislative actions, and
numerous others directed toward expanding educational opportunity for
children and college-age students, are
helping to reshape American education.
The Office of Education is not only
authorized by legislative action to express its concern for equal educational
opportunity; it is obligated by law and
by a national moral commitment to take
the lead.

trustees. They may thlnlt they are encouraging freedom when they ahrink !rom
curbing organized demonstraton. What
they are really doing is putting the lid on
intellectual freedom. The lett will hear only
one side--its own.
It is time tha.t the people who run the
universities heed the words of Dr. Rosemary
Park, president o! Barnard college. She
urged fellow administrators "to insist that
it is a privilege to be a student, not a right;
that the university is no welfare state open
to all but only to those who will develop an
intellectual conscience and accept the discipline which comes with specialized knowledge."
The punks should be kicked out of school.

Stop Bombing in the North, ADA Urges
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DON EDWARDS
OF CALIFORNIA

Campus Hoodlums
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD J. DER\VINSKI
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 28, 1967

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tu~sday,

February 28, 1967

Mr. EDWARDS of California. Mr.
s.Peaker, an excellent editorial on Vietnam in the February issue of the ADA
World calls for a halt to bombing in
the north.
Says the editorial:
We have achieved the stalemate necessary
for negotiations. We have already the basis
for a just and lasting peace--a compromise
settlement that will allow all parties in
South Vietnam a share in governing the
country and an international force to guarantee the peace.

Mr.
DERWINSKI. Mr.
Speaker,
along with other Members of Congress
I was shocked at the mob which attempted to interfere with the appearance
of Vice President HUMPHREY at Stanford
I have unanimous consent to insert
University last week. The Vice President of the United States, as a responsi- the full text of the ADA editorial in the
ble spokesman for the Chief Executive RECORD:
VIETN!\M
and a public figure of great renown, deserved the attention and respect of the
As this edition goes to press, it appears
from newspaper reports that hopes for setstudents.
The Chicago Tribune, in an editorial tlement of the Vietnamese war are higher
on Wednesday, February 22, very direct- than at any point during the last two years.
civil war in China has released the Chinese
ly and emphatically discusses this inci- A
pressure on North Vietnam to oppose all
dent:
attempts
at settlement. Yet, there is still
CAMPUS HOODLUMS
Red-tinged student protesters against the
war in Viet Nam tried to mob Vice President
Humphrey after his appearance before a
student forum at Stanford university.
Similar hooliganism greeted Secretary o!
Defense McNamara at Harvard and Gen.
Earle G. Wheeler, chairman of the joint
chiefs of stall", at Brown university.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy got the treatment at Wisconsin, and a contrived walkout
was staged at a convocation at the University
of California at Berkeley when Arthur Goldberg, now ambassador to the United Nations,
was the guest speaker.
Gen. Maxwell D. TaflOr, upon his return
!rom Viet Nam, was greeted by the ambassadors of the "new left" as a "war criininal."
Humphrey was called the same thing at
Stanford. Yesterday University o! Wisconsin students tangled with police when they
tried to block use of the commerce building
by Dow Chemical company to interview job
prospects. The company makes napalm for
flame bombs used 1n Viet Nam.
The president of the Stanford student body
has said that going to jail to oppose the
draft "should be a normal part of growing
up in America." He has called on students
to "put their bodies on the line'' in the
cause of overhauling the university.
The ugly incidents which crop up all
the time on university campuses reflect the
easy permissiveness o! administrators and

no clear indication that Washington wants
anything short of surrender of the enemy
as their terms or settlement.
A few weeks ago in a public speech by
Ambassador Goldberg. the United States said
it was willing to cooperate in any way with
Secretary General U Thant to bring about
a settlement in Vietnam and urged him to
use the full weight or his omce to bring
this settlement about. About a week later,
Secretary U Thant said in an equally public
statement that if the United States would
cease bombing North Vietnam, begin the
process of de-esoa.la tion in the South and
agree to negotiate with the Viet Cong, he
believed that the war might be brought to
a conference table. Yet, apparently not one
of these steps has been followed. In the face
of this type of attitude, whatever hopes
might have been brought about by the various signals !rom Hanoi seem to evaporate.
But that attitude need not prevail and the
President need not be led by his Secretary
of State. There is still time to recognize
that we cannot win at the conference table
what we have not won on the battlefield
and that we should not seek to win on the
battlefield something out of proportion to
our just aims-self-determination for the
Vietnamese people. We have achieved the
stalemate necessary for negotiations. We
have already the basis for a just and lasting
peace---a compromise s!.'ttlement that will
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allow all parties in South Vietnam a share
1n governing the country and an interna-

tional force to guarantee the peace. The
task now is to begin the steps to make this
peaoe possible by unilaterally halting the
bombing o! North Vietnam. by removing the
obstacles we have placed to negotiations
with the Viet Cong, and by changing our
Inilitary tactics to facilitate settlement. The
only alternative to this intelligent policy is
a continuation of what we are doing and
an expansion of the war-with all that represents in destruction in Vietnam, in depletion at home and in the continuing threat
to world peace and stability. The time for
change is now.

A New Offensive in the War on Hunger
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALI1 rt1. FRASER
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, the House
will be interested to know that important private interests have joined the
Agency for International Development
and the Department of Agriculture in a
new 3-year offensive in the world war
on hunger and malnutrition.
Several days ago I attended two functions which made it clear that nothing
less than the united efforts of this Government, the agricultural and industrial
sectors, and organizations ·such as the
Freedom from Hunger Foundation will
be required to relieve the misery from
protein deficiency in numerous countries.
In a ceremony appropriate to the occasion, William S. Gaud, Administrator
of the Agency for International Development, signed the first in a series of private
industry contracts with the Pillsbury
Co., of Minneapolis. Under this Alliance for Progress agreement the company will evaluate the acceptablllty in
El Salvador for newly developed protein
supplements that can be derived from
cottonseed, peanuts, and soybeans.
These and other protein-rich crops can
be grown in Central America.
PROTEIN-HUNGRY

PEOPLE

Administrator Gaud stressed the need
for an enlarged protein program to reduce the social, economic, and physical
hazards faced by protein-hungry people.
In my view, this is more than a national or a continental problem. It is a
human problem.
Protein deficiency
among children dominates the poverty
chains around the globe. Thousands of
people die from such malnutrition every
day. An estimated 2 billion peopleincluding up to 70 percent of children
under age 6-suffer from -a lack of protein. Recent studies have confirmed that
protein malnutrition can lead to a permanent impairment of one's mental and
physical health.
At the second function whlch I attended, a luncheon, Secretary of Agriculture Freeman hailed the new alliance
rf our public and private sectors and the
cooperation of the developing countries
in reducing the protein gap to a workable
minimum.
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The lnttial AID project with the Pills- in this enterprise, it has formed valuable
bury Co., is small in scope but vast in business contacts and acquired a first- spirit of the Alliance for Progress. Such
its implications. It means that the skills · hand knowledge of the country and its joint ventures Promote the self-help
movement and lead ultimately to ecoand know-how of American private people.
nomic self-sutnciency and independence.
enterprise will be matched against the
COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS
They also contribute to a balanced indietary blight which undermines the
The high-protein products which it dustrial-agricultural economy as a basis
well-bein~ of so many people.
plans
to
introduce
in
El Salvador will be for social and political stability.
TW!:Nl'Y U.S. FIRMS
competitive with other beverages and
May I add that AID's allocation of $1.2
It means that within 3 years 19 other foods sold locally. The packaging will be mill1on
3-year program, which is
U.S. firms will have joined the war on as attractive a.s with other foods sold expectedtotothis
involve about 20 American
hunger, thus helping our Government to through commercial channels.
Alrepresents but a fraction of
discharge an obligation to help the de- though the consumers' cost will be with- companies,
the expenditures which the private secveloping nations to help themselves.
in the means of working people, neither tor has made and will continue to make
Neither one nor a hundred contracts the package nor its content will resem- for
high-protein development.
'\\111 in themselves solve the problems ble so-called relief food.
INESTIMABLE LOSSES
arising from malnutrition. These AID
Initially the company will introduce
But the total of all these costs cannot
contracts are intended only to catalyze a beverage based on a patented techand stimulate the private sector of our nology developed in a research labora- be .compared to the inestimable value of
country and, indirectly, of other coun- tory. It involves a process of blending human lives sacrificed every day to protries to give active support to this hu- and preserving nutritional ingredients tein deficiency. Neither can we gage
manitarian drive.
such as protein and fat, heretofore con- the true extent of illness, hardship, and
mental frustration endured by its
The optimism generated by the initial sidered difficult or impossible.
victims.
contract between AID and the Pillsbury
The
company
has
also
acquired
exCo., 1s out of proportion to the dollar perience in producing a milk-based proIt is, therefore, heartwarming to know
amount-a mere $60,000. Every dollar tein supplement. However, the lnttial that two Government departments are
1s a seed which, we trust, will bear rich product testing in El Salvador will utilize mobilizing the technical and managerial
fruit from our common endeavors.
a vegetable :protein indigenous to that resom·ces of American private industry
TECHNICAL COMPETENCE
country. The company may also offer in waging a relentless war on hunger and
Our optimism reflects the fact that various solid foods such a.s a vegetable- malnutrition under the leadership of
American private enterprise has- based spread and chewable products President Johnson.
High protein is a key element in this
through research-acquired the techiU- based on this same technology.
struggle. If it succeeds 1n practice, as
cai competence to invent new protein
DEMOGRAPHIC STUDIES
we hope, it will bring honor and gratifisupplies that are nutritious and desira- ·
choice of El Salvador as a prov- cation to our country. If it fails, It
ble as food Moreover, these food sup- ingThe
ground
for
high-protein
beverages
means that we must perfect our tools and
Plements are derived from crops that
can be cultivated in most of the protein- and solid foods was deliberate. Through revise our methods. But-as 1n most
its local business connections the Pills- human undertakings-it 1s better to try
short countries.
On this promlsing development we bury Co. has carried on demographic and fail than not to have tried at all.
base a fervent hope that-with help from studies which will lead to a better underof the food preferences and
the recipient countries-we can make standing
substantial improvement in the health customs of the people.
In cooperation with AID the company League of Women Voters Supports Funds
and happiness of countless people.
for Water Pollution Control
will
establish a dialog with El Salvador's
Let us consider the Pillsbury contract
and the funds committed by AID as health officials and food industry leaders.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
symbols. They signify that 1n our desire Various high-protein products will
OF
to share our knowledge and abundance then be offered to consumers in selected
With less fortunate countries, we must areas. The person-to-person approach
HON.
ABRAHAM
J. MULTER
be concerned with the quality of food will be supervised by personnel who have
0:1' Nli:W YORK
followed
similar
procedures
with
new
as well as with its quantity. By "qualIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ity" we mean protein content-the es- food products 1n the United States.
sential ingredient for strengthening Through such detailed research the comTuesday, February 28, 1967
human minds and bodies and for main- pany hopes to develop high-protein
Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, one of
products
whose
price,
appearance,
nutritalning their productivity.
tional value, and taste will recommend the finest national organizations in this
SEVERAL REQUIREMENTS
country-the Leagve of Women Votthemselves
to consumers.
It 1s not enough to produce or "iners-has taken a position 1n favor of
The
goal
1n
El
Salvador
as
well
as
in
'Vent" protein supplements that will safeFederal financial assistance to compaguard public health and promote human the greater Central American common nies who are trying to ellminate water
market
area
with
its
13
million
consumdevelopment. These products-however
pollution.
etrective--must meet the requirements of ers 1s to market a product which can
It 1s with pleasure that I commend to
\isuai appeal, taste, :flavor, and stab1llty. fortify the public health, win consumer the attention of our colleagues their
acceptance
and
result
in
a
successful
All our research and good intentions
statement of position:
·
are 1n vain unless the high proteins are economic enterprise.
STATEMENT OF POSITION ON FEDERAL FINAN\
JOINT
VENTURE
&cceptable to consumers. They must be
CIAL AsSISTANCE TO INDUSTRY TO EXPEDITE
CONTROL OJ' WATER POLLUTION
SOld in food stores as part of the daily
Should the market survey and prodfamily diet. They must be adapted to uct testing prove successful, the comThe League of Women Voters of the United.
pany plans a joint venture with Salva- States supports limited federal financial
local food traditions and preferences.
Here, perhaps, is the greatest hurdle doran businessmen for the production, assistance to industry as a means of exfor the high-protein program. Here, too, distribution, and sale of high-protein pediting abatement o! water pollutibn.
Although the League thinks that costs o!
1s a formidable challenge to the mar- foods manufactured locally from homepollution abatement are a respons1bi11ty ot
keting ab1llties of American merchan- grown vegetable proteins.
the polluter, it acknowledges that some help
disers.
we can now appreciate why the so- should be made available because o! the urgIn the Pillsbury Co. we have a firm called complete nutritional food (CNF) gency and immediacy o! the problem and the
Whose experience 1n the food business has stirred a lively interest among immense costs involved. League members
spans almost one century. The company leaders in the food industry and in Gov- agree that strict enforcement of anti-polluhas made numerous overseas 1nvest- ernment agencies. And we can appre- tion measures shoUld accompany financtaJ.
lllents, including Central ~d South ciate why a new enterprise based on local assistance, duration and scope of assistance
America, and it has concluded Joint ven- farm production and employing local shoUld be 11mlted, criteria. for assistance
consideration o! financiaJ.
tures With private firms in other coun- labor would appeal to leaders in the de- shouldof include
the company, economic base of the
tries. In E1 S"alvador, for Instance, veloping countries. In Latin Ameuca need.
community, area stream standards, extent
Pillsbury has owned a minority interest such ventures, jointly-owned and jointly- and complexity of the pollution problem of
in a flour m111 since 1960. As a partner managed, will reflect the partnership the company and region.
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Vietnam: The Nature of the War
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
01'

HON. DONALD G. BROTZMAN
OJi' COLORADO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday. February 28. 1967

Mr. BROTZMAN. Mr. Speaker, judg1p.g by the mail I am receiving concerning the war in Vietnam, there appears
to be a growing desire on the part of
the American people to achieve some
sort of success in Vietnam.
People are becoming weary of the way
1n which the war has been handled.
They are dissatisfied with the same
statements. the same tired positions, the
same old doubletalk. They see no new
developments. They see us in the same
position we were a year ago, or 2 years
ago, or 3 three years ago. They are tired
of a long, costly, and dragged-out war.
Mr. Speaker, the letters I have received fall into two main categories:
Those asking for a deescalation and for
a more earnest search for peace; and
those asking for stronger military measures to bring the war to a quick and
just conclusion. Very few of the letters
express supp<>rt for the current conduct
of the war.
But, Mr. Speaker, whether they take
the "dove'' or the "hawk" position, they
all ask that something other than the
inaction and indecision of the administration's current policy be substituted.
The Colorado House of Representatives recently adopted a memorial calling upon the Congress of the United
States to hold hearings and to fully discuss the origins and nature of the war
ln Vietnam, and to direct the President
to conduct this Nation's affairs in Vietnam and southeast Asia in accordance
with that determination.
The members ' of the Colorado House
of Representatives adopted this memorial because they, like the people they
represent, have grown weary of the lack
of direction and success.
Mr. Speaker, I include in my remarks
a copy of the memorial:
HOUSB MEMORIAL 1001
(By Representatives Haskell, Safran, Bastien,
Gebhardt, Lrunm. Knox, Frank, Koster,
McConnick. Fentress, Cresswell, Morris,
Sack, Bryant, Strahle, Fowler, Fuhr)
Memorialtztng the Congress of the United
States concerning the conflict in Vietnam.
Whereas, The United States is engaged in
a war In Viet Na.m; and
Whereas, The scope of this country's involvement has grown by successive stages
ot esca.l!l.tion to a. level which has been exceeded only by the Nation's participation in.
World War I and World War II; and
Whereas, Despite Article L Section 8, ot
the Constitution o! the United States, which
grants to Congress, and Congress alone, the
power to declare war, there has been no full
and free discussion in the Congress of the
United. States on the origin and nature o!
th.la war and the extent to which it 1s in
the national interest: now, therefore,

Be It Resolve<! by the House of Representatives of the Farty-sixth General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

Tlut thls House of Representatives hereby

petitions the Congress of the United States
to determine, at hearings by the appropriate
committees and after full discussion by its
members, the origin and nature of this
war, a.nd whether it ls in or, conflicts with.
our national interest; and thereafter, by
appropriate resolution, to authorize and
direct the President of the United States to
conduct this nation's affairs in Viet Na.m
and Southeast Asia in accordance with that
determination; and
Be It Further Resolved, That a Copy of
this Memorial be transmitted to the members of the United States Congress from the
State of Colorado.
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Resolution Passed by Comanche Tribe of
Oklahoma Regarding Omnibus Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES V. Sl\IITH
OF OKLAHOMA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday. February 28, 1967

Mr. SMITH of Oklahoma. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks
JoHN D. VANDERHOOF,
in the RECORD, I include the following
Speaker of the House
resolution passed by the Comanche Tl.1be
of Representatives.
of Oklahoma which is in opposition to
HENRY C. KIMBROUGH, ..,
to the so-called economic development of
Chief Clerk of the House
the reserve's of individual Indians and
of Representatives.
Indian tribes and other purposes, commonly referred to as the omnibus blll.
This resolution presents in a most forthFino Introduces Package of Civil Service right manner the reasons that, in my
opinion, this bill should be defeated.
Legislation
The resolution follows:
RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE COMANCHE TRIBE
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
AT A :MEETING HELD AT APACHE, OKLA.,
or

HON. PAUL A. FINO

ON THE 28TH DAY OJi' JANUARY;

1967

Whereas, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs of the United States Department of the
OF NEW YORK
Interior at Washington, D.C., pursuant to
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
regional conferences held with various and
sundry Indian Tribes throughout the United
Tuesday, February 28, 1967
States, to discuss proposals for legislation
Mr. FINO. Mr. Speaker, today I am on matters of general interest to the Indian
introducing a package of legislation to People, has submitted a. Bill for consideraimprove civil service conditions and re- tion, to the various Indian Tribes and their
governing bodies throughout the United
tirement benefits.
This Bill, which relates to and proMy bills are: First, to amend the Fed- States.
vides for "The Economic Development of the
eral Employees Health Benefits Act of Resources
of Individual Indians and Indi.a.Il
1959 to provide that the entire cost of Tribes and other Purposes", and 1s to be
health benefits under that act shall be submitted in its present form or as amendpald by the Government; second, to ed, to the Congress of the United States tor
amend the Annual and Sick Leave Act passage. And,
Whereas, suid Blll which contains 41 page&.
of 1951 to provide a lump-sum payment
for the unused sick leave of an officer or has been under evamination and review bY
employee ·immediately prior to his sep- members of the Comanche Tribe of the state
aration from the service on retirement; of Oklnboma, and it is found to be compUcated., burdensome, unwieldy and not to the
third, to modify the decrease in Federal best
interest of the Kiowa., Comanche and
Group Life Insurance at age 65 or after Apache
Tribes, which are confederated. tribes
retirement; fourth, to permit a retired under treaties and Acts of Congress of the
employee or member receiving health United States. And,
benefits pursuant to the provisions of
Whereas, the Kiowa, Comanche and Apache
the Federal Employees Health Benefits Tribal lands, Tribal money a.nd Tribal cla.UOS
Act of 1959 to elect coverage under the are held and owned together as 1! sa..me were
Retired Federal Employees Health Bene- one tribe, and the proposed legislation under
fit Act of 1960; fifth, to provide that the said Bill would only tend to further compliand create friction and animosity and
value of survivor annuities payable under cate
hard feelings among the members of said 3
chapter 83, title 5, United States Code, Tribes, arid would eventually result 1n rotsshall not be taken into account for State management, loss and squandering of Tribal
inheritance tax or Federal estate tax lands and Tribal funds, all to the detrtment
purposes; sixth, to amend section 8341 of the said 3 Tribes and members thereof.
of title 5, United States Code, to provide And,
Whereo.s, said Blll tends to bring about the
annuities for surviving spouses without
deduction from a retired employee or alienation of individual Indian lands of the
members annuity, and for other Kiowa, Comanche o.nd Apache Tribes held
in trust by the United States Government
purposes.
under the General Allotment Act o! FebrUAll of the legislation I am introducing ary 8, 1887, as Amended. permits the tnditoday would benefit our civil service viduo.l Indian to make mortgages on satd
workers and retirees not only at retire- restricted lands thus permitting the white
ment time, but during their tenure of man and mortgage loan companies and corporations to take advantage of the Indian
service.
through financing and foreclosure proceedFor example, I see no reason why the ings,
which 1n most instances wlil result tn
Federal Government could not bear the the individual
Indian's land being taken
entire burden of the cost of health from him. That the tragedies and ha.rdshi~
benefits.
known by the Indians in the past were
I hope that the House Post Office and nothing to compare with those which would
Civil Service Committee wlll give this result from the "Bill" proposed, should Conlegislative package their fullest consid- gress of the United States see fit to p3SS it.
And,
eration.
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Whereas, It is the consensUB o! opinJon of
the members of the Comanche Tribe that
&aid Blll to provide for the "Economic Development of the Resources of Individual
Indiana and Indian Tribes and other Purposes" as proposed by the Commlssioner of
Indian A1Ialrs, 1s detrimental and a.ga.lnst
the best interests of the Comanche Tribe,
lUld under no circumstances should same be
Passed, and the Comanche Tribe of Oklahoma, by this Resolution desires to express
its opposition to the passage of such legislation as proposed in said Bill. The Bureau
or Indian .A1Ialrs would be great disfavor and
cause irreparable damage to the members of
the Comanche Tribe as well as the Kiowa
Comanche Tribes thereunder, should it be
IIUccessful in getting the legislation passed
by Congress.
Now, Therefore, be it Resolved, that the
Comanche Tribe, at its meeting at Apache,
Oklahoma, on the 28th day of January, 1967,
does hereby oppose said "Bill" to "Provide
for the Economic Resources o! the IndividUal Indians and Indian Tribes and for Other
Purposes .. as proposed by the Commissioner
of Indian Mairs, for the reason that
aam.e 1s not to the best interests of the
members of sa.ld Tribe or to the Kiowa,
Comanche and Apache Tribes of Oklahoma,
&.nd recommends that said Bill be not subIXlitted to the Congress of the United States
t.nd in the event it is submitted, that said
legislation not be passed. Be it further reSOlved, that a copy of this Resolution be subIXlltted to the Inillan Committees of the
'On.tted States Senate and House of Representatives and to each member of the Oklahoma Congressional Delegation.
HORACE NAYOBOD,

Chairman.

Attest:
JULIA MAHSUT,

SeCTetary.

Estonian Independence Day
EXTENSION OF
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HON. GLENARD P. LIPSCOMB
,

OF CALIFORNIA
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Mr. LIPSCOMB. Mr. Speaker, a.t this
t.Une we pause to pay tribute to the
tst0ruan people. Forty-nine years a.go
1n the midst of the World War I struggle
a.n Estonian provisional government proCla1nbn.ed to the world that Estonia. was an
dependent and democratic nation.
Since the 18th century Estonians have
tnctured the excesses of Russian rule.
'Wbrie there have been perlods of lesser
~!'ltrol during which Estonians esta.b~ed the first Estonian newspaper a.s
~ell a.s held the first national song fesVal, more frequent have been the peliOds of oppression, when the Russian
8
tate, and later the Soviet state, applied
severe russification measures.
When the 1917 revolutions in Russia
~d the ravages of the war created the
'-bht moment, however, Estonians were
~t dov.rntrodden and indecisive but,
h awing on their national courage a.nd
erttage, boldly proclaimed their independence on February 24, 1918. When
World
War I ended Estonians set about
0
~'Raniz:ing a. gove~ent based on broa.d
~ernocrattc plinciples. Freedom wa.s the
~tel'note, except for the Communists who
a mpted to subvert Estonian freedoms.
ll::stonta 's success as a. stable and pros4
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perous nation wa.s recognized by its ad- That is, Hanoi or its representatives have
mittance to the League of Nations ln talked to our people or to those we trust.
each time that talk amounts- to a oneSeptember 1921. The United States ex- But
way deal; the United States should abandon
tended recognition to this bastion of Its
bombing or conform to Hanoi's four
freedom ln July 1922.
points, which means virtual capitulation.
We ln the United States share in the
Although it may have missed or dismissed
joyous recollections of Estonia's 22 years signals in the past, never before has this govof independence; we share a. deep sense ernment strained as hard for the sound of
of glief over the tragedy of the Soviet the dove. Every embassy has been doubly
Union's forced occupation of Estonia. alerted through at least three levels of offiand of the resultant deprivation of her cialdom. Averell Harriman, the designated
gbvernment ear, has assembled a knowlfreedoms; and we share ln Estonia's edgeable
staff to to check out every rumor. hopes that one day soon she v.111 again be UN. Ambassador
Arthur Goldberg and his
a.n outpost of freedom on the Baltic.
people are on hair-trigger a.lert. The CIA,
the mllitary and diplomatic intell1gence officers all have special roles. At least part of
the reason for sending former Postmaster
General John Gronouski to Warsaw was the
The Pursuit of Peace
hope that his Polish ancestry might open up
new sources and s."enues to explore. AmEXTENSION OF REMARKS
bassador Llewellyn Thompson was sent back
OF
to Moscow because he is a man the Russians
like, trust and might talk to more freely.
The United Stutes government is in touch
with Hanoi directly in several places and in
OF 'NEW YORK
several
ways, and any signal can be in JohnIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA~S
son's White House Situation Room almost
Tuesday, February 28, 19G7
instantly. Johnson tries to hide his irritation at all the amateurs in the peace busiMr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, no one ness-industrialists, journalists and senators.
wants peace 1n Vietnam more than He can't quite do it. But that does not prevent the State Department from probing
President Johnson.
The following column from the Feb- every whisper in a corridor, any diplomatic
ruary 17, 1967, edition of Life magazine ambiguity, the theory of any third-embassy
the impression of any writer.
graphically illustrates his constant seek- officer,
of the President's first acts after waking of some wa.y to end the war. He is ingOne
up in the morning is to go to his bedalways on the job a.nd always avail- room door and get a written report on the
able at any place any time to talk about Vietnam war, including all the new so-called
peace feelers. At 7:30 he puts in his first
peace.
I commend this column to the atten- call of the day-to Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, the only Cabinet officer altion of our colleagues:
most sure to be at his desk and geared for
THE PRF.SIDENCY: JN PURSUIT OF THE ELUSIVE
such early activity. The President's first
PEACE FEELERs
question, as often as not, is about prospects
(By Hugh Sidey)
!or talks with the Communists.
The Administration 1s convinced that all
When Lyndon Johnson was Senate leader,
his harshest critics called him a man with
the increase in peace speculation is tied to
no hankering for frontal legislative assault, one fact: the Communists are being badly
a man who would rather compromise than beaten in the war. Evidence mounts that
fight-and a man who had the most acute the hopelessness of their etrort 1s being realized in Hanoi.
political ear on the mn.
Today the critics, some of them the same
Curious pictures emerge from the '\'ast
people, insist that in international politics amount of intelligence gathered on peace
Johnson 1s an implacable warrior who would feelers. Flurries of activity at the Soviet
rather bomb than talk, a man monumentally embassy in Washington-lunches, cocktails,
deaf to all the peace oYertures that fill the intimate talks--usually bring on new peace
air.
reports, articles and dovish speeches. The
It can't be both ways, and it isn't. Lyn- American journalists who have been allowed
don Johnson st111 hates war of almost any into North Vietnam have created new preskind and he st111 is supersensitive to po- sures to stop the bombing, as the U.S. did
litical signals. So when he told his most in 1966. Lyndon Johnson cannot forget how
recent news, conference that he was not that epiSOde came about.
aware of any "serious effort" by the other
The Soviets early last year had begun
aide to stop the Vietnam war, he spoke making contact with senators, diplomats and
with sincerity and authority. Johnson White House aides. The message from Ampondered the word "serious" for quite a bassador Dobrynln seemed to be that lf the
while before he went in front of the TV bombing was halted, the Russians could gain
mmeras. He tried out several other worcla leverage for peace moves. Oregon's Senator
on his top advisers but dlscarded them as Wayne Morse spent more than three hours
not quite right. He knew at that time all . with Dobrynin one evening and called the
the deta.J.ls of the reported overture made White House toward midnight urgently askthrough the French to Senator Robert ing to see the President. Johnson•a own
Kennedy. In fact, it was Johnson's intel- na tiona! security people began to talk the
ligence network that picked up the nu- same way. McNamara made a special trip to
ances in the Kennedy conversations and the ranch to urge it. Secretary of State
thought for a moment there mJght be Dean Rusk was a holdout, but after Amsomething. Bob Kennedy himself didn't bassador Thompson had conferred with
believe he had received a Blgnal. Only Dobrynin, even Rusk felt we should try it.
hours after the Kennedy encounter--and At one point the President was supported in
days before the story broke--the most elab- his skepticism about the proposals only by
orate sensing and probing apparatus that his old friencla Supreme Court JUBtice Abe
this government hM ever assembled had fol- Forta.a and Attorney Clark Clifford. Then,
lowed that lead back, like countless others, following a long afternoon discussion at the
and found it disappeared into famlliar Soviet embassy, the cool, skeptical McGeorge
thickets.
Bundy, then Johnson's top security staffer,
The fact 1s that the government has re- became an advocate of the pause. Johnson
ceived about 200 "tUckers," as the bureau- cba.nged h.1s mind and the bombers stayed
crats l!ke to call them, from the other 11Jde. on the ground for 37 days. And what cume

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
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from Hanoi? Silence--and a buildup of
North Vietnamese troops in South Vietnam.
Last week the President stood ln the
f:l.ding light of a snowy afternoon warmed
by a :flickering fire in the Red Room. He
talked soberly about his hopes that a real
signal would come to start peace talks. Then
he smiled slightly. "I chase every peace
feeler, .. he said, "just like my little beagle
chases a squirrel."

s'trong and great. The individual 1s the
foundation of democracy. This is why education is so vi tal.
But not all men realize the challenge which
lies before them to create a happier, healthier,
and safer tomorrow. Until they do, democracy must travel a. long, rough road. Questions must be answered, especially those
which have plaqued man since the earliest
civ111zatlons.
Courage and determination
will lead the way. Democracy may be slow,
but, by the Grace of God, we shall succeed.

Democracy-What It Means to Me
Orville E. Priestley

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MORRIS K. UDALL
OF ARIZONA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 28, 1967
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lU:ADED PRESS ASSOCIATIONS

He graduated from the University of Oklahoma in journalism in 1925 and was editor
of the Oklahoma Dally, the school newspaper.
He was a past president and director of tbe
Louisiana Press Association and o! the NeW
Mexico Press Association.
Mr. Priestley was a member of St. Paul's
Methodist Church, a past member of the
Mesilla Valley Chamber of Commerce Board
of Directors, past president of the Crowley.
La., Rotary Club and a former member of
the Las Cruces Rotary Club. He was alsO
a member of the New Mexico Professional
Chapter of Sigrr.a Delta Chi, professional
journalistic society.
Last January 20, Mr. Priestley was elected
president of the New Mexico Associated Press
Publishers' Association.

OF

CAME TO STATE lN 1945

HON. THOMAS G. MORRIS

He came to New Mexico in 1945 from Crowley. He had worked on newspapers in Oklahoma, Arkansas and Missouri before becoming a partner in the Crowley Dally Signal.
After coming to New Mexico, Mr. PriestleY
and the late James H. Skewes published tbe
Artesia. Advocate, which they sold in 1956.
They also at one time owned the Las Vegas,
N. M., Dally Optic.
Mr. Priestley and Skewes purchased tbe
Sun-News. in October 1946 from the late Wallace Perry and Mrs. Perry. Mr. Priestley took
actual control of the newspaper June 15,
1947, coming to Las Cruces from Artesia..
Several years ago, he bought out stock beld
by Mrs. Grace B. Skewes and the estate of
her husband.

OF NEW MEXlCO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Speaker, within the
Tuesday, February 28, 1967
next few days Washington will be the
Mr. MORRIS of New Mexico. Mr.
host city for final judging in the Voice
of Democracy Contest sponsored by the Speaker, I wish to pay tribute to one of
Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United my dearest friends, Orville E. Priestley,
States. The winning entry from Ari- .who passed away on February 13.. 1967.
zona this year was submitted by Mr. Mr. Priestley, the editor-publisher of the
Las Cruces Sun-News, was recently
Robert P. Gray of Yuma.
The
350,000
contestants
from elected president of the New Mexico Asthroughout the Nation wrote on "Democ- sociated Press Publishers' Association.
The many honors and a wards bestowed
racy-What It Means to Me."
The speech written by young Mr. Gray upon him were symbolic of the deeply felt
is an inspiring message. I therefore appreciation of his community and State.
commend this student's words to my col- He devoted his life to journalism in the
leagues in the House of Representatives: manner that has kept it an honored profession-he had an inherent respect for
DEMOCRACY-WHAT IT MEANS TO ME
The word Democracy suggests many things the dignity of man.
When I was seeking election to this
to many people. To me, democracy is the
body for the first time, back in 1958, I
American way of life, and it 1s precious.
A democratic form of government is not was advised to meet and talk to Orville
easily held together. Its survival depends Priestley in order to "feeflhe pulse" of
on. each individual's support of that govern- his community. OUr first encounter was
ment. I! our democracy 1s to grow and an experience that I will never forget.
:flourish, each citizen must participate in it.
But wise participation is the foremost in- He q~estioned my theories of government, my motivation in seeking public
gredient.
In order to m.a.ke wise choices, an indi- office, my position on specific issues, and
vidual must be educated. Democracy re- my integrity in serving the people of our
quires intelligent decisions by each person. State-it was undoubtedly the severest
Without education, people will not be able to test that I have ever faced on an exchoose wisely, and the democratic process temporaneous basis. To this day, I am
may decay. Each person of this generation humbly grateful that, in his eyes, I
who stays in school and works actively and se'em to have measured up to those
dlllgently is contributing to the strength standards which he felt were needed by
of our nation. When each man ls educated,
democracy will be at its highest point. It one who represents the people. From
that unexpectedly tense beginning, a
1s for our generation to work toward this
friendship between us grew and bore
end.
& an individual, I believe that I must fruit that I will always treasure-to call
participate in this democratic process in him friend is an honor to me.
order to preserve the American ideal. DemocMy heart is deeply saddened by his
racy demands attention, !or apathy leads to loss, and I wish to extend my sincerest
its destruction. It ls the personal respon- sympathy to his fam.lly.
siblllty or each citizen to work for a better
Orville Priestley was a great newstomorrow, and it is my responsib1llty to do all
I can to support this great freedom we have. paperman; and he was, certainly, a true
I must set an example and say, "I love my friend.
country, and I care about it."
The following article appeared in the
Democracy is the American way o! ll!e. Sun-News following his death:

The United States has come a. long way since
1776, but there are still many frontiers to be
explored and many problems to be overcome.
When the threat to democracy is as great as
it is today, it becomes evident that a. strong.
free America is the only answer to this threat.
Freedom is democracy, and freedom is the
American way of ll!e.
A strong Democracy insures the survival
of the individual, for lt is based on the principle of competition. To be an individual 18
to be free to choose, and to be free is part of
dE'mocracy. U each person could and would
think for htmsel!, then democracy would be
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PRIESTLEY, PUBLISHER, DIES TODAY
Orville Eugene Priestley, publisher ot the
Las Cruces Sun-News since 1947, died early
today in an El Paso hospital.
Mr. Priestley, 67, had been in 111 health the
past several months although working nearly
every day at his desk. His last work day was
Wednesday.
He was taken to the hospital last Friday.
Born at Trading Post, K.an., September 20,
1889, he spent his early years at Anadarko,
Okla.., and attended public schools there before entering the University o! Oklahoma.

0. E.

SERVICES WEDNESDAY

He is survived by his widow, the former
Opal Lee Shore; two sons, Joe S. Priestley. as·
sistant publisher of The Sun-News, and aene
Priestley Jr., publisher of the Las eruces
Citizen; and six grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at 4 p.In·
Wednesday at Graham's Mortuary chapel.
Rev. Nelson Wurgler, pastor of St. Paul'S
Methodist Church will officiate, assisted b1
Rev. Bancroft Smith of St. Andrew's Episcopal Church. Burinl will be in Masonic cemetery.
Pallbearers will be William Byron Darden,
Dr. Pauls. Jones, Abe J. Perilm.an, Maj. aen·
Hugh Mll ton, John Glll, Bob McMillin.
t
Honorary pallbearers will be members 0
the Sun-News staff and many !rtendS
throughout New Mexico who knew and loved
him.

Carver County'1 Outstanding Senior
Citizen
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ANCHER

N~LSEN

OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. NELSEN. Mr. Speaker, among
individuals in the Second District wb 0
have been selected as an outstanding
senior citizen, is Mrs. Howard Hall, of
Waconia,· who is representing Ca~cr
County at the Governor's sixth bienn1al
Conference on Aging at ceremonies in
Minneapolis this week.
I include an article from the Waconia
Patriot concerning Mrs. Hall at tb 15
point in my remarks:
MRs. HoWARD HALL Is NOMINEE FOR STATE'S
OUTSTANDING SENIOR CITIZEN

Mrs. Howard Hall of Waconia, who waS
recently selected as Carver County's ouedt•
standing Senior Citizen, has been tnvlt

Februa1~y
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to attend the Governor's 6th Biennial Conference on Aging, to be held February 23-24
in the Pick-Nicollet Hotel in Minneapolis.
She is among the nominee !rom whom
Governor Harold LeVander will na.me "Minnesota's Outstanding Senior Citizen". The
Governor Will present each of the county
nominees with a special certificate and will
present a gold and walnut state-shaped
plaque to the top candidate. This award
was first made at the 1965 Governor's Conference on Aging to focus state attention on
the outstanding achievements of so many of
our older citizens. The 1965 state honors
went to Miss Marie Piesinger of Northfield.
. The 1967 presentation will be made at the
opening session or the Conference on Thursday morning, February 23.
Other special events of this year's conference will be special sessions on housing
for the elderly, and on legislation affecting
older persons, including the Governor's recommendation !or property tax relief for older
persons with low incomes.

Postal Salaries Based on Locality
Are Being Seriously Considered
EXTENSION OF- REMARKS
OF

HON. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER
OF CALIFORNIA

basis of locality, with those in the larger
citle.s making more than those in small towns
and rural areas.
But the administration at the moment is
interested in the matter of paying higher
starting salaries in order to attract competent postal personnel.
For example, such cities as San Francisco,
Chicago, New York and Washington on occasion have serious postal recruitment problems.
On the other hand, there are more than
enough candidates for postal jobs in smaller
cities and towns where the present starting
salary of $5,331 annually is more than adequate, postal officials say.
Postal officials would like to raise the
starting pay in some of the major cities
without having to adjust the salaries of all
other postal clerks and carriers in these
cities. This poses a problem, because junior
clerks and carriers would be making as much
as some of the senior employes.

Voice of America
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES J. HOWARD
OF NEW JERSEY
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Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Speaker, it was
With real pleasure that I read the article
by Joseph Young in the Washington
Star of February 27 about postal salaries
being based on locality rather than on a
national basis.
I have introduced legislation on this
subject for many years because I am
firmly convinced that all Government
Ci\11 senice employees will not receive
justice in connection with their salaries
it they live in a high-cost area. The
national salaries are always fixed on a
compromise between salaries in lowcost areas and salaries in high-cost
areas. As a result, the employees living in the high-cost areas never get
Justice while those living in the low-cost
areas are paid salaries above comparable
&alaries in private industry in the local
area. •
I sincerely hope that this administration really means what Joseph Young
Predicts. Mr. Young's article follows:
PosTAL SALARIES BASED ON LocALITY ARE BEING

SERIO't:SLY CoNSIDERED

(By Joseph Young)
The Johru;on administration i.e; giving seriou.a consideration to a plan of pn.ying postal
Balanes on a locality basis rather than on a
national rate.
The plan would not go as far as that
Proposed by Rep. Tom Steed, D-Okla., ch.airlllan of the House Appropriations Postal
8
Ubcomm.1ttee, which would determine postal
~!aries on the basis of cost of living factors
in the vurious cities and tovms throughout
the country.
What the administration is considering serlouHly is a system whereby the starting posal
S.1 la.ries of letter carriers and po6tal clerks
'WoUld be raised in those cities where recruitment 1s dimcult because of cost-of-living
~actors and intense competition from higher
ndu.atry wages.
'I'hl.a, of course, could be the fi.rat step ln
a system of p.'lying postal workers on the

Mr. HOWARD. Mr. Speaker, 25 years
ago, on February 26, 1942, the following
words were spoken:
The Voice of America speaks. Today
America has been at war for 79 days. Daily
at this time we shall speak to you about
America and the war. and the news may be
good or bad. We shall tell the truth.

And so the Voice of America began its
first assignments in the midst of the critical times which faced our Nation and
the world during World War II. The
high standards enunciated in that sentence, "We shall tell the tluth," Mr.
Speaker, have prevailed throughout the
25 years of the Voice's existence.
Facing the task of explaining America
and Americans to those abroad without
the tools of the great lie or a censored
press as other powers utilize, the Voice
has handled its responsibilities in the
finest tradition allowing a free flow of information and entrusting its audience to
judge us on our accomplishments as well
as noting our difficulties.
As our late President John F. Kennedy
said when addressmg the Voice of America staff in 1962:
The Voice of America carries a heavy reaponsib111ty. Its burden of truth ts not easy
to bear. It must explain to a curious and
suspicious world what we are. It must tell
them of our baste beliefs. It must tell them
of a country which is in some ways a rather
old country~ertainly old as republics go.
And yet It must make our ideas alive and new
and vitalln the high competition which goes
on around the world since the end of World

warn.

It is important for us to pause and pay
tribute to the magnificent job the Voice
of America has done for us in the world
community. Under the directorship of
the very able John Chancellor, the Voice
continues to spread the truth. And as it
does this it spreads the seeds of liberty
and the cause of freedom.

National Clean-Up, Paint-Up, Fix-Up
Bureau
EXTENSION OF REI\IARKS
OF

HON. E. S. JOHNNY WALKER
OF NEW MEXICO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE!:;
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Mr. WALKER. Mr. Speaker, a delegation of six has come to Washington from
my home State of New Mexico to accept
a national award. The award is given
by the National Clean-Up, Paint-Up, FixUp Bureau. The town of Moriarty, population 1,200, is located in central New
Mexico. I insert in the CONGRESSIONAL
REcORD the acceptance speech made by
Mr. Robert B. Durham, president of the
Moriarty Chamber of Commerce:
We live on Main Street, U.S.A .. Route 66.
Moriarty, New Mexico.
For several previous years, the Moriarty
Garden Club had conducted short duration
Clean-Up campaigns.
The Garden Club asked the Moriarty
Chamber of Commerce 1! they would consider sponsoring the Clean-Up campaign for
1966.

Through correspondence, an invitation
came from the Albuquerque Chamber of
Commerce to have representatives attend
their annual Clean-Up Campaign Kick-off
breakfast April 1.
The 5 representatives of various o~ganiza
tions who. attended, came home with enough
enthusiasm !or the entire 1,200 residents of
Moriarty.
A steering committee was organized to
plan and co-ordinate the entire campaign.
We felt that with the rapid growth in
population of from 75, according to the 1950
census. to 1,200, not much time had been given to the thought of cleanliness and beautifies tion.
During the next 4 weeks, the steering committee Chairmen were selected and briefed on
the plan of action. and their responsibilities.
We divided our City into 4 residential and
business quadrants with a chairman and cochairman !or each quadrant.
They were responsible !or securing a chairman for each block in their quadrant and
explaining the complete program.
Each block chairman contacted every ret:lldent on their block and enlisted their cooperation.
The business area of town was contncted
In the same manner.
A total of 125 people were involved. from
the steering committee right down to the
block chairmen.
5 meetings were held during April to get
our drive started, and on May 1. the campaign was officially kicked off, designated as
"G<>-Go" day, with a sack lunch picnic in
the City Park and a parade of some 50 entries.
We chose as a slogan "Sidewinder 66 Make
e. Clean Sweep" because of our geographic
location, and the year 1966, and referring to
"sidewinder" as being not a species of rattlesnake, but in its specialized appllcation here,
lt is a popular reference to a tornado or
twister.
Our campaign song was witled "The Sidev.inder Sweep," to the tune of '"These Boots
Were Made !or Walkin." We used our fire
truck to inform people and our song was
sung at this time.
I would llke to emphasize, that our slogan
and campaign song were constantly on the
minds of every citizen.
We made our campaign "fun,'' for 1t started
on a day of fun activities and ended at our
annual 4th of July Old Faah1oned B:lr-B-Q
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Celebration, with the presentation of certificates of achievement and special recognition awards.
We had excellent organization and functioning committees that believed in "followup."
No one wanted to miss a report meeting
because we did make this a "fun" campaign,
but with "serious objectives."
Our committee was confident that we
could Win an award, but the citizens went
about their cleaning with a sense of "pride"
and not prize.
Cooperation, Fun, and Achievement were
the keys to our campaign, for you could
hardly do any type of cleaning without someone being there taking your picture.
We concentrated on involving a.s many
people as possible with responsib11ities, 1n
order to give everyone a feeling of being a
"part of" the campaign.
And we were not disappointed in the least
with their willingness to cooperate.
Publicity of our campaign was timed
perfectly to keep the campaign foremost 1n
the minds of every citizen.
·
Every bit of evidence of progress, with
pictures and words, was used, with specific
mention of individuals' names.
The scrapbook committee was constantly
working throughout the campaign, gathering and cataloging every evidence of activity
for future use in comp11ing our scrapbook
for entry.
In the past, many various campaigns have
been conducted, but none have received the
acceptance and entire cooperation as did this
clean-up campaign.
All organizations, both adult and youth,
actively participated in one phase or another
of the campaign.
We feel that organization participation and
cooperation were also key components to a
~uccessful campaign.
In conclusion, without the basic organization, there would have been no campaign.
Without the publicity and pictures, we
would have had no evidence of our campaign to record.
Without the scrapbook, we would have
had no official recorded entry.
But, most important, are the fine people
of Moriaty, New Mexico, for without their
willing participation, we would have none
of the above, and we would not be privlleged
to be here sharing our wonderful experience
with you.
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freedom in that tiny Baltic nation-they vidual income below $1,500-compared to 14.4:
merely observe it. ..wast Friday was the percent in urban areas.
than half of rural poverty is found
49th anniversary of their independence. in "More
the South," the report says. "All but
It was on February 24, 1918, that Estonia three of the 250 counties 1n which rural famibroke the shackles that had bound her to lies had the lowest median incomes in 1959
czarist Russia.
were in the 14 Southern and Border States."
A short 22 years later, in 1940, Soviet
The report also says three out of four of
Russia reforged the chains and Estonia the rural poor are white but poverty is greater
again became a colony of the Communist proportionately among Negro and other nonempire. The Soviet empire of the com- white rural residents.
As an example, the report says fewer
missars has been as tyrannical, as op- than
one-half of white farm famllies are
pressive, and as vicious as the Romanoff poor compared
to eight of nine nonwhite
empire of the czars.
farm families. Among rural nonfarm famiIf only Estonia could look forward to lies, the report says, 19 percent of the whites
a restoration of freedom by the time the are poor compared to 67 percent of tbe
50th anniversary of independence ar- nonwhites.
• AREAS ARE LISTED
rives on February 24, 1968. The people
The report, in a booklet entitled "Dimenof that unhappy land would then truly
have something to celebrate rather than sions of Rural Poverty," was issued in adof the association's three-day confera day to observe. The 50th anniversary vance
ence on rural poverty which opens Monday.
would really be a year of jubilee.
The report was prepared by Howard Hall-

Forty-three Percent of U.S. Poor Live in
Rural Areas-Three Out of Four Are
White
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CARL D. PERKINS
OF KENTUCKY
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man, a Washington consultant, !or the
conference.
Rural areas most in need o! economic de·
velopment, according to the report, are
Southern tobacco and cotton areas, Appa·
lachia, the Ozarks, Upper Great Lakes region,
northern New England and Indian reservations.
FARM JOBS DROP

"In many of the poor rural areas, the
greatest undeveloped resource is the people who live there," says the report. "ThiS
is especially true in the South."
It says the three types of industry associated with rural areas-agriculture, mining
and forestry-have sutrered large losses of
employment in recent years.
"The drop in farm emploY"roent has been
particularly severe, from 8.6 million jobs In
1945 to 4.6 million in 1965," the report notes.
Other points in the report include:
-Farm wages are low, averaging $1.03 an
hour, which would yield only $2,060 !or a
year of full-time employment.
-Farm workers lose more days due to sick·
ness than workers in any other occupation.
but farm residents average just 3.3 visits to
a physician annually compared to 4.8 vtslts
for persons living in metropolitan areas.
-Even though nonfarm occupations are
clearly the prime employment opportunitieS
for rural youth, courses 1n agriculture have
dominated the vocational curriculum of most
rural schools.
-In 1964 there stlll were 9,895 one-teacher
schools, mostly in rural areas.
-In 1960 urban adults averaged 11.1 years
of education compared to 9.5 years !or non·
farm rural people and 8.8 years !or rarxn
residents.
-In 1960, four o! tlve urban homes were
in sound condition and contained complete
plumbing, but only slightly more than one
o! two rural dwellings met these criteria.
The National Association !or CommunitY'
Development, organized in 1965, is a private.
nonprofit professional organization whose
purposes lnclfide providing leadership in tb8
development of our Nation's communitl~
urban and rural, in an effort to combo.
poverty.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I think
many of my distinguished colleagues will
be interested in an AP report which appeared in the Philadelphia Inquirer on
January 29. This report discusses the
findings of the National Association for
Community Development on the subject
of rural poverty.
Mr. Speaker, the association announced much valuable information, and
its research work will be of substantial
importance as we seek ways to strengthen the war on poverty. The most striking fact in the report is that while only
29.1 percent of the Nation's population
live in rural areas, fully 43.4 percent of
Anniversary of Estonia's Independence
the American poor are found in those
areas. In rural America, 26.9 percent of
the people are poor, while the figure for
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
urban areas is 14.4 percent.
o:r
Mr. Speaker, these figures, and others
HON. HAROLD R. COLLIER
provided by the association, suggest the
01' ILLINOIS
magnitude of the task facing us in the
war against rural poverty. Surely our
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
efforts in this area must be doubled and
Tuesday, February 28, 1967
redoubled, and the poor of this Nation
Mr. COLLIER. Mr. Speaker, as the who live outside urban areas must be
House was not in session last Friday, I extended the helping hand they so great·
will take this occasion to say a few words I.y need and so rtchly deserve.
about the anniversary of Estonian indeMr. Speaker, I include the report of
pendence.
the National Association for Community
We, the people of the United States, Development on rural poverty, as it apset aside 1 day each year to celebrate peared in the Inquirer, at this point in
Estonian Independence
our freedom from foreign rule. The the RECORD:
Fourth of July is always an occasion for FORTY-THREE PRECENT 01' U.S. POOR LIVE IN
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
RURAL AREAs, THREE OUT OJ' FOUR ~
parades, for patrotic music, and for orao:r
WH~
I
torical pyrotechnics, as well as fireworks
WASHINGTON,
January
28.-0nly
29.1
perof the literal type. All in all, our IndeHON. JOHN W. WYDLER
pendence Day is a day of rejoicing be- cent of the Nation's population live 1n rural
OP NEW YORK:
areas
but
43.4
percent
or
America's
poor
are
cause we have enjoyed almost two cen·
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
found
there,
the
National
Association
tor
tries of freedom.
Community Development reported Saturday.
Tuesday, February 28, 1967
Our Estonian _friends, on the other
The association report8 &lao that 1n rural
hand, do not really celebrate on the an- America, 26.9 percent of the people a.re poorMr. WYDLER. Mr. Speaker, the Hst
niversary date that marks the blrth of family income under $3,000 annually or 1nd1- of independent nations has grown rapid--
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ly in the last two decades. The list howeYer, does not usually contain the names
of some states. These are the unfortunate countries which lost their formal
international identity through forced absorbtion within the Soviet Union. One
such state is Estonia. Since July 1940,
she has been an unwilling component of
the huge Communist empire to the east
of her.
Before the disgraceful conquest of Estonia over 26 years ago, that small Baltic
nation had been a free, proud, and
worthy member of the world community.
The people of Estonia had shown the
ability to work for a better internal life
and a peaceful external relationship with
their neighbors.
The opportunity to achieve freedom
had come with the declaration of indePendence from the empire of the Romanovs on February 24, 1918. Taking advantage of the upheavals caused by the First
·world War, the Estonian people had
thrown o1I the foreign domination of almost two centuries. The anniversary of
that memorable event in Estonian history 1s truly worth commemorating. It
·was a stirring chapter in the march of
·
liberty.
Moreover, Mr. Speaker, the fact that
Estonians cannot today celebrate that
national holiday in their homeland 1s another excellent reason that we should
ourselves remind the world that Estonia
Was and should again be among the roll
or independent nations. I v.1sh to extend
to the long-sutiering people of Estonia
lll.y hope that their country may soon
again be numbered in that proud assemblage.

Hutchinson Man Visits East Berlin, Appreciates United States of America
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ANCIIER NELSEN
OF KINNESOTA

lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 28, 1967
~~r. NELSEN. Mr. Speaker, Tip Mills,

--~tor of our hometown paper, the
liutchlnson Leader, recently carried in
~editorial column excerpts from a letr by Jim Kurth of Hutchinson, who is
&erving v.1th the Army 1n West Berlin.
Jirn·s observations of East Berlin are well
Worth reporting to a larger readership
:rd I include the Leader commentary
this point 1n my remarks:
litrTCHI.NSON :MAN VISITS EAST BERLIN, APPRECIATES UNITED STATES 01' AMERICA

1 'Y'ou might find interesting this excerpt

,;:rn

a recent letter written to Mr. and Mrs.
J:lace Kurth of Hutchimon by their son
lin:' '9.-ho 1a with the army ln West Berly "I spent o. week end in Ea.crt Berlin recentc · We m.mt wear our uni!orms when we
titoes the border. American servicemen stno~ne<t in West Berlin are required to cross
tb er at least twice a year, and I can see why
ey ahould
lc "It lllaltee. you realize why you are in servc1 e. I would 11k:e to take all these dra.ft
lnOdgera and 'peace creeps' and drop them
~:aat Berlin for a few days. · You wouldn't
eve that place. They have no trnmc

problems because they have no cars. The
department stores wtlh their huge windows
are empty because there's nothing to sell.
"The people seldom go out on the streets,
and the ones that do are very sad. If no
one was watching, the East Berliners would
smile or wink or even risk waving when
they saw an American uniform.
"After that trip to East Berlin I will never
regret the three years I spent in the army,
I surely wouldn't want to lfave the U.S.
like that, and I'd rather we fight 'them'
away from home."
Jim will complete his tour of duty within a month and expects to be home about
March 16. He enlisted for three years and
has been ln Germany for the past 21 months.

Federal Aid to Education
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. ELMER J. HOLLAND
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. Speaker, as one
who has fought for many years to secure
Federal aid to education, it is most
gratifying to know the benefits are
already being noticed.
It 1s also encouraging to hear from a
section of our State 1n which the population normally objects to Federal aid of
any type on the grounds it "is not necessary and it 1s an attempt to gain Federal
control."
Needless to say, Mr. Speaker, I shall
continue to support Federal aid to education and try to have it increased as
requested 1n the following letter. I
would like to call the attention of my
Pennsylvania colleagues to the appeal
for an expanded program-and ask their
support when the legislation 1s before
the House for final passage:
HUNTINGDON AREA SCHOOLS.
The Honorable ELMER J . HOLLAND,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR CONGRESSMAN HOLLAND: \Ve consider it our duty and our obligation to
inlorm you of the tremendous impact that
.Federal aid to education has had upon the
educational program of the Huntingdon Area
Schools in Huntingdon, Pennsylvania.
According to a recent survey conducted by
the Industrial Development Department of
the Pennsylvania Electric Company and the
Council for Economic Development Organization (CEDO), it was found that 31.7 %
of the people in our County earn less than
$3,000.00. The same survey re"enled that
33 ~% of the people lived in v.·hat 1s clas.si...ficd as "dllapldnted housing." In spite of
these signs of poverty, Huntingdon County
ranks fifth among all counties in Pennsylvania in local financial effort !or the support
of the schools. We were aware that much
was being done for the education of our
yow1g people; but we were even more aware
that much more had to be done 1! our
children were to attain an education which
would be an acceptable preparation for the
future.
Public
Law
89-10--The
Elementary
Secondary Education Ac~made a"ailable
$165,000.00 for the disadvantaged children
of our community. In the original allotment of 698 financially disadvantaged chlldren, we found many frustrated children
cnu.sed by innb111ty to read, lack of culture
in the home, lack of physical and dental care

and also an inadequate diet. In our original
grant of $165,000.00 we attacked these problems and believe that we are seeing remarkable results. Students 1n high school as a.
result of this problem have an opportunity
to go to a. dentist for the first time in their
ille; physical impairments have been corrected; warm noon meals have been provided for those who previously had no
lunch; and above all, the children who were
reading below their grade level are now
receiving remedial instruction from 11
specially trained reading instructors. It was
revealed that 429 of these students improved
their reading level one year and six months
above the normal rate of growth as a result
of the remedial reading program made possible through Public Law 89-10.
We are attempting to discover and care
for those in dire need through the medium
of an OEO sponsored Head Start program.
Next year If Federal aid 1s continued we expect to provide follow-through services for
these same students. There are many other
aspects of Federal aid to education which I
have not mentioned for which we are deeply
grateful.
I would urge you as a member of the 90th
Congerss to support enthusiastically legislation to continue and even expand the Federal
aid. It 1s our firm belle! that the greatest
defense America can have is an educated
citizeD.ry.
The story I have related to you can be
repeated by thousands of educators in our
nation; and it is only thorugh Federal aid
that all people w1ll have a.n equal opportunity
to become educated to their full capacity to
learn.
Respectfully yours,
H. RoNALD HUBER,
Superintnd.ent.

The Root of U.S. Crime
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DAN KUYKENDALL
or

TENNZSsn
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Mr. KUYKENDALL. Mr. Speaker,
under permission to extend my remarks
1n the RECORD I auld like to include an
editorial from the Memphis Commercial
Appeal, one of the great newspapers published 1n the city which it is my privilege to represent in Congress.
The Commercial Appeal editorial deals
with the recent report on crime released
by the President's Commission. I agree
with the editorial writer that, although
there are many ways to combat the
serious, and growing crime rate . in
America, the basic cause of the increase
1n crime 1s a breakdown in our moral
structure.
We cannot expect juveniles to be law
abiding when we fall to teach them respect for law. Our generation cannot
expect morality from the youth of the
Nation when our society encourages
immorality through movies, TV, and
filthy books. We cannot expect a wellordered society when we have ignored
·completely the teaching of sell-discipline, and the rules of work and thrift,
and dedication to principle.
America became a great Nation because it was a law-abiding Nation
founded on deep religious principles,
imbued \\1th a love of God, and adher-
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ence to such basic truths as set forth in
the Ten Commandments, and the Sermon on the Mount.
I commend the Commercial Appeal
edit.otial to my colleagues, and to the
people who will read this RECORD in the
hope that it may inspire a rededication
to moral principles which alone can be
the deciding factor in reducing crime.
The editorial follows:
THE ROOT OF U.S. CRIME
Over t.he week end, while the presidential
oom.m.Lsslon report on crime was being released and publicized, Detroit was dramatizing what t.he report is all about.
In Detroit a staggering crime increase has
led to an unprecedented sale and registration
of fl.rearms. Citizens e.re aJraid.
"There is reason to be alarmed about
crime," the 19-member President's Commiselon on Law Enforoement e.nd Administration of Justice says in its massive report. It
calls for "a revolution in the way Am.erioa
thinks about crime," and. it submits more
than 200 reoommendation.s for up-grading
law enforcement, the courts and correctional
institutions.
Before critlclzlng the 350-page reporte.n.d it can s1lan.d some criticism-it should
be praised. This document, titled "The Challenge or Crime in a Free Society." should be
read by every policeman, every lawyer, every
judge, every prison and probation official,
and by members of CongresEI, legislatures and
city and county governments. To hope for
widespread study of the report by all citizens would be too much, yet in the end this
might be the best way to d.lm.in1sh crime.
The reason fCJr this is that the growing
crime problem ca.n. be traced to one fundamental cause: The breakdown of the family.
Immorallty, d.J.B.respoot for law and !or the
indlvidual rlghte o! othe:m, materialism, double sta.nd.a.rds, oasua.l attitudes toward religion and unconcern for otlhers all have
thelr roots in today's generation o! parents.
And lt is these parents Who have given birth
to the generation C1! juveniles that is setting
the paoe in the crime-rate rise. Arrest rates
are now hig'heet among those 15 and 16 years
old., and. next highest among those 18
throug'h 20.
Yout.h dominates our population fl.gures,
our culture a.n.d our crime. 'I1he presidential
oomm.l.s.slon says it.s studies show that "perhaps 90 per cent of all young people have
committed at least one act for which they
oould have been brought to juvenile court."
The commission., in its recommendations,
cites many ways in which police, courts and
prlsona oan. be made more effective. It underlines the need for more knowledge about
the different kinds and causes of the varying
degrees o! crime. It ca.lls for new social attitudes a.nd the Involvement o! all citizens
in combatting arime.
Admittedly to oa.rry out the oommisslon's
pla.n.a would. take years, and would cost billions of doll3.rs. But t.he point is made that
failure to do eo will cost more, in both dollars and feezo.
The least oostly action lies within the
minds of the people. As one member of the
oomrnisslon, Miss Genevieve Blatt o! the
Pennsylvania Board ex! Pardons, says in a
footnote to the report, nowhere does 1t mention God or the Ten Comma.nd.mente.
"Somehow or other :• she says, "we must rest.cre to evecy citizen's everyday living that
same belief In God's love e.nd justice W'hich
was oha.raoterlstio of our countrymen in an
earlier and lees crime-ridden period."
Other commtssion members note the fa11ure of the report to criticize Supreme Court
declalons whidh have hampered police in
investiga.t.l:ons, and have led to favoring the
righte of the accused ove:r the rights or the
vl.ctlms of crim.e. This was an inexcusable
oml.s6lon.

SWl, the dDcum.ent has value, for it shows
eootety for the fl.rst time how devastating the

amount o! American orime is today, and. how
it reaches into every level of lt!e. Most of
all, it pln,pointe the need to 1nstlll 1n children the reepeot for law an.d. people tha.t is
so sadly missing now.

The Communists in Thailand-A
Familiar and Ominous PaHern
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SILVIO 0. CONTE
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. CONTE.

l\11'. Speaker,ln November last year, following final adjournment of the 89th Congress, I undertook
a factfinding tour of what I felt to be
key trouble spots in southeast Asia. I
included Thailand o~ my itinerary and
spent several days in the company of
United States and Thai Government officials. touring that country and discussing current events.
On my return to this country, I released a series of lengthy and rather detailed personal reports on my trip and
on the' conclusions I had reached as a
result of what I saw and heard. My report on Thailand was made a part of
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD for January

30, 1967.
In that report, I stressed the steppedup activity of Communist infiltration in
the north in a pattern that had become
all too familiar and ominous in Vietnam.
Through terrorist tactics of murden, kidnapping, pillage, and destruction, bands
of PFT guenillas were systematically
trying to undermine the Bangkok Government and to convert the northern
Thai countryside to communism.
The Thai Government, taking a page
from our experience in Vietnam, was and
is mounting a determined and more unified program to counter the Communist
effort. The United States is committed
to assist through our excellent AID program and through military advisory
groups. So far, no U.S. troops are reported to be committed to the actual
fighting and it 1s my hope and confident
belief that, through sufficient, and effective support of the Thai Government, the
PFT effort can be nipped in the bud
without direct U.S. intervention.
My findings were such that I was convinced, if not of the accuracy of the socalled domino theory in southeast Asia,
at least of the absolute certainty that
Thailand is next on the Communist list.
I was also convinced that any reduction
or disengagement of U.S. forces in Vietnam would almost certainly lead directly
to a more ambitious Communist drive
in Thailand.
Now, in the pages of the Boston Globe
for Sunday, February 27. comes another
reporter's version of events today in
Thailand. The Globe story confirms the
impressions and conclusions I gained
while in Thailand and, in updating
events, makes it even more urgent now
than 3 months ago.
Under unanimous consent procedures,
I now place in the RECORD the article
from the Boston Sunday Globe and I re-
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spectfully commend it to the attention
of my colleagues.
The article follows:
ANOTHER VIETNAM? THAll.AND NOW TARGET
or RED REBELS
(By Darius Jhabval;~o)
UNITED NATIONS.-There are some disquieting similarities between what is happening
in Thailand today and t.he early days of
insurgency in Vietnam.
While world attention is concentrated on
the Vietnamese conflict, Thai army and security forces are quietly moving aga.in.st antigovernment guerrillas on both the mtlltary
and economic front.
Little is known about their fl.ght, principally because the guerrillas are not yet widespread and their activity is limited to remote
and inaccessible regions o! that country.
But what becomes amply clear is that
Thailand may well be the next arena for
Communist-non-Communist confrontation.
According to Thai intelligence sources, the
number of guerrillas is about 1,000 and they
operate under the cover o! a central organization called "the Patriotic Front or Thailand" (P.F.T.).
The P.F.T. propagn.nda theme is similar to
that o! the National Liberation Front of
South Vietnam (N.L.F.). It claims that
P.F.T. is a "people's organization," dedlca.ted
to "free the Thais from the clutches of the
U.S. aggressors."
The organization's stronghold is the north·
east region which borders on Laos and is an
easy refuge to rebels.
Another P.F.T. fortress is the southern
region where routed Communists !rom Mo.·
laysia. have taken refuge.
The target for recruitment ls not onlY
some of the dissident Thai elements but alsO
35,000 North Vietnamese who took refuge in
Thailand when Ho Chi Minh took control ot
Hanol.
Thai officials point out that P.F.T. actl·
vists move through vlllages in bands of 25
and 50 and seek support through terror-a
familiar modus operandi or the Viet Cong.
Armed mainly with captured U .S.-made
carbines and M-1 rifles that are obtained
in Laos, P.F.T. guerrillas resort to hit-and·
run tactics and to lddnappings and a.ssas·
sinations to prove to the peasants that the
Bangkok government is impotent.
It 1.8 believed that for each guerrllla, the
P.F.T. ha..s eight supporters RJnong the villagers, thereby bringing the potential
strength o! the movement to more than
8,000.

Against this strength, the Thai government has thrown In more than 85,000 trooP'
and nearly 39,000 security forces drawn froxn
regional and local mllltla.
Backing them are more than 35.000 American troops who are primarily in Thailand
for fl.ghting the North Vietnamese and the
VietCong.
However, the United States does provide
transport fa.cllltles and. frequently ferrieS
Thai troops to an area of P.F.T. activity.
The successes scored are llmlted and 5horti-lived. For, the small sizes in which th8
P .F.T. carries out ralds make it exceeding11
difficult for the Thnl army to pln thetn
down.
Observers who see a slmlla.rity between the
operations o! the Vlet Cong and the P.F.'f·
are convinced tha.t ln the not too distant
future, the Thai guerrillas will move In
battalion and regiment strength for more
conventional action a~inst the Tho.l a.rtnY·
On the other hand, U.S. advisers are more
optimistic. They contend that Thai trooJl5•
trained by Americans who have had combat
experience ln. VIetnam, are better equipped
and. experienced than the South Vietn:unese
troops were.
Furthermore, Thailand's rural-development programs, fl.nanced through some oC
the $100 mlllion U .8. ald, has made signlfl•
cant strides and. Thai peasants are not ea.si11
enchanted by the progra.ms or the P.F.T.
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One person who does not fully agree with
the assessment of the Americans is Defense
:Minister Dawee Chullasapya who estimates
that "there is more Communist activity in
Thailand than a year ago."
He believes that once the Vietnam war
tapers off, North Vietnam will begin to funnel more military aid to the P.F.T.

.Post Office Harpoons L.B.J.'s
Great Society
EXTENSION OF RE1\1ARKS
OF

HON. EDV/ARD J. DERWINSKI
OF n.LINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday; February 28, 1967

Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, ColUlnnist Henry Hazlitt writing in this
lllorning's Chicago Tribune built his
commentary around a letter to the
President discussing the chaotic condition of the Post Office Department.
In my opinion this interesting comInentary should have the attention of the
h1
b:rarchy in the Post Office Department.
..'-t:COgnlzing that they do read the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD I ask unanimous consent to insert this article.
~ST

L.B.J.'s GREAT SOCIETY
(By Henry Hazlitt)
Du:a MR. PREsiDENT: Let me call your
attention to an organization that is doing
~Verything to thwart your efforts to hold
0">11 prices. ·
'I'h18 organization is the postomce.
~ Por 80 years, until 1952, a postcard sold for
Penny. Now this organization is charging
4 cents for it, an increase of 300 per cent.
!et consumer prices in general since that
.rear have gone up only 24 per cent.
On top of all this, the orga.nl.zation 1s
Planning to increase the price of a postcard
fn July 1 to a nickel. This would be an
.!crease in this year alone of 25 per cent,
<1 of 4:00 per cent since 1952.
I need not point out to you the ominous
~Pllcatlona of all this for inflation, both as
example and as a. cost-plus factor.
e Suppose everybody started to ask 400 per
higher wages or prices than in 1952?
tll t Would become of your efforts, and of
'tl.ae efforts of your councll of economic adera, to hold the llne on prices?

Why not have your anti-trust people look
into this?
To reverse the inflationary pressures that
still another increase in postal rates would
set into motion, I bodly suggest a rollback
to the old prices of a penny postcard and a
2-cent letter.
The postoffice argument for its higher
rates is that they are necessary to pay for
the costs of dellverlng the mail. But this
argument is inconsistent with the whole
philosophy of your Great Society .
No forward-looking person today expects
the underprivileged and disadvantaged to
pay enough rent to cover the real cost a.nd
maintenance of the housing they live in. Or
anybody to pay the real cost of hospitallzation and medicare. Or to pay tuition high
enough to cover the real cost of a college
education. Or-unless he is as benighted
as Gov. Ronald Reagan-to pay any tuition
at all for it.
Today nobody is expected to pay for his
own children's education or his own medical
care. Why should he be expected to pay for
his own mall? Today everybody pays for
everyone else's education, old-age insurance
and medical care. Why shouldn't everybody pay for everybody else's mall?
Suppose the underprivileged and disadvantaged just can't afford to pay a nickel
for a postcard and 6 cents for a letter?
Why not order the postoffice to carry the
mail free, Mr. President? Just add one or
more percentage points to your proposed income-tax surcharge or hike the payroll taxes
a little bit more.
That's how we solve everything else.

OFFICE HARPOONS

W::

POST OFFICE "maESPONSmLE"

a 'You have called for "the utmost restraint

t~cl. responslblllty in wage and price decl25 lla," Ia an increase in a single year of
per cent on top of a past increase o! 300
l>e~ cent, restraint? Is it responslbillty?
'I'b. verybody writes postcards and letters.
Of e COst or ma.Ulng adds to everybody's cost
doing business. so, what with add-ons
~d Pa&s-ons and mark-ups, the added cost
ec ltl.a.I.Iing ·would spread thru the whole
ll. onomy and pyramid all prices. Your Garde}~ Ackley and others have explained very
ll.nd Uently how thls happens with ga.sollne
or at;ee~l. But more people buy gasoline

Yet~e PDStomce is

an airtight monopoly,
cannot remember that it hns ever been
C\l~1gated, not to speak of being prosed.ep
by the anti-trust division of the
a.rtlnent of Justice.

ln.v

PoSTAL COKPETITION SUGGESTED

1t 11 the postomce had a little ~mpetltion
0\l~ght think twice before announcing these
l>eti~geoua price increases. But such comth.e on 1a not even allowed, a.nd I suspect
on Postomce would be merclless with anye ~ho tri~ it.

Dennis Takatsuki-Outstanding Hawaii
Student-Farmer
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
OJ' HAWAII

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, an
outstanding young Hawaiian farmer
from my home island of Kauai, Dennis
Takatsuki, has been selected by the Kauai
District, Future Farmers of America, as
Star Farmer of the Year, and I am delighted over this recognition Dennis has
received for his accomplishments in the
field of agriculture.
During his 4 years in the vocational
agriculture program, and under the
guidance of the capable vocational agriculture teachers at Kapaa lllgh School,
Dennis has grossed $6,000 from farming,
of which $4,000 was earned this year.
This successful farming operation in
fruits and vegetables was conducted on
3 ~ acres of the family's 15-acre property.
It is encouraging, indeed, to note that
a bright young man like Dennis has done
so much in agriculture, and de1ived a
profit from his efforts, even while attending high scllool when others are tl.Aining
away from this all-important industry.
I believe my colleagues in the House
will join me in extending congratulations
to Kauai's Star Farmer of the Year, and
v..ishing him even greater success in the
future.
In addition to his agricultural pursuits,
Dennis has been active in many other
noteworthy school activities, and I am
pleased to submit for inclusion in the
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD an article about
Star Farmer Takatsukl which appeared
in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin on Thursday, February 23, 1967:
KAPAA YOUTH Is SELECTED AS KAUAI'S STAR
FARMER

KAPAA, KAUAI-8eventeen-year-old Dennis
Takatsukl has managed to find time for many
school activities in addition to farmi;ng 3%
acres in fruits and vegetables on the famlly's
15-acre property leased from the State in
Wailua Valley.
For his agricultural project and leadership,
the Kauai District, Future Farmers of America, has named him the Star Farmer of the
Year.
He and the candidates of the other five
districts will be considered for the State Star
Farmer award at the state convention during
Easter Vacation in Wailuku, Maul.
Dennis, son of l'.!r. and Mrs. Masao Takatsuki, operates two acres in Bluefield bananas
and 1 ~ acres in truck farming, rotating between tomatoes and cucumber.
In his four years in Kapaa High School's
vocational agriculture program, he bas
grossed $6,000 from farming, about $4,000 of
it this year.
Dennis' appl1cation for Star Farmer degree.
approved by his F.F.A. adviser and school
principal, resulted in a review and farm visit
by the committee of farm agents who made
the .selection.
A senior and vice-president of the Kapaa
F.F.A. Chapter, Dennis was a vocational agriculture student under Hlsashi Aoki, who
shifted after the last semester to an administrative capacity at Kalan! Hlgh School on
Oahu. Aoki has been succeeded as vocational agriculture teacher and F.F.A. adviser
by Hartwell K. Blake, who had that same
role several years ago.
In addition to his home farming project
and F.F.A. leadership, Dennis has been active
in school. He 1s president of the Key Club,
parllamentarian-historian of the Future
Farmers Association, senior home room vice
president, senior executive council member,
member of the May Day committee, and on
the lettermen's club for playing on the football team.
He 1s also secretary of the Hanalike Hi-Y
Club.

The Big Blink in London
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM S. MOORHEAD
OF P:ENNSYL VANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Speaker, the
talks on Vietnam in London 10 days ago
between Soviet Premier Kosygln and
British Prime Minister Wilson were productive enough to prompt Mr. Wilson to
declare that "peace was almost within
our grasp."
Mr. Wilson's statement alone was encouraging news, but in a column in the
Washington Post of February 27, 1967,
Mr. Joseph Alsop explores in further detaU the hopeful significance of the
London talks.
Mr. Alsop suggests that Mr. Kosygtn·s
entreaty that North Vietnam undertake
reciprocal deescalation if the United
States halts its bombings means that
"Hanoi's partners in Moscow now judge
that the war is going very badly for
Hanoi."
He adds that "what Kosygin did 1n
London was anly a beginning," and that
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Again, Premier Kosygin had the frankness
to admit. at one point, that no less than 100,000 North VIetnamese are now at the front
in South Vietnam. This figure means that
just about one half of the Vletcong-indeed,
rather more than hal!, according to the enemy documents newly captured in the
"Cedar Falls" operation-are now invaders
from the North.
The figure is far higher than any the U.S.
Intelligence has ever used. It points to serious deterioration of the Vietcong's structure
and popular support in the South; for such
an enormous Northern presence can only reTHE BIG BLINK IN LONDON
flect an urgent need. It fits, in short, with
What happened in London ten days agQ. what Kosygtn did in London.
One may be quite certain, moreover, that
between the British and Soviet Prime Ministers, wa.s very much more important than what Kosygin did in London wa.s only a beginning.
Such new departures a.re always
anyone has a.s yet admitted in public. Facts
have been published, but in a manner three beginnings, never ends. It is a ten-to-one
bet, therefore, that new approaches to peace
quart~rs shorn of meaning.
Briefly, Prime Minister Alexei Kosygln went in Vietnam are now being jointly explored,
to London with a lingering hope that thia in some back room or other, by SoViet and
country might stili be induced to ''stop the Arri'erican representatives.
This does not mean that a.n end is already
bombing to get talks" about Vietnam.
.
More specifically, he ho~ to persuade. tn sight-although it just coUld be. It 1s
also
a situation demanding maximum Amerthe British to change their stand, and to
join in the pressure that the SoViets had ican self-possession. To budge Hanoi at
been so persistently applying since Septem- last, maximum pressure must be maintained
at the front; yet in outlin1ng possible settleber.
Kosygln's aim had been foreseen in Wash- ment-terms, the most generous moderation
ington. Chester COoper, one of the ablest must also be shown. It will be crlminal if
members of Governor Averell Harriman's the first "smell of Victory," as Walter IJpp"peace task!orce," was therefore sent over mann ha.s put it, is allowed to cause intoxivery inconspicuously, just before the Kosygin cation-from-success.
That -tact remo.lns that 1t we are both resvisit, to give Prime Minister Harold Wilson
the very latest details of the situation a.s seen olute and generous, an end may yet be in
sight before most people have dared to
here in Washington.
In the outcome, the Prime Minister and imagine.
Foreign Secretary George Brown refused to
be budged from their position that the President was quite reasonable to refuse a bombSoviet Strategy on Weapons Treaty
ing halt without some sort of reciprocal action by Hanoi. Whereupon-and here 1s the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Vital meaningful development--the Soviet
OJ'
Premier took the wholly new tack of trying
to budge Hanoi.
For this purpose, the SOviet government at
OF ILLINOIS
Kosygtn's request, officially urged the Hanoi
government to take quite important reciIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
procal action, in order to secure the desired
Tuesday, February 28, 1967
bombing ha.lt and the opening of negotiations. After long delays (during which HarMr. FINDLEY. Mr. Speaker. a keen
old Wilson ha.s confessed that he thought analysis of the Soviet strategy regarding
pence wn.s "within grasp") the Hanoi leaders
the Proliferation Treaty now under conrefused to heed Moscow's urgings.
But Hanoi's obstinacy wa.s really less sig- sideration 1n Geneva 1s set forth 1n arenificant than Moscow's new fiexiblllty. cent article by the noted columnist,
When one partner is deeply and pa.in.fully Edgar Ansel Mowrer. It follows:
engaged, and another partner is merely giving
SoVIET STRATEGY, DENY GERMANY NUCLEAR
a.ld and com!ort, the engaged partner is alPOWER
ways bound to meet the first suggestion that
(By Edgar Ansel Mowrer)
he cut his losses with an initia.l show of
No matter how it seemed to Winston
obstinacy. The thing to note, in fact, Is that
Moscow has begun to give this kind of ad- Churchlll during the wa.r, the Soviet Government
is no longer a mystery, a riddle or
vice.
This means, first, that Hanoi's partners in an enigma.
Toward American proposals on the nonMosc-Ow now Judge that the war is going very
ba.dly for Hanoi. It means, second, that Mos- proliferation of nucleo.r weapons and on anticow seriously wants the war ended as soon missile missiles, Soviet reactions a.re, a.s the
as possible. Without such compelling rea- French say, sewed with white thread and
sons, Kosygln would never, indeed could Visible to anybody who looks.
never have done what he did.
In the first case, Moscow 1s not really interOne informed judge has remarked that ested in keeping nuclea.r weapons from any
"the Soviets were formerly trying to find a country but Germany. What it is demandway out that would save America's face. ing is an agreement that w111 not only preNow they are trying to find a way out that vent the ~rmans from manufacturing nuwill save Ha.nol"s face." Maybe that is put- clear weapons (as they long ago promised)
ting it a bit high; but the fact remains that but from ever getting their hands on any,
ln Dean Rusk's terminology, there was a big whether in the name of NATO or of some
blink in London, though a blink at second sort o! United Europe. Whatever else happens, Germany is to rema.f.n a pariah, diVided,
hand, to be sure.
The Wilson-Kosygin conversations had dlsa.rmed, militarily powerless "forever."
some other aspects. Quite spontaneously,
Any non-proliferation treaty which can
for instance, a.nd to all appearances quite guarantee this, Moscow wlll sign. Any agreedtslnterestedly, Premier Kosygin strongly ad- ment that would permit the Germans at any
vised Prime Minister Wilson to remain sol- time to protect themselves against, or to
idly faithful to his American Alliance, what- reply in kind to, a SOViet nuclear attack is
ever Gen. de Gaulle might say about tt. The tabu. Without such an iron-clad provision,
United States, Kosygin implied, mattered 1m- the Kremlin wants no treaty. Take tt or
measurably more than France.
leave lt, Uncle Sam.

the United States must temper its elation
over growing success on the battlefield
with "the most generous moderation"
while new approaches to peace are being
explored.
"It will be criminal," he says, "if the
first 'smell of victory,' as Walter IJ.ppmann has put lt, is allowed to cause
intoxlca tlon-from -success."
Under leave to extend by remarks, I
insert Mr. Alsop's column in the RECORD
at this point:

HON. PAUL FINDLEY
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COUNT ON UNITED STATES TO AGREE

Brezhnev and Kosygtn a.re counting on
Washington's eagerness to grant their wish
in spite of our NATO allles' objections to any
such historically preposterous discrimination
against Germany.
That success here would at the same ttme
spell the end of NATO and, in alllikellhood,
check further progress toward any sort of
West European unity, makes it even more attractive to the cunning Bolsheviks. The essential is a permanently powerless fatherland.
Equally clear is, a.s I said, Soviet strategy
toward the American proposal for having no
anti-missile missiles on either side. Nobody
knows better than the Bolsheviks thAt the
United States is !ar richer and more powerful than Mother Russia and, other things
being equal, capable not only o! ma.f.ntaining
but of widening the gn.p.
But, fortunately for the Kremlin men.
Washington really wants to halt the armaments race and, at least ln its day dreams.
move toward "general and complete disarmament" under UN control. It is here
that Moscow sees its great chance: obtain
arms parity with the United States bY
agreement!
This would permit the Kremlin to devote
more of its still inadequate national Income
to satisfy ita peoples' rising demands. It
would give the American unilateral diB·
armers and partisians of "togetherness" wtth
Russia, a marvelous new argument a.gatnst
those who hope to check communist expan·
sion. It would va.stly reduce America's oP,:
position to further "little wars of liberation.
PARITY WITH U.S. AIM

Nothing, ln fact, could do more for the
USSR than arms parity with the United
States.
How obtain it? By demanding total nu•
clear disarmament a.s the price for not con·
ttnutng its construction of a.nti-m.Js.sUe
misslles and what is called the "Ta.llinn sys·
tem" of defense stretched across the "corri·
dor" which American missiles must follo\'r
to strike Russia! By refusing anything tess!
And by counting on Presdient Johnson's
eagerness to reach an understanding to make
him reduce his conditions.
Theoretically, the acceptance of penna·
nent discrimination against Germany or
arms parity with a. weaker SOviet Union bY'
any American President should be incredible.
But so was FDR's reliance upon Sto.lin to
further his great design, Truman's refusal
to save China., Ike's inertia during Russia'S
ra.pe of Hungary, Kennedy's promise not to
oust communism from Cuba.
So why shouldn't the Kremlin's hope be
running high?

Majority in Minnesota Favors IS-YearOld Vote
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
or MINNESor&
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, the usu·

ally reliable Minnesota poll of the Min·
neapolis Tribune recently found that a
majority of the State's citizens think 18
year olds should be allowed to vote.
This ftndin.g' may mark a ~1gn.ificent
shift of public oplnlon on the sullject of
voting age. The report on the poll
stated:
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of Bel Air. :Miss Thompson's essay follows:
DEMOCRACY-WHAT IT MEANS TO Ml!!

(By Jeanne Thompson)
"We the people of the United States. 1n
order to form a. more perfect Union. establish justice, insure domestic tranqUility, provide for the common defense, promote the
general welfare, and secure the blessings o!
Uberty to ourselves and our posterity, do
ordain and establish this Constitution for
the United States of America."
These words, the preamble to the constitution of the United States, present the reasons for creating a new nation. America wa.s
first created in the hearts of men seeking
freedom and the right to pursue life. Later,
the ideals of the heart were set forth in a
practioa.l system of government by the minds
of great men: Benjamin Franklin, Alexander
Hamilton, James Madison, George Washing-

ton.
Through centuries of material transformation, the basic concepts of democracy
have changed little. They have upheld on
the bloody battlefields and in tense political
situations of the "Cold War".
The fate of the world now rests in the
hands of our generation, and. as Americans,
we hold a noble and bountiful heritage,
built with blood and kept alive by the tears
and toll of those before us. They strove to
create the most perfect nation on earth and
to keep the personal freedoms of humanity
sacred for eternity. This goal ha.s been
passed on to us and we must spread the
understanding of democracy to the darkest
corners in the world. It ls now our task
and lt takes a constant vigil to keep this
light glowing against the strong winds of
present and future adversities.
Our generation has a true concern for the
destiny of the world in which we live and
dle. We understand the meaning of the
promises found in the Declaration of Independence. It states "all men are created
equal . . . they are endowed by their creator
with certain unalienable rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of
Happiness:•
Each of us, speaking in his own way, seeks
to build a world where peace and freedom
may reign. The methods used by our generation are widely varied. They include the
youth who picket against government doctrines as well as those who fight to defend
them.
We are presently engaged ln a struggle to
protect the basic rights of mankind, for we,
as a nation. feel it our duty to continue the
policies established by our predecessors.
Woodrow Wilson. in his address to Congress
on April 2, 1917, expressed this policy when
he said, "We are glad to fight . . . for the
ultimate peace of the world and for the llbera.tlon of its peoples; . . . for the rights of
nations great and small and the privilege of
men everywhere to choose their way of life."
Young men ln the teeming jungles and
murkey waters o! VIetnam recognize the
tangible threat to our democratic ideals.
Many now give their llves each day to defend
these freedoms.
Other Americans have also found a way to
protect freedom and keep democracy alive,
but in an entirely d.l..trerent manner. For
them the path was laid by the Peace Corps
which has permitted them to deploy method8 of basic improvement to impoverished
peoples and to obtain friends for America.
The late John F. Kennedy declared to the
people of the world in his Inaugural Address,
January 20, 1961.
"We dare not forget that we are the heirs
of that first revolution. Let the word go
forth from this time and place, to friend and
foe allke, that the torch ha.s been pa.ssed
to a new generation of Americans.''
''Let every nation know, whether it wishes
u.s wen or 111, that we shall pay any price.
bea_r any burden, meet any hardship, sup-
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port any friend, oppose any foe to assure the because it is all so repugnant, so un-Amertcan. It happens to be a rather repugnant
survival and the success of liberty."
I believe that we, as the "new generation world and it is hardly American. In sad
of Americans" accept this as our pledge to fa.ct it frequently doesn't even seem Ameri~
the future and our tribute to the past. We can in America.
hold the destiny of Democracy in our hands.
And we are sore at the CIA for getting
It is our obllgation to preserve the demo- · caught although few are about to admit thB.t
cratic way of life, to keep democracy alive is the real reason behind our anger. This
and working, and to keep our nation strong anger at the CIA for getting caught legally
and free.
UBing our young to help dO-CIA's important
job is traceable to many things; previous
CIA failures and because we have begun to
trusting our young to do anything 1s
It Could Be That CIA Is Doing a Gooo Job abelieve
form of madness. I am not yet convinced
that the norm for the young American can
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
be found on California campuses. The nann
is somewhere between Berkeley and An Khe.
OF
I'm afraid tne CIA is caught squarely between a couple o! popular American bromides.
One says, "It 1s okay if y-ou don't
0'1' NEW YOllK
get caught" and the other is, ''I! it ain't
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
the American way it ain't the right way."
These bromides obviously disagree. But theY
Tuesday, February 28, 1967
share one fact. Both are wrong.

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, despite
all of the hoopla the press is providing

for us with the so-called CIA scandals,
Americans should stop and think about
the kind oi world we live in.
I think the following column from the
February 23, 1967. edition of the New
York World Journal Tribune, serves a
useful purpose in reminding us that CIA
is on our side. I commend it to the
attention of our colleagues:
IT COULD BE CIA Is DoiNG Goon JoB
(By Bill Slocum)
I have seen CIA agents in Saigon and
Havana and the obvious young hambones
made me laugh. But the CIA never made
me laugh because I knew that it had more
subtle agents around me in both places.
Unseen men who were doing a good job.
I suspect the CIA is doing a good job right
now. Not a perfect job, to be sure. But
how are you doing at your job these days?
Right now the CIA is in a jam that puzzles
me because I can see no difference between
the CIA using young Americans and a Customs official opening my bag at JFK Airport.
I rather wish neither agency had to bother
but both must for the good of the United
States. That's us, you know.
In the battle for -world-wide intelligence
and Intellects the young American student
has a role. He can only learn what his young
contemporaries know and believe if he meets
them, talks to them, and listens. And he or
she can't influence any young Commie down
at Mort's. Stockholm, Moscow, European
youth hostels are the places.
And whether we ancient fuddy-duddies
like It or not the thinking of the young all
over the world concerns every one of us.
Of course we find this undercover
meddling with our young repugnant in relation to our traditions. I do think we
Americans have simply marvelous traditions
1n fair play, privacy, above-board dealings.
Unfortunately no other country follows our
traditions, or has a ruble or yen's worth of
respect for them.
You certainly don't beleive that thooe ap.
pie-cheeked Russians and those inscrutable
Chinese get to Helsinki or Parts youth gatherings with their own dough.
And you certainly don't believe the Russians or Chinese or even our friends the
Engllsh would come up With cash to finance
jaunts by kid8 and other youth actions if
said jaunts and actions were not deemed
valuable ln the rather tricky business of survival today.
The Russians and Chinese don't have to
bother to explain such actions to their taxpayers. Generally the English understand
the need for such things and don't question
the details.
Actually, I think--and certainly hope--we
understand but a lot of us are squawking

HEW Versus Health: A New Trend in
American Government
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. L. MENDEL RIVERS
OF SOUTH CAB OLIN A
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Mr. RIVERS. Mr. Speaker, the fol-

lowing editorial from the Beaufort
Gazette well illustrates the problem noW
faced by many of our hospitals due to the
foolish and short-sighted policies of the
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. It is a pity that a department
so directly concerned with humanity haS
learned so little about humanity and
shows almost none of it.
The editor1al follows:
JUST ONE WORD
Much has been written and said, in recent
months, about Beaufort Memorial Hospital·
The Board of Regents, governing bodY of
the institution. has been blasted and alS0
defended for ita various decisions and policies. Law suits have been threatened and
much needed monies have been withheld
by our "old friends" HEW (U.s. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare) because
the hospital officials hn.ve failed to give /.ll to
all of the dictatorial demands of the great
do-gooders of the Great Society.
It isn't often that an editor gets to vie.,..
first hn.nd a situation that has cn.used so
much comment. These words o.re being
written in Room 110 of Beaufort Memorial
IIospital and we hope w111 express the un~
pressions that an average patient feels a.fte!
four or five days of recuperation.
The hospital is without a doubt one o!
the finest available anywhere--large or sxnall·
The facilities nre modern, the equipment 1S
up-to-date and the up-keep leaves 11ttle to
be desired.
The staff o! doctors, nurses, technicians•
practical nurses, aides and orderlies is toP
rate and it 1s very obvious that the hosplt~
administrator has things well organized aJl'
well in hand. And yes, the food Is good.
From the first day you have that feel~
that you are in good hands and that yo
well-being ls the uppermost thought ill
everyone's mind. There is that professional
touch that exudes con11dence and at the
same time there 1s that friendly personal
touch that means so much to a person -who
is incapacitated for one reason or another·
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It is £1. good feeling, particularly so, when you
know you have put yourself in the hands
of others.
As most of us know Beaufort Memorial
Hospital has b~n denied federal tunds by
the bureaucratic hierarchy of HEW because
they say there is not complete and total
integration of the patients in the hospital.
Having seen the situation first hand, we say
this is a lot of bunk and hogwash. We have
never been in any place that is more integrated than here in Beaufort Memorial
Hospital.
The registered nurses on duty are both
White and Negro. The practical nurses are
both white and Negro. Negro patients have
rooms next to white patients. The nursery
has Negro and white babies in basinettes side
by side. Negro patients receive the same
professional care that white· patients receive
and from our point of view nothing more
could be done to help either white or Negro
than is being done.
To the best of our knowledge, the only
tnandate of HEW's that has not been adherred to by the hospital leaders is the dictate that the hospital must routinely assign
Negro patients to rooms with white patients
(forcible assignment of Negroes and whites
to beds side by side) . The fact that the hosPital officials wUl assign Negro and white
Patients to the same room by mutual consent
from the patients involved is not enough
for HEW. Do it whether the sick patients
Want it or not or you don't get the money
ls HEW's answer.
If we still have a. democracy, and the above
is the only reason the hospital has not been
approved by HEW, then something is bad
11.-rong.
You can push people just so far and if we
read between the lines correctly, the hospital
leaders will stand pdt and take no more
Pushing from HEW.
If the leaders of the group or groups who
eay they are going to sue the hospital would
direct their energies and lnfiuences on their
friends in Washington, we feel sure just one
~Ord in the a.tnrmntive and approval by HEW
'Would be forthcoming almost overnight.
They know that "-ith approval !rom HEW
that the hospital would get monies for added
improvements, more rooms, additional equtplllent. They know approval is needed for the
hospital to participate in Medicare. They
know that !or Beaufort to continue to attract
}·oung, capable, dedicated doctors we must
keep pace and keep the hospital on the up~·ard swing.
They also know that the hospital leaders
have bent over backwards to comply with
liEW•s demands and have compiled with the
8
Pir1t and the full intent o! the law.
Yes, we have a good hospital in Beaufort
8 nd With the right word from the right group,
~e can have an even better one without a
ong legnl wnit that will help no one.

Ramparts of Whom?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES L BENNETT
OF J'LOBIDA

IN TilE ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 9, 1967

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Speaker, the fol120W1ng news article from the February
4, 1967, Washington Star 1s of interest

to anyone interested in the CIA disclosures:
CARL

T.

RoWAN

.\ !~w days ago a. brle!, cryptic report out
or Prn-gue, Czechoslovakia. was pn.l'sed among
~ hrtnd!ul or top ot!lcJ.als In Washington.

It said that a.n editor o! Ramparts magazine had come to Prague a.nd held "a. long,
secret session" with officers or the Communist-controlled International Union of Students.
Ramparts is the magazine that exposed the
fact that the CIA has been financing the National Students Association, which in turn
has worked for several years to prevent the
IUS !rom dominating the youth o! the world.
I learned that the Prague visitor was supposed to be Robert Scheer, Ramparts' managing editor. I telephoned him ... and asked
if he had met with IUS officers in Prague a
couple of weeks ago.
"Yes," he said. "How did you know?"
He went on to volunteer that he had spent
two days meeting with representatives o! the
National Liberation Front ... and with IUS
leaders.
Scheer hedged for a. while when asked who
controls the IUS, but finally said, "It is essentially an organ of the foreign policy or the
SOviet Union."
Everybody is being asked to "come clean"
these days a.nd tell where he gets his money.
Before the suspicion !ades, Ramparts may
find it desirable to reveal in detail who has
provided the estimated million and a. hal!
dollars the magazine will have lost by the
end of this year. And Scheer ma.y have more
to say about his mission to Prague.

That Fat Volume of Obsolete Laws
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR.
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr.

Tuesday, February 28, 1967
MATHIAS of Maryland.

Mr.

Speaker, the administration of justice
1n the District of Columbia is seriously
hampered by its antiquated cr1minal
code. Mr. Leonard Downie of the Washington Post has written a most interesting and detailed article pointing out the
serious and not so serious provisions of
the 1901 code which contribute to the
ineffectiveness of law enforcement in the
District. I include Mr. Dov:nie's article
1n the- RECORD as a further demonstration of the. need for the code's immediate revision, as provided for in my blll,
II.R. 5454:
THAT FAT VoLUME OJ' OBSOLETE

LAws

(By Leonard Downie)
If you are thinking or .flying a kite, "fire
balloon or parachute" within Washington's
city limits, think again. It's against the law.
Under an 1892 sta.tute still on the books, you
could be fined up to $10.
You could be fined $5, under ancther 75year-old law, 1f you go out onto any Washington "street, avenue or alley" a.nd play
football or "bandy, shindy or any other game
by which a ball, stone or other substance
is struck or propelled by any stick, cane or
any other substance." (Baseball was not
yet the National Pastime in 1892). You also
risk a $5 fine lf you "drive or lead any horse,
mule or animal" (does this include dogs?)
"or any cart or wagon . . . on any paved or
graveled footways" (presumably sidewalks).
It is perfectly legal to set a bonfire during
the daytime ln Washington. But burning
one "between the setting and the rising or
the sun" could draw a $10 fine. And lf you
get caught burning down your neighbor's
outhouse, you !ace one to ten years in jail.
You also could Innd in priRon for ten y~ars
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by cha11enging someone to a duel in the
District of Columbia or by making plans in
the District to fight the duel somewhere in
the suburbs. If your challenged adversary
turns you down, you would be liable to another three years behind bars if you assault
him, call him a coward or "use other opprobrious language . . . tending to degrade or
disgrace" him for refusing your gauntlet.
Washington's cr1m1nal laws have not been
overhauled since they were first codified in
1901. And it is not surprising that Presi'dent Johnson's D.C. Crime Commission urged
Congress to create a special commission o!
legal experts to review a.nd rewrite them as
soon as possible. Representative Charles
McC. Mathias, a Maryland Republican, already has introduced legislation authorizing
the President to appoint a nine-man commission. It would have two years and
$300,000 to do the Job.
The Crime Commission found a wealth of
laughable anachronisms in the dog-eared
D.C. Code. It also found some crlm1nal sections so outdated, incomplete a.nd contusing
that they seriously hampered law enforcement.
It is not easy for policemen or prosecutors
to match the crime committed with the
crime as described in the D.C. COde. There
are no less than three dozen often-overlapping sections covering nonviolent theft: 11
for embezzlement, six !or •larceny, three !or
receiving stolen property, others !or forgery,
stealing a wrn, using slugs in vending machines and taking things under a variety of
other false pretenses.
Yet there is only one robbery section,
which provides the same penalty (six months
to 15 years) for picking a. pocket, or sticking
up a bank with guns blazing. The inclusion
o! "stealthy seizure" under robbery blurs the
usual distinction between larceny and robbery (robbery usually being theft by means
of threats, force or violence) .
Picking a. pocket can be either larceny or
robbery. The difference between larceny or
embezzlement can turn on what the .crime
Comm.tssion calls "the nebulous distinction
between 'custody' and 'possession.'" O!ten,
the prosecutor can charge a defendant with
either o! two crimes !or the same single act.
"If the jury convicts on one," the Commission pointed out, "the defendant may
appeal on the ground that the facts prove
the other offense, and the appeal may be
successful."
The Crime Commission found the D.C.
Code's penalty structure irrational. If you
get caught trying to break into a. house or
store, you face a maximum o! a year in jail.
But lf you succeed in getting in, the punishment is multiplied 15 times. A lawbreaker's
expertise counts !or more than his intent.
The la.w provides a punishment (up to 15
years in jail) !or manslaughter, but !ails to
define it. It took several court decisions to
do that. Appellate panels have ~n forced
to spell out the legal defenses absent in the
Code--self-defense !or murder, the Durh-am
Rule for defendants suffering from mental
illness.
The courts also have been asked to change
disorderly conduct, vagrancy, intoxication.
narcotic and other laws that appear to limit
constitutional freedom or block social
progress.
Congressmen have complained that the
courts, especially those in the District o! Columbia, make too much law. But the inadequacy or the D.C. Code and infrequent
efforts to patch it have given the courts here
little choice.
The D.C. Crime Commission's message ia
clear. Congress can act quickly to have
Washington's jumble o! criminal laws examined by experts and, following their recommendations, write some l&w that the
courts Will not have to t.mprove.
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Schlesinger Calls for a Negotiated
Settlement in Vietnam
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. DON EDWARDS
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. EDWARDS of California. Mr.
Speaker, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Pulitzer
Prize winning historian, has written a
statement on foreign policy well worth
our attention. It appears in the February issue of the ADA World.
Professor Schlesinger's remarks on
Vietnam and his conclusions on U.S.
foreign policy are set out below:
VIETNAM

The Vietna.mese war represents the single
greatest threat to world security, and as it
grows in size and intensity :the danger increases of a massive war in Asia and even
possibly of a third world war.
The actions of the last three years, which
have turned a minor civil war into a major
test or wills that seems hopelessly inescapable of resolution, is largely the responsibility of the Johnson Administration. During
the Johnson Administration, the American
presence in Vietnam radically cha.n.ged in
size and character. From advice and support, u.s. personnel are now the front line
combatants in the war of guns and the shock
troops in the war to create an entirely new
Vietnamese society. From a clash of minor
unim on the ground, the United States has
escalated the war so that daily bombing-is e.t
a level higher than the round-the-clock raids
that pummelled Germany in World War II.
From a scant commitment of 10,000 troops
as advisors in 1963, the United States now has
more than 385,000 troops there--more tha.n
the largest U.S. troop oommitment at the
height of the Korean War.
The war itself has increased in scope, size
and barbarity. There are now more than
1,000,000 South Vietnamese refugees, homeless because of the indiscriminate destruction of American bombing. Hardly a week
passes when some error of judgment does not
lead to the destruction of an entire v1llage
and the death of many of its inhabitants.
Although it has often been proclaimed that
this is a limited war, being fought with limited means for limited ends, none of those
llm1tB has been defined. And it seems that
the United States is using its full destructive
force, stopping only short of nuclear weapons and bombing of mass population centers
in North Vietnam, to achieve its ends. The
result has been to d.e stroy the economy of
South Vietnam, to wreck the countryside of
both Vietnams and to create a situation in
which the resources for rebuilding a sha.ttered society are the continuing casualties
of the war.
Yet, despite this, the prospect is for more
or the same: ever-increasing troop commitments, ever-larger bombing raids, ever-expanding destruction, and less and less real
progress towards a just and reasonable settlement. Thus, the war continues stalemated, each side believing that it can reshape the destiny of Vietnam by force and
neither side offering the type of incentives
that will bring the battle from the field to
the conference table.
We belleve that it is neither necessary
nor desirable for us to seek total military
victory. OUr interest in Vietnam is peripheral and what interest we do have is ~
allow the Vietnamese to determine their
own destiny, an aim that cannot be accomplished by force of American guns, or, for
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that matter, by North Vietnamese guns. It programs other than withdrs.wal or irresponcan only be accomplished by a compromise sible escalation. We believe that this prosettlement that will allow all SOuth Viet- gram, which we have advocated for several
namese, including the Viet Cong, to parti-- years, is both a rational alternative to tpe
cipate in the reshaping of their own society. President's and offers a better chance ll:.ef
To this end we propose the United States bringing a truer, more just, and ~ore lasting
peace than the Administration policy.
government take the following steps:
1. Cessation of the bombing or North VietCONCLUSION
nam. The bombings have failed to bring
The United States is a country of great
the North Vietnamese to the conference but not unlimited power and resources. Its
table. Indeed, they have stiffened their re- capacity for helping to bulld world order,
solve and the cessation of bombing has been peace, Uberty and essential stabillty is
made a primary condition for negotiations. enormous. But the United States cannot
By ceasing the bombings we will enhance perform any of these tasks successfully when
the prospects for peace and decrease the it overextends itself in peripheral conflicts
chances of a major war.
and follows essentially conseravtive policies
2. De-escalation of the war in the South. in a rapidly changing world.
ADA has never believed in unilateral withWe believe very little progress can be made
drawal, but it has equally been opposed to toward the great questions that divide the
every escalation. We believe that by reduc- great nations until the war in Vietnam is
ing the level of conflict the chances for settled, but we believe that we ,have to shed
expansion of the war into a broad Asian the thinking that led to Vietnam before
conflict are minimized and the destruction either this settlement or a new policy is
of the South Vietnamese countryside will possible.
be lessened. In addition, unilaterial steps
We fear greatly the consequences if these
of de-escalation might bring counter-re- changes are not made rapidly. Not only will
sponses from the other side that would in our position in the world continue to deteriturn lead toward a de facto truce. Thus, orate, and not only will we be unable to
we favor a sharp reduction in the use of progress toward the elimination of povertY
bombing and artill~ry in South Vietnam, at home and abroad, but we will be faced
a halt to the further introduction of men with an endless succession of wars and conand materiel, and a major decrease in search tlicts that will tax the minds, resources and
and destroy missions.
abilities of men who could be put to more
3. The creation of a civilian government creative use.
in South Vietnam. One means of bringing
When President Johnson took his second
about a truce or an end to the war in Viet- oath of om.ce in 1965 there was reason to
nam would be the creation of a government be optimistic. The Kennedy :foreign policY
in Saigon which might negotiate with the had dispelled many myths from the past.
National Liberation Front. Such a govern- The country had overwhelmingly defeated
ment representing the Vietnamese civilian the course of reaction, and· a broad and
population would be a vast improvement powerful coalition had developed for a creaover the military government which has a tive program at home and abroad.
vested interest in continuing the war.
Today that coalition has been so splintered,
4. Negotiations with the National Libera- largely by the Administration foreign policY
tion Front. A necessary prerequisite to any and its domestic effects, that it is conceivable
peace settlement in South Vietnam is to offer that for the first time in this century a
the adversary some incentive to lay down his Democratic President might be turned out
arms and negotiate. To date the U.S. govern- of office after only one term, bringing down
ment has refused to recognize the Viet Cong's with him the creative programs he estabexistence as a political entity and has en- lished and powerful support he developed for
couraged the South Vietnamese government progress. It is not the fact of this possible
to refuse to negotiate with them. For twenty political event that disturbs us, it is the
years the Viet Cong has fought, and despite consequences. It is absolutely essential that
more American fighting men in Vietnam the momentum for progress be continued
than were in Korea it has consistently gained until we have achieved our goals, a better
strength in South Vietnam. We must recog- society at home and a peaceful world abroad.
nize their existence and allow them a primary To retreat !rom this when the rest of the
role in peace negotiations. Beyond this, we world is advancing is to deny the greatness
or the Saigon government must offer the NLF and purpose of our country.
some role in the future poUticallife of South
Vietnam-either as a part of a coall tion government or as a recognized political party
in free elections in SOuth Vietnam--condiThe Answer to the Vietnam War
tional on both sides agreeing to a supervised
settlement.
5. International peace conference. Any
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
peace achieved in Vietnam must have the
or
support of the countries of Asia and must be
guaranteed by international forces if it is to
succeed. Thus we propose an international
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
conference to be held that will establish the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
terms of peace and discuss the larger question of neutralization of Southeast Asia.
Tuesday, February 28. 1967
The final solution is linked to the establishMr.
RIVERS. Mr. Speaker, I was
ment of a coalition government including
some reasonable National Liberation Front pleased to note the following editorial
component. The final solution also entails last week in the Staunton, Va., Leader.
the withdrawal of all foreign troops from This paper clearly states a solution to
SOuth Vietnam.
the Vietnam war that many of our large
6. Long-range development program for metropolitan dailies are unable to see. I
Asia. In order to rebuild Vietnam from the hope every Member will read this cdi·
ravages of the war, and in order to develop
the other nations of Asia so that this type torial and take it to heart.
The editorial follows:
of war cannot occur elsewhere, we favor a
FuLL FORCE Is ONLY ANSWER
long-range development program under the
auspices of the United Nations that will help
The hawk-dove debate on the Vietnnm
all countries of the Asian mainland in a pro- War has received new impetus from the re·
gram to close the gap between Asia and the sumption of bombing following the Tet (no.·
industrialized West.
tive New Year) suspension and failure of the
The President has often said that he has U.S.-Britlsh efforts to bring the aggre~sor.
m!l.ny critics but none who offered alternative North VIetnam, to the conference table. Re·

HON. L. MENDEL RIVERS
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tired Lt. Gen. James M. Gavin pitched in for
the doves this week, and Rep. L. Mendel
Rivers, D., S.C, chairman of the House Armed
Forces Committee, for the hawks.
Rep . Rivers, who formerly had a homeaway-from-home in Augusta County, hit the
mark when he advocated full application of
m1Utary force to stop this senseless war. It
has been evident ever since the U.S. had to
escalate Jts aid to South Vietnam that neither Russia nor Red China would bail us out,
1! only for the reason that it is to the advantage of these bidders for world rule to let us
Ba.crifice our manpower and our productive
resources in the Vietnamese jungles.
Nor is North Vietnam going to quit the
'Nar for the South's Asian rice bowl untll the
cost is made too great for her people to bear.
lio Chi Mlnh knows that in any settlement
by negotiation, he is bound to lose.
In 1955, following the 1954 agreement at
Geneva. for partition, South Vietnamese
• l'Oted overwhelmingly for a separate republic. In 1966, they elected delegates to a. ConStituent Assembly to write a constitution so
aa to get along with the job, held up for a
decade by Communist aggression and other
! actors.

Ho knows full well that in negotiations he
COUld not hope to dictate agreement to a
general election in which the populous North
lrouid swallow the South. The latter must
l'ote independently on unification. Not to
1natst on this would be a betrayal of them by
~ and the a.llles now helping them in their
etense of independence.
t:..~ long as Hanoi continues to receive miliaid from Russia, which 1s estimated at
1 bllUon a. year, and some from Red China,
lllld the people do not rebel, the Communist
!'t!gizne wlll not give up. By the admission
~r our own military leaders and civ111an Deen.se Secretary McNamara, our bombing of
liorth Vietnam military targets is not stop~g the :flow of men and supplies southward.
J>eated bombing of the only rail llne to
~eking, south of Red China's border, has not
~ted the :flow of munitions from Russia, 60
rcent of which comes through China, the
Teat by much longer sea routes.
While we abstain from bombing air bases
ill North Vietnam and targets close to civil~ areas, VIetcong terrorists hit our own
..,~es, blow up buildings in Saigon and elseere, and murder or carry off civilians.
lll. '\Vhue the North's harbor of Haiphong reRlns sacrosant, the Reds attack ships in
lia.not harbor and in the ' Hanoi River.
t\., Our "friends" continue a heavy trade with

ty

~eenemy.

t Our Vletniks, many clergy and some of
bhe intelligentsia assail our government for
~ 0 tnbing North Vietnam. So do foreign
srttlcs, whose governments pledged aid to
~Uth Vietnam under the SEATO Treaty but
is ven•t given it, trading with the Communt enemy instead.
te 'I'hese critics never denounce the Vietcong
rrorlsta, who have butchered some 35,000
1
~al officials and ci vllians in the South, or
lr e Hanoi Communists who launched this
ar or aggression and refuse to quit it.
'1' 'I'h1a ia ·a crazy war any way one looks at it.
ll~ repeat, it can only be stopped by the apco Catton of decisive mllltary force, but we
ll nt1nue to take counsel of the fear that
ed China and/or Russia would counter
8
~Uch force. We continue to worry about
h Orld opinion and the U.S. "image." This
toaa condemned 7353 of our :fine young men
th death and some 43,000 to wounds and
O.be ton wm continue for years unless we
nncton the folly of a no-win war.
1a The time to hit with everything it takes
~r long pn.st. But there 1s grave danger that
8e eaident Johnson is too anxious to get a
ti ttle.tnent before his campaign for re-elecc on next year. He may make defeatist conesstons to start negotiations. He may
~;~mise unlimited reconstruction and de0Pment funds, not only to aU Vietnam

but for the whole of Southeast Asia, in hope
of winning the drive for negotiations.
To continue the no-win policy 1s more
likely to defeat Mr. Johnson than gifts of
billions are to elect him.

Dr. Carl Murphy
EXTENSION. OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR.
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. MATHIAS of Maryland. Mr.
Speaker, American education, journalism, and the cause of equal rights suffered a great loss on Saturday with the
death of Dr. Carl Murphy, of Baltimore,
at the age of 78.
At the time of his passing, Dr. Murphy was chairman of the board of the
Afro-American newspaper chain, chairman of the board of trustees of Morgan
State College in Baltimore, and a member of the board of directors of the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People. Any one of these
posts would have filled the time and
employed the talents of most men. Dr.
Murphy held all three, and in this triple
capacity served the Nation and the ·
principles he cherished with extraordinary diligence, intelligence, and dedication.
The son of John H. Murphy, who
fonnded the Baltimore Afro-American
in 1892, Dr. Murphy began his career as
an educator. After earning a bachelor's
degree in German and ancient history
at Howard University in 1911 and a
master's at Harvard in 1913, he headed
the German department at Howard for
5 years .
In 1918, he went to work for the AfroAmerican, and became president of the
company in 1922 after his father's death.
He continued as president nntil becoming chairman of the board in 1963, and
during this long tenure saw his newspaper chain expanded to embrace papers
in Washington, Philadelphia, Newark,
and Richmond. Because of his continuing efforts and his influence over editorial policies, the Afro-American chain
is now widely respected as a responsible
spokesman for progressive, informed
policies.
As a member of the board of the
NAACP for 36 years, Dr. Murphy played
an important role in the organization's
growth and success in promoting equal
rights through legal action. Although
not a lawyer, he was chairman of the
legal redress committee of the Baltimore
branch of the NAACP for 32 years, and
constantly worked with the attorneys involved in the landmark cases brought to
the Supreme Court by the NAACP. His
:financial contributions to this cause were
great; his contributions of time, effort,
and thought were even greater and mortgenerous.
Dr. Murphy's record of service has been
widely recognized. In 1955 he became
the first journalist to win the Spingarn
Medal. the highest award offered by the

.
NAACP.

A fine arts building and an
auditorium on the Morgan State College campus, and a scholarship fund for
African students, bear his ·name. But
perhaps the finest symbol of Dr. Murphy's achievements is the great progress
made by Morgan State College during
the 28 years in which he served on its
board, and especially durlng the past 14
years, under his direction as chairman
of the board.
Mr. Speaker, Dr. Carl Murphy was a
fine American, who gave his community
and country the best in himself, and inspired many others to pursue the work
which he advanced so far. His energies
will be missed, but his constructive influence will continue.
I wish to extend my deepest sympathies
to Mrs. Murphy; to their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren, and
to all of Dr. Murphy's closest colleagues.

Haile Selasaie
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. ROSENTHAL. Mr. Speaker, in
1936 the world ignored the warning
words of a very wise man, Emperor Halle
Selassie of Ethiopia.
Had we listened, as the Washington
Star comments editorially, World War II
might have been avoided.
And the Star notes:
President Johnson did well to make a point
of this in bidding the emperor welcome on

his latest visit to our shores.

The President does not intend to repeat the mistakes of the 1930's.
I include this pertinent Star editorial
in the RECORD:
SELAssiE'S VISIT
At 74, Emperor Halle Selassie, the Lion of
Judah and King of Kings, seems almost ageless. Except for some grey in his beard, he
looks quite the same now as he did on that
unforgettable day~une 30, 1936--when he
rose before the League of Nations to appeal
!or help against Fascist Italy's assault on
Ethiopia. "Apart from the kingdom of God,"
he said, "there is not on this earth any nation that is higher than any other. God and
history will remember your judgment."
The judgment was negative, and the years
soon proved that Selassie was right in warning the judges that their decision-a decision
to do nothing-would return to haunt them.
It did so with a terrible vengeance. Had his
counsel been heeded, had Britain, France
and the other key powers united to crack
down on Benito Mussolini's aggression, the
Second World War conceivably might never
have occurred. President Johnson did well
to make a point of this in bidding the emperor welcome on his latest visit to our
shores.
Although informal, it is a serious visit.
Sela.ssie is in America for several important
reasons. Among other things, he wants to
have a clear understanding about the role
Ethiopia is expected to play in promoting
Africa's progress with American aid. He also
is interested-and this presumably he discussed with the President--in what should
be done to counter potentially dangerous
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Communist activities along the long frontier
his kingdom shares with the Somali Republic, which 1s hostile.
In fact, according to knowledgeable observers, the Somali regime is heavily infiltrated with Communists, and there is no
doubt that the Soviet Union is supplying it
with a lot of arms. Selassie's current travels
are scheduled to take him to Moscow. While
there, he wm have an opportunity to tell the
Russians-if they a.re truly inter~ted in
peace--to stop stirring up strife. The response he gets will be awaited with great
interest.

Address of Chairman Tucker of the
Interstate Commerce Commission
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOE L. EVINS
Or TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 23, 1967

Mr. EVINS of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, the Honorable Wllliam H. Tucker,
Chairman of the Interstate Commerce
Commlss1on, recently deltvered an address before committees of the Federal
Bar Association in whlch he outlined the
role of attoneys in the Interstate Commerce Commission and detailed certain
of their responsibilities.
In view of the interest in the ICC
among my colleagues and of the Nation
generally, I insert this address in the
RECOlU).

The address follows:
THE

INTERSTATE

COMMERCE

COMMISSION

1iEARI:NG ExAMINER CORPS
(Remarks of W1111am H. Tucker, Chairman,

Interstate Commerce Commission, before
the Committee on the Government Transportation Lawyer and the Council for
Transportation and Communication Law
of the Federal Bar Association, Washington, D.C., February 24, 1967)
For 27 years, the first one-third of it~
existence, the Interstate Commerce Commission wa.s the only national Independent administrative agency. For a good part of that
early period there was grave doubt whether
the Commission would survive this experimental period, and, indeed, whether the concept of a.dmintstrative law itself would become an effective regulatory device.
The Commission today, of course, 1s one
of the "Big Eight" Federal administrative
agencies--and, in every aspect of our dally
lives, the presence of the rea.lltles of administrative law is a growing phenomenon.
The Interstate Commerce Commission is
not free to rest upon any laurels a.s a pioneer
in the field of admintstrative law, and no one
Is more conscious of that fact than the present Membership of the Commission. Since
the life and the econom.lcs of our nation are
growing increasingly complex, any esta.bllshed institution in our Government which
neglects to adjust to these new complexities
in a highly knowledgeable manner is not doing its job.
The competence of the Commission to fulfill its basic functions obviously depends in
a very large measure upon the capablllties
and energies of its appointed Members. To
the degree Its Commissioners may lack the
11111. or the Intellect, or the imagination to
deal v.1th its demanding problems, the Interfltate Commerce Commission can only falter
in Its task. But even a leadership of strong
and resourceful Commissioners is destined to
fall unless it can generate meaningful leverage from the fulcrum of reliable-yet tnno'Yatt\'e--professlonal staff support.
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A listing of the procedures which our hel\1"As the comparatively new Chairman of the
ICC, I have had the responslblllty for inves- ing examiners have developed and adopted in
tigating and reviewing the capablllties of our the past few years especially to fit the peprofessional staff to meet the future needs of culiar needs of the more complex cases that
our agency that are now foreseeable. This are coming before the ICC would read like
review extends to their working conditions, an index for a manual on the trial of proproductivity and competence. The picture tracted litigation. We have been making inis encouraging in many respects, but, as one creasing use of flexible pre-trial conference
would expect, there are some serious prob- techniques, encouraging written testimonY
lems. It is an uncomfortable type of work and broader stipulations of fact, separating
and responsib111ty for me to have to consider particular issues for trial, and generally proour possible need for "weeding out" some graming in advance the entire schedule of
professionals who cannot, or will not, per- the more complex hearings. All or" these
steps reduce the duration of hearings and
form up to a basic standard .
On the whole, I would say, the productivity serve to sharpen the factual and legal issues
of our professional staff has been good. Let for prompt and informed decision-making.
As Chairman of ·the ICC, I am satisfied that
me state a few statistics :
In 1960, the Commission disposed of 7,534 the Commission has a highly professional
corps
of hearing examiners who are moving
cases. In the last fiscal year, 9,515 cases
were closed. During the same period, the capably to fill the demanding requirements
number of cases filed increru;ed by 61 per- of the voluminous and increasingly compleX
cent--while the . number of employees in- litigation that faces the modern-day ICC.
But I am not satisfied with the present
creased only 1.4 percent, and the average
time required to dispose of a case dropped and foreseeable prospects of the Commission
in continuing to staff this corps of hearing
from 8.6 months to 7.2 months.
In fiscal year 1966, nearly 4,000 motor examiners with the type of experienced
carrier operating rights cases were heard by lawyers we most certainly will need. In the
our hearing examiners. The recommended past two years, we have lost by death or
decisions of these hearing examiners in retirement a total of 16 of our most experinearly 1,300 cases became effective without enced hearing examiners. These men averfurther proceedings. These figures, of course, a.ged just a little over 65 years of age on
do not include hearings in rate cases, merg- leaving the ICC. As a group they averaged
ers, complaints. or several other types of 34 years' service with the ICC alone. That
experience 1s not likely to be easily replaced·
cases.
The average age of the 99 hearing exObviously, the hearing of cases is one of
the Commission's moot basic activities, and aminers now a.ssigned to the ICC's Section of
lt 1s the productivity and staffing ot our Hearing Examiners is slightly over 55 years.
hearing examiner corps that I particularly and their aggregate service with the earnmission averages about 18 years. Approxiwant to discuss with you today.
First of all, I want to affirm the fact that mately one-third of these men .are more than
there is no finer group of hearing examiners 60 years old, and nine of these hearing exanywhere in the Government today than aminers are 65 or older. Obviously, conthose who serve at the Interstate Commerce sidering present-day retirement benefitS
Commission. Even l! you will question my available, the level of attrition of our hearbias-and I will admit to a certain amount ing examiner corps will continue to be high
on this point--! am convinced that my analy- in the next few years. Accordingly, one of
the moot important activities that we shall
sis will withstand any close scrutiny.
In many vital respects the hearing exam- be engaged in at the Commission in the
iner corps constitutes the eyes and ears of next few years wm be the selection, appointthe entire Commission. Very much of the ment, trainlng and "experiencing" of a whole
time, our hearing examiners are the exposed new generation of hearing examiners.
The present method of recruiting hearing
profile of the Commission-the only side of
the ICC that most members of the public, examiners wa.s initiated a llttle over thl'ee
and very many of the bar, ever get to see years ago. There were then the widespread
and observe. The hearing examiner then is hopes that the rigorous new standards and
the representative of the Commission ln the procedures for appointing new Federal hearvery broadest sense of the term. His impor- ing examiners-together with the general
tance to the a.dministrative processes would upgrading of their status which had taken
place--would attract a sufficient number of
be difficult to overemphasize.
The competent hearing examiner in to- highly quallfied and experienced attorneY'
day's ICC should be a man with an open applicants, forming a substantial reservoll'
mind, an impatience for wa.sted ttme, a ca- of necessary talent for these critical assigll'"
pacity for hard work, a ranging curiosity ments.
about advancing technology and economics,
I can report to you that the results have
and the legal sureness and imagination to not been nearly what we wanted. I! th 8
mold fair procedures to fit drastically chang- hoped-for reservoir of available and a.P'"
ing hearing requirements.
·
pointable hearing examiner talent 1s anY
Let us briefly consider the nature of the fair measure, then lt is fair to conclude that
proceedings an ICC hearing examiner is called the present hearing examiner recruiting
upon to handle:
program has been unsuccessful.
Reviewing the most extensive corporate
Unless some drastic change takes place.
consolidation proposals in the history of the realistic needs of the ICC for competent
American business.
hearing examiner appointees ln the next feVI
Proposed discontinuances of intercity and years simply will not be met. The now pr~
commuter passenger train services that could dictable register of eligible appointees just
be vital to the communities affected.
will not be adequate.
Grain rate adjustments that can change
Those attorneys at the ICC who are ln
the economic course of entire regions of the GS-15 and OS-16 grades a.nd who are roost
Nation.
eligible for hearing examiner certJficatiOll
Challenges to historic rate differentials be- have not, as a whole, been interested tn seek~
tween competing ports.
tng heartng examiner positions. I must sn1
The changeover by certificated trucking that, in many respects, I am glad of that
companies to the use of the new Interstate fact. Just as much as the ICC needs its pro~
Highway System.
fessional corps of hearing examiners, tb 8
Express company termlunl area investiga- Com.m1ssion must retain-and enhance tb 8
status of-a corps of strong, experienced·
tions.
The economic and .soctal consequences of competent staft attorneys. This fact should
these cases speak for themselves. But the not be obscured in any discussion of henrt.ng
point I would pa.rticula.rly like to make 18 examiner problems.
that these cases often present more demandThose attorneys at the Commission wh 0
ing problems of trial re-gulation than many are in GS-14 grades and below, generallY
epeaklnp:, have not been able to obtntn htgll
judic1al tribunAls ever encounter.
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scores under the existing rating
Practices used by the Civll Service Commission. One primary factor, I understand, has
~n their lack o! trial and hearing experience.
The picture has not been brighter !or prl"ate practice attorneys. The 1966 annual
~port o! the Hearing Examiner Committee
or the American Bar AsSociation's Section of
Administrative Law indicates that their
group also has been unsuccessful in · its
etrorts to find qualifted attorneys for the
F'ederal hearing examiner program. BeginlUng in 1965, the ABA gave wide publicity
to the anticipated hiring of a large number
or hearing examiners in the Department of
liealth, Education and Welfare, and else._.here in the Federal Government. As a. reSUlt o! the ABA publicity, the Civil Service
Commission received more than 1,500 inqutlies, presumably !rom private practice attorneys. Each of these attorneys was sent the
!orma1 brochure o! the Civil Service Comlllission stating the basic qualifications for
hearing examiner appointment.
Nevertheless, a total of only 27 formal
applications were received by the Civil Service Commission from this group of ABA attorneys, and only five of these a.ttorneys
"'ere found qualified under the existing
standards.
Several weeks ago, acting as Chairman o!
the ICC, I advised the Civil Service CommisSion that, for several reasons, our foreseeable
needs for hearing examiners could not adequately be met !rom the ava.ilable register of
Pot~ntial appointees. I suggested a. new apProach toward an adequate solution of this
erl.t!cn.l problem. My suggestion essentia.lly
lVaa that the present hearing examiner reCZ"Uitment program be suppZemtmted. by a
carefully designed new professional training
Program. In the supplemental program
highly qualified and competent attorneys
COUld be specifically placed into realistic
Channels or professional work leading to~ard qualiftcation for hearing examiner
appointmentS. Th1s should be designed as
an "honors" plan for top-ftight legal
talent.
In general, such a program could:
1. Be administered on government-wide
basta by the Civil Servi'ce Commission.
2. Be open to all attorneys-within and
lrlthout government--under rigorous standards of selection.
3. Provide something Uke a. 2-year trainIng period, with definite hearing examiner
quaurytng status for successful attorneys.
4. Provide an adequate mixture of opinion 'Writing and tra.ll experience, and other
"PPropriate tra.lning.
5. Provide an a.dvisory committee of hearIng examiners to assist individual attorneys
tn the program-perhaps in the way that a
llh. D. candidate is gut~d by hla school in
~ 'lllllversity.
'I'he important aspect of any such protrlu:n would be its probable effectiveness both
1n attracting talented attorneys-from governznent, private practice, or elsewhere-and
in Providing them a realistic, professional
avenue to achieve hearing examiner status.
I assume the obJection w1ll be raised that
"ny such program w111 fa.c1lltate the entry
Of luntor government attorneys into the
l'anka or the hearing examiner corps-that it
~11 foster agency "inbreeding" and underllUne the independence and objectivity of
he-aling e:mminers. I think it is time to put
av.ay the tired and inadequate myth of
"agency Inbreeding."
By the tune they have gained about 10
Years• experience in government service, a
Kteat many government attorneys have been
Kiven precisely the type of special training
:t:no t suitable for hen.rtng a.dm.1.nlstrntive law
caaea. They have been trained to sift and
'\li"eigh evidence, and to think and write aa
4 eC"fdera of dtmcult controversies. They have
be~n trained to search out the public inter~
~nough

factors of the legal and factual problems
before them. They have been trained to be
competent lawyers.
In my experience as a practicing lawyer
and as a. Member of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, I have found that a great many
government lawyers have exactly the qualities of mind, temperament, and character to
qualify them !or hearing examiner positions.
Moreover, I would point out that a good
lawyer with 5 to 10 years' experience 1n handling cases within the ICC has a very valuable professional background. He already
has the knowledge and training in the transportation law, economics, and technology
without which an ICC hearing examiner cannot competently perform.
Quite !rankly, in !act, I would challenge
any professional group of attorneys to run
a realistic poll of practitioners be!ore the
ICC to get their views on the existence or
level of "inbreeding," "independence" and
"competence" of our present staff o! hearing
examiners, o! which more than half came up
"through the ranks." I am sure our "homegrown" ICC hearing examiners would rank
at the very top o! the resulting ratings.
The "inbreeding" myth should not be allowed
to block our reasonable efforts to strengthen
our hearing examiner corps wt th highly
qualified government attorneys 1n a plan
such as I have proposed.
Again, I want to acknowledge to you my
personal pride in the quality of ICC's hearing examiner corps. I expect that you will
share my concern today about the prospects
o! keeping that corps as strong as it should
be. I ·do hope we will all work together to
improve our administrative law tribunals,
and the calibre of those people who sit on
those tribunals. If we can do as well in the
next twenty years with respect to hearing
examiner staffing as the ICC has in the past
twenty yea.rs, I will be a. satisfied and proud
member of the bar.

William Jennings Bryan Dorn:
Congressman Beyond Compare
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
o:r

HON. L. MENDEL RIVERS
or SOUTH CAROLINA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 28, 1967

l'vir. RIVERS. Mr. Speaker, I have always felt that the residents of South
Carolina's Third Congressional District
are some of the most fortunate people in
the world. This is because they have the
incomparable good luck to be represented
by my dear frlend, BRYAN DoRN.
BRYAN combines all the best elements
of a. statesman, an orator, and a political
scientist. This was v. ell 1llustrated by a.
speech he recently delivered in Charleston. Unfortunately, I do not have the
text of that speech, but I do have the
newspaper synopsis of it which serves
to show its content. I commend it to
you:
DORN REBUTS THEORY OJ' FEDERAL CONTROLCONGRESSMAN UPHOLDS INDIVID'tTAL FREEDOM

(By Mary Ellen Zeigler)
Rep. William Jennings Bryan Dorn rebutted a. theory yesterday that the next generation w1ll be controlled !rom Washington.
"In a democracy, 1ndiv1dua.l freedom will
always be important. In the next generation, people will think of their freedoms more
th.a.n ever before."

Dorn, a Democratic congressman from
South Carolina's Third District, addressed
members of the student body at Gen. William
Moultrie High School.
"You are of tomorrow, not of the past,"
Dorn said. "One of the greatest challenges
today 1s to know the history o! this country.
Everywhere, people are looking to the United.
States. America's commitments are global.
INFLUENCE FUTURE

"The United States government will influence your !uture perhaps more than any
other !actor in your lives.
"It is, therefore, just as important that you
know Mendel Rivers, your Congressional representative, as it is !or you to know your
parents. Your mother and father cannot
send you to Vietnam, but we, in the Congress, can," he said.
Rep. Dorn told his audience that in their
lifetime, Congress wm take $1 out o! every
$4 which they will earn. "This mAy go even
higher," he warned, "and it is important
that you know something about those who
are taking 25 per cent of your earnings."
But Dorn said, last year in the presidential
election, less than 10 per cent of the citizens
or SOuth Carolina bothered to vote. The
United States has the worst voting record
o! any !ree country in•the world, he charged.
"Many, under the threat of death, went to
the polls to vote in South Vietnam." If
there is anything wrong with politics in this
country, how can it be straightened out,
except by voting?
In 1948, three years after World War II
48,000,000 people voted; -17,000,000 didn't
bother, he said. This record came at the
end o! a. war which was sought to preserve
basic freedoms, and the people failed to exercise their right.
Dorn told his young audience that the
Congress will receive a report this week !rom
a special committee which has been studying the dra.!t in the United States. "And
1! we have an all-out war, we w1ll draft
women, capital, business, and anything else
which we might need to preserve our freedom.
You, as young people, subject to the draft,
should do your best in school, because brain
power is Just o.s important to our country as
the ability to fire a. rUle in South Vietnam.
"Your future is being largely determined
in the jungles o! Vietnam. Those young
men standing guard on the ramparts in
South Vietnam, are there to keep atomic
bombs !rom falling on the great cities of
the U.S.A.," he said.
"Our men in Vietnam are the finest, bravest and most valiant I have ever seen," he
commented. "They are not worried about
wtnning the war because they know we are
going to w1n. They are more concerned
about the demonstrations here at home in
front of the White House and on the
Berkeley campus and bea.t.n.i.U who are
against everything which the U.S. government is behind. We are fighting in Vietnam, to prevent World War ill."
The Congressman remarked: "We are not
going to make the same mistake which
Nevllle Chamberlain made in 1930 when he
gave Czechoslova.kla to Adolf Hitler because
Hitler told him unless it was handed over,
he would take it. Chamberla.in returned
to Great Britain with Hitler's signature on
a. piece or paper stating that this was all
he wanted. 'This means peace,' Chamberlain told the English people. In less than
a year, the German armies were on the march
and World War II was under way," he commented.
FREEDOM-LOVING

Red China will tnke South Vietnam and,
then India. Africa., and finally western Europe w1ll fall without a. shot unless we stop
them now. "The Vietnamese people have
been fighting Commu.nism for 20 years.
They a.re a !reedom-loving, strong, valiant
people who want to be !ree. Our men there
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are Chrt.stla.n soldiers, crusaders who are
building cha.pels and telling those people
about God and America, the core of the free
world.
"I! we stand strong, you have a great future. Communism must be on the move in
order to prosper and grow. I! we force the
Communists to stand still, we will win.
"The greatest thing which you have 1s
your youth. You can conquer disease, tllth,
ignorance and all of the evils which beeet
us. You must 1! this nation is to survive,"
he concluded.

Ia HUAC Necessary-Many Say "No"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SIDNEY R. YATES
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

lr!onday. January 30, 1967

:Mr. YATES. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks I include an article
which appeared in the New World on
January 27, 1967:
Is HUAC NECESSA~Y?-MANY SAY No
(By George G. IUggins)
A group of 120 Roman Catholic priests
RD.d nuns in the greater Boston area has
endorsed a "Statement of Concern" on the
right of diSsent, With particular reference to
the House Un·American Activities committee (HUAC).
The priests and nuns noted that both the
Rev. Robert F. Drinan, S. J., dean of the Boston oollege law school, and the Rev. Joseph
H. Fichter, S. J., professor of Roman Catholic
Studies at the Harvard Dlvlnity school, earlier
had raised "serious charges against HUAC"
and had called for "a full and open debate
in the Congress about the continued existence of HUAC."
The statement called attention to an ed.ltoria.l by the Rev. John B. Sheerin, C.S.P., in
the Catholic World which compared HUAC's
he&rtngs in Washington, D.C., this past
August to "the Star Chamber proceedings
in Old England" where the "rtghts of free
speech and fair trial" of Catholics "as well
as their religious liberty" were jeopardized.
"We, as Catholtc priests and nuns, are
aware of the dangers of restricting freedom
of speech and the political and religious
liberties guaranteed in the First Amendment
of the United States Constitution," the statement said.
The signers of the statement endorsed the
calls for a debate on HUAC and urged
Speaker of the Hou~ McCormack "to pro'\'ide for the discussion in the House of Representatives this 1Bsue merits."
The Boston committee oould hal'e cited a
number of other Catholics who have called
for the abolition of HUAC, including M:sgr.
Charles Owen Rice, a pioneer in the field of
Catholic social action in the Pittsburgh area,
and the Rev. Edward Flannery, former editor
or the Providence Visitor and an acknowledged expert 1n the tleld of Christian Jewish
relations. Monsignor Rice has publtcly stated
that HUAC itself 1s "an ignoble experiment
in un·Americanism."
Fa.ther Flannery, in an editorial entitled
''HUAC Is Not Necessary," agrees with Father
Fichter that no group of legislators should
ha>e the power to decide what is or is not an
"un·American activity" and adds, in his own
n:1me, that "it may be the judgment of history that HUAC itself most perfectly exemplifies v.·hat Is meant by this lll·detlned
term.''
'Why all this criticism of HUAC? BMica1ly
there are three principal objections to the
committee:

1) The existence of a congressional committee whose jurisdiction Is limited to lnquirtng into ideas, opinions, speech, and
other forms of expression Is lrreoonclable
with a system of free expression in thia
country.
2) The committee's methods of operation
have tended to curtail d.iscussion of controversial issues and to hinder the development of new ideas and new approaches to
the complex issues which face our country
in a rapidly changing world.
3) The committee serves no useful purpose. It considers only a few bllls each year,
and all of these fall Within the jurisdiction
of some other congressional committee.
Moreover we already have adequate laws,
regulations, specialized personnel and procedureS' for safeguarding internal security.
HUAC's decision of last October to investigate Negro rioting in the major U.S. cities is
an added cause of alarm and an added reason
for hoping that the Congress w1ll abolish
the committee. When HUAC's chairman announced a staff inquiry into Negro rioting,
preliminary to a full-scale committee investigation, there were 60 anti-rioting bllls
pending before the House Judiciary committee, the appropriate body to consider such
legislation.
Moreover a special Judiciary subcommittee
had been authorized to make a comprehensive review of the civil rights problem. As
the Washington Post pointed out, this subcommittee "needs the interference of HUAC
about as urgently as a brain surgeon in the
midst of a dellcate operation needs the intrusion of a circus clown."
This is admittedly very strong language,
but no stronger than the situation calls for.
The editors of the Post and many other
thoughtful and well informed observers--including the majority o! civil rights leaders in
the United States-fear that HUAC, under
the guise o! determining whether or not the
Negro rioting of last summer was, in part,
planned and instigated by subversive elements, wlll engage in a Witch hunt against
the civil rights movement as such. Given
the committee's past record, I should say
that this fear is well founded.
It should be noted, in passing, the HUAC's
critics readily admit that the Congress needs
some sort of machinery to investigate thooe
matters pertaining to filternal security or to
the administration of ex.lsttng laws.
They are convinced, llowever, that adequate authority for these purposes 1s already
vested in other House committees, particularly in the Committee on the Judiciary,
which has traditionally dealt with the
problem of internal security. I! the authortty of the latter committee needs to be
classitled, its rules can easily be amended by
the Congress to this end.
But no congressional committee should
ever be authorized-under the guise of ferreting out subversive elements 1n our society
-to investigate "propnganda" or other forms
of free expression guaranteed by the Blll of
Rights. To permit any agency of government to censor controversial 1deo.s or to
determine what 1s or Is not an "un-Amerlcan" activity would clearly violate the true
meaning of pn. tr1ot1sm.
Patriotism is a virtue, yes; but as Cnrdinal
Cushing of Boston pointed out in his recent
pastoral letter, "The Servant Church," there
1s "a distressing and too prevalent notion
that patriotism must be a cloak for the
blanket and blind acceptance of all decisions
made by the United States. This Is not patrtotism-i t can be ins tend the road to national disintegration.
"All of us must admit, and true patriots
v.111 agree, that critical thinkers and thinking critics constitute the life·blood of any
· society. True lo e of country demands that
we commit ourselves unequivocally to the
ideals on the baals of which America was
founded-that we pursue these ideals With
integrity, hone ty, Rnd fidelity, not merely

1n pursuit of domestic tranquility, but in
our relations With other peoples in the family of nations.
"Patriotism, true and proper, demands
much more than the choral chanting of
'God Bless America.' It demands a responsible, persistent, honest endeavor by
citizens to insure, at home and abroad, the
extension of freedom, the establishment of
responsible governments and the preservation of human dignity.
"Such a commitment makes our lol'e o!
country a more vital and dynamic force than
any instinctive pieties of blood and soli."

Congressman Sikes, Citizen Pabiot of the
Year
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES E. BENNETT
OF

FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, February 9, 1967

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Speaker, it wns
my pleasure to be present last FridaY
night at the Sheraton Park Hotel to witness the a ward by the Reserve omcex·s
Association to the gentleman from Florida [Mr. SIKES], recognizing h1m .. as the
citizen of 1967 who has contributed most
to the national security of the United
States." It was a well-deserved award.
because Congressman SIKES has indeed
been at the forefront of such service not
only in 1967 but in many years past.
The citation backing up the famous Min•
uteman Award for 1967 reads as follows:
RESERVE

OFFICERS AsSOCIATION OF THE UNITED
STATES

An association resolution with respect to thtt
career of the Honorable RoBERT L. F. SIKES
Whereas, throughout more than a quarter

century of service 1n the House or Repre·
sentattves of the United States;
IUs devotion to the highest concept ot dutY
to country;
The courage and independence of his lead'"
ership for adequate Preparedness which 11
necessary to National Security;
The steadfastness of his dedication to tb"
Citizen-Reservist Tradition;
The clarity of his judgment to insure
strength, e1Iectiveness a.nd high morale to
the Nation's military force,
have given confidence to his generation, tn•
spiration to posterity, and safety to this No.·
t1on's institutions and ideals.
Therefore, Be It Resolved, that tn recogn1·
tion o! his great service to the United states.
this Association proudly recognizes hitn aB
the Citizen of 1967 who has contributed xn06'
to the National Security shared by everY
American citizen 1n these times.
HORACE B. HANSON, Jr.,
:Major General, USAR,
National President.

For the Association, the National council.
February 24, 1967.
JOHN T. CARLTON,
Colonel, USAR,
E:tecuttt'e Director.

Congressman SIKES delivered an eloquent address on that same evening, on~
which every American should rend; aJl
I am honored to include it here in the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:

ROA MmWINTER CONFERENCE
I note a very pleo.sing degree of optixniSIYl
here tonight. Things are different. Not llk 8
they were two years ago after the axe ll~1 d
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fallen. The Reserves are stlll In business.
Things are moving. ROA's leadership is
capable-Horace Hanson, Jake Carlton, and
dozens or others. Our members are confident. Our buUding is going up. This can be
the best year of all.
"
But for our country there is a serious and
Unsolved problem. America finds itself at
war-a dirty, lonely, unhappy, unintentional
kind of war with an insattsable greed for
men, materials, and money. It is halfway
around the world in a place where we had not
Prep3.red to fight, but where Americans, as 1s
their wont, have fought heroically, worked
tirelessly and performed magnificently. It is
not a glamoroUB war and a lot of people
v.-ant us to get out. And the Communists
have made noises which the press magnified
into a search for peace. Now the peace agitators are back at work.
As I read the dispatches, communist North
~etnam, with a population of 16 mill1on and
•cant resources, just isn't talking as much
&bout whipping us. They have indicated
that under certain conditions, like surrender
or all stated objectives by the United States,
they might be WUling to "negotiate". I place
"negotiate" in quotes. They will let our
President state his case 1f he wants to go to
lianoi to do it. I suppose this would be
caned progress by the campus marching and
demonstrating societies.
I would like to see one headllne which
•Imply ao.ys, "Losers Do Not Dictate the Terms
for Peace". And, I would mail that headline
to aome highly placed gentlemen at home
&lld abroad, in and out of the United Nations,
leaa they forget. It 1s the United States that
1a WlnnJ.ng, and will continue to win, We
don't need negotiations.
We have too ma.ny people who are talking
'9rhen they should be listening. There are
~~:>me well intentioned peace seekers, and
there 1a a nut fringe. Sometimes the efforts
or both subvert national policy. They do
not represent the character or the conviction
or the American people.
On the night that women striking for
Peace were seen on network television battering away at the Pentagon doors, the same
Zle'W8Ca&t picked up a Navy enlisted man, a
getty officer in charge of a mine sweeper that
il4 b~n severely da.mag d by Viet Cong
fire on a river near Saigon. That young man
BJ>eaJdng to the newscaster had tears in his
eyes when he said, "Everyone of my men has
a Piece of shrapnel in him-but we are doing
'tthat we can." I think he had a. stronger
lllessage for the American people, but I wontler Why he had to compete for time on T.V.
'tttth a group of peace strikers.
We all believe in freedom of speech. But
1 have little regnrd for those elements whose
llletnbers exercise license by taking advantage
?~ our constitutional guarantees to criticize
"'-le very efforts or those American who are
tlylng to guarantee their right to criticize.
or course the Communists would like to
~lk peace. They are losing. They know tt.
~orth VIetnam ha.s been hurt. Every bomb~~ tnisslon adds to their problems. But they
44.t!lk they can walt us out and we are told
t.h~y can continue the war for a long time
Untea greater pressure 1s applied in the
:tlorth. There are too mnny off llmlts areas~e:us important to the continuation of the
a.r, such a.s Ha.lphong, which receives two!~rcts or North Vietnam's war supplies. If
"'-le6e otr limits arens are taken out or sealed
0
~: 1C the Delta a.nd other major food prodUcing areas are denied to the Communists;
1t Pacifica.tlon of clenred areas is forcefully
Ctlrtied out, this war will not long endure.
thI! our forces had been fully unleashed from
e beginning, 1n the ways that American
~.eld commanders recommended, it already
Ould have been over.
.
That's a lot of lfs. Our forces must fight
~t the level prescribed for them-not at the
or their capablllty. That can mean a
1eve1
Clng war. People will get tired of 1t. The
creocendo o! demand for negotiations will

grow stronger, always stimulated by the communist propaganda machine. The Communists know the consequences much better
than we of losing battles when the world is
watching. If they could get U.S. forces immobillzed or out of South Vietnam, the guerrillas could again have things their way, 1n
a short time. So before we falllnto the old
and obvious and simple communist trap of
negotiating, let's remember that however
much we may want peace, we need victory
more. A clear-cut victory will do more to
guarantee peace in our time than all the
words of all the diplomats at all the conference tables ln the world. We can avoid the
next war by winning this one.
In the meantime, the fighting goes on.
There may be a great deal of fighting. There
must be new manpower projections-a new
look will have to be taken at equipment
levels, ammunition stocks, construction of
facilities. We are holding at a troop level
of 410,000. If the fighting continues through
the year, the Pentagon plans to level off a.t
470,000. More than that may be required
unless we are able to get more fight and less
talk from our allies.
Where shall we get additional forces?
Everyone knows we are spread thin. If this
is a "little" war, heaven forbid that we find
ourselves in anything bigger until thlB one
is finished. General John K. Waters, a very
competent fighting man, listed ways that
the U.S. can win in Vietnam. Did you know
he placed the call up of the necessary Reserve
elements first? This is an almost untapped
resource.
This war has some strange ground rules.
Very little use ha.s been made of Reserve
units. They are maintained for times of
need. There has been a serious need. From
the beginning of our involvement in Viet
Na.m there has been a need for Reserve units,
engineer units, transportation units, port
units, logistics support units--a. need for
specialists who are skilled from practice in
private life in those area.s where specialists
could have bridged the gape which were a
chronic problem in Vietnam. Their presence
could have saved our country milllons of
dollars in cost; could significantly have advanced the American cause timewlse toward
victory. Much more importantly, we have
left a lot of dead In Vietnam and there will
be more. Additional skilled and experienced
personnel might well have minimized these
losses.
The Joint Chiefs have asked repeatedly
that the Reserves be used In this conftlct.
They weren't used. So it was necessary to
withdraw trained specialists, thousands of
them, from our forces in Europe and !rom
units in the Z.l. This weakened America's
worldwide defense structure, particularly 1n
Europe, where it already had been hurt by
allied shortcomings and by French defections. There are such specialists in the Reserves who want to serve. Congress even
provided legislation to permit them to be
called. None have.
Are the Reserve forces ready? Individuals,
yes. Some units are ready, too. Some units
haven't received adequate training. I do
not think anyone would claim thla is the
fault of the Reserve components. They
would welcome an opportunity to be trained
and rendy. ROA ha.s said for years, "The
Reserves ask only the right to be ready."
Some units do not have mOdern equipment.
Again, that is not the fault of the Reserves.
Many units just haven't received it. Other
units-regular units too-have had their
equipment taken for shipment to the fighting front in the frantic effort to make up
for shortages which have been so forcefully
portrayed by the distinguished Senator from
Mississippi, Mr. Stennis and his Committee.
There are Reservists who have made very
significant contributions to the allied cause
in Vietnam. Some of this has been done by
Reservists serving on extended active duty;
some by Air Reserve and Air National Guard
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Units. Fourteen of these airlift units
ironically are scheduled for deactivation unless your Congress can convince the Pentagon to continue their services. These are
fourteen important units embracing nearly
10,000 omcers a.nd men and 176 aircraft.
Units which today are helping in an important way to lighten the unbelievably large
logistics load associated with a war that is
getting bigger.
Well, let's talk about the future of the
Reserve components. No Pentagon leader
holds nor attempts to hold that the Reserves
are not an essential part of the nation's
defense forces. If that is true, the Reserve
components should be supported at a level
which wU1 insure their readiness to fill thu t
essential place effectively In the defense
structure. We want them to have a chance
to stay a.llve and win when they are called.
For too long America failed to provide
properly for those who wear the uniform.
The pay scale wa.s not commensurate with
that available in civillan life. Too often
they weren't given a comfortable !Uld plenaant place in which to live and work. Now
this picture is changed for those in the
active forces--changed in large part through
the leadership of the distinguished Chairman of the Committee on Armed Services,
the Honorable L. Mendel Rivers, and his
Committee.
Not only ls there new awareness In the
Congress of the need to insure dignity and
to provide proper recognition and a respectable standard of living to military personnel
and their families; there also is a positive
acceptance by Congress of its responslbutty
to insure that weapons and equipment are
modem and adequate In number. It is here
particularly that the inftuence of that great
Texan, George Mahon, and his Committee
has been felt.
It is Congress which time and again ha.s
added weapons where needed and authorized
additional research on new weapons systems
where gape existed. In these instances,
Congress has not been clairvoyant. We simply have followed the recommendations of
seasoned and dedicated commanders who llve
with the problem.
Even today, there is unspent money 1n the
Pentagon for new weapons concepts which
Congress belleves are required to insure
America's invulnerabllity.
For instance,
there is funding to further the development
of the advanced manned bomber, so that
there will be bombers In the next decade.
There is funding to begin an Anti-Ballistic
Missile System. The Russians are building
one. The Pentagon feels a system here is not
sufficiently required to spend 30 blllion dollars Congress doesn't want to give Russia
that important defense advantage. We believe it wiser to spend 30 blllion dollars than
to risk 90 milllon American lives.
In defense of the Pentagon let me state
that it has many problems. Our defense
commitments are worldwide and complex.
There is always the problem of money and
the pressure to a void expend! tures where
possible. Its experts are human. They do
the best they can, and like people elsewhere,
they sometimes cannot agree among themselves on the best course of action. We respect the Secretariat and those in uniform
who are associated with them and we applaud
their contributions. They are dedicated men
and they work endless hours. We all serve
under the same flag.
Yes, positive strides have been made for
those who serve in the active forces. Now
we are going to make equally positive strides
for those who serve In the Reserve components. For a time efforts in Congress for
the Reserves had to be largely defensive. We
were fighting to keep the Reserves alive.
There were headlines which told of lna.dequate training, inadequate · clothing, inadequate equipment. You know these conditions existed because you were there. The
Pentagon sought a. merger which the Con-
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gress would not accept and will not accept.
But, in all of this there were those who
feared we were witneS&ing the slow death of
the time honored tradition of a strong
Reserve.
And, morale suffered, suffered
grievously.
Even so, the line was held. For two years,
a little handful of your friends in the Congress, ably backed by ROA, kept the Reserves
intact. This is not enough. Defensive tactics alone cannot insure strong Reserve components. The best defense is a strong offense. Now, it is time and we are ready to
seize the initiative, to press forward. Now
is the time to insure strong and well equipped
and well trained Reserve components of high
morale.
For this we must have legislation. The
evidence of the past 24 months has made it
very clear that the Congress, as a part of its
constitutional responsibilty, must specify in
detail the national policy and law governing
this very important element of our national
security team.
We must enact a Blll of Rights for theReserves. We have such a bill in Congress.
It is Congressman Eddie Hebert's bill. Here
is a man to whom the Reserves-and Amer1car-owe much. Twice his bill has passed
the Hou.se of Representatives by overwhelming odds. For the second time it is awaiting
action in the Senate. A clear statement of
intent to take up the blll there early this
year has been voiced by Senate leaders such
as that great stalwart for defense, Senator
Russell, and no man in the U.S. has been a
greater champion of the Reserves than he.
America, not just the Reserves--America
needs this blll written into law-intactfor America's security.
Non of this implies a desire on the part of
the Reserves for the perpetuation of dead
wood. There must be constant planning
and reorganization and pruning ~·here
needed to stay modern.
It coUld be disastrous not to have the
insurance that effective Reserve components
provide. It woUld be disastrous today to
find ourselves tn a larger war without backup forces from the Reserves. A Bill of Rights
for the Reserves will spell all these things
out in law. Nothing should be left to c~ance.
Nor could the Reserves ever be struck down
by the stroke of one pen.
Chairman Mao says power grows out of
the barrel of a gun. If this is the kind of
world we live in, I want 1t to be American
power out of American guns. This then 1s
what we seek: a powerful defense team, effective, modern, invulnerable, !or this is
America's security today and tomorrow. Give
us this, but guard it zealously and use it
carefully as is America's wont. Then our
diplomats will have time in which to work
and their words will be heeded-and God
grant that they ca.n do as well as those in
unt!orm who fight on the field of battle.
And, while this is being done, let us remind
ourselves-and the world-that America has
not lost its unity or its purpose. Sometimes
our objectives are not spelled out with the
aa.me detail that confusion and uncertainty
are presented to us and the world. Sometimes the voices of those who counsel retreat
receive greater play than those who say,
''Whatever the cost, we will not haul down
the American Flag." Sometimes the efforts
o! those who seek to bu1ld a greater America
fail to achieve the prominence of those who
lead marches and demonstrations, of the
draft card burners and the protesting beatniks; and sometimes the world is confused
by ~·hat it sees here.
As true today as' it was in 1777 when he
snid it, 1s Thomas Paine's view that "those
who expect to reap the blessing of freedom
must, like men, undergo the fatigue of supporting it."
But the challenge to freedom does not need
to lie on one'a own doorstep. When freedom

dies anywhere in the world it dies a little tn
America too.
We in ROA know the soul of America is
reflected by the glory of its past and the
greatness of its present and its dreams for
the future of mankind. And, we in ROA who
have no problems in understanding the
meaning of America or the significance of
its mission, know that there may always be
unpleasant and unhappy tasks llke Vietnam,
but we do not fear them. We know that our
commitmfnts must go on for as long as it
takes to assure the nations of the world that
America's dedication to the preservation of
freedom is not a part-time obligation. We
know that the symbol and the actuality
of America are worth all our efforts. We
just want to get on with the job.
There is a word for all of this-a word
to insure the future of America as we know
it. That word is called patriotism. May the
God of our fathers help each of us to know
patriotism in its richest meaning and to
teach it to those around us every day that
we live.

Beautification in Beaufort, S.C.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. L. MENDEL RIVERS
01' SOUTH CAROLINA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. RIVERS. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to call attention to what I honestly
believe to be one of the most beautiful,
most scenic, most charming towns in the
United States: Beaufort, S.C.
Beaufort has remained all these things
1n the face of great expansion of industry
and population largely due to community
consciousness of both the natural beauty
of its geography and the charm of the
town itself.
One man who has contributed much to
Beaufort's present condition is my good
fi1end John M. Trask, Jr. As chairman
of the Beaufort Committee of the Lowcountry Resources, Conservation, and
Development Commission of South Carolina, he bears a continuing responsibility in this field. I am now placing in the
RECORD two articles from the February
241ssue of the Savannah Morning News;
I believe these articles illustrate the work
being done 1n Beaufort far better than I
could.
The articles follow:
SALT \VATER POLLUTION CONTROLS REQUESTED
BY BEAUFORT BOARD
(By Peter J. Trigg)
BEAUFORT, S.C.-Fresh water pollution
standards were recently tightened by the
state Water Pollution Authority, and the
Beaufort Committee on the Low-country
Resources, Conservation and Development
Commission now wants a corresponding
change in salt water classifications.
A recommendation was submitted to the
committee by Stan Waskiewicz Thursday,
and Jim Waring moved that it be accepted
and notice of the committee's position sent
to the state authority.
The board passed the motion and the
resolution will be sent to William Linton
of the pollution authority. Copies also will
be sent to the county health o.mcer, the
RC&D Commission and to Robert Lunz, head
of the Bears Bluff Marine Laboratories near
Charleston.
The committee recommended that "unllm-
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ited pollution of any stream no longer be
permitted by law . . . and therefore the
pollution authority should delete stream
classification S.C. subsection A !rom its
standards."
According to Waskiewicz, this classification
is a "dressed-up S.D. classification which
allows unlimited pollution."
"This new classification is very vague," he
said. "It states that pollution would not be
permitted which would prevent the survival
of fish life, but this would not protect the
culture of fish and eventually they would
be eliminated from waters and this class."
The new standards on fresh water, he said,
"Are acceptable· to good pollution practices
but the proposed standards fall short of good
pollution practices as affecting our salt-water
streams."
The resolution further says that "all effiu·
ents disposed into salt water streams and
classified S.A. or S.B. should be restricted
to define Ph ltmlts (degree of acidity and
alkalinity)."
In fresh water streams classiified S.A. or
S.B., Waskiewicz sai.d the Ph factor is taken
into acocunt but not in the proposed standards for salt water.
The committee also recommended that
phenols, dyes, organic or inorganic cornpounds included in industrial effluents
should be limited to "such concentrations
as would not affect marine life or growth
of marine life."
The recommendation from the committee
concludes by saying that "a large segment of
our present economy and recreational de·
velopment is dependent upon these waters
and it must be realized that future generations will be more dependent upon thern AS
a source of food and drinking water.
"We should discontinue the use of these
streams as receptacles of waste before the
damage ls beyond repair," the resolution
said.
In other action by the group Thursday.
it was agreed that a new post office buU<ilDg
proposed for Beaufort should be bullt of such
a design that it would blend with the nrchi·
tecture of the city.
The committee agreed to write a letter to
the necessary postal officials, with copies to
other interested parties, saying they felt the
building "should have a design compatible
with the architecture of Beaufort and one
which would uplift and set a standnrd for
any future development surrounding it."
The committee &.lao requested that theY
be given a change to review the final · deslgll
of the exterior of the building.
Mrs. Sally Mae Hollins, former postmaster
tn Beaufort and present 11ecretary of tbe
Beaufort RC&D Committee, moved that we
letter be written.
It was brought out at the meeting that the
building will be constructed by private interests and leased by the Post Office Department.
It will be located somewhere between
Cartnret and Charles streets and between
-Bay and Prince streets in the downtown
business district of Beaufort.
City Mannger Don Fisher, a member of the
committee. said that "aside from the in·
creased postal eftlciency the new buildi.rlg
wm afford, it could be very important in
starting an urban redevelopment progrnxn
in this area."
RESOLUTION BOOSTS BEAUJ'ORT'S SCENER'f
BEAUFORT, S.C.-The Beaufort Committe«'
of the Lowcountry Resources COnservation
and Development Comm.l.ssion ThursdaY
passed a resolution designed to preserve
scen1c roads and areas of the county.
On a motion by Don Fisher, the comtllltte~
agreed to ask the Beaufort Couuty noard
Directors and the legl&lative delegation to
take the necessary action to designate cer·
ta.ln areas as "scenic."
Fisher, in discussing tht) motion, .ald.
"Something should be done before these area'
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are

completely over-run with unsightly
billboards a.nd trash."
John M. Trask, a member of the s.lx-county
. COtn.ml.ssion and chairman of the Beaufort
committee, told the group that a scenic
road commission or some s1m1lar body should
be created with the power to enforce the
Preservation of these areas.
He also suggested working through the
Lowcountry RC&D to make an e.trort in
jt)lning Cha.rleston and Savannah in establishing a scenic route from Charleston,
through the scenic and historic areas of the
Lowcountry and Beaufort County, to Sal'&nnah.
Trask also made the same recommendation
ln a tourism report, delivered this week, to
the Ch:unber of Commerce board of diroctors.
The roads and areas which the committee
~lt should re-ceive such designations are the
P. l"Oad River Bridge area, Sheldon Church
?:oa.d area, Penn School road section, Hunting
~land causeway area, Hilton Head Island
cauaewny area., the old Jericho road area and
Certain areas located near Bluffton.
The Rev. Everett Gill of Penn Community
~n-lces brought up the posslbillty of tieing.\ the s~nic ron.d project with the Nelson
ct for Highway Beautification.
beThis act provides that federal funds can
obtained to employ persons who are not
~bout to work full time, but who can work a
tow hours a week. They would participate
1
n clean-up projects on highways and in
0 t.h.er areas.
J Torn Barnwell, a member of the BeaufortIL&per Economic Opportunity Commission,
~d this group had already made applications
or funds under the Nelson Act.

thls newfound wealth to pay off some of ita
debt, it found so many more services to
render people through the Great Society
that it will have accumulated. $51 billion
more in debt by the end of this fiscal year,
and it says frankly it cannot pay any of it
off.
The bitter truth was accepted by the Senate Finance Committee on motion or the
watchdog of the Treasury, Sen. John J. Williams, Delaware Republican. Williams has
probably started more probes of government
spending than anyone now in Congress, but
the huge interest on the national debt is apparently beyond him. He just threw up his
hands and said, let's face it, it's permanent.
It is also a bit shocking and sickening.

"Prudent De-Escalation" of Purely Military Aspects of Vietnam War Called for
by Former Ambassador to Japan
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 28, 1967
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, the for-

mer Ambassador to Japan, Edwin 0.
Reischauer, recently stated his views on
the Vietnam war. Mr. Reischauer's
statement before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee calls for prudent
deescalation of the conflict's purely milThe National Debt
itary aspects-for instance, the bombing
- of the north. By doing so, the AmEXTENSION OF REMARKS
bassador says, the administration's objectives can best be obtained.
OJ'
Ambassador Reischauer's views
liON. JAMES H. (JIMrttY) QUILLEN areSince
based on long experience with the
OF T.ENNESSEI:
peoples of southeast Asia, I think they
are worth studying in depth, and conseI~ TIIE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
quently I insel't into the RECORD the re.Monday, February 6, 1967
port of Ambassador Reischauer's stateAir. QUILLEN. Mr. Speaker, since we ment as it appeared in the New York
~ill be discussing again tomorrow the Times on Wednesday, February 1, 1967:
legtsiation to increase the debt ceiling, ExCERPTS FROM REISCHAUER'S STATEMENT TO
n,\Vould like to insert at this point in the
SENATORS
'l' tcoan an editorial from the Bristol,
WASHINGTON, Jan. 31.-Following are exj~~.-Va., Herald Courier on this sub- cerpts from a statement today by f(Yf"mer

l'tt:a: NATIONAL DEBT: A SHOCKING FIGURE
Chf:ilnce 19!i9, Congress has played a game of
t.Q a.tades with the national debt. That was
1tl e Year It fixed as permanent, the debt celi'ttog a.t •285 billion. Anyone knowing this
g0 Uld aasume that the no.tionnl debt wa.s to

\l8 no higher, Tho.t is where Congress fooled
ta.~ Eillch year thereafter, it added a "tempohU·i debt ceillng," until that came to $45
ln • on more. Now, with the Treasury requirtng another •6 billion debt authorization,
to~ Senate has bowed to reality and called the
ln~a.l or •336 blllion a permanent debt ceilaa or the end of the fiscal yeo.r June 30.
tll~ that ts tnctng reality, then the Senate
to st mean it sees no way for the country
ro/~uce ita nation:ll debt at this or for any
~h ~ae~uble tlme. It is like a householder
lun tukea out a mortgage and, instead o!
a.n;rttziug it over the years, borrows more
ba. more on hia house--and finally asks the
"t r,k to make it one permanent mortgage
00 ~~~•tlt amortization, but to cnrry interest

°

gl)~h~ difference 1s that the United States
an ernment haa for the laat six years hnd
nu Unprecedent~d annunl Increase in revel'r::: aa its share of the continuing national
Perlty. Iuatead of uatng some or all or

Amba8sad(YT Edwin 0. Reischauer before the
Senate Foreign Relatioru Committee:

I am myself a supporter of the Administration's objective in Vietnam, which, as I
understand it, is to bring the war to as
speedy an end as possible, without resorting
to either or the dangerous alternatives of
withdrawal or major escalation. I might
add that, in my view, this objective can best
be attained by prudent de-escalation of the
conflict's purely mllitary aspects-for instance, the bombing of the north.
Regardless of how one views our present
policy, however, I belle\·e we would all agree
that our position in Vietnam is something
we should have avoided. If at several tlmes
in the past w~ had correctly judged the
reaUties or the situation in Vietnam, the
risks involved, and the llmitations o! our influence, we would have made a different
choice than we did. Decisions, which at the
time may have seemed small and relatively
uniroport:mt, led us step by step to our present unhappy position.
My personal feeling ls tha.t two of our
mnjor mistakes were made early-in the
years arter 19-l5 in backing the revival of
French coloniall!tm and in 195-l in stepping
into the unsollnd situation the French left
behind them. Be that as it may, the war in
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Vietnam shows that we need a clearer concept of our long-range relationship with
Asia so that we will have sounder guidelines
in the day-to-day decisions that cumulatively shape our policy.
CHINESE MENACE WEAKER

However slow the progress in most of Asia,
the general movement, I feel, is upward economically and toward more viable political
and social systems. The threat of unitary
world Communism sweeping Asia has largely
faded, and the menace of Chinese domination-if ever it was a real menace in the
m1lltary sense--is growing weaker.
Almost all of the countries of Asia are
gaining in national cohesiveness and in confidence. In some areas there has been encouraging progress toward the development
of a healthy sense of regional cooperation.
Some of these things may be happening because of our Vietnam stance, but fundamentally they are happening for other more
basic reasons and in some cases despite our
stand in Vietnam.
If the present Vietnam crisis can be solved
without either great escalation or a headlong retreat by the United. States, I believe
that we can count on the situation in Asia
continuing slowly to improve, rather than
deteriorating.
Asian nations neither are alike nor act
alike. Each is very distinctive. I therefore
doubt that blanket policies should or could
be applied to all of the countries or Asia.
Some, because of strategic location or an important product, are of more immediate concern to us than others. As examples, I
might cite the vital sea routes through the
Straits of Malncca and the oil or West Asia.
As I have said, we can o.!Ier e.!Iective defenses more easily to island countries than
to continental ones. Some countries more
eagerly seck relations with us than others.
and with some we have developed special
bonds. The Philippines, South Korea and
Taiwan are cases in point. M06t important,
some countries are fa.r cl06er to being stable,
mOdernized nations than are others.
JAPAN, A SPECIAL CASE

In this regard, Japan is, of course, a special
case. Not so much because It is a.n island
nation or a Pacific, as oppo6ed to an Asian,
land, but because it 1s a thoroughly modernized country. Japan I believe is as much a
natural partner and ally or the United
States as any country In Europe.
I should like to put forward, on the basis
of the broad concepts discussed above, a few
general propositions, as Indicative of the
fundamental directions in which we should
be trying to move over the years ahead / I
cannot in the format of this brief presentation explore these propositions fully, but I
believe they are concepts which should be
studied carefully. Stated. bluntly and with
a minimum of justification or explanation,
these propos! tions are:
1. We should seek to minimize our military involvement and millta.ry commitments
in Asln, because our vital interests are not
likely t.o be threatened in m06t of Asia.,
because our type of mil.it::Lry strength is not
very e.!Iective in meeting subversion and
guerrilla warfore, which are the chief threats
to the stabUlty of most Asio.n countries. and
because our 111llita.ry presence 1s likely to stir
up anti-American reactions and hs.ve other
lnfiuences adverse
to our lon~-range
interests.
2. We should not try to induce m06t Asia.n
countries to align themselves formally with
us, since such alignments do not add to our
security and are not likely to be as effective
in giving them security as are their own
unfettered nationalism and, possibly, regional groupings or like-minded countries.
Far more useful, both to the security or most
Asian nations and to our own, are multila.teral Involvements of these states with one
another nnd with o.ll th~ developed natious.
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OPPOSES SPONSORING CHANGE

3. We should not sponsor political, social,
or economic change in Asian countries,
though we should be responsive to requests
from them for aid in carrying out such
changes, whenever we judge that these
changes would help in the healthy development of these countries and that our aid
could usefully contribute to this end. We
run serious and unwarranted dangers when
we take the initiative in sponsoring important internal changes in Asian lands or when
our intluence becomes so preponderant that
we assume responsibllity for the existence or
nature of a regime. Such situations are all
too likely to produce serious friction between
our well-meaning efforts and their nationalism.
4. We should not seek to play the role of
leader in Asia, rallying allles to our policies,
but should attempt to Withdraw to the role
of a friendly outside supporter of individual
or collective Asian lnltlatives. In such a role,
we are more likely to be able to give effective
aid to Asian countries than when we assume
the leadership ourselves.
I applaud our efforts to find new contacts
with the Communist Chinese through the
exchange of newsmen, scholars, and other
private citizens. I look upon trade contacts
with Communist China as being probably of
more value to the achievement of our longrange objectives than detrimental to our
short-term interests. I feel that we should
not oppose Peking's entry in the United Nations or other international bodies, so long
as it is wllling to enter on the same terms
as do other countries.
Such stands would mean the clear adoption of a policy toward Communist China of
•·containment With isolation"--()r, as the
J'resldent put it last July 12, a policy of
.. reconelliation.'' I should point out, bowever, that I do not believe such a policy would
bring any important immediate changes in
our relationship with that vast country.

A Wild Goose Chase
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
o:r

HON. L. MENDEL RIVERS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, February 28, 1967

Mr. RIVERS. Mr. Speaker, sometimes when I am reading my favorite
newspaper, the Charleston News and
Courier, I come across an editorial of
such astuteness and penetrating clarity
that I feel it must be shared with the
rest of the country. Such an editorial
appeared in the VVednesday, February
22, issue of this newspaper and is entitled "A VVild Goose Chase." It 1s a
perfect reply to those in the Civil Rights
Commission who are responsible for its
latest and most asinine proposal yet.
I hope everyone will read this editorial
which now follows:
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problems and has created taboos against
research.
Dr. Shockley charged the federal government and the American Anthropologico.l
Assn. with discouraging investigation because
it might reaclr"unpalatable" conclusions.
In the face of such expert testimony,·
backed by experience among laymen, the Civil
Rlgh ts Commission's proposal to demollsh
schools serving Negro neighborhoods in a
futile attempt to reduce the percentage o!
Negro enrollment below 50 per cent seems
wicked as well as absurd.

Tribute to l\1anager of San Leandro
Chamber of Commerce
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE P. MILLER
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ThursdayJ February 16, 1967

A Wn.n GoosE CHAsE
Mr. MILLER of California.
:Mf·
In its emotional urge to mix races in
classrooms at any cost, the Civil Rights Speaker, last week the California AssfY
Commission has moved closer to the inevit- ciation of Chamber of Commerce Execuable brink of absurdity with its latest pro- tives honored Mr. Frank King, manager
nouncement on integration of schools. The of the Chamber of Commerce of Sail
commission has declared that schools hav- Leandro, a city in my district. This citY
ing an enrollment of more than 50 per cent has met the problems of providing serf'"
Negro pupils must be abolished.
Three possible courses are open: 1, leave ices to a ra.pidly increased populatiOll
the Negroes Without education; 2, move with remarkable success. It has also atenough of them out to reduce the percent- tracted industrial development to pro"
age below 50 per cent; or 3, move in suffi- vide employment for its residents and to
cient white puplls to achieve the desired obtain a favorable tax base.
These
percentage.
things have been accomplished by per"
Course No. 1 1s against an enlightened
approach to improvement of racial stand- sons, such as Mr. King, who have dediards. The other courses imply some kind of cated themselves to the community welSUPPORT FOR TWAnwAN
compulsion in the dally lives of citizens. fare. I am pleased to insert in the Co!f'"
We must continue to support the right of Either children will be forced to travel long GRESSIONAL RECORD an editorial Which aP'"
the people on Taiwan to self-determination distances from their homes to school-an peared in the February 21; 1967, issue o!
and membership in the United Nations, and, imposition on ·them and their parents in the San Leandro, Calif., Morning Ne-«5
that being the case, Peking may not choose terms of time, convenience and emotional honoring Frank King.
to enter the United Nations for the time dislocation--or, even more drnstlc, resettleFRANK KINa 'l'RmUTE Is WELL DEsERV~
being. Nor does it seem probable that Com- ment of entire families by the thousand.
In honoring Ma.na.ger Franlt M. King of tl16
Resettlement is indeed a drastic term, but
munist China would respond right away to
one that may have to be examined fully in San Leandro Chamber of Commerce. tll"
any offers !rom us for increased contact.
However, the accumulating frustrations of future discussions of the race problem of California Association of Chamber of Qottl"
the Peking regime, both in foreign policy and many Northern and Western cities. Their merce Executives last week paid well-de·
at home, suggest that the time may be ap- vast colonies of Negroes have created condi- served tribute to a man whose accompusJl"11
proaching when its leaders will be forced to tions With which authorities seem unable to ments have long been known to many 68
Leandrans.
take more rational approaches to their in- cope.
The Certlfica te of Management servi~
Instead of suggesting that these slum
ternational problems. It is important that,
2
when that time comes, the Chinese realize areas be improved With schools and other pres en ted to King in recognl tion of hlS
years
of cho.mber work here bore the sto.te•
that the doors are open for them to partici- faclllties tallored !or the special needs of the
pate in international society and to develop inhabitants, the Civil Rights Commission ment that the award was presented in "sill"
closer contacts with us. In fact, the knowl- seems determined to apply compulsory ming- cere appreciation for outstanding devotloJl
edge that these doors stood open might well ling with white people as a poultice for the to public and community interest whlle serf•
hasten the decision in Peking to attempt to sores. Since the white people have been ing as a lender o! Chamber o! Com.rnereil
moving in droves to suburbs, the commission activities."
go through them.
The presentation in Stockton at the state;
It is not surprising that the Communist seems to be saying tbat it wm bring back
Chinese fiercely resent the implication in our their children in buses, or else send Negroes wide association's 54th annual conferenc
in
pursuit
from
the
slums.
Such
action
helped
point up a record With which S.Vl
present policy that we have the right to pass
judgment on the nature of their government would wreck the civ11 rights of all concerned, Lcandr:ms have been familiar for some tittle·11
As to what this record cqnsists of, take
and that we feel it is either unable or else irrespective of race and color.
Meanwh1le, in the South, public education gander at scme of the local developiXleil~
unfit to continue to rule over the country
0
that it clearly controls. The removal of is proceeding, as well as it can in the face of since Frank King first took up the reins
these implications in our policy seems to me federal pressures, along more realistic lines. managing the local chamber in FebruarY·
to be an important first step we must take Some integration has been accepted, but so 1947.
The San Leandro chamber has steadil1
1! we are ever to build a more satisfactory far racial and residential dislocation has
relationship with continental China. I might been held within reasonable bounds. Both grown in membership, intluence and p:Ll'"
add that such a relationship is the prerequi- white and Negro citizens seem more inter- tlcipation 1n many civic endeavors.
During the past score of years locnl co~
Elte to a truly peaceful future for the whole ested in providing useful education for their
children than in chasing after percentage mcrcial and industrial activity has zooill ,.,
sian area.
statistics
of
racial
mixing.
forward
by leaps and bounds, thereby befll~
I close with a final caution thnt I hope
bas been implicit 1n the foregoing remarks.
From Physicist William Shockley, a Nobel a major factor in the city's ab111ty to lo"-'e
There are many qualities that are demanded prize-winner whose scientific credentials can- its tax rate for 19 consecutive years.
of us ns we approach the problems of Asia- not be challenged, has some support for the
This commercial-industrial progress b!l~
among them patience, restraint and a sensi- position that recognition of racial differences not been in any way to the detriment~.
tivity to Asian views and aspirations. nut is not pure prejudice, but may be based in other facets of S:m Leandro li!e--locnl r
most important of all, in my judgment, is a sound science. The "environmental-heredi- dent1al nrens have mushroomed and have J:>t"
correct sense of history-and through 1t a tary uncertainty", as he expressed it, has Come increasingly attractive, publiC ret:•
truer perspective on the problems of Asia.
prevented an intelllgent attack on city slum reation facilities have been expanded; out
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IChoola consistently maintain high standa.tda of education.
Frank King-a modest man despite his
&eeillingly limitless energy and enthuslasm!OUld be the last to claim credit !or all this.
.Qut those who have known him over the
know that he has played a major role
n the San Leandro story.
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